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ANNUAL REPORT 
. OF THE 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
OF 1HE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, · 
SHOWING 
THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION 
OF THE INSTITUTION 
l<'OR 
THE Y .EAR 1881. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
188 3. 
\ 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
June 20, 1882. 
"The following resolution was agreed to by the Senate May 16, 1882, and concurred 
"in by the House of Representatives June 20, 1882: 
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That fifteen thousand 
fin hundred and sixty copies of the Report of the Smithsonian Institution for the 
year 1881 be printed; two t,housand :five hundred copies of wh~ch shall be for the use 
of the Senate, six thousand and sixty copies for the use of the House of Representa-
ti ves, and seven thousand copies for the use of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Attest: 
I[ 
FRANCIS E. SHOBER, 
Acting Secretary. 
LETTER 
FROM THE 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN JNSTITUTION, 
ACCOMPANYING 
The annual report of the Board of Regents of that Institution for the year 
1881. 
MAY 16, 1882.-0rdered to be printed. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, March 1, 1882. 
· GENTLEMEN: In behalf of the Board of Regents, I have the honor 
to submit to the Congress of the United States the annual report of the 
operations, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution 
for the year 1881. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
Hon. DAVID DAVIS, 
President of the United States Senate, and 
Hon. J. w ARREN KEIFER, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
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REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN ·· INSTITUTION. 
By the organizing act approved .August 10, 1846, Revised Statute., 
title lxxiii, section 5580, "The business of the Institution shall be con. 
ducted at the city of Washington by a Board of Regents, named the 
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, to ·be composed of the Vice. 
President, the Chief Justice of the United States, [ and the Governor of 
the District of Columbia,] three members of the Senate, and three mem-
bers of the House of Representatives, together with six other persons, 
other than members of Congress, two of whom shall be resident in the 
city of Washington, and the other four shall be inhabitants of some 
State, but no two of them of the same State." 
REGENTS FOR THE YE.AR 1881. 
Term expirea. 
The Vice-President: , 
vVILLIAi"\f A. vVHEELER ... __ ....................................... Mar. 4, 1881 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR (became President) .•••••.•••••••••••••.••••• Sept.19, 1881 
DAVID DAVIS (pro tem.) • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mar. 4, 1883 
The Chfof Justice, MORRISON R. w AITE. 
United States Senators: 
GEORGE F. HOAR (from Peb. 21, 1881) .••••••••••••••••••••••••••... Mar. 4, 1883 
NATHANIEL P. HILL (from May 19, 1881) ..••••.••••.•••••••••.•.•.. Mar. 4, 1885 
SAMUEL B. MAXE)Y (from May 19, 1881) ..•••••••.•.••••.••...•.•••. Mar. 4, 1887 
Members of the House of Representatives: 
HIESTER CLYMER •.......•...••.••..••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••..•... Dec. 28, 18 1 
JAMES A. GARFIELD ......•.•...••••.•.•••••••••..••••••••••.••.•.. Dec.28,1 1 
JOSEPII E. JOIINSTON ........•••..•••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••.••.. Dec. 28, 1881 
Citizens of W asbington : 
PETER PARKER (appointed in 1868) .•••.•••••.••.•..••••••••••••••. Dec. 19, 1885 
WILLIAl\I T. SHERMAN (appointed in 1871) .••...••••.••••• -·· •••.. Mar.25, l 5 
Citizens of a State: 
Jorrn MACLEru.~, of New Jersey (appointed in 1868) ..••••.•....••••. Dec. 19, 1885 
ASA GRAY, of Massachusetts (appointed in 1874) ..•.•. . ...•......•. Dec. 19, 18 5 
lIELray CoPrf.;E, of Pennsylvania (appointed in 1874) ......••••..... Dec. 19, 1885 
N OAII RTER, of Connecticut ( appointed in 1878) .•••.•••......... Jan. 26, 1 4 
MORRI ox R. WAITE, Chancellor of the Institution and PreBident of the Board of 
Regents. 
VIII 
JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
THE SMITHSON[AN INSTITUTION. 
WASHINGTON, D. c., January 18, 1882. 
Th~ annual meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In-
stitution was held this day at 10 o'clock a. m., in the Regent's room. 
Present: The Chancellor-Chief Justice Waite, Hon. Geo. F. Hoar, 
Hon. N. P. Hill, Hon. S. B. Maxey, Hon. N. C. Deering, Hon. E. B. 
Taylor, Hon. S. S. Cox, Rev. Dr. John Maclean, Hon. Peter Parker, Dr. 
Asa Gray, Dr. Henry Coppee, General Wm. T. Sherman, Dr.Noah Por-
ter, and the Secretary, Prof. S . .F. Baird. 
The Chancellor made the following announcement relative to the ap-
pointment of members of the Board: 
On the 21st.of February, 1881, the Vice-President (Mr. WHEELER) 
appointed Hon. G. F. HOAR as Regent, vice Hon. Il. Hamlin, resigned. 
On ·the 19th of May, 1881, the Vice-President (Mr. ARTHUR) ap-
pointed Hon. S. B. MAXEY, of Texas, and Hon. N. P. HILL, of Colorado, 
Regents, vice Hon. R. E. Withers and Hon. N. Booth, whose terms had 
expired. · 
On the 9th of January, 1882, the Speaker of the Honse (Mr. Keifer) 
appointed as Regents for the. term of the 4 7th Congress, Hon. N. C. 
DEERING, of Iowa, Hon. E. B. TAYLOR, of Ohio, and Hon. S.S. Cox, of 
New York. 
The Chancellor called the attention of the Board to the death of Presi-
dent GARFIELD, ex officio presiding officer of the Institution, and for _ 
many years one of its Regents. 
On motion of Dr. Gray it was-
Resolved, That the Chancellor be requested to enter upon the record 
an expression of the sense of the great loss which the Institution has 
sustained by the death of one of its most devoted and distinguished 
administrators. 
In compliance with the foregoing ~esolution, the Chancellor presented 
the following memorial notice: 
General Garfield first took his seat in Congress at the end of the 
year 1863. He was then but thirty-six years old. 
At the beginning of his second term he was appointed a member of 
this Board by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and was 
pre ent at the meeting of February 3, 1866. He contimred to hold the 
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same position until 1875, when another was appoint~d in his place. He 
appeared again, however, in 1877, and we rwere never afterwards de-
prived of his counsels until he was elected President of the United 
States, which made him ex officio the presiding officer of the Smithso-
nian Institution. 
From the beginning his presence here was felt. He was eminently 
fitted for such a trust. ' 
He was himself a scholar, and the "increase and diffusion of lmowl-
euge among men" always ga-ve him tlte greatest pleasure. 
At every meet,ing of the Board during his successive terms when he 
could be present, his name appears among the active and thoughtful 
members. He manifested his appreciation of the place he filled by 
always doing what it was his privilege to do, and doing it well. When 
on former occasions the Board has given expression to its feelings upon 
the death of a member his wordJ of heartfelt sympathy have often been 
heard. The records show that he knew and appreciated the great and 
good qualitie~ of Chief Justice Chase, and that he fully realized the 
debt science owed to Agassiz. But the crowning act of all was when, 
out of the fullness of his heart, at the memorial services in the hall of 
the House of Representatives, he made those who heard him ~eel how 
great the life of Professor Henry had been. 
It is not for us to ,say he ought to have been spared longer. Few 
men seemed to possess greater power for good. He died as he lived, an 
honor to human nature. 
The Secretary presented an exhibit of the :finances of the Institution, 
showing the condition of the permanent fund, the receipts and expend· 
itures for the, year 1881. 
Dr. Parker presented the annual report of the Executive Committee, 
which was read. 
On motion of Dr. Gray, it was-
Resolved, That the report of the Executive Committee for 1881 be ac-
cepted. 
Resolved, That the income for the year 1882 be appropriated for the 
service of the Institution upon the basis of the above report, to be ex-
pended by the Secretary with full discretion as to the items, subject to 
the approval of the Executive Committee. 
General Sherman presented the report of the National Museum Build-
ing Commission for 1881, with the report of the architects, which were 
r ad. 
On motion of Dr. Coppee, it was-
Re olved, The t the report be accepted and the Commission be di · 
charged, with the thank' of the Board for the able and satisfactory man-
n r in which it had cli charged it duties. 
n motion of Dr . . Parker, it wa -
Re ol'l:ed That,in a corclanc with the recommendation of the National 
u eum uilding Commi . ion, the thank f the Board of Regents of 
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the Smithsonian Institution are hereby tendered to General M. 0 .. 
MEIGS Quartermaster-General United States .Army, for his highly val-
ued se;vices as consulting engineer of the National Museum Building 
Commission, in connection with the duty with which the Commission 
was charged by the Board in the construction of a fire-proof building 
for the United States National Museum. 
Dr. Gray presented the following report of the Special Committee to 
prepare the Henry Memorial Volume : 
To the BOARD OF REGENTS: 
GENTLEMEN: The Special Committee of the Board of Regents ap- ~ 
pointed to prepare for publication a volume of suitable notices and ad-
dresses commemorative of the late Professor Henry, have the honor to 
present the following report : 
At a meeting of the Board of Regents held January 17, 1879, it was-
,, Resolved, That a special committee of t4ree be appointed, of which 
the Secretary of the Institution shall be one, to prepare a memorial of. 
Professor Henry, to include in a separate volume of the Smithsonian 
series such biographies and notices of the late Secretary of the Institution 
as may be considered by them worthy of preservation and publication;" 
whereupon the Chancellor appointed Messrs. Gray, Parker, and Bafrd 
as the co:;nmittee. 
On the 6th of February, 1879, a concurrent resolution was adopted 
by Congress to print 15,000 copies of the Memorial Exercises in honor 
of Professor Henry, held in the hali of the House of Representatives on 
the 16th of January, 1879, in a memorial volume, together with such , 
articles as may be furnished by the Board of Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, 7,000 copies of which were for the use of the House 
of Representatives, 3,000 copies for the use of the Senate, and 5,000 
copies for the use of the Smithsonian Institution. 
These two proceedings thus covered substantially the same ground .. 
In accordance with its instructions your committee has prepared a 
memorial volume, prefaced with a brief account of the proceedings in 
Congress relatiYe to a public commemoration by services in the hall of 
the House of Representatives, and consisting of three parts, viz: 
Part 1. The Obsequjes of Joseph Henry and the proceedings con-
nected therewith. 
Part 2. The Memorial Exercises and .Addresses at the.Capitol, on the· 
evening of January 16, 1879. 
l'art 3. A collection of proceedings by, and addresses before, some of 
the principal societies in this country with which Professor Henry had 
been connected. 
An appendix of four pages contains an account of the proceedfogs in 
Congress ordering the erection of a bronze statue of the distinguished 
, u~ject of our memorial. 
The whole forms an octavo volume of 532 pages, which has been pub-
lished as Vf 1. 21 of tlle Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 
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This work has also been published by Congress in a royal-octa\'o 
volume and has been widely distributed during the present year. 
' . Respectfully submitted. 
On motion of Dr. Maclean, it was-
ASA GRAY, 
Chairman of the Committee. 
Resolved, That the report be accepted, and the thanks of the Board 
tendered to the Committee for the satisfactory manner in which the duty 
de-volved upon them had been discharged; 
General Sherman, from the Executive Committee, presented the fol-
lowing report: 
To the Bo.A.RD OF REGENTS: 
GENTLEMEN: The Executive Committee, having had it~ attention 
called by the. Secretary to the combustible nature and insecure condi-
tion of the eastern portion of the Smithsonian building, together with 
its want of adaptability to the purposes of the Institution, has decided 
to recommend that measures be taken to substitute fire-proof materials 
fC!r the present wood and plaster partitions of the apartments. 
Messrs. Oluss & Schultze, architects, have presented plans for thi 
purpose, which, without materially changing the general architecture 
-0f the building, will provide largely increased accommodations for the 
offices and working rooms, the storage of publications, exchange depart-
ment,-&c. 
The Committee, therefore, after due consideration of the subject, 
recommends to the Board of Regents the adoption of the following 
resolution: 
Resolved, That the Secretary and Executive Committee present to 
Congress plans and estimates for rendering the east wing of the Smith-
sonian building fire-proof, to request an appropriation therefor, and, if 
the means are furnished, to proceed with the work: 
PETER PARKER. 
JOHN MACLEAN. 
WILLIAM T. SHERMAN. 
'Ihe resolution was unanimously adopted. 
The Secretary called attention to the approaching annual meetjng of 
the ational Academy of Sciences, and requested instructions as to 
granting the u e of a hall in the new museum for its sessions and those 
of ·imilar cientific bodie . 
On motion of Dr. Gray, it was-
Resol ed, Tha the S cretary be authorized to provide, in tbe building 
-0f the ..L ational Museum,, nch accommodation as the National Academy 
-0f ~ 'd n ·e · may ne cl at it · meeting in Wa. hington, and which may 
b .aIB rd cl without inconvenience to the tal>li, bment; also, that the 
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Secretary, under the sanction of the Executive CommJttee, may extend , 
similar hospitality to other organizations or meetings of cognate char-
acter and importance. 
General Sherman, in behalf of the Executive Committee, presented 
the following report: 
- To the BOARD OF REGENTS: 
GENTLEMEN: The Board, at its last meeting, January, 1881, antici-
pating that the statue of Professor Henry, by Mr. Story, might be re-
ceived during its recess, ordered that the site for the statue should be 
selected by the Executive Committee. · 
The- artist has informed the Secretary of the Institution that the 
statue will be :finished in January or February, and has requested him 
to order the pedestal according to a design he has furnished himself. 
This is to consist of a die of Red Beach granite, finely polished, 
octagonal in shape, 4 feet diameter, 4 feet high, the whole height of 
pedestal, with cap and bases of gray Quincy granite, to be 7 feet 3 infllies. 
A contract has been made with the Quincy Granite Polishing Works, · 
at Quincy, Mass., to furnish this pedestal on the Smithsonian grounds 
within three months, for $982. · 
At a full meeting of the Committee on Monday, January 16, 1882t 
after inspection of a plan of the Smithsonian grounds, and a visit to 
each of the sites that had been suggested as appropriate for the purposet 
it was decided to make the following recommendations to the Board: 
The Committee is inclined to select the triangular plot_ to the north-
west of the Smithsonian building, the statue to face toward the south. 
It is deemed advisable, however; to submit this suggestion, together with 
a plan of the Smithsonian grounds, to the artist, Mr. Story, and to await 1 
his opinion before making a final selection of the site. / 
The Committee recommends that the words "JOSEPH HENRY" be 
placed in raised block letters on the front of the die, and on the reverse 
"First Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu~ion, 1846-1878," and noth-
ing else whatever. 
In respect to the site and inscription the Committee desires that the 
Boarq, should assume the responsibility of the decision. 
The Committee further recommends that the Chancellor of the Institu-
tion be requested to perform the ceremony of unveiling the statue with 
appropriate remarks, and that an address be delivered o~ the occasion 
by Hon. Hiester Clymer. 
Respectfully submitted. 
PETER PARKER. 
JOHN MACLEAN. 
WILLIAM T. SHERMAN. 
Upon a full consideration of the subject,'the Regents expressed their 
approval of the site preferred by the Executive Committee, and, on 
motion of Dr. Coppee, it was-
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Resolved, That the Executive Committee have full power as to the 
site and position of the statue. 
In regard to the inscription, after consideration, it was, on motion oi 
Dr. Maclean, unanimously-
Resolved, That the inscription on the pedestal of the statue consis 
of the nanie "Joseph Henry." 
After consideration of the subject of the ceremonies to be observed 
at the unveiling of the statue, on motiorr of Dr. Porter, it was-
. Resolved, That the Executive Committee be authorized to take such 
action in regard to the erection of the statue as it may think best. 
The Secretary presented the annual report of the operations of the 
Institution for the year 1881. 
On motion of Dr. Ooppee, it was-
Resolved, That the report _of the Secretary be referred to the Execu-
tive Committee, with authority to transmit it to Congress. 
On motion, the Board then adjourned sine die. 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
l\1EMBERS EX OFFICIO OF THE' "ESTABLISHMENT."* 
(January 1, 1882.) 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR, President of tbe United St ates. 
DAVID D.~ VIS , President of the United States Senate. 
MORRISON R. WAITE, Chief Jus tiee of the United States. 
FREDERIC_;{ T. FRELIKGHUYSE N, Secretary of State. 
CHARLES J. FOLGER, Secretary of the Treasury. 
· ROBERT T. LINCOLN, Secret;iry of War. 
WiLLIAM H. HUNT, Secretary of t,he Navy. 
TIMOTHY 0. HOWE, Postmaster-General. 
SAMUEL J. KIRKWOOD, Secretary of the Interior. 
BENJAMIN H. BREWSTER, Attorney-General. 
EDGAR M. MARBLE, Coruruissioncr of Patents. 
REGENTS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
(,January 1, 18tl2.) 
MORRISON R. WAITE, Chief Justice of the Unit ed States, 
President of the Boa1·d. 
DA YID DA VIS, President of the United States Senate. 
GEORGE F. HOAR, member of the Senate of the United States. 
NATHANIEL P. HILL, member of the Senate of the United States. 
SAMUEL B. MAXEY, member of the Senate of the United States. 
NATHANIEL C. DEERING, member of the House of Representatives. 
EZRA B. TAYLOR, member of the House of Representat,ives. 
SAMUEL S. COX, member of the House of Representatives. 
JOHN MACLEAN, citizen of New .Jersey. 
PETER PARKER, cit.izen of Washington, D. C. 
ASA GRAY, ·citizen of Massachusetts. 
HENRY COPP.EE, citizen of Pennsylvania. 
WILLIAM T. SHERMAN, citizen of Washington, D. C. 
NOAH PORTER, citizen of Connecticut. 
Execiitive Cornrnittee of the Board of Regents. 
PETER PARKER. JOHN MACLEAN. WILLIAM T. SHERM~: 
" The year 1881 b as been an exceptional one in the number of changes oc-
curring in the ''Establishment." The P,residcnt of t,he United States from January 
1, 1881, to March 4, was RUTHERFORD B. HAYES; from March 4 to September 19, 
J AMES A. GARFIELD, and from September 19 to December 31, CHESTER A. ARTHUR, 
The Vice-Presidents were similarly WILLIAM A. WHEELER, CHESTER A. ARTHUR, and 
DAVID DAVIS. The members of the Cabinet .in like manner were all changed during 
the year. 
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OFFICERS A.ND ASSISTANTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
TUTION AND NATIONAL MUSEUM, JANUARY, 1882. 
SMITHSONIAN INS'fITUTION. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary, Director of the Institutfon. 
WILLIAM J. RHEES, Chief Clerk. 
DANIEL LEECH, Corresponding Clerk. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
SPE1"CER F. BAIRD, Director. 
G. BROWN GOODE, Assistant Director, Curator, Department of Art and Indiist?'y. 
WM. H. DA.LL, Honora1·y Curator, Department of Conchology. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY, Curator, Department of Ornithology. 
CHARLES RAU, Ourato1·, Departrnent of A1·ehceology. 
'fARLETON H. BEAN, Curator, Departnient of Ichthyology. 
HENRY C. YARROW, .Honora1·y Curator, Depa1·tment of .Herpetology. 
CHARLE A. WRITE, Curator, Department of Invertebrate Pcileontology. 
GEORGE W. HA WES, Curator, Departnient of Geology. 
JAMES M. FLINT, Honorary Curator, Department of .Mattria Medica. 
RICHARD RATHBUN, Curato1·, Dep<i1-tnient Marine I11vr:'rtebrates. 
EDW. FOREMAN, Assistant, Depa1·tment of Ethnography. 
FRED. W. TRUE, Curator, Department of Manimals, and Librarian. 
FRED. W. TAYLOR, Chemist. 
GEO. P. MERRILL, Aid, Department of Mineralogy. 
WM. , '. YEATES, Aid, Departnient of Mineralogy. _ 
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REPORT OF PROFESSOR BAIRD, 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. FOR 1881. 
To the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution : 
GENTLEMEN: I ha Ye the honor to pt'esent herewith a report o( the 
operations and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year 
1881. 
As heretofore, in addition to matters pertaining strictly to the Smith-
sonian Institution, I give an account of the operations of the N ationaJ 
Museum and of the Bureau of Ethnology, which by Congress have beeu 
plaeed untler the direction of the Smithsouiau Institution, as also of 
tl10se of the United States Fish Commission, of which your secretary is 
the chief officer. 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
The operations of the Smithsonian Institution, in their various sub-
divisions,'have been couducted during the year with the usual success, 
. and, I trust, to the satisfaction of all interested. , 
While, as will be seen, the scale and magnitude of the work accom-
plished have in many cases been greatly increased in comparison with 
the work of previous years, at the same time, by a more thorough or-
ganization and the increasing efficiency of assistants by long experi-
ence, the expenditures have not been augmented. Indeed, in no 
previous year' of the history of the Institution have the funds shown a 
better condition at the close of tlie calendar year. 
'rhe work of the department of exchanges has never been so large, 
while the explorations and researcheR that have been prosecuted have 
been of very great interest and importance. · 
The new organization of the National Museum bas been successfully 
e tablished, and it is now in satisfactory working order. The Ethno-
logical Bureau, under the charge of Major Powell, has accomplished a 
great deal towards the solution of interesting problems connected with 
the science of anthropology, and the labors of the Fish Cormnission have 
largely increased iu ex tent as well as in economical importance. 
The President's Inaugiira,l Reception, Jl!farch 4, 1881.-The anticipation 
of the completion of tbe n~w building of the Nfttional Mnsenm by the 4th 
s, l\fo,. 109-l 
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of March, 1881, naturally suggested the idea of using it for the inaugural 
reception of the incoming President, and a formal application was 
made to your honoraQle body for the privilege. A.t a meeting called in 
December, 1880, to consider this subject, it was decided to grant the 
use of the building for the purpose in question, with the distinct pro-
viso, however, that this was not to establish a precedent for its use for 
similar purposes hereafter. At the time tb,e building was substantially 
completed and unoccupied by the Institution for its intended purposes, 
All that remained to fit it for the object desired by the committee of 
citizens was the construction of floors in the four main halls and in the 
rotunda, and the special fittings and embellishments required for the re-
ception. While the other floors were to be of wood, these were t-0 be 
laid in concrete, and the work was deferred until the building could be 
cleared of its sca:lfolding and other obstructions. 
Considerable dissatisfaction, however, was expressed at the idea of 
using concrete for the great floor, and it was decided to refftr the matter 
to Congress, with a view of obtaining, if possible, an appropriation to 
meet tbe additional cost of marble and encaustic tiles. As such an 
appropriation could not be obtained in time for service in connection 
with the reception, it was determined by the citizens' committee to lay 
a strong, although temporary, floor in these five rooms, so that the-
entire ground level of the building could be available. One of the 
seventeen rooms, containing at the time plaster cast:3 of fishes, was 
boarded up and reserved. The remainder of thebuilding, without any 
restriction, was given up to the committee, in accordance with the 
direction of the Board of Regents. 
The Institution made such permanent fittings in the building as were 
contemplated in the plan, namely, the introduction of electrical wires 
for the purpose of we>rking time- and watch-clocks, telephones, tele-
graphs, signals, etc.; the completion of the fitting up of the reception 
and retiring rooms for gentlemen and ladies, etc.; while the citizens' 
committee, on its part, in addition to the laying of the temporary floors, 
erected about ten thousand bins for the reception of hats, coats, and 
wraps for the visitors, and introduce(l some three· thousand gas-burners, 
supplied by pipes of suitable size. 
The decorations prepared by the committee consisted of a colossal 
statue of Liberty1 erected in the rotunda, a series of emblematica1 and 
allegorical hields, monograms of the President and Vice-President, and 
mile of fe tooning suspended from the roof. . 
Th reception, which, of course, took place on the night of the 4th 
of March, wa a great ucce s, being attended by about seven thousand 
P r n . Th o car.;ion was extremely brilliant. Two powerful elec-
tric light were u pended in the rotunda, and several were erected 
out i , , h r th y were upplemented by a large number of calcium 
Ii ht 1 Ia ~ in lift' rent part of the grounds. 
tl! r wa n room in the buildin~ for supplying refresh m~nts7 a, 
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temporary· edifice was erected, the entrance to which was made through 
the eastern doorway. , 
In the anticipation of a possible failure of the · receipts to meet the 
outlays, the committee asked and obtained permission to give a prome-
nade concert on the following night, which was also largely attended, 
and the results of the two evenings were entirely satisfactory, enough 
money having been taken in to pay all expenses, and to relieve a nmn-
ber of persons from their responsibility who had guaranteed the nec-
essary funds for the OC'casion. 
Numerous applications were received from various organizations, 
civil and military, for the use of the room during the inauguration 
week, but, in accordance with the instructions of the board, these were 
refused. 
Death of General Garfield.-ln the last report (for 1880) was men-
tioned as one of the most noteworthy events of the year the ele-vation 
of an honored Regent of the Institution, General JAMES .A. GARFIELD, 
to the highest position in our National Government. Little, indeed, 
could it then be anticipated that an administration soon to be inaug-
urated with more than the usual tokens of good will and general satis-
faction would, within six months, be suddenly closed under peculiarly 
grierous circumstances. In. the present report we have the painful 
task of recording the death of the President by a murder · most atro-
chms and unprovoked. Mortally wounded by the bullet of an assassin 
on the 2d of July, 1881, he lingered through suffering borne with he-
roic fortitude for two and a half months, breathing his last on the 19th 
of September. 
'Eminent for his abilities as a scholar, an orator, and a states.man, 
distinguished by his dignified and gracious bearing no less than by his 
prudence and solid judgment, lie found time to give a large share of his 
attention to the meetings and consultations of the Regents, and he 
always proved a warm friend to this Institution and an earnest cha,m-
pion for the advancement of its highest interests. Thoroughly con-
versant with the history of the early struggle of opinion in framing the 
plan for its operations, he was in full accord with its established 
methods for the promotion of original research. In his eloquent trib-
ute to the memory of Professor Henry, in the Capitol of the Nation, 
on the occasion of the memorial services held therein on the 6th of 
January, 1879, he held this language: 
" Smithson did not trammel the beqµest with conditions. In 
nine words he set forth its object-' for the increase and diffusion of 
knowledge among men.' He asked and believed that America would 
interpret his wish aright, and with the liberal wisdom of science. . . . 
~, For ten years Congress wrestled with those nine words of Smithson 
and c•uld not handle them. Some political philosophers of that periou 
held tbat we had no constitutional authority to accept the gift at all, 
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and proposed to send it back to England. Every conceivable proposi, 
· tion was made. The colleges clutched at it; the libraries wanted it· 
J 
the_publication societies desired to scatter it. The fortunate settlement 
of the question was this: after ten ;years of wrangling, Congress was 
wise enough to acknowledge its own ignorance, and authorized a body 
of men to :find some one who knew how to settle it. And these men 
were wise enough to choose your great comrade to undertake the taf!k. 
Sacrificing his brilliant prospects as a discoverer, he undertook the diffi. 
cult work. He drafted a paper in which he offered an interpretation of 
the will of Smithson, mapped out a plan which would meet the de-
mands of science, and submitted it to the suffrage of the republic of 
scientific scholars. After clue deliberation it received the almost unan-
. imous approval of the scientific world. With fait4 and sturdy perse-
verence he adhered to the plan, and steadily resisted all attempts to 
overthrow it. In the thirty-two years during which he administered 
the great trust, he never swerved from his :first purpose: and he suc-
ceeded at fast in realizing the ideas with which be set out." 
By virtue of his office as President of the United States, General 
Garfield still maintained l1is connection with the Institution, being by 
law the presiding officer of the "Establishment," and amid the exact-
ing occupations of his station, he evinced his continued interest in its 
affairs by promptly attending a called meeting, and visiting officially 
the Institution, on the 4th of last May. His loss deserves, therefore, 
from us (apart from its national aspects) a special expression of pro-
found regret, and his memory a special tribute of affectionate gratitude 
and respect. 
New Regents of the Institution.-By a very remarkable conjuncture of 
circumstances the terms of service of the entire body of Congressional 
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution expired at the close of the 
Forty-sixth Congress, leaving three to be appointed from the Senate 
and three from the House of Representatives. The resignation, how-
ever, of Ilon. Hannibal Hamlin a short time before the fourth of 
March permitted the preside11t of the Senate to select a successor in 
the person of Hon. George F. Hoar, who was thus the sole Congres-
sional Regent of the Forty-seventh Congress on its commencement, 
l\Iarch 4, 1881. Subsequently, however, Vice-President Arthur ap-
point d Hou. N. r. nm, of Colorado, and Hon. S. B. Maxe.r, of Texas, 
tlm. c mpleting the munber of Senate members of the board. 
In the law e,'tabU ·!Jiug the Smithsonian Institution provision was 
me <1 for th ap11ointment of a new Senate Regent every second year, 
<'O that, t th •l · f aclt 1ou 0 rnss there wonlcl be two members hold-
i110· Y r. winer to lie failnrc on the part of the appointing power to 
h : r 1,hi. · 11· n-i.·ion in mind, a· Yf!cancies occurred Seuators have been 
'Ip ,int ·cl c th •r than tho.· whos term were to extend for a full six-
. In rnakhw lu r' · ut ap ointments the attention of the 
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president of the Scoate was called to this circumstance, and he soar-
ranged his selections as to fulfill the original provision, so tliat of the 
present Senate Regents the terms of ~ervice will be-six years for the 
Hon. S. B. Maxey, four for the Hon. N. P. Bill, and two for the Hon. 
George F. Hoar; subject, of course, to renomination by the president of 
the Senate if they should be re-elected to the Senate at the end of their 
respective terms. 
At the time of writing this report no appointment of Regents from 
the House of Representatives had been made by the Speaker. 
Servjces of Hon. H. Harnlin.-The Smithsonian Institution owes a 
very great debt of gratitude to the Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, one of the 
retiring Regents, for ad vice and assistance rendered during his twenty 
years' period of service as a member of the board, representing more 
than half the entire history of the Institutiou. Many important meas-
ures of legislation. by Congress, deeply affecting its interest and that of 
the scientific enterprises in its charge, have been initiated by him and 
largely consummated through his efforts. The tlianks of the Institution 
are also due to the other retiring members for their attention to its in-
terests. 
MEETINGS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OF THE REGENTS~ 
.1lleeting of the Members of the Establishment.-By the first section of 
the act of Congress organizing the Institution, the President and Vice-
President of the United States, the members of the Cabinet, the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court, and the Commissioner of Patents, 
"during the time for which they shall hold their respective offices, and 
such other persons as they may elect honorary members," are "consti-
tuted an establisbment by the name of the Smithsonian Institution." 
And by the eighth section of the said act" the members and honorary 
members of the said Institution may hold stated and special meet-
ings for the supervision of the affairs of said Institution and the advice 
and instruction of the Board of Regents, to be called in the manner 
provided for in the by-laws of said Institution." 
By the third section of the said act" the business of the said Insti-
tution shall be conducted at the city of Washi11gton by a Board of Re-
gents, by the naine of the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, to be 
composed" as specified therein, two of the members of the establish-
ment (to wit, the Vice-President and the Chief Justice) being also named 
as regents. The distinguished officers of the government tlms desig-
nated as members of the establishment constitute in effect a board 
of visitors, invested with the general oversight of affairs and the func-
tion of suggesting to the regents such lines of action as to them may 
seem called for; and endeavors have been made to secure the annual 
attendance of this body, in compliance with the objects indicated in the 
organic law. .Although a certain day has been specified for the meet-
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ing of the members, and for the presentation to their consideratlon 
of the general condition of the Institution, it has usually been found 
difficult to secure their attendance. The pressure of their responsible 
public duties and the fact that the deliberations and proceedings of the 
board of visiting members are merely advisory have conspired to pre. 
vent them from making any special efforts at meeting together for 
consultation; and, especially, as from the high character and qualifica-
tions of the regents any specific action with regard to matters of admin-
istration has heretofore been considered as unnecessary, comparatively 
little interest in .such meetings could be felt by them. Accordingly1 
although the President is always duly notified in time of the date ef the 
proposed meeting, he has seldom thought it necessary to take any ac-
tion thereon. In the 'report of the Institution for the year 1879 a state-
ment was given of the meetings of the members of the establishment 
held since the organization of the Institution, showing that the whole 
number during that period bad amounted to but nine. 
In the case of the incoming administration, however, President Gar-
field, our lamented coadjutor, called a meeting of the members of the 
establishment for the 4th of May, 1881; but the only ones in attend-
ance on that day were the President of the board himself and Secretary 
Lincoln, of the War Department. To them was explained the general 
condition of the affairs of the Institution, and a personal inspection was 
made by them of the building and of the collections. 
Meeting of the Board of Regents.-Reference was made in the last report 
to the special meeting of the board held on the 8th of December, 1880, 
for the purpose of considering an application by the citizens' commit-
tee for the use of the NIDtional Museum building on the fourth oflVIarch 
following, for the purpose of the inaugural reception of the incoming 
President. 
The regular annual meeting of the Regents took place on the 19th of 
January, 1881, and its early occurrence in the year, as usuaJ, rendered 
it possible to include an account of its proceedings in the last report, for 
1880. 
THE HENRY ST.A.TUE. 
It will be remembered that ari appropriation of $15,000 was ·made by 
Congress on the 1st of June, 1880, for the erection in the grounds of 
the Smithsonian Institution of a statue in bronze of Professor Henry, 
to be ·executed by Mr. W.W. Story, of Rome, Italy, and that a pro-
vi ional contract was made with J\fr. Story and approved by the Board 
on the 8th of December, 1880, by wl.iich it was stipulated that the 
work wa to be paid for in four equal installments-the first on the 
completion of the design; the second on the completion of the model 
in clay; the third on the completion of the statue in bronze, and 
the fourth and la t on the erection of the statue in the Smithsonian 
grounds. In pur ·uancc of this contract, on the receipt of formal 
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notice from the .. A.mericau minister at Rome, the Hon. George P. Marsh} 
that the sculpt.or bad completed the design for the statue, the first in-
stallment of $3,750 was paid to him on the 26th _of February, 1881. 
On receiving the certificate of Mr. Marsh that the model in clay had 
been finished, tho second installment of $3,750 was paid to the sculptor 
on the 8th of June, 1881. As we are informed by Mr. Story that the 
bronze casting from this model will very soon be made, the third install-
m~nt of $3,750 will be due early in 1882. It is thought that the bronze 
statue will be at once shipped, and probably received in Washington 
during the month of March of this year. 
In compliance with Mr. Story's request a number of photographs 
were sent to him to be used in preparing the model of this statue; 
also, a cast of the face and a bust, executed by Mr. Clark Mills; and, 
:finally, an academic gown belonging to Dr. Macleau, of Princeton, 
similar to the one used by Professor Henry when a member of the 
faculty of Princeton College . 
.As the law of Congress prevides that the pedestal of the statue shall 
be furnished by Mr. Story, at bis request estimates for executing the de-
sign. by him were invited from various manufacturers in the United 
States. As might have been expected, these varied considerably in 
amount; but the proposals were all duly submitted to Mr. Story, wp.o 
selected the offer of the Maine Red Granite Company, which has been 
assumed by the Quincy Gr~nite Polishing Works. They offer aped-
estal according to Mr. Story's plan, the die to be of Red Beach gran-
ite and the remainder of Quincy gray granite ; the die to be polished, 
the remainder fine-axed; the whole, securely boxed and delivered in 
Wa3hington, for $9&2 . 
.An important point, namely, that of the precise location of tlie statue 
in the Smithsonian grounds yet remains to be considered. I would re-
spectfully sugge3t that the spot be desjgnated at as early a date as pos-
sible; also that provision be made for appropriate ceremonies con-
nected with the inauguration of the statue. 
FINANCES. 
General condition.-The condition of the finances of the Smithsonian 
Institution at the end of the year 1881, is entirely satisfactory. All 
liabilities have been paid, and a larger balance than usual remains with 
. ' wh1ch to conmence tlrn work of the calendar year 1882. The reason of 
this surplus is due to several causes, and, among others, to the reduc-
tion of the expenses of the system of exchanges, consequent upon the 
appropriation by 0ongTess, of three thousand dollars for that puri)ose 
f h . ' ' o w 1ch one-half bas been collected. Several specific appropriations 
h_ave also been made by Congress to meet the share of expenses of par-
ticular departments of the Government, especially of the Engineer Bu-
reau of the War DQpartment and of the Naval Observatory. On this · 
account, although the magnitude of the work is much greater than that 
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in any previous year, an<l the expenses correspondingly increased, y~ 
the entire cost to the Institution has been only $7,4G7.84. A considtr-
able amount of printing, also, which might have been chargeable to !111· 
Smith~pnian ~und, has been carried on at the e:ipense of the pri11ti11g 
fund of the National Museum. 
The appropriations for the year by Congress, for the National Mu. 
seum have been liberal, and tlle results of the expenditure entirely sat-
isf~ctory, as I trust will be shown in consi<lering this charge of the 
Smithsonian Institution. 
Virginia bonds.-At the meeting of the Board of Regents, January 
19, i881, the Executive Committee was authorized, at its discretion, to 
dispose of the Virginia securities owned by the Institution and deposit 
the proceeds in the Treasury of the United States as a part of the per-
maneu t fund. 
The Executive Committee, after the adjournment of the boar<l, took 
this subject iuto consideration, and, after consultation with Mr. Geo. 
W. Riggs and others qualified to give an opinion on the matt,er, decided 
that the time was opportune for the disposal of the Virginia securities, 
an<l directed their sale accordingly. The following is a statement of the 
results of tliis sale : 
$58,700.00 par value fa Virginia consolidated bonds, sold at 
an average of about 79 per cent., yielded. _____ .. _ ... _ .. $40,417 87 
$29,375.07 Virginia deferred certificates, at 13:i per cent.... 4,039 08 
$50.13 Virginia consolidated scrip, at 15¾ per cent. . . . . . . . . 58 03 
?o, 514 9 
Tile Executive Committee depositerl tbis amount in the Treasury of 
the U uited States, adding to it from the sale of the coupons of Virgiuia 
bonds due 1st January, 1881, $985.02, so as to make ·the whole snm, 
$51,500, to be added to the permanent Smithson fund, which was tbu 
iucreased to $703,000, an<l. on which 6 per cent. interest will be paid 
perp tu ally. 
The fluctuatious of the stock market, the anticipations of loss from 
improper legislation and other causes, have thus been removed from 
the anxieties of the manager of the Institution, the funds are now se-
cure in one investment, au<l. that as enduring as tlie nation itself. 
Oonrlition of the fu,nd January, 1882. 
The amount r ceiv <l. a the l> quest of James Smithson, 
d po it 1 in tl.ie Trea. ury of the United State , in ac-
cor<l.an with th act of C nare of Au<Yust 10 1846 
._, l::> ' ' rue ry , 67 ...... _ ..... ___ ........ _ .. __ . __ $515, 169 0 
' f mith n a<lde<l t tlie fund by act 
1 'G7 . .... . . . . . . .......... _. 20,210 ,3 
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A<ldition to the fund from savings, etc., by act of Con-
gress, February 8, 1867 . . _. _____ .. _ ....... _ ...... __ . . $108, 620 37 
Addition to the fund by bequest of James Hamilton,. of 
Pennsylyania, 1874 .............. _ ....... _. _......... 1,000 00 
Addition to the fund by bequest of Dr. Simeon Habel, of 
New York, 1880 ...... _ ...... _ .. _. _ ... _ .•.. _.. . . . . . • 500 00 
Addition to the fund by proceeds of ~ale of Virginia 
bonds, 1881. .. _ ..... _ ............ _ ................ _ _ 51, 500 00 
Total permanent Smithson fund in the Treasury of the 
United States, bearing interest at 6 per cent ...... $703,000 00 
The bequest of $1,000 from James Hamilton, of Carlisle, Pa. (1874), 
and of $500 from Simeon Habel, of New York (1880), have been men-
tioned in previous reports. 
In this connection, it is desirable again to refer to the fact that per-
sons_intending to leave bequests, or to make donations for tbe promo-
tiou of science, can do nothing promising greater security for their 
money, or a more faithful ad.ministration of the trust, than to follow 
the examples here cited. 
The domain of science is large, its fields of research numerous, and 
the methods and appliances for successful investigation exceedingly 
varied. This Institution, with its present equipment, has inaugurated, 
or prosecuted, or directly fostered original advances in almost every 
department of physical and biological inquiry. Hence, with its exist-
ing facilities arnl approved experience, it is in a condition to apply most 
completely and economically any material aid delegated· to it, either to 
purposes of general or Rpecial promotion of human knowledge, with 
but little, if any, expenditure in the necessary apparatus of organiza-
tion and direction. 
Any one, therefore, meditating a moderate bequest (say of a few 
thousand dollars), and feeling au interest in the advancement of any 
particular branch of science, could probably obtain iu no other way so 
unabated a devotion of tlle means to the specific purpose, or so large 
a return of benefit to future stu<lents, and therefore of public credit to 
the grantor, as by selecting the Smithsonian Institution for his repre-
sentative and curator. 
BUILDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
The Smithsonian Building. -During the year many important chao ges 
have been made within tbe Smithsonian building, which, thoughinvolv-
ing a comparatively slight expense, have greatly improved the conven-
ience and adaptation of several apartments for the necessary work 
transacted. Most of the earthen and brick floors of the basement have 
been replaced by a pavement of concrete, as have also some of the por-
tions ureviously covered with boards, which furnished a harbor for 
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rats. These floors, together with the walls and ceilings, hate been 
whitewashed, adding greatly to the purity of the air, and increasing 
materially the amount of light. Bins have been erected, in which ha\'e 
been stored a large number of the stereotype plates of Smithsonian 
and Fish Commfa,sion reports, and of the bulletins and proceedings of 
the National l\Iuseum, rendering them more readily accessible when. 
e.ver new issues of either of these works or o( any portions thereof may 
be r<tq uired. 
The most important alteration has been made in the arrangemeut o! 
the basement rooms of the eastern end of the building, which have 
been fitted up with more special referenc~ to the conditions required by 
the increasing amount and complexity of the transportation operations 
connected with the business of exchanges. These rooms number seven 
in all, arranged at present in the following order: General reception 
and delivery; temporary storage; unpacking; assorting; packing; 
private storage, and storage of duplicates. On the first floor, or main 
story of the west connecting range, in connection with the introduction 
of new cases_, the ceilings and walls have been painted ofa brighter tiHt, 
so as to both increase the amount of light and improve the general 
effect. 
At no distant time some expensive work of renovation will be re· 
quired upon the ceiling of the great hall in the second story of the 
main building, as in some places the plaster appears in danger of fall. 
ing off and injuring the cases and specimens on exhibition below. 
Complaint bas occasiona1ly been made for some years past of the in· 
sufficient heating of the main building, and especially of the large up-
per story known as the ethnological hall, in very cold weather. Dur-
ing the past year the radiators have been rearranged and some addi-
tional ones introduced, .so that it is hoped there will be no cause of 
dissatisfaction in this respect in the future. 
National Museum Building.-This building may now be considered as 
completed and ready for its final occupation by the various depart-
men ts which have been assigned to it. An appropriation of $26,000 
was made by Congress for covering the four balls with marble tiling 
and the rotunda with encaustic tiling. . The introduction of a fountain 
basin, 20 feet in diameter, in the rotunda, greatlyredu.ced the amount of 
tiling to be done, and added much to the general effect. It is proposed 
to have a small fountain jet in this basin, and to have variouijl orna-
mental plants growing in it, forming a pleasing prospect in looking 
aero the long extent of over 300 feet from one main entrance to 
another. 
TI.Je only remaining unfini hed floor bas been covered with board , 
li1 the ther of it cla . 
Th iling of a part of the building, after they bad dried, were 
e in ecure, owing to the Jack of sufficient bond. As the 
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plaster was falling in patches from time to time, and greatly endanger-
ing life and property in the Museum, it was deemed best to adopt the 
heroic treatment of taking it all down and caleimining the exposed sur-
face. This occupied the greater part of the summer, a,ncl created a 
vast amount of dust and of refusij matter, to be taken away. _This has 
now been cleared up, and the rooms restored to their previous condi-
tion. 
It has always been considered desirable to have a supplementary 
ceiling or skin to the main ceiling, inclosing an air-space between the 
two, for the purpose of preventing the escape of heat in winter and its 
access during the summer, and an experimental trial was made by put-
ting up one section of corrugated iron. This bas been found to produce 
a very agreeable effect, and will probably tend, so far as it goes, to 
remedy the disadvantage referred to. It would be desirable, if the 
money could be obtained, to complete this work over the entire build-
ing, as the hot weather of the last summer proved to be extremely try-
ing inside of the building. The introduction of some additional venti-
lators considerably relieved this difficulty. 
In certain cotton mills ill New England the experiment has been made 
of moistening the air by means of a system of aspirators, for the 
purpose of improving the facilities of cotton spinning. While accom-
plishing this object, it bas been found that the reduction of tempera-
ture in hot weather amounted to 8° or 10° in some cases, while at the 
same time the air was rendered very much more agreeable as well 
as more wholesome at all times. .An offer has been made by the pat-
entee to apply his apparatus to the National Museum at a cost of about 
$7,000, he guaranteeing that a reduction of from six to eight degrees 
of temperature ~hall be accomplished during the hot season of the year. 
This will be a question for determination in the future. 
During the very cold weather of the winter of 1880, '81, it was found 
that the northeastern pavilion occupied by the ethnological and geologi-
cal bureau was insufficiently heated, this portion of the building being 
most distant from the furnaces. .A. supplementary steam furnace ~as 
therefore introduced into this division. 
The fitting and furnishing of the photographic laboratory in the south-
eastern building has been completed, and it is now thoroughly adapted 
to its purposes. The operations of the Institution require a gre~t deal 
of photographic work, which is now carried on in this building. 
The fitting up of the chemical department in the southeastern divis-
ion has been completed during the year. The laboratory is now fully 
equipped and able to perform any chemical work required. The chem-
ists have been constantly employed in solving problems committed to 
them, and a great deal of excellent work has been performed. 
A special assay laboratory has heen fitted up with the necessary ap-
paratus. 
Proper connections have been made in and between all the buildings 
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for .improved telephonic service, and at the present time about thirtr 
telephones are in use, all centering in and intercommunicating through 
a switch board in the north tower of the Museum. This arrangement 
is independent of the city office, and by a proper disposition of the 
watchmen, is available at all hours of the day and night. Its utility 
is demonstrated every day in facilitating the work of the Institution 
and in reducing the number of messengers, watchmen, &c., necessary 
to carry on the various operations. 
The room in which the telephone exchange is situated is also the 
center or headquarters of the remaining electrical service, consisting of 
a tower clock working 18 electric dials in the two buildings, a watch-
men's clock for regulating the rounds of the watchmen and inspectors, 
a burglar abrm connection with all the doors and windows of the b~1ild-
ing, call bells and signals everywhere, as well as the telephone service 
itself. Indeed it is believed that in no building in the world, with the 
exception, perhaps, of the Grand Opera House in Paris, is there so per-
fect and complete application of electricity to practical purposes. 
A series of tunnels permeates the floors of the building in every di-
rection, and in these are stretched the various wires, some 200 in num-
ber, by means of which any electrical service can be maintained. It is 
proposed, at an early day, to introduce the electric light into the pho-
tographic laboratory for use in cloudy days or at night, and also for 
purposes of illumination when required. 
The Armory BuUding.-This edifice, situated at the corner of Sixth 
street and South B, has for some years been assigned by Congress for 
the use of the National Museum and of the Fish Commission, and with-
out its facilities of storage, it would be difficult to carry on the work of 
these two d_epartments. It has been until recently :filled with the ob-
jects presented to the United States at the Interuational Exhibition of 
1876. Most of these, however, have been transferred to the new Mu-
seum, where they have been either set up or are wait.fog their oppor-
tunity. The vacancy, however, has been :filled by the use of the build-
ing for the temporary storage of the immense collection of mineralogy 
and ethnology made by the United States Geological Survey and the 
Ethnological Bureau, and also uy the storage therein of the movable 
property of the United States Fish Oommis ion. It is proposed to fit 
up a part of this building for :ti h culture and to use it for hatching 
shad, salmon, and other :fish on a large scale. 
Laboratory of Natural History.-This building, situated at the south-
we t of the mithsonian building, and originally erected for the purpo e 
of fa ilitatin<Y the prep< mtion of the material of the International Ex-
hi ition f 1 76, ontinue to be of great utility in the functions of the 
In tituti n. t i u ed partly a a table and carriage-house, and partly 
a qu rt r, fi r the practical operations of tho Museum, such as the 
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preparation of skeletons, the mounting of mammals and birds, the 
preparation of plaster andpapier-mache casts, the painting of these casts, 
and for general photography. The transfer of one division of the work 
of photography to its new quarters at the southeastern corner of the 
new Museum building has permitted the assignment of the rooms vacated 
to the photographic department of the United States Geological Sur-
vey, and they have been fitted up for the purpose of preparing the pho-
tographic prints of collections of western scenery, Indian life and por-
traiture, and other interesting objects. These it is proposed to insert in 
the windows of the new Museum, in which there are nearly 1,000 open-
ings available for this purpose, thus adding very greatly to the attrac-
tions of the building. A window has been fitted up experimentally in 
this manner, and has attracted much attention. 
In addition to the work done to the buildings themselves, greatly im-
proved drainage of the new Museum building has been effected. The 
drain-pipes and sewers originally available for the purpose have been 
found insufficient for the drainage of 2~ acres of roof during heavy 
rains, and an appropriation was made by Congress to remedy this de-
fect. New drain-pipes have accordingly been laid from the 11orthwest 
corner of the building along the west, soutll, and east sides, empty- . 
ing into a large drain and carried directly through the Smithsonian 
grounds to the great sewer on North B street. Since its completion no 
difficulty has been experienced in the matter referred to, and it is 
thought there will be no further trouble. 
An appropriation was made by Congress for the construction of a 
concrete foot-way along the north side of the building, from Seventh.to· 
Twelfth streets. This has added greatly to the facility of reaching the 
building. The repaving of South B street, fronting on the grounds 
of the Institution and the Museum, replacing the wornout wooden pave-
ment, has also added much to the convenience of approach. 
ROUTINE WORK OF THE INSTITUTION . 
.Adniinistration.-The executive details of current operations present 
nothing of sufficient importance to be specially noticed, the organiza-
tion and personnel of previous years having continued in successful 
operation, and the internal affairs of the Institution having been satis-
factorily conducted. 
Correspondence.-With the increase of work in the various depart-
ments of active operations prosecuted by the Institution, there is neces-
sarily a corresponding increase in the general correspondence. It is 
unnecessary to enter into any detailed description of the different 
cla cs of correspondence which constitute the principal work in this 
branch of current operations, as this has been sufficiently indieated in 
previous reports. A view of its extent will appear from the general 
resuJt t4at t . e nrimber of letters received, acted upon, filed, indexed, 
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and bound amounts to somewhat more than 6,000, making about 15 oo-, 
pages. The official letters written amount to about 7,000 pages. Thf 
correspondence relating to the affairs of the National Museum hM ooe 
, not much less in amount. 
THE LABORATORY. 
One of the provisions F41pecially designated in the fifth section of the 
act of 1846, establishing the Smithsonian Institution, was that of a 
chemical laboratory, in which scientific research could be prosecuted. 
During the entire period of the history of the Institution this require-
ment has been borne in mind, and at no time has the Institution been 
without some kind of arrangements for chemical and physical investiga-
tion. The great drawback, however, has been the lack of suitable 
rooms in which the work could be prosecuted without encroRiching too 
much on the other branches, and endangering the safety of the build-
ing. 
A.d vantage was taken in the erection of the new Museum to provide 
suitable accommodations for a chemical laboratory, arid I have now the 
pleasure of reporting that such an establishment is in successful opera-
tion, and is believed to be fully equal in its equipment and facilities to 
any other in the United States. A large room, about thirty feet square, 
has been fitted up with tables for analytical work, with conveniences 
for heating, filtering, blow-pipe work, &c. Attached to this is a room 
13 feet square, in which are kept the balances and more delicate glass 
work. A second adjacent room furnishes an office for the chemist in 
charge. Next to this is an assay laboratory room, 30 feet square, hav· 
ing a stone fl.Qor and furnished with muffles, sand baths, water-distilling 
apparatus, &.c. 
The work done in the laboratory consists mainly in the examination 
of the chemical composition of the various undetermined minerals in 
the National Museum, and in the prosecution of chemical investigations 
in behalf of the different departments of the government. Requests 
for such service are always complied with as far as possible. Among 
such subjects of examination may lie mentioned a process for preparing 
wood for naval purposes, so as to protect it against decomposition and 
the attacks of insects, presente& to the Navy Department. At the 
request of the department, Dr. Taylor, the chemist of the Institution, 
was detailed for ervice with the board, em bracing in addition Dr. J. 
l\f. Flint, of the Navy, as chairman, and Dr. Mew, of the Army Medical 
Mu eum, to thoroughly investigate the nbject. Their report has been 
ma le and pre ented to the Navy Department for its coMideration. 
In addition to tbi work pecimen (most frequently of mineral sub-
'tanc ) are continually recei ed by the In titution from private sources 
in all part f he c untry-in number averaging probably some half a 
d z n a <la. -wi h th requ t for an analy i and report of con iituent . 
the er uire m r ly a general or qualitative determiriation, they do 
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not consume a great part of the chemist's time. The work of making 
precise quantitative assays is much more tedious and laborfous, and is 
undertaken only in the service of the public interests. 
The chemist's report, which is given in the appendix, presents some 
account of t11:e arrangements made in fitting up the new laboratory in 
the Museum building, as already referred to. 
RESEARCHES A.ND EXPLORATIONS. 
In the promotion of original research it has always been the policy of 
the Institution to so employ its limited means as t() effect what appeared 
to be the most promising return in the increase of knowledge, with but 
little consideration whether such efforts should be made independently 
or in uoncert with other agencies. Reserving for a Mparate notice some 
of the principal operations undertaken during the year, in c@-operation 
with other institutions~ reference will here be made to the researches 
and explorations of which the Institution has borne alone the burden 
and responsibility. Of these one of the most important was that of 
Mr. L. Belding, of Stockton, Cal., who, at our suggestion, visited Guad- _ 
alupe and Cerros Islands on t.b.e coast of Lower California, as well 
as certain portions of the main land. His collections of birds, fishes, 
plants, &c., have been submitted to examination, and include many in-
teresting objects. This gentleman returned home in the summer, and 
shirted again to his chosen field of labor in December, proceeding di-
rect to La Paz, on the Gnlf of Lower California, where he expected to 
remain till spring, and then to visit Cape Saint Lucas, a region made 
memorable by the labors of Mr. J.>hn Xantus. 
Mr. Xantns, in his explorations twenty years ago, collecbid numbers 
of··new species, the typp,s of which have been lost by deterioration, and 
it is considered especially advisable to secure fresh specimens of these 
and of any additional species that may be procurable. 
During the summer, Mr. James Bell, of the Land Office, st.ationed in 
Florida, has utilized his spare moments in continuing the explorations 
referred to in the report for 1880. His contributions have consisted es-
pecially in living reptiles for the modeling department of the National 
Museum. Numbers of birds, Indian relics, &c., have also been furnished 
by him. 
Mr. S. T. Walker, also working in West Florida, but farther north 
than Mr. Bell, has made numerous contributions <Yf interest from the 
Indian mounds and graves, thereby greatly extenrling our knowledge 
of th~ archreology of Western Florida. 
Among the most interesting and important explorations of the year 
in Florida is that of Mr. J. F. LaBaron, who discovered a rich deposit of 
fossil bones, which are now in the hands of Professor Leidy for exami-
nation and determination. Among these it is believed there arc several 
new specits of mammals and reptiles. 
Prof. 0. P. Eiay, of lrvingtop., Ind., with the co-operation of the 
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Smithsonian Institution, has continued his series of investigations into 
the ichthyology of the Mississippi Valley, co1lectiug many rare and new 
species of fish, a series of which has been transmitted to the Institu. 
tion. 
Dr. R. Ellsworth Call, of Des Moines, has also made similar explora-
tions relating more specially to fresh water shelJs. 
Hon.John G. Henderson, of Winchester, Ill., bas continued and com-
pleted certain explorations in the mounds of that State 1.t the expense 
of the Smithsonian Institution. Some very valuable and interesting 
objects haYe rewarded his search. 
Mr. B. F. Norris, Superintendent of the Natio~al Yellowstone Park, 
has brought to the Institution a large collection of tl10 natural objects 
of the park, among them a fumarole of a small geyser, which it is prl1· 
posed to utilize for the purpose of a fountain in tile rotunda of the 
museum. 
Prof. C. H. Gilbert, who was associated with Professor Jordan in the 
exploration of the ichthyology of the Pacific coast of America (as men-
tioned in the Report for 1880), remained for some time at Panama, con· 
tinning bis gatherings, and then returned to his residence a~ Blooming-
ton, Ind. The results of his work and that of Professor Jordan have 
been published from time to time in the proceedings of the National 
Museum. Mr. Gilbert will probably return to Central America before 
long, under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, to continue and 
complete his work. 
Mr. H. H. Rusby, of Franklin, N. J., has completed during the year 
his researches into the botany of New Mexico, in which he has been en-
gaged for several years past. The Institution was able to obtain for 
him important faci1ities in the way of transportation of his collections, 
and has secured thereby a series of his specimens. 
During a, recent visit to Mexico of Mr. S. B. Evans, of Ottumwa, Ill., 
in the interest of arcbmology, the Institution was able to ren<1er him 
assistance by a letter of introduction to its correspondents iu that coun-
try. Mr. Evans has brought back quite an ~1,mount of interesting in-
formation, especially relating to his discovery of a new so-called sacri-
ficial stone. 
Mr. F. A. Ober, in the course of a vi it to Mexico during the past 
winter, obtained some copper axes and some iuterc ting birds. 
A large a1nrnmt of exploration ha been pro ecuted by correspondent 
f the Smith ·ouian in th We 't Indie ancl South America; among these 
may b m ntion d the work of Dr. H. A. Alford Nicholls, of Dominica, 
an !JngJi.,h ph .'i ·ian of much eminence in hi., profe 'Sion, 3,nd distin-
gui. ·h cl a.,, 11a urali ·t, wh furnish cl ,_cw ral 11 w specie· of birds and 
a fir,·t iJ1 ,• tallm 11t of a lar(T 11 ction of fi he,. Dr. Nicholl· propo e 
u h ichtb 'Ology f D01:1i11i ·a, to be 1mbli h cl by 
nd ·pe imep to a hington for id utifica,-
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A similar arrangement to that made with Dr. Nicholls has been en-
tered into with Mr. _Musgrave, of Jamaica, his object being to extend 
and oomplete the work upon the natural history of Jamaica commenced 
many years ago by Mr. Gosse. A large collection of fishes already sent 
in has been under investigation by Mr. Goode and Dr. B~an. Valuable 
contributions have also been received from Hon. Edward Newton, of the 
colonial government of Jamaica. 
Mr. L. Guesde, of Guadaloupe, has undertaken to furnish to the Insti- . 
tution, for publication, a series of drawings illustrating the archrnology 
of that island. He has accordingly transmitted a ·large number of de-
scriptions and figures of many curious objects, o·f which Professor Mason 
has charge in editing them for the report. He has also furnished a num-
ber of specimens of reptiles and fishes illustrating the natural history 
of the island. 
Mr. Wells, of Antigua, has aided the Smithsonian Institution by send-
ing birds, fishe_s, and ethnological objects. His labors and those of 
other valued correspondents in the West Indies were secured to the 
Institution by Mr. Frederick A. Ober in the course of tours of service in 
the West Indies. This co-operation of resident naturalists in the West 
Indies has been especially interesting to the Smithsonian Institution, 
as there still remain many important problems in relation to that region. 
The work of Mr. P. :Figyelmesy, at Demerara, for several years has con-
tributed much to the ethnology and natural history of the colony. Similar 
work has been done by Dr. C. Hering, at Surinam. No special researc_h 
has been carried on in other parts of the Old World, with the exception 
of that connected with the" Palos," Captain Green, commander, referred 
to further on. 
In the report for 1879, at p. 45, mention was ma<l.e of the co-operation 
of the Smithsonian Institution with the Navy Department and Mr. James 
Gordon Bennett in the preparation for natural history work, on board 
the "Jeannette." At the request of Mr. Bennett the Institution secured 
the services of Mr. Raymond L. Newcomb, an experienced naturalist and 
taxidermist, of Salem, Mass., and prepared for him a complete outfit, 
principally at the expense of Mr. Bennett. When the vessel touched at 
St. Michaels, in 1879, some interesting specimens had already been 
gatb,ered by Mr. ~ewcomb, and the expectation of interesting results 
in the future was, of course, very reasonablyentertained. We now have 
the information that the steamer was crushed in the ice, and that the offi-
cers and crew betook themselves in three boats to the mainland. Infor-
mationhas been received from two of these boats; one with Engineer Mel-
ville in charge, and including Mr. Newcomb in the party. Of th~ third 
nothing has yet been heard. It is probable that any collections made 
by the steamer have been lost in the wreck; but there is no doubt tlmt 
Mr. Newcomb, on his return, will be able to furnish interesting informa-
tion, either from notes preserved, or from personal recollection. 
During the early part of 1881, in respo~se to an urgent public senti-
S. Mis. 109-2 
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ment, Congress made an appropriation for the purchase of a whaling 
steamer, the "Helen and Mary," then at San Frar1cisco, and to fit it out 
for the purpose of engaging in the search for the "Jeannette.'' A board 
of naval officers was formed to select a<plan for search and prepare the 
necessary instructions. Of this board .Admiral John Rodgers was presi-
dent, and in commemoraiiion of his services in that respect, and also 
of his having been the only .American naval officer who had previously 
made an official exploration in the arctic reiion to be visited, the name 
6f the vessel was changed to that of the. "Rodgers," and Lieutenant 
Berry placed in command. .Although extended investigations in natu-
ral and physical science were not contemplated by the board, yet,· with 
a proper spirit of inquiry," Lieutenant Berry asked for suggestions asto 
what could be done in the line of natural history, and they were furnish'ed 
by the Smithsonian Institution with much pleasure, together with some 
apparatus, alcohol, &c., necessary in connection with the capture ,and 
pre13ervation of specimens. 
The "Rodgers" made a complete exploration of the mysterious Wran-
gel Land, and entered into winter quarters on the shores of Siberia, ex-
pecting in the spring to resume its search for the "Jeannette." It will, 
however, be made acquainted with the fate of the "Jeannette" in time 
to prevent any waste of effort, and the vessel, it is understood, will re-
turn at once to . the United States. 
No :s.eport has yet been made as to any scientific results obtained by 
the expedition. 
For some years past Commander F. M. Greeu, of the Navy, has been 
engaged, under the direction of the Bureau of Navigation, in making 
a determination of the longitudes of various points in the Atlantic 
Ocean and adjacent thereto, the work being mainly done by means of 
the numerous-submarine and land telegraphs. In the spring of 1881 
Commander Green was ordered to continue J1is work in the Pacific 
Ocean, and the steamer '' Palos," then in the Chinese and Japanese 
seas, was placed in readiness for his use . . Commander Green invited 
the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution in making his work 
productive of results in the department of natural history as well as in 
that of physical science; and Dr. F. C. Dale was detailed as a surgeon, 
and a gentleman well and favorably known for his attaininents as a nat-
uralist. He took with him as an assistant Mr. P. L. Jouy, for a long 
time in the employ of the National Museum, and accomplished in the 
preser~ation of objects o_f natural history. The party proceeded by 
land to San Francisco, and thence by steamer to Yokahama, the com-
mander there meeting the vessel and entering upon his work. Very 
valua le collection were made,firstin Japan, and secondly at Shanghai, 
in China. The portion of the expedition that was ent to Vladivostock 
1 'O obtained ome intere ting collections. Through their instrumen-
i.alit:>, 1 o, the government authorities in Tokio and the Natural Hi -
tory I . um a hangbai eontri utecl quite largely to the colle tion , 
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with the und~rstanding that some specified exchanges were to be re-
turned by the National Museum. Six c~ses of birds, mammals, alco-
holic specimens, &c., have already been received from Dr. Dale, and 
several others are now on the way. It is quite probable that the results 
of this expedition will rank favorably with those procured by any na-
tion from the same region. 
While connected with the expedition under Commander Lull, U. S. 
N., for determining the character and best :r,:oute of a canal from ocean 
to ocean ·through Nicaragua, Dr. J. F. Bransford made some interest-
ing collections in natural history, ethnology, and archmology, which 
were presented by him to the Smithsonian Institution. Additional in-
formation being required in regard to this route, Dr. Bransford was 
twice sent out to again review the ground and to investigate more par-
ticularly certain obscure points. In both cases he asked and obtained 
suggestions from the Smithsonian Institution as to collateral researches, 
and made some extremely important gatherings of specimens for the 
National Museum. The results, so far as the archrnology of Nicaragua 
is concerned have lately been published by the Institution in a well ilus-
trated quarto memoir. 
Dr. Bransford was recently again detailed by the Navy Department 
to revisit Central America, for the purpose of making some determina-
tions as to the natural conditions and commercial relations of certain im-
portant drugs large~y used in medicine . at the present time ; and was 
directed also to apply his previous experience as an archrnologist to the 
solution of some problems of the science, especially in Guatemala, Costa 
Rfca, and Honduras. He accordingly left Washington in December 
last on his mission, proceeding directly to Aspinwall and Panama. His 
route will take him :first to Guatemala, thence across to Co ban, and then 
returning by the Gulf of Nicoya. One of the problems submitted to 
Dr. Bransford is the discovery of the precise locality whence the material 
for the many jade and jadeite ornaments, found in various parts of 
America, has been derived. Such objects are among the choicest and 
most highly prized of American antiquarian collections, while the mines 
whence t.herawmaterial has been derived are entirely unknown. It has 
b~en suggested that _the material must have been brought in.the rough 
from China or Australia, although there is no good evidence to prove 
such a conclusion. . 
Should Dr. Bransford :find the locality of this mineral it will contrib-
ute towards solving one of the most interesting problems of the day. 
The co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution and that of the 
United States Signal Office of the War Department in prosecuting re-
searches into the physical condition of Yarious portions of North Amer-
ica, which has been adverted to in previous reports, continues in a very 
satisfactory manner. This relationship was :first established by the 
iransfer to the Signal Office of the entire system of meteorological re-
~earcp. iµ,it~~teq. ~;nq. for nearly a quarter of a century prosecuted by 
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the Smithsonian Institution. Since then all the material and problems 
connected with meteorology have been transferred to the Signal Office, 
which on its part has not failed to extend its aid to the Institution in 
connection with branches of science other than those constituting more 
particularly its functions. Many important results, both in zoology and 
ethnology, accomplished by the Institution in relation to Northern,North-
eastern, and even Arctic .America, have been attained in connection 
with General Myer, ·and afterwards his successor, General William B, 
Hazen. In establishing meteorological stations in different parts of 
Arctic America, the Smithsonian Institution has been invited to nomi-
nate observers, who, while competent to the duties of the Signal Office, 
may, if convenient, be able to make collections of objects in natural 
history and ethnology. In pursuance of this co-operation, a number of 
years ago Mr. Lucien M. Turner was selected and stationed first at 
Saint Michael's and then along the chain of the Aleutian Islands. Mr, 
Nelson succeeded him at Saint Michael's, and continued his work. 
Under instruction of the Treasury Department, through Mr. E. W. 
Clarke, chief of the Bureau of the Revenue Marine, Captain Hooper, in 
command of the revenue cutter " Corwin," visited the arctic coast, both 
in the interest of the revenue service and for the purpose of obtain-
ing ~nformation in regard to the " Jeannette." He was instructed to 
take Mr. Nelson to S~int Michael's, and give him an opportunity of 
visiting Saint Lawrence Island, the special object being to allow the 
collecting of the remains of the Esquimaux who to the number of sev-
eral hundred perished there by starvation. Mr. Nelson was accord-
ingly taken on board, and obtained on the island, in addition to a very_ 
fine collection of implements, utensils, dresses, &c., a large number or 
crania, filling an important deficiency in the Museum. The vessel then 
proceeded to various points on the Siberian coast, and subsequently 
made the first known landing on Wrangell Land, that mysterious re-
gion which bad. been the special object of investigation on the part of 
the " Jeannette." 
On the island a magnificent polar bear killed by the party; was 
brought back by Mr. Nelson, and is now dul~ exhibited in the National 
Museum. 
The thanks of the Institution are due not only to the Treasury De-
partment but also to Captain Hooper for his kind co-operation in Mr. 
N..elson's work, by rendering all possible facili.ties. 
Mr. Lucien M. Turner, who, under orders· from the signal service 
of the United States Army, to make meteorological observations in 
:Alaska, arrived at Unalashka Island May 10, 1874, succeeded dur-
i~g the five days be remained there in collecting several species ~f 
bird · He reached Saint Michael's Alarska May 25 commencing his 
t 1 . ' ' ' me eoro ogical work June 26, and during the leisure permitted by clo e 
attention to his official duties, continued his collections of natural hi · 
tory specimens from the locality until J ulv 9 1877 when at his reque t 
' &; ' ' 
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he was granted leave to return to Washington. In March, 1878, Mr. , 
Turner again proceeded to Alaska, under orders from the signal serv-
ice to establish meteorological stations at Saint Paul's Island, Attu 
Isl~nd, Atkha Island, Belkovsky on the peninsula of Aliaska, and at 
Nushagak on Bristol Bay. During the year he visited, through the 
kindness of the .Alaska Commercial Company, the stations at Kuskokvim 
River, Ugashik, Tugiuk, Nushagak, Port Moller, Akootan, and Saa-
nak Island, spending the winter at Iliuliuk, on U nalashka Island .. 
He passed the summer of 1879, at Atkha Island, collecting many nat-
ural bi~tory specimens: spent the winter at Unalashka Island; and in 
June, 1880, went to Attu Island, remaining there till May, 1881. 
· During the leisure hours at his disposition he collected for the Na-
tional Museum one hundred and sixty species of birds-some of which 
were for the first time ascertained to occur within our limits, thirty 
species of fish, several species of mammals, nearly thirteen thousand 
specimens of insects, a good series of the land and marine shells, 
several thousand specimens of plants-embracing over two hundred 
species; and paid especial attention to collecting a complete series 
of implements and other articles of ethnological and archmological 
character embracing over three thousand specimens, some of which 
were for the first time obtained. Much attention was given to the 
study of linguistics of the Unaleet and Malemut Orarians, Nulato, Ing-
::tlet, and Unalashkan Aleuts. The vocabularies are comprehensive, con-
taining not only a list of words, but much of etymologic value, stories, 
history, and other valuableinformation concerningthese people,ofwhom 
little was previously known. 
Mr. E. W. Nelson, also under orders from the signal service, as a 
meteorological observer in Alaska, was autborized by co-operative ar-
rangement between that bureau and the Institution, to prosecute inves-
tigations during his intervals of official leisure, for the advancement of 
scientific knowledge. He reached the Aleutian Islands in May, 1877, 
and for about a month availed himself of the opportunity of making 
collections in Unalashka of bird skins and of fl.shes. He also procured 
ethnological specimens, both recent and from the anci~nt villnie sites, 
of ~hich considerable numbers are found along the shore. Visiting Sa-
nak .Island (to the eastward of Unalashka,) he made various interesting 
notes on the life and habits of the sea-otter thi8 curious animal beinO' 
. ' E, particularly abundant in this loc~lity: Leaving in June, 1877,. for Saint 
Michael's, Norton Sound, Mr. Nelson occupied bis spare time for a year 
in making collections of mammals, birds, fishes, and insects. The field 
among the Eskimo of this region was also very rich in ethnological ma. 
terial and observations. Most friendly and valuable assistance in these 
researches was rendered by the agents of the Alaska Commercial Com-
pany, and by the fur traders connected with it. 
During the winter of 1878-'79, Mr. N~lson made a dog-sledge journey 
of over a thousand miles in the country between the Lower Yukon and 
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the Kuskoquin Rivers, securing over three thousand ethnological speci. 
mens, of which a considerable portion consisted of articles of caned 
walrus ivory. · Much information was also noted regarding the topog-
raphy of the country, as well as about its people and productions. 
In May and June, 1879, the mouths <Jf the Yukon were visited to 
study the habits of the breeding water-fowl, and a fine series of the 
skins and eggs of the emperor goose were obtained. The following 
winter, from February 9th to .April 3, 1880, was occupied in a reconnais-
sance of the coast region, from Saint Michael's north to Sledge Island 
near Bering's Straits. 
_A large series of ethnolog'ica was secured, besidescopious notes upon 
the people and their language. November 16, 1880, to January 19, 1881, 
was occupied in a ·sledge journey into tbe interior, beyond the coast belt 
occupied by the Eskimo, into the country of the Ingaliks or Indians. As 
on the previous journeys, a large series of ethnologioa and :field-notie.q 
were secured. 
June 25, 1881, through the courtesy of Mr. E.W. Clarke, chief of 
the Revenue :Marine Bureau, the revenue steamer "Corwin" was per-
mitted to take Mr. Nelson on board, at Saint Michael'~, to accompany her 
during her cruise in the Arctic, in the course of which he visited Saint 
Lawrence Island, in Bering's Sea, where about eight hundred Eskimo 
perished in a famirie two winters before. From this sad mortuary nearly 
one hundred crania were secured, besides many implements. 
The remainder of the season was spent in cruising along the Alaskan 
coast as far north as Point Barrow, and along the Siberian coast from 
Plover Bay, Bering's Sea to North Cape in the .Arctic. Visiting and ex-
ploring Herald Island, and a part of Wrangell Island, the " Corwin" re-
turned by the Aleutian Islands to San Francisco, arriving there October 
20, 1881. · 
In summing up the direct results of Mr. Nelson's work in the north, 
tbe unbroken series of about 12,000 meteorological observations must 
be mentioned first, since to obtain. these was the primary object of his 
residence there. In addition to these there were obtained about 9,000 
ethnological specimens, 2,100 bird skins, 500 mammal skins and skulls, 
400 fishes, and various other specimens, besides vocabularies of seven 
or eight Eskimo dialects, with accompanying linguistic notes and a 
large amount of manuscript material upon all the branches in which 
collections were made. Over 100 photographs of the people and other 
cenes were secured during the last year of his residence in the north. 
The necessary expenses attending this work, outside those appertaining 
strictly to the meteorological work, were met by an allowance from the 
In titution, where the specimens are stored at present awaiting tbe 
elaboration of the reports. 
During the year 1881 three additional stations were established by 
the Signal Office-o e at Nu higak, on Bri tol Bay, in charge of . 
L. fo ay; one at Unalashka, in charge of F. L. App]egare, and 
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the third at Sitka, in charge of Mr. J obn J. McLean. Some very in-
teresting arcbreological collections have already been received from 
Mr. McLean, and others are expected from the other gentlemen men-
tioned. All were provided by the Smithsonian Institution with ap-
paratus and material for collecting and preserving specimens and the 
means of procuring good£ for making exchanges with the nativ~s. 
Of the localities mentione<l. Bristol Bay is the one least known to 
naturalists aq.d promising the largest returns. · 
In the system_ofinternational meteorological research, decided upon at 
a convention held a year or two ago, it was desired that the United States 
should establish a station at Point Barrow, the northernmost point of 
Continental America a'nd in Greenland, and both these measures were 
carried out by the signal service during the past year, and a specific 
appropriation was made by Congress for the purchase of a vessel at 
Newfoundland, at which point the F~·anklin Bay party, under Lieuten-
ant Greely, embarked on board the whaling steamer "Proteus," a 
yessel admirably adapted for its purpose, which had been previously 
selected by Capt. H. C. Chester, an employe of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission. The vessel made a brief but successful voyage, landing 
its party without any impediment and returning-after but a short ab-
sence, to Newfoundland. It is expected that this vessel will be sent 
up during the coming summer to carry additional supplies and b'ring 
back the reportsJand collections. 
No special detail of a naturalist was made for this expedition, as 
Dr. Pa_vy, of the Howgate expedition of 1880, was expected to join it, 
and did so in Greenland. 
A second international station-that at Point Barrow-was also es-
tablished by the Signal Office during the year, and was placed in charge 
of Lieutenant Ray, an experienced army officer, and provided with 
suitable apparatus. At the request of General Hazen, the Smithsonian 
Institution nominated Professors Murdock of Madison, Wis., and 
Smith of the Westfield Normal School, both experienced naturalists 
and collectors, as ob~ervers. They were ordered to Washington to un-
derg~ a training for physical research, e&pecially as to more detailed 
observations in meteorology, terre~trial magnetism, and astronomy. 
The party proceeded from San Francisco by a schooner, chartered for 
the purpose, and reached their destination without any untoward event. 
It is expected that the advices of next summer will report them as com-
fortably established and in the successful prosecution of their work. A 
part of the expense of this party is borne by the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. 
For some years one of the most valued coadjutors of the National 
Museum has been Capt. Charles Bendire, of the First Cavalry, a distin-
guished officer of the service and a competent naturalist and observer. 
Reference has already been made to his services in 1880, in visiting the 
interior of Oregon and Washington Territory for the purpose of solving 
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some unsettled problems in regard to the salmonidre of the coast. Hi. 
observations proved entirely sufficient for the 1mrpose of informing n · 
of the character of the trout of Wallowa Lake, which turns out to be not 
a peculiar species of the lake, as was supposed, but an anadromous sal. 
mon found along the entire coast of Washington Territory and elsewhere, 
and characterized d-qring the breeding season by a peculiar red color. 
Captain Ben.dire having again offered his services to the Institution, 
he was authorized by the War Department to visit certain regions, es-
peciall.Y that of the valley of John Day River. With a grant of money 
from the Onited States Geological Survey for necessary and incidental 
expenses, Captain Bendire made his expedition, and sent in a large 
number of packages of well-selected specimens, which will shortly be-
come the subject of investigation. Some collections of fishes and other 
· objects in alcohol were also gathered and forwarded by Captain Ben. 
dire. 
Private Charles Ruby, of the Army, while at Fort Laramie, exer-
cised his skill as a taxidermist in collecting specimens of the wild ani-
mals of the country and sending them to the Smithsonian Institutfon. 
An arrangement was made by which he was transferred to a region 
better adapted to his work, 1~ear Fort Shaw, in Montana. Here he has 
continued his co-operation, and has furnished a large number of skins 
of larger mammals, a number of which have been mounted and introduced 
in the National Museum. 
The usual co-operation of the medical branch of tl1e .Army in the 
matter of exploration has also been continued, many medical officers 
having forwarded collections of greater or less magnitude, among these 
are included a number of contributions of living reptiles to the Institu-
tion, for the purpose of being cast in plaster and placed in the appro-
priate gallery of the Museum. 
Mention should not be omitted of the service rendered by officers of 
the Army in New Mexico and Arizona, as stated jn the report of Mr. 
Stevenson, of his explorations in .Arizona. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
It may not be deemed superfluous to repeat frequently, for the infor-
mation or those who may not have ready access to previous volnme8 
of the annual r~port, that the publications made directly or indirectly 
by the In titution (always regarde.d as the most important of its agen-
cies for the "increase and diffusion of knowledge among men"), are di -
tribut d into three series. The first series comprises the "Smithsonian 
Contribution to Knowledge," published in quarto size, and Jesigned 
to mbracc only the di cussions of original investigations, constituting 
n w additions to knowledge. This series now numbers twenty-three 
lnme , averaging about GOO pages. The second series comprise the 
" mith onian fi cellancou Collection ," published in octavo size, and 
in -Juding, in addition to other original memoir , the bulletins and pro-
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ceedings of the National Museum, special reports on particular sub-
jects of biological or physical research, tabular compilations of classifi-
cation, natural constants, and such other miscellaneous information as 
is deemed of value to the scientific worker or student. This series num-
bers twenty-one volumes, averaging about 800 pages each. The third 
series comprises the Annual Reports of the Regents, presented to and 
published by Congress. Accompanying the report proper (giving the 
statistical and financial summaries requfred by law) interestingrecords 
of particular advances and discoveries, or of the progress of science 
generally, have been presented in a general appendix, making the 
volume much sought after. 
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.-;-Of the quarto class of pub-
lications the following memoirs have been collected and puhlished during 
the past year, as volume XXIII of the "Contributions to Knowledge," 
forming a volume of 767 pages, illustrated by 155 wood-cuts and . 16 
plates: 
1. Introduction, contents, &c., 16 pages. 
2. Lucernariffi and their allies; a memoir on the anatomy and physi-
ology of Haliclystus Aurfoula and other Lucernarians, with a discus-
sion of their relations to other Acalepbm, to Beroitls, and Polypi. By 
Henry James Clark, B. S., A. B. (Published April, 1878.) 4to, 138 pp., 
4 wood-cuts and 11 plates, containing 145 figures. As stated in the 
report for 1878, the lamented author died while his work was passing 
through the press. 
3. On the geology of Lower Louisiana and the salt deposit on Petite 
Anse Island. ·By Eugene W. Hilgard, Ph.D., professor of chemistry 
in the University of Mississippi. (Published June, 1872.) 4to, 38 pp., 
G wood-cuts. 
4. On the internal structure of the earth, considered as affecting the 
phenomena of precession and nutation; supplementary to an article 
under the above head in Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. 
XIX., No. 240, being the third of the problems of rotary moti9n. By 
AT. G. Barnard, U. S. Army. (Published August, 1877.) 4to, 20 pp., 
4 wood-cuts. This memoir is a continuation of the mathematical dis-
cussion of an important prob!em of gyratory motion, published in 1872, 
resulting in a modification of the conclusion formerly arrived at by tlie 
author, and at the same time controverting the celebrated memoir of 
Mr. Hopkins, which had been supposed to demonstrate that the terres-
trial gyration known as the "precession of the equinoxes" is incom-
patible with a molten or fluid interior to our globe. The question of 
the internal fluidity of our earth thus appears to be now left (as for-
merly) to be settled by purely geological evidences. 
5. A Classification and Synopsis of the Trochilidrn. By Daniel Gi-
raud Elliott, F. R. S. E. (Published March, 187!>.) 4to, 289_pp., 127 
wood-cuts. This work comprises a full description of every known spe-
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cies of humming-bird. In many cases the head, .wing, and tail of tho 
bird are figured by woocil-cuts _inserted adjacent to the deseriptive text. 
6. Fever. A Study in Morbid and Normal Physiology. By H .. 
Woo<l, A. M., M. D. (Published October, 1880.) 4to, 266 pp., 16 wood-
cuts and 5 plates, containing 17 figures. This memoir was more partic-
ularly described in the annual report for 1880. 
A.ntiquities of Nicaragua.-Of separate memoirs published during the 
year the first is .Archreological Researches in Nicaragua, by J. F. Bran · 
ford, M. D. (Published January 1881) 4to, 100 pp., 202 wood-cuts and 
2 plates, containing 40 figures. This memoir gives an account of a large 
number of interesting relics of the aboriginal inhabitants of Nicaragua, 
disinterred by Dr. Bransford himself during visits to that place in 1876 
and in 1877. The fine collection of ancientAmerican burial-urns,pottery, 
and other objects thus obtained, amounting to about 800 articles, ha 
been deposited in the National Museum. Of these not more than about 
sixty were acquired by gift or pUPchase, the remainder l.Javing been dug 
out from their original deposit by Dr. Bransford, or under his imme-
diate direction. More than a hurnlred of the larger urns were found to 
contain human bones. 
Rainfall Tables.-Another publication of the past year is, Tables and 
Results of the pre.8ipitation in rain and snow in the United States and 
at some stations in adjacent parts of North America and in Central and 
South America, collected by the Smithsonian Institution and discussed 
under the direction of Josp,ph Henry and Spencer F. B~ird, secreta_rie. 
By Charles A. Schott. Second edition. (Published May, 1881.) 4to, 
2G9 pp., 8 wood-cuts, 5 plates, and 5 maps or charts, exhibiting by 
isohyetal curves the mean rain-fall for each of the four seasons and for 
the year. The first edition of this work was published by the Institu-
tion in March, 1872, giving a tabulation of observations to the close of 
18G6. As a considerable amount of material has be~n subsequently ac-
cumulated, it was thought but just to have this additional information 
incorporated in a new and thoroughly revised edition of the table ·. 
The work of arrangement and discussion was committed to the same 
editor, Mr. Charles A. Schott, assisted by Mr. E. H. Courtenay, and the 
new tablei include observations made from the beginning of 1867 to 
the end of 1874, and in some cases to the end of 1876. This extension 
ha re ulted in increasing the size of the original work by about 10 
page . It i believed that this compilation will prove a valuable con-
tribution to the study of American meteorology and climatology. 
mithsonian Miscellaneous Oollections.-Two volumes of the octarn 
s ri s b, v b en publi hed cluri11g the year, forming volume XX and 
lurne I of the " 1i cellaneous Collections." 
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Voluu.e XX consists of the following parts : 
1. Bqlletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Vol. I, 
March, 1871, to June, 1874, 8vo., 218 pp., 3 wood-cnts. 
2. Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Vol. II, 
October, 1874, to November 2, 1878, 8vo., 452 pp., 9 wood-cuts and 4 
plates. 
3. Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Vol. III, 
N ovcmber 9, 1878, to June 19, 1880, 8vo., l _G9 pp., 7 wood-cuts. 
Volume XXI contains the following memoirs: 
1. James Smithson and his Bequest. By William J. Rhees, 1880, 
8vo. 76 pp., 9 plates. 
2. Th~ Scientific Writings of James Smithson. Edited by William J. 
Rhees, 1879, 8vo., 1G6 pp., 32 wood-cuts ancl 1 plate. 
3. A Memorial of Joseph Henry, 1880, 8vo., 532 pp., and 1 plate. This· 
latter work comprises, 1st., an account of the obsequies, with funeral 
sermon, &c. ; 2d the memorial addresses and services at the National 
Capitol, by direction of Congress; and, 3d, as an appendix, selected 
proceedings of and addresses before learned societies with which Pro-
fessor Henry had been more -intimately connected. 
Bulletins of the National Museum.-This series of octavo publications, 
illustr-ating the zoological and ethnological collections in the United 
States National Museum, has been authol'ized, as heretofore stated, by 
the Department of the Interior, and the expenses of printing a :first 
issue of the same are sustained by that department. The stereotype 
plates are subsequently employed in making up volume of the "Miscel-
laneous Collections." During the year Bulletin No. 21 has been pub-
lished, comprising a carefnlly prepared digest revising the" Nomen-
clature of North American Birds, chiefly contained in the United States 
National Museum," by Robert Ridgway, 1881, 8vo., 04 pp. · 
Proceedings of the Na,tional Mitseum.-ln continuation of the y, t m-
atic description of new species received by the National Museum, aml 
other papers of interest to the naturalist, coll ct d und r the titl of 
,~ ProcQedings," a volume lrns been publi hed during tbe y ar, ompri -
ing valuable papers by Tarleton II. Bean, . T. atti , <. M. i nd1iclt, 
Samuel Garman, Charles II. Gilbert, Th odor ill, r wn 1 0 de, 
0. P. Hay, Angelo IIeilprin, David S. Jordan, ,orge . Lawr n , ·w. 
N. Lockington, Richard Rathbun, I obert iclo-w y, ,John A. Ry<l )r, 
Rosa Smith, S. I. Smith, James G. Swan, . E. rrill, , n<l harl . A. 
White. Tb.is completes ,rolume III of Pr · din . f th nit cl 'tate. 
National Museum. 1881, 8vo., 594 pp. 
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Smithsonian Annual Report.-The official report of the Boanl of Re-
gents for the year 1880 was presented to Cong_ress January 19, 1 1 
and an edition of 15,560 copies was ordered to be printed. This in-
cluded the usual reports of the Secret~ry, of the Executive Committee, 
of the Board of Regents, and of the National Museum Bttilding Com-
mission, together with the Journal of proceedings of the Board of Re-
gents. The "General .Appendix" to the report, made up subsequently, 
comprised, first, a record of recent scientific progress, which is regarded 
as a valuable feature of the annual, and. one desirable to be perma-
nently maintained. The various subjects were assigned to diiferent col-
laborators as follows: Introduction, by the Secretary; recent progress in 
Astronomy, by Prof. E. S. Holden; in Geology and Mineralogy, by 
Dr. George W. Hawes; in Physics and Chemistry, by Prof. GeorgeF. 
Barker; in Botany, by Prof. William G. Farlow; in Zoology, by Dr. Theo-
dore Gill; in Anthropology, by Prof. Otis T. Mason. The· remainder of 
the General Ap13endix was occupied, secondly, with a bibliographyof 
Anthropology, by Prof. 0. T. Mason; abstracts of Anthropological cor-
respondence of the Institution; a report on the Lt1.ra.,y cavern; a dis-
cussion of Professor Snell's barom~tric observations, by Prof. F. H. 
Loud; an account of investigations relative to illuminating material.., 
by Joseph Henry (reprinted from the United States Light-House Report 
for 1875); a synopsis of the scientific writings of Sir William Herschel. 
by Prof. Edward S. Holden and Charles S. Hastings; and, lastly, re- ' 
ports giving an account of the principal astronomical observatories of 
the world . 
.ASTRONOMIC.AL .ANNOUNCEMENTS BY. TELEGRAPH, 
An important function of the Institution, initiated by my predecessor 
in 1873, and since carried out with great regularity, as exhibited in the 
annual reports for nearly a decade past, comprises the transatlantic in-
terchange by telegraph of important astronomical discoveries requiring 
jmmediate attention from numerous or widely separated observer'. 
These astronomical announcements through the SmHhsonian Institu-
tion have been of great value in the promotion of science, and ha,e 
been highly appreciated. 
The announcements of astronomical discoveries made during the pa t 
year are as follows: 
List of minor planets discovered in 1881. 
No. I Name. I Dat . Discoverers. Discover-
_ _I . ___ __
1 
______ 
1 
__ e1's No. 
2-20 I· --.---------_ -/ Feb. 23. 
_ _,_ _____ ....l._ __ __! __ 
Palisa, ________ _ 29th. 
Observatory. 
Pola.. 
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It is noteworthy that last year is the first one since 1859 in which 
more than one planetoid has not been discovered. The annual numbers 
recorded during the last twenty-five years are as follows: 
1857 .••..... 9 1862 ....... 5 1867 ....... 4 1872 ••••••• 11 1877 •..•... 11 
1858 ..•••... 5 1863 .. .... . 2 1868 ...•... 12 1873 ....... 6 1878 ....•.. 12 
1859 ........ 1 1864 ....... 3 1869 ...•... 2 1874 ....... 6 1879 •...•.. 20 
1860 ........ 5 1865 ....... 3 1870 ....... 3 1875 ....... 17 1880 ...••.• 8 
1861._ ...••.• 10 1866 •...... 6 1871.. --- .. 5 1876 ..••. -- 12 1881 ••.•... 1 
- - - - -
30 19 26 42 52 
It thus appears that the quinquennial average of diRcoveries, so far 
from decreasing, has for the past twenty years stea\lily and notably in-
creased, giving :Mo indication, therefore, of an immediate or early ex-
haustion of material. This is due, partly, to the closer scrutiny given 
to this field by astronomers, partly to the increased number of ob-
servers, and partly to improvements in their instruments ancl in their 
systematic methods of observation. 
This remarkable group of planetoidal or meteoroidal bodies forms a 
tolerably wide zone or ring between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, 
separating the four interior and smaller planets (including our earth) 
from the four exterior and much larger planets. It has been estimated 
by Leverrier and others, from the motion of Mars (the amount of dis-
placement of the apsides, due to the amount of counteraction of the 
solar gravitation by the external attraction), that the entire mass of 
this ring of meteors cannot much exceed a fourth of that of our earth. 
In no great time, therefore, the discovery of new members of this group 
must become more and more rare. The smallest thus far observed do 
not probably exceed 20 or 30 miles in diameter, ancl the number which 
will remain forever unseen, by even the highest powers of the telescope, 
may very many times surpass the number ever made visible. 
List of c01nets observed in 1881. 
. 
No. Name. Date. Discoverer. Observatory. 
I Faye's comet 
---- .. --. ------II 
.. ----. ---. ----.. -. - May 1 . Swift ........... Rochester, N. Y . III 
- .... - .. --........ -.. -- .. -- May 21 Tebbutt ......... Windsor, New South Wales. IV 
-.... -.. -- ................. - July- 16 Schreberle .•..... Ann Arbor, Mich. V Encke's comet ... Aug. 27 Common ........ Ealing, England. VI 
.. .. .. .. --.. -......... ---- Sopt. 20 E. E. Bernard ... VII 
. - ---. -----. ---- -.. Oct. 4 Denning ........ 
1 
Nashville, Tenn . 
Bristol, England . VIII 
.. -------.. -------.. Nov. 16 Swift ........... Rochester, N. Y . 
. The generous co-operation of the large telegraph companies, embrac-
rng th?se both of the transatlantic cable and of the widely ramified 
land lines, cannot be too often or too warmly acknowledged~ The lib-
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eral spirit with which these scientific messages are <lispatche.d across 
the world, without charge t@ the Institution, is a most gratifying tribute 
of sympathy and confidence on the one hand, and a conspicuous illus-
tration of enlightened_appreciation of the character of information thus 
diffused on the other. 
The European centers to which our telegrams of American discoveries 
are gratuitously distributed are the Nationai Observatories of Green-
wich in England, Faris in France, Berlin in Germany, Vienna in Aus-
tria, and Pulkova in Russia. The telegraphic announcements of foreign 
discoveries are gratuitously distributed to nineteen of the leading es-
tablishments in the United States,_as well as to some of the daily paper& 
and to the Associated Press generally. 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
No one of the various operations carried on by the Smithsonian In-
stitution is of more.importance in the advancement of science than that 
of the international exchange of publications between the governments 
and their bureaus, departments, the learned institutionR, and scientific 
men of the two worlds. Notwithstanding the increase of the govern-
mental international system, in which quite a number of nations have 
joined, the work of the Smithsonian Institution still continues to be of 
pre-eminent magnitude and importance. Originally initiated for the 
purpose of distributing the publications of the Smithsonian Institution 
to libraries, societies, and learned men abroad, and to receive returns 
for the same, it was gradually extended so as to take within its sphere 
all the establishments in the New World requiring a similar service. In-
deed, by its system of agencies in various portions of the world to which 
packages were sent for transmission to destination, and where returns 
were gathered and forwarded to Washfogton, it maintained an arrange-
men~ of its own, entirely independent of any other organization. 
If there has been any diminution of efficiency in the system of official 
exchanges during the last few years since the establishment of inter-
national bureaus by variom; national governments, owing to the absence 
of direct responsibility to the Institution which its service of paid agents 
secures, it is hoped and believed that as the routine becomes better un-
derstood and appreciated all requirements will soon be satisfactorily 
met. 
Within a year or two by the reorganization of the service and an in-
crea e in its force, the department of exchanges of the Institution, now 
in charge of Mr. George H. Boehmer, has become very efficient, and 
to hi report, herewith appended, I refer for more minute details. 
It may be proper to remark that while the number of foreign ad-
r e in communication with the Smithsonian In titution in 1850 
mounted t 173, at th clo f 18, 1 it form an aggregate of 2,008, 
di i <l a foll w , : 
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Africa, 36. 
America, exclusive of the United States, 135. 
Asia, 68. 
Austmlasia, 82. 
Europe, 2,578. 
Polynesia, &c., 9. 
A detailed list of the parties in the United States sending and receiv-
ing the packages embraced in these transmissio~s will also be found 
in the Appendix. , 
The ~xpenses of the service for the year, in consequence of an ap-
propriation by Congress, have been reduced from $9,996.05 in 1880, to 
$7,467.84 in 1881. . 
It is very desirable that the entire cost of this system of exchange, 
so far as the actual expenses are concerned, should be defrayed by the 
government. So far as establishments other than the Smithsonian In-
stitution are concerned, there is every reason why the government 
should pay the cost,. and the propriety is still greater in reference to the 
exchanges of the Institution itself, since all the returns obtained are 
immediately transferred to the Library of Congress, of which they con-
stitute a very 1.mportant part. 
The acquisition of many works, of great scientific and economical 
value, unpurchasable by money, is accomplished, first, by expenditures 
of the Institution for printing its publications, and then by their trans-
mission through the system of exchange to various parts of the world, 
and the receipt of returns for the same. 
The cost of the system of Smithsonian exchanges would be some 
thousands of dollars greater than is actually the case but for the con-
tinued liberality of the various steamship lines. between the United 
States and other parts of the world. A. list of these lines and of the 
general agencies through which transmissions are made is given in the 
Appendix. 
Among the important additions made to this list during the past year, 
special mention should be made of the Red Sta~ Line, of which Messrs. 
Peter Wright & Sons, of Philadelphia, are the agents. This line has 
carried a large number of packages betwe.en New York and Antwerp 
without charge. The Hamburg American Packet Company bas also 
extended its privileges so as to cover a much larger range of material 
than heretofore. 
For some years past there have been serious difficulties in the trans-
mission of the exchanges of the Smithsonian Institution to Cuba, owing 
to onerous custom-house regulations, and an arrangement was finally 
made through the minister of Spain, Senor Don Felipe Mendez de Vigo, 
by which all our packages were to be addressed to the g-overri.or-generai 
of Cuba and transferred by him, with the accompanying invoice, to 
Prof. Felipe Poey, of the University ofHava,na, by whom they are dh,-
tributed. 
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The total number of boxes required to contain the transmissions for 
the year amounted to 407, of a gross bulk of more than 2,000 cubic feet, 
and a gross weight of over 100,000 pounds. 
Go·vernment Exchanges.-In addition to the regular routine work of 
the exchange referred to above, the Institution has for ·several years 
past prosecuted, under Congressional enactment, an exchange of the 
publications of the United States Government for those of other nations1 
the transactions being exclusively between the Government of the United 
States and those of other countries. For this purpose fifty sets of all 
publications mafle at the expense of the United States, whether by or, 
der of Congress or by a department, are turned over to the Library of 
Congress for transmission to the Smithsonian Institution, and these are 
distributed to such nations as give corresponding publications in return, 
As the amount of material printed , by the U nitecl States amounts to 
from 12 to 16 cubic feet every year, the agg_regat~ transmissions are 
very important, and year by year the returns come ip. in an increasing 
proportion. The whole transaction is intended for the benefit of the 
Library of Congress, so as to secure the official publications of other 
nations, most of which can only be obtained by this system of exchange. 
There is a curious feature connected with this distribution of public 
documents, namely, with the exception of two sets which are reserved 
. by the Library of Congress for its use, there is no provision by which 
any American library can obtain anything like so complete a series of 
the official publications as are sent by the Institution to foreign govern-
ments connected with the Exchange. It seems very desirable that in-
stead of reserving fifty sets only of each government publication, there 
should ~e at least one set reserved for the leading library of each State, 
or, at any rate, for that of the State and Territorial legislatures. 
Reference has been made in previous reports 'to the _establishment of 
a governmental system of international exchanges corresponding to 
that of the Smithsonian Instftution. No important addition to the 
number of governments mentioned as concerned, has been made during 
the year 1881, although its extension to all the principal countries is 
much to be desired. 
While the Smithsonian Institution has been named as the official 
agent in this business, its labors would be greatly facilitated if it could 
communicate directly with corresponding bureaus of other nations, the 
work, too, would be prosecuted much more satisfactorily. The govern-
meuts of Rus ia and Italy, although not giving a formal adhesion to 
the ybtem of the Smith onian Institution, yet in the year 1881 estab-
li heel bureau for the practical management of international excbangP. 
By the exchange convention of Paris in 1875, it was provided tha 
ach party ending houl<l deli er its tran missionR free of expense, in 
the ffice f the th r; but the tipulation, so far as the tran oceanic 
r lati n hip f the United Stat were concerned, was extremely un-
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satisfactory, on acc~unt of the great number of changes required be-
tween Washington and the foreign capitalii. The Smithsonian Institu-
tion therefore endeavored, so far as its own business was concerned, to 
' ' . secure a modification of the proposition. It is a very simple thing for 
charges from one point to follow the goods and be paid for in a lump 
on receipt, while it is extremely difficult to know beforehand, or to 
prepay expenses not yet estimated or assessed. The modification pro-
po~ed by the Smithsonian Institution was that each party should select 
its most convenient seaport for receipt and delivery and pay expenses 
to that point, or even to the port designated by the other ; the remaining 
charges to be met by the recipient. The acceptance of this modifica-
tion by the governments of Russia and Italy was delaye<l, but ultimately 
the matter was settled by making Hamburg the point of exchange 
with Russia, and New York with Italy, the Institution paying only the 
expenses to and from these two points. 
For some years the exchanges of' its publications made by the De-
partment of Agriculture with foreign institutions have been inter-
mitted, and a very important ~ource of increase of its library thereby 
interrupted. Commissioner Loring, since his accession to the charge 
of the department, has expressed his desire to resume the exchange, 
and bas made arrangements to carry it on upon a suitable scale. 
Reference has been made to the action of Congress in making an ap-
propriation for meeting, in part at least, the expense to the Institution ·· 
of the system of international exchanges. A letter was addressed, on 
the 23d of October, 1880, to Hon. William M. Evarts, Secretary of State, 
calling attention to the cost to the Institution of continuing a work for 
the United States Government not properly chargeable to the Smithson 
fund. In a letter, of which a copy is given in the appendix, Mr. Evarts 
expressed his appreciation of the plea, and announced his intention of 
asking Congress for relief. An estimate of $7,000 was sent in by him 
for this purpose, but the sum of $3,000 only was granted. This, how-
ever, as stated, has been a very material help, and it is hoped that a 
larger allowance will be made for the present fiscal year, an estimate 
for which has been presented. 
As this work is prosecuted for the benefit of the country at large, and 
especially for ~hat uf the various bureaus of the United States Govern-
ment, there is no reason why the actual expense should be a charge 
upon the income of the Smithsonian Institution, which has so many 
other calls upon it. Whatever sum can be saved in one direction can 
always be usefully applied in another in the interest of science and of 
general education. 
A history of the exchange system since its origin bas been prepared 
by Mr. G. H. Boehmer, and is presented in the appendix to this report, 
together with a portion of the official correspondence between this In-
stitution and the department relative to the project of international ex-
change initiated by the Geographical Congress held in Paris in 1875, 
S. Mis. 109--3 
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and since carried out by the concurrenCP, of most of . the European 
nations. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
Closely connected with the department of exchanges is that of the 
distribution by the Smithsonian Institution of books and specimens on 
its own account and that of the National Museum. A.s has already been 
shown, the entire system of International Exchanges of the Institution 
began in the desire to find a convenient method of distributing its own 
publications to libraries and societies and a provision f'or the receipt of 
returns. On getting tlie machinery of distribution fairly at work it was 
found sufficiently comprehensive to sen7e other establishments in the 
United States, and little by little it grew to its present magnitude. 
Distribution of Books.-The distribution by the Institution on its own 
part consists mainly of copies of the Annual Reports of the Regents of 
the Institution to Congress, and the various publications included in the 
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge and the Miscellaneous Collec-
tions, both in their separate form and as aggregated in volumes. More 
recently the Proceedings and Bulletins of the National Museum ha,e 
been added to the number of volumes to be sent out. The distribution 
through the United States, however, by a law of Congress is now made 
under a frank of the Smithsonian Institution, which also covers the Do-
minion of Canada. That to foreign countries is made either by mail or 
by the various agencies of transportation. 
A.s in previous years, the oceanic shipments are made almost entirely 
without expense, as explained more fully in another part of the report. 
The Pennsylvania Railroad and its dependencies and the Baltimore 
and Ohio Road have continued to make important reductions in their 
rates of charges to Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. 
Distribution of Specimens.-The distribution of specimens, either in 
the wa;y of exchanges for other articles or as donations to the museums 
of colleges, academies, &c., has continued during the year on a very • 
large scale. The details of this will be found under the head of the op· 
erations of the Museum. 
LIBRARY. 
As in most other branches of Smithsonian operations, the accessions 
to the library show a continued increase, the numbers of books and 
other publications received during the year as compared with those of 
the three preceding years being indicated in the accompanying- table. 
This does not include the special contributions to the working library 
of the National Mu eum, which have not been fully catalogued, but 
will be reported upon hereafter. 
A j well known to the Board, the books received by the Smithsonian 
In titntion, either by way of exchange or donation, are transferred to 
the Li rary of Uongre , in which they con titute a very conspicuou 
fi atnr , representing a they do an exten. fre ·erie of transactions and 
m moir of oci tie. and cientific and technical publication . 
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Statement of the books rnaps and charts received by the Smithsonian Institution and trans--
, ferred to the L ibrary of Congress. 
Quarto or larger. Octavo or smaller. 
Total-
Vols. Parts. Parnpb's. Vols. I P~rts. I Pampb's. Charts. 
- --
---
- --
1878. -----· 403 2,620 463 860 2,356 1,953 74 8,729' 
1879. -----· 440 2, 612 591 1, 509 3,240 1,628 183 10,203 
1880 ....... 337 1 2, 603 477 806 2,577 1,618 
152 8,570 
188L ...•.. 762 3,914 468 1,105 3,591 1,931 188 11,959 
As part of the statistical work of the United States Census, a com-
plete file of all the newspapers published in the United States during 
the census year of 1880 was collected, the total amounting to some five 
thousand titles. The authorities of the Census Department offered 
these to the Smithsonian Institution if it could find proper accommoda-
tions for the same. As, however, the library of the Institution has 
long since been merged in that of Congress, and as the expense of bind-
ing alone would have been extremely onerous, the suggestion was made 
that the whole be offered to Mr. Spofford. 
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
The organization of the National Museum may now be regarded as 
practically completed, and the arrangement of a large portion of its 
valuable material for instructive display at least provisionally effected. 
A very full report of the scientific objects aimed at and of results so 
far accomplished in this important branch of the public service bas been 
prepared by Mr. G. Brown Goode, the assistant direct.or in charge, and 
will be found in the appendix. 
Reference was made in the reports for 1876 and 1877 to the enormous 
amount of material presented to the United States by exhibitors at the 
Philadelphia Centennial, and to the number of car-loads transferred to 
Wa hington. Since the completion of the National Museum the greater 
portion of these specimens have been removed from the Armory and 
subjected to a provisional arrangement, precedent to their final assign-
ment to the cases. 
The minerals and ores were unpacked under the direction of Dr. 
H awes, in charge, and the reserve series picked out and held in readi-
nes, for further action. The duplicates have all been properly assorted, 
and to some extent distributed. This work however, cannot be satis-
factorily carried out until the coming year. 
The purely metallurgical specimens have also been classified; but are 
still, for the most part, in their boxes, awaiting t.be appointment of a 
pecialist for that department. 
Increase of the .lJ.fu,seum.-It has been reported to the board that at 
the close of the International Exhibition a company was organized in 
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Philadelphia for the purpose of continuing the display for an indefinite 
period. The great main building, covering 18 acres, was purchased 
at & very low price, and from among the original exhibits many were 
either purchased by the company or presented, or deposited by the pro-
prietors. Numerous additions were also made, in certain specified di-
rections, the object being to have a display of industries, for commer-
cial purposes, and also for the general education and instruction of the 
community. 
The anticipations of the projectors of this exhibition were not realized, 
the distance of the building from the city and the length of time nec-
essary to visit it, and the satiety of the public in regard to such dis-
plays caused the number of visitors to fall far below what was necessary 
to meet the expenses, and after struggling vainly against the inevitable, 
the exhibition was given up and the building sold. The owners of 
property therein were notified to remove it at the earliest possible mo-
ment. 
As there was much in this exhibition that fell entirely within the 
plan of the industJlial department of the National Museum, Mr. Thomas 
Donaldson was requested to act as an agent for soliciting contributions, 
which be did with such success that, by far the greater part of what 
was really valuable and important, was obtained by him as a free gift 
from the proprietors. Several months were spent, with a l)roper corps 
.of assistants, in taking down and packing the exhibits for transporta· 
·tion, and the entire mass is now stored in a temporary warehouse, await-
:ing an appropriation by Congress for transfer and installation. 
A detailed list of these donations will be appended to this report. 
·Their money value is estimated at not less than $150,000. In addition 
to the collections actually obtained, many others are promised, and are 
now, for the most part, in process of preparation. 
Medicinal Oollections.-As indicated in previous reports, a full collec-
·tion of the materia medica of the world bas been projected as one of 
the exhibits of the National Museum. In addition to the large amount 
-of material of this character obtained at the International Exhibition 
,of 1876, the Institution received the promise of aid by Messrs Scbief-
felin & Co., of New York, a very prominent firm, connected with the 
·drug trade. The firm sent a representative to the International Phar-
;maceutical Convention, held in London during the past summer, with 
:special reference to obtaining certain obscure and unusual substances 
that could not otherwise be secured. Many hundreds of varieties of 
great rarity resulted from this mission. As especially related to the 
medical department of the Navy, Surgeon-General Wales detailed Dr. 
J. M. Flint, a i tant surgeon, U. S. N., to take charge of this divi ion 
of the Museum, and be is now engaged in cataloguing and labeling the 
pecimen a. th y are received. 
In ord r to obtain the nece ary information on this subject, the 
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Smithsonan Insititution, through the courtesy of the State Department, 
has issued circulars to the foreign representatives of the United States, 
asking :first, whether there is a national pharmacopreia in the country 
to which accredited, and second, requesting that copies if published be 
sent to the Institution. Responses have very generally been received, 
and a very complete collection of pharmacopreias is at present in Doctor 
Flint's possession, from which to prepare the list referred to. · 
Special Oontributions.-The explorations of the United States Fish 
Commission have added greatly to the material at the command of the 
Smithsonian Institution, both for research and distribution. The many 
new and rare species of :fishes collected by the commission constitute 
a very important advance in our knowledge of the deep seas. Besides 
enriching the National Museum, the large mass of duplicate specimens 
will enable the Institution to continue its distribution of labeled suites 
of species to a large number of educational establishments in the 
country. 
Prof. Felipe Poey, of Havana, furnishes a supply of living reptiles for 
the use of the mo_delers, and aleo rare :fishes, types of many new species 
described by himself. 
Mr. Livingston Stone has furnished large important collections of 
fossils as well as of recent animals, from the United States Fish-hatch-
ery, on the McOloud River, California, a region of very great ethnolog-
ical and zoological interest. 
Hon. John M. Langston, United States minister to Hayti, has con-
tributed some valuable collections of the corals of the islands, quite a 
number of which were new to the collection. 
Mr. C. 0. Leslie, an extensive :fish dealer of Charleston, S. C., has con· 
tinued his collections in the line of ichthyology from the shores of his 
State. 
Mr. Silas Stearns, a :fish dealer in Pensacola, has also added mate-
rially to the very large number of :fishes of the Gulf of Mexico, previ-
ously presented by him. To Mr. Stearns we are indebted for quite a 
number of entirely new species, which have been or will be described in 
the procedings of the National Museum. 
In addition to the collections of fishes and marine invertebrates by 
the main parties of the United States Fish Commission, Col. M. Mc-
Donald, in charge of the station for hatching Spanish mackerel at 
Cherrystone, in Chesapeake Bay, made a large collection, embracing 
many rarities. 
In the earlier volumes of the reports of the Institution frequent men-
tion is made of contributions to the National Museum by Mr. R Mac-
Farlane, of the Hudson Bay service, while stationed at Fort Yucon, 
Fort Anderson, and elsewhere; and even to the present time the early 
collections of Mr. MacFarlane stand pre-eminent. To him is due more 
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than to any single person, the knowledge which we have of the natu-
ral history and ethnology of the arctic circle of North America. 
Since Mr. MacFarlane's change of station to an interior post he ha 
been prevented from making many additions to bis series; but during 
the year 1881 we were gratified at the receipt of a number of skins of 
rare mammals, &c., contributions by him, and showing the persistency 
of his interest in the National Museum. 
Dr .• James Moran~ of the Medical Department of the Army, who fur-
nished collections in previou:s years, has also supplied several rare forms 
of pottery and other aboriginal remains from Arizona. 
Miss Rosa Smith has continued her contributions of fishes from San 
Diego, Cal. supplementing to some extent the work prosecuted there 
in 1880 by Prof. D. S. Jordan, as referred to in the preceding portion 
of this report. 
Mr. James G. Swan, of Port Townsend, Wash. Terr., whose contri-
butions to the ethnology and general natural history of Puget Sound, 
have been noticed in almost every report for twenty years, has not inter-
mitted his exertions during 1881. Numerous collections of objects of 
Indian manufacture, of :fishes~ &c., have been received from him with a 
large amount of special information on the :fisheries of Puget Sound. 
Mr. Jose Zeledon, of San Jose, Costa Rica, to whose services as a 
skilled ornithologist and collector reference bas frequently been made, 
has added to his many contributions by supplying some extremelyrare 
and possibly new species of birds of Costa Rica. 
ETHNOLOGICAL BUREAU. 
The Ethnological Bureau, established by Oong'ress for prosecuting 
researches among the Indian tribes of North America, with the view of 
securing to ethnological science available records of races destined 
ultimately to disappear, is continuing its· interesting and important work, 
under the able directorship of Major Powell, with marked and gratify-
ing success. The most important of these operations during the pa 't 
year consists of the work of Mr. F. H. Cushing, and that of Mr. Jame 
Stevenson. :\fr. Cushing has been a resident of the village of Zuni for 
several years past, carrying his researches into the domestic habits, re-
ligious rites and ceremonies, and other features of the condition of the 
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, and he Las obtained a ya t body of 
original information upon the e ubject , which will, in time, be pub-
Ii hed. Ile ha made very large collections in ethnology, tho e ob-
tain cl in the cave of New l\Iexico being e pecially noteworthy. A 
peculiarity in th r ligiou. observanc of the Pueblo Indian consi t 
in their hiding away a memento f important ceremonials, in cave a · 
i l with (Tr t diffi ulty, aud nly vi ited on such occa ion . Th 
a ·umulati n in th : c, e date 1 a k many rear , and the p cim n 
atb r d illn. tratiu" th hang in m th d , nd chronological peculi-
ariti . ar ,. Q. iut r tin <T, 
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Similar colleutions have been received through Mr. Metcalfe from a 
cave near Silver City, N. Mex., showing a similarity of treatment of 
the subject over a wide extent of the country. 
At the last session of Congress the sum of $5;000 was especially re-
served, by enactment, from the appropriation for ethnological researches 
to be expended in continuing investigations into aboriginal mounds, and 
several gentlemen were assigned to this business. The most important 
-contributions under this arrangement have been made by Dr. Edward 
Palmer, who has spent several months in ~ennessee, and subsequently 
in .Arkansas. A large number of boxes have been received from him, 
containing some extremely rare and even unique objects. 
Dr. W. De Hass was assigned to a certain region in West Virginia 
and adjacent portions of Eastern Ohio. This work has been prosecuted 
during the summer, but as yet no collections have been received. 
Mr. vV. J. Taylor, of Nashville, Tenn., has furnished a number of speci-
mens similar in character to those of Mr. Palmer. 
Mr. S. T. Walker has also procured some mound relics from Florida. 
His collections are all very interesting, as showing some peculiarities in 
the contents of prehistoric mounds arn1 graves in that State as compared 
with those of Tennessee and Arkansas. 
Ethnologieal and archmological explorations, heretofore conducted by 
the Bureau of Ethnology in the Northwest, under the direction of Pro-
fessor Powell, were continued over contiguous areas to those examined 
the two previous years. The vast quantities of valuable material, both 
ancient and modern, possessed by the Pueblo tribes made it important 
that the work of collecting· should be carried on extensively, in order to 
secure as much as possible, before they were carried away 1ly visitors 
and speculators, who are now, since the railroads make that region ac-
cessible, visiting that country frequently. A party was equipped and 
placed in charge of Mr. James Stevenson to prosecute the work among 
the Indians of the Province of Tusegan, known as the Seven Moquis, 
and also to secure an additional collection from the Pueblos of Zuni. 
The party proceeded to each of these localities, from which large and 
·rn,ried collections were made, consisting of everything pertaining to 
the religious and domestic life of these tribes. The collections from Mo-
. qui are unique and valuable, consisting of a large number of ancient 
earthenware vessels and stone implements. .Among the former are some 
very handsome vases elaborately decorated with unknown designs, and 
of new forms in structure from any hitherto found. The tribes from 
whom they were obtained had no knowledge of their origin, but they 
were in all probability made by the people who resided in a village of 
~onsiderable dimensions, about twelve miles east of Moqui, called by 
the Navajos Tally-hogan or singing houses. .An examination of tbi8 
village, which is now in ruins, revealed immense quantities of fragments 
of pottery, on all of which were designs and :figures, similar to those on 
the ancient vessels just referred to, which were obtained from the Mo-
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quis. The amount of material secured from Moqui was quite large, 
aggregating about 12,000 pounds. A map of great accuracy was made 
of the seven villages, and will accompany the report of the Bureau to 
show the relative positions of the villages of this province. 
The collections from Zuni were large and important, amounting in 
weight to 21,000 pounds. 
Mr. Mendeleff, with several assistants, completed a survey of Zuni for 
the purpose of constructing a model of the village on a scale of five feet 
to the inch. This model was completed during the present winter, and 
is now on exhibition in the National Museum. The area covered by 
Zuni is 1,200 by 600 feet, not including the goat and sheep corrals and 
gardens, which occupy a much larger area. The model, however, will 
,illustrate all those features. The preparation of this model (which in-
cludes several thousand details) by Mr. Mendeleff required much labor 
and skill. It is prepared in papier-mache, and presents the true colors 
of the village as well as all the details.· 
During the season, Mr. J. K. Hillers, the accomplished and skillful 
photographer of the survey, in addition to the geographical and geo-
logical illustrations made by him, secured a large number of finely exe-
cuted photographic views of all the l\foqui villages and of Zuni, as well 
as of many ruins in the region surrownding them, among which are many 
character sketches of the people, interiors of their houses, eagle pens, cor-
rals, portraits of men, women, and children, also many views of the people 
while in the attitude of baking pottery, drying meat, dancing, &c. The 
work was not completed; it is therefore contemplated to make further 
and more exhaustive researches in these regions in the future. 
Some y,ears ago the Smithsonian Institution had two Indians, one 
named Tichkematse, a Cheyenne, and the other Geo. Tsaroff, a native 
of the Aleutian Islands, in charge of the ethnological hall. The pres-
ence of these Indians in the room attracted much attention, especially 
as they were able to explain intelligently the functions of many of the 
implements and other objects from a personal acquaintance with their 
use. As stated in the last report, Tsaroff died of consumption in 1880, 
and Tichkematse returned to his tribe in the Indian Territory, where 
he exercised, in the interest of the Smithsonian Institution, his abilities 
as a taxidermist. During the past season, at the request of Mr. F. H. 
Cushing, he was ordered to Zuni, and rendered very important service 
as an assistant in making ethnological collections under the direction 
of Mr. Cushing and of Mr. James Stevenson. 
CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS. 
Pacific Mail Steamship Gompany.-Among the earliest establi hments 
to co-operate with the Smithsonian Institution in its work of exploration 
and exchange wa the Pacific Mail Steam hip Company; and during the 
pa t year he In titution ha been indebted to the pre id nt and officers 
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for important courtesies. Capt. John M. Dow, the resident agent of the 
company at Panama, has ·continued to be of the utmo~t service to t~e 
Institution not only in transmitting valuable collections, but also m 
' I . taking charge of packages of books and specimens to and from the nst1-
tu tion. At his suggestion the president of the company has kindly of-
fered the facilities of the line to any explorer we may wish to send to 
investigate the natural history, and especially the ichthyology, of Cen-
tral America. Arrangements will be made hi the coming year to take 
advantage of this desirable offer. 
Corcoran Gallery of Art.-One of the departments of the Smithsonian 
Institution, as designated by the act of incorporation, was the mainten-
ance of a gallery of art. On the establishment of the Corcoran Art 
Gallery, with ample funds for the acquisition of paintings, engravings, 
and statuary, and suitable accommodations . for their display, the 
Regents, under the authority vested in them by Congress, authorized 
the transfer to that establishment of the collections of the art gallery; 
and at present there is but little of importance in the Smithsonian 
building, especially since the delivery to the Library of Congress of 
the valuable collection of engravings purchased some years ago by 
the Institution from the Hon. George P. Marsh, ·at present United 
States minister t-0 Italy. The Institution, however, still retains the 
series of busts in plaster and marble of eminent historical personages 
:>f both the Old and the New World. 
Most of the objects in the art department were derived from tbe col-
lections of the National Institute for the Promotion of Science, an 
organization which, after twenty years' existence, expired by limitation 
0f charter, in accordance with which its property, in specimens, books, 
&c., was turned over to the Smithsonian Institution. Among the 
paintings transferred was a full-length portrait of General Washington, 
painted by the late Mr. Charles W. Peale. By" authority of a law 
of Congress this was sent to the International Exhibition of 1876 in 
Philadelphia, and arranged with the other art collections. It was 
subsequently transferred to the halls of the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Philadelphia. It was, however, reclaimed by the Institution during 
the past year, and placed in the Corcoran Art Gallery, where it now 
remains. The ownership of this picture. is claimed by Mr. Titian R. 
Peale, a son of Mr. Charles W. Peale, its painter, and his claim for 
compensation is now before Congress. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.-Revenue Marine.-Reference has already 
been made to the co-operation of the Treasury Department in the scien-
tific work of the Institution, in instructing Captain Hooper to take Mr. 
Nelson on board the " Corwin " for the special purpose of making an 
investigation of the ethnological peculiarities of the natives of St. 
Lawrence Island. In many other cases the revenue marine has ren-
dered essential assistance to science by its co-operation. Many valuable 
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specimens have been received from the officers, especially from Capt. 
C. M. Scammon, Captain Hodgden, Captain White, Capt. J. G. Baker, 
Captain Howard, and numerous others. Indeed, there is scarcely an 
annual list of contributions to the National Museum that does not em-
brace a donation of greater or less magnitude from that office, and the 
archives of the Smithsonian Institution have further been enriched by 
valuable communications on natural history and ethnological subjects. 
As another example of co-operation, mention may be made of the help 
-extended by the Institution to the two Doctors Kraus, gentlemen sent 
to America in the early part of the year 1881 by the Geographical 
Society of Bremen for the purpose of carrying on ethnological and bio-
logical researches on the Asiatic shores of Behrings Straits. Com-
mended to the Institution by Dr. Lindeman, and others, letters of in-
troduction were furnished to persons in San Francisco, and a permit 
was obtained from the Secretary of the Treasury authorizing the ship-
ment of ammunitfon and supplies for making natural history collections. 
The Smithsonian Institution also furnisbed ·a quantity of alcohol forthe 
preservation of fishes and marine invertebrates. 
These gentlemen embarked on a schooner at San Francisco~ and were 
last beard from at St. Lawrence Bay in Siberia. At that time they bad 
secured quite a number of specimens. and were prosecuting their re-
searches among the Tschuches. , 
The Coast and Georletic Survey, also a bureau of the Treasury Depart-
ment, has continued its favors in authorizing the officers in charge of 
shore parties or of hydrographic work to utilize any convenient oppor-
tunity at their command in collecting specimens for the National l\Iu-
seum. Very valuable collections were made during the year by Com· 
mander Nichols, in charge of the Coast Survey steamer '' Hassler." 
These embraced fishes and reptiles from Mazatlan and elsewhere, along 
the coast of Lower California, from Upper California, and from Alaska. 
Quite a number of new species of fishes have already been described 
from this collection. 
In previous years many contributions were made by Lieut. Wm. P. 
Trowbridge, Mr. Wm. H. Dall, and others of the Coast Survey, which 
are among the most important accessions to the National Museum. 
In this connection it should not be forgotten that the recent explora-
tions by Mr. Alexander Agassiz, in connection with the physical and 
natural history of the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, have been 
made under the direct patronage of the Coast SurYey, and that the fir t 
series of all collection , embracing many new and rare specie , are by 
law, the property of the ational Museum. 
The hight-Bouse Boarcl of tlle Trea. ury Department ha al ~o contin-
ued it aid. Thi ha b n xtended more particularly in the way of 
in. trnction t k per of light-hou es and lio·ht- hip to make ob erva-
ti n i r gard to the t mperature of th air and of the water and f the 
f the ph nomena f migration of marin animal . With 
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the help of thermometers furnished by the Fish Commission or the Signal 
Office, a valuable body of material bas been obtained, throwing impor-
tant light on the movements of fish in relation to their physical sur-
roundings. 
NECROLOGY. 
During the year 1881 I have to report the loss by death of two among 
the employes of the Smithsonian Institution; one of these, Mr. JOHN 
H. RICHARD, which took place at Philadelphia on the 18th of March; 
the other, Miss MAGGIE CONNOR, at Washington, on the 20th of N ovem-
ber. Mr. Richard was a Frenchman by birth, but a resident for many 
years of this country, and for a long time occupied a prominent position 
among natural history draughtsmen. Originally employed by Professor 
Holbrook in the preparation of the plates of his great works on the 
reptiles and fishes of South Carolina, he entered the service of the 
Smithsonian Institution nearly thirty yea.rs ago, and was employed for 
many years in making illustrations of reptiles and fishes for the re-
ports of the Pacific Railroad, the Me;:ican Boundary, the Wilkes Ex-
ploring expeditions, &c. Resigning his position, he for some years en-
gaged in business in Philadelphia as a colorist, still doing more or less 
work for the Institution. Subsequently he resume¢!. his old situation, 
and for seven or eight years he bas been principally employed in paint-
ing casts in plaster and papier-macbe of American fishes and cetaceans, 
the white work having been done under the direction of -Mr. Joseph 
Palmer. The excellence of these representations has been universally 
commended, especially as exhibited to the general public at the Inter-
national Exhibition in Philadelphia and the Fishery Exhibition in Ber-
lin. Tbe death of Mr. Richard leaves a gap among the capable natural-
his tory artists of this country. 
Another death among the employes of the Smithsonian Institution 
was that of Miss MAGGIE CONNOR, who died of consumption on the 
20th day ofNovember. Her father was one of t,he earliest employes of 
the Institution and died in its service, and Miss Connor has been for 
many years connected with the record department of the Museum. 
It is, perhaps, proper to mention also the death of Mr. George W. 
Riggs, on the 25th day of August, a gentleman who, although not at 
the time immediately associated with the Institution, bad long been its 
financial agent, and who has rendered many very important services in 
connection with his profession as a banker. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
For many years Mr. Town end Glover, both before and during his con- · 
nection with the Department of Agriculture, was engaged in preparing 
and fa engravingon copper, in time outside of that due to th~ department, 
a serie' of illustrations of the economical entomology of the United 
States, until failing health and the almost entire loss of eyesight pre-
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ve~ted his further action. He had, however, engraved many hundreds 
of plates, illustrating the life history of the insects most prominent as 
beneficial or injurious to the farmer. Professor Glover published a por-
tion only of this work, printing at his own expense the text and illus-
trations. He has been desirous of obtaining help from the government 
to issue the complete work, but so far has been unable to secure the 
necessary appropriation, although the subject has been warmly recom-
mended by several of the committees on agriculture. Finding it neces-
sary to remove to Baltimore, he has deposited all his plates in fire-proof 
apartments of the Institution, subject to furt,her action. It is very de-
sirable, in the interest of the farmer and horticulturist, that this work 
should be published at an early date, and the immense mass of practi-
cal information made available. 
It bas been the custom of the Smithsonian Institution to give to 
eminent American men of science letters to its foreign correspondents, 
commending them to any official attentions that may be convenient, 
and requesting for them the privileges of libraries and museums, Dur-
ing the year 1881 such letters were given to Dr. J. S. Billings of the 
Medical Department of the Army, a member of the National Board of 
Health, who visited Europe on official business connected with the 
1atter establishment, and to Dr. Durgin, President of Hillsdale College, 
Michigan. 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS, ETC. 
Reference was made in the report for 1880 to the part taken by the 
National Museum and the United States Fish Commission in the Inter-
national Fishery Exhibition, held at Berlin in the spring of 1880. The 
collections sent to Berlin have all been returned and restored to their 
places. The reports of this exhibition ·by various foreign countries have 
been received, and all unite in referring to the display made by the 
National Museum and Fish Commission as being by far ~he best and 
most instructive of all, this being corroborated by the receipt of the 
highest awards. The grand prize, a silver gilt vase of beautiful design 
and of great cost, was made personally to your Secretary as head of the 
United States Fish Commission, and an act of Congress was passed 
authorizing him to receive it free of the duty, which alone would have 
amounted to about one thousand dollars. He has presented it to the 
National Museum, of which it will doubtless constitute an attractive 
object. 
A second exhibition in which the Smithsonian took part was that of 
the International Electrical Convention, held in Paris in August, 1881. 
A series of the publications of the Institution, relating to electricity, 
wa transmitted and placed in charge of the American commi ·sioner, 
Hon. George Walker. The appreciation by the jury of the services of 
o:fi or Henry to electrical cience by his discoveries and of the Institu-
ti n by it ublication wa hown by the grant of one of the highc t 
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awards, namely, the Diploma of Honor. The American representatives 
at the exhibition were Mr. Walker, commissioner-general, Prof. George 
F. Barker, commissioner expert, &c. 
The occasion of the International Electrical Congress in Paris during 
the past summer was embraced by the Freneh Government for bringing 
together a commission in relation to the forthcoming transit of Venus, 
and, at; the request of the State Department for a nomination of an 
American known to be in Paris, the name of Prof. G. F. Barker was 
suggested by the Institution as a suitable representative on the part of 
the United States. Although not an astronomer, Professor Barker is 
well known as a most accomplished physicist, arnl able to take part in 
any general discussion of matters and system of co-operation. 
International Congress of Americanists.-An international association 
devoted to recovering data in regard to the early history of the Amer-
icas has for many yeai-s held its sessions annually in the different capi-
tals of Europe, that for 1881 being held at Madrid, under the special 
patronage of His Majesty King Alfonso. The Smithsonian Institution 
was invited to take an interest in this association by collecting sub-
scriptions and issuing tickets of membership. The proceedings of the 
meeting have not yet been published. It has been suggested that an 
invitation be extended by the President of the United States to have 
one of the forthcoming meetings of the association held in this country, _ 
and that the hospitalities of the nation be extended by an appropriation 
by Congress for the expense::; of oceanic travel. This matter will prob-
ably come up for the consideration of the government at the proper 
time. 
International Geographical Oongress.-Another international conven-
tion which took place during the summer was that of the Geographi-
-0al Congress at Venice. The publications of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and of the United States Fish Commission, as far as they bear upon 
_geographical explorations and discovery, were presented, and the 
United States was ably represented by Capt. George M. Wheeler, 
United States EKgineers, a gentleman well known-for the magnitude 
.and importance of his explorations under the War Department. 
EXTERN.AL RELATIONS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
The Smithso11ian Institution occupies a somewhat peculiar position 
in its general relationships. Provided by the liberality of a foreigner 
with funds for carrying out its own special work, and charged by the 
government with additionalduties, forwhichmeans are provided byCon-
gress, it has relations on the one side to private or special establish-
ments, and on the other to those of the home and foreign governments. 
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In its purely Smithsonian operations, it may be designated as exercis-
ing all the functions of a great society, such as the Royal Society of 
London, the academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, &c., with-
out any members, the work being done by a purely official bureau. In 
one relationship or another it publishes results; it superintends a great 
museum and library and gallery of art; it maintains a laboratory; it 
conducts a system of international exchange~, in which its associates 
are directly in communication with bureaus of foreign governments. 
For the United States Government it supervises the National Museum 
and the international system of exchanges. It also acts in a measure 
as a scientific adviser of the goYernment in receiving questions for so-
lutfon, making chemical and other investigations of material, nominat-
ing experts or agents, in connection with scientific work, &c., its fa. 
cilities being always at the command of either Congress or the depart-
ments. 
· UNITED STATES FISH COMMISS~O:N'. 
ITS GENERAL OBJECTS .A.ND RESULTS. 
My appointment, a.t the commencement of its operations in 1871, to 
the charge of the United States Fish Commission, has rendered it ex-
pedient to give some account of its operations year by year in the an-
nual report of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Although commencing in the year mentioned on a very small scale, 
the demands of the public and the will of Congress haYe caused a no~ 
table extension each year, until at the present time the commission con-
stitutes a very important factor in the operations of the governmentr 
fairly comparable, so far as the food problem is concerned, with the 
Department of Agriculture.· · 
The two branches into which the work of the Commission is divided, 
namely, that of the investigation of the condition of the :fishing and 
the fisheries, and the propagation of food :fishes, have been explained 
heretofore, and with especial fullness, in the report of the Institution 
for 1880, so as to render it unnecessary to go into the same detail at 
the pre ent time. 
For the purpose of continuing the investigations into the condition 
of the fi herie , Wood's Holl-the locality where the first work of the 
Oommi ion wa begun in 1871, and continued in 1875-was selected. 
Thi point of the coa t offer exceptional advantages as a center of in-
Ye tigation, mainly owing to the conveniences placed at the , ervice of 
th ommi ion by the Light-Ilou e Board, in the form of a uitable 
building :f r a laborat ry and tore-room, and wharfage for th mall 
b at . The water in the vicinity are al o xceptional in their purit. 
and in the abundance f animal lifi · and the 1 oint it elf i entral 
rmi tio rea ly d 1 artnr t .. ny d ir cl 1 caliity. 
,' i 1 th Fi h a wk, th llatclling t amer of the Commi · 
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sion was used for the off-shore researches and in her complete equip-
ment of apparatus answered every demand. The vessel was still in 
command of Capt. Z. L. Tanner, an accomplished naval officer, who 
was not only competent to take charge of the vessel in all matters of de-
tail, but by his thorough knowledge of mechanical appliances, and his 
inventive powers, was able to devise many very important improve-
ment:::; in the machinery necessary for carrying on the work. 
The officers and crew of the vessel were supplied, as before, by the· 
:N" a,yy Department, in accordance with the law of Congress. The only 
change in the detail of officers was the replacing of Engineer Boggs 
by Engineer Bailey. 
Fuller reference will ·be made in another part of this report to the 
work of the "Fish Hawk" in connection with the hatching of food 
fishes. The vessel was first employed in this capacity in .Albemarle 
Sound, and afterward in the Susquehanna River, two of the stations for 
the propagation of shad. She afterward proceeded to Chesapeake Bay . 
a,ml engaged in experiments looking towards the artificial propagation 
of the Spanish mackerel. 
During the two previous seasons of occupation of the Wood's Holl 
station by the Fish Commission a very thorough investigation was madp,, 
of the inshore localities, the whole of Vineyard Sound, Buzzard's Bay, 
and other adjacent portions having been thoroughly explored in tbe 
"Blue Light" and other smaller vessels; it was therefore determined to 
continue the work commenced at Newport in 1880 along the eastern edge 
of the continental plateau representing the hundred-fathom line. This 
plateau, as bas been explained in previous reports, extends along the 
.Atlantic coast of the United States to a distance, for the most part, of 
from 75 to 100 miles, being however considerably narrower off Cape · 
Hatteras. The depth of water increases very gradually to one hundred 
fathoms, not much faster in most cases than one fathom to the mile, 
affording a level almost equal to that of a )Vestern prairie. On reach-
ing the limit, howe-ver, the descent is very abrupt, sometimes amount-
ing to 1,000 fathoms, or considerably over a mile, in a few miles. .Along 
the edge of this precipice animal life occurs in vast profusion, both as to 
the number of individuals and of species, thus furnishing a very inter-
esting field of research in the matter of general natural history, as well 
as in regard to the occurrence and distribution of valuable food fishes. 
The first cruise of the " Fish Hawk" to this ground in 1881 was made: 
on the 15th July, followed by others at intervals of about once a week 
through the summer. .As the "Fish Hawk" had been built for inshore 
work, and not with reference to standing rough weather outside, it was,. 
of course, necessary to watch carefully the opportunity of slipping out 
under favorable auspice.s, the dredge and trawl not being capable of 
being used to adYantage in a rough sea. 
Very valuable service was rendered by the Signal Office in Washing-
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ington in this· connection by furnishing information as to expected 
storms in advance of their publication in the daily newspapers. The 
vessel usually started out in the afternoon of one day and reached the 
desired ground by daylight of the following morning; then, after spend-
ing the day in dredging, returned the next night, reaching its berth the 
following morning, or usualJy after an absence of from thirty-six to 
forty eight hours. 
The work in the laboratory at Wood's Holl commenQed on the 8th 
July and continued until the middle of September. I remained until 
the 4th October, after which I returned to Washington. 
As in previous years, Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale College, had charge 
-0f the collections and researches into the in vertebrates, assisted spec-
ially by Mr. Richard Rathbun, Mr. Sanderson Smith, Mr. B. F. Koons, 
and Mr. E. A. Andrews. Prof. L. A. Lee, of B0wdoin College, Maine, 
.as a volunteer, rendered essential aid. 
The :fishes were in charge of Dr. T. H. Bean, of the National Museum, 
:assisted by Mr. Peter Parker, of Washington. 
The results of the season's work were very satisfactory. 
The locality of the tile-fish ground-the new food :fish discovered 
within the last few years, and referred to in a previous report-was re-
visited, and numerous specimens obtained for the purpose of te~ting 
their eatable qualities. Other species of rare :fishes-quite . a number 
new to science-were secured. Very large collections of invertebrates 
were made, including many of great rarity, as well as a number of 
undescr.ibed species, while abundant material was obtained in all de-
partments for distribution by the Smithsonian Institution to colleges 
.and academies throughout the country, and for exchange with foreign 
museums. 
'Xhe "Fish Hawk" made some interesting deep-sea collections on her 
return to Washington, where she arrived in the early part of October. 
Her services were again called into requisition in the celebration of the 
-capture of Yorktown, having been tendered to and accepted by the 
Secretary of War for his special service and that of his staff. 
As usual at the summer stations of the Commission, there were numer-
ou visitors at Wood's Holl during the summer, among them several 
naturalists, who desired to make special investigations in their respec-
tive branches. 
The fact that the entire coast of the eastern United States from the 
Bay of Fundy to Long Island Sound has now been thorougbly explored 
by the Fish Commission, and the geographical distribution of the various 
pecies of marine animals ascertained, renders it desirable to :fix per-
manently upon a station where the neces ary appliances for storage of 
mat rial for :fitting out the exploring ve sel can be kept, and where in-
v tigation of the animal life can be pro ecuted to the best advantage 
a. d al o fr m which ea y acce can be had to any part of the North 
1 nti cean. Believing that all these requirements are met at 
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W ood1s Holl. and :finding that the accommodations so liberally furnished 
by the Light-House Boarcl would not be sufficient for the enlargin'g scale 
of ,rnrk, I was able to make provisional arrangements during the sum-
mer looking towards the erection of a station in the Wood's Holl great 
harbor. 
The great ·harbor of Wood's Holl, although somewhat obstructed by 
rocks, 'is yet capable of being ma.de, at moderate expense, one of the 
most important of those on the coast, being the only one between New- ' 
port and Provincetown in which vessels of large draught can enter and 
he secure a.gainst storms from · any quarter. There are several shoal-
water harbors within the district mentioned, which are, however, 
usually untenable during storms from a particular direct_ion. A vessel, 
however, once in Wood's Holl harbor is perfectly safe from any danger 
from storm. 
One of the obstructions to the practical use of the harbor for this 
purpose is a reef running out to a considerable distance from the north 
side. Upon this vessels are liable to be wrecked, and the idea of hav-
ing this obstacle removed has frequently been entertained by persons 
interested. The expense, however, would be very great, and it was 
found to be much cheaper to mark the reef by a pier built over it, and 
in s6 doing protect tho only vulnerable part of the inner harbor from 
the ·swell coming from the south, thus assuring entire security to ves-
sels behind it~ As this work, besides being greatly in the interest of 
commerce, promised to meet all the requirements as a wharf for foe ves-
sels of the United States Fish Commission, it was determined to ob: 
ain, if possible, the adjacent land for the purpose of erecting the neces-t 
sary buildings, and as it is practically very difficult to secure an appro-
priation from Congress to buy land, several parties agreed to furnish 
the funds necessary to purchase this land and present it to the United 
States. A provisional agreement was therefore made with the proprie- · 
tors to sel! the adjacent shore in the event of ;1n appropriation being 
made by Congress for the engineering work. 
In connection with the pier it is proposed to construct basins for, the 
reception of fish, in which they can be penned until their eggs are ripe 
enough to be removed and treated a.rtificially. I trust that I may be 
able in the report for 1882 to chronicle the successful accomplishment 
of these various measures and the actual working of the station. 
The second branch of tbe work of the Fish Commission-that of tbe 
hatching of fish-has been carried on during the year with increasing 
and eminent success. 
The first division of the work to be mentioned is that relating to the 
carp, a food fish, the best varieties of which were first introduced into 
the United States by the United States Fish Commission, and have 
been distributed very extensively to all parts of the country during the 
year. Tlie principal station ot production is in tbe ponds in the vicinity 
of the Washington Monument, in Washington City, and from them many 
S. l\lis. 109--4 · 
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thousands have been sent out through all pa'.rts of the United States, 
t,his work being done either by shipments in passenger truirn, underthe 
direction of messengers, or by car loads. Much apprehension of loss 
was excited by the ice gorge of the Long Bridge, at Washington, on the 
12th February, 1881, by which the waters orthe Potomac were backed 
up so as to completely flood the carp ponds. ~Fortunately, however, the 
-grounding of the floating ice on the exterior limits of the ponds sel'med 
to have the effect of preventing the fish from escaping; at least, careful 
examinations induced the belief that no considerable number had been 
lost. 
The collecting of the (jggs of the shad, and the hatching out antl 
distribution of the young fish, were also carried on throughout the year 
on a very large scale. The three principal stations were Albemarle Sound, 
the Potomac Hiver, and the Susquehanna. The '' Fish Hawk" was 
first dispatched to Avoca, Albemarle Sqund, passing through the Chesa-
peake and Albemarle Canal, for the purpose, arriving tlrn end of March. 
The steamer "Lookout," in charge ·of Lieutenant Wood, was also dis-
patched to Albemarle Sound in March, and the two vessels were engaged 
for several weeks in the operation of hatching shad; after which work 
was transferred to the Potomac River. By the courtesy of the Navy 
Department and the authority of the commandant of the -navy-yard, 
the principal station was made in the boat-house of the yard, to which 
the eggs were brought by the'· Lookout" from the seine-bauling_localitie 
down the river. The" Fish Hawk" was engaged also for a time on the 
Potomac in similar work. Battery Island, on the Susquehanna, was al 0 
utilized in a like connection, and many eggs hatched out both there and 
on the "Fish Hawk", which was for the greater part of the t~me anchored 
some miles distant, in the northeast run. The shad thus optained were 
sent into almost every State of the Union, and very greatly to the 
satisfaction of the inhabitants. The total number distributed amounted 
to many millions. 
As in previous years, the obtaining and distributing of eggs of the 
California salmon were also carried on on a very large ~cale at the 
station on l\foOioud River in California. Many millions of eggs w~re 
distribnted throughout all parts of the United States, and a number 
sent to foreign countries in response to official requests to that effect. 
As usual, several millions of the young fish were hatched and planted 
in th Sacramento River for the purpose of keeping up the supply. The 
hatchin o- station itself Lad been destro~·eu by flood uuriug the previou 
wint r, but a "pecial appropriation having been made by Congres for 
rebuilding it, the moueJT wa, r ceived in time to make the tation. ayail-
ahl for thi · purpo · . 
Th oll cting of O'g of tlle tlantic almon was continued, a, h re-
t for . at th tati n n ar uck port, on Penob. cot Bay, in Maine, and 
tb gcr' obtain cl w r di tribut cl for tlle mo ·t part, to State :fi h com· 
mi,;i n •r; t be h t ·h l u au<l plant d ait tb ir di ·cretion. 
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The work connected with the land-locked salmon was ·continued at 
Grand Lake Stream, and many eggs secured. - . 
. The multiplication of white fish constituted, for the first time, an im-
portant branch of the labors of the Commission. For this purpose a 
sta,tion was established at Northville, Mich., under the charge of Mr. 
Frank N. Clark, who obtained the eggs required in the Detroit River, 
Lake Erie, and Lake Huron. Some 18,000,000 of eggs were secured and 
<listributed, and nearly all were returned to the waters from which they 
were originally taken. Some were sent to various smaller lakes, and a 
few to localit.ies in Europe. · 
The -species of fish enumerated, above represent the most important 
objects of attention and action of the Commission, although some work 
has been done in connection with the multiplication of the California 
trout, the brook trout, the striped bass, the Spanish mackerel, and the 
oyster. Full details in regard to all these points will be found in the 
r~port of the United States Fish Co'mmission. 
Before closing this subject brief reference may be made to an impor-
tant improvement in .the method of distributing . the young fish on the 
part of the Commission. Heretofore this has been done by messengers 
in charge of a certain number of cans containing young fish, and travel-
ing in baggage cars or express trains. Although the railroads have 
al most u'niformly been extremely courteous and liberal in their co-opera-
tion with the Commission, allowing, without extra charge, the trans-
portation of as many as from twelve to sixt~en large cans of fish, yet 
that mode of distribution was found inadequate to the requireme:nts, 
and the experiment was aceordingly tried of fitting up a car as a re-
frigerator, in which a mucp- larger supply of fish could be carried and 
kept at a uniform temperature sufficiently low to prevent injury to 
the fish by the summer's· heat. Accordingly, by authority of Mr. 
Isaac Hinckley, president of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Bal-
timore Railroad Company, one of the baggage cars of the company 
was altered to a refrigerator car of the Ridgway patent . under the di-
rection of the patentee. This has been tested and found to answer 
an admiraule purpose by the delivery of the young fish at tbe most 
remote points practically without any los-s. 
FISHERIES CENSUS. 
\j 
Iu my report for J 880 I presented in considerable detail an account 
of the arrangement made with General Francis ..A. Walker, Superin-
tendent of the Census, by which the investigation of the fisheries of 
the United States was undertaken as the joint enterprise of the United 
-States Fish Commission · and Census Bureau. This investigation was 
to be made as complete as possible, statistically, historically, and with 
regard to the methods employed at the present time in the fishery indus-
tries. The prepamtion of a statistical and historical report upon the fish-
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eries, to form one of the series to be presented by the Superintendent of 
the Census as the result of his investigations in 1880, has been the main 
object of the work; but in connection with this statistical work,extensive 
investigation into the methods of the fisheries, into the distribution of 
the fishing grounds, and the natural history of useful aquatic animals, has 
been, arid is being, carried on. The direction of this investigation from 
the start has been confided to Mr. G. Brown Goode, who was appointed 
agent of the CPnsus Office, and has been carrying on the work in addi-
tion to the performance of his duties in connection with the National 
Museum. 
The work began on July 1, 1879, and the final report, it is hoped, 
will be r~ady for publication as early as February, 1882. The scheme 
of investigation and the methods of inquiry are described at length on 
pages 78, 79 of my report for 1880, and in this place it seems neces-
sary only to mention under the hea4 of each district the names of the 
persons employed and the dates during which the investigation was 
carried on. The districts and·_ departments, twenty-four in number, 
have been covered as follows: · 
I. Coast of Maine east of Portland, by R. E. Earll and Capt. J, W. 
Collins, from August 1 to October, 1879, and from July 29 to October 
20, 1880 . . 
II. Portlan(l to Plymouth (except Cape Ann) and . eastern sid~ of 
Buzzard's Bay, by W. A. Wilcox, from September 2, 1879, to March 1, 
1881. 
III. Cape Ann, by A. Jioward Clark, from September, 1879, to No· 
vember, 1880. 
IV. Cape Cod, by F. W. True, from July, 1879, to October, 1879, and 
during September and October of 1880. . 
V. Provincetown, by Capt. N. E. Atwood, 11·om August, 1879, to 
.august, 1880. . 
VI. Rhode Island and Connecticut, west to the Connecticut River, 
by Ludwig Kumlien, from August 16 to October 16, 1880. 
VII. Long Island and north shore of Long Island Sound and west 
to Sandy Hook, by Fred. Mather, from August 1, 1879, to July, 1881. 
VIII. New York City, by Barnet Phillips, from January, 1880, to 
July, 1881. 
IX. Coast of New Jersey, by R. E. Earll, during December, 1880. 
X. Philadelphia, by C.W. Smiley and W. V. Cox, during November, 
1880. 
XI. Coast of Delaware, by Capt. J. W. Collins, during December, 
1880. 
XII. Baltimore and the oyster industry of Maryland, by R. H. Ed-
murnls, at various intervals during 1880. · 
XIII. Atlantic coast of Southern States, by R. E. Earll, from Janu-
ary to July, 1 0. 
I · Gulf coa t, by Silas Stearns, from August, 1879, to July, 1880. 
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XV. Coast of California, Oregon, and Washington Territory, by Prof. 
D. S. Jordan and C. H. Gilbert, from January, 1880, to ,January, 1881. 
XVI. Puget Sound, by James G. Swan, from January, 1880, to Jan-
ua.ry, 1881. -
XVII. Alaska seal fisheries, by Dr. T. H. Bean, from June to Octo-
ber, 1880. 
XVIII. Great Lakes fishery, by Ludwig Kumlien, from August, 1879, 
to August, 1880. 
XIX. River fisheries of Maine, by 0. G. Atkins, during 1880. 
XX. The shad and alewife fisheries, by Col. Marshall McDonald, from 
October, 1879, to July, 1881. 
XXI. Oyster fisheries, by Ernest Ingersoll, from September, 1879, to 
July, 1881. . 
XXII. Lobster and crab fisheries, by Richard Rathbun, from Jan-
uary, 1880, to July, 1881. 
XXIII. Turtle and terrapin fisheries, by F. W. True, from October, 
1880, to July, 1881. 
XXIV. The seal, sea elephant, and whale fisheries, by A. Howard 
Clark, from November, 1880, to February, 1881. 
Respectfully submitted. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of tlte Smithsonian I ns#tution. 
APPENDIX TO THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY, 
CONTAINING 
1. Report on the Operations of .Exchanges for 1881. By GEORGE H. BOEHMER, 
2. Report of the Assistant Director of the U.S. Na,tional Museum: G. BROWN GOOD£, 
3. Report of the Chemist: F . W. TAYLOR. 
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REPORT ON THE OPERATIONS OF EXCHANGES. 
BY GEORGE H. BOEHMER. 
The increase in the number of "foreign correspondents" of the Insti-
tution since the publication of the last printed list, corrected to Jan-
nt!r.Y, 1878, together with numerous changes in organizations, bas ren-
<lered ·necessary the preparation of a new edition of the pamphlet list 
orought down to the end of the past year. · This bas involved the dis-
tribution of a circular of formal inquiries to each of our correspondents·, 
a11<l considerable la.bor in the compilation of the information obtained 
from the replies. The new '' List of foreign correspondents," corrected 
to January, 1882, has been carefully transcribed, and is now in the hands 
of the printer. The original replies received have been arranged and • 
bound in volumes, so as to be readily accessible for reference at any time. 
In addition to this list, card catalogues have been prepared, showing 
at a glance, besides the name of each institution, the date of its estab-
lisllment, and the tptal number of volumes in its library, bow many ot 
these are Smithsonian publications, and designating the number of vol-
umes of the various series, and in this catalogue it is intended to enter 
tlle Smithsonian publications to be sent successively to the establish-
ment. 
Another card catalogue has been commenced, in which it is intended 
to show: 
1. The date of receipt of packages for any society, designating the 
name of the sender and the contents of the parcels, if possible, and for 
tbis purpose it is earnestly requested that all packages to be forwarded 
through the Smithsonian Ins.ti tut.ion· should have the name of the 
sender and the contents plainly marked on the wrapper. 
2. The date of transmittal, giving the number of the respective in-
voice and of the box containing the parcel; and 
3. The date of acknowledgment by the consignee. 
This will necessarily increase the labor of the working force, but it 
is hoped will promote the efficiency of the system also, and facilitate 
by this series of checks the tracing· of any miscarried parcel. 
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The Smithsonian Institution, through its international exchange, isat 
present in correspondence with 2,908 societies, located as follows: 
AFRICA. 
Algeria .. .......•...... . ................ 
.Azores .......•..........•.....•....... 
Cape C-olonies ........ ...... ........... . 
ffV!rf~: :: :::: :: : : : : : ::: :::: :: :::::::::: 
Madeira ..... .... , .................. ... . 
Malta ....................... ..•........ 
Mauritius ..... ................. ..... . . 
Mozambique ... . ...................... . 
St. Helena .......... ........... ... ..... . 
AMERICA. 
British America : 
Canada ... ... .. . .. ................ . 
Manitoba .......................... . 
New Brunswick ................... . 
Newfoundland .................... . 
Nova Scotia ....................... . 
Central .America: 
9 
1 
6 
8 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
23 
1 
3 
1 • 
5 
Co:sta Rica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Guatemala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
:Mexico: 
36 
33 
Mexico ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 23 l 
23 
West Imlies·: 
Bahamas ......... .. .... . ....•. ... . 1 
Barbadoes ............. , . . . . . . ... . .. 1 
Cuba............................... 8 
Guadeloupe ...... : . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . 1 
Jamaica............................ 1 
Trinidad.... . . .... ....... .. . . . .. . . . 1 
Turk's Island...................... 1 
Sout,h America: 
Argentine Republic................ 17 
Bolivia............................. 1 
Brazil.............................. JO 
British Guiana..................... 3 
Chili.................... . .......... 12 
Columbia ........................ :.. 3 
Dutch Guiana...................... 2 
Ecuador ............................ 1 
~:~~~~.~~ ::: : : : : :::::: ::.-:::::: ::::: } 
~~~~~1:li~::: :: :: :: .-::::: :: : : : : : : : :·: 5 3 
14 
62 
ASIA. 
China . ..... ................ : ........... 8 
India.................... 39 
Japan ....................... :.......... 8 
Java .................. ................. 7 
Philippine Islands...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Strait Settlements .......... -. .... .. . . .. 3 
AUSTRALASIA. 
New South Wales ...................... 1~ 
~i::1~!1~;ii~·-·.·.·_·.-.·.·_·.-.·.·_-_-_·_·.·_·::::::: 8 
Tasmania............................... 7 
New Zealand ........................... 27 
Victoria .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 20 
West Australia........................ 1 
EUROPE. 
POLYNESIA. 
Sandwich Islands ......... -. -... · · - · · · · 
MISCELLAKEO US. 
Miscellaneous . .................. ······· 
68 
82 
Total . .. ....... ......... ..... : . . . . . . . . . 2, 008 
RECAPITULATION. 
.Africa .......... "' ................ .. ....... . 
America: 
British America ........ ............... . 
Central America ................. .... . 
Mexico ................................ . 
Wost Indies ......................... . . . 
South America . ........... . ...... ... .. . 
36 
33 
3 
23 
14 
62 
i~~tLf L:/LL:\i::/ ,.,~ 
Total .......... ............ . . ......... 2, 90 
Oornparative table of foreign institutions in correspondence with the Smith-
sonian Institution during the la.~t ten years: 
lt\Ti\L•::::::••: t\:: t~ I 12[?:: i:UEE?D/iii.iiL ii 
are repr ented, 
ic Exchange to 
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1.-FOREIGN EXCHANGE. 
The "Foreign Exchange" copsists in the collecting, registering, _and 
sending, in regular transmissions to agents appointed either by the var10us 
governments or paid by tbe Smithsonian Institution, of its own publica-
tions, those of the various governmeat departments, scientific establisll-
ments and individuals of this country, while the "Domestic Exchange" 
represents donations made by corresponding establishments and indi-
viduals abroad in return for contributions from this country. 
The Smithsonian Institution, in this system, offering to correspond-
ents a safe and gratuitous channel of intercommunication, has to in-
sist upon the strict adherence to certain rules adopted principally in 
view of the ftee admisr,;;ion, into all parts ?f the world, of boxes anrl 
packages bearing its official stamp. 
These conditions being well known to the" Home Correspondents,'' 
the following circular is in course of preparation, and will be distributed ' 
to aU correspondents abroad on occasion of the next transmission of the 
annual report, which will take place in the earlier part of t,he coming 
year. 
Rules adopted rela.tive to scientific and literary exchanges. 
· 1. Transmissions through the Smithsonian Institution from foreign 
countries to be confined. exclusively to books, pamphlets; charts, and 
other..rrinted matter sent as donations or exchanges, and not to include 
thmie procured by purchase. The Institution and its agents will not 
receive for any address apparatus and instruments, philosophical, ined-
ieal, etc., including microscopes, '\Vllether purchased or presented, nor 
specimens of natural history, except where especial permission from 
the Institution bas been obtained. 
2. A list of the addresses and a statement of contents of each sending 
to be mailed to the Smithsonian Institution at or before the time of 
transmission. 
3. Packages to be legibly aduressed anJ. to be indorsed with the name 
of the sender and their contents. 
4. Packages to be enveloped in stout paper, and securely pasted or 
tied with strong twine-never sealed with wax. 
5. No package to a single address to exceed one-half of one cubic 
foot in bulk. 
6. To have no inclosures of letters. 
7. To be delivered to the Smithsonian Institution or its agents free 
of expense. 
8. To contain a blank acknowledgment, to be signed and returned 
by the party addressed. 
9. Should returns be desired, the fact is to be explicitly stated on or 
in the package. 
10. ·unless these conditions are complied with the parcels cannot he 
forwarded by the Institution. 
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Centers of' distribution. 
In order to facilitate the scientific and literary i_ntercourse between 
the' various countries, the bureaus, societies, and individuals enumerated 
in the following table have been authorized to accept exchanges for 
transmission to this country, and to distribute in their respective COUil· 
tries the sendings made through the Smithsonian Institution. 
Country. City. 
.Argentine Republic........ Buenos Aires ..•.. 
.A.ust,ria.Hungary ............................. . 
Bavaria ..... . . .. .............. ...... ..•..•••... 
~~~ltt~. ~ ·.: · .. ·. ~.:::::;::::: l~j:i~i;~::::::: 
British America .... . ....... ..............•••••• 
British-Guiana . . . . . . . . . . . . Georgetown-.•.... 
Canada . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . MontI·eal. ........ . 
Do .. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ottawa .......... . 
Capo Colonies . ...........................•.... 
Chili . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santiago . ........ . 
8~!~~ Ri~::::::::::::::::: ~!n.f01:~::::::::: 
Cuba ............... ·.. . . . . . . Havana .......... . 
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Copenhagen ..... . 
Dutch Guian,t . . . . . . . . . . • . Surinam ......... . 
East Indies ... .......................•.••.•... 
!fit~~~:-~~:.~::::::::::: . ?:al!.~::::::·::::::: 
France ......... ·;·........ Paris ............. . 
Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leipsic .......... . 
Great Britain ............•. London .......... . 
Greece............... . . . . . . .A.thens .......... . 
Guatemala........... . . . . . Guatemala ........ . 
Hayti............. .. . . ...... Port-an-Prince ... . 
Iceland ........ ............ Reykjavik ...... . 
Italy . .............. . ...... Rome ............ . 
.Japan .......... .. ... . ...... Tokio ............ . 
Liberia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monrovia ........ . 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1'1fexico .......... . 
Netherlands . .... . ......... Harlem .......... . 
Netherlandsh Indio ............••............. 
New Caledonia . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
New South Wales . ........ Sydney .......... . 
New Zealand ...... . ...... Wellington ..•••.. 
Norway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christiania ....... . 
Philippine Islands......... Manila ...... . .... . 
~~!{~~t::::::::::::::::: fi~b~~~--------_.::::: 
Prussia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ............ . 
Queensland . ............... Brisbane ......... . 
Russia .................... . ::it. Petersburg .. . . 
~fxH1:;Te~a: ·:::: :: : : : :: : ::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: 
South Australia . . . . . . . . . . . .Adelaide ......... . 
~i~~ ·sittie.~e·~i; : : : : : : : : : . ~~~-~~- . : : : : : : : : : : 
Sweden . ................... Stockholm ..•..... 
Switzerland ................ Berne ..... .... ... . 
Tasmania .......... ....... . Hobart.on ..... ... . 
Trinidad..... . ............. Port of Spain .... . 
Turk's Island.. . . . . . . . . . . Grand Turk ..... . 
nited tatesofColombia. Medellin . . . ...... . 
Venezuela . ................ Caracas . ......... . 
Victoria.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~!elbourne 
Wiirtembcrg . .. ............ 
1 
... ...... .. . : : :: :::: 
Mnseo Publico . 
Same as Germany . 
Do. 
.Agency. 
Commission Belge d 'Echange Internationanx~ 
.Commissao Central Brazileira de Permut3.9a-0es In-
ternacionaes. 
Same as Canada. 
Observatory. 
McGill College. ' 
Geological Survey of Canada. 
Same as Great Britain. 
Universidad de Chili. 
United States Consul.General. 
U niversidad. 
R. Universida<l. 
Kong. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. 
Koloniaale Bibliotheek. 
Same as Great Britain. 
Observatorio. 
Inst1tut Egyptian. 
F. A. Brop.khaus. Leipsig, Germany. . 
Commission ]'rarn;iaise des Echanges Internat.Ionaux. 
(Ministere de l'instruction publique et des beaux 
arts.) 
Dr. Felix Fliigel (49 Siclonien strasse). 
William Wesley (28 Essex street; Strand). 
Bibliotheque N ationale. . 
Sociedatl Economica de amigos del Paris; 
Secretaire de l'Etat des Relations Erleneu1es. 
Island Stiptisbokasafn. . · 
Biblioteca Nacionale Vitt-0re Emanuele. 
Minister of Foreign .Affairs. 
Liberia College. 
El Museo Nacionale. . 
Bureau Scientitique Central :K eHlandrus.· 
Same as Netherlands. 
Same as Great Britain. 
Royal Society of New South Wa.les. 
Colonial Museum. 
Kong. Norske Fretleriks Universitet. 
Royal Economical Society. . 
Royal Hawaiian ~gricultural Society. 
Escola Polytechmca. 
Same as Germany. • 
Government Meteorological Observ11to· Y· . 
Commission Russe des Exchanges Internat10Dltt1X. 
(Bibliotheque Imperiale Publique.) 
Same as Germany. 
Samo as Great Britain. 
.Astronomical Observatory. 
Real .A.ca,lemia de Ciencias. 
Same as Great Britain. 
Kong. Svenska VetenskapF! Aka~lemien. 
Eidgenossenscbe Bun<l('Fl Canzle1: 
Royal Society, Tasmania, 
Scientific Association. 
Public Library. 
University of .Antioqnia. 
Dr . .A. Erns-t. 
Public Library. 
Same as Germany. 
Agents of tra,nsmi sion. 
r tin 
the same liberality in 
a" in I re ion year , the foll W· 
de r jnge pecialacknowledgm nt: 
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Anchor Steamship Company, CompagnieGeneraleTransatlantique, Cun-
ard Steamship Company, Hamburg-American Packet Company, Inma~ 
Steamship Company, Merchants' Line of Steamers~ Netherlands-Amen-
can Steam Navigation Company, New York and Braz_il Steamship C?m-
pany, New York and Mexico Steamship Company, North German Lloyd 
Steamship Company, Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam 
Navigation Oompany,PanamaRailroadCompany,Red Star Line, Steam-
ship Lines for Brazil, Texas, Florida, and Nassau, N. P., ·white Cross. 
Line of steamers of Antwerp. 
The transmission of the Smithsonian exchanges has been effected 
through the following named parties. 
Country. Shipping agents. 
Antigua ....................... 'l'bomas Dennison, New York . 
.A.rgentino Republic ............ Consul Carlos Carranza, New York. 
Belgium...................... Ited Star Line, Peter '\Vright and Sons, New York; White Cross 
Line, Funch, Edye & Co., New York. 
Brazil. ....................... . 
Chile .... : ................... .. 
Costa Rica ...........•......... 
Cuba.· ......................... . 
Denmark ..................... . 
Ecuador ...................... . 
Egypt ..... -......... ...... . ... . 
France ......... ...... ..... ... . 
Germany ....... .............. . 
Charles Mackall, vice.consul, Baltimore. 
Consul.General C. de Castro, New York. 
Pacific Mail Steam.ship Company, New York, 
Hipolito de Uriarte, consul.general for Spain_, New York. 
Henrik Braem, consul.general, New York. 
Francis Spies, consul, New York. 
S. L. Merchant & Co., New York. 
Compa!ruie Generale Transatlantique, L. de Bebian. New York. 
North German Lloyd, Oelrichs & Co., Xew York, and Schumacher & 
Co., Baltimore. 
Great Britain ................. Cunard Steamship Company, Vernon Brown & Co., New York; North 
German Llo~;d, Schumacher .x, Co., Baltimore. 
Greece . ........ _. _ .. ...... .... · Consul D. H. Botassi, New York. 
Guatemafa ..................... Consul .Jacob Baez, New YOl'k. 
Hayti. ......................... Atlas Steamship Compitn,v, Pim, Forwood & Co._, New York. 
Italy M. Tiaffo, consul.general, New York. 
.Japa;:::::: :·.: ::·. :::: :·.:: :::: :: Consul.General Samro Takaki, New York. 
Mexico ......................... Consul.General .Juan N. Navarro, New York. 
Netherlands ................... Netherlands.American Steam Navigation Company, H. Cazeaux. 
New York. 
New South Wales ........... . . 
New Zealand ....... .......... . 
Norway ...................... . 
~~~n~i;~cl:::::::::::::::::::: 
R. "\V. Cameron & Co., New York. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New YoTk. 
Consul.General Christian Bors, New York. 
Consu l.General Gnstav .Amsink. New Ym'k. 
North German 'Lloyd, Schumacher & Co., Baltimore; transfor made 
at Queensland department, London, England. 
Rus~ia.. ... . . .. . . . ......• ..•. . . Hamburg.American Packet Company, Kunha1·dt & Co., New York; 
tranAfcr made by co:osul·general of Rmjsia, Ham burµ:. · , 
S,ou~h .Australia. ~ ............. R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Spam ............... .... ....... ·consul.General Hipolito <1 e Uriarte, New York. 
Sweden ........................ Con,ml·General Christian Bors, New York. 
Switzerland.................... North Geiman Lloyd, Schumacher & Co. Baltimore; transfer made 
by Consul.General Yon Heymann, in Bremen. 
'l.'nrkey..................... . . Turkish Embassy, Washington, D. C. 
Ta.swania ... ......... ...... .. ··1 North German Lloyd,· Schum. acber & Co., Baltimore· transfer made 
bv Crnwo agents for the colonies, London, England. 
Venezuela .... .•........... . .. . Dallet, Boulton & Co .. New York. · 
Victoria ......... : ......•..... . - R. '\V.Cameron &Co.,NewYork. 
West Indies .. .... .•... . . ..... · I Pacific Mail Steamship Company, New York. 
l. Receipt and distribution of exchanges. 
At no time in the history of t,he Smithsonian Institution, even <luring 
the Centennial Exhibition of the United States, in Philadelphia, in 1876, 
and in the year following, bas the increase in the receipt and distribu-
tion of the Smithsonian exchanges been so marked as in the past year. 
In 1877, when large presentations of documents were made.in return for 
the many donations made by the various nations, through t,heir represen-
tatives, and collections of books forwanlecl at the request of the respec-
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tiv~\ ~ommissioners, the increase over the year 1876 amounted to 25 pe. 
cent The present year, however, presents results far superior to am 
on 1 -~cord, and these will be exhibited in the following tables: 
!.-Receipts for foreign tran.srnissio~i. 
Number 
ofpack· Weight. 
ages. 
1,-FROM GOVERNMEKT DE· 
P AltTMID!TS. 
.Agricultural Department.. . 325 
Bureau of Military Justice.. 1 
Bureau of Statistics... . ..... 3 
Coast Survey.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Commissary:General of Suh• 
sistence. ... .. ....... .. .. .. 1 
Comptroller of Currency ..... ' 900 
Engineer Bureau .. , . . . . . . . . . 866 
Entomological Commission.. 1 
Fish Commission...... . . . • • . 8 
Pounds . 
1,789 
2 
47 
85 
1 
645 
4,999, 
4 
76 
Geological Survey (Rocky 
Mountain region).......... 54 270 
Interior Department,...... . 173 768 
National Museum ..... : ..... 49 4,353 
Naval Observatory.......... 1, 679 7, 210 
-Or<lnance Office . . .. ..... . ... , 3 77 
Quartermaster.General...... 4 25 
Marietta (Ohio) College ..... . 
Musco Nacional, Mexico .... . 
Nederlandish Legation, 
1-Vashington . ............ . 
Nova Scot'ian Society of Nat. 
uralSciences, llalil'ax ..... . 
Peabody Institute, Baltimore. 
Pennsylvania Historical So· 
ciety, Philadelphia ....... . 
Public School Library, Saint 
Louis ..................... . 
Secretary of State, Lansing, 
Mich ... ...........•...... . . 
Silk Association ............ . 
State Library, All.Jany, N. Y, 
3.-FROM Th'DIYIDUALS. 
Revenue Marine............. 50 25 .Abbe, Prof. C ............•... 
Signal Office,................ 120 2, 206 Baird, Prof. S. F ... , ........ . 
Surgeon.General's Office..... 8 9fi Belt, .A. ...•..••••.•••••••••• 
· Surgeon·General (Marine BesselA, Emil.. , ... ......... . 
T;;~:~~~1bep~~ti~i:it::::::: . . ~g iii~ ~lfi~~;'. r. ~.· _- _- .· .· .· _- _- _- _-: ~:::: 
--------- Enthoffer, Mr. , ............. . 
2. -FROM SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES 
AND ESTABLISHMENTS. 
4,326 I 22,903 Ferguson, Major F. B ....... . 
,= ·== Gill, Dr. T ................. . 
Goode, Prof. G. Brown ..... . 
Gray,, Dr. Asa . . ............ . 
Greene, E. L ................ . 
Hall, Prof. James . ..... .... . 
Academy of Natural Sci· IIarknesR, Prof. William ... . 
ences, Philadelphia........ 229 667 Hawes, Dr. Geo,E;e W ...... -
Academy of Sciences, New Hayden, Dr.]', v ...•••..•... 
York....................... 419 245 Hessel, Dr. Rudolph ... , .... , 
Academy of Sciences, Saint · Ho!Jen, Prof. E. S .......... . 
Louis...................... 1 10 Houg'h, F. B ................ . 
American Association for the Jackson, James ............. . 
.Advancement of Science.. 137 580 Jakerman & Car,er ........ . 
American Entomological So· King, Prof. C .....••••••••.•• 
ciet:y, Philadelphia. . . . . . . . 17 32 Knight, Dr. E. H . ... . .. . ... . 
.American Journal of .A.rLs Lee, Dr. William ........... . 
and Sciences, New-Haven. 192 72 Lesquereux, Prof. Leo ...... . 
.American Journal of Mathe. I Mallery, Col. Garrick ....... . 
matics, Ilaltimoro ,. ... . .. 1 j Mallet, J. Edmond .. •....... 
.American Pharmaceutical Marnock, G. \V ............•. 
.A.!::f;!~t~f!n~s~lw1~f1s~: 39 91 1 Morong, Thomas ........... . 
p Nipher, F. E: .............. . 
ciE.'ty, Philadelphia....... 701 950 Palmer, Joseph ............. . 
Board of Public Charities Phillips, Henr,v,... . .....•. 
Philadelphia . ..... . .. .. ... '. 26 55 Rau, Dr. Charles ........... . 
.A.rue1ican Academy of .Arts Rhees, William J ........ .. . . 
and clences, Boston . ... 588 Oi7 Smith, Prof.J.H .. ..... .. .. . 
Boston oci ty of Natural Solberg, Mr ................ . 
13;,;;':Z.i,·;~;y: P~vid~~·ci: 312 1,869 Stevenson, James . .... ···••· 
R. I . ... ······ . ,. .. 2 ''L ultocl.kwellG. J . N . .. .......... . D ff: 1 (N y " 1 van, eorgfl N , . .. ... .. . 
~fa •0 i . ork) ociety Tboruaa, Prof. l) . •••.....•... 
c~f~~ifjg~rir~:~:;~~~: :ii i! ~!i~!~: Pr;f. ·s~;.~~o·.::::::: 
:du titote, alem, Ma . 204 105 I Whitfield, R. p ............. . 
Number 
of pack· Weight. 
ages. 
-----
6 34 
108 78 
17 32 
1 5 
53 41 
12 
1 41 
140 231 
1 10 
3, 631 I 6, 816 
5 7 
87 19'2 
3 14 
4 27 
1 7 
1 2 
2 2 
9 38 
l 2 
-3 82 
1 19 
1 2 
150 1,154 
11 7 
177 25 
2 26 
2 5 
1 3 
3 13 
4 45 
1 15 
1 5 
56 21 
89 406 
1 21 
1 4 
' 
3 75 
1 15 
1 3 
1 37 
2 4 
3 10 
25 55 
5 8 
l 17 
1 3 
75 443 
20 60 
5 13 
13 2 
1 
2 25 
1 4 
1 21 logical un-ey, Ilarru . 340 I Williams, N. R ............ . . 
borg, P nn . . .. ..... .••.... ·1 2
4
i I 457 1 ~I-~ ¥:~::;!~:~~ .~~~~~~~~~~·~ 10 I 4.- oc~::t~~.~~~~~~~~~~~ : 1::::: ::::: 
----------!. __ ___,! ___ _cl _ _ ____________ _ 
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IL-Receipts for domestfo transmission. 
Numberof Numberof 
boxes. parcels. 
From .Australia ................................................ ·· 2 
Belgium................................................... 5 
Brazil...................................................... 4Q 
East Indies .........................•.................... - . 1 
France..................................................... 14 
Germany................................................... 34 
Great Britain............................................... 23 
For Library of Congress............................... 15 
Holland.................................................... 2 
Italy...................................................... . 2 
Portugal .................................................... 1 
Norway..................................................... 2 
Russia................................ .. ....... .. ........... 4 
Smithsonian Institution ............................................... . 
Switzerland.......................................... . . . . . . 2 
32 
213 
87 
14 
1,027 
2,542 
1,369 
87 
58 
1 
151 
258 
1,937 
114 
Weight. 
Pounds. 
50 
1,760 
980 
100 
3,243 
8,178 
6,808 
2,855 
340 
410 
31 
405 
780 
7,101 
250 
Total. ............................................... . 111 7, 890 ' 33, 291 
III.-Receipts for government exchanges. 
From the Public Printer: 300 sets, of 50 copfos each, of the public 
documents printed by order of Congress............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Copies, lt>,000. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Nnmborof Weigh"t.. parcels. 
Pounds. 
l. For foreign transmission : . 
1. From government departments .................•...................... ; 
2. From scientific societies ... . ......................... ~ ................ . 
3. From individuals .............................................•.......• 
4,326 22,903 
3,631 6, Slb 
768 2,937' 
4. From Smithsonian Institution ........................................ . 
JI. For domestic transmission ............................................... . 
Total ....................................•... ,. : ... ............. · ....... , 
5,436 17,499_ 
7,890 33,291 
22,051 83,446 
Transmi8sion of exchanges. 
The transmission of exchanges is ordinarily in direct proportion to 
the receipts. The year 1880, however, made, in a measure, an excep-
tion to this general rule, owing partly to a reorganization of the depart-
ment and partly to an unusual augmentation of the receipts during the 
latter portion of the year, thus requiring an extra effort during the year' 
1881 not to fall behind in the transmission. This end has been attained, 
and the result now presented is favorable in every respect. All former 
accumulations have been worked off, and by giving immediate attention 
to the constantly incoming material nothing has been allowed to accu-
mulate, and thus the working force in this department is fully prepared 
to transmit promptly any exchanges immediately upon receipt. 
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'rhe number of boxes transmitted during the year amounted to 407, 
and compare with the transmission of former years as follows: 
boxes. feet. 
., Number of I Dulk_in cubic Wei gh t in 
pounds. 
il.872 .. . . . ........ . .. . .. .. ..... .. .... . . .. .... . .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179 954 
1873... .. . ... . . .. ............. . .. . ............ . .... . ......... 196 1, 476 
il.874 . . . ... . .. .... .............. .. ... .. •.. . ........ . .... .•... 131 933 
il.875 . .... . ... .. . . .. .. ......... . .............. '; . . . . .... .. ... . 208 ] , 503 
187,3 . . . .. . .. . . . .............. ·.. . ......... .. ...... . .. . ....... . 323 2,261 
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397 2, 779 
1878 .. ... ... ........ . .... . ..... . .' ... . .............. . ......... 309 . 2,]60 
1879 .. .... .• . . ... .. . . ......... · · ··········· ... . .. .... .. . . . . .. 311 2,177 
l&'!O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268 1, 976 
26,850 
44,236 
27, 990 
45,300 
80,750 
99,250 
69,220 
69, 9i5 
G0,300 
1881............. ..... . .. ........ . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 407 2, 800 100, 750 
The 407 boxes sent during the year 1881 were distributed as follows:* 
~ ...... s 
..,; 
~ c:l i, di • (I) 
.... Cl) s 0 ;::i l'<cl) ~ ~ 
o.~ 
a 
Country. ~~ .~ ~ e @s ... ~ 1·s <l) z~ ~ s~ 0 rn Cl) R C, 
- -
.AMERIO.A. 
i;t;r~~~ .. ~~:.u~~~·.·.·.·.·.·.-.:::::: ::: :: : :::: :: : :::::::: ::·:::: :-: : : ::: : :: : i :::: :: i 
Canada . . .. ..... ... . .. .. .. . . . ........ . ................ . ... . .......... .. O . ..... . ... .. 4 
Chile.. ................ . . . . . . . .. . . ......... ... . .. . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . . . .. 5 1 .. .... 2 
Cuba . . . ... . ... . ... . .. .. . ..... . ... . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . ... .. . . . .. ..... . 2 •••••. • •• • • •...... 
Ecuador... .. .. .. .... .... . ............... ... ...... . ... .. . ... .. . .. . .... .. 3 ••••• • .•.• .. • •..•. 
f ~JIX ::: .. L\/;;;:HL///::::::+: ::::t:• ···! ::::;• :::::: •••: 
] 
0 
·c, 
--
7 
7 
10 
8 
2 
3 
1 
2 
9 
I 
3 
------------
Total..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 29 6 . . . . . . 18 53 
i-= = ====x===== 
ASIA. 
China ..................... . .. . .......... . . . ....... . ................. . 3 . .• ••. ··••·· · ••··· 
East Indies. (Includecl in E ngfand.) 
Ju.pan . . ........... . .... . ..... . ..... . . ... . . .......... .. ....... .. .... . .. . 
Java. (Included in Ilolland.) 2 · •· •·· 
----- ---- -
Total. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2 . • • • • . 2 9 
=== = 
.AFUICA • 
. Algier~. (Included in France.) 
Cnpo Colonies. (Included in En"land.) 
AUS TB.ALI.A.. 
t:: z~~lt~:r~~~~: ::: ::: : ::: :: : :: ::::::::: :::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :::::: .... ~. ! :::::: 
Que1•nalan<l...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ..... . 
i~~~l~i:\~~~~~~·:·:·:·:·::::: :: : :::::::::::::: :: ::: :: :::: :: : : ::::~:: :: :: ::: :::: i: :::: i: ::: : : : 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
6 
3 
2 
2 
5 
Total ..................................................... : ..... -4- --7 ~ ,12,~ 
the boxe 
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.:I ..... s ~ "'Cl.) 
..... 0) 
~s od Q) .:ii:() ~ 0 .:I 
-~ ~ o.~ Country. 
-5j 
_..,::I ~.~ 0) ~ 
..... <:) z~ -~ El p- "'o El 14 0 w. Q) R C!) H 
-- ----
----
- - -
I 
EUUOPE. 
Austria (Smiths~nian Exchanges included in Germany) --- . - - - - .. - - ..... - - .. .. . 2 . .. - - - .. - - - - - - 2 
:Bavaria (Smithsonian Exchanges included in Germany) ...... - .... · - - · . . . . . . t ~ 
~:~!~k·:: ·: :: : : : :::: :: ::: : ::·. :·.: ·.::::: ::: : : : : ·. ·. :: . : : : : _-: _-::::: :: : : : : ~ ~ 2 6 
France.......... .. ... .... ...... .. .. .. . ... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 29 2 1 f ~~ 
i:.~a~iit~ ·:.·.·. ·. ·.·:.·.·_-_-_-.·_-_-.-.·. ·. ·.·. ·_-. ·.: ~-_-_-_-_-. ·.·.:: :::::::::::::::::::: :·. !~ ! 2 54 
yreece ...... .. .... . .......... .. ... . . ... .......... . .......... . . . .......... 28 ..... 3. . . . . . . 1; 4~ 
:i!i"ti;i;~ci~ ·.::::::::::::::::::: ·.: ·.:: ·. ·.: ·. ·.:::::: ·. : ·.: ·.: ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·. · .. _._.::::::: l O 2 . . . . . . 2 14 
~g:t::t ·.·.::·.:·.·.:::: ·.::::: ··.:::: ·: :: : : . ·.: · .. : ·.:::: :·.·.·.:: ::.::::::: ·.: ::: ~ i :::: :: ~ ~ 
Prussia (Smithsonian Exchanges included in Germany) ..... . . ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 2 . . . . . . 15 37 
i~;:::th·;t~x,h?:':~'77'"?7"?)::~::::::::::~:•1····11 :::;r :: l I 1i 
~~:t%~~g (S~itl~~~;;i~u" E~~h~i:ige:s" i;~ludetl r~ G~~~-;;;yj::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _l ___J 
Total .. .. .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 I 29 1 \ 66 I 322 
RECAPITULATION. 
~~:~:~~:::~:~:·:::: ::: :: ::::: :: ~ ~--: ~:: :~:::~ .·:: ~: ::.:.:··.: ~ ::: :::: :~:::I 1 i I:::::: :i :~ 
Europe .... . .. ... ... . · ······· · ··· · ······· ·· ··· · · ···.·.·.· .. ·.·.· .. . ·.·.· .. ·.· .· .·.·.·1 226264 1 24491_111 69681 43~272 
Total ................. . ................... . 
2.-DOMESTIO EXCHANGES. 
The receipt of exchanges for domestic transmission has been stated as 
being 7,890 packages. These, together with the accumulation from the 
yea_r 1880, amounted to 8i433 packages, which have all been worked 
off, not one package remaining in the .office at the expiration of the year. 
The total number of packages transmitted compares with former 
years as follows : 
1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1870. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 
-----------1--- -----------·----- --- ----
Total addresses of institu. 
tions . . . . . . . . . 300 403 462 329 310 392 292 444 385 600 
Tot.'l.l addresses of individ· 
uals.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287 220 288 , 281 328 374 , 370 I 341 560 454 
--===·===•,===±===,===·--1--1 __ ---
Total number of parcels to ---J I - I ·1 -_- .- --i---- ---
instil utions . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 69! 3, 876 3, 2'.!l 3, 01_ 9 3, 705 3, 808 4, C59 5, 786 4, 021 7, 086 
~otal 1,umber of parcels to I 
individuals.. ..... . ... . ... . 941 906 1,105 1,042 1, 148 1,094 1,233 1,185 1, 506 1,347 
Total number of parcels ..... 4, 63514 782 1 4, 3~ 4,601 j 4, 8531 4, 962 5,292 6,971 15, 58718, 433 
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A.nd were distributed to societies iato the various States and Terri· 
tories of the United States and of British America as follows: 
States and Territories. 
Alabama . ........................ . 
Arkan-sas .. ....................... . 
California ... ...•.•.•....•......... 
Colorado ..•..................•.•.. 
Connecticut ..•....••••..........•. 
Delaware . .......................•. 
'Distri<:t of Columbia ..........••.•. 
ii~~Ji~a.:::::::::::: : : : : : : :,: : : : : : : : 
Indiana .................... ... .... . 
Iowa .... ... ....................... . 
Kansas· .... . ..•..••.••...••...•.•.. 
fi~~~I.: :: : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : 
Maine .................•..••...•... 
Maryland ................•......... 
Massachusetts ...•••............... i?i~,: ;: ~ ~ !!::: :: :::!ii:::): 
Socie· 
ties. 
1 
5 
21 
2 
16 
1 
46 
6 
34 
14 
15 
5 
5, 
8 
15 
15 
72 
15 
7 
2 
17 
Par. 
eels. 
1 
9 
148 
2 
322 
1 
2,379 
10 
209 
27 
135 
17 
11 
49 
53 
84 
1,039 
61 
28 
2 
224 
States an<l Territories. 
Nebraska ... .. .................. .. 
New Hampshire ................ .. 
New Jersey ..................... . 
New York ........ ~ .............. . 
North Carolina .................. . 
Ohio ............................. . 
f t;11~1:iiii::::::::::::::::::::: 
South Carolina .................. .. 
Tennessee .............. . ....... .. 
Texas ........................... .. 
Utah ........................... .. 
Vermont ......................... . 
Virginia ....................... , .. . 
Washin~to.n _Territory: .......... . 
:;r:!o!~:1~~::::::::::::::: ::::: 
British America ...... , ......... · · 
Total ....................... . 
Socie. Par. 
ties. eels, 
2 2 
6 14 
11 41 
85 797 
4 4 
37 149 
3 3 
17 747 
9 21 
7 24 
8 8 
2 3 
1 1 
7 49 
10 16 
1 1 
3 3 
11 157 
I 54 235 
-----600 7,086 
List of consignees. 
Recipients. 
ALABAMA. 
Tuscaloosa : 
(}eological Survey of Alabama ........•.• 
ARKANSAS. 
Fayetteville : 
Industrial University ............•..•..... 
Holly Grove : 
Literary Institution .•.•.•.•...........•.. 
Judsonia: 
Judson University ....................... . 
Little Rock: 
Governor of Arkansas .......•••••........ 
Literary Institution ..•..•....••...•...... 
. CALIFORNIA. 
Berkeley: 
University of California .••••••••••....... 
Mar:vsvillo: 
MaO!~~~library ...................... . 
u ni's:~~~~~!t~~lifornia ................. . 
Free Library ................ , ........... . 
ociety of Agricnlture and Horticulture .. 
tate a~r~r~1Jci;~o·:· ······ ······ .......... . 
Academy of Sciences .....•.•... 
)\~cultural and Ilorticultura.l ·s~~iety:: 
B1bhotbeque de la Liirne ..•.••........•... 
C~rporation of the city .•.•••....•........ 
~~\c?'b;e~iitory::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : 
c nnics' Institute ...•••...••.. 
rrantile Lib:-ary ............... · · · · · · · · d!~f I llowf Library ............. ....... . 
t t gnatius Colleue . . ................. . 
t~te H~rt'f~ra1&~fety.'.·_-_-.:_-_-_-.·_-_-_·_-_-,: 
Pack· 
ages. Recipients. 
CALIFORNIA-Continued. 
Pack· 
ages. 
1 Santa Clara : 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
119 
2 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
·1 
1 
1 
) 
Santa Clara College .....•..••••... · .. ·· .. 
COLORADO. 
Denver: 
t~~Libr~~~ .·:::::::::::::: · · · · · · .... 
CONNECTICUT. 
Bridgeport : 
Bridgeport Library and Reading·Rooms. 
Hartford: 
American Philological Society ........ · · · 
S-tate Board of .Agriculture .......... ·· .. · 
State Library . ..................... · · -- · · 
Theological institution of Connecticut· .. 
Trinity College ................... · .... · 
Middletown : 
Wesleyan University ......•............ 
New Britain: 
State Normal School. ........ · ..... · · • • • · 
New Haven: 
American Journal of Science, etc ..... · · 
American Oi:iental Societ,y: ......... -. • · · 
Connecticut Academy of Science ....... . 
Sheffield Scientific School .............. · 
Yale College .... . ... .. .... -...... · -- · --
Youn(J' Men's Institute .......... ....... . 
Waterbury: 
Bronson,Library ...... .. ...... ...... · · · · · 
148 
--
108 
as 
139 
6 
19 
2 
1 
322 
DEL.AW.ARE. 1--
. W:ilmininon : 1 Wilmington Inet1tute .............. · .. · · · 
1---i 
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List of consignees-Continued. 
Recipients. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Washington: 
Agricultural Department .....•••••...•... 
.American Medical Association ..•..•.• •.. 
.Anthropological Society .........•.•• ..•. . 
Army Medical Museum ...... l •••••••••••• 
~~~~hi\~lt11~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:Bureau ofEducation ..•.... •.•••.•....•... 
:Bureau of Ethnology ...........•......... 
:Bureau of Medicine and Surgery ..•...•... 
:Bureau of Navigation .....•.•.•.......... 
:Bureau of Statistics .....•..•.••.•.•••.... 
Census Office ...........•.....•..•..•.•... 
Coast Survey ............ ................ , 
Columbian University·····-· ...........•. 
Commissioners of District of Columbia .. . 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs ......... . 
Engineer Bureau ....... : .........•....•.. 
Entomological Commission .....•.•.•.... 
General Land Office .•.•••................ 
Geological Survey .•••••.................. 
Georgetown College . . ...•.....•.......... 
Georgetown Observatory ............... . 
~~~N!Ri~~s ~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Interior Department ........•......•...... 
Library of Uongre8s ...........••..... : . .. 
~~t~~~%t~t·:::::: :: ::::: :: :::::: :: 
Mint Bureau ....... . .... . ......... .....•.. 
National Academy of Sciences .......•.... 
N ationnl Museum ... . ........•........... 
Nautical .Almanac .... ................... . 
Naval Observatory . ... ......... .•....••• 
Navy Department ....... ................ . 
Ordnance Bureau ....... ... ...... ....... . 
PatllntOffice ......... .................... . 
Philosophical Society ... . .........••..... 
Provost Marshal General .........•.•.•.. 
Signal Office ......... ......... ••......••.. 
Smithiwnian Inst,itution ...........•...... 
State Department ............ ........... . 
Surgeon.General . . . . . . . . . . . ........•••.. 
Surgeon-General, Marine Hospitals ..•••.• 
Treasury Department ......•........•.... 
War Dep!ntment .•.....•......•...•...... 
GEORGIA. 
Athens: 
University of Georgia . .• . .....•.••....... 
.Atlanta: 
.Agricultural Department and State Agri-
cultural Society .....•.....•..••••...... 
City Library ....................... ...... . 
Cave Spring : 
Institute for the Deaf andDnmb .••..•.•.. 
Macon: 
Public Library and Historical Society .... 
Savannah: 
Historical Society .........•..•••.••••..••. 
ILLINOIS . 
.Abingdon: 
Abingdon College ... .................... . 
Bloomington: 
:Bloomington Library ..••.•..•..••..•..... 
Wesleyan University .................. .. 
Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois Normal University ..... 
Champaign: 
Indust:-ta Uni'yersity ..........•.•....... 
Chicago: 
Academy of Sciences .............••...•.. 
Astronomical Observatory .....•..•..••.•. 
S. Mis. 109-5 ' 
Pack· 
ages. 
129 
81 
3 
6 
2 
5 
34 
3 
2 
0 
28 
17 
66 
3 
1 
6 
15 
2 
3 
144 
3 
3 
19 
3 
30 
106 
1 
14 
7 
175 
30 
19 
113 
10 
7 
70 
27 
2 
56 
822 
35 
297 
10 
12 
29 
2,379 
1 
1 
1 
5 
10 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
157 
3 
Recipients. 
ILLINOIS-Continued.. 
Dearborn Observatory .................. . 
Historical Society. . ...................•. 
Illinois Staats Zeitung ....•........•..•.. 
Museum of Natural History ............ . 
Public Library ......................... . 
Theological Seminary .............•..... 
Evanston: 
Northwestern University ........•....•.. . 
Galesburg;: 
Knox College ........................... . 
Lombard University ....... .. ..•• •....... 
Jacksonville : 
Deaf and Dumb Institute ................ · 
Illinois College ...... ........ ....... .... . 
Lebanon: 
McKendree College ..... . . ...... .... . .. . 
. Monmouth: 
Monmouth Colleg~ ...... · ............... . 
Warren County Library ................ . 
Normal: 
Museum of Natural History ..... ' ....... . 
Ottawa: 
Ottawa Academy of Natural Sciences ... 
Peoria: 
Mercantile Library ..•................... 
Rantoul: 
Rantoul Literary Society ........•. , ..... 
Rock Island : . 
Public Library ....•......••........•.... 
Spl'ingfl.elil: . 
Geological Survey of Illinois ............ . 
Library Association ..•.................. 
St. ,Jos~ph's College ........••........•.. 
Stat{v~;ifl~lJ :" ......................... . 
Westfield College .•.•................... 
Wheaton: 
Wheaton Colleg.e ...................... . 
INDIANA. 
Bloomin~ton: 
University of Indiana .....•............. 
Crawi"ordsville: 
Wabash College ........................ . 
Fort Wayne: 
Concol'dia College .•..................... 
Greencastle : 
Asbury University ...........•......... 
Hanover: 1 · Hanover College ......•.................. 
Indianapolis: 
Academy of Science.... . . . .•........... 
Geological Survey of Indiana ........... . 
r:a~~itr~t::;:.:::::::::::::::::: ::: ::: :: 
Meron: 
Union Christian College ................ . 
New Albany: 
Society of N aturaJ. History ............. . 
Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame ...... ...... .. . 
St. Mainard : 
St. Meinard College ........•.......•.. : . . 
Terra Haute : 
State Normal School ......••......• ;.: ..•. 
IOWA. 
Ames: 
Iowa Agricultural College ............•.. 
Davenport: 
Academ.v of Sciences .•.........•...•..•. 
Griswold College ........................ . 
DeR Moines: 
Governor of Iowa .....••...•...••...•.••. 
State Library ..•.•....•.........••..••••• 
65 
Pack· 
ages. 
6 
1 
l 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
(ii 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
:!09 
l 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
11 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
27 
1 
82 
1 
4 
2 
66 REPORT ON THE OPERATIONS OF EXCHANGES. 
List of consignees-Continued. 
Recipients. 
IOWA-Continued. 
Du'bngue: 
IowF!mf~id~e of Science and Arts ...... . 
.Te:fferson County Library Association ... . 
Grinnell: 
Iowin~i!~~:· :· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · 
Simpson Centennial College ...•.•..•••••. 
Iowa City: 
Geological Survey of Iowa ............... . 
Iowa State UniverSJty ............. ... ... . 
Iowa Weather Service .... ... .......•..... 
Keokuk: 
L' fJJ,ry Association ..................... . 
Mount Vernon: 
Cornell College .............•.•........... 
Oskaloosa: 
Oskaloosa College ..... •... ••..........•... 
KANSAS. 
Lawrence: 
U niversitv of Kansas ..•.................. 
Topeka: 
Academy of Science ..•.......•.•........ 
i~ri~t~c1~::i:·:·:·:·:·:: :: : :: ::: : : : : : : : ~: 
KENTUCICY. 
Danville: 
Centre College .......... ....•..... ..... ... 
C~umb~: · 
Chriiitian College .. ...................... . 
Farmdale: 
Kenj~~~kfo!R \ta,ry Institute ........ ..... . 
Geo)_z;~r~~~vey of Kentucky ....... ... . 
Corporation of the City •••................ 
Pack· 
ages. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
23 
. 13 
1 
1 
1 
135 
1 
10 
,i 
1 
1 
17 
1 
Recipients. 
MAINE-Continued. 
Maine Historical Society ............... . 
Society of Natural History ............. . 
Saco: 
Yorkinstitu1e .......................... . 
· Waterville: 
Colby University ....................... . 
MARYLAND. 
Annapolis : ' 
St . .Tobn's College ....................... . 
United States Naval Academy .......... . 
Baltimore: 
American .r ournal of Mathematics ...... . 
Baltimore Deutsche Zeitung ... : ........ . 
Corporation of the city •..•........... · · · 
Historical Society ...........•...•••.. ··· 
.r ohns Hopkins University ............ · · · 
Maryland Academy of Sciences ..... , .. · 
Maryland Institute .•... . ... . ........... . 
Mercantile Library Association ..•.... · · 
Peabody Institute .......... : ....•.. ····· 
St. Mary's Seminary ...•............... -· 
State N ofmal School ................ · · · · 
Saint .Tames: • 
CollJ~~!~!c{a:mes ...•.•..•.....•....... 
Woodstock College ..................... . 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
1 Amherst: , 
Agricultural College .............. .. · · · · · 
1 AmherstCollege .. .............. ·· -······ 
Andover: 
7 Theological Seminary ....... .... ·· ······· 
Boston: 
1 Academy of Arts and Sc~ences_-··;······· 
American Board of Fore1g:n M1ss1ons .. · · 
11 American Gynec?logical So~ie_ty ...• · · · · · 
LOUISIANA. American Statistical Association .. · · ·, · · 
Baton Rouge: · American Unitarian Association ... ······ 
State University.... ..................... . 1 Appalachian Mountain Club ...... ······· 
Grand CMeau: A.thenreum ..... .... .........• ~ .. , ..... ·· 
St. Charles College... ... .... .. .. . . ... . . . . 1 Board of Agriculture ......•.••.. ········ 
ow Orleans: , Board of Education ...•.............. ···· 
.Academy of Science................ ...... 41 Board of State Charities····-· ..... ····· · 
Ath n6e Loni ianaise . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Boston College .............•.... ····· .. · · 
Biblioth<'qne de la villo........... .. . . . . . . 1 Boe ton Hospital Library ... ......... . ···· 
Corporation of the City ........... ... .... ~ 1 Boston Medical :ind &µ.rgical .Tournal . ·· 
.-ow Orleans Deutsche Zeitnng.......... . 1 Bo ton Public Library .................. · 
nl.-ersity of Lonisia.na.......... .. . . .... .. 2 Boston Society of Natural History · ··· · .
1 
--- Bowditch Library ...... ... ............ . 
49 I Commonwealth of Massachusetts ... · · · · 
MAnra. Corporation of the city ........... ·······, 
.Antnu1ta: 
,ommh,ioner of Fi heries ............... . 
-ntnrnl m~tor.v and Geologic&! Society . 
.'ta.to Board of Agrlcu.lture .... .. ....... . . 
'tnta Li rary .... .. .. .................... . 
Ban~or: 
I h:mic ' . o i tion Pablio Library ... 
'Bnrn wick: 
fu~~~l~a1 ·~11eF'ts·: ::: ::::::: :::: :::::J. 
Jiebron: 
Hebron A• d my ...•...•••••........••.. 
Lewi t n: 
nnfnctur ~and ch nice'Associatlon 
hanical oil g 
Institute of Technology ........ ..... -· · 
1 j Massachusetts Ilistorical Society ...... . 
1 Massachnsett 'tateLibrary ...... ·· ·.····, 1 New ;England Historic and Genealogrnal 
1 c1ety ... ... . .... ......... ....... · · · · · 
cience Observer ..................... ··· 
1 tat Board of Health ... .............. . ·· 
Brookline: 
5 Public Library .......................... . 
a ambridJZe: 
Anderson chool, t-0 ........••....... · ·· 
1 Entomological lab ....•.............. ... 
Harvard Collego ..... ..... ...... ...... . ·· 
1 1I rbarium of Ilarvnrd College ......... . 
Mn run of omparative Zooloey ...... . 
1 b ervntor of Havard College . ........ . 
1 !; P ~odlie ~.~ . ~~~::::: :: :::: :::::: ::: :::: 
Pack· 
ages. 
2 
30 
53 
6 
1 
1 
6 
27 
7 
2 
1 
24 
1 
1 
84 
176 
1 
1 
14 
1 
1 
2 
! 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
21 
2 l 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
12 
13 
()i 
... 
1 
I:! 
3 
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List of consignees-Continued. 
Recipients. 
MASSACHUSETT~ontinued. 
College Hill: 
Tuft's College ........... ... .. - - - .. - ~ .. - - . 
Concord : 
Public Library ...................... - .. - - . 
Gloucester: · 
Sawtr~~!:hill ~ibrary .............. -.. - •.. · 
Public Library ... ... •. .. ........ . ........ 
Hingham: 
Public Library ............... .• . ... ...••. 
J" amaica Plains: 
Bussey Institute ......................... -
Lancaster: 
Lancaster Town Library ................ . 
Lawrence: · 
Public Library ....... a •••••••••••••••••••• 
Leicester: 
Public Free Library ............• . ....... , 
Lowell: 
Mechanic Association .........•........•. 
Lynn: 
Public Library ..•.... . ....... .. ......... . . 
Nantucket : 
Athenreum .. ........................... . 
Newburyport: 
Public Library .......................... . 
Newton Centre: 
Theological Institute ..................•.. 
Northampton: 
Public Library .................. ~ ........ . 
Quincy: 
Public Library .................... . ... . .. . 
Salem: 
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science .. .. ........ ........ .. .. 
Athenreum . ............... . ......... .... . 
Essex lnRtitute ... ........... . ..... . .... .. 
Peabody Academy ....................... . 
Soutih Hadley: 
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary ........ . 
Springfield : 
City Library .... ........... . .. ... ........ . 
Taunton : · 
Public Library ................ , .......... . 
Watertown: 
Free Public Library .•...•.............. .. 
Wellesley: 
Wellesley College ........................ . 
1 Williamstown: 
Williams College ... : .........•........... 
Woburn: 
Public Library . ....................... ... . 
Worcester: 
American Antiquarian Society .......... . . 
Free Institute of Industry ............... . 
Public Library ........................... . 
Society of Natural History ..............•. 
MICHIGAN. 
Adrian: 
Adrian College ........••..•............... 
Ann Arbor: 
Pack-
ages. 
1 
2 
1 
1 
22 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
73 
1 
68 
121 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
20 
1 
1 
1 
1,039 
Recipients. 
MICHIGAN-Continued. 
Lansing: 
Agricultural College . ..............•.... . 
State Board of Health .••................. 
State Library ........................... . 
Marquette: 
Geological Survey .......••.............. 
Olivet: 
Olivet College ......................•..... 
Port Huron: • , 
Ladies' Library Association ............ . 
MINNESOTA. 
Duluth: 
Free Public Library .................... . 
Minneapolis: , 
Academy of Natural Sciences .......... . 
Geological Survey . ..................... . 
Unis!~!\ti,~~rinnesota ................ . 
Chamber of Commerce .................. . 
Historical Society ...................... .. 
Library Associa~ion ........... . ........ . 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Daleville: 
Cooper Institute ........................ . 
Oxford: 
University of Mississippi. .............. . 
.MISSOURI. 
Fayette: 
Centrnl College ...... · .... . ...........••.. 
Glasgow: 
Observatory . . ....................••••. 
J "c>fferson City: 
Governor of the :St.ate ...............•. -•.. 
State Board of Agriculture ............ .,,_ . 
Libert.y: 
William Jewell College Library ........ . 
Rolla: 
Geolog;ical Survey of Missouri .....•.... 
Sarnt Louis: 
Academy of Sciences .................. .. 
Botanical Garuen ......................•. 
Corporation of the city .................. . 
Mercantile Library. . .. . ............... . 
Missouri Hisrorical Society ........•..... 
P eabody Academy ...................... . 
Public School Libr:ary .................. . 
Saint Louis University ................. . 
Washington Univel'sity ................. . 
Westliche Post ......................... . 
Sta:N~~!ts~t~~l. ........... '. .. - . ... . 
NEBRASKA. 
Lincoln: 
State Library ..... .. .................... . 
Geological Survey of Michigan ..•...•.•.. 
Observatory . ....... .•.................•.. 
2 · Peru: 
Uni varsity of Michigan .. .....••.•• . ...... 
Coldwater: 
Michi_gan Library Association............ • 
Detroit: 
Public Library .........•.....•••••••...... 
State Agricultural Society .....•.••....... 
Ilillsdale : 
Hillsdale College .•••••..•...•. ...•...• .•. 
K.alamazoo : 
Kala.ma.zoo College .........•......••...... 
14 State Normal School. ................... . 
5 
9 
1 
5 
1 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Concord: 
Historical Society ....... ......•.......... 
State Library ...•.•...................... 
Hanover: 
Dartmouth College ..•..................•. 
Dartmout.h College Observatory ........ . 
Pack-
ages. 
1 
17 
1 
1 
1 
61 
1 
12 
3 
2 
I 
8 
1 
28 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
7 
183 
1 
1 
2 
3 
I 
9 
1 
3 
I 
I 
224 
1 
1 
3 
1 
7 
1 
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List of consignees-Continued. 
Recipients. 
-
NEW HAMPSHIRE...'..Continuecl. 
Manchester: 
City Library .....•..... ..•......... ... .... 
Portsmouth : 
Athenreum ......•..•....... ... ... ......... 
NEW JERSEY. 
Hoboken: 
Steven!! Institute of Technology ......... . 
Newark: 
Historical Society .. .......... . .........•. 
New Brunswick : 
Geological Survey of New Jersey . ....... . 
Rutgers College ..... ................ ..... . 
Newton: 
Newton Library Association ............. . 
, Princeton: 
College of New Jersey .................. . 
Green's School of Science ........... ..... . 
Obser-rn.tory . _ .... _ . . ...... _ ... ... . . •.... 
Theological Seminary .................... . 
Ra:l:iway: 1 
Library Association .....•................ 
Trenton: , 
State Library ... ,. ..•.... .. · ...... .. ... : ... . 
NEW YORK. 
Albany: . 
1:f ~~;dt~:t~~I:~~::::::::::::: : : : .: : .·: : : : 
Commlssioners State Park ... _ ....... _ .. . 
Dudley Observatory._.... .. ......... __ . 
New York Medical Society .............. . 
Secretary of State ... __ ................... . 
~~:~: t~li~i~~~~~ .~~~~~~:::::::::::::::: 
State Library ............................ . 
State Normal School...... . ............. . 
Regents State Universities .............. . 
Alfred Centre: 
Alfred University ....•................... 
.a.nnandaJe: 
St. Steplien's College .......... . .....•..... 
Auburn: 
Agrt:i,~~ral and Mechanics' College._. __ 
Library Association .•..••................ 
Brooklyn: 
Baker Collegiate Institute ............... . 
Brooklyn Library. __ ..................... . 
Entomological Society ................... . 
Loni!ff~~~ Historical Society . ......... . 
Buffalo Practical School _ ................. · 
Duffalo ociety of Natural Sciences ...... . 
Grosvenor Free Library .. . __ .. _ .. . ____ .. . 
North American Entomologist ........ . .. . 
Yoo cf ni'!ts Library ............ __ ...... . 
ainJ
1
{:;:~nce University ..... __ ...... _. 
Hamilton College ........ ......... ..... _ .. 
Litchfield Ob ervatory .. _ .... _ ...... ..... _ 
orning: 
'ornin , Library .... .............. ... .... . 
Elmira: 
r ung Men Chri tian As ociation .... _. 
l'ordham: 
t. John's College .......... ... .......... . 
G n va: 
R bn Coll e .... .............. .... .... . 
llnmilton: 
adi. on Unive ity ... ... ... ... .... ...... · 
Pack-
ages. 
1 
1 
14 
13 
1 
2 
1 
13 
1 
6 
1 
41 
Recipients. 
NEW YORK-Continued. 
Hornellsville : 
Library 'Association ................... .. 
Ithaca: 
Cornell University ........... -. -.... -... . 
New York City_: . . 
American and Fore1gnB1ble Society .. .. 
American Chemical Society .. -.... . -.... . 
Amepcan EthnoJogical Society ....... --. 
American Geo~aphical Society ...... --. 
American Institute. . . . . . . . --. . . , . · - · · · · 
American ·Medical ,T oornal. - ............ . 
Americm Museum of Natural HistO!Y·· 
A11tor Libra.ry ... -..... -.. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
College of the city .. . ......... -.. -. · · · · · 
College of Pharmacy ............ -· · · -· · · · 
Columbia College ............ -.... · ··· ··· 
£«:.~t~~;l~icirc;i;~:::: :::::: :: : :: :::: ::: 
En~eering and Mining Journal ....... . 
Geneaological Society ....... .. , . -· · · · · · · 
Historical Society ............. · · · · - · -· · · 
J onrnal of r.h,)mistry .. ........ · - · · · · · · .. 
Lenox Library . .. .. . . .... .... - · · · · .. · · · · · 
Medical Library and Journal Association 
Medical Recorder ..... ........ -.. · · · · · · · 
Mercantile Library .... .. - ....... · · · · · · · · 
Military Service Institute .. -... -.. · · --· · 
Natural History Society ... . .. -- -· - .. -· · · 
New York Academy of Medicine ...... .. 
New York Academ'v of Sciences ....... .. 
Ne~ York Belletris0tisches Journal ..... . 
New York· Societ,y Library ............ .. 
New York Times ....................... . 
Pack· 
ages. 
1 ' 
9 
6 
132 
16 
17 
16 
29 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 New York Tribune .................... .. 
153 
1 
2 
9 
1 
15 
15 
1 
i 
2 
5 
1g ~i~i~~}oll;;;e"; .· .·_·_·::::::::: :'.:: ::::::::: 
32 Scientific American ....... -· --.. · · · · · 
2 _ U nlon Theolorrical Seminary .. -. ---.. · · · · 
University oflhe city ·· ---~-·;··:· ..... . 2 
27 
22 
76 
1 
14 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
75 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
United States Sanitary Oonumss10n .. . · · 
Poughkeep11ie : · 
Societ.v of Natural Sciences ..... . 
Vassar College . ..................... · · ··· 
Roc~ester : • 
University ..... ................ ·-· ······· 
Schenectady: 
Union College .... . ... ....•... -· · ···· · ... 
Syracuse: %~1!~~~1fi~~~-::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ........... . 
Fem~fi1~mina,ry ....... . ..... -.. -· -· · · · · 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ... ·· --· 
Young Men's Association .•...•...... ·-· 
West Point: 6 
United States Military Academy ....... . _ 
NORTH CAROLilU .. 
Lenoir: 
Davenport Female College ......• -. · · · · · · 
Raleigh: 
State Library ............•......... ····· · 
'l'rinity: 
79; 
Trinity College ....................... ··· 
Warrenton: 1 
Female Collegiate Institute ....... -. · -· -· __ _ 
• 
-
OHIO. 
Ashtabnla: 
1 Anthropological Society ....... ... -. -· · · · 
A.th n : 
Ohio University .•••...••...•..•.... ·· ··· 
REPORT ON THE OPERATIONS OF EXCHANGES. 
List of consignees-Continued. 
Recipients. 
OHIO-Continued. 
Cincinnati: 
8:~~~!!~-Jio1t:t1!\t :::::: :::: :: : ::::::: 
Cincinnati Volkszeitung .............•.••. 
Mercantile Library ...•.••.•.•.•.......... 
Mussey Medical Library ............ • .... 
~~trrzai~~ary::: :::: :·.::::::: :: : : : : :: : :: 
Society of Natural History .............. . 
Cleveland: 
Case Library..... . .................. .. . . 
Kirtland Society of Natural Sciences .••.. 
Public School Library." ........... . ...... . 
Columbus: 
Geoloecal Survey ?fOhio ..•............. 
State J:5oard of .Ag1'lculture .............. . 
State Horticultural Society .............. . 
~i!!: ~~~~~isity: :::: ::::: :::::::::: :::: :: 
Dayton: 
Public Library .......•.•.....••..•••...... 
Delaware: 
Wesleyan U Diversity ..••................. 
Fremont: 
Burchard Library .••••........•..... . .•.. 
Gambier: 
Kenl~~~.:m:~e ...•.•...••................ 
Denison University .••.••..•.............. 
Hiram: 
Hiram College .......................•.•.. 
Hudson: · 
Wes tern Reserve College ................ . 
Lebanon: 
Mechanics' Institute .........•.... ... ..... 
Marietta: 
Marietta College .......•.....••........... 
Oberlin: 
Oberlin College ....... ......•.•.•......... 
Painesville : 
Lake Erie Female Seminary .....•... . .... 
Springfield: 
Public Library ........................... . 
Tiffin: 
Heidelberg College ••••••.............•... 
Toledo:· 
Public Library .•..••.••.••...•...••.•.... 
Urbana: 
Central Ohio Scientific Association ...... . 
Urbana University ..•........•........... 
Westerville: 
Ote,erbein University ..........••••••...... 
Wooster: 
Wooster University .••..........•..••.... 
Yellow Sprin~s: 
Antioc:ii, College .......................... . 
OREGON. 
Forest Grove : 
Pacific U Diversity .••••••••••••....•...... 
Portland: 
Library Association ..••......••.....•.•.. 
Salem: 
State Library ..••••••••••..•......••.• ~ ... 
PENNSYLVANIA.. 
Allegheny: 
Observatory .•....••.•........•.•......... 
Easton: 
Institute of Mining Engineers .....•...•.. 
Lafayette Coll~e .••....••.•.•.........•.. 
Pack· 
ages. 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
30 
6 
17 
1 
1 
1 
3 
41 
13 
.( 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
149 
1 
• 1 
3 
11 
8 
4 
Recipients. 
PENNSYLVANIA-Continued. 
Gettysburg : . 
Pennsylvania College .••••••.•••.......• 
Theological Seminary ..••....•..••.••.... 
Harrisburg: 
Geologi?al Survey ..•••......••...••.•... 
State Library .......................... . 
Haverford: . 
Haverford College ............•.......... 
Lewisburg: 
University of Lewisburg ........... , ... . 
Mansfield: , 
State Normal School •.•••...........•... 
Meadville: 
Theolog~cal Seminary ..•..•.. • .......... . 
Media: 
Delaware County Institute of Science ... 
New Wilmington: 
Westminister College ..••.........•..••. 
Philadelphia : 
Academy of Natural Sciences .......... . 
American Entomological Society ....... . 
American Journal of Conchology ...... . 
American N aturali~t . ... . .... . ......... . 
American Pharmaceutical Association .. 
American Philosophical Society ........ . 
Apprentices' Library .................. . 
Athenreum ..........•................... 
Board of Public Education .......... · ... . 
Board of Public Health ................ . 
Board of Trade . ........................ . 
Central High School .•............•. : .. . 
College of Pharmacy ....•............... 
Corporation of the City ................ . 
~;:~~it ¥:!lrl~e:::: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
g=f!ct~i~~?::::::::::::: :: : : :: : : : : 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania .... . 
Library Association of Friends ..... , .. . 
Library Company ........... . .......... . 
Ma~netic and Meteorolop;icaJ. Observatory 
M~~~r:T!i~~~~~~.-. ::::·.; ::·.::·. ·.:: ~ ·.:: ~ 
Mercantile Library Company ........... . 
Naturalists' Leisure Hour .............. . 
Numismatic and Archreological Society .. 
Philadelphia Hospital . ................. . 
Pres bytcrian Board of Publication ..... . 
University of Pennsylvania ........... .. 
Wagnerl!°'reein,stitute .•................ 
Zoological Society ............... · ....... . 
Pittsbur"': 
Mercantile Library ...•..•••.••. ~ ••••.... 
Strathmore : 
Strathmore Coll ego ...•.•....•...•..•.... 
South Bethlehem : 
Le~~art;;!!i~y .......•.•............ 
East Pennsylvania Experinlental Farm. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
Newport: 
Redwood Library ........•............... 
Providence: 
.Athenreum .............................. . 
fil:\clfYiJ~~~:::~:::: ::: : : : : :·:: :: : : : 
Public Library . ........................ . 
Register of Births, etc .................. : 
Woonsocket : 
Harris Institute Library ............... . 
G9 
Pack· 
ages. 
1 
1 
6 
3 
1 · 
1 
1 
1 
1 
299 
46 
5 
13 
14 
195 
1 
1 
4 
1 
3 
4-
1 
1 
1 
4-4-
2 
1 
!) 
2 
4 
(j 
15 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
11 
20 
1 
1 
1 
1 
74-7 
1 
2 
10 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
21 
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List of consignees-Continu~d. 
Recipients. 
SpUTH CAROLINA. 
Charleston: 
Elliot Society .••••............••..••...•. 
Library Society . . . ....................... . 
Sta te Medical College .................. .. 
Columbia : 
State Library . .......................... .. 
State University ........................ .. 
Due W est: 
Erskine College ......................... . 
Greenwich: • 
Furman University ..................... .. 
TENNESSEE. 
Columbia: 
Athen:Bum ............................. .. 
· Hiawassee : 
Hiawassee College ....................... . 
J ackson : 
Southern Baptist University . . .......... . 
Mary ville: 
Maryville College . . ....... . .............. . 
Memphis: 
Christian Brothers' College .•..........•. . 
Nashville : 
School for the Blind .................. : ... 
University of Nashville .... . ............ . 
Vanderbilt University ............ . ...... . 
TEX.AS. 
A ustin: 
Public Library .......................... . 
Ch~pel Hill : · 
Soule University . .. . .... : ...... _. ........ . 
UTAH. 
Salt L ak e City : 
University of Deser et .................. .. 
Castleton: VEI}MONT. 
Orleans County Society of Natural Sciences 
Burlin~ton : 
Fl~tche1; :Free Public L ibrary .. •. ... . . .. . 
Umversity of Vermont . . ... .. . .. .... . ... . 
~&~: I 
Society of Natural Sciences . ............. . 
Montrelier : 
Historira Society of Vermont .. . .... ... . 
State ~ibrary . . . . .. ... .... . . . ........... .. 
amt Johnsbury: 
Athenroum ... ... .. . ... ... ..... .......... . 
Pack· 
ages. 
14 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
24 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
40 
Recipients. 
WASHL.'WTON TERRITORY. 
Seattle:" 
Territorial University .. . .............. .. 
WEST VIRGINIA: 
Flemington: 
West Virginia College ................. .. 
Shepherdstown : 
Shepherd College ...................... .. 
Wheeling: 
Natural History Society ............... .. 
WISCONSIN: 
.Appleton: 
Lawrence University .................... . 
Beloit: · ' 
Geological ~urvey of Wisconsin ...... · .. 
Wis~~~:i~iri~titute for Educating the 
Blind . ................ . ...... . ... · ... .. 
Madison: 
Historical Society of ~iscon~in._. .. -- · .- · 
State Agricultural Society of Wisconsrn 
Washburn Observatory .............. ·· · 
Wisconsin .Academy of Sciences .. - .. --· 
Milwaukee: 
Milwaukee Seebote .................... . 
Naturhistorhicher Verein ............. ··· 
Public Library ......................... . 
Racine : 
Racine College . .................... · .. · ·· 
BRITISH AMERICA. 
Chicoutini, Canada: 
Canadian Naturalist ............ . ····· ... 
1 Coburg, Canada : 
1 Victoria University . ................... . 
G uelph, Canada: 
Ontario School of A gricnlture ...... . . · · · 
H alifax. Nova Scotia : 
1 Dalhousie College . . .. . . . .. ...... · · · · · · · · 
4 D epartment of Mines ....... . ..... . .... .. 
Legislath-e Library.. .. .. . . . .. . .. .- · -- .. 
1 Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Sciences 
Hamilton, Canada: 
40 Scientific .Association . ... . ......... · · ···· 
1 
1 
Kingston, Canada: 
Botanical Society of Canada ...... - -· · · · · Queen's College .. ................. .. . .. . 
Montreal, Canada: 
Canadian Medical and Surgical Journal. 
Canadian Medical Record .... .. .. ...• . · - · 
epartment of Public Instruction . .... . ·· 
eological urvey of Canada . ..... .... .. 
Ilistorical ociety .......... . ... . ..... - · -
1 L'Union Medical de Canada .... .... ... -·· 
McGill Coll ge . ... . ....... . ... . . . .. . .. . . . 
:Meclical . ociation of Canada ...... . . .. 
. . ... Tatural History ociety .. ... .. .. . . .... .. 
• tah L1brnr.v............................. o i •t6 cl'.A~culture .... . .. . .... . .... .. 
Yirl!!nia Illl!torica.l oci ty............... I ·oci t6 d'Ili. toire Taturolle ... ... ..... .. 
al •m : tta.wa, Canada: I Ro nokeColl •go..... . ....... . .. .. ...... . . I I ad my of ·atn~i ri •nee .... ..... --
--- epartm nt of Agncu.ltnro . . . .. .. .. - - . · 
10 eologi al urv y of annda . ... ... . . .. .. 
= , Legiaft tivo Library ............... ..... . . 
Pack-
ages. 
8 
40 
11 
52 
1 
35 
1 
157 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
13 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
" 36 
• l 
5 
l 
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List of consignees.-Qontinued. 
Recipients. 
BRITISH AMERICA-Continued. 
Quebec, Canada: 
Geogrnphical Society ..................... . 
Historical and Natural History Society .. 
Laval University . ....................... . 
Le Nat1ualist Canadien .... ....•......... . 
Literary ancl Historical Society .......••. . 
Litera1·y and Philosophical Society ..•.•.. 
Parliamentary Li~rar,v .................. . 
Royal Auademy ot Sciences .............. . 
Fredericton, New Brunswick: 
University of New Brunswick ........... . 
St. Johns, New Brunswick: 
Legislat,ive Library .. .' .................. .. 
St . .Johns, Newfoundland: 
Geological Survey of Newfoundland .•.... 
Toronto, Canada 
Canadian Institute ..... ......... . ...•.... 
Canadian .Journal of Medicine ........... . 
Educational Department ................ . 
Entomological Society .•.•••...•.......... 
Pack· 
ages. Recipients. 
BRll'ISH :A.MERICA-Continued. 
Library of the House oftheAssembly ... 
2 Literary and Historical Society ....... ; •. 
4 Ma.gnetic Observatory .••.••.••.••...... -
2 MeteorologicaJ Offi.ceJ ................... . 
2 Military Institute ...................... . 
15 Public Library .......................... . 
1 School of Practical Science .............. . 
2 Toronto Globe ..•...•...•.•.•..•.••....•. 
1 Trinity College ..•.••••••••....... · •••...•. 
Universi.t.y............ . . ............... -
4 University College Library . •...•......•. 
Windsor, Nova Scotia: 
6 University of King's College ..•••• , ..... . 
Winnipeg, Manitoba: 
1 St. John's College ....................... . 
Wolfville, Nova Scotia: 
41 Acadia College ......................... . 
1 
1 ~ 
4 
General recapitulati~·n. 
RECEIPTS. 
Pack· 
ages. 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
1 
235 
Boxes. Parcels. Books. 
I. For foreign transmission ................... ·•••.•• •• .. . .. • • .. • •• . .. . •• • . . . . . . 14, 161 
II. For domestic transmission ................. , • . . • • • . . . • . . . • • .. • . . • . 111 7, 890 
III. For government exchanges ............................... ....................... ..... . 15,550 
Total.' .......................................... · •.••......•...... -----------111 22,051 15,550 
TRANS.MISSIONS. 
I. To establishments abroad . . . . . . . . • . . • . •• . • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . • ... . . . · 309 ..••.. .... ..••••.••. 
II. To home institutions and individuals .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 8, 433 ......... . 
III. To foreign governments........................................... 98 15,550 
Total ........................................................... . 407 8,433 15,550 
3.-EXCHANGE OF GOVERNMENT DOCU~NTS. 
In 1868 Congress passed a resolution establishing a system of gov-
ernment exchanges under the charge of the I;;ibrarian of Congress, who 
invited the co.operation of the Smithi;;onian Institution by placing the 
management of this system in the hands of' the Secretary. 
A large quantity of public documents having accumulated at the Jn. 
stitution, it became necessary, in October, 1874, to address a circular to 
a number of governments, explaining the object of such a system of 
exchanges and inviting their co-operation. 
The governments to whom this proposition was made were those of: 
Argentine, Republic, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil Chili, Den-
mark, France, German Empire, Great Britain, Guatemala, Hawaii,Italy, 
Ha.yti, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, Russia, ·salvador, 
Spain, Sweden and Norway, Turkey, United States of Colombia, and 
Venezuela. 
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In accordance with the instructions received by the Institution in 
response, the following distribution of documents was .made in 1875: 
Cases.·1 · - -· . 
--- - I 
l~f.:? u:?.::;;::[;:[ililll li;:illll ; i~E::ttt;::>: :::::::;:;:::::1 ,, 
' Cases. 
These governments h3:ve successively been supplied ,with the continua-
tions, and at present, full sets of :fifteen boxes have been delivere~ to t~e 
following named governments or their official agents, · as specified m 
the following table: 
Governments in exchange w-ith the United States Government. 
Governments. 
Argentine Confederation .. 
Bavaria ................... . 
~;~~w~.-.-.-.·.-.·.·.-.·.-.-.-.-.: :: : :: 
Buenos Aires ... ; .••...•... 
Canada ...........••..••••. 
Do .............•....•... 
Chili ............•......... 
Denmark ............•..... 
France .................... . 
Germany .................. . 
Great Britain ............. . 
Greece ...........•........ 
Hayti. ..............••..... 
J~~r~~~~ ·.: ::::::::::: ::.:: :: 
Mexico .................... . 
Netherlands ............•.. 
New South Wales .••...... 
New Zealand ..........•... 
f :]F:~::::::::::::::::::: 
Quee~sland ...........•.... 
Russia ................••••. 
Saxony .............•...... 
South Australia. ..•......... 
~!!1J1.;ii ·::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Switzerland .......•.....••. 
Tasmania.· . . ............•.. 
i~~!:la1~.·-·_-_-_-_-_-_-_·.-::::::: 
~i~i~!i; "rg_._._._._: ........ . 
Establishments designated for the reception of government exchanges. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Buenos Aires. 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Munich. 
Bibliotbequo Royal, Brussels. 
Government, Rio .Janeiro . . 
Government of Buenos Aires. 
Parliamentary Library, Ottawa. 
Legislative L0ibrary, Toronto. 
Museo Nacional, Santiago. · . 
Koninklicke Bibliotheket, Copenhagen. · 
Government and departments, Paris. 
Reichstag Bibliothek, Berlin. 
British Museum, Loudoq. 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Athens. . 
Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures, Port-au·Prmce. 
Bibliotheque Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tokio. 
Government, Mexico. 
Library of .the States General, The Hague.' 
Parl~amentary Library, Sydney. 
Parliamentary Library, Wellington. 
Foreign Office, Christiania. 
Government, Lisbon. 
Konigliche Dibliothek, :Berlin. 
Government, Brisbane. 
Government, St. Petersburg. 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Dresden. 
Government, .Adelaide. 
Government, Madrid, 
Government, Stockholm. 
Government, Berne. 
Parliamentar,y- Library, Hobarton. 
Government, Conatan tinople. 
¥~t18:tf&r~:b~a~~l~i!:~:~· 
Konigliche Billiothek, Stuttgart. 
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Country. 
Argentine Confederation .. 
Bavaria ..•........•.....•.. 
Belgium .•...•....•.....• - . 
Brazil ....•................. 
Buenos Aires .......•..... - . 
Canada: 
Ottawa ..............•• . 
Toronto ..•............. 
Chili ...................... . 
Denmark .............••... 
France ..•..•............... 
Germany ...............•... 
Great Britain .••......••... 
Greece ..............•....•. 
~~::;;::--: :::;;: :::;;;: 
Nether lands .............. . 
New South Wales ..•....... 
New Zealand ............. . 
f iI:f~ :: : : : : : ::: :. :. : : : : : : : 
Queensland .............••. 
l<.ussia ....•.......•........ 
Saxony ..........••••.•.•.. 
South .Australia ......... .. 
~~l;i:;_:::::::::::::::::::: 
Switzerland ..•.....•....•. 
Tasmania .•......•••....•.. 
Turkey .......•.•.•........ 
Venezuela ........•........ 
Victoria ..........••.•..••. 
Wilrtemberg ...... , ...••••. 
Shipping agents of government exchange. 
Agent. 
Carlos Carranza, consul general, New York. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
White Cross Line, Funch, Edye & Co., and Red Star Line, P. Wright & 
Sons, New York. · 
Charles Mackall, vice·consul, Baltimore. 
Carlos Carranza, consul.general New York. 
Baltimore and Ohio Express Company. 
Baltimore and Ohio Express Company. 
C.DeCastro, consul-general, NewYork. 
Henrick Braem, consul.general, New York. 
Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, L. de Bebian, New York. 
}forth German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
,North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
D. W. Botassi, consul.general, New York. 
Atlas Steamship Company, Pim, Forwood & Co., New York. 
M. Raffo, consul.general, New York. 
Samro Takaki, consul.general, New York. 
Juan N. Navarro, consul.general, New Y:ork. 
R. C. Burlage, consul.general, Now York. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Christian Bors, consul-general, New York, 
Gustav Amsink, consul.general, New York. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
Hamburg.American Packet Company, ~unhardt & Co., New York. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Hipolito de Uriarte, consul.general, New York. 
Christian Bors, consul1eneral, New York. 
North German Lloyd, . Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
Turkish Legation, Washington, D. C. 
G. de Garmendia, consul.general, New York. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
North German Lloyd, A. Schumacher & Co., Baltimore. 
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LIST OF GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS AND OTHER OFFICIAL PUBLIC.A.· 
TIONS DISTRIBUTED BY THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO FOREIGj 
GOVERNMENTS DURING THE YEAR 1881. 
Agricultural Department. 
Apportionment under the Tenth Census. 8vo. . Paper. 
Special reports for 1880, Nos. 24-27, 29, 30. 8vo. Paper. 
Special reports for 1881, Nos. 31-33, 35-39-. 8vo. Paper. 
Board of Health. 
Bulletin, vol. 2. Nos. 1-52 and index. · 4vo. Paper. 
Supplements, Nos. 5-14. 4vo. Paper. 
Bulletin, vol. 3. Nos. 1-15. 4vo. raper. 
Centennial exhibition. 
Report of the commission, 9 vols. 8vo. Cloth. 
United States Congress. 
Executive documents : 
Third session Forty-fifth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
First session Forty-sixth Congress. Nos. 1-11. 8vo. Sheep. 
Second session Forty-sixth Congress, vols. 3, 9, 16, 17, 23, 25, 26. 
8vo. Sheep. 
Congressional Record: 
Second session Forty-sixth Congress, vol. 10 and index. 4vo. Half 
Russia. 
Third session Forty-si:x:th 0ongress. 4vo. Half Russia. 
Congressional Directory : 
Third session Forty-sixth Congress, first and second editions. 8,o. 
Paper. 
First session Forty-seventh Congress. 8vo. Paper. 
Memorial addresses : 
·..,vZachariah Chandler. 8vo. Cloth. 
Be erly B. Douglass. 8vo. Cloth. 
Julian Ilartridge. 8 o. Cloth. 
w tave chleich r. 8 o. Cloth. 
lpheu illiam . 8 o. Cloth. 
lfr d . L ) . 8vo. Cloth. 
u h lark. 8 . loth. 
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House of Representatives : 
Constitutional Manual, second session Forty-sixth Congress. Svo. 
Half Russia. 
House documents, third session Forty-fifth Congress, vol. x. Svo. 
Sheep. 
House miscellaneous : 
Third session Forty-fifth Congress, vol. 3. 8vo. · Sheep. 
First session Forty-sixth Congress, vols. 2-5. 8vo. Sheep. 
Second session Forty-sixth Congress, vols. 1, 2, 3, 5. 8vo. Sheep. 
House journals, second session Forty-sixth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
House reports : . , 
Third s.ession Forty-fifth Congress, vol. 1. 8vo. Sheep. 
Second session Forty-sixth Congress, vol. 6. 8vo. Sheep. 
United States Senate: ·' 
.A compilation of questions of order and decisions thereon. , 8vo. 
Paper. 
Constitution of the United States with the amendments thereto. 
8vo. Pap~r. 
Senate. documents: 
Third session Forty-fifth Congress, vol.' 4. 8vo. Sheep. 
First session Forty-sixth Congress, No. 37. 8vo. Sheep. - -
Second session Forty-sixth Congress, vols. 2, 4. 8vo. Sheep. 
Senate journal: 
Second session Forty-sixth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
Third session Forty-sixth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
Senate miscellaneous : 
Second session Forty-fifth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
Third session Forty-fifth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
Senate reports : 
Third session Forty-fifth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
First and second sessions Forty-sixth Congress. 8vo. Sheep. 
Court of Claims. 
O_ases decided in the Court of Claims at . the December term, 1879, vol. 
15. 8vo. Paper. 
IJepartment of the Interior. 
Catalogue- of the library of the Interior Department. 4to. Paper~ 
Register of the department, August, 1880. 8vo. Paper. , 
Supplement to the catalogue of the library, November 8, 1879. 8vo. 
Paper. 
Bureau of Education: 
Circulars of information. 8vo. Paper: 
Instruction in chemistry and physics. 
The spelling reform. 
• 
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Bureau of Educatioh-Continued. 
Relation of education to industry. 
P.roceedings National 'Education Association. 
Education and crime. 
Library aids. 
The discipline of the school. 
Education in China and Siam. 
Educational tours in France. 
Industrial education in Europe. 
General Land Office : 
Survey of public lands and private land claims. 8vo. Paper. 
Instructions to Surveyors General. Svo. Paper. 
Circulars: 
"How to obtain title to public lands." 8vo.· Paper. 
" Deposits on account of surveys." 8vo. Paper. 
Rules of practice, approved December 20, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
Board of Indian Commissioners : 
Twelfth annual report for the year 1880. Svo. Paper. 
Office of Indian Affairs : • 
Instruction to Indian agents, revised Ocrober 1, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
United States Geological Survey of the Territories : 
Bulletin, vol. vi, Nos. 1 and 2. 8vo. Paper. 
Bulletin, vol. v, No. 4. 8vo. Paper. 
Miscellaneous publication, No. 12, North Am~rican Pinnipeds. Svo. 
Paper. 
United States Entomological Commission: 
Bulletin No. 6. 8vo. Paper. 
Second report on the Rocky Mountain locust. 8vo. Paper. 
Uniled States Patent Office: 
Decisions of the Commissioner for 1879. 8vo. Paper. 
Decisions of the Commissioner for 1880. 8vo. Paper. . 
Statutes and rules relating to the registration of trade-marks and 
labels. 8vo. Paper. 
Patent laws, February, 1881, 8vo. Paper. 
Rules of practice, revised September 1, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
United States National Museum: 
Proceedings of the National Museum, vol. 3. 8vo. Paper. 
Bulletins No . 17 and 21. 8vo. Paper. 
UIIited State Pen ion Office: 
General In traction to Special Examiners. 8vo. Paper. 
United State Surveys of the Rocky Mountain Regions: 
Geology of the Black Hill of Dalfota, 4 vols., and atlas. 
Geol gy f h Hi h Plateau of Utah, 4 vols., and atlas. 
Yell w tone ati n I Park : 
Annual r ort ~f the superintendent for 1880. 8vo. Paper . 
• 
.,l 
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lJe'partment of Justice. 
Attorney-General : 
. Official Opinions of the Attorney-G,eneral of the United States, 
vols. xv and xvi. 8vo. Paper and sheep. 
Navy Department. 
Register of the Officers of the Navy, Marine Corps, etc.: 
June 1, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
January, 1881. 
July, 1881. 
Circular No. 13. 4to. Paper. 
Bureau of Construction and Repair: 
Allowances established under the bureau, 1881. 4to. Paper. 
Bureau of Eqi1ipment: 
Allowances established under the bureau, 1880. 4to. Paper. 
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery : . 
Information and .Guidance, Jeanette Expedition. 8vo'. · Paper. 
Report on Yellow Fever in the U. S. S. Plymouth. 8vo. Paper. 
Naval Academy: 
Annual ~egister, 1880-'81. 8vo. Paper. 
Catalogue of Specimens added to the Cabinet. 8vo. Paper. 
Bureau of Navigation, Hydrographic Office: 
American Practical ~avigator. 8vo. Sheep. 
Arctic Azimuth Tables. Svo. Paper. 
Charts and Plans published and withdrawn, March 31, 1881. Svo. 
Paper. 
Charts and Plans published and withdrawn, June 30, 1881. Svo. 
Paper. 
Hydrographic Notices for 1880 and 1881, and Index for 1881. Svo. 
Paper. 
Lists of Lights : 
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific Coasts of the United States. 8vo. 
Paper. 
Coast of Africa. · 8vo. Paper. 
East and West Coasts of North and South America. 8vo. Paper. 
South Coasts of Asia and Africa. 8vo. Paper. 
New Lights, United States and South America. 8vo. Paper. 
Notices to Mariners for 1880 and 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
Sailing Directions for Kattegat Sound, etc. Svo. Paper. 
Nautical Almanac Office: 
Astronomical papers prepared for the use of Nautical Almanac. 
4to. Paper. 
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac: 
1882. Svo. Paper. 
1883. 8vo. Paper. 
1884. 8vo. Paper. 
Gauss' method of computing secular perturbations, etc. 8vo. Paper. 
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Burean of Steam Engineering: · 
Experiments on relative merits of screw propellers. Svo. Paper. 
Report on the Herreshof system of Motive Machinery. 8vo. Paper. 
Report on the Machinery of the " Anthracite." 8vo. Paper. 
Beport on the Standard Gauge for Bolts, Nuts, and Screw-threads. 
8vo. Paper. 
Post-'Ojfice Department. 
List of Post-offices of the United States, February 1, 1881. 
Bulletin, City Post-Office, Washington, D. C., ~881. 8vo. Paper. 
Smithson,ian Institution. 
Bureau of Ethnology : 
Collection of Gesture &i,gns. 4to. Paper. 
Study of Mortuary Customs. · 4to. Paper. 
Department of State. 
Commercial Relations of the United States : 
No. 2, November, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 3, January, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 4, February, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 5, March, · 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 6, April, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 7, May, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 8, June, 1881, and index. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 9, July, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
No. 10, August, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
Register 9f' the Department of' State, December, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
Result of Investigation " American Pork." 8vo. Paper. 
Regulations for the use of the Consular Service. 8vo. Paper. 
Treasury Department. 
United States Coast Survey : 
Atlantic Coast Pilot, Boston to New York. 8vo. Paper. 
Deep-sea Soundings and Dredgings on Board the United States 
Coast Survey Steamer Blake. 4to. Paper. 
Methods and Results; general properties of the equation~ of steady 
motion. 4to. Paper. 
Tide Tables : 
For the Atlantic Coast, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
For the Atlantic Coast, 1882. 8vo. Paper. 
For the Pa ific Coast, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
F r the a ific Coast, 1882. 8vo. Paper. · 
Liabt- ou oard: 
n u 1 r port £ r the year 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
L w nd r gnl ti n relating to the Light-Hon e E tabli bmen 
of the nited State . 8 o. Paper. 
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Bureau of Statistics: 
Merchant Vessels of the United States. 8vo. Paper. 
Classification of imports entered for consumption in the-United 
States, July 1, 1881. 8vo. Paper. . 
Quarterly reports relative to the imports, exports, immigration, 
and navigation of the United States, Nos. 2 and 3. 8vo. Paper. 
Summary statements of the imports and exports of the United 
States, Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, for 1880-'81, and No. 1, for 1881-'82. 
4to. Paper. 
Life-Saving Service: 
Annual report for the year ending June 30, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
Bureau of the Mint : 
General instructions and regulations in relation to the transaction 
of business at the mints and assay offices of the United States. 
8vo. Paper. 
Internal Revenue Office : 
Internal Revenue Laws. 8vo. Pap.er. 
Inspector-General of Steam Vessels : 
Annual report to the Secretary of the Treasury for the year ending 
June 30, 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
Marine Hospital Service: 
Annual report of the Supervising Surgeon-General for the fiscal 
year 1880. 8vo. Paper. 
Board of Supervising Inspectors of Steam Vessels : 
Proceedings of special meeting of the board, May, 1880. 8vo. 
'Paper. 
Proceedings of the twenty-ninth annual meeting of the board, 
January, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
War Department. 
Official Army Register, January, 1881. 8vo. Paper. 
Notes illustrating the military geography of the United States. 
8vo. Paper. 
Articles of War governing the an;nies of the United States. 8vo. 
Paper. 
The War of the Rebellion: A compilation of the official records 
of the Union and Confederate armies. Series 1, vols. 1 and 2. 
8vo. Cloth and paper. 
Adjutant-General's Office : 
General orders for the year 1880 (in part). 8vo. Paper. 
General orders for the year 1881 (in part). 8vo. Paper. 
Orders (general courts-martial) for the year 1880 (in part). 8vo. 
Paper. 
Orders (general courts-martial) for the year 1881 (in part). 8vo. 
Paper. 
I 
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Engineer Bureau : 
Catalogue of the Itbrary of the Engineer Department. 
Decrease of water. Translation of a lecture. 8vo. Paper. 
Geological exploration of the forty-fifth parallel. (C. King),, 
vii. Odontothornites. 4to. Cloth. 
Improvement of the Danube at Vienna. Translation of lect 
8vo. Paper. 
Lists of reports and maps of the United States geographical 
veys west of the one hundredth meridian. (Capt. George .· 
Wheeler in charge.) 8vo. Paper. 
List of map$ etc., sent to the Geographical Congress at Veni 
8vo. Paper. 
Notes on the Pointe de Grave, Gironde River, France. 8vo. Pape , 
The water jet as an aid to engineering. 8vo. Paper. 
Judge-Advocate-General: 
Digest of Opinions with notes. 8vo. Paper. 
United States Military Academy: 
Annual Report for the year 1880.- 8vo. Paper. 
Blasting or military mining. 8vo. Paper. 
Military Railroads : 
Orders ,issued during the years 1861-1866. Svo. Paper. 
Quartermaster-General: 
Transportation of troops over the Atchison, Topeka and Santa f 
Railroads in 1875-'76. 8vo. Papei;. 
United States Signal Office: . 
Daily bulletin of the weather reports: 
July 18, 1877. 4to. Paper. 
August, 1877. 4to. Paper. 
September, 1877. 4to. Paper. 
Rains and dry winds. 8vo. Paper. 
Surgeon-General's Office: 
Index catalogue of the library of the Surgeon-General's Office, ,ols 
1 and 2. 4to. Cloth. 
:REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED 
STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, FOR THE YEAR 1881. 
-:Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Director United States National JJ,fuseum: 
SIR: In compliance with your instructions, I submit a report upon 
-the prese:p_t condition of the National Mus~u;n, and upon the work ac-
complished in its various departments during the year 1881. 
On the 1st of July, letters of appointment were issued by you to an 
the officers and employees of the lVIuseum, and at this time I was assigned 
to duty as executive officer of the lVIuseum and curator of the depart-
ment of arts and industries. The new building was not, however, ready 
for occupation until October, and the work of the year must be regarded 
as having been almost entirely of a preliminary nature. Owing to the 
fact that the work of reorganization was begun so late in the year, and 
that the curators of several departments did not enter upon their duties 
until autumn, it has been found impossible to present a special report 
from each department. It is respectfully suggested that in future the 
report of the assistant director shall relate to the work of the adminis-
trative department and other matters directly under his supervision, 
and that the operations of the departments be reported by the several 
directors in charge. 
March 1, 1882. 
Very respectfully, 
G. BRO"WN GOODE, 
Assistant Director. 
Periods in the history of the Museum.-The history of the National lVIu-
sewn may be divided into three periods: First, that from the foundation 
of the Smithsonian Institution to 1857, during which time specimens 
were collected purely and solely to serve as materials for research, no 
special efforts being made to exhibit .them to the public or to utilize 
them except as a foundation for scientific description and theory. Sec-
ond, the period from 1857, when the Institution assumed the custody of 
the "National Cabinet of Curiosities," to 1876. During this period the 
Museum became a place of deposit for scientific material, which bad 
already been studied, this material, so far as convenient, being exhib-
ited to the public, and, so far as practicable, made to serve an educa-
tional purpose. Third, the present period, beginning in the year 1876, 
in which interval the Museum has entered upon a career of active work, 
in gathering collections and exhibiting them on account of their educa-
tional ,alue. 
In the first period, the main object of the Museum was scientific re-
s. Mis. 109--6 81 
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search; in the second, the establishment became a m~scum of record 
as well as of research; while in the third period is growing up the 
idea of public education. As soon as the material already within the 
walls of the Museum can be displayed in accordance with the plan 
already perfected, the National Museum of the United States will have 
commenced to fulfill all the demands which are likely ever to be made 
upon it. 
JJt/.useurns for Record, for Research, and for Education.-These three, 
-co-operative and mutually helpful as they are, are essential to the de-
velopment of any comprehensive and philosophically orgauized museum. 
Materials are gathered together that they may serve as a basis for 
;scientific thought. Objects, which have served as a foundation for sci-
entific study, or which, from their historical significance, are treasured 
up and preserved from destruction that they may serve purposes of 
record, permanent land-marks of the progress of the world in thought 
in culture, or in industrial achievement; not only are they records of 
what has been done in the past, but they constitute the most valuable 
,of all materials for future study. The museum of record, then, is not 
-0nly an accessor.v to the museum of research, but an adjunct which 
accomplishes similar and fully equal results in the same direction. 
The contents of the museum of research and the museum of record, 
if no other objects are sought but those already mentioned, might with-
out impropriety be stored away in vaults and cabinets, j_naccessible to 
.any except the specialist. To give them their highest value, howe,er 
they should be arranged in such a manner that hundreds of thousand 
-of people should profit by their exa,mination instead of a very limited 
1mm ber, and that they should afford a means of culture and instruction 
to every person~ young or old, who may have opportunity to visit the 
-place in which they are preserved. 
The Museitm of Record is, in part, a necessary result of tbe museum 
-of research, but its ultimate origin can without doubt be recognfaed at 
a very much earlier period in the treasure-houses of monarchs~ such a 
are found recorded in the histories of very early days. The trea ure-
hou e of King Ahasuerus was one of the earliest museums, and the pal-
:1ce of Ptolemy at Alexandria was a prototype of the modern mu eum 
of art and indu try. With the growth of republican ideas, trea ure of 
thi description have became national museums-as in the ca e of the 
mu eum f Saxony, Bavaria, Italy, France, and other European na-
ti ns-which are in the main made up of materials which in former 
<lay wer k pt within the wall of palaces and were inacc ible to the 
pn lie. Eccle ia tical difice , too, have always been d po itorie fir 
work, fart nd uri u manufacture. Tbe temple of A then Ephe n · 
< nd lphi w r art-mu um , and o are many European hur h f 
,..i h the gr wtll ofli r l o-o ernm nt, more liberal and ompr -
h n iY i a. a t th u e and value of u h material ba, · prun2 
up and th r coguizecl t be the property of the peopl of the 
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nation. Private individuals have often devoted themselves to the ac-
cumulation of collections which, either by design or in obedience to a 
natural law recognized and sometimes expedited by museum officers, 
have found a resting-place in public halls. The .Ashmolean Museum 
at Oxford was the result of Sir John Tradescant's life-long toil. 
The Museiirn of Resecirch seems to have originated within the last three 
or four centuries, and, perhaps, to have been one of the results of the 
promulgation of the inductive philosophy. The collections gathered by 
Linrneus, those of Sir Hans Sloane, which formed the nucleus of the 
British Museum, and of Buffon, Cuvier, and their collaborators, as a 
beginning of the Natural History Museum of Paris, were among the 
earliest of this class. 
The Educational Museum is of much more recent origin, and may be 
considered as one of the outgrowtlls of the modern industrial exhibition. 
The World's Fair of London in 1851, the first of a long series of inter-
national exhibitions, was utilized by the Government of Great Britain as 
a starting-point for a number of national and educational museums, the 
most perfect which have as yet been organized, and the subsequent 
World's Fairs have been utilized in a similar manner, so that nearly 
every civilized country now has museums of this description. 
The systematic exhibition of the products of the earth and the achieve-
ments of human industry for the instruction of visitors, the improve-
ment of the public taste, and the fostering of arts of design had not 
been attempted, probably scarcely thought of, thirty-two years ago. 
The gradual deterioration of industrial exhibitions and World's Fairs, 
the predominance of purely commercial features in those which have 
been attempted of late years, the growing difficulty in securing the at-
tendance of exhibitors would seem to indicate that their period of 
greatest usefulness is in the past. 
The present demand is for something better, more systematic, more 
definitely instructive in its aims- something which shall afford the same 
long vistas into the palaces of nature and art, and at the same time pro-
vide guide-marks to explain their meaning. , 
Effects of the Centennial Exhibition of 1876.-0ne of the results of the 
Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876 is that it made plain to the people of 
the United States the educational importance of a great industrial 
museum. It suggested to the observaut the thought that if so much 
that is inspiring and instructive could be imparted by a collection of 
objects gathered together chiefly with commercial ends in view on the 
part of the exhibitors, necessarily somewhat unsystematically arranged,. 
and with little effort toward labeling in an instructive manner, an im-
mense field was open for educating the public by gathering together a, 
selected series of similar objects, which could be so classified and ex-. 
plained by means of labels and guide-books that they should impart a 
con istent and systematic idea of the resources of the world and of-
human achievement. 
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The United States has, as yet~ no comprehensive educational museum, 
although there are several museums of limited scope, which have suc-
cessfully carried out the educational idea in the arrangement of their 
materials; for instance, the Boston Museum of Art, the Metropolitan 
Museum of Artin New York, the PennsylvaniaMuseumofindustrialArt, 
the Peabody Museum of Arch::eology in Cambridge, the Peabody Museum 
of Yale College, and the Boston Society of Natural History. 
The same remark applies with equal force to the museums of Europe. 
There are certain institutions, like the Museum of Practical Geology, 
the museums of the Royal College of Surgeons, the museums at Bethnal 
Green and South Kensington, in London, the Museum of Industrial Art 
at Berlin, the Ethnological Museum at Leipsic, the National Museum 
of Germany at N urem burg, the Bavarian National Museum at Munich, 
and others, which have admirably carried out a single idea, or a limited 
number of ideas, and which are marvelously rich in material and ar-
ranged in a manner full of suggestiveness. It may safely be said, how-
ever, that all the museums of anthropology, economy, and industrial art 
now in existence are, either by design or chance, limited in their scope, 
The museum is yet to be organized which shall show, arranged ac-
cording to one consistent plan, the resources of the earth and the results 
of human activity in every direction. This has not yet been done, even 
for a single country. 
There can be little question that the National Museum of the United 
States can be ·made, in the course of a few years, the most comprehen-
sive and instructive museum in the world. While it may not be pos-
sible to gather together such treasures of art and industry as are in the 
possession of the government museums of Europe, it is not unreasonahle 
to hope that examples of every kind of object known to man may bt 
ac'}uired, and that this museum may be able, by means of a thor:ough 
clas ·Hi.cation, and as a result of the absence of the enormous masses of 
luplicates, which are ure to incumber any old museum, to illustrate 
the hi. tory of human culture better than has ever before been done. 
Th ducational museum being, as has been already remarked, of com-
paratiY ly recent origin, and the efforts of thoughtful men in times pa t 
ha vin rr been chiefly directed toward the building up of museum of re-
' arch, it i. not at all tranrre that natural-hi tory mu eums shonld be o 
ommon, wl.tile mu emn illu trating the hi tory of mankind are o 
r, r . Tlie imp rtance of the natural hi tory mu eum from the tand-
point f. i nee and incln:try can scarcely be overrated. A mu eum 
f ulture u ·t, b w admitted to po e equal importance t 
th I hil I h ran 1 t f rrr a.ter value for th education of the pub-
lic, t larg . 
hem· jorit 
m nt r fr t 
· I'll · i 11. an m t f tb 
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plish their object by a visit to the ordinary museum. This is due, in part, 
to the fact that so much duplicate material is exhibited that the really 
instructive objects are lost to view; in part, to the fact that the objects 
in but few museums are labeled in a really instructive manner, and prin-
cipally to the fact that the objects exhibited are not of the kind best 
adapted to the needs of the museum-visiting public. The visitors carry 
away only a general impression of rooms full of glass cases containing 
animals, minerals, or'' curiosities," gathered by travelers among unciv-
ilized races. Professor Huxley has defined a museum as "a consulta-
tive library of objects"; and this definition, true enough in itself as a 
description of the best ideal museums, unfortunately is too true a de-
scription of all. Most museums are as useless and little instructive as 
are our libraries of consultation to the great masses of our people, who 
know not how to use them. The educational museum should be more 
Jike a popular encyclopedia than like a library full of learned tomes. 
The museum of research, since it is intended chiefly for investigators, 
should be the consultative library. 
To obviate these difficulties many steps must be taken which are not 
usual in museums. By far the most important of these is in the direc-
tion of thorough labelling. 
An efficient educational museum, from one point of view, may be 
described as a collection of instructive labels, each illustrated by a well-
selected specimen. 
There is a certain peril in the attempt to build up a museum upon this 
basis. Museums which exhibit only such objects as are in themselves 
beautiful or marvellous cannot fail to be attractive, no matter how poorly 
the objects are arranged and labelled. 
When, however, the o})jects depend for their interest upon the ex-
planations or the labels, and upon the manner in which theyare placed, 
relatively to each other, a responsibility a hundred-fold greater is en-
tailed upon the curators. The materials of such a museum may. be com-
pared to piles of brick, stone, lumber, and architectural ornaments, which 
by themselves possess little apparent interest, but which may by thought 
and labor be combined into an imposing and useful edifice. 
Principles to be followed.-Certain cardinal principles may be an-
nounced which should be considered in the arrangement of e-very pub-
lic museum : (I) every article exhibited should . illustrate an idea, and 
no two objects should be shown which illustrate the same idea in a 
similar manner; (II) the idea which any object is intended to illustrate 
should be explained upon its label in s_uch a manner that any intelli-
gent visitor, without previous special knowledge of the subject, may be 
able to learn (a) why the object is shown, and (b) what lesson it is in-
tended to teach; (III) the objects should be so carefully classified that 
their relations to each other may be recoguized by the visitor, so that, 
taken together, they suggest certain general conclusions; in the forma-
tion of these conclusions he should be aided by certain general or col· 
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lect,ive labels which relate to and describe groups of objects in a manner 
similar to that in which the individual labels describe sepamte articles; 
(IV) the labels individual and co_llective, should be supplemented by 
guide-books and manuals for speeial departments, wl).ich shall contain 
all the information given upon the labels arranged systematically, and 
which shall be illustrated by engravings of the more important objects. 
Industrial museums, as a rule, exhibit only those articles which are 
designed and constructed in the most sumptuous manner-the armor of 
ki1 gs and knights, the furniture of palaces, the most artistic of metal 
work, stone work, and wood work. The ethnological museums, on the 
other hand, admit only the implements and costumes of savage and 
partially civilized races. Between the two there is a great chasm to be 
filled. Is it not as important to preserve in museums the more humble 
and simple objects which illustrate the domestic economy and customs 
of the masses of the people of civilized nations, as to search for similar 
objects in distant lands, or to treasure up only the objects which, on 
account of their cost, are seen and used only by the most wealthy and 
luxurious classes in the civilized communityi .A museum which at-
. tempts to show the evolution of civilization, should preserve the simplest 
products, the every-day costumes, together with the tools and appliances 
which have been in common use by civilized man in the present and 
past centuries. 
Such objects have at least as much claim to careful preservation as 
similar objects gathered in distant lands; for, although the latter are 
at present more interesting on account of their strangeness, a century 
hence they will be far less interesting than the objects which are in 
common use in our own country at the present day. 
It has long been one of the standard instructions given to persons 
charged with collecting specimens for the Smithsonian Institution, that, 
in whatever locality they may be, they shall collect the more diligently 
those t};lings which are most common, paying but very little attention 
to objects which may there be very rare, since these same objects are 
sure to be common in some other locality, where they can be obtained 
with greater ease. .A similar practice should be followed in gathering 
objects for an industrial museum. .American ethnologists ha,ve done 
well in devoting their energy to gathering the manufactures of the 
North .American Indian, for the products of their race would otherwi e 
have b en, for the mo t part, lo t to mankind. .At the same time, much 
th, t i of qual or great r importance belonging to our own ance tor 
b b n allow d to go to d tr uction; and we have but few illu tratioo 
of h um and cu tom· of the two preceding centurie of Am ri-
·an hi ·tor · · pt u ·h ~ are pre rv din book and picture . 
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museums should assume the administration of great quantities of mate-
rial such as is usually consigned to the library or to the picture-gallery. 
Ot herwise, deficiencies in groups of objects, which should illustrate by 
their collective meaning a general idea, will much· impair their value. 
Pictures and diagrams should be freely used as temporary or permanent 
substitutes for specimens which may be lacking, and also to supplement 
and explain the descriptive labels. In many sections it may be impossi-
ble to exhibit anything but pictures. It is needless to point out the 
difference in the influence of a series of plates~ like those, for instance, 
in Audsley and Bowes, "Keramic A.rt in Japan," the publications of the 
Arundel Society, or in Watson's work on "The People of India," dis-
played in a public museum, where they are seen daily by thousands of 
visitors, or hidden except from the initiated few in a library, where they 
are accessible .practically to students only with abundance of time and 
training in the use of books. 
Much of the material usually shown in art galleries and art museums, 
such as is ordinarily used to illustrate the history of art, or is preserved 
on account of its artistic suggestions, may be displayed in a much more 
instructive manner in a musuem without in the least lessening its value 
to the artist or designer. Portraits, pictures of buildings, of costumes, 
of geological features· in scenery, of coremonies, and of social Qustoms 
may be arranged and administered just as if they were specimens. It 
is even desirable to exhibit in the cases with the specimens books re-
lating to their history; for it is useful to familiarize the public with the 
appearance of their bindings and types. For instance, a collection of 
the standard works on numismatics, shown in a case adjoining a collec-
tion of coins, would have a decided educational value, giving to the 
public information which they would otherwise have to seek from the 
curators, if indeed it would appear to them worth while to take the 
trouble to seek such information, or they should succeed in overcoming 
the natural hesitation to become questioners. In addition, much might 
be accomplished by having standard works, relating to the special 
departments of the museum, placed in convenient places in the exhibition 
halls, and, if necessary, fastened to desks in such a manner that they 
could not be removed, while easily accessible to any person who might 
wish to become informed upon special topics relating to objects being 
examined. 
The International Exhibition of 1876 was the beginning of a new pe-
riod of activity for the National Museum. Before 1876 no money had 
been expended in the increase of the collections. In 1875, however, 
Congress voted certain sums, to be expended under the direction of the 
Smithsonian Institution, for the illustration of the animal and mineral 
re ources of the United States; under tbe direction of the Fish Commis-
sion, for the display of the fishery resources of the country; and under 
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the direction of the Indian Bureau and the Smithsonian, for the illustra-
tion of the ethnology of the aborigines of North America. At this time a 
great quantity of valuable material was obtained which,inconnectionwith 
material borrowed from the National Museum, served to carry out very 
thoroughly the desire of Congress in making the appropriation. At the 
same time the Museum became possessed of a large portion of the indus. 
trial exhibits of some thirty foreign governments which participated in 
the exhibition of 1876, and since that time very important additions and 
contributions have been received. from private exhibitors, .American and 
foreign, of materials shown by them in the same exhibition, and in the 
so-called permanent exhibition, which was its temporary successor. 
The new building, which was put up expressly for the reception of 
these collections, has proved to be so well adapted for the reception of 
a great industrial Museum, that many manufacturers and commercial 
houses have been induced to contribute materials for its expansion, and 
there is every prospect that the Museum will develop into one of the 
most perfect and compr~hensive of its class. 
This Museum being by law the only legal depository for all objects 
of art, and of all objects of natural history, and of all geological and 
ethnological specimens belonging, or hereafter to belong, to the United 
States, or gathered by any branch of the public service, and being by 
law and by inheritance the successor of the National Cabinet of Curiosities 
and of the National Institution, the only similar establishments which 
have ever existed in the United States, and having, after a quarter of a 
century, been sustained by annual appropriations from Congress, would 
seem to be entitled to the hearty support of the government in its efforts 
to gain an honorable place among the National Museums of the world, 
and, if possible, to surpass them in completeness and attractiveness. 
It is hoped that in the future the public spirit of many citizens of the 
United States will lead to the deposit in the National Museum of many 
of the extensive private collections now so rapidly increasing through-
out the country in number and extent. 
It should be the aim of the officers of the Museum to encourage such 
deposits, by using the most thorough and painstaking methods in in-
stalling and caring for the specimens under their charge. 
Mr. Barnet Phillips, discussing in the New York Times the future 
JJrospects of the Museum, writes: 
' It does not, of course. behoo-ve a great national enterprise of the 
. haracter I have tried to describe to play the part of a solicitor, nor can 
it go from collector to collector and beg for contributions for its ca es. 
ti11, :With nt directly asking such an enlightened mass of people as our 
wn, it unt a great deal on private support. It believes that there 
~re many p ple in this country-men of means of intelligence-who 
1f they und r ·to d what is the aim of this Mus~um-that of national 
e ucation-wonld gl dly end to it their collection · or knowing wlia.t 
p, rticular la of l de t the in titution was clesirou' of ~ecuriug, would 
c me for c rd p ntaneou ly and give it their aid." 
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Plan of organization.-The chief requisite to success in the develop-
ment of a great museum is ~ perfect plan of organization and a philo-
sophical system of classification. Much thought has been devoted t-0 
these subjects by the officers of the Museum, especially during the past 
two y~ars. Many of the principal museums of Europe have been 
studied by me, personal visits having been made, their catalogues and 
publications minutely compared, and correspondence carried on with 
their officers. It is hoped that the plans which have been developed as 
the result of these labors, may include the best features of similar plans 
hitherto proposed. 
The general idea of the new classification is that the collections 
should form a museum of anthropology, the word "anthropology" being 
applied in it most comprehensive sense. It should exhibit the physical 
characteristics, the history, the manners, past and present, of all peoples, 
civilized and savage, and should illustrate human culture and industry 
in all their phases; the earth, its physical structure and its products, is 
to be exhibited with special reference to its ada{>tation for use by man 
and its resources for his future needs. The so-called natural history 
collections-that is to say, the collections in pure zoology, geology, and 
botany,-should be grouped in separate series, which, though arranged 
0,11 another plan, shall illustrate and supplement the collections in indus-
trial and economic natural history. 
The classification proposed should provide a place for every object in 
existence which it is possible to describe; or which may be designated 
by a name. When the object itself cannot be obtained, its place should 
be supplied by a model, picture, or diagram. 
The following plan of classification is proposed for provisional use; 
the experience of future years will doubtless make it wise to introduce 
into it numerous changes. ·whatever may be its faults, 1.t is believed 
that any object which may come into the possession of the Museum 
may by its means be at once assigned to a place in which it may con-
sistently remain. 
Only the principal divisions of the classification are now presented, 
a more detailed exposition being reserved for the next report. 
OUTLINE OF A SCHEME OF MUSEUM CLASSIFICATION. 
Divisions. Classes. 
I. Mankind ...................... ~. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . 1- 3 
II. The Earth as Man's Abode...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . 4-10 
III. Natural Resources ...................................... 11-15 
IV. The Exploitative Industries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-20 
V. The Elaborative Industries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . 21-38 
VI. Ultimate Products and their Utilization .........•....... 39-47 
VII. Social Relations of Mankind . . . . . ....•..... ~ . . . . . . . • . . 48-54 
VIII. Intellectual Occupations of Mankind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55-64 
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.A.N AL YSIS. 
I.-Jlf ankind.-( Anthropology.) 
1. Man as a zoological unit ........ Somatology and psychology. 
2. Man, grouped in peoples or races. (a) Races of men, physical char-
acters; (b) linguistic characters; (c) art and industrial charac-
ters; (d) ethnogeny; (e) geographical distribution of race ; 
(f) history, prehistoric and recent, &c. 
3. Man, in individual manifestations .... Representative men: Bi-
II.-The earth as ma.n's abode.-(Hexiology.) 
ography. 
4. The earth, in the solar system ...... Cosmology. 
5. The earth's structure .... · .......... Geology. 
6. The features of the eart,h's surface ... Physiography. 
7. The atmosphere and its phenomena.Meteorology. 
8. Effects of man upon the earth's sur- Man and nature. 
face, and of climate, physical 
features, &c., on man. 
9 • .Apportionment and nomenclature Geography. 
of the earth's surface. 
10. Exploration of the earth ......... ~ . Voyages and tra-vels. 
III.-Natural resources.-(Force and matter.) 
11. Force in its manifestations.; ....... Physics, mechanics, and 
physiology. 
12. The elements and their combina- Chemical collections. 
tions. 
13. Inorganic matter .................. Mineralogical collection , 
14. The vegetable kingdom ............ Botanical collections. 
15. The animal kingdom ... . ........... Zoological collections. 
IV.-The exploitative industries.-(Ex_ploitative technology.) 
Prima1·y. 
16. Exploitation of inorganic materials .. Mining and quarrying. 
1'7. Exploitation of vegetable products Lumbering andfield-glean-
of pontaneous growth. ing. 
18. Capture of animals ................ Hunting, fishing, &c. 
Seconclary. 
rn. Culture of plant ...... _ ........... Agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry. 
2 . ul ur of animal : dome tic ani- Pecudj.culture. 
al nd their u e . 
. -The elabC>rati e indu trie .-(Elaborative technology.) 
.::, 1. f £ d- tuff , n 
uf: tur of 
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V.-The elaborative industries-Continued. 
23. Oils, fatu, soaps, and waxes; their prepar_ation and use. 
24. Gums, resins, glues, and ceme11t8. 
25. Pigments and dyes; painting, staining, polishing, bleaching, &c. 
26. The chemical manufactures and their products. 
27. Feathers, hair, bristles, and their use. 
28. Furs and leathers; tanning and currying. 
29. :Fibers, cordage, textile fabrics, needlework, basket-work. 
30. Paper and its manufacture; book-making; stationery. 
31. Hard and :flexible organic tissues and their use. 
32. Woods, and their wood-working industries. 
33. Stones, and the stone-working industries; masonry. 
34. Metals, metallurgy, and the metal industries. 
35. Glass and enamel and their fabrication. 
36. Pottery, and the ceramic industry. 
37. Tools, machinery, and motors, their manufacture and use. 
38. Construction, architecture, and civil engineering. 
VI.-Ultimate proditets and their utilization. 
39. Foods and drinks: preparation, cookery, &c. 
40. Narcotics and masticatories; pipes, &c. 
41. Dress, and personal adornment. 
4~. Buildings, villages, and cities. 
43. Furniture, house interiors, domestic economy, &c. 
44. Heating and illumination. 
45. Medicine, surgery, pharmacology, hygiene, &c. 
46. Public comfort, recreation, protection, arnl rescue. 
47. Transportation by land and water: appliances and accessories. 
VII -Social relations of mankind.-(Sociology and its accessories.) 
48. Tbe vocations of men. 
49. Communication of ideas and their record: writing and printing,. 
telegraphy, signals, &c. 
50. Trade and commerce. 
51. Societies and federations, social, beneficial, religious, and polit-
ical. 
52. Government and law. 
53. War (including armor and weapons). 
54. Festivals, ceremonies, usages, memorials, &c. 
VIII.-Intellectualoccupations of mankind.-(Art, science, and philosophy.) 
55. Garnes and amusements. 
56. Music and musical instruments. 
57. The drama and the stage. 
58. The pictorial, plastic, and decorative arts. 
59. Literature (from the intellectual standpoint only). 
60. Folk lore, traditions, an<l. superstitions. 
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VIII.-J.ntellectual occupations-Con tinned. 
61. Science: (Research an<l record.) Scientific instruments. 
62. Philosophy, religious, metaphysical, and cosmical. 
63. Education and reform; schools, museums, libraries, &c. 
64. Climaxes of human achievement. 
L Man.-In the first division man is exhibited as the central idea 
of the whole system; (1) in a general way: his ~natomical structure 
and physiological functions are graphically shown; (2) as divided into 
races; the physical, the linguistic, and industrial characteristics of 
each race and their geographical distribution and history are taken 
up; and, thirdly, man is shown in his individual manifestation by an 
exhibition of portraits and statues of the representative men of all 
countries and ages. 
II. The Earth.-In the second an exhibition is made of the earth 
considered as man's abode. Viewing the earth as a member .of the 
solar system, the principles of astronomy are illustrated; then are shown 
the structure of the earth, its geological history, its climate, and other 
features by means of which it is especially adapted for human occupa-
tion; and finally the changes which have been produced. ou the earth s 
surface by the agency of man and the whole subject of geography. 
III. Natural resources.-In the third section are to be shown the re-
sources of the earth in the form of minerals, plants, and animals, and 
its laws and manner of utilization. 
IV. Exploitative industry.-In the fourth section are to be shown the 
methods and results of the industries of exploitation ; such as quarry-
ing, mining, hunting, fishing, agriculture, and the rearing of domesti-
cated animals. 
V. The Elaboratii,e industries.-In the fifth section are to be included 
the constructive industries and arts and their products: tlle prepara-
tion and working of stone, brick, pottery, tiles, metal, glass, wood 
textile fabrics, leathers, furs, paper, glues and cements, paints, dyes and 
varnishes, chemical materials, tools and utensils, food products, the 
graphic arts, architecture, engineering, &c. ; and the final products of 
these arts and industries in their primary condition and prepared for 
final utilization, as in the case of costume, e<lifices, furniture and dome tic 
economy, vehicles of transportation, &c. 
VI. Physical condition of man.-In tlie sixth section are to be illu · 
trated tho c ubjects which relate especially to the physical condition 
of man : heating and illumination, furniture, home customs, dome tic 
onomy, lmildiog- , villages and citie , f od , dr ss, medicine, urgery 
J>harmacoloo-y, ui ary ci n e and public ealth, gymnastics an 
plJy, i al ult r ho pital ·, and remedial asylum . 
I.- o ·ial relation .-In the e·rnnth ction are to be hown th 
plian · cl w th · mad u. f by man in hj ocial r lation · the m-
1 uni· i n f i ,. · y writiuo-, t 1 graphic ignal, mail·, ~c., dom . ti 
n ·i, l u 1J ervati ·1 • 1e nd r pr ntativ r ·an-
ization , tr r · , g ,. ·rn.ment nd law, c r monial and 
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VI1I.-Intellect1.ial occupation of man.-In the eighth section are to 
be shown objects illustrating the intellectual and moral condition of 
man: superstitions, crime anu error, benevolent enterprises and reforma-
tory institutions, religious organizations and systems, museums, sports, 
the pictorial and plastic arts, music and musical instruments, the drama, 
folk-lore, literature, science, philosophy, education and educational insti-
tutions, and the most perfect results of human achieveme:ut in every 
direction of activity. 
Possibilities of e.xpanding the above plan.-The above statement of 
the plan of classification, on account of its brevity, fails to give a very 
definite idea of the comprehensiveness of the scheme. In each division 
of the subject, plans have been devised for showing not only the 
present condition of the achievement, but the steps by which man has 
arrived at the present condition in every direction in which human 
activity has been exerted-a graphic history of the developme~t of 
human culture and civilization. 
E g., Expansion of culture of animals.-As an illustration of the 
manner in which each section of this classification may be expanded, 
reference may be made to two or three divisions. Under the head of 
culture of domestic animals, for instance, would be shown the methods 
employed in the culture of sponges, of oysters, of leeches, of bees, of the 
cochineal insect, of silkworms, of maggots for bird food, of crawfish, crabs 
and lobsters; of fish, of poultry, of singing and ornamental birds, of 
fleece-bearing animals, of meat and milk producing animals, of beasts of 
burden, hunting animals, of pets, and the subjects of aquaria, menag-
eries, and zoological gardens. In connection with these would be ex-
hibited a collection of all the animals which have been domestic~ted by 
man in any part of the world, some eighty or ninety species altogether, 
and in the case of the more prominent species-for instance, the dog-
characteristic illustrations of each breed or race. 
E.g., Expansion of transportation.-In the division of transportation 
would be shown all that related to modes of movement, roads, tramways, 
canals, railroads, lines of ocean and river navigation, with the acces-
sories of tunnels, bridges, toll-gates, sign-posts, buoys, light-houses, &c., 
and vehicles of transportation~ from the skate, stilt, snow-shoe, veloci-
pede, and sledge, to the railroad-car, the steamer,.and the balloon. 
E. g., Expansion of graphic arts.-Under the head of the graphic 
arts would be shown, in addition to illustrations of all the various 
methods of engraving upon stone, wood, and metal, of painting and 
photography, a collection illustratjng the art of writing and printing 
from its inception-from the stilus and papyrus-through the pen and 
pencil to the type-writer, electric pen, the hektograph, and the whole 
subject of book-making, printing with engraved types and blocks, with 
movable types, wood-cuts, metal plates, and lithographic stone, the 
details of book-making, proof-reading, and book-sizes of books, &c. 
E. g., Expan~ion of cermnonies.-Under the head of ceremonies, the 
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exercises of religious rites, and social ceremonies, would be Bhol'."U 
ecclesiastical utensils, &c., monuments of all kinds, badges of office, 
flags and banners, heraldic emblems, and regalia, medals, &c. 
Each of the sixty-four principal sections provided for in the classifica-
tion is expanded in an equally comprehensive manner. 
Experiments in methods of arrangenient.-1\foch has been done durina 
the year in studying and experimenting, for the purpose of ascertainina 
how to present to the public in the most effective manner the specimens 
to be shown in the Museum; the main objects in view being, (1) to 
enable the visitors to make their examinations with the least possible 
fatigue of eye and limp; (2) to label the objects in the most concise aml 
instructive manner, and (3) to make the Museum as a whole as beautiful 
and attractive as possible. 
The new building more than meets all exp.ectations. The illumination 
is perfect, the amount of space available for exhibition purposes is un-
doubtedly the maximum for a building of the size, and the disposition 
of the exhibition halls in a single level directly upon the surface of the 
earth, proves to be of great importance both to visitors and to tho ·e 
who have in hand the work of arranging the collections. Over two 
hundred exhibition cases have been constructed, many of which embody 
ideas which have never before been used in museum administration; 
these, however, must be seen to be appreciated. The cases are all of 
mahogany, :finished in tbe natural color, and have been constructed i_n 
accordance with artistic plans furnished by Mr. W. Bruce Gray. Their 
chief recommendations are the following: (1) the building consisting 
practically of a single large hall; the cases are so constructed as to form 
partitions dividing the hail into seventeen halis of lesser extent; (2) the 
cases are all of one Ieng-th 8 feet 8 inches which is the architectural 
' ' unit of the Museum building, or are of such lengths that, combined 
together, they al wa,ys conform to this unit, so that they are interchan O'e-
able; (3) the construction is such that, with very slight expenditure of 
labor, any one of them full of specimens can be transported from on 
part of the building to another, thus allowing great freedom in the 
matter of rearranging the museum; (4) all the smaller specimen ar_ 
mounted in groups upon mall tablets or in glass-covered boxe of um-
form ize, which can be handled with great facility and which afforcl 
gr at ecurity to the•specimen , and diminish immensely th labor f 
pr p rly caring for them; (o) the objects are displayed again t ba k-
gr nn<l whi ·h at the am time afford the gr ate t a to th Y 
f th i it r and the gr at r lief and effi cti ene to th object li -
la 1; ( ) th o d t · ing ·bown ingly ao-ain · a, uitabl a kgroun 1. 
, u 1 t th . ~ m tir r u 0 ·ht a clo e a o i l to th -la front f 
th th n f c nfn ·i n, · ft n x ri uc cl in mu um 
ntir ·ly Y i 1 l · ("') h lab 1 c r print din Jar,. 
1p n I ap r ,f · · ti t · , hi ·h , r mn ·h 1 
th, u ll • r liu r - 1, •l in I cl· an 1 wbit . 
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A id from other Museums.-Many important suggestions have been re-
ceived from the management of the South Kensington Museum, undoubt-
edly the most perfect and artistically arranged museum in the world, 
the director of which has with great courtesy furnished a complete set 
of samples of mounting materia18 and labels and plans of all the exhi-
bition cases. 
Similar aid has been furnished by Dr. Glinther, keeper of the zoologi-
cal department of the British Museum, and by architectural counselor 
Tiede, who has supplied plans of the Zoological Museum at Berlin, of 
which he is the architect, as wen as of other museums in Europe. Ex-
periments have been made with the idea of building the exhibition cases 
of iron, and of :finishing the wooden cases in ebony color, but the cases 
of mahogany, polished in the natural color of the wood with a "rubbed 
hard-oil finish," seem to be at once the most beautiful and the most con-
venient. 
Only a limited number of cases of each pattern have been constructed, 
and the work has been given to nine different manufacturing firms in 
Washington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia-. The experience which has 
been gained by the experiments of the past year will enable the officers 
9f the Museum to proceed understandingly and rapidly with the work 
of completing the installation of the new building with cases. There 
are now on hand in the two buildings about 600 exhibition cases. l\fany' 
of ·these will, however, require to be replaced in the future. 
One of the exhibition halls in the old Smithsonian building has been 
refitted with cases, and bas been experimentally decorated from a de-
sign gratuitously furnished by W. B. Gray, the work being done by the 
well-known firm of John Gibson & Co., of Philadelphia, at exceptionally 
low rates. 
Museum Library.-The increased activity in investigation, as well as 
the needs of the curators in their work of recording the history of the 
collections under their charge, has made it necessary to establish a 
working library in connection with the Museum, it being found impos-
sible to depend upon the old method of drawing books from the Con-
gressional Library. A small number of works has been reclaimed from 
the Smithsonian deposit in the Congressional Library, but the Museum 
Library is, for the most part, made up of a very valuable collection of 
standard zoological and industrial works and bound pamphlets, com-
posing the private library of Professor Baird, which he has given to the 
Museum. 
In response to a special circular, many of the museums and scientific 
societies of .Europe and America have contributed sets of their publica-
tion . The library now contains 5,450 volumes and 4,750 pamphlets, 
bound and unbound, in all a number of 10,200.* 
Books of reference, periodicals, and works of general interest are kept 
* Estimate based on running count. 
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in the general library in the northwest corner of the Museum building, 
while those works relating to special departments are, for the con,en-
ience of workers, placed in sectional libraries in the apartments of the 
se-veral curators. The library system has been under the charge ofl\Ir. 
Frederick W. True, who has already completed a card catalogue of 
the books. 
Work of the P1•eparators.-The work of the various preparators con-
.nected with the Museum has increased in efficiency during the year. 
Mr. Palmer, the chief modeller, has developed sernral new features in 
his work, one of the most important of which is the making in plastGr 
the casts of animals, such as, on account of the shortness of their hair, 
cannot be successfully set up by the taxidermist. Experimentsondogs 
of different breeds and a leopard have been successful. A cast of a 
hlgh-bred pointer is especially remarkable, on account of the faithful 
manner in which all of the marks of its hereditary perfections are shown, 
and on account of the life-like manner in which it is represented in the 
act of pointing. The largest animal cast, which has yet been made, is 
that of a fin-back whale, over 30 feet in length, one side of which ex-
hibits the whale in the attitude of swimming, while upon tlte other, in 
the concavity of the inner outline of the half cast., is to be placed the 
articulated skeleton of the animal. 
The artists, Messrs. Shindler and Hendley, have made many improve-
ments in painting the casts of reptiles, fish, and stone implements, it 
being now possible to produce counterfeits of implements which cannot 
be distinguished from the originals, except by the test of the knife. In 
February of this year Mr. John H. Richard, the veteran zoological 
draughtsman, for several years in the employ of the Museum, died, atan 
adrnnced age. Among many important works illustrated wholly or in 
part by him were Holbrook's "Ichthyology of South Carolina," and 
''North American Herpetology." 
Mr. Marshall, who has been employed entirely in mounting birds 
manifestR increased skill. · 
A number of mammals and skeletons have been mounted at the estab-
li hment of H. A. Ward, in Rochester, N. Y., usually with very satisfac-
tory re ult . 
The photographic gallery in the new building has been fitted up with 
the purpo c of making it one of the most complete establi hment for 
cientific ph too-raphy. 
t m orar force of tone cutters and poli, her bas been employed 
r · in O' th 11 ·ti n f building- tone gathered fo conn ction with 
t nth · n u and 1,32..., cu h e een fini bed. 
fr. . I ngaged in la idary work in th ame 
th lid f uil lin . t ne hich he h 
cl a h 
rk, ccomplis.h d by the 
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Details of administration.-Much thought ·has been devoted during 
the year to the reorganization of the force of experts and workmen em-
ployed in the Museum, and with the beginning of the present fis?al_ year 
several of the principal assistants of the Museum were eomm1ss10ned 
as curators, and were formally assigned to the charg~ of special depart-
ments. 
A schedule has been drawn up by which the employ es of the Museum 
are classified in a number of groups, each grad~ having certain responsi-
bilities and a fixed salary attached to it. Hereafter, changes of salary 
can only be effected by a change of grade; and one source of dissatis-
faction among the employes of the Museum in the past will by this 
arrangement be avoided. In several instances specialists have volun-
teered to perform the duty of curators without pay, for the sake of the 
opportunities of study which they would thus acquire, and have been 
appointed honorary curators. , . 
.Another task which has been accomplished is the formulation of the 
usages and unwritten laws of the establishment in systematic form. So 
long as the number of employes was small, this was, perhaps, unneces-
sary; but it has been of late found essential to have printed in acces-
sible form a "plan of organization," which should define the duties of 
officers and employes in each grade, and should explain for their benefit 
the many forms of administration routine, the observance of which is 
so necessary for the efficiency of the Museum work . 
. One of the results of this new "plan of organization" has been the 
complete rearrangement of the offices and workrooms, in which specimens 
are received, unpacked, and from which they are 'distributed to the 
different departments, and of the storage-rooms and preparators' work-
shops . 
.Another result has been the establishment of the office of registrar, 
this officer being responsible for all matters relating to the reception and 
sending out of packages, the management of the storage-rooms, and the 
record and acknowledgment of accessions, the packing and unpacking 
of boxes. 
The force of ·mechanics, watchmen, engineers and firemen, laborers, 
messengers, and cleaners has been reorganized, and is under the imme-
diate direction of Mr. Henry Horan, superintendent of the building, 
under whose efficient management a high degree of efficiency and dis-
cipline has been attained. 
Employes in this division have been required to assume a uniform 
cap of blue cloth, with the words "U. S. National Museum," and, in 
the case of the superintendent and master-mechanics, with the names 
of their offices in gold letters upon the front. This plan has proved prac-
tically a success, being a convenience to visitors and insuring better disci-
pline. 0omplete reports of work accomplished in the departments of la-
bor and service, in the engineers' and electricians' divisions are on file. 
The electric service of the Museum has been much extended and im-
S. Mis. 109-7 
I 
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proved. The telephones, now i~·every department, afford opportunitie,s 
of communication through the central office, which is in operation night 
and day. Wires have been carried from .the central office to the re j. 
dences of the Director and some of his principal assistants. 
The public-comfort rooms for ladies and men, in the southeast pavil-
ion of the new building, have been open since the time of the inaugura. 
tion ball in March, 1881. 
The visitors' book for 1880 shows 24,000 entries. These are believed 
to represent at least 150,000 visitors, it being a matter of observation 
that only about 10 per cent. of the visitors enter their names. A regis-
tering-machine is now in use, by which a careful record of the number 
of visitors is kept. 
Plans for the better arrangement and preservation of the archives of 
the Museum have been perfected; and a large room in the northwest 
pavilion has been set apart as an archive-room. Here it is intended to 
concentrate all the papers illustrating the history of the Museum. In 
adjoining rooms will be stored the duplicate printed labels and samples 
of apparatus and other ·materials used in the Museum. 
A job printing press, with an assortment of type, for printing labels 
and circulars, has been purchased during the year, with the view of sav-
ing time and affording opportunities for experimenting in the prepara-
tion of exhibition labels, which has hithert<;> been impracticable. All 
considerable jobs of printing are, ~o-wever, as heretofore, done at the 
Government Printing Office. 
Publications.-There has been much activity during the year in the 
direction of scientific investigation, and a considerable number of books 
and papers have been published by the officers, a list of which publica-
tions will be found in the bibliographical appendix, together with a list 
of papers, relating to the government collections, published by others 
than officers of the Museum. A number of important memoirs are in 
preparation-some of them already in the press-which cannot be in-
cluded in the bibliography of 1881, but are referred to in a second sup-
plement containing announcements of works in preparatjon. 
In accordance with a rule of the Museum recently announced, officers 
of the Museum, or others, intending to use Museum material in the 
preparation of memoirs are required to file with the Director of the 
Museum a statement of their intention. This step has been found 
nece ary in order to avoid collisions of interests. 
It i intended at an early date to complete the Bibliographical His-
tory of the Mu eu.m-a work commenced some years ago by the present 
Dir ctor. Thi will form an exhaustive index to all that has been 
written concerning the gov rnment collection. 
bibliogr phy of the 1mblication of Prof. S. F. Baird, now in pre , 
will r e a fir ti t llment to thi work, and in thi connection is 
P ti ul rly a1>pr I riat , in h wa really the fir t to begin the proper 
utiliz tiou f the terial of the use um. 
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The Biological Society of Washington has since October 1 held its 
-monthly meetings in the archive room of the Museum. The average 
attendance at these meetings has been about 40; and many papers of 
importance have been presented, a considerable portion of which related 
to collections in the Museum. 
It is intended to fit up one of the smaller ranges in the new building 
with chairs, in order that it may be used for meetings of this and sim-
ilar societies, and for use as a lecture-room at such times in the :future 
as it may be found desirable to have public lectures given in connection 
with the work of the Museum. 
A table, prepared by Dr. Bean, showing the number of entries in the 
record books for the years 1880 and 1881 is presented below, and Appen-
dix D a detailed alphabetical list of contributors to the Museum. 
Table showing the number of entries in the 1·ecord boo~s of the United· States National 
Museum at the close of the yea1·s 1880 and 1881, respectively. 
Class. 1880. 1881. 
Mammals . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . • . . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 13, 264 13, 360 
Birds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • . 81, 329 85, 673 
tf~!~~S- ~~~ ~~~~~~~-8.::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~g!+ ~~: t~~ 
Skeletons and skulls . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . .. • • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • • . 16. 367 16, 610 
~fif:t~~~·a:iia::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :: : ::::::: ::: :: ::::::: ::: ::: ::: 1~: m 1:: m 
Annelids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 100 100 
Mollusks................. . ............................................. 33,169 33,281 
t~~~~S aniJ.'p~O~;~a"x;;::: :::::::: ~:::::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :·::: .... ~: ~~~- 4' +ig 
Invertebrate fossils . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . • .. . • . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . .. . . . 9, 750 .. 11, 478 
~ui~~--s-to~ea: ::::::::::::::::: :: ::: : ::::: :::: ::: : :: ::::::: :::: :::::: ·--~~: ~~~. 2~: gg~ 
Ethnological specimens................. .... .. . ... . . . .... .. .... .. ...... 45,570 51,410 
Total increase, so far as entered in catalogue, 1881, 24,470. 
Increase 
1881. 
97 
4,345 
1,974 
2,639 
244 
229 
1,165 
113 
1,359 
700 
1,729 
1,103 
2,932 
5,841 
The principal operations in the Museum during the year may perhaps 
best be described by a reference to what bas been accomplished in each 
special departrdent of work. 
ART AND INDUSTRY. 
In the department of art and industry there·has been considerable ac-
tivity, although the want of suitable exhibition cases has rendered it 
impossible to show many of its results to the public. The great mass of 
material acquired at the close of the Philadelphia Exhibition (which ma-
terial has since been stored in the Armory building) has now been brought 
to the Museum and stored in two of the central courts. The collections 
of naval models and musical instruments and a .portion of the Chinese 
collection have been put in order and are ready for exhibition. 
Materia Medica.-The materia medica collections have been assorted 
and catalogued by Dr. J. M. Flint, surgeon, U. S. N., who has been 
detailed by the Surgeon-General of the Navy to superintend the work 
of building up this department of the Museum. . During the year most 
of the drugs and medicines have been arranged, and the catalogue 
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shows 1,574 en.tries. Many· of these are specimens of Chinese medi-
cines and the remainder are the. first,installment of the gift of Messrs. 
W. H. Schieffelin & Co., of New York City, who have volunteered to 
furnish to the Museum a complete collection of the drugs now in use in 
the United States and Europe. · 
A very complete collection of the official pharmacoproias of all na-
tions has been gathered, and · Dr. Flint has undertaken the work of 
compiling from these, for use in the arrangement of the collections, a 
list of all the articles of the materia medica of the world and the author-
ized preparations of each. 
Foods.-A considerable amount of work has been done upon the col-
lection of foods by Prof. J. Howard Gore, who reports that there are now 
in the Museum 951 specimens belonging to this department, 225 from 
China, 516 from the Indians of North America, and 210 preparations of 
marine foods, gathered in connection with the fisheries exhibit. 
Messrs. H.K. & F. B. Thurber & Co., of New York City, have under-
taken to prepare for the Museum, without charge, a full exhibition of 
the food-substances handled in the grocery trade of the United States, 
which will form an excellent nucleus for this department. There have 
been received from the various manufactories of canned :fishery prod-
ucts sample cans · showing all the br.tnds of canned fish put up in the 
United States during the census year-an important addition to the 
fishery collection. 
It would be premature to attempt to state the extent and nature of 
the collections in this department. Through the exertions of' Mr. Thoma 
Donaldson, a large number of the most important of the exhibits which 
were retained at the close of the Philadelphia Exhibition in the so-called 
Permanent Exhibition of Philadelphia have been given to the National 
Museum and are now stored in Philadelphia, there to be retained until 
the Museum is ready for their reception. An enumeration of these arti-
cles will be more appropriate in the report for the year 1882. 
Aid of Manufacturing and Commercial Firms.-Impottant contribu-
tions have been promised by several manufacturing and commercial 
houses, prominent among which are a full exhibition of paints, varnishes, 
and pigments, by Messrs. F. W. Devoe & Co., of New York; of chemical 
products, by Powers, Weightman & Co., of Philadelphia; of perfumes 
and essential oils, by Young, Ladd & Coffin, of New York City; of the 
appliances and operations of dentistry, by the S. S. White Manufac-
turing Company, of Philadelphia, and others of less extent but of equal 
intere t. 
Accessions of the year.-Among the important contributions received 
<luring the year may be mentioned a large series of cotton fabrics, illus· 
tratiDg th c ndition of that branch of the textile industry of the United 
t t during the C llSU ear, ,ent by the various mills at the request Of 
w rd tkin on, pecial agent of the Tenth Census; a collection of 
rna ental wood of Japan, a hundred in number, con · ting of 
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panels of polished wood upbn which are painted accurate delineations 
of the leaves flower and fruit of the trees from which they are derived, 
and framed i~ secti~ns of the bark of the same tree, given by the Uni-
versity of Tokio; a collection illustrating fully the ice industry, given by 
the Knickerbocker Ice Company; a whale-boat with all its apparatus, 
given by J. H. Bartlett & Sons, of New Bedford, Mass. ; a collection of 
30 working models of schooners, illustrating the history of the fishing 
schooner of New England from the beginning of the present century, 
obtained by Mr. A. Howard Clark from the ship-builders of Cape Ann, 
Mass.; an exhibit illustrating the process of making kid gloves, show-
ing each stage from the natural skin to the completed glove, the gift of 
Eugene Krebbs, Regensburg, Germany; a series of samples of the native · 
cottons of Japan, from the Japanese Government; an illustration of 
the process of overlaying and wood-cut printing, given by Mr. Theodore L. 
De Vinne, of New York; and a collective exhibit of brushes, showing all 
the applications of hair and bristles manufactured, from Miles Bros. & 
Co., of New York. 
.A.RCHAJ:OLOGY: CHARLES RAU. 
The installation of the collections in the archreological department, 
under the direction of Dr. Cha;les ~au, is further advanced than in any 
other department of the Museum. The bulk of specimens is now so 
gr~at that thereis ·not room for t~eir proper exhibition in the apartment 
assigned to them, and the removal to the new building of the ethno-
graphic and industrial materials now exhibited in the archreological hall 
will afford opportunity for a much better presentation of the relics of 
prehistoric man. Dr. Rau reports 1,432 entries in his record books 
during the last half of the year,* and all important object~ have been 
mounted and placed in the exhibition cases. It is estimated. that there 
are now 20,536 specimens mounted, labeled, and arranged in the exhi-
bition series. 
Among the most important accessions to this department are twelve 
boxes, containing 195 specimens, obtained by Hon. J. G. Henderson in 
the mounds near Naples, Ill.; a fine series of 130 specimens of Dan-
i~h stone implements, the gift of the Royal Museum of Copenhagen, 
Denmark; 52 specimens, the result of mound exploration in Sauk County, 
Wisconsin, by Mr. Stephen B~wers; 161 specimens of stone implements 
from Carroll County, Tennessee, by Mr. James M. Null; 99 specimens 
of Indian remains and implements, collected by Mr. S. T. Walker on the 
southern shore ofChoctawhatchee Bay, Florida; 154 specimens of imple-
ments from Mrs. S. S. Haldeman, Pennsylvania; collections made by 
Dr. Edw. Palmer in Tennessee and adjoining States, and two drilled 
• The archreological specimens prior to July 1, 1881, were entered in the general 
ethnological catalogues, and the entries :fur the entire year are included in the 5,841 
entries given for ethnology in general. 
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ceremonial objects of great value, acquired by purchase from :Mr. D. 
W. Harris, of Louisiana. 
ETHNOG RA.PHY. 
Dr. Edward Forenian has been constantly employed since June 1 in 
cataloguing the ethnographic material. The most important accession 
of the year consists of forty-four boxes obtained by Col. James Steven-
son from the Pueblo Indians of the Southwest, the contents of which 
have been placed on exhibition in temporary cases in the northeast range 
of the new building . 
.Among other important collections are those made by Messrs. Lucien 
.M. Turner and E.W. Nelson, Signal-Service observers in Alaska; a con-
siderable collection of objects obtained by Commander L.A. Beardslee, 
U. S. N., the most of which were devices made by the Shamans of the 
Northwest coast, including a series of curiously carved and painted 
rattles, a wand similarly decorated, a wooden 
I 
spoon, &c., all <;>f them 
bearing superstitious figures and employed by the medicine men in the 
use of witchcraft and in expelling disease; a few Indian implements 
obtained by C. J. Hering from Surinam, and a collection of 34.- masks 
from Japan, used by the actors in the medimval lyric drama of that 
country, known as ''No," and obtained t-hrough the First Manufactur-
ing and Trading Company of Tokio. 
During the year, General Horace Capron deposited a valuable collec-
tion of Japanese materials, obtained by him while in the service of that 
government. 
MAMMALS: FREDERICK W, TRUE. 
In the department of mammals there have been fifty-five accession 
lots and 97 entries in the catalogue. Little has been done with the 
exhibition series during the year, an early removal of the collections to 
the new building being contemplated. Cases for their reception are now 
in progress of construction. Mr. True, acting curator of the department 
reports the following census of mounted mammals : 
24 
20 
31 
125 
9 
30 
14 
9 
4 
1 
2 
Bats . .............. . --····· 
l\1oles . . . . . . . . . . . . - -. · · · · · · · 1~ 
Rodents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Edentates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Mar upials and monotreme . . 56 
Casts: Monkeys ........... -. 
Seals ........ . .. , .. - -
Elk ... . ...... ... -. - -
Porpoises ........... -
1 
1 
Total .......... . ........ 6 -
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.Among the most import~nt additions have been a collection of skins 
of Arctic mammals, sent by Mr. R. McFarlane, of Huds<?n's Bay Com, 
pany, from Athabasca; a collection of mammals from Surinam, sent by 
Mr. C. J. Hering, of Paramaribo; skins of antelope and deer, sent by 
Mr. Charles Ruby, of the United States Army, at Fort Laramie, WycJ.; 
skins of polar bear, white whale, .and three species of seal, including 
one male and two young of the very rare saddle-back seal, Histriophoca 
equestris, brought by E. W. Nelson, Signal-Service observer at Saint 
Michael's, Alaska; a specimen of manitee, in the flesh, from the Amazon 
River, by E. G. Blackford, of New York, and a mounted skeleton of the 
celebrated race-horse Henry Clay, the progenitor of the American race 
of trotting horses, given by Hon. Erastus Corning, of Albany, and Mr. 
Henry O. Jewett, of Buffalo. Mr. P. T. Barnum has sent a specimen in 
the flesh of a leopard, which has been cast; and, in response to special 
request for specimens of thorough-bred dogs, to be used in forming a 
collection of casts of the races of domestic dogs, Dr. T. Berwick Legare, 
of Camden, S. C., has given a pointer dog of the best blood; and Miss 
.Anna W. Kelly, of Havre de Grace, Md., an Italian greyhound. From 
the ·united States Fish Commission and its correspondents have been 
obtained seven specimens of porpoises in the flesh, all of which have 
been cast, and which afford extremely valuable material for settling 
certain undecided questions concerning the cetacea of the Atlantic. The 
progress of the work upon the cast of the fin-back whale has been 
allu<l.ed to in connection with the work of the preparators. 
BIRDS: ROBERT RIDGWAY. 
In the department of birds there have been seventy-four accession 
lots. Under the direction of Mr. Robert Ridgway there bas been much 
activity in this department in·reorganizing the exhibition series of speci-
mens and in eliminating duplicates from the storage series. There have 
been 4,345 entries in the catalogue. The removal of the mammals and 
skeletons to the new building will give an opportunity for a much more 
satisfactory exhibition of the ornithological collections. 
The most important addition has been Mr. Ridgway's private collection 
of American birds, containing 2,302 specimens of 778 species, especially 
important because the specimens have been selected in the field to illus-
trate variations of color and form due to age, sex, and geographical 
location. 
In addition to numerous small collections, others of special interest 
b·ave been received of the birds of Mexico and Yucatan, from A. Bou-
car<l., of Paris; of Surinam, from C. J. Hering, of Paramaribo ; of Gre-
na<l.a, from J. G. Wells, of Saint Andrews; of Guatemala, from L. Guesde; 
of Dominica, from Dr. H. A. Nichols; of Costa Rica,from J.C. Zeledon; 
of Japan, from Dr .. i' C. Dale, U.S. N.; of Florida, from Messrs. J. Bell 
and S. T. Walker; of Wyoming, from Charles Ruby; of Indiana, from 
Mr. Ridgway; and of Illinois, from Mr. L. M. Turner. 
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Mr. Ridgway gives the following census of the bird collection: 
Reserve series : 
Mounted specimens ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000 
Skins . . ........... . ..... ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 000 
Total reserve ........................... -~ . . . . . . . . 47, 000 
Duplicates .... . ................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55, 000 
REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS: HENRY C, YARROW. 
The department of herpetology, under the direction of Dr. H. C. Yar-
row, has received much attention, and the work of separating the reserve 
series, for exhibition and study, from the duplicates has been nearly 
completed. The collection has been put in excellent order, in fresh al-
cohol, and provided throughout with tags of block-tin. The large col-
lections of exotic and domestic reptiles which have for many years been 
under the custody of Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, haye been 
reclaimed and properly distributed. There have been, during the 
year, seventy-five accession lots received, and 1,974 entries upon the 
catalogues. Messrs. Walker, Bell, and Witt.field have collected exten-
sively in Florida; Mr. Ridgway, in Indiana; Mr. S. W. Marnark, in 
Texas; and Mr. Henry L. Barker, in South Carolina. The exotic rep-
tiles have been received from C. J. Hering; Professor Duges, of Mex-
ico; Mr. L. Guesde, of Guadaloupe; Dr. Wilford Nelson, British con-
sul at Panama; Prof. Felipe Poey, of Ravanna, Cuba; and Mr. Fig-
yelmesy, United States consul at Demerara. A considerable percent-
age of the reptiles has been received alive, and there has been oppor-
tunity to add largely to the collection of casts. The collection of tur-
tles has been overhauled, and has been arranged by Messrs. Frederick 
W. True and Newton P. Scudder. 
A census of the collections of reptiles gives the following result: 
Number of species North America reptiles represented• --- . . . 361 
Number of specimens (lots) in reserve ..... _ .................. 3,340 
Number of exotic specimens (lots) ........................... 1, 765 
Number of species added to reserve in 1881... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Number of pecirnen added to reserve in 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239 
Number of lot overhauled in 1881 . . . . . . . .................. 3 6~3 
Number of living specimens received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 
Number of living p cimens on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;:35 
The coll ction of ca t numb r 2, 61 being of snake , 11 of lizard , 
3 of crocodil and 7 f be tra hian . 
For y-tbr · pccit: lacking. 
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Many of the turtles have been sent to the carp ponds of the Fish 
Commission, where a· large proportion of all species of American tes-
tudinates may now be seen living. The reserve collection of turtles, 
according to Messrs. F. W. True and N. P. Scudder, who have. had it 
in charge, now includes 568 specimens; of which 490 are in alcohol, 38 
are casts, and 40· are skeletons. 
FISHES: TARLETON H. BEAN. 
In the department of ichthyology, under the direction of Dr. T. H. 
Bean, there has been much activity, but, owing to the immense bulk of 
the collections, the limited storage-space, and the entire absence of ac-
commodation for the exhibition of the reserve series, the work has 
been much retarded. The fitting up of the west range of the Smith-
sonian building for the reception of alcoholic vertebrates-a work ·now 
nearly completed-will enable the curator of this department to revolu-
tionize its arrangement during the coming year. It is impossible at 
present to make any estimate whatever of the extent of these collec-
tions. There have been dur:ing the year 125 accession lots and 2,639 
entries on the catalogues. The most important additions to the collec-
tious resulted from the labor of the United States Fish Oommission1 
whose recent explorations in the deeper waters along the coast have 
resulted in the discovery of numerous important forms of deep-sea fish. 
The collection.s made by Prof. D.S. Jordan on the coast of California, 
and by Dr. T. H. Bean in Alaska, are also very extensive and full of in-
terMt. The former were overhauled by Prof. D. ·s. Jordan and his 
assistant, Mr. Charles L. McKay, during a visit to the Museum in Feb-
ruary; and, after the reserve series had been taken out, 70 sets of du-
plicates, containing in all about 15,000 specimens, were made up. These 
have since been distributed to the principal museums of the world, 
giving to the National Museum large credits upon which to draw in 
future for duplicate natural-history material in the possession of those 
establishments. 
Important collections were also received from Mr. C.H. Gilbert, who 
during the winter of 1881 made extensive explorations on the Pacific 
coast of Central America and the Isthmus of Panama. 
Important lots have also been received from Mr. James G. Swan. 
collected by him in the vicinity of Puget Sound; · from Lieut. H. E. 
Nichols, in Alaska; from Mr. C. C. Leslie, in Charleston, S. C.; from 
Capt. Charles Bendire, U. S. A., in Wa&hington Territory ; from Josiah 
Skinner, in the vicinity of Wetumpka, Ala; from Vinal N. Edwards, 
Wood's Holl, Mass.; from Col. Marshall McDonald, in the Chesapeake · 
Bay; from Mr. E.G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, New York City; 
from Prof. S. A. Forbes, in the waters of Illinois; from Miss Rosa Smith, 
in San Diego, Cal.; from Andrea Larco, of Santa Barbara; from Dr. J. W. 
Velie, of the Chicago Academy of Sciences; from S. T. Walker and Silas 
Stearns, in Florida; from Livingston Sterne, in California; from Walter 
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Hayden, at Moose Factory, Hudson's Bay territory; and from Dr. O. P. 
Hay, in the Mississippi River. Exotic fishes have been received from F, 
Busse, of Giestemiinde, Germany; from Dr. H. A. Nichols, of Dominica; 
from the :.Public Museum of Kingston, Jamaica; from the Auckland Mu-
seum of New Zealand; from Prof. Alfred Duges, of Guanajuato, Mexico; 
and from Frederick M. Wallem, of Bergen. Charles Scribner's Sons, of 
New York, have presented a copy of the sumptuous work published by 
them on the " Game Fishes of North America: "-the text by G. Brown 
Goode, the plates by J. A. Kilbourne. 
I 
INSECTS : CHARLES V, RILEY. 
The department of entomology is Qne which has, for excellent reasons, 
been very little cultivated in the National Museum, although in previ-
ous years_:the Smithsonian published many extensive works on insects, 
and paid much attention to gathering material for investigation. 
The subject of entomology is divided by students into so many 
branches, each of which is occupied by a small number of specialists, and 
it being deemed of first importance to have the materials which are col-
lected carefully studied and reported upon, the collections, as received, 
have been distributed in lots to the eight or ten entomologists who 
have been serving as collaborators of the Museum, and the material 
not thus disposed of has been turned over to the entomologists of the 
Department of Agriculture. The necessity of a department of system-
atic and economic entomology has, however, been always recognized, 
and on the occasion of the present reorganization steps have been taken 
to establish such a department. Prof. C. V. Riley, the entomologist 
of the Department of Agriculture, has been appointed honorary curator, 
and has deposited his own private collection of insects, with the idea of 
using it as a nucleus for the development of a collection fitting the 
dignity af a national museum. 
The collection deposited by Professor Riley, as stated in the circular, 
comprises some 30,000 species and upward of '150,000 specimens of all 
orders, and is contained in some 300 double-folding boxes, in larg~ book 
form, and in two cabinets containing 80 glasR drawers, the specimens 
being all in admirable condition and classified, so far as determined. 
The collection is especially valuable for the large amount Df material it 
contain , representing and illustrating the life-habits of insects and 
everything relating to their transformation and economy. 
In addition to the collection proper, Professor Riley has also furnished 
a large amount of mi cro~ copic material mounted on slides, and illus-
trative of more minute form of insect life and their structure, together 
wi h much para1 hernalia, uch a drying and relaxing boxes, spreading-
c llecting-material , &c., which will prove mo t u eful in the 
w rk of the partm nt. Finally, he ha also adde 1 that portion of 
hi pa hlet-ca e library relating to the ubject of entomology, and 
c0 i ting of 1 ca , and u r 1 f O pam hlet . 
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Three large walnut cases, containing entomological material, both 
dry and in alchohol, have been transferred, with the consent of Com4 
missioner Loring from the Department of Agriculture. This material 
represents the a~cumulation of many years from different go;vernment 
exploring expeditions, though most of it has passed through the hands. 
of specialists and is not in very good condition. 
Specialists in entomology will be encouraged to deposit their types 
by the promise of painstaking custody, and particul_ar attention will be. 
paid in the future to the development · of this department. There have 
been received during the year fifty-three accession lots, the most inter-
esting of which, perhaps, were collections of butterflies from Africa and 
Bra~il, presented by Paymaster Albert W. Bacon, U. S. N., and a series 
of plaster casts of the dwellings of Texas ants, obtained from the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. 
CONCHOLOGY: WILLI.AM H. D.A.LL. 
The department of conchology, under the care of Mr. W. H. Dall, 
honorary curator, has been in a quiescent state during the year, owing 
to the fact that the officer in charge has been occupied in other duties. 
The removal of the invertebrate fossils to the other building will, by 
affording more room in the conchological laboratory, give better oppor-
tunities for work in the future. Eighteen accession lots have been 
received in the Museum, chief among which are a collection from the 
Pacific coast by Mr. Henry Hemphill, of San Diego, Cal.; and a collec-
tion from Italy, received from Rev. Eugene Vetromile, of Machias, Me. 
Extensive additions have been made to this ·department in the course 
of the dredging operations of the United States Fish Commission. This 
material, with that of previous years, is still in the hands of Prof. A. E. 
Verrill, at New Haven, where it is being worked up under his direc-
tion. · - -
Among other important collections, which will be made available to 
students as soon as cases can be provided, is that recently deposited 
by Mr. W. G. Binney, containing the types of his voluminous writings 
upon the land and fresh-water shells of North America; and the collec-
tion of North American Unionidm, labeled for the Museum by Dr. James 
Lewis, of Mohawk, N. Y. 
MA.RINE INVERTEBRATES: RICH.A.RD RATHBUN. 
The department of marine invertebrates, under the direction of Mr. 
Richard Rathbun, has been enriched by thirty-one accession lots. As 
in the case of the conchological department, the principal additions have 
been made by the United States Fish Commission, which have not yet 
been forwarded from New Haven. There has been great activity in this 
department, as is indicated by the report of its curator. 
Thrne thousand three hundred and thirty-four entries have been made 
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in the record books; 1,358 radiates; 1,164 crustaceans;_ 700 sponges and 
protazoa; and 112 mollusks . 
.All the materials in storage have been examined and have receired 
what care was necessary. Much work has been accomplished in the 
.way of duplicate material for distribution, it being estimated that orn 
a million specimens, representing one hundred and fifty species, are now 
ready to be distributed in this manner. 
"One of the most important achievements made in this department 
in 1881," reports the curator, "has been the proper mounting for museum 
display of nearly all the reserve specimens of corals and sponges now 
possessed by the Museum." This work has been performed by :Mr. E. 
H. Hawley in tlie most perfect manner, and he has also just :finished 
mounting a series of the larger and more prominent New England echi-
noderms; the larger share of the stony corals mounted and some of the 
Gorgonian corals are types collected by tlie United States Exploring 
Expedition, labeled by Prof. J. D. Dana, and some recently examined 
and relabeled by Prof . .A.. E. Verrill. 
The coral collection is one of great value and beauty, and represent 
many fauna] regions. ..A.II of the species of corals known from the fish-
ing-banks of eastern North .America are represented in it. 
The mounted collection of sponges contains specimens of all the 
species and of most of the varieties of commercial sponges from Florida, 
the Bahamas, and the Mediterranean, labeled by Prof . .A.. Hyatt of tll.e 
Boston Society of Natural History. , In addition are many specimens 
collected by the United States Exploring Expedition, and from other 
sources. 
The total number of specimens mounted is 1,031; 700 of which are 
corals; 225, sponges; and 106, echinoderms. 
The corals which have been thus mounted are believed to be more 
ai::tistically and tastefully exhibited than any similar collection in auy 
other museum in the world. 
The west hall of the Smithsonian Building is now being fitted up for 
the reception of this collection; the minerals and ceramic specimen , 
hitherto there displayed, being in process of removal to the new build-
ing. The special collection of the cephalopod crustaceans made by Mr. 
Rathbun, as material for a special investigation now in progress in hi 
laboratory, is one of the finest in the world, filling over ~even hundred 
bottle . .Among the most interesting accessions, in addition to tho e 
gathered by the Fish Commis ion, are a number of small lots obtained 
by the G louce ter :fl hermen on the off-shore banks, a fine collection of 
invertebrate from the vicinity of Cherry tone, Virginia, gathered by 
ol. arhall IcDonald of the Fi h Commission; a choice suit of coral 
from Ilayti the gift of Prof. J. I. Langston, con ul-gen ral, at Por au 
Prince· c llection f marine inv rtebrate gathered by fo r ' . Tel n 
nn 1 Turn r and fr m J, pan by . Dal , U. . ..l • and l\ r. 
L. Jou -, attach 1 t th alo . . 
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There have been :fifty-seven accessions of paleontological specimens. 
Except in the department of invertebrate paleontology, under the di-
rection of Dr. O. A. White, curator, there has been little attention paid 
<luring the year to work upon the collections of fossils. 
~ 
FOSSIL INV_ERTEBRATES : C. A. WHITE, 
The collections in invertebrate paleontology have received consider-
able attention from Dr. White, who has, however, been absent for a 
great part of the year, occupied in work for the Geological Survey and 
as a member of _the artesian wells commission, under the direction of 
the Commissioner of Agriculture. Material progress has, however, 
been made in the final arrangement of the tertiary and cretaceous fos~ils, 
valuable fro~ having been so thoroughly reported upon by the late 
Prof. F. B. Meek. Among the most important accessions to this collec-
tion have been the first series of duplicates from the Hall collection of 
fossils, the gift of the A~erican Museum of Natural History, of New 
York City, a collection of cretaceous and Laramie fossils, gathered in 
Colorado by Dr. White, and a large collection of European tertiary 
and cretaceous fossils from M. J. J. M. De Morgan, of Paris. 
FOSSIL BOTANY: LESTER F. WARD. 
Prof. L. F. Ward, fossil botanist of the Geological Survey, has been 
appointed honorary curator of the department of fossil botany; but, 
at the beginning of the present calendar year, he had not entered upon 
active duties. The extensive collection of fossil-plants gathered in 
past years by the government exploring expeditions and geological 
surveys, and which bas for many years been in the custody of Prof. Leo 
Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, one of the finest collections of fossil-
plants in the world, having been re-arranged and labeled by Professor 
Lesquereux, has been placed in the final custody of the museum. Cases 
have been prepared for its reception, and during the present year it 
will be arranged for the use of students. The collection of fossil verte-
brates, :filling hundreds of boxes, is still in the storage-rooms. No steps 
have yet been taken to provide for their rearrangement. 
PLANTS: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
In accordance with an arrangement made many years ago with the 
Department of Agriculture, all botanical specimens received by the 
National Museum are placed jn the -custody of the botanist of that es-
tablishment, and the very extensive herbaria of the Museum are on de-
po it in the Agricultural Buildings, under the charge of Dr. Geo. A. · 
Vasey. 
Fourteen accession lots of plants have been received during the year. 
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.A portion of these are living water plants, and h~ve been assigned to 
the superintendent of the government carp-ponds, under whose charge 
the Fish Commission has developed an extensive plantation of water. 
lilies and other interesting aquatic species. 
MINERALOGY ..A.Nn ECONOMIC GEOLOGY: GEORGE W, H.A.WES. 
In the department of mineralogy, under the direction of Dr. G. W. 
Hawes, there has been great activity during the year. The mineralog. 
ical and metallurgical materials, collected in all parts of the country for 
the Centennial Exhibition, and presented by foreign governments atit 
, close, and which for five years past have occupied the two lower stories 
of the armory building, have all been unpacked and assorted, and the 
greater portion of them removed to the new building. Many of the most 
bulky and interesting blocks of minerals and ores have been placed on 
exhibition on a concrete pavement outside of and along the west main 
hall of the new building. Dr. Hawes, in connection with an investiga. 
tion upon the building-stones of the United States, which heis carrying 
on in behalf of the Tenth Census, has gathered specimens of stone from 
every quarry in the United States; and a force of :fifteen men, in part 
detailed from the Census Office, has been occupied all the year in pre· 
paring them for study and exhibition. The blocks, which are, for the 
most part, received by mail in a rough co11rdition, have been dressed and 
polished in four-inch cubes. T:qese cubes, when :finished, show upon 
different sides the appearance of the stone when polished, ax.ham· 
mered, bush-hammered, rough-faced, drafted, and rough. 
Up to the 1st of January, 1881, there have been forwarded by special 
agents of the census, or by other persons upon their solicitations, 3,030 
specimens of building-stones, representing nearly every quarry of im-
portance in the United States. Of this number 1,277 have been dres ed 
in the manner just referred to. The Museum had already in its posse · 1 
sion 535 dressed specimens, many of them in blocks a foot square, or 
larger, and beautifully polished, showing the products of many of the 
principal .American quarries, and those of several foreign countries. 
Numerous analyses of building-stones by the chemical and specific 
gravity methods have been made by Messrs. lf. P. Dewey and F. W. 
Taylor. 
Since the 1st of June, Mr. Geo. P. Merrill bas prepared 1,550 micro-
scopic slide of building-stones, to be used in connection with the inves-
tigation. 
In addition to the building-stones received, there have also been fifty-
seven accession lots, among the most important of which are a mag-
nificient collection of stalactites and stalagmites from the Luray Caverns, 
the gift of the Shenandoah alley Railroad Company, and an exten i ve 
s ri s f mineral from the ellow tone National Park, including the 
top of a g rwi h e"" nteen penings,obtained by Col. P. W. Norris, 
superintendent of th park. 
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APPENDIX A.-LIST OF OFFICERS, JANUARY 1, 1882.• 
SPENCER F. BAIRD •••.... .. Searetary of the Smithsonian Institution and Director. 
0, BROWN GOODE ..... . · ..• .Asliistant Di.rector; Curator, Dep'·t of .Art and !ndustry. 
WILLI.AM H. DALL ...•••. .. Honorary Curator, Department of C(Jnchology. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY ...•.... Curator, Department of Ornithology. 
CHARLES RAU ....•........ Curator, Department of .Archmology. 
TARLETON H. BEAN ....... Curator, Dep't Ichthyology, and Editor of Proceedings. 
HENRY C. YARROW ...... .. Honorary Curator, Department of Herpetology. 
CHARLES A. WHITE ....... Curat01·, Department of Invertebrate Paleontology. 
GEORGE W. HA WES .•...•. Curator, Department of Geology. 
JAMES M. FLINT ........ •.. Honorary Curator, Department of Materia Medica. 
RICHARD RATHBUN ....... .Assistant Curator, in charge Dep't of Marine Invertebrate&. 
EDW .ARD FOREMAN ...... . .Assistant, Department of Ethnography. 
FREDERICK W. TRUE .... . Librarian; acting Cura.tor, Department of Mammala. 
FREDERICK W. TAYLOR .. Chemist. 
GEORGE P. MERRILL ...... .Aid, Department of Mineralogy. 
WILLIAM S. YEATES ....•.. .Aid, Department of Mineralogy • 
.APPENDIX B.-BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MUSEUM WORK FOR 
1881. 
I.-P APERS BY OFFICERS OF THE MUSEUM. 
BE.AN, TARLETON H. Descriptions of new species of fishes ( Uranidea 
marginata, Potamocottus Bendirei) and of Myctophum crenulare J. & G. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, iv, pp. 26-29.) 
Notes on some fishes from Hudson's Bay. 
(Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., iv, pp. 127-129.) 
--- Descriptions of new fishes from Alaska and Siberia. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, pp. 144-159.) 
Identifications of McCloud River, California, fishes, referred 
to in a paper based on a letter of J.B. Campbell. 
(Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1881, i, p. 46.) 
Directions for collecting and preserving fish. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, pp. 235-238.) 
A preliminary catalogue of the fishes of Alaska and adjacent 
waters. 
(Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., iv, pp. 239-272.) 
• The names in each grade are arranged in the order of seniority. 
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BEAN, TARLETON H. Movements of young alewives (Pomolobussp.)in 
Colorado River, Texas. _ -' 
(Bull. U.S. F. C., 1881, i, pp. 69, 70.) 
-- - · Notes on a shipment by the United States Fish Commission of 
California salmon ( Oncorhynchus chouicha) to Tanner's Creek, Indi. 
ana, in 1876. 
(Bull. U.S. F. C., i, pp. 204, 205.) 
---- Account of a shipment by the United States Fish Commissioo 
of California salmon-fry (Oncorhynchus chouicha) to Southern Lou-
isiana, with a note on some collections made at Tickfaw. 
(Bull. U. S. F. q., i, pp. 205, 206.) 
--- A contribution to the biography of the commercial cod of Alaska. 
(Forest and Stream, April 28, 1881, pp. 250-252; also in Trans . .A.mer. Fish 
Cult. Association, 1881, pp. 16-34.) 
-· -- List of deep-water fishes, etc. See under VERRILL, Notice of 
the remarkable Marine Fauna of New England. 
(Am. Jour. Sci. Oct., 1881, vol. xxii, pp. 295-297.) 
--- See also under GOODE and BEAN . 
. 
DALL, WILLIAM H. The Chukchis and their neighbors in the north-
eastern extremity of Siberia. 
(Proc. Royal Geogr. Soc. London, iii, pp. 568-570.) 
Hydrologie des Bering-meeres und der benachbarten Gewasser. 
(Petermann's Geqgr., Mittheilungen, 1881, pp. 361-380.) 
Table of currents in Northern Pacific and map of Bering Strait 
and vicinity. 
Hydrologie des Bering-Meeres und der benachbarten Gewasser 
(Petermann's Geogr., Mittheilungen, 1881, pp. 443-448.) 
American work in the department of recent Mollusca during 
the year 1880. 
(Amer. Naturalist, September, 1881, xv, pp. 704-718. Separate; without 
cover or title page.) 
On the so-called Chukchi andNamollopeople of Eastern Siberia. 
(Amer. Naturalist, November, 1881, xv, pp. 857-868. Separate; notrepaged 
without cover.) 
--- Intelligence in a snail. 
(Amer. Naturalist, December, 1881, xv, pp. 976-977. Separate; without 
cover.) 
Some recent observations on Molluscs. 
(Bull. Phil. Soc., Wa hington, 1880, vol. iii, pp. 75, 76.) 
Ex. report, Coast Survey. 
(Amer. Jour. Sci. February, 1 1, x.xi, pp. 104-111.) Separate, with follow-
ing title: 
From the American Journal of Science, vol. xxi, February, 1881. 
:rot on Al k an tlle vicinity of ering Strait. By W. H. 
all , · i ta t i ·11 rg of ·choon r uk n, mployed on the 
la h· witll, map. mareporttoC.P.Patter-
ur rint nd 1 n o· tan 
( 10., pp. 1 -111.) 
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DALL, W. H. Brief account of cruise in the Arctic, with account of 
land ic.e in Kotzebue Sound, and abstract of current observations 
in B.ering Strait. · 
Alaska forschungen im Sommer, 1880. / · 
(Petermann's Geogr. Mittheilungen, 1881, He'ft.,_ii, pp. 46-47.) 
Bulletin of the Museum of Oomp-arative Zoology, .at. Harvard 
College, vol. ix, No. 2. Reports on the results or"dredging under 
the supervision of Alexander Agassiz, in the Gulf of Mexico and in 
the Carribbeaa Sea, 1877-'79, by the United States Coast Survey 
steamer Blake," Lieutenant-Commander · C. D. Sigsbee, U. S. N., 
and Commander J. R. Bartlett, U. S. N., comm-anding. 
Preliminary report on the Mollusca. By W. H. Dall. (Pub 
lished by permission of Carlile P. Patterson, Supterintendent United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey.,) Cambridge: Printed for the. 
Museum. July-December, 1881. 8 vo.,, pp. 33-144. 
Published in signatures, from July to Dece:r;nber, 1881, pp. 33-48, July 12; 
pp. 4~4, August 12; pp. 65-80, August 25; pp. 81-96, September 26; pp. 97-
112, October 31; pp. 113-128, November 26; pp. 128-144, Deeembsr 5. 
GOODE, G. BROWN. (1879-'81.)-Game Fishes of the United States, by 
S . .A.. Kilbourne; text by G. Brown Goode. New York. Published 
by Charles Scribner's Sons, 1879. Folio, pp. [ 46]. 20 plates and 
map·. Published in ten parts, each with two plates, lithographed in 
color, and four pag~ folio of text. 
Part I.-The Atlantic salmon. (Plate. J The Eastern red-3peckled 
trout. [Plate.] rnecember, 1878.] 
Part 1r.-The large-mouthed black bass. (Plate and two cuts.] The 
Spanish mackerel. [Plate and three cuts.] 
Part rrr.-The striped bass or rockfish. [Plate and two cuts.] The 
red snapper. [Plate.] 
Part rv.-The bluefish. [Plate.] The yellow perch. [Plate.] 
Part v.-The mackerel. (Plate and one cut.] The squeteague, or 
weakfish. [Pl~te and one cut.] 
Part VI.-The sea bass, or Southern blackfish. [Plate.] The pom-
panose. [Plate and three cuts.] 
Part VIL-The sheepshead. [Plate.J The king-fish. [Plate.] 
Part VIII.-The lake or salmon trout. [Plate.] The bonito. [Plate 
and cut.] 
Part 1x.-The grayling. [Plate and cut.] The red fish, or Southern 
bass. [Plate.] 
Part x.-The quinnat, or California salmon. [Plate.] The muskel-
lunge. [Plate.j List of g,ame fishes. Map showing geographical dis-. 
tribution of game fishes. 
S. Mis. 109-8 
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GoonE, G. BROWN. Descriptions of seven new species of fishes* from 
deep soundings on the Southern New England coast, with diag-
noses of two undescribed genera of Flounders, and a genus related 
to Merlucius. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat.'Mus., 1880, iii, pp. 337-351.) 
Enumerates 16 species never before seen south of Cape Cod. 
Fishes from the deep water on the south coast of New England, 
obtained by the United States Fish _Commission in.the summer of 
1880. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 467-485.) • 
Enumerates 51 species known to occur outside of the hundred fathom curve 
along the southern coast of New England. 
;,- The frigate Mackerel, A uxis Rochei, on the New E~gland Coast. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 532-5.) 
Notacanthus phasganorus, a new species of Notacanthidm from 
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 535-537.) 
-- Epochs in the history of fish culture. [A paper read before the 
.American Fish Cultural Association. J 
(Forest and Stream, xvi, pp. 311, 332, and 353. 
( Trans. Amer. Fish Cultural Association, 1881.) 
Preliminary statistical report on the fisheries of California, 
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. , 
( Census Bulletin, No. 176, pp. 6. Washington, Government Printing Office. 
June, 1881.) 
. The Saibling or Bavarian <fuar. 
(F01·est and Stream, February 17, 1881). 
Note on article by Capt. E.T. Deblois on the origin of the Men-
haden industry. 
(Bull. U.S. F. C., i, p. 46.) 
Fishermen of America. 
(New York Daily Tribune, June 23, 1881.) 
Notes on the life-history of the eel, chiefly derived from a study 
of recent European authorities. 
(Bull., U. S. F. C., i, pp. 71-124. Proc . .American Fish Cultural Associa-
tion, 1881, pp. 81-123.) 
--- The carangoid fishes of the United States, pompanoes, crevalle 
am ber-fi h, &c. 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., 1881, i, pp. 30-43.) 
GOODE, G. BROWN, and TARLETON H. BEAN.-Description of a new 
pecie of fi h, .Apogon pandionis, from the deep water off the mouth 
of h apeake Bay. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1 1, iv, pp. 160-161.) 
Th following ar he new genera: Monolene, p. 338; Thyris, p. 344; Hypsicometes. 
J). 7. The ii llowing are then w p i : Monolene sessilicauda, p. 338; Citharichth 
<1.rctifton,, p. 341 · Citharickthys 1inicornis, p. 342; Thyris pellucidua, p. 344; Macruru 
carmillatiu, p. 346 · Hypsiconietea gobio ·au, p. 34 : Peri-Btedium miniatum, p. 349. 
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HA WES, GEORGE W.-The Albany g!anite, New Hampshire, and its 
contact phenomena. 
(Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, Jan., 1881, xxi, p. 21.) 
On liquid carbon dioxide in smoky quartz. 
(Amer. Jonrn. Sci. and Arts, March, 1882, xxi, pp. 203-9, 13 figs.) 
On the mineralogical composition of the normal mesozoic dia-
base upon the Atlantic border. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, pp. _129-137.) 
On the determination of feldspar in thin sections of rocks. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 134-6.) 
J ouY, PIERRE Lou1s.-Description of a new species of 8qualius ( Squalus 
alicim), from Utah Lake. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, p. 19,) 
See also below, under D.S. JORDAN. 
R-Au, CHARLES.-Aboriginal stone drilling. 
(Amer. Natura,list, July, 1881, xv, pp. 536-542. Illustrated.) 
Relating to the method employed in drilling stone by the American aborig-
ines. 
-- - Department of the Interior. U. S. Geographical and Geological 
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, J. W. Powell in charge. 
Observations on Cup-shaped and other Lapidarian Sculptures in 
the Old World and in America, by Charles Rau. [From ' 4 Con-
tributions to North American Ethnology," vol. v.] Washington: 
Government Printing Office. 1881. 4to, pp. 102, 61 illustrations 
on 35 plates. 
RIDGWAY, RoBERT.~Nomenclature of North American Birds, chiefly 
contained in the United States National Museum. 
(Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 21. 'Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1881. 8vo., P{>· 94.) · 
The great need of a new catalogue of North American birds, which prompted 
the publication of this list, is explained in the opening paragraph of the in-
troduction, as follows: 
Since the publication, in 1859, of the last Smithsonian catalogue of North 
Amorican birds, so many' important changes have been · made in the nomen-
clature of the species, and so numerous have been the additions to the fauna, 
that the wants of ornithologists require a new list which shall bring the sub-
ject up to date. 
Swainson's Warbler (Helonma swainsoni) in Texas. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, Jan., 1881, vol. vi, p. 54.) 
The range of this species was previously confined to Northern Florida a·nd 
the adjacent portions of Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina, with some-
what doubtful records in Cuba and Southwestern In<liana. Its occurrence in 
Navarro County, Texas, was communicated to the author by Mr. J. Douglas 
Ogilby, a correspondent of the National Museum. 
On a Duck new to the North American Fauna. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1881, iv, pp.22-24.) 
Based upon a specimen of Fulignla rujina (Pall.) (No. 61957) in the U. S. 
National Museum, obtained in Fulton Market, New York, and presumably shot 
on Long Island Sound . 
• 
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,; RIDGWAY, ROBERT.-On Ama,zilia yucatfnensis (Cabot) and .A. cervin-
iventris, Gould. 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, iv, pp. 25, 26.) 
A recent authority on the Humming-birds having united the above-named 
species, and the editors of "The Ibis" having suggested that an actual com-
parison of the two '' would be satisfactory," the type specimen of the former 
was borrowed for the purpose from its collector and owner, Dr. Samuel Cabot, 
jr., of Boston. From this actual comparison of the two, the a,uthor was en-
ablod to establish their distinctness from each another. 
A Hawk new to the United States. 
(Forest and Stream, Apr. 14, 1881, vol. xvi, p. 206.) . 
Announooment of the capture of Buteo juligin~sus, Sci., in Florida. 
Southern Range of theRavenon the.Atlantic Coast of the United 
States. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, April, 1881, vi, p. 118.) 
The southern limit of the Raven along the Atlantic sea-board, as previously 
recorded, was the coast of New Jersey; but the known range of the specie 
was considerably extended by the observations of the author, who, while en-
gaged in an exploration under the auspices o_f the National Museum, found• 
to be not uncommon on the islands near Cape Charles, Virginia. 
An unaccountable migration of the Red-headed Woodpecker. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, April, 1881, vi, pp. 120-122.) 
In the autumn of 1879, this species (Melaneryea erythrocephalus), which 
is o:rclinarily, and espeeially in winter, the most abundant of tM Wood-
peckers in Southern Illinois, made a general migration, and did not reappear 
until the following spring. The cause of thfls disappearance was not apparent 
since every other species of the family (six in number) were normally abund-
ant. 
The Caspian Tern in California. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, April, 1881, vi, 124.) 
A notice of two specimens of Sterna (or Sylochelidon) caspia from Californi&i 
in the collection of the N ationa.1 Muse um, being the :first record of this specie 
from the Pacific coast of America. 
--.- A Revised Ca.ta.logue of the Birds .Ascertained to Occur in 
Illinois. 
(Bull. Il1inois State Laboratory of Nat. Hiet., May, 1881, No. 4, pp. 163-20 .) 
This catalogue ( of 341 species) is based very largely upon collection mad 
by the author at Mt. Carmel. and in the vicinity of Olney, Illinois, and de-
posited in the U. S. National Museum. 
critical Reyiew of the Genus Centurus, Swa.inson. 
(Proc. U. . N. M:., iv, pp. 93-119.) 
n a Tropical merican Hawk to be added to the North Ameri-
can -1 una: 
ct. 1 11 Yi, pp. 207-214. ) 
upon w p im n , in th con ction of the Tational iu um of 
.But o brachyurua Yi ill. from alatka Florid. (G. A. Bordman), and B.fuligi-
1101U8 l. from y t r Bay, Florida (W. . Crawford) . 
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BIDGW AY, R.-List of Species.of Middle and South American ·Birds not 
contained in the United States National Museum. [Corrected to 
July; 1881.] 
(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. iv, pp. 165-203.) . 
A list of all the known species of tropical Amarican birds not represented 
in the national collection, with authorities and habit~ts, prepared for dis-
tribution to public museums and collectors. 
List of Special Desiderata among North American Birds. 
(P:roo. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. iv, pp. 207-223.) 
Prepared for the use of correspondents of the National Mus1mm and those 
wiehing to make exchanges. The list includes all deficiencies in the way of 
desirable species, special plumages, &c., wanted to render the natio:g.al col-
lection more complete. 
RILEY, CHARLES V.-* Silk-culture in the United States. Condensed 
account of the silkworm and how to inaugurate a new souroe of 
wealth. 
(Western Farmers' Almanac, 1881, pp. 35-39, Fig. 14.) 
Larval habits of bee-flies (Bombyliidm}. 
(.Arner. Naturalist, Feb., 1881, xv, pp. 143-145, Fig. 1-3.) 
Systmckus oreas parasitic on Caloptenus spre_tus, Bombylius tnaj<>r (of Europe) 
on .Andrena labialis. Larvre and pupre of the two species compared; larva, 
pupa, and ima~o of S. oreas figured. 
Safe Remedies for Cabbage Worms and Potato Beetles. Ex-
periments with Pyrethrum. 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, Feb. 1881, xv, pp. 145-147.) 
Details of nnmerqus experiments, made under direction 0£ the author, by 
A. J. Cook and W.R. Hubbert, proving the efficacy ofpyrethrum powder in 
the destru?tion of those and other insects. 
The food of fishes. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Feb. 1881, v. xv, pp. 147-14$.) 
Notice of S. A. Forbes's "The foo6l of :fishes," and "On the food of yonn'g 
fishes." 
Insect enemies of the rice plant. 
(.Amer. Naturalist, Feb.1881, xv, pp.148-149.) 
Identifies Chalepus trachypygus feeding on roots of the rice plant, and ~on-
jectures that other mentioned enemies of rice may be Spalccopsis suffusa and 
Ceittrinus concinnus. Rice plant in India injured by Cecido1n11ia oryzre. 
The "Yellow-Fever Fly." 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, Feb. 188~, xv, p. 150.) 
Rev. ofH . .A. Hagen's The "Yellow-Fever Fly" (Psyche, Sep., 1880,) records 
occurrence of swarms of Sciara in the imago state. 
The United States Entomological Commission [ C. V. Riley, .A~ 
S. Packard, jr., Cyrus Thomas], (Department of the Interior). Second 
report for the year 1878 and 1879 relating to the Rocky Mountain 
locust and the western cricket, and treating of the best means of 
subduing the locust in its permanent breeding grounds, with a view 
of preventing its migrations into the more fertile portions or the 
trans-Mississippi country, ip. pursuance of appropriations made by 
Congress for this purpose ;-with maps and illustrations. Wash., 
* This list has been kindly prepared by Mr .. B. Pickman Mann. 
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RILEY, CHARLES V.-Continued. 
1880 [March, 1881 ], 18 + 322 + 80, p. 17 pl., each plate with one leaf 
explanation, map 1, in 6 pts., map 2-4, 9 fig . . 
Extract from chap. 13, by Riley, entitled "Larval habits of bee-flies.P 
(Amer.Naturalist, June, 1881, v. xv, pp. 438-447, pl. 6.) Germ. tr. of partofp. 
260, entitled "Epicaiitavitta.ta aus Eiern zu erziehen". (Entom. Nachr.,.A.ug. 
1881.) . . 
Separate of chap. 13, author's ed., by Riley, with half t. p. cover and half 
t. p., entitled "The Rocky Mountain locust." Further facts about the nat-
ural enemies oflocusts [Wash.], 1880. + p. 259-271, pl. 16, w_ith one leaf exp!. 
ofpl. 
Separte of chap. 14, author's ed., by Riley, with half t. p. cover and ha.!ft. 
p·., entitled "The Rocky Monntain locust. Permanent courses for the gov-
erdment to adopt to lessen or avert locust injury.'' [Wash.] 1880. + p. 271-
322; map 1, in 6 parts. 
N ot~s on the grape Phylloxera and on laws to prevent its intro-
duction. 
(Amer. Naturalist, March, 1881, xv, pp. 238-241.) 
Summary of life history of Phylloxera vastatrix. Proper precautions to be 
adopted against the introduction of the pest into uninfected countries. 
Hibernation of the Cotton Worm moth ; ease with which 
mistakes are made. 
(Amer. Naturalist, March. 1881, xv, pp. 244-245, Figs. 1-3.) 
Imago of Leucania unipuncta mistaken for that of .Aletia a1·gillacea, in Texa · 
· distinctive characteristics of the two species; figures imagos of both speci~ 
and ovipositor of the former. 
General Index and supplement to the nine Reports on the 
insects of Missouri. 
(U. S. Entomological Commission, Bulletin No. 6, Wash., 24 March, 1 i, 
t. p. cover, pp. 1-178.) 
Introduction, pp. 5-7. Tables of contents of the reports, pp. 9-45. Cor-
rections of errata, pp. 46-5l, Notes and additions of the most iruportan 
facts ascertained about insects treated in the reports [with later or more cor-
rect nomenclature], pp. 52-63. Descriptions of new species and varietie [re· 
printed from the reports with notes and corrections], pp. 64-90. List of d · 
scriptions of ado~scent states [referring to previously published de cription: 
of the same when any exist], pp. 91-95. List of descriptions of adole cen 
states [referring to previously published descriptions of the same when any 
exist], pp. 91-95. List of descriptions, mostly amplified, of species not new-, 
pp. 96-97. Li t of illustrations [arranged in serial order, designating tho 
not original], pp. 98-118. Classified list of illustrations [in systematic order ), 
pp. 119-123. G ueral index, pp. 125-166. Index to plants and food-plant 
pp. 1 7-li7. Errata [in this work], p. 178. 
ot on orth American Microgasters, with description of new 
Habi 
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RILEY, .CHARLES V.-On some interactions of organisms. 
(.Amer. Naturalist, April 1881, xv, p. 323, 324.) 
Abstract of and comments on S . .A.. 1!,orbes's "On some interactions of or-
ganisms" (Bull. Ill. State laboratory of Nat. History, No. 3). 
Legisla\ion to control insects injurious to vegetation. 
(Farmers' Review, Jan. 20, 1881. Reprint .A.mer. Naturalist, April, 1881, xv, 
pp. 322-323. Indiana Farmer, April 15, 1881.) 
--- Agricultural advancement in the United Stat1es. Reprint, 
entitled _ "Agricultural advancement in the United States." .Ad-
dress at the organization of the American .Agricultural .Association, 
December, 1879. 
(Journ . .Amer . .A.gric. Assoc., April, 1881, i, pp. 47-M.) 
Account of the measures adopted by the governments of England, Ger-
many, and France for the promotion of agriculture; criticism of the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture and suggestions for its reorganization; how the 
present association can do its work best. 
The Periodical Cicada, alias "Seventeen-year Locust." 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, pp., 479-482, Fig. 1.) 
A new species of oak Coccid, mistaken for a gall. 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, p. 482.) 
Description of KerrneB gallifotmiB, n. sp., occurring on Quercus palustriB in 
the southern and central U. S. ; the Coccid often infested by a parasitic Lep-
idopter, Euclemensia bassettella. 
The" Water-weevil" of the rice plant. 
(Amer. Naturalist, .June, 1881, xv, pp. 482-483.) 
Reasons for presuming that the "maggot" of rice-fields is the larva of Lis-
sorhopt,-us simplex; habits and seasons of appearance. · 
The impregnated egg of Phylloxera vastatrix. 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, pp. 483-484.) 
Establishment of the author's prediction, made in 1875, that the impreg- · 
nated egg of Phyllorera vastatrix would be found to hatch in the same season 
in which it was laid. 
--- Works on North American .Micro-lepidoptera. 
(.Amer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, pp. 484-486.) 
Review of Lord Walsingham'~ [T. de Grey's] '' Illustrations of typical 
specimens of Lepidoptera heterocera . • • pt. 4," and of his "PterophoridQJ 
of California and Oregon ; " discussion of the new genera erected therein. 
Moths mistaken for Aletia. 
(.Amer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, pp. 486-487.) 
Scale insect on raspberry. 
(Amer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, p. 487.) 
Specific value of Apartura alicia, Edw. 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, June, 1881, xv, p. 487.) 
The caterpillar nuisance. How to suppress it. 
(Evening Star [Washington, D. C.J, 24th June, 1881. .Amer. Naturalist, 
Sept., 1881, xv, pp. 747-~48, fig.) 
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RILEY, CHARLES V.-Plant-feeding habits of predaceous beetles. 
(Amer. Naturalist, April, 1881, xv, pp. 32~327.) 
Brings together various testimonies to prove that certain Carabidre and Coc-
cinellidre feed upon vegetal matter, referring to published articles on the sub-
ject. 
Notes on Papilio philenor. 
(Amer. N~turalist, April 1881, xv, pp. 327-329, Fig.1-3.) 
Describes egg and newly-hatched larva; :figures imago, larva, and pup:,. ; 
notes on di3tribution and food-pl11int (A.ristolochia.) 
Larval habits of Bee-flie3. 
(Amer. Naturalist, June, 1881,xv,pp.438-447,pl.6.) 
Extra<;:t from chap. 13 of 2d rept. U. S. En tom. Commission. Parasitism of 
larvm of Trioditesmus and Systoechus oreas on eggs of Camnula pellucida; review 
of previous know ledge of the larval history of Bornby liidce, with references to the 
several accounts of observations; description of larvre and pupre of T. mus 
and S. oreas, and _figures of these and of the imagos. 
Additional notes on the Army worm, Leucania unipuncta. 
(Proc. Amer. Assoc., Advanc. Sci. for 1881. xxix, p. 640.) 
Revision of views set forth in op. cit. for 1876, 1877, v. 25, pt. 2, p. 279: mun-
ber of annual genera-tions two to ~everal, according to latitude; both lana 
and imago hibernate, probably pupa also; the insects may occur in destruc-
tive numbers from natural increase or from immigration; they breed natur-
ally in all old, neglected :fields; dry $.easons favorable to the increase of the 
insects in the following year. · 
Some recent practical results of the cotton worm inquiry by 
the U. S. Entomological Commission. 
(Proc. Amer. Assoc. Advanc. Sci., 1881, xxix, p. 642.) 
Statement of principles established in the natural history of Aletia argilla-
cea, which have a practical bearing; the best poisons for the insects are Paris 
green, London purple, pyrethrum, and oils; methods of applying thes~ poi-
sons. 
The hitherto unknown life-habits of two genera of bee-flie 
bombyliidrn. 
(Proc. Amer.· Assoc. Adv~nce. Sci., 1881, :x.xix, pt. 2, p. 649.) 
Lepidopterological notes. 
(Papilio, July, 1 81, i, pp. 106-110.) 
From advance sheets of Bulletin 6, U.S. En tom. Commission. Synonymical 
and biological notes, with references to literature concerning Plusia brassicu , 
Gortyna nitela, .Anoniis xylina, Pempelia grossularice, Penthina vitivora»a, En-
demis botrana, Euryptychia saligneana, Hedya seudde,,ia,na, .Anchylopera frag(l.ri<E, 
Tortrix cinderella and T. 'mali vorana and T. vacciniivorana, Terns oxycoccana, 
eta compta ancl Tinea pustulella and Deiopeia aurea-Oeta punctella; describe 
gg of Teras o.cycocca11a and Oeta punctella. 
The ri di al icada, alia '' Seventeen-year Locu t." 
tat men of 1 caliti in which icada B ptemdecim Linn will occur in 1 · 1 
in a thirtc n-r r rac (trcdcoim Ril y) will app ar. 
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RILEY, CHARLES V.-Locusts and Locusts. .A letter from Professor C. 
V. Riley. The head of the United States Entomological Commis-
sion explains the difference between the periodical Cicada and the ~ 
true Locust: thirteen- and seventeen-year broods: no especial cause 
for alarm this year. 
(New York Tribune, June 22, 1881.) 
Popular confusion of insects having "\'."ery different habi~ q.nder the term 
"locusq" Comp.arative account of Cicada septemdecim with Caloptenus spretu.<J. 
No cause for the alarm as to true locust depredations. Recommendation of a, 
system of observations and w:tirnings by the Government. 
The Rocky Mountain Locust, alias Western Grasshopper. • 
(American .Agriculturist, July, 1881, vol, xl, p. 283, 284, fig. 1-6.) 
Popular condensed statement of habits and remedies for Caloptenus spretus. 
. --- A remarkable case of retarded development. 
(Scientific American, Aug. 20, 1881.) 
Preservation of eggs of CaloJJtenus spretus unhatched for more than :t:our 
years by their burial in a cool, moist and almost air-tight place, at Manhat-
tan, Kansas, 1876-le81 ; influence of temperature on acceleration and retar-
dation of development. 
The Rocky Mountain Locust, alias Western Grasshopper. 
(Amer. Agriculturist, July, 1881, Fig. 1-6.) 
Dimorphism in Cynipidre. 
(Amer. Na.turahst, July, 1881, xv, p. 566.) 
Claim of pdority in proof of dimorphism in Cynipidce in N. A. ; reference to 
previous views of Walsh and Bassett; extract from H. Adler's "Uber den 
Generationswechsel der Eichen-Gallwespen ': (Zeitschr. fiir wiss. Zool., Feb., 
1881, Bd. 35, p. 151 -), comprising a list of the 19 specimens in which the 
ocourrence of dimorphic forms has been proven. 
' Blepharoceridm. 
(Amer. Naturalist, July, i881, xv, p. 567-568.) 
Account of various investigations into the natural history of BlepharoeM"idce; 
description of the larvre and pupru. 
The cultivation of Pyrethrum and manufacture of the pow-
der. 
(Amer. Naturalist, July, Sept., and Oct., 1881,pp. 569-572; pp. 744-746; and 
pp. 817-819.) 
Covering of egg-puncture mistaken for Dorthesia. 
(Amer. Naturalist, July, 1881, xv, p. 574.) 
· · In the collection of Asa Fitch the white and ribbed waxy material cover-
ing the egg-punctures of Enchophyllum binotatum are labeled as Dorthesi-a 
1,-iburni and D. celastri. It is doubtful whether any suoh species 
1
were d~-
scribed Ly Fitch. 
Supposed Army-worm in New York and other .Eastern States. 
(Amer. Naturalist, July, 1881, xv, pp. 574-577.) . 
Ravages of Neph,elodes violans and Crarnbus v·ulgi1,agellus, in New Jersoy, 
Long Island, and Northern N13w Yor~-n.atural history, vernacular name, and 
<l.etailed description of larva of the former species. 
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RILEY, CHARLES V.-Olassification of the mites. 
(Amer. Naturalist, July, 1881, xv, pp. 577-578.) 
Abstract of letter from Dr. G. Haller, in which he states that Acarina 
have three pairs.of maxillre, a true labium with palpi, two pairs of abdomi-
nal and [ two pairs of] cephalothoracic legs; he does not consider that they 
belong to the Arachnida, but believes they are much more nearly allied to 
the Crustacea, and must form a fifth class of Arthropoda, equivalent to Crus-
tacea, Myriapoda, Arachnida, and Hexapoda. 
Further notes on the pollination of Yucca · a_nd on Pronuba and 
Prodoxus. 
(Proc. Amer. Assoc. Advanc. Sci., 1881, xxix, pt. 2, pp. 617-639, Fig. 1-16.) 
Separate. (Further notes [ etc.]) 
[Salem, July, 1881,] pp. 1-23, Fig. 1-16.) 
Recapitulation of observed facts concerning Pronuba yuccasella and its con-
nection with the pollination of Yucca; descr:i.bes and figures the generic and 
specific characters of Pronuba, P. yuccasella, P. maculata n. ~p., Prodoxus, P. 
decipiens, P. intermedius n. sp., P. ma1·ginatus n. sp., P. cinereus n. sp., P. ames-
cens n. sp., Hyponomeu,ta, H. malinella, H. multipunctella; establishes and char-
acterizes the new family Prodoxidce ( Tineina) for Pron.uba and Prodoxus; dis-
cusses the structure of the ovipositor in lepidoptera, and the habits and func-
tions of Pronuba yuccasella and Prodoxu,s decipiens; proposes to restrict the 
prior trivial name quinqudpunctella [proposed for a Yponomeuta] to that form 
of Prodoxus decipiens which it proves to be, and cites the trivial namepara-
doxica [use~ without description] as a synonym of P. decipiens. 
The periodical Cicada. 
(Amer. Agriculturist, Aug., 1881, Fig. 1-5.) 
Blepharoceridm. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Sept., 1881, xv, p. 748.) 
Records the discovery, by J. Q. Adams, of pupre and imagos of Blephar<>-
ceridm ~t Watertown, N. Y. 
Remarkable case of retarded development. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Sept., 1881, xv, pp. 748-749.) 
Eggs of Caloptenus spretus, buried about 25 cm. under ground, remained un-
hatched and alive for four and one-half years, at Manhattan, Kansas, and 
hatched upon being exhumed. 
The Hessian fly. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Sept., 1881, xv, p. 750.) 
Report of extensive damage done by Cecidomyia desftructor in Illinois and 
Mis ouri; abundance of this insect in the Western [prairie] States. 
The genuine Army-worm in the West, 
(Amer. Naturalist, Sept., 1881, xv, p. 750.) 
new imported enemy to clover. 
(Aruer. T tnrali t, pt., 1 1, xv, pp. 750-751.) 
· Trifolium injur d by Phytonomus punctatu,9 at Barrington, N. Y., in J uly, 1 1. 
Anoth r en~my of the rice plant. 
( m r. T ur li t pt., 1 1, xv, p. 751.) 
Ory::a atiragr , t1 injur din G orgia, in the summer of 1881, by the lar,a 
of Laphy9ma fru9ip rda. 
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RILEY, CHARLES V.-Lepidopterological notes. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Sept., 1881, xv, pp. 751-752.) · 
Notes on .IEgeria acerni, Hyphant1·ia textor, Callimorpha fulvicosta, Samia Co-
lumbia, Callosamia angulifera, Celama renigera and Prodenia auturnnalis. 
Notes on Hydrophilus triangularis. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Oct., 188i, xv, pp, 814-817, Fig. 1-2.) 
Notes on the life-history of H. triangula1·is: :figures eggs, egg-cases, larva, 
pti'pa, and imago. 
Migration of plant-lice from one plant to another. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Oct., 1881, xv, pp. 819-820.) 
Review and indorsement of Lichtenstein's views. 
/ 
The Chinch Bug. 
(Amer: Naturalist, Oct., 1881, xv, pp. 820-821.) 
Notice of Thomas's predictions, and of the occurrence of Blissus leucopterus 
on rice a~d "sand oats." 
· --- The Permanent Subsection of Entomology at the recent meet-
' ing of_ the A. A. A. S. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Nov. and Dec., 1881: xv, pp. 909-912; andpp.1008-1011.) 
The new imported clover enemy. 
Habits of Phytonomus punctatus, and of other species of the genus. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Nov., 1881, xv, pp. 912-914.) 
Ommbus vulgivagellus. (Description of its eggs.) 
(Amer. Naturalist, Nov., 1881, xv, pp. 914-915.) 
[Address delivered 4 Nov., 1881, at the cotton convention held 
in Atlanta, Ga., 2 Nov., 1881.J (U. S. Department of Agriculture.) 
Address of Hon. Geo. B. Loring, Commissioner of Agriculture, and 
other proceedings of the eotton convention [etc.J, Wash., 1881, pp. 
19-35. 
Beneficial and injurious influence of insects; methods of counteracting in-
jurious insects; ravages and natural history of and search for means against 
.Aletia argillacea; improved methods and contrivances for the application of 
poisons to plants ; discussion on the address. 
Larval habits of Sphenophori that attack corn. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Nov;, 1881, xv, pp. 915-916.) 
Mentions ·several species of Sphenophorus injurious to maize plants in· dif-
ferent parts of the United States; habits and ravages of S. robustus. 
Effect of drought on the· Hessian fly. · 
(Amer. Naturalist, Nov., 1881, xv, p. 916.) 
Hot and dry weather dries up and kills Cecidomyia destructor and its parasites. 
Retarded Development in Insects. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Dec., 1881, xv, pp. 1007-1008.) 
Eggs of Caloptenus spretus retained their vitality four and one-half years 
under abnormal environment, and then hatched on exposure to normal en-
vironment; speculations on the cause of the phenomena of retardation of 
development. 
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IlILEY CHARLES V.-Another herbivorous Ground-beetle. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Dec., 1881, xv, p.1011.) 
Anisodactyliis confusus injuring strawberry plants in California. 
I 
A disastrous sheep parasite. 
(.A.mer. Naturalist, Dec., 1881, xv, p. 1011.) 
Trichodecte& ovis doing great injury to :flocks of sheep i11 Illinois. 
Resistance of grape-vines .to Phylloxera in sandy soil. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Dec., 1881, xv, PP: 1012-1013.) 
Locusts in the West in 1881. 
(Amer. Naturalist, Dec., 1881, xv, p. 1013.) 
The Chinch l3ug. 
(Amer. Agriculturist, November, 1881, vol. xl, p. 476, fig. 1-3; ibid., Decem· 
ber, 1881, vol. xl, p. 515, fig. 1-4.) 
Destructive powers, food-plants, characters, habits, natural history, meteor· 
ological conditions affecting, natural enemies of, and means of coping with 
Blis1JUs leucopterus, Say. Desc1·ibes as enemies .Antlw<Wris insidioaus, Harpad~ 
cinctus, and Nysiu3 destructm·; also some false or bogus chinch buge. LllfB 
stress on value of irrigatien. 
--- Peach Tree Bark-borer. · Important.note from Professor C. V. 
Riley. 
(Rural New Yorker, Dec. 24, 1881.) 
Account of injuries to peach trees of a beetle, Phloiotribua li1ninaris, Harr. 
SHUFELDT, R. W., M. D.-The Claw on the Index Finger of the Ca· 
thartidrn. 
(.A.Ill.er. Naturalist, November, 1881, xv,pp. 906-908.) 
An important osteological paper baeed upon ·material in the oollection of 
the National Museum. 
On the Ossicle of the Antibrancbium as found in some of the 
North American Falconidrn. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club., Oct., 1881, vol. vi, pp. 197-203.) 
An important osteological paper baaed chiefly on material contained in 
the National Museum collection. 
WARD, LESTER F.-Evolution of the Chemical Elements. 
(Popular Science Monthly, February, 1880, pp. 526-539.) 
A discussion of the theory of development as applied to the elements and 
consideration of the facts recently revealed by spectrum analysis seeming tg 
favor the theory. 
Previou ly read before the Philosophical Society efWashington. 
--- Incomplete Adaptation. as illustrated by the History of Sex in 
Plant. 
tion h3 
lhi pr 
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WARD, LESTER F.-Pre-Social Man. 
(Abstract of Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Washington, 
for the years ending January 20, 1880, and J ::muary 18, 1881, pp. 68-71, being 
the abstract of a paper read before the Society April 20, 1880.) 
The anatomical characters distinguishing the human form from that of the 
mQst highly developed authrop@ids are enumerated, and the several physfoal 
causes considered which seem to have been most ·pote~t in securing their de-
velopment. · 
Savage and Civilized Orthoepy. 
(Loe. cit., pp.106-111 befog the abstract of a paper read before the Society 
December 21, 1880.) 
This paper consisted, principally, of remarks and strictures on ~he :first 
chapter of the lntr;odnction to the Study of Indian Languages, by J. W. Powell, 
Pk. D., Directo:r of the Bureau of Ethnology, which treatt5 of the pronuncia-
tion of Indian and other languages. 
Politico-Social Functions. 
(Penn. Monthly, May, pp. 321-336. Read before the Anthropological So-
ciety of W ashiugton March 15, 1881.) 
The right, power, and dut,y of society to regulate its own operations a.re 
argued, ancl the progress which has taken place toward this end iri var10us 
countries is reviewed. 
Field and Closet Notes on the Flora of Washington and 
Vicinity. 
(Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington, 1881, vol. iv, pp. 64-
119. Read before the Society January 22, 1881.) 
The paper embraces, among other sub-titles, a Comparison of Flora of 1836; 
with tkat of 1880; a description of the Localities of Special Interest to the Bot-
anist; a consideration of the Flowering-time of Plants; a Statistical View of the 
Flora as compared with other floras; an enumeration of the most Abundant 
SpecieB; a, statement of the most approved Classification Adopted by botanists; 
remarks on Common Names, and a Siirnmary by Orders and larger groups of the 
number of genera and species found growing in the vicinity of Washington. 
WHITE, CHARLES A., on certain Cretaceous fossils from Arkansas and 
Colorado. 
(Proc. U. S. ·N. M., iv, p. 136-139. 1 pl.) 
II.-P l.PERS BY INVESTIGATORS NOT OFFICERS OF THE MUSEUM. 
BENDIRE, CAPT. CHARLES, u.-s. A.-Notes on Salmonidre of the Up-
per Columbia. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 81-87.) 
BREWSTER, WILLIAM.-N otes on some Birds from Arizona and New 
Mexico, with a description of a supposed new Whip-poor-will. 
(Bull. Nutt. _Orn. Club, April, 1881, vol. vi, pp. 65-73.) 
A.ntrosto1nus vt>cife1·ua arizonre, var. nov. (p. 69), is based partly on the ex-
amination of specimens contained in the collection of the National Mt seum. 
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BREWS'.l.'ER, WILLI.A.M.-Critical notes on a Petrel new to North America, 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, April, 1881, vol. vi, pp. 91-97.) · 
A specimen of an (Est1·elata captured alive in_a plowed :field at Mount Mor-
ris, Livingston County, New York, was identified by Mr. Brewster by com-
parison with the type specimen in the _National Museum, as CE, gulari, 
(Peale). 
--- On the affinities of certain Polioptilre, with a description of a 
new species. 
(Bull. Nu~~- Orn. Club, April, 1881, vol. vi, pp. 101-107.) 
Based largely on specimens in the co11ection of the National Museum, 
among which are the types of P. californica Brewst., sp. nov. (p. 103). 
COLLINS, CAPT. J. W.-Gill-nets in the · cod fishery: A description of 
the Norwegian cod nets, with directions for their use, and a history 
of their introduction into the United States. 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., 1881, vol. i, pp. 1-17, 12 pl.) 
ENDLICH, F. M.-An analysis of water destructive to fish in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, p. 124.) 
F .A.RLow, W. G.-Report on the contents of two bottles of water from 
the Gulf of Mexico; forwarded by the Smithsonian Institution. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, p. 234.) 
GARMAN, S.A.MUEL.-Synopsis and descriptions of the American Rhino-
batidce. 
(Proc. U. S: N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 516-523.) 
GILL, THE0D0RE.-N ote on the Latiloid genera. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1881, iv, pp. 162-164.) 
GLAZIER, W. C. W., ASSIST.A.NT SURGEON, M. H. S.-On the destruc· 
tion of fish by polluted waters in the Gulf of 1'_fexico. · 
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HAY, 0. P.-On a collection of fishes from eastern Mississippi. 
. (Proc. U.S. N. M., 18,80, iii, pp. 488-515.) · 
The following new species are described: .Ammocrypta gelida, Hadropterus 
spillrnani, Nanostoma elcgans, Pmcilichthys a1·tesim, P. saxatilis, Vaillantia ch loro-
soma, Microperca pr<eliaris, Alburnops taurocephalus, Alburnops longirostris, Hern-
itremia maculata, Luxilus chickasavensis, Opllopceodus (n. g.) emilire, Minnilus 
punctulatus, Minnilus rubripinnis, Minnilus bellus. 
HENSHA w, H. W.-On Podiceps occidentalis and P. clarkii. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, Oct., 1881, vi, pp. 214-218). 
A critical comparison of the abo·ve-named forms, based chiefly on speci-
mens in the collection of the National Museum. 
INGERSOLL, ERNEST.-On the fish mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 74-80.) 
JOHNSON, S. H.-Notes on the mortality among fishes of the Gulf of 
MexicQ. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, p. 205.) 
JORDAN, DAVID S.-Description of a ri.ew species of Oaranx (Oaranx 
Beani), from Beaufort, North Carolina. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 486-488.) 
JORDAN, DAVID s., and CHARLES H. GILBERT.-Description of a new 
species of Nemichthys (Nemichthys avocetta), from Puget Sound. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 409-410.) 
--- Description of a new species of Paralepis (Paralepis coruscans), 
from the Straits of Juan de Fuca. • 
(Proc. U. s: N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 411-413.) 
-- List of the fishes of the Pacific coast of the United States, with a 
table showing the distribution of the species. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 452-458.) 
--- On the generic relations of Belone exilis Girard. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, p. 459.) 
-- Notes on a collection of fishes from Utah Lake. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 459-465. 
--- Description of a new species of '' Rock Fish" ( Sebastichthys 
chrysomelas) from the coast of California. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 465-466.) 
-- Notes on the fishes of the Pacific coast of the United States. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, pp. 29-70, Apr. 13-30, 1881.) 
--- Description of Seljastichthys mystinus. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 70-72.) 
-- Description of a new species of Ptychochilus (Ptychochilus Har-
fordi) from Sacramento River. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 72-73.) 
.--- Note on Raia inornata .. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 73-74.) 
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JORDAN, DAVID s., and PIERRE L. JouY. Check list of duplicates 
of :fishes from the Pacific coast of North America, distributed by 
the Smithsonian Institution in behalf the United States National 
Museum, 1881. 
(Proc. U. KN. ·M., iv., pp. 1-18.) 
LA. WRENCE, GEORGE N.-Description of a new subspecies of Loxigilla 
from the island of St. Christopher, West Indies. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, p. 204.) 
Loxigilla portoricensis var. grandis, types in collection of the National Mu- , 
seum. 
LOCKINGTON, W. N.-Description of a new species of (Prionotus ste-
phanqphrys) from the coast of California. , 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 529-532.) 
--- Description of a new genus and species of Cottidm. 
(Proc. U.S. N. M., iv, pp. 141-144.)-(0hitonotus megacephalus.) 
McKAY, CHARLES L.-A review of the genera of the family Oentrar-
. chidm, with a description of one new species. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, pp. 87-93.) 
MOORE, M. A.-Fish mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, pp. 125-126.) 
PORTER, JOSEPH Y., .ASSISTANT SURGEON, u. s . .A.-On the destrtre-
tion of :fish by poisonous water in the Gulf of Mexico. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv., pp. 121-123.) 
RYDER, J . .A.-Prelirninary notice of the more important scientific re-
sults obtained from a study of the embryology of :fishes. 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., i, pp. 22-23.) 
--- Notes on the development, spm.ning habits, and structure of the 
four-spined stickleback. 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., i, pp. 24-29.) 
Development of the Spani_sh mackerel (Gybium maculatum). 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., i, pp. 135-173, 4 pl.) 
On the retardation of the development of the ova of the shad, 
(Alosa sapidiss·ima), with observations on the egg-fungus and bac-
teria. 
(Bull. U. . F. C., i, pp. 177-190.) 
-· - A contribution to the development and morphology of the Lo-
phobran hi te -(Hippocampus antiquorum, the sea horse). 
(Bull. U. . F. C., i, pp. 191-199, 1 pl.) 
ScL TER . L.- mark on the recently described parrots of the 
ge ti . 
l 4 h er., v, pp. 411-414.) 
f useum p cimens. 
I 
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SHOEMAKER, GEORGE.-Abundance of the Hermit Thrush in Winter 
near Washington, D. C. 
(Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, April, 1881, vol. vi, pp. 113, 114.) 
A specimen of the above-named species was obtained January 1, the mer-
cury registering- 14°, and is now in the National Museum collection. The 
species was quite common during the coldest weather of the severe winter of', 
1880-'81. 
SMITH, Ros.A..-Description of a new gobioid fish (Othonops eos), from 
San Diego, California. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, pp.19-21.) 
Synonym of TyphlogobiuB californiensis Steirid.-See Proc., iv, 140. 
Description of a new species of Gobiesox ( Gobi~sox rZiessodon ), 
from San Diego, California. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., iv, pp. 140-141.) 
SMITH, S. !.-Preliminary notice of the crustacea dredged, in 64 to 
325 fathoms, off the south coast of New England by the. United 
States Fish Commission in 1880. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 413-452.) 
An enumeration of the principal crustacea obtained by the United States 
Fish Commission, in 1880, from the inner edge of the Gulf Stream slope, 
south of Newport, R. I., with notes on the previously-known species and de-
scriptions of one new genus and fourteen new spf?cies. Four additional 
species are mentioned as new without descriptions. The total number of 
species recorde<l is 50. The paper closes with a table · showing the geo-
graphical and bathymetrical range of the species. · 
STONE, LIVINGST0N.-MortaUty of McCloud River Salmon in 1881. 
(Bull. U. S. F. C., i, p. 134.) 
VERRILL,A.E.-TheCepbalopodsofthe~ortheasternCoastofAmerica. 
Part II. The Smaller Cephalopods, including the "Squids" and 
Octopi, with other allied forms. 
(Trans. Conn. Acad. Arts and Sci., 1881, vol. v, pp. 259-424, plates 26-56.) 
This "is a monographic revision, with descriptions and .figures of all the 
species. A considera,ble amount of anatomical "\V"Ork is also introduced. 
Most of the species had previously been noticed in different articles in the 
American Journal of Science. Among those not previously described are 
Chiroti:uthiB lacertoBa, Brachioteuthis Bear,ii, gen. et. sp. nov:, RoBBia megaptera. 
A. new genus ( StoloteuthiB) has also been established for Sepiola leucop-
tera V." 
New England Annelida. Part I. Historical sketch, with an-
notated lists of the species hitherto recorded. 
(Trans. Conn. Ac~d., 1881, vol. iv, pp. 285--324.) 
"In connection with the annotation, a considerable number of changes in 
nomenclature are introduced, and a few new genera are established." 
Recent papers on the marine invertebrata of the Atlantic coast 
of North America : 
(Am. Journ. Sci., Nov., 1881, vol. xxii.) A list with brief notes. 
S. Mis. 109-9 
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VERRILL, .A. E.-N otice of Recent .Additions to the Marine Invert,. 
bra ta of the-northeastern coast , of America, with description o; 
new genera and species and critical remarks on others. Par 
rr.-Mollusca, with notes on A.'nnelida, Echinodermata, etc., col 
lected by the United States Fish Commission. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, iii, pp. 356-405.) 
Part nr.-Catalogue of Mollusca recently added to the Fauna 
of Southern New England. 
(Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, Hi, pp. 405-409.) 
Part II of this report begins with an account of the dredgings made by the 
U. S. Fish Commission, south of Newport, R. I., in 1880, and a list of th, 
deep-water stations one hundred and fort/ species of Mollusca are recorded. 
of which ·one genus and 22 species are new; 96 additional species are Mtated 
to be new additions to the North American marine fauna, including 25 speci 
recently described from the_ collections of 1880. Two new species of annelids 
are also described. Part III is a table illustrating the geographical and ba-
thymetrical distribution of 130 species of Mollusca, recently added to the 
fauna of Southern New England, mainly through the dredgings of the U. , 
:Fish Commission of 1880. 
Notice of the remarkable Marine Fauna occupying the outer 
banks off the Southern coast of New England. 
Brief Contributions to Zoology from the museum of Yale College. 
xlviii.) 
(Am. Jonrn. Sci., Oct., 1881, vol. xxii, pp. 28~303.) 
A general account of t,he dredging operations of the U. S. Fish Commi · 
sion, during the surumer of ms 1. A list of the deep-water stations south of 
Martha's Vineyard, with temperature · observations, is given, and al o a Ii 
of the deep-water :fishes, so far as determined up to date of publication, by 
Dr. T. H. Bean. A list of the Cepha.lopods obtained from deep water i in-
cluded, and :five new species of Gasteropods and Lamellibranchs are d · 
scribed. 
Reports on the Results of Dredging, under the super,i ion of 
Alexander Agassiz, by the United States Coast Survey steamer 
" Blake." Report on the Cephalopods, and og. some additional 
species dredged by the United States Fish Commission steamer 
"Fish Hawk," during the season of 1880. 
(BuU. Mus. Comp. Zoology, 1881, viii_. pp. 99-166. 8 plates.) 
WIL 'ON, EDMUND B.-Report on the Pycnogonida of New EnO'land 
and Adjacent Water . 
(R pt U. , . Corum. Fi hand Fisheries, part vi, pp. 463-506, plate i-vii. ) 
"An account of our present know ledge of the species of Pycnogonida, knomi 
t occur upou th coa t of New Engla.nd and Nova Scotia, compri inrr <l · 
cription and figur of all the forms, and an account of their georrraphic 
and bath m trica.l di tribntion." A synop i of the genera i given. _-in 
n r and fift n p ci are de cribed, two species (.Ll.chelia scabra and 
... Tymph01t macrum) being u w. 
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.APPENDIX C.-LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE MUSEUM 
IN 1881. 
.Academy of Nat'ltral Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa. (See Philadelphia.) I 
Adams, J. 0. A water-worn pebble of Trenton limestone, containing 
the fossil Receptaculites occidentalis; from Wisconsin. (For examina-
tion.) 
.Adams, J. Q. Living salamander (AmblystO'Jna punctaturn) and eggs 
of horned toad (Phrynosoma ?) ; from New York. 
Allen, Charles. Seventy-six specimens of Pennsylvania building stones 
and slates . 
.Albert, J. O., Paoli, Ind. Eleven specimens of Indiana building 
stones. 
Allen, Charles A.. Box of birds' skins ( Oolaptes, Zonotrichia, etc.) ; from 
California. 
Allen, Rev. J. Stone pipe, tube, and ring; from New York. (Lent for 
casting.) 
Alice Gold and Silver Mining Oompanv, Montana. Specimens of gold 
and silver bearing Galena and Rhodochrosite, etc. 
Allcock, S. &i Go., Redditch, England. Three snoods with patent covers 
for protection of hooks. 
Allison, Hon. W. Specimen of coal; from Iowa. (Sent for examina-
tion.) 
American Encaustic Tiling Company, New York. Fourteen samples of 
floor tiles. 
A1nerican JJfuseum of Natural History, New York. (See New York.) 
Anderson, Capt. Charles, schooner Alide G. Wonson. Two bottles of al-
coholic specimens of fishes. 
Anglo-American Packing Company, Astoria, Oregon. Two samples of 
cans and labels used in the packing of salmon. 
Anthropological Society, Washington, D. 0. (See Washington, D. 0.) 
Ash, Charles E. (through Samuel Albro). Forty-fi-ve pearls taken from 
a single oyster found in Providence Bay. 
Ashburner, Charles. Twenty-one specimens of Pennsylvania building 
stones. 
Aspinu:all &i Son, New York. Samples of floor tiling. 
Astoria Pa<;king Company, .Astoria, Oregon. Samples of cans and labels 
u ed in the packing of salmon. 
Atkins, Hon. J. D. C. Specimens of coal and ore; from· Tennessee. 
(Sent for examination.) 
Atkinson, Hon. Edward. A large number of samples of manufactured 
cotton from various mills in the United States. 
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Atwood, H. E. Five microscopic slides of the water of Hemlock LakP. 
New Yorlr. 
Auckland, ( N. z.) Museum. .A. keg of alcoholic specimens of New Zealand 
:fishes (Kathetostorna, Acanthoclinus, Latri.,;, Zeus, Pagrus, Rhombosole-0., 
etc.) 
Austin Flagstone Company, Warren, Ohio. Two specimens of Ohio build-
ing-stones . 
Australian MU!;:eiim (Sydney, New Soiith Wales). .A collection of Aus-
tralian mammals (fifteen species), fishes (sixty-seven species), reptil~ 
(twelve species), and echinoderms (five species). 
Babb-itt, JJ'. E. Specimens of chipped quartz; from Minnesota. 
Babcock, Master O. E. Starfish and shell of king-crab ; from Cape 
Henry, Va. 
Babcock, Dr. S. E. A small collection of Indian relics-pipes, arrow-
heads, axes; etc. ; from South Carolina. 
Bacon, A. W., Paymaster, U.S. Navy. A collection of butterflies from 
Central and Western Africa and Brazil. 
Badollet & Oo., Astoria, Oregon. Samples of cans and labels used in 
packing salmon. 
Bahne, William. Specimens of lamprey ~els from the Susquehanna 
River, and foot of mink taken from trap; from Pennsylvania. 
Bailey, George K. Two specimens of Maryland building:stones. 
Baird. Prof. S. F. Cake of " Turtle Oil" soap, R. Low & Son, makers, 
London, England. 
Baker, G. 0. Specimens of fossils, minerals, and arrow-heads; from 
Missouri. 
Baker, Marcus, Assistant, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Skull 
of walrus with tusks; from Plo~er Bay, Eastern Siberia: 
Balcer, Thomas E. Specimen of Tuckahoe; from .Arkansas. 
Balcer, W. 0. Specimen of 111elanura; from Michigan. 
Baldwin, Miles 0. (through John B. Wiggins). .A collection of fos il • 
shells; from Tioga County, New York. 
Bangs, F. D. .A specimen of fresh-water sheepshead (Haploidonotu 
grunniens) sold as "German carp" in markets of Waterbury, Conn. 
Barker, Henry L. Specimens of living snakes, terrapins, mud-eel 
amphiumas, etc.; from South Carolina. 
Barker, William P. Human skull and jaw-bones and fragments of pot· 
tery; from mound in Alabama. 
Barkley, W. F. Samples of coke a-cd coal; from Connellsville Pa. 
Barney, George and R. J., Swanton, Vt. Five samples of marble floor· 
tiling. 
Barn1."1n, Hon. P. T. .A specimen of leopard, in flesh. 
Bartlett, J. H. anrl Sons, New Bedford, JJfass. A whaleboat and fittin" 
a r ady fi r •rvic at ea. (Purchased 1) 
Baumeister H. Portlancl, Me. Samples of cans and labels nsed in pack-
inrr h rrin(Y, tc. 
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Beach, H. Arrow-point; from Wisconsin. .Also eight copper imple-
ments lent for casting. 
Bean, George. T\vo flax-hackles, one pair andirons, sickles, and one 
lard-oil lamp; from Pennsylvania. 
Bean, Dr. T. H. Spear-heads and Venetian beau; from PennRylvania; 
and a polishing stone from Santa Clara, N. Mex. 
Beardslee, Lester A., Captain U. S. N ai,y. A collection of Indian imple-
ments and ornaments, specimens of shell ( Ohiton) used as food, and a 
bird skin ( Colaptes hybridus) ; from Alaska. 
Beebe, William S. Indian stone figure-pipe. (Lent for casting.) 
Belding, L. Eight packages of collections of birds' skins, nests, and 
eggs, mammal skins, invertebrates, and Indian implements; from Cali-
fornia. 
Belding Brothers, New York, N. Y. A series of manufactured spool silks 
and twist, being exhibit made at Centennial Exhibition of 1876. 
Btll, Hon. James. Fifteen packages of Indian implements, potte'ry, aind 
mound remains, birds' skins and eggs, living Slli:l,kes, plants, etc.'; from 
Florida. 
Bell, Dr. Robert, Geological Suri1ey of Canada. .A. specimen of Darter 
( Cottus) ; from Lake Superior, and specimens of frogs and fishes, from 
York, Hudson's Bay Territory. 
Belt, Dr. A. M. Two specimens of Maryland building-stones. 
Bence, John A. Photograph of fossil tooth weighing 13½ pounds; 
found in Putnam County, Indiana. 
Btn<lire, Charles, Captain, U.S. Arniy. Seventeen boxes of fossils and 
general natural history collections (mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles, 
etc.); from Washington Territory. 
Bessels, Dr. Emil. A Lapland pipe and case, a box of European land 
shells, skeleton of bat ( Vespertilio murinus) and seven Egyptian flint 
knives, and a skeleton of bat ( Vespertilio murinus). 
Betz, A. L. Two specimens of Missouri building-stones. 
Bickley, Dr. B. F. (through Dr. DeHaas). A supi,osed syphilitic skull, 
obtained from mound at Alexandersville, Ohio. 
Blackford, Eugene G., New York. .A. large number of specimens of fishes 
,(Alosa, Carpiodes, Salmo, Ocyurus, Decapterus, Tautoga, etc.), lobst€rs, 
from various parts of the United States, a specimen of Manatee from 
the Amazon River, and a box of living lizards and frogs from Liver-
pool, England. 
Boardman, George A. Specimen of flounder (Lophopsetta maculata) and 
birds' skins (Buteo, Tringoides); from Florida. 
Boehmer, George H. Specimens of owl (Scops), moles (Scalops), and of 
living snakes; from Maryland. 
Boucard, A. A collection of Mexican and Yucatan birdi!. 
Boicers, R(fl). Stephen. .A. box of mound relics; from Wisconsin. 
Boyd, C.H., Assistant, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.-Scale 
from supposed fossil walrus-tusk found at Addison Point, Me. 
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Bradford, Gershon, (through Capt. C. P. Patterson, Superintendent, United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey). A. box and barrel of oysters and 
specimens of bottom of Chesapeake Bay. 
Bradley, William, Washington, D. C. Samples of marble floor-tiles. 
Bradolet & Co., Astoria, Oreg. Samples of cans and labels used in the 
packing of salmon. 
Brady, Edward. Specimens of mammals ( Ornithorhynchus) and a bird-
skin; from New South Wales. 
Bransford, John F., Passed Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Navy. Two brick 
taken from the " Great Wall of China." 
Briand, Capt. Aitguste (through E. H. Hawley). A box of stone imple-
menti;; ; from France. 
Briggs Dean. Two specimens of Ohio building stones. 
Broadhead, Prof. G. C. Specimen& of galena and sphalerite; from the 
Einstein mine, Madison County, Missouri. 
Broadhead, Prof. G. 0. A large collection of building stones from the 
States of Arkansas, Kansas, and :Missouri. 
Brooks, W. B., Chief Engineer, U. S. Navy. Swords, bullet-pouch, 
powder-charge, and wooden canteen, taken from the Coreans in 1871 
1 
by United ~tates forces under Admiral John Rodgers, U.S. Navy. : 
Brooks, Dr. W.K.,JohnsHopkins University,Baltimor,. Alcoholicspeci- ' 
mens of Renilla ; from Beaufort, N. C. 
Brown, D. A. Specimens of minerals. (For examination). 
Brown, Dr. J. J. Five species of land shells; from the Gonavelsland. 
Brudon, Jacob. A small box of shells ; from Michigan. 
Brussels, Belgium, Royal Museum of Natural History. Four boxes of 
general natural history specimens. 
Bryan, Rev. 0. B. Specimens of insects, shells, etc. ; froHl Virginia. 
Bryce, T. T., Hampton, Va. Samples of cans used for pickling oysrer 
and crabs. 
Bucklin, W. E. (through E.G. Blackford). A dried specimen of :fish 
(Boleosoma Olmstedi). 
B1.trdick, T. W. A pecimen of fossil conglomerate ; from Iowa. 
Burnha1n and Morrill, Portland, Me. Samples of cans and labels u ed 
£ r packing fl h, etc. 
Bii e ll'. Specimen of fl bes ( Trig la, Solea, Trachurops, Tylosur-u , 
comber, etc.); from Germany. 
Butler, Hon. A. P. p cimen of rock-fish (Rocc'u,s lineatus); from the 
no-are iv r, S nth arolina. 
Bywurn. J. G. pecimen of :flexible and tone; from North Carolina. 
ye • Jfortimer. i ight .. irnen of Maryland building-ston . 
all r . B. Tw , p im n · of hio uildinO'- t n . 
alifornia, tate1llinin!J ureau J_..,anFranci co, Gal. a t of Indian tone 
I . tl 11 imc · fr alifi rnic and riz 
x f I , 1 z i f, il ' ( i t , -thr 
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Cambria Iron Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Photograph of Cambria Iron 
Works. 
Camp, W. B. Box of Indian relics; from New York. (For casting.) 
Campbell, Charles JJ. Natural formation of stone; from Ohio. 
Carll, John F. Two specimens of Pennsylvania building-stones. 
Carson, N. R. Specimens of infusorial earth; from California. (For ex-
amination.) 
Carson, Dr. W. B. Indian -1tone ax; from Ohio. 
Carvar, Joseph H. Specimens of salt herring; from Havre de Grace, 
Md. · 
Case, Thomas S. (through Prof. 0. T. Mason). J!ragment of cement; 
-from an old aqueduct, at Pecos, N. Mex. 
Catell, JJr. B. Specimen of black sand; from Washington Territory. 
( For exarµina.tion.) 
Catlin Collection. A large buffalo skin, tent and poles, and skull of 
Flathead Indian. 
Caton, Juclge J. JJ. Bones of deer ( C. acapulcensis) and skull of° seven-
teen-months-old deer showing no horn-cores. 
Chambers, Alexander, Lieutenant-Colonel, U. S . .Army. Tooth of fossil 
elephant (Elephas primigeniits); from Indian Territory. 
Chase, .A. W. Two boxes of fragmentary pottery taken from Aztec 
houses four feet below the surface, near Contention City, Ariz. 
, Chase, C. H. Two casts of stone implements; from Indiana.. 
Chase, Walter G. Specimen of massive quartz; from Massachusetts. 
Cheshire, William W. Three arrow-heads; from Indiana; and cast of 
'' paint cup"; from Wisconsin. 
Chester, H. C. Box of crabs (Callinectes hastatus); from St. Jero~e's 
Creek, Md. 
Cilley, 0. W. Two specimens of Vermont building-stones. 
City JJrrug Store, Nevada, Ohio. Specimen of mole cricket ( Gryllotalpa 
borealis). (For examination.) 
Clapp, .A. F. .A living specimen of "map tortoise" (Malacoclemmys ge-
ographicus); from .Pennsylvania. 
Clark, .A. Howard. Specimen of bat. .Also specimen of embryo por-
poise ; from George's Banks. 
Clark, Edward, .Architect U. S. Capitol. A series of dressed blocks of 
stone used in the construction of the Capitol and. other public buil4-
ings in Washington, D. C. 
Clark, Ellis, jr. Specimens of fossil shells (Bulirnus, Unio, etc.); from 
Texas. 
Cl,ark, FrankN. Specimens of white-fish eggs and living mud-dogs, 
(Jfenobranchus lateralis); from Michigan. 
Clark, M. .A large stone pipe taken fron;i an Indian cemetery in De-
catur County, Tennessee. 
Clark, 0. Specimen of slag. (For examination.) 
Clarke, Samuel ){. Specimens of .Amphioxus; from Virginia. 
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Clements, Luther M. Specimens of quartz and chalcedony; from Ne 
Mexico. · 
Coale, H. K. Seven specimens, fl. ve species of birds. 
Cocheco Manufacturing Company, Dover, N. H. Samples of printed 
cottons. 
Cocke, Thomas &; Co. A specimen of soap-stone ; from North Car. 
olina. 
Coe, Cornelius B. Rat taken from under floor of Treasury Department 
while making repairs. 
Coke, Hon. Richard. Specimen of bronze; from Texas. (For examina-
tion.) 
Cole, P. L. Two specimens of Ohio building-stones. 
Coleman, E. 0. Specimen of mineral; from Wisconsin. (For examina-
tion.) 
Collier, David 0. Botanical specimens; from Colorado. (For examina-
tion.) 
Collins, J. W. Model of mackerel-pocket used by Gloucester fisher-
men, a bottle of fishes and crustaceans from the Grand Banks, and 
as encysted fish-book taken from flesh of halibut. 
Collins, W. H. Specimens of birds' (Ardea, etc.) skins and eggs; from 
Michigan. 
Colton, H. E. Forty-five specimens of building-stones; from the States 
of Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina and Tennessee. 
Commagere, A. Y. Various relics of the Polaris expedition. 
Conway, John W. (through J. Stevenson.) Five boxes of Indian orna-
ments, implements, etc.; from New Mexico. 
Conover, A. D., Chicago, Illinois. A large collection of building-stones 
from the States of Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. 
Cook, Prof. George H. A large collection of building-stones and slate ; 
from the States of New York and New Jersey. 
Copenhagen, Denmark, Roya,l Museum of Northern Antiquities. Two boxes 
of antiquit,ies from Denmark. 
Corning, Erastus, and H. A. Jewett. Mounted skeleton of "Old Henry 
Clay," the progenitor of the Olay stock of racing horses. 
Corson, R. R. Fourteen boxes of specimens (stalactites, etc.); from 
Lura,y Cave, Va. 
ory, 0. B. .Ffre specimens of birds; from Massachusetts. 
otell,Dr.B. pecimenof magn tic sand; from Washington Territory. 
oue Elliott, Si1,rgeon, U. > • Army. A small box of bones of small mam-
mal. and fragment of pottery; from Cliff Honse on Beaver Ore k 
riz na. 
Goi dr y • amples of can and label u d in the 
p im n farrow and p ar h ad ; from oun c-
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Oox, ---. Two large specimens of East Indian shells;said to be from 
Chincha Islands. 
Graig, W. H. Specimens of silYer ore; from Silver Cliff, Colo. (For 
exa ruination.) 
Granda ll, W. R. Stem of fossil, crinoid; from Collinsville, Ill. 
Crawford, A. W. Specimen of insects ; from California. 
Crawford, G. Specimen of granite; from Dakota Territory. 
Crittenden, A. R. Three trawl-rollers used by the Gloucester :fishermen. 
Groppie, Henry. Two living turtles ( Chelopus insculptiis); from New 
York. 
Gushing, Frank H. .A tufii "sacred blanket;" from Fort Wingate, 
N. l\Iex. 
Gutting Packing Oornpany, San Francisco, Cal. Samples of cans and 
labels used in packing fish, etc. 
Dale, F. G., Passed .Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Navy. Two boxes' of birds' 
8kins and one box of alcoholic collections; from Japan. 
Dall, W. H., .Assistant United States Coast and Geodetic 8urvey. Tusk of 
mammoth ; from ice cliffs in Kotzebue Sound, 150 miles eastward 
from ~ering Straits. 
Dalrymple, Dr. E·. A. Specimens of Tuckahoe. 
Daniel & Boyd, St. Johns, N. B. Specimen of New Brunswick build-
ing-stone. 
Davenport, George G. Two small living alligators (A. mississippiensis); 
from Florida. 
Davis, Henry: Specimens of wasp and hornets' nests and four arrow-
points; from Iowa. 
Davis, Hon. H. G. A large number of specimens of minerals; from 
West Virginia. (For examination.) 
Davis, Jabez. A large specimen of quahog clam; from Massachusetts. 
Dawkins, W. Boyd. Remains of bear and man taken from the hymna 
dens of Creswell crags aud sinlc in the limestone at Windy Knoll, 
Derbyshire, England. 
Dempsey, 11homas. Specimens of sh~d; from St. John's River, Florida. 
D'Invellier, E. V. Eighteen specimens of Pennsylvania building-stones. 
Denham, W. H. H. Specimens of minerals; from Missouri. 
Dennett, John, Lieutenant Revenue Marine Service. Insect from wood . 
taken on board vessel at Mobile, Ala. 
Derby, Orville A. (See Rio Janeiro, Brazil.) 
De Vinne, Theodore L., New York. Duplicate set of cards illustrative of 
th e process of overlaying in wood-cut printing. 
Devlin & Oo., Astoria, Oreg. Samples of cans and labels used in pack-
1 
ing " Columbia River fresh salmon." 
Dexter, Newton. Specimen of very small lobster; from Newport, R. I. 
Dibble, Henry, Chicago, Ill. Samples of encaustic floor tiling. 
Dilk, Fred. M. Bird skin ; from Colorado. 
Dobbyn, John F. .A living albino rat; from Washington, D. C. 
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Dodge, R. I., Colonel; U. S. A. Bead ,work cradles, bow, quiver and 
arrow, glass water-jar, double-headed tom-tom used. by tile Ute and 
south Cheyenne Indians. 
Dodge, W. W., & Go., San Francisco, Gal. A kit of Alaskan codfish and 
. half barrel of salmon bellies. 
Doron, Thomas S. Specimens of owls; from Alabama. 
IJorsey, Rev. J. 0. (throu,gh IJr. W. J. Hoffman). Trappings of saddle 
belonging to "Big D~ar," a chief of the Ponca Indians. 
D<>uglass, A. E. Eight ceremonial weapons found in a mound in Volu-
sia County, Florida, and three flat flint drills. (Lent for casting.) 
IJover, Thornas. Specimenofcloth taken from a mound inButlerCounty, 
Ohio, and a stone pipe from Miami County, Ohio. (Lent for casting.) 
Dow, John M., Captain Pacific Mail Steamship Company. Specimens of 
Ii ving plants, and a collection of fossils, stone cilts, and 3 strings of 
green stone beads, etc. ; from Central America. 
IJowell, John H. Specimen of eel and flat-fish; from the Potomac 
River. 
Downey, Hon. S. W. Samples of sulphate of soda and water; from 
Wyoming. (Sent for examination.) 
IJownman, R.H. Alcoholic specimen of deformed· chick-turkey, from 
vVarrenton, Va. 
IJufief, Lewis B. A small living alligator ; from Florid.a. 
Duges, IJr. IJon ~lfredo. Various contributions of shells ( Unio, Arion, 
Mytilus, etc.); mammals (IJasypus, Geoniys, Cariacus); fishes (Clinos-
toma, Hudsonius, Oarangus, etc.); reptiles (Orocodilus), etc.; from vari-
ous parts of Mexico. 
IJumont, W. B. Two specimens of New York building stones. 
Dunbar's Sons, G. W., New Orleans, La. Samples of cans and labels used 
for packing fish, etc. ; also alcoholic specimens of shrimps, crabs, an!l 
crawfish; from the Mississippi River. 
Eagle Preserved F-ish Company, Portland, Me. Samples of cans and 
labels u ed in packing fish, etc. 
Eagle and Phmnix Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ga. Samples of 
manufactured. cotton. 
Eagleson and De Veau, New York, N. .Y. Samples of Vermont marble 
tiling. 
Eastport Packing Company, Eastport, Me. Samples of cans and label 
u ed in the packing of fl h, etc. 
Ebaugh, IJaniel. Specimen of quartzite and chlorite schi t; from Mary-
l n . ( ior examination.) 
E<lcly In1ing L. ic ur -frame made from lava; from Tama;ack Lake. 
Edz ard. Frank ., .Lieutenant U. . A. Du k kin "official coat of 
b r ( a hiurrton T rritory) In<li n . 
. Tw n f ir 0 'ini buil i o- tou . 
f al· h Ji· p ci f fi be , nu 
in rard un ancl ,·icini ~. 
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.Eisen, Gustave. Box of fossils and alcoholic specimens of natural his-
tory ; from California. . 
Emerson, J. H. Six pens made from quills of Hya,lincecia artlfea; taken 
off Martha's Vineyard, Mass. . I 
Evans, Gideon L. Fragments of stone relics; from Iowa. 
E1:er1,;an, B. W. Four mortars and :fl ve pestles of stone ; from Santa 
Saula, Cal. 
Fagan, Daniel. Specimen of stalagmite marble; from Virginia. 
Fannec, Conrad. Fresh specimen of black bass (Micropterus salmoidcs); 
from Four Mile Run, Va. 
Febiger, G. L., U.S. A. Two catlinite pipes from Dakota, and a pipe 
from mound near Springfield, Ohio. 
Ferguson, T. B. Specimen of shark (Lamma cornubica); from off New-
port, R. I., and a green turtle from Chesapeake Bay. 
Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York. Core of artesian well. _ 
Figyelniesy, PhiUp, United States Consul at Demerara. · A box of Indian 
relics and two specimens of iguana (I. tuberculata); from Demerara. 
Pillette, St. Julien. A collection of Indian relics from North and South 
Carolinas, and minerals from Utah, California, and New York. 
Finch, 0. Two specimens of building stones ; from Ohio. 
Fisher, A. F. Human skull occupied by birds' nest; from New York. 
Fisher, A. L. & Co., New York. Sample specimen of.museum jars. 
Fisher, W. J. Can of alcoholic specimens of natural history; from 
Alaska. 
Fletcher, J. A. A " Fletcher" whale rocket gun and bomb. (Pur-
chased.) 
Forbes, Dr. S. A. (through S. T. Walker). Indian stone images; from 
mounds in Florida. · · 
'' Forest and Stream" Publishing Company, New York. A series of photo-
engravings of noted sporting dogs. 
Forney, A. J.,jr. Young red fox ( Vulpesfulvus); from Charles County, 
Maryland. 
Foster, J.B. Stone pipe made from soapstone found at Chula, Va. 
Foster, William. A large collection of bujlding stones; from the States 
of California, Colorado, Nevada, Utah, arid Wyoming. 
Fraser, Charles A. Tank of alcoholic specimens collected by the late 
Professor Gabb, in the West Indies. · 
Frierson, J. W. S. Six specimens of Tennessee building stones. 
Fritsch, E., New Yorlc. Samples of marble and slate tiles. 
Fuller, Andrew. Specimens of rocks (Oalcite, Lemonite, ect). (For ex-
amination.) 
Galvar Bros., New York. Samples of ferruginous clay. 
Gannon & Flannery, Washington, D. C. Samples of floor-tiling. 
Garetson, C. L. Vial of water which fell during storm at Salem, Iowa, 
supposed to contain living animals. 
Garnier, Dr. John H. Specimen of Amblystoma; from Ontario. 
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Gatschet, Albert S. Box of Indian stone implements; from South Caro-
lina. · , 
Gattinger, .A.. Forty-eight specimens of Tennessee slates and building 
stones. 
Gwke, August. Large stone maul and fragments of crania; from In-
dian grave in Dakota. 
Gesner, William. Box of fresh-water shells; from the Catawba River, 
A.labama. 
Gibuoney, William. Box of stalacti~s; from cave in Wythe County, Vir-
ginia. 
Gibbs, George J. Eggs of lizard, box of bird's eggs, and deposit from 
salt pond; from Turk's Island, British West Indies. 
Gilbert, Charles H. Eleven boxes of :fishes, :fish products, etc; from 
California and Mazatlan. 
Glasgow, .Mo., J1fuseum of Pritchett Institute. Three casts of Indian 
relics; from Missouri. 
Glazawell, Dr. Giles L. Specimens of minerals and rocks; from South 
Carolina. 
Gooding, Dr. W. W. Specimen of snowy owl; from the .Arctic Ocean ; 
and a specimen of eagle (Aquila canadensis). 
Goode, F. 0. Specimens of' katydid's eggs; from Florida. 
Goodman, Mrs. E. T. Mineral dust; from Virginia. (For examination.) 
Goodrich, H. Mineral substance which fell during thunder shower at 
McLeansboro, Ill., on April 11, 1881. 
Goodwin, W. H. Specimens of kaolinite; from Nelson County, Vir-
ginia. 
Gordon, Thomas H., (through A. K. Worthen.) Specimen of iron pyrites; 
from Virginia. · 
Gorringe, H. H., Lieutenant Commander U.S. Navy. Three specimens 
of building stones (granite, limestone, and syenite), taken from the 
Egyptian obelisk. 
Gregg, A. Six specimens of Texas building stones. 
Gra.nt, Charles 0. Small box of fossil plants. 
Greene, G. 0. Box of Indian implements; from Oregon. 
Gri_tfin, F. N. Two arrow-heads ; from Sussex County, Virginia. 
Grigsby, 0. S. Spear and arrow-heads, leaf-shaped implements, ce1t, 
t . ; from Tenne see. 
·os enor Dale Company, Providence, R. I. A collection of samples mann-
fa tur d cotton g-oo<l . 
Guesdc L . A coll ti n of alcoholic pecimens of reptiles, (Liopllis 
Platydaetylus, Iguana, etc.), and four bird ' skin 
allinula Fielica); fr m Gnadeloup :)' West Indie . 
. Hugh. "cal of fl b (Promicrops guasa); from Brun · 
f n ia r lies, duplicate from t e 
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Hall, E. S. Specimen of black bass, weighing five pounds, taken at the 
Great Falls, Potomac River. 
Hall, Will-iam E. Three specimens of Montana building stones. 
Hamlin, William. Two specimens of the diver ( Oolymbus torquatus). 
Hamlin Dr . .A. O. Specimens of tin ore, etc.; from Maine. 
_ Hanks, Henry G. Two casts of stone implements; from California. 
Hare, Dr. D. H. Beech knot, 18 inches in diameter; from Highland 
County, Ohio. 
Harris, D. M. Two stone relics ; from Louisiana. 
Harrison, Dr. George B. Specimen of chicken-hawk (.A<fcipiter Oooperi.) 
Haskins, 0. H. Two specimens of fish (Hyodon); from Wisconsin. 
Hatch, General, U. S . .Army. Three specimens of ore (Galena and 
Chrysocolla and Chalcocite); from New Mexico. (For examination.) 
Havre Museum, Havre, France. A palroolithic flint hatchet; from 
France. 
Hawes, Dr. George W. Specimen of granite (core of diamond drill); 
from New York; a specimen of soapstone from North Carolina, and 
five specimens of marble (Verte Campon, Leptanto, Lisbon, Mosaic, 
Egyptian). 
Hawley, E. H. A living grass snake ( Oyclophis vernalis); from Arling-
ton, Va. 
Hawley, G . .A. Bronze ornament; from Gautemala. 
Hay, Dr. 0. P. Can of alcoholic specimens of fishes; from the Missis- , 
sippi River. 
Hayden, Walton. Jar of alcoholic specimens of fishes ( Uranidea, Stizo-
stedium, Percopsis, .Acipenser), mole ( Oondylura), and mussel ( Unfo); 
from HudRon's Bay Territory. 
Hayes, W. I. Living salamander (Amblystoma) and specimens of in-
sects; from North Carolina. 
Hegman, S. Box of minerals; from Tennessee. (For examination.) 
Hemphill, Henry. A fine collection of Pacific coast mollusca. 
Hemphill, J. 0. Branch of oak, showing deposit of locusts' eggs. 
Henderson, Hon. J. G. Twelve boxes of Indian relics taken from mounds 
near Naples, Illinois. 
Hendricks, G. Dix. Box of Indian relics; from Preble County, Ohio. 
Henkle, .Ambrose L. Indian stone pipe and copper beads; from Fairfax 
County, Virginia. 
Henkle, Dr. S. P. 0. Cylindrical stone tube; from mound in Rocking-
ham Coun~y, Virginia; also pipe of chlorite, from Shenandoah County, 
Virginia. 
Henshaw, H. W. Specimen of albino squirrel. (Purchased in Washing-
ton market.) 
Hereford, Dr. T. P. Arrow-point; from Missouri. 
Hering, Dr. 0. J. Nine packages of specimens of mammals, birds, 
shells, and insects, also fan used for blowing fire, and press for press-
ing the cassava roots for making into bread ; from Surinam, South 
America. 
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Hessel, Rudolph. Specimen of pied-bill grebe (Po4ilymbus podiceps) and 
of young California salmon. - · 
Hetton, Bryant A. Specimens of minerals ; from Virginia. 
Hicks, George H. Stone celt; . from Michigan. 
Hill, James G., Supervising Architect United States Treasury Depart, 
ment. Specimens of building-stones; from New Brunswick, Canada, 
·and the States of Maine, Maryland, Nebraska, New Jersey, Rhode 
Island, and Texas. 
Hinckley, Isaac. Four specimens of swans ( Olor columbianus); from 
North Carolina. 
Hitchcock, 0. H. .A. large collection of .building-stones and slates; from 
the States of Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont. · 
Hodges, H. C., Lieutenant-Colonel, U. S. Army. Walking-stick made of 
wood from Washington Territory and with handle of deer horn. 
Holmes, W. H. Three pieces of jasper . from Yellowstone National 
Park; and arrow-heads, stone axes, etc., from the · District of Colum-
bia. , 
Holitb, Dr. Emil. Box of minerals and fossils; from Africa. 
Hooper, C. L., Captain U.S. Revenue 1J1arine Steamer'' Corwin." Box of 
Indian implements, skull of polar bear, human crania, etc. ; from the 
Alaska Islands. 
Hopkins, L. H. Three oyster knives. 
Horan, Henry. Living ring-necked snake (Diadophis punctatus); from 
the District of Columbia. 
Houghton, J. H. Samples of minerals; from Georgia. (For examina-
tion.) 
Howard, J~ W. Alcoholic specimen of alligator (A. mississppiensis). 
Hou:ell, J. G., Rear-Admiral, U. S. Navy. A carved marble tombstone; 
from plains of ancient Troy. 
Hufschmidt, R. Two sp_ecimen~ of building-stones; from Iowa. 
Hughlett, Thomas. Specimen of mud minnow ( Umbra pygmrea); from 
Easton, Md. 
Huddleston, D. G. Specimens of minerals; from West Virginia. 
Huddleston, George. Samples of manufactured soap-stone and jar of 
powder; from Bethesda, Md. 
H1.1,me, George W., Astoria, Oreg. Samples of cans and labels used in 
packing :fi h. . 
flume, Thomas L. Two specimens of mole (Condylura cristata) and an 
em ry calf ( ) (hairy placenta 7). 
Hunt Dr. J. G. Micro copic slide of cloth. 
Huntington, D. L., U.S. Army. Two pecimens of spiders; from Da-
kot T rrit ry. 
Huntington J. H. coll ction of building stones and slates; from the 
t t of 1awar , far land, and Virginia. 
Huy man, Theod.ore. Ax of Lydian stone; from United States of Co-
l bia. 
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Illinois State Library of Natural History, Norm.al, nl. Eighty-~ix spe-
cies of Illinois fishes (in alcohol). 
Illinois State Historical Library (through A. K. Worthen). Specimens of 
coal measure fosils ; from Illinois. 
Ingersoll, Ernest. Eight boxes of shells, Spanish and Indian pottery; 
from Florida; an.d samples of oyster-knives and hammer. 
Ipswich Mills, Ipswich, Mass. Samples of hosiery. 
Irgans, Jorgcn. Box of Norwegian fishing fo.ckle. 
Jackson, E. E. Bottle of larvre of insect; from South Carolina. 
Jackson, W. W. Small box of quartz crystals, from Herkimer County; 
New York. 
Jaffords, L. G. Specimens of land and fresh-water shells; from Min-
nesota. 
Japan, Government of (throiigh Japanese Legation, Washington). A 
series of samples of cotton, from the raw product to the manufact-
ured goods. 
Javens, G. Specimen of malformed catfish; (Amiurus albidus); from 
the PQtomac River. 
Jeffords, E. A. Two boxes of alligator and turtle eggs, birds eggs, 
etc. ; from. Florida. 
Jernigan, Silas. Indian stone celt; from Florida. 
Jesuits' College, New ·Orleans, La. Box of rocks, minerals, and fossils; 
from Louisiana . 
. Jewett, James 0. Specimen of phosphate of iron and black sand. 
Johnson, Dr. H. N. Small box of " _Lucky stones" and petrified grain; 
from Wisconsin. 
Johnston, F. B. Catlenite carving of human skull; from Campbell 
County, Kentucky. 
Johnston, George. Specimens of potato bugs with parasites; from Elk-
ton, Md. 
Johnston & Young. Specimens of lobster shells, crabs, starfish, etc. 
Jones, Elliott. Stone chipping~ and fragmentary pottery; from Ari-
zona. 
Jones, R. L. &; Go., Delta. Pa. Twelve specimens of Maryland slate. 
Jones, Winslow. Cans. 
Jorda.ii, Prof. D. S. A large collection of :fishes from Utah and Cali-
fornia, many of them new to science; also two tooth-picks, one ear-
spoon a,nd brush made by the California Chinese from seal bristles 
and silver. 
1 
Jony, P. L. Specimens of mole and squirrel, from Virginia; and liv-
ing specimens of Amblystoma, frogs, etc., from Oakland, Cal. 
J1.,lien, Dr. A. A. Specimen of building-stone; from France. 
Kane, Dennk Specimen of hematite; from New York. 
Kane, John J., Assistant Siwgeon, · U. R. Army. Specimens of galena; 
from New Mexico. 
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Keep, Captain (through Hon. James Bell) .. · Stone mortar and pestle; fro 
a mound near Orange Lake, Florida. 
Kelly, Miss Anna W. (through Frank L. Donnelly). Specimen of Italian 
greyhound (in flesh). 
Kelly, F. 0. Specimens of insects (Diplax rubicunda); from Dakota 
Territory. • 
Kelly, L. L. Three specimens of building-stones; from Iowa. 
Kelly, Thomas. A collection of building-stones ; from ~hio, PennsyL 
vania, and West Virginia. 
Kelly, W. W. Two specimens of building-stones; from Vermont. 
Kendall, J. R. Specimen of barnacle goose; from Jamaica Bay, Lona 
Island. · 
Keyley, W. S. Specimen of iron pyrites ; from Missouri. 
Kinney, Hon. O . .P. (throughJohnB. Wiggins). Indian stone pipe; from 
New York. 
Kite, J. Allan, steamer "Fish Hawk." Tank of alcoholic marine speci-
mens and a living specimen of loon ( Oolymbus glacialis), also two 
eagles; from Avoca, N. C.; also a tank aud 11 bottles of alcoholic 
specimens of fishes, taken by the steamer "Fish Hawk." 
Knickerbocker Ice Company, Philadelphia, Pa. A wagon and models of 
all apparatus used in handling ice. 
Knickerbocker Millis. Bulbous plant, and teeth of shark, and phosphate 
rock ; from Florida. 
Knowles, G. A. Two specimens of building-stones; from Iowa. 
Korte, Hon. Henry L. Specimen of fish; from Ohio. 
Krebs, F. Eugene, Regensburg, Germany. Framed exhibit showing the 
various processes in the manufacture of kid gloves, from the natural 
skin to the complete glove. 
Kreslcen, H. Acosta. Alcoholic specimen of bird; from Ohio. 
Laidlow, James, & Go., Portland, Oreg. Samples of cans and labe 
used in the packing of salmon. 
Lambert, N. Four specimens of building-stones; from Washington 
Territory and Oregon. 
Lamborn, Robert H. Three Indian relics; from near the sacred city of 
Testihuacan, Mexico. 
Lancaster Mills, Clinton, Mass. Samples of manufactured cotton goo · 
Laney, Henry. Alcoholic specimen of jumping mouse (Zapus hud-
sonius); from Maryland. 
· Langhorne, Maurice. Specimens of bat guano and of bark; from an 
mi g , We t Indies. 
Lang, ton rof. J. M., United States Oons1tl-General at Hayti. Two 
of fin c ra1 , h 11 , tc. ; from Hayti. 
Lanmian harl Japane e Legation. Specimen of Japane e n 
Larco ndr a (through Prof. D. S. Jordan). Tank of al obolic 
f fi h of alif ornia. 
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Latham, M. R. Specimens of minerals; from Virginia. 
Latkin, Joseph. Three boxes of Indian relics, fossils, minerals, etc:; 
from Georgia. 
Lawrence & Go., Boston, JJf a,ss. Samples of printed cotton shirting; 
from Cocheco Mills. 
Leach, J. P. Specimen of duck ; from Illinois. 
Leakin, George .A. Six specimens of Maryland building-stones. 
Le Baron, J. Francis. One barrel two boxes of fossils, · shells, etc.; 
from Florida. 
Lee, Joseph. Two specimens of Texas building-stones. 
Leeper, W. H. Four specimens of Oregon building-stones. 
Legare, J. Berwick. Living dog, pointer. 
Legare, W. W. Specimen of locust; from South Carolina. 
Lehman, A. E. Two specimens of Pennsylvania building.-stones. 
Leppelman, L. Two pierced stone tablets, clay pipe, and flint; from 
Ohio. 
Leslie, 0. 0. Tank of alcoholic specimens of fishes; from Charleston, 
S. C., markets. 
Leslie, James C. Living garter snake (Eutcenia sirtalis); from Penn-
sylvania. · " 
Lewis, J:rof. H. 0. Specimen of mineral (Philadelphiaite). 
Lewis, Mrs. P. M. Two boxes of fossils, birds' skins, and plants; from 
Missouri. 
Lindsley, H. W. Eighty specimens of building-stones; from Connecti-
cut and New York. · 
Livingston, Dr. I. .A. Specimens of shale and bituminous schists; 
from Arkansas. . . 
Long, Dr. 0. M. Walrus tusk and skull, from the Arctic Ocean; and 
jaw of shark, bill of sawfish, and can of alcoholic specimens of 
marine life; from Panama Bay. 
Lord, H. & G. W., Boston, Mass. Sample of cod gill-net. 
Lord, W. Blair. Six large specimens of native garnets and Indian 
iron spear-bead and halibut hook; from Alaska. 
LCYVe, W. L. Specimen of insect; from North Carolina. 
Lucas, J. D. Skull, Indian shell carvings, etc. ; , from mound in Fair-
fax County, Virginia. 
Luther, S. M. Specimens of minerals and fragments of Indian pottery; 
from Ohio. 
Lyon, John. Skin of deer (Oervus virginianus); from West Virginia. 
Mc.Adams, William, jr. Five casts of Indian pipe, one copper imple-
m~nt, and specimens of shells and minerals; from mounds in Illinois. 
McBride, R. W. Box of Indian relics; from Indiana. (Lent for cast-
ing.) 
McBurney, George, and Hon. Living alligator. (/4 .. Mississippiensis.) 
McGur<ly, .Alexander. Five fishing knives, and galvanized iron swivel, 
u ed on trawl buoys by Gloucester :fishermen. 
S. Mis.109-10 
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l,fcDaniel, Joseph. Specimen of mineral; from Tennessee: 
JJf cDonald, Mars!tall. Six boxes of specimens of fishes, reptiles, marine 
invertebrates, insects, etc.; from the Potomac River and Chesapeake 
Bay; also an Indian stone ax ; from Virginia. 
McElwain, Robert. · One box of fossils and one box of fresh-water shells; 
from Pennsylvania. 
McEwin, J.B. Limbs of oak tree, with deposit of locusts' eggs; from 
Tennessee. 
Macey&; Co., Nashville, ·Tenn. Eureka minnow trap. 
McFarlane, R. Skins of .Arctic hare, marmot, mink, beaver, etc.; from 
Fort Athabasca, Hudson's Bay Territory. 
Macjeely, R., Commissary-General of Subsistence, U. S . .Army. Speci-
mens of insects taken from bacon, at Whipple Barracks, Arizona.. 
Maine Red Granite Company, Calais, Me. Two specimens of Maine build-
ing-stones. 
McGee, W. J. .A large ·collection of Iowa building-stones. 
Mc Graham, John T. .A button of metallic iron and piece of slag. 
Mackey, George W. Two specimens of Pennsylvania slate. 
Mackney, C. E. .A specimen of decomposed mica schist and one of 
hornblende; from New York. (For examination.) 
McLean, John J. Three boxes of Indian implements, ornaments, carv-
ings, etc.; from .Alaska. 
McMenamin &; Go., Hampton, Va. Samples of cans and labels used in 
packing fish, oysters, etc. 
Mc-Weil, James. Box of Indian relics; from Tennessee. 
Madsen, Peter (through Prof. D. S. Jordan). Two cans of alcoholic 
specimens of fishes ( Gatostomus fecundus) ; from Utah. 
Maine Red GranUe Company, Calais, Me. Specimens of granite; from 
Red Beach, Me. 
Mallett, Dr. J. W. Two boxes of minerals (Microlite, graphite, barcen· 
ite, etc.) ; from Virginia, Nevada, Mexico, and India. 
Maltby, 0. S., Baltimore, Md. Five samples of cans used in the paa· 
ing of oysters. 
l,fanderson, A. Nine specimens of Pennsylvania· building-stones. 
].lander son, A. Specimen of sandstone; from New Jersey. 
llfandeville, W. Specimens of quartz; from Pennsylvania. 
1Jlangmn, C. W. Indian stone relic; from Fannin County, Georgia. 
Mann, 0. E. Two bird 'skins (Perissoglossa tigrina and Dendrmca black· 
burnicc~ ; fr m Illinois. 
Man tfielcl I.E. Eight barrel of fos il coal plants; from Bea.ver County 
nn ylvania. 
lilarnock, G. W. Speer ns of reptiles (Eu,m~e11, Eutmnf.a, and J)ytko· 
dyte ) · fr m Texa . 
ar h r if. 0. 0. Ca t of one of fos il bird (Hesperornis regal' . 
r b). 
Jar h liilip. x of arrow and pear heads and a box of birds eggs· 
fr Illin i . 
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Marshall, Edward. Specimen of mineral dust; from Nort~ Carolina .. 
(For examination.) 
Marsilliot, 1,,1. G., United States Revenue Steamer Corwin. Specimen of 
ores ; from Alaska. 
JJ[artin, H. L. Specimen of bug; from Illinois. · 
Martin, S. J. Two boxes of alcoholic specimens of :fishes, crabs, etc., 
obtained by :fishing vessels sailing from Gloucester, Mass. 
jJfalion, Prof. Otis T. Specimen of quartz geode; from near Keokuk, Iowa. 
JJ!fassachusetts Cotton Mill, Lowell, Mass. Samples of cotton cloth. 
Mather, Fred. .Alcoholic specimen of :fish; from the Saint Lawrence 
River; also, living box-tortoise, marked "Yankee, 1862"; from 
Virginia. 
JJfatlwws, W., Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army. Box of mineral substance 
used by Navajo Indians for bleMhing silver and as a mordant in · 
dyeing. , 
~Mathews, William H. 0. Samples of saline soda; from Mono Lake, Cal-
ifornia. 
Mattoni, 0. Six glass tubes for warering plants. 
Mayo, I. O., Gloucester, Mass. Five samples of "Champion" row-locks. 
Medler, Lyman G. (through John B. Wiggins). Fragments of fossil tusk 
of mastodon; from Tioga County, New York. 
Meigs, General M. 0. Specimens of Minnesota granite used by the 
Union Pacific Railroad in the construction of the railroad brid·ge at 
Bismarck, Dakota. Samples.of building-stones; from the quarries on 
the military reservation at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; specimen of 
pine wood, showing strength of the timber when rested at ends and 
weight placed in the cenrer ;- also, specimen of Indian oolite; from . 
the Ute Indian reservation. 
~ 
Merchant, Capt. George W. "Purse" ring, such as were used on seines 
in 1854. 
Merrill; IJr. J. O., U. S. A. Eggs of snow bunting (Junoo a_nnectens); 
from Montana. 
Meyers, P. H. Specimens of mica schist and pyrite-,; from Maryland. 
]fichigan Wire Shovel Oo., Niws, Mich. Wire scoop, for removing fish 
from nets. 
Miles Brothers & Oo., New Yorlc. Series of manufactured bristles, etc., 
exhibited at International Exhibition of 1876, Philadelphia. 
Miller, L. M. Two fresh specimens of fish (A.mia calva); from Geneva, 
New York. 
:muer, E A.. Box of mineral~ and Indian arrow-heads; from Vir-
ginia. 
]filler & Goates, New Yorlc. Samples of floor _tiling. 
Jiiller, Joseph. Specimens of minerals; from Arizona. 
Mills, A. Two specimens of building-stones from Scotland and one 
from Germany.. 
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]Jfiltiniore, Capt. A. E., U. S • ..tL Specimen of petrified mesquite wood 
and fossil tooth; from Texas. 
Missouri Fish Commission, Saint Louis, Mo. Specimens of skip-jack 
( Clupea chrysochloris) ; from Lexington, Mo. · 
]J1.oore, Thomas (through C. F. Sawyer). Shark's jaw; from Loggerhead 
Key, Florida. 
Moore, Dr. (t]irough Hon. S. B. Maxey). Samples of water; from Eureka 
Springs, Arkansoo. . 
Moran, George H., Surgeon, U. S. A. Four boxes of Indian stone imple-
ments, etc. (arrow-heads, shell ornaments, ollas with burial remains, 
etc.); from Fort Thomas, Ariz., and North Carolina. 
Morgan, B. Box of Indian relics; from Iowa. (Lent for casting.) 
lJ-forgan, Edward. Indian stone ax; . from "Soapstone Hill", District 
Columbia. 
]Jforgan, Jaques J.M. de. Collection of about a thousand specimens 
of European Tertiary and Cretaceous fossils. · 
JJ1organ, Joseph (through Senator W. B. Allison). Specimen .of mineral; 
from Iowa. (For examination.) · 
Morgan, Leonard. Specimen of fossil; fron:i Washington, D. C. 
)Horgan, Thomas. Two small boxes of shells; from New Jersey. 
Morris, L. S., & Son, Warsaw, N. Y. Two specimens of building stones; 
from New York. 
l,forton, Rush K. Specimen of tree-toad (Hyla versicolor); from Che· 
ter County, Pennsylvania . . 
]Jfott, F. J. Specimen of siderite; from Colorado. 
JJfunroe, Prof. Charles E., U.S. Naval Academy. Seventeen specimens 
of Maryland building-stones. 
Jlfuth & Eckardt. Two living fishes (JJfacropodus sp.); from Ohio. 
JJfyers, P. H. Specimens of minerals; from Maryland. (For examina-
tion.)' 
llfyers, Jolin. Specimen of mineral; from Tennessee. 
Needham, George F. Three hawks and one owl; from Maryland and 
District of Oolumbia. · 
Nelirling, H. Three specimens of birds' nests (Milvulus, Olwndestes 
Oyanospiza) ; from Texas. 
N el on, E. W., U. S. Signal Service. Thirty-six boxes and three barr L 
of pecimens of general natural history, two lidaokas, two leigb~ 
and model of canoes and paddle ; from Alaska. 
Nel on, Dr. Wilfred, British Consul, Panama. Alcoholic specimen of 
oak ; from fore t in Ecuador. 
l!t ew Britain Knitting Company, New Britain, Conn. Sample of knitted 
g d , und rwear, etc. 
eio Orlean La. Je uit College. Box of rock , minerals, and fo il, · 
fr n ui i na. 
a ill. ample of calcareous tufa ; from Piere 
rritory: 
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J:itew York, N. Y.,American Museum of NatiiralHistory. Seventeen boxes 
· of the duplicate fossils of the James Hall collection. (First series.) 
Nichols, Dr. H. A. A. Tank of alcoholic specimens of fishes and a small 
box of birds' skins, from Dominica; also one fish-pot, from Antigua. 
Niuhols, Henry E., Lieutenant-Oornmander., U. S. Coast and Geodetic Siir-
vey steamer Hassler. A collection in alcohol of specimens of fishes, 
from .Alaska; and a bottle of sea soundings, from Menzie's Bay, Dis-
covery Passage, British Columbia. 
Nixon, J.B. Worm cell with worm; from Pennsylvania. 
Noon, Luke. Tw<;> specimens of New York building-stones. 
Norris, P. W., Superintendent of Yellowstone Nationa,l Park. Crate of 
mamma1 skins ( Ursus; Cariacus, Oervu~, and Ovis) and forty-seven 
boxes of minerals, rocks, natural formations, etc.; · trom the Yellow-
stone National Park. 
Norton, E. H. (through Senator F. M. Cockrell). Bottle of water; from 
Missouri. (For examination). . 
O'Beirne, Col. James R. Specimen of fish (P.richiurus lepturus)'; from 
. Long Island. 
Ober, F. A. Two copper axes; frcrm Mexico, and two boxes of general 
natural history collections, from Kit's ·Island, etc., New Mexico. 
Oliver, John. Three specimens of Missouri building stones. 
Oli1;er, John A. Living snake ( Tropidonotus); from the Potomac River, · 
Washington, D. C. · 
Oram, F. F. Sample of Titaniferous sand from the gold region of Ran-
dolph County, Alabama. • 
Orcutt, Frank P. Nest of Canada jay (Perisoreus canadensis); froru 
Maine. 
Oregon State Commission, Permanent Exhibition Building, Philadelphia, 
Pa. Exhibit made at Philadelphia, consisting of mounted specimens 
of birds and mammals, and agricultural products. -
Orton; Edward. A large collection of building-stones; from Indiana, 
Kentucky, and Ohio. 
Orvis, Charles F., lrlanchester, Vt. Six artificial flies for fishing. 
Owens, Charles S. A collection of old books, coins, badges, etc., also 
specimens of arrow-heads. 
Owsley_, Dr. J.B. Indian stone pick and cone; from Ohio. (Lent for 
casting.) 
Packard, R. L. Box of fossiliferous rocks; from the Indian Territory. 
Page, Peter. Specimen of red-throated diver ( Colymbus septentrionalis); 
from West Virginia. 
Page, W. F. Living water-snake (Tropidonotus sipedon); from Gun-
ston's, Va. . 
Palmer, Dr. E. Two boxes of mound relics; from Arkansas; and two 
boxe of general ethnologica ; from Tennessee. 
Palmer, ]fiss Z. Two specimens of building-stones; from Ohio. 
Palmer, William. Specimen of snakes (Tropidonotus); from Virginia. 
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Paris, France. Museum of Natural History. Box of alcoholic spet:-
mens of natural history. 
Patri9k, Jason. Two specimens of building-stones; from Tennessee. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Academy of Natural Sciences. Plastercasts ofan ' 
nests. (Purchased). 
Phillips, Barnet. Box of samples of the " Ogeeche lime." 
Peelor, David. Fossil coal-print; from Pennsylvania. 
Pierson, .A.. R. Specimen of bird; from New Jersey. 
Pilling, George P., Philadelphia, Pa. Four silver-plated "Patent Cow. 
Milkers." 
Pinkham, Joseph. Two specimens of minerals; from Virginia. 
· Platt&; Co., Balt-imore, Md. Two samples of cans used in packing oy · 
ters. 
Pocasset ]faniifacturing Company, Fall River, 1lfass. Samples of manu-
factured cottons. 
Poey, Prof. Felipe. Living boa-constrictor and box of insects; from 
Cuba. 
Polleys, Hon. W. H., United States Consul, Barbados, West Indies. Spe· 
cimens of shell celts and in:(usorial earths ; from Barbado~. 
Pollock, John S. Indian arrow-head; from Hamilton County, Ohio. 
Porter, William H. Specimen of butterfly. 
Portland Packing Company, Portland, Me. Samples of cans used in pack· 
ing fish, etc. 
Powell, Hon. Samuel. Tank of-alcoholic specimens of fishes, etc.; from 
Newport, R. I. 
Powell, S. W. Specimens of worms infesting meadows at Madison 
N.Y. 
Pou er, A. H. A large, fresh specimen of salmon; from the Merrimac 
River, N. H. 
Powers & Weightman, manufacturing ahemists, Philadelphia, Pa. Seven 
boxes of chemical products and manufactures. 
Prentiss, J. C. Specimen of "bog ore"; from near Ravenna, Ohio. 
Price, James. Two specimens of building-stones from Tennessee. 
Prince, David. Specimen of mineral; from New Jersey. 
Prince, S. F., & Co., South Dorset, Vt. Two specimens of Vermont build· 
ing-stones. 
Printz, Lorenzo. Copper plates and disks; found in Fairfax County 
irginia. 
Pullen Clarence. Sixteen pecimens of Kansas building-stones. 
Pyba , B. Fo il; from Alabama. 
Quick, Edgar R. p cirnen of young mole ( Blarina brevicauda); from 
ndiana. 
'}z1 ·1m Jame Portland, Oreg. Three ample of cans u ed in the pack-
i f 1nm alm n. 
Ram ey f 1a t ; from.,_ orth Carolina. (Foridenti-
• 
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Banclifuss, O. H., tTr. Small box of pentramites; from Illinois. 
Rares, R. W. (through }fr. Eckhardt). Eggs of carp (deadY and speci-
mens of male eels; from Germany. 
Rau, Dr. Charles. An Indian nut-stone arid an auimal-shaped clay 
figure (modern); made by the Tesuque Indians, of N~w Mexico. 
Rea, G. N. Tin-type pictures of ball (weighing ten pounds) taken from 
stomach of cow; from Indiana. · 
Rees, Richard. Nineteen svecimens of slate; from Maryland. 
Reid, George W. · Specimens of soapstone vesse~s, grooved axes, etc. ; 
from Virginia; and a carved human face in chloride; from Pennsyl-
vania. 
Ridgway, Aud,ubon W. Two specimens of bats; from Washingt~n, 
D. C. 
Ridgway, Robert. A large collection of skins of .American birds (nearly 
800 species and 2,500 specimens) and six boxes of specimens of snakes, 
turtles, and other reptiles, and a box of Indian relics ( arrow-heads, · 
pestles, mortars, etc.); from Indiana. 
Riggs, Thomas D. Specimens of rocks; from Montgomery County, Md. 
(For examination.) ·. 
Riley, T. E., U.S. A. A small collection of plants; from Idaho. 
Rio Janeiro, Brazil, .Museo Nacionale (through Prof. Orville A. Derby). 
Two boxes of fossils; from Brazil. -
Roberts, lV. F. A living specimen of Phrynosoma; from New Mexico. 
Robinson, G., Jr. Two specimens of snakes (Diadophis punctatus); from 
Wa~hington, D. C. · 
Rogan, James W. A specimen each of ant (Mulilla coccinea) and fossil; 
from Tennessee. 
Rogan, R. ]{. Specimen of bug; from Tennessee. (For examination.) 
Rogers, D. M. (through Hon. J. G. Clements). Specimen of ore; from 
Georgia. (For examination.) 
Roose, W. S. Specimen, in flesh, of peacock. 
Ross, George W. Two specimens of Tennessee building-stones. 
Roulet, F. Stone knife and bird and boat-shaped implements; from • 
New York. {Lent for casting.) 
Rowe, H. O., &; Go., Fairhaven, Conn. An oyster hammer, knife and 
opener. 
Ruby, Charles, U.S. A. Skins and skulls of wild cat, swift, antelopes, 
deer, coyotes; antlers, lower jaw, and skin of elk; three specimens 
of ambeystomas, a box of birds' skins, nests, and eggs, and bottle 
of m1caceous sand; from Wyoming. 
Runyan, J. G. Specimens of minerals; from Washington Territory. 
Rusby, Henry H. Twelve boxes of plants, box of fragmentary pottery, 
bones, etc., and pair of sandals from cave, stone ax> an Indian carved 
st ick, and specimens of birds' skins ; from New Mexico. 
Ruth, John A. Box: of Indian stone implements; from Bucks County, 
P ennsylvania. 
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Salsbury, H. S. Six specimens of fossils (casts); from Wisconsin. 
Sa1npson, F. A. Fifty-four specimens of cretaceous fossils; from Texas. 
(For identification.) 
San Francisco Cal., State, ,Mining .Bur&au,. Cast of Indian stone hook : 
from California. 
Sanlcey, R. A. Specimens of pyrrhotite; from Colorado. (For exami-
nation.) • 
SckiejfeUn, W. H. &; Co., New York. . A large collection of native and 
manufactured chemical products. -.. 
Schneck, Dr. J. Four living specimens of turtles (Aspidonectes and 
Mcilacvclemmys); from Illinois. 
Scatchler & Gibbs, San Francisco, Cal. Samples of cans and labels used 
in the packing of Columbia River saln:ion. 
Schooner Northern E,tgle (through S. J. ]fartin). ~resh specimen of 
sturgeon; from Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts. 
Scott, Dr. J. M. Specimen of bat (Atalapha cinereus); from Virgima. 
Scribner's, Charles, Sons, New York. T·he '' Game :Fishes of North 
America," by · G. Brown Goode and S. A.. Kilbourne. (Illrtl:!trated 
with colored plates.) . ' 
Selkirk, J. H. Specimens of menhaden (Brevoortia patronus); from 
Texas. 
Serrent, Samuel S. Box of minerals; from Virginia. 
Seve, Edward, consul of Belgium, Philadelphia, ];a. Specimen of green 
coffee; from Yungas Valley, Bolivia. 
Severance, W. N. Section of larch (Tamarack) with fire-scar; 26 feet 
below surface, at OliYia, Minn. . 
Shaler, Prof. N. S. .A large collection of building stones and slate ; 
from Maine, Massacbusett~, and Rhode Island. 
Shaw, James. Human skeleton taken from mound near Savanna, Illi-
nois. 
Sheldon, Prof. D. S. Specimens of parasites taken. from the gills and 
jntestines of sturgeon, an<l two living serpents; from Iowa. 
• Shenandoah Valley Railroad C01npany, Luray, Va. Four specimens of 
marble; from Luray, Va. 
Shepard, Prof. Charles U. Ten specimens of minerals; from varion 
localities. 
Shepard, Prof. a. U. Specimen of pagodite; from Georgia. 
Shepard, N. B. Specimen of hematite ore; from Buckingham County 
irginia. 
Sherman, General lV. T. Shi 1d, :flag·, and crape 11 ecl. to drape th 
catafal ue of Pr ideut arfiel<l, at Cleveland, Ohio, September -
1 l. 
Three p cimen of .J.. ew Brun wi k, Canada, buil -
cot9e . (tl1rough JJr. J. W. elie) . Thr e mall h rrin rr (~ r -
u ·) tak n fr m ·toma h of pike aught in Long L. ke, , -i -
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Shindler, A. Zeno. Alcoholic _specimen of horned toad (Phrynosonia 
cornutum). , 
Shoemaker, George. Four living snakes (Tropidonotus sipedon); a bottler 
of alcoholic specimens of reptiles, a,nd a collection of birds' nests and 
eggs; from the District of Uolumbia. 
Shufeldt, Dr. R. W., U.S. A. Box of insects from Fort Laramie, Wyo-
ming; alcoholic specimen of serpent, from the Isthmus of Darien; 
four eggs of tortoise (Cistudo cla.usa) from Connecticut, and -a col-
lection of 34 species of bird's eggR. 
Silver Lake Conipany, Wellington Bros. &i Co., agents, Boston, JJiass. 
Twenty-nine samples of cordage. 
Simmons,, JJr. C . .A.. Five specimens of building stones; from Florida. 
Simpson, Friench. Box of fossil bones; from Colorado Coun,ty, Texas. 
Sisson, H. &i Son, Balt-imore, Md. Specimen of building stones; from 
France. • 
Skinner, Josiah. Four ~ars of alcoholic specimens of fishes (Dorysoma, 
Stizostedium, Hyodon, Clupea, Catostomus, &c.); from Alabama. 
Small, G. W. Specimen of flesh of porpoise; from Provincetown, 
Mass. 
Smith, A. W. A living specimen of milk snake ( Ophibolus doliatus); 
from Maryland. • ' 
Smith, Courtland .A.. Four specimens of rocks; from Prince · William 
County, Virginia. 
Smith, George P. Cocoon of moth. 
Smith, Prof. Hamilton L. Box of microscopic slides -of infusoria. 
Smith, Horace J. Samples of dried abolone meat; from Santa Bar-
bara, Cal. , 
Smith, John P. Box of stone implements, &c.; from Maryland. 
Smith, Jfiss Rosa. A collection of fishes; from San Diego, Cal. 
Smith, S. W. Box of minerals; from Pennsylvania. (For examina-
tion.) 
Smock, J. C. Ninety specimens of building stones from New York and 
N~hn~ . 
Smythe, George. Two boxes of coal; fr9m the coal measures of Illi-
nois. 
Snow, .A. L. Specimen of clay impregnated with calcite; from Ten-
nessee. (For examination.) 
Snowden, Fred. Two specimens of flying squirrels (Sciuropterus ;olu-
cella); from Virginia. 
Snyder, E. S. Thirteen specimens of building stones; from W<;st Vir-
ginia. 
Sperr, F. W. Fifty specimens of building stones; from Massachusetts, 
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, and one from France. 
Bperry, E. A. Specimen of orthoclase, actinolite, &c.; from Colorado. 
(For examination.) 
Spray, S. J. Specimen each of skunk and bird; from Colorado. 
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Spring, E. 0. Three specimens of ores; from Virginia. (For examina. 
tion.) 
Springfield Soapston.e Company, Springfield, .Mass. · Two specimens or 
soapstone; from Vermont. 
Stanley, Henry 0. R specimen of young land-locked salmon; from the 
Androscoggin River, Maine. 
Stearns, Silas. Three specimens of apparatus' used in thG Red Snapper 
.fishery, of Florida, and a bottle of colored sea water; from Pensacola 
Bay. , 
Steele, J. G. Specimens of polished stone; from Lexington, Va. 
Stevenson, James. Five specimens of building stones; from New Mex-
ico. See, ~lso, Wasllington, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of 
Ethnology. 
Stewart, J. T. Stone ax; from--- , 
Stewart, 0. A. Specimen of bat; from Washington, D. C. 
Stewart, .M., &; Co., JJfilwaukee, Wis. (throitgh E. G. Blacl-.f0rd). Speci-
men of white-fish, ( Coregonus clupeiformis), weighing, when <lres.sed, llz lbs. ; from Lake Michigan. 
Stilwell, G .. Jf. Specimen of salmon; from the Penobscot River, Maine. 
Stone, Livingston. Three boxes of alcoholic specimens of fishes, from 
the McCloud river, Cal.; specimens of snakes and lizards, box of ge-
ological specimens, box of birds' nests and eggs, three boxes of fosjl , 
skin of young bear, and teeth an<l bones from Bear Cave; all from 
California. 
Stufflebeam, J. G. Specimens of pyrites; from Madison County, Arkan-
sas. (For examination.) 
Stuart, W. E. Specimens of young shad ( Clupea sapidissima); from the 
Potomac River. 
Sturtevant & Cole., Bethel, Vt. Two specimens of building stones ; from 
Vermont. 
Swan, Judge J. G. Two boxes of alcoholic specimens of fishes (Onwr· 
hynchus, Sebastichthys, Hippoglossus, Salmo, etc.); from Washington 
Territor_y, and specimens of salted fish ('' Beshowe "); from Victoria. 
Taylor, E. L. Specimen of hybrid fowl; from Virginia. 
Taylor, Thonias. Tllr e fossils; Uaryland and North Carolina. 
Taylor, William .T. Six living terrapins and a box of mound remains; 
from Georgia. 
Tennessee Cotton Factory, Nashville, Tenn. Samples of cotton cloth. 
Tenn see River .11Iarble Company, Knoxville, Tenn. Two specimen of 
uuildin O' on ; fr m Tenne ee. 
Tira , Legislatu,re of, Austin, Tex. Thirty pecimens of building ston 
fr ru T a. . • 
Tltc1r , William. 
;l.'/,oma 
lllin i ·• 
from Idah 
ancock tmt)-
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Thompson, Professor. Silicifiecl lower jaw of bison; f~om Veb Pass, Col-
orado. 
Thompson, Capt. William (through J. W. Collins). Piece of sword-fish 
snout, broken off in fishing schooner ; from Gloucester, Mass. 
Thomson, John H. Specimens of ore; from New Mexico. (For examin-
ation.) 
Thomson, W. J. R. Specimens of embryonic· centipede; from Texas. 
Thurber, H. K. & F. B., & Co., New York, N. Y. Samples of labels. and 
cans used in packing fish, oysters, etc. 
Tichkematse (Indian). Indian head-dress and shield of the Cheyenne 
Indians. 
Todd, Prof. J. E. Collection of Carboniferous fossils ; from Iowa and 
Nebraska. 
Tokio, Japan, University of (through Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass.) 
Box of .fragmentary Japanese pottery. 
Ton-er, Dr. J. M. Piece of roofing and tiling taken from excavated 
Roman villa at Morton, near Brading, Isle of Wight. 
Tongue, George H. Small box of birds' eggs ; from Warrenton, Va. 
Town, Matthew, Great Inagua, W. I. Three eggs of 'Flamingo. 
Townsend, T. B. Specimen of Ohio building stone. 
Trowbridge, S. B. Box of Indian implements (lent for inspection) and 
box of fossils; from Missouri. 
Trv,mbull, Eli. Specimens of rocks; from Huron County, Ohio. (For 
. examination.) 
Truz~vant, George S. Specimens of fossils from the phosphate beds of 
South Carolina. 
Tiifts, James W. Specimen each of Italian and New York marble. 
Turner, Lucien jJ{,, Signal Service, U.S. A. Six boxes of general, natural 
history and ethnological specimens, from· Alaska; and two boxes of 
birds' skins, and a tank of alcoholic specimens of fishes, etc. ; from 
Illinois. 
Underwood, William, & Co., Boston, JJfass.. Samples of cans, packages, 
and labels used in the packing of :fish, etc. 
United States Stamping Company, New York. Box of samples of stamped 
tin-ware. 
Valentine, G. Box of minerals; from Great Bend, Pa. 
Vannoy, J. 0. Specimen of minerals (Smithsonite, Limonite, Siliceous 
sinter, etc.); from Virginia. (For examination.) 
Vanoy, Elijah. Specimen of ore; from Tennessee. (For examination.) 
Velie, Dr. J. W. Collection of fishes, in alcohol; from Florida. 
Vermillion, John. Specimen of malformed sweet J)otato; from Virginia. 
Very, Samuel W., Lieutenant, U.S. N. A cassock or water-proof coat, 
made of the skin of the hair-seal at N ain, Labrador, a mission station 
of the Moravian Brotherhood. 
Vetromite, Rev. Eugene Specimens of Icalian shells. 
W achmuth, Charles. Nine specimens of building stones ; from Iowa. 
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Wade, Lieut. E. C., U. S. Revenue l',farine Steamer 1',foccasin. Two fo~ 
shark's teeth and pieces. of fossil vertebrre. 
Wagner, Henry. Specimen of moth; from Washington, D. C. 
Walke, E.· H. Specimen of shad, weighing seven pounds, and specimen 
of lamprey eels (Petromyzon marinus); from Albemarle Sound. 
Walker, S. T. Twelve packages, containing specimens of general nai-
ural history (reptiles, mamm~Is, fishes, birds, insects, etc.), Indian 
implements, mound remains, etc. ; from Florida; 
Wallace, John. Amounted specimen of rail (Porzana carolina). 
Wallem, Frederick M. Two alcoholic specimens of trout, with parasite·: 
from Norway. 
TVare, James. Four Indian stone relics; from Indiana. 
lV.arncr, J. S. Box of fossils and Indian implements; from Tennes.ee. 
Warner, W.R., & Go., Philadelphia, Pa. Bottle containing specimen o 
Irglervin. . 
Washington, D. 0. : 
Anthropologicctl Society. Box of arrow-'heads, spear-points, etc. 
IJepartment of State. (See under .names of United States Consuls, 
Philip Figyelmesy and W. H. Polleys.) 
Treasury IJepartment: 
Revenue JJlarine Division. (See under names of Capt. C. L. Hooper 
' L 'ieut. John De·nnett, JJ£ G. Marsilliot, and E. C. Wade.) 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Prof. J.E. Bilgard, Super-
intendent. (See under names of Lieut. Commander Henry E. 
Nichols, Marcus Baker, C. H. Boyd, Gershon Bradford, and W. H. 
IJall.) 
War Department : 
JJ[edical Department. (See under names of IJoctors Elliott Coues G. 
W. Matthews, R. W .. Shufeldt, H. 0. Yarrow, and Timothy E. Wil-
cox, and Hospital Steward Charles Ruby.) 
Pay IJepartment. (See under name of Col. George L. Febiger.) 
Quartermaster's Department. (See under name of General.111. C.Mc-ig ,) 
Signul Service, U. S. A . A collection of alcoholic specimen of 
fishes, crab , star-fishes, etc. ; from Greenland. (Sent by Dr. 
PaYy to Capt. IL W. Howgate.) Also skin of bear; from Arcti · 
America. (See also under pames of Sergeants E. W. Nelson and 
L. JJI. Turner. 
Sub istence Department. (See under name of peneral Robert .Jfac-
feely.) 
niterl tates Army. (S e under name, of Generals W. T. henna . 
n Hatch olonel IJodge au<l llodgc , Gapta-ins Charles B 
ire, . E. filtiniore, IJ. L. Huntington . 
.,..a ry epartment : 
ur au of; edi ine and urgery. (See under name of IJoctors Jol 
F . ran if ord, F. . Dale. 
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· N av.lJ Department-Continued. · 
Bitreau of Navigation (Commodore W. D. Whiting, Chief of Bit- 1 
reau). Specimens of ocean bottom taken by U. S.S. Ranger, Com-
mander J. W .. Phillips, commanding, between San Diego, Cal., 
and latitude 34° N., longitude 137° W. 
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing. · (See under names of Paymaster 
A. W. Bacon, U.S. N. Seeundernamesof Capt. L.A. Beardslee, 
Comma,nder H. H. Gorringe, Lieut. Commander Henry E. Nichols 
Lieut. Samuel iv. Very, and Master A. E. Babcock.) 
Bureau of Steam Engineering. (See under name of Chief Engineer 
W. B. Brooks). 
United States Naval Academy. (See under name of Prof. Charles E. 
Mu,nroe.) 
United States Naval Observatory. Manuscript of Capt. Charles F. 
Hall relating to his voyages and explorations in Arctic America. 
Interior Department : 
Bureau of Ethnology (J. W. Powell, Director). Fifty-five packages 
of general collections of ethnology from Pueblo villages iti New 
Mexico, collected by James Stevenson, F. H. Cushing, H.J. Biel-
. dle, and others. (See also under names of R. L. Packard and 
James Steveiison.) . 
United States Fish Commission. (Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Commis-
sioner.) Ninety-two boxes of general marine and other collections 
obtained by the ~teamers Fish Hawk and Lookout and assistants 
along the .Atlantic sea-board. (See also under names of H. 0. 
Chester, .A.. H. Clark, J. W. Collins, T. H. Bean, George G. Daven-
port, V. N. Edwards, Charles B. Gilbert, Ernest Ingersoll, D.S. 
Jordan, J. A. Kite, M. McDonalc7, S. J. JJfartin, W. F. Page, L. 
· Stone, Thomas Taylor, E. H. Wcilke, and W. A. Wilcox.) 
United States Geological Survey (J. W. Powell, Director). Twenty-
seven boxes of fossils collected by Prof. L. F. Ward in Colorado. 
Waters, Pierre. Two bones from drum-fish (Haploidonotus grunniens). 
. ' from Washington. 
Weaver &; Oorderoy. Box of clay, slate, and stone pipe; from In-
diana . 
• Wellington Brothers&; Co., Boston, Mass. Box of samples of'cordage. 
Wells, J. E. . Specimen of insect"( Gryllotalpa borealis) ; from Ohio. (For 
examination.) 
Wells, J. G. Three boxes of birds' skins; from Grenada, West Indies. 
West, John, Westport, O!eg. Samples of cans and labels used in pack-
ing Columbia River salmon. 
West, John. Weapon of bill-fish taken from the bottom of the brig 
"Meteor" of Alexandria, while on a voy~ge to Brazil in 1876. 
Wharton, Joseph. Specimen of pure tin; from Corneto, State of Du-
rango, Mexico. 
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Wheeler, Charles Le Roy. Specimen of oolitic flint, and a fresh speci-
men of gravid ' porpoise (PhoccerJt<t lineata) folllld -0n beach at Cape 
May, N. J. 
White, IJr. 0. A. Block of Indian pipe-clay, from S. W. Minnesota; a 
box of fossils, from Colorado; the type of Zygorobus Wliitei; a small 
box of arrow-points, and a specimen of Triassic sandstone (core of 
diamond drill) ; from Colorado. 
White, 0. W. A string of beads from the burial ground of the Waco 
(Texas) Indians. 
White, G. W. (through Hon. H. IJ. Money.) Specimen of ore from Missis-
sippi. (For examination.) · 
1il' hite, Dr. J. A. About 500 arrow points from Oregon. (Purchased.) 
Whit/fold, R. P. Box of fossils; from the Black Hills, Dakota. 
Wiggins, John B. Eight boxes of Indian sto·ne relics, mound remain , 
&c., from New York and Virginia, and specimens of an insect (Trern.e:c 
columbm), destructive to maple trees, at Waverly, N. Y. 
Wilcox, Joseph. Four specimens of arrow-heads; from Her:nando 
County, Florida. 1 • 
Wilcox, Dr. Timothy E., U. S. A. Specimens of unios from Boise River, 
Idaho, and a skin of ( Lanius borealis) ; from Idaho. 
Wilcox, W. A. Three specimens of cusk (Brosmius brosme), from 
Boston markets, and a tumor taken from a salted cod-fish. 
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Natural History and Geological Society of. Speci-
mens of black muck. 
Wilkinson, E., Jr. A collection of marine shells; from Lower Cali-
fornia. (For examination). 
Williams, J. F. A small quartz crystal; from mountains, Pennsyl-
vania. 
Williams, J. M. Deformed lobster claw; from E11swortb, Me. 
Williamson, W. A. four vials, containing specimens of young sponges 
fishes, insects, and worms_, and two boxes of insects and shells ; from 
Canada. 
Willson, W. L., Philadelphia, Pa. Samples of encaustic floor tiles. . 
Willson, J. H. Two specimens of minerals; from Virginia. ~For ex-
amination.) 
Wingate, J. D. Living-horned toad (Phrynosoma); from Pennsyl-
vania. 
Winchell, N. H. A large collection of specimens of building stones 
and ]ate ; from Dakota and l\Iinnesota. 
TVinthrop, L. A. Pharyngeal bone of fresh-water drum (Haploidorwtu~ 
grunnien ) ; from Minnesota. · 
ll""ittfield, ll illiam. ox, containing alcohol~~ specimens of rep~ 
ti ·h , in t nd h 1ls; from Florida. 
~ ~ff, J. larn-e 11 cti of' p imens of building stones from 
M in , a ach tt , , nd hode land. 
• 
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Woodman, Dr. H. T. Indian figure (frog) pipe (purchased) ancl a pipe 
of black stone and a partially drilled banner stone; from Indiana. 
Wooster, .A. F. Box of birds' eggs; from Connecticut. 
Worth, S. G. Four specime~s ofland-locked salmon; from North Caro-
lina. 
W:right, Abel 0. Five specimens of fishes ; from Georgia. 
Wright, B. H. Box of fossils; from New York. 
Wright, James. Two specimens of building stone.;; from Tennessee. 
Wright, L.A. A livbg centipede and homed-frog; from Texas. 
Wynn, Rev. L.B. Small box of minerals~ from Virginia. (For exami-
nation.) 
Yarrow, Dr. H. 0. Seven a~coholic specimens of reptile&.(011heosaurus, 
Oyclophis, Alligator, etc.); from Fort Macon, N. C. 
Yarrow, John. Two bottles of alcoholic specimens of insects. 
Yeates, W. S. Specimens of fossil sharks' teeth; from North CarQlina. 
Zeledon, Jose C. A small collection of birds' skins; from Costa Rica. 
Unknown. Box of building stones; specimen of haddock; specimen of 
:fish; from Canad8;, Box of minerals; from New Hampshire. Liv-
ing snake (Diadophis punctatus); from the District of Columbia. 
Specimen of butterfly ; samples of '' dried" cider and milk. 
/ 
\ 
REPORT OF THE CHEMIST. 
FRED. W. TAYLOR. 
The chemist was occupied during the first part of the year in making 
a partial catalogue and in overhauling that part o{ the collection of 
minerals and rocks at that time stored in the Smithsonian building, and 
in making some partial disposal of the duplicates, packing them in sets 
for distribution and arranging them so that they could be found. 
Preparations for the removal to new quarters and plans for a new lab-
oratory soon however consumed all the available time, and later he was 
engaged in the removal of the laboratory from the Smithsonian build-
ing to that of the Nationa] Museum. Unfortunately, this occurred about 
the middle of February, when every one was busily occupied in making 
preparati011s for the coming inauguration and the festivities which fol-
lowed this event. Much time was lost, and it was not until .April fol- ' 
lowing that the laboratory was ready for work. Perhaps a brief descrip-
tiou of t lL,J present quarters, with their loc~tion and equipment, would 
ll0t l>e out of place. 
The new laboratory is located in the southwest corner of the new 
Museum building, in what is called the SouthwestPavilfon, and occupies 
the entire second floor of the same. The rooms on the second floor are 
four in number-the laboratory proper, 25 feet square; the balanceroom, 
12 by 16 feet, and the office, a small room, similar in size to the balance 
room; the fourth room is in what is called the annex, on the same floor, 
and has been fitted up as an assay room. 
The laboratory, A, is a large well-lighted room, and, as already stated, 
25 feet square. It is fitted with two wall desks, a and b, placed against 
the south and west halls. These desks are of white pine throughout, 3 
feet higll and 2 feet wide, divided below into drawers and lockers. 
Above is placed the usual rack for re-agents, and above that a case :fill-
ing the space above to the ceiling. The north wall is occupied by a 
long wall case, c, divided into three compartments, and used for chem-
iools and apparatus; the east wall is occupie¢l by a similar case, d, and 
the acid or fume chamber, e. 
The south wall desk has two large sinks, ss, one at each end; and in the 
southwest corner are placed two Bunsen pumps. These are connected 
with the desks, and so arranged that each desk has three points of con-
nection. East of the laboratory we have the balance room, B; this 
room has been very handsomely fitted up with wall cases of black wal-
nut, occupying the west and north walls. These cases fill the entire 
pace from floor to ceiling, the lower part being divided into drawers. 
All chofoe apparatus, platinum, graduated glassware, and extra glass-
ware is kept in this room. 
The balances are five in number-a large analytical, carrying one kilo-
gramme; one medium size analytical, to carry two hundred grammes; 
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one of Becker's small prescription balan~es, to carry one hundred 
grammes and turn with one milligramme (this balance is exceedingly 
handy for proximate weighings, fluxes, &c.); one pulp scale, for weigh-
ing out assay charges, with a set of phandler's assay ton weights; and 
one assay bal.ance for buttons, showing one one-hundreth of a milli-
gramme. All of the balances are Becker & Son's make. In addition 
to the above, the laboratory also possesses one J olly's balance, for 
specific gravity determination. 
North of the laboratory, and separated from it by a hall-way, is the 
assay room, D. The permanent fittings here are, :first, one small Hibb's 
furnace, a, with a 4 by 10 inch muffle; a large Battersea muffle furnace, 
b, wit.ha 6 by li inch muffle, and a crucible furnace, c. 
In addition to the assay furnace, the room also eontains the apparatus 
for furnishing distilled water and a large sand bath, d. · It is the desire 
of the chemist and the intention of the Director of the Museum to add 
to the equipment some form of crusher, probably one of Blake's excel-
lent, laboratory crushers, and if possible some kind of a grinding ma-
chine; these will if possible be driven by steam power, supplied from 
the engine-room. 
On the third ·floor is a large room the full size of the pavilion, as it 
is called, about 37 feet square, at present used only as a storage room. 
It is the intention of the Director to :fit up this room as a qualitative 
laboratory. The work of the Institution consists at present largely in 
the qualitative examination and determination of minerals and ores, 
received from almost every part of the United States, and often wrongly 
named, if named at all, by the collectors. It is often very inconvenient 
to carry on work of that kind in a room where quantitative work is in 
progress, and this room, when :fitted up, might also be used as a labor-
atory for special research. 
It will be seen that with one or two exceptions the laboratory is pretty 
well :fitted up and equipped for two chemists; the supply of glass and 
porcelain ware is amply sufficient; one of the exceptions is in the plati-
num ware and another in the lack of another analytical balance. There 
are however two reasons for this defect ; one the lack of any definite 
appropriation for :fitting up a laboratory, and, second, the fact that the 
Superintendent of the Tenth Census has signified his intention to de-
posit the platinum ware and balances of the Newport laboratory in the 
Museum, to be used in any work connected with the Census, as the only 
work done besides the routine work of the Institution is done in connec-
tion with the Oensus of the building stones of the United States. This 
seems eminently proper, and this addition will supply all the existing 
deficiencies, giving the laboratory an especially large and valuable sup-
ply of platinum ware. The only fault that can be found with the pres-
ent quarters is the insufficiency of means for proper ventilation; the 
fume chamber is not large enough, and the flue used is hardly large 
€Dough to exhaust itproperly. Unfortunately, this is a case that is bard. 
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to remedy. The ceiling is p~rhaps a little low, but if the ventilation was 
better that would matter but little. 
In regard to the work done little can be said; it is of so varied a nature 
that hardly any two analyses can be connected to draw any conclusiofil 
from or establish any facts. 
When the collections of the Museum are fully identified and arranged 
there will be time for scientific work and investigation: subjects are 
abundant, and as a repository for the Geological Survey, the Depart-
ment of the Interior, &c., the Museum must some day possess the largest 
and most complete collection of the minerals, ores, and rocks of America 
and_ of the world, that has ever been collected toge~her in any one 
museum. 
The work done for the Institution by the chemist has been the identi-
fication · of numerous specimens sent in from different localities, analyse" 
and assays of various ores, iron, gold, silver, &c., which have been under-
taken whenever it was thought they might aid in developing the min-
eral resources of the country. The chemist has received specimens of 
gold and silver ores for examination, some showing the precious metal 
c thers devoid of even a trace; one interesting specimen was received, 
said to be from New Mexico; the specimen was arsenical pyrite; the piece 
wM completely filled with small nuggets of gold from the size of a pin 
point up to the size of an ordinary pin head; the nuggets werenotpure 
gold, but alloyed with a little silver; the assay gave a value of nearly 
thirty thousand dollars to the ton. 
In iron ores the same variation has been found, some few being of 
value, while others have been worthless; copper ores, most as carbonate 
with some little native copper, have not been wanting. Lead,in the form 
of galena, has also been received, generally as silver ore, though mot 
of it has proved of little value except as a source of lead. Tin ore ha 
also been received, though unfortunately the specimens contained no 
tin; one interesting specimen of this kind presented to the chemist with 
the assurance that it contained eight per cent. of tin consisted of am 
of small crystals of tourmaline. 
Among the analyses made may be mentioned one of a sample of water 
from the Eureka Springs, Arkansas. The sample was shipped and re-
ceived during very warm weather, and was entirely devoid of any con-
tained gases. The analysis shows only the comparatively small quantity 
of solid constituents contained in the water-8.81 grains to the gallon of 
231 cubic inches. 
mon rr the few specimen of intere t received. may be mentioned thr 
small am 1 from the excavation for a new court-hon e at Scranton. 
Pa., one of the peat, one of the black muck, and another of tbe j Uy 
like ub t nee o w 11 d cribed by Profe or Lewis, of the Academy 
... Tatur l ci n of hilad lphia, under the title of "A jelly-like ub-
t n m ling pplerit;e.' The ample received by the chenili: 
I r nt. f w . 6 of volatile matter, 3.52 of fixed c r-
..... 7 ab. 
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The chemist is now engaged in making analyses of a number of sam-
ples of the galvanized iron wire used by the Signal Bureau of the War 
Department. It is impossible to say anything in regard to these analy-
ses without going into details that would be of little interest in this part 
of the report. The objeot is believed to be to aid an attempt to establish 
some relation between the chemical composition of the wire and its 
power of conduction. 
The laboratory work done by the chemist has been in answer to letters 
referred to him by the Secretary, as follows: Twenty-six assays, involv-
ing twenty-nine determinations; thirty-one quantitative analyses, in-
volving one hundred and seventy-four determinations, -and thirty-two 
qualitative reports, identifying seventy-nine specimens; also a report on 
the specific gravity of a number of specimens of Jadeite from South 
America; he has also prepared answers to numerous letters received by 
the Institution in reference to chemical subjects. 
}. 

REPORrr OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION FOR THE YEAR 
1881. 
The Executive Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithso-
nian Institution respectfully submit the following report in relation to 
the funds of the' Institution, the appropriations by Congress for the 
National Museum and other purposes, the receipts and expenditures 
for both the Institution. and the Museum for 1881, and the estimates for 
the year 1882: 
Condit-ion of the funds January l, 1882. 
The amount originally received as the bequest of James 
Smithson, deposited in the Treasury of the United 
States in accordance with the act of Congress of August 
10, 1846 .................... , . . . . . . . . . _ .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . $515, 169 00 
Residuary legacy of Smithson added to the f'-'nd by act 
of Congress, February 8, 1867 ~ . . . . . _ ............. _ . . 26, 210 63 
Additions to the fund, from savings, &c., by act of Con-
gress, February 8, 1867 ............................. . 
Bequest of James Hamilton, of Pennsylvania, 1874 .. _ ... . 
Bequest of Dr. Simeon Habel, of New York~ 1880 ...... ·. 
Proceeds of sale of Virginia bonds, 1881, .............. . 
Total permanent Smithson fund in the Treasury of the 
108,620 37 
1,000 00 
500 00 
51,500 00 
United States, bearing interestat 6 per cent.per annum. $703,000 00 
==== 
Statement of the receipts and expenditures for the year 1881. 
RECEIPTS, 
Interest for the year 1881, from the United 
States ..............•.. : ............... . 
Sale of Virginia bonds and deferred certificates 
SaleofVirginia coupons due January;t, 1881. 
Balance cash on hand January 1, 1881 ..... 
Total receipts ..........•..•..... ....• 
$41,735 54 
50,514 98 
1,632 26 
20,934 52 
114,817 30 
-===-= 
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EXPENDITURES. 
For building : 
:Repairs and improvements ...... . 
Furniture and fixtures .......... . 
General expenses : 
Meetings of the board . . . . . . . . . . , 
Lighting the building . . . . . . . . . . . , 
Heating the building ........... . 
. Postage and telegraph ..... ~ .... . 
Stationery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Incidentals, freight, hauling, ice, 
blanks, &c .................... . 
Books and periodicals .......... . 
Salaries and labor .............. ~ 
Publications and researches : 
Smithsonian contributions ...... . 
Miscellaneous collections ....... . 
.Annual reports ................ . 
Explorations ........ . .......... .. 
Literary and scientific exchanges. 
$538 63 
572 07 
. $237 00 
55 40 
996 75 
43 01 
962 86 
1,027 97 
i,979 26 
13,266 50 
4,577 44 
3,170 03 
2,223 59 
943 43 
Cash deposited with the Treasurer of the United 
States to the credit of the Smithson fund, 
being proceeds of sale of the Virginia bonds 
($50,514.98) and part of coupons ($985.02), by 
virtue of act of Congress, approved February 
8, 1867 ................................... . 
Total expended ......................... . 
$1,110 70 
18,.568 75 
10,914 49 
7,467 84 
38,061 78 
51,500 00 
---- 89, 561 78 
Leaving balance on hand January 1, 1882 • . . . . . . . 25 255 5~ 
VIRGINIA. BONDS . 
.At the meeting of the Board of Regents, 19th of January, 1881 the 
Executive Committee was authorized to dispose of the Virginia secnri-
tie owned by the Institution, and to deposit the proceeds in the Trea~ 
ury f the United States as an addition to the permanent fund. 
The ommittee having duly considered the subject, decided to make 
the al , which wa effected through the agency of Messrs. Rigg .. Co .. 
bank r with the following re ult: 
r:: 7 0 par valu , of Virgini con olidated bond (sold 
tan average of about 79 per cent.) ....... . 
2 p r valu of irginia deferred certificate , sold 
at a out 13¾ per cent . .................... .. 
r Yalu f irgini crip at 1151 ........... . 
T t I...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
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It is gratifying to state that the amount realized by the sale of the 
-Virginia securities wae $3,514.98 more than their estimated value in our 
last annual report. 
The coupons due on tho Virginia bonds January 1, 1881, were sold 
by Messrs. Riggs & Co. January 31, 1~81, as follows: 
:$1, 461 Virginia coupons, at 93¼, less one-half per cent ... . 
300 Virginia coupons, at 93½, less one-half per cent ... . 
1,761 Total ..................................... . 
$1,353 26 
27~ 00 
1,632 26 
Of this the committee used $985.02 to add to the proceeds of the sale 
-0f the Virginia bonds, to make the even sum of $51,500, to increase the 
permanent fund, as before stated, leaving the balance of $647.24 for 
,current expenses. 
ESTIMATES FOR 1882. 
The following are the estimates of receipts by the Institution proper 
for the year 1882, and of the expenditures required for carrying on its 
,Qperations during tlie same period. 
RECEIPTS . 
.Interest on the permanent Smithson fund, receivable July 
1, 1882, and January 1, 1883..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42, 180 OQ 
EXPENDITURES. 
·For building and repairs ............... , .. 
]for general expenses, heating, lighting, &c., 
including salaries ...................... . 
"'For publications and researches ........... . 
=E@r exchanges . . . . . ........ .......... ... . 
.For contingencies ........................ . 
====== 
$1,500 00 
19,000 00 
12,000 00 
7,000 00 
2,680 00 
Total ......•.......... .......... ... # ••• · • • • • • • • • • $42, 180 00 
N.A.TIONA.LMUSEUM.A.ND OTHER Oil.JEC'.l.'S COMMITTED IlY CONGRESS TO 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
The following appropriations were made by Congress in 1881, for dis-
bursement under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution: 
PRESERVATION 011" COLLECTIONS. 
"' ' For preservation and care of the collections of the sur-
veying and exploring expeditions of the government and 
for expense of heating, lighting, telephonic, and elec-
trical service for the new Museum building." (Act March 
3, 1881) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . $61, 000 00 
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"For transfer to, and arrangement in, the new National 
Museum building, of the collections of the United States 
surveying and exploring expedi,tions, and of the speci-
mens presented to the United States at the International 
Exhibitionof1876." (Deficiency act, March 3, 1881) .. . $10,000 0 
Total amount appropriated ........................... . 
Expended as per vouchers audited .................... . 
Balance available January 1, 1882 ; .................... . 
71,000 
38,117 , 
32,8821-
=== 
ARMORY BUILDING. 
"For watching, care, and storage of duplicate government col-
lections, and of property of the United States Fish Com-
mission." ( Act March 3, 1881) , ....•..•..••............ $2,500 00 
Expended as per vouchers audited.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,441 i 
Balance available January 1, 1882 ............ '!........... 1,058 b 
=== 
FU~NITURE AND FIXTURES. 
" For cases, furniture, and fixtures required for the exhibi-
tion of the collections of geology, mineralogy, natural his-
tory, ethnology, and technology belongiag to the United 
States." ( Act March 3, 1881) . _ ....................... $60, 000 00 
Expended as per vouchers audited ...... ~.. • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 380 94 
Balance available January 1, 1882 .•.•••.................. 25, 619 06 
=-
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
'' For flooring of marble and encaustic tiles in the large halls 
of the National Museum Building." (Act February 9, 1881) .$26,000 00 
'' For additional amount required for running the relieving 
sewer of the N a~onal Museum building into the north B 
street sewer instead of into the Seventh street sewer.'' (Act 
March 3, 1881) ........................................ . 
Total amount appropriat~d .............................. . 
Expended a per vouchers audited ....................... . 
Bal nee available January 1, 1882.............. . . . . . . . . . . 5 31" 
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NORTH AMERICA...~ ETHNOLOGY, 
'' For continuing ethnological researches among the North 
American Indians, under the direction of the secretary of 
the Smithsonian Institution, $25,000, of which$5,-000 are to 
be expended in continuing archreological investigations 
relating to mound-builders and prehistoric mounds." (Act 
March 3, 1881) _____ ................................... $25, 000 00 
Expended as per vouchers audited ..................... - . . 16, 4u9 10 
.Balance available ,T anuary 1, 1882 . .............. -, . . . . . . . . 8, 540 90 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
"For the expense of exchanging literary and scientific· pro-
ductions with all nations by the Smithsonian Institution." 
Act March 3, 1881) .................. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 000 00 
Expended as per vouchers audited...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 00 
Balance available January 1, 1882. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 00 
======== 
POLARIS REPORT. 
Balance avaiJable January 1, 1881. ............... , .•...•. $6,183 66 
Expended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 585 91 
Balance available January 1, 1882........................ 3,597 75 
CONCLUSION. 
The Executive Committee has examined 730 vouchers for payments 
made from the $mithson income during the year 1881, and 1,976 
vouchers for payments made from appropriations by Congress for the 
National Museum, making a total of 2,706 vouchers. All these bear 
the approval of the Secretary of the Institution and a certificate that 1 
the materials and services charged were applied to the purposes of the 
Institution or of the Museum. 
The Committee has examined the account books of the National Mu-
seum, and find the balances unexpended as before stated, viz: Preser-
vation of collections, $32,882.19; armory building, $1,058.13; furniture 
and fixtures, $25,619.06; international exchanges, $1,500, to correspond 
with the certificates of the disbursing clerk of the Department of the 
Interior; and the balances for fi:1-'e-proof building, National Museum, 
5,317.65; Polaris report, $3,597.75, to correspond with the certificates. 
of the disbursing clerk of the Treasury Department. 
The quarterly accounts-current, bank-book, check-book, and journals 
have Uke.wise been examined and found to be correct. 
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The balance to the credit of the. Institution proper, on foe 1 to: 
January, 1882, in the hands of the Treasurer of the United Stat 
ai"vailable for the current operations of the Institution, is $25,255.52. 
Respectfully submitted. 
PETER PARKER, 
JOHN MACLEAN, 
W. T. SHERMAN, 
Executive Oomniittee, 
W .A.SHINGTON, D. c., January 16, 1882. 
Dr. Maclean's examination of the expenditures and vouchers w~ 
limited to those of the Smithsonian Institution proper. 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM BUILDING COMMISSION 
FOR 1881. 
OFFICE OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, D. O., J anua,,ry 2, 1882. 
To the Board of Regents of 'the Smithsonian Institution : 
(}ENTLEMEN: By resolution of the Board ·of Regents of January 17, 
1879, the Executive ·committee of the Board and the Secretary of the 
Institution was authorized to "act for and in the name of the Board of 
Regents in carrying into effect the provision of any act of Congress that 
might be passed providing for the erection of a building for the National 
Museum," the care and administration of which establishment is en-
trusted to the Smithsonian Institution. 
The anticipated provision having been made on the 3d of March, 1879, 
by a Congressional appropriation of $250,000 "for a :fire-proof building 
for the use of the National Museum, to be erected under the direction of 
the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution," in pursuance of authority 
vested iu them by your Board, the Executive Committee and the Secre-
tary, after organizing on the 7th of March, 1879, under the title of Na-
tional Museum Building Commission, proceeded to adopt such measures 
as in their opinion appeared best calculated to realize, with the least 
possible delay, the intention of Congress . 
.At the session of the Board in January, 1880, the Commission had the 
honor to present to you a report of the operations connected with the 
construction of the new building from their inauguration to the close of 
1879; and again, early in January, 1881, a similar report of progress 
during 1880 was submitted. These documents were respectively accom-
panied by reports of tbe superintending architects, which, while giving 
a technical and descriptive record of the plan, design, and construction 
of the building, presented accurately detailed exhibits of expenditures. 
Having thus laid before you a record of operations of construction to 
the close of 1880, it only remains for the Commission to call the atten-
tion of the Board to those of the year just closed. 
At the beginning of this period the balance to the credit of the appro-
priation was $5,050.33, of which, however, $1,000 was a specific appro-
priation for the construction of a sewer to relieve the building from water, 
which, on account of the inadequacy of the Seventh street sewer during 
extraordinary rains, would flood the cellars. It being ascertained sub-
equently, howe.ver, that this amount was insufficient, an additional $900 
was voted by Congress to be applied to sewer purposes. With the appro-
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priation thus increased, the work was promptly begun and succes fn> 
carried to completion under the direction of the engineer of the Distri · 
of Columbia, Lieutenant Hoxie, who is entitled to the thanks of t 
Board for this service. 
Early in the year an appropriation of $26,000 was granted to defrd· 
the expense of a tile floor for the naves and rotunda, and on its beco 
ing available, plans for the work were prepared by the architects, fro 
which a selection was made by the Commission and copies sent to vario 
parties, with a request for proposals for executing the same. A nnmbt. 
of proposals were received and opened on the 16th of April, the succe · 
ful bidders being Mr. Emil Fritsch, of New York, for the marble tile 
and the United States Encaustic Tile Company, of Indianapolis, for the 
encaustic tiles for the rotunda. Both these parties have faithfully fu}. 
filled the_ir contracts; and with wood flooring ori. the halls that remained 
unfinished at the close of 1880, the two and a quarter acres of interior 
ground space of the building now presents a smooth and durable walk-
ing surface. In addition, the north front platform has been floored in 
a neat pattern of marble tiles, the inner vestibules of the four main 
entrances in encam~tic tiles, and the outer vestibules laid in cement. 
Owing to its insecure condition, the plaster covering was, during the 
summer, removed from all ceilings of the low, flat roofs. These, it will 
be remembered, consist of gratings of --wood fastened between the iron 
girders and filled with mortar composed of plaster of Paris and a he ... 
a form of ceiling suggested by the consulting engineer, Genera 
Meigs. The surface exposed by removal of the plaster has been calci-
mined in subdued tints. In one of the outer halls thus treated a sup· 
plementary corrugated iron ceiling has been put in place, which, with 
the ceiling of gratings above, incloses an air space, serving to prevent 
the scape of heat in winter and renders the building cooler than formerly 
in summer. 
In this connection it may be proper to state that the patentee of an 
apparatus for moistening air by means of a system of aspirator , wher · 
by it is claimed that in hot weather a reduction of temperature of eight 
or ten degrees can be accomplished, and that the air is rendered more 
wholesome at all times, has offered to apply his invention to the n w 
building for $7,000. This apparatus is in use in certain cotton mills in 
New England for the purpose of improving the facilities of cotton pin· 
ning; but the question of its employment for the Museum is, of course. 
one for determination in the future. 
An octagonal fountain ba in, of twenty -£ et diameter, compo ed o 
a rim f m ld d poli hed granite and cement floor, ha been erected in 
the r tun a. Thi while a 1 l a ing £ ature in an re thetic point o 
view,mat ri llyl the p n efi r n au tictilin"'brr du incrth 
pac to e fl or cl. 
Th re 
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apparatus continues to operate satisfactorily, both as regards the work-
ing of the various parts of the machinery and in an economical con-
sumption of fuel. The severe winter of 1880-'81 subjected the ap-
paratus to a test more trying than will be likely to occur again in many 
years. 
For fuller information, however, in regard to operations of construc-
tion, as well as for details of expenditures, the Board is respectfully re-
- ferred, as in previous repoftS of the Commission, to an appended state-
ment of the superintending architects. 
Although not directly connected with operations of construction, it 
is deemed not out of place to mention here that the use of the new build-
ing was granted for the reception ceremonies attending the inaugura-
tion of President Garfield on the evening of the 4th of March last, in 
view of the event being of a national character, and of the fact that the 
President-elect had been a Regent of the Smithsonian Institution for 
many years. No expense was incurred by the Museum in connection 
with this occupation. 
Since the last meeting of the Board, the United States Geological Sur-
vey and the Bureau of Ethnology have been accommodated with quar-
ters in the northeast pavilion, while space has also been freely provided 
for a large clerical force detailed by General Walker in connection with 
working up the fisheries statistics for the census repor_t. 
During the year the Commission has met as often as was deemed neces-
sary. General M. C. Meigs, the consulting engineer, besides attending 
these meetings, has continued his visits to the building and given close 
and critical attention to the. many features of its construction. For , 
these and other valuable services he bas rendered the Commission it is 
respectfully suggested that suitable acknowledgment be made by the 
Board of Regents. 
It is very gratifying to the Commission to be able to state that the 
conscientious attention paid by the architects to the work they have 
had in hand iu connection with the construction of the new edifice is 
in keeping with their professional reputation; also, that the attaches 
of the Commission generally have faithfully discharg0d every duty im-
posed upon them; and that while more than eight hundred vouchers, 
in duplicate, have been presented to the United States Treasury for 
payment, not a single one has been returned or otherwise questioned 
by the accounting officers. 
In closing this its third annual report, the National Museum Build-
ing Commission congrat,ulates the Regents that the new building for 
the National Museum is so far completed as to be ready for occupancy; 
and in now asking the Board to take charge of the edifice, the Commis-
sion begs to refer to the important fact that, while a building is pre-
sented equal in every respect to what was anticipated in case provision 
hould be made for additional quarters for the national collections in-
trusted to the care of the Smithsonian Institution, instead of incurring 
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a deficiency, the ·fund has been so managed as to have to its credit at 
the present moment an available balance of some thousands of dollar. 
Having fulfilled the duties with which it was-charged by your resolu-
tion of Jauuary 17, 1879, the Commission would respectfully ask to be 
discharged, and to be author~zed to turn over to the Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution the building itself, and to the United States 
Treasury whatever balance of money may remain after liquidating the 
last liability on account of the construction of the edifice'. 
Respectfully submit.ted. · 
W. T. SHERMAN, 
PETER .PARKER, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
National · Museum Building Commission. 
REPORT OF THE ARCHITECTS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM 
BUILDING FOR 1881. 
W .A.SlliNGTON, D. o., Janua,ry l, 1882. 
To General W. T-. SHERMAN, 
Chairman National Museum Building Commission : 
SIR : We have the honor to submit a report on the completion of vari-
Ol"J.S improvements in the National Museum Building, under the -appro-
priations available for the purpose since January 1, 1881, the date of 
air last report. 
To facilitate 
1
the carrying of steam to the great distances required for 
heating the offices at the four corners of the building, the steam mains 
were covered with thick layers of hair felt, protected by asbestos, as far 
as the funds would permit, and a favorable result wits obtained. 
The main halls were floored with white-veined, red, black, and gray 
marble tiles, laid in chaste patterns. The marble tiling was surrounded 
by a frieze of dark-blue Pennsylvania slate of sufficient thickness to 
bridge the ducts containing the steam-pipes, wires, &c.; and around 
the frieze a border of parti-colored Portland cement pavement was ex-
tended. 
This tiling covers apout half an acre, and was obtained after public 
advertisement from the lowest bidder, Mr. E. Fritsch, of New York; who 
completed it satisfactorily about the middle of September. 
An octagonal fountain, with sides of molded and, polished granite, 
anu floor of Portland cement, was constructed an,d :finished in the early 
part of August. The floor of the rotunda around the fountain was laid 
with encaustic tile, according to our designs. 
Proposals for these tiles were invited from all the manufacturers in 
this line in the country, as well as from the leading importers . . The 
United States Encaustic Tile Company, of Indianapolis, Ind., was 
awarded the work as the lowest bidder, and completed it quite satis-
factorily about the 1st of October. It is . a creditable specimen of a 
branch of industry now being successfully introduced in the country. 
The four square halls were floored with best Georgia yellow pine, 
laid upon a concrete base, since this material was preferred for special 
reasons. 
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The spacious platform in front of the northern main entrance waslru 
with a floor of ornamental marble tile. 
• 
.A. sewer has been constructed through the Smithsonian grounds, di 
rectly to the main sewer along N ort.h B street, and the building is no 
disconnected from the overcharged branch sewers of the city. 
All the plumbing fixtures 'necessary or proper to be introduced in th 
building for safety, for the accommodation of visitors, as well as officiab 
such as fire-plugs, sinks, wash-basins, water-closets, and urinals, were 
provided for and constructed during the season in strict accordance wi 
the present requirements of sanitary science. 
A large number (thirty-two) of the sash-windows in the lantern of 
the main and square halls have been made movable in sections by sim-
ple mechanism worked from the floors of the halls. This improvemen 
has proved to be a valuable agent for summer ventilation during the hot 
spells peculiar to our climate. 
Several partitions of fire-proof concrete material have been con-
structed in the two eastern corner pavilions for the better accommoda-
tion of the service. 
An important improvement has been introduced in one of the outside 
halls by the construction and hanging of a comely iron ceiling under-
neath, and parted by an air ~pace, from the roof. The double ceiling 
1 has added materially to the sanitary advantages of' the building, and it 
\ is highly desirable to have it extended over the whole building. 
The sfates of the roofs are ;imng to iron purlines, and are plastered 
on their under side with a heavy coat of mortar. During rapid chang 
of the temperature, moisture arising from the process of condensation of 
aerial vapor appears occasionally on this plastered surface which forms 
the ceiling of the principal halls; this will be obviated by the hung iron 
ceiling with air space between it and the plastered slate& 
The roofs and ceilings of the lower halls are formed by sheet metal 
laid upon :fire-proofed gratings, which are again plastered on the under 
side. The adherence of the plasterer's mortar to the greasy fire-proof 
composition has proved to be insufficient, and it fell in a number of 
patches. The whole surface so covered, aggregating about 3,600 quare 
yards, and costing about $720, was hence removed, and the propo 
iron c ilings will incidentally serve to hide the unsightly surface of the 
expo ed gratings. 
The action of the rapid changes of the temperature during our um-
m r month , in cau ing expansiol\ and contraction of building materi l 
di po din gr at 1 ngth throughout this extensive structure, bas o 
ion Uy affi the provided afoguards. It has been carefully watch · 
and me 11 imperfe i n ha e been remedied wherever and as oon a 
th app ar d. ith comparatively little more atiention they will 
1 t ly und r ontrol. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
The available funds were : 
Balance from form:er appropriations in. hands of the dis-
bursing agent on January 1, 1881 . . ...... - ...... - - - . $5, 05~ 33 
.A.ppropropriation by Congress for tile-floors, &c ....... 26,000' 00 
Additional appropriation for sewer to North B street... 900 00 
31,950 33 
SCHEDULE ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURES TO JANUARY 1, 1882. 
Heating apparatus : 
For steam-fitters' work and material.. . . . . • . $3, 418 .18 
For non-conducting lining around steam-
pipes .. . · .... _ .. _ ....... ~ ............... _ . 732 85 
--- $4, 151 03 
Floors: 
A.-Marble-slate tiling of four main halls: 
Tile and labor of laying ........... _ ....... . 
Cement __ .......... ..... ............... _ .. 
Sand ................. _ .......... _ ....... . 
Miscellaneous labor ...... . ....... _ ....... . 
8,756 63 
1,257 45 
152 25 
53 33 
Wall borders of ornamental cement work .... · 1,014 05 
B.-Floor of rotunda : 
Fountain ................................ . 
Encaustic tiling (outstanding, $1,934.29). 
O.-Tiled platform in front of main entrance .. . 
D.-Floors of four square halls .............. . 
.E.-Cem0.lilt pavements outside of building ... .. 
Fire-proof partitions: · · 
Construction ...................... _ ..... . 
Plastering ............... . ............... . 
Ventilation: 
957 12 
595 10 
2,081 53 
268 77 
280 40 
59 00 
15,136 23 -
339 40 
Movable sash in lanterns of main and square halls .. ·. . . 531 20 
Iron ceilings: 
One iron ceiling over southwest outer hall ......... , . . . . 962 10 
Sewer: 
Cost of main sewer through Smithsonian grounds. . . . . 1, 437 17 
Miscellaneous : 
Decorations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... __ . . . . 80 00 
Additional step-railings .......... __ ....•...... . . . . . . 662 18 
Improvements to roofs, down-spouts, galvanized-iron 
work, finishings of plastering ......... _ .. __ ..... _ . . 949 51 
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Miscellaneous-Continued. 
Printing, advertising, and photographing. . . . . . . . . . . . . $213 
Clerk hire and notary fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 345 
Construction and superintendence ........ ·............ I, 750 1 
Balance in hands of disbursing agent on December 31, 
1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... -....... ·. . . . . . . . . 5, 392 ,. 
The balance in hand will suffice to pay up all outstanding liabiliti 
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your pbedient servants 
CLUSS & SCHULZE, 
Supervising Architects. 
,, 
ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION AND NATIONAL MUSEUM. , 
In continuation from previous reports. 
CHAP. 179. An act extending the privilege of the Library of Congress to the Regents 
of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Be it enacted, &;c., That the Joint Committee of both Houses of Con-
gress on the Library, be authorized to extend the use of the books in the 
Library of Congress to the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, resi-
dent in Washington, on the same conditions and restrictions as mem-
bers of Congress are allowed to use the Library . 
.Approved March 3, 1875. 
(Stat., vol. 18, sec. 512; Revised Statutes, supplement, vol. 1, page 195.) 
CHAP. 103. An act establishing post-roads, ancl for other purposes. 
Be it enacted, &;c. : 
SEO. 5. That it shall be lawful to transmit through the mail, freeof 
postage, any letters, packages, or other matters relating exclusively to 
the business of the Government of the United States : Provided, That 
every such letter or package, to entitle it to pass free, shall bear over 
the words " Official business" an endorsement showing also the name 
of the department, and, if from a bureau or office, the names of the de-
partment and bureau or office, as the case may be, whence transmitted . 
.And if any person shall make use of any such official envelope to avoid 
the payment of postage on his private letter, package, or other matter 
in the mail, the person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and subject to a :fine of three hundred dollars, to be prosecuted 
in any court of competent jurisdiction. 
SEO. 6. That for the purpose of carrying this act into effect, it shall 
be the duty of each of the executive departments of the United States 
to provide for itself and its subordinate offices, the necessary envelopes; 
and, in addition to the endorsement designating the department in which 
they are to be used, the penalty for the unlawful use of these envelopes 
shall be stated thereon. 
Approved March 3, 1877. 
(Revised Statutes, supplement, vol. 1, pa1e 288.) 
[Extended to.the Smithsonian Institution by act of March 3, 1879, as 
follows:] 
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CHAP. 180. An act making appropriations for the service Qf the Post-Office Dep,. 
ment for the fiscal year ending June :30, 1880, and for other purposes. 
Be it enacted, &c., • . · . the provisions of said fifth and sixtb 
sections are hereby likewise extP-nded and made applicable to all ofiic' · 
mail matter sent from the Smithsonian Institution • 
.Approved March 3, 1879. 
(Revised Statutes, supplement, vol. 1, page 458.) 
JOINT RESOLUTION [No. 22] providing for the distribution and sale of the new editioD 
of the Revised Statutes of thfl United States. 
Resolved, &c., That the . . . copies of the new edition of the first 
volume of the Revised Statutes of the United States • . . be dis· 
posed of by the Secretary of State as follows: . . • to the Smith· 
sonian Institution, two copies . 
.Approved May 22, 1878. 
(Revised Statutes, supplement, vol 1, page 387.) 
CHAP. 182. An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the govern-
ment :for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, and for other purposes. 
Sect. 1, Par. 12. That all the archives, records, and_ materials re]ating 
to the Indians of North .America, collected by the Geographical and Geo-
logical Survey of the Rocky Mountain region, shall be turned over to the 
Smithsonian Institution, that the work may be completed and pr~pared 
for publication under its direction: · Provided, That it shall meet the ap· 
proval of' the Secretary of the Interior and of the Secretary of the Smith-
sonian Institution. 
Approved March 3, 1879. 
(Revised Statutes, supplement, vol. 1, page 461.) 
JOINT RESOLUTION [No. 11] concerning a.n international fishery exhibition to be held 
in Berlin, Germany, in Apri:r, eighteen hundred and eighty. 
Whereas all civilized nation~ take part in the International Fisher;-
Exhibition to be held in the city of Berlin, Germany, in April, eight~eI.t 
hundred and eighty, it is deemed both right and expedient that the 
prominent and effective action of the United States in the line of the 
artificial propagation of :fish and the stocking of depleted :fishing waters 
should be conspicuously and well exhibited on the occa ion: Therefore 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United tata 
of America in Oongress assembled, That to enable the United State om-
m · ioner of Fi h and Fi heries to exhibit in Berlin, in April, eighteen 
hundred and eighty, a fair and full collection of the different pecimen 
of mtrican food fl he , ca thereof, model of, and implem n . an 
B fi rth u din the pro ecution of .American :fi herie , the um ft nty 
th u an dollar i h r by appropriated oot of any mon · no ther· 
· e appr pri ted in the Trea ury of the United· Stat , or o much 
• 
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thereof as may be necessary for the purpose, to be immediately avail~-
ble on the passage of this resolution, to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of State. 
SEC. 2. That the United States Commissioner of FiiSh and Fisheries 
be, and is hereby, authorized to represent the United States, either in 
person or by a deput.y to be appointed by the President of the United 
States; and that, at his discretion, he may use any portion of the col-
lections at present forming part of the National Museum in making up 
the proposed exhibition by the United States. 
SEC. 3. That the United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries 
be, and is hereby, instructed to present to Congress, through the De-
partment of State, a report upon the Berlin exhibition, showing the 
recent progress and present condition of the fisheries and of fish-culture 
in foreign countries. 
Approved February rn, 1880. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 301). 
CHAP. 73. An act making appropriations for the naval service for the :fiscal year end-
ing June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, and for other purposes. 
'Naval Observatory.-For payment to the Smithsonian Institution for 
freight on Observatory publications for eighteen hundred and eighty, to 
be shipped in eighteen hundred and eighty, two hundred and thirty-six 
dollars and twenty-five cents. 
Approved May 3, 1880. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 84.) 
For payment to the Smithsonian Institution for freight on Observa-
tory publications for eighteen hundred and eighty-one, to be shipped to 
foreign countries in eighteen hundred and eighty-one, two hundred and 
thirty-six dollars and twenty-five cents . 
.Approved May 3, 1880. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 84.) 
CHAP. 42. An act making an appropriation for the fl.oormg of the National Museum. 
Be it enacted, &ic., That the sum of twenty-six thousand dollars, or so 
much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same hereby is, appro-
priated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to place a flooring of marble and encaustic tiles in the large halls of the 
National Museum building, to be expended according to plans a,nd under 
the direction of the building commission of the Board of Regents of the 
Smithsonian Institution under whose supervision the museum has been 
constructed. 
Approved February 9, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 324.) 
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JOINT RESOLUTION [No. 12] authorizing the Ptilllic Printer to print reporb of 
United States Fish Commissioner upon new discoveries in regard to fish culture. 
Resolved, &c., That the Public Printer be, and he hereby is, instructeu 
to print and stereotype, from time to time, the regular number of nine-
teen hundred copies of any matter furnished him by the United Stat 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries relative to new observations, disco,. 
eries, and applications connected with fish culture and the fisheries, 
be capable of being distributed in parts, and the whole tt form an annual 
volume or builetin not exceeding five hundred pages. The edition of 
said annual work shall consist of five thousand copies, of which two 
thousand five hundred shall be for the use of the House of Representa-
tives, one thousand for the use of the Senate, and one thousand fi.,e 
hundred for the use of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries . 
.Approved February 14, 1881. 
(Revised Statutes, supplement, vol. 1, page 617.) 
CHAP. 65. An act to provide for remitting the duties on the object of art awarded 
by the Berlin International :Fishery Commission to Professor Spencer F. Baird. 
Be it enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he hereby 
is, directed to remit the customs duties chargeable upon the object of 
art given by His Majesty the German Emperor and King of Prussia to 
the Berlin International Fishery Exhibition, and by it awarded as the 
first grand prize of' honor to Professor Spencer F. Baird, at the exhibition 
held in the city of Berlin, Prussia, in the month of June, eighteen hnn· 
dred and eighty . 
.Approved February 21, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 608.) 
CHAP. 73. An act making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year end, 
ing June 30, 1881, and for other purposes. 
Naval Observatory.-For p'ayment to the Smithsonia11 Institution for 
freight on Observatory publications to be shipped to foreign countrie 
during t.he fiscal year eighteen hundred and eighty-two, three hundred 
and thirty-six dollars and twenty-five cents. 
Approved February 23, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 333.) 
CHAP. 132. n act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in the appropriatio 
for the fi cal year ending June 30, 1881, and for prior years, and for tho e certified 
as doe by th accounting officers of the Treasury in accordance with section four 
of h act of June 14, 1878, and heretofore paid from permanent appropriatio 
and for oth r parpo e . 
or additi nal amount required for running the relieving ew r of 
the :r i n l In um buildin~ into the North B street sewer in t 
t th th tre t ewer, nine hundred dollar . 
. ) 
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(Same act.) 
For expense of transfer to and arrangement in the new National 
l\{useum building of the collections of the United States surveying and 
exploring expeditions, and of the specimens presented to the United 
States at the international exhibition of eighteen hundred and sevepty-
sfx, ten thousand dollars, being for the service of the current fiscal year. 
A pp roved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 418.) 
CHAP. 133. An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the govern-
ment for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, and for other .purposes. -
For the expense of exchanging literary and scientific productions 
with all nations by the Smithsonian Institution, three thousand dollars. 
Preservation of collections, Smithsonian Institution.~For preservation 
and care of the collections of the surveying and exploring expeditions 
of the government, fifty-five thousand dollars. 
Preservation oj collections, Smithsonian Institution, Armory· building.-
For expense of watching, care, and storage of duplicate government 
collections, and of property of the United States Fish Commission; two 
thousand five hundred dollars. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol 21, page 452.) 
(Same act.) 
North American ethnology, Smithsonian Institution.-For the purpose 
of continuing ethnological -researches among the North American In-
dians, under the direction of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, twenty-five thousand dollars; five thousand dollars of which 
shall be expended in continuing arch~ological investigations relating to 
mound-builders and prehistoric mounds, and be av;i,ilable immediately. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 443.) 
(Same act.) 
Furniture and fixtures, National Museum.-For cases, furniture, and 
fixtures required for the exhibition of the collections of geology, min-
eralogy, natural history, ethnology, and technology, belonging to the 
United States, sixty thousand dollars. 
Heating and lighting National Museum.-For expense of heating, light-
ing, telephonic and electrical service for the new museum building, six 
thousand dollars. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 449.) 
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(Same act.) 
Buildings and Grounds in ·and around Washington and the Execut , 
Mansion.-For asphaltum footwalks through Smithsonian grounds fro 
Seventh to Twelfth streets, one thousand five hundred dollars. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 444.) 
(Same act.) 
Miscellaneous olJjects under War Department.-For transportation o-
reports and maps to foreign countries through the Sraithsonian Insh· 
tution, five hundred dollars. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 447.) 
JOINT RESOLUTION [No. 26] authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish 
States, for the use of agricultural colleges, one set of standard weights and me~ 
ures, and for other purposes. 
Resolved, &o., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby 
directed to cause a complete set of all the weights and measures adopted 
as standards to be delivered to the governor of each State in the Union, 
for the use of agricultural colleges in the States, respectively, which 
have received a grant of lands from the United States, and also one e 
of the same for the use of the Smithsonian Institution: Provided, Tha 
the cost of each set shall not exceed two ~undred dollars, and a um 
sufficient to carry out the provisions of this resolution is hereby appro-
priated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriat~d. 
Approved March 3, 1881. 
(Statutes, vol. 21, page 521.) 
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ADVERTISEl\IENT. 
The object of the GENER.AL APPENDIX is to furnish summarie of 
scientific discovery in particular directions; occasional reports of th 
investigations made by collaborators of the Institution; memoirs of 
general character or on special topics, w beth er original and prepared 
expressly for the purpose, or selected from foreign journals and proceed· 
ings; and briefly to present (as fully as space will permit) such pape 
not published in the" Smithsonian Contributions" or in the "Miscella-
neous Collections" as may be supposed to be of intere~t or value to th 
numerous correspondents of the Institution. 
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RECORD OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS FOR 1881. 
INTRODUCTION. 
While it has been a prominent object of the Board of Regents of the 
Smithsonian Institution from a very early date in its history to enrich· 
t he annual report required of them by law, with scientific memoirs illus-
t rating the more remarkable and important developments in physical 
and biological discovery, as wen as showing the general character of 
t he operations of the Institution, this purpose had not been carried out · 
on any very systematic plan. Believing however that an annual report 
or summary of the recent advances made in the leading departments 
of scientific inquiry would supply a want very generally felt, and would 
be favorably received by all those interested iu the diffusion of knowl-
edge, the Secretary had p_repared for the report of 1880, by competent . 
collaborators, a series of abstracts showing concisely the prominent 
features of recent scientific progress in astronomy, geology, physics, 
chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology, and anthropology. 
The subjects of terrestrial physics and meteorology (which should prop-
erly have succeeded the survey of geology) were unfortunately omitMd, in 
consequence of the inability of the writer selected for these departments 
t o obtain sufficient leisure from other pressing duties to prepare a suit-
a ble abstract in time. This omission has been partially supplied in the 
record for the present year by including a meteorological retrospect for 
the years 1879 and 1880. 
The subjects of geology and mineralogy, which were referred to Mr .. 
George W. Hawes, of the National Museum (who had acceptably pre~ 
pared this summary for the record of 1880), have been delayed this year 
by the prolonged and much-regretted illness of Mr. Hawes; and it has 
been found impossible to obtain in time a substitute in this department. 
W ith every effort to secure prompt attention to all the more impor-
tant details of such a work, various unexpected delays frequently render 
it impracticable to obtain all the desired reports in each . department 
within the time prescribed. In such cases it is designed, if :possible, to 
bring up such deficiencies and supply them in subsequent reports. 
The Yalue of this annual record of progress would be much enhanced 
by an enlargement of its scope, and the inclusion, not only of such 
l-,iranches a· geograpliy, microscopy, &c., but also of the more pr·actical 
topic of agricultural and horticultural economy, engineering, and tech-
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' nology in general; but the space required for such larger digest 
scarcely available in the present channel. The scientific resume, whi. 
in 1880 occupied 260 pages, has this year ,extended to 330 pages. 
efficient condensation of this matter seems scarcely practicable. 
It is hardly necessary to remark that in a summary of the annual p 
gress of scientific discovery so condensed as the present, the wants of 
specialist in any branch can be but imperfectly supplied; and very man 
items and details of great value to him must be entirely omitted. Whil 
the student iii a special field of know ledge may occasionally receive run · 
that. will be found of interest, he will natqrally be led to consult£ 
fuller information tlfe original journals and special periodicals fro 
which these brief notices or abstracts have been compiled. 
The contemplated plan of devoting som·e 250 pages of the annui 
report to such a compilation is not designed to preclude the introdm-
tion into the "General .Appendix," as heretofore, of special monograpl: 
or discussions that may prove interesting to the scientific student. 
SPENCER F. B AIRD, 
ASTRONOMY. 
BY PROF. EDWARDS. HOLDEN, 
Director of the Washburn Observatory,. Wisconsin. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The record of astronomical progress for 1881 . must necessarily be a 
v ery condensed summary. It is to be remembered that this review is 
n ot primarily intended for astronomers, but is specialy addressed to 
t he correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution. For bibliographic 
information the reader is referred to DARB0UX et HoUEL's Bulletin 
d es Sciences Mathematiques et Astronomiques (monthly, Paris), ~o Nature 
(weekly, London), to Science (weekly, New York), to Copernicus, 
(monthly, Dublin), to the Observatory, (monthly, London), and to other 
t andard journals. Free use has been made of reviews by writers in 
t hese and other periodicals. 
NEBULJE AND CLUSTERS. 
Photographs of nebulre.-M. J. Janssen calls attention to the effect of 
hort and long exposures upon the negatives which are obtained. Pho-
tographs of the same nebula will not agree unless the same conditions 
of exposure are narrowly observed. In proof of this the photographs 
of the solar corona taken at Siam in the eclipse of 1875 are referred to: 
T he nebulosity, so to speak, of the corona gave different impressions 
upon sensitive plates which were· exposed during times expressed by 
the numbers 1, 2, 4, 8; and it must be inferred that the changes in the 
h eight of the corona are to be attributed to the times of exposure, in-
tead of to actual variations in the extent of the phenomena. M. Jans-
en proposes to take the photograph of the image of a star, or nebula,. 
a little out of focus. In this case the photograph is a little circle of 
·ensibly uniform opacit.y, and one can compare the opacity of the pho. 
tographs of different stars, and connect the degrees of opacity with the 
photometric power.-Oomptes Rendus. 
The Publications of the Washburn Observatory No. 1 contain a list 
of 23 new nebulre, mostly faint. 
Cluster measurements.-H. C. Russell, director of the observa>tory of 
ydney, has made a micro metric examination of the cluster h. 3276= 
G. C. 2144, which gives the positions (and magnitudes) of 144: stars. 
ne of these is an intere ting red star. The paper is accompanied t>y a 
map of the cluster made by Mr. Russell, himself, by a process whicl: be 
de ·cribes as extremely easy for any one to execute. 
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FIXED STARS. 
Oatalogu~ of stars.-" Catalogue of 12,441 stars for the epoch 1 
from observations made at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Ho 
during the years 1871 to 1879. Edward James Stone, M. A., F. R. 
etc. (London, 1881, XXXII, and 565, 4to )." This catalogue, publi. t 
by the .Admiralty, is founded on observations made at the Cape Ob. 
vatory between January, 1871, and .April,' 1879. The observatory d1 
ing the whole period was steadily directed to the object in view, t 
formation of a catalogue of well-distributed stellar zero-points for the 
portions of the heavens which are beyond the reach of northern ob, . 
vatories. But a considerable number of stars, north of 25° Deel.,' 'We 
also observed at the Cape, and the results have been included in th 
present catalogue as a check upori. the existence of any systema 
errors in the work. Lacaille's well-distributed 9,766 st~rs were adapt 
as the basis of the working list, but as some stars of the sixth au 
many of the iseventh magnitude, in Brisbane'_s Catalogue of 7,385 tar 
had not been observed by Lacaille, the greater part of these were al 
included in the working list. .A large stereographic projection of th 
southern hemisphere was also prepared,. on which were projected tt. 
places of all the stars previously observed, and whenever lacunm a 
peared within the limits of N. P. D. 1150 to 180°~ efforts were made 
:fi.11 them up by observing stars of rather a lower magnitude than tt. 
seventh of Lacaille's scale. A reduced copy of this projection accoc:. 
panies the catalogue. Generally each star was observed three time:. 
The right ascensions of the stars observed for the determination 
the errors of the Transit-clock have been taken from the Greenwic'. 
Standard Lists for the different years. The Right Ascensions of Pol: 
Stars were taken from Mr. Stone's paper on "The mean place of eicrh· 
close Southern Polar Stars, 1860 to 1900." The refractions u ed , 
those of the Tabulrn Regiomontanrn diminished in the proportion 
0.9988: 1, but the use of Bessel's tables unaltered would notcbange tb 
results of the Catalogue by 011 .2. .As a proof of the satisfactory cha , 
ter of the adopted refractions, a comparison is given between tbe re ul 
of the Catalogue and the places of the Nautical Almanac for 18 0. 
might be expected from the use of the same fundamental sy tern, th 
i a close agreement between the Greenwich and Cape Right A cen ion 
. but the pen ctly independent determinations of N. P. D. are al o in -r r, 
g d accordance. Arranging the corrections required by the Taut i 
anac . P. D.'s in group of 6 hours of R. .A. and applying the (T 
orrection-0" .81 to them all, the following corr tion 
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notes at the end of the catalogue are given the larger proper motions 
resulting from a comparison of the Catalogue for 1880 with the " Cape 
Catalogue for 1840," and Taylor's" Subsidiary Catalogue for 1850." In 
tlle catalogue the mean time of observation is given for all the stars, 
but in forming the mean positions the .proper moti<:>n bas only bee~ 
applied ,in the comparatively few cases where the proper motion is 
given in the body of the catalogue. The latter contains, in sepa~ate 
coltlm1.u:;;, references to Piazzi, Brisbane, Fallow~, Johnson, Henderson, 
Taylor,Cape 1840, Cape 1860, and :Melbourne 1870, and in foot-notes 
other references, as also corrections to previous catalogues, and remarks 
about duplicity, false positions, etc. Lacaille's numbers are given in the 
second column next to the current number of the catalogue. The con-
stellations occupy the third column ; Lacaille's system of nomenclature 
is used with the modifications proposed by Sir J. Herschel. Theim-
portance of this great work can hardly be overestimated. Valuable as. 
the two previously published Cape Catalogues aud Melbourne Catalogue, 
for 1870 are, they cannot compare with it either as regards extent .or 
comple~ness, and when it is remembered how uncertain the foundation 
is on which Lacaille's zones rest, and how poor and unreliab.le the Bris-
bane Catalogue is, it will be conceded by everybody that Mr. Stone's 
Catalogue will" be an inestimable treasure for future generations, th.e 
value of which will continue to increase. As remarked by its author, 
the catalogue may also render good assistance in investigations on 
special stars occurring in Lacaille's and Brisbane's Catalogues, or even 
in completely new re-reductions of the observations on which these cata-
logues are founded. 
'' Catalogue of 1098 Standard Clock and Zodiacal Stars, prepared 
under the direction of Simon Newcomb" (papers prepared for the use of 
the American Ephemeris, No. 4, 162 pp., 4to). This catalogue was pre-
pared for the purpose of obtaining standard positions of reference stars for 
use in the lunar and planetary theories, especially in the reduction of the: 
older occultations. It contains all the standar:d stars oftbe Ephemeris 
( except most of those added for field work), and all stars to the sixth mag-
nitude inclusive, which can be occulted by the moon, together with stars 
below the sixth magnitude observed by Bradley. Tbe.aut.hor was able to 
use Auwers' reduction of Bradley. The declinations of the catalogue are· 
reduced to Mr. Boss' system, which was only modified so far as to sub-
stitute .Atiwers' reduction of Bradley for that of Bessel. In the case of 
stars within 80° of tf..1e pole, the right ascensions were not independently 
investigated; but were taken from Dr. Gould's Catalogue (second edition), 
while the declinations are those of Mr. Boss. The catalogue gives, in 
the ca e of the stars observed by Bradley, the positions and other data 
:f. r the two epochs 1755 an<l 1850, while in the case of fundamental time-
tars the positions are also given for 1,900. Stars between 10° and 300 
from the pole have data given for the epochs 1755, 1800, 1850, and 1900, 
and tars till nearer the pole also for 1825 and 1875. The precessi~ns 
S. Mis.100-13 
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and sec~lar yariations for each epoch are independently compnt i 
Formulre for finding the place of a star for any epoch between 1750 at1 
1900 from the data in the catalogue by Taylor's theorem add to the ge 
eral usefulness of Professor Newcomb's work, which will no doubt 
extensively employed by astronomers who have t9 reduce lunar or plan-
etary observations made during the last and the present century. 
Dr. Gould has printed his second volume (Cordoba observations of 
1872), except the introduction. It contains the places of 400 stars for 
the catalogue, and also 128 zones of the ·zone observations, com'pri inu 
over 13,000 stars. .All the observations mad~ at Cordoba are now fully 
reduced and they make a grand showing: 
121, 000 observations for the catalogue of 35,000 stars. 
14,000 observations of fundamental stars. 
105, 000 observations for the zones. 
240, 000 observations in all. 
Of these about half'(including all the zones) were made by Dr. Gould 
personally. The total 11umber of stars will be somewb,ere in the neigh-
horhood of 80,000 in the zones, and 30,000 to 3·5,000 stars in the cata-
logue. 
The work is all ready for the printer up to the end of 1875, but much 
remains to be done to put it in final shape from 1875 to 1880. The print· 
ing is an extremely flow process in Buenos .Ayres., and the meteorolo11-
ical volumes (2 of which have appeared) are sources of delay. 
Among recent catalogues of stars may be cited that published by 
Professor Respighi in vol. VIII of the Atti della R. Accademia dei IJincei. 
It contains the mean declinations for 1875 of 1,463 stars between the 
parallels of 20° and 64° north, deduced from observations with the me-
ridian circle of the Royal Observatory of Campidoglio in the years 1 i5 
1876, and 1877. 
The separate publication of the Berlin list of 539 stars will cea 
with 1881, and a selection from this list will appear in the Berliner 
Jabrbuch . 
.A catalogue of 195 stars is printed in No. 1 of the Publication of the 
Wa hburn Ob ervatory. The observations were made at Ann Arbor 
by Mr. Schaeberle, the reductions at Madison by Mr. Comstock, under 
the direction of Profe sor Watson. 
Ea h tar wa observ d three times on the average, and the ·probable 
rr r in R. . and Dec. of the concluded positions are: 
± 8• -! co and 
oo to -20 ar n w 
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final results. Cambridge, England (30-25), is well advanced in reduc-
tion. Berlin has two zones; 25-20 is in progress, 20-15 is finished. 
Leipzig also has two zones; 15-10 is finished, and 10-5 is in progress. 
Albany (5-1) is far advanced . . Nicolajeff (1 to -2) is well under way. 
Parallax of stars.-Professor Ball, Royal .Astronomer for Ireland, 
found for the parallax of 61 Oygni, as deduced from measures of .61 ~ 
Cygni and a small star n. f., 
+011 • 4654 ::1::0." 0497 • 
.A second series has been completed in which 61 B Oygni and the 
small star n. f. were used. Differences of declinations were measured 
in both cases. The last result is-
+ 0." 4676 ::1:: 0." 0321. 
That is, the agreement is exact; and Struve's value for the parallax of 
this system is confirmed rather than Bessel's. 
The ·search for objects having curious spectra, which has been car-
ried on for some months at the Harvard College Observatory, has led 
to the discovery of another singular star by Prof. E. C. Pickering. The 
spectrum consists principally of bright bands, one in the blue being 
especially marked. Only four objects of this kind have peretofore been 
known, one of these having been discovered likewise at Cambridge, 
Mass., last .August. This same method of search, which· originated 
last summer at the Harvard College Observatory, has been adopted at 
the observatory of the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, and Dr. Cope-
land has already shown that a curious double nebula is gaseous. It 
will also be introduced in the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good 
Hope, and there appli~d to extreme southern objects. 
Variable Stars.-"Photometric Measurements of the Variable Stars 
/3 Persei and DM. 81,0 25. By Edward ·c. Pickering, Arthur Searle, 
and 0. C. Wendell," (Proc. Amer . .Acad., Vol. XVI, 28 pp.). The pho-
tometer used at Harvard College Observatory for tbe observation 1of 
these two variables consists of a double-image prism placed between 
the object gla&s and the eye-piece of a small telescope, which has a 
Nicol prism in front of the eye-piece . . By this instrument two ad-
jacent stars may be compared with great accuracy, as the two images 
of each will be formed by the double-image prism, and their relative 
brightness may be -varied by turning the Nicol. Each · image in turn 
will disappear when the Nicol is turned 90°, and there will consequently 
alway be four positions in which the brighter image of the fainter 
tar will be precisely equal to the fainter image of the brighter star. 
fJ Per ei was compared with the fifth magnitude star w Persei 90' dis-
tant. The two images were formed by two Rochon prisms which pro-
duced a separation of about 100', so that they had to be placed very 
near the object glass of the telescope in order that the images of the. two 
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stars should be near toge~her. The focal length of the telescope i 
~bout seventeen fe~t, and its available aperture is limited by the ize 
of the prisms to about an inch. Observations were made on thirteer 
nights, from September 29, 1880, to January 1, 1881. · Three settinp, 
each of the four positions of the Nicol constituted a set; the total mun-
ber of sets was 230. Seven minima were observed, and the probable 
error of a single minimum is 3.8 minutes, while Schmidt give the 
probable error of a minimum observed by Argelander equal to 6 min-
utes, and of those· of Schonfeld 4.6 minutes. A comparison is made 
between the light curves· found by ScMnfeld, and at Harvard Collerre 
Observatory, and the photometric and naked-eye methods are found to 
agree closely. For the observation of Ceraski's va1iable star + P 
No. 25, the photometer was a~tached to the 15inch refractor, on account 
of the faintness of the star. Two hundred and seventy-three set of 
, I 
measures were made, aud five minima were observed. The averarre 
probable error of a minimum is 1.3 minute, or about one-third of that 
of (3 Persei, which was to be expected since the rate of variation of the 
stars is about as three to one. Some interesting theoretical conclusion. 
are drawn from the resulting light curve. For about an hour and a half 
the light remains sensibly constant at 0.110, or about one-ninth of its full 
intensity. This interval is over one-third of that during which the light 
is increasing or diminishing. If the variation in· light is admitted to 
be due to a dark eclipsing satellite, the diameter of the latter mu t b 
·v'l-0.110 = 0.943 of .that of tbe star, in order to sufficiently reduc 
the light. A somewhat smaller diameter is possible, if we admit that 
the star, like our Sun, is darker near the etlges than in the center. But 
the difference cannot be great, or it would show itself in other way". 
The longest period of unifqrm minimum light would occur if the atel-
lite produced a central annular eclipse. In this case if the motion wa 
uniform, the duration of the minimum light would equal only one-ninth 
of that of increase or decrease. The effect of ctll'vature or ellipti ity 
of the path would not greatly affect this conclusion. A very greatelli1 · 
ticity is not admissible, or at the periastron the satellite would trike 
the star. We are, therefore, obliged to admit that the star i entir ly 
c ere<l by the satellite, and that the light during the minimum i eitb r 
clue to some proper light of the atellite, or is to be explained by admit-
ting that the atellite con i t of a cloud of meteors so cattere that 
a out on -ninth of the light of the tar can pas through the centr, l 
1>0rtion . 
pt 
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Star charts, etc.-The series of ecliptic charts, by Dr. Peters, was 
begun about 1860, and has been continued and enlarged up to the pres-
ent time, and this work is still going on. It is intended to make a . 
series of charts, each of which shall include all the stars visible with 
the 13-inch refractor of the Litchfield Observatory, in a certain region, 
with their positions for 1860.0. As these ch~rts are now about to be 
published by Dr. Peters, some account of them may not be unwelcome. 
Instruments and methods employed.-The observations are all made 
with. the 13-inch refractor (made by Spencer). In the focus of this eye-
piece is a mica scale, divided into 100 parts, 50 on each side of Zero. 
Each part is about 9" .8, and for the more important stars half parts ( or 
decimals of a part) are read, so that their positions ate known wJthiri 
5", a quantity which corresponds on the scale of the charts to less than 
inch 0.004, and hence to about the smallest quantity that can be conve-
niently plotted. · 
On paper sheets about 17 x 14 inches are the lithographed blank 
forms. Each map contains 20m in Right Ascension, and 5° in Declina· 
tion ; 1 m additional in R. A. is added on ea~h side (to preserve the star 
configurations) as . well as 10' in Dec. on each side; ' 
E a ch map thus contains 22m in R. A. a.nd 5° 20' in Dec., 2m and 20' 
of which are in common with four other contiguous maps. 
One degree on these is 2.336 inches or 
' 
lo = 2.336 inches. 
1' = 0.039 inches. 
1" = 0.0007 inches. 
The process of constructiug such a chart is briefly as follows : 
1. Having decided on the limits of the chart, all available catalogues 
are consulted, and all stars within the limits of the proposed chart are 
r educed to 1860.0, and ·entered in the chart in pencil and afterwards in 
ink, keeping to Argelander's scale of magnitudes. 
2. Zones are then observed with the chronograph and mica scale. 
The t ransits are observed over only one wire. · 
These zones arc about 15' wide in declination and as long in R. A. as 
convenient, say 20m. Sometimes a zone 60m long is observed jn order 
to ob tain enough standard or determining stars. The right ascensions 
are read to os.1, the declinations to i parts (4".9). 
3. These observations are tpen reduced accurately to 1860.0, and the 
·tar are pricked in with a needle-point through a ruled piece of oiled 
paper, 
4. With the telescope {dark field) these star-positions are examined 
and a memorandum of the magnitude of each star is made. On the 
next morning these zone stars .are marked in ink according to the pencil 
memoranda. As the tatalogue stars are practically in Argelander's 
scale of magnitudes, the whole of the catalogue and zone stars are 
given on one scale. , 
5 . fany examinations and revisions with the telescope (dar~ field) 
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are made, and faint stars are put in by their configurations with th 
other stars. In the course of these revisions ast~roids are frequently 
found, as although the charts are not primarily intended for this pm. 
pose they are eminently suited to it. 
This is shown b:v the fact that Dr. Peters has himself discovered 
·no Jess than 40 ast~roids before any other observer; and several more 
have been independently discovered by him. 
The charts already finished comprise the space as given below: 
RIGHT ASCENSION. 
h: m. h. m. 
From O 20 to O 40 
From 1 0 to 1 20 
From 1 · 0 to 1 20 
From 1 20 to 1 40 
From 1 20 to 1 40 
From 2 20 to 2 40 
From , 3 0 to 3 20 
From 9 40 to 10 0 
From 10 0 to 10 20 
From 10 20 to 10 40 
From 10 40 to 11 0 
From 11. 0 to 11 20 
From 11 20 to 11 40 
From 11 40 to 12 0 
·From 11 40 to 12 0 
From 12 0 to 12 20 
From 13 20 to 13 40 
From 13 40 to 14 0 
From 14 0 to 14 10 
From 15 20 to 1G 0 
From 19 0 to 19 20 
From 19 0 to 19 20 
Fr m 20 40 to 21 0 
rom 21 0 to 21 20 · 
• r m 21 20 to 22 0 
r m 22 0 to 22 20 
r m 2.:.1 20 t 2"" 40 
• r m 23 0 to 23 4 
o 2 0 
TABLE A. 
' ll 
DECLINATION. 
0 0 
From + 9 to +10 
From +10 to +15 
From + f5 to - 1 
From +12 to +15 
From + 0 to+ 5 
From +17 to +18 
From . + 15 to +20 
From + 9 to +10 
From +10 to +15 
From +12 to + 15 
From +10 to +15 
From Oto - 5 
From Oto - 5 
From - 2 to - 5 
From + 4 to +10 
From - 5 to +10 
From - 5 to - 7 
From -10 to -15 
From -10 to -15 
From -20 to ..... 22 
From -22 to -23 
From -25 to -27 
From -25 to -28 
From -20 to -25 
From -10 to -20 
From -15 to - 5 
From - 5 to -10 
From Oto + 3 
From - 4 to - 6 
rk m e h fr m th fa t th, t 
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already about 64,000 zone stars have be~n observed and mapped. 
Quite as many more of the fainter stars are needed to complete the ,, 
maps, and perhaps half of these are now mapped. We possess several 
series of ecliptic charts, more or less complete. These are: 
1st. Charts by Hind, on which the smallest star is about 11 mag. 
2d.· Charts by Ohacornac, minimum visibile, 13 mag. 
3d. Cl.tarts published by the Paris Observatory, .in continuation of 
CHACORNAC's, minimum visibile, 13 mag. · 
The smallest stars laid down on Dr. Peters' charts are 14.8 mag. 
The charts of Chacornac and those of the Paris Observatory are 
extremely useful, but by no means so complete as those of Dr. Peters;-
and, in general, they do not cover the same place in the heavens. No. 
31 of the Paris charts, however, occupies the same ground as one of 
Dr. Peters' charts. On May 17, 1878, I compared the Paris chart 
No. 31 with the sky, and at the same time I compared Dr. Peters, 
chart of the sa.me region; and on the following day the two maps 
were compared together. 
The Paris chart No. 31 contains 1,554 stars, and extends from lQh om 
to lQh 21m R. A., and from+ so 45' to + 14° 0' a; the Hamilton Col-
lege chart, covering nearly the same ground, extends from 10h om to 
lQh 20m R. A., and from+ 100 to 15° in a. The number of stars laid 
down on the space common to both (from 10h om to 10h rnm, and from 
+ 10° to + 14°) is, according to the Paris chart, 1,010 stars; according , 
to Dr. Peters' chart, 1,511 stars; or almost exactly one-half more in the 
latter. 
I found more than thirty cases where the stars of the Paris chart 
were either much too large or too small, or where 'they occupied places 
where no stars now are. In all these cases the Hamilton College chart 
was correct. 
Errors in position I naturally could not verify in the time at my dis-· 
posal, but by considering the allineations of the stars as seen in the sky 
· and by comparing these with the data of the Paris chart, I found the 
latter frequently incorrect, not al ways by small amounts. 
The configurations of the group of smaller stars are quite wrong in 
very many cases, even where all the stars are given; and very many 
stars are missh1g of a magnitude superior to the smallest included on the 
chart. 
In particular, the following stars laid down on the Paris chart do not 
exist in the heavens: 
R. A. 10h 3m 528 ; a+ 1:30 17'.5 
10 40 ; 13 39 
17 18 ; 13 30 .5 
18 4; 12 59 
5 40 ; 12 4.0 
5 42 ,· 11 54 } Large double; only one of 
which exists. 
10 12 39 ; + 11 16.0 
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The following stars (among others) are too small in the Paris chart: 
R. A. 10h mm os; t + 120 10'.0 
8 11; 12 42.5 
10 22 ; 12 42 .0 
10 12. ; 12 23.5 
18 25 ,; 12 56 .5 
18 29 ; 12 51.5 
10 18 39 ; + 12 50 .2 
The following stars (among many others) are too large in the Paris 
chart: · 
R. A. 10h 10m 13s; + 13° 27'.5. Paris 6m, really 9m 
10 2 30 ; + 11 24 .0. Paris grn, really 9-10 m, 
and fnany others. 
The configurations of the Paris chart are often quite wrong; perhap 
the worst cases are at · 
R . .A. 10h 
10 
4m 308-608 ; a + 10° 15' -25'. 
14 - + 11 -30-45. 
.In every one of these cases the Hamilton College chart was correct · 
ancl after 'a careful examination of nearly every star on this latter chart 
I found only one case in which the chart seemed to me in the least 
erroneous. One faint star seemed to me about 1m too bright. 
This chart was not only an accurate map of the stars, it was al o a 
picture of them, and a configuration of stars in the sky would at once 
catch the eye on the map, and vice versa. It need hardly be said that 
this is not true of any other series of charts existing, not even of the map 
of Argelander's Durchmusterung. 
The explanation is not far to seek, and lies in the perpetual revi ion to 
which the Hamilton College charts have been subjected. It i only 
fair to say that this excellence would appear somewhat less striking if 
the charts were used in connection with a telescope different from that 
by means of which they were constructed. Tliey would, in any ca 
remain the most admirable series now existing ; and they won1d be of 
great value and would save much time and labor. For instance in 
th ob ervation of asteroids with the transit-circle of the Naval Ob erra-
t ry, much time i now wasted in finding the asteroid with the 9-inch 
quatorial. This amounts, in some cases, almost to a new discovery. If 
tli e map were available at the Naval ObserYatory, this labor would 
materially lightened. Astronomers are to be congratulated tbat Dr. 
P t r ha d cid d to publi h the e beautiful charts. 
nfi Id Durch1n1,sterung of .ali stars to the tenth magnitude in-
fro - 2° to '- 23° of declination, is very nearly fini bed : 
rrati n ha, n made, and he map of Hour XIll b 
c ntain 4,"'33 tar . It i probable that th whol 
i h l 1 
f th h are n ing tar cha , th foll in 
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fodex to Chacornac's charts (including the later Paris charts) is -pre-
sented: 
No. R . .A. Declination. No. R. A. Declination. 
h.m. h.m. 0 I 0 I h.m. h.m. 0 I 0 I 
1 0 0 to 0 20 + 1 0 to - 4 15 32 10 20 to 10 40 + 6 45 to .+12 0 
1a 0 0 0 20 + 1 0 + 6 15 34 11 0 11 20 + 2, 45 + 8 .0 
2 0 20 0 40 - 1 45 + 3 30 3:i 11 20 11 40 + 0 30 + 5 45 
2 bis 0 20 · 0 40 + 3 30 + 8 45 36 11 40 12 0 - 1 30 + 3 45 
3 0 40 6 60 + G 15 + 5 30 39 13 0 J3 20 -10 30 - 5 15 
3a 0 40 1 0 + 6 30 +10 45 41 13 20 13 40 -12 0 - 6 45 
4 1 0 1 20 + 4 45 +10 0 43a 14 0 14 20 -10 30 - 5 15 
5 1 20 1 40 + 7 0 +12 15 46 · ]5 0 15· 20 -20 30 -15 15 
6 1 40 2 0 +o 0 +14 15 49 16 0 Hi 20 -23 45 -18 30 
7 2 0 2 20 +lO 30 +15 45 50 16 20 16 40 -24 30 -i'9 15 
9 2 40 3 0 +14 0 +19 15 51 16 40 17 0 - 25 0 -19 45 
13 4 0 4 20 +18 45 +24 0 52 17 0 17 20 -25 30 -20 15 
15 4 40 5 0 +20 0 +25 15 60 19 40 20 0 -23 45 -18 30 
22 7 0 7 20 +20 0 +25 15 61 20 0 20 20 -22 45 -17 3:0 
26 8 20 8 40 +16 15 +21 30 62 20 20 20 40 -21 30 -16 15 
27 8 40 9 0 +lf> 0 +20 15 ~3 20 40 21 0 -20 15 -15 ·o 
28 9 0 9 20 +13 45 +19 0 64 21 0 21 20 -22 0 -16 45 
29 9 20 9 40 +12 15 +17 :~o 64a 21 0 21 20 -]6 45 -11 30 
29a 9 20 9 40 + 7 0 +12 15 70 23 0 23 20 -8 .0 - 2 45 
30 9 40 10 0 ·• +10 30 +1545 71 23 20 23 40 - 5 45 - 0 30 
31 10 0 10 20 + 8 45 +14 0 72 23 40 24 0 - 3 45 + 1 30 
DOUBLE -STARS. 
The long series of measures of double stars, made at Washington from 
1875 to 1880, by Professor Hall, has been published 
1
separately. Pro-
fessor Hall has made a complete series of observations of a selected list of 
doubles, selected by Dr. Struve and himself for comparison, and ~esides 
bas investigated the angles and siµes of a 1;J:fangle and a quadrilateral 
of stars as measured and computed. The results of tliese measures are 
excellent. The double stars measured are very numerous, an
1
d are nearly 
all of interesting stars. A discussion of a two years' series of measures 
on the trapezium of Orion is given separately, adjusted bjr least squares. 
The star ( Oancri is triple and has been well observed. Dr. Seeliger, 
of Leipzig, has investigated the orbits of the three stars, .A, B, C, in a 
memoir, of which he bas given a synopsis in the Sitzu·ngsberichte of the 
Vienna Academy for May, 1881. Without giving details, we may state 
bis principal results. He first finds an orbit for B -about .A, and this· 
orbit satisfies the observations very well without taking into account 
the star C at all. This may arise from one of two things: either the in-
fluence of C is veritably small, or the perturbations by C occur in such 
a way as to compensate in their effects on the elements of the orbit of 
Band A. Dr. Seeliger has shown that the latter is the case. For the 
ma s of C we can (arbitrarily) assume large values wi.thout destroying 
the agreement between observation and computation, and further, be 
ha hown that a large value must be assigned to the mass of 0. This 
ha been shown in different and independent ways. The mass of C is 
larger than 2.4 times the sum of the masses of A and 13. 
The orbit of C is next inYestigated, and a suggestion of Dr. Otto 
~ truve's tllat C moves round a dark body neai: it, is found to be highly 
r>robable. The final result of his discussion of this question is that it is 
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probable that C moves round a star which belongs_ to this system. 
which is not one of the three known, A, B, C. 
During the first part . of 1S81, Mr. S. W. Burnham was resident at· 
Wash burn Observatory at Ma<lison, by the invitation of Governor W a. 
burn. During the period April 23 to September 30, 1881,he discorne , 
new double stars, several of great difficulty, and measured no les t 
162 double stars (each on three nights) selected from his MS. Catalo· 
of Double Stars. In the zone observations at this observatory duri 
the same period, 60 more double stars were found. Mr. Jedrzejewi 
of Plonsk, lias published during the year a continuation of his doub 
star measures, which appear to be remarkably consistent among the 
selves. He has measured a great many of the neglected pairs 
Struve, each star on three or more nig·hts. 
The observations are given in the Astronomische Nachrichten, :5 
2324-2407. 
Companion of Sirius :-An orbit of the companion of Sir{us, ba ed 1 
measures, has been computed by Professor Colbert, of Uhicago. 
The elements give the period as 49.G. years. The position for 1 "L 
is p=45°.6, s=9".9; for 1882.2,p=430.1, s=9".5. For 1890.2 tL 
position is p = 3220.2, s = 2".2, and at that date Sirius will be abo 
the most difficult known double. This is about tlle minimum, accor · 
ing to Professor Colbert. 
THE SOLAR SYSTEM, 
By far the most important papers which have appeared during 
year are those of Mr. George Darwin on tidal friction in connecti 
with the history of the solar system.* This paper forms one of a ri 
on the subject of tidal friction, which has been read from time t? ti . 
before the Royal Society. .An abstract of one of these was given m th 
report for 1880. The first part of this paper contains the investigatio 
of the changes produced by tidal friction in the system forme<l Y 
planet with any number of satellites revolving ahout it in circular orbi 
.As the results cannot be conveniently stated without the aid of math 
matical notation, they are here passed over. 
The previous papers treated of the effects which tidal friction mu 
have had 9n the motions of the earth and moon, on the uppo ition th 
time enough ha elap ed for this cause to have its full effect. It th 
app ar d that we are thu able to co-ordinate together the variou I · 
m n of the motion of the e two bodi in a manner too remarka 
to be th product of chance. 
Th cond part of the pap r contain a di cu ion of th 
m y hav played in the evolution of the 
fit ,·er I part . 
------,,-------
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It is first proposed that the rate of expansion of the planetary orbits, 
<1 ue to the reaction of the frictional tides raised by the planets in the 
sun, must be very slow compared with that due to the reaction of the 
-tides raised by the sun in the planets. Thus it would be much more 
nearly correct to treat the sun as a rigid body, and to suppose the 
planets alone to be subject to frictional tides than the converse. It did 
not, however, seem expedient to attempt to give any numerical solution 
of tlie problem thus suggested, which should apply to the solar system 
as a whole. The effect of tidal friction is to convert the rotational 
rnomentm.n of the tidally-disturbed body into orbital momentum of the 
tide-raising Mdy. Hence, a numerical evaluation of the angular mo-
m.en tum of the various parts of the solar system will afford tJ?.e 11?-eans 
of forming some idea of the amount of change in the orbits of the sev~ 
eral planets and satellites which have beell produced 'by tidal friction. 
Such an evaluation is accordingly made in this paper, wit,h as much 
accuracy as the data permit. 
From the numerical values so found, it is conciuded that the orbits 
of the planets round the sun can hardly have undergone a sensible 
enlargement from the effects of tidal friction, since those bodies first 
attained a separate existence. 
Turning to the several subsystems it appears that although it is pos-
sible that the orbits of the satellites of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn about 
their planets may have been considerably enlarged, yet it is certainly 
not possible to trace the satellites back to an origin almost in contact 
with the present surfaces of their planets, in the same manner as was 
done for the case of the moon in the previous papers. 
The numerical values above referred to exhibit so marked a contrast 
between the case of the earth with the moon, and that ·of the other . 
planets with their satellites, that it might, a priori, be concluded as prob-
able that the modes of evolution have dif'.fered considerably. The con-
clusion above stated concerning the satellites of the other planets can-
not therefore be regarded as unfavorable to the acceptance of the views 
maintainel in the previous papers. It must, however, be supposed that . 
some important cause- of change, other 1Jian tidal friction, has been con-
ceived in the e,Tolution of the solar system and the planetary subsys-
tems. According to the nebular hypothesis of Laplace, that cause has 
been the condensation of the heavenly bodies. Accepting that hypoth-
esis the author then proceeds to consider the manner in which contrac-
tion and tidal friction are likely to have worked together. 
A numerical comparison shows that notwithstanding the gr~ater age 
which the nebular theory assigns to the exterior planets, yet the effects 
of solar tidal friction in reducing planetary rotation must, in all proba-
bility, be considerably less for the remote than for the nearer planets. 
It i , however, remarkable that the number expressive of the rate of 
retardation of the Martian rotation by solar tidal friction is nearly the 
same a the similar number for the earth, notwithstanding the greater 
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distance of Mar~ from the sun. This result is worthy of notice in 
nection wi* the fact that the inner satellite of Mars revolve m 
periodic time . much shorter than that of the planets' rotation; for 
suggested in a previous paper) solar tidal friction will have been 
petent to reduce the planetar.y rotation without directly affecting 
satellites' orbital motion. 
It is, then, shown to be probable that solar tidal friction was am 
important cause of change when the planets were less condensed t 
it is at present. ,.Thus we are not to accept the present rate of action , 
solar tidal friction a8 indicating that which has been held true in 
past time. 
It is also shown that if a planetary mass generates a large satelli 
the planetary rotation is reduced after the change mor@ rapidly tha 
before ; nevertheless the genesis of such a satellite is preservative of 
moment of momentum, which is internal to the· planetary subsystem. 
This conclusion is illustrated by the comparatively slow rotation of t 
earth, and by the large amount of angular momentum residing in th 
system of moon and earth. · . 
An examination of the manner in which the difference of distan 
of the various planets from the sun will have affected the action of tidal 
friction, leads to a cause for the. observed distribution of satellites in the 
solar system. . " 
According to the nebular hypothesis a planetary mass contract an 
rotates quicker as it contracts. The rapidity of its revolution can, 
its form to become unstable, or perhaps, as seems more probable an 
equatorial belt gradually detaches itself; it is immaterial which of the~ 
really takes place. In either case the separation of that part of the 
mass which before the change had the greatest angular momentum per-
mits the .central portion to resume a planetary shape. The contraction 
and increaRe of rotation proceed continualJy until another portion ·' d · 
tache<l, and so on. There thus recur at intervals a series of epoch 
instability or abnormal change. Now, tidal friction mu t dimini ht 
rate of increaRe of rotation due to contraction, and therefore if' tidal fric-
tion and contraction are at worlt together the epochs of in tability mus 
r cur more rarely than if contraction acted alone. If the tidal retar · 
tion i ufficiently great, the incrca e of rotation due to contraction will 
be far count ract d as never to p rmit an epoch of instability too 
Tll . r t of lar tidal friction deer a e rapidly a· we recede fr m the 
ud her for the" on id rati n accord with what w o 
in the lar y at Hite 
in the num 
/ 
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frictjon to be the principal agent of change with the former, but not 
-with the latter. 
In the case of the contracting terrestrial mass we ¥lay suppose that 
t .here was ;for a long time nearly a balance between the retardation due 
to solar tidal friction and the acceleration due to contraction, and that 
it was not until the planetary mass had contracted to nearly its present 
dimensions that an epoch of instability could occur . . If the contraction 
of the planetary mass be almost completed before the genesis of the 
satellite, tidal friction, due jointly to the satellite and the sun, will there-
after be the great cause of change in the system, and thus the hypothe-
sis that it is the sole cause of change will give an approximately ac-
c urate explanation-of the motion of the planet and satellite at any sub-
s equent time. It is shown in the previous papers of this series that 
t bis. condition is fulfilled with the earth and moon. 
The paper ends with a short recapitulation of those facts· in the solar 
s~stem which are susceptible of explanation by the theory of the ac-
tivity of tidal friction. This series of-investigations affords no grounds 
for the rejection of the nebular hypothesis, b:ut while it presents evi-
dence in favor of the main outlines of that theory it introduces modifi-
cations of considerable importance. 
Tidal friction is a cause of chang.e of which Laplace's theory took no 
a ccount, and although the activity of that cause is to be regarded as 
mainly belonging to a later period than the events J>redicated by the 
n ebula r hypothesis, yet its influence has been of great and in one in-
s tance of even paramount importance in deteqnining the present con-
d ition of the planets and their satellites. · 
THE SUN. 
The publication of Profes~or Young's book on the sun (InternatiQnal 
Scientific Series), in 1881, is important, as it is undoubtedly the au-
thority on the subject, and supplements the work of Secchi, and pre-
sents , beside, more philosophical and extended views. 
· The first chapters deal with the dimensions and ·distance of the sun, 
with the means and apparatus for studying its surface, with the phe-
nomena of sun spots, their periodicity, etc.; with the phenomena of 
olar eclipses, the corona, etc. Perhaps the two most important chap-
ter are those relating to the sun's light and heat, and the different 
theorjes relating to the constitution of the sun. The theory of Dr. 
Ba tings, spoken of in the last report of the Smithsonian Ini::;titution, 
receive a discussion to which we must refer. In an appendix, Pro-
fe · or L angley gives an account of his observations with the bolometer, 
and the conclusions he has derived from them. To test these conclu-
sion till further, Profe sor Langley undertook an expedition to the 
we tern part of the United States, which is anticipated by Gibbon, in 
chapter 43 of the'' Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire," in the follow-
ing word : "Their calculations may perhaps be verified by the astron-
om of ome future capital in the Siberian or American wilderness." _ 
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Professor Langley's expedition started in July, 1881, and took up a 
station on Mount Whitney, in the Sierras, where observations w 
made to determine the amount of solar heat received by the eart 
This was the main object of t.he expedition. Several minor re earch 
of interes.t were also prosecuted; among others, an attempt was ma,l 
to see the sun's corona and Vulcan. It is too _soon as yet to speak 
the results of the expedition, which have not been published. 
Statistics of the sun.-The following statistics of the sun, compri · ~ 
facts which can be stated in numbers, are selected from Profe 
Young's work, "The Sun": 
Solar parallax (equatorial horizontal), 8.80" d: 0.02". 
Mean distance of the sun from the earth, 92,885,000 miles, 149,480 00 
kilometres. 
· Variation of the distance of the sun from the earth between January 
and June, 3,100,000 miles, 4,950,000 kilometres. 
Linear value of 1" on the sun's surface, -450.3 miles, 724.7 kilometre;. 
Mean angular semi-diameter of the sun, 16' 02.0" d: 1.0". 
Sun's linear diameter, 866,400 miles, 1,394,300 kilometres. (This may 
perhaps, be variable to the extent of several hundred miles.) 
Ratio of the sun's diameter to the earth's, 109.3. 
Surface of the sun compared with the earth, 11,940. 
Volume, or cubic contents, of the sun compared with the eartl 
1,305,000. 
Mass, or quantity of matter, of the sun compared with the earth 
330,000 d: 3,000. 
Mean density of the sun compared with the earth; 0.253. 
Mean density of the sun compared with water, 1.406. 
Force of gravity on the sun's surface compared with that on th 
earth, 27.6. • 
Distance a body would fall in one second, 444.4 feet, 135.5 meters. 
Inclination of the sun's axis to the ecliptic, 7° 15'. 
Longitude of its ascending node, 74°. 
Date when the sun is at node, June 4-5. 
Mean time of the sun's rotation (Carrington), 25.38 days. 
Time of rotation of the sun's equator, 25 days. 
Time of rotation at latitude, 20°, 25.75 days. 
Time of rotation at latitude, 30°, 26.5 days. 
Time of rotation at latitude, 45°, 27.5 days. 
(Th e la t four number are omewhat doubtful, the formu1 re of'" 
riou uthoritie gi ing re ult differing by everal hour in m ca 
Lin ar locity of the nn r tation at his equator, 2.261 mil 
n 2. 2 kilomet r per econd. 
T tal u ntity f unlight, 6,300,000 000,000,000,000,00 ,oo 
11 . 
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Brightness of a point on the sun's limb compared with that of a point 
near the center of the disk, 25 per cent. . . 
Heat received per minute from the sun upon a square, metre, per-, 
vendicularly exposed to the solar radiation at the upper surface of the 
earth's atmosphere (the solar constant), 25 calories. 
Heat radiation at the surface of the sun, per square metre per minute, 
1,1171000 calories. 
Thickness of .a shell of ice which would be melted from the surface of 
the sun per minute, 48½ feet, or 14¾ meters. 
Mechanical equivalent of the solar radiation at the sun's surface, con-
tinuously acting, 109,000 horse-power per square metre; 10,000 (nearly) 
per square foot. 
Effccti ve temperature of the solar surface (according to Rosetti), about 
10,000° Cent., or 18,0000 Fahr. 
SOLAR P .A.RALL.AX, 
Mr. David Gill, Her Majesty's astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope, 
has just issued, as a reprint from the forty-sixth volume of the "Memoirs 
of the Royal Astronomical Society," his definitive paper on the deter-
mination of the solar parallax from observations of Mars at Ascension 
fa 1877. We think it no exaggeration to style it the most important 
separate determination of this constant which has ever been made. 
In Mrs. Gill's charming little book," Six Months in Ascension: " An Un-
scientific .Account of a Scientific Expedition," the incidents and de_tails 
of a somewhat arduous undertaking, now become historic, were fully 
described. The expenses of the expedition were defrayed by vote of 
the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society in the first instance, 
and later from the Government Grant Fund of the Royal Society. The 
observations at Ascension were made with the helfometer owned by 
Lord Lindsay (now the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres), in accordance 
with what astronomers call '' the method of the diurnal parallax," or 
"east-and-west method." While much qf the detail of reduction of the 
work is presented in Mr. Gill's admirable volume, a vast deal has been 
omitted in the printing-in full accord with the more advanced and 
advancing notions on this subject. The original note-books and manu-
scripts are deposited· with the society, where they may, and should, be 
referred to, if the re-examination of the work is ever undertaken, or 
any doubtful point arises. The :final result of Mr. Gill's investigation 
is 8".78, with a probable error of 0".012-which gives, for the mean 
di ta nee of the earth from the sun, 93,080,000 miles. Most astronomers 
will have little doubt that this value of the solar parallax is too small; 
nevertheless, the more important of the recent researches on this sub-
ject how this value to be a close approximation to the truth. 
M. Faye has just communica te<l to the French Academy a paper on 
the actual state of our knowledge of the sun's parallax. 
He considers that there is no other scientific constant, the determina, 
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tion of which depends on an equal number of results completely in 
pendent of one another, and obtained by methods so totally differen 
and subdivides the various values assigned for the sun's mean paralhu 
as follows: 
Geometrical methods, 8".82: 
811.85 by Mars (Cassini's method), Newcomb. 
8/(.79 by Venus, 1769 (Halley's method), Powalky. 
8".81 by Venus, 1874 (Halley's method), Tupman. 
8".87 by Flora (Galle's method), Galle. -
8".79 by Juno (Gaile's method), Lindsay. 
Mechanical methods, 8"_.83: 
8".81 by the lunar inequality (Laplace's method), Newcomb. 
8"~85 l>y the monthly equation of the earth, Leverrier. 
8''.83 by the perturbations of Venus and Mars, Leverrier. 
Physical methods, 811 .81: 
8".799 velocity of light (Fizeau's method), Cornn. 
811.813 velocity of light (Fonc,ault's method), Michelson. 
After explaining the value of the different results, M. Faye give h1 
preference to the physical result, and arrives at these conclusion : 
1. That the method of the physicists is superior to all others, antl 
ought to be substituted. 
2. That the value of solar parallax, 8".813 (by physical method ), i 
now determined to about r½o of a second. · 
3. That the seven astronomical methods of w;ocedure converge more 
and more toward that value, and tend fo confirm it without equalli.u" 
it in precision. 
In otl1er words, M. Faye believes that the true distance of the nn L 
that found recently by Mr. Michelson. 
Professor Eastman has published "A Value of the Solar Parallax fro 
Meridian Observations of Mars at the Opposition in 1877." In 1 76 
circular letter was prepared at the Naval Ob3ervatory and di tribut 
to astronomers, asking their cooperation in making meridian ob err · 
tions of Ma,rs in 1877. A programme of observing wa propo ed by-
Profe sor Ea tman, based on that suggested by Dr. Winneck in 1 :.. 
and a Ii t of com pari on tars w,as selected. The programme wa tri t S 
followed t Wa hington, at Sydney, and partly at Leyden. A ~ · 
bourne, the Cap of Good Hope, and Cam bridge, Ma ., the proQTamm 
wa no fi 11 ed ; an from an Fernando and KTem mun ter ob 
ti n w re rr eived either unr <luced or unexplained. Profe or Ea ~-
m n b , n tr luc d th an F rnando ob er ation and make no 
f th t rem mun t r. Tb ob ervation of lJlar · wh n le 
fi ur · 1 I ri n t r wer u n y night e al or j ct . 
th r m in l r th di u i n i acl . 
1 r . 1 err r f ingl ti of JJlar wn fi un t 
~ hill 0 ton .. .... .... ............................. . . 
l 1rn ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
. n ............. . ....... . ............... . 
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The probable error of a single declination of a comparison star was 
:ound to be-
± 011.303 t Washington ..........•........ - · - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
t Melbourne ........................................ - . :±: 011.349 
t Leyden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . :±: 011.235 
It may be said in passing that the precision of the LP-yden result~ is 
undoubtedly due to the method of observation (two observers ta.krng 
part in it), and also to the thorough way in which the constants of_ the 
Leyden circle were investigated by Kayser. The reduced observations 
are compared two and two for determinations of the parallax : 
Washington and Melbourne; n: = 811.97 :±: 011.03. 
Washington and Sydney; n: = 811 .88 :±: 011 .05. 
W asbington and· Cape of Good Hope ; n: = 811 .90 :±: 011 .07. 
Melbourne and Leyden; n: = 811.97 :±: 011 .03· 
Melbourne and Cambridge; 11: = 9lf.14 :.I:: 011.05. 
In all, these include 70 determinations, and give for the value of -re, 
8 11,980 ± 011.011. Professor Eastman rejects the Cambridge observations 
and also certain separate observations; the result from 60 determinations 
is n = 8''.953 :!: 011.019, which is adopted. 
Professor Eastman says "the method of deterruining the solar par-
allax from meridian observations of Mars, has never had a fair trial. 
Tlle principal obstacle to be overcome is the desire of each observatory 
to co-operate in its own way, if at all, thereby wasting its own work 
a11d rendering good observations at other stations useless," and he· 
urges "that at the next favorable opposition of Mars, astronomers may 
rise above all jealousies and prejudices, and unite upon some plan to, 
give this method one fair trial before it is condemned." The results of· 
Professor Eastman's discussion, and of that of Dr. Winnecke, in 1862, 
are in so good agreement that the method certainly deserves, and un-· 
doubtedly will obtain, another trial. 
The next favorable opposition will occur in 1892, and this interval 
'\\'ill give all ''jealousies" a chance to cool. Mr. Gill has suggested a 
x-eason why the results from Mars observations differ systematically 
:from those by other methods, which is considered by Professor Eastman, 
on p. 43 of his memoir, and it certainly seems that the experiments of 
Professor Eastman (which are still in progress) invalidate the proposed 
€xplanation. This is a point upon which further light is much needed. 
Transit of Venus, 1874.-The UnitedStatesTransitofVenusCommis-
&on published a volume containing the chief results of measurements 
<>f the photographs of the transit of Venus parties sent ont by the 
United States in 1874. No definitive result for the parallax was given, as 
· me elements for the determination of the final value were still wanting. 
Profe . or Tod:l, director of the Amherst College Obsen·atory, has dis-
en · ed the e ob8ervations as they stand, and has obtained values for 
the :olar parallax which are probably very near the final values. From 
S. Mis. 100-14 
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the photographs at the following northern stations, Wladiwa tok 
Nagasaki (45), Peking (26), and from those at southern station. 
guelen (8), Hobarto:wn (37), Campbelltown (32), Queenstown' 
Chatham Island (7), lVIr. Todd finds the solar parallax from mea~Uft.'11 
gles of position on the photographs of the Sun and Venus, n = 8". ·J 
0".060; from measured distances, 7t= 811.888 :I: 0".040; and finally. 
ing regard to the weights, 7t = 811.883:1: 011.034. 
Velocity of light.-An experimental determiuation of the velocitr 
white and colored light formed the subject of a memoir, thejoint 
duction of Dr. J. Young and Prof. G. Forbes, read before the R 
Society, London, lately. The official summary states that the met 
employed was that of Fizeau, but instead of using one distant refl 
and observing the total eclipse of the reflected ray l,y a toothed rev 
ing wheel, two reflectors nearly in the same line with the obsenin11 
-escope and one a quarter of a mile behind the other were used, and 
·!'ays were vie'Yed when brought to equal brightness by mean of 
:adjustment @f the speed of the wheel. The general result was that 
·velocity of the light of an electric lamp is 187,200 miles per eco 
•Cornu found that of the light of a petroleum ]amp to be 186,700 m 
;per second, and Michelson that of the sun to be 186,500 miles per 
•<md. The higher number of Young and Forbes is possibly due to 
bluer light of electricity, for further experiments made with col 
lights and the spectrum tended to prove that the blue light prob 
travels faster by 1 per cent. than the red light. The experimen 11 
made at Wemyss Bay, Scotland. 
The results of Forbes and Young have, we believe, not been ace P 
a yet by physicists. From theoretical considerations, Lord Rayl · ~ 
and Mr. Michelson, among others, have shown the improbability 
these figures for the velocity of' light of different colors. 
Transit of Venus December 6, 1882.-In view of the fact that many 
t lie readers of this report will have an opportunity to observe then 
tran it of Venus we present the instructions issued by the Internatio 
Conference for the observation of the transit of Venus of 1862. 
'Article 1. It is de irable, from a theoretical stand-point, that 
tel ~ cope u ed should be of as large aperture as possible. In pra · 
the diffieulty of tran portation on the one hand, and the nee icy 
ob· •r er at different tations having similar in truments limit 
ap ·rtm . to fr m 0.12 met r to 0.15 meter (about 4½ to 6 inche .) 
In ~ 11 ·, · : th obj ctive hould be a perfect a po ible. 0 
r.. h ul l fr xact le cription of th quali y and d fi ct o 
· -pi c emplo d. To ard thi end th ~ h 
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It will be useful to know, also, if the telescope is able to show the solar 
granulations on any favorable opportunity, and also the degree of 
~ isibility of these granulations during the transit. 
A rt. 2. It will be well to employ a reflecting prism, or a polariscopic 
eye-piece, to diminish the heat and consequent danger to the observer's 
eyes. 
If it be decided to use a silvered objective, a method which offers the 
great advantage of eliminating all the obscure heat rays and doing 
away with errors from distortion arising from heating of the interior of 
the tube, the excess of light may be absorbed by a neutral tint glass 
composed of two glasses of similar thickness, one beiug colored and the 
other colorless. 
A_rt. 3. ·The eye-pieces should be positive, achromatic, and of a power 
of 150. The observations of contacts should be made in a field suffi-
ciently clear to show, plainly projected on the solar disc, two wires sep-
arated by a distance of 1". 
Means should be employed to remove as far as possible the effects of 
atmospheric dispersion. 
The setting-point of the reticule should be previously ascertained on 
the stars, or by means of a collimator focused to stars. 
In cases of observation by projection, corresponding means should be 
employed. 
Art. 4. The times corresponding to internal contacts may be defined 
as follows: 
Ingress: The moment when an evident and, at the same time, per-
·istent discontinuity in the illumination of the apparent limb of the sun 
jointng the point of contact with Venus disappears. · 
Egress: The moment of the first appearance of an evident and, at 
the same time, persistent discontinuity in the illumination of the solar 
limb joining the point of contact. 
If the limb of two stars coming ihto geometrical contact, without ob-
scuration or deformation of the interposed thread of light, the instant-
previously defined is that of contact. 
If there be produced a black drop or ligament, well defined and as 
dark as the body of the planet, the precedingly defimed instants are: 
for ingress, that of definite rupture; and for egress, that of the first ap-_ 
parition of the ligament. 
Between these two extreme cases, other appearances may be pro-
duced when the instants of contact may be noted as follows: 
If, the limbs remaining without deformation, there is produced an ob-
~curation of the luminous thread, without the shadow, however, being 
a, dark as the body of the planet, the observer notes the instant of 
geometrical contact. The moment of the formation or disappearance 
of thi · hadow should also be noted. 
If the shadow is al111 ost or becomes quite as dark as the planet, the 
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precedingly defined instant is that when this equality ceases or L 
tablished. 
The observer should also note whether there is produced on 
luminous thread any fringes or any other distinct phenomena, an 
should note the moment of their appearance and disappearance. 
It is generally desir4tble to note the time of occurrence of any di tinL· 
phenomena about the time of contact. Nevertheless it is a grave Illli· 
t::i.ke, and one that should be. guarded against, to multiply the noting o 
times near the occurrence of a contact. 
The time of appearance of phenomena of a distinct character should 
be mentioned only in such a manner as to be readily separated from 
other phenomena observed about contact. 
It will be useful in all cases that the observer should illustrate his 
notes with a drawing made immediately after each complete observa-
tion of contact, in order to show more clearly the interpretation which 
he attaches to his description of the phenomena. 
Art. 5. As the limb of Venus falls internally on the solar disc durin11 
internal contact, as has been noted in Article 4, the observer should 
indicate as closely as possible whether the moment when the limb 
of Venus and the suu, apparently coinciding, seem to be lengthened 
out. 
This observation, though rough, is still desirable as a check to the 
principal noted phase. 
Art 6. Notwithstanding the fact that observations of external con-
tacts are subject to considerable uncertainty, the conference recom· 
mends that they be observed either by direct vision or by means of the 
spectroscope, and that the point on the solar disc, where the nr t con-
tact takes place, be determined in an appropriate manner." Cornpte 
Rendus, October, 1881. 
The .Austrian Government will be petitioned to grant a subvention 
towards equipping an expedition to take part in the observation of the 
next transit of Venus, on 6th of December, 1882, as the next opportu· 
nity of thus measuring the di tance of the earth from the sun will not 
occur till the year 2004. The Bermudas are recommended as the mo.:t 
nitable observation tation. 
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COMETS. 
The following is a list of the comets of the year 1881 in the order of 
t heir discovery : 
Comet A .... Swift .......................... Rochester, N. Y. 
Comet B .... Tebbutt ... , ............. , ....... South Africa. 
Comet U .... Schaeberle ................... , . Ann .Arbor, l\Iich. 
Comet D .... Encke's . . . . . . . ................ (Periodic and expected. J 
Comet E. . . Barnard ....... . ............ . ... Nashville, Tenn. 
Comet F .... Brooks ............... . ........ Phelps, N. Y. 
Comet G. w •• Swift ...................... . ... Rochester, N. Y. 
Comet A was found May 1 in A ndromeda. It was a faint object, 
and, moving rapidly southeast, was soon lost in the morning twilight, 
and was not seen in the southern hemisphere. 
Comet B was the brightest since the memorable one of 1861. Its 
path was nearly due north, and by its proximity to the sun was soon 
rendered in visible from any part of the world. It passed the sun at 
noon on June 19, and was first seen in the northern hemisphere on the 
morning of June 22, its tail only then being visible. The next morning 
it became an object of general observation. Its subsequent career is 
too well remembered to need a description here. Hs orbit is probably 
elliptical, having a period of about 3,000 years. From a similarity of 
elements it was at first thought to be the comet of 1807. 
Comet C was first seen on the morning of July 18, somewhat singu-
larly, in almost the same place where comet B had so suddenly ap-
peared after having been lost sight of in the southern hemisphere. 
Like B it had two tails. Its elements are unlike those of any comet 
heretofore observed. 
Comet D (Encke's), which has a period of only about 3i-30 years, has 
just paid us the twenty-ninth visit since it was first detected in 1786. 
Comet E was discovered on August 18 by Mr. E. E. Barnard. It 
nmves in a parabo~ic orbit. 
Comet F was first detected on the morning of October 4 by Mr. W. R. 
Brook , and on the next morning by Mr. W. F. Denning, of Bristol, 
England, who immediately announ1:ed it, which Mr. Brooks for two 
<lay ' failed to do, as clouds prevented him from determining whether 
it were a comet or a nebula. It is, notwithstanding that it was visible 
only through the telescope, by far the most important one of the year. 
It i · a periodic comet of the short period of eight years. It is, there-
fore, and probably for years has been, a permanent member of our 
y t€m. 
Comet G, <liscovered by Swift on the evening of November 16, is of 
fair ize, though faint , and, like A, E, and F, without a tail. Its ele-
ment' are omewbat like those of comet A, 1792. 
Comet B wa successfully photographed by several astronomers-
nota ly by Prof. Henry Draper and Dr. Huggins-a feat never before 
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accomplished. Several small stars were shown on the negatiw, ahillll: 
through the tail, though their light passed through probably 100. 
miles of cornetic matter. This shows the exceeding transparency 
these bodies. 
Comet B, 1881.-An important note on the photographic spectrum 
comet B, 1881, has been sent to the Royal Society, London, by Dr. 
Huggins. After subjecting the plate to an exposure of one hour wit 
the nucleus of the comet acting through one-half of the slit of th 
apparatus (see for process ''Philosophical Transactions of 1880,' pa . 
769), the open half was closed, the shutter withdrawn from the oth 
half and the instrument then directed to Arcturus for 15 minutes. Th 
result was a very distinct spectrum of the comet, together with th 
spectrum of the star. The spectrum of the comet consists of a pair 01 
bright Jines in the ultra-violet region and a continuous spectrum which 
can be traced from about F to some distance beyond H. The obviou 
inference he makes from tbe position and measurement, in wave length 
of the lines is that part of the light of comets emanates from then:-
selves, a,1)(1 that part of their light is simply reflected sunlight. Furthe 
the spectrum would go to prove the presence of carbon in the substan 
of comets, possibly in combination with hydrogen. Another photo-
graph was taken on June 25, when the plate was exposed for an hour 
and a half, but it was so faint that the Fraunhofer lines could not b 
seen in the continuous spectrum, although they were clearly ob en--
able in the former photograph. But the two bright lines were , ery 
distinct. Subsequently, on July 9, he found the wave lengths of th 
two bright lines to be 3,883 and 3,870, and discovered that the le · r · 
frangible threw a faint luminosity beyond the second line. He, aw. 
too, the groups of lines between G and h usually associated with th 
carbon compounds. His wave length for the less refrangible en<l 
the spectrum is 4,230. Nitrogen woul<l seem, also, to be present in t~ 
comet, besides carbon and hydrogen. Dr. Huggins conclude : ·' It 1 
of importance to mention the strong intensity in the photograph f th 
line 3,883 and 3,870, as compared with the continuous spectrum. an 
the faint bright group beginning at 4,230. At this part of the P tru 
therefore, the light emitted by the collletary matter exceeded by m ny 
time the r fleeted olar light. 
Thi bright comet wa also uccessfully pbotog-rapbed by Dr. H ury 
Draper in ew York. The tail is so long on the picture, th expo 
the n gatfre plate having be n three hour . pectro copic ob~ n· · 
tion f the nucleus bowed a continuou ·pectrum, with no ab orpf 
lin (dn .t the c ma) vi 'ible. The tail, al o, gave a continuon~ . 
trnm with nt lin . 'Ih oma ga,;- a band d p ctrum howin 1 
l 
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Holden. A thorough optical examination of the comet's spectrum has 
been made by Young, Harkness, and Pickering. The spectrum has 
been photographed by Draper and Huggins. The light of different 
parts of the comet has been photometrically determined by Pickei'ing, 
the results being expressed in stellar magnitudes on Pogson's logarith-
mic scale, showing the comet to be of the seventh magnitude very near 
the nucleus, and the tail, at 4° from the nucleus, to be of the 11.6 
magnitude. And, lastly, the polarization of the comet's light has been 
obsen-ed by Wright, establishing the fact that the light emitted by the 
tail is polarized rather strongly in a plane passing through the sun's 
place, the percentages iudicating that reflected sunlight constitutes the 
greater part of the light of the tail. 
Professor Stone and his assistant, of the observatory at Cincinnati, 
saw this comet "separate before their eyes, forming a double comet." 
It is well known that Biela's comet did separate, but no observer actu-
ally saw the process, which, it is safe to sa,y, must have been very 
gradual. · 
The observations of Professor Stone were doubted by Mr. Rock at 
the Naval Observatory at Washington, who was observing the comet 
at the same time, and the question was unsettled for the time. 
It has since appeared that Mr. Wendell, of Harvard College Ob-
servatory, saw the nucleus double on one occasion, and at the Wash-
burn Observatory the nucleus was seen double on several nights, by 
Professor Holden and Mr. Burnham, and on one night a perfectly satis-
factory measure of the two parts was made by Mr. Burnham. 
From a note furnished to the Harvard College Library Bulletin, by 
the observatory, the following is extracted: 
"Much attention has been paid to cometary astronomy during the 
past summer at the observatory by Messrs. S. C. Chandler, jr., and 0. 
C. Wen dell. Orbits and ephemerides for four of the comets of the year 
have been computed within a few days of their discovery in the north-
ern hemisphere, and circulated among astronomers by means of the. 
telegraphic cipher devised by Messrs. Chandler and Ritchie. These-
results were largely derived from the observations of position made at 
the observatory. Professor Pickering has made many photometric 
observations of the brighter comets of the year. 
''The spectrum of Comet B (the great comet which appeared towards 
the end of June) was shown by European observations to contain five 
bands, three of which are familiar in cometary spectra, while the other· 
tw seemed new. It appears probable that these two are identical with 
two of the three bands found last winter, at the observatory, in the 
p culiar pectrum of a star in Canis Major, LI. 13,412, the third band 
b iug apparently due to hydrogen. An interesting analogy between 
the , pectra of comets and stars is greatly strengthened by this observa-
ti n ince the three familiar bands of cometary spectra were previously 
taken to agree witb tbe bands seen in the spectra of a small class of 
ta1 s, de ignated by Secchi as stars of the fourth type." 
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Comet of 1861.-The orbit of the great comet of 1861 has been 
oughly investigated by Herr Krentz of Bonn, from 1,150 observati 
which extend over nearly a year. During this period the comet 
ersed an arc of 155° of its orbit. Dr. Seeling had previously pubfuh 
a.n orbit (an ellipse of four hundred and nineteen years), with wt. 
the observations were compared. Thirty-one normal places (1861, ~ . 
28; 1862, April 23) were formed. Planetary perturbations were co 
puted for the whole interval, and the effects of Venus, Earth, Jupitr 
and Saturn were alone sensible. The perihelion passage was, 1 
June, 11.54 Berlin mean time, and the period comes out 409.40 :!: Q;j; 
years. 
The small probable error of the period is noteworthy. Herr Kreu 
is continuing his researche8 on this comet. 
Faye's Periodic Oomet.-The British Royal Astronomical Society,, 
its recent annual meeting, presented its· gold medal to Prof. Ax, 
Moller, director of the Observatory at Lund, in Sweden, for bis ime0 
gations on the motion of Faye's comet. Professor Moller's research 
commenced in 1860, soon after attention had been directed to th' 
comet by the offer of a prize for the accurate determination of its or · 
by the Society of Natural Sciences of Dantzic, and they have been cor 
tinue<l. to the present time, the comet's track at each of the three sub· 
quent returns in 1865-'66, 1873, and 1880-'81 having been predicte-
with a precision which has excited in no small degree the admiration C' 
astronomers; indeed, at the reappearance in 1873, M. Stephan's fin-• 
observation at the Observatory of Marseilles showed that the error o 
predicted place was less than six seconds of arc, and after the la· 
revolution, when the perturbations from the action of the planets Wert 
greater than in any previous revolution since the comet was fir.i· 
detected by M. Faye, in 1843, the agreement between observation an 
calculation was still very close. One important result of these inve: ·. 
gatiou llas been a striking connrmation, from the motion of Fay· 
comet, of the value for the mass of Jupiter deduced, by Bessel, from th 
longations of the satellites, the two values according within t.he limi 
of th ir probable errors. 
In January, 1881, Mr. H. H. Warner, of Rochester, N. Y., founder 
tb Warn r Ob ervatory, announced a prize of $200 in gold to any 
.. m ri < u or Canadian who, during the year, bould di 'Cover a tele cop· 
un xp cted com t. Wh n omet B, or the great comet, was di cover · 
•ifor w ma l a. certain who fir t aw it, and had a conclu ion be 
J> ,~ ibl , am n rr th thou and of claimant : a pecial prize would ha'°' 
1 n ofr .11. •• n n ul e reached, Mr. Warner determined to gi, 
·ial priz' f ·.;., f r th be t e ay on ''Com t , their omp ·_ 
nd ffi · n th i arth. · ne hun lr d and twenty-fl, 
r , ift f th v arn r Ob r"atory n 
r f. Eli ' 1 er f hica<T01 
nn. and Pr f. H. 
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M. Parkhurst of New York City-unanimously awarded the prize to the 
-essay signed '' Hipparchus III," by Prof. Lewis Boss, director of the 
Dudley Observatory, of .Albany, N. Y. The text of this essay has been 
published by the Rochester .Astronomical Society. 
Although the following extract is not of direct scientific interest, it is 
not without value as showing the official view of comets in Ch~na. It 
is dated July 4, 1881, at Peking: 
"(1) .A decree. For several days past a comet has been visible in the 
northwest, which We reverently take to be a warning indication from 
Heaven and accept with feelings of the deepest and most respectful awe .. 
At the present time there are difficulties of many kinds to contend against, 
and the people are not at ease. It only remains for Ourselves and Our 
Ministers mutually to aid each other in the maintenance of an attitude 
of reverential watchfulness, cultivating a spirit of virtue, and examin-
ing Our shortcomings in the hope of invoking blessings and harmonious 
influences from Heaven, and securing comfort to the black-haired race. 
Do all ye Ministers at Our Court then, each and all strive to be diligent 
in the exercise of your respective functions, and with all your niight put 
away from you the habits of perfunctoriness so long indulged in, assist-
ing Us with true sincerity of heart, and uniting in a common effort to 
rescue your country from her difficulties. .AU provincial high authori-
ties must positively attempt to compass this object by genuine endeavour, 
and set to work in earnest to bring about reforms, seeking out the 
afflicted and the sorrowful in the villages and hamlets, and ministering 
to their comfort with their whole heart. Then it may be that as each 
day goes by perfection may be more nearly attained. Let them thus en-
deavour to second Our earnest feeling of reverential awe and Our wish, 
by the cultivation of virtue and habits of introspection, to acknowledge 
this sign from Heaven by deeds and not mere empty words." 
The Augiist shooting-stars.-Over a hundred systems of meteors, which 
are so disturbed by the passage of the earth near them on its way around 
the sun that "shooting-stars" are drawn from them into the earth's at~ 
mosphere, where they are heated to visibility, are now known to astron-
omers. Most of these systems are unimportant because of their small 
size or comparatively great distance; and of the rest, only those which 
end us the .August and NO'vember meteors are of particulaT interest, 
although those of the latter part of .April, the early part of December, 
and the middle of July have been _pointed out as noteworthy. It is a 
com mon theory of "shooting-stars" that they are the broken remnants 
of comets whose orbits once crossed or came near to that of the earth, 
but it js perhaps a mistake to hold that they are such debris, since all 
that is known of them touching thiR matter is that they often follow in 
the trains of comets as attendants. This is true of some well-known 
.-y terns, but it ha.s never been shown that every system of meteors thus 
follow. in the wake of comets or that every comet is attended by shoot-
ing-star.. Of these bod.ies two interesting theories were proposed in 
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1879-one by Dr. Ball, the astronomer royal for Ireland, and the ot 
by M. Stanislas Meunier, of whom a commission of the Paris .A.cade 
said that he was justified iu concluding "that all these masses once 
longed to a considerable globe like the earth, having true geolo!!i 
epochs, and that later it was decomposed into separate fragmentl uni 
the action of causes difficult to define exactly, but which we haYe me 
than once seen in operation in the heavens themselves." Dr. Ball tt 
ory is founded on the arguments which induced Tschermak to belier 
that be had proved meteorites to have no connection with shooting-"tar 
. but to have their origin in volcanic eruptions in other planets so m:. 
that projectiles from them would not be driven back by the force · 
gravity. On the smallness of such planets Dr. Ball lays no stre . a 
indeed he first considered whether or not our meteorites may not co 
from the sun, rejecting this theory, however, on the ground that .-uc 
solid rock masses as occasionally fall could hardly exist in such a body 
as the central source of heat. The sun failing, Dr. Ball turns to th 
moon, which also he rejects as a possible source, since, although it on1 
might have thrown out meteoric masses, they would either fall at on 
to the earth or back upon the moon, or missing the earth would continu 
to travel round it, and probably in the course of centuries return to the 
original source. We must then assume that in her present cold , ta 
our satellite is continually throwing out bodies from active volcanoe -
a supposition which no selenographer will entP-rtain for a moment. F 
very good physical reasons Dr. Ball rej'ects also the different planet" a 
sources of aerolites, and holds that they have had their origin on th 
earth itself, which, though in its present geological state it has no pow 
to expel bodies with so great a velocity as his theory require , yet wa, 
certainly once possessed of volcanoes which might have performe th 
work of throwing out matter with velocity enough to carry them b yon 
terrestrial influence and send them in orbits ef their own arounrl th 
sun, crossing at each revolution the point at which they were hot ti 
the earth's orbit. If this be true, showers of meteor should occur wh 
ever the earth chanced to reach a point where a meteoric track cro 
her. , and the aerolite would come back to their ource . 
.At about the ame time when Dr. Ball wa elaborating tbi tb r 
a tronomers were following the researches of Daubree, which eemed 
indicate a likene in phy ical characteristic between meteorit 
th lower rock trata of the earth. M. Meunier who wa a pupil 
an r fi und that thi analogy bad not to do alone with min ral -
n titnti n but " xtend d to the relation whi h the e c mi 
rninat cl in . pa pre ent when compar d amonO' the 
mpar th on tituent ro 1, of our glob . Hi 
v that the meteorite , ther for cam 
lik th artb "having geological poch c nal 2 
k n np ~ ncl di -. minat through pace a at o 
. - ... twith tanding tb wa in bi h 
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latter theory was reeeived by the Academy, it seems to be inadmissible 
when the dynamics of the present solar system and the doctrine of 
probabilities are called into play. On the other hand, if in the place of 
the "considerable globe like the earth" we substitute, with Dr. Ball, 
the earth itself, with its past certainties of enormous Yolcanic energy,. 
then the theory may have some plausibility. 
PLANETS. 
VULCAN (')-Dr. Swift, of Rochester, has announced his intention . 
of going to Africa to observe the total eclipse of the sun on May 16, 
1882. His special object is to look for the two intramercurial planets 
which a,ppeared in the field of his telescope at Denver during the eclipse 
of 1879. 
THE EARTH, geodesy, etc.-In the volume of the Oomptes Rendus for 
1880 of the International Geodetic Association for the measures of de-
grees in Europe, there is a remarkable map which shows at one glance 
tbe triangulation of Europe. To be fully appremated, the original 
work must be consulted. 
The origin of the English mile.-At a recent meeting of the French 
Academy of Science, a paper on a question of ancient metrology and 
the origin of the English mile was read by M. Faye. He inquires into 
the cause of the error, long current, of supposing the mile equivalent 
in length to a terrestrial arc of one minute. The mile has been prob-
ably deduced from Ptolemy's measure, and the error of one-sixth seems 
to arise from the English geographers having supposed that Ptolemy 
used the Greek foot, which Eratosthenes used 400 years before, whereas 
he used the Phileterian foot, which is about 0.36m, the earlier one bein,g 
0.27m. Eratosthenes · counted 700 stadia to a degree; Ptolemy only 
about 500. 
The evaluation of Ptolemy, M. Faye concludes, is merely a sort ot 
conversion of the excellent measure of Eratosthenes into units of 
another epoch and different length. It must have lost, thus, a little 
of its first precision; but, as presented by Ptolemy, the English geog-
raphers had good reason to take it as base of an evalution of the arc 
of one degree, and to offer it to nautical men of their country. Only, 
and here is the mistake, they believed that the great Greek astronomer 
used the Greek foot. This is one hundredth and a half more than th& 
English foot. If the English geographers of the sixteenth century 
forced this evalution but a little and carried it to five hundredths, they 
would have found 630 English feet to the stadium, which they believed 
to have 600 Greek feet, and these 630 feet, or these 210 yards, multi-
plied by 500, would have given them 105,000 yards for the degree, and 
exactly 1,760 yards to the mile. The English mile then has probably 
been deduced from the measure of Ptolemy; its error of one-sixth is 
<lue simply to confounding the Greek foot with the Pbileterian foot. 
H nee the mile of J ,GOD meter long passed as eqniYalent in length 
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to a terrestrial arc of one minute-the degree containing sixty of th 
miles-when in reality it contains 69.5, the error being about one- ix 
This error delayed for many years the discovery of universal attractio. 
The first time the idea that the attraction of the earth retaining L 
moon in its orbit is the same thing as gravity, presented itself to .1.Te . 
ton, he failed in the verification, because he then employed the mile in 
calculating the earth's radius. He thought he must renounce the idea. 
and he only returned to it when he became acquainted much later wi h 
the measurement of a degree executed by Picard, of France. 
The Moon.-M. Janssen has succeeded in photographing the lumier 
-cendree or "earthshine" on the moon when three days old. In the 
photograph the "continents" were to be distinguished clearly from the 
·" seas." 
AsTEROIDS.-From the Berliner Jahrbuch for 1883 the following i. 
extracted: 
Column I contains the numbers of the minor planets in the order of 
discovery. Column II contains the mea-n magnitudes of the corre-
spondin~ planets, and column III contains the means of the magni-
tudes of these planets at the times of their discovery. This table is a 
summary of a more extended one where these quantities are given for 
each asteroid separately. 
I. II. III. I. II. m. 
--- ---------
1-4 7. 65 7. 32 101-110 11. 35 10. 73 
5-10 8.47 8. 52 111-120 11. 05 11.12 
11-20 9. 50 9. 34 121-130 10. 95 11. 00 
21-30 10. 09 9. 74 131-140 11. 26 11. 17 
31-40 10. 96 10.11 141-150 11. 66 11. 71 
41-50 10. 68 10.~ 151-160 12.42 12.17 
51-60 10. 93 10. 52 161-170 11. 83 11.44 
61-70 11. 02 10.84 171-180 11. 67 11. 13 
71-80 11.21 10. 72 181-190 11. 59 11. 26 
81-90 11. 38 10. 64 191-200 11. 31 11. 30 
91-100 11. 58 11.15 
J< rom this table it follows that the discoveries have, on the a"Verarre. 
aken place in those parts of the orbits nearer the perihelion than the 
aphelion, and moreover that the later di covered planet are not -pe-
da 11.r fainter than those ince No. 100. 
_ ·umh •r. 
·ame. 
2!0 
List of asteroids discot'ered in 1 1. 
Dato ol I discovery. Discovered by-
---------1----
Feb. 23, 1881. .. 
1 
Palisa ...... ....... -.. - - · - · · 
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seem natural for science to reach, namely, that drawings are only valu-
able when made by strict micrometrical measurements, and, indeed, that 
drawings on any other basis are misleading. He overlooks the fact how-
ever that a single centml transit of the spot over a wire is several times 
more accurate than a micrometer measurement taken when the spot is 
11ot central. Jupiter presents such a variety of phenomena on his disk 
at different times that it has been the fashion to suppose that his sur-
face is subject to sudden and rapid changes. The observations of the 
_professor do not confirm this belief. "On the contrary," he says, '' all 
minor changes in the markings or spots have been slow and gradual, 
such as might be produced by measurable mechanical forces. In fact7 
the principal features have been permanent, no material change being 
detected by micrometer measurement." 
From 1,379 micrometer measurements on the great red spot, on the 
equatoriai belt, the equatorial white spots, and the polar spots, a variety 
of interesting data are presented. Computed from observation of the 
rnd spot in 1879 the rotation period of Jupiter is 9h. 55m, 348., or 8 sec-
onds greater than the previously accepted value. In 1880 this value 
was 9h. 55m, 35.28 • Computed by the polar spots the rotation period 
is 9h. 55m, 35.l8. The computation from the equatorial white spots 
shows that these spots are in motion on the surface of the planet, the 
«rift being about 270 miles per hour in the direction of the planet's 
rotation, or, in other words, that they made a complete revolution around 
the planet in about forty-two days. 
Professor Hough regards the red spot as fixed. The equatorial belts 
he also seems to regard as fixed. The generally-accepted theory is that 
this planet is enveloped in a dense atmosphere; that the belts are a solid 
portion of the planet, and that the minor spots are clouds :floating in 
the atmosphere. Professor Hough suggests an h,Ypothesis, namely : 
that "the surface of the planet is covered with a liquid semi-incandes-
cent mass; that the belts, the great red spot, and other markings are 
composed of matter at a lower temperature. The egg-shaped polar 
white spots are openings in the semi-fluid crust." This hypothesis, he-
tbinks, would account for the slow and gradual changes, which do not 
seem reasonable on the simple atmospheric theory. 
The great red spot on Jupiter's disk has for two or three years been 
attracting the attention of astronomers, and has been the subject of 
almost endless observations. Dr. J edrzejewicz has published some in-
ferences from his observations for ascertaining the time of rotation of 
the eastern extremity of the spot, made at his private observatory at 
Plonsk, during the winter of 1880-'81. The instrument employed is a 
refractor, six-inches aperture, with powers 225 to 300. In December· 
he measured the length of the spot 9".8, and considers that his own 
ob ervations, compared with those of Professor Schmidt at .A.thens, 
indicate that the length of the spot remained unchanged during the-
;\-inter. On this assumption he finds for the time of rotation 9h. 551ll .. 
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34.4148 ., by 174 rotations between November 25, 1880, and February 
5. 1881. Professor Schmidt, from 1,021 rotations between July~ 
1879, and September 17, 1880, obtained the value 9h, 55m, 34.4221• fo 
the middle of the spot. In 1862, by observations on a spot which he say 
was much darker, and with a more favorable object for the purpo 
than the spots observed by Airy and Madler in 1834-'35, and which w 
not much larger than the shadow of the third satellite, he had found 
for the time of rotation 9h, 55m, 25.6848 • 
From seven years' observation of the surface of Jupiter, Herr Bre-
dichin concludes that the inequalities in the angular velocity of th 
different figures seen on the planet may possibly be explained by · 
suming (1) that in the neighborhood of the equator there is a solid, ele-
vated zone, which, however, does not rise beyond the limits of the 
atmosphere, and (2) that the crust of the southern hemisphere trans-
mits more internal heat into the atmosphere than that of the northern, 
and this affeets the direction of currents of gases and vapors passing 
from one hemisphere to the other. The phenomena observed in that 
part of the crust which appears through the vaporous layer as a red 
spot prove, he says, the considerably deeper position of this spot fui 
compared with the equatorial zone, and the preponderating heat devel-
opment on the southern part of Jupiter. Herr Bredichin gives the dis-
tances of the southern and northern borders of the elevated equatorial 
zone from the equator, for the years 1874 to 1880, and he finds that the 
equatorial zone must be st.eeper to the south, while it has a more gentl 
fall to the north, so that here it is varying, and covered more or 1 , 
with clouds and vapors. The highest strip of this zone seems to be 2 
from the equator, on the north. 
The French Academy of Sciences, on the 14th of March, again pro-
posed the Damoiscau prize of 10,000 francs for a memoir deemed mo 
competent "to review the theory of the satellites of Jupiter, to disc 
the observations, and to deduce the constants which it contains, and par· 
ticularly that which furnishes a direct determination of the velocity o 
light; and, lastly, to con truct special tables for each satellite." Stran 
to say, int.hi age of keen astronomical research, this prize, when pro-
po ed in 1869, 1872, 1876, 1877, and 1879, met with no response. 
S.A.TURN.-Dr. W. l\Ieyer, of Geneva, has employed the new Gene-, 
(10-inch) equatorial in mea ures on the system of Saturn, which are to 
be continued. Hi fir t year's results show that the ball of Saturn· 
eccentri ally ituated as regards the boundary of the outer ring. H 
mak the di met r of the whole ring yst m 40".47; width of rin .A. 
(th out r ring) 311 ; width of ring A and B t geth r, on the 
id 7".1 -on tbe a , ".97; width of ring C (du ky ring) we t i 
.,".24-- t itl , 211• l; u torial diameter, 1""".42; polar diam t 
1 '".J · c 4. -. Cfh e re ults r r <luced to th 
'hil it m t r uir fc.rther roof that th 
·itu t d ith r pect to th ball there · 
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tain amount of evidence in its favor in past observations, as those of 
W. Struve and others. The writer has made a series of such obser-
vations for three years on the width of the dusky rings, and finds ring 
C wider on the east side than on the west side by about 0".3. Mr. 
Mayer's result is 0".5. Otto Struve found (1856) 0".2. While there is 
a strong probability that such minute differences as these result from 
real errors in the measures themselves, there is enough probability of a 
difference to make the measures worth a complete discussion. 
OBSERVATORIES. 
· The Imperial University of St. Petersburg has founded an observa-
tory and placed it under the charge of Dr. Glasenapp. The equipment 
consists of two refractors, by Merz, of 6 and 4 inches aperture respect-
ively, of portable and field instruments, and of an astronomical clock 
by Wiren. The director asks for an exchange of publications with 
other observatories. 
A popular observatory has been established at the Palace of the Tro-
cadero, Paris. Founded by M. Leon Jaubert, it has just been opened 
to the people, and many hundred free tickets have been applied for and 
received. Each ticket admits its owner to the observatory between 1 
and 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and from 8.30 to 11 o'clock at night. It 
allows him to attend the practical school of astronomy, the demonstra-
tions on instruments, the literary, the scientific conferences, and the 
popular laboratories of general physics. 
A new observatory is being built by Columbia College, New York 
City. It is to be used in connection with the scientific department to 
instruct engineering students in the use of the portable instruments 
an<l equatorial. It is placed in charge of Prof. J. K. Rees, a graduate 
of the college. Proposals are being considered for building a 20-foot 
dome. According to the .A.nnuaire of Brussels Observatory, for 1881, 
there are at present 118 public astronomical observatories in full ac-
tivity, viz, 84 in Europe, 2 in Asia, 2 in Africa, 3 in Oceanica, and 27 
in the two Americas. The United States alone have 19, Mexico has 2, 
Brazil, Chili, Columbia, Ecuador, the Argentine Republic, and New 
Britain 1 each. In Europe, Prussia is the state which has most public 
observatories; it has 29; next come England and Russia, which have, 
respectively, 14 and 12; then Italy, which has 9, Austria 8, France 6, 
Switzerland 4, Sweden 3, Holland, Norway, Spain, and Portugal, 2 each; 
lastly, Belgium, Greece, and Denmark. The oldest observatory in oper-
ation at present is that of Leyden, founded in 1632. In America, since 
1870, six observatories of tbe best construction and most perfect equip-
ment have been established. 
An observatory is to be erected at Hong Kong, at a cost of about 
·34, 00, for the purpose of dropping a time-ball for the shipping and for 
carrying on magnetic and meteorological observations. From the offi-
cial 1mpers we notice that a decided impulse to this motion has been 
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given by the presence at Hong Kong of the United States sUITeyin 
.ship Palos, with Commanders Green and Davis, U. S. N., who 
determining longitudes by telegraph throughout the China sea . 
The Etna Observatory.-The building is partially completed, and 
mounted by its revolving dome for the protection of the great Men 
equatorial of 35 centimeters aperture. The observatory will not be 
ready to be opened until 1882. Great difficulties have to be surmounted 
in the building; all the materials have to be conveyed 3,000 meters al.lo, 
the level of the sea, and the season when work is possible is only th 
months out of the year. The mounting of the equatorial is fini h 
and the construction of the meteorological apparatus is going on. 
Tabor College, in Southwestern Iowa, has just received a fine telescope 
the joint gift of the Rev. Mark Hopkins, D. D., ex-president of William 
College, and the Rev. C. V. Spear, principal of Maplewood Seminary, 
Pittsfield, Mass. 
Prof. C. A. Young has lately determined the position of the ob erril· 
tory of the scientific school of Princeton College. The longitude w· 
determined by telegraphic exchange with Washington. It is 9m 34:s,53 ::: 
08.021 (7 nights). The latitude observations were in 5 series. The re· 
sults were: 
I. + 400 20' 57".791 ::l:: 0".148 
II. 57 . 763 ::l:: 0 .116 
III. 57 .815 ::l:: 0 .067 
IV. 57 .771 ::I: 0 .173 
V. 57 .775 ::l:: 0 .088 
Series I is 82 observations on nine nights of 28 stars, with a tran it 
by Kahler used as a zenith telescope. This telescope has a broken tube. 
II is 59 observations of 49 pairs on two nights, with same instrument. 
III is 114 observations of 49 pairs on three nights. 
IV is 33 observations of 29 pairs on two night , with a Fauth tran 
u ed as a zenith telescope. 
Vis a series of 37 prime vertical ob ervation., from 11 star . 
The final value of the latitude has a probable error of ::l:: 0".044 
something less than 4 feet on the surface of tbe earth. The e numb 
are worth quoting, a howing the accordant result which careful ob· 
rver can obtain with mall in trument . 
L. TSTRUi\IENT 
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p3ris, but it took him four years to produce perfect ones, anc.. the diffi-
culty he experienced was the main cause of the delay of the work . 
.A-]though the entire movinJ parts weigh seven tons, through counter-
poises and other expedients they can be operated at will by one man very 
easily. The circles are carefully and minutely divided, and the observer, 
while sitting in his chair, can read any of them by means of a little tel-
escope attached to the side of the tube of the main telescope. .A single 
gas lamp, hung by gimbals at the end of the declination axis, serves to 
light up each vernier and circle that may be required to be read. The 
castings of which'. the frame is formed are about ten tons in weight. The 
clock-work is controlled by Mr. Grubb's frictional governor and his new 
electric control apparatus. There are two right ascension circles, each 
2 feet in diameter, one of which can be read from the eye end of the 
telescope and the other from the ground floor. The declination circle is 
5 feet in diameter, and i.s read from the eye end of the telescope. This 
fine· refra.ctor is already placed in the magnificent observatory of Vienna. 
Mr. Grubb has reprinted from Engineering his interesting papers on 
the manufacture of this telescope. We shall look with interest for an 
account of its actual performance. 
The observatory of Williams College has mounted its new 5-inch · 
Repsold meridian circle, and Professor Safford intends, we believe, to 
prosecute his zone observations which were unfortunately interrupted 
by his leaving Chicago. 
This instrument is similar to those of Bonn, Brussels, and Strassburg 
in design, and is of the same size as those made or ordered for the ob-
servatories of Tokio, Wilhelmshafen, and Madison. 
Mr. Burnham has lately invented a lamp for illuminating the webs 
of a filar micrometer through the end of the box, which is perfectly sat-
i factory in all respects. The first apparatus was made at the Wash-
burn Observatory in Madison, and is described in its Publications No. I. 
The second was made by .Alvan Clark & Sons for the new 12-inch tele-
cope of the Lick Observatory. They are prepared to supply them to fit 
any micrometer. 
The practical importance of this device is very great as it saves time 
nd trouble, and by a steady and satisfactory illumination of the 
"threads conduces to accurate bisections. Either oil or gas can be used 
h:i these lamps . 
.A refractor of JO inches.-The flint glass for the 30-inch refractor for 
ussia has been finished by .Alvan Clark & Sons within the year 1881, 
d we learn that the crown disk has been received from Feil and is 
ound to be satisfactory so far as can now be known. Two attempts 
ere made before the final successful casting. M. Feil will now pro-
Ceed to the 36-inch disks for the Lick Observatory. 
_ l1lie Washington refractor of 26 inches.-.An investigation of the ob-
ective and of two filar micrometers of the 26-inch Olark telescope of the 
:-raval Observatory forms .Appendix I of the Washington Observations 
. Mis. 109--15 
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for 1877. The work was done by Professor Holden during 1876 and 1 ··. 
The exact dimensions of the objective were measured and the radii 
curvature computed so that they are known within Th of an inch. 
indices of refraction could not be determined as the makers did not 
· serve any fragments of the glass. The focal length was measured a 
computed with assumed indices; and these agree to about 0.05 in 
The periodic and progressive errors of the screws were determined 
means of a dividing engine and found to be practically zero. 'rhe t 
screws were made by the Messrs. Clark. . The lengths of 1 revoluti 
are-Screw I, 0.018775 :!: 0.000002 inch; screw II, 0.018763 ::I: 0.00 
inch, at 320 ~"'. 
The values of these revolutions in arc have been determined in fir 
different ways. 
A refractor of 36 inches for the I/4ok Observatory.-The trustees of 
Lick Observatory have finally closed the contract for the optical part 
their great telescope. There has been considerable doubt whether 
refractor or an enormous reflector would be selected, but the decisio 
is in favor of the former. The object glass is to be 3 feet in diamet 
and the Clarks of Cambridge, Mass., are to make it for $50,000. 
mounting for the instrument is not yet provided for. It will probab 
be about three years before the telescope is finished. ;rt· the instramen 
proves successful, it will be the most efficient ever pointed at the hea · 
ens. Its power will exceed that of the Pulkova glass by 44 per cen 
and it will be almost twice as powerful as the great telescope at W · 
ington, which at present is the best of its kind.-San Francisco Sciea-
tijic Press . 
.A novel way. of comparing clocks, distant from the standard cloc 
has been introduced at the Washburn Observat,ory, where it has b 
·applied to a tower-clock, some 2,000 feet distant . 
.A single telegraph wire was led on poles from the observatory to 
clock, with a ground connection at each end. In the circuit at the cl 
an ordinary microphone (Blake-transmitter) was put through a four 
pointed switch at the observatory; the telephone can be thrown in 
the clock circuit, and a battery (usually of one or two standard Danie 
cell ) i al o brought into circuit. 
, hen this i, done the beats of the clock ( every 2 seconds) can b 
tinctly h &rd. If the mean of identifying the beginning of each 
ut arc at hand, accurate comparison between the tower-clock ( 
and r t unknown) and any of the ob ervatory clock an be made. 
Thi ha· n ac ompli hed in a very imple way a follow : n 
l which m ve th con<l ha d (wbi h revolv in one minnt ). 
i k ut 2 in be in liarn t r wlli h r volv with it h 
- • r h g f thi · di k i a t l pin. Six cond 
inut tbi pin 1 i k up the bort end of 
the hamm r nd uring 
h h m r which fall 
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about one-half of an inch upon a small bell. This sound is distinctly 
heard through the telephone, and :fixes the beginning of each minute. 
The minute is never doubtful, and consequently we have all the elements 
for rating this clock. 
UNIFORM STANDARD TIME. 
For some time past the .American Meteorological Society has been 
e ngaged in the consideration of a uniform standard time, a matter of 
some moment from a popular and from a scientific standpoint. 
A circular has lately been published by the society, which calls public 
attention to the great advantage of a more thorough uniformity of accu-
rate time to the business community, as well as to the scientific world. 
As at present arranged there is great uncertainty and confusion. Lo-
cal time, in the astronomical meaning of the term, varies with every 
change of meridian. This cannot be c·onveniently retained by the trav-
eling public or by railroad and telegraph . companies. The result is 
that the most convenient meridian is adopted by each such transpor-
tation company. 
Consequently over seventy such standard meridians are now in use 
by railroad and other companies throughout the United States and Can-
ada. The larger towns and cities frequently adopt their own special 
local times, and the smaller ones adopt the railroad times · most conven-
ient to-them. There are thus now in ordinary use at least one hundred 
local times or meridians, many of them differing but a few minutes from 
each other. 
It is suggested, therefore, that the community at large unite upon a 
division of this continent into a few sections, and that throughout each 
uch division all transportation and telegraph companies, all town 
c locks and clock-makers shall be kept in agreement with one standard 
Ineridian. Five such different standards would be established for the 
Whole continent; a central meridian would be adopted in the Mis-
issippi Valley, exactly ninety degrees or six hours west of Greenwich, 
a nd proceed to the east or west by steps of one hour each, as shown in 
the schedule given below. The meridian of :five hours would be called 
''Atlantic time/' that of six hours "Valley time," and the meridian of 
even hours would be the standard "Mountain time " for the entire 
1:-egion of the Rocky Mountains, while "Pacific time," eight hours slower 
than that of Greenwich, would goyern the time-keepers of the Pacific 
States. 
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Pi·oposed schedule of standard time8. 
Geographical section. 
0 
New Brunswrnk • . • • • • . . . 69 
N ewfoundlan_d ..••..••••• } 
Nova Scotia .••••.••••••• 
C,mad•··················1 
Maine to Florida •••••••. ~ 75 
Ohio to Alabama •..••••• I 
Lower Lakes .•••.•.•••.. J 
Missouri Valley . • • • • • . • • 90 
Mississippi Valley ....... } 
Upper Lakes ..••••...... 
Texas .••...•..•.••...... 
Rocky Mountain region . • • 105 
Pacific States ....•....... ~ 120 British Columbia ........ S 
h.m.s. 
Standard time slower or faster than 
true " local times." 
I 
Deaignati 
stJ~ 
} 
29minutes slower than St.Johns, N.F.} 
4 0 0 24minutesfasterthanSt.Johns,N.B. Eaaremti.mt. 
14 mmutes·faster than Halifax:, N. S .. . 
) 
15 minutes slower than Quebec ..... . 
18 minutes faster than Toronto ...... . 
16 minutes slower thau Boston ...•... 
3 minutes slower than New York ..... 
5 O O ~ omdi1t:!!!ft!~!~;~:n'i~~~!~: : : : . Atlantic · 
45 minutes faster than Montp;omery .. 
14 minutes faster than .Buffalo ....... . 
30 minutes faster than Detroit ...... . 
38 minute!'! faster than Cincinnati. ... - J 
} 
0 minutes faster than New Orleans ... } 
1 minute fastor than Saint Louis ..... . 
· 6 0 0 12 m~nutes faste. r than Saint Pan~..... Valley time. 18 mmutes faster than Kansas City .. . 
19 minutes faster than Galveston ... -. 
10 minutes slower than Chicago ..... . 
7 0 0 i O minutes faster than Denver ....... ·· }.MoUlltain · S" 28 minutes faster than Salt Lake City. 
} 
12 minutes slower than San Diego ... . ) 
8 0 0 10 m~utes faster than San FJ.:ancisco · 1Pacifto ti.mt. 11 mmutes faster than Olympia .... .. -
12 minutes faster than Victoria ...... . 
The evils spoken of undoubtedly exist, an<l eventually the number r 
local times in use on railroads and elsewhere must be reduced in th 
interest of every person who uses accurate time. This is not the pl 
to discuss what changes would be best suited to meet the wants in th 
case, and the editor cannot here set forth in full his reasons for beli r-
ing that this plan of the American Metrological Society will not 
adopted by the people of the United States in general, who ·n the en 
will have what is most convenient to themselves. Nor can the groun 
of selection of different standards of time (for in a country o lar 
the United States, there must be more than one standard time) be 
forth here. It may suffice to quote the recent action of the Stat 
Connecticut, which has adopted by law the time of the meridian of th 
City Hall in New York as its standard, and which obliges railw,~ 
etc., to conform to it. In the same way it eems to be wise for the 
rn State of Michigan, Wi con in, and Illinois, to unite upon hi 
time a th ir tandard, in tead of takiog the time of 6 hour fro 
r en wich. In thi way very user of time wm be uppli d wi b 
time be r q t oft n, and tbe gr wth of local tandard tiin 
, ill e on f u e, an not a forced one of an artificial 
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It is still dropped in Washington near noon, and has long furni8hed the 
standard time for the city and the departments of the Government. 
In New York City a time-ball was established in 1877, dropped by an 
electric signal sent from the Naval Observatory at Washington. It 
was erected on the plans of Prof. E. S. Holden, and is maintained by 
tbe Western Union Telegraph Company, and is dropped from a staffi0n 
the tower of their building on Broadway . 
.A.t 11.55 the ball is hoisted half way up the staff on the tower. .A.t 
11.58 it is hoisted to its highest point, when it is about 250 feet above 
the street, and can be seen by the shipping at the New York and Brook-
lyn docks, and vessels in the bay, and from suitable positions is visible _ 
to a large portion of the citizens of New York, Brooklyn, Hoboken and 
Jersey City. 
A. time-ball at Boston, Mass., is dropped at noon of the latitude of 
that city by means of the noon signal from the standard clock of the 
Harvard College Observatory. It is placed in the large building of the 
Equitable Life Assurance Company, and was put up and maintained 
by that company at a cost of some $1,200. The ball itself in this case 
is of copper and weighs 250 pounds. 
A. time-ball has lately been established from the plans of Dr. L. Waldo 
at Hartford, Conn., dropped by the Winchester Observatory of Yale 
College . 
.A.t St. Louis, Mo., another has been recently established. 
At Kansas City another is dropped as a part of the time service of 
t he Morrison Observatory under the direction of Professor Pritchett, at 
the expense of the city, and is highly commended. When raised the 
ball is lifted about 140 feet above the ,street, and is generally visible to 
t he citizens of all parts of the city. 
The ball itself is about three feet in diameter, made of a wire skeleton 
frame, covered with canvas, and painted black. 'Po give it weight so as 
to drop with the needed celerity it is loaded inside with lead. It has a, 
drop of about twenty-five feet and falls on a set of steel springs. 
The manner of dropping these balls is extremely simple, and consists 
()f withdrawing a steel pin by means of a magnet touched at the exact 
moment desired by the operator, whereupon the ball falls instantly. 
ASTRONOMICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
The admirable Catalogue g6nerale of Messrs. Houzeau and Lancaster is 
being issued in parts, and it is certain to prove of great use. 
The second part of the Oatalogus Librorum of the Pulkova Observa-· 
tory has been received in America (printed in 1880). It is edited by 
Lindemann. This volume is on the same excellent plan as its prede-
cessor, and its arrangement renders it priceless to the student of the 
hjstory of astronomy. The growth of this unrivalled library may be 
exhibited by the following figures: 
In 1845 there were 4,150 volumes, 60 maps, 3,109 dissertations. 
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In 1858 there were 7,625 volumes, 143 maps, 14,634 dissertations. 
In 1880 there were 11,077 volumes, 168 maps, 23,208 dissertations. 
~ comparison of this collection with the bibliography of Laland 
(using the resources of Paris) is given below. Column 1 shows th 
date of publication of the books; ·2 shows the number of volumes a· 
Pulkova not known . to Lalande, and 3· shows the number of volum 
mentioned by Lalande which are not at Pulkova: 
I. II. 
1472-1500 ........ '.... 30 109 
1501-1550.... .. ...... 126 216 
1551-1600. .. . . . . . . . . . 203 433 
1601-1650. ... . . ... . . . 191 538 
1651-1700............ 561 444 
The Astronomische Nachrichten, the copyright of which is involved i 
the Schleswig-Holstein question, has been remodelled and will in futur 
be published under the editorship of Dr. Krueger, the director of the 
observatory at Kiel, in co-operation with the president of the German 
.Astronomical Society, of which association it will be a recognized organ. 
The new arrangement can produce nothing but good results, some o 
which are already evident • 
.A. copy of the treatise of Copernicus, "De Hypothesibus Motuum 
Coolestium," in a more perfect shape than any hitherto known, has been 
discovered at Stockholm Observatory, stitched into a copy of his "De 
Revolutionibus Orbium Cmlestium" which originally belonged to He-
velius. 
METEOROLOGY AND ALLIED SUBJECTS. 
BY CLEVELAND ABBE. 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 
The compilation of this record for 1879-1881 having been undertaken 
at a late date, the time available for its preparation has b~en too short 
to allow of consulting the original scattered memoirs; it will therefore 
be found that the following pages consist almost exclusively of abstract$ 
from those invaluable periodicals, the "Zeitschrift fiir Meteorologie," 
edited by Hann, at Vienna, and "Nature," edited by Lockyer, at Lon-
don. It is hoped that but little of importance has been omitted, and 
that this record will bring to the notice of the American reader much 
that might otherwise have been overlooked. 
!.-INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS. 
Prof. H. W. Dove died on the 4th of April, 1879, at Berlin, and in 
him meteorology lost its most distinguished representative. Dove was 
born, October 6, 1803, at Liegnitz, and was made professor extraordi-
nary at the University of Berlin in 1828 and became a member of the 
Academy of Sciences in 1845. Optics, electricity, and meteorology, but 
especially the latter, have alike profited by his activity. In 1846 the 
Prussian meteorological system was established through his efforts. 
He was not only an investigator, but a teacher of' rare talent, and a 
lecturer who possessed in a high degree a talent of rivetting the atten-
tion of his audience. His public lectures at the university and his 
addresses before the Berlin Polytec~nic Association were attended by 
hundreds of admirers. In whatever relates to the grand generaliza-
tions that may be deduced from meteorological observations, Dove has 
very properly been styled the "father of meteorology." (Z. 0. G. M.,* 
p. 193, XIV.) 
Professor Dr. Johann von Lamont, director of the observatory at 
Munich, died on the 6th of August, 1879. Re was born September 13, 
1805, in the extreme north of Scotland. Removed to Regensburg, Ger-
many, in 1817, and in 1827 to Munich. In 1828 he became assistant at 
the Royal Observatory at Bogenhausen, and, in 1833, on the death of 
Soldner, became the director. His numerous observations and investi-
*The initials Z. 0. G. M., constantly used, designate the Zeitschrift Oesterreichischen 
Gesellschaft fu1· Meteorologie. 
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gations in the field o.f astronomy, terrestrial magnetism, and me 
ology have made him one of the most prominent scientists of German 
In terrestrial magnetism his name stands beside Gauss. (Z. 0. G. •· 
XIV, p. 374.) 
Karl Fritsch, vice-director of the Austrian K. K. Central In titu 
for Meteorology and Terrestrial Magnetism, died 1880, December26 · 
his sixty-eighth year. He was essentially the founder of the Au tri 
Meteorological Association. From an excellent autobiographical ket 
we quote the following items: 
Born in Prague August 16, 1812, be states "that even in my you 
I felt an irresistible tendency towards independence in all my conclu-
sions. Neither the severity of my father nor the love of my moth 
was able to conquer my youthful willfulness." 
His first definite impetus in the direction of the study of naturedat 
from the year 1827, as he began to interest himself in the meteor-
ological observations made at the observatory of the University a 
Prague, and published daily in the "Prager Zeitung," and w1Jich w 
preserved by him. "From th~t time (November 18, 1827) was I body 
and soul a meteorologist." In the years 1831 and 1832 be began to make 
independent meteorological observations, and in part constructed th 
necessary instruments. Gradually every spare moment was given 
this work and every other occupation '' driven to the rear." 
The contest between his love for astronomy," the queen of all cien 
and meteorology, "the youngest of her sisters," was decided, a all th 
world knows, in favor of the latter. 
In 1839 he became an assistant to K. Kreil in the new Magnetic an 
Meteorological Observatory at Prague, and the eleven year followin 
1840 to 1850, show the extent and intensity of activity with whi h h 
devoted himself to that work. His first independent publication w 
presented at the end of the year of 1841 to the Bohemian Scien ·fi 
As ociation, and bore the title" On the Simultaneity of l\ieteor Show r 
especially the November Shower , with the Low Barometric Pre u ... 
The remaining forty years of his life afford a real illu tration of u · 
ce ful devotion to the advancement of a favorite science, and in ' rr 
application of meteorology to the practical affair of life hi kil 
band ba been e n and the influence of his earne t life ha b n £ • 
fter a tedious illne ·, on th 26th of December, 1879, be depart d bi 
Ii£ ' but fi r many ear hi memory will not be forgott n." (Z. · G. 
J,[., l o, p. 105-119.) 
nth ... th of F bruary, 1 
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years of observation, nine times a day, testifies to his perseverance; 
during this time he and others have published numerous generalizations 
based upon these observations. He was born November 26, 1811, in 
Hanover. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 100.) 
Karl ·weyprecht, born in Hesse-Darmstadt, 1838, died.March 29, 1881. 
Having entered the .Au~trian navy, he, in the summer of 1872, undertook 
t he conduct of the .Austro-Huugarian Polar expedition, and since 1875 
devoted himself to the establishment of the scientific and meteorological 
a nd magnetic investigation of the circum-polar regions which is now be-
fog executed by the International Polar· Commission. His early death 
unfortunately preYented his realizing the success of the work he had so 
well planned and promoted. 
Prof. E. H. Sainte Claire de Ville, born March 11, 1818, at Saint 
Thomas; in the West Indies, died July 1, 1881, at Paris. He filled the 
chair of Professor of Chemistry at the Ecole Norniale of Paris since 
1851, and has, during this long interval, distinguished himself in all 
branches of chemistry. He held an important position in connection 
with the reorganization of French meteorology after _the death of Le-
verrier. 
Prof. J. 0. Maxwell, of Cambridge, England, born June 13, 1831, died 
No~ember 5, 1879. .Although known especially by his contributions to 
molecular physics, yet meteorologists have reason to remember his 
"r_rreatise on heat," and especially the last paper published by him on 
the ''Theory of the wet-bulb thermometer." 
Dr. C. C. Bruhns, born November 22, 1830, at Holstein, died July 
25, 1881, at Leipzic, where he was the director of observatory of the 
university. .Although devoted to astronomy, like several other astrono-
mers, and perhaps especially through his interest in the subject of 
atmospheric refraction, be felt the necessity of a better understanding 
of the subject of meteorology, and accordingly Germany owes to him 
the organization of its first system of official uniform meteorological 
observations, namely, that of the state of Saxony, whose activity began 
in 1863. To him is also due the suggestion and calling of the- interna-
tional conference at Leipzic, 1872. The amiability and benevolence of 
lli character endeared him to all with whom he had to do. (Z. 0. G. 
Jlf., X VI, 1881, p. 489.) 
The second International Congress of Meteorologists was held at 
Rome, April 14 to 22, 1879. All European States, including France 
and Greece, were therein represented; the United States representati've, 
the late General A. J. Myer, unfortunately arrived too late. A perma-
nent international committee was appointed who should continue in 
power until the next congress, which will probably meet in 1883 or 1884. 
The Permanent International_ Committee of Meteorologists, estab-
li b d in accordance with the decision of the congress at Rome, held 
it fir t annual meeting on the 9th of May, 1880, at Berne, Switzerland. 
I t will be the province of the committee by correspondence to execute 
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the various works authorized by the congress and to stimulate er 
movement that looks toward greater uniformity in instruments, repo 
reductions, &c. 
The International Polar Conference held its sittings in St. Peter b 
August 1, 1881, and definitely settled upon a programme to be adopt 
in the international scheme for the exploration of the magnetic and m • 
teorological phenomena of the Polar regions. The general schedule 
ommended at Berne was cou'firmed at St. Petersburg and the importa 
details definitely agreed upon. Observations will begin in the autum 
of 1882, and the following stations are assured: (1) Point Barrow 2 
Lady Franklin Bay, will be occupied by the United States. (3)Apl· 
on the west coast of Greenland will be occupied by Denmark, eith 
Upernavik or Godthaab. (4) Jan Mayen, or the island of Grimsey nea 
Iceland, to be occupied by Austria. (5) The stations of Bosekop, nea 
Alten, Norway, will be occupied by the Norwegian Government. ( 
Mossel Bay, on Spitzbergen, will be occupied by the Swedish Govern-
ment. (7) The mouth of the Lena and Nova Zembla will be occupied 
at one or more· points by the Russian Government. (8) Canada m 
probably occupy Fort Simpson. France will occupy some island off Ca 
Horn, and Germany will occupy the island of South Georgia. 
The observations will begin at all these stations at least as early 
the first of .August, 1882, and wili be continued for at leasp one whol 
year. The stat.ions occupied by the United States were, however · 
already occupied in the summer of 1881, and will continue for thr 
years. It is hoped that most of the others will also be continued at leas 
as long as this. The observations will refer principally to magnetism and 
meteorology, all other matters being considered secondary. The regular 
observations will be made hourly according to such sy tern of time 
may be desirable; but the magnetic observations that are made on te 
days, which days will always be the first and :fifteenth of each month 
shall be conducted according to Gottingen time. 
The meteorological observations are to be conducted as nearly a 
sible on a uniform system and with instruments of uniform accuracy 
the minutest details for which are. given in the regulations of the con-
ference. 
The magnetic work will consist of both absolute and differ nti 
ob errntions. The absolute measures will give the declination aml in ·. 
nation within one minute of arc, and are to be accompanied by P i 
magn tic tudy of the neighborhood, for the purpo e of detecting 1 
irr O'Ul ritie . 
Th differential ob ervation will al o refer to all thr e element 
terr trial magueti m, and it i de irable that each ta.tion houl l h ~ 
mpl t of in trum nt . The variation in trument mil 
fur i h d with the m, 11 t p ible n dl . O r ation will b m 
h url · t r a , , h nth madee r fi\'eminut · 
n h ur om l teob er\'ati n 
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Especial attention will be given to observations of the aurora, whicb. · 
will be recorded hourly. The astronomical observations will be confined 
entirely to the determination of the latitude and longitude and local 
time. . 
Among the subjects sugge~ted by the commission are hydrographic . 
investigations, the altitude of auroras, atmospheric electricity, the twi-
light, the collection of samples of air for chemical analysis. · 
The observations will all be reduced and published on a uniform plan . 
.All observatories throughout the world, especia,lly those where mag-
netic observations are made, are earnestly invited to continue their 
work during the next two years, and the electricians of telegraph com-
panies are urged to consider the great importance of accurately observ-
ing the earth currents on telegraph lines. 
The methods of computation and reduction of the meteorological ob-
servations will be adopted in conformity with the meteorological con-
gresses held at Vienna and Rome. Summaries of the observations will 
be ,t,ent as soon as possible after the return of each expedition to the 
President of the International Polar Commission, through whom they 
will be rapidly published. The collected obse1vations will also be pub-
lished in full after they have been properly reduced, to which purpose 
the Polar Commission will, after the return of the expeditions, meet 
together fo_r a further consideration of the subject. In this publication 
the metric system and centigrade temperature will be adopted. The 
commission recommends the puQlication of an occasional report or jour-
nal of proceedings. 
The present membership of the Polar Commission is as follows: For 
D.enmark, Captain Hoffmeyer; for Russia, Professors Lenz and Wild, . 
and Lieutenant Jurgens; for France, Professor Mascart; for Norway, . 
Professor Mohn; for Holland, Dr. Snellen; for Sweden, Dr. Wykander; 
for Austria, Count Wilczek and Lieutenant Wohlgemuth ; for the 
United States, General Hazen and Professor Hilgard; for Canada, Prof . . 
Charles Carpmael; for Germany, Dr. Neumayer; for England, Mr. R. 
H. Scott ; for Finland, Professors N ordenskiold and Lemstrom. 
The first annual volume of the observations of the meteorological 
obsen·ations in Bavaria, under the conduct of Bezold and Lang, was 
published in 1880. It gives convenient tables for the reduction of obser-
vations to sea-level, and a study of the thunder stor~s ,in Bavaria, dur-
ing 1879. Owing to the great number of thunder-storm observers it 
has become possible to demonstrate a feature that has frequently been 
suspected elsewhere, viz, that such storms occasionally break out simul-
taneously over a long expanse of country. The details of observation 
for forty-nine years ~t Beyrout are also published. (Z. O. G. M., vol. 
xv, 1880, p. 334.) 
The Meteorological Commission of the Natural History Society of 
Switzerland, which is r~presented by R. Wolf and R. 13illwiller, an-
nounces that if possible a meteorological station will be maintained at 
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· the summit of Santas-Gipfel, at an altitude of about 10,000 feel. 
0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 329.) 
The central committee of the Germano-Austrian Alpine Associa · 
animated by the desire to further the study of Alpine meteorol~gy. 
established a self-registering aneroid barometer, as constructed by~ 
schmidt (to whom Hottinger now succeeds), upon the summit of Sch . 
berg. This establishment was personally attended to by Ko tli\}: 
and the observations are supervised by Grom mer, the proprietor of 
Schaffberg hotel. The publication of the first two months' hour . 
records at this point has given Hann occasion to collect together wr. · 
little is known upon the whole subject of barometric pressure at hi" 
stations. The need of further observations in Europe and America · 
strongly urged by him. He says there can be no doubt that the modi-
fications that we see entering into the diurnal variation of pressure, 
we ascend hlgher and higher on isolated mountain peaks, is produced 
in the first place, by the diurnal change of the mean temperature oft!. 
column of air between the top of the mountain and the base; and,; 
the second place, also, by the change from ascending day-winds 
descending night-winds, such as we observe everywhere in mountai 
regions. Both these causes have a tendency to raise the pres ure 
high stations up to the moment of the maximum temperature, and 
lower it at the time of minimum temperature. Herein lies tb.ereasonfi • 
the l~teness of the morning maximum, the enfeebling of the afternoo 
minimum, and the development of the morning minimum until it h. 
become the principal minimum of the day. But the magnitude of th 
influence is, at least in our latitude, as variable as is the temperatur 
of the air and the prevailing win<l. A formula for the diminution 
daily range with the altitude is therefore a somewhat fruitles lab ,r. 
{Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 177.) 
The organization of a special meteorological service for the Kingdo 
· of Bavaria has been accomplished by the establishment of a cen 
station, fifteen or more second-class, and nineteen or more third cla~ 
stations, all of which are under the general upervision of Prof. 
Von Bezold. The observer are generally the professor of ma b 
matic and sciences at the schools and uuiver ities of the kingdom. 
general commi sion of members of the Royal Academy of cien e a 
as the adviser. of the Ba arian Go ernment in the e matter . (Z. 
G. JJI., IV, p. 173.) 
The fir t conference of the International M teorological Commi ~ 
a , pp inted at Rom , wa he1d at B roe in ugu t, 18 0 · the foll 
in"' i an b tra t f th r ult : It we r comm nd cl tha a c 
tweP.n b n rmal in trum nt of each 1, nd a 
th r n igh ring nati n . The mom nt of in 
ti n w ban mth 
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the method of recording rainfall w~,s agreed upon, and will be submitted 
to the national weather bureaus. The committee expressed the hope 
that telegraphic connection with the islands of the Atlantic Ocean would 
soon become practicable on account of its great importance for tbe 
weather service in Europe. 
Captain Hoffmeyer's proposal that all central meteorological institutes 
should regularly publish the mean values of the more important climatic 
elements was urged upon the general attention. Dr. Hellman's propo-
sition to compile a catalogue of works on meteorology was referred to a,, 
committee, with power to act in case others would co-operate. · _ 
The subject of international tables for the reduction of observations · 
was referred to Messrs. Mascart and Wild to prepare a plan for the com-
putation and arrangement of the tables. (Z. O. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, 
p. 398.) 
According to the conclusion of the First Italian Meteorological Con-
gress at Turin, September, 1880, the earlier Alp and Appenine meteor-
ological correspondence and the Italian Meteorological Association unite 
together in a new general association under the presidency of the King 
of Italy, and the meteorological journal carried on by Ragona at Modena 
is now merged with that of the Italian Association. (Z. O. G. M., Vol. 
XVI, 1881, p. 90.) 
The :firgt two volumes of the Archives of the Deutsche Seewarte have 
been published in the years 1880, 1881, respectively, and give for the , 
first time a connected view of the extensive field covered by the ener-
getic operations of that institution, which in the number of its stations 
ranks next to the United States Signal Office, in its scientific work vies 
with the Central Physical Observatory at St . . Petersburg, and in its 
marine work surpasses the meteorological office at London. Beside the 
complete description of the Seewarte and details as to the work carried 
on in the separate divisions, these volumes also contain valuable memoirs 
by Sprung, Koppen, Rumker1 etc. 
Attention is paid equally to observations and predictions_ of the 
weather on land, observations and generalizations relative to ocean 
meteorology, physical, and mathematical studies, terrestrial magnet-
ism, the investigation of the errors of sextants, chronometers, and 
other instruments used by navigators, and bibliography of meteorology. 
The assistants in charge of the separate divisions, namely, Messrs. 
Koppen, Sprung, Van Bebber, and Rumker, are alreauy well known 
by the original works they have published. (Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, 
p. 111.) 
In Italy considerable progress has been made toward unification of 
interests on the one band by the co.ncentration of government work in 
one bureau, having its headquarters at the Observatory of the Collegio 
Romano, under Prof. P. Tacchini, and on the other hand by the union 
of the independent individual organizations into one Italian Meteoro-
logic:11 Association, having its secretary and business center in Turin 
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• (13 Via La Grange), but its scientific president (Prof. P. F. Denza) a· 
the Oarl Albert Observatoi-y, Moncalieri. 
The publications of the previous government bureau and of the ear-
lier association have also been combined· in some respects, and tho e 01 
the central office now appear in magnificent royal folios, of which th~ 
first volume is that for 1879. (Annali dell' ufficio centrale di Meteol'\J-
logia Italiana, Serie II, Vol. I, 1879, Roma, 1880.) The office has 69 firs· 
class stations, aDd maintains a daily bulletin of ~elegraphic reports, and 
a ten-day summary of data of interest to agriculture. The annals con-
tain numerous memoirs by Chistoni, Cantoni, Tacchini, &c., the detailed 
observations at 49 stations, and the astronomical work done at the Ob-
servatory Collegio Romano by Tacchini and Millesovich. 
In France the Bureau Centrale de Meteorologie has assumed the pub-
lication of observations made at all the French stations; a similar step 
was taken in the United States when the Army Signal Office, in 1874. 
assumed charge of the voluntary as well as the enlisted observers. 
Therefore the annuaire of the Meteorological Society of France, begin-
. ning with its twenty-eighth year, 1880, appears in a somewhat modified 
form, containing only monthly summaries of its eleven stations, and 
devoting much more space to original memoirs and to reviews of other 
publications relating to meteorology. 
At the suggestion of H. C. Russell, an Intercolonial Meteorological 
Conference was held at the Sydney Observatory, N. S. W., November 
11 to 14, 1879, to consider propositions for improving the system of 
weather signals, and securing more united action in regard to weather 
telegrams. At this conference numerous propositions, seventy-four in 
all, were adopted relative to all the colonies of Australasia, as well 
as to the subject of different stations, uniform methods, apparatus, and 
times, mountain stations, priority of weather rnports, telegraph cipher 
codes, &c. 
The second Inter-colonial Congress _was held at the Melbourne Ob er-
vatory April 21 to 27, 1881. The various colonial government meteor· 
ologi ts reported upon the many points in which progress had been 
made during the previous eighteen months. Dr. Hector stated that in 
New Zealand, in 1867, he had urged the importance of this work, and 
that the un cienti:fic work of the weather-forecasting department, which 
had been carried on since 1874 by Captain Edwin, had now, ince June 
18 1, b en uper eded by the weather charts and daily prediction for 
ach of five di trict by the government meteorologi ts. Hi outly-
ing tation had b ext nded to the Feejee Islands and to ha· 
ham. f r . Ru ell, of Sydney, and Todd, of Adelaide, and Ell ry. o 
lb ur r port d up n improv m nt in the daily map and bull tin , 
h ·ta i an oth r irnproY ment . The di cu i n then 
h <l p i (T therm Ater , th mea ure of \< 1 
(Eller ha e ta li h d n 
m t 1",, nd u 
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hand form of Robinson's anemometers) black bulb or radiation thermom 
eters. The adoption of isobaric curves was agreed on, as also the, stand-
ard base maps on Mercator's projection, as also a system by means of 
which to effect the reduction of all the instruments to uniform systems 
of standards. It is thus seen that the southern hemisphere, by means 
of the extensive system of weather observations in Oape Colony, Aus-
tralasia, Argentine Confederation, and Chili, is, relatively speaking, a£:! 
well provided for on the land as the northern hemisphere was a few 
· years ago; and the principal extension now needed is the securing of 
observations from the smaller islands and the increase of observations 
on ships. . 
The Central Meteorological Institute in Zurich, that has for years 
been supported by the general Swiss association of scientists, was, by 
decree of December, 1880, . constituted a permanent official national 
institute, and will bear the title "Central Swiss Meteorological Insti- , 
tution." It is intrusted with all official meteorological work, including 
observations, ip.vestigations, predictions, &c., and is governed by , 
commission organized under the department of the interior, and of 
which the principal members are Profs. R. Wolf, of Zurich; E. ·Plan-
tamour, of Geneva; S. A. Forel, of Morges; E. Forster, of Berne; E. 
Hagenbach, of Basel; H .. Weber, of Zurich; and Coaz, chief forester 
at Berne. Prof. R. Bill weller is confirmed as director of the institute. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 248.) 
The death of Brig. ·Gen. Albert J. Myer, which occurred at Buffalo 
on August 24, 1880, and the subsequent appointment of Maj. Gen. Wil-
liam B. Hazen as Chief Signal Officer, has been a most important event 
in the history of meteorology in the United States. The Signal Corps 
of the Army owes its inception and establishment to General Myer, and 
since the meteorological duties were imposed upon it, in 1870, "has had 
its growth in the generous support of the American people, and year 
by year an increased confidence has been shown in the usefulness of its 
work." The spirit that has been infused into the service by the acces-
sion of General Hazen is shown by the following quotation from his 
first annual report: "The weather service of the United States has 
been without a rival in the practical advantages derived from its labors, 
but the day has now come when it should take its stand among the fore-
most in the scientific study and investigation of the higher branches 
of theoretical meteorology, and it is upon such investigations intelli-
gently pursued that the hoped-for greater benefits must mainly rest. 
I have endeavored to bring this service into active sympathy and co-ope-
ration with the ablest scien,tific intellects of the country." 
Among the numerous novelties briefly enumerated by General Hazen 
in bi report for the year ending June 30, 1881, are: raising the standard 
of the personnel of the corps ; the weather forecasts for several days; 
the organization of special service for the benefit of the cotton interests 
and the fruit interests; the preparation of new instructions, tables, instru-
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ments, &c. ; the ex(;cnting of studies in atmospheric absorption by La 
ley on Mount Whitney; the offering of prizes for essays on meteorol~ 
the establishment of stations for investigating meteorology in .Arc 
America, &c. 
Thi attempt to render weather maps and meteorological observati 
useful to the agricultural community has been fairly made in Sax 
by the erection of the special meteorological station in Magdebn 
This is a massive tower 34 meters high, at the in ersection of two str~ 
In the basement is a room where the temperature changes are Ii- h 
and here are kept the normal barometer, the barograph, &c. The th. · 
mometer and anemometers are on the topmost story, and the workm. 
rooms of the corps on the intermediate floors. Near by, onan approprit1 
grass lawn, are the standard thermometers for air and earth tempe11-
ture, and the evaporimeter, rain-gauge, &c. All of this is the prope J 
of the Magdeburg Zeitung, and is in charge of Dr . .Assmann. 
The daily bulletins and predictions are made up at noon, and a 
edition of 500 copies sent out at 1 p. m. These are a~so republi 'hP. 
in the evening edition of the Zeitung. Numerous special report f 
local stations are made up at 12.30 p. m., and also a telegraph bulletin o 
predictions that is distributed gratuitously and daily by the Magdebur!! 
railroad to all its stations, and a bulletin for public use. (Z. 0. G. Jl. 
XVI, 1881, p. 381.) 
In Italy, much interest is expressed in the establishment of pby ·:cal 
and astronomical observatories at high altitudes·. Tacchini ha int ·r-
ested himself in the establishment of a very complete observatory a 
Casa Degli Inglesi on Mount Etna. At the ·closr of 1881 the buildlll!! 
had been completed, but the apparatus and obsen ers not yet secur · 
A less extensive observatory is in the course of construction on ~on_ 
Oimone (altitude 2,238m), and the erection of one on Gran Sasso d'lt, It 
is contemplated. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, 469.) 
The Annual Report of the London Meteorological Council for th 
year ending March, 1880, shows the number of reporting station to 
as follows: Class I, 9; II, 5; III, 37; IV, 22. 
The number of verifications of daily predictions is stated as follo 
Verified. Fai 
Storm warnings. __ .. _ ...... _. __ .. _ . . . __ ... ____ . _ . _.... 50 
General w ather predictions ........ _ ... _ ...... _ ... - - . . 28 
Special hay-harvest prediction _ .. _. _ ....... _ .... _ .. - . . 48 
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T. 0. Mendenhall (now of Columbus, Ohio) has prepared a memoir 
upon the_meteorology of Tokio for the year 1877, which has been pub-
lished by the University of Tokio. It would seem meteorological obser- 1 
-vations are also made and published by the Sapporo Agricultural 
College under the supervision of William Wheeler, professor of math-
ematics, and also made at the Imperial College of Engineering, where 
they have been in charge of Professors A-yrton, Perry, and Dyer, suc-
cessively. Besides all these the Japanese meteorological office pub-
lishes an official series. The admirable work of Professor Mendenhall 
will probably be continued by his successor, Prof. H. M. Paul (form~rly 
of the Naval Observatory, Washington), and it is hoped may serve 
as a model for the numerous other meteorologists and-observers of 
Japan. ' 
It seems specially desirable that some observing stations should be 
established in the northern portion of the Japanese Empire. (Later in-
formation is at hand to the effect that a Japanese storm signal office 
has been established by the government in charge of the well--kriown 
German observer, Dr. E. Knipping.) 
Il,-GENERAL TREATISES, BIBLIOGRAPHY, ETC. 
A second edition of Mohn, Grundzilge der Meteorologie, was published in 
Berlin, 1879. Besides numerous improvements in the charts and tables, 
this work is especially distinguished by the incorporation therein of 
the recent progress in dynamical meteorology. 
Dr. A. Ritter has published (Hanover, 1879) a work embracing the 
results of studies hitherto published in Poggendoff's Annalen, and 
dealing with many problems relative to the atmosphere of the earth, 
the sun, and other planets. The full title is, .Anwendungen der mecha,n-
ischen W armetheorie auf kosmologische Probleme. Seeks Abhandlungen 
ilber die Constitution gasformiger Weltlcorper, Hanover, 1879. (Z. 0. G. 
M., XV, 1880, p. 150.) 
The subject of a bibliography for meteorology was reported on in the 
congress at Rome by Dr. G. Hellmann, who interests himself exceedingly 
in this subject, and who certainly expresses the views of all in saymg 
that the necessity for such a :work is felt on all sides, and t1¼at its publica-
tion would truly be an important step in the progress of science. Some 
preparation had already been made towards realizing this idea, especially 
by Reuss, Poggendorff, Struve and others. The propositions made by 
Hellmann to the Meteorological Congress were commended to the favor-
able action of the inte!national committee, whose action, however, has 
been delayed by the want of funds. General Hazen has secured for 
the United States Army Signal Office the extensive card-catalogues 
compiled by Symons, of London, and Abbe, in Washington, and propm,es 
oon to publish these a,s a small but welcome contribution toward the 
exhau tive bibliography which is so much desired. Meanwhile the 
S. Mis. 109-16 
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second volume of the catalogue of the observatory at Poulkova, and t 
admirable bibliography of astronomy by Lancaster, have been publi h , 
and contain much meteorology. A third volume of Poggendorfl's 
work and a catalogue of Dove's library are ailso in course of prepara-
tion. (Z. 0. G. Jl!f., XIV, 1879, p. 97.) 
Rubenson has published a Swedish "handbook of nautical meteor-
ology," which contains also data a,nd considerations that are novel an 
of interest to meteorologists, although the work is. generally intended 
for use in the Swedish navy and merchant marine. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI. 
1881, p. 455.) . 
J.C. Horizeau and A. Lancaster have published a general treati eon 
meteorology (324 pages octavo) th~t fairly represents the element o 
this science so far as they can be understood without the help ot 
mathematical symbols. The special chapter on weather charts and 
weather and storm predictions and the utilization of meteorological ob-
servations will attract attention . 
.Among. the new periodicals devoted to meteorology, we note ''Ciel e 
Terre," published bimonthly, beginning March, 1880, under the editorial 
direction of .an active corps at Brussels, among whom we notice Lan-
caster, Houzeau, Hooreman, von Rysselberghe. 
Blanford's annual report on the meteorology of India for 1878 and 
1879 (Calcutta, 1880 and 1881, respectively) has been received. The 
temperature tables are given for about 125 stations, the rainfall for 
about 400. The Madras Presidency continues to sustain an independ· 
ent meteorological office, while the other provinces have come into union 
with the central office at Calcutta, · an arrangement that promi es mam 
advantages so long as the latter is under the present able management. 
The Royal Meteorological Institute of Prussia, under the direction o 
Dr. G. H ellrnann as successor of Dove, has published in the" Ergebni -
for 1880 the result of observations at 130 stations. Special detail ar 
gi veu for the high stations, viz: Sch eekoppe 1,599m, Brocken 1,142m an 
the correspon<ling base stations at altitudes 34gm and 222m, respectivelv. 
T!J.e summaries for each station are given in the form recommended Y 
the International Congress of Meteorologists. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI 1" 1 .. 
p. 52 .) 
The Central Meteorological Bureau of France has published it 0 · 
na]e £ r 1 78 and 1870 in magnificent quarto volumes, four of whi · 
it w nld em, are expected to appear each year. For 1878 we ha, 
foll w : 
I.- tudy of thunder torm in France by Fron, followed by Ed. B · 
qu r I · er ati n of arth t mperature , Angot' table of r du · 
a-1 v 1 m iuor memoir by Hildebrand en and R Jlin. 
I. th daily ob ervation at Fr nch and .A.lg ri, n 
ar rr, 1 ('J'e o a rheme a opted by the Internati n, l -
mmi i n. T i i follow l a a~uabl r vi w b 
n h, f th cli atology of 1 7 . 
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III.-Tbis volume is entirely devoted to · the rainfall in France, and 
gives the results of dn,ily observations of 1,069 stations in France, to-
gether with summairies by seasons and the year. . . 
IV.-This volume contains two memoirs on general meteorology by 
Leon Teisserence de Bort, on the distribution of temperature and pres-
sure during January and July. 
For 1879 we have as follows: I.-Studies upon the thunder storms of 
France for 1878 by Fron, in continuation of the series of memoirs on 
this subject which he bas published annually for ma,ny years past. This 
is followed by shorter me~oirs by Ed ward and Henry Becquerel · and 
Raulan (results of rainfall observations at 200 stations in France). The 
method of reducing barometric observations to sea-level used at the 
French stations is explained with' tables by f---· An got, to whom it is due . 
.Angot assumes the temperature of the bottom of the air column to be 
t hat of the observed or upper station, plus one degree Uentigrade for 
each 180 meters of altitude. The volume concludes with a biographical 
notice of Le Verrier. . 
The Annals for 1879, Part IV, "Meteorologie Generale," contains 
( 1) M. de Taste's general theory of atmospheric circulation; (2) Teisser-
ence de Bort's study upon the atmospheric circulation on the continents. 
( Z. ·O. G. JJI., XVI, p. 485-488.) 
The Annuaire of the Meteorological Society of France, Vol. XXVIII, 
for 1880, contains among memoirs the following of general interest : 
C. Ritter, Provisional Theory of Aqueous Meteors, accompanied by ex-
cellent representations of various forms of clouds;- Renou, Compensa-
tion of Aneroid Barometers; Angot, New Tables for Barometric Hypsom-
etry ; Louvet and Carre, Rainfall in the Department of !'Orient. (Z. 0. 
G. M., XVI, p. 494 and 526.) 
The London M.Heorological Office has published part 2, Contribution 
to the Meteorology of the Arctic Regions. This volume contains the 
original journal of observations of ten vessels that have visited the 
region in Arctic North America between 45° and 120° west longi-
tude and 60° to 80° north latitude. These are in detail as follows: 
Sir John Ross, October, 1829, to May, 1832; Sir G. Back, August, 1836, 
to July, 1837; Sir T. Austin,2 September, 1850,_ to August, 1851; Capt. 
W. Penny, September, 1850, t-0August, 1851; Sir Edward Belcher, Sep-
tember, 1852, to August, 1854; Sir F. 0. McOlintock, 1857, to July, 1859. 
Special attention has been given by St,rachan to tlie careful investi-
gation into accuracy of thermorrieters, and the working up of the records 
of temperature, pressure, and wind. (Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 483.) 
Hirth bas .collected all that is known relative to the_ etymology and 
hi tory of tlte word "typhoon." Among his references is given a trans-
lation from the Chinese annals of the island of Formosa, which was 
:fir t published in 1694. Ac~ording to this work "typhoon" is equiva-
len to "t'ai-fung"; ''fung" is old Chinese for wind; "t'ai" isa word 
from the language of the earlier inhabitants of Formosa. 
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The old chronicle says '' the winds that blow on the Sea of Formo:- 1 
very different from those of other seas. A very strong wind is c 
'ku'; such a wind of greater violence is called t'ai. The 'ku · 
and falls suddenly, while the t'ai blows continually day and ui~ · 
Storms that blow from February to May are 'ku '; those that blo 
froni June to September are called 't'ai.' In October the north 
begins. 
"When one speaks of a wind that blows from every direction of· 
compass it is called 't'ai.' We know no 't'ai,' no matter how em 
that does not follow the rule of blowing from all directions. If i . 
ex·ample, it" blows from the north, then from the north it will turn to th 
east, and from east to south, and from south to west." ( Z. 0. G. 11I., X 
1881, p. 4:11.) 
Hildebrandsson has published · a summary of the observations IDJd 
on the coast of Siberia by Nordenskiold during the Vega expediti 
from North Cape to Yokohama. The following table gives some of hi 
results: 
Months. Tempera· ture. 
~JJ:J>:: :: : ::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::: ~l!:!i l H tiiiv 1-
~.;i~ ::: : : ::: : : : : : :: ::::::: ::: : : : ::::::: :: : : : : :: : : . ::: : : : =1g: ?~ ~~U! ~J~: 
June.... .. . .. ...... ... .. .... .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. ... . .... .. - o. 60 756. 37 N. NW. 
July. ................................................... + 2.G8 ··········· · S.SW. 
!~it;~~~~~~~~~~~~)~~~~~)~~~~~~~~)~~~)~~~~i~~ ::::~ji -:::::iiii :ii~{.::::~· 
December . •• • • . • . . . . . .. . ..• • .• . .• . . • . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . -22. 80 760. 87 N. 
As opposed to the prevailing NW. wind tlie observations of clou 
show that a steady SE. current prevailed.overhead. (Z. 0. G. M., :S:Y 
pp. 369-378.) 
III.-METHODS, .APP .AR.A.Tus, &c. 
Sohncke has made an investigation into the gradual change in 
correction for instrumental error of barometers, especially tho e of 
meteorological stations in the principality of Baden. The e ta i 
barometers are all mercurial-cistern barometers, manufactured by H · 
mann & P:fi ter, and were all originally compared with the central b 
t r at Carl ruhe by means of a portable barometer made by Fortin. 
1 74, a new tube, apparently in perfect condition, was introduce in 
th baromet r at Carl ruhe, on account of an accident to the ori~ 
, which had pre erved it condition sati factori1y duriug th I 
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barometers in Baden. The following table gives the difference (Carls-
ruhe lninus portable) as the result of comparisons with the portable 
barometer: 
Date. 
~arch, 1874 .••..••..••.......•..••.•. 
.A.pril, 1874 ......••••. ••.....•.••..... 
!~fu,8is~f ~: ::::: ::::: :: : ::: ::: : : : : : 
May, 1875 ....••..•. ........•.. ••••.•. 
August, 1875 .················:······· 
Difference. 
mm. 
+0.54 
+0.50 
+o.4o 
+o.oo 
-0.04 
-0.10 
Date. 
:March, 1876 .....••.••• . · •. : .......•.. 
May, 1876 . .......••.........•..•.•.. 
~~~i:\~~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . 
Ma.y, 1877 ....•.••......••...•..••••. 
July, 1877 ..•••.•••..••.•.•.••• ·••••• 
Difference, 
mm. 
-0.00 
-0.13 
-0.30 
-0.20 
-0. JO 
-0.20 
It follows from the above figures that the difference between the two 
barometers had in the course of three years changed ··by 0,74mm, and 
several considerations go to show that this change has been of the na-
ture of a gradual sir{king of the mercury within the new tube of the 
Carlsruhe. During the years 1870 to 1876, a number of inspecting 
tours had afforded an opportunity of comparing the Carlsruhe barome-
ter with the barometers at the other stations. These comparisons show 
that the Carlsrube barometer changed but litt~e in respect to the others 
until 1874, after which date there was a general change in the same 
direction in their relative standings, the amount of which agrees closely 
with that previously determined. Sohncke very properly concludes th&,_t 
Ii minute quantities of air and vapor must have escaped upwards into the 
vacuum chamber of the Carlsruhe barometer, and ·as this instrument 
is apparently not in any way inferior to the standards generally used 
in Europe, it was reasonable to conclude tha,t similar defects occur in 
other ba.rometers. (Z. 0. G. M ., 1879, Vol. XIV, p. 141.) 
Schreiber has elaborated the ideas contained in the so-called balance 
barometer, and has constructed a self-registering apparatus for both 
:pressure and temperature, which, after many months' testing, bas been 
:purchased for the use of the German Seewarte, at Hamburg. The in-
strument consists of three parts: 1. The barometer on whose theory and 
corrections the elaborate investigations by Schreiber, in 1876, are already 
well known. 2. The thermometer for the temperature of the instru. 
ment, which is constructed like the barometer. 3. The thermometer for 
the temperature of the air, which consists of a copper vessel, holding 
5 liters, which is· placed outside the apparatus, and is connected with 
the self-registering portion by means of a small lead tube, wbioh latter 
enters into a balance manometer within the case with the barometer. 
The movements of the manometer are recorded in a manner precisely 
imultan(;!OUS with the other two instruments. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XIV, 
1870, p. 486.) 
cllreiber has also devised methods by which the balance manometer 
can be applied to the registration of a variety of :phenomena; and even 
to the integration of the registered curves. (Z. O. G. M. , Vol. XIV, 
1 -o, p. 487.) 
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Hellmann having stated that in his opinion "the attempt rece · 
made to establish an international meteorology must be regarde 
failure, since the prime and most elementary condition of uniformit 
regards hours of observation has been neglected," Hann very jn 
replies that the only object one can imagine likely to be attain 
uniformity in the hours of observation on local time is either d. 
comparable mean values for the. Yarious ,meteorological element , or 
a convenience in tracing the differences in the diurnal changes oft 
elements for various localities. But the study of actual ob er-rnf 
will speedily convince-one that three daily observations will not girn 
necessary data for comparing the peculiarities of climate in -vari 
latitudes and altitucles, and continents and coasts. According a 
lay greater stress upon the pressure, the temperature, clouds, moi t 
winds, &c., we must choose different hours of observation. Andi 
therefore necessary that in every land hourly observations should 
made, if we hope to attain the objects that Hellmann seems to ha, · 
view. We are of the opinion that the present system of internation 
observations in Europe is a very useful one, and marks a great prorr 
in comparison with the condition of things before the Vienna Con 
of 1873. One can imagine better things still, but we "must not al ow 
the better to be the enemy of the good." (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XIV, p.~ 
Dr. Galle, director of the observatory at Breslau, in deducing the 
nual temperature curve for that observatory, from daily mean b 
on eighty-five years of observation, has adopted the following meth 
which is shorter and more rational than that of Bloxam. If for a eri 
of consecutive days .... n-2, n-1, n, n + 1, and n + 2, we 
the mean observed temperatures tn_2, tn-1' tn, &c., and we de ire mo 
accurate determination of the temperature tn of the middle one of th 
days; then it is plain that if the mean daily temperatures are unifo 
increasing or decreasing, the true temperature tn will be given by 
formula: 
½(~-1 + tn +1 ) =M1; ~ (tn_z + tn+2)=M2, &c. 
and a value tu comparatively free from small errors of obserrntion by 
ing the mean of :five such values. But if the observed daily me, n { 
peratures should not have uniform weights in forming the de ire l m 
• b cause the temperature during these days has not cha.ng d unifi 
then the ob ervation mu t be combined according to the meth l 
:fin d by the law of probabilitie , and this method i particular~. 
veni nt of appli a ion when we attempt to combine torr ther 
d i1 rn an . Thu if for brevity a= tn-J b = tn-2; g = -
itb r on of th following formulre: 
1. tn=n- ( c+4d+ 3e) 
2. fn = "i:. ( b + C + d + 3e + f) 
, ta=fu(a+4b+Oc+12d+9e+4f+g) 
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The computation, however, m21iy be more simply arranged if for each 
day we make the combination : 
4. / 0 (b + 2 c + 4 d + 2 e+ f) 
and call the new means thus found for each successive day a1, b1, c1,' &c. 
We have then to combine these new means according to the followiug 
:formula: 
5. tn=! (C1 + 2d1 + e1) 
The tn thus computed will be the same as given by equation No. 3, 
and the whole process is reduced to a simple system of summing and 
halving. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV., p. 380.) 
Pernet, who is now in charge of the International Bureau of Weights 
and Measures, at Sevres, in a memoir on the determination of the .fiducial 
points of the mercurial normal thermometers, and the determination of 
temperatures to the hundredth of a degree centigrade, says: Carefully 
calibrated thermometers, handled in various manners, do not agree with 
each other even in the interrnl between freezing and boiling point of 
water. The differences, under. some circumstances, amount to several 
tenths of a degree, and are therefore much greater than the errors of ob-
servation. They depend in part upon the irregular expansion of glass, but 
still more upon the fact that the buJ.b of the thermometer after being 
warmed does not immediately return to its original volume, although it 
may do so in the course of time, and in consequence of this a tempor,iri 
lowering of the freezing point is produced. Since this depression of the 
freezing point appears thus far to "be subject to no law, we are pre-
vented from attempting to make d!:fferent thermometers agree among . 
themselves. 
This iR very much to be lamented, for if it were possible for us to deduce 
from the observations ·of various thermometers according to a general 
method of computation temperatures agreeing with each other, then 
would every doubt as to the correctness of the measurements of temper-
atures be removed. He gives the following methods for determining 
the fiducial points and for tbe computations of the corrections depend-
ing thereon. . 
First. Determination of the freezing point: Fresh fallen snow is the 
best material; the snow must be thawing throughout its whole mass, 
must be clean and pure. The next best substitute is fine shavings of 
natural ice; artificial can only rarely be used. The thermometer and 
·cale must be covered up to above the freezing point with snow or ice. 
The determination must take place in a cool room, and the ice must not 
press upon the thin glass of the bulb, else otherwise a sensible error 
will be produced. In general, the ice point is lower in the vertical posi-
tion of the thermometer than in the horizonal position; it is therefore 
well to determine both ice points. 
econd. The determination of the boiling point: This requires the use 
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· of pure distilled water, ~n the absence of which melted suow or r: 
;vater may be used; the thermometer is to be placed in a receptacle. 
arranged that the- reading of thermometers may be takeu when t 
whole is surrounded by an atmosphere of steam; and the tension of 
.vapor thus surrounding must be very accurately known; for thermome-
ters whose ice point shows,a strong depression after,heating, the boilin~ 
point also sho,vs a small depression up to one-tenth of a <legree. J 
order to be sure, it is necessary that the boiling-point determination 
should be repeated from time to time with the freezing-point determin.-
tion between, until the maximum depression of the ice point has becorr. 
constant, when the boiling point will also become constant. In ca eth 
place <?f observation is changed, it is necessary to introduce acorrectio 
for the variation of gravity. The Internation·a1 Committee of Wei h· 
and Measures have recently determined to adopt as the unit of pre 'Ur 
that of a weight 'of a column of mercury of normal density, temperatm 
0°, and height of 760 standard millimeters at the latitude of 45°,and a 
the level of the sea. 
Pernet proposes, in connection with this, to call the temperature 01 
boiling water corresponding to this normal pressure, 100° 0. (equ, t 
212° Jj-,.), and thus also to obtain a uniform unit for the measmement' 
temperature, instead of accepting as th_e unit of absolute pressure t\ro 
different mercurial columns in the laboratories at Kew, London, and 
Paris. Every warming of the thermometer brings a new cllange in th 
freezing and boiling points. The maximum depression which is attained 
after many years of quiet and many day.s in ice can be expressed by th 
following formula: 
Dxt2 
d= 1002 
where d is the maximum depression for given temperature (t), D tL 
maximum depression for 1000 C., both computed for thermometer that 
have remained a long time in the ice. In general the thermomete 
made of French glass show smaller depression than those made of B<> 
hemian glass. (Z. 0. G. JJf., XlV, 1879, p. 134.) 
Thiesen remarks that tbe method of calibration of thermomete 
taught by Professor Neumann has considerable advantages over th .. 
of Bes el. Let O, 1, 2 . . . . n be points equally distant from ac 
other on the thermometer scale whose corrections are to be dir ·tly 
d termined, (the o-caIIed principal points,) and let 6 0, 61, •.. 6n 
th orr ctions for the e point~. Let the corrections of the int rte 
b :w n the principal point ' , the so-called principal interval L 
~z • • , , l'Jn, that in g n ral lJi = 6 1 - 6 1_1• Tbe m rcurial th a 
t u d for calibra ion honld now be so cho en that the a a~-
ur t ly a p i le include a whole number of principal iuterrnl . I 
n w th r nd f uch a thr ad be in neighborhood f a pri iJ 
h •n ill th 1 ppo it a prin ipal point k~ Tu 
u h cl J .fi_k; it appar nt I nrrtli · 
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the given location-that is to say, the difference in the readings of the 
upper and lower ends-can be indicated by ( i, k). If, now, we neglect 
the corrections of the short intervals that lie between the ends of the . 
thread and the principal points between i, k, then we have the rela-
tion h-k equals 6i - 6 k + (i, le). If we now shove the thread so 
that its ends come in the neighborhood of oth,er principal points, then 
we have new equations in which the·left-hand side is the same, but on 
-the right-hand side in place of i k we have successively i-1, k-l; i-3, 
~c-2. If,. now, we subtract each equation from the ones following it, then 
we have a new series of equations that may be represented by 8i-8k ;::= 
(i-1, k-1.)-(i, le). The sum of all the left-hand side of this equation 
must disappear. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 426.) 
Pernet has investigated a method of computing the variations of freez-
ing points of thermometers. He says that the case often occurs that no 
ice is conveniently at hand for the determination of the freezing point 
before and after the measurement has been made of some high tem-
perature; but even then one can determine the variation of the freezing 
point with a degree of accuracy that is generally sufficient, provided 
that we know the freezing point as affected by the change from zero to 
100° centigrade, and the temporary freezing point-that is to say, the 
freezing point corrected for the depression depending on the time--
that is to say, on the exposure of the thermometer for a long time to the 
temperature of the room, and which depression is" usually proportional 
:to the time. This last condition is generally fulfilled for thermometers 
that are more than six months old, or even in a shorter time if the ther-
mometer has been slowly cooled down after its determination of tl10 
boiling point. Let -r be the reading of the thermometer corrected for 
the caliber and the value of the degrees; let c be the tempor.ary de-
pression of the freezing point and r be the maximum depression of the 
freezing point for the range from zero to 1000 C.; then, after a long 
warming at the temperature -r, we have the true temperature given by 
the following formula : · 
T- (c-r)-z-2 . 
--r-c+ 1002-
If, now, we pass directly from these comparisons to such as are made at 
steadily increasing temperatures -z-1 -z-2 without allowing the thermome-
ter to cool down in the mean time, then this formula holds good for the 
higher temperatures, and we simply substitute -z-1, -z-2, &c., for -r. But this · 
formula does not hold good if between two series of observations the ther-
mometer has ever been exposed to low temperatures. In this case a new 
temporary freezing point c1 must be used as the starting point. (Z. O. 
G. M., Vol. XIV, p. 206.) 
Winstanley has given his radiograph a form convenient for continu-
ou self records. The instrument consists essentially of an air ther-
mometer, having its bulbs bright and black, respectively. The tube 
connecting these is bent around a brass circle, so that the bulbs or res-
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ervoirs are quite near together and exposed to the radiation of the 
and sky. The counterpoise is so attached to the brass circle that 
latter comes to rest in an initial position, and any disturbance from 
position is shown by the motion of an index. The lower half of th· 
cular glass tube is filled with mercury, and the differential expan ion 
the air in the two bulbs, by altering the position of this mercurial 
umn, causes the entire apparatus to rotate around the axis of the circ . 
(Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 493.) 
Pictet and Celerier l).ave constructed a form of thermo-dynamome 
which can be used as a very sensitive self-recording thermometer. 
thermometric substance adopted in this instrument consistsofasatura 
vapor of some volatile liquid, wb.ich substance varies according to tb 
temperature that is to be measured. Thus, for a range of -JO . 
+25 C., pure anhydrous-sulphuric acid; for the range +25 C. to +90 
sulphuric ether; for the range + 90 C. to + 200 C., distilled water. Tb 
fluids are introduced into an inclosed space, L; the vapors pre·· u 
the mercury in the manometer at M; and the tension of the vapor · 
shown by the height of the mercurial column MM. The ten ion of 
vapor depends upon the temperature of the mixture of fluid and -vap 
as shown by the following equation: 
I rr .t (P') l'+(c-k) (t'--t) 431xl.~93 0274 (t'-t) 
0
b· na · p 10333 (274+t') (274+t) 
la 
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air-box in its metallic case and insert within it the two glass tubes con-
nected with the drying apparatus and the manometer, respectively. By 
suction the air within the chamber is withdrawn and :replaced by ·fresh 
air from the place of observation. After reading the barometer, the air 
within the chamber is dried by sulphuric acid, after which the ba~omet-
ric pressure within the chamber is again determined. The results of 
this simple and convenient apparatus are absolutely correct and reli-
able, as has been shown by many series of experiments, and as also 
appears from the entire arrangement of the apparati1s and the principle 
adopted in it. This apparatus serves for independent, accurate bygro-
metric observations, and the verification of the results given by psy-
chrometers and other less reliable instruments. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, 
1879,p.5&) . 
The patent hygrometer by Professor Klinkerfues has been studied by 
Dr. Miittrich. This instrument consists of two hygroscopic threads, or 
hairs, a thermometer to determine the temperature of the air, and a 
disk for determining the dew-point. Mlittrich finds that large errors 
in the relative humidity occur during various portions of the same day, 
and the instrument does not correspond to the requirements of meteor~ 
ology. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 170.) 
Rudorff has made a comparative study of tho metl;wds of determining 
the aqueous vapor present in the atmosphere. The Schwackhofer ap-
paratus, on account of its high price and complication, seems to be less 
desirable than that devised by Edelmann, in which from a given quan-
tity of air the aqueous vapor is absorbed by sulphuric acid, and the 
diminution of atmospheric pressure is measured bymeaus of a manometer. 
But a still simpler apparatus i~ that devised by Rudorff himself. In 
this a given quantity of air is in closed in a given chamber; the aqueous 
vapor is then absorbed from the air, and consequently the pressure in 
the chamber is diminished. This change in pressure can now be coun-
teracted by the gradual addition of sulphuric acid until the original 
pressure is reproduced, and the absorbed aqueous yapor is thus re-
placed by an equal amount of sulphuric acid, which volume can, of 
course, be easily measured. The apparatus allows of the determination 
of the volume of weight of the aqueous vapor to within 1 per cent. (Z. 
0. G. M., VoLXV, 1880, p.168.) 
Dines has studied the experimental investigation of the rainfall as 
observed on various corners of a square tower. Gauges were placed at 
the NE., SW., NW., and SE.corners. He concludes that the-ratio of total 
rainfalls on the tower and on the earth depends on the direction and 
strength of the wind. In calms the differences are scarcely sensible. For 
a given wind direction the rainfall varies with each po.::,ition on the tower. 
The locations which lie on the side next to the wind receive less rain, 
those on the opposite side receive more rain than if on the surface of the 
ea1th. The excess of one side balances the deficit of the ocher, but 
whether the mean of both is equal to the true .rainfall is not decided. 
(Z. 0. ·a . .Ji., XIV, p. 450.) 
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Riegler, in a discourse before the Austrian Meteorological .A.ssociatio . 
has urged the wider introduction of Piche's evaporimeter. The nee . 
sity of some form. of this instrument has been wi~ely felt, but none o· 
the many devices have given satisfaction, or have been con.idered , 
much better than local experiments. The comparison and study of th 
instruments (especially that of Piche) have been especially undertake 
by Dr. Lorenz. The apparatus is made by Baudin and Tonnelot in 
Paris, and its prominent feature is a long glass tube, about one cen. 
timeter in diameter, which is closed above, and hangs from a hook. 
while the lower end is open and ground off to a plane surface. On thi 
glass tube a scale is etched. The tube being filled with water, and the 
lower end closed by a thin piece of filter paper, in which, if neces ary 
fine needle holes have been pricked, the instrument is hung up in an 
exposed place, and the amount of the continual evaporation of water 
from the paper surface is easily _determined by reading from the ·cale 
etched on the tube. · 
The inventor originally assumed that the evaporation from the w t· 
paper surface is the same as from the free surface of water. But thi 
is not strictly true; and the relation between the indication of auy 
Piche instrument and a normal evaporimeter must b~ determined lJy 
comparative readings; especially does the small size of the tube allow 
the water therein to become easily heated, so that these instrument in 
general have a nrnch larger evaporation than the normal or standard, 
which consists of a large cylinder of water established in a shady pot. 
and so sunk within a still larger mass of water that the inner Ye· I 
retains a uniform temperature. 
Riegler states that his experiments have shown the necessity, on th 
one hand, of accurate observation of the temperature of the urfac' of 
large areas of water; and further, that we must relinquish our att ~mpt to 
keep the water in our evaporimeter exposed under. so-calJed natur 1 
conditions, for we cannot possibly define what those condition ar . 
Not only i Ct the Piche eYaporator affected too ea ily by an exce. 
temperature, but it i al o liable to be troubled by atmo ·pheric 1 ·tri · 
ity, and i , of course, utterly u. ele s when the temperature fall b ,10 ~ 
freezing. The e di advantage partially counteract th - grep.t adrnnta_ 
of implicity of construction, and accuracy of it r ading-s; and it i 
e b p hat, at le~ t during be warm r portion of th~ . ' ar, tlli. h ·, P 
and imple · trum nt may be widely introduc d.-(Z. 0. G . .iJI. -1 ~ 
p. 37 .) 
Tll ri ,f d 
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fallen into the rain-gauge are diverted from their paths, and some of 
them fall to the leeward. J evons concluded that measurements of ra.in-
fall made with gauges that are high above the ground, and exposed 'to 
the wind, are entirely useless. The observations made by the rainfall 
committee of the British Association, as communicated in their report 
in 1870, confirmed .J evons's explanation. They found that the greatest 
rainfall was measured in gauges that were so sunken within pits in the 
earth that the mouth of the receiver was on a level with the earth's sur-
face, and entirely protected from violent wind currents, and their recom-
mendation of the so:ca.Jled pit-gauge has generally been considered our 
best knowledge on the subject. But another form for the gauge was 
suggested by Jevons in 1861, in which the mouth of the receiver is sur-
rounded by a large horizontal metallic disk. This form has been modi-
fied by Messrs. Nipber and Woodward, by the introduction of cell,$, and 
finally simplified into a simple upright tube, surrounded by a protecting· 
screen in the general shape of a filter, whose broad lip protects the 
mouth of the receiver from gusts of wind. Two rain-gauges, one with-
out and the other with the protecting lips, were exposed side by side 
during a summer and spring, and the unprotected gauge collected 3 per 
cent. less tba~ the protected one. In the experiments of the British 
.Association an unprotected gauge, in a similar position, collected five 
per cent. less than the pit-gauge. Aga.in, sixteen gauges with protect-
ing lips were placed in various locations on the roof of the university 
building in Saint Louis, a hundred feet above the earth. 
The result of these experiments is to show that the so-called correction, 
for the altitude of the rain-gauge reduces to nothing when the gauge is 
properly protected against the wind, and that under this condition the 
rain-gauge may be safely established at any altitude whatever. (Z. 0. 
G. M., XIV, p. 250.) 
Koppen has attempted to apply the results of Dohranclt's investiga-
tions into the accuracy of the Robinson anemometer to the reduction of 
the observations made at the stations of the German Marine Observa-
tory. According to Dohrandt the true velocity (w) of tbe wind can be 
derived from the velocity ( a,) of the centers of the hemispherical cups 
of tbe Robinson anemometer by the formula w=K+B a, where Kand 
B are constants peculiar to each instrument. In the absence of any 
special determination, K may be assumed equal to 1.0 meter per second, · 
which is the mean of the values determined by Dohrandt for the ane-
mometers and anemographs investigated by him. 
The constant B, which, according to Robinson, should be equal to 3.0, 
can be more accurately computed by Dobrandt's empirical formula 
B=3.0133-53.7367 R
2 
+ 1033.81 R
4 
r r2 
where R is the radius of the hemispherical cups and r the distance of 
the centers of the cups from the axis of rotation, both expressed in 
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meters. For the anernographs furnished to the German station th 
computed value of B is 2.396, whence their formula for computation of 
true wind velocity is w=l.0+2.396xa. ThiE formula has been abun-
dantly verified by comparison between the anemometer at the Seewart 
and the small normal anemometer in the possession of Professor Reck-
nagel. We can, therefore, assume that the wind velocities (w), com-
puted for the German stations under the ordinary assumption that B=3 
mLtSt be reduced to true wind velocities (w1) bytheformulaw1=1.0t0."tc. 
This relation may also be expressed by the following table: 
Velocity · Corrected 
by German anemometers. true wind velocity. 
0.5 1.4 
1.0 1.8 
2.0 2.6 
3.0 3.4 
4.0 
5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
'4.2 
5.0 
9.0 
13.0 
17.0 
21.0 
25.0 
The comparison between the estimates of force made by the German 
observers and the anemometric velocity recorded at the same station. 
bas been made by Dr. Sprung for about a thousand observation a 
each of four stations, and the anemometric velocities can be C()ll"ert rl 
into true velocities by the preceding formula, as in the second and tbirtl 
columns of the ·following table; and if we treat in a similar way the o · 
servations that were made in England and discussed by R. H. Scott we 
have the values given in the fourth and fifth columns of foe table: 
Four German stations. tations. Three English R 
Estimat d 
Beaufort scnle. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
Anemometrio 
velocity. 
1.10 
2.12 
3. 72 
5. 48 
7. 25 
9. 01 
10. 99 
12.15 
14. 26 
17. 42 
Corrected 
velocity. 
1. 9 
2. 7 
4. 0 
5. 4 
o. 8 
. 2 
9. 8 
10. 7 
12.4 
14. 0 
Anemometric 
v locity. 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 9 
6. 4 
.2 
10. 5 
13. 0 
15. 5 
17. 7 
19. 3 
I 
I 
Co rrected 
elocity. V 
2.1 
2.9 
4. 2 
5. 3 
6. 0 
fl.'i 
10. 7 
12. 7 
14. 5 
15. 7 
rman o ~rvation i r pr nte 
ing fi rmula, wh i: m in i-
e ufort aJ : 
1 =1. 6 + l.L, x n + 0.045 x 11,2 
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The observers at Russian stations rarely estimate the wind velocity, 
out observe th~ angles of deviation of Wild's tablet anemometer, which 
are converted into the Beaufort scale before being telegraphed. They 
:may therefore be converted into true velocities by means of Dohrandt's 
investigation of the normal tablet anemometer at St. Petersburg, and 
the scale of velocities adopted by R. H. Scott, as shown in the fol1owing 
table: 
Meters per second Sca,le number Corresponding cor-
byWild's tablet of the Russian rected Beaufort's 
anemometer. telegrams. sµale number. 
.1. 5 0 0 
3. 5 1 1. 5 
6. 0 2 3. 5 
8. 0 3 5. 0 
10. 0 4 6. 0 
12. 5 5 7. 5 
15. 0 6 9.0 
18. 0 7 1 
21. 5 8 1 
25: 0 9 1 
. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 304.) 
The construction oi lightning-rods, and the statistics of injury by 
lightnipg, have been discussed by Richard Anderson, who states that in 
England one-half or two-thirds of public buildings are without light-
ning rods, and that of private buildings, not five in a hundred are pro-
-vided with them. 'l'he injury animally done by llghtning is very great, 
as also the number of lives lost through its means. We are within 
bounds when we estimate that in England and Wales there are ori the 
average as many deaths from lightning as there are in Prussia, for 
which we have accurate data, and the sum total for all three countries 
amounts to one hundred and fifty persons. The reason of this loss of 
life lies not only in the omission to erect lightning-rnds, but from the 
poor character of those which are often put up, and also in the neglect t<? 
carry out a system of inspection in order to insure that the rod continues 
to be still in good working order. Thus it seems incredible, but it is a 
fact, that the royal castle at Windsor is almoRt entirely without light-
ning-rods, and in some portions is provided with those ·too small to be of 
any use. Many come to the erroneous conclusion that lightning-rods 
are of no m~e, but this is due to their improper construction and insuffi-
ciency of numbers. As regards their inspection, it would seem remark-
able that every part of a large building is annually repaired, painted, 
&c., while a lightning-rod, when once established, is never looked after, 
and yet its efficiency can be injured at any moment to such an ext.ent 
that it may become a source of danger rather than a safeguard. to the 
building. (Z. 0. G. jJf ., XIV, p. G5, 1879.) 
Dr. Paul Schreiber, whose improvements in the self-recording balance 
barometer are abov·e noticed, states that he has been able in the instru-
ment established at the Deutsche Seewarte to reduce the uncertainty 
of the record ( due principally to frictional resistances) to 0.2mm; but, 
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desirous of making the instrument fully respond to the demands of th 
present state of barometry, he proposes a new form which will, h 
thinks, be more entirely free from errors depending on time and cir-
cumstances. He proposes to substitute some form of hydrostatic flota-
tion for the balance beam, having found that a remarkable constancy 
attends the measurements of bqdies floating in mercury, while the fric-
·t1on is reduced to an inapprecfable quantity. 
The device for registration (namely, a pencil or point pressed against 
a sheet of paper continuously, or at regular intervals, by clockwork) 
offers still some difficulty, which, however, can, we suggest, probably 
be removed by introducing the features of Thompson's electric pen, as 
used with the Atlantic cable. Schreiber suggests photography, and 
also glass plates covered with lamp-black, as a means of recording the 
observations. He gives a complete mathematical exposition of the 
theory of the corrections to this new form of instrument and shows that 
all cons.tauts and all sources of error can be determined in the in tru-
ment itself, thus making it an independent standard and not an interpo-
lation ba~ometer. Where the influence of temperature is large, it can 
easily be computed. (Z. 0. G. M.; XVI, 1881, p. 497.) 
Kohlrausch has suggested some improvement in his method of mak-
ing absolute measures of the intensity of terrestrial magneti m by 
the galvanic method; in its latest form he overcomes the dHncnlti 
due to the large dimensions of the instrument, the necessity of know-in er 
the curvature of the surface of the coil of wire, the determination of it· 
moment of inertia, and the accurate determination of the time. The full 
description of his methods will be found in the "Nachrichten" of the 
Scientific Association of Gottingen., June, 1881. His method commend.: 
itself especially in that observations of magnetic va,riation and the du-
ration of the vibrations are unnecessary; it will .probably be adopted 
by several of the observers on the international stations for Polar re-
search. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, p. 473, 1881.) 
Sworikin has made an excellent study as to the reliability of the P y-
chrometer constant (A) and the effect of the velocity of the wind. He 
ha used the A.lluard dew-point apparatus and the Schwack hofer 
volumetric hygrometer as bis standards of comparison. Belli, Re"'-
nault, and Chi toni had all shown that a regular gentle current of air j~ 
e ential to accuracy. Sworiken conclude : (1.) That the be t valu 1 
th con tant give the following formula: 
x = f'- 0.00072- (t-t') B. 
(2.) That the 
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of the imperial German commission on standards of measure, an exhaust- . 
ive memoir ou the comparison of mercurial thermometers. In his last 
chapter he gives a collection of his results that may well form the basis 
of a reformation in every meteorological service that has not already 
attended to this important subject. He gives formuloo for computing the 
changes in zero point of a thermometer depending on time and on the 
exposure to high or low temperatures. . The requirements of a good ther-
mometer are given by him in great detail; among them we note an item 
frequently overlooked, namely, the importance of selecting the proper 
kind of glass; it h~ving been shown that thermometers of the same glass 
behave similarly in respect to the reduction to absolute temperatures or 
the air-thermometer, and also similarly in respect to the changes with 
time and temperature. Especially happy would it be if there could be 
introduced glass such as that used in the construction of one thermome-
ter investigated by Dr. Thiesen, which during the past fifty years bas 
experienced no sensible change in its fidudal points, and whose·tempo-
rary variations with temperature are but one-fourth of those experienced 
by other thermometers, and whose corrections to reduce to the air-ther-
mometer are remarkably small. The effect of changes in external pres-
sure (as in a liquid bath, or with a varying barometer) is appreciable and 
is therefore not to be neglected. Dr. Thiesen for the first time sepa.rate8 
the error of graduation of the scale from the error due to the lack of uni-
formity of the tube as found by calibration. 
He adopts as the temperature of 100° -0. that which is now coming to 
be recognized by the meteorologists and physicists-namely, the tem-
perature of saturate pure aqueous vapor under a pressure of a column of 
mercury 760mm high at zero O., in latitude 45°, and at the sea level; 
thereby relinquishing the objectionable adoption by meteorologists of 
Regnault's laboratory as the normal locality. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, 
p. 290.) 
T. H. Stevenson has observed the effects on the· velocity of the wind 
of nearness to the earth's surface1 by establishing an anemometer on a 
staff fifty feet high. He finds the increase with altitude very regular 
between 15 and 50 or more feet and represents the velocity by the or-
dinates of a parabolic curve, the abscissas of which are the heights 
reckoned from an horizontal axis 72 feet below the surface of the earth. 
It follows' that all anemometers ought to be at a uniform height and ·not 
less than 20 feet above the ground. 
From the known velocity (v.) at a known height (h.) we can approxi-
mately computP. the velocity(V.) at any other height (H.) by the formuloo, · 
. V = v H + 72 
h + 72 
where, however, h. must be more than 15 feet and H not much more 
than 50 feet. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 310.) 
Voller, in the proceedings of the Scientific Society of Hamburg-Al-
S. Mis. 109-17 
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tona, describes an improvement upon Edelmann's absorption hygro 
ter and gives the formula for computation of the tension of vapor. 
well as observations showing the accuracy of the apparatus. (Z. O. 
G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 319.) 
M. de Lepinay has made a further study of the effect of wind veloci 
upon the whirling psychrometers (thermometre a froude). He find th 
for pressure of 753mm, and temperature from 7° to 20° U., th~ formula 
f' - f = o.5:!5 (t- c') 
very closely represents the vapor tensions observed with the dew-point 
apparatus. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, 217.) 
Hottinger & Co., of Zuricll, have adapted a self-register to a Weile-
mann or Goldschmid aneroid, and the apparatus has now been tried 
with great success at a number of European stations. .A.n automa ·c 
compensation for its own temperature is introduced and the whol 
mechanism is of the simplest possible cons traction; it goes for ten day 
without il,ttention. In comparison with other forms of registering bar-
ometer, it will be found that the present one is more easily transport 
and established in its place. The wooden base is replaced with a me 
one with adjusting foot-screws; the five vacuum-boxes are, as before 
supported vertically one above the other, but they are now held in thl 
po~ition by a strong spring that prevents accidental changes due to th 
slight shocks receiYed in transportation. The scientific value of the r c-
ords of three of Hotting-er's barographs has been studied by A.. Wolfer 
assistant at the observatory jn Zurich~ who subjected them to lar" 
changes in temperature au<l pressure, and upon comparing their record 
with simultaneous readings (b0 ) of the mercurial barometer found th 
following results, where tis the temperature and x the arc through whi h 
the pencil moves and whose versed sine is the quantity mea ured on th 
recor<l heet. 
f (x.) is the computed reduction for the curvature of the arc an l i 
nearly the same for all instruments, and may be taken from a tal>l 
such a the following. 
x f (x) 
-20 -0. 15mm 
0 0 
+20 -0.15 
T • 11 i ho= o.oom - o.vr x + 
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used at elevated stations; the co-efficient of x varied from -1.199 at 
780mm to -0.920 at 400mm. (Z. o: G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 273.) 
Pernter has given excellent rules as to the use of the aneroid, and 
urges that observers be not misled by these elaborate inquiries into con-
sidering the aneroid as an independep.t instrument, but that it must re-
tain its place as a means of interpolation oi;:ily and that the mercurial 
must be used daily as a check; the instrument is always received after 
the degrees of low or high pressure have been marked upon it. (Z. O. 
G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 273.) 
Hottinger & Co. have also constructed a self-recording thermometer 
and hygrometer th;:t,t, as well as their barometer, commend themselves 
on account of their simplicity, accuracy, and convenience. There are 
three examples of the apparatus being investigated at the Zurich Ob-
servatory; throngh a small range of temperature and moisture it gave 
the following results : 
One degree of temperature is represented in the records by 2.38mm, 
3.2mm, 1.6mm, respectively. 
The mean discordance of the corrected re90rds w.as ::!: 0.12°, ::!: 0.14°, 
::!: 0.18° C., respectively. 
For the bygrograph the mean errors for the percentages of relative 
humidity were::!: 1.2, ::!: 1.7, ::!: 1.6, respectively.. (Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881 
p. 283.) 
Colding has endeavored to ascertain the true velocity of the wind by 
careful observation of the paths of definite masses of smoke issuing 
from tali chimneys. For Copenhagen during 1878 and 1879, he finds 
the average velocity 5.5m per second; the anemometer records at neigb,-
boring coast stations of the Deutsche Soowarte give 5.lm and 5.5m. 
Observers in favorable localities would do well to supplement their 
own records by this class of observations, it being well known that the 
wind force and direction at a few hundred feet altitude is.very different 
from that at the ordinary level of observers and anemometers. (Z. 0. G . . 
III., XVI, 1881, p. 270.) 
1\Iaxwell bas published in the article ''Diffusion" in the ninth edition 
of t he " Encycloptedia Britannica" an original demonstration of a for-
mula for the wet-bulb thermometer based on the assumption that the 
surrounding air is quiet and that the dissipation of beat and ,rapor 
takes place wholly by pr()C(•sses of radiation, conduction and diffusion; 
whereas, .August and Regnault based their formulre on the assumption 
that the principal agency is convection due to air-currents. Maxwell 
is led to th~ following formula: 
TS { K .AR } Po=P1 -Lo n+ 4nC.t:>SD (0o- 01) 
where Po is the desired tension of vapor in an atmosphere whose tern~ 
perature is 0o, and Pi is the tension corresponding to the temperature 01 
of the wet-bulb. P is the prevailing barometric pressure, and the other 
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syinbols are constants relating to the thermometers, the specific heat 
· In its general form, therefore, this formula agrees nearly with tha 
Apjohn which was based upon an imperfect convection theory. )1 
well's theory gives us a clear view of the significance of the numer· 
co-efficients. In reproducing Maxwell's theory above mentioned, Il 
takes occasion to publish the views of Prof. J. Stefan, as parfr . 
given by the latter in 1873, in his "Versuche uber die Verclampfun_ 
and now more fully communicated by him. Stefan's theory is .irr.1. 
to that of Maxwell, but his numerical constants are more caref 
determined especially by means of his own extensive researcbe ' 1 
the laws of conduction, radiation, evaporation, and diffusion. Ile fin 
the ~ or ~ in the above equation to be equal to 1; R varies fro 
0.000087 0 for glass, to 0:000097 0 for water. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, p; " 
177, 1881.) 
Ohistoni has published two memoirs upon the modifications of R ~· 
nault's formula for wet-bulb thermometer that have been propo ed b. 
Belli and others. The form at first examined by Belli himself i 
follows: 
1_/'-(a B-b) (a B-b) (t-t') 
- -f f'- - 0-d ti-
but the formuloo and constants of Regnault and August equally m 
this fail to perfectly represent the exact amount of aqueous vapor· :rn 
:finally, in his second dissertation, Ohistoni concludes that the follo\Ti -
modification of the formulre of Belli 
f=f'-m(t-t') (B-f') 
l+B (t-t' ){B-/') 
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Dr~ Wagf'ne~· has devised an :.tppfratus for recor1sUng certain features 
of earthquake shocks, namely: The time, the greatest horizontal motion, 
both amount and direction. D~iring the first three months _of its work-
ing, it recorded eleven earthquakes at Tokio, Japan, and this expe-
rience would seem to demonstrate the practical value of the apparatus. 
The horizontal movement of a point on the earth's surface is about 
o=.05 (560 inch) in the' ca~e of earthquakes that are scarcely per-
ceptible; but is o=.8 (}0 inch) for earthquakes ot moderate intensity. 
(Z. 0. G. M., p. 102, Vol. XV.) 
IV.-CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE. 
Jolly has investigated the variability of the chemical constitution of 
the atmosphere by two methods, both by the balance and eudiometer. 
His published meas-qres were made from 1875 to 1877, and give the fol-
lowing results: The percentage of oxygen computed for the extreme 
cases was 20.965 at the maximum, and 20.477 for the minimum, or a 
variability of i50 of one per cent. The polar current, if it continues for 
a season, brings a higher percentage of oxygen, and the equatorial cur-
rent a lower percentage. The eudiometric method was used as a check 
upon tp.ese results, and gave a maximum of 21.01 per cent. and a mini-
mum of 20.53 per cent. The proposition as to the constancy of the con-
stitution of the air is therefore untenable; and Regnault suspected 
rightly when he declared it deceptive t-0 so accept the air as a unit for 
the specific gravity of gases. 
The important question now arises, What are the variatio.ns in the con-
stitution of the air, and what their ca.uses! Jolly beUeves that the smaller -
percentage of oxygen in the equatorial current arises from the fact that 
in the tropics and subtropics, in spite of the greater vegetation, the ox-
idation exceeds the reduction, while in the Polar regions the contrary 
is the case. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, 1879, p. 228.) 
Soret has communicated some preiiminary results from an incomplete 
investigation into the law of radiation at high temperatures, which inves-
tigation had as its object to show how far in such cases the Dulong-Petit 
law deviates from the truth. A platinum wire, measuring 0.31 mil-
limeters in diameter and 385 millimeters long, is, by means of an electro-
dynamic machine, heat~d to the melting point. This machine is driven 
by a hydraulic motor whose normal strength is 4 horse-power, or a work-
ing force of 18,000 kilogramrneters. This work is equivalent to an iu-
crea e of temperature of 42.3 calories. If, now, we assume that the whole 
work in the electric current is converted into heat which is applied t-0 
the heating of the platinum wire, ~hen the latter can in one minute 
receive not more than 42.3 calories. 
But on the trial the pla,tinum wire melted in a few secon sand broke 
into piece .. -tbe study of which showd that the wire was melted through-
ut it whole length. Therefore the 1rire bad attained the temper~ture 
of meltiJ?-g platinum in every part, which temperature must have been 
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at least 1,700° C. The superficial vea of the wire a,t this tempera 
must have been 385 square millimet,ers, for which we will use 3 
order to take account of the cooling at both its ends. If, now, we co 
pute the quantity of heat in calories radiated from this surface at th 
temperature, according to the law of Dulong-Petit, assuming the ra · 
a ting power of polished platinum to be 0.092 according to La Provo ·tay 
and Desains, then we find for the whole surface 145.623 calories, wherea 
according to the computation of the electro-motive force, it wa i 
possible that more than 42.3 calories could h·ave been delivered. 'I 
difference is enormous and is equally so in other cases. (Z. 0. G. JL 
XIV, p. 229.) 
Soret has investigated the absorption of heat by the earth's atmo · 
J)here, and the following review of his measures is given by Picte 
The apparatus used by Soret is very similar to that subsequently us 
by Violle in his investigations upon similar s"ubjects. l\loreorer 
Violle selected the dynamic method and Soret the static method of ob-
servation. Soret :finds that the variable absorption that our atmo 'phe 
exerts upon the solar rays appears to be a consequence of the variatio 
in the quantity of aqueous vapor, as well as the variable quanti ty o 
dust, smoke, &c. All observations show plainly the influence of aqueou 
vapor upon the absorption of the rays of heat, and other thing ' bein~ 
equal the absorption is greater in proportion as the quantity of aqueou 
vapor is greater. Thus : 
(a) In winter, when the air is drier, the radiation is notably mor in-
tense than in summer for an equal altitude of the sun. [Violle ditt 
from Soret in this item, but Secchi agrees with the item.] 
(b) If we group the observations made with equal altitudes of th 
sun, according to the degrees of humidity at the time of ob ervati 
we find the intensity of radiation greater the drier the air is. 
(c) Frequently a greater intensity of radiation is shown with dry air 
than when with moister air the atmosphere is undeniably much })lli"'t 
and more transparent. 
( d) The maxima of the intensities of the radiation correspond ordin, -
rily, especially in summer, to exceptionally cold and dry <lays-tor in· 
tance, during or immediately after prevailing strong north wind . 
The ab orbing influence of uspended solid particle of organic an 
inorganic matter is undoubted. This influence is felt over all the ray 
e pecially, however, ov r the mo t refractive. 
The ab orbing power of the aqueou vapor is felte pecially-
re!ractive ray . The annual maxima occur mo frequenth· earlr i 
pring, for in tbi time f ar all the more favora le circum tan 
unit - n. id ra 1 
du t p rti 1 . . 
Th r di ti 
th 
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For equal thicknesses of the atmosphere penetrated by the rays the 
rad.fation on high mountains is more intense than on the plains, con-
trary to what Forbes had deduced by his own observations; hence, it 
follows that the lower stratum of air acts with greater absorbing power 
than the upper stratum, as is also explained by the greater mass of 
aqueous vapors, as well as by the greater accumulation of dust in tlrn 
lower portions of the atmosphere. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 312.) 
Reiset, as the mean of a number of observations during the years 
1872-'79 comes to the conclusion that the air of the free atmosphere 
. ' contains on the average 0.02942 of one per ce~t. of volume of carb9nic 
acid gas. The extreme variatfons of his measures do not exceed 0.03. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 452.) 
Hasselbarth a.nd Fittbogen, from observations in 1874 and 1875, con-
clude the following to be the volume of carbonic acid gas in the air: 
January . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 26 
February . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 3. 22 
March .... _ .. _ • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 41 
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 43 
May _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 30 
June ......... h • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 3. 31 
,July ...... _ .....•••. .r. • • • 3. 31 
August ..•...........••.... 3. 40 
September ••• .. •....•.•.. ~ . . 3. 41 
October . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 3. 34 
November . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3. 43 
December • • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . 3. 25 
The largest variations in the quantity of carbonic acid are apparently 
due to the variations of the wind. An increase in the wind is followed 
by a diminution of the carbonic acid. Rain usually causes a depression, 
but after thunder storm an increase in the quantity is usually noticed. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 452.) 
Schultze has observed .the same property in Rostack, and the follow-
ing table shows the means of his observations: 
J an.nary ............... : . . . 2. 90 July ................. ~.. . . 2. 90 
F ebruary . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2. 90 August. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 88 
March . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . 2. 99 September. • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . 2. 90 
A priL ..................... 2. 97 October . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 2. 95 
M ay ...............••..... 2. 94 November ................. 2. 86 
June .................. . ... 2. 92 December ...••••........•. 2. 84 
Year ...........•.•..•..............•.............. 2. 91 
(Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 453.) 
J. L. Schonn states that, having obtained a very perfect prism from 
H ilger, in London, be examined water and other substances with refer-
ence to tbei.r transmission of heat. The proportion in which the ultra-
violet solar rays are absorbed by the vapor of water in the atmosphere 
cannot be preliminarily stated, because the ratio of the intensity of the 
,·un' light of that special kind to the light of the ·electric spark is un~ 
known, but it is still plain that the absorption of the ultra-violet is 
can ed by the aqueous vapor. The behavior of ice is entirely different 
from that of fluid water; with the thic~est blocks of ice (six or eight 
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inches) the extremest ultra-violet cadmium line is still visible. 
G. lll., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 57.) 
Marie-Davy has published a study upon the carbonic acid ga 
tained in the atmosphere as observed at Montsouris, 1876 to 1879. 
annual means are as follows: · 
Years. 
1876 .••••.••.. -············ •.. : .. 
1877 ..•••••••••••.••...•..•...... 
1878 . .••••...••• ; ..••••.....••... 
1879 . .... · · ·····-·· .•.••.... ..... , 
Carbonic acid 
gas. 
25. 9 
27. 6 
31. 6 
35. 4 
Clearness of 
the sky. 
0. 63 
0. 58 
o. 55 
0. 50 
It is evident from this that of all the meteorological element the 
clearness of the sky is one that has a direct connection with the quan-
tity of CO2, and that the ratio is such that the greater quantity of C . 
coincides ""With tl10 least clearness. 
Again, by comparison wit~ the winds, it is found that the southwe: · 
bring a greater, but the· northerly a smaller, quantity of 002, in 
now the clearness cannot be directly influenced by the pre ence o 
CO2, and since CO2 is perfectly diaphanous, like <lry air, therefore 
Marie-Davy conciudes that from the quantity of 002 we have a mean 
of predicting the clearness-that is to say, the weather-for a long tim 
a.head. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1881, p. 135.) 
Cornu has shown, from his investigation into the limit of the ultra· 
violet portion of the spectrum at different altitudes (h) above the horizou. 
that the limit of visibility of the photographic spectrum, as defined by 
the length (J.) of the last wave on the photographic plate, is conn ctetl 
with the altitude of tlie sun by the formula 
log sin h=m J. + n 
where m and n are two constants. For a station whose altitude above 
sea-level is z this formula becomes 
log sin h = m ( J. + ~) + n q 
wh re qi a con tant who e value i approximately 868.2. If now the 
a orbing ower of the atmosphere i due to any sub tance li 'tri nt 
in th atm phere according to an unknown function of th ltitu<l : 
th n rnu how that theoretically the law of ab orption mu t e 
I g rithmic function of the form: m! =log l-log c. If, now 
q 
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This result points directly to the aqueous vapor as the principal ab-
sorbing substance, for the diminution of tBmperature of aqueous vapor 
-with the altitude is expressed by Hann's formula: 
z=6t>OO (log Jo-log f) 
We can then conclude that the aqueous vapor is not tlle principal 
absorbing substance for the ultra-violet rays, for, if we com'pute approxi-
mately from the co-efficients above given, we find the value of q for the 
absorption of the air q = 896.3, a value which coincides so closely with 
that derived from observations (868.2), that it proves the air to be the 
absorbing substance and not the vapor of water. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 
1880, p. 444 ) 
Mr. E. Z. Moss has examined the air of the arctic regions microscopi- , 
cally, and s!J.ows that although its dust contains organic cells, yet there 
is every probability that these are not such as can give rise to mold, 
putrefaction, and disease. He finds the amount of carbonic-acid gas 
in. the atmosphere of the arctic regions for three chemical determina-
tions to be 0.0642, 0.0483, and 0.0536, the average being 0.0553, which 
is decidedly greater than in the lower latitudes. The amount of moist-
ure in the air was also determined by him by weighing. He found, for 
instance, for a, temperature-54.8° F. ·and a pressure of 29.75 inches, 118.2 
liters of air contained only 0.053 grams of water. (Z. 0. G. Jlf., Vol. XV, 
1880, p. 492.) 
Puisseux has found the following relative numbers for the actinometric 
effect of solar rays as observed· at different altitudes in the Alps with· 
the Arago-Davy conjugate thermometers: 
Altitude. 
0 meter. 
830 
2110 
2828 
3251 
3MO 
Actinic effect. 
1.00 
1.09 
1.10 
1.17 
1.76 
1.78 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 536.) 
:l\Iunter and Aubin have devised a . new method of determining the 
quantity of carbonic-acid gas in the air, and have ma<le a series of reg-
ul:J.r observations in Paris and its neighborhood. They fin cl the volume 
to be from 2.88 to 4.22 parts of gas in 10,000 of air. Tile maxima occur 
with cloudy sky and quiet weather; tlie minima occur with clear sky 
and wind,y weather; the absolute maxima occurred during lleavy snows 
a!ld den e fogs. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 54.) 
Arm trong has investigated the diurnal variations a.nd the q-aantity 
of ~arbonic-acid gas contained. in the atmosphere from 27 mid-day and 
2!J mid-night observations, he finds during the da.y 2.9603 volumes of 
ca-rl>onic-acid gas, but during the night 3.299 volumes in 10,000 volumes 
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of air, or a.r1 excess of 0.34 volumes during the night. This result a 
with the observations of Trouchot, Sclmlze and others, and is accred' 
to the influence of vegetation which absorbs carbonic-acid gas d · 
the day time. (Z. 0. G. jJf., XVI, 1881, p. 154.) 
Schlosing has investigated the action of the ocean water as an 
sorber and regulator of the carbonic acid ga~ in the atmosphere. E 
-shows that pure water in contact with the mineral carbonates, and an a 
mosphere containing 002 dissolves a certain quantity of bicarbona-
which increases with the tension of the 002 in the at~osphere acco · 
ing to a mathematical law. The same is true of sea-water in wh. 
neutral alkalies and salt are contained; but a condition of eqnilibri. 
as to this chemical action is never attained, owing to the movement 
currents and winds-only a tendency towards such is going on. ID -
the air contains only a little of 002 the sea gives up some and it 1, 
posits neutral carbonates; when the air contains too much of CO2 t~ 
sea absorbs and forms bicarbonates. '.I;lms the ocean acts as a regulato 
and so much the better, inasmuch as a slight calculation shows that i• 
contains about ten times as much 002 as the entire atmosphere, whic 
latter _!.llay be said to be controlled by it. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1:" 
p. 155.) 
Leeber and Pernter have contributed somewhat to the question o 
the absorption of dark-heat rays by gases and vapors. Since the fi 
investigations of T_yndall, who maintained that aqueous vapor exerted a 
powerful absorbing influence upon rays of heat, the tendency has be 
to diminish the estimated amount of this absorption. Thus, for m-
stance, the results of the observations by Violle on Mont Blanc ·rn 
1G per cent. as the sum total by air and moisture combined when ab m 
of sunlight passes through 2,428 meters of air of uniform temperatu 
and prrssure, or an absorption of 0.007 of 1 per cent. for a thickne o 
one meter of air. But Tyndall's measure gave for pure dry air a grea e 
absorption than this, so that nothing could be left to be attributed 
the action of aqueous vapor. If, however, we assume that pure air h 
no ab orption, and that all that was observelJ_ in the atmosphere i th 
re ult of aqueous vapor alone, even then the :figure given by Tynd, 11-
namely from 4 to 6 per cent. for a thickness of sometl.Jing more than 
one meter-must be considered as extraordinarily great. The exp ·. 
men ts of Tyndall were made with heat ray of a temperature of 2i0::i · 
The r earche of tefan and Jacques show that Tyndall' :fl.era.re run · 
b multipli cl by one- ixth in order to make them applicable t ra li 
ti n fr m the un, for one m t r of atmo phere honld ab orb .1 :. 
1 r ~ t. f tbe b' , t ray tudi d by Tyndall, in te d of the 4 or 6 pe-
n . a ·tually b rv l y him. The xplanation of this great di 
u u· llJ a ept d i th t :fir t given by Macrnus-nam Y 
inrr c I r h r l to tli , i f th apparat . Th i · 
f ·h r , ncl rnt r ntir I~- a<n- with thi .·pl. n, 
tabli tll f.a ·t that a n u rn1 
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effect in absorbing rays of heat than has pure dry air. (Z. 0. G. M., 
Vol. XVI, 1881, p. 37.) ·. 
The question of the absorption of the solar heat by atmospheric aque-
ous vapor has been further supplemented by the studies of Lecher into 
the absorption of carbonic-acid gas; he finds that a column 1.05m long 
at ordinary pressures and temperatures absorbs 13 per cent. of the heat 
that reaches the earth's surface when the sun is at its maximum height. 
(For Vienna this is about 70° above the sun's horizon.) This absorp-
tion of the solar rays diminishes very rapidly as the sun sinks toward 
the horizon, whence it follows that the 002• in the atmosphere itself 
absorbs the radiation in proportion to the length of the path of the ray, 
and that. the total 002• in the atmosphere (which is equivalent to a layer 
2.4m thick at ordinary pressures and temperatures), is sufficient to ex-
plain the wliole absorption of solar heat, which is about 26 per cent. as 
shown by Pouillet, or 40 per cent. according to Forbes. (Z. O. G. M., 
XVI, 1881, p. 271.) 
V.-SOL.A.R RADIATION AND TERRES'l'RIAL TEMPERATURE. 
In some remarks on the theory of the general atmospheric circula-
tion Hann says the area of the earth's surfa,ce between the equator and 
300 latitude is as great as the· entire remaining portion of the hemi-
sphere up to the pole (2,308 thousand square miles against 2,323 thou-
sand). The surface of the zone between the tropics and the 45th parallrl 
is still consi<lera bly greater than that of the entire area from 45° to the 
pole (1,4~7 thousaucl square miles against .1,364 thousand). The area 
of the zone from 30 to 40 degrees alone is greater than the entire cir-
cumpolar region from the pole to 60° latitude (661 thousand square 
miles against G25 thousand). That is to say, that when, for instance, 
the region from 30° to the equator receives in one year an exc~ss of heat 
of several degrees, this will tiring about the outflow overhead of a mass 
of air that is sufficient to uniformly cover the region from 30° to the 
pole. 
If the air in the zone from the tropics to t\e 45th parallel is abnormally 
warmed, then this can have an influence upon the temperature and the 
weather of the entire portion of the hemisphere lying north thereof up to 
the Pole, for the upper currents have only this way to flow off, because the 
gradient in the upper regions prescribes this path. If, therefore, we ob-
serve an uncommonly high barometric pressure over Europe and the con-
tiguous portions of the Atlantic Ocean for a long time continuously, then · 
the cause thereof is probably to be found in a previous excess of heat 
communicated in lower latitudes far beyond the limits of the synoptic 
chart. Observations of atmo8pheric pressure at high altitudes of the 
subtropic and tropical zones will probably give us important conclu-
' ion as to the cause of the variable intensity of the upper currents. It 
is ju.·t a important to know tbe distribution of atniospherkpressure in 
the upper regions of the air as to know the distribution on the surface of 
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the earth; indeed still more important, since the latter is generally co . 
ditioned upon the forlller. l\Iy present object will be atfainell if it gir 
occasion to the more careful study of the changes in the weather a 
the anomalies in our zone as compared with the tempera.ture conditions 
of the lower latitudes. (Z. 0. G. Jf., XIV., 1879, p. 40.) 
The total intensity of daylight has been investigated by Stelling, who 
has applied Roscoe's photo-chemical methotl. of observation, dependin" 
on the law that the darkening upon chloride of silver pa.per is in pro-
portion to the product of the intensity of th~ light'and the duration of the 
exposure. We take the following abstra.ct from a review of his work 
by Pcrnter. Stelling's method of determining a scale for measurin ... , 
the amount of the discoloration consisted in simply exposing variou.-
pieces of prepared paper to the influence of the action of daylight durin 
periods of time whose duration was very accurately determined. 
The comparison of his own results with those of Bunsen and Ro coe 
was accomplished by means of a sheet of normal black that Stellin 
received from Roscoe himself. The coincidence of the normal black with 
the scale adopted by Stelling was at the point 158, and this point was 
determined weekly during the entire series of observations in order to 
allow for any change that might take place in the position of the nor-
mal point. In this work freshly prepared slips of paper were alway-
employed, in view of the fact that Roscoe had shown that in nearly all 
cases an irregular bleaching of the prepared papers took place durin" 
six or eight weeks, but that after this time the black tint remained un-
changed for many months. Stelling finds that tbe dryness and the a"' 
ha:ve little influence, but the· method of silvering is important, a11d tlla 
the silvering mµst be done immediately after the filtration. Stellina'. 
practical appiication of his results· to met€orology relate especially to tli' 
question, '~ What influence has the cloudiness upon the total inteu ity 
of daylight f" To this end be :first determines the intensity upon cl ar 
days, or those on which the cloudiness does not exceed 5 per cent. Th 
ob erved normal intensity is indicated by the following table of ob r-
vations at St. Petersburg: 
Intensity. 1875. Inten ·i Y· 
N ,. mb r 3 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 0. 041 l\farch 16 .•••.••...... . .... 0.1' 
0.038 .April4 .................. . 
0. 027 l\fay 2 ...........•........ 
l\1ay 19 ..•.•......•••.•... 
Jun 1 .................. . 
3 I Jnne 21 ............... . . . 
..., ul J 6 . . . • . . . . .....••.... 
1 u1 ..J •••••••••••• • •••••• 
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In the first condition, for a cloudiness of from .1 to· . . 7, Stelling con-
cludes that such partial cloudiness exercises no perceptible influence 
upon the intensity. For the second condition, the sky .9 cloudy or 
less he finds that the obscuration of the sun always brings a lowering 
e ' of the intensity, which on the average amounts to 30 p'er cent. 
For the third condition, the heavens completely covered with the 
uniform gray tint, he finds that this condition lowers the intensity of 
the sunlight, on the average, to less than one-half. In general, all these 
measures of the effect of cloudiness depend on an unknown factor, 
namely, the thickness and density of the clouds themselves. In gen-
.era!, the minima occur when fog or rain is associated with the horizontal . 
stratus clouds. 
· The following table shows the monthly maxima and minima: 
Monthly maxima. Monthly minima. 
Date. Observed Normal Date. Observed Normal intensity. intensity. intensity. intensity. 
Nov. 2fl, 1874 0. 003 0. 035 Nov. 2, 1874 0. 072 0. 040 
Dec. 3, 1874 0. 007 0. 033 Dec. 15, 11:174 o. 034 0. 030 
Jan. 5, ]875 0.011 0. 029 Jan. 31, 1~75 0. 060 0. 060 
Feb. 2, 1875 0. 018 o. 060 Feb. 28, 1875 0. 136 0.102 
. Mar. 28, 1875 0. 056 0.182 Mar. 19, 1875 0.189 0.160 
.A pr. 13, 1875 0. 065 0. 220 .A:pr. :!8, 1873 0.2M 0. 153 
May 28, 1875 0. 044 0. 390 May 22, 1875 0.427 0. 355 
,I une 15, 1875 0. 042 0. 375 June l, 1875 0. 446 0. 412 
July 30,'1875 o. 049 0. 260 July 24, 1875 If. 315 0. 275 
This table of maxima ~hows that only in two months did the maxi-
m um occur on days with perfectly clear sky; in all other cases the sky 
was more or less cloudy and in December completely covered. In the 
cloudy season Stelling frequently observed similar cases in which high 
intensities occurred during cloudy weather, a phenomenon wh.ich still 
a.waits future explanation. The following ta.ble shows the mean 
intensity of the light for each month -at St. Petersburg-, so far a.s the 
observations extend : 
187 4. Monthly mean. 
N ovembe.r . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 0. 035 
December---········· ___ 0.017 
1875. 
January . . ..........• ·. . . . 0. 027 
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 064-
1875. Monthly mean. 
March ............ - . . . . . . . 0. 120 
.April • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 0. 163 
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 277 
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 0. 292 
July ............ ; . . . . . . . . . 0. 227 
It is evident that the photochemical and the photometric methods 
mu t be combined with the thermometric in order to attain a complete 
determination of the absorption in the earth's atmosphere. (Z. O. G. 
ill. 1879, XIV, p. 48.) 
The memoir of Wiener on the distribution of the solar radiation over 
the earth'::; surface, which was published by him in 1876 in Carlsruhe, 
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has been republi&hed, with some modifications, in the Zeitscbrift of 
Austrian Meteorological Society. In some respects the author b 
carried his computations further than was done by Meech in hi we 
known essay on the relative intensity of the heat and light of the a . 
The following table gives the ratio of i, or the relative inten irr o I . 
solar radiation at the outer surface of the atmosphere for the enti 
year. 
Relative 
Latitude. intensity. Latitude. 
IO • • • • • • .. • ••.•• • •• , , ~ •. • 0, 30532 50 .... , . . . . , ... , .. , . 
10 . • • • . • . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • . 30112 
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I • • • • • • , 28858 7 0 . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 26832 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
40 • .. . . . . • ......••• •'•. • • • 24122 90 .................... . 
The relative intensity of the solar radiation is the same for corr 
sponding seasons in the north and south hemisphere; it is a maximu 
for the whole year at the equator and a minimum at the pole; it i ' a 
maximum for the Emmmer season ;tt latitude + 24°; it is a maximum in 
the spring and autumn at the equator; during the summer sea on it is 
greater at the poles than at any other point on the earth's surface. (Z. 
0. G. M., XIV, 1879, pp. 113 to 130.) 
Wild has publisheu a general review of our knowledge of the subjec 
of earth temperature in connection with his publication of the ob,errn-
tions at St. Petersburg and Nukuss. He detects some of the erro 
and fallacies that have hitherto been persistently diffused in the tex · 
books on met.eorology and physical geography. The observation o 
earth temperatures ma<le at Nukuss by Dohran<lt were for depth · 
4.0, 2.8, 1.6, 0.8, 0.4 met:ers, and t.he readiugs wer.e made daily a 1 
m., 1 and 9 p. m. Besides these a series of hourly readings wa mad 
depths 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 met:ers under the surface of the earth. 
This la t t.er series is the only complet.e one that we possess at the pre n 
t ime for the det.ermination of the diurnal period in the temperatur 
t he earth. 
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::Professor Wild. He also shows that both observations and theory con-
cur in proving that the ordinary law 
log 6 p = A - B x p 
( where 6 p expresses amplitude of any periodical oscillation "ait the 
depth p under the surface and .A and B are two constants) has no appli-
cation to the upper surface of the earth or to the daily oscillations, but 
is an approximate altitude formula only for greater depths. He gives the 
:m.ost accurate combinations of hours for observations of temperature at 
the earth's surface and the corrections for the ordinary hours of observa-
tion, 7 a. m. and 2 and 9 p. m. After a thorough discussion of the obser-
vations made elsewhere through the globe, Wild shows the incorrectness 
of Boussingault's conclusion that in the neighborhood of the Equator, 
under a protecting roof, the annual and the daily variations in temper-
ature within the earth disappear at a depth of less than 0.5 meter. 
Even with an annual change in temperature of only 1 °.5 C, and 
with the largest value of B at Nukuss, the depth p at which the oscil-
la tion of temperature is only 0.1 of a degree is about five meters; at 
Trevandrum the depth is 9.6 meters. 
In general we may say that the stratum of earth wi10se temperature 
sensibly varies in the course of the year is ·in various pJaces rarely less 
than 6 meters and rarely greater than 33 · meters. In general, Wild 
concludes that the condition of the outer surface of the earth with re-
spect to temperature can be well presented by means of the well-known 
sine formula of Bessel. If, now, the periodical changes in the tempera-· 
ture at the surface penetrate to the lower depths, then, according to the · 
t heory of Poisson, there should be a gradual diminution in the ampli-
tude and change of phase of the ·movement of all the periodical terms; 
bu t the attempt to represent observations by the strict theory of Pois-
son is so unsatisfactory as to render the theory but of little use when 
it is applied to changes of short period, such as a day or a year, while 
t h e longer periods such as 13 or 18 years are fairly represented. 
The second thermal constant of the earth, namely, its conductibility, 
can at present not be satisfactorily determined, but the constant ratio 
between conductibility and capacity for heat is determined with con-
siderable accuracy. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 272.) 
P ernter gives a comparison of the methods of measuring the chem-
ical intensity of the light. These methods, so far as they have yet been 
proposed, are as follows: 
First. Bunsen and Roscoe's chlorine and hydrogen photometer. 
Second. Bunsen and Roscoe's photographic actinometer, wllich meas-
ure the chemical inten~ty by the blackening of chloride of silver paper. 
Third. Marchand's photantitypimeter. (This awkward name is given 
by Marchand himself, based on the Greek am-r1J1wi.) The principle of 
bi apparatus consists in the determination of the quantity of carbonic 
acid eliminated from a mixture of chloride of iron and oxalic acid 
exposed. to the influence of light. 
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Fourth. Vogel's chemical photometer. This was especially de i 
for the use of the photographer, and requires ccnsiderah1e further 
before it can be used for accurate scientific purposes. The mea 
ments are based essentially upon the action of light upon sensi 
chrome paper. 
Fifth. Draper's tithonometer. This was the first attempt to mea 
the chemica.l intensity of light, and its principle is similar to tha 
Bunsen and Roscoe's chlorhydrogen, but it could not yield ace 
results. 
Sixth. Becquerel's electro-chemical actinometer. This consi t c a 
jar of water, in which two silver plates are immersed, which are · 
ered with equally thick layers of violet sil'rnr chloride. A conduc ··. 
wire connects them, and a delicate electric galvanometer is introdu 
into the current. If these plates are exposed to the Hght the needle 
the galvanometer sllows the existence of an electric current. After 
careful discussion of the relative merits of these methods Pernter ho 
that the total chernica1 intensity can, in no case, be measured absolutely 
so long as the apparatus takes account of only one portion of the 
trum, since it is now known that all the rays of the spectrum have che 
ical effects, provided t.hey fall upon the proper substances. Keeping th· 
fo view, as well as on account of its convenience, Pernter maintain th · 
the photographic actinometer is the least objectionable instrument ar. 
has, in fact, a great advantage owr the others, in that no ab orbin 
glass or other substance intervenes between the source of light and t 
· sensitive papP-r. He ea,rnestly recommends, therefore, that for futn. 
observations in meteorology, when the object is to determine the rel, 
tfre intensity of the sunlight at given moments, the photograph 
actinometer be employed, as the chemical prepa:rations are ea8y to mak 
the manipulations a.re soon acquired, the observations require bnt a' . 
~hort time, and the apparatus is so portable as to be a,ailable 
scientific expeditions. On the other hand, if the oQject fa to determi 
the sum total of the action of sunlight during the day or other inter, 
then the photantitypimeter of Marchand has the advantage, in ca th 
preparation of chloride of iron is intrusted to skillful bands. (Z. O. G. 
]f., XIV, p. 254:.) 
Having given this general review of the methods adopted by im-
gator , P rnter detail there ults attained hitherto in the pboto-chemi 
m a urement of sunlight. Bun en and Ro coe, with their chlorhycl 
g n ph t m ter, found that the chemical intensity of diffu e da frr • 
( ) i r pr ented by th f llowing formula: 
= 2.776 + 80.8 9 CO rp - 45.j96 CO 2rp 
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S = 31.99 cos 2<p + 417.6 cos 3<p - 248.7 cos 4cp 
In this formula 'P is the zenith distance of the sun, and the constants 
themselves refer to a unit of light, of which each correspond~ to the 
development of 0.111 units of hydrochloric acid per minute per squaJ'e 
centimeter. 
The sum total H+S represents the chemical intensity of all the day-
light which falls upon a _horizontal element of the earth's surface, and 
this, a.ccording to Radau, can be fairly well represented by the formula_;_ 
H + S = 3.1 + 0.635 X h + 0.05775 h2 - 0.00048 h3 
where h represents the altitude of the sun, or 90°- cp. These results 
of Bunsen and Roscoe may be COJllpared with measures made by means 
of photantitypimeter of Marchand, . which instrument is especially 
designed to give the normal changes of the chemi~al intensity of the 
total daylight. Unfortunately the observations made by Marchand at 
Fecamp, on the coast of France, 49° 45' north latitude, suffered from 
the frequency of cloud _and haze. But they show that the maximum at 
Fecamp occurred decidedly after midday, and that between 10 a. m. 
and noon the chemical intensity experienced a decided diminution, while 
the symmetry of the morning and afternoon observations is such that 
the chemical intensit.y is decidedly greater in the afternoon than the 
morning. In all these respects, therefore, Marchand's results are op-
posed to those given by Bunsen and Roscoe. But the differences may 
be due, among other things, to the local peculiarities of stations. If 
now we compare Bunsen and Roscoe's results with those obtained by 
means of the photographic actinometer, we find (1) that the latter show 
the normal chemical intensity of total daylight to be a function of the 
altitude of the sun, and represented by the e·quation Jh =Jo+ ah. 
(2) The maximum occurs at midday and the same intensity prevails 
for the same altitude before and after noon. (3) The constants in the 
equation just given change for every locality and for the same locality 
every day. These constants are fnnctiops of atmospheric moisture and 
whatever affects the clearness of the air. 
These are now to be compared with tllose deduced from observations. 
made by Roscoe and Thorpe, in August, 1865, near Lisbon, Portugal. 
During fifteen days of normal clearness their observations show that 
the normal intensity at Lisbon during the course of the day can be fairly 
represented by an equation whose form is Jh = J 0 + ah, but the aft-er:0 
noon shows a sensible diminution of the chemical intensity at about 2. 
p. m. ; were it not for this break at 2 p .. m. it would be of the same fordi 
a for the morning, having, however, very different constants. 
Ob ervatiops were also made by Roscoe, in December, 1870, at Cat-
ania in Spain, but embraced only three complete days. From these it 
re ult that the maximum of chemical intensity occurs at about 11 a. m . 
. Mi .109-18 
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At noon and during the afternoon notable diminutions of the chei:: 
intensities occur; so for equal solar altitudes the intensity before 
is gfeater than in the afternoon. 
F~om all these observations· it follows· that the diurnal chan!:e 
chemical intensity is as complicated a function of the solar altitude 
is the change in atmospheric moisture~ transparency, &c. 
It iS:almo~t ~ertain that the intensitu is directly and principally 
pendent upon the variation of the hygrometric condition. 
Knowing the normal daily curve of chemical intensity we easily oo 
pnte the annual curve, and the variation with latitude. In this rq 
Pernter compares the observations ()f Bunsen and Roscoe, Marchan 
who observed daily for four years, and those at Kew and Greemr 
and Southern Europe, and finally P~ra, in Brazil. The following 
gives a series of relative numbers as observed by Marchand: · 
Months. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 
t~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t; !: H JH tH tt!;n · ··-······· .............. · ......... ············ 1i: ~~ ~~:: ~rn iU: 
June.................................... . ......... 21. 51 22. 33 17. 05 23. 2i 
.Jnly ···-·· .•.... ···--·..... .•. • • • . •••• •• •• •••••••. 21. 43 19. ~3 21. 67 23. 23 
~Jji:}e~:::::::::::::::::::::::::?::::::::::::: ii~ fH! fU! !!ji: 
November ..... • .•....•••• • ••••••.•...••..••..•••.. 2.35 3.35 3. 13 
December •••••••••••••••••••••• -.................. 1. 69 1.70 1.:,8 1.99 
.Annual mean .••.••••.••••••••••••.••..••.•.• --9:-i9 ~ ~ ,~-;--
We now come to the question of the ratio of the intensities of the difft:5 
daylight and the direct sunlight. The results of observation by BUD5 . 
. and Roscoe on the separate· values of these intensities aro expr 
t he equations for H and S above given, and according to which 
,following table is computed: 
.Alt itude. lo H. s. 
0 II 8. 1 o.o 
10 16. 1 o. 5 
20 27. 7 9. 5 
80 31.7 80.1 
40 86.1 66. 0 
50 88.1 s2. a 
60 89. 1 105. 4' 
YO 80. 6 128. 3 
80 89. 7 134.6 
go 39. 7 138 . • 
this table we se in a striking manner that up to an altit 
e b mical int n ity of irect snnlight is inappr i hl : 
nnd ntl firmed y more r cent ob ervati 
ur of the ratio tween th int n i · 
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S show that even at zero degrees · altitude the optical intensity of 
direct sunlight is mµch greater than the optical intensity of diffuse 
light. It does not follow from this that the chemical intensities have 
no relation to the optical, for the chemically Mtive rays are almost en-
tirely absorbed in the atmosphere when the sun is low; and we must 
conclude that tp.e optical and chemical intensities of the sunlight var,y 
differently with the solar altitude. .Again, this table shows us that up 
to a considerable altitude, say 31°; the chemical intensity of diffus~ day-
light is greater than that of direct sunlight. This result is confirmed 
by the observations of the photographic M~inometer. We here ·p~r-
ceive another beneficial influence of our atmosphere similar to that 
experienced in the case of heat and light. , 
In northern regions where the altitude of the S1l1l never exceeds about 
30°, the chemical intensity of the direct sunlight will have too feeble an 
effect; and the effect of diffused light compensates for this. Thus at.St. 
Petersburg ~t the time of equinoxes the chemical intensity of diffuse 
daylight is twice as great as that of direct sunlight, and at Melville 
Island it is ten times as great. 
The preceding data give us the means of computing approximately · 
the total amount of absorption that must take place in. the atmosphere 
of the earth, and it results that an intensity of 35.3 units at the outer 
surface of the atmosphere becomes 20.0 at the earth's surface. This i:in-
mense,absorption is surprising and is unequally divided between the 
various portions of the spectrum. The chemical end loses about one-
third; and the warm rays of the spectrum lose abou,t three-fourths of 
their original intensity. 
The influence of the cloudin~ss is in every respect the most disturl:>-
ing. This has been studied by Stelling, who concludes that the influence 
of a partial cloudiness is now to raise and then to lower the arbsorption. 
Second, the influence of partial cloudiness, if the sun is behind clouds, is 
almost always without exception a depression, and on the average about 
30 per cent. · Third, the influence of a completely covered uniform gray 
sky is still more depressing; it lowers the normal intensity on the 
average by more than one-half. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, pp. 401 to 426.} 
In an essay on the ripening of fruits, Levy investigates the manner 
in which the insolation affects the development of the plants. It is evi-
dent that we must not only from agricultural reasons, but also in the 
general interest of the science in the future, lay more stress on the inso-
lation observations; ·but whether the .Arago-Davy instrument is to be 
adopted as sufficiently safe cannot be decided here. . It must be decided 
fir t of all what rays of the solar spectrum produce these chemical effects, 
and in case these are not the brightest, then this actinometer does not 
measure the heat they ·send; but it does serve excellently as a photo-
chemical method. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 30.) 
Whipple has discussed the measurements of relative durations of sun-
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shine a,g recorded by means of the Campbell sunshine recorder at G 
wich and Kew. Inasmuch as Kew is west while Greenwich is ou 
east of the principal portio_n of London, the records show especially 
local influence of the smoke and dust of the city. Thus the mean dail. 
duration of sunshine for each direction of the wind is shown by thefo 
lowing table: 
Wind. 
N ..•••...... 
NE ........ . 
E .......... . 
SE ......... . 
s .......... . 
SW ........ . 
w ......... . 
NW ....... . 
Variable ... : 
Greenwich. 
• 2.5 
2. Q 
5. 7 
3.6 
2. 6 
3.8 
3.8 
2. 0 
3.0 
Kew. 
8.5 
3.3 
4.6 
2.3 
2.8 
4.1 
4. 8 
3. 9 
3. 0 
(Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 101.) 
Roth, in a study upon the distribution of solar radiation and th 
· possibility of a difference in the temperature of the northern and outh· 
ern hemispheres in consequence of the position of the earth in spa , 
has from the elements of the planetary systems deduced the ab olut 
values of the quantities of heat received by the whole planetary ph 
or by a given portion of' surface, while the planet moves about the 
according to Kepler's laws. The angle of incidence from the 
remaining invariable while the radius of the orbit describes a certain 
angle. Let W be the quantity of heat; S the quantity of heat whic 
the same surface would receive in the same time from the sun at th 
the unit's distance; .A the attractive force of the sun at the unit di· 
t ance; p the perimeter of the orbit; cpo and cp1, the first and last value 
the true anomaly; then we have 
W = 3 ( <po-cp1) 
v Ap 
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above the soil, and 29m above the sea, and also the temperature of the 
spring water: . 
Meantem- Meantem-perature Montm.. perature of spring 
of air. water. 
Degrees O. Degreu O. 
December·-----·--· 5. 0 12. 8 
.January-------··-- 4.9 11.5 
February----------- 5. 9 11.2 March __ -___ . __ ... - . 8. 8 11.4 
tla;~::::::::: :: : : : : 13.1 11.8 16. 7 12.12 
.June. _____ ·-----··-· 20.3 1~.8 
i ~~~t::::::::::::: 23. 0 13. 7 22.0 14.0 
September .... _ . .... 18. 8 14.0 
October .. ··-·-··---· 14.1 13.1 
November---····--· 8. 5 13.5 
.Annual .... ___ .·----- 13. 4 12. 8 
I 
For tlie temperature of the earth we must refer to the original memoir 
published by the Academy of Sciences, Montpellier, Vol. _IX. In winter 
and spring the plateaus of the Avennes, which rise to an altitude of 
2,500 feet, are covered with snow, and the northwest mistral precipi-
tates itself with great force from these down upon the warm lowlands 
to the southward. At this time the atmosphere at Montpellier is very 
dry, and of wonderful clearness. This favors the radiation at night, and 
the insolation by daytime thereby increasing the magnitude of the daily 
variations of temperature. The mistral occur:s ·most frequently in the 
spring-time, and these beautiful days 'are known as the "cavalier." In 
the summer-time the plateaus are greatly warmed up, and the mistral . 
loses its force and frequency. In the autumn the temperature, is most 
uniform, and the mistral least frequent. The intensity of the mistral has 
a well-marked diurnal period; it increases as the sun approaches the 
meridian in proportion as the sea-shore is warmed up. It ceases during 
the night-time to begin again about 9 a. m. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 
1880, p. 455.) . 
Mahlen has studied the observatio11:s of temperature of 118 years at 
St. Petersburg, being nearly the whole of the interval 17 43 to 187~. 
Among his results we find the following: The coldest day of the normal 
year was January 24; temperature, - 9.7°; the warmest day was July 
23, +70.9°; the mean temperature of the year is +3.72°, wl.tich is the 
same as the mean temperature of April 23 and October 21. The vari-
ability of the daily temperature is such that in winter 2,300 years, .lmt: 
in August 380 years, of observation would be required t-0 obtain daily 
means, whose probable error is ± 0.1 o C. The mean departure .of daily 
means from the annual avocage is greatest for January 20 (6.23<fC); the 
least is for August 28 (2.13° C). The greatest absolute variation for 
any one day is from +5.2° on January 4, 1771, to _ 37.40 January 4, 
1814. The coldest January occurred in 1814, and the warmest in 1866. 
The coldest July occurred in 1878, and the warmest in 1757. The cpldest 
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year (1.15°) was 1819; the warmest (~.25°) was 1826. (Z. O. G. M. X 
. 1881, p. 492.) 
Dr. F. M. Stapff, geologist of the'St. Gothard railroad, has disco 
the observations of the . temperature of the earth made by Forman in 
Comstock lod_.e, Nevada. He finds that below 1,600 feet the rate oi · 
crease of temperature begins to diminish, ·and that, as we cannot ~ 
extrapolate, therefore no conclusion can be drl:)wn as to temperat 
greater depths in the earth than about 2,000 feet. As the result of y 
of e~perience in measuring temperatures of stone, Stapff estimate·· · 
it would be impossible by direct observation to decide the que: ·· 
whether or no temperatures increase in the interior of the earth. 
The delicacy of the tern pera,ture changes, the unavoidable disturba 
from the drill, and the irregularities due to streams of water are o 
to be overcome by persiste.nt study of the various sources of error. 
In the second communication Stapff gives a new formula, and ho 
that the computed temperatures of the air at the surface, as ob err 
for twelve years, · agrees with that computed from the observed t 
peratures within the mines. (Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, pp. 414and ,jl 
Buys Ballot has published (Archives Neulandaiises, Tome XV 
exhaustive memoir on the annual periodicity and variability of temJ 
atnre of Europe. By combining three days into one triad and th 
such triads into a series of nine days' means, he studies the pertur 
tions in the regula~ annual temperature curves. By subtractin t 
means of two triads ten days apart and dividing by 10 he obt3in._ 
average rate of change o( temperature for all portions of the year, 
the average of these ten-day changes at eeventoon places, for which 1 
series of obeervations are available, gives him an expres ion for 
normal average periodicity of temperature in Europe, independ u 
local disturbances, which latter can then be determined. In re£ 
to the variability of temperature, Buys Ballot attempts to properly 
re 'ent, :first, the daily variation; secon<l, the uncertainty of the tem · 
ature of any day of the month or year; third, the magnitude of ineq 
ities of long periods. Very interesting are his tables showing th 
dency of the weather to repeat itself in succes ire month ; tho if 
ten<lency to repetition is a mere matter of chance, then the chanc 
ut f 374 months six successive monthi should have the m ch 
t r, namel , warm r or colder, then the average would be -th Q'l', 
in the ec n column of the following table, whereas the ob 
nu ber_of nch months i 36, a given in the third column: 
UC' ive months. Pro n,bnity. Ob erve . 
.J 1 7 211 
• 3 x94 L 
4 47 1 
5 2 
12 
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Successive months. Probability. Observed. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
2 11 
1 9 
0 . 7 
0 5 
0 3 
0 2 
0 1 
(Z. 04 ~- M., XVI, 1881, p. 404.) 
A.. Miittrich has published and discussed the observations of earth 
temperatures at the Prussian forest stations~ The bi.hourly observa-
tions for fourteen days at the central station give a means of retlucing 
regular observations at 8 a. m., 1 and 2 p. m. to normal means. ~he 
following table shows the temperatures in the @pen fields and in shady 
forests in (0.) degrees: 
Fiolds. Forests. 
Loootion. 
' Min. Ma.:x:. Range. Min. ~ Range. 
----
0 c. 0 c. 0 c. oc. oc. oc. 
Air ..•..•••••.... 12.40 22. 68 10. 28 13.00 21. 80 8.80 
Depth, 0. 02 m • •• • 15. 08 22. 60 11.52 14. 23 20. 90 6.67 
Depth, 0. 15 •... 17. 20 22. 98 5. 78 14. 00 17.48 2.53 
Depth,0.30 ... . 16. 55 H!.15 1.60 14. 73 15.61 0. 88 
Depth,0. 60 . .... 15. 75 15. !J2 l,.17 13.15 . 13.22 0.07 
(Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 268.) 
Wild has completed the great work on temperature in Russia, of 
which the first volume in 1878. He has corrected and discussed all im! 
portant temperature records relating to the Russian Empire, and the 
magnificent charts showing monthly isotherms and isoabnormals for 
Europe and Asia make a profound impression upon the reader. In the 
construction of these charts the various series are reduced to a nearly 
uniform series of normal years. Reductions to sea.level are also intro· 
dqced, based upon the following table, which is derived especially from 
observations in the Caucasus : 
Rate of temperature diminution for each 100 nwters of ascent. ~ 
Month. Rate. 
December ........ ,. .... 0. 25 0. 
J anuary ................ 0. 36 
February .. . ...••...... : 0. 43 
March . ..........•...... 0. 48 
.A.pril. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . 0. 56 
J\.fay ........•.......••. O. 58 
June ........•..••...... 0. 61 
Month. Rate. , 
July .......•......•...• 0. 59 C. 
August ... • .......... +. O. 60 
September ..•.........•• 0.53 
October . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . 0. 46 
November .....•..... _ .. 0. 21 
Year ......... . ••........ 0.47 -
(Z. 0. G. M.,, XVI, p_. 217.) 
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Dr • .Augustin has published an elaborate study upo~ the self. 
temperatures at Prague during the interval 1840 to 1877. Thefo 
ing extract shows the direct influence of insolation and of cloudin 
846 wholly clear days. 2, 279 clondy days. 
Sf ~~ 'o a ..... a aS s . ~~ .... Month. oa o: 
.s _g i:, 
.di $~ =~ : "C ..c:i a 1-1 ,g] fj ~ ~i:, i:, ..... 8· ~~ ~;: :;~ g..s ~i 0~ Cl;) (I) A~ q;iQ;) p.· ii,: 
~A A~ la<l a la<l a ~A A ~ ~~ 
0 0 h.m. h.m. 0 0 h.m. h.m. 
-. 
Deo ....•. 
- 5.7 5.2 7 10 a.m. 2 30 p.m. + 0.3 1.2 7 0 a.m. 2 0p.m. 
.Tan .••.•. - 8.5 5. 6 7 20 2 40 - 1.1 1. 4 6 30 2 0 
Feb .••..• - 5.4 7.2 .-- 7 20 2 50 + 0.6 2.3 6 5 2 15 
Mar ..... + 2.7 0. 5 6 10 2 57 3. 2 3.0 6 5 215 
.A.pr ..... 0.4 12.,5 6 0 3 15 7.5 4. 0 5 50 2 20 
May ..... 15.8 12.3 5 50 3 9 11. 9 4.1 5 ,o 2 40 
June ..... 19. 6 11. 5 5 0 8 15 15. 0 4. 0 4 40 2 30 
.Tuly ...•. 22. 0 'lLO 5 30 3 35 16. 5 4.4 4 50 2 50 
.Aug ..... 2L5 12. 2. 5 50 3 20 16. 9 3. 7 5 40 2 40 
Sept ..... 16. 6 12. 0 6 10 3 5 lH. 2 3. 7 6 0 2 30 
Oct .••••• 9.2 10. 8 6 25 2 40 8. 9 S.1 5 50 2 10 
Nov •.••. o.o 5. 9 7 10 2 30 3. 5 1. 9 6 23 2 30 
Year ..... 8.1 9. 5 6 25 2 59 8. 0 :u 5 53 2 23 
(Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, p.168. 
0. Jesse, of Steglitz, has investigated the diurnal variation of t 
perature on clear days at Hamburg. His results are based upon 
records of the self-registering thermometer for three years at the Deu 
Seewarte. He selected only very clear days and those on which 
temperature at the end of a twenty.four hour period agreed within 
degree centigrade of that of the beginning, hoping thereby to dedu 
simple relation between temperature and the altitude of the sun. 
months October, November, and December were too cloudy to affi 
any proper data. His resulting equation gives the departure (W). 
any hour (x) from the mean temperature of any day of the year on wh 
the sun's altitude above the horizon at noon is lt, and it reads a folio : 
L1w=(5°. 4 sin h) sin X-(1°.83) cos X. 
• + (0°.70 sin h-0.49 cos h) sin 2X. 
+ (1°.28 sin h-1.61 cos h) cos 2X. 
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o:f barometric maxima are reinforced when over the land as compared 
VV"ith the sea. He traces the nightly flow of cool air down mnuntain 
sl.opes and its accumulation in valleys, its warming by compression and 
by formation of dew, its cooling by radiation, and its contraction by 
c<>oling, and deduces the resulting influence of all this upon the diurn~l 
:fl_uctuations of barometric pressure. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XVI, 1881, p. 94.) 
Su pan, in an extensive memoir on the annual variations of heat on the 
earth's surface, says: In general the annual variation increases from the 
equator towards the poles, and from the coast line towards the interior. 
I£ we deter~iue the mean annual variability for the different latitudes, 
"VVe find the following values : 
Latitude. 
70° N. 
60°N. 
50N. 
40' N. 
30N. 
20N. 
1.0 
.0 
10° s. 
200 s. 
30° 
.Annual variability. 
35.6 
31.1 
25.4 
19.2 
12.4 
8.4 
3.7 
1.3 
2.9 
6.0 
8.1 
400 8.8 
(Z. O. G. M., Vol. XVI, 1881, p. 38.) 
Pernter has ..... studied the distribution of sunshine as recorded since 
April, 1880, by means of the sunshine-recorder invented by Campbell, 
and consisting of a glass lens, by means of which the concentrated sun's 
rays fall upon and burn into a paper str-ip. On account of the import-
a~ce of a better knowledge of the duration of sunshine, it is to be hoped 
t"4at similar cheap and simple registers shall bo kept at numerous sta-
tions throughout the world. The following table shows the diurnal 
variability: 
/ 
Months. Morning. Afternoon. Dailyme:i,n. 
~ril..- .. 2. 14 2. 74 4. 88 
ay ....•. 2. 41 2. 51 4. 92 
June ..... 3. 69 3. 75 7.41 
-Tuly .•...• 5. 29 5.11 10. 40 
A.u~ .••••• 3. 53 3. 64 7.17 
Sep ...... 2.88 . 3.16 6. 04 
(Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XVI, 1881, p. 9.) 
VI.-MOISTURE_, OL_OUDS, RAIN, ETO. 
The connection ·between ra.infalls and solar spots has been further 
elucidated by Meldrum, who has computed new values of the averages 
in order to meet the objections that have been raised against this pre-
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vious work. The following table gives his figures for the rainfall 
Madras. The first column gives the year of the solar-spot.cycle. 
second column gives Wolf's relative numbers for the spots ama 
for the same·years as the rainfall. The third column gives them 
observed rainfall for several corresponding years of sun-spot cy 
The fourth column gives the same means, after combining t 
' these values in one, in order to diminish the irregularities: 
Year of solar Wolrs Rainfall, 
spot cycle. relative 11.um- Madras, 1811 bers. to 1877. 
1 . -.. -.. ----. - ..... 35. 3 ....... 
2 ·- 34 51.4 45. 3 
3 - 23 43. 4 48.3 
4 0 55. 3 51. 3 
5 + 28 51. 2 51. 2 
6 + 43 47. 3 48. 2 
7 + 34 46. 9 48. 7 
8 + 17 53. 7 50.4 
9 0 47. 3 51.5 
10 - 14 58. 0 50. 7 
1l - 24 39.5 45. 2 
12 - 26 44.6 42.1 
13 
---··········· 
39. 7 ....... 
There seem to be two maxima and minima in the rainfall at Ma 
the minima coinciding with the minima and maxima of the sun po 
The result to which Meldrum has arrived at Madras shows bow m 
depends upon the method according to which the years are gron 
Like Dr. Hunter, he himself had previously found a decided maxim 
of rainfall at the tinie of the maximum of spots. Meldrum show~ fm 
ther that in the case of Edinburgh we obtain very different result wh 
we group the years as Dr. Hunter has done-that in fact we obt · 
minimum of rainfall in the fifth or maximum year of sun spots. 
If in general the rainfall is above the mean in the years of un· 
maxima, and below ,the mean in the years of minima, then we mu 
have the following equation: S-s =R-r, where large S is them 
s'-S r'-R 
value of sun-spot frequency for the whole period under investi(Ya · 
mans is the mean for the period during which the sun- pot fr que . 
is below the mean; small s' is the value for the period where the 
pot frequency is above the mean; R, r, r' the corre pondina an ,. 
minfall for ~hose year for which S, s, s' hold good. That the fr qu 
of un pot has a simple ratio to the rainfall it5 now evident fr m 
fact that the abo e equation apparently holds good approximat ly 
fifty-four tation in Great Britain, and thirty-four in .America for 
int r al 24 to 1867. During thi inter al the rainfall wa in 
h th po were in xce , and d fici nt when the p t w 
e exce w .0 f an inch in England and 1.1.:> inch 
an the d fi i 11 i w r . 75 in h , in En aJand au l . 
(Z. 0. G. If., 1 7 1. . p. 22.) 
ill ha 1mbli h d th r ·ult f ~ hort di u ion 
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position and phyoical cause of the existence of a zone of maxim.um rain-
:fall in the North weitern Himalayas. 
The existence of such a zone was already known to General Strachey 
in 1849, but with the help of a large number of observations Hill is able 
iio show that the relative quantity of rain (R) falling at the high an<l 
Jow stations is very closely represented by the formula · 
R = 1 + 1.92h - 0.40h2 + 0.02 h 3 
in which his the relative altitude of the upper stations above the plain. 
The differential of this formula gives the equation for the determination . 
of the value of h corresponding to the maximum relative rainfall, which 
position is easily found to be h = 3,160 feet relative to the lower stations 
or 4,160 feet above the sea-level. As regards the cause of this excessive 
rainfall at a definite and moderate altitude, Hill adopts tbe explanation 
suggested by General Strachey. The variation in the tension of vapor 
(p), up to an altitude of 1,200 feet, is closely represented by the formula 
P =Po(l- ah+ {3h2 ) 
in which a and {3 are certain constants that must be determined from 
observations. 
Dr. Hann has shown that the tension of vapor can be closely repre-
sent€d ·by the barometric formula 
logp = log po_ "I!:_ 
C 
where the constant c has about a value of 6,500. According to each of 
the formulre the measure of the diminution of tensiqn of vapor is greater 
in proportion as the altitude is less. · If once the temperature sinks to 
,!he dew-point the quotient~"% is a _measure of the quantity of the pre-
cipitation, and we must therefore expect that the rain is heaviest in that 
zone where on the average a mass of air ascending from the lower 
plains reaches the point of saturation with aqueous vapor. This zone 
can be determined with sufficient accurac;y for the region studied by 
Mr. Hill, if we seek the altitude at which the temperature during the 
rainy season is equal to that of the dew-point at Roorkee. A computa-
tion of this kind is made by Mr. Hill for three months, with the following 
results: 
Month. 
July ..•••• ••••••·•••••·•·••••••••••··•·••··••··••••••••••· ..••... 
~~«:be;·::.:·:::.:·.::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dew-pofot. Tet~F:.ra- .Altitude. 
0 
75. 2 
75. 7 
73.1 
0 
85. 3 
84. 5 
. 83. 0 
Feet. 
3,141 
2,710 
3, 09!t 
The mean altitude at which the rainfall may be expected to be great. 
est lies, according to this theory, about 3,000 feet above the lower plain-
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The complete agreement between this result and that computed b 
empirical formula above given is a good_ proof of the accuracy 
latter up to altitudes of ten or eleven thous!!ind feet,, and it will be in 
esting to make a similar study for the .Alps and other mountain 
countries. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 165.) 
Jamin has undertaken to elucidate the formation of dew, and to 
move the difficulty experienced by some in acknowledging that it is 
sible to have a cooling of the leaves of plants down to 8 or 10 de 
below the temperature of the surrounding air. In the formation of d 
radiation and evaporation are the two factors to be considered. F 
the radiation we have the law of Dulong and Petit, for bodie w · 
are surrounded by air, which is· as follows: 
'V = mat-f-8 _ mae + npctI.233 
Since the surrounding inclosure is the celestial space itself, wh 
power of emission is certainly very near zero, therefore the term ma · 
negligible. 
In consequence of the radiation of bodies, which is represented Ir, 
mat+o, the temperature lowers; the lost heat is replaced by that of 
air coming in contact with the surface, as is expressed by the 
npct1•233• The air becomes cooler, falls to the earth, and in conseqne 
of the radiation is continually being cooled still lower. Gradually 
lower cold stratum of air abstracts heat from the upper stratum, whi 
is still warm, so that the cooling process takes place from below a 
upwards. 
The above d<escribes the effect of radiation only as it occurs when t 
sky is perfectly free from clouds; when the heavens are beclouded · 
constitutes an enveloping surface, that can be considered as bein 
the same temperature with that of the radiating surface of the 
In this case the first two terms of the above equation disappear and 
thermometer cannot then indicate anything but the remperature of 
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:tp.e radiation. As soon as dew begins to form this conden~ation now 
~~s in a direction contrary to that of the previous evaporation; by this 
condensation the latent heat of the aqueous vapor is set free, and so 
d~lays the further process of cooling through radiation. 
This superposition of the two processes can be best investigated if 
-we endeavor to observe them separately. Take three thermometers-
the· first having a metallic polished spherical bulb, the second a dry 
blackened spherical bulb, the third a wet or moistened blackened spher-
ical bulb. Then the first thermometer, if it is protected from tne hea,,t 
radiated from the earth, and also protected by a roof, will give simply 
the temperature of the air, since the radiating power of its own surface 
can be taken as zero; the second thermometer, if allowed to radiate 
fteely into the sky, will give simply the effect of radfation; the third 
thermometer, also radiating freely to the sky, will give the total effect 
of radiation and evaporation together. Such investigations, according 
-to. Jamin, show that the cooling due to evaporation is almost always 
~qnal to that due to radiation, and sometimes exceeds it; therefore, in 
-the explanation of the forming of dew it is certainly not to be neglected. 
The following example of observed temperatures, .before and after the 
:form.atfon of dew, sets the whole process forth more clearly: . 
Temperature Differences Time. for three of the air. 
minutes. · 
k. m. Degrees 0. 
3 13 11. 00 ............ · ..... 
3 16 9. 60 1.40 
3 19 8. 55 1.05 
3 22 7. 65 0. 90 
3 25 7. 30 *0. 35 
\ 3 28 7.00 0.30 
3 31 6. 68 0.32 
"Dew point, 7.05. 
(Z. 0. G. M~, XIV, p. 324.) 
In a short article on the climate of central equatorial parts of the 
Pacific Ocean, Woeikof collects together a few notes relative to obser-
vations· made on small guano islands near the equator. He especially 
calls attention to the small rainfall recorded for these islands, and 
suggests that durable rain gauges be constructed of such pattern that 
1' 
they can be permanently left on such small uninhabited islands, and 
from time to time be visited in order to keep the record of the rainfall. 
He expresses the hope that navigators of the Navy or merchant marine 
may find opportunity to carry out his suggestion. (Z. O. G.M.,XV, 1880, 
p. 120.) 
In a note on crystallized forms of hail, Merrian states that among the 
various views that have been expressed as to the origin of these forms, 
it seems to him probable that repeated melting and freezing of layers 
of water plays an important part. We can assume that at first a kernel 
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is formed from a collection of radiating snow crystals, and tha 
on falling through a cloud, which is itself constructed of wate . 
cles, at a. temperature below freezing, the kernel is concentrica 
ered with ice, which at first is crystallized, and by its further 
assumes its regular crystalli-ne forms. A · rotation of the hail 
about any one axis will give it a symmetrical form. (Z. 0. G. JI 
1880, p. 133.) 
Dr. Hildebrandison has endeavored to introduce further inte · 
conformity among the observers of clouds, and to better illu e 
classification adopted by himself at Upsala has published a rolu 
photographs of clouds in which seven plates are devoted to 
stratus and nimbus, and five are devoted to ci1To-cumulus and 
cumulus, and four to the cumulus and cumnlo-stratns. The P 
graphs are by Osti. In general Hildebrandsson adheres to How 
terminology. (Z. Q. G. M., Vol. XV, p. 242.) 
Hann has investigated the annual period of rainfall in 11 
Hungary, making use of all observations available up to the year 1 
These observations refer to 181 stations, of which 146 furnished 
of ten years or more in length. The principal question and mo 
portant one to be investigated was, how far the annual distribu · 
rain at the neighboring stations agreed or differed among them .. 
To this end each monthly rainfall was converted into a percentag o 
annual rainfall, and the results arranged into thirty-four group · 
senting as many localities. Among the generalizations thus brou!! • 
light is the fa~t that on either side of the Donau there exists ad 
tendency to a double maximum of the rainfall in June and .An 
respectively, while in other portions of the empire the ma:ximu 
curs either in June or October. (Z. O. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, P· -'-1 
Mr. Dines has made some observations in rega.rd to the ize 
water particles or drops in dense fogs. The magnitude of the e pa 
is not uniform even in the same fog, but varies botween 0.00062 in 
0.003- inch; but these larger particles are only observed in ,cry 
fog and at a time when t'he rain itself is falling. (Z. O. G. M., V l. 
1880, p. 375.) . 
Koppen and Sprung have investigated the distribution of rain 
the Atlantic Ocean, as it results from the observations made on t 
els of the German marine during the years 1868 to 1872, and r 
in 178 journal elected from a large mass of records. The · t. 
at all a on of the year we find on the Atlantic Ocean t 
r O'i n pecially rich in rainfall, viz, the equatorial and th two 
i al, and b tween th e lie two region of scanty rainfa11 whi 
h two z n of trad wind , u in th latter th defici n Y 
i ' nl • r I ·v qu ntity, and it i only in pecial r gion 
·t rn h Jf f th n that th 
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for~, not less than it is in Southern Europe during the rainie~t half of 
the year, and is, therefore, not at all to be compared with the drought of 
the great continental deserts. These regions of small and great rainfall 
vary their position and their extent in the course of the year. During 
our northern summers the equatorial rainy region and the two adjacent 
regions of light rainfall have a position ten or fifteen degrees more to the 
north, and the northern extra-tropical rain-belt has a much smaller exten- ) 
sion than during our winter seas.on. The equatorial raiin~belt coincides 
with the belt of calms, and corresponding to this it lies during March 
between 40 north and 4° south latitude; but ~uring July-it lies between 
6° north and 12° north. The position at which the rain-belt is found at 
the close of our winter is occupied in midsummer by the belt of least 
rainfall in the region of southeast tracl'es. The position of the calm-belt 
in summer is occupied in the beginning of spring by th& belt_ of least 
rain lying in the region of the northeast trades. The region beyond 
the northern limits of the Tropic of Capricorn, where rain falls on more 
than half the days of the year, is confined in the summer time to a small 
space in the center of the ocean between 42° and 60° north, while in 
winter time it ex1ends from the neighborhood of the Tropic of Capri-
corp to beyond Iceland. The southern limit of the extra-tropical re-
gion of slight rainfall, on the other hand, experiences smaller annual 
variations, and extends in general in the spring time and autumn 
farthest towards the equator, while, on the other hand, in the southern 
hemisphere it retreats the farthest southward. By these variations in 
location and extent of the rain region a very different distribution of the 
rain with respect to the seasons of the year is brought about in the . 
various portfons of the ocean. (Z. 0. :G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 475.) 
Hann has investigated the rainfall of Anstro-Hungary and attempted 
the solution of several questions hitherto slightly touched upon, bas-. 
ing his studies upon monthly means for twenty years or more at ten 
stations. Some of his results may be expressed as follows : The mean 
departure of the rainfall for any month from the average rainfall for the 
whole period is called the mean variability;. it increases with the mag-
nitude of the rainfall itself, so that in general plaq_es of greatest rainfall 
have the greatest variability. From the mean variability of four stations 
he computes the probable error of the mean of ten years as± of 2 milli-
meters, whence it would require 840 years to reduce the probable error 
to one millimeter, 'whence we see the absurdity of giving the monthly 
sums of rainfall to tenths of milimeters. If we express the mean de-
partures in percentages of the total rainfall, we find th~ average varia-
bility for Austro-Hungary to be 40 or 50 per cent. of the total value, 
and it requires from sixty to seventy years of observations to obtain a 
monthly mean of rainfall whose probable error is 5 per cent. of its whole 
value. The above demonstrates clearly how uncertain are the rainfalls 
deduced from observations for ten years or less, and how easily erron-
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eous conclusions may be deduced from such short periods. By 
pressing the annual rainfall for each station as a percentage of 
average of a long series, Hann studi€s the simultaneous distributio 
relative rainfalls and the probability of wet or dry years. (Z. 0. G. 
XVI, p. 339.) 
W ojeikof has collated the records of heights of wat.er recorded 
gauges in American fresh-water lakes, the Great Salt Lake, the Sea 
Ladoga, the Caspian Sea, &c. He finds that in all cases the epoch 
maximum water was in the beginning of' the decennium 1860-1870, 
the minimum of 1872-'73, is not so uniform; the Caspian Sea he deno 
in ates the greatest rain gauge and evaporimeter of the globe. (Z. 0 
G. M., XVI, 1881, p. "'288.) 
Max Moller, of Flensburg, communicates the results of careful ob~ 
vations of the cirrus-clouds. He finds that when a barometric minim 
is moving from west to east, the well developed cirri on the eastern etl~ 
of the cloud-bank have a principal striation from west to east and a 
combing-out-namely, a cross-striation toward the north; while in 
rear of the cloud-bank with a clearing sky the principal striation 
from north to south and the comb-teeth point to the east. Such d 
pressions throw out towards the west only a plume of cirri whose no 
ern edge is bounded by a region of high barometric pressure, and · 
such cases the area of low pressure shows only a slight tendency 
change of location. The absolute motion of the cirri is directed by 
upper winds there prevailing, the striation on the other hand i co 
trolled by the motion of the various strata of air relative to each oth 
The variable angle between the direction of the upper wind and 
strim of tlie cirri will probably give some conclusions as to the co 
of the iisobars in the upper strata of air. (Z. O. G. M., XVI, 1881, P· 24 
Professor Winkelmann has attempted a solution of the question ho 
large a geographical district should be included in a given special P 
diction as to the occurrence of rain. He considers the question from 
purely statistical view, and proposes to determine for any given regi 
how often rain occurs at one station without occurring generally a 
stations, and how far we may go from one station without coming. 
those whose rainy weather does generally not occur simultaneon. Iy m 
that at the starting point. On applying his formuh.e and method 
ten year of record at ten station in Wurtembcrg, he :find that on 
average for any one of the e station the weather i the ame a tha P 
vailing t the other tations on eighty-five days out of one hundred, 
xtr m value being .87 in 1871 and .82 in 1867. Thu one pr di · 
fi r th whole r ~on will, on the average, ufflce to ecnre 85 P r 
f erification ; the divi ion into two maller di trict will rai 
p r nt rr to 87 per nt. (Z. O. G. 1ll., VI, 1 1, p. -36.) 
1, nfi r l h u Ii h th m or 1 rri al O n·c ti D me 
t rn Thi during haw ... IL .i 
atI, rd n the appli 
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formula (Zeitschrift Bd. IX; 1874, page 198,) for the distribution of 
]'.OOisture, and its excellent argument is shown by the following table: 
Altitude. Vapor tension. 
Observed. Computed. 
Meters. Millimtters. 
1340 9. 7 -
1770 7. 2 8.3 
2630 6. 5 6.1 
3420 4. 9 4. 7 
4900 2.8 2.8 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 170.) 
Stelling has published an elaborate memoir on the annual periodicity 
of evaporation at Russian stations. The observations forming the basis 
of his work have been uniformly made with Wild's "Weighing Evapori-
Ineter," and the installation of these instruments at the various stations 
have been carried out with great uniformity; moreover, the stations 
represent a very great variety of climates and the records extend through 
:periods of three to seven years, beginning with 1872. Among the gen-
eral results we notice that the annual minimum everywhere occurs with 
the minimum temperature of January; the maximum depends, however, 
upon the Continental location, with its resulting winds, as well as upon 
temperature. The relation between evaporation and rainfall is perhaps 
best seen by comparison between observations at St. Petersburg and 
'J'aschkent, while the variations due to slight variations in the immedi-
ate surroundings can be seen by comparing Pavlosk with St. Peters-
burg! twelve miles distant, or the stations at the observatory and in 
the city of Taschkent, as shown in the following table: 
Station. Years. Evapora- Mean tem- Mean relative Mean Total tion. perature. humidity. wind. rain. 
--
Percmt. 
J:~:l~!. :::::: ::: ::::::: :: :: : : : 1878-79 280 4°.4 83 4.9 603 1878-79 188 3°. 8 86 3.6 654 
Taschkent observatory ...•.•••..• 1878 1,416 14°.8 54 2.5 409 
Taschkent City ..............•.•.. 1878 667 13°.1 65 o. 7 393 
(Z. 0. G. M., 1881, p. 119.) 
Renou has made some important studies upon the cloudiness in 
Europe. By combining his own observations with those of others, he 
finds the daily curve of cloudiness for Paris; then from a general sur-
vey of diurnal periodicity he finds a minimum at 10 or 11 p. m., and 
a maximum at 1 or 2 p. m. in, Paris, with a second maximum in the early 
morning hours, this latter being particularly well marked in the United 
tates. The annual curve for Paris shows a maximum in December, 
and two minima in April and September, respectively; but this curve 
S. Mi . 109-19 
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for Pekin is directly opposed to that for Western Europe; simil 
the annual curve for Sitka is directly opposed to that for Norway. 
-chart of the world, showing lines of equal annual cloudiness (isoneph 
is given by Renan, and although only a first approximation to thet 
yet it seems to justify the statement that for the whole earth 
average cloudiness is not much above 50 per cent., possibly as higil 
55 per cent. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 102.) 
Schiaparelli has computed the annual diurnal period of moisture 
observations · made during thirty years at the observatory at :Mil 
He finds the variation of relative humidity is, as in nearly every o 
place, the converse of that of the temperature, as is shown by the foll 
ing table: 
Month. 
'g 
j1 
~g, 
<P Ii: 
~4) 4)"d 
... 
0 • 
d 
1 
E-1 ' E-1 
Range. 
------------------1--------
December ..•......••••••••.••.•••.•••••.•.•.••..••...•..••... 
January .................................................... . 
~6;~1ia?::::: :::::: ::: : : : : : : ::: :: : ::: : : :: :: ::::::: ::: :: ::::: 
~f ::: : : : : : : ::: : :: ::::: :: : : : ::: ::::::::::: ::: :: :::::: :::::: 
.-June ........••..•.•.•••••.•••••..•..••...•..••••••.....•.... 
Jnly ........................................................ . 
tJ;t+{Hiiiii iH!iiH E/iiiiiiii// 
+o,7 
-0.5 
+o.6 
3.1 
6. 7 
10.6 
13. 8 
15.7 
15. 6 
13.4 
9.3 
4.4 
7. 8 
4.8 
4.4 
4. 8 
3. 7 
7. 3 
9.5 
11.8 
13.3 
13.2 
11.5 
8. 8 
6.3 
8. 5 
7. 7 
7.4 
15. 7 
20.8 
23. 9 
25.1 
25. 6 
26.1 
26. 0 
25. 2 
18. 7 
13. 5 
(Z. O. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 417,) 
VIL-MOVEMENTS OF THE .ATMOSPHERE, WINDS, ETC, 
W oeikof, the author of the concluding chapter of Professor Coffin 
~, Winds of the Globe," has given a review of his re.sults with . 
modifications, from which we extract the following table relative t-0 mn 
in Greenland: 
Prevailing wind3, 
Stations. 
Summer. 
that we can a ume with great proba ili y that in 
trong current of air from Northern Gre nland lo 
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t,b- e east coast of the is1and towards the cyclone in the neighborhood of 
Iceland. The following similar tables relate to the middle latitudes of 
_ --r orth America: 
Prevailing winds. 
Stations. 
Summer. 
~~t~~u~\!:1~~~'. ~~~~~-:: :: : : ::: : : : :: : :: : : : : ::: : :: ...... ·si. t"o. sw: ..... . 
--W-ashington Territory................................ SW. to N'W". 
8~1fr~~i~::: ::::::::::: :: :: : : : : :::::::: ::: :: : : : : :::::: sr ~!d ~-
Arizona.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SE. and S. 
New M exico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. 
Utah . . . . . . . . . . ..•........ . .......... .. . . . . . .. .• . ... . . S. and W. 
Eastern Rocky Mountain slope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . SE. and S. 
Fl.orida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SE. and SW. 
:Bahamas . ..... . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. and SE. 
.Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SE. 
:Mississippi, Louisiana........ . ....................... SE. to SW. 
Winter. 
s. 
N.toE. 
E.and SE. 
SE.and SW. 
S.and SE. 
N. 
W.andNE. 
SW. and W. and N. 
N.andNW. 
NW., N., and NE. 
N.andNE. 
NW.andN . 
N., NE., and W. 
As showing how little the trade winds control throughout the year, 
-we have but to study the mean annual wind direction with their re-
s ultants ; thus even in the Northern Bahamas, where the ratio is most 
n early such as would belong to the trade wind, we find that the resultant 
wind for the year is north 87° east, while at Florida Keys ' it is north-
7 60 east. (Z. 0. G. JJf., XIV., 1879, pp. 1 to 18.) 
Hann summarizes the results of observations by Kersten, Seward, 
a nd others, in regard to the climate of Zanzibar. He says atmos 
P h eric currents in Zanzibar deserve a special consideration, since the 
e asonal change in the winds is here the basis of all weather phenomena. 
T'he northeast monsoon (that in 1864 began to be perceptible some 
-W-eeks after the passage of the sun southward through the equator, but 
atta.ined its full force after the middle of December, when the sun had • 
eached its extreme southern position) brings higher temperature, . 
ower pressure, and higher moisture. 
The opposite features characterize the southwest monsoon, which 
commences shortly after thesecondpassageofthe sun through the zenith, 
nd at flrst is accompanied by calms, but from the end of March onward 
or t hree months continues almost uninterruptedly to blow as a fresh 
reeze. In July and August, however, the south west wind fails again 
or ome weeks, diminishing to a light breeze, and even occasionally for 
few hours shifts again to a weak northerly wind; in October the 
outhwest again blows with less strength, interrupted by many calms, 
hich by November always get the upper hand, and by the end of the 
onth give way to the northeast monsoon. Thus the southwest mon-
oon prevails for seven months; two months are changeable, namely, 
faroh and November, and only three months from the middle of Decem-
er to the middle of March belong to the northeast monsoon. (Z. 0. G. 
!., 1 79, XIV, pp. 22 to 24.) 
• 
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The results of the observations of the wind made on the last arctic ex 
pedition of Captain Hall have been discussed by Weihraucb. The d 
are very valuable to the meteorologist on account of the high latitu 
the-large number of hourly observations, and the actual measurement 
the wind velocity instead of the ordinary estimates of wind force. 
distressing misfortune that befell Dr. Bessels in the employment of 
chief computer who proved to be wholly untrustworthy is alr d 
known to meteorologists, and rendered it necessary that Weih!"au 
should undertakp, the labor of an entire repetition of the computatio 
some of the results of which are given in the following table: 
4nemometric niean8 for PolariB Bay. 
Number Mean resulting Mean resulting Month. of days. velocity, miles direction. per hour. 
0 I 
Sept.,1871 ............. 1. 01 s. 49 31 w. 
Oct., 1871 
·-··-· ···· 
8. 75 N. 33 21 E. 
Nov., 1871 18 (i.78 N. 54 18 E. 
Dec., 1871 29 3. 90 N. 64 13 E. 
Jan., 1872 30 5.47 N. 58 48 E. 
Feb., 1872 29 7. 37 N. 51 30 E. 
Mar., 1872 26 8. 71 N. 51 4 E. 
~r., 1872 30 2. 09 N. 70 54 E. 
ay, 1872 31 3. 65 N. 49 13 E. 
June, 1872 27 0. 66 N. 35 7 E. 
July, 1872 23 1. 53 N. 2 5 E. 
.Aug.,1872 31 0. 62 s. 71 21 w . 
Anemometric meanB for PolariB House. 
Nov., 1872 30 6. 03 N. 36 38 E. 
Dec., 1872 31 12. llj N. 43 37 E. 
Jan., 1873 31 2.32 N. 74 56 E. 
Feb., 1873 28 8. 61 N. 47 13 E. 
Mar., 1873 31 3. 20 N. 56 24 E. 
~r., 1873 30 3. 72 N. 67 53 E. 
y, 1873 31 3. 50 N. 5119 E. 
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Maximum and minimum wind velocity at Vienna. 
Maxima. Minima. 
Wind direction. 
y _ -----------·-----------·--·--·--··· YE . ..................... . .......... . 
E - . .......................... . ...... . 
:E .................................. . 
~ --···-···························· 
~ --·········-···············-······· 
-~ ---······························ 
Velocity in 
Time. kilometers 
per hour. 
1 to 2 p. m. 19. 8 
5 to 6 p. m. 12. 5 
1 to 2 p. m. 10. 3 
1 to 2 p. m. 15. 6 
3 to 4 p. m. 18. 6 
11 a. m. to noon. 15. 8 
1 to 2 p. m. 35. 2 
1 to 2 p. m. 27. 4 
Time. 
5to6a.m. 
5to6a.m. 
5to6a.m. 
5to6a.m. 
5to6a.m. 
3 to 4 a.m. 
7 to8 p.m. 
lto2a..m. 
Velocity in 
kilometers 
per hour. 
12.1 
6.1 
4. 9 
8.2 
7.5 
7. 0 
27. 8 
21. 5 
This increase in wind velocity up to a maximum in the warmest part 
of the day is apparently confined to the lowest stratum of air and is to be 
_ t trilmted to the descent of rapidly-moving upper currents of air replac-
ing that which is continually ascending from the heated surface of the 
earth. The only other plausible hypothesis would seem to be that the 
:pper currents have a variable influence upon the lower strata, depend-
ing upon the variation of what is known as the internal friction of gases. 
Tll.e coefficient of this friction increases with the temperature, whence it 
ight seem that stronger winds would be experienced at midday at sea-
level than during the night-time, but coefficient (7J) of friction, for the 
e mperature t is, according to 0. E. Meyer, equal to (l+0.0025t)7J0 , 
-W-bere 71 0 is the coefficient at 0° C. 
It is, however, believed that the diurnal variation of the temperature 
f the air at considerable altitudes is too slight to sensibly effect this 
o e:fficient. Koppen, therefore, considers that the greater part of the 
·urnal variation and wind force must be attributed to the descent of 
rapidly moving upper currents of air. This result is confirmed by the 
t udy of the relation of wind pressure and barometric gradient, and also 
ythe study of the daily and annual variation in humidity. Koppen says, 
ince the atmospheric pressure is influenc~d by the warming of the lower 
1irata of air in the same direction as by the humidity, we can say that 
"he greater the difference of air temperatures in a vertical direction the 
€SS is t he difference in absolute humidity, barometric pressure, and 
otal horizontal movement, so that in the early afternoon hours, as far 
s t hese elements are concerned, the inhabitants of the low plains 
ay be said to, in a certain sense, be transferred into an atmosphere 
bat belongs to a higher level, while the dwellers on the mountain tops 
e on the other hand transferred to a lower level. The reason why the 
ade-winds, and probably all winds, show on the open sea nothing or a 
ry little of the midday maximum is explained by considering that 
he vertical circulation of air, as well as the increase of wind velocity 
"th the altitude, is much less than over the land. (Z. 0. G. M., XIX, 
. 348.) 
Hann has, in a few words, set clearly forth the slight differences of 
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opinion that at present exist relative to the use of the term a cen 
current. Saussure first employed the term "courant ascenilant," 
Hann would restrict to the column of air ascending from mountai 
midday, and he doubts whether a similar general ascending c 
ever d evcloped itself over extensive horizontal areas of warm 
That many meteorologists have described the. daily ascent of the lo 
strata of air as going on continuously and not as a local interchancre 
tween ascending currents on the one side and descending on theoth . 
evident to all, especially when we consider how many have frnitl 
endeavored to explain the afternoon barometric minimum as the 
of the ascending current. 
Hann finds a strong argument against the invariable existence o-
afternoon ascending current in the fact that frequently at Vienn . 
elsewhere, absolutely cloudless afternoons occur, even when the c 
point at the earth's surface is so high that an ascent of a few thou 
feet must produce cumulus clouds. The cumulus clouds that freque · 
occur at very great altitudes are seldom due to currents ascendin O' · 
the immediate neighborhood of the observer, but to a rising and fa · 
or wave-like movement in the upper current itself. At these altitu 
the air is very near its dew-point, wherefore a very slight ascent w 
give rise to formation of clouds. The direct interchange of air bet~ 
the upper and lower strata of the atmosphere seems not to exteu · 
very great altitudes in the atmosphere: (Z. O. G. M., XIV, p. 35~. 
Koppen has published an extensive essay on boen, or wind gu:t 
thunder storms, which is reprinted with additions in the Journal of· 
Austrian Meteorological Association. He concludes by inclinin t · 
belief' that the gusts of wind preceding showers of rain are brou. 
down by the friction and resistance of the falling drops. In tbi n 
however, we believe that he was long since anticipated by Prof. Jo 
Henry. In regard to the gusts accompanying the Men when no 
falls, he thinks that this consists of air brought down from the up 
regions by its greater densitr, but still retaining the great horizo 
velocity that prevails aloft. 
The indications of the self-recor<ling barometer show that every r 
of wind is accompanied by a corresponding disturbance of the 
tric pressur , and the table quoted by him furnishes many illu tra 
of this. The e di ur bance are additional to tho e cau ed by 
action of the wind on the doors and chimneys of the room in which 
barometer i placed, and relate to the motion and density of the a· 
th neighborh o of the ob erver. (Z. O. G. M., IV, pp. 45'i to 
prnng r m rk that the law according to which bodie monn" 
z nt ll are vi t t h right or to th left by the influ nc 
f h arth ith tandiug it importance for m t 
till r • lit kn n. ' I th cour of m inv 
l tha th r a th theo · f 
a h 
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present time applied to the explanation . of the cyclonic movement of 
tne air consists especially in its great perspicuity, but also equally in 
the difficulty of making a true law of deviation generally evident to read- . 
ers slightly aeq uainted with mathematics. It appears to me, however, 
as though thls difficulty could be overcome, and as though the correct 
expre~sio~ for the deviating force of rotation could be deduced in a 
simple manner intelligible to all." Sprung then proceeds to consider the 
-case of a plain disk rotating with an angular velocity w, which is a 
case precisely parallel to the condition of affairs on the earth's surface 
in the neighborhood of the North Pole. If the relative or absolute orbit 
of any body passes through the center of rotation of the disk, then, in 
the absence of all exterior forces, the body moves relatively to the earth 
in an Archimedean spiral, in such a manner that its relative angular 
-velocity is equal to that of the disk itself, and perpetually moving 
:further and further from the center. 
This, therefore, is the inertia curve projected upon a rotating plane-
disk. It is now evident that every relative movement on the disk that. 
differs from that of the inertia curve is also a departure from the absolute-
rectilinear movement, and can therefore not take place except under the 
influence of some exterior force. If, now, such exterior force be decom-
posed into components that are perpendicular and parallel to its orbit,. 
the study of the combined effects of these components and tlie cen-
trifugal force shows that on a parabolic surface rotating with the angular 
velocity w the inertia curve is a circle whose radius is p = - 2: de--
scribed with a constant relative velocity (v) which is entir~ly inde-- -
pendent of the distance from the center of rotation of the surface. 
For movements upon the actual surface of the earth we have p = 
2 ,v. • The uniform motion in a straight line, or those forms of 'liJ SIU <p 
motion which, in absolute si)ace, are the only ones that can exist in con-
sequence of the inertia, requires, on the.rotating surface of the earth, the 
action of an outer pressure from right to left capable of producing an ac-
celeration at the equator, whose value is expressed by 2 v 11J sin <p. 
Sprung; by geometrical construction, makes it evident that under 
otherwise similar circumstances in regard to the geographical latitude? 
the velocity and friction, 1st, the cyclonal curvature of the wind orbit is 
accompanied by a stronger gradient and greater angular deviation <f" 
than is the anti-cyclonal curvature. 2d. For the same curvature of the 
wind orbit and for equal velocity and increasing coefficient of friction, 
increases the gradient, but diminishes the angular deviation <p, 3d. For-
equal curvature of the wind orbit, and equal coefficient of friction, and¥ 
equal velocity, both gradient- and angle of deviation increase with the-
approach to the equator, as was shown by Guldberg and Mohn. (Z. 0 .. 
G. Jlf., Vol. XV, 1880, pp. 1 to 21.) 
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Woeikof gives a summary of our knowledge of the winds on 
.Atlantic Ocean, in which, among other things, he gives the follow· 
. table showing the mean limits of the northern border of the region 
the northeast trade winds. Thus on 45th meridian west, from April· 
June, the average latitude of the northern limit of the northea t tr. 
winds is 270, 
Meridia,n. 
SeasQn. ~ ~ ~ ~ I:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 
0 g, 0 0 0 C 0 0 :?,, 0 ; t<, ll') 0 ~ 0 ll') 0 0 (0 (0 ll') ll') '<I' co co <N ~l 
-------------
j anuary-March ............... N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 26½0 25° 23½0 23° 24½0 26° 26½0 25½0 25½0 
April-June .................... 28° 24½0 23° 25° 27° 28° 28° 28° 28½0 July-September ............... 27° 27° 26½0 26° 26½0 27½0 27½0 28½0 31° 
October-December ............ 26° 24° 22½0 22° 22½0 24½0 25½0 25½0 26½0 
(Z. O. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p.124. 
In reference to the winds of the valley of the Upper Engadin 
Switzerland, Professqr Billwiller, in a review of the recently crown · 
essay of Dr. Ludwig, says, "After I had made an accurate review of tt. 
continuous records of the meteorological stations, and, by direct qu 
tionings of reliable persons, had found the fact confirmed that really c 
warm, clear summer and autumn days, about midday, there regularly 
prevailed a local wind flowing downwards in the direction of theriverfrom 
Maloja Pass to beyond the Scaufs, whicll attained its greatest intensi 
in the warmer hours of afternoon, and toward evening again died away, 
I attempted to :find an explanation for this phenomenon, which a 
parently stands in contradiction to the theory of the mountain and 1 · 
ley winds." The explanation of this phenomenon depends essentiallr 
upon the topographical peculiarities. The meteorological condition 
the Ober-Engadin are entirely the same as those of an inclosed valle:, 
The temperature variations are much greater than those of the lo 
land beneath it, by reason of the dry, pure, thin air. The in olation · 
summer produces an ascent of the air on the flanks of the vall Y ha 
is followed by a diminution in the pre ure and den ity of the air i · 
mediately above the lowe, t portion of the long, narrow van r f th 
In , and which demand a compensation. Since now acth·e a cen 
curr nt are mo ing along he outhern base of the Alp nothin" · 
m re natural than to a ume that the e:fici n y jn den Hy in th b 
of th all y of the Ob r-Engadin houl .find it comp n ation 
th · 1 r and m wh n r air on th th r ~i 
b am I v 1 i the \"all y f the Ial ~a.-(Z. O. G. ~l. V 
I . "" "'.) 
h rmc n ha 1 
11 n t 
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~ho also furnished most of the instructions .. These observations were 
t aken every five minutes with barometer, thermometer, anemometer, 
&c. It is demonstrated, by means of these observations, that the re· 
turn current of air is comparatively thin apd feeble, _and also that the 
sea wind, like the land wind, has only a feeble power. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 
p. 448.) 
Professor Airy has published the results of the reduction o:('.the pho· 
t ographic records of pressure and temperature at Greenwich since 1849. 
'Jhe annual wind "roses" for these two elements are as follows: 
[Direction of .wind. 
N ....................••..... 
NE ..•... . ....•...•......... 
E ................. . ........ . 
SE ....•..........•.. . ....... 
~w:: :::::::::: ::::: :: ::: : : :I 
W ..................... . ... . 
NW .... . .................. . 
Pressure. 
o. 9 
3. 8 
2. 5 
0. 9 
-3.3 
-2.2 
-1.1 
-0.4 
Temperature. 
7. 7 
8. 3 
9.1 
10. 2 
11.1 
11.2 
10.4 
8. 6 
The monthly means, including those of earth ·temp_eratures, are shown 
in the following table. The air temperatures refer to the years 1849 to 
1868, for the first part of the table; but for the sake of comparison with 
the earth temperatures they have, in the second part of the table, been 
recomputed for the years 1847 to 1873, and are given in- degrees cent.: 
Month. 
December .•.. ••.••.••....••.•....•••••. . • . ...•. 
January ...•...... . ............•..... . .......... 
t~~r:h:!.: :: : : : : :::::: :: : ~:: ::: : :: : : ::: : :: :: : : : : 
¥ni ::::::: :::::::: ::_:: :::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: : : : 
i~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! 
N ovember ••••••••••••••••.....••..••.. •••••.• • . 
Yea.r . •• : ······························· ·· ······· 
Temperatures for 1849-'68. Tomperatures for 1847-'73 . 
4. 9 
3. 7 
4. 3 
5.3 
s. 6 
11.7 
15.4 
17. 0 
16. 6 
14. 2 
10. 6 
5. 9 
9. 8 
] 
0 
P< 
~ 
<l) 
A 
--
3. 0 
1. 9 
1. 9 
2. 3 
4. 7 
7. 4 
10.8 
12.1 
12. 5 
10. 8 
8. 3 
4.1 
6. 7 
~ 
<l) 
o3 
~,t i~ 
t .~ 
~ <l 
--
---
-3.6 4. 7 
-3.3 3. 6 
-2.2 4. 3 
+o.4 5.3 
2.1 8.4 
2. 2 11.6 
2. 7 14. 8 
2. 4 16. 9 
2.4 16. 4 
1. 6 14. 0 
0. 0 10. 3 
-2.6 5. 9 
+0.2 . 0. 7 
4 .µ 
<l) <l) 
~ ~ 
(C) 
""' <N ~ ~ 
~ :&· ' a ... <:11 
r,:"l ~. 
--
9. 2 11. 2 
7. 7 10. 9 
7.1 10. 5 
7.1 10.1 
8.1 9. 7 
9. 9 9.4 
12. 3 9. 4 
14. 3 9. 6 
15.4 10.1 
15.1 10. 6 
13. 6 11. 0 
11. 3 11. 2 
10. 9 10. 3 
(Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV., 1880, .p. 405.) 
P rofessor Finger, of Vienna, has published a second memoir on the in· 
fluence of the earth's rotation upon the winds. As several of his funda. 
mental assumptions differ from those introduced by Ferrel, his results 
differ correspondingly. He concludes that the gra.dient in the hori-
i;ontal direction perpendicular to the respective wind direction is entirely 
in rpendent of the friction and other resistances to the motion of the air; 
and, again, that the influence of the ascending vertical movement is to 
d pre the barometric pressure for south winds and raise it for north 
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winds. [This influence seems to relate to matters of minor importance 
compared with those to which Professor Ferrel bas confined his atr 
tion.] (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 532.) 
Dr. A. Sprung gives an elucidation of the theoretical consideratio 
explanatory of his conclusion that the daily period in wind force k 
necessary consequence of a daily period in wind direction and veloci . 
He :finds for a period of- cloudless weather in Magdeburg the follow1r.: 
mean velocities recorded by the meteorograph of Dr. Assmann. 
Magdeburg records. Hamburg records. 
Hour. Wind direction. 
Wind 
velocity. Hour. 
Wind WinJ 
direction. veloc:ty 
------i---~1----i---·~----1------; 
8- 9 a.m ........... . 
9-10 a.m .••....•.... 
10-11 a.m ..•..•...••. 
ll-12m ............. . 
· 12- 1 p.m .•••••..•••. 
1- 2 p.m ........... . 
2-3p.m ........... . 
3-4p.m ...•...•.•.. 
4- 5 p.m ..••••.•.... 
5- 6 p. m ........... . 
6- 7 p.m .••••..•.•.. 
7-8p.m .•••••...••• 
8- 9 p.m ........... . 
9-10 p.m ...•...•••.. 
0 
N. 80.6 E. 
86. 0 
85. 8 
87. 2 
87. 5 
90. 8 
87.1 
87. 3 
85. 7 
82. 7 
82. 3 
75. 6 
72. 5 . 
70. 7 
Meteraperaec. 
5.1 
5.i 
6. 2 
6. 3 
6.3 
6. 5 
6. 6 
6. a 
• 6.4 
5. 5 
4. 8 
4.6 
4.9 
5.1 
0- '2 a.m ........... . 
2-4a.m .•••••...... 
4-6a.m ........... . 
6-8a.m,. ......... . 
8-10 a.m .••••.•••••• 
10-12 m ...........••. 
12- 2 p.m .....•...•.. 
2- 4 p.m ........... . 
4- 6 p.m .•....••••.. 
6- 8 p.m .....•....•. 
8-10 p.m .....•....•. 
10 midnight. 
0 
N. 63,2 E. 
59. 7 
66, 5 
78. 9 
80.8 
78.8 
80, 8 
76. 2 
66.2 
70. 9 
62.9 
62.4 
Metmp11• 
4.6 
4.3 
4.2 
4.8 
5. 6 
6. 7 
6.8 
6. 
6.3 
5.1 
5. 0 
5.0 
These show a wind force increasing as the wind veers toward the 
east in the morning, and diminishing in tae afternoon as the wind bac · 
to NE. A general summary, based on records from 18 stations in Euro 
and Asia, shows that the number of plus or minus revolutions of th 
wind-vane is as follows: 
Morning, + 4185 - 2617 
Afternoon, + 2885 - 3267 
whence the Dove law of winds is not confirmed for the afternoon in 
val 1 p.m. to9p.m., butisperfectlysointhemorninghours. The"E .~. 
Koppen" theory of the diurnal variation of the strength of the wind - · 
quires that no such period should exist at considerable altitude a o~ 
the earth, and this is confirmed by the observations taken on Schaffb r 
and Pie-du-Midi. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881~ p. 424.) 
Sprung has continued his theoretical investigations on the wind " 
adding a few empirical results as to the relation between the fore 
the wind, the gradient, and their diurnal periodicity. Expre in 
wind force (S) on the Beaufort (0 to 12) scale, and the gradient in mi ·. 
t r f the barometer for 111 kilometers (or millimeters for !:IT 
of latitud ) he find in general: 
Gradi nt = 0.5 + 0.212 8 + 0.019 
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greater than during cloudy days. The range for the former 1s, in the 
summer season, twice that for the latter. · For clear days the range of 
wind force is remarkably great, while the gradient remains unchanged,. 
a condition that requires the introduction of an explanation in the 
manner suggested by Koppen (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, pp. 333-349.) At sea 
the diurnal range, as deduced for marine records, shows nothing of all 
this remarkable increase of wind force at 2 p. m. :Finally, Sprung com-
pares the anemometer records at 4 stations with the corresponding esti-
mates on the Beaufort scale, and deduces the following formula: 
Velocity in meters per second= 0.360 + 1.691 x Beaufort scale of force. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 356.) 
The above work by Sprung has been followed by a similar study by 
Rev. W. Clement Ley, who has discussed the observations at Stony-
hurst and Kew, and who concluqes that if we could have isobars for the 
level of the cirrus clouds, we would there find above the deepest cyclone 
only a slight secondary depression circulating around a portion of the 
great polar depression. He submits the question '' Cannot the fact that 
. a given gradient for east winds obtains only in the lower atmosphere, 
while a similar gradient for west winds bolds good for the whole atmos-
phere, be brought into connection through known laws of mechanics with 
the fact· of the greater force of the east over the west win<l.s at the earth's 
surface~" (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 535.) 
Supan, professor of geography in the University of Czernowitz, has 
published a valuable work, entitled "Statistik der unteren Luftstro-
mungen," in which he has utilized the great collection of data published 
in Coffin's "Winds of the Globe" (Washington, 1876), and almost as 
much more collated by himself. Supan bas, in fact, endeavored to util-
ize only the longer series of observations, and he confines himself to 
annual percentages of the frequency of the winds, omitting th~ calms, 
which are not given with sufficient accuracy and uniformity by the vari-
ous observers. Only about thirty pages of the whole volume are occu-
pied with general analysis and conclusions. 
In elucidating the mutual relations of wind and pressure, Supan cal-
culates the pressure for January over the N. Atlantic Ocean at various 
altitudes and degrees of latitude. ..Adopting observed pressures at sea-
level and Glaishers' rate of diminution of temperature with altitude, 
Supan obtains the pressures in t he following table: 
Pressures. Differences of pressure. 
Lat. Altitudes in meters. Altitudes in meters. 
o. 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 0. 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 
----- - ----- -
- - --
------
0 
80 755 572 428 316 232 -3 -28 -41 -49 -50 
60 744 576 441 33! 251 -14 -24 -28 -31 -31 
ao 766 601 467 360 275 +8 +1 - 2 - 5 -7 0 758 600 469 365 282 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
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Whence it appears that at 3000m a uniform' downward gradient pre-
vails from the equator to the pole, and that this gradient is stronger the 
• higher we ascend above that leveJ. (Z. 0. G. llf., XVI, 1881, p. 402.) 
A. Richter has studied the relations of the upper cirrus cloud move-
ment to the distribution of pressure and temperature at the earth's sur-
face, basing his studies upon the cloud observations of the years lSiS-
1880 at Ebersdorf, and the daily weather charts of the Deutsche See-
warte. He finds for the average of the three years that the upper clouds 
move towards the azimuth S. 350 W.; the angle by which the movement 
of the cirrus differs from the barometric gradient averages 88°, and that 
by which it differs from the corresponding temperature gradient is 75°. 
The changes in these average results depending upon the seasons the 
direction of the wind, excessive gradients, &c., are also investigated 
somewhat. (Z. 0. G. Jl.l,, XVI, 1881, p. 376.) 
L. Teisserenc de Bort, in a study upon atmospheric circulation in the 
Iberian peninsula, says: '' The simultaneous observations, day by day, 
assume greater importance, but this new mode of research cannot wholly 
replace studies by the method of averages in many of the problems that 
meteorology offers us. Averages are, in fact, a powerful mean of 
bringing out the dominant character of ph~nornena, and they are aplica-
ble to the discussion of daily charts as well as to the so-called tati ti-
cal researches. These latter do not show the accidental variation , but 
they put in relief certain influences that play an important part becau 
of their continuous action, and that are too feeble to clearly stand forth 
in the portrayal of the general condition that obtains at any moment. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 265.) 
F. Chambers has <liscussed with much ability the record for 1873 74 
'75 of the anemograph, at Kurrachee, in a memoir of some length. (Z. 
0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 172.) 
Ragon.a has published a memoir on the diurnal and annual variatio 
in the direction of the winds, basing his studies upon the hourly read-
ing from the elf-register of the observatory at Modena. He find four 
daily maxima and four minima in the velocity of the wind during Jan· 
uary, F bruary, October, and December, three maxima and minim 
during larch, June, July, and ugu t, September, and November and 
wo maxima an l minima during April and May. The -connection be· 
tw ei liurn l p rio<li i in lo i y and direction i o clo e that h 
th n n lmo a perfect parall Ii m in th two data. A to the an-
ri Ii i h fi 1 fi r ea h in direction two maxima and tw 
mnnm f fr u n · ; he 1 find law of rotation of th win 
c nfhru 1 fi r ... I n . (Z. . G. M. I, l 1 I . L-. ) 
YI I.-Il E. 
n nth 
gi-v 
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relation between isobars and winds during the great hurricane that 
marked this month. The angle between the wind and isobar in -ea,ch 
quadrant of the hurricane is as follows, on the ·average of three maps: 
Number of 
Quadrant. Angle if,. observa· 
tions. 
NE .. ..... 48° 25 
SE ........ 64° 11 
SW . ...••. 70° 41 
I 
NW ...... 60° 31 
Total.. 61° 108 
At different distances from the storm.center the angle varied as fol-
lows: 
Distance Number of 
in nautical Angle if,. observa· 
miles. tions. 
100 47° 7 
200 57° 17 
300 62° 18 
400 58° 32 
500 65° 12 
600 66° 7 
700 75° 12 
800 75° 3 
Since these relate to the region beyond the maximum of wind force 
they can, according to Guldberg and Mohn, ·be considered as approxi-
mations to the normals values of the angle of deviation, and in their 
notation the average value~ for the three maps are as follows: 
Number 
Date. 
"' 
of observa-
tions. 
0 
.August 24, lOk p. m .......... 61 37 
25,6ba,m ........... 59 40 
25, Oh 43• p. m ....... 64 31 
This angle is, therefore, nearly the same on the .Atlantic Ocean, and 
in latitude 42°, as it is in Denmark and Great Britain. By the formula 
given by Guldberg and Mohn we can now compute the coefficient of 
friction and derive the value k=0.00005409. With this we may compare 
the value k = 0.00007265, computed by Hoffmyer, for Denmark, latitude 
56°, from the deviation angle a= 59°, and we find it higher than would 
have been expected from the ocean (Guldberg and Mohn assume for the 
open sea k = 0.00004). The value k = 0.00002582, computed by Clement 
Ley for 1/J = 77° for five British coast stations is apparently much too 
small. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 201.) 
Friesenhof concludes from the study of the paths of storm centers 
that the most important factor in determining both the velocity and 
direction of the progression is the uneq_ual evaporation in the different 
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quadrants-the greater the inequality the faster the movement. In 
North .Atlantic Ocean this evaporation is largely dependent upon 
presence of open water or a covering of ice, whenee he is led to co. 
elude · that the storm paths of this region may be classified in tw 
periods. The first is that of tbe frozen East Polar Sea, with fioatin0 
ice in the West Polar Sea, which period is marked by great frequency 0. 
depressions over the .Atlantic a.nd their movement southward into the 
interior of Russia. The second period is that of the frozen West Polar 
Sea, with less ice in the East Polar Sea, which period is marked by 
fewer .Atlantic cyclones, which all pass frqm the Gulf Stream into the 
East Polar Sea. There is no regularity in · the duration of these periods, 
although there is some appearance as if the first belonged to the winter 
and the second to the summer season. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 217. 
J. Elliott has published an elaborate report of the Madras cyclone. 
May, 1877, in which he contributes much to the knowledge of the circum-
stances attending the inception of tbe cyclones of the Bay of BeugaL 
He says that it is doubtful whether there is 'in all cases a single calm 
center which continues unbroken during the continuance of the cyclonic 
disturbance in its more intense form and the path of ~hich marks the 
line of advance of the cyclone. It is quite probable that, with the inter-
mittent actions of the winds, one of the commonest features of cyclone1 
being rapid variations in theirintensity, which give rise to the well known 
phenomena of squalls, there may be a continuous disappearance of one 
storm center and the formation of another in its neighborhood. 
The only entirely new and adequate factor in the meteorological con· 
ditions present during the origin and existence of this cyclone was rain-
fall; the cyclone gradually developed after the rainfall, and its intensity 
bears the most direct and marked relation to the intensity of the rainfall. 
It followed the line of heavy rainfall throughout its existence. 
The energy of the latent heat given out produces an ascensional or 
expansional movement in the atmospheric condensing region, and this 
disturbance is followed by an attempt towards equilibrium, which in 
this case is the converging motion of the lower atmospheric strata to 
the area of rainfall. (Z. O. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 308.) 
Ragona bas published a work on the general movement of the t-
mo phere, and the prediction of the weather in especial reference t 
Italy. He states that the barometric depressions approaching Italy from 
the northwe t and south pass around the peninsula rather than over i 
Ab nt the ame nnm ber of depre sion approach from all dir ction.s. 
(Z. 0. G. M.. VI, 1881, p. 452.) 
r. Van Bebber ha t cli tbe daily and monthly cour e of the 
barom tric minima in Europe, 1 76-1 o, and endeavored to ontriba 
w r ridgin r the gap b we n climatological tudie ba o 
bl n l and tho ba d on daily m~ath r ma 
f minima, he con tru t ma · 
p ing through each 
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50 latitude and 100 longitude. [In 1he statistical atlas published by the 
Unites States Census Office in 1876 may be found a similar chart for 
each one degree square for the United States.] 
Van Bebber finds, however, that the irregularities in contiguous 
years are such as to show that five years is by far not enough to estab-
lish the normal distribution of storm-centers. 
The following table shows the annual means f~r each zone, corrected 
so as to reduce to a uniform area with the zone of 50° latitude: 
Latitude. .Annual number. Means . 
0 
40-45N. 18. 0 18. 0 
45-50N. 11. 6 11. 6 
50-55N. { 18. 8 continental. } 15. 9 13. 0 oceanic. 
55-60N. i 19. 8 continental. } 21.1 23. 4 oceanic. 
60-70N. 20. 0 20. 0 
In reference to the paths pursued. by the minima, Van Bebber finds 
the routes most frequented to be as follows: 
(.A.) Passing through Northwestern Ireland; then along the coast of 
Norway into the .A.retie Circle; thence dividing and passing on either (1) 
northward until ~wallowed up in the ocean, or (2) to the White Sea, or 
(3) southeast to the interior of Russia. 
(B) Passing near Great Britain; then_ce either directly over the North 
Sea, Southern Scandinavia, central and southern Baltic Sea to Finlan~ 
and the Baltic provinces of Russia. 
(C) Passing southwest of Great Britain, southeastward over France 
to the Mediterr,anean. 
In general, the minima seem to prefer the coast; mountains do not 
apparently attract them. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 418.) 
Riniker bas studied the mass of data collected by the forestry com -
mission of .A.argau, Switzerland, relative to the occurrence of hail. He 
finds an intimate connection between the frequency and severity of hail 
storms and the distribution of forests, cleared land, &c.; the more forests, 
so much the less bail. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 525.) 
Lancaster, of Brussels, _has discussed the observations of thunder 
storms in Belgium during 1878. He finds the trend of the paths of the 
43 storms distributed as follows : Toward the SW., 25; S., 8; SE., 4; 
W., 4; NW., 1; NE., 1. The hourly velocity of progress averages 5 kil. 
On the average of 45 years, 1833 to 1878, the annual distribution of 
days with thunder is as follows : 
Number of storms. 
January ....... _ .... ...... _ . 
February .•............. _ .. . 
March . . . . . . . . ........ _ . ... . 
.A. pril ......... _ .... _ ....... . 
May . - . -................. - -
J u.ne •••••••• - •• • ••• .. - • - - - •• 
Number of storms. 
12 July ..................... ~. 
10 August. . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
27 September ................. . 
45 October .................... . 
108 November ............... - . - . 
143 December .........•....•..... 
158 
159 
68 
21 
6 
4 
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The diurnal periodicity is as follows : 
Interval. No. of storm-
Midnight to 2 a. m.. . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
2 a. m. to 4 a. m ..... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 
4 a. m. to 6 a. m .... _ ..................................... . 
6 a. m. to 8 a. m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
8 a. m. to 10 a. m . . . . . . . .•................•............... .. 
10 a. m. to noon . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5· 
Noon to 2 p. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115 
2 p. m. to 4 p. m .......... : ...••...........•..... : ...... ... li3 
4 p. m. to 6 p. m .. · ........................................ . li3 
6 p. m. to 8 p. m ......... _ .............................. ... lll 
8 p. m. to 10 p. m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ij 
10 p. m. to midnight ............... ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3i 
(Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XVI, pp. 369-3i~. 
Schiaparelli and Frisiani have prepared a study of the observatio 
of thunder storms made in Upper Italy during 1877. The latter find 
that the greater part of the storms occur when a barometric maxirnu 
is present on the Atlantic coasts of France and England, and pre ..,IW 
is high on the north side of the Alps; a smaller proportion of the sto~ 
occur when the maximum barometer is over Northern .Africa ; very few 
occur when the maximum is over Upper Italy, and only when clea 
warm days prevail. None occur when the weather is perfectly clear. 
with uniform p.igh pressure, or when the minimum pressure is due we. 
or the temperature too low. No encouragement is found as to the proba-
bility of our being able to predict local thunder storms. (Z. O. G. M .. 
XVI, 1881, p. 360.) 
The distribution of thunder storms in Zurich during the past nine. 
years has been studied by the scientific society in that city, the summary 
of which is given by Hann. The daily records for this period show 1,,34 
thunder storms with thunder and lightning, 217 lightning withou· 
thunder, and 368 hail storms, of which 116 are included in the abof 
I, 734. The a.nnual distribution of these storms by ten-day period ho 
two maxima of 155 each, viz, the 11th to 20th of June, and 10th to 1 h 
of August. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XVI, p. 349.) 
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maximum frequency is shown in the following table, where the fourth 
~olumn (B) contains the total number of auroras observed at the .given 
.stations during the years for which we ha,e the record, the fifth column 
{E) gives the number of auroras recorded in Fritz's catalogue as having 
been observed in Central Europe during the same ;years, and the last 
<:olurnn (M) gives the mean relative frequency of visibility of the aurora 
for the respective places for the interval from 1700 to 1872, as computed · 
by the formula 
Station. 
B 
M=28E 
Makerstoun . ....... .. .. . ....... . ................ .. ....... . ... . 
Dunse .................... . ......... . •...... .. .. .. . ....... . . .. 
C hristiania . ....•.. . ....... . ........ . .... • . .. .... . .......•..... 
Upsala ..........•....... ......... . .. .. ...•..... .. .... . ....•.... 
Enare .. ........................... . .........•..... ............ 
.Erick naess . ............. . . . ..... .. . . ........•........ . ....... . 
Sand wick Manse . ......................•....... . ......... . .... 
-1~t~?·~·~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
NovaZembla .... •...••.•.•.....•••••..•.•..................... 
Do . ..............•..•...•.........•.•.•.... . .•............ 
fiiii~!!:~~~~~:: ::::: :: :: : :::: :::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : 
Do ...... . .......••...•..•.••..•. •.•... . ..•...•........... 
:f;ftz~J:g~~~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Do ...............•.......•••••••••••.••......•.•••........ 
Franz Josef Land ........... . •...•..•............... . ... , . . ... 
tic~~~~~~:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:Sauk City ............. . .••...•.. . ........ . .•.....•.• . ......... 
Toronto, Canada West ....... . ......•....... • .•. . ..•. • •..•.... 
Depanville, N. Y •.•.... . .... · ••....... . .•..••. . ..... . •......... . 
Franklin, Me ..........••...... . ...••..........•••••..•..••... 
:St. M artin ......... . ...... . ..................•.•.•..•..•...... 
AlbionMines ............... ..... . .. . . .... . ...... . ............ . 
-Queb ec . . . ............•.......... . .. . ..... . • . .................. 
If !!i~;::::::1:iiiiiiiiiii:::::;::: ::i:::;;;;;;;: 
I~!!~!:£!1!a·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fort Hop e . ...•.. . .............•....•... .. ............••........ 
:Fort Reliance . ... . .. . ..........•.....•.....................•.. 
j~~t Ji:!T:li~~::: .: ::: :: : ·.: ·.::::::: :: : : : ::: : :: : : : : :: : : : :: : : :·. 
Fort Franklin . ... ......................... . .............. . ... . 
"Yukon ..... .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .......... • . . .......... . .. . ... . 
Peel's River ..... . .... . .. . ... . ... . .................. .. ..... . .. . 
Fort Con fidence ... ... . . . .. . .... . .. . ......... . ............. . .. . 
~i1\~e~~l ~~:i'if H~~b~;: :::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::: :::: :: 
Point Barrow . . ..... . .......•.•....... . . . ..................... . 
FortCanada . . ... ...... . ..... .. . .. . . ... :· ....••...•........ . . . .. 
:i:~~1~~~~~: : :: :  ::: : : ::: : : ::: : : ::: : :::: : :::::::: ::: : : : : : : i 
I 
Lati. 
-tnde. 
0 
56N. 
56N. 
60N. 
60 N. 
69N . 
63 N. 
59N. 
63N. 
70N. 
70N. 
69N. 
73N. 
73N. 
66N. 
69N. 
65N. 
65N. 
75N. 
79N. 
SON. 
78N. 
43N. 
43N. 
43N. 
43N. 
44 N. 
44N. 
4-5N. 
46N. 
46N. 
47N. 
47N.1 
48 N. 
51·N. 
52 N. 
52N. 
54N. 
54N. 
59N. 
61 N. 
62N. 
62N. 
63 N. 
68 N. 
64N. 
65N. 
65 N. 
66N. 
67N. 
67N. 
70N. 
70N. 
71N. 
72N. 
74N. 
75 N. 
64N. 
Longi. 
tuj:le. B. 
------
0 
3E. 184 
2E. 238 
llE. 965 
· 18E. 1,150 
?4E. 358 
22E. 537 
3 E. 405 
UE. 85 
23E. 23 
24E. 111 
3:IE. 53 
54 E. 51 
53E. 16 
151 E. 30 
161 E. 65 
20W. 149 
20W. 300 
20E. 18 
15E. 4 
16E. 100 
60E. 249 
71W. 308 
··15w: 178 174 
323 
79W. 1,242 
76W. 212 
70W. 61 
74W. 403 
------·· 
63 
71W. 220 
sow., 40 
85W. 79 
81W. 294 
61 
79 
102W. 46 
128W. 57 
lllW. 182 
---- ---· 
129 
121W. 253 
129W. 66 
131W. 39 
109W. 200 
113 \V, 148 
125 W .. 32 
123W. 49 
147\V. 24 
134W. 201 
118 W . 198 
163W. 32 
02W. 25 
156W. 256 
9'W.I 
89 
81W. 0 
lll  27 
52W. 481 
E. M . 
-----
197 28 
166 41 
1,149 23 
1,359 23 
469 25 
712 21 
292 31 
13 105 
6 1,,7 
20 155 
35 42 
61 33 
10 45 
41 20 
5 364 
81 51 
211 39 
13 31 
2 56 
86 32 
164 43 
322 27 
165 32 
211 23 
406 22 
949 37 
479 34 
40 43 
358 32 
165 28 
322 20 
45 25 
84 26 
121 64 
57 30 
40 55 
10 129 
58 28 
35 146 
154 23 
148 48 
19 97 
18 61 
11 Max. 
3 Max. 
18 50 
11 125 
20 34 
238 24 
93· 60 
8 112 
61 56 
78 92 
28 39 
3 94 
10 76 
133 101 
Even if the periodicity of the phenomena has a partial influence upon 
it magnitude and frequency, still it must, beyond aU doubt, be that 
S. Mi . 109-20 ~ 
,.. 
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north of the line of greatest frequency toward the Pole the frequer: 
and magnitude of the aurora diminishes more rapidly than toward t 
Equator, although for no place in that zone is the aurora entirelr . 
visible, as is the case in lower latitudes. ' 
1 (2) With regard to the direction in which auroras are seen, after d' -
cussing a large number of observations, the author finds that the lin 
of greatest frequency and neutral directions are, in all probability, ub-
ject to periodical changes in frequency and extent, whereby they ()( 
come nearer the Pole and again depart from it, as, in fact, could ha e 
already been suspected from the different altitudes and positions of thr: 
observed seg~ents, arcs, &c. 
(3) As regards the · distribution of auroras in space, the author con-
cludes that the great part of the auroras has no great extension, or the 
phenomenon is produced by conditions which are very local in thei.: 
nature. 
( 4) In regard to the altitude of the aurora above the earth's surfac~. 
the author states he can make no advance on the conclusions previously 
formulated by others. The altitudes above the earth's surface at which 
polar lights develop are very various, and the altitudes of these region. 
at least for the lower limit, diminish with the latitudes. 
(5) The extent of the aurora and the duration vary within wide limit· 
The greatest ·extent in latitude has been from 29° south up to ~ 
north, and the greatest in longitude has been about 280°. The greate .. 
duration has, apparently, been from August 28 to September 7 [1859]. 
(6) With regard to diurnal period, he finds that the aurora attain 
only one maximum and one minimum; the former is usually about 10 
p. m., the · principal exception being at Point Barrow, where the maxi-
mum would appear to be at 3 or 4 p. m. 
(7) In regard to the annual period, nearly all the series of obserrn· 
tions show two maxima and minima. 
(8) In regard to the eleven year and the secular periods, it woul 
appear that the periodicity of the aurora can be determined more accu-
rately in proportion as we know the perodicity of the sun spots. 
(9) The following table shows the comparison between apparent -un 
spots and auroras, so far as both of these data can be gathered from im· 
perfect records : 
Dates of maxima and minima of observed number of auroras. 
Maxi ma. Minima. 
1707.2 1804.5 1712.1 1810.8 
1719. 7 1818.5 1723.5 1822.2 
1730.5 1829.9 1734.6 1834.1 
17 9. 1840.2 17 44.1 1843.8 
1850.1 17 55.4 1 56.3 
18 .6 1766.1 1865.6 
1 70.9 1775.2 
17 .4 
r. 
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(10) The mean length of the period. from one maximum Of minimum 
to the next is as follows: Years. 
For the minima, 1712-to 1865 . ................... - - - - -· - - - -··· 10.96 
For tbe maxima, 1707 to 1870 . ............... - - . - - - - - - . - .. - · 10. 91 
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ - . - - · · · · · - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · 10.94 
(11) With regard to the secular period, Fritz computes as follows: 
Periods. Duration. 
From 208 B. C. to 1848 ................... ..... ... .. ......•.... ...... ...... : •... 55. 6 
From 397 .A.. D. to 1848 .... .-................. ......... . ....... .. . .... -- ..... --· ; 
37 
26 
24 
55. 8 
56. 0 From 503 .A.. D. to 1848 .•...................... ....... ...•.. - •... - .. -·· · · ·••••• 
From 807 A. D. to 1848 ............. .. ...................••.... - ••...•. · ··· · - · 
From 1401 .A.. D. to 1848 ............................ .. -- ... - - •....•••.•. - - - - - - · 1~ I 
54. 8 
55. 9 
From the above he deduces the mean length of the secular period as 
55.6 years, or exactly five eleven-year periods of 11.12 years each. 
He suggests that in the present relation between auroras and terres-
trial magnetism a portion of the periodical variability may be due to 
• the displacement of the existing distribution of terrestrial magnetism, 
_ and be therefore to a large degree apparent. 
(12) In reference to the connection between aurora~ and the disturb-
ances of-terrestrial magnetism, he concludes that auroras -and magnetic 
J)erturbations frequently occur · simultaneously or follow each other 
closely; that, however, the perturbations that coincide with auroras . 
are not observed at all magnetic stations! and that probably auroras 
occur without being announced by perturbations in terrestrial mag-
netism. In most cases the aurora precedes the stronger deviations of 
the needle. 
(13) Again, in reference to the daily magnetic periods, he finds that 
the 10 p. m. maximum of auroras entirely corresponds with daily mini-
mum of declinations, which latter, like the maximum of auroras, comes · 
1ater with increase of latitude, and that, moreover, it agrees with the 
minimum of inclination or with the maximum of the intensity for any 
one single place, for instance, St. Petersburg, or ~ith the secondary 
maximum of inclination of other places, such as Toronto, Hobart.on, &c., 
and the maxima of auroras only agree with the secondary maxima, of 
tbe di turbavces. Herein it is established that the connection between 
the changes in the terrestrial magnetism and the aurora is indirect, 
and at present the appearances are that both these phenomena are in-
fluenced by a comrrfon cause, or perha.ps are due to it. 
(14) With reference to connection with annual periods of terrestrial 
magnetism Fritz says that the relations are more intimate; thus, the 
daily variation of declination, as observed at Munich, Hobarton, Floe-
berg Beach, show annual changes in their amplitude coincidin~ with the 
changes in frequency <>f auroras. 
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{15) With r~ference to the rela~ion between auroras,and sun spot., ~. 
author sums up the present state of our knowledge as follows: T 
maxima of the 8UU spots accurately or very closely agree with 
quadratures of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. The difference a 
smalJest in those periods in wJ1ich the spotted surface is greatest n1 
the sun; when the auroras are the most frequent and most beautifull. 
developed, as in the years 1638, 1648, 1718, 1727, 173R, 1837, 1848. Th 
two lon.gest periods (1660 to 1675 and 1789 to 1804) correspond to th 
times of quadratures (1668 and 1797), for which times, according to tl 
previous observations, correspond no maxima. From these quadratur 
of Jupiter and Saturn, Fritz computes again the greater aurora period 
55.56 years. 
( 16) The eighth chapter deals with the relation between the aurora 
an<l the electricity of the atmosphere and the earth. The electric nature 
of the aurora is in general sufficiently well acknowledged, and 'ome de-
tail of a11.rora phenomena can be reproduced in the electrical experimen 
of our physical laboratories, but a satisfactory general theory a. to th 
exact explanation of the auroral phenomena has not yet been accom-
plished. No eYidence of the existence of free electricity in the air "". 
-0bsen~ed iu delicate experiments.in the .Arctic regions, made by Parry 
:1819 to 1825, Fisher 1824, Franklin 1825 to 1827, McClintock 1 57 to 
]85!J, Bessels 1872, Nares 1875. But traces of electrical phenomena are 
,claimed to have been observed by Wyjkander at Spitzbergen, 1872 and 
1873, and by Hjaltalin, in Iceland, and by Canton, in London. Th 
-diurnal periodicity of atmospheric electricity, the annual periodicity, 
.and the secular periodicity have all been the subject of observation by 
Schubler, Quetelet, Everett, Wisliczenus; but no definite relation be-
tween auroras and electricity can be deduced from these obserration::. 
·The relation between frequency of thunder storms and auroras ha been 
maintained by some; but the result announced by Von Bezold, namely 
·that the maximum of auroras occurs at the time of the minimum 
thunder storms is directly controverted by Fritz, whose stndie cover a 
longer period and a larger number of stations, and demon trate th • 
there is no definite relation between the two phenomena. On the other 
hand, the relation between thunder storms and sun spot e m t 
more definite: at lea 't Fritz :find that the maxima and minima 
thunder torms do not corre pond tu the maxima and minima f -nn 
po . 
forth r onnection apparently exi t b tw en aurora an 1 t 
ttu:r an that ar exr nenc d on telegraph lin due to th 
ar h urr t '. Thi henom on wa fir t ob rved 1 4 l,y L tt 
nth t 1 r e h liu f 
* . thi' pb 
urin th 
tll r 
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tions during this latter were among the most extensive ever taken. In 
general the disturbances are the greatest on telegraph lines that inter-
sect the meridians; but decided ~xceptions to this rule are solI!_etirnes 
recorded. · 
Again, in general the optical phenomena follow after the disturbanc~s 
experienced on the telegraph lines, and the latter die away rapidly after 
the maximum of the optical display, but sometimes the earth currents 
disappear with t:\le first appearance of the optical phenomena. It is 
probable that a thorough investigation of this subject would be ad van-
tageous both for science and the telegraph companies. 
As to the explanation of the. origin of earth currents, Kuhn in 1861 
believed that it is to be sought for in the earth and not the atmosphere. 
Balfour Stewart .. endeavors to prove that the auroras are secondary 
currents due to · small, sudden changes in the terrestrial magnetism. 
Henry found evidences of atmospheric electricity when snow-fall occurs 
at one station while the hea·rnns are clear at the other stations. 
(17) As to the relation bet.ween the aurora and the weather, numerous 
attempts have been made to deduce some connection between the aurora 
and the general atmosphere. After giving the belief current among the-
natives of A.retie regions as recorded by explo~ers during the past hun-
dred years, Fritz gives in detail some of the results of more careful study .. 
Thus, Dalton finus the aurora to be a precursor of clear, fine weather-
in England. He also found a slight evidence in favor of the conclusion 
that the barometer would rise on the day after the aurora. Hansteen,. 
from his long series of ·observations at Christiania, found that a lower 
temperature almost invariably follows an aurora, at least throughout 
Sweden, while throughout the north of Siberia the natives mai.r;itain 
that storms of wind and rain accompanJ· the aurora. Uollecting these 
and other generalizations together in t,:tbular form one sees at a glance 
th.at the apparent connection between the aurora and weather is a local 
accident peculiar to the individual plac~ under examination, and that 
we are justified in denying the existence of any influence of the aurora 
upon the weather, but upon the other hand the influence of the weather 
upon the aurora is not thereby denied. Tbe relation between the 
aurora and the temperature of the air cannot be satisfactorily proven 
with the observations at present available. The aurora does not occur , 
at the time of the lowest temperature of the day, nor does it directly 
follow the annual temperature changes that, according to Koppen, closely 
correspond to the sun spots. 
(18) The relation between aurora and barometric pressure seems to ad-
mit of more exact description. Thus, an examination of twenty-three sta-
tion give the diurnal maximum of auroras at 10 p. m., and the barometer 
maximum at 10 hours and 20 minutes p. m. A.g:tin, the annual periods 
of the barometer and aurora are so related that the minimum pressure 
corresponds to the maximum of aurora.s. .As reg:'.trds the secular period-
icity of the barometer and the aurora, Hornstein;. from an examination 
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of the records s1nce 1763, finds the values of the annual Yariat ion 
barometric pressure at Prague, Milan, Vienna, and Munich, are afu 
torily presented by the assumption that the longer period in the'e , · 
tions agrees with the longer period of the auroras, and these phenom 
attain their maxima and minima at the same time; on the other ha 
F. Chambers, from the barometer records at Bombay, arrive at· 
opposite result, namely, that the maxima of auroras correspond with 
minima of barometers; but the discrepancy between these re ult m. 
be nly apparent when once we are able to properly appreciate the fat· 
deduced by Forssman (Upsala, 1873), who arrived at the following re-
sults: 
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must undoubtedly be considered as the carrier1 or agent ~f the aurora 
phenomena. Weber and Klein and others give other data to show , 
the connection between the aurora and cirrus, such as, that the times of 
greatest frequency of auroras and sun spots are also tl:ie times of great-
est frequency· of the polar bands. 
There is also intimate connection between halos and other optical 
phenomena and the cirrus. Observations of this character have been 
discussed by Sophus Tromholt, of Norway, who finds for Northea~tern 
Europe the following results: · · 
Solar I Year. halos, &o. Auroras. 
1857 7 2 
1858 15 5 
1859 27 13 
1860 24 7 
1861 20 11 
1862 16 9 
1863 19 4-
1864 9 4 
1865 42 18 
1866 29 13 
1867 18 17 
1868 18 5 
1869 24 17 
1870 ~8 22 
1871 47 22 
1872 32 18 
1873 36 15 
The parallelism between every form of atmospheric phenomena and 
the record of solar spots shows the connection to be a real one, although 
the rationale of the connection is not yet made clear. 
Further elaboration of this study shows th~t similar parallelisms 
connect the sun spots with the rainfall, the heights of. rivers, volcanic 
emptions, earthquakes, and numerous other phenomena. 
(20) The tenth chapter deals with the influence of the moon upon the 
aurora. Scarcely a single terrestrial phenomenon, but what the attempt 
has been made to connect it with the moon; and this is equally true of 
the auroras. Thus qotte, in 1780, seemed to show that -there was an 
excess of auroras when the moon is south of the equator as compared 
with the time when she was north of the equator. Dalton, in 1834, 
found the time of the greatest frequency of auroras to be at the time 
of the changes of the moon. Richardson and ~ranklin, in the northern 
part of British ~merica, observed that the auroras were distributed 
le s frequently in the interva,l between the first quarter and full moon, 
a compared with the latter half of the moon's orbit, in the ratio of 38 
to 125. Broun, at Makerstoun, found the maximum frequency of 
auroras to occur between the 18th and 22d day of' the moon's age. 
Fritz, himself, has investigated the distribution of over two thousand 
auroras occurring between 1842 and 1860; he finds the influence of the 
moon on the aurora to be very slight, and that the evidence thereof is 
ob cured by the effect of the relative brightness of the earth as illu-
minated by the moon. Hoslen, 1784, made a nineteen-year series of 
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observations that were used by Ritter, who, in 1803, announced 
-conclusion that the frequency and magnitude of aurora stands in 
intimate connection with the eighteen-and-two-third year period 
nutation, and such that the maximum of auroras coincides with 
mean inclination of the ecliptic. The agreement of Ritter's result · 
observations is frequently very· remarkable, but on several occa io o 
maxir,num frequency his conclusion differs wholly from observation a 
at present we look to the sun, rather than to the moon, as the origin 
these disturbances. The great aurora period of fifty.five years i e11u 
to three times the nutation period, 18.6 years, whereby an appa · 
further connection is made out. 
(21) The optical phenomena of the aurora are described in Chapt 
11. .After speaking of the elementary matters known to all observe 
Fritz concludes that the general result of previous studies has been 
show that the frequency of the colors exhibited by auroras dimini:h 
in proportion as the color is farther removed from the brighte t part 
the spectrum; ·the order of frequency being white, yellow, red, gr 
blue, and violet. In the auroral beams the most frequent arrangemen· 
of colors are as follows: 
Upper 'color ...... __ ...... _ ••..... : ... _ .•...• _.. Green. Green. Orange. Puri, 
Lower_color ...•.. --··················-········· Yellow. Red. Violet. Bin 
When a beam moves horizontally, its advancing side is red. Th 
direction of an auroral beam seems to coincide nearly with that of th 
freely suspended magnetic needle; but considerable departure f: 
this rule seems to be noticed; thus, in 1848, Kowalski, at Obdor k 
served the beams crossing each other and passiug over the zenith wi 
out forming a corona. The formation of a crown or corona is an opti 
phenomenon due to perspective. The dark segments and dark b 
depend on the condition of the atmosphere, and are not entirely du 
contrast with the bright portions of the aurora. 
(22) Tue brightness of the aurora occasionally s~rpa. es that of th 
moon, or of the atmosphere illuminated by the moon; but of its intr·n 
brig-htnes , as compared with moonlight, or the electric di char(T 
vacuo we mm know nothing until we can locate the di tance o 
aurora from the observer. More important than the <leterminati 
of the intensity of the light are the investigations in reference t 
peculiaritie of the light, iuce from such studie we mu t hope tom 
further progre in our know ledge of the nature of the aurora. The fi 
publication in refer nee to the pectrum of the aurora date from 1 
when Ang trom announced to the cienti:fic a sociation at p l 
di · v r th t th aurora light is monochromatic, con i ting o 
ri bt Jin e place in the pectrum i near the calcium line. 
hi h b length of 5567. Ang tr m furtb r announ 
rv ti n f the z diacal li ht had hown him t a 
wa r min n th r in and a thi Jin i. 
th u ti f n t rr · trial ub tan 
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mate to conclude an intimate connection between the aurora and zodiacal 
light. Similar observations have been made by Otto Struve, Winlock,. 
Fliigel,Ellery, Lindsay, Barker, V-0gel,Browning, and others, who have 
been able with more perfect ap1~aratus to increase the number of auroral . 
lines and bands up to fifteen or twenty, all of them, however, much fainter· 
than Angstrom's line, which is usually spoken of distinctively as the-
aurora line. Angstrom has suggested a theory according to which 
the apparent spectrum of the aurora consists of two different spectra 
superposed, one of rnonc,chromatic yellow light peculiar to the aurora;. · 
the second, identical with the spectrum of the light at the negative pole-
of a platinam electrode immersed in dry air rarefied to a pressure of 
only a few millimeters. Some observations upon the spectrum of the-
solar corona have led to the suggestion that the auroral light .is nearly 
identical with that of the corona; but observations on this point are 
contradictory, and the con~sion is not generally accepted. 
(23) The spectra of th~ ovember meteors, as observed by Browning,. 
has considerable similarity with that of the aurora, as also bas the speo-
trum of the lightning, from a.U of which it is rational to suspect that the , 
atmosphere of the earth has an important part in determining the char-
acteristics of the spectrum of the aurora as weir as in the formation of 
the aurora itself; but all definite conclusions as to the origin and nature 
of the aurora must be withheld for the present. 
(24) In the twelfth chapter Fritz exposes the present state of our 
knowledge as to the much debated question of the noise accompanying 
the aurora. The opposite views held by so many prominent observers 
are carefully weighed by him with the following conclusion: "This shows 
satisfactorily how great a part of the noises heard during the aurora& 
depend upon self-deception; especially do the cases in which the noh,e- · 
and the light ought to appear simultc1neously prove how very mislead-
ing the appearances are. If such observations are not the result of 
deception, then the noise should spread through the upper regions of 
the atmosphere, and distribute itself in the higher latitudes." 
To substantiate his hypothesis he constructed an aurora apparatus;. 
but in this at the two Poles he produced very different phenomena cor-
responding to electricity of opposite signs, so that if his apparatus cor-
responded to nature the northern and southern auroras ought to present, 
very different appearances, which, however, is not the case. Bis appa--
ratus therefore only imitates the outward appearance of the auroral' 
rays, which can be made to vary in the most striking and brilliant 
manner by the increase or decrease of the vacuum employed in the 
apparatus, or by the introduction of various gases or vapors. 
The hypothesis of George Fisher, London, '1834, has been widely 
a<lopted, according to which the aurora is an electric discharge between 
strongly electrified masses of ice or snow crystals, formed in the neigh-
borhood. of extensive fields of ice or snow, where the aqueous vapor is 
being mo t rapidly condensed· but we mu t still consider it an open queB-
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tion whether any noise is developed in connection with the auro 
is remarkable that in the Southern· Hemisphere no one has ever n 
-or recorded the least suspicion of noise during an exhibition o 
aurora ausnralis. 
(25) Although ~ definite rconelusion as to the precise nature o 
aurora is not yet attainable, yet it is worth while to review the mun 
hypotheses that have been suggested. We select a few from th 
-0omplete review given by Fritz. The hypothesis of an electric di·ch 
dates from the memoir by Canton, London, 1753, and is presented i 
form corresponding to our present knowledge of the electricity lly 
la Rive, 1865, according to whom positive electricity flows from 
-equator toward either Pole accompanying thunder storms. But a · 
ilar difficulty seems to beset both these explanations, in that no one 
-explain why the two kinds of electricity are not followed by a tat 
· equilibrium immediately after the discharge has taken place. 
Mayer, the founder of the mechanical theory of heat, has ough 
explain the origin of atmospheric electricity as due principally to 
friction between the ocean an<l the trade-winds of the tropical re!ri 
a hypothesis that is partially supported by the observations of 
and others, according tq whom the north and south winos have defi · 
influences upon the positi_on of the magnetic needle. :M:uncke 
Moser have between them elaborated a thermo-electro-magnetic hy • 
esis, according to which, und.er the influence of the sun's heat. 
a:·otating earth must be an electro-magnet. If the earth become· m -
rietic then, in consequence of its perpetual rotation, the iron cont,· 
within the earth's crust will become permanently magnetic, and 
magnetic variations, partly periodical and partly appearing a per 
bations, are fairly explained. The periodical changes would b ca 
by the periodical changes in .the relative positions of the ea1th. 
moon, and the sun, and the variations in the radiation of heat 
the sun's surface, while the extraordinary and irregular disturban 
in terrestrial magnetism would be due to the di -turbances and chan~ 
-occurring on the un' urface, similar to the changes perpetually 
ring in the earth's atmo phere. The origin of the electricity to w 
the auroral Ught is attributal>le is explained by F. Mohr a <lu t 
friction of current of air :flowing over each otller in different dir c · 
and the greater frequency of appearance in high latitude dep nu 
the dryne of the air. Thi view i a1 o ·u tained by Pre t 1. f 
the great aurora of F bruary 4, 1872, Mohr compute th ·~ • 
.am unt of air in motion, and find an av rage over the whol of Eu 
of o'" r one hou and million pound of air in movement for each E 
· h mile quar , o that th aurora i only an extrem ly mall eff 
n imm n e force. ut if we attempt to xtend th )I br-P 
h r t th ob ervation at pitzberg n and Franz-Jo ef Land. 
h r • ul lJI P- r uit d~ r nt. 
alt ur t w .. r'" , n i r tb aur r a a · 
mall but udd n h nge in the e rth 
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by unknown causes. In 1869 Silberman remarks, ·" Al! the phenomena. 
appear as if the aurora of 1859 and 1869 were simply thunder storms, 
that discharged themselves not in. lightnings but in steady streams 
towards the upper region of the atmosphere. It appears that when 
the globules of aqueous vapor in the lower strata of air are strongly 
charged with electricity, and are for any reason carried towards the 
upper region these globules crystalize in small ascending prisms, and 
that their electricity, by reason of its steady flow from these ice-needles, 
becomes visible as the· auroral light. In this way the apparent ascen-
sion of the auroral beams is explained." 
Many of the advocates of the electrical hypothesis seek for the origin 
of the electricity either in the earth or the ocean. But a decision there-
upon is still in the dis1'ant future. Sirks, in 1873, seems to have been 
t,he first to attribute the electric currents upon the earth to the direct 
influence of the sun, which is the source of all ·forces upon this earth 
as well as the other planets. Baumhauer, in 1844, suggested the 
meteor-dust theory. According to this the higher regions of the . 
atmo8phere are full of the dust particles from innumerable meteors 
which become incandescent as they flow toward the magnetic poles. 
Similar views are maintained by Foster, Schmidt, and others. If, now, 
we compare the epochs at which the -various theorie~ and hypotheses 
have arisen, we recognize at once that with every step of progress.in. 
phy£ics, astronomy~ and chemistry, fresh impetus is given to the search 
for the explanation of the phenomena. The meteorite theory could only 
be developed lately, namely, since the doub.t has been dissipated which 
has for a long time existed as to the cosmic origin of the falling masses, 
and since the meteor shower of 1833 has made us familiar with the regu-
lar recurrent November stream. Even now we have but just recognized 
th at planetary space is full of large and small bodies which enter into 
th e sphere of attraction of the earth and become ,isible as mete0ric 
.stones. (Fritz, Das Polarlicht, Leipzig, 1881.) 
The diurnal change in magnetic declination at Greenwich has been 
deduced by Karlinski from the annual observations published by the 
Greenwich Observatory, as based on the photograi)hic registers. The 
principal maximum· occurs between 1 and 2 p. m., and the general diur-
nal change is shown by the following table: 
Hour. Depdrture. H0ur. Departure. Hour. Departure. 
6a. m. -2'.3.3 2p.m. + 5'.88 lOp. m. - 21• 03 
7 a. m. -2'. 78 3p. m. + 4'.47 11 p. m. -21.13 
8a. m. - 3'. 03 4p. m. + 21• 78 Midnight. - 2'. 08 
9 a. m. - 21• 28 5p. m. + 11• 30 1 a. m. -l'.85 
10 a. m. - 0'. 03 6p. m. + 01• 18 2 a. m. - 1'. 70 
11 a. m. + 2'. 90 7 p. m. -0'.59 3 a. m. -l'.6S 
Noon. + 5'.25 8p. m. -l'.18 4 a,. m. -1' . 73 
lp. m. + 6'.23 9 p. m. - 11• 71 5 a. m. - 2'. 00 
r Z. 0. G. M.~ 1879, XVI,_ p. 60.' 
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Nahrwold has investigated the conditions under which the atmo 
phere can assume a charge of. electricity. He used an apparatus co 
sisting essentially of the following: A meta] cylinder in which tbea.r 
to be investigated can be entirely closed and removed from the influen 
of exterior electrified bodies. Through an aperture in the upper con 
of the cylinder a filter filled with quicksilver is inserted, which is oon-
nected by a wire with the quadrant electrometer. · If the air in th 
· -cylinder is electrified, and we allow the mercury to flow, the needle o 
th.e electrometer shows a deviation. The mercury acts like Thom on· 
water-dropping apparatus. The cover of the cylinder bas one othe 
opening through which can · be successively introduced two differen 
arrangements for electrifying the included air: first, a needle with 
fine point that can be pushed in and out of a platinum tube; second, a 
thin, short platinum wire soldered between two copper wires: in tbe 
experiments these copper wires are connected with the battery so tb 
the transmitted current brings the platinum wire to incandescence. 
If the .cylinder is filled at the window with fresh air, t,he electromete 
put in position, the needle shoved forward, and we allow the scarcely 
visible spark from a feebly-charged Leyden jar to jump to t,he wire con-
nected outside the cylinder with the needle, and then set the droppm 
apparatus at work, there is observed a sensible deviation of the elec-
tr.ometer. If the experiment is repeated with the intention of attainine 
a stronger charge, we, on the contrary, observe now a feebler deviation. 
This diminishes continually so long as we retain the same mass of ai 
in the apparatus, and not only when it is electrified but a,lso when it i 
allowed to stand quietly. We must seek the cause of this phenomen 
in the behavior of the particles of dust. So Jong as the du t 1 cir u-
lating within the metal cylinder it rapidly carries away the electricit 
collected at the point of the needle; but if the dust has settle~ (and this 
is very much retarded by the electrification), then is the air freed of du 
not in the condition under the given circumstances to take up a charg 
If by means of a feather we stir up the dust from the sides of the cyl-
inder, then the first subsequent experiment hows again a. large de-ri -
tion; ff, on the other hand, we hold every particle of du t that touch 
the sides of the cylinder firmly there, to which end ..1.: abrwold conr th 
interior of the cylinder with glycerine, then the further e.xperimeut 
how that the dropping apparatu take almo t no further charge. 
In tead of the needle point the iucand cent platinum wire i ll 
mpl yed to give a charge to the included air. The batt ry that r, t 
x ·ite the el ctric current requir no forth r con id ration in thi cru. 
it together with th conduc iucr wir , i i 'Olat u, and th platinum w· 
itbin the Ji d r an b bar d fr m any our e of tatic le tri i · 
h l tri ity v n if it i ntir l,v fr fr m do .. 
T vV.1.i1;<11.,11 wi 11 th glowing latinum wir b c m 
· i fl w a a lin , d n l at till 
f th 
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That this process depends principally upon the temperature to which 
t he air is heated is elrident from the fact that when the wire i~ of a dark 
ffed incandescence no tmnsfer of electricity takes place; it is with the 
bright red glow that the air first begins to be charged. Nahrwold 
fnrther concludes that the charge cannot be increased indefinitely, but 
..approaches a maximum limit. He also observed -a difference in the be-
havior of the air with respect to the two forms Qf electricity-it takes 
a positiYe charge easier than a negative one. . 
When two crowns, composed of thirty-four knitting needles, were 
p1aced upon the base of the apparatus by which the electricity could be 
conducted to the earth, it appeared that t};lese points hastened the dis-
-charge of electricity, or the loss of the original charge only when the 
.air was filled with dust, which further proves that the so-called influence 
of such points is largely dependent upon the dust contained in the air. 
From a few experiments which gave a strong negative charge to the 
.air after stirring up the dust on the floor of the room, Nahrwold con-
.eludes that the dust becomes electrified by friction, and he concludes 
his memoir as follows: "If the electricity of the dust depends, even ' 
only in part, upon friction, and is therefore at least in part independent 
of the distribuoion of atmospheric electricity properly so called, then in 
observations of atmospheric electricity this must be considered as in most· 
oases a not unimportant source of er~or and must necessarily b~ avoided. 
In this condition, most difficult to fulfill, we see a new obstacle in the way 
of attaining a clear idea as to the electrical processes in our atmosphere, 
.and we find ourselves no nearer the attainment of the object of our labm;s 
through the results of the present investigation. 
'' The method hem employed is, however, certainly the least unsafe. 
The observations here given are in their meteorological aspects scarcely 
more than preliminary trials for a far more important inrnstigation, 
which will ultimately lead us nearer to the object in view. 
''Those conditions that most probably exercise an important influence 
on the electrical condition of our atmosphere must be realized on a small 
.scale, an.d I hope ere long to be in the condition to ag1:)Jin prosecute this 
work in this direction." (Z. O. G: M., XIV, 1879, p. 72.) 
W eyprecht, in the Denkschriften of the Vienna A cad emf (Vol. 
XXXV), gives the results of his aurora observations. He classifies 
the opt ical appearances, first, as arcs; second, as streamers; third, as 
mys; fo urth, as corqna; fifth , as haze. To these forms there is also to 
be added a dark, narrow, low standing arc of light, whose center coin-
eides nearly with the magnetic meridian, and which he caUs the <lark 
.segment. The movements of the auroral light are classified as follows : 
first, waves; second, flashes. As to the height of the aurora W eyprecht 
oonc!ndes that even in the arctic regions this is very variable, but 
much lower than in our latitudes. The appearance of the aurora is as 
t hough its ligh t were dependent on that from some other matter. No 
,connect ion can be made out between the aurora and the subsequent 
weather, neither can any noise be heard attending the aurora; a slight 
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cloudiness appears to favor the dernlopment of certain· auroras. A ro 
the connection between the magnetic perturbations and the aurora thr 
observations show that perturbations of the needle may take plaw 
without the auroral display, and vice versa, the aurora without pertur. 
bations of · the needle. Those forms of aurora that present irregular 
outlines, no rays, and no perceptible motions, are seldom accompanif'<l 
by perturbations; on the other hand those auroras that appear to hare 
a small altitude, and to be very near to . us, having definite outliue .. 
rapid movements, and well-marked radial structure, set the needle m 
rapid movement. (Z. 0. G. M., XIY, 1879, p. 190.) 
P. F. Denza has given the following laws relating to atmospheric elec· 
tricity, based on twelve years' observations-six times daily-at Mon· 
calieri: Regula.r variations.-He says the daily variations show them· 
selves clearly iI! the winter and sum_mer, having two maxima after 
sunset and sunrise. The yearly variations attain their maxima at th 
end of February, the minima in September. The annual means . bow 
no connection with sun spots or magnetic changes. Irregular varia 
tions.-Thunder storms affect the tension very much. Raiu and 110w 
increase the electricity. Dense fog and haze, cloudiness, etc., increa e 
the intensity very slightly. The leaist electricity is shown during clear 
or ·rnry clear sky, and especially when it is also very warm. Southerly 
winds, especially southeast, increase the electricity; but during ·trong 
winds the indications of the electrometer are µncertain. During the e 
twelve years, out of a hundred cases of rain and snow; fifty give nega-
tive and fifty positive electricity; the same ratio holds good for thnn· 
der storms and bail, whether they pass over the observer or pa by 
at a distance. Negative electricity occasionally is observed before anrl 
after a thunder storm, and also more rarely before and after a rain or 
'now. When the sky is clear or completely covered, electricity i alway 
positive, and negative electricity occurs only under <li imilar concli· 
tions- such as di tant storm. , clouds, auroras, etc. An electrometer 
being also placed on St. Bernard, at an altitude of 2,160 meter ', the com· 
parison with observations at Moncalieri (altitude 259 meter ) bow 
that under normal condition the electric tension increa e with the alti-
tud . The fol1owing table give the ·mean results of observation , 
Moncalieri : 
Hourly means. .Monthly means. .Annual means . 
6a.m ............ ........ 14.86 January ................ 1 18.8 / 1867 . .. ........ .. .... . .. . 
9 
~i;:: :: : :: :::: :: : : :::::: fg: :~ Ir.!1Ji~!.:: :::: ::: : :: : ::, fn rn:· :::::: :::: :::::::: :: 
:,: ~··~·::•:::::••:•:;-!!!! ~~:.:11·111 //!i If i_! l'.!IM=·!i'I//·/:/!!// 
(Z. 0. 0. ilt. l. IV: 1 7 : p. 
1 I 
1_: 
11 , 
.) 
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Mascart bas published the dlscussion of the observations of atmos-
pheric electricity, recorded every two and a half minutes consecutively,. .,. 
since February, 1879, by means of the water-dropping apparatus and 
the electrometer of Sir Wi1liam Thomson, as combined in the apparatus 
manufactq.red by Charpentier. The prevalence Oi the negative elec-
tricity in the rain clouds, followed by very strong positive electricity 
after the rain, appear to be important facts, as prominent in Paris as 
th~y are also known to be in England and Italy. 
The average diurnal periodicity expressed in arbitrary units is shown 
by the following table: 
-+ai 
..c:t ~ 
Months. -~ s s s ell. ·s s EJ' g 
,§ "O 
cil cil cil "O cil cil cil Q) ~ <Q c:o 0, j "=' c:o 0, ~ 
- - - - - - - -
----- - --
March ...... . ............................... 24.7 19.2 rn.1 13.6 14.5 14.9 21.2 27.1 24.7' 
April·-·-·················· · ················ · 24.0 23.7 24. 0 10 0 17.0 13.3 28.5 26.0 24.0 
May ..•..... - ................................ 24.5 23.3 26.0 20.7 13.8 15.4 15.4 24.5 24.!> 
June .... - .................................. 26.7 25.5 25.4 17.6 14.6 12.0 18.4 25.0 26.7 
July .... _ ................................. ,. 33.3 1 34.5 33.7 28.8 26.7 23.6 29.3 36.1 33.3' 
Means --····· ............................. 26.6 25.2 25.6 19.3 17.3 15.8 20.5 27.7 26.6-
Mean (total) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 26. 6 / 25. 2 24. 6 15. 0 12. 7 I ~- 8 13. 2 I 26. 9 j 26. 6· 
The minimum at 3 p. m., and maximum at 9 p. m., as here shown, are-
quite at variance. with observations of Quetelet, Denza, and Everett,. 
the reasons for which remain to be investigated. (Z. 0. G. M., XV,. 
1880, p. 136.) 
Sophus Tromholt, of Norway, has publ,isbed the first results of the. 
work undertaken by him with reference to auroras, which is nothing 
less than a general formation of a system of aurora observations for-
the w.hole of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. The ,material accumu- -
lated in the first winter alone is so great that valuable results may be· 
drawn from it. In the :first place, it appears that there is sc~rcely an 
evening that one or more stations did not report auroras, although the-
observations occur during the years of auroral minimum; hence the-
author concludes that the aurora is a very local phenomenon and takes. 
place at a very small altitude abo,e the earth's surface. The table that 
how the cases in which auroras are observed at auxiliary stations,. 
without being observed at the central station, Bergen, affords the most 
triking proof of the local character of the phenomenon. The follow-
ing table shows the relative frequency of auroras for the respective 
zones of latitude : 
Zones. Frequency. 
0 0 
71 to 68 lat .. 100 
68 to 65 lat .. 3-0. 6 
65 to 62 lat .. 18. 2 
62to59lat .. 12. 6 
69 to 55 lat .. 7. 6 
• 
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.A further consideration confirms the conclusion that the aurora i 
~:ery local matter, viz, that in the whole region of 71 ° to 55° only th 
nights occur on which the aurora was observed simultaneously emy. 
where, and is even still doubtful in these three cases, whether the ·am 
aurora was observeo everywhere. (Z. 0. G. M., Vol. XV, 1880, p. 
vV. Ellis has investigated the relation between terrestrial magneti m 
and solar-spot frequency, using the Greenwich observations, 1840-1 47 
· .and the_ Greenwich photographic records by the Brooks apparahL 
1848-1877, and, comparing the~e with Wolf's sun-spot numbers, the in-
timate relation of the~e phenomena ·is more clearly shown than e,e, 
,before. This is illustrated in the accompanying table, which give th 
dates of the epochs of maximum and minimum declination and hori-
:zontal force: 
Epoch. 
- -------,-----------------------
:Minimum . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1844. 7 1842. 9 
'Maximum . . • • . . . . • • . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1848. 1 1849. 0 
·Minimum .. .............••..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1857. 2 1855. 1 
Maximum . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1860. 6 1860. 2 
Minimum ... ••••....•.••...... . .•...•. .. ...•..• .. ....•••••...... . ..••. .. .. .... 1867. 5 1867. 6 
'.Maximum ..•......•.•••.•....•. .... ...•...••. . ..... . ............. .. .. . ....... 1870. 8 1870. 9 
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rents, and Lemstrom deduces for the whole magnetic moment (M), ii:t 
the direction of the axis of the earth, , 
M = i "2 ( r - h) 3 µ J 
whereµ is the magnetic moment of a unit's mass, J is the inductive 
action of a unit of current, r radins of the earth, h the distance of the 
magnetic stratum from the limits of the atmosphere. This explanation 
agrees entirely with the fm:mula of Gauss, and the discussion of it ex-
plains equally the average position of the magnetic action an~ its secu-
lar annual and daily variations. It is also in .conformity with the acci-
dental phenomena of magnetic storms and auroras. (Z. 0. G. M.~ XVI, 
1881, p. 108.) 
Denza bas determined the law of diurnal variations of atmospheric 
electricity at Moncalieri, and by means of hourly observations on 215 
days, distributed through the years 1871 and 1878. The following tables 
give his resulting averages (a) for the 215 days or a whole year, and (b) 
for the days on which no irregular disturbances took place. The anal-
ogy between this diurnal period and that of atmospheric pressure is 
similar to that pointed out by Neumayer. (Z. 0. G. Jlf., XVI, p. 88.) 
1871-1878. 
• 
1871-1878 . 
Hour. Hour. 
a b a b 
6a.m ..... 20.6 18. 2 6p.m ..••. 19. 5 17. 7 
7a.m .. ... 20.2 18. 7 7p.m ..... 19. 2 17.8 
8a.m ..... 20.8 19.4 8p.m ..... 19.4 18. 5 
9a.m . .... 20. 3 19. 6 9p.m ..... 20. 5 )9.1 
lOa.m .... 19.8 19. 2 lOp.m .... 19.1 18. 0 
lla.m .... 19.1 17. 2 11 p.m ... ]8.1 15. 9 
Noon . .. . . 17. 5 16. 2 Midnight. 17. 4 16. 9 
lp.m ..... 15. 8 
I 
15. 4 la.m ..... 16. 2 16. 0 
2p.m ..... 14. 8 14.1 2a.m ...•. 16.1 14. 9 
3p.m ..... 14. 6 I 14. 0 3a.m ..... 17. 3 15. 7 
4p.m ..... )5. 5 
I 
14. 3 4 a. ru ..... 16. 3 15.4 
5p.m ..... 15.5 15. 0 5a.m ..... 16. 9 16.1 
Warren De La Rue and H. W. Miiller have arrived at some interesting 
conclusions in reference to the altitude of the aurora. They find experi-
mentally that the least pressure under which the aurora has been seen 
in their experiments, is 0.38mm, corresponding to an elevation of 37 or 38 
miles. The following table collects the results of their observations: 
:Barometric .Altitude Radius of 
pressure. E~fi~~-h visibility. Remarks. 
1 X J0-8 24 1061 No discharge observed at this degree oftennity. 
55 X 10-6 81.5 860 The discharge was feeble and weak. 
O. l\70 ?.7. 7 585 Maximum ot brightness. 
o. 8oo 34. 0 555 Feeble color. 
1. 000 3'2. 9 . 546 Reddish tint. 
1. 500 30. 9 520 Do. 
8.000 27.4 499 Carmine. -
20. 660 17. 4 403 Do. 
62. 000 12.4 33fl Do. 
118.700 11.6 324 Full red and carmine. 
s. Mis., 1D9-~ 1 
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They have also adopted the opinion that the aurora may exist at th 
height of only a few thousand feet. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 415.) 
Dr . .A.. Wijkander, of Lund, Sweden, in a discourse at Stockholm 1w 
fore the Scandinavian .Association of Naturalists, reviews the progre: 
of our knowledge during the past twenty years, in reference to the ma11-
netic phenomena of the .A.retie zone. 
Lefroy, in 1855, showed that at Lake .Athabasca and Fort Simpson. 
the easterly pertarbations of the needle during the morning · and the 
westerly perturbations of the evening are the largest, whereas the oppo-
site is the case at Toronto and southern stations; Sabine subsequently 
found the same results for Point Barrow and Toronto, Canada. 
Wijkander, as the result of the observations of the Swedish station a• 
Spitz bergen, concludes that, as a general rule, the belt where the auror& 
are most frequent is the limit between the regions where the maximum 
of easterly perturbations in declination in the morning· and that of the 
westerly perturbations in the evening occur together, and the region 
where these maxima occur in the e-vening aud morning respectively. 
Concerning the annual variations of the perturbations, very little · 
as yet known. It would, however, appear that the easterly perturba-
tions predominate. The perturbations of the horizontal intensity afford 
little basis for general conclusion on a_ccount of their scantiness at Lake 
Athabasca and Fort Simpson. If we compare the perturbations of 
q.eclination and horizontal intensity among themselves, we notice that 
tl.te time of their greatest number n,nd magnitude alternate, a circum-
stance to which Wyprecht bas also called attention. According to 
Wijkander, there is evidence th~t the total intensity is subject not only 
to a, diurnal change, but also frequently to greater perturbation . (Z. 
0. G. JJ1., XV, 1880, p. 305.) 
XL-OPTICAL PHENOMENA.. 
Schmidt gives an account of a double horizontal rainbow. Thi wa 
seen on a beautiful, cloudless da-y, before the morning mist had ntfr ly 
di appeared, and was apparently formed near the surface of the wut r 
in a small lake near Pils 11. The bow had the apparent form of hyp r-
bola or parabola, whose axe were determined by the vertical plan 
pa ing through the observer and the uu. The apice, of the e lly r-
bola wcr turn cl toward tllc o erver, and the apex of the inn r ur, 
wa about 12 meter from him nd 4 m t r b low the e ·e and a th 
l v l f the water f th lak w bile the 
neath tb la . Th 
.·plane ti n f hi, J h ll 
h 
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Soret has attempted an explanation of a fact frequently observed, 
that the diffuse daylight is polarized even in those strata of air that 
are in the shade. In the valleys of the Alps many ·opportunities occur 
for observing this, and the maximum polarization occurs when the Fne 
of sight is at rig·ht angles to the direction of the sun's rays. Soret's 
explanation is about as follows: 
The masses of air that lie in the shade are illuminated by the diffuse 
light of the upper strata upon which the sun's rays shine directly. It 
can now be proven that the sum of the vibrations reaching a given 
point from the various portions of the celestial hemisphere must pro-
duce effects equal to those produced by one ray /reaching this po_int 
directly from the sun, and a second ray at right angles ~o the first and 
polarized in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the first. TI?-e 
effect of the direct sunlight differs, therefore, from the sum of the effe~ts 
of the diffuse light only in this, ' that in the latter case the polarization 
is not so complete. (Z. 0. G. M., 1879, XIV, p. 106.) 
l\fontigny has discussed the question of the twinkling of the stars as I 
measured by the number of the changes of color in a given interval of 
time. The observations made by him during six· hundred evenings 
show that the dependence upon the rainfa11 is. most prominent; but the -
influence of other meteorological conditions is well defined; thu,s, when 
the temperature rises the twinkling diminishes in intensity, and the colors 
Jose much of their clearness, especially in summer. In the winter, 
however, in the cold, dry weather, the twinkling is stronger and the 
colors more brilliant. The presence of moisture, &c., appears to be of 
very much less importance. Next after the temperature, however, will 
be placed the quantity of moisture. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 219.) 
Hartl has published elaborate study of the observations on terres-
trial refraction, Bodega Head, · first discussed by Schott in th<t Coast 
Survey- Report in 1876. He attempts to deduce some addition to our 
knowledge of the law of diminution of temperature with altitude. He 
:finally applies Professor Jordan's refraction formula (.Astron. Nach., 
vol. 88), which allows of clearly perceiving the effect of the assumed law 
diminution of temperature; he attributes the irregularities of refraction 
to the temperature changes due to radiation from the soil, and urges the 
execution of numerous measures of refraction for the better determina-
tion of the rate of temperature diminution by the application of Jor-
don's formula. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1881, p. 140.) 
Dr. Hamberg, of Stockholm, has studied the apparent transparency 
of the atmosphere in Upsala, with especial reference to the occurrence 
of remarkably clear nights and days, when frosts occur injurious to 
vegetation. From daily observations, from 1874to 1877, of the visibility 
of objects <listant eight or ten miles in the horizon, he deduc_es the follow- . 
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ing figures, showing the average visibilit.y estimated on an arbitrary 
scale, in which O = unusually clear, and 5 = densest fog or haze: 
Months. 
Juuary ..•. 
February .. . 
March ..... . 
April. .... .. 
:May ....... . 
June ....... . 
July ....... . 
August .... . 
September .. 
October ..... 
November .. 
• December .. 
Average 
visibility. 
2.3 
2.4 
2. 0 
1.6 
2.1 
2. 6 
2. 6 
2. 2 
2. 2 
2. 2 
2. 6 
2. 9 
/Total number
1
Total number 
I of observed I of observed zero11. fives. 
I 12 ! 32 
7 19 
19 20 
23 6 
9 3 
2 6 
8 11 
8 5 
6 21 
12 26 
4 29 
3 25 
On the average, Dr. Hamberg finds that the greatest clearness occurs 
with winds between N. and W., and the greatest obscurity with wind 
between S. and W. ; these cases, of course, correspond to positions of 
the barometric minima, respectively, northeast and northwest of Upsala. 
A comparison of these observations with the relative humidity of the 
air shows that in gerreral transparency diminishes with an increa e of 
moisture, and especially is this the case during tbe colder weather. A 
,lirect dependence upon cloudiness is not evident, and the author con· 
eludes that the partial condensation· of the aqueous vapor in the atmo 
phere and the presence of dust or smoke are the fundamental cau e of 
the variations in transparency. Of the origin of the material compo~-
ing the day fog nothing definite is known. .As a means of foretelling 
rainy weather the transparency of the air is frequently appealed to. 
Ham berg finds that the quantity of rainfall increases directly a. the 
transparency diminishes. (Z. 0. G. Jlf., XVI, 1881, p. 457.) 
XII.-MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS. 
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the earth's surface depends upon the rate of diminution of temperature 
from the equator to the poles, .and the distribution of pressure depends 
upon the intensity of the atmospheric currents. If, therefore, the solar 
radiation varies with the sun's spots, there must be a parallel variation 
in terrestrial temperatures and pressures. (Z. 0. G . . M., XIV, p. 302.) · 
Blanford has investigated the question of a compensation between 
India and Russia in the variations of mean atmospheric pressure during 
one sun-spot cycle. Already in 1877 Eliot had· called attention to the 
fact that, through the whole year, the- pressure over India had been 
above the average, and that this condition extended _ to such distant 
regions as New South Wales and Victoria, Blanford having found that 
an excess of pressure also prevailed over the greater part of Asia, and 
also of the Indian Ocean. · By comparison of the records from . 184 7 to 
1862, Blanford now finds that throughout the whole of the Indo-Malayan 
region an oscillation of the barometric prm;sure existed, coinciding nearly 
with the sun-spot cycle. The greatest atmospheric pressure coincides, or 
immediately follows, the epoch of minimum frequency of sun spots, and 
the minimum pressure corresponds with the sun-spot maximum; or, 
considering the result of Koppen's investigation, the highest pressure 
agrees closely with the epoch of greatest mean temperature of the air. 
On this point he says: "In reference to the nature of the physical 
causes that bring about this oscillation in the preHsure of the air between 
the Indo-Malayan region and the plains of Russia, and conforming to 
the sun-spot cycle, our knowledge is still much too incomplete to 
attempt a satisfactory analysis." (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 158.) 
In the remarks on the above by Dr. J. Hann, he suggests that witli-
out more special deduction it is still quite clear that the period of in-
creased energy in the solar radiation will also be a period of increased 
energy 1n the general currents of the earth's atmosphere. (Z. 0. G. JJf., 
xv, 1880, p. 161.) 
Balfour Stewart in som·e remarks on long variations of rainfall, says : 
The currents in the earth's atmosphere are regulated by two considera-
tions, of which one is a constant while the other is variable. The con-
stant element is the time of rotation of the ea,rth round its axis, while 
the possibly variable one is the intensity of the solar radiation. If, 
then, it is also true that we have not only a long period of variation in 
the intensity but also in the distribution of terrestrial atmosplleric cur-
rents, and if we consider the great influence of local peculiarities upon 
rainfall it would be too much to expect that the annual irregularities 
shall everywhere attain their maxima and minima at the same time. It 
is perfectly possible that"some pla~es may have maximum while others 
have a minimum, and still others have a double instead of a simple 
period. We are, therefore, not yet in a position to determine experi-
mentally the long periods of rainfall for the whole earth, since we only 
have as yet a few selected stations. The diversity of results obtained, 
by Meldrum, Rawson, and others is in accordance with the above 
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views. Stewart then attempts to deduce some results from observa ·0 
in ·Europe by means of the method of indeterminate· periods propo 
by Dr. Dodgson and himself. He finds that there is in three statio 
out of four evidence of a nine-year period, and a still stronger eviden 
of a twelve-year period, and makes some comparisons between thP, . 
responding ten and twelve year periods in the -daily amplitude of 
magnetic needle. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 228.) 
Fritz has pursued his further studies into the variations and height 
the water of the river Nile, and oos added to his study of the recor 
of the Nilometel,' of the island of · Rhodes, near Cairo, for the years 1 -· 
' to 1872, a further study of the records for the barrages for the y 
1849 to 1878. The difforences between the record at Cairo and the b, • 
ra,ges are quite sensible, amounting in extreme cases to 0.71 meter. Th 
· extreme height of' the river occ.urs on-the.dates shown in the followin 
table:. 
Barrages . Island of Rhodes. Sun spots. 
. 'Minimum. Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. 
· 1857 
1866 
1852 
1861 
1872 
1835 
1845 
1857 
1866 
1828 
1841 
1849 
1861 
1870 
:::::: :::::: ····is-is···· 
1856 1860 
1867 ]871 
Few rivers vary their regimen so regularly as the Nile, and the en · 
periodical change reminds one forcibly of the interpretation of 
d.:i:eams, and the provisions against hunger and famine, that are attrib-
uted to Joseph, the son of Jacob. (Z. O. G. M., XV, 1880, p. 302.) 
In a fourth cont:ributlon to the subject of secular variation in 
weather1 Koppen reviews a mass of data relating to the severe wint . 
of Europe during the past thousand years. He :finds that regular 1 
of periodicity, although they frequently appear to obtain for er · 
periods or centuries, yet eventually disappear and ar-e replaced . 
others. It is, therefore, impossible to base any predictions upon ·u 
. empirical periods, and he concludes that although he may ba"re con · 
but d ornewhat to our knowledge of the subject, yet his be t re ult 
the removal of any populal' illu ions in reference to tbi nbject, 
r vention of other from wa ting time and labor. (Z. O. G .
.,. I p. 194.) 
n th ubj ct f the connection betwe n barom tric pr 
t phen m a veral contri ution have b~ n mad . F. b 
h (1 t) th t imilar n n-periodic variati 11 in pr 
r u h u n lia an China, th po h of maxim, an min· 
th minim and maxima, r · p cti,ely. of 
latt r a int n ·al f ix to thirty m nth . 
fh .tin cc 
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earlier than the ~astern; be also shows (2d) that ex.tensive famines in 
India accomp~ny or directly foJlow a maxima of pressure. 
Balfour Stewart concludes that the sun's beat is most effective dur-
ing a maximum of sun spots. Mr. Eaton has collected barometric 
records for a hundred years at London, and .Archibald bas shown that 
these give some little evidence of the same sun spot periodicity as in 
India, namely, a maximum of spots corresponding to· a minimum of pres- · 
sure. The reverse holds good for St. Petersburg. (Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 
1881, p. 158.) 
Koppen bas continued his classica.I researches on secular pe~·iods in 
the weather, by extending his studies of annual mean temperatures to 
cover all recent data, for the years 1841 to 1875, published since the 
publication of his previous memoir. The resulting curves as given by 
Koppen show the mean temperature for the north temperate, the tropi-
cal, and south temperate zones, as well as the curve of sun-spot fre-
quency, and lead to the following remarks: The curve for the southern · 
hemisphere shows both a general agreement with . the spot curve, and 
also a series of special systematic discrepancies. If we were not, accord-
ing to our experience in the northern hemisphere, to entertain a decided 
mistrust of generalizations based on only three sun spot periods, then 
we might also detect a decided law in these discrepancies in the southern 
hemisphere. We see, namely, that while the sun-spots increase the 
temperature, curves in all the three zones describe the double wave 
in the years 1843 to 1856, the first valley in this double wave, but in 
the two following periods the second valleys, all preceding the spot 
minimum by from two to four ;years, give in each case the absolutt: 
minima of temperature. In the northern hemisphere the remarkable 
agreement of the curves for temperature and spots from 1820 to 1840 is 
gradually disturbed, and after 1852 entirely disappears, although the 
temperatures from 1867 to 1869 give indications of a return of earlier 
laws. The gradual rise of the temperature in the northern hemisphern 
for 1875 to 1878 is again in good agreement with the simultaneous di-
minution of the number of spots, but the succeeding abnormally cold 
year in Europe forces vividly upon the attention the care that must 
be exercised when one v ould use for purposes of prediction an ap-
parent law whose rationale is as yet not understood, and to which is 
subject to mysterious, and therefore wholly unexpected, disturbances. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 149.) 
Bla?ford, in some further remarks on s.un-spot cycles, states that out . 
of the investigations of Gautier, Stone, Koppen, and other1:1, it results 
that the variation of temperature at tropical stations during the sun-
pot cycles is such that the highest temperatures occur nearly always 
with the minimum of spots. The inMnsity of the solar ~adiation accord-
ing to the results obtained by Baxendall, and those obtained by me 
from ten stations in India, attains its maximum simultaneously with , 
the pot maximum. The variations of atmospheric pressure at stations 
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in the Indo-Malayan, region as it is now first presented to us, i 
that in those regions, where tho effect of the sun is most direct 
lowest atmospheric pressure coincides with the maximum of sun-
(Z. 0. G. M., XV, p. 394.) 
Hildebrandson has called attention to a valuable collection of da 
on the variability of climate published by Ehrenheim in 18231 wL; 
gives the years of severe winters for the past twelrn hundred yea. 
and adds considerable to the data already collected by Koppen. (Z. r 
G. M., XV, p. 345.) 
(b) Hypsometry.-The new hypsometric formula of Dr. Guido G 
and its application to the reduction of barometric observations to 
level, or to the barometric computation of altitudes, forms a mem 
published by the meteorological office at Rome. 
Professor Grassi has studied those formulre in which the temperat 
being observed at one station some hypothesis is necessary in order t 
approximate to the mean temperature of the column of air, and con 
eludes that the unsa,tisfactory results given by the formulre are due 
errors in the hypothesis on which they are based. His new formul 
which contains not only the temperature and pressure of the up 
station, but also the moisture for both upper ind lower stations, read, 
follows: 
a=1_; m. b~t. { / b0 (b+t)-bt-b} +c 
in which a represents the desired height above the sea, b the barom · 
ric pressure at the station, b0 the barometric pressure at sea level, t th 
absolute temperature at the upper station, C the correction for gravity 
k=58.6588, m=½ ({~ +{)wherein / 0 and fare the force of vapor i 
millimeters at the upper station and sea levels, and/o can be comput 
by Hann's formul a: 
a 
, fo=fxlO~ 
For reductions to sea level, Grassi transforms this formula in the fi · 
lowing: 
b0 = b+ a~C{ 1-~m ){ 2+ a;O( l-~1n )bt_! }u 
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altitu<lc can be determined. Thus for Southwestern Germany the mean 
annual temperatures from 1860 to 1878 give a diminution for each hun-
dred meters of altitude, as shown in the following table: 
I 
Altitude. 
Meters. 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
GOO 
700 
800 
900 
1,000 
I Diminution of 
temperature 
per 100 feet. 
0 
0. 9 
0. 9 
0. 8 
o. 7 
0 r; 
0. 6 
0. 5 
0. 5 
0. 4 
0. 4 
He then gives the constants in an empirical formula for the same 
portion of Europe, and finds the following: 
h = 18517 (log 762.56 - log B0) (1 + 0.003665t) 
und sllows, by means of this, that the altitude may be computed with a 
probable error of plus or minus 3 meters. (Z. 0. G. M., XV, 1880, 
11. 106.) 
H. Feld and C. A.. Vogler have put into convenient form for the ~om-
putation of barometric altitudes at the latitude of 50°, the hypsometric 
f'ormnla of Ruhlmann. By introducing a graphic process they have re-
duced the time very materially, but with slight expense of accuracy. 
(Z. 0. G. M., XVI, 1881, p. 85.) 
( c) Biological Relations.-Oettingen has investigated some points in 
tlle connection between meteorology and botany that are worthy the 
attention of other meteorologists. The principal previous workers in 
this field ·have been Boussingault, De Candolle, Gasparin, and Linsser, 
whose results are reviewed by Von Oettingen. 
Boussingault maintained that any particular phase of development (x), 
such as the time of budding, ripening, &c., should be considered as a 
function of t, the mean temperature, during the interval of time, z, that 
has elapsed since an assumed starting point, and it, v, w, &c., which 
represent other climatic elements. 
De Candolle and Gasparin showed that x should be a function not of 
t, but of t-s, wheres represents a minimum temperature limit, below 
which the development of the plant makes no progress whatever. 
Linsser showed that x is a function of~- and u, v, w, where T Z is 
a constant, having a different value for each plant and each locality. 
Oettingen finally proceeds to investigate the dependence of blossom-
ing upon temperature for fifty-five plants, for which he had accurate 
observation at Dorpat. The general conclusions to which the author is 
led are as follows: 
1. Certain values of the epochs of budding can be deduced with pre-
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cision for various phases of many species of plants, so that the pr 
method of investigation can be safely recommended. 
2. Very improbable values of this epoch are recognized at onoo . 
large limits of error; only such normal data as correspond to the m 
est probable errors have -a claim upon our acceptance. 
3. In the deduction of normal data the computations lead ton 
the same value for the dates of budding for all the fifty-five plants. Ir. 
ferences of two or three days occurred only when few observations w 
at band. 
4. Even in the case of fragmentary but longer series of observatio 
Oettingen's method of computation can be applied, and it is immate 
whether the phase under consideration occurs in the extreme coldest 1 
warmest portion of the year. 
5. The computation of a mean date from a series of observations af. 
fords opportunity for determining the variability in time or the probab 
error of the average date. 
6. The probable error of the total sums of heat, as deduced from 
observations of many. Jrears, must depend upon the variability of th 
weather. 
7. The present method of investigating the conditions of budding can 
perhaps be checked by experiments upon certain species t.hat will tle-
velop in water at different temperatures. (Z. 0. G. M., XIV, p. 326. 
In a further review of Von Oettingen's work on this suqject Karl 
Fritsch states that in 1857 he first compared all the formulre that w 
then known with the best observations available in the development o 
the growth of plants and showed that the Boussingault formula h 
the greatest probability although it was intended especially for annual 
In 1861 he extended this work to a computation of the constant for 
1,889 different species of plants, for which ten consecutive years of ob-
servation were available, the result of which showed that his method 0 
computing his thermal constants must be very near the truth. ./e 
formulro were, however, proposed by Tomaschekin 1862, and by Kab ch 
in 1863, Hoffman in 1865: Ziegler in 1867. 
In 1807 and 1869 Linsser attempted a further elaboration of the sub· 
ject, which, however, wa not brought to a satisfactory encl at the tim 
of his <leath. Krassan in 1868 and Koppen in 1870 spoke again t th 
ge eral principle of the temperature summations; but the import n 
work of Oettingen bring u back to the firm conclusion that the la 0 
a u tan quantity of heat i n ce ary to a given tage of d , 1 P-
men ha a high legr e of probability, and hi m thod of d t rminin_ 
th ba temp ra ure from which the um are to be counted e m 
e th be t a pre nt a • i1 ble. ( Z. 0. G . .11 . IV p. 376.) 
ff f i n ha publi h d additional •on:firmati n of h" 
th d f 1 t rminiul)' thermal-con tant for plant . IT um 
f , th r ed t th full unli<Tht 
f th up to th d, t 
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tbe occurrence of the respective botanical phases. He finds the obser-
-vations of plants that blossom in early spring very irregularly affected 
b-Y early frosts, but gives the following table for plants that flourish in 
summer a,nd autumn. Three thermometers have been used exposed 
u. nder very similar cfrcumstances~N os. I and II, during· 1880, No. III, 
during the earlier period, 1866 to 1869. 
The results seem very closely comparable among themselves. 
· Date of first 
Thermal constant for the years. 
Plant. blossom, 1--------,-------
A.esculus macrostachya ............. ............ · 
ti~~i~f z++\/} 
Valoradia plumbaginoides ..................... . 
Vites vinifera . ................. ....... ......... . 
Lilium candidum .............................. . 
Aster Amellus ...............•........... · ...... . 
1880. 
VII, 21 
VII, 23 
VIII,14 
VII,31 
X,5 
VII, 25 
IX,2 
VI,22 
VI,29 
VIlI.14 
I.-1880. II.-1880. III.-1866-'69. 
3,504 
3,557 
4,091 
3,776 
5,495 
3,618 
4,767 
2,697 
2,872 
4,091 
3,191 
3,229 
3,753 
3,441 
5,854 · 
3,292 
4,352 
2,603 
2,603 
3,753 
3,353 
3,318 
4,033 
3, l43 
5,318 
5,381 
5,177 
, 2,606 
2,710 
3,930 
Hoffman finrls evidence that this law also holds good for plants pro-
tected in greenhouses, and further, t,hat the mean temperatures in the 
shade cannot have such a connection with the development of the plant 
as have those shown by the insolation thermometer. (Z. 0. G. 1lf., XVI, 
l.881, pp. 331-334.) 
( d) Meteors.-Dr. J. H. L. Flo gel communicates observations by him-
self on · particles of iron dust found in snow, ~nd gives a summary ot 
J)revious researches on this subject, beginning with Ehrenberg in 1849. 
The first snowfall examined by Flogel gave in the purest m~lted snow 
water nine forms of diatoms, confervm, spores; alive or apparently a.Jive; 
fourteen forms of pollen or other parts of animals and plants; and five 
forms of mineral substances. The subsequent snowfall, however, be-
side these forms of' dust, invariably gave iron, and the total amount of 
the latter was in one case about ~3 0 0 AO O O 6 of the volume of fresh-
fallen snow. 
Flogel admits that the cosmic origin of this iron dust (and Grone-
man's theory of the dependence of auroras upon its presence) is very 
plausible, but that it still needs to be proven to be of local terrestrial 
origin, and be specially confined to certain regions of the globe. The 
question will probably be best settled by investigating the presence of 
nickel, as, if present, it would argue irresistibly for the cosmic origin of 
this iron dust. ( Z. 0. G. llf., XVI, 1881, p. 321.) 

PHYSICS. 
BY GEORGE F. BARKER, 
P1·of/ssor of Physics in the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
GENERAL. 
The progress of physical science during the year 1881 has been marked, 
especially in the department of electricity. But so intimate are the . 
relations which connect together the various branches of physics that 
this advance has required corresponding activity in all the other de-
partments. 
Stas, as rapporteur, on behalf of Broch, St. Claire Deville and him-
self, appointed by the International Committee of Weights and Measures 
a sub-commission on the preparation of an X-rule in platinum-iridium, 
has given a detailed account of the preparation of this ru1e by Matthey, 
the eminent metallurgist, to whom they had confided the work. The 
platinum was prepared by precipitation from the chloride, two sped-
meus, each of 35 kilograms, being obtained and analyzed simultaneously 
by Deville in Paris and Stas in Brussels. Specimen A gave 99.892 
platinum, 0.065 rhodium, and 0.029 iridium; specimen B 99.890 plati-
num, 0.070 rhodium, and 0.023 iridium. A previous alloy was used to 
yjeld the iridium, special care being taken to exclude metals other than 
platinum. On analysis it gave: iridium, 91.100; platinum, 8.480; rhodium, 
0.122; ruthenium, 0.120, and iron 0.042. For the alloy, 18,015.65 grams 
of platinum, sample A, was mixed with the iridium in such proportion 
that 100,000 parts of the mixture should contain 1,025 parts of pure irid-
ium; the extra 25 parts being added to supply loss in working. The 
finely-divided metals were sifted thoroughly together, the powder com-
pressed and fused in ~Llime crucible. The cylinder thus obtained, which 
was 10 centimeters in diameter and 7 .5 centimeters high, was forged at 
a white heat into a bar and rolled between polished rolls. It was then 
cut into small pieces,, kept in fused hydro-potassium sulphate in a plati-
num vessel for 3 hours, washed with boiling water and· with boi1ing 
hydrogen chloride. These operations were repeated three times. Be-
fore the final forging three samples for analysis were taken from differ-
ent parts of the ingot. The bar, which was 45 millimeters on a, side, 
wa8 again put under the hammer and forged into a cylinder at one end, 42 
millimeters in diameter and 128 centimeters long. This was cut off and 
3::33 
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turned into a true cylinder 40 millimeters in diameter, and cut into 
equal parts. The rest of the bar was again drawn down under the 
mer till it was 25.5 millimeters on a side and 103 centimeters lonrr 
I 
operation lasting 14 hours. It was now put on a planing-mach' 
and planed into the form of an X in section, this labor requiring_ 
days, from six in the morning to 10 at night. The bar, wl.tich be 
planing had a weight of 15,500 grams, weighed only 3,584 grams a 
ward. On examining the three specimens cut from the ingot, th 
specific gravities were found to be 21.530, 21.536, 21.538, at 19°, or 21: · 
as a mean; that of the pieces cut from the ends of the two rectang 
rules being 21.523. The turned cylinders were then submitted, in~ 
molds, to blows of a hammer, each blow equivalent to a pres arc o-
110,000 kilograms. The first cylinder received 10 blows, and haclade : 
sity of 21.554; the second received 20 blows, and its density was 21.5j~ : 
the third received 30, and was 21.5531 ; the mean of the three be .• 
21.553, with a probable rror of ::I: 0.002. Tbe chips removed by t 
planer were 21.538 before and 21.548 after melting. On anal;rsis, at· 
purification, the chips from the planer gave Deville: iridium, 10.15 
iron, 0.035; ·ruthenium, 0.017; rhodium, 0.038; pfatinum, 89.75. Tbctu 
ings gave: iridium;I0.151; iron, 0.032. In 100 parts of the alloy th 
were then 10.1444partsofiridium, or 1,018ofiridiumto9,000of'platinu 
a value considerably within the tolerance allowed to Matthey. Collate. 
experiments showed the impracticability of drawing the bar throurrh , 
templet of steel, since the quantity of iron in the alloy was thus trebl , 
Finally, the possibility of making separate masses of this alloy uniform 
in composition and density was satisfactorily established, the iricliu 
in a third specimen differing from that in the second and fi rst by only 
0.0003. The bar now goes to MM. Bruner, for the purpose of ha,in_ 
the meter lines transferred to it from the standard meter of the gonrn-
ment. (Ann. Chim. Phys., January, 1881, V, xxii, 120.) 
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angles to the semicircular arm, the third wheel being_ at the other ex-
tremity of this axle, and rolling on the sphere. A grad nated circle on 
the axis about which the semicircular arm moves, enables it to be ad-, . 
justed for any latitude. Norrually the pendulum-axis is in the prolonga-
tion of the sphere-axis. On turning the sphere the third wheel rolls 
round its equator, rotating the plane of oscillation of the pendulum in 
the same time as the sphere rotates, but in the inverse dir~ction .. Turn-
ing the semicircular arm 906 the axis of oscillation passes t1tr9ugh the 
equator and the wheel rests on the pole of the sphere; hence, when the 
latter rotates, the plane of oscillation does not change. In intermedi-
ate positions the change of plane is proportional to the sine of the lati-
tude, and the rapidity of the change . may be read off on a graduated 
circle placed beneath the pe.ndulum model. (J. Phys., September, 1881, 
x, 401.) 
G. H. and H. Darwin communicated to the York meeting of the 
British· Association, on behalf of a committee appointed for the meas-
urement of the lunar disturbance of gravity, the results of their experi-
mGnts thus far made. In 1879 Sir William Thomson had erected at Glas-
gow an apprliratus consisting of. a solid lead cylinder suspended by a 
fine brass wire five feet long from the cross-beam of the stone supports-
used for pendulum experiments, From the bottom of the weight a rod 
projected, to which was fastened a single fiber, of silk attached to the 
edge of a small mirror. A second fiber, also attached to tl;ie same point 
of the mirror, was fastened to a support near the rod, so that the mirror 
was supported by a bifilar suspension, such that a minute motion of 
the pendulum would cause considerable rotation of the mirror. A lamp 
and slit were arranged for the readings. But the spot of light was 
found to be in incessant movement, so irregular that the mean position 
could not be fixed within 6 inches. The authors, after seeing_ this ar-
rangement, constructed, in 1880, at Cam bridge, a modlfication of it. The 
pendulum, suspended by the two wires, was hung in a liquid, and an ap- . 
paratus was attached~o it for giving it a known but very minute dis-
placement. They found that it'was subject to a diurnal oscillation, being 
farthest north at 6 p. m. and farthest soutll at 6 a. m . . It was so sen-
sitive that it showed distinctly the slight pressure on the stone gallows 
exerted by the finger. vVater poured on the ground tilted the whole 
structure over, and minute changes of temperature produced marked 
effects. One foot of displacement of the spot corresponded to one second 
of arc in the direction of the plumb-line. In 1881 a new instrument was 
made, in which a copper iiube formed at the same time the support for 
the pendulum and the envelop for containing the liquid. The whole 
was immersed in a large mass of water, and the observations were taken 
from outside of the room by means of a telescope. The di.urna.l changes 
and the slow change were observed in the present case, anu also periods 
of several days in which the peudulum was in a state of continual agi-
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tation, apparently independent of any external meteorological co 
tion. The apparatus, while quite insensible to local tremor·, wa· 
traordinarily sensitive to steady forces. A person standing in the 
16 feet distant, and then 17 feet, the difit3rence in the yielding of • 
floor and the consequent tilting toward the point of pressure of 
st.one basement, was plainly _ apparent. An alteration of the plui:.. 
line by 0.01 second was distinctly measurable. The authors draw fr, 
these results some important ·practical conclusions. They 'Ug" 
greater p"recautions to protect the piers of transit instrument 
changes of temperature, and to provide for the drainage of the 
round their bases. The effect of the weight of the observer's body hou} 
be guarded against. (Nature, November 3, 1881, xxv, 20,) 
Respighi has finished his experiments to determine the inten ity 
gravity at the observatory of Campidoglio. Re used a pendulum e-0 
posed of a ball of lead 9½ kilograms in weight, supported by a t 
wire 0.6 millimeter in diameter. Five different lengths were used, Ylllj· 
ing from 7.9 to 5.16 meters. These pendulums proved independent 
the earth's rotation, ancl showed Foucault's phenomenon perfectly. A 
each oscilla,tion the point attached to the pendulum dipped in mercury. 
thus making an electric contact which was recorded on a, chronograph. 
The data obtained have not yet been fully reduced. (.Nature, May rn 
1881, xxiv, 67.) 
Mendenhall has determined the value of gravity upon the summit Ol 
Fujiyama in Japan; using a Kater's pendulum, from which one of th 
knife-edges, the "tail-pieces," and all of the unnecessary part were re-
moved, and an adj us table slide-piece fixed on the piece projecting abo, 
the knife-edge. .A. Negus break-circuit chronometer, a cbrouorrrapl! 
and a portable transit instrument were also used. After the nece 
corrections, the value of gravity on the summit of the mountain wa foun 
to be 9. 7886. In Tokio it had been previously determined a: 9.7 
. From these values, taken in connection with certain data cone rnin!! 
the mountain, Mendenhall has sought to calculate the mean den ity 
the earth. The result obtained, assuming the dfJil) ity of the mount · 
to be 2.12, gives 5.77 for the earth's density. As this is slightly ab " 
Baily's value, 5.67, the author reverses hi calculation, and a tuniu:::-
this value, calculate the den ity of the mountain, and find it to 
only 2.08; thu uggestm.g deficiency in its attraction. (Am. J. 
February, 1881, xxi, 99.) 
MEOHANIOS. 
l. Of solid.s. 
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t;ime of this extension and that of applying the load becomes greater; 
(2) this increase of elasticity is proportionally greater for- large loads; 
(3) it takes place equally whether the wire be foa~ed or unloaded in the 
interval; (4) its rate of increase varies with different metals; (5) the 
elasticity can be increased by loading and unloading several times; (6) 
a, departure from Hooke's law always attends recent permanent exten-
sion and; (7) this departure is diminished, notably in iron, by allowing 
the wire to rest for some time either loaded or unloaded. The influence 
of electricity and of magnetism on the torsional rigidity of metals was 
examined, and the results showed (1) that in the case of copper a,nd 
iron the torsional rigidity is temporarily decreased by the passage of a 
strong current; (2) that of iron is temporarily diminished by a high 
rnagnetizing force; and (3) these effects are independent of temperature 
changes. (Nature, May 19, 1881, xxiv, 70.) 
Anderson has presented to a committee of the Institution of Mechan-
ical Engineers a report on the hardening and tempering of steel, in which, 
after discussing the theories already proposed to account for the phe-
nomena, he proposes a new one, suggested by Edison's experiments on • 
platinum wire. It is a generally accepted fact that ordinary steel con-
tains a certain quantity of occluded gases, hydrogen, nitrogen, and car-
bonous oxide. The new theory supposes that by the application of 
heat, these gases are expelled through minute .fissures, which open in 
the steel as the .fissures opened in Edison's platinum wire. Sud.den 
cooling prevents their reabsorption, and perhaps assists, too, in the 
expulsion. By the loss of these gases the metal becomes harder and 
denser than before. If, now, the metal be expanded by gentle heating, 
the fissures open and reabsorption begins; the various changes which 
the surface undergoes, as shown by the color-changes, being exponents 
of the reabsorption process. Experiments are to be made by the com-
mittee to test the validity of this ingenious theory. (Nature, May 5, 
lc881, xxiv, 21.) 
Ewing has devised a simple form of speed-governor for continuous 
motion. At the end of the vertical axis whose speed is to be controlled, 
is a cross-bar carrying bell-cranks at its ends. The two vertical sides 
of these carry balls united at top by a spring. The horizontal portions 
carry paddles, dipping into an annular trough of glycerin. When the 
peed is increased the balls separate, and the paddles being immersed 
deeper in the glycerin; the velocity is diminished. (Nature, March 17, 
1 81, xxiii, 473.J 
Holtz has determined the modulus of elasticity of the carbon rods 
made by Carre and used for the electric light. The acoustic method 
wa u ed, the rods being held in the middle and vibrated longitudinally 
by rnbbing with a resined cloth. On the average the modulus was 
found to be about the ·ame as that of lead; though in the thinner rod~ 
the d n ity i greater, and so the modulus is higher. Heat developed 
by the friction raises the tone. ( Wiedemann's Annalen, 1881, i, ---.) 
·. n .109-22 
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Kidder, under Cross's direction, has determined the modulus of e 
ticity and the mopulus of rupture of white spruce wood (abies alba 
The pieces were about 1~ inches square and 4 feet long. The mod 
lus of elasticity was found to be from 1,600,000 pounds to 1,700, 
pounds, depending on the ltmgth of time the load was applied, and 
modulus of rupture 11,000 pounds. (Proc. Am. A.cad., February, 1 " 
--285.) 
De la Bastie has communicated to the French Academy some resul 
obtained by Thomasset, showing the resistance to flexure of his h 
ened glass. Two series of results are given. The first, including _ 
tests, shows (1) that the elasticity is more tha,n doubled by hardening; (-
that single glass hardened has 2.5 times the resistance of ordin 
double glass, and (3) that semi-double hardened glass is 3.1 time mo 
resistant than ordinary double· glass. The second shows that (1) th 
flexure of ordinary glass is inappreciable, while the hardened gl 
bends under the strain; (2) that hardened glass polished, varying· 
thickness from 6 millimeters to 13 millimeters, had 3.07 times the r i 
anM of ordinary plate of the same thickness, and (3) that unpoli h 
hardened glass resists 5.33 times better than unhardened glass. (A.11 
Chim. Phys., June, 1881, V, xxiii, 286.) 
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Crystalline salts weld with remarkable facility, giving compact, trans-
parent masses. Coal at 6,000 atmospheres forms a solid brilliant block, 
easily molded. Wax at 700 atmospheres flows like water. Paraffin 
requires 2,000 atmospheres. Gum arabic is plastic at 5,000 atmospheres, 
and sealing-wax shows this effect still more markedly. (Ann. Chim.. 
Phys., February, 1881, V, xxii, 170.) 
2. Of liquids. 
Bjerknes exhibited at the Paris Electrical Exhibition an ingenious 
set of apparatus for showing the fundamental phenomena of electricity 
and magnetism by the analogous ones of hydrodynamics. The fact that 
a vibrating body attracts Ught objects near it has long been knowri, 
and the explanation that the air is rarefied by the agitation, the press-
ure is greater at a distance, and the light stationary body is pressed 
toward the vibrating one, was given in 1867 by Sir William Thomson. -
Ey means of two small pumps pulses of compression ,,or rarefaction may -
be produced in drums or spheres of elastic material immersed in water, 
or these may be caused themselves to vibrate. If two clrums are used, 
and both contract and expand together, there is attraction, whi1e if one 
contracts and the other expands there is repulsion. But if t,wo spheres 
be made to oscillate so that th ey move in the same direction at the 
same time, then there is repulsion between them. If they move in 
opposite directions there is attraction. The author considers the water 
in his trough as the analogue of Faraday's medium, and the results 
-which he has obtained with his apparatus are very striking. (J. Phys., 
December, 1881, x, 509; Nature, August 18, 1881, xxiv, 360.) · 
Volkmann has pointed out that in the determination of the specific 
gravity of heavy liquids, as mercury, by means of the pycnometer, an 
error is introduced by the deformation of the bott]e by the pressure 
within. In the case of a bottle proYided with a capillary tube divided 
€qually, he found that on filling it with mercury the top of the column 
stood at 68.1 divisions when the whole was immersed in mercury to the 
same level; but on removing it the column fell to 65.4. Taking the 
J)recaution to eliminate this source of error, a new determination of the 
-value of the density of mercury gave the number 13.5953::l:: .0001. (Na-
ture, July 28, 1881, xxiv, 294.) 
Plateau has communicated to the Belgian Academy some interesting 
experiments with liquid films. A piece of fine iron wire is bent so as 
t-0 represent in outline a six-petaled flower; it is then dipped for a mo-
ment in nitric acid and washed, and then dipped in glyceric solution 
and placed under a bell-jar, and near a window. A pretty play of bright 
colors i observed, which continues for hours. T_o prove the contraction 
of such a film when it breaks, a bubble 11 centimeters in diameter is 
blown wHh glyceric liquid by tobacco smoke and placed on a ring_. If 
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the top be broken when it becomes blue the mass of smoke i , . hot r 
tically upward and then spreads out horizontally. (Natiire, Uctob r. 
1881, xxiv, 593.) 
Oberbeck has experimented to ascertMn the truth of the dL tincti 
made by Plateau between the surface viscosity an<l the internal ,· 
cosity of liquids. He finds that with distilled water the resistance 
creases suddenly, and to quite considerable extent, whenever the up 
edge of the plate comes into the free surface, and he does not don 
that this is due to increased friction in the surface layer. In pure '1at 
this increase of re~istance was 60.9 per cent., and in salt solution:-; fro 
54.1 to 75.1 per cent. In alcohol there was a decrease of 11.9, in oil 
turpentine 12.6, and carbon disulphide of 26.3 per cent. ( Wiedeman · 
Annalen, 1880, II, xi, 634.) 
De Romilly has contrived a very effective form of centrifugal pum 
by which, even by hand, water may be raised to a height of 150 met 
Several forms of it are figured in his paper, and an inge11ious appli 
tion of the same principle is made use of to keep the pivots oiled. (J. 
Phys., July, 1881, x, 303.) 
3. Of gases. 
Crookes has presented a paper to the Royal Society on the vi co. it. 
of gases at high exhaustions. Maxwell had come to the theor t. 
conclusion, in L359, that the coefficient of friction or the vi co ·ity of 
gas should be independent of its density ; and this conclu ion be ub-
sequently found . to be true experimentally for pressures between " 
inc~es and 0.5 inch, the coefficient of friction in air being practi · .ll 
constant. Crookes has sought to extend these experiments by t tin. 
the question at much higher exhaustions than had before been lL 
His apparatus consisted of a globe with a long neck within whi h 'X 
a light plate of mica suspended by a.fine fiber of gla s. By meau 
a mirror on the :fiber the oscillations of the plate could be read with th 
u ual lamp-stand and scale. He finds that the logarithmic deer m n 
of the o cillation i sen ibly the same until the pre ure reach 3 milli· 
meter , wh n there i ' a rapid and marked change in it ,alu · ntin · 
ing to th highe t exbau tion obtained, 0.02 M, or one fifty millionth 
an atmo phere. The author regard thi a additional pro f of th 
exi t nc of th fourth or ultra-ga eous state of matter. (Phil. Tra ., 
F bruary, 1 1, Part II, p. 3 7.) 
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:Bunsen pump has originated ; erroneously as it appea,rs to Sprengel 
himself. (Nature, May rn, 1881, xxiv, 53.) -
Roo_d has continued his investigations on the mercury pump, and has 
further perfected it, so that he has now obtained vacua of 3 9 ,0 o 5 o o o o 
of an atmosphere. The form of pump used is Sprengel's, with consider-
able modification in its details, not intelligible without the :figures which 
accompany the paper. The vacua were measured with the McLeod 
gauge, specially modified for the purpose. The greatest care was taken 
in annealing all the glass, and during action the pump was warmed with 
a Bunsen burner. The leakage was so smaU that in a year it would 
amount to only 2.877 cubic millimeters under the normal air pressure 
(Ani. J. Sci., August, 1881, iii, 90 
A:ngot has described a new and simple registering barometer, con-
structed by Richard freres. Six or eight holosteric barometer-boxes, 
so attached that their changes are added, serve to measure the varying 
air pressure. The upper box acts on the short arm of a lever, the long 
arm of which makes the record on a revoiving cylinder. The arms of 
the lever are adjusted so that the motion of the end of the longer cor-
responds exactly to the variation of the mercurial barometer. On the 
cylinder is a sheet of paper properly divided. The rotation is effected 
by clock-work, so that the cylinder revolves once in seven days. A pen 
containing glycerin ink, being attached to the lever-arm, inscribes the 
curve on the paper. A metallic thermometer, recording similarly, has 
also been constructed, and a hygrometer is projected. (J. Phys., August, 
1881, x, 363.) 
ACOUSTICS. 
Cross has observed that under certain circumstances sound is emitted 
from a Crookes tube in action. Using the tube in which a piece of plati-
num is heated by the impact of the molecules shot out from the con-
cave negative pole, a clear and quite musical note was heard. It was 
at first supposed to be due to the circuit-breaker; but it did not coin-
cide with this in pitch, and changes in the rapidity of vibration of the 
latter did not affect the note. The effect se~med to be produced by 
the vibration of the sheet platinum in its own period . under tbe influ-
ence of the molecular blows. , The sound resembled somewhat the pat-
tering of rain against a window-pane, but it was higher in pitch and 
more musical. The reversing of the current changed entirely its char-
acter. The sound was heard also in the mean free-path tube, best 
when t.he mi<ldlB plate was positive, and in a tube containing calcium 
sulphide for phosphorescence. ( Proc. A.m. A.cad., November, 1881; 
Nature, May 12, 1881, xxiv, 45.) 
Cook has proposed the name sonorescence for the phenomena· of the 
conver ion of intermittent ligllt into sound, discovered by Graham 
Bell. Obviously this was suggested by tbe analogy of the word with 
fluore cenc , given by Stokes to tbe change of ultra-violet ravs into 
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luminous ones, and calorescence, applied by Tyndall to the conver · 
of ultra-red rays into luminous ones-the term calcescence having 
previously proposed by Akin. The word sonorescence, howerer 
make the analogy exact, should be taken to signify the conversion 
sound into luminous rays, and not the reverse effect, for whichiti p 
posed. (Nature, May 19, 1881, xxiv.) 
Martini has determined the velocity of sound in chlorine ga b~ 
means of a resonant column. A glass tube 0.4 meter long and 2 cen · 
meters diameter, fixed verticaIJy, communicated below by means of 
rubber tube, with a second v~rtical tube adjustable in height, the be:i 
containing sulphuric acid. When this second tube was raised or lo · 
ered the length of the column of gas Cl)u]d be varied so as to reinfo 
a certain fixed tone. ·The first tube being graduated, the length of tt 
column was easil57" found, and a simple calculation gave the velocir.. 
After verifying the method with carbon dioxide, and hyponitrous oxidi: 
the author found 206.4 meters as the velocity of sound in chlorine a· 
zero. (Nature, 67, May 19, 1881, xxiv.) 
Robinson has described . an experiment which he claims as proof tba 
a sound wave can be polarized. An L-shaped tube 1 inch in diame-
ter and 3 inches in lengt~, made of tin, had a portion of the joint re-
moved and a piece of membrane, makiug equal angles with the two 
branches, put in its place. This angle was obtained from the opti · 
principle that the tangent of the polarizing angle is equal to the ra ·o 
of the velocities in the two media; in the present case, to the ratio 
1420 : 1125, the velocities in coal gas and air respectively. A eri 
of these bent tubes were connected together so that by turning them 
round each other the membranes could be placed either all parallel to 
each other or all perpendicular. At the two ends were membrane clo · 
ing the tubes. After filling the tube with coal gas, it was found tha 
no effect could be obtained with sound itself. A pulse wa tberefo 
pro<luced by the fall of a ball suspended by a thread again t the end 
membrane, the reception of the pulse being recorded by the motion ° 
a similar ball at the other end. In one series of eighty experiment th 
mean u flection when the tubes were parallel was 6.4 7, and when P · 
pen<li9ular 5.43, a difference of 16.1 per cent. No difference wa ob erred 
wheu the tube was filled with air. Conceding this re ult to be a tu · 
it would eem more probable that it is due to some mechanical P ril-
iarit f th apparatu rather than to the polarization of a longitudin 
ut th more weeping conclu ion of the author, that all nbr -
ti n in •xt ud d m dia are longitudinal, and become tran Yer al h 
pol riz tio take 1 I, ce, c nno at all be oncedecl u tlie ba i of th 
hi •h he ha mad (J. Frank. Inst., l\l, r b 1 1: I 
Jun , 1 1, III x i 501.) 
n 
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the highest part of the Rhine province. The ground is g~ntly uudulat-
ing and <lensely wooded. The valley, spacious on the eastern side, 
narrows rapidly at one part to a sort of pass, through which, for about 
a kilometer the Roderbach flows westward. .A south west wind was 
blowing, aJd Reuleaux, coming along the hillside from the east, 
beard what appeared to be the strokes of a fine, deep-toned bell, in 
rapid succession. There was no such bell in the n~ighborhood, and 
some other sounds heard soon afterward satisfied him that the effects 
were of natural origin. Tones were heard growing in force to a maxi-
mum, then dying away; they were like those of organ-pipes at first, 
but their "clang" came to resemble that of a harp or violin. .At the 
mouth of the pass, whence the sounds seemed to radiate, there was a 
strange· agitation in the air and mixtures of sounds, some of which 
abruptly stopped. Reuleaux supposes bodies of air in vortical motion 
to have been carried along from the pass, and the sound to have been 
due to copflict between the outer and the inner air at the mouth of such 
trombes, producing oscillations. There was a marked difference of tem-
perature between the higher and the lower parts of the valley, and this 
is regarded as an important factor in the case; the cold air above press-
ing on the warm below and closing the pass to ~ sort of tube. . The 
wind seemed to be active oniy in the lower parts. (froc. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
Rheinl. &; Westphal; Nature, October, 1881, xxiv, 592.) 
Kohlrausch has investigated the production of sounds by a limited 
number of vibrations. A strip of wood 3 meters long had one end 
fastened to the ceiling, the other carrying a weight of 6 kilograms, the 
whole forming a pendulum . .A metallic arc, whose center was the point 
of suspension, was attached below, pierced with equidistant holes, in . 
which. teeth are solidly fixed. Beneath this a card is fixed carried bya 
piece of wood. When raised it is struck by the teeth in passing, thus 
producing a series of impulses varying in time with the distance of the 
teeth and the velocity of the pendulum, but in number determined by 
the number of teeth. The velocity of the pendulum was measured by 
a chronoscope. The pitch of the sound was fixed by a monocord, the 
bridge being placed at first so that the sound of the cord was evidently 
more acute, then more grave, than that of the pendulum. The inverse 
ratio of the two lengths of the cord mea,sures the characteristic interval 
of height for the sound considered, i. e., the difference of height which 
permits two sounds near to one another to be distinguished. The au-
thor'R results approximately verify Helmholtz's theory of audition; .A 
sound can be distinguished from another which makes two vibrations, 
more or less, if the interval of the ~wo sounds is not smaller than H· 
Sixteen vibrations were found to be sufficient to determine the pitch of 
a sound. The method, however, does not claim great delicacy. ( Wie<i . 
.Ann., 1880, x, 1; J. Phys., J\fay, 1881. x, 213.) 
Montigny has studied t be effect of liquids upon the vibration of bells, 
the liquids being either within or without them. He finds that (1) the 
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sound was lowered in pitch, (2) it was more decided the more den c 
liquid, (3) it was much more marked when the bell was whollyimme 
in the liquid than when the liquid was simply contained in the bell a 
( 4) in both cases acute sounds were less lowered than grave on-
The lowering of the sound was more decided with water than with 
cohol and ether. (Natur:e, January 20, 1881, xxiii, 278.) 
Ellis has presented a pa,per to the Royal Society on the influence 
temperature on the musicaJ pitch of harmonium reeds, giving there0 ul 
of experiments on the harmonium reeds of Appunn's treble tonornet 
at South Kensington Museum, at temperatures differing by from 20'.l' 
26° F. These experiments make it probable that the pitch of such ree 
is affected by temperature to twice the.extent of tuning-forks and intb 
same direction; that is, they are- flattened by heat an<l sharpened b 
cold about one vibration in 10,000 per second for each degree Fahrenhe1 
(Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 379.) 
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for producing beat-tones. It consists qf two glass rods or tubes of dif- , 
ferent lengths clamped vertically at their centers to a jointed frame. 
By means of an elastic band their lower ends are pressed against the 
periphery of a wheel covered with cloth and dipping into water. The 
longitudinal vibration produced when the wheel is turned is strong and 
the beat-tones are very distinct. ( Wied. Ann., 1881, II, xii, 350.) 
Maschke has devised a simple form of apparatus for showing the 
nodal points in tubes. A wooden graduated scale has a groove along 
its upper surfac'3, on which is placed a glass tube. At one end a small 
steel rod is supported which enters the tube and carries at its extrem-
ity a ring covered with a membrane. Against this hangs a small ball 
of shellac, suspended by a silk fiber from the upper edge of the ring. 
If the air within the tube be vibrated by any suitable means, as by a 
tuning-fork, the ball is thrown into vibration, if placed at a loop, but -
remains at rest when at a node. The effects may_ be projected on a 
screen. ( Wied. Ann., 1881, II, xiii, 204.) 
Koenig has also contrived a method for exploring the interior of organ-
pipes while in action without interfering with their operation. The 
pipe used has a front of plate glass, graduated, and a longitudinal slit 
at the back. It is placed horizontally in a trough so that the slit and 
half of the back are below the surface of the water which it contains. A 
thin brass tube bent twice at right angles is supported so that one end 
enters the slit to about the middle of the pipe. It can be slid along the 
pipe, and is connected by a rubber tube either with the ear or a mono-
metric flame capsule. When the inner encl of the tube passes a, ventral 
segment in the pipe a sudden we,akening of the sound is noticed, and 
then a sudden strengthening. In this way the position of the nodes and 
segments can be exactly ascertained. The results are not in e~act ac-
cord with theory. (Wied. Ann., 1881, II, xiii, 569.) 
Lovering bas discovered a paper communicated to the American 
Academy by Nathaniel Bowditch in 1815, in which he investigates the 
figures made by a double pendulum which, compounded two vibrations 
at right angles with one another. The text is illustrated by several 
plates of figures, which prove clearly the anticipation oftbe figures given 
by Lissajous in 1857. The ratios investigated were unison, octave, 
twelfth, and the double octave. (Proc. Am. Aca.d., ---.) 
Crova has described an apparatus for recording Lissnjous's curves 
mechanically. It consists of a pendulum of wirt' with a heavy weight 
Ruspended from the ceiling and carrying a brush clipped in ink. Be-
neath thi is a curved table attached to the top of a second pendulum 
formed of a rod, vibrating on knife-edges in a plane at right angles to 
the :first, and carrying an adjustable weight below. The apparatus used 
by Crova has an upper pendulum 6. 7 meters long vibmtingin2.6 seconds, 
and the figures are inscribed i1l a square 0.25 meter on a side. By burn-
ing a thread which holds the upper- pendulum at any particular phase, 
the re ultant curve is described on the paper covering the curved table. 
(J. Phys., May, 1881, x, 211.) 
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Corva has also suggested the use of a magnet brought near to· 
forks, giving Lissajous's figures oy projection,for-thepurposeofvar: 
at will the differences of phase. He uses Mercadier's diapasonsmomr 
on Duboscq's universal support. To vary the period of one of th 
he employs a supplementary electromagnet placed between the ar!lli 
the fork, and i:tdjustable by a screw in a plane perpendicular to tha 
the branches. (J. Phys., June, 1881, x, 253.) 
Koenig has devised an ingenious apparatus for determining with gre. 
precision the vibrations of a normal fork. · A clock-work movemen 
great nicety so acts on a fork making 128 vibrations as to keep it 
vibration, while at the same time the fork acts as the escapement oft 
clock. By comparison with a chronometer the rate of the clock, ac. 
hence the error of the fork, is ascertained. If, for example, the error 
the clock is ± 1 second per hour, then the error of the fork is :I: -Niu, 
0.0355. One of the arms of the fork carri~s a microscope antl the oth 
a steel ":Jirror as counterweight. In this way the movement of the for 
can be compared with -that of any other vibrating body, by tlie opti 
method. The apparatus is regulated for 200 C., and the variation from 1 : 
to 20° causes a change of 0.0143 vibration. Within a range of 5° to 3( 
the mean variation per degree centigrade is 0.059 to 0.054 vibratio 
Koenig's 0 3 fork makes at 200 5] 2.3548 vibrations, and at 26.2° jL 
vibrations. The normal French fork, correct at.15°, varies 0.0972nbr: 
ti.on per degree centigrade. The normal fork of the conservatorymak 
870.9 vibmtions at 15°, and is correct at 870 vibrations at27.2°. (Wied. 
Ann, 1880, ix, 394; J. Phys., May 1881, x, 214.) 
HEAT. 
1. Thermometry and production of heat. 
Russell has given a detailed account of the method of Neumann fo 
calibrating thermometers, which, he says~ has very considerable adv n-
tages over the methods in common use, and which combines the ITT · t-
est simplicity, elegance, and exactness. The columns mea ured hould 
be as nearly as possible equal in length to a whole number of interral 
between the points for which the corrections are required, i. e. 0 
every ten degrees the required columns must be about 10, 20, 30 deITTe 
etc. The columns obtained are to be measured with their lower end 
n ar all the points for which correction are required. Th metbo 
d taching a uitable column and the detail of the method of ca1ibrati 
r iven at length in Rua ell' paper. (Am. J. Sci. May, 1 ~1 III. 
xxi, 373.) 
rn t ha 
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boiling point be determined, and a long interval elapses before the zero 
is determined there is considerable error. If a thermometer is in any 
' . particular molecular state, its reading will probably be in error, the 
amount of which may be ascertained by placing it in ice a tl observing · 
the error of the zero reading. In order that a thermometer should 
read correctly at any particular temperature,_ it should be exposed for a 
considerable time to the temperature for which exact measure is desired 
or else for a few minutes to a slightly higher temperature. (J. Phys., 
December, 1881, x, 520; Nature, July 28, 1881, xxiv, 294.) 
Tait has made an elaborate investigation of the errors caused by 
pressure in the deep-sea thermometers of the Challenger expedition. 
They were all registering thermometers of the Six pattern, the large 
bulb being protected by an exterior shell of glass strong enough to re-
sist the pressure of at least 3,000 fathomsvof sea water, or about six tons 
weight per square inch, and filled with alcohol. The correction assigned 
to them by Captain Davis, of the admiralty, was half a degree Fahren-
heit for every mile of depth. The first result reached was that this 
correction needed was not due directly to the pressure, but probably to 
the increas~d temperature produced by the compression. Calculation 
showed that the internal capacity of a glass tube with thick walls is re-
duced by about one-thousandth . part for each ton weight of pressure. 
Hence if such a tube be partly filled with mercury with an index above 
it, the index should be displaced by one-thousandth of the 1ength of the 
column of mercury for each ton weight of pressure applied to the out-
side of the tube. On testing the question with a thermometer tube, the 
mercury column being a meter long, the index was found to be displaced 
a millimeter for each ton of pressure. The apparatus employed for pro-
ducing the pressures under which th_e tests ·were made, of 11 or 12 tons 
per square inch, is described, but the final results have not yet appeared. 
(Nature, November, 1881, xxv, 90.) 
Waldo has examined with care three standard thermometers con-
structed for him at the Kew observatory. He concludes that between 
0° and 100° C, the errors of these thermometers depending on the cali-
bration, are practically insensible. Direct examination of every degTee 
to detect accid~ntal errors of graduation, requiring about 2,300 separate 
micrometer readings, shows that no sensible accidental errors have been 
introduced into the graduations of these standards. The corrections re-
quired at the freezing and the boiling point~ were found to be, as a max-
imum, +0.38 at the freezing and +0.22 at the boiling point of a Fah-
renheit degree. (Am. J. Sci., iii, xxi, 57, 1881.) Waldo bas also sug-
gested two slight changes in the construction of the Kew standard 
thermometers. As now made the capillary space is. continued above 
the calibrating chamber. As this causes serious inconvenience from 
the lodgment of mercury in it, which is dislodged with great difficulty, 
the suggestion is that the bulb extend to the end of the cavity. Since 
it is often desir,tble to hang these thermometers up, it is convenient to 
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have the upper extremity of the tube turned into a ring with its pla. 
parallel·to the enameling in the tube. It is desirable further to ha, 
the kind of glass and the date of filling eugraved on the tube. (Natur. 
June, 1881., xxfv, 100.) 
Marey has contrived a new continuous registering thermometer fo 
recording the temperature of the body. It consists of a closed brn 
tube containing oil and communicating with a Bourdon manomete. 
Any change of temperature by altering the internal pressure make th 
curve of the manometer increase or decrease, thus registering the chan{T 
by means of an index on a revolving cylinder. The thermometric bulb 
may be at a distance from the recording apparatus, the two being con-
nected by a tube of annealed copper. Two such bulbs may be employed 
and applied to different parts of the body, exterior or interior. (Nature 
July 28, 1881, xxiv, 294.) 
Brown bas devised a modification of the mercurial thermometer by 
which temperatures . may be electrically registered at a distance. It 
was invented for the purpose of ascertaining the temperature of kiln 
for drying malt, and works well in practice. An ordinary thermometer 
9 inches Jong with a large bulb and wide stem has platinum wire in-
serted through the walls of the stem evtry three degrees from 120° 
171 ° F., their outer ends being connected with binding screws. Thebo 
of the tube above the mercury contains glycerin. Another wire of pla-
tinum passes through the bulb and communicates with the mercury. lt 
outer end is attached to a binding post by which connection i mad 
with one pole of a Leclanche battery of two cells, the other pole b in" 
grounded. Near the thermometer is placed a transmitter con i tin" o 
an ebonite ring through which platinum wires pass at equal di. tanc ~. 
their upper endg flush with the surface. An arm revolving by clo 'k-
work, and tarted by an electro-magnet, touches each of the e wir in 
succession. A they are everally connected with the thermometer wir 
the circuit i clo cl by tho e wires with which the mer ury i in n-
tact, and a iO'nal i ent down tbe line, with which tbe movin "' arm i 
connected, ancl which may b of any length. By clo ing b ir nit 
a second lin wir , th ~lectro-magnet start· the clock-work ancl th 
trav r in°· arm complet the cir uit throuo-h a bell a . manJ' tim 
h rear wir imm r din th m rcury. Thi numb r multipli l h. 
thr and th um add d t 1200 give the temp ratur . ( ~atur • 
, r .h L 1 xxiii 464.) 
au O'l y lrn iv n tlJ fi II win 
' Il im t r in , 
rin · t 
f' Ye t l' I y O ", J W nl l h l' £ f if ' ll ntr, 
, ~ t r n Jiv -lnm lr l 11 f , millim t r thi I· . 
• 11 l t n millim ' 
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only 0.0032, a strip of platinum of the same dimensions would, on a simi-
lar supposition, be warmed in.one second to 2,603° C., a temperature suf-
ficient to melt it. (Proc . .A.1n . .A.cad., January, 1881, xvi, 342; Nature, 
July, 1881, xxiv, 294.) 
Siemens, in a lecture at Glasgow, has considered the question of gas 
and electricity as heating agents. The object which he set before him-
self was to prove that, for all ordinary purposes of heating and melting, 
gaseous fuel should be resorted to, for the double reason of producing 
the utmost economy, and of doing away with the bugbear of the pres-
ent day, the smoke nuisance; but that for the attainment of extreme de-
grees of heat the electric arc possesses advantages unrivaled by any 
other source of heat. In support of the economy of gaseous fuel, he 
found that under the boiler of the steam-engine only 1,282 units of heat 
were obtained from one pound of coal, instead.of 10,500, and in the melt-
ing of steel only 1,800 heat units are obtained from 2.5 pounds of coke, 
instead of'32,625 U:nits, the actual value. In domestic use the waste is 
even greater, but it is not possible to determine it exactly. This waste 
led him to devise his smokeless grate, in which a fire of coke is fed with 
coal-gas. His office was perfectly warmed by the consumption of 62 
cubic feet of gas, and 22 pounds of coke per day of nine hours, at a cost 
of 4 7 pence. The use of gas for heating is greatly to be encouraged. 
The electric furnace for melting steel was exhibited, and eight poui1ds 
of files were melted and poured into an ingot before the audience. A 
current of 70 amperes, produced by an expenditure of 7-hotse power, 
and which would give a light of 12,000 candles, sufficed to raise an 8-
inch crucible to a white heat in fifteen minutes, and in a second fifteen 
minutes to fuse . four pounds of steel. (Natur.e, February, 188l, xxiii, 
327! 351.) 
'ferquem bas studied the constitution of the Bunsen flame, and has 
~uggested some modifications in the form of the lamp. The ordinary 
flame has a hollow cone in the center, so that its heating effect is much 
reduced. If more air be admitted for the purpose of remedying this 
defect, the f!..ame becomes solid, but very unsteady, and soon strikes down 
witbin the tube. The author has succeeded (1) in making the flame less 
unsteady, (2) in mixing with the gas the maximum quantity of air that 
the gas requires, without lighting below, and (3) in obtaining this re-
ult with tubes of all diameters up to 4 centimeters, what~ver be the · 
pressure of the gas. These objects are obtained: 1st, by dividing the 
op ning whence the gas issues into several sectors, by two or more ver-
tical partitions fixed on the sides and passing info the tube; and, 2d, by 
placing iu the center of the tube a small plate or a ball which thus makes 
the orifice annular. The :flame is thus made solid throughout, is very 
hot, and the tube can be raised for a decimeter above the gas-jet without 
baving theflamestrike down through it. (J. Phys., March, 1881, x, 119.) 
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Rowland has presented a memoir to the American Academy on 
mechanical equivalent of heat, with subsidiary researches on the mere 
thermometer as compared wit,h the air thermometer, and on the r · 
tion of the specific heat of water. By means of an apparatus coutri 
for the purpose, the various mercury thermometers to be afterw 
employed were compared with each other and with the airthermome 
The nature of the glass was found to have a sensible influence on t 
graduation of the mereury thermometer, and the differences betw 
the mercury and the air thermometers, even between 0° and 100° 
by no means negligible, being some tenths of a degree in the vicin;· 
of 45°. For determining the mechanical equivalent of hfat, Jonl ' 
method, revolving paddles in water, was employed. A vertical a1· 
carrying the paddles was driven by a petroleum motor, the vanes the 
selves moving in a water calorimeter. The work done by the frictio 
was measured by the thermometer; that expended by the product 
the number of rotations into the moment of tlle couple neces ary 
prevent the freely suspended calorimeter from turning on its axis. Tb 
number of rotations was recorded on the chronograph; and upon th 
same paper an electric contact recorded the instant when tlle mere 
column reached a given division of the scale. After suitable reduction 
and corrections, Rowland finds that the mechanical equivalent ofh 
is a function of the temperature, being 429.8 at 5°, 427.4 at 15°, 426.4 
at 20°, 425.6 at 300, and 425.8 at 360~ This result the author a cribe to 
a diminution of the capacity of water for beat, the specific heat dimiuish-
ing as the temperature increases. (Proc. Am.. Acad., 1879, p. 75; J.Phy ·, 
January, 1881, x, 82.) · 
2. Expansion and change of state. 
De Luccbi has determined the expansion-coefficient of sodium from 
the density obtained in petroleum at various temperatures. The odium 
was cast into a cylinder under naphtha, and before solidification a fin 
iron wire was inserted in it, by which it was suspended'to the balan · 
The coefficient of expansion of the petroleum oil used having been det · 
mined with great ca.re, that of the sodium was obtained by wei bin 
it first in the cold liquid and then in the same liquid at the requir d 
temperature. From the data thus given the relatii;-e and ab olu 
coefficients were readily calculated. Tho mean coefficient be w n 
and 90° was found to be 0.0002367. The ab olute coefficient incr 
rapidly with the temp rature, being 0.00014178 at 0°, 0.0001657 at~ · 
0.000195 6 at 40°, 0.00025160 at ooo, and 0.0003G390 at 0°. ...~ear b 
. fu ing point the incr a e i more rapid. (J. Phy,q,, Januar · 1' 1. x, 4L) 
om tock ha call d attention to a ,aria ion in th{' 1 ngtb fa zin 
bL r at h am t mp ratur . The Unit d State LL ke un· • 
m t r ma b old mpo d f ar of t 1 n l n 
t lli th rm m ter. It b, l 
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:meters long, and having in its interior a bar of steel and one of zinc, 
also forming a thermometer. Irregularities in the results of comparisons 
of two bars in the same tube led to an ·examination of the question 
-whether a zinc bar has al ways the same length at a given temperature. 
The comparisons were made with great care, and every precaution taken 
to avoid error. The results showed that the zinc bar of the standard 
meter, heated for 20 hours or m.ore to a temperature of 70° F., and then 
allowed to cool to its original temperature, 36° F., has a certain length; . 
-that if it is then cooled for 20 hours to a temperature of -3° F., and 
afterward is allowed to return gradually to its original temperature of 
:36° F., it has a certain other length; and that these lengths at the 
same temperature may differ by 15 microns (thousandths ofa millimeter). 
The 6 four-meter zinc bar heated from 41° to 75° F., and then cooled to 
43° F., was increased in length about 29 microns, Qr 7 microns per 
meter for a change of 30° F. (Am. J. Sci., III,_ July, 1881, xxii, 26.) 
Miss Walton has studied, in the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, the phenomena of liquefaction and cold produced by the mutual 
reaction of solid substances. With reference to liquefaction, the follow. 
ing conclusions are drawn: (1) as a rule one of the substances should 
be hydrated; (2) moistening sometimes take place when salts are mixed 
with acids, or with bases, and when acids and bases are mixed, as well 
as salts; (3) as with liquids, if metathe~is can result, it will take place 
with liquefaction; (4) if an insoluble compound is formed on mixing two 
salts, a mixture of two others, like the new ones formed,. will not in gen-
eral be attended with liquefaction; (5) ifno insoluble compound is formed 
metathesis is partial, and it is often indifferent whether two salts ·be 
mixed or their products of interchange; (6) the rule in liquids in regard 
to weak and strong acids and bases seems to prevail with solids also; 
(7) when oxidation or reduction can take place there is possibility of 
liquefaction. On the production of cold the author ~ccepts Ordway's 
view, that the liquefaction of salt by ice is due to the diffusion which 
goes on between them, analogous to that between liquids. The mixtures 
were made in a calorimeter, and the resul.ts showed that the minimum 
temperature is not independent of the initial temperature, and that, 
moreover, this minimum varies wjth the proportions taken. The lowest 
temperature was given by mixing equivalent weights of manganous 
nitrate and sodium carbonate a,t -2° o., the temperature falling to 
- 26° C. (Am. J. Soi., .September, 1881, III, xxii, 206.) 
Hagenbach has experimented on the rupturing effects of the freezing 
of water. During the severe cold at Bale on the nights of the 10th and 
11th December, 1879, and the 20th and 21st January, 18~0, he filled 
ar tillery shells with water and observed the phenomena which took 
place. The shells were burst, and the ice, afforded free passage, showed 
a filamentary structure, like suddenly congealed jets of water. The 
water, suffused within the shell, was cooled to a low temperature without 
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solidifying ; so that,· after rupture of the shell, the congelation 
place. The curious appear:mces of the jets a.re figured in the me 
(Bib. Univ., 1880, III, iii, 531; J. Phys., April, 1881, x, 181.) 
The paradoxical experiment of'' hot ice" described by Carnell 
been repeated bymany observers in various wa.ys. Lodge bas di: 
the matter on genera.I principles, conceding that the ice itself ma 
hot, a proposition in which he thinks there is nothing contradicto. 
our present knowledge of the properties of matter. Carnelley h: 
has published an · additional paper, with figures, in which he say.: 
have had thin plates of ice attached by their edge at right angle to 
stem of a paper-scale thermometer for a considerable time without be 
detached or meltin·g, notwithstanding the temperature was so liigh 
the paper scale at that portion of the stem to which the ice chmrr 
charred. In an_other instance I have had a thin circular piece of 
attached to the otherwise bare bulb of the thermometer, and though 
piece was very thin, and no more than about 2 millimeters in diame 
it took fnllv one minute or more to volatilize, notwithstanding the th 
mometer i~dicated a mean temperature of io0 O., and the surroundin_ 
tube was very hot. If the ice were not capable of being- heated a 
its melting point, a piece as small as that referred to would, I tl1 in 
under these circumstances have fused or volatilized almost ill tauta 
ously." Herschel has contrived a remarkably simple apparatus for ~h 
ing the phenomena. A 30-ounce fl.ask of heavy glass was tightly do 
by a rubbe.r cork through which passed a tube three-eighths inch 
and 2 feet long, bent into the shape of an S, and the extremity t 
into a near~y capillary neck. This neck was connected by a rub 
tube with with a similar flask, to which was attached an cxhau t pum1 • 
and which was immersed in cold water. Fifteen ounce · of water ·' 
then boiled in the flask thus exhausted, and when only 3 ounc 
mained the small end of the tube was sea.led. The U-part of tile tu 
was put in a freezing mixture till a sleeve of ice was form eel eigllt in lt 
long. Then the flask was similarly treated, and tile tube wa · h a 
first in a water-bath, then by the naked flame. He ·ay : "The wll 
tube was hea.tecl violently, witl10ut for some time appearin(T to ha.Yet 
lea t effect upon the white crui.:t within, notwith 'tauding th tuh 
too hot to be touched." De la Rivi re aml Van Ila elt ha,· . rep it 
the exp rim nt car fully, with the aid of accur, te thcrmomet r:. Th 
find the ic it lfi generall. at-7o C., though when th h atiugi Y • 
tr no· it ma ri e to oo. Th .r found that tllo re ult · nld ,ru;il: 
btain d wi h naphthalen . aunay ha· on ·tru t d an app, 11 u 
from r linar T la, or t ry mat rial.· with hich he ha xamin · I th · l 
r ' riti all,·. ]_} rf rm cl th ru ial xp •rim •11 f J)l. in 
a ul · n , ining fr z n wa r and p n th air in ·idc th ma 
i · within th .·hau -t cl tu . Th i · within th l>nlh <li 1 n 
h t ll . r 11 l th rl t th I 
h 1 r 'Ult • f -l'.l.'-•.UvVU , 
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son, and Young are to the same _purpose. (Nature, 1881, xxiii, 264, 288t 
341, 383, 504; xxiv, 4, 28, 77, 113, 167,239; Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., April, 
1881, xiv, 718.) 
Chandler Roberts and Wrightson have determined the density of 
i:n.elted bismuth by means of the oncosimeter, an instrument devised by 
tbe latter gentleman. It is composed of a ball of the metal whose den- · 
sity in the melted state is to be studied, or of a metal less fusible. It is 
suspended at the extremity of a spring and is completely immersed in 
the fused metal. The difference, either positive or negative, between its 
weight and the upward pressure when in the liquid is measured by the 
lengthening or shortening of the spring, and-is registered by a lever on 
a rotating cylinder. The value of this difference at the moment of im-
mersion, before the ba11 has had time to beat, gives data for the calcu-
lation of the specific gravity of the liquid, that of the ball having been 
determined. The authors find for the specifi_c gravity of melted bismuth 
10.055, that of solid bismuth being 9.82; for jron in fusion 6.84; in the 
pasty state 6.33; and cold 6.95. (Phil. Mag., April, 1881, V. xi, 295.) 
Nies and Winkelmann have investigated the volume changes of vari-
ous metals in solidifying. Of eight metals examined, six, viz, tin, zinc, 
bismuth, antimony, iron, and copper, were proved to undergo expansion 
in passing from the liquid to the solid state. For three of the metals 
approximate values for the amount of this expansion were obtained. 
Tin showed an expansion of O. 7 per cent., zinc 0.2, and bismuth 3. Two 
llletals, lead and cadmium, gave doubtful results. The authors have 
reason to believe that they also expand in solidifying. If this be so, 
the rule would appear to be a general one for the metals. (Nature, April, 
1881, xxili, 616.) 
Fornioni has described an evaporimeter with constant level. It con-
sists of an oblong wooden case with a brass spiral descending into it 
from a micrometri·c screw. The spiral carries at its lower end a small 
glass vessel, which acts as feeder. A glass siphon extends outward 
horizontally from the feeder and has at its outer encl a small cup in 
'Which the evaporation takes place. As the water evaporates in the cup 
"the feeder is lightened and rises by the action of the spiral, thus keep-
-ng the level constant. A fine layer of oil in the feeder prevents evapo-
:ration from its water-surface. There are guides to control the vertical 
movements of ·the feeder, which moreover are indicated by means of a 
weighted thread affecting an external index on a disk. The gradua-
tion of the instrument is expressed in millimeters of the height of water 
fo the evaporating vessel. (Nature, August, 1881, xxiv, 387.) 
Van der Mensbrugghe has calculated that if evaporation subdivides 
the liquid of seas into spherules of, say, nho millimeter in diameter, 
each kilogram of water presents a collection of spherules whose total 
potential energy is equivalent to 450 kilogram-meters, i. e., more than . 
a million times that of a sphere of compact water also weighing a kilo-
s. Mis. 109-23 
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gram. The potential energy· of liquid surfaces plays thus an i 
tant part in the great cycle-operations of nature, of which the a 
gives some instances. (Nature, January, 1881, xxiii, 218.) 
Wiillner and Grotrian have made observations which seem to 
that the ·specific volume of vapors is independentofthesize of the 
in which it is determined. They confirm Herwig's result, that, 
always undergo precipitation before reaching the so-called m · 
tension. Moreover, the tension at which condensation begins i· 1 
to have a relation to the maximum tension which depends on the · 
of the liquid but is nearly independent of the temperature. E 
ments to :find the degree to which vapors must be compressed to gi, 
maximum tension showed that there is no maximum tension in the 
hitherto accepted; but that the tension of saturated vapors, even 
in contact with an excess of liquid, is perceptibly increased by colll 
sion. ( Wied . .Ann., 1880, II, xi, 545; Nature, February, 1881 xxiii. -
Wright has contrived a simple and convenient form of apparat 
the distillation of mercury in vacuo, which is an improvement u 
those of Weinhold and Weber for the same purpose. A straight P 
of heavy glass tube, 5 or 6 millimeters interior diameter and rather 
than 76 centimeters long, is enlarged at one end to an oval bulb • 
limeters diameter and 120 millimeters long. To the upper end of th' 
tube 15 millimeters interior diameter is joined, first rising 25 millim 
then inclined towards the bulb 130 millimeters, then sloping from 
bulb for 300 millimeters, and finally joined to a straight vertical tu 
millimeter in diameter and 90 centimeters long. .At the junction · 
lateral tube for connecting with the air-pump. The metal to b 
tilled is placed in a cistern beneath the 76-centimeter tube; the app 
tus is exhausted, by means of a Sprengel pump, until the mercury 
the cistern reaches the bulb. Then the tube to the pump is seal d 
heat applied to the bulb very gradually. The vapor soon pa ~ 
bend at the top arn.l cond·enses beyond it, running down into the 
centimeter tube. At the bottom this tub.e is bent upward, a mall 
is blown on it, and it is then bent horizontally. .As the mercury 
the tube it maintains the exhau tion, the tube acting like a Ir 0 -
pump. The di tillation is rapid, from 400 to 450 grams per hour · 
ea ily obtained pure in this manner. (A.1n. J. Sci., December, 1 1. 
rni, 479.) 
3. Conduction and radiation. 
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two upper plates, haying copper stoppers, the intervals between the 
plates may be filled with fluid. Air was first used, and the author 
proved that its conductivity for heat increases with the temperature. 
'rhe ratio of the conductivity of air to that of liquids was studied, the 
liquid being placed in the ·1ower space. Experiments were also made 
-with dry and wet plate glass and also with marble. The author points 
out the applicability of his apparatus to measure resistances, the po-
tential being measured instead of temperature. (Nature, October, 1881, 
::xxiv, 593.) 
Crookes has made a series of experiments on the conduction of heat 
in highly rarefied air. An accurate thermometer with a pretty open 
scale was inclosed in a lf-inch ·glass globe, the bulb of the thermometer 
being in the center and the steu1 being inclosed in the tube leading 
from the globe to the pump. The globe was brought to a uuiform tem-
:perature in a vessel of water at 25° and was_ then suddenly plu:pged 
into a large vessel of water at 65°. The number of seconds required 
:for the thermometer to rise from 25° to 50° was recorded. At 760 mil-
limeters pressure, 121 seconds was required; at 1 millimeter, 150 sec-
onds; at 620 M (millionths of an atmosphere), 162 seconds ; at 117 M, 
183 seconds; at 59 M, 203 seconds; at 23 M, 227 seconds; at 12 M, 252 · 
seconds ; at 5 M, 322 seconds ; and at 2 M, 412 seconds. Hence there is 
not only a notable diminution in the rate at which heat is conveyed across 
the space in the bulb, but the reduction of pressure from 5 M to 2 M 
:produces twice as much retardation in the rate as is obtained by the 
-whole exhaustion from 760 millimeters to 1 millimeter. The author 
thinks, therefore, that in such vacua as exist in planetary space the loss 
of heat would be exceedingly slow. (Nature, January, 1881, 234, xxiii.) 
Langley has devised an apparatus for the detection and measp.ren;i.ent 
of radiant heat, which is a thousand. times more sensitive than the ther-
mopile, and which is capable of indicat,ing a change in temperature of . 
no1000 of a degree centigrade. He calls it an actinic balance or bo-
lometer. It consists of two disks of ebonite, 30millimeters diameter and 
3 millimeters thick, each with a concentric opening in the center 8 milli-
meters square. On the face of each disk strips of iron a little less than 
0.5 millimeter wide and about 0.004 millimeter thick cross the opening 
like a grating, those on one disk coming opposite the intervals in the 
other. These twenty-nine strips, of which fifteen are on one disk and 
fourteen on the other, are arranged in two sets, fifteen in one and 
fourteen in the other. The first set, eight on one disk and seven on the 
other, are placed centrally; the second set is divided, one-ha]f being on 
each side of the other set. The strips in each set are all connected 
together in series so that an electric current would traverse then:i. suc-
ce ively. The two disks are fastened together and placed in a hollow 
cylinder of ebonite, lined with copper, and· provided with suitable dia-
phragms. Each of the sets of strips is made one side of a Wheatstone's 
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bridge, and the current from one or more Daniell cells is e11t 
theni. When the two currents are eqnal the needle of the galrn 
is unaffected. But when radiant energy falls on one of the 
of strips and not on the other, the current passing through th 
diminished by the increased resistance of the metal due to the ris 
temper;1ture. As the second remains unaltered, the needle is d 
Moreover, owing to the thinnAss of the strips, they take up and pa 
their heat far more promptly than the thermopile, thus giring a 
greater rapidity of working. Results are given showing the e 
sensitiveness and reliability of the instrument. For the fir~t · 
has been possible to make actual measures of the distribution 
in the diffraction spectrum. This was done by Langley with the 
eter, using a Rutherford plate of 681 lines to the millimeter, 
speculum metal. The spectrum was 20 centimeters long and 
meters wide, so that the balance received nearly homogeno 
The extremely minute amount of heat received-was found suffici 
give a galvanometer deflection of some hundred division ; an 
where thermopiles have failed to detect anything. The deflectio 
served for different wave-lengths were: for y=.00035; a=l2; r=· 
a=55; r= .0005, a=207; r= .0006, a=246; r= .0007, a= 198; r=· 
a= 129; y=.0009, a=80; y=.0010, a=58; y=.0011, a=41. Tb 
imum deflection for heat, then 246, corresponds to a wave-length o • 
that of D being .00059, giving the conclusion that the heat maximu 
normal spectrum is not in the ultra-red, as has been suppo ed bu 
orange, near D, the heat and light curves agreeing very clo ·ely. 
value of the instrument is obvious. (Am. J. Sci., March, 18 1: Ill. 
187; Proc. Am. A.cad., January, 1881, xvi, 342; Nature, Novemb · 
xxv, 14.) 
Puluj has devised an ingenious experiment to prove tha 
matter consists of particles separated frorri the electrode o. · h 
trical action. The cathode of a -vacuum tube was cornred with 
It exhibits phosphorescence of an orange-yellow color, while in 
time the wall of the tube becomes ~overed by a very delicat 1 
chalk without losing its clearness and transparency. The de ~i 
phoresces like chalk, and has led to the suggestion which h 
that the l)hosphorescence of a yellow color ob er,ed on ID 
thodes is caused by the phosphorescence of the oxide cov 
metal. (Nature, March, 1881, x.xiii, 442.) 
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:rJd, the displacement at its center would be five-millionths of a centi-
~ter. Since he found sound audible whose amplitude was less than 
~If this value, he concludes that at present there is no reason for dis-
ca.rding the obvious explanation that the sounds in question are due to 
]:ie bending of the plates under unequal heating. (Nature, January, 
881, xxiii, 27 4.) 
Jamieson has devised a simple form of selenium cell, made of a piece 
of plate glass or a glass tube, an inch in diameter and 3 inches long, 
:I)On which are wound two parallel strands of No. 25 wire. Vitreous 
elenium is melted into the spaces between the wires, and then annealed 
il3 the usual way. One of these cells had a resistance of 5,740 ohms in 
be dark and 3,450 in the light. An annular cell, placed outside the 
-abe of a swinging flame, transmitted its note perfectly to the tele-
:lJone, and, by placing a flat cell before the gas-flame of a Koenig man-
C>Inetric capsule, and talking into the tube on the outer sound of the 
membrane, conversation could be carried on. (Natitre, February, 1881, 
:x ::xiii, 354.) . 
S. P. Thompson has suggested to the London Physical Society the use 
-j' a conical instead of a parabolic reflector for the photophone. From 
dams's law, that the change in the resistance of selenium is directly as 
Jie square root of the illuminating power, he :finds that the change in 
~sistance of a cell will vary proportionally to its linear dimensions; 
ence, selenium cells should be as large as possible, and the light should 
e distributed over them uniformly. His cell was constructed of a slate 
c.~linder with a double screw-thread wound with wire and :filled with 
€lenium. (Phil. JJfa.g., April 1881, V, xi, 286; Nature, February, 1881, 
~xiii, 331.) -
Tomlinson has found that a stick of annealed selenium gave twice the 
e:flection when coated with shellac varnish that it did when in its nat-
ral state. (Nature, March, 1881, xxiii, 457.) 
Tynrlall has presented to the Royal Society a paper on the action of 
an intermittent beam of radiant heat upon gaseo'us matter, giving the 
:i:-esults of the use of the photophonic method to test the absorptive ac-
"'tion of aq:u,eous vapor for heat-a subject long in controversy. The ex-
J.)eriments were made by converging the intermittent beam to a focus 
-within a flask containing the vapor to -be examined. Sulphuric ether, 
:formic ether, and acetic ether gave loud musical tones, while those from 
~hloroform and carbon disulphide were barely perceptible, corroborating 
nis previous experiments. The power of amylene, ethyl and methyl 
iodides, and benzene vapors to produce musical tones appeared to be 
accurately expressed by their ability to absorb radiant heat. Gases • 
gave the same result. Turning now to water, a small quantity was 
heated in a flask to a point _near boiling; in the intermittent beam it 
gave a powerful musical sound, even when no haze was present. Cool-
ing t,o 10° C. did not prevent the sound from being loud, and even ordi- ~ 
nary air cooled in a freezing mixture for a quarter of a,n hour gave 
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. distinct sounds. In carefully dried air on]y the feeblest sound 
heard, but a, puff of breath instantly restored its power to ah 
Many beautiful and striking experiments are described in tbe pa 
(Proc. Roy. Soc., January 13,1881, xxxi, 307; Nature, February, 1 
xxiii, 37 4.) 
Mercadier has studied photophone phenomena with great abili • 
and has· given the name radiophony to the general subject. In the fi 
part of his memoir he describes his apparatus, and, from the result o 
tained with it, concludes: (1) that radiophony does not appear to be 
effect prod need by the mass of the receiving plate vibrating transvers 
as a whole like an ordinary vibrating plate; (2) that the nature of 
molecules of the receiver and their mode of aggregation does not ap 
to play a predominant part ju the production of sounds; (3) that 
radiophonic phenomena seem to result principally from an action exe 
at the surface of the receiver; (4) that radiophonfo sounds result f 
th~ direct action of the radiations upon the receiver; and (5) the rad· 
phonic effects are produced principally by red and ultra-red ray ; th · 
is to say, by rays which consist of ~ong waves. In the second par 
htis paper Mercadier gives the experimental evidence that the sub tan 
in which the vibration is produced is the layer of air in contact with t 
walls of the receivers. The receiver used is a glass tube, open or not 
one end, and the other connected by a tube of rubber with a ma 
acoustic cornet. Within the tube is a semi-cylinder of some flexi 
material, paper, mica, copper, zinc, platinum, aluminum, etc. mok 
on both sides. Since the sound is the same, whatever the material, 
conclusion is obvious that it is the air condensed by the lampbla 
which vibrates. He says: The layer of air condensed on the walls 
the receiver, especially when they are smoked or covered with a 
stance highly absorbent for heat, is alternately heated and cooled 
the intermittent radiations. From this, periodical and regulardilata io 
and condensations take place and communicate a vibratory motion 
the neigh boring gaseou layers, whicb, moreover, may them h-e 
vibrate directly under the same influence. If a long tube of gla 
taken, furni. hed with a piston at the end of a rod, a piece of mok 
mica be placed in it, and the other end be connected with a cornet. 
whene,er an intermittent beam falls on the mica a sound i heard wh· 
may be made a maximqm by mo,ing tbe pi ton. Furthrr motion ho 
~ econd ·and a third maximum, thus di covering the nod in th 
hrating air c lumn. Tbi apparatu the autlior call, a th rmoph 
Th tu r c iv r, clo · d at the lower end, i e~·c 11 n for XJJ rim 
ttp n g and ,apor , in which bowever, the author wa antici1 
hy .. nd, 11. n t e thir 1 pap r the mean which Mercadier u 
11 I r lu ·ti n f, in gin o- an 1 p ·hare de crib cl. Thi wa pr 
th my- th me chi,· that Bell r ad hi m oir 
ati nal ca<l my. . (J. Phy.. 1bruary, 
..... ature • rnar , 1 1 xxiii. :{ .) 
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Preece has made some experiments on the conversion of sonorous 
~ibrations into radiant energy. The conclusion to w:Qich be came was 
-that the disk itself did not vibrate at all, but that the effect is essen-
1:ially due to the· expansion and contraction of the air contained in the 
air space behind the disk, the sonorous effects being materially assisted 
l>y coating the sides of the containing vessel with a highly absorbent 
substance, such as the carbon deposited by burning cai;npbor. (Proc. 
Roy. Soc., March, 1881, xxxi, 506; Nature, March, 1881, xxiii, 496.) 
In a second memoir, which was presented to the National Academy 
-0f Sciences April 2 t, 1881, Graham Bell has given an account of the fur-
ther researches made by Tainter and himself on the production of sound 
by radiant energy. While in ·Paris, in the fall of 1880, a new form of 
the experiment occurred to Bell which would enable him to test the 
question whether sonorousness under the influence of intermittent light 
is not a property common to all matter. . Preliminary experiments were 
made, and were so promising that they were communicated bo the French 
Academy on the-11th of October. On the 2d of November he wrote to 
Tainter, . in Washington, as follows: "Place the substance to be experi-
mented with in a glass test-tube; connect a rubber tube with the mouth 
of the test-tube, placing the other end of the pipe to the ear; then focus 
the intermittent beam on the substance in the tube." In January, on 
returning to Washington, Bell found that Tainter had made the experi-
ments on a large number of substances, and had found that cotton- · 
wool, worsted, silk, and fibr:ous .materials generally produced much · 
louder sounds than hard, rigid bodies like crystals or than diaphragms. 
Black worsted giving so good a result, he desired to try black cotton- 1 
wool; but having none at hand he made some by mixing some lamp-
black with the cotton. The effect was so marked that he tried lamp-
black alone, with entire success. It was the loudest material yet used, 
and was immediately utilized in the construction of an articulating 
photophone in place of the selenium receiver. The transmitter as well · 
as the receiver had a diaphragm 5 centimeters in diameter, and the 
distance between· the two was 40 meters. No heliostat or condensing 
mirror was used; and words spoken into the transmitter in a low tone 
of voice were read:rly audible in the lamp blacked receiver. With refer-
ence to Preece's experiments, Bell maintains that the disks themselves 
vibrate, as a loud sound is heard from a Blake transmitter when the 
intermittent beam is focused . on its disk. An ingenious experiment 
devised by Tainter seemed to confirm this beyond disp-ute. Experiments 
with liquids and with gases are recorded; and two receivers where lamp-
black is used in place of selenium are described. Valuable methods and 
results are given on the measurement of the sonorous effects produced 
by different substances, and also upon the nature of the rays that produce 
them. Bell adopts Mercadier's name, radiophone, and has studied the 
spectrum to determine the active rays. The instrument employed he 
call a spectrophone, and the results obtained with it are given in a 
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series of spectra by which the substances used can be identified, 
forming a true ac~ustic spectrum analysis. (Am. J. Sci., June, '1 
III, xxi, 463; 0. R., xcii, 1206; Phil. Mag., June, 1881, V, xi, 510: : 
- ture, May, 1881, xxiv, 42.) 
In a third paper, Graham Bell has described a modification ofWh 
gtone's microphone, and pointed out its applicability to radiophonic 
searches. Preece's failure to detect the vibration of the diaphragm 
due to the fact that he used a Hughes form of the instrument, in w 
the points of support are too far from the center where the maxim 
vibration exists. In 1827, Wheatstone invented a microphone, con 
ing of a metallic diaphragm, to the middle of which a stiff wire 
rigidly attached. By inclosing this in a case somewhat like that o 
telephone, the wire projecting through the end of the handle and 
tube for hearing being fitted to the opposite end, the surface of 
radiophonic diaphragm may be explored. When it rested on the cen 
of this diaphragm a clear musical note was heard, showing that 
diaphragm itself vibrated. (Am. J. Soi., A.ugust, 1881, III, xxii, i. 
A.yrton and Perry, observing the facility with which the invi ·i 
rays which affected the selenium in Bell's photophone passed throu~ 
ebonite, concluded that these rays would be refracted by an eboni 
prism. This conjecture they were able to confirm experimentally 
Moreover, by suitably arranging the apparatus, the prism having a re-
fracting angle of 27°.5, they succeeded in measuring the index of 
fraction for these rays, which they found to be 1. 7. This result acco 
with that obtained by Jellett from the polarizing angle, 1.611, and wit 
that obtained when the light is very intense, so that the red ray .. c 
be faintly seen, 1.66. (Phil. Ma,q., Sept., 1881, V, xii, 196; Nature, l 
xxiii, 519; J. Phys., November, 1881, x, 507.) 
4. Specific heat. 
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a wooden frame. .A weighed quantity of pure mercury:--generally 220 
grams-is placed in the jnner cylinder. By moYing the· whole around 
on its trunnions, this mer:cury may be poured from one part of the 
i nner cylinder to the other, and the temperature thus equalized. The 
substance whose specifiG heat is to be determined is placed in the plati-
num cylinder, which is then heated in a special apparatus to the tem-
J)erature of boiling water, transferred rapidly to the calorimeter, and 
t his moved on its trunnions until the temperature ceases to rise. The 
nighest point being noted, the specific heat is easily calculated. The 
-various precautions necessary, and the methods for determining the 
constants of the instrument, are given in · the paper. (Am. Ohem. J., 
February, 1881, ii, 361.) ' 
Wiillner has examined critically the formulas in use for calculating 
specific heats, especially that portion of these formulas which involve the 
corrections. He finds that the inexactness of the ordinary formula arises 
from the fact that it does not take account of the condition that during 
cooling the calorimeter value is increased by the product of the weight 
and specific heat of the substance, and that the c~ange in the magni-
t ude of the radiating surface is neglected. He has calculated the specific 
heat of water by the new formula now derived, and finds that the equa-
tion k=1+0.000425t represents this constant at to. ( Wied. Ann., 1880, · 
II, x, 284.) 
Pfaundler has pul?lished a criticism on this paper, in which he points 
out certain errors ·of experiment and assumption. The process of Reg-
nault, as modified by Berthelot, is the most exact known, and is free from 
all objection. In this the variation of temperature during the cooling 
of the body is measured at regular intervals; then the calorimeter con-
t aining the substance is brought back to the initial temperature and 
made to pass through all the temperatures observed in the first experi-
ment, and the loss of heat is measured. ( Wied. Ann., 1880, II, xi, 237; 
J. Phys., January, 1881, x, 43, 47. See also Berthelot, J. Phys., Febru-
ary, 1881, x, 79.) 
Latschinoff has modified the lecture experiment proposed by Tyndall 
for showing the inequality of the specific heats of solids. Since the den-
sities of the materials are not the same, the surfaces of various spheres 
of the same weight are not equal, and an error is introduced. This tpe 
author obviates by employing hollow spheres of the same weight and 
the same diameter. In place of a plate of wax, the author places the 
heated spheres on the surface of a transparent jelly of gelatin, and notes 
their unequal penetration. (J. Phys.-Ohim. Soc. Russe, xii, 131; J. Phys., 
September, 1881, x, 4_18.) 
LIGHT. 
1. Production and velocity. 
Miehelson has made a research to test the truth of Fresnel's theory, 
that the ether which is inclosed in optical media partakes of the motion 
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of these media to an extent depending upon their indices of refrac · 
The principle of the experimental method is simple: If a ray of Ii. 
coming from a direction parallel with the earth's motion in space be m 
to interfere with a second ray coming from a direction 90° from t . 
~ the former ray will have traveled 0.04 of a wave-length farther or I 
far than the latter, according as the direction of its motion coincides ·. 
or is opposed to the motion of the earth. Now, upon rotating the 
rays 90° in their own plane, the second/one will now have a longer pa 
by 0.04 wave-length, making a total change in the position of the in · 
_ ference bands of 0.08 wave-length, a ' quality easily measurable. Th 
apparatus used is described and illustrated in the memoir. The resnl 
go to show that there is no displacement of the interference bands, th 
contradicting the hypothesis of a stationary ether, and disproving t 
explanation of aberration hitherto generally accepted. (Am. Jour. · 
August, 1881, nr; xxii, 120.) 
J. J. Thomson has given an ingenious explanation of the green ph · 
phorescence observed in Crooke's tubes. It appears on the inner surfa 
of the exhausted glass tubes whenever they are exposed to the so-call 
molecular bombardment of particles projected from the negative elec-
trode. Thomson points out, first, that as predicted by Maxwell, an 
verified by Rowland, a moving electrified particle acts as a current o 
electricity and possesses an (electro-magnetic) vector-potential. ... -ro 
where such an electrified particle strikes a glass surface and rebound 
its change of velocity is accompanied by a change of vector-potentia 
and the glass against which it impinges and rebounds will be subject 
to rapid changes in electromotive force. But by Maxwell's theory 0 
light this is precisely what happens when a ray of light falls on it; an 
therefore, it p,hosphoresces as it would under the impact of an actual rar 
of light. (Nature May 19, 1881, xxiv, 66,.) 
Treve has shown the curious fact that apparently, when light fro 
a natural or artificial source is admitted through a slit, more li 17h 
passes when the slit is horizontal than when it is vertical. Photorrraph 
were taken behind slits in various positions to prove that the pheno · 
enon is not an illusion of the eye. ( Nature, April, 1881, xxiii 616.) 
Young and Forbes have employed Fizeau's toothed-wheel m thod 
determin·e the v locity of light. In tead of a single reflector at ad" · 
tance, tw:o were u a, one a quarter of a mile behind the other. 
ram were al u ed~ which were observed when equally bricrht, a I 
r ach 1 y adju ting the peed of the toothed wheel . Th aen 
r ult r a h d wa that tho veloci y of the light of an electric lam · 
- "'7 mil er. nd in vacuo. oticing one day that one of 
1 ok r cl i ·h, the th r lui h the former incr a in<T in int ns:i 
f th h 1, the la t rd crea ing the autb r n ·ln 
f: t r tlrnn the r cl n • ucl in 
\.. am an f - d 
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~ons they conclude that blue travels faster than red by 1.8 per cent. of 
-the whole velocity. Since their result for the mean velocity is greater 
-than that of Cornu or Michelson, Forbes draws the conclusion that it is 
because the electric light is blue, and blue travels faster than red. 
(Proc. Roy. Soc., May, 1881; Nature, June, July, 1881, xxiv, 135, 303.) 
Rayleigh has discussed the above results, raising the question wh~ther 
-the velocity determined by the toothed wheel is really the group-velocity 
<>r the wave-velocity as the above authors have supposed it to be, since 
they give the difference between blue and red. He concludes that the 
group-velocity is wbatthe method determines. The accordance between 
the physical and astronomical m~thods seems to show that there can be 
no such difference in. the velocities of the extreme rays as 1.8 per cent. 
(Nature, August, ;1.881, xxiv, 382.) 
Michelson has published a note in which he gives his opinion that if 
the velocity of the red and blue rays differed by as much as one-tenth 
of one per cent. the image of the slit in his experiments would not have 
been white, but would have been spread out into a spectrum. He calcu-
lates that, as the total displacement in his experiments was 133 milli- , 
meters, a difference of velocity of 1.8 per cent. between the blue and 
red rays would have given a spectrum 2.4 millimeters in length. No 
such spectrum was observed. (Nature,September, 1881, xxiv, 460.) 
Cornu has described several forms of photometric and spectrometric 
apparatus, which he has used in his researches. They all are founded 
upon a property of lenses discovered and utilized by Bouguer; i. e., that 
the focal image, as to form, is independent of the size and shape of the 
aperture of the lens, and as to intensity is proportional to the surface of 
this aperture. One form of the apparatus he calls a micro-photometer 
and another form a spectro-photometer. (J .. Phys., May, 1881, x, 189.) 
2. Reflection and refraction. 
J acob has suggested a modified form of scale for use with reflecting 
instruments generally. The graduated paper scale is trimmed off along 
the lower edge of the divisiorn~, and placed on a plate of glass, finely 
ground, below the paper. The reflected image is received. on the back of 
the glass, and the coincidence of the center wire with the scale divisions 
may be ob erved more accurately than by the common method. The 
lamp and slit are placed. on one side, and the beam reflected to the 
galvanometer mirror by a right-angled prism. (Nature, April, 1881, 
niii, 527.) 
Bertin has published an extended memoir upon magic mirrors. After 
an introduction describing these mirrors, he gives a history of their im-
portation into Europe and of the experiments made with them; then 
follows the theories proposed to account for their action, the experiments 
of Govi confirming Person's theory, the artificial production of these 
mirrors by himself and Duboscq, and some exceptional effects which 
have been observed. (Ann. Chim. Phys., April, 188·1~ V, xxii, 472.) 
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Laurent Las succeeded in producing artificially magic mirror:.; of 
vered glass. 'fwokindsbave been made; one made magic by comp 
ing air behind it or by curving it in a frame, the characters beingengrar 
on 'it; and another, of any form whatever, heated in a particular wa 
by means of a metallic stamp having the characters upon it. If 
layer of silver is thin, the . characters are bright if the silver is on t 
side opposite to the screen, but are dark if the silvered side is tow· 
the screen. (J. Phys., November, 1881, x, 474.) 
Klein has observed a complete change in the optical image of boraci· 
by heating it. The boundary lines of the optical :fields prove variab 
with temperature, and often wholly disappear, perhaps reappearin · 
quite different· places. He conciudes that this mineral does not owe i 
origin to a twin-like formation of parts of lower symmetry, but i rm-
lar, and produces simple individuals; a,nd the optical properties, app · 
ently in sharp contradiction to this, are really due to teusions produc 
in growth. These divide the crystal into parts of different ten ion o 
which the stronger sometimes suppress the weaker for certain tempera· 
tures and positions of the crystal. Analcime ·shows similar properti 
(Nature, June, 1881, xxiv, 112.) 
Cassani has devised a neat optical illusion produced with mirro 
An observer stands opposite a concave mirror supported at a li 11h 
slant, at a distance greater than the radius of curvature, and recei-rin~ 
no other light than that reflected from his face, which is illuminated br 
a dark lantern. A small plane mirror is placed in a position nearer th 
concave mirror than the observer and sloping in the opposite directio 
concealed from bis view. On looking obliquely upward the ob er-r r 
seems to se~ a plane mirror larger than the other, with his direct ima!! 
in it. The illusion is mor~ complete if the mirror has an ornament 
frame. (Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 372.) 
Montigny has proposed a method for measuring the index of refrac· 
tion ofliquids, founded upon the apparent displacement which the ima!! 
of a body immersed in a transparent liquid undergoes when the li h · 
rays reaching the eye issue oblique to the horizontal surface of th 
liquid. (Bull. Acad. Blelege, II, xviii,---; J. Pltys., January 1 1 
x, 50.) 
Hurion has suggested an apparatus for simplifying the method 
determining indices of refraction by mean of Talbot's fringes, propo 
by Ma cart. It object is to vary the level of liq aid in one of two o -
partment , o a to di place the fringe by a known value. The di pl 
m t nd ha g of thickne being known, the index i ea ily cal -
lat . (J. Phy ., pril 18 1, , 154.) 
, mi n h ur d th iud of r fracti n of water when in a 
f urfu i n b tho 1, ith the pri m. The thre hyd 
1 r m h gnr obtained he conclu le b 
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-the index of refraction of water continues to increase below zero, though 
the density diminishes. (J. Phys., May, 1881, x, 198.) 
Long has determined the indices of refraction of eighteen compound 
ethers of the OnH2110 2 series, at various temperatures, from 18° to 25° 
C. As a mean the increase of the index for 1° 0. is .00045. From the 
. ' 
results, he calculates the specific refractive energy ~l and the mole-
cular refractive energy M (n d 1 ) Com~aring together the opti-
-0al constants of the butyrates and isobutyrates, it is found that they are 
lower in eve;y case in the iso-compounds than the normals. The change 
in molecular refraction for CH2 is found to be, as a mean, 7.69. From 
this the atomic refraction of oxygen is obtained, 5.77. (Am. J. Sci., , 
April, 1881, III, xxi, 279.) . 
Dufet has studied the variation which takes place in the indices of 
refraction of gypsum with temperature, and finds that the three princi-
pal indices diminish as the temperature increases by quantities relatively 
considerable, but very unequal, compared with each 9ther. (J. Phys., 
December, 1881, x, 513.) 
Gladstone has communicated to the Royal Society a paper on the re-
fraction equivalents of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen in organic 
compounds. The refraction equivalent of carbon, when each of its four 
bonds is satisfied by some other element, does not exceed 5; when one 
bond is satisfied by carbon and the others by other elements, the value 
is 5; when three bonds are s·atisfied by carbon, as in benzene, the value 
is 6.0 or 6.1; and, finally, when all four of its bonds are satisfied by car-
bon atoms having the value 6, the carbon atom has its highest equiva-
lent, 8.8. Hydrogen has only one refraction equivalent, 1.3. Oxygen 
has two-3.4 where it is doubly united to a single atom, but 2.8 where it 
joins two other atoms. Nitrogen also has two values, 4.1 in the cyan-
ides, and 5.1 in organic bases and amides. (Nature, February, 1881, 
xxiii, 379.) · 
Orova has made a study of the aberrations produced bJr prisms, and -
of their influence upon spectroscopic observations. In the first portion 
he discusses the conditions necessary to obtain a pure spectrum with a 
minimum of · curvature in its lines. He recommends : 1st, a short slit 
and short prism; and, 2d, a collimator of small diameter and of long . 
focus to increase the sharpness of the lines, and a telescope also of long 
focus to increase the magnification. The second part considers the cy-
lindrical aberration of prisms, and the third the influence of the elliptical 
polarization introduced by reflecting prisms; and its correction. (Ann. 
Chim. Phys., April, 1881, V, xxii, 513.) 
Anderson has contrived an apparatus called a prismatic optometer, 
the object of which is to find experimentally the amount of prismatic 
power and the distance of the center of the lenses which are required 
in any individual case to so bend the pencils of rays coming to the eyes 
.. 
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that they appear to di verge from a point corresponding to the new 1 
distance of the .eyes provided with the spectacles. (Nature, 0ctv 
1881, xxi V, 618.) 
Gariel has described a lens of variable focus contrived by Dr. C 
for illustrating accommodation in the eye by a variation of the cum 
of the crystalline lens. A metallic drum has its ends closed by plat 
glass uniform in thickness. A rubber tube co~municates with th 
terior at one end and has an elastic bag at the other. The whole bei:: 
filled with water, positive or negative pressure produces at will a con, 
or a concave lens. (J. Phys., February, 1881, x, 76.) 
Crova has suggested the use of a pair of lenses one piano-concave 
· the other piano-convex, of the same focus, placed in.the path of the ra. 
aud separable from each other by a rack -work, for the purpose of v~ 
the magnitude of an image on the sc:reen, when the distance betw 
this and the lantern is fixed. (J. Phys., April, 1881, x, 158.) 
Pickering, in a paper re_ad before the American Academy, ha ~ 
gested the mounting of a large telescope horizontally, at right angle 
the meridian, with a plane reflector inclined 45° to its axis, in front 
it. He discusses the possibility of this arrangement, and points out 
large number of advantages it would have in sweeping for newobjec · 
obtaining measures of position, in spectroscopy, and in photometrr. 
(Proc. Am. Acad., April, 1881, p. 364.) 
3. Dispersion and cowr. 
Thollon has investigated mathematically the passage of light throu 
a prism, and deduces from his equations the proposition that for e,e . 
prism there is an angle of minimum resolving power. Further examin 
tion shows that for a certain incidence there will be a minimum of 
lution, i. e., an incidence at which the lines are least well defined, and th 
at another incidence there will be a minimum of dispersion; the e 
incidences being symmetrically related to the angle of incidence co 
sponding to minimum deviation. .A means of verifying the e con · 
sions experimentally is given. (Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 397.) 
LiJ)pich has examined the question whether it is more advantag 
to increase the dispersion or to increase the magnifying power of 
tele copes of a spectroscope. He concludes that it i better to incre 
the di per ion only when the number of prisms does not exce d four 
:ti ve. His pectroscope of two flint prisms, the light pa ing t · 
hrough them, with a tele1:Scope magnifying from 50 to 70 time 
anoth r in trmnent having 28 flint pri ms, with a telescope mao · ~ · -
1 time'. (A1n. J. ci., November, 1 81, III, xxii, 397.) 
nhall h t rmine the co ffici nt of xpan ion of on 
peculum m tal grating mean f p trum me 
m nt . Th gr ti g w rul 1th line to th inch, and the w 
l n h f th line m ur d w , an ir n lin . Th rang f 
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perature varied from 50 to mo C., and the result of twenty measurements 
gave for the difference in the angle of deviation 5.66" =!= 0.13. From 
this the value 0.0000202 was obtained as the coefficient of expansion of 
the grating. (Am. J. Sci., March, 1881, III, xxi, 230.) 
Crookes has communicated a paper to the Royal Society on discon-
tinuous phosphorescent spectra in high vacua, in which he gives the 
results of spectroscopic examination of the light from substances which 
bave been made to emit light in the highly exhausted space with-
in his tubes. Precipitated pure alumina phosphoresces of a rich crimson, 
~hich gives the same spectrum as that given by ruby, containing a 
brilliant and sharp red line of wave-length 689. 5 millionths of a milli-
:m.eter. The same effect is produced by sunlight. · Ignited aluminum 
acetate gave a green, corundum a pink, sapphire alternate red and green 
bands, spinel red, spodumene golden yellow, glucina blue, zirconia pale 
bluish-green, erbia, yellowish, magnesia pink, barium hydrate orange-
yellow, strontium hydrate deep-blQ.e, lime orange-yellow, calcite straw-
yellow, diamond pale yellowish-green. Certain anomalous results ob-
tained in this way lead the author to believe that he has here to deal 
with sev1ral new elements. (Nature, May, 1881, xxiv, 89.} 
Liveing and Dewar have continued their researches upon the reversal 
of the lines of metallic vapors, and have now given their results upon 
iron, titanium,chromium,andaluminum. Of ironlinesl36werereversed, 
29 titanium lines, 16 chromium lines, and 2 of aluminum. Most if, not 
all of the strong lines of the three metals first named may be reversed 
by proper management of the atmosphere and supply of metal in the 
crucible Fragments of magnesium dropped into the crucible aid the 
reversal. · In this way the reversal of' the strong iron lines about the 
solar lines L and M, four strong lines below N, the line O, all the strong 
lines from Si to U, inclusive, and two strong groups still more refrangi-
ble, was accomplished. (Nature, June, 1881, xxiv, 206.) 
Huggins has photographed the spectrum of the hydrogen flame burn-
ing in air. Though so feeble, yet its spectrum shows a group of lines 
in the ultra-violet, limited on the more refrangible side by a pair of 
stong lines of wave-length 3062 and 3068, and on the less refrangible 
two less strong lines of wave-length 3080 and 3090. Beyond this the 
spectrum continues by nearly equ~distant pairs of' lines, among which 
are two of wave-length 3167 and 3171, up to wave-length 3290. This-
entire group the author regards as due to the vapor of water. -It is 
equally observed when the flame is surrounded with oxygen or air. (Ann. 
Ohim. Phys., July, 1881, V, xxiii, 372; Proc. Roy. Sue., 1880,xxx, 576,; J. 
Phys., February, 1881, x, 84.) · 
Liveing and Dewar have confirmed the above supposition of Huggins .. 
The spectrum is not only obtained when hydrogen and hydrocarbons-
are burned in oxygen, but also when non-hydrogenous gases are burned,. 
if they are moist. On drying the gases carefully this sp~ctrum disap-
pears. (Proc. R01J. Soc., xxx, 580; J. Phys., February, 1881, x, 85.) 
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· The same authors have published their investigations on the sp 
of magnesium and magnesium-hydrogen previously observed by t 
{Nature, June, 1881, xxiv, 118.) 
Fievez has investigated the magnesium lines in the spectrum of 
sun, with a view to ascertain to what their variation is due. The 
clusion is that the unequal reversal of the magnesium lines is caused 
a difference in the intensity of th~ lines themselves, and not by 
particular condition of the metal. (Ann. Ohim. Phys., July, 1 l 
xxiii, . 366.) 
Huntington has examined the spectrum of arsenic, using to prod 
it a Pliicker tube, having one of its electrodes hollow and containing 
arsenic. The wave-lengths were determined from Augstrom's srale 
comparing the lines with those of the sun, hydrogen, lithium, sodi 
thallium, and strontium spectra. Twenty-three lines were thus c 
pared, the bright and characteristic ones having wave-lengths of -
6013, 5813, 5653, 5563, 5498, 5340 (the thallium line), 5103, 4623,and45 
(Am. J. Sci., September, 1881, V, xxii, 214.) 
Hartley has published a paper on the relation between the molec 
structure of carbon compounds and their absorption spectra. Thee 
dehce obtnined is in favor of the view that the selective absorption ex 
hibited by aromatic compounds depends on the vibrations of the 
bon atoms within the molecule, but that those atomic vibration~ 
dependent upon the nature of the molecular vibrations themselve· 
are probably to be regarded as harmonics of these fundamental rib, 
tious. (J. Chem. Soc., April, 1881, xxxix, 153.) 
J. W. Draper Iias obtained what he calls a phosphorograph of 
solar spectrum, and has compared it with a photograph of the 
spectrum, as illustrating the antagonistic action of rays of higher 
compared with those of lower refrangibility. A photograph taken 
silver iodide, in presence of a weak extraneous light, show thre 
gions: (1) a blackened one extending from the boundary of the b 
and green to a little beyond the violet; (2) a region in the other · 
tion to the inferior theoretical limit of the spectrum where the actio 
the daylight has been altogether arrest~d; and•(3) a similar prot 
region beyond the violet. In a pho phorograph, taken on lumi 
paint, there is annexed to the shining region a region of bla · 
broken below the red by a luminous rectangle arising from the 
cence of the band a, (3, r, discovered by the author in 1842. If1 n 
a gelatin ensitive plate be laid on the hining blue pho pho 
urface, it i pow rfully affected, and the con tituent line of th · 
r bright rectangle are instantly r cornized in the gelatin pl t . 
pap r d al al o with the xtinction of pho phore c n e . r d lL 
with infra-r a d in the un- p ctrum. (Am. J. ci .. 
1 7 .) 
tn i l th ft' t f atm ph ric ab orption up nth 
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violet spectrum by means of· observations made at different altitudes. 
Be concludes that if the absorption of the ultra-violet rays was due ex-
c1usively to the action of the vapor of water distributed with the, altitude 
a~cording to the law which experiment indicates, the increase of visibil-
ity of the ultra-violet solar spectrum would be a unit (millionth of a . 
IO.illimeter) on the scale of wave-lengths for every increase of 286.9 
meters. Direct obsenTation having .given three times this value, that 
is, a unit for 868.2 meters of ascent, the theory must be rejected that 
vapor of water is .the exclusive cause of the absorption of the ultra-violet 
rays. (J. Phys., January, 1881, x, 5.) 
Rayleigh has communicated to the British .Association some experL 
mentR which he has made on color, principally physiological. .After the 
construction of a new instrument for the examination of compound colors, 
he discovered an interesting peculiarity of color-vision entirely distinct , 
fiom color-blindness. The red and green mixture, which to his eyes 
and to those of most people matches perfectly the homogeneous yellow 
cri the line D, appeared to his three brothers-in-law hopelessly too red, , 
almost as red as sealing-wax. The proportion of red had to be greatly 
dimfaished to suit their eyes, until to normal sight the color was a fair 
green with scarcely any approach to yellow. (Nature, November, 1881, 
xxv, 64.) 
Dubois has suggested an experiment complementary to that of throw-
h:ig a green image and a red one on a screen, superposed for the purpose 
of making white. He takes a piece of red glass and a similar piec€ 
of green, pure and well-selected colors. These are placed together 
in a frame so that one overlaps the other by one-half its length. There 
are then four quadrants: one white, where there is nothing, one red 
one green, and the fourth black, where the overlapping occurs. (J. 
:Phys., October, 1881, x, 448.) 
Lecher, using a thermo-electric apparatus in connection with a pyr-
lieliometer, has arrived at the conclusion that the amount of carbonic 
acid which has been proved to exist in the air is sufficient to cause the 
absorption which has generally been attributed to aqueo{is vapor alone. 
J:Ie believes his method is preferable to the ordinary chemical ones for 
<letermining the amount of this gas in the air. ( Wied. Ann., 1881 ~ II, 
:xii, 466; Am. J. Soi., May, 1881, III, xxi, 401.) 
4. Interference and polarization. 
Lommel has described some simple experiments in interference, which 
avoid the objections made to the mirrors of Fresnel. The surface of a 
plane black mirror is covered with India ink, with the exception of two 
bands 6 millimeters wide, and 15 millimeters apart. If a solar beam 
from a slit falls on the mirror at an incidence of 85° to 88°, the image 
received on the screen is channeled with interference bands. The same 
result may be obtained, of course, with two rectangular mirrors a centi-
S. Mis. 109-24 
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meter wide, if they are placed exactly in the same plane; but th 
justment is difficult. If, however, there is placed behind the n 
black mirror a second silvered mirror perpendicular to the firt 
then the phenomena appear, the image of the· first in the silver · 
answering for a second black mirror. By covering the surface 
black mtrror witb. lines of India ink, the spaces being equal in widt 
the lines, beautiful grating spectra are obtained by a suitable incid 
(Carl. Rep., xvi, 454; J. Phys., March, 1881, x, 129.) 
Fuchs has <lescribed a new interference photometer, in which no 
ization of the rays at right angies is required. It consists simply o 
similar isoceles glass prisms joined by their basal surfaces, which in 
an air-layer variable in thickness by pressure. A diaphragm re 
out in prolongation of the surface of junction. The observer l 
obliquely toward this surface, and sees one illuminated surface dir 
through the double prism, the other by reflection at the air layer. 
source of light is 4ixed and the other is displaced till the interfe 
bands disappear. (Wied.Ann., II, xi, 465; J. Phys., March, 1881,x ~-
Nature, Jannary, 1881, xxiii, 278.) · 
C. S. Peirce has communicated a note on the width of the ruling on 
closest-ruled diffraction-plates made on Mr. Hµtherfurd's engine. 
finds that these plates have a mean width of ruling varying in diffe 
specimens from 68078 to 68082 lines to the decimeter, at 70° F. A · 
in the solar spectrum has been selected for the measurement of w 
length whose minimum deviation with one of the above plate in 
spectrum of the second order is 450 01' 56". The author sugg ·t l 
line as a standard of reference, since it is possible to deduce from 
minimum deviation of this line produced by a given plate the mean · 
of the rulings on it; and consequently the wave-length of any 
line whose deviation has been measured with it. Peirce finds th 
length of this line to be 5624825; .Angstrom gives it 562336. (1 'a 
July, 1881, xxiv, 262.) · 
Cornn has constructed a polarizing prism made of a single film of I 
land spar, fixed with Canada balsam between two flint-gla · P · 
The polarization i far from perfect, however, and the field i , ry . 
row, so that th in tnunent, though of intere t from a theoreti al 
f view, i f little or no practical value. (Nature, Septemb r. 
xxh-, 5 4.) 
1 ha 
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Lommel has described a new polarizing apparatus, in which i.,wo plates 
of magnesium platinocyanide, cut perpendicularly to the optic axis, are 
used as polarizer and analyzer, as in the tourmaline pincettes. In th~ 
tourmaline, however, the ordinary ray is the one that is absorbed, while 
here it is the extraordinary ray; hence the tourmaline is cut parallel to 
the optic axis and the platinocyanide perpendicular to it. The new ap-
paratus tran.smits a blue light, whic11, when the aftgleofincidence exceeds 
2°, is perfectly polarized in the pl~ne of incjdence. (Wied.Ann., 1881, 
II,. xiii, 34 7; Nature, July, 1881, xxi v, 294.) 
Bertin has improved the tourmaline pincette by applying_ to it a part 
of the lenses of a polarizing microscope. The ordinary instrument can 
be used with only a limited number of crystals, by reason of the small,_ 
ness of its field; but the new one shows well the- fringes only 2 milli-
meters in diameter and ! millimeter in thickness. All uniaxial crystals 
give fringes in it, and biaxial crystals can be observed when, as in the 
case of calamine, their axes are 75° 20' apart. (J. Phys., March, 1881, · 
x, 116.) 
Whitwell has described a simple polarization experiment. If a plate 
of ice be broken off and held between the sky and a pool of water its 
reflected image will show color. · The incident rays should come from 
the sky , about 90° from the sun, and reflec~ion s\iould take place at the 
polarizing angle for water. (Nature, January, 1881, xxiii, 268.) 
Sorrensen has also observed some polarization phenomena with ice 
and water. The ice on a window pane bad melted and the water formed 
a pool at the bottom, in which various bright and beautiful colors ap-
peared. On examination they proved to be the grotesque images of the 
frost-flowers on the pane reflected in the water. The daylight itself 
was strongly polarized, which was attributed to the presence of a light 
mist of ice particles reflecting the sunlight. The temperature of the 
external air was about 12°. (Nature, l\,farch, 1881, xxiii, 442.) 
H enri Becquerel has investigated elaborately the rotatory polariza-
tion of gases. He concludes (1) that the plane of polarization is rotated 
in gases under magnetic influence; (2) that the rotation is inversely as 
the square of the wave-length of the light used; (3) that the rotatory 
power can be compared to liquid carbon disulphide, and so to other 
liquids and gases, and (4) that oxygen shows anomalies, connected 
probably with its magnetic properties. (Ann. Chim. Phys., November~ 
1880, V. xxi, 289; Am. J. Sci., February, 1881, III, xxi, 139.) 
Becquerel has since extended the above results, and now shows that 
even t he earth's magnetism is strong enough to rotate the polarized ray. 
He finds that the rays D traversing horizontally a column of carbon 
di ulphide one meter I long undergo at the temperature 0° C., and at 
Pari , a magnetic rotation of 0.8697'. (0. R., September, 1881, xciii, p. 
~l ; Am. J. Sci., December, 1881, III, xxii, 484.) 
• 
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ELECTRICITY. 
1. Magnetism. 
Rowland has published a series of important papers on the gen 
equations of electro-magnetic action with application to a new theor 
magnetic attractions, and to the theory of the magnetic rotation of· 
- plane of polarization of light, in which is contained the mathematicalc 
sideratron of that action of magnetism on electric currents recently 
covered by Mr. Hall, proving that if Maxwell's theory oflight be true,· 
new action will explain the magnetic rotation of the plane of polariza· 
The new theory of magnetism supposes the magnetic field to consi. · 
a perfect fluid whose velocity at any point is represented in magni• 
and direction by the magnetic vector-potential at the point. The vo, 
lines: in this fluid are the lines of magnetic induction, and the velo«· 
of angular rotation is proportional to the magnitude of the magw · 
force. As 4 1r times the electric current is related to magnetic inductic · 
the same way as magnetic induction to the vector-potential, Rowl 
considers that an electric current consists, as it were, of vortice of·· 
.tices; i. e., that certain irregular distribution of the vortices con 'lit 
currents. (Am. J. Math., ii, 334; iii, 89. See also Nature, June, 1 
xxiv, 204.) · 
Trowbridge has matle experiments to determine the effect of 
cold upon the magnetism of steel, showing that very low tempera . 
exercise a far greater influence on the magnetic condition thau 
hitherto been noticed. Wiedemann has stated that a steel bar ma!!ll • 
ized at 6° or 8° O., lost only 4 per cent. on being cooled to -25°; bu 
author finds that a bar magnetized at200 C. loses at-60° 66 per cen 
its magnetism. (Am. J. Sci., April, 1881, III, xxi, 316.) 
Pictet has examined a number of .steels with reference to their m -
netic power. He finds that this quality depends on the presence of 
bon and on their state of aggregation. One of the two steel ginn 
best results had¼ of a per cent. of carbon; while samples havin~ 1 
1¼ were inferior. German steel made for springs, though of poor qu · 
made a good magnet. It had little homogenity, and con isted of n · 
timate mixture of iron and iron cemented with a small proporf 
carbon. (Nature, September, 1881, xix, 521.) 
ir William Thomson ha taken advantage of the fact that the 
n ti m f teel change with the temperature b coming weaker 
", rm d and recov ring it trength on cooling to con truct b 
11 a thermo-magnetic th rmo cop . Two thin wire of hard 
ach ne ntim t r 1 n rr ng o a to form a nearly a tati 
11 t..u.\:a.u~n:h· t th magn ic meri ·an. Tw 
n on a h i f b a ti 
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\Vb.en the temperature of either of these deflectors changes, the little 
~static pair turns through an angle, which, when small, is directly 
3)roportional to the temperature-difference~ The deflections are read 
oy a mirror and lampstand, as usual. (Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 
:372.) 
2. Electromotors. 
Thomsen bas experimented to determine whether the total quantity 
of heat which comes from the chemical reaction in a battery with two 
liquids corresponds wholly or only in part to the total heat set free in the 
circuit. The quantities of heat evolved in the chemical reactions in the 
Daniell cell he had previously determined to be 50130 heat-units. He 
now finds that the total quantity of heat evolved in the circuit during 
the decomposition of one equivalent of copper sulphate is 50292 units, a 
difference of only 0.3 per cent. For other batteries the results were the 
same whenever the surface of the negative electrode was not changed 
by the electrolysis. He concludes, therefore, that the whole of the 
chemical energy is employed in the production of electricity. ( Wied. 
Ann., II, xi, 246; J. Phys., November, 1881, x. 502; Am. J. Sci., January, 
1881, III, xxi, 74.) · ' 
Kaliscber has confirmed the observations of Adams and Day, that 
light may in certain cases set up in selenium cells a photo-electromo-' 
tive force, the cell thus becoming its own battery. (Nature, October, 
1881, xxiv, 593.) 
Reynier has proposed a new form of battery, in which the zinc is im-
mersed in a solution of sodium hydrate and the copper in a solution of 
copper sulphate. The resistance of the battery is lessened: 1st, by 
adding to the solutions suitable neutral salts; and, 2d, by placing the 
zinc with its solution in a porous cup made of parchment paper without 
seams. The electromotive force of the battery varies from 1.3 to 1.5 
volts, and the resistance of a cell 2 deciµleters high and of a capacity 
of 3 liters is 0.075 ohm. (J. Phys., April, 1881, x, 160.) 
The polarization of solids in contact with liquids has received a large 
share of attention. Helmholtz has published a· paper on the currents 
produced by the motion of electrodes of polarized platinum. ( Wiecl. 
Ann. xi, 737; J. Phys., July, 1881, x, 320.) Blondlot has made an ex-
perimental research on the capacity of voltaic polarization. (J. Phys., 
,J:uly, August, 1881, x, 277, 333.) Bartoli has sought to determine the 
electromotive force of polarization produced by _the passage of a known 
current in a given electrolyte with given electrodes <luring a very 
short time. (Il Nuovo Oimerito, III, vii, 234; J. Phys., May, 1S81, x~ 
218.) 
This phenomenon of polarization has culminated in the production of 
storage batteries, or accumulators, as they are tnmed. Sir William Thom-
son has made several communications concerning one of these, devised 
by C. Faure, of Paris . . It is essentially a Plante battery; but in place 
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of forming the lead oxide upon the surface of the lead plates themselv 
as Plante has done, the two plates are covered with a layer of red l 
held in place by a wrapping of felt. Reynier had said that one of th 
cells weighing 75 kilograms could store up sufficient energy to )ield 
horse-power of work for an hour. Thomson found the box of electric' 
brought to him at Glasgow from Paris by Major Seaver, occupying ;_ 
hours in the trip, to contain in the space of one cubic foot a million£ 
pounds of energy, thus confirming Reynier's statement. Accumulato 
weighing three-quarters of a ton will work for six hours from one chare 
doing work all this time at the rate of one horse-power, with an e · 
omy of 90 per cent. (Nature, May-September, 1881, xxiv, 68,105, 13i. 
156, 433, 491.) 
Sutton has described a new electrical storage-battery, in which he U: 
a sheet of lead amalgamated and a sheet of thin copper a little sborte . 
The two sheets are perforated with a number of boles, and then roll 
in a spiral separated by rubber bands. The plates are immersed in 
solution of copper sulphate, the lead plate being made the positive elec-
trode of a suitable source of electricity. The oxygen set free on t 
lead plate produces peroxide there, the hydrogen reduces the sulpha 
and deposits copper on the copper plate, the liquid becoming color! 
During the discharge of the battery these actions are reversed. A cell 4 
inches deep and 4 inches in diameter heated one inch of No. 28 iron · 
to bright redness for over two hours. (Nature, December, 1881,xxv, 19u,) 
Sir William Thomson read a paper at the York meeting of the Bri" 
ish Association upon the proper proportions of resistance in the workin~ 
coils, the electro-magnets, and the external circuits of dynamo-electri 
machines. In this paper he shows that in such a machine givin" 
continuous current the equation E = ,vR R' holds ; in which Eis the · 
sistance of the external circuit and R R' are the resistances of the field-
magnets and the revolving bobbins. If r represent the ratio of th 
total work to the lost work, and e=:
1
the formular=1+2,ve re~uJ 
The dynamo considered in these calculations has its :field maintained 
a shunt circuit. (Nature, September, 1881, xxiv, 526; 0. R., Septem 
1881, p. 474; Am. J. Soi., December, 1881, xxii, 484.) 
The Pacinnotti electro-magnetic machine, constructed in 1860 antl d 
scribed in 1864, ha become interesting since the invention by Gramm 
of his ring armature. This machine was exhibited at the electrical · 
hibition in Pari , and the article from the Italian journal, in whi ·h i fir 
appear d, ha b n republished in several of the electrical journal~. 1 
uovo Oimento, Ju , 1 64, xix, 378; L' Electricien, November, 1 1 ii. L -· 
J. Phys., r em r 1 1, x, 461.) Another machine with a rin" 
t r xhi i d in the olland ection a haYing been mad b 
id th rin"' , rmature in ix ecti n , and th 
11 r i n rr pondence b tw n thi · 
ing made quite di.ft rently. 
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3. Electrical me~surmnents. 
Stoletow, in a communication to the French Physical Society, _has 
d escribed an apparatus for determining the ratio of the electrostatic to 
t be electromagnetic unit of quantity. It consists of an absolute con-
d enser, consisting of two metal disks acciuately plane, the upper fur~ 
n ished with a guard-ring. By means of three microscopes, the distance 
b etween the plates can be accurately -measured. This condenser is 
c harged by a battery, and the discharge current is compared with the 
c onstant current produced by the same battery in a circuit of known 
r esistance. In order not to require too large a battery, a series of dis-
c harges of known number per second is passed throughthe galvanom-
e ter by means of a commutator, thus prodtwing the effect of a con-
s tant current and requiring only one Daniell cell. The first results with 
t he apparatus were satisfactory. (J. Phys., November, 1881, x, 468.) 
Rayleigh and . Schuster have employed the original apparatus used 
by the British Association Committee, for the purpose of redetermining 
the value of the ohm in absolute measure. They have obtained the value 
0.9893 earth-quadrants per second, that obtained by Rowland being 
0 .9911. (.Proc. Roy. Soc., xeii, 104,141; Am. J. Sci., December, 188;, III, 
xxi, 484.) ' 
Fleming has devised a new form of resistance coil, constructed with 
a view to avoid the leakage due to condensed moisture on the · paraffin 
insulat4J,g the electrodes, and at the same time to facilitate equalization 
of temperature. The wire is wound bare, each la.yer being separated 
from the others by strips of ebonite notched to receive the turns, and 
the whole is inclosed in a brass box screwed together . . ( "N"ature, June, 
1881, xxiv, 183.) . 
Kohlrausch has simplified the apparatus required for his method of 
measuring resistance, by means of alternating currents. The currents 
are now produced by an induction coil; and, in place of an electro-
dynamometer, the telephone may be used. For liquids, large electrodes 
of platinized silver are employed. ( Wied. Ann., II, xi, 653; J. Phys., 
April, 1881, x, 173.) 
Fleming has described a new form of resistance balance, adapted for 
comparing standard coils, and used by him for measuring coils made of 
wires of different alloys. A platinum iridium wire-,l2 inch diameter, 39 
inches long, and of a total resistance of 0.0512 ohm, is let into the face 
of a horizontal disk of ebonite, but not flush with the surface; so that 
a knife-edge of the same metal carried on an arm moving about the cen-
ter of the disk may be put in contact with it. The edge of the disk is 
graduated into 1,000 parts, and by a vernier on the alidade 0.1 of a 
division can be measured. This apparatus is used in a Wheatstone's 
bridge, two of the other resist~,nces being auxiliary coils of nearly the 
ame resistance each. The two coils to be compared are connected, each 
~ith one of the two poles of the battery, and each with one of the two 
ends of the circular wire. The galvanometer wire connects the point of 
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union of the first two coils with the axis which carries the alidade. 
arm is so placed that the galvanometer is at zero, and the readin! 
noted. The two coils are then reversed in position, and a secondrea · 
taken. The difference is the difference in their resistance. Were it 
for changes of temperature, measurements could be made to the 2uu; 
of an ohm. (Phil. Mag., V, ix, 109; J. Phys., March, 1881, x, 135.) 
Glazebrook has called attention to an error which results when 
resistances are measured by the Wheatstone's bridge, due to the 
electric forces which have their seat at the point of contact of the co 
per and the platinum of the apparatus. The result is that tlie re · 
ances found seem to depend on the resistance of the battery. They · 
eliminated by r:eversing the battery current. (Pkil. Mag., April, r M 
V, xi, 291; J. Phys., November, 1881, x, 500.) 
Minchin has given an account to the London Physical Society of 
new sine electrometer. It consists of two metal plates, in one of w • 
is ·an aperture nearly closed by a metal trap-door, suspended from 
pfate by two :fine platinum wires, and when the plates stand verti 
resting against fine stops. These plates are connected to the pole 
the ce)l to be measured, and tilted out of the vertical till tbe attrac i 
of the whole plate on the suspended trap or shutter is just balanced b. 
the weight of tlrn latter. Then the electromotive force is proportio 
-to the Rine of the angle of displacement. (Nat,ure, May, 1881, xxiv 9j, 
Mascart has modified the quadrant electrometer of 1.'homson, reduci 
material1y its size, and adapting it to the purpose of meteorological r · · 
tration by means of photography. The quadrants are kept charged 
a few cells of water-battery, and the water-dropping collector, u ed 
obtain the atmospheric potential, is in communication with the ne 
the case being connected with earth. The sa.me pbotographlc den 
have been employed to record magnetic variations, the horizontal for 
being given by a bifilar magnetometer, the vertical force by a. magne · 
balance, and the declination by a declinometer, all the tracing bein 
obtained upon a single slieet of paper. (J. Phys. June, 18 1 :x ~- • 
Baille has employed the torsion bala.uce to measure electromo ·, 
forces, and has obtained results agreeing well with.those made by o h 
methods. (.Ann. Chim. Phys., June, 1881, V, xxW, 2139.) 
Pellat ha 
1 
1 
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-used in registering the current for domestic lighting, there are two cells 
tbrongh which a shunted portion of the current flows, in one several 
times that in the other. In these cells are plates of copper immersed 
in sulphate of copper solution. These are weighed every month, and 
from the increase in weight the quantity of the current which has passed 
tbrough the cell is given. This, multiplied by the shunt, gives the 
total current in the house for the time. In the second and more deli-
cate form two copper plates are suspen<letl in an electrolytic cell con-
taining cop1)er sulphate fi.·om the arms of a, balance. The apparatus is 
placed in a shuntetl circuit, say, of 10\ 0 • By the action of the current 
copper is dissol ve<l off one plate and deposited on the other. The heavier 
one falls to a certain point, tllen automatically reverses th~ cur:i;ent. 
'J:he other side now becomes heavier and goes down, and the current is 
again reversed. · The beam thus oscilla~es, and its oscillations are reg-
istered ou a dial. By properly adjusting its ·parts each tip may be 
:made to correspond with a definite quantity of current. By combining 
ihe delicacy of the mirror method with a delicately constructed weber-
meter, Edison has been able to measure in one minute a current so 
slight thr.t it would de11osit only ten milligrams of copper in the course 
of a century. (Oat. Gen. Off., Paris Exh., 162; Nature, July, 1881, xxiv, 
294.) . 
Brackett has described a new form of galvanometer for powerful cur-
rents, based on the tangent-galvanometer principle. Two rings of cop_ 
per or brass are turned so that the one passes within the other. They 
are then both cut ou one side, the smaller placed within the larger, one 
of the ends of each united firmly by a metal plate, and pie.ces of vulcanite 
put between the rings to make them concentric. The other ends of the 
rings and the united ends are attached to three binding-screws. The 
instrument may be used as an ordinary-tangent galvanometer with 
either of the rings, or, by combining, them it may act differentially on 
the needle, owing to the different distances of the rings. The instru-
ment works well in practice. (Ani. J. Sci., May, 1881,.III, xxi, 395.) 
4. Electric spar le and light. 
Deprez bas applied to the induction coils·made by Carpentier a new 
form of interrupter, designed by himself. From his study of the action 
of the coil he concluded (1) that the current should he broken as soon as the 
maximum magnetism is attained in the core; antl (2) that it should be 
re-established as soon as possible thereafter. (J. Phys., August, 1881, 
x, 360.) . 
Bottomley has<lescnbed some curious experiments with vacuum tubes. 
The tubes are exhausted T"ery complete]y and sealed up without elec-
trodes. If one end of a long tube like this be applied to the prime 
conductor of an ordinary frictional machine, the otlier end being held 
in the hand, tbe tube becomes charged as a double Leydenjar, the end 
next to tbe machine being positive without and negative within; while 
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the other end is positive inside and negatfre without. The charrr 
very high and the glass is frequently perforated. If discharge is e 
by alternate con tact of the ends beautiful luminous effects are een · 
tubes. (Nature, January, 1881, xxiii, 218.) 
Preece ham discussed the relation which exists between the lenm 
a lightning conductor and the space which it protects. He a um 
data of De la Rue and Miiller, that to produce a spark one cen · 
long in air requires a difference of potential of 40,000 volts, andconc1 
that a lightning-rod protects· a conical space whose height is the It' 
of the rod whose base is a circle having its radigs equal to the L 
of the rod, and whose side is the side of a circle whose radius is eq 
the height of the rod. ( Phil. Mag., Dec. 1880, V, x, 427; Am. J. 
February, 1881, III, xxi, 141.) ' 
Leconte has observed that these conditions Ia.id <lown by Preei 
to be regarded as minimum conditions, because the use of pointed 
<luctors would certainly increase very considerably the area prot , 
(Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 386.) · 
Jamin bas examined the counter-electromotive force developed in 
arc. This electromotive force is equal to 20 or 25 volts ; so that the l' 
cipal work of maintaining the arc appears to be spent in overcomin11 
opposing ,force, and is not occasioned by the resistance of the arc it 
which is small. This forms the difficulty of maintaining many arc-lia · 
in the same circuit with batteries, continuous current machine or 
cumulators; but with alternate current machines ·with a certain 
this counter-electromotirn force reaches a minimum. It appear~ t 
due to the difference of temperature between the carbons, and a 
difference disappears when alternate currents a.re used, t he innr 
tro-motive force is diminished. ( O. R., May, 1881, xcii, 10:31; .A , 
Soi., July, 1881, III, xxii, 7 4.) 
Nipher h as shown that the statement by Preece, that the quanti v 
beat evolved in each of the electric lamps contained in the ame cir 
varies as the inverse ratio of the square of tlle number of lamp · 
only in t he special case which he considers. If t he l~mps be arr n 
in p ar allel circuits, each cii'cuit cont aining a certain numb r of 1 
the t otal q uan tity of h eat prod uced in the lnmps is independen o 
number of l a mps, the quantity of h eat in each lamp varying in, r 
a their n um ber. (J. Phys., February, 1881, x, 94.) 
Avenari u h as patentec.l a methud of subdividing the el ctri li~ • 
fi u.nd d on the in er tion of a polarizer in a econdary circuit conn 
with a h l t ric lamp. Thi polarizer con i t of everal , Itam 
t g th r . The urr nt fr m the machin divide a the I 
· thr uo-h it, hi1 the other g e throu h the l iz · 
f he Ji o-ht i th }, I p ma ari d yin ' rtb 
y in r a in rr tll numb r . Th in · 
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u.al lamps are in<l.ependent of each other, and lamps of different systems 
i:n ay be use<l. simultaneously. (Nature, February, 1881, xxiii, 373.) 
Sir William Thomson communicated to the British Association at 
York the results of measurements made by himself and by Bottomley 
upon the illuminating power of incandescent vacuum lamps. The 
lamps used were of the Swan pattern, and the current was furnishe<l 
by Faure secondary batteries. The electromotive force at the termi-
nals of the lamp was determined by a galvanometer of very high resist-
ance; the current strength by one of low resistance; an<l. the candle-
power by comparing the shadows of a pencil cast by the lamp and by a 
standard candle on a sheet of white paper. With 26 cells the electro-
motiveforce was 56.9 volts, the current 1.21 webers, and the candles 11.6; 
thus giving 6.88 kilogram-meters per second for the work done in the 
lamp, or 0.093 horse-power. This would give 125 candles per horse-
power of current. .At 25 candles the economy rose to 194 candles per 
horse-power; at 38 to 224 candles per horse-power; at 55 to 294 can-
<l.les; at 82 to 34U; at 102 to 382; at 117 (another lamp) to 316; at 18!) 
to 440. Lamp No. 1 gave at 66 candles an economy of 295; No. 2, at 68 
candles, one of 234; and No. 3, also at 68, one of 219 candles per horse-
power. (Nature, September, 1881, xxiv, 490.) 
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GENERAL AND PHYSICAL, 
Willia.mson, in an address before the Chemical and Physical Society 
of University College, London, discussed. what he called an error in the 
commonly received theory of chemistry. There is a division of opinion 
on the question of variable equivalence; by c:,ne class of chemists nitro-
gen in ammonium chloride being considered quinquivalent, and by 
another a.mmonium chloride being regarded as molecular: i. e., the 
:force uniting the compound together, according to the former, is atomic 
or chemical; according to the latter, itis physical. The author thought 
-we had no grounds for assuming a difference between chemical and 
J)hysica.l force. Kekule's theory, that an atom had only one valence, 
-was no longer tenable; nor, in his opinion, was the view that the valence 
-varied within narrow limits. He knew of no limitation to atomic value. 
Contrary to what is often asserted, that the valence of an element wa;s 
independent of the nature of the elements with which it is combined, 
we know that the character of these atoms materially affects the result. 
Thus, gold, which alone could combine with no more thap three chlorine 
atoms, can take up an additional one if an atom of sodium be supplied 
at the same time. The atomic value of an element depends upon the 
nature of the combining atoms, and upon the temperature also. (Nature, 
November, 1881, xxv, 21.) 
Perkin has obtained two series of compounds in his researches on 
coumarine, differing in properties, but generally convertible the one into 
the other by the action of the heat. He thinks that the ordinary theory 
of isomerism, according to which this phenomenon is tracea,ble to the 
occupation of different relative positions by the atoms in two molecules, 
fails to explain the cases. of isomerism now described by him. He favors 
the view that the atoms in the molecules of any pair of the newly-
described compounds occupy the same relative positions, but are at 
different absolute distances from each other. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the present theory of isomerism is applicable only 
to gaseous molecules; the molecular phenomenon of liquid and solid 
bodies are too complex to find as yet any general explanation. Perkin's 
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new compounds seem to belong to the rapidly in~reasing class of .. 
ical isomers," i. e., liquid or solid bodies whose chemical propert 
to be traced to the binding together of molecular groups, the indi 
members of which occupy relatively different positions, the group 
selves acting as chemical units. The molecular volumes of m 
do not favor the hypothesis·proposed by Perkin. (J. Chem.Soc.,! 
1881, xxxix, 409; Nature, October, 1881, xxiv, 542.) 
The rate at which chemical changes progress has been stndi 
Kayander. He used magnesium plates about 2,000 square millim 
surface, immersed in various acids, the solutions containing 0.01 
molecular weight in grams in the liter of water. .As to the in 
of time, he concludes that the reaction begins at the very mome · 
plate is immersed, the same action taking place when two aci 
mixed.· The influence of temperature is precisely that exercL d 
on the diminution of the internal friction of the particles of the li 
against each other. It does not seem to influence at all the chemical 
erties of the reacting bodies. His figures show that the velocity 
reaction is inversely proportional to the internal friction of the m 
(Nature, June 1881, xxiv, 112.) 
Berthelot ha& stated that the chemical change which occur w~ 
acid soluble in water acts on a soluble base or salt, or vice versa: or 
two soluble salts mutually react, is completed in a time not a ppr 
greater than is required for complete1y mixing the two solution , -
titre, February, 1881, xxiii, 373.) 
'l'horpe has called attention to some cases of chemical reaction t 
place between solids. Thus, when perfectly dry potassium ioditl 
mercuric chloride, or lead nitrate, or silver nitrate and JJOta ium 
mate are rubbed together in a mortar, the characteristic color of th 
action appears .• (Nature, September, 1881, xxiv, 467.) 
Dewar has discussed the question of the alleged decompo ition 
elements in a paper read at York. He concludes thus: "The u 
tion that the different elements may be resolved into simple con ti 
.and even into a single substance, had long been a favorite "·pe nl · 
with chemists; but however probable that hypothesi may appear 
ori, it must be acknowledged that the fact derived from th m 
rful method of analytical inve tigation yet devised give it bur 
support." (Nature, September, 1881, xxiv, 46 .) 
trecker ha found that for chlorine, bromine, and iodin in b -
ou tate, the ratio of the kinetic energy of the progre iv 
f the rn lecul to the total nero-y is difD rent from that ob rY 
th r cliat mic ga . The ·e bodie eem ther for to form a !!T 
th m · 1Y th ir mol ,cul miu O' to he ve a di:fl'er nt r iI 
h author d ub the , Ii ity f the uppo iticm~ of b h 
ltzm:mn • . t tu n tur f the mo ilit. of th atom · 
I ·ul . ( i a . .tlnn. l 1, II xiii - -.) 
uo-ht t thr w om JiO'h nth molecul r strumni~ 
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hydro-carbons from· thermo-chemical investigations. For the fatty 
eries the structure generally adopted is regarded as correct. But in 
b..€ aromatic series, he concludes against the constitution as expressed 
y Kekule's formula, and says : "The sh carbon atoms of benzene are 
,_,_:nited to each other by nine single bonds; and the previous assumption 
-t· a, structure of benzene with three single and three double bonds, is 
uot supported by experiment. (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., January, 1881, 
:xiii, 1321, 1388, 1806; Am. J. Sci. February, 1881, III, xxi, 87.) 
Thomsen has endeavored to show that the molecular rotation (i. e., 
the product of the rotatory power by the molecular weight divided by 
100,) is for many classes of bodies a simple multiple of a constant num-
ber. This constant for a large class of bodies is 0.95; this multiplied 
y 4 gives 3.8, the constant for the family of alcohols, and by 9 gives 
8.65 the amide family constant. (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., January, 1881, 
:xi.ii, 2168, 2264, 2266: 2209.) 
Brlihl has advanced the hypothesis that the molecular refraction of 
isomeric carbon compounds is constant only when they contain singly-
linked carbon atoms, and hence variations in this constant must be due 
to variations in the manner of linking. Janowsky, however, has main-
tained that slight differences a.re always noticeable between the mo-
lecular refractions of isomeric compounds where the grouping of the 
carbon atoms and not the linking is the cause of the isomerism. (Ber. 
Berl. Chern. Ges., ·January, 1881, xiii, 1520, 2415; Nature, February, 1881, 
:x:xiii, 37 4.) 
INORGANIC. 
Valente has shown the replacement of iodine by chlorine in a strik-
ing form for a lecture experiment, as follows: Ajar of 500 cubic centi-
:nie.ters capacity is filled with dry hydrogen iodide gas, and another of 
250 cubic centimeters capacity with dry chlorine, the larger jar being 
];)laced above the other, with a glass plate between them. On with-
drawing the plate decomposition occurs with a flash of rose-colored 
1lame, and iodine is deposited. (Nature, July, 188i, xxiv, 293.) 
Allary and Pellieux have proposed to evaporate to dryness the mother 
)iquors used for the preparation of iodine, to roast, to extract with cold 
water and again evaporate, to extract the residue with-alcohol, to distill 
off the alcohol, to add potassium carbonate, to pass carbon dioxide gas 
through the solution, and to crystallize out pure potassium iodide. (Bull. 
Soc. Chim., II, xxxiv, 627; Am. J. Sci., February, 1881,UI, xxi, 136.) 
Hautefeuille an<l Chappuis have observed that when oxygen is con-
V"erted into ozone by the silent discharge, a low temperature greatly 
augments the yield. Thus at 760 millimeters a temperature of-230 gave 
0.214 by weight of ozone, and at 180 millimeters pressure 0.181. Mixed 
with fonr vols. of nitrogen at this temperature, the ozone w~,s increased 
to 0.216, and to 0.240 when two vols. N. were present. On cooling the 
ozone by methyl-chloride, and compressing it in a Cailletet's aprmratus, 
an .azure-blue color appeared in the tube, becoming indigo-blue at sev-
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eral atmospheres; cooling to 88° the color became three or four 
darker. Indeed a tube a meter long, filled with the ozonized o . 
the ordinary pressure, showed a sky-blue color when looked thro 
a white surface. By adding carbon dioxide, and then compre 
blue liquid layer was obtained not differing in shade from the ga 
it. Moreover, on compressing the products of the silentdischarg~ 
carbon dioxide, the blue color developed and the excess of CO2 li 
and became blue. (B1tll. Soc. Chim,., January, 188, III, xxxv, ~i 
J. Sci., March, 1881, III, xxi, 233.) 
Claesson bas shown tl.iat when ferric chloride is added to a l 
of a sulphhydrate a deep red color is produced, varying from red-
to red-violet. (Ber. Berl Chem. Ges., March, 1881, xiv, 411.) 
BPrnthsen has examined the composition of sodium hypo nl 
By converting it into sulphate by means of iodine, determining lJo 
iodine used and the sulphuric acid formed, it appeared that each 
phur atom in the hyposulpbite required three atoms of iodine to co 
it into sulphuric acid. The state of oxidation in this acid i th 
represented by the formula 820 3• From the estimation of the 
of bases present, there appeared to be one of base to one of u1 
While the simplest formula would be NaSO2, the author think 
dibasic character of the sulphur acids requires a doubling of tb 
mula, H 2S2O4• (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., March, 1881, xiv, 438.) 
Johnson has observed the direct synthesis of ammonia by pa i • 
mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen gases over hot spongy platiun · 
the extent of 24 milligrams per hour in one experiment. But i 
nitrogen before mixing with the hydrogen be passed through a re · 
tube, the formation of ammonia is entirely arrested. This the , u 
thinks is proof that nit'rogen exists in an active and inactive ta · 
latter produced from the former by heat. ( J. Ohem. Soc., )larch 1 
xxxix, 128.) 
Warington has confirmed a statement made by ScblJnbein tba. 
trite of ammonium is produced whenever water is evaporated. 
no nitrous acid was produced when the evaporation wa comlu • 
close ve~ sel , the air must be the source of the contamination. 
of water evaporated over a gas-jet gave -lo milligram of nitrorren. 
a, cond liter evaporated by team gave only 2io milligram; h 11 
combu tion f the ga produced nitrou acid; but on expo ' in~ 
lit r of wat r to the air for the time required for the evap rati n 
s nd, th nitrou acid reaction wa obtained. For ordinar. Jm 
at r may th · n be aporatecl in a t am bath but fi r xh m v 
r t w rk th , I rati n mu t be d ne in clo e, l . Th, t 
11 c I hth ·I, min t pr o. ed 1 y ri 'which i cl lic:!l, TBtlliUU, 
p, r t f ni r g n a nitr n id in one th n n i 
r. (,J. hem. oo. Ia, ·, 1 • x i ..,-9.) 
1·111 Jrn . -p rim nt l ttl th ti n wh th m r 1 
ulinar • n l u ti 1 . ox fill d wi h 
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d v.st, hay, or shavings has 25 to 100 c. c. of nitric acid <)f 1.5 specific 
gravity placed in the center. Vapors become vi~ible in a minute or 
-t;--vvo, a thick white smok~ appears, and then the odor of burning mate-
rial is perceptible. In five or six minutes the box is opened and is found 
fi_Ued with a burning mass which bursts into flame on access of air. (Ber. 
_Berl. Chem. Ges., February, 1881, xiv, 301.) 
Berthelot has observed that when the silent discharge acts on a mix-
ture of oxygen and nitrogen tetroxide, the gas becomes decolorized; l>ut 
that on ceasing the discharge, slow decomposition took place, reproduc-
in.g the orange vapor. Since exposure to a freezing mixtum produced 
no crystals, it was not nitric oxide N205. Moreover, the spectroscope gave 
characteristic absorption bands. Hence the author supposes it to be 
pefnitric oxide. (A.nn. Chim. Phys., March, 1881, V, xxii, 431.) 
Jones and Taylor have described a colorless gas with a characteristic 
and extremely disagreeable odor, producing nausea and headache, which 
they have obtained by the action of hydrogen-chloride upon magnesium-
boride. The gas- is slightly soluble in water, burns with a splendid 
green flame, producing boric oxide, deposits boron in a heated tube 
through which it is passed, or on a porcelain plate held in its flame, 
gives n, black precipitate in a solution of silver ni'trate, and gives on 
analysis numbers confirm,ing the formula BH3• It is therefore boron 
hydride. (J. Ohem. Soc., May, 1881, xxxix, 213.) 
Chappuis has confirmed earlier sttggestions that the luminosity of 
phosphorus is due to ozone. In pure oxygen at 15°, under atmospheric 
:pressure, phosphorus is not luminous in the dark, but a bubble of ozone 
admitted produces the luminosity at once, though only ·momentarily. 
Two cylinders, one containing air the other pure oxygen, were i}!serted 
over potassium iodide and starch solution. A fragment of phosphorus 
~as placed in each jar. The luminosity appeared in the :first and the 
liquid became blue, but neither phenomenon appeared in the second. 
Whenever the phosphorescence appeared ozone was present; when 
ozone was absent there was no luminosity. Again, those bodies which 
:prevent the luminosity of phosphorus, such as turpentine, for example, 
are precisely those which destroy ozone or are destroyed by it. The 
author regards the production of the luminosity of phosphorus in oxygen 
as one o;f the most delicate of the· reactions of ozone. (Bull. Soc. Chim., 
April, 1881, II, xxxv, 419.) 
A new variety of coal; said to be the richest in carbon of any mem-
ber of the coal series yet discovered, ha~ been found near Scheunga, on 
the western shores of Lake Onega. It contains 91 per cent. of carbon, 
7 t-0 8 per cent. of water, and 1 per cent. of ash. It is extremely hard 
and dense, bas an adamantine luster, is a good conuuctor of electri;it;r. 
and has a high specific heat, 0.1922. Though the carbon is as high as 111 
the Ceylon graphite, it is not a graphite, since its behavior with potas-
ium chlorate and nitric acid is that of an amorphous coal. (Nature, 
June, 1881, xxiv, 204.) 
S. Mis. 100--25 
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The detection of small quantities of carbonous oxide may bee 
in a room, for example, by drawing the air over powdered glass 
tened with diluted bleod, shaking the blood with a drop of amm 
sulphite, and examining b.vthe spectroscope. Strips of lJaper mok 
with a solution of 0.2 gram pailadium chloride in 100 cubic centiw 
water may be used to detect this gas. If the dried slips are bun 
flask on a wire of platinum, the flask containing a little water, aml co 
black, shining deposit of metallic palladium appears on the pape 
few minutes, if five parts of carbonous oxide be present. lf only 
part be present, from 2 to 4 honrs are required. If only half a 
from 12 to 24 hours. (Nature, June, 1881, xxiv, 112.) 
Hawes has examined the liquid contained in the cavities of the 
quartz from BranchviIIe, Conn. This quartz is so full of cavitie 
taining condensed gas that a report like the explosion of a percu 
cap takes place when a fragment is knocked off with a small bum 
When heated it decrepitates with such riolence that bits fly \\hi: 
through the .air to a distance of twenty feet. The cavities con·· 
water, liquid carbon dioxide, and its gas, as was proved by the d' 
pearance of the liquid at 31 o C, the critical point for CO2, Moreorer 
cavities were large enough and sufficiently numerous to enable an 
ysis of their contents to be made by Wright, who found the gas 
contents to consist of CO2 98.33, N 1.67, an<l H2S, SO2, H3N, F and 
tr~ces. The water present was in general 69.02 per cent. of the en 
in closure approximately. Hawes accounts for the rapid motion ob:e 
in some of their cavities by the alternations of evaporation and con 
sation produced by minute changes of temperature. (Am. J. Sci.,M 
1881, III, xxi, 20B, 209.) 
Monnier has presented to the Physical Society of Geneva an in_ 
ious apparatus, called an automatic methanometer, or :fire-damp in · 
tor, designed for use in mines. The :fire-damp in presence of air in 
cess is decomposed in a glass vessel by an incandescent platinum 
and the change of volume producd acts directly on a mercury m 
eter with platinum contacts. Every hour or half hour the air o 
mine is forced into the burner by a bellows, automatically. The 
of the te tis regi tered, also automatically, in the central office. (~ -a 
June, 1881, xxiv, 112.) 
0. W. Siemens ha read a pa per before the Birmingham me in 
the Briti h A ociation of ga manager on the u e of ga for h 
and Iightino- purpo e , in whi h he maintain d the need of imp 
pr c in the maoufa ture of ga , a to pr due a ga o W_ 
iJJomin, tinap W r,anclofimpr cl urner ofringalugh rt mJ • 
f · nd th r ·f r m r Jio-bt. nl ·o adY ·ated, I 
( 'ature Jun . lu 1 
·h n ixtur f ir n 
m ta11i · dinm i h at cl iu • 
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t-u.. be, and nitrogen passed over the mixture, a cyanide is formed, which, 
-t,r€ated in the usual way gives the Prussian blue reaction. In general 
' . ne states that when iron by hydrogen and certain non-mtrogenous or-
a-anic substances are heated with metallic sodium in an atmosphere of 
;;_i-trogen, a cyanide is readily formed. (A.m. Chem. J., May, 1881, iii, 
134.) , . 
Allary has proposed a simple and effective mode of purifying carbon 
disulphide which consis'ts in covering it with a layer of water, adding 
concentra;ed solution of potassium permanganate and agitating; re-
peating the operation so long as the color is discharged. After wash-
in._g, it is freed from water and filtered, distillation not being necessary. 
It should be kept in the dark. (Bull. Soc. Ohi1n., May, 1881, II, xxxv, 
491.) 
Schiitzenburger and Colsen have described several new compounds of 
silicon. When crystalline silicon is strongly heated in a current of 
carbon dioxide the compound (SiCO):x: is produced. When nitrogen is 
passed over a hot mixture of silicon and carbon ( Si2 C2N)x is formed. 
These bodies the authors regard as the oxide and the nitride respect-
i -vely of the radical carbo-silicon (Si2C2).x:· Silicon nitrate (Si2 N3)x is also 
described. (Nature, October, 1881, xxiv, 542.) 
Huntington has applied the method of Cooke in the determination of 
the atomic weight of antimony to the metal cadmium. From the first 
series of experiments, the atomic weight 112.31 was obtained as a mean, 
and from the second 112.32. (Am. J. Sci., August, 1881, III, xxii, 148.) 
Mallet has redetermined with great care the atomic weight of alu-
minum. Hispaper,publishedinfull bytheRoyal Society,isanadmirable 
example of a thorough scientific . research. Three methods were em-
};)loyed: 1st, the ignition of pure ammonia alum.; 2d, the precipitation of 
aluminum bromide by silver; and, 3d, the evolution of hydrogen by the 
acti.on of aluminum upon sodium hydrate. The greatest care was taken 
in obtaining pure materials and pure reagents; all the operations were 
conducted with special 'regard to the elimination of error, and all reduc-
1iions were made to vacuo. The results were: 1st method, series A, gave 
27.040±:.0073 as a mean of 5 experiments; series B, 27.096±:.0054, also 
a mean of 5. 2d method, series A, 27.034±: .0049; series B, 27.023±: 
.0052; series C, 27.018±: .0069; A and C from 3 experiments, and B from 
5. 3d method, series A, 27.005::i:: .0033, 6 experiments; series B, 26.990 
:!::.0046. As a mean of the whole, the atomic weight is 27.032±:.0045. 
But if 1 B be excluded, al=27.019:!: .0030. Of the 18 elements whose 
atomic weights have been carefully determined, ten approach to whole 
numbers within less than a tenth of a un_it. (Phil. Trans., 1880, p.1003; 
Am. J. Sci., April, 1881, III, xxi, 321.) 
Bibart has investigated the conditions under which iron becomes 
passive. As a result he concludes that the passivity of iron is not due 
to a layer of an insoluble subnitrate, still less to a layer of nitrogen di-
oxide, as has been supposed; but it is produced by any cause which 
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tends to ,oxidize.the iron and destroyed by any cause which ten 
deoxidiie it. .At the outset the passivity appears to be due to the 
ple layer of oxygen which is condensed on its surface; but gradu 
layer of oxide forms and the passive condition is more permane.ut. 
Phys., May, 1881, x, 204; Nature, July, 1881, xxiv, 249.) 
Seubert has redetermined with great care the atomic weight of 
inum. The chloride prepared from the pure metal was precipitated 
the chlorides both of potassium and of ammonium, four different 
cesses being followed. The products were then analyzed. The r 
by the platinum determinations · were 194.68495, 194.03928, 19!. · 
195:0337 4; by chlorine estimation, 195.33013 for the ammonium 
and for the potassium 194.39190, 194.49368, 194.63088, or 194.t 
.After making the necessary corrections and reduction to vacuo 
value becomes 194.34050. (IAeb . .Ann., 'February, 1881, ccvii, 1.) 
ORGANIC. 
· Lunge and Steinkauler have obtained a new hydro-carbon from 
stems and twigs of Sequoia gigantea ~rorr. On distilling the n 
with water1 agitating the distillate with ether, removing the exc 
ether, and distilling, a solid substanct3 was obtained, soluble in ale 
ether, benzine, and chloroform, less readily in naphtha, and in gl 
acetic acid only on heating.· By covering its solution in this acid 
water the gradual solution of the acid caused the new body to sep 
in small crystal plates, which fused at io5o, were white with a bl 
:fluorescence, and possessed the penetrating odor of the Sequoia · 
high degree. It boiled. between 2900 and 300°, and, on analy · · 
afforded the formula 0 13H 10• The au-thors give it: the name sequn· 
(Ber. Berl. Chem. Gcs., September, 1880, xiii, 1656; Am. J. ci .. J 
uary, 1881, III, xxi, 68.) 
Michaelis and Schulte have succeeded in the preparation of a 
of analogous constitution to· azo-benzene, but in which arsenic tak 
place of nitrogen. The new compound is produced by acting wit _ 
ducing agents, preferably phosphorous acid, upon an alcoholic so u 
ofphenyl-arsenous oxide, C6H5.A.sO. Before the temperature has re , 
the boiling-point of the alcohol, the whole liquid solidifies to am 
crystal , which, when drained and dried OT'er sulphuri acid ar _ 
It formula is O6H5AS=A O6H 5, corre ·ponding to azo- benzene C H - == 
~ Cs :;, and pho pho-benzene C6H 5P=PC6H 5• Naphthyl-ar enoll!:iO 
tr t in th ame way ghrns an analogou arseno-napbthal ~ne 
10 ,. (Ber. Berl. Ohem. Ges., April, 1 1, xiv., 9L.) 
ll' mp 11- tu<li c1 the production of hloroform by the a 
l ium h - ocblorit up n lcohol in the r<linar way. From h 
l'ir •ut h n -Ju that th flr t acti n of the byi o ·hlori 
h al · hol t ald b. · Th n the 
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cormate and chloroform. After the chloroform has all distilled oft"the 
01i.xture swells up and evolves oxygen. (Ann. Chim. Phys., March, 1881~ 
V ~ xxii, 347.) 
:Muntz has stated, as a result of his investigations, that all natural 
~3ters, whether rain, river, snow, or sea water, contain-traces of alco-
hol. He describes his method of applying the iodoform test for alcohol, 
""W'bereby one part can he detected in a million parts of water. (Nature, 
.A- ~ril, 1881, xxiii, 616.) _ 
Kiliani has made an elaborate study of inulin, the starch of the 
artichoke. It appears to stand in very intimate chemical relations 
~ith levulose, probably the anhydride of it. It passes into levJ}lose 
si:mply by warming for some time the water in which it is contained. 
It is distinguished from Jevulose by the fact that the latter reduces the 
copper test and ferments, while the former does neither. Dextrose, 
vv-ben oxidized, yields compounds having six atoms of carbon, while 
1evulose affords bodies containing less carbon. This the author ac-
~nnts for by supposing dextrose to be the aldehyde of mannite, and 
evulose its ketone. (Lieb. Ann., ccv, 145; .Am. J. Sci., February, 1881, 
III, xxi, 138.) 
l\fosculus, in conjunction with Meyer, has succeeded in reconverting 
dextrose back into dextrin. Twenty grams pure dextrose were treated 
~th thirty of concentrated sulphuric acid in small portions, 800 parts 
<>:f alcohol were added, the solution filtered af!d allowed to stand 8 days. 
The abundant precipitate, when washed and dried, weighed ten grams, 
a..nd was a white amorphus powder. It proved to be the alcoholate of 
dextrin, and on preparing the hydrate it possessed all the physical, 
~hemical, and organoleptic properties of a dextrin. ( Bull. Soc. Chim., 
-A_ pril, 1881, II, xxxv: 368.) 
Scheibler has studied the new derivative of glucose discovered by 
~eligot, and' called saccharin, and which has the formula' 0 12H 220 11• It 
"1as prepared by boiling the solid starch sugar of commerce with dilute 
~ilk of lime so long as lime salts separate. The liquid is freed from 
ime, filtered, evaporated to a sirup, and allowed to crystallize. It expels 
CO2 from Ca003 to form calcium saccharin ate; but on removing the 
lime, the saccharinic acid splits into saccharin and water. Saccharin 
is dextro-rotatory, while its salts are lrovo-rotatory. (Ber. Berl. Chem. 
Ges., December, 1880, xiii, 2212.) 
Roscoe, in a lecture in the· Royal Institutidh on Baeyer's synthe~is of 
indigo-blue, has ·stated that in 1879 the value of the indigo imported 
into Great Britain was two million pounds sterling, the total production 
of the world being twice that sum in value. The artificial paste which 
yields indigo-blue on reduction, and which contains 25 per cent. dry 
acid, is furnished at 6 shillings per pound. Though the price of the 
artificial cannot yet equal that of natural indigo, yet it has advantages 
which more than counterbalance this differenco in price. (Nature, July, 
1881, xxiv, 227.) 
I 
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Grimanx has succeede~ in prod~cing the alkaloid codeine, . 
action of methyl iodide in presence of sodium upon an alcoholic 
of morphine. Its properties are identical with those of then 
codeine. If ethyl iodide be used,in place of the methyl compound1 
alkaloid, a homologue of codeine is produced. The author pro 
the term codeines for the class, codomethyline, codethyline, etc., fo • 
individuai members of it. ( 0. R., May, 1881, xcii, 11407 1228.) 
BOTANY. 
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BY PROF, WILLIAM G. FARLOW, 
During the year 1881 there has been great activity in the depart-
ment of vegetable physiology, arising from the appearance of ~arwin's 
...Power of Movement in Plants, which; although announced in 1880, was 
:n.<>t in reality Jmown ·to the botanical public until 1881, but which has 
since its appearance been the subject of numerous important communi-
cations and discussions; from the discussions on the nature and action 
of' chlorophyl excited by the publfoation of Pringsheim's researches on ' 
clllorophyl; and from the discussions of Schimper, Naegeli, and Meyer 
o:n the mode of growth and formation of starch grains, of Pfeffer, Boehm, 
and others on the cause of the movement of water in plants, and other 
q_ uestions of primary importance in the economy of plants. 
Publicaitions on vegetable anatomy, except so far as it relates to the 
structure of the vegetable cell itself, have not been very numerous. In 
cryptogams there may be said to have existed a mania for the forma-
tion of systems of classification. The paper of De Bary on Saprolegniem 
and Peronosporem, and the papers of Brefeld, figure among the more 
important works on the development of fungi, while descriptive works 
on both algre and fungi have been numerous and important. On the 
higher cryptogams and phrenogams the works published have been less 
"3:lumerous and of less magnitud~ than usual, although several notable · 
~ntributions have been made. In this country considerable activity 
l:ias been shown, and the proportion of original observations made con-
~erning cross-fertilization. and other physiological and etiological ques- . 
"tions seems fortunately to be increasing. 
VEGETABLE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 
Decidedly the most important work to be credited to this year, al-
though, as before said, it in reality appeared at the end of 1880, is Dar-
win's admirable work on the ]::ower of Movement in Plants, with regard 
to which a detailed account is unnecessary in this connection, inasmuch 
as the work is so generally and popularly known. Accepting the phe-
nomenon of circumnutation as a fact, nothing could apparently be more 
satisfactory than the explanation given of the action of the different 
parts of the embryo in germination, and of the motions of leaves and 
other parts of plants. When, however, the question is asked, what is 
the cause of circunmntation, it will be noticed that all vegetable physi-
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ologists do not agree with Darwin. The latter regards epinasty 
nasty, geotropismus, heliotropismus as modifications of circumnn 
which is caused by al\ increase of the turgescence of the cells 
side of an organ. In opposition to this view is an important pa 
Professor Wiesner, of Vienna, on Das Bewegungsver1nogen der Pfl 
who concludes that '' circumnutation is not itself the cause, but ad 
ative; the separate forms of nutation, on the other hand, helio 
mus, geotropismus, &c., are the primary phenomena. The single 
to which these forms of motion are to be referred is growth i 
Francis Darwin, in a paper in the :Botanische Zeitnng on Oircumn 
in a Unicellular Organ, applies the method adopted in the study of 
motions of :flowering plants to a fungus, Phycomyces nitens, who 
tions he thinks are in all probability to be attributed to circnmnu 
The action of gravity on the longitudinal growth of plants ha· 
studied by F. Schwarz, who comes to the conclusion that gran . 
, no influence on longitudinal growth when it acts in the direction o 
longer axis of plant organs. 
The detailed account of Pringsheim's researc;hes on chlorophyl 
regard to which he made several communications to the Berlin A 
emyin the years 1879-'81, and to which reference has already been 
in the Report on the Progress of Botany for 1879, was published in 
in Pringsheim's Jahrbiicher for the present year, under the titler; 
Licktwirkung und Ohlorophyllfunction in dcr Pjlanze. It is an ela 
paper, illustrated by 16 plates, and gives a full account of the ex 
ments made with his special microscopic apparatus. The n 
Pringsheim with regard to the chloropbyl· grains acting as biel 
the protoplasm against too strong light, and his view that hypochl 
is the direct product of the transformation of chlorophyl is not ac 
by Pfeffer in his Vegetable Physiology, to which reference is made 
nor by Wiesner, who in the main agrees with Pfeffer. In a ho 
important paper, Dr. K. Brandt states that the chloropbyllaceon. b 
found in some animals, as Spongilla and Hydra, are in reality not o 
of the animals themselves, but entophytic algre, which evolve ox:y 
upon which the animals live. 
In his Phy iology, Pfeffer refers to Boehm's view with regard O • 
movement of water in plant , which he criticises unfavorably . 
reply to this appeared a communication by Boehm in the Botan 
Zeitnng, in which he npports his original view that the mm·em 
brought about by suction and not by imbibition, as believed by m t . 
si logj t ofth pres ntday,nor,a wa formerlysuppo ed byropill 
In th Proc ling f the rlin .Academy i a paper hy hw 
on Climbing Plant in whi h be tr at of the effect of g otr pi 
gra i CT f th ur J rt in n queue of the fi rmation of pi 
nut tiou h nai ch Z it hrif contain an arti l 
o-call <l umpa -plant . In li i n ilphium la 
m1, - · I, nt, h fi un 1 th, t Lactuca ·cariola 
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e::xtent Lactiwa saligna .Aplopappus rubiginosits, Ohondrilla juncea, and· 
robably other plants ~lso place their leaves in a meridional J?O'sition. 
The cause ·of this be ~ttributes to the unusually great sensitiveness of 
t lle. leaves of the species named to the action of light. 
The subject of plant respiration has been studied by Borodin, who 
cnaintains more strongly than ever his opinion that the energy of the 
r ~ spirat ion in leafy shoots under constant external conditions is a func-
.ion of the carbohydrous material which is present in the plant. Dr. 
'I'h. W. Engelmann, in a paper in the Botanische Zeitnng, describes a 
I1ew method for the investigation of the exhalation of oxygen by plants 
a.ml animals. He makes m;e of the bacteria, which commonly produce 
p utrefaction. Their motions cease when the supply of oxygen is shut -
off, and revive when it is renewed, and by watching their motions one 
c an tell whether oxygen is being ·evolved by plants or animals near 
t hem. _ 
In the Botanische Zeitung for 1880, Schimper gave an account of the 
origiR of starch-grains, and this was followed in 1881 by a paper on 
Growth of Starch-grains, in which the author expresses the view that 
starch-grains are crystalloid substances, and he opposes strongly the 
view of Naegeli that they increase by intussusception. In reply Naegeli 
-published an article in the same journal, upholding hjs original view 
against Schimper. Arthur Meyer, in an article which also appeared in 
t be Botanische Zeitung, on the Structure of Starch-grains, takes the 
ground that N aegeli's theory of intussusception has not been disproved 
by Schimver's observations, although he agrees that Schimper's hypoth-
esis, tha,t starch-grains are sphoorocrystalloids of a carbohydrate, affords 
the simplest explanation of the formation of the layers. 
The crystalloids found in marine algoo are described m Pringsheim's 
J ahrbiicher by Klein. The paper is followed byone on the Orystalloids 
in the Nuclej of Pinguicula and Utricularia. Zacharias has two papers 
in the Botanische Zeitung; one on the Chemical Constitution of the 
Nucleus, and the other on Spermatozoids. The main part of the nucleus 
of vegetable cells consists of nuclein,- which is also found in what 'Stras-
btll'ger calls the nuclear plate formed during cell division. In the 
second paper Zacharias states that as far as their chemical c_omposition 
is concerned the spiral bands of the spermatozoids of plants resemble 
the bodies of the spermatozoa of animals, while the cilia resemble the 
tails of the latter. Furthermore the spiral bands, as is shown l>y their 
containing tiuclein~ originate in the nuclei of the mother cells, while the 
cilia arise from the cell-plasma. Tne Untersuchungen of the Gottin-
gen laboratory con.tam papers by Reinke and Rouewakl entitled Btudien 
uber Protoplasma. The first gives · detailed analyses of the protoplasm 
of ..2Ethaliurn septicurn. The other papers relate more particularly to the 
a imilation and metastasis· occurring in cells. .According to Prof. F. 
Schmitz, in an article on Fonnation and (}rowth of the Cell-membranes of 
P-lants, the cell walls are formed by centripetal apposition, and not by 
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intussusception, and he gives as an illustration the pollen 
Oobrea scandens, where the spiny outer wall is formed earlier t 
inner wall. Karl Richter shows that the cell walls of fungi are fi 
ot cellulose proper, rather than of what is called fungus-cellulo 
on treating with potash they give the reactions of cellulose. V 
the _ Annales des Sciences, gives an account of some peculiar cell 
formations. 
An important paper by Sch wenden:er on the Structure and Mee 
of Stomata was published in the Proceedings of the Berlin Acade . 
which the hinge-like action of the closing cells dependent on the 
tion of the thickenings of their walls in certain positions was expl 
Pringsheim's J ahrbiicher.contains two elaborately illustrated anat 
papers; one by Ambronn on the Development andJ!echanicalProper · 
Oollenchyma, and one b,y Haberlandt on the Comparative Anatomy f 
.Assimilating Portion of Plants; also a paper by Westermaier on the 
tensity of Growth of the Scheitel-cell and its Earliest Divisions, to 
there is a reply by Goebel in the Botanische Zeitung. The A.n 
des Sciences for the present year is almost wholly devoted to a · 
relating to vegetable anatomy, several of which are copiouslyillu tra 
the principal papers being those of Olivier on l' Appariel tegumenta ·re 
racines, of Gerard on le Passage de la raC'ine a la tige, and of Guigna 
Embryo1enie vegetale comparee. 
The Journal of Botany contains a paper, by Vines, on the Hi to 
the Scorpioid Oyme, and by Dickson on the Morphology of the P' 
of Oephalotus follicularis, in which he differs from Hooker in regar 
the pitchers as formed from the upper part of the leaves rather th 
special structures developed on the prolonged midribs. There j~ 
a paper, by Eichler, on the pitchers of Cephalotus Jolliculari in 
Jahrbucb of the Royal Botanic Garden of Berlin. 
The vegetative organs of Monotropa hypopitys have been tudi 
Kamienski, who found no haustoria, and concluded that the plant · 
a parasite, but a saprophyte, and he states that a mycelium · al 
found in the ground -1,bout the Monotropa roots, and that the no 
ment of the roots may, perhaps, depend on the action of the myc lium 
plants around. In a paper on the W eibliche Bliithen der Oon(fer 
Eichler states his belief that the ovule of 0oniferre, or, a it m ' 
callecl, macrosporangium, like the corre ponding organ in th hi 
cryptogam , i of the nature of an emergence, and may ari e e·-
from a leaf or an axi . 
.An important work, by Hermann Mueller, on the r lation f pl 
to in ect i .Alpenbl1.t1nen, ihre Befruchtung durch Insekten 1rnd · re 
passungen an di elben. The work i divided into four pa of 
the ond n third are p cially v luable to botani t a th 
i d il , n in man ca illu trat d account of the .......... ~ .... 
fi r -fi rtilizati FertT 
ull · 
c:: 
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-vv-. H. Leggett. William Trelease has, in the same journal, two papers 
on Fertilization of Scrophularia and Perforation of Flowers. Trelease has 
a1so two papers in the American Naturalist on Fertiliza-tion of Oalaniintha 
,J!!Tepeta and on the Fertilization of Salvia splendens by Birds. Dr. W. P. 
-VVilson, in the Tu bingen Laboratory, has made a study of the Gause of the 
Excretion of Water on the Surface of Nectaries, and finds that it is caused 
b:Y osmosis, and not by pressure from within the cells, as is shown by the 
e:xperiment of thoroughly drying the surface of nectaries with filter 
paper, when the flow of nectar ceases until the surface is again touched 
~ith some substance which favors an osmotic flow. The foliar Nectar 
Glands of Populus are described and figured by Trelease, in the Botanical 
Gazette for November, where he makes some suggestive remarks on the 
origin of such glands and their rel~tive frequency in living and fossil 
SJ}ecies of poplar. 
Some important text-books relating to vegetable anatomy and physi-
ology have appeared during the year. The most important ~s the 
.Eflanzenphysiologie of Professor Pfeffer, of Tu bingen, of which two parts 
have appeared, covering respectively 383 and 484 pages, and illustrated 
"by a small number of wood-cuts. The first part relates to the subject of 
~toffwechsel and the second to Kraftwechsel. The Elemente der Anatomie 
?J,nd Physiologie der P.fianzen of Professor Wiesner, of Vienna, is a vol-
-u.me of 272 pages, with numerous good wood~cuts, and embodies the 
substance of his class lectures on these subjects, and other botanical 
subjects will be treated in subsequent volumes. Strasburger's Zellbil-
dung und Zelltheilung has reached a third edition, in which is embodied 
the latest results of the very numerous investigations made with regard 
to the cell structure in the last few years. The German translation by 
Dr. Carl Miiller from the Danish of Botanische Mikrochemie, by Dr. V. 
A. Poulsen, places that convenient little book within the reach of 
botanical teachers. 
BACTERIA.. 
A very large number of papers has · appeared on bacteria and their 
relation to disease, most of which have treated the subject from a medical 
point of view, and only an unusually small number has been devoted 
to the botanical aspects of the subject. The two largest and most com-
plete publications are .Aetiowgie der Infectionslcrankheiten, with special 
reference to the fungus theory, an octavo volume of over four hundred 
pages and several charts, comprising 15 papers read. before the Medi-
cal Society of Munich in 1880. The other work, M.ittheilungen aus dem 
kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamte, published in Berlin under the direction of 
Dr. Struch, is a quarto volume of 400' pages, with 14 lithographic 
plates, and contains 14 articles relating to the action of pathogenic 
organisms, means of disinfection, &c. .As a rule, the physicians of 
Munich are adherents of Naegeli, who regards the different so-called 
pathogenic forms not as distinct species, but rather as modifications of 
the same species, or of a few distinct species which produce different 
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changes according to the different conditions under which the 
placed, and which may, by natural or artificial means, be transfo 
·one into another. . The Berlin school, on the other hand, deny th 
different organisms are modifications of a few common form b 
, about by changes in external conditions, but maintain that th 
permanent forms capable of perpetuating themselves ind 
without undergoing any change, either in their morphological t 
or their pathological action. There is no way at present of recon 
these two widely different view·s, for each side·accuses the other o 
of care in conducting experiments and inoculations. In the M 
volume Bollinger gives a historical account of the disease ca 
fungi in lower and higher animals; ·Bezold, a paper on Otomy 
in which he expresses the .view that in the case of AspergillWJ and 
lar fungi the spores make their way into the ear, and proda 
inflammation, although in some of the cases recorded a growth o 
fungus was not noticed until oil had been applied to the ear. 
retiology of diphtlieria is discussed in two papers by Oertel and 
followed by a discussion, in which several medical men took part. 
principal point at issue was whether there exists a di ease with 
branous exudation in the throat which is not of a diphtheritic n 
In the pres~nt connection it is only necessary to state that it 
to be admitted by both sides that the bacterial forms found a 
same in all cases, and not to be distinguished from thmie found a 
healthy persons. In the same volume are two articles by Bnchn 
the Action of Bacteria in Living Bodies and on the Conditions of I( 
sion of Fungi in the Air. In the first-named paper he refer l 
experiments previously made by himself on the intercbangeabili 
Bacillus anthracis and B. subtiUs, and states that the fatal I 
pathogenic organisms is not so much owing to their poi onou , 
on the whole system as oii special organs or parts of th body. In 
second paper he remarks that when in fluid, bacte~ia ar not 
transported through the air, but when the ub tance in whi h 
are contained is dry it is likely to become reduced to du t or 
fragments, and in this form the bacteria are taken up by the ir 
ab orbed by animal . In a paper on the.lEtiology of .Abdominal 
Port states that the di ea e i can ed by emanation from the 0·1. 
i propagated by particle in the air, and not by drinkin<T wat · 
In the Berlin Mittheilungen, Koch ha a paper on the mode of 
ing patho<Tenic organi m . Hi method i to make u e of olid r 
1id nb tan e rather than fluid in hi culture , as in the 1' 
di.re r nt ki <l of ba t ria which make their app arance a 
t g th r in u t r confu ion, while wh n cultivat d on ub t n 
p t. t r , rr t £ r in tanc th diffi ren form grow in m 
tin ·t t · wlli h an a ily n and th diffi r nt form 
f: V rit 
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u..lar species to be studied. The article is illustrated with numerous 
IYI icro-photographs. In his paper on the ..!Etiology of Spwnio Fever, 
~<>ch attacks the views of Pasteur and other French writers, as well as 
t -b-ose of Buchner, with regard to the specific identity of Bac_illus an-
-t7z,,Tacis and B. subtilis, and denies that earth-worms have the mfl.uence 
i11 spreading the disease which was attributed to them by Pasteur. He 
distinguishes between splenic fever and malignant redema, which he 
thinks have been confounded by Pasteur, and m~intains that the Bacilli 
~ hich produce the two diseases are distinct, and he even hints that 
there are probably other diseases of a similar nature which will also be 
s~own to be produced by distinct forms of Bacillus. In his paper on 
..z?rogressive Virulence and .Acquired .Adaptability in Septicwmia, Gaffky 
~fums the constancy of pathogenic organisms and controverts the views 
<>=f Gramitz in Virchow's Archiv, on the Theory of protective inooula-
~'i<>n, who there states that not only bacterial forms but even hl1'.mless 
x:nolds may, by changing the temperature and in other ways, be con-
"'7erted into dangerous organisms. With the exception of a paper by 
Loffier, on the Immunity Question, most of the remaining articles in the· 
~ittheilungen relate to means of disinfection, which is best accomp-
lished by the use of steam, which destroys the spores of bacteria more 
quickly than hot water, sulphurous acid, or other disinfectants. In the 
~edizinische W ochenschrift is a short paper by Huber, Experimentells 
~tud,ien uber Milzbrand, ·in which, among o~her facts, he states that the 
J1acilli of splenic fever do not pass through the placenta of the mother 
i:o the f'retus. In the Zeitschrift fiir klinische Medizin is a paper by 
=:Nothnagel on the lower vegetable organisms found in the intestinal dis-
charges of man, in which he mentions the occurrence of a form resem-
bling GlostridiU?n butyricum Prazmowski, which is turned blue by iodine. 
Dr. G. M. Sternberg, at the meeting of the Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., at Cin-
·ciannti, read a paper on Bacterial Organisms found on exposed Mucous 
Surfaces and in the .Alimentary Canal of Healthy Individual.s, giving the 
mode of examination and the results of observations made at the Johns 
Hopkins University. 
The work done by French writers on bacteria has related principally 
to the means of diminishing the virulence of the poison in different dis-
eases and to inoculation in splenic fever and chicken cholera. At the 
International Medical Congress, in London, Pasteur delivered an ad-
dress in which he summed up the result of his researches concerning 
inoculation in chicken cholera and splenic fever. The Comptes Rendus 
contain numerous original communications by Pasteur, Chaveau, Cham-
berland, Raux, and others. In a communication on the duration of life 
of germs, Pasteur, in. connection with Chamberland and Raux, found 
that guinea pigs died of splenic fever when inoculated with particles 
of soil taken from fields where infected animals had been buried twelve 
years previous. Furthermore, sheep which were allowed to resort to 
the same fields, on which, however, as no grass was growing, they 
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could not feed, also died of splenic fever. The same obsem · 
paper on the atten~ation of virus and its return . to virulence gi, 
results of their researches on the , means of reducing the virulen 
the microbes, more especially those of chicken cholera and splenic 
The microbe of the first-named disease does not produce spore 
made to grow in a decoction of chicken flesh exposed to the air 
it was possible by successive cultures to produce a microbe which 
came gradually less and less ·virulent, and at length quite inert 
injected into fowls. The nearly inert solutions when injected into 
enable them to resist violent attacks of chicken cholera when e 
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1 s ms found in the different organs, viz: Swine Plague and Fowl Cholera, 
b Y Dr. D'. E. Salmon; on Swine Plague, by Dr. James Law, and a sec-
0:i:::id paper on the same subject by Dr. H. J. Detmer~ ; on Contagious 
_p leuro-Pneumonia, by Dr. O. P. Lyman; . and on Texas Cattle Fever, by 
I=> T. Detmers. The existence in man of a disease similar to that pro-
CL -.__1.ced in cattle by the fungus known as A.ctinomyces bovis has recently 
been made known in a paper by Ponfick, entitled Die A.ktinomylcose del 
.JJfenschen, and by Johne, in a paper bearing a similar title. The dis-
ease usually attacks at" first the region of the mouth with secondary 
1:Ll.-ternal manifestations. The fungus which occurs in man closely re-
sembles that found in cattle, but its botanical relation to other fungi . 
is very obscure, and cultures artificially made failed to throw any light 
cn1 the subject. 
Under the present heading should be mentioned an account, by Dr. 
Swann M. Burnett, of a fungus Otomyces purpureus found in the human 
ear, published in the .Archives of Otology; and an account, by Ercolani, 
of a disease of horses' hoot's, caused by a fungus A.chorion keratophagus 
described and figured in the Revue Mycologique. 
DISEASES OF PLANTS. 
Very little has been published in 1881 relating directly to dis~ases of 
Dla.nts, although frequent reference has been made to such diseases in 
J;)apers treating of .fungi and bacteria. The handbook, by Frank, Die 
Jirankheiten der Pflanzen, published in 1880-'81, a semi-popular work, 
gives a thorough and intelligible account of the diseases of vegetable ori-
gin, with a shorter account of some of insect origin. H. Marshall Ward, 
~ho was sent by the British Government to Ceylon to study the coffee "' 
disease, Hemileia vastatrix, has succeeded in finding nearly the com-
]>lete development of that fungus, which he classes with the Uredinece 
as he has found teleutospores which .belong to that order. The agri-
~mlt,ural and smaller botanical journals are filled with descriptions, gen-
~rally of a popular character, of the diseases of the vine, especially of 
Peronospora viticola. Investigation with regard to the spreading and 
means of checking the Peronospora have been conducted by PriJlieux 
in France, and Garovaglio in Italy. The former reports the spreading 
of the disease to Algiers, where it occurs with great violence early in 
the summer, attacking not only the leaves but the grapes themselves. 
As far as the injury done to the French vineyards is concerned, Pril-
lieux does not think that the harm is very great except in unusually 
wet year , although he says that in the region of Bordeaux the Perono-
spora makes its appearance sometimes as early as the last of May or 
first of June. He does not agree with Gamvaglio as to the value of 
the application of lime as a preventive. In a paper read at the Italian 
Cryptogamic Society, Passerini described four species of fungi which 
attack tobacco, Phyllosticta tabaci, Ascochyta nicotince, Epicoccum purpu-
rascens, and Macrosporium commune. In a paper called Mal nero della 
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vUe, Cugini figures different forms of Phmna and Sphreropsis which 
on the vine. Prillieux has a note in· the Comptes Rendus on the 
rot of the vine caused by Rosleria liypogwa, and Le Monnier gir 
result of his observations on the disease in the Bulletin of th · 
ural History Society of Nancy. Prillieux, who examined the di 
hyacinths in France, which is supposed to be the same as what i 
in Germany 4 'ringel kranheit," .considers that the disease is caru 
insects and not by molds, as was believed by Sorauer. In the 
ican Naturalist are papers by Prof. T. J. Burrill and W. K Bi 
The form.er, in his article on Bacteria as a Cause of Disease in Plants, 
· an account of his studies of the pear blight which, he thinks, is 
by a form of bacterium and which can be transferred by inocnlatio 
healthy trees. The "yellows'' of peaches is caused by a similar 
terium, as are also diseases of the Lorn bardy poplar and the 
The paper of Mr. Higley is entitled the Microscopfo and General Cha. 
ters of the Peach Tree affected with the Yelwws, which he attribut no 
bacteria, but to some higher form of fungus of which he found th 
celium. 
TH.A.LLOPHYTES. 
The paper of De Bary, Zur Systematik der Thalwphyten, publ' 
in the Botanische Zeitung for January, makes a change in the dis 
tion of the members of this difficult group of cryptogams, and bi n 
on the'subject are again expressed later in the year in.his Untersuchu 
-ii,ber die Peronosporeen, &c. The four principal divisions, Oarpospor 
Oogamce, Isogamce, and Agamce, correspond in general to the four di 
ions of' Sachs, but the arrangement of the orders under them is dill 
and, to illustrate his views of the connection of the order, De Bary gir 
aomewhat complicated table in which, under the four main division 
tioned above, are several vertical columns in which theordersarearra -
iO as to show their relation to one another and the higher crypto~ 
The chlorophyllaceous algre form the base which passes throurrh · 
Oedogoniem and Ookochrete to the Bryophyta and Pteridophyta, whil 
Fl-Oridere and Fungi on one hand, and the Phwophycew on the other fi 
aberrant groups. The Botanische Zeitung for August contain an 
classification of Thallophytes by Gobi. He propo es to substi u 
name Gl(J3()phytre for Thalwphytes, owing to the gelatinou na 
the cells in thi group, and gives a table in which De Bary' four 
divi ions are represented as egments of concentric circle , a 
order , taken somewhat comprehen ively, to be sur , are r pre.: t 
radial lin . In the Giornale Botanico, Camel al ' O pro1 o 
Y t m f th egetable kingdom in which the arrangeru n 
Thallophyt is n w. In thi conn ction may be mentioneu th w 
, P rt , • rion, E olution des crypto9ames, which, although 
erl. r tbed partmentofpaleontolo<Yy,contains a umm 
f h d Y 1 pment f li-ving Thallophytes. 
r £ ur f t monograph , to illu trate the flor: 
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fauna of the Bay of Naples, appeared in 1881, and includes the genus 
Oorallina, by Gr.af Solms-Laubach. It is a small folio of' 64 pages, with 
3 lithograpb::.c plates. It begins with an enumeration of the OorQ;l-
Z~nem of Naples, which is followed by an account of the development 
~f the fruit in the genus Oorallina, and remarks on Amphiroa, Melobesia, 
IAthophylliim and Lithothamnion. In the proceedings of the Zoological 
Station at N~ples is a paper, by Berthold, on the Sexual Reproduction. 
of the Phmosporem Proper. In Ectocarpus silicu.losus he found that some of 
the zoospores came to rest earlier t}!an others. These were the females, 
a round 'which the males collected in consid.erable numbers, until one of 
the latter became fused with the female, which was then surrounded by 
a cell-wall, and germinated. In the Botanische Zeitnng is a paper by 
Xlebs, Beitriige zur Kenntniss niederer Algenjormen, in which a number 
of new endophytic algrn are described, including three new genera, 
Jilndosp"fteera, Phyllobiitm, and Scotinosphmra. In Hedwigia, Wollny gives 
an account of the algrn of Helgoland. Of papers on Desmids may be 
be me~tioned Nordstedt's De Algis nonnullis, prmcipue Desmideis, inter 
Utricularias 1}fusei Lugduno-Batavi, in wlJich be describes species from 
Senegal, Venezuela, the Cape of Good Hope ·and Java, and Archer's 
.New ZealandDesmids in Grevillea. The Encyklopadie der Naturwissen-
schaften contains a general account of .algrn by Falkenberg, entitled 
D ie Algen im weitesten Sinne, a paper of 143 pages, with numerous wood-
cuts. · 
Of publications relating to a]grn of the United States sb.ould be men-
tioned Farlow's llfarine Algee of New England and Adjacent Coast, which 
forms a part ·of the Report of United States Fish Commission for 1879, 
comprising an account of all the marine species known to occur in that 
region, with the exception of the diatoms. The paper is accompanied 
by plates showing t e microscopic structure of the different genera. 
The Sea Mosses, by Rev. A. B. Hervey, gives popular descriptions of the 
more striking sea-weeds of the United States, with colored illustrations, 
besides an introduction on the general structure of algrn. The Torrey 
Bulletin contains two papers by Wolle on American Fresh- Water Algee, 
with a plate of new American Desmids, and a note on Laminarim by Far-
low. Mr. C. M. V ~rce gives, in the Proceedings of the American Society 
of Microscopists, two plates with notes representing the forms of micro-
scopic vegetable and animal life observed in the .water of Lake Erie. 
The fourth fasciculus of Algee Am. Bor., by Farlow, Anderson, and Eaton, 
was issued in June, 1881, and contains principally -species of Floridecc. 
The diatoms collected on oysters at Ningpo and Nimrod Sound, China, 
is the subject of an illustrated paper by P. Petit in the memoirs of the 
Cherbourg society. Cleve gives descriptions and plates of diatoms 
from Honolulu, tlle Galapagos Islands, Port Jackson, and the Mediter-
ranean in a paper entitled On some new and little known Diatoms in the 
proceedin <rs of the Swedish Royal Academy. Thegemrs Grammatophora, 
in connection with plates 53 and 53 B of Van Heurck's Synopsis of 
S . .Mis. 109--26 
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Belgian Diatoms, is the subject of a paper by Grunow in the Bot.a · 
0entralblatt. The subject of Pineness of Striation as a Specific Ch 
ter of Diatoms is discussed in the .Am. Monthly Micros. Journ 
Prof. R. L. Smith, in which he takes strong ground against the · 
of 0astracane, and regrets that so many new species are founded o 
variable distinctions of striation. In the same journal, Dr. G. M . 
. berg states that he is able to confirm the views of Wallich, tha 
motions of diatoms are produced by delicate filaments projectin11 
the valves. Of Van Heurck's Synopsis des Diatom6es de Belgique, 
3, plates 31-53, including the Pseudo-Rhaphidere, appeared durina 
year, and parts 17-18 of Schmidt's Atlas rler Diatomaceenkunde. Th 
part of Rabirshaw's Uata.logiw of the Diatomacere also appeared thi r 
Lichens.-Tl.ie first part of Minks' Synibolre liclteno-mycologicce, 
the author styles a contribution to the knowledge of the bound 
between lichens and fungi, appeared towards the en<l of 18 1 a 
continuation is promised. Re gives a catalogue of a large numbe 
recognized fnngi, many of which are common species, in which h 
clares that he uas found microgonidia, and hence conclude that 
are not fungi, bnt licheus. In the introduction he advances om d 
edl:v novel Yiews on tlle formation of asci and spores. In the Gio 
Botanico, Mattirolo giYes tlJ.c results of his study of the germ Gor · 
which be recoguizes two species, makiug a new genus, Rhipiclo,1 
Cora ligulata. The genus Cora, which lrns by some been con ide 
belong to fm1gi and by others to lichens, has fruit resembling the 
cularini, but Las also gonidia,· and for this reason 1\-fattirolo creat 
new di vision of licliens, wl1ich he calls Hymenolichenes to include th 
genera above name<l. 
The descriptive notices of lfrhens which appeared during the year 
principally continua,tions of periodical communications. In th T 
Bulletin, Willey calls attention to a new North .American lichen, 
lodium Hottentottuni var. Arizonicum Tuck, and he ha al o an 
Sirnilarity between the Lichen Flora of Africa and South America. 
contain a continuation of Ny lander's Addenda nova ad Licltenogrc 
Europeani aud l\Iueller's Licltenologisclte Eeitriige, the la tofwhichin 
p ci from nearly all part · of the world. l\f ueller al o cl ri 
1rnml> r of Swi' lichen , e~pccially from the Valai in the Bull. 
niuritlli nue <ln Valai . The Lichenologisclw Fragmente of Am 1 
h n coutinu in se,eral numbers in Flora. Contribution~ to 
licb n ~ baY been made by Crombie in Gr ,ill a in two ar icl 
. r ·ation · on Parmelia oli;a ea and it· Briti h Allie amt Xe c B · 
Lichen. . Iu I ranee the thir fa ·icl of R ume<ru r '' Licit 
in It, ly ther ha n pu Ii b 
~ Ba <rli tt and ar tia and tw 
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__F'1.mgi.-Two important papers by De Bary relating to Peronosporem 
re UntersuchurJ,gen uber die Peronosporeen und Saprolegnieen, and Zur 
_K"e-rintniss der Peronosporeen. The first-named paper forms the fourth 
-erj_es of De Bary and W oronin's Beitriige zur Morphologie und Physio-
l o g ie der Pilze, and includes -145 quarto pages, with 6 lithographic 
, la-tes. It is devoted especially to the consiJ.eration of the reproductive 
r~cess in th~ two orders named above as illustrated by the genera 
Py-Lhium, Phytophthora., Saprolegnia, and Achlya. In the case of the 
a_prolegniem, De Bary thinks that in forms where oogonia are found with-
LL t male pollinodia they must be considered as representing a distinct 
pogamous specif's, and not as temporary variations of bisexual species . 
..c~ t the end is a chapter on the basis of a natural classification of fungi. 
The second paper of De Bary's, which appeared in the Botanische Zeitung, 
a kes up more in detail than in the previously-named paper the develoP.-
1n...ent of certain species of Pythium and Phytophthora, which, according to 
e Bary, have a much wider diffusion and inhabit a greater variety of host 
> 1auts than has been supposed. The fourth part of Brefeld's Botanische 
U-ntersuchungen iiber Schimrn,elpilze includes J 1 articles on different 
~cological subjects, in the last of which, the Oomparat-ive JJiorphology 
<>f Fungi, he gives his views on classification, and adopts the view which 
j ~ beginning to prevail in some quarters that the larger and, as they . 
ave been supposed, more highly developed forms of fungi are in reality 
1.egenerate non-sexual forms descended from sexual ancestors. The . 
tber papers relate to the mode of making microscopic cultures the de-
-elopment of different species of Mucorini, Ascomycetes, &c. In his Bei-
't-rag zur Biologie der _Mucorineen, Wortmann shows that the bending of 
1.-ie sporangial stalks and mycelium is not dependent on a force called 
omatotropismm, by Van Tieghem, but on the varying amounts of 
oisture in the substratum. The Relationship of ..2Ecidiitm Berberidis 
o Puccinia Graminis is . discussed by C. B. Plowright, in Grevillea, 
":f December, 1881, where he gives the results of a number of cult-
res made with the object of determining whether there is a genetic 
<>nnection between the forms mentioned, and he considers that bis 
:xperiments do not show in a conclusive way that there is any such 
onnection. In the contributions from the Carlsberg Laboratory, Co-
enhagen, Hansen has a paper on the Physiologie et morphologie des ftr-
>ients alcooliques, the principal species studied being Saccharomyces api-
ulatus. The fungus abounds on small fruits, as cherries, gooseberries, 
c., in summer, and falls or is washed to the ground in autumn, where 
- t remains througli the winter enduring considerable cold without injury. 
t produces alcoholic fermentation, but only to a small extent. 
De criptive works on fungi have been very numerous in 1881. Re-
a ting to this country we may mention, in the Torrey Bulletin, papers . 
v Ellis on New Species of North American Fungi, principally from New 
r ey, and Neu: Ascornycetous .Fimgi; Ellis and Hark:µess on New Species 
if American Fungi; Peck on Two New Species of Fungi, with a plat~ of 
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Ascomycetella quercina; and Gerard on Some Fungi from :rew . t 
In the Botanical Gazette are New Species of Fungi, b~' Peck and • · 
Species of Maryland Fungi, by Miss Banning; and in Grevillea a 
nian Fungi and Fungi on Eucalyptus, by· Cooke and Harkne ; and: 
Jersey Fungi, by Cooke and Ellis. The Gymnosporangia of the r: 
States, by Farlow, which appeared as one of the papers in the\' 
of Anniversary Memoirs of the Boston, Natural History Society.~· 
descriptions and figures of the American species, and ob~errntio 
the genetic connection between the genera Gymnosporanr{u 
Rmstelia, the writer not finding that Oersted's view as to the conn 
of certain species was confirmed by observations in this country. 
plementary to this paper is a Note on Oymnosporangia in the T • 
Bulletin. The sixth and seventh centuries of Ellis's .North A.m 
Fungi appeared this year. 
Species of fungi new to Great Britain were published in Grcrill 
Cooke, Plowright, and Philips, and by-Berkeley and Broome:· 
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist. A new illustrated work by Cooke. 
Illustrations of British Fungi, to include plates of Hymcnomycct · 
appeared, and will be continued in parts. Oudemans ha i :u d 
vision des champignons trouves . . . dans les Pays-Bas. Hl·d wi cia 
tains a number of mycological papers: Einige neue Pyrenomy 
which Niessl describes some species sent to him for examinati 
Rabenhorst shortly before bis death, and notes on Jlficrothelia an l 
mosphmria by the same author, who does not agree with Rehm in uu· 
the genera; and three papers by Winter, Fungi Helvetici Kori. Pi 
Sauterianm, and notes on Discomycetes. A list of work rel. i 
Italian fungi is given in Michelia by Saccardo and Penzig. Tb • 
della Soc. Critt. Ital. contains an addition to the M:ycologia V n 
Spegazzini, and the Giornale Botanico, a continuation of the Fu, !I • 
mensi, by Passerini. Fzmgi Tridentini contains colored platt• 
Bresarlola. Fungi of Finland have been described by Ka • 
Hedwigia, and the same writer gives an enumeration of Finni h 
porei, .A.uricularini, Hydnei, and Glavariei in the Rerne .. Jycolo_· 
where he form a considerable number of genera out of ohi 
Gillet ha i ued a upplement to hi Ohampignons de la Fra 
taining plate of Hymenomycetes. The Revue l\Iycologique n 
numb r of pap r on Fr nch fungi, among them continuation 
Gallici, y oumegu re; an ac onnt of pe ·e collected in th 
l Quel t ancl th r ; nd f peci from the department f th 
au l L ir Lu n nd illot. The evu al o nu in an • 
f o ccard , under the titl Fungi 1 
n f a enhor t Kryptogam Fl 
rtant w rk: 
1 
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r~villea by Cooke. · Kalchbrenner has continued his account of Cape 
~ gi Fungi Macowaniani in Grevillea., and in the Memoirs of the Hun-
, ' .. 
arian Academy he has published an illustrated monograph, Phalloidei 
? o~·i vel minus cogniti. The fungi of the late Mlle. Libert form the sub-
j e-c""t-of two papers; ~ne by Cooke and Philips in Grevillea, whi?h in-
·1 "1.1des Discoinycetes, and the other by Roumeguere and Saccardo m the 
R~-vue MycQlogique, including, principally, Pyrenoniycetes and Fungi 
--r~.1_Jerfecti. Several decades of dried fungi, from Buenos Ayres and 
Brazil, have been issued by Spegazzini, under the name of Hongas sud-
a ,,~rz-ericanos. · The Mycotheca universalis arnt other European series of 
ried fungi has been continued in several centuries. 
Oharacem.-In the Memoirs of the University of Lund, Nordstedt de-
sc:ribes the Oharacem of New Zealand collected by Dr. S. Berggren, who 
fo-und double the number of species previously known to exist in that 
region. J. Mueller, in the Bu11. Soc. Bot. of Gene.Ya, describes the Ohar-
acem growing near that city. The occurrence of Ohara obtusa Desv. in 
~ritain is r~corded by Henry and Jame~ Groves, who also have Notes on-
:British Oharacem in the Journal of Botany. A fascicnlus of American 
Oharacem has been issued by Dr. T. F. Allen, of New York. 
ARCHEGONIAT.A.. 
]fuscinem.-In this department of botany there have appeared a 
number of descriptive works, but very. few relating to development. Of 
t.be latter the most important is Leitgeb's Untersuchungen iiber die 
-Lebermoose, which is continued in a fourth volume treating of the Mar-
chantiacem, with general remarks on Hepaticm, illustrated with eleven 
~lates. He girns his observations especially on the organs of repro-
c:luction and discusses the arrangement of the genera, which he places 
jn three tribes: Ricciem, Oorsiniem, Marchantiem. He defines four tYI)es 
of sporogonium in liverworts, but recognizes only three in mosses. 
Leitgeb also has a paper on the position of the fruit-sack iii some of the 
Jungermannim in the Proceedings of the Vienna Academy. Klein records 
the occurrence of buds on the inflorescence stalks of Marchantia. In 
Flora, Jack gives descriptions of the Europ~an species of Radula. The 
Hepaticre collected in Tasmania and New Zealand by Beccari have been 
described by Hampe and Geheeb in the Revue Bryologique. In the way 
of exsiccatre we would notice the appearance of the eleventh and t_welfth 
decades of Massalongo's Hepaticm ltalue Venetm. 
On the subject of mosses we have to notice in Great Britain the ap-
pearance of a reprint of the London Catalogue of British Mosses and Hepa-
tfom under the direction of the Botanical Record Club, also the fourth 
partofBraithwaite'sBritish]fossFlora,comprisingtheFissidentacece. In 
Germany we should mention the work of Warnstorf, Die Europaischen 
Tor/moose, with critical descriptions of species, and the Sphagnotheca 
Europrea of the same writer, which is a collection of 50 dried speci-
men of Spl.agna. In answer to Warnstorf, there was a reply by Lim-
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pricht in relation to the determination of certain species in h 
Oentralblatt, to which in return Warnstorf replied at some J 
Limpricht has described some mosses new to Silesia and new p 
the genus Sarcoscyphus. IJie JJfoose lJeittschlands is the title of a wo 
P. Sydow, intended as an introduction to the study and determin 
of German mosses. · Mosses from the north of ~urope have 
scribed by Lindberg, from the Pyrenees by Renauld, from Bra 
Hampe, and from Reunion and Madagascar by Mueller and Geh 
Reliquim Rutenbergianre. Four new genera from India, Africa, and J 
have been described by Mueller in the Bot. Centralblatt. 
Higher Cryptogams and Ferns.-In the second part of bi ' Beitra 
vergleichenden Entwickelungsgeschichte der Sporang-ien, publi. he<l 
Botanische Zeitung of this year, Goebel shows that an arche por 
in several vascular cryptogams where its existence bad not be·n 
pected. .After some o bsenatkns ontbe llfarattiacer.e, Ophio9l 
and Selaginella, he compares the development of tbe pollen-sack.: of 
ferre with their sporangia. In conclusion he proposes a new cl 
tion of the higher cryptogams, including_ fossil as well as lhiug 
sentatives. Prantl in the Botanische Zeitung gives tlle re.:-ult 
experiments on the nutrition of the fern prothalli and the dU ih 
of the sexual organs. The same writer bas a preliminary commm1· 
on the Morphology, Anatomy, and classification of SchizeaceaJ iu Eu 
Jahrb. In Eichler's Jabrb. is a r~view of the germs Adiantum h) 
Kuhn. Additions to the fern flora of the West In<lies have b n 
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tbrown off, and the naked apex then retains its activity. An account 
<:>1 the development of the embryo of Isoetes lacustris is given by Kienitz-
Gerloff in the Botanische Zeitung. 
PH.JENOG .A.MS. 
But a brief notice can be given of the numerous descriptive works on 
phrenogams which haYe appeared during the year. Relating to this 
country we have to notice a List of State and Local Floras of the United 
States, by Gerard and Britton, in the Torrey Bulletin; a List of New 
Jersey· Plants, including also cryptogams, by N. L. Britton; a List of 
.Michigan Plants, by Irwin F. Smith, an<l a Catalogue of the Phmnogamous 
and Vascular Oryptogamous Plants of Indiana, by the editors of the Bo- · 
ianical Gazette and Professor Bames. Dr.Engelmann, in"SomeArlditions 
-to the North American Flora, in the Botanical Gazette, bas described six 
new species, principally from Ualifornia and Arizona. In the same 
journal Eaton has described a new cynaroid-composite, Saussurea Ameri-
cana, from Washington Territory; E. L. Greene a number of-new species 
.from New-Mexico and Arizona; Thomas Morong a new Potarnogeton 
Hillii, with a figure; Vasey new grasses from Oregon, Oalamagrostis 
IIowellii and Alopecurus saccatus, and a Trichostema Parishii from San 
Diego. In the Gazette is a Comparative View of the Flora of Indiana 
by Coulter, and notes on Ohapmannia and Garberia by A. H. ·curtiss. 
Among the prominent papers by Meehan should be noticed an account 
of Mistletoes, and a paper on the origin of Treeless Prairies, which he 
t hinks is in great part to be attributed to the burning of forests by the 
aborigines, both of which papers were read before the Philadelphia· 
Academy. The Torrey Bulletin contains notet:i on Polygala and Leche'a 
by W. H. Leggett, and a_ description by E. L'. Greene of a new Asclepias 
pinifolia from Arizona; the American Naturalist two papers, by E. L. 
Greene, Botanizing on the Colorado, and by J. F. James, Botanical Notes 
from 11ucson. The first part of _Bebb's Herbarium Salic·um, containing 
dried specimens of willows, has been issued this year. 
One of the most important foreign works issued · during the year was 
De Candolle's Monographim Phanerogarnarum, vol. iii, containing 1,008 · 
pages and 8 plates, including the following monographs: Ph-ilydracece, 
by Caruel; Alis1nacece, Butomacece, Juncaginece, by Micheli; 001nmelina-
cem, by C. B. Clarke; and Oucurbitacem, comprising nearly two-thirds of 
the volume, by Cogniaux. The thfrd portion of N yman's Conspectus 
FlormEuropecc, including CorolUjlorm-JJ..fonochlamydece, bas also appeared 
this year. Three important works by Bentham, in the Journal of the 
Linnctn Society, should be noticed: Notes on Orchidem, Notes on Oypera-
cem, with special reference to Lestibaudais's Essay on Beauvois's Genera; 
and the e pecially valuable Notes on Graminece, in which he expresses 
~is views with regard to the classification of gras~es. Engler's Jahr-
biicher contains papers by Engler himself on the JJiorphologica:lRelations 
and Geographical Distribiition of the Genus Rhus, in connection with the 
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living and fossil allied Anacardiacece, and a contribution to tb 
edge of the Aracece. The third volume, parts 2 and 3, of Reich 
Xenia Orchidacea has been p~1blished this year . .A Synopsis of the 
Pitcairnia is given by Baker in the Journal of Botany. The B 
tralblatt contains a bibliography of the works relating to R 
plants, Fontes Florce Rossicce, by Herder. Gronlund's Islands 
contains descriptions of the phamogains and vascular cryptoga 
a list of the remaining cryptogarn~ of Iceland. Buchenau ha pub 
a Flom of tlte Islands of East Friesland; a posthumous second 
Visiani's Flora, Dalmatica has appeare<l; a comparative tudy 
floras of Vesuvius and 1Etna is given by Baccarini in the Giom 
tanico; Ascherson in the Bot. Centralblatt describes plant fro 
north of Africa; Willkomm has con tinned bis Illustrationes Flora 
pa,nice; Oelakovsky has issued a Prodr01nus of the Flora of Bo 
Hieronymus has published an account of plants collected iu Pata 
under the title of Sertum Patagonic,um. The Reliquim Rutenbergia 
account of the phrenogams and cryptogams collected by Dr. Rut 
in Madagascar,. was elaborated by Buchenau, Engler, Hau :kn 
J.\tii.iller, Kornicke, and others, the · greater part of the order b 
been treated by Buchenau. 
GENER.AL. 
Die Pflanzenmischlinge, by Focke, is an elaborate treati e on byb 
of 519 pages, giving a catalogue of known hybrids and an a<·cou 
their origin, peculiarities, and nomenclature. A new publication 
appeared urnler the charge of Professor Eichler, called Jaltrbii h 
konigliclien botanisclien Gartens, which includes a biHtor) of the Ilo 
Garden at Berlin, with a description ot recent improvement t " 
with original papers by the botanists attached to the ganlen tlt 
important of which hav_e been noticed under the proper headin 
bibliographical work, entitled a Guide to the Literature of Botany \"' 
D. Jackson, has been published in London, and iuclutle 4,000 titl 
given in Pritzel's Thesaurus. The Traiti de botanique of Prof. Ph. 
Tieghem, of Paris, of which the earlier parts ha--rn appeared thi 
i, to form, when complete, a volume of about 1,300 page . TIJ • Bo 
cal Collector' Handyboolc, by Prof. W. W. Bailey, i tbe third 
aturali t ' ' Bandy Serie , pnbli hed by G. A. Bat of alem 
and ontains full directions for collecting both phrenogam · and . 
g~m. 
ZOOLOGY. 
BY THEODORE GILL, 
INTRODUCTION. 
During the past year no discoveries of previously unknown types of 
a..nimals of such magnitude as signalized the year 1880 have been made, 
u t much progress has been effected in general morphology and toward 
tbe systematic appreciation of many minor groups as well as the char-
a..~teristics of various organs and stru~tures. Investigation has been to 
<\... large extent in the same direction as it has tended to for some years 
..:>ast, embryology and minute anatomy receiving probably more new 
disciples than i::-ystematic zoology, but the latter is sure to receive new 
1 jght from :such special laborers. A noteworthy work that ha~ boon 
completed during· the year-Balfour's Introduction to Cornparatir:e Em-
bryology-will und9ubtedly encourage as it will catainly facilitate re-
search in that field. 
The investigation of the deep-sea faunas has been con tinned and con-
iirmation of previous conclusions as to the characteristics thereof has 
been obtained and supplemented by new discoveries. The protest which 
we have before made against the association of the deep-sea animals 
with those of the coast to which they happen to be nearest may be aptly 
repeated in this connection. There is no more reason, so far as the an'i,~ 
mair, themselves are concerned., why for instance we should allocate the ani-
mals of the deep seas off the New England coast with the coast-inhabit-
ing animals than for bringing the animals of the entire northern Atlantic 
into the same connection. There is in fact less reason, for there are more 
species and more types shared in common by the coast waters of North-
eastern America ancl N ortllern Europe, than by the former and 'tlie 
ab,Y"-Sal depths withiu a couple of hundred miles of the coast. If it be 
urged that it is difficult to draw the line between the different zones, it 
mu t be-remembered that it is equally difficult to establish the demaf-
cation between contiguous littoral faunas. In a communication on the 
<le p-8ea crustaceans, Mr. Alphonse Milne-Edwards has called attentfon 
t the fact that near the Spanish coast and the Bay of Biscay are two 
di tinct faunas neither of which would have been regarded as belong-
in · to the 'arne geological period nor to the same climate, and he not 
uunece ·arily cautions geologists against too sweeping assumptions 
4lh.1 
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because of the existence or non-existence of special forms in a gire 
zon. Contemporaneous with the peculiar types of the present e 
the surface waters are forms of a more ancient type in the depth 
ocean which have continued with slight and only specific modlfi 
from the secondary epoch. 
Exploration during the year by the dredge, &c., has been prosecll' 
the Italian and French Governments, and to some extent by the ( 
States Fish Commission. An Italian expedition was equipped o 
investigation of the Medi_terranean with Captain Magnagbi a 
mander, he also assuming the physical investigations, while Prof. E 
H. Giglioli, the well-known naturalist of :Florence, took charge o 
biological work. The last ,previous deep-sea exploration of th · 
had been conducted by the British vessel Porcupine in the year 1: 
· The means for education and investigation in the form of ea-
,laboratories have also been increased. Those which in this co 
have been especially justified · by their works are that of the ( 
·States Fish Commission, at Wood's Holl, Mass., n,nd that of the ,l 
'Hopkins Ul!iversity, at Beaufort; N. C., under the directorship of 
·J. K. Brooks. In France a new laboratory has been constructed n 
the direction M the eminent biologist de Lacaze-Duthiers, at Port ' 
dres, on the Mediterranean, the municipal authorities thereof h 
secured it by providing a building and boat as well as a capital u 
32,000 francs, and in addition an income of 750 francs per annum. 
A partial bibliography of noteworthy memoirs and works relatin. 
diflereut classes of animals is supplied in the present article, and 
it is hopecl, prove to be of use to those to whom the voluminous b. 
ographies and records of progress in science are inaccessible. I 
been a difficult matter to select the titles which might be mo tad 
tageonsly introd.uced in a limited report like · the ,present. Arti ·I 
a general interest or of special importance as contributing to throw lL · 
on t.he affinities of certain groups have been given the first place. -· 
sarily many very important papers have not been referred to and r 
few de criptive of species have been admitted and onJy when unn 
intere t attaches to the new species or the groups which they nl 
The compiler desires to make special acknowledgment for mo t 
rial a i •tance to the Zoologi. cller Anzeiger of Profe or Carn , 1 
th Journal of the Royal .Microscopical Society, who e ab tract 
, tiO'ati n have been freely drawn upon in the preparation of 
f r th r' n r port. The Zoologischer Anzeiger i o u eful t "" 
w rkin<T n tnri li,·t that it i am tter of deep r rrr t that an• ind· 
h · antl1 r · wh ·e articl are atalorru d a w II a ubj t· 
in th ·, ~. ·ti ·I · i. n t i n with th I of ach v lurn . Th 
f n ;h , 11 iu x r a l · 1 
: ll!l h >lll. JU, Y h 
u wh 
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GENER.AL ZOOLOGY. 
HISTORICAL ZOOLOGY . 
.A.rchiv fiir Naturgescbichte. Gegriindet von A. F. A. Wiegmann. Fortgesetzt von 
W. F. Erichson. In Verbindung mit Prof. Dr. R. Leuckart in Leipzig herausge-
geben von Dr. F. H. Troschel, Professor in der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universita.t 
zu Bo.nn. 47. Jahrgang. Berlin, Nicolaische Verlags-Buchhandlung, 1881. (8vo.) 
:F.ibliotheca Historico-naturalis, physico-chemica et rnatheinatica, oder systematisch 
geordnete Uebersicht der in Deutschland und dem Auslande auf dem Gebiete der 
gesarnmten Naturwissenschaften, etc., erschienenen Bucher. He-i:ausgegeben von 
. :F. _Frenkel. 30. Jahrg. Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1881. (8vo. M. 
1.20.) · . 
Zoolo"gical (The) Record for 1880, befag Vol. XVII of the Record of Zoological Litera-
ture. Edited by Edw. Caldwell Rye. London, Van Voorst, 1881. (8vo. xxiv, :n 
, 49, 13, 23, 123, 61, 30, 3, 238, 15, 11, 23,-23, 22, 12 pp.) 
Zoologischer Anzeiger. Herausgegeben von Prof. J. Victor Carns. IV. Jahrgang, 
1881. Leipzig, W. Engelmann, 1881. (8vo.) 
Zoologischer J ahresberichtfiir 1880. Herausg. von der zoologischen Station zu N eapel. 
Red. von J. Victor Carus. I. Abth. Allgemeines bis Vermes. II. Abth. Arthro-
poda. HI. Abth. Tunica ta, Mollusca. IV. Abth. V crtebrata.. Leipzig, Engel-
mann, 1881. (8vo. I=ix, 383 pp., M. 10; Il=iv, 435 pp., M.10; lll=116 pp., M. 
3; IV=293 pp., M. 8.) • ·· 
SCIE~IFIC DIRECTORY. 
International (The) Scientists' Directory. Containing the Names, Addresses, Special 
Departments of Study, etc. 1 of Amateur and Professional Naturalists, etc., etc., in 
Am~rica, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceanica. Compiled by Sam. E. Casino. Bos-
ton: S. E. Casino. 188:.:l. (8vo, viii, 391 pp.) 
SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGY. 
Brehm's Thierleben. Mit 170 Tafeln in Farbendruck, unter Leitung der Zoologen 
Dr. Girtanner, Klnnzinger, 0. Schmidt und Taschenberg nach dem Leben ausge-
fiihrt vom Maler Olof Winkler. 4 -Bd., 1-7 Heft,=p. 1-384. Vog~l. Leipzig, 
Bibliogr. Inst.it., 1881. (8vo. M. 1 each. ) 
Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierroichs. 1 Bd. Protozoa, neu bearbeitet 
von 0. Butschli. 3, 9 Lief.-5 Bd., Abth. Gliederfussler, Arthropoda, von Ad. 
Gerstaecker. 1., 2., 3., Lief.-6 Bd., 3 Abth. Reptilien, von C. K. Hoffmann. 
18.-26. Lief .. Leipzig, C. P. Winter'sche Verlagshandlung, 1881. (8vo. M. 1.50 
each.) 
Claus (C.) Grundztige der Zoologie. 4 Aufl. 2 Bd. Marbnrg, Elwert, 1881. (8vo. 
M. 8.) 
Edwards ( Alphonse Milne). ~lements de l'histoire naturelle des animaux. P. I. 
Zoologie mcthodiqne et descriptive. Paris, 1882. (8vo, 391 pp. 487 fi.g.-pub-
lished Nov.; 1881.) 
Gervais (Paul). Cours el6mentaire d'histoire naturelle. 1. Partie: Zoologie pour 
l'enscigucment dans la classe de cinquieme. Paris, Hachette, 1881. (12mo, 408 pp., 
240 fig.) 
(Coum d'etudes scientifiques a l'usage des Lycees et des Colleges.) 
Hagel berg (W.) 7,oologischer Handatlas. Berlin: Di.immler, 1881. ( 4to.) 
C. D. Amphibien und F ische. (M. 5) 
E. Gliedcrtbiero. (M. 5.) 
F. G. Mollusken und Wi.irmer, Stachelhauter, Strahlthiere uncl Urtbiere. (M. 3.) 
Leuckart (Rudolf) und H. Nitsche. Zoologische Wandtafeln zum Gebraucbe an Uni-
versitaten und Sclmlen. 4. Lief. Taf. X-XI. Cassel, Fischer) 1881. (M. 5.) 
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MacAlpine (D.) Zoological Atlas (including comparative anatomy). '\'e 
London, W. & A. K. Johnson, 1881. (4to. 231 col. fig.) 
Pagenstecher (H. Alex.) Allgemeine Zoologie. 4. Theil. Harnabsonderun 
und Haut. Mit 414 Ilolzsch~. Berlin, P. Parey, 1881. (8vo, viii, 959 pp. 
FOREST ZOOLOGY. 
Altum (B.) Forstzoologie. III. Insecten. I. Abth. Allgemeines und Klifer. 
Berlin, Springer, 1881. (8vo, vii, 380 pp. M. 8.) 
ZOOTOMY. 
Bruhl (C. B.) Zootomie aller Thierklassen f"tlr Lernende nach Autopsien 
Atlas in 50 Liefgn. zu 4 Taf. Lief. 21-24. Wien, A. Holder, 1881. (4to. 
each.-These relate to the anatomy of Cephalopods.) 
Ed wards (H. Milne). Le9ons sur la Physiologie et l' Anatomie comparee de 11h 
et des animaux. T. 14 (dernier). Fonctions de relation (fin); Com1idera 
generales; Table generale des Matieres. Paris, Masson, 1881. (8vo, 534 pp. 
Mojsisovics, Edl. von Mojsvar (A.) Manuel de Zootomie, guide pratiqne pour la 
section des animaux vertebres et invcrtebres, etc. Trad. de l'a1lem. par J. L 
Lanessen. Avec 128 fig. Paris, Doin, 1881. (8vo, 376 pp. Frcs. 9.) 
Ran vier (L.) Le9ons d' Anatomie generale faites au College de France. (Anni 1 
'29. Terminaisons nerveuses sensitives; cornee.) Le9ons recueill. par ~I. W 
revues par le professeur. Paris, J. B. Bailliere et fils, 1881. (8vo, xx, 44i P · • 
figs. Frcs. 10.) 
EMBRYOLOGY. 
Balfour (F. M.) A Treatise on Comparative Embryology. 
Ian, 1881. (8vo. 21 Bh.) 
Goette (Alex.) Abhandlu·ngen zur Entwickelungsgeschich te der Thim. 1. H 
UntersuchnngenzurEntwickelungsgeschichtederWurmer. Beschrcibtrnler 
Leipzig, L. Voss, 1882. (8vo, 164 pp. 6 pl., M. 15.) ' 
SYSTEMATIC PAL.2EONTOLOGY. 
Zittel (Karl A.) Handbuch der Palreontologie, unter Mitwirknng von W. Ph. I.; hi _ 
1. Bd., 2. Abth., 1. Lief. Miinchen uud Leipzig, Oldenbourg, 18dl. ( YO. 
R 
EVOLUTION, ETC. 
Les preuves du tra,u formi me; r6ponse a Virchow. Tracl. P 
oury. 2. ed. Paris, Germ r-Bailliere & Ci· 
il e im Organi mu . 
kma igkeit lehre. 
of De c nt. 
rig"iu f the markin 
•taworphic 'p ci L ndon 
rit,riu f ol nial rn-ani ms. A.mi. and Mag. of -
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TAXIDERMY, ETC. 
~artin (Philipp L.) Die Praxis der Naturgescliichte. 3 Theile. Naturstudie~. 2. 
Halfte. .Allgemeiner Naturschutz. Einblirgerung fremder Thiere und Gesund-
heitspflege gefangener Saugethiere und V~ge1. Bearbeitet von Ph. L. Martin nnd 
Sohn. Die Pflcge gefangener Reptilien und Arnphibien, nebst Pflege und Ziich-
tung der Makropoden. Bearbeitet von Bruno Diirigeu. Weimar, B. F. Voigt, 
188i .. ' (8vo, xv, 210 pp. M. 5.) 
EXPEDITIONS AND FAUNAS. 
General. 
Semper (Carl). Reisen im Archipel derPhilippinen. 2. Th. Wissenchaftl. Resultate. 
2. Bd. Malacologische Untersuchungen von Dr. Rudolf Bergh. Suppl.-Heft II. 
Wiesbaden, Kreidel, 1881. (4to. M. 20.) . 
Thomson (Sir C. Wyville), editor. Report of the Scientific Results of the Voyage 
of H. 1\1. S. "Challenger" during the years 1873-'76, under the Command of Capt. 
Geo. Nares and Capt. Frank Tnrle Thomson. Prepared under the superintendence 
of Sir C. Wyville Thomson. Zoology. Vol. 2. London, Longmans, 1881. (4to. 
50sh.) 
A.retie Regions. 
Norske (Den) Nordbavs-Expeclition. Zoologi. · Fiske, ved Rob. Coilet. Med 5 pl., 
3 Traesn. og 1 Kart. Christiania, 1880. (Published Apr., 1881. gr. 4to.) 
North America. 
Verrill (A. E.) Notice of the remarkable Marine Fauna occupying the onter banks 
of the Southern coast of New England. ( =Brief Contributions to Zoology fro·m 
the Museum of Yale College. No. XLVIII.) A.mer. Journ. Sc., (3,) v. 22, pp. 
:2-92-30:3. 
Europe. 
Edwards (Alphonse Milne). Compte-rendu sommaire d'une explorapion zoologique 
faite dans la Mediterranee a bord du navire de l'etat '' Le Travailleur." Compt. 
rend. A.cad. So., Paris, t. 93, pp. 876-882. 
--Compte-rendu sommaire d'une exploration zoologique faite dans l' Atlantique a 
bord dn navire "Le Travailleur." Ibid., pp. 931-936. 
Krukenberg (C .. F. W.), editor. Vergleichend-physiologische Stndien an den Kiisten 
der Adria.. 4. Abth. · Nebst anatomischen Mittheilungen von Graf B. Haller und 
E. Berger in Wien. Mit 4 lith. Taf. Heidelberg, C. Winter's Universit.-Buch-
hanc.11., 1881. ( 8vo. M. 5.) 
Lacaze-Duthiers (H. de). Creation d'une station zoologique dans les Pyrenees-Ori-
enta les. Compt. rM1d. A.cad. Sc., Paris, t. 92, pp. 1023-10i9. 
Naples Zoological Station. Bericht liber .die zoologische Station wahrend der Jahre 
1879 und 1880. Von Anton Dohrn. Mittheil. zool. Station Neapel, v. 2, pp. 495-514. 
--Fann a nnd Flora des Golfes von Neapel undder angrenzenden Meeres-Abschnitte. 
Herausgegel>en von der zoologischen Station von Neapel. Mon. II, III, viz:-
II. Mouo ..: raphie: Fierasfer von Dr. Carlo Emery. Mit 9 Taf. u. 10 Holzschn. 
Leipzig, Engelmanq, 1880. (4to. M. 25.) 
III. Monographie: Panto pod a von Dr. Ant. Dohrn. Mit 18 Taf. in Lithographie. 
Leipzig, Engelmann, 1881. (4to, viii, 252 pp.) 
Rolland (Eug.) Fauno populafre de la France. T. 4. Les mammiferes domestiqnes. 
1. Parti . Noms vnlgaires, clictons, proverbes, legendes, contes et superstitions. 
Paris, Maisormouve et Cie., 1881. (Svo, xii, 276 pp.) 
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Africa • 
Rolland (G.) Sur les Poissons, Crabes et Mollusques vivants, rejetes par l 
artesiens jaillissants de l'Oued Rir' (Sahara de la province de Constantine). C 
rend. A.cad. Sc., Paris, t. 93, pp. 1090-1093. 
PARASITES. 
Kuchenmeister (F.), und· F. A. Ziirn. · Dio Parasiten des Menschen. 
Nem"l1toden. Insecten. Leipzig, Abel, 1881. (8vo. M. 10.) 
Leuckart (Rud.) Die Parasiten des Menschen und die von ihp.en herri.ibrenden · 
heitei:t. 2. Au:fl. 1. B., 2. Lief. Leipzig u. Heidelberg, C. F. Winter'sche Yer 
handl., 1880. (8vo, xii, pp. 337-856. M. 10.)-
Ztirn (F. A.) Die Schmarotzer auf·und in dem Korper unserer Haussliugethie . 
zwei Theilen. I. Tb. Die thierischen Parasiten. 2. Auft. Mit 4 Taf. iW 
Voigt, 1882. (Nov. 1881-8vo, xvi, 316 pp. IM. 6.) 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Artstotle on the Parts of Animals. Translated, with Introduction and Notes by 
Ogle. London, Paul Kega~ & Co., 1882. (Svo, 280 pp. 12s. 6d.) 
Brandt (K.) Symbiose niederer Tiere mit Algen. Verhandl. · Physiolog. Ges. 
1881. . · · 
Garrod (E. H.) Collected Scientific Papers. Edited byW. A. Forbes. 
(Svo, 527 .pp., .with portr. and pl. £1 ls.) 
MYCETOZOANS. 
Kent ('W. Saville). The Myxomycetes or Mycetozoa, Animals or Plants! 
Rtv., n. s., v. 5, pp. 97-116, pls. 3, 4, April, 1881. 
Animals or Plants 'I 
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S ~ch are the most prominent morphological and physiological features· 
f tbe group in question. No suspicions had ever been entertained as 
tbeir existence as plants until a discovery by Dr. A. De Barry, about 
1 e ~ ear 1859. That naturalist investigated the development of ~hese 
rganisms. "The spores, on careful cultivation, were found to give 
rise not to jointed cellular hyphre, but to flagellate monadiform germs, 
Jo ssessing locomotive facitlties, a spher9idal nucleus or endoplast, one or 
ore contractile vact1.oles, and the faculty of ingesting solid food sub-
.· -ta7ices. After a, short interval these germs, retracting their :flagella, 
< s--.nne.d an ammboid repent phase, and, coalescing freely with their 
1 e i ghbors, built up the so.called gelatinous or pulpy masses ?ut of 
:v-hich t]J.e sporangia, or peridia, were developed." In view of such 
1 a,nifestatious, Dr. De Barry deemed himself forced to the conclusion 
hat the so-called plants could no longer be properly regarded as such,. 
"--._ -t that they were members of the animal kingdom, and he conse-
~-...ently preferred to change the name of Myxomycetes to Mycetozoa, 
c .-n_ d thus indicate by the name the supposed facts in the case. The 
b servations of De Barry were essentially confirmed in 1862 by L~ 
Cienkowski, and still further extended by himself in 1864 in a special 
m onograph of the Mycetozoa. 
Nevertheless, botanists have been loath to give up the group, and 
bile some ha,re retained it among ·plants rather for the sake of con-
,~€uience than conviction as to the plant-like nature of its species, 
0 thers have bitterly resented the attempt to transfer the type from the 
'--egetable to the animal kingdom. Whether such forms are animals or 
}; lants has been a subject 0£ controversy lately between Mr. SaviUe 
=ts:ent, a well-known 'student of the infusoria, and Dr. 1\/L 0. Cooke, an 
e nthusiastic cryptogamist. Mr. Kent. has presented the argument in 
1:a,or of the animal nature of the group, and Mr. Cooke, while not 
denying the facts epitomized, denies that they prove th~ organisms so 
distinguished to be animals, and still claims that they are of a" truly 
-Vegetable nature." Another eminent cryptogamist, M. Van Tieghem 
(Bull. Soc. Bot. France, v. 27, pp. 317-322) also considers the problem-
atic organisms to be plants, and even that the forms brought together 
as Myxomycetes exhibit so much heterogeneity that they cannot be 
naturally associated together, but should be dispersed and correlated 
with various diverse fungi, which they most resemble in what he calls 
their fructification. It may be addeu, in this connection, that Van 
Tieghem divides the l\fyxomycetes, as he m1.turally calls them, into 
three groups: (1) those with the plasmodium fused and enclosporous-
JJ1yxomycetes re~tricted; (2) those with the plasmodium also fused, but 
exo porou~-Oeratiacece; and (3) those with the plasrnodiurn aggre-
gated-Acrasiacere. 
Some eminent zoologists (e. g., Dr. Claus) also are disposed tQ or 
actually d repudiate the organi ms in question as animals. 
When uch authorities differ we will not presume to offer an opinion. 
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That the characteristics of- the organisms in their mature 
those of plants, the universal consensus of botanists indica · 
embryonic condition at least simulates or even is es. entially i 
with the amrebiform animals seems to be almost equally certain. 
who knew the entities only in their adult stage would not qn __ ·_ , __ __,,_, 
vegetable nat'1-re; those who might be acquainted with them 
their embryonic condition would as little question their animal 
provided tll'at the protozoans were conceded to be animal . 
ently, therefore, they are animals in the earlier period of their e · 
and plants in the latter. The question then seems to be wb 
shall be admitted that the same organisms may really belong to 
ent kingdoms at different stages, or whether the pertinence t 
shall be decided by the features exemplified in the embryo or the 
Naturalists will · recall how strong is the evidence as to affini 
nisbed by development in the animal kingdom, and bow by it qn 
that would be otherwise obscure or insoluble have been compl 
cidated. Embryological characters are generally most per i t n 
the other hand, important changes and modifications may nperr 
the early stages of an organism while the adult remain comp 
unchanged. 
Symbiosis of Plants and Animals. 
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relationship has been designated Symbiosis, and is justly regarded 
Dr. Brandt as one of the most remarkable phenomena in nature. 
rphologiually, the aJgre are parasites; the animals are pbysiologi-
1~......... / 
The symbiotic plants are developed under two so-called generic rnocli-
~a tions (Zoochlorella and Zooxanthella are the names conferred ou 
en::J ) an<l. several species. (J. RM. S. 2, I., 241-4.) 
The telegraph and animal life. 
u €i'tain manifestations of animal life have been co-ordinated with the 
·e<.jts of the telegraph, by Nielson, director of the Norwegian telegraph 
tern. The telegraph posts in the pine region, even when sulphate 
copper bas been applied, have been pecked into by woodpeckers, 
::>ecially near the insulators, and it is assumea that this has resulted 
r:n the birds mistaking the sonorous vibration of the wires for insect 
"l1 -:nds. Bears, too, are attracted by the sounds, and disturb the stones, 
-bi.ch are heaped around the poles, in their endeavors to ge~ at the 
es whose humming is simulated by the vibrations. ·on the other· 
-nd, wolves are said to be frightened away by the sound of the wfres, 
d a member of the Storthing, or Norwegian parliament, voted for a 
ant to a telegraph line, not because the line would be of direct use to 
s constituents, but because the wolves would be thhreby frightened 
;v ay. We register the~e observations without any indorsemeut of our 
-W--n. 
PROTOZOANS. 
GE:NERAL. 
~ 1biani (E. G.) · Les Organismes Unicellulaires. Les Protozoaires. Lei;ons faites au 
College de France. Jou1'n. de Microg1·., 5. ann., pp. 63, 116, 156, 203, 257, 292, 321, 
357, 388, 435. 
~Utscbli (0.) Protozoa. Neu bearbeitet. 2.-7. Lief. Leipzig, C. F. Winter, 1881. 
(Bronn's Klassen und· Ordnungen.-Svo. E-acb Leif. M. 1.50.) 
nt (William Saville). A Manual of the Infnsoria, including a description of all 
known Flagellate, Uiliate, and Tentaculiferous Protozoa, British and Foreign, and 
an account of the organization and affinities of the S1JOnges. London, 1880-1881. 
(8vo.) 
aggi (Lcop.) Intorno ai Protisti ed alla loro clas~ificazione. II. Della classificazione 
dei Protisti. Boll. Scientif., anno 3, l)P, 16-23. 
J<ler (J. A.) Occurrence of the same species of Protozoa on both si<les of the Atlantic. 
Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1881, p. 442, 443. 
SPECIAL GROUPS. 
Pulsatoria. 
eddes (Patrick). Sur une nouvelle sous-classe d'Infusoires. Compt. rend. Acad. Sc., 
Paris, t. 9:3, p. 1085-1087. 
Rhizopoda. 
lit chli (0.) Beitriige znr Keuntniss der Radio1arienskellctte, insbeson<lere der der 
Cyrtida. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool., v. 36, pp. 485-540. 
la' k l (Ern t). Entwurf eines Radiolarien-Systems auf Grund Yon Stndien dcr 
Uballenger-Radiolarien. Jena. Zeitschr. J. Naturwin, v. 15, pp. 418-472 . 
. .rlis. 109--27 
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Ten.taculif era. 
Maupas (E.) Contributions a l'etude des Acinetiens. Arch. Zool. Experim., 
299-368. 
Keiit's classification 'of the Protozoans. 
A new classification of the Protozoans having several novel~ 
and·disregarding views now quite generally prevalent, has been pro 
by Mr. W. Saville Kent in a "Manual of the Protozoa." Of the" 
kingdom" in question, four classes are admitted and systema 
treated, viz: 
(1.) PANT0ST0MATA, without a true oral orifice, the food bein,,· 
ferently ingested through the surface. The groups referable to this 
are the Amrebina, Gregarinida, Foraminifera, Radiolaria, and re .. 
Flagella ta . 
. (2.) DISC0STOMATA, without a true oral orifice, but raking in their 
within thelimits of a discoidal area occupying the anterior extre · 
the body. Its groups are the "Ohoano-flagellatre" (collar-bearin~ 
_gellatre) and the Spongida. 
(3.) · EuST0MATA, having a true mouth and containing the great 
,of the infusoria, viz: Cilia ta, Uilio-flagellata, and '' such Flagell 
.Euglena and GMlomonas." 
(4.) PoLYST0M.A.TA, "with tentacle-like organs radiating fro 
-periphery, each of which serves as a tubular sucking-mouth or for 
ing food," including the "Suctorial animalcules or Tentaculit 
Huxley (Acineta, &c.)." 
It will be thus seen that the old view as to the relation of the P 
is still adhered to and the interpretation of the facts from the li!!' 
dernlopment is rejected. (J. R. M. S., 2, I, 615-616.) 
Transparent Animalcules. 
The waters of Lake Maggiore and the spring of Valcuvia hare 
recently examined by Professor Maggi, and by various colorin!! 
hardening re-agents a number of forms not otherwise vi ·ible har 
revealed under the micro co!_)e. These have been collectively de L 
a Aphaneri (not evident) and contrasted with the Phaneri ( n 
wbi h term de ignates the bacteria and other minute organi ·m • 
uud r the micro cope without re-a~nts. The ..A.pban ri ar th 
t b harrnl . It i propo ed to npply the city of nlilan with 
fr m th ]ake.-(Nature, v. 25, p. 34 .) 
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1-~0 times per minute." Mr. Patrick Geddes' investigation of these 
.,... odies convinced him that they were parasitic infusorians with such 
--vvel1-marked characteristics as to warrant their distinction as a peculiar 
primary group (which he called a" sub-class") co-ordinate with the Suc-
t oria cilia.ta and Flagellata, and which he has named Pulsatoria. They 
<leviate from tile infusoria generally by the suppression of the cilia 
{ which would not be available for locomotion among the cells of the 
~ esoderm) a~d the differentiation of the contractile vesicle. "This dif-
ferentiation," it is added, '' is certainly very remarkable from every point · 
-of view when we consider the relatively enormous size of the vacuole, the 
-development of the contractile fibers which limit it, or the rapidity of 
-their contraction." The new type has received the specific name Pulsa-
~ella convolutm. Other Planarians were searched for similar organisms, 
;tmt without success. ( J. R. lVI. S. 2, II, 204-205, from Oomptes Rend. 
--A.cad. Sc., XCIII, 1085-1087.) 
PORIFERS. 
GENERAL. 
'Schulz (Frz. Eilh.) Untersucbungen iiber den Bau und die Entwickelung der Spon-
gien.-10 Mittheil. Corticium candelabrum 0. Schm. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool., v. 35, 
pp. 410-430. 
SPECIAL GROUPS. 
Fibrosa. 
<Carter (J. H.) History and Classification of the known species of Spongilla. Ann. q-
Mag. Nat. Hist., (G,) v. 7, pp. 77-107, 2 pl. 
D ybowski,(W.) Einige Bemerkungen iibet die Veranderlichkeit der Form und Gestalt 
von Lubomirskia baicalensis und iiber die Verbreitung der Baikalschwamme im 
Allgemeinen. Bull. A.cad. Sc. St. Petersb., v. 31, pp. 45-50; Melang. biolog., v. 11, 
pp. 41-47. 
P otts (E.) Some n ew Genera of Fresh-water Sponges. Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 
1881, pp. 149-150. 
cbulze (F. E.) Sur la structure et la disposition des parties molles de l'Euplectella. 
aspergillum. Arch. Zool. Experim., t. 9, Notes, etc., p. xxvii. 
Camaraphysemidm. 
Ryder (John A.) On Camaraphysema, a new tyye of Sponge. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 
v. 3, 1'· 269-272. 
FOSSIL SPONGES. 
Whitfield (R. P.) Observations on the Structure of Dictyophyton and its affinities 
with certain Sponges. Amer. Jour. Sc., (3,) v. 22, pp. 53-54; Ann. 9" Mag. Nat. 
Hist., (5,) v. 8, pp. 167-168. 
--On the Nature of Dictyophyton. Amer. Journ. Sc., (3,) v. 22, p. 122; .Ann.! 
Mag. Nat. Hist., (5,) v. 8, pp. 237 . 
.APPENDIX. 
Pamsites. 
'Car~r (H. J.) Ou Spongiopbaga in Spongilla. Ann.· g- Mag. Nat. Hist., (5,) v. 8, 
p.222. 
unca~ (P. Mart.) 0~ an Organism which penetrates and excavates siliceous Sponge-
p1cula (Spongiopllaga Carteri). .Ann. ,J Mag. Nat. Hist., (5,) v. 8, p. 120-122. 
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Peculiar Palmozoic Sportjjes. 
In rocks of the Devonian period and of the Chemung group 
York, the Waverly beds of Ohio, and. the Keokuk bed of Io 
Indiana, are found certain problematical fossils to which the 
names Hydnoceras, Dictyophyton, and Uphantmnict have been 
These fossils have been sup.posed by most palreontologists to bar 
plants .related to the algm. Mr. R. P. Whitfield, of New York. 
recently sought to ascertain their affinities, and h·as come to thee 
siou that they were, in fact, of sponge origin. His later researeh 
seconded · by Principal Dawson, of McGill University, who now 
tains the same opinion. The organisms in question are more r 
elongated tubes, and "have been composed of a thin film or pelli 
net-work made of longitudinal and horizontal threads which er 
other at right angles"; when carefully examiued "one set ap 
pass ou the outside and the other on the inside of the body." ...\. [ 
tmnia from Indiana, which was later examined, exhibited the ori 
structure better and "retained the substance of the organi m. r 
a, hand-gfass of moderate power it is seen to have been com 
cylindrical threads of various sizes, now replaced by pyrite: 
broad, radiating bands, and between them narrow, thread-like ban 
well as '' circular," narrow or thread ones. "The broad band , 
posed of very fine thread-like spicules, and the narrow one o 
stronger ones, while the thin film occupying the intermediate .p 
composed of still smaller spicules, apparently arranged in ra · 
manner." .According to Principa;l Dawson, viewed a opaqu · 
"the reticulating bands are seen to be fascicles of lender cyliu 
rods or spicules," and the spicule are "usually cylindrical and m 
but occasionally taper gently to a point. "In their 1n;e ent t t 
appear as solid, shining rods of pyrite." It is aptly added, tha .. 
mo ' t puzzling fact" i ,~ the mineral condition of the picule now h 
replaced b, pyrite." N everthele , " the tudy of the pecim -
que tion ''inclined" Principal Daw on "to regard it a more Ir 
a pong " than a a fncoicl, a h had pm vi on ly uppo, ed. (~ · · ( ,) rxrr, pp. 53-54; 1 2-133.) 
ub qu ntl r, Mr. . D. ·walcott re-examined a fi 
lat which he had de ribed in 1 79 a an alga, under the nam 
phycu. an 1 now on icler it lik wi to hav en a ·pong . I 
i cl he . m n ral fi ature f . tructure a the Hynoceratil1re 
bad n all appar ntl r pla d hy p_yrit . ( 
(, ) .... ~ ~ I Pl . 4- -. ) 11 tb fi ·i1 ' r fi rr d t 1.rnY b n cou1111::l:ro:.; 
, tn1 ·tur i with Eupl ct lla , u lit ha . 
. imih rit tlu u cl 
11 l 11 t , 
] 
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Propagation of Sponges. _ 
Some observations, interesting from a physiological as well as prac-
- eal point of view, have been published by Dr. E. von Marenzeller, 
re specting the propagation of sponges. The investigations in question 
~ ere made iu 1863 and 1872, in the Bay of Socolizza, under the auspices 
o f the Austro-Hungarian Government, with a view to the improYement 
--f-- the sponge crop of the Adriatic; but,, strange as it may seem, they 
~ <:ire i'egarded with a determined hostility by the inhabitants of the 
:re. gion. This 'antagonism materially interfered with the investigation, 
~-it enough was lear~ed to suggest that, under favorable auspices, 
""" ponge-culture could be successfully carried on. _ Winter is the most 
---= -.__titable season for the experiment; clear and sheltered bays the best 
place. The sponges for propagation should be carefully gathered, and 
tbe cuttings may be best made with a very fine saw. The best size for 
t"l:le cuttings is about a enbic inch. Such pieces, consigned to the w~ter, 
J)eedily attach themselves to the surface with which they come into 
~on tact, especially if the cut surface is applied. For fuller detaiis refer-
€}nce is made to the Journal of the Socieiy of Arts (v._29, pp. 592-594) 
aiml the Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society (2, v. 1, pp. 7 48-
751 ). 
CCELENTERATES. 
GENERAL. 
<Jhun (C.). Die Natur und Wirkungsweise der Nesselzellen_ bei Coelenteraten. Zool . 
.A:nz., 4. Jahrg., pp. 646-650. 
SPECIAL CLASSES, 
POLYPS. 
Andres (Aug.) .. Prodromus Neapolitame Actiniarum Faunre, addito generalis Actinia-
rum bibliographire catalogo. Mittheil. zoolog. Station Neapel, v. 2, pp. 305-371. 
ACALEPHS, 
1. General. 
Gnerne (Jul. de). Meduses d'eau douce et d'eau saumaitre. Bull. Sc. Dept. dii Nord, 
1880 (pubi. 1881), pp. 417-424. t 
Haeckel (Ernst). Monographie der Meclnsen. 2. Th. Die Tiefsee-Medusen der ChaJ-
lenger-Reise. Der Organismus der Medusen. Mit 32 Kupfertaf. und 8 Holzschn. 
Jena, G. Fischer, 1881. (4to M. 46.) 
Roruanes (George J.). Concluding remarks on the locomotor system of Medusre. 
Philos. Trans. Royal Soc. London, v. 171, pp. 161-202. 
--. Medusre and Hydroitl Polyps living in Fresh Water. Quart. Journ. Mic. Sc., 
v. 21, pp. 162-165. 
2. Special orders. 
Hydroidea. 
Clan (C.). Ueber Aeqnorea Forskalea Esch. als Aequoride des adriatischen Meeres, 
znglcich als Kritik von E. Haeckel's Aeqnoridensystem. .Arbeit. Zoolog. Instit. 
Wien, v. :J, pp. 2 '3~312, 1 1. 
L ankester (E. Ray). On young starres ofLymuocodium Geryonia. Quart. Journ. Mier. 
Soc., v. 21, _pp. 194-201, 1 pl. 
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Siphonophora,. 
Chun (C.). Das Nervensystemder Siphonophoren. Zool, .Anz., 4. Jabrg., pp. l tJ:'-11 . 
Fewkes (,T. Walter). The Siphonophores. II. The Anatomy and Developme,1t f 
Agalma-continned. Am. Naturalist, v. 16, pp. 186-195. 
Pha.nerocarpce. 
Haeckel (E.). Organisation und Classification der Acraspeclen. Jena. ZeitschTijt J· 
Natim,1,•. 1 v. 14, Su,ppl.-Heft, pp. 20-29. 
--. Classification der Discomedusen. Jena. Zeitschrijt J. Naturw., v. 14, Suppl. -
Heft, pp. f>l-54 . 
.illeduscc anif, Hyrlroid Polyps living in fresh water. 
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ECHINODERMS. 
1. GENERAL, . 
Morphology. 
Romanes (G. J.) and J.C. ·Ewart,, Locomotor system of Echinodermata. Nature, v. 
23, pp. 545-547. 
Fauna. 
Duncan (P. M.) and W. Percy Sladen. A Memoir of the Echinodermata of the Arctic 
Sea to the west of Greenland. London, Van Voorst, 1861. (fol. 10s 6 d) 
2. SPECIAL ORDERS, 
Btastoidea. 
Carpenter (P. Herbert). On certain points in the Morphology of the Bla.stoides. 
Ann .• Wag. Nat. Hist., (5,) v. 8, pp. 418:--424, 
Crinoidea. 
Carpenter (P. Herbert). The minute Anatomy of the Brachiate Echinoderms. Quart. 
Journ. Mier. Sc., v. 21, pp. 164-193, 2 pl. 
Car-penter (P. H.). On two new Crinoids from the Upper Chalk of Southern Sweden. 
With 1 pl. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, v. 37, pp. 128-136. · ' 
Wachsmuth (Charles) and Frank Springer. Revision of the Palreocrinoidea. P. II. 
Family Sphreroidocrinidre. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1881, pp. 177-414, 3 pl. 
Echinoidea. , 
Bell (F. Jeffrey). Observations on the characters of the Ecbinoidea. IV. The Echin-
ometridre: their Affinities and Systematic Position. · Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, 
pp. 410-433. 
Loriol (P. de). Monographie des ~chinoides contenus dans les couches nummulibiques 
de l'~gypt~. Meni. Soc. Phys. et d' Hist. Nat. de Geneve, v. 27, pp. 59-146, 2 pl. 
Ophiuroidea . . 
Lyman (Theodore). The stomach and genital organs of Astrophytidre. Bull. Mus. 
Comp. Zool., v. 8, pp. 117-125, 2 pl. 
Holothu1·oidea. 
Lndwig (Hub.). Revision der Mertens-Brandt'schen Holothurien. Zeitschr. f. 1ciss. 
Zool. , v. 35, pp. 575-599. 
The star-fishes and diagnostic formulm for them. 
The genus containing the common star-fish of the coasts of the New 
England and Middle States, has been re-examined by Prof. F. J. 
Bell. The name Asterias is retained for the genus, and 79 species are-
admitted as di tinct. These are distributed under several successively 
narrowed series of groups, and a peculiar diagnostic system or formula 
js propo ed to mak e known in terse form the various combinations of 
·haracter . They are di tinguished (1) by the number of rays, whether 
fiv ~ (pentactinida) or more (heteractinida); t hen (2) by the number of 
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madreporic plates, whether one (rnonoplcwid) or more (polyplacid); 
by the number of spines bordering the arnbulacra, these being in o 
uuiserial (monacanthida); and in others biserial (diplaeanthida); (4) o 
ha,·e the madreporic plate, with a circlet of spines (echinoplacida), at'. 
others are destitute of such ( anech-inoplaqida); (5) some again ha 
"the greater number of the intermediate spines on special local m 
fications of the integument, which may be known as·special plate· 
( autacan.thid), while "others retain the simpler disposition which i~;:; 
in A. rubens and most of the better known forms" (typacanthid); :final .• 
(G), the spines of the abactinal surface afford modifications of vario 
values,_ some being "simple" (simplices), others "rare" (rarispino. 
otber.s "blunt" (obtusispinosm), and still others "acute" (acutispino. 
~l'he possession of one or other of these several characteristics is expre .. 
ble by symbols, viz: 
1 = monacanthid; 
m, = monoplacid; 
e = ecbinoplacid; 
a'= autacanthid; 
r = rarispinre; 
2 = diplacanthid; 
p = polyplacid; 
a = anechinoplacid; 
t = typacanthid; 
r' = retusispinosre; 
3 = polyacanthid; 
s = sim plice ; 
c = acutispino re. 
Further, to distinguish between the Pentactinida and the Heter 
tinida, Professor Bell proposes "to place the formula for the latt 
under the mathematical sign of a squarn root: thus, -./ lp is suffi ien 
di tinguish A. calamaria as a monacanthid, polyplaci<l, betera · · 
form." By the use of such symbols Professor Bell has given the P · 
cipal distinctive characters of 78 species within le s than an o · ' 
page. - The Asterias vulgaris of New England, c. g., is diagno eel by 
formula, "2 ats, which indicates that it bas (1) five rays; (2) i di1 
canthid, or with biserial adambulacral spines"; (3) "anecllinopla ·1 : 
or de titute of a circlet of spines to the madrepofic plate; (4) .:t. 
cauthid," or with the intermediate spines simply <li po ed and 
ari ing from pecial plate ; and (5) with the pine of the abactinal 
face imple. (P. Z. S., 1881, pp. 492-515.) 
BILATERALIA. 
E ~ · TEROPNEU TA. 
u . Jour11. R . .Jlicro cop. 
Th :y.·t matic po. ition nf Balan glo ·.·11 • 
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proved to be th@ larva was, however, with as little doubt, referr~d to the 
Echinoderms. In its adult condition it bas an internal branchiferous 
('anal which simulates that of the Tunicates. · What, then, arc its 
' affinities? 
As early as 1870 Metschnikoff consi.dered that it might be really 
related to the Echinoderms, as its larval condition suggested. This 
view has not found much favor, but during the past year he reiterated 
it and fortified it. with new arguments, based chiefly on its development. 
Bctlanoglossus, then, resemhles the Echinoderms in the longitudinal 
band of cilia, the water-vesicle opening by the dorsal pore, and the 
peritoneal sacs, while the two hinder circlets of cilia and the terminal 
.anus are developed in some Echinoderms, and the latter is always 
· found in the youngest ~tages of all typical Echinoderm larvm. The 
histological characteristics are equally repeated in the Echinoderms. 
The course of development is also similar in the two. In short, Metsch-
nikoff insists on retaining Balanoglossus with the Echinoderms in the 
.same branch or sub-kingdom-or ''type," as he prefers to call it-and 
girns to that type the comprehensive name, Ambulacraria. Balano-
!Jlossus is isolated, as a "sub-type" named Bilateralia, and the typical 
Echinoderms form anot,her reuamed Radiata. · 
The observations of Metschnikoff have. been reviewed ·by Prof. A. -
Giard, and supplemented by the French naturalist's own investigations. 
He calls special attention to the existence, in the Tornaria state, of a 
peculiar heart, which no Echinoderm h; known to possess, the compara-
tively late development of the ciliat~d circlets, and the presence of a 
muscular band connecting the dorsal aquiferous system with the median 
point of the eye-spots-all presenting difficulties in associating Balano-
9lossus with the Echinoderms. Nevertheless, Giard is disposed to coin-
cide with Metschnikoff in approximating the one to the other, while he 
does not venture to pronounce on the phylogenetic relationships of the 
two. He even suggests a new arg11ment in favor of the approximation, 
iu the possibility of a similarity of the two in the development alike of 
€xcretory and deutoplasmigenons functions, at certain times of the year~ 
of the genital glands. He unqualifiedly repudiates the idea that the1'3 
is, as has been cl~imed, any genetic relationship between Balanoglossus 
and the Tunicates. (J. R M. S., ·(2,) II, p. 194, from Bull. Sci. Dep. 
Nord,. IV, pp. 372-378.) 
W0RMS. 
ORTIIONECTIDS. 
Metschnikoff (El.). Observations on tho Orthonectida. Abstr. in Jouni. R. Miaro-
scop. Soc. (2,) v. 1, pp. 461-462. 
Oharcwteristios an<l relations of the Orthoneotids. 
In the notice of the progre · of zoology in the Smithsonian Report for 
1 ,O, reference wa' made to the newly proposed "class" of Orthonectids. 
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The group has been again investigated-this time by Prof. E. Metsch 
Koff-with the following results: 
The Orthonectids may be said to be forms which, on the whole, develo 
a radiate plan of structure, and ha,ve a ciliated and segmented derm 
layer, well-developed generative.organs, and well-marked dimorphism 0. 
the sexes. Professor lVIetschnikoff considers tl;tem to be probably dege 
erated forms, and suggests that they may be most nearly related to th 
Tt1rbellarians, through IJinophilits, a member of the latter group, whic 
bas also a superficial ciliary _segmentation and well-marked se::rn-
dimorphism. The sexes are developed from diversiform eggs, the mal 
arising from the smaller eggs and the females from the larger. Th 
males are minute, and their "only evident organ is a spacious testicula 
sac." The representatives of the "class" mo'ie in a straight cour . 
and consequently negative the suggestion of Rabl-Ruckhard, that th 
radiate plan of structure is due to movement within a restricted ar 
(J. R. M. S., (2,) I, pp. 461-462, from Z. W. Z., XXXV, pp. 282-304, 1 pl 
PLATYHELMINTHES. 
J. General. 
Lang (A..). Untersuchungen zur vergleichenden Anatomie und Histologie des :Kerv 
systems der Plathelminthen. Hittheil. Zool. Station Neapel, v. 3, pp. 53-96. 
--. Der Bau von Gunda segmentata und die Verwandtschaft der Plathe 
then mit Coelenteraten und Hirudineen. Ibid., v. 3, pp. 187-251. 
2. S1Jecial orders. 
Cestoda. 
Stein ( S. Th.). Entwickelungsgeschicbte und Parasitism us der menschlichen Ce t 
Mit 79 Illnstrat. and· 115 microphotogr. Abbild. auf 14 Taf. nach J. Grime 
Lahr, Schauen burg, 1881. (8vo. M. 18.) 
Trematoda. 
Fraipont ( J. ). Organ es excreteurs des Trematodes et Cestodes. Bull. Soc. Belge. 
croscop., t. 7, 18811 pp. xxxi-xlii. (Abstr.: Journ. Roy. Microscop. Soc., (2, ) v. 
pp. 741-742. 
Pagenstecher (H. Alex.). Zur Entwickelungsgeschichte der Trematoden, insbeson 
ii ber Arbeit des Prof. Giambatt. Ercolani: Dell' Adattamento, etc. Verhandl. 
1,ied. Ver. Heidelberg, n . F ., v . 3, pp. :33-56. 
Tur be llar ia. 
ilUman (W. A.) . , nr 110 nouv au type cl Tnrb llarie. . Compt. rend. Ac. 
t. 3, pp. JO 7-10 !J. 
J uk (Emil) . Zo locri ·ell , tndi n. II. Znr Entwick lung. g ·chichre d 
pl. uari u. I~in P.itra<r znr K imbliittcrl hre und D c ndenzth orie. Ii -
und 2 Ho);,; ·lrn. f. 6.) 
-1 ne1c .·ubord r of l'urbellarian . . 
mat icl w rm-it If para iti n 
m- · ·m·. a J ·cnJiar form whi h ha 
. ,~illimau. 
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225 millimeters long and 1.5 wide, and is destitute of suckers or books-
Its epidermis is constituted by moderately regular hexagonal and cili-
ated cells. The male is noteworthy in that it has numerous tes; icles 
and the penis ensheathed. The female has a double ovary an<l pseudo-
vitellogen, and a uterus as well as vagina. The pseudoYitel1ogen is. 
developed in the second third of the body; and iR manifested iu the form 
of uumerous ramified tubes, which, on each side, unite towards the· 
median line and debouch into the uterus; the vagina opens far back Oll:f 
tlle dorsal surface and extends forwards toward the uterus. The ammal 
thus distinguished has received the generic name Syndesniis. It agrees. 
with the Turbellarians in the ciliated epidermis, oral apparatus, male-
organs, and the possession of two ovaries by the female, and with the· 
Trematods as to the vagina and disposition of the pseud ovitellogen~ 
The peculiar combination of characters is deemed to authorize its erec-
tion into a special "sub-order" of Turbellarians. (J. R. M. S., (2,) II:-
pp. 192-193, from C~ R., XCIII, 1807-1809.) 
NEMATELMINTBES . 
• 
Nematoda. 
P~rroncito (E. ). Helminthologische Beobachtungen beziiglich der unter den Arbeitern 
am St. Gotthard-Tunnel aufgetretenen endemischen Krankheit. In Moleschott's-
Untersuch. zur Natur]ehre d. Menschen, v.1'5, pp. 532-562. 
ANNELIDS. 
1. General. 
lileinenberg (N. ). · Sull' origine del sistema nervoso centrale degli Annelidi. Rela,.. 
zione del Fr. Todaro. Atti A ccad. Lincei, Tra.nsunti, v. 6, pp. 15-16. 
Verrill (A. E). New England Annelid a. Part I. Historical Sketch, with Annotatedi! 
List of the Species hitherto recorded. Trans. Connecticut .A.cad. Sc.~ v. 4, pp. 285--
• 324. 
2. Special ordei·s. 
Oligochreta. 
Eisen (Gustaf). Eclipidrilidre and t heir Anatomy. A new family of the limicolid11.-
Oligochreta. N. Acta. R . Soc. Upsaliensis, 1881. ( 4to, 10. pp., 2 pl.) 
Darwin (Charles). The F ormation of Vegetable Mould, through the action of Worm5r 
with observations on their habits. With illustrations. London, J. Murray, 1881.. 
(12mo, vii, 3:l6 pp.) 
Polychreta. 
:::Rietsch (Max). Organization of Sternaspis scutata. Abstr. Journ. Roy Microscop. Soc. ,. 
(2,) v.1, pp. 601-602. 
-Yc·jdovsky (Frz. ). Untersucbungen iiber die Anatomie, P bysiologie und Entwicke-
lung von Sterna. pis. A bha11dl. Akad. Wiss. Wien, v. 43 . 
.A. Parasitic Polyolzcetous W orm. 
It is a rule that the Polycll:nta, the order represented by the great 
ajorit_y of th"' eommon rnarin,. ann lid,", lead a, free life. It is a rulei 
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which La.sits exceptions, howe,1er, though they are rare. In early 
for example, the Alciopids are parasitic in the ctenophorous crele~tera 
lmt later become free. But recently Dr. J. W. Sprengel, at ~Tap 
v,hile examining specimens of Bonellia (a genus of Gephyrean wo 
detected in their crelom orange-colored cord-like bodies, which ma 
festecl lively movements, which proved to be polychretous worms. T 
1rere about 10 centimeters long and a millimeter wide, and had a 
200 segments; '' the maxillary apparatus was rudimentary, and th 
,vere only three small teeth in the upper jaw.'' The form ha 
named by Dr. Sprengel Oligognathits Bonellice, and referred to · 
fan~ily of Lmnbriconereids. An elaborate description has been p 
Ushed, with illustrations. (J. R. lYL S. (2,) v. 2, pp. 190, 191.) 
Natatory Bladders in Annelids. 
Certain Annelids may be found floating passively on the surface 
the water, and one of such species-the Hesione sicula-was ob e 
by Dr. H. Eisig to emit air-bubbles both from the mouth and an 
Dr. Eis1g sought to ascertain the rationale of .such phenomena, ancl 
investigations were rewarded by the. discovery of a viscus tha 
apparently been overlooked in the Annelids. In He8ione were fi 
two contractile appendages, which communicated with the inte · 
and which might. be either distinct bladders or inconsiderable dir 
ticula, according to their distensfon or collapse. These part are 
verticula of the fore stomach, and are regarded as probably ari'in·., 
the endouerm. Air-bladders were found to be developed in repre 
t.ives not only of the family Hesionidre, but also among the SyllicL · 
not universa11y. Their absence or atrophy, when not denlope 
been supposed to be due to the assumption of the function of re. pi • 
by the skin; for although the bladders in question erve to flo 
animal, uch office i merely econdary, and not thefr principal fnu · 
1'11 ir primary purpose i suppo eel to be re piratory. TheJ· wer n 
tonnd to contain anything except a ga and a clear flnid whi h 
be taken in or di charg cl Yoluntarily hy the animal. The . o-call 
wa no atmo ph ric and wa uppo ed to be ecr t d by the t 
a11<l probabJ · to b o.·,vg n · enough could not be . ecurecl t m -
-ch ·mical analy, i . Alth ugh a.· alr ady r marked the or,.,an wi 
fun ·ti n ha previ u I r n unnoticed it wa known-e. g .. in 
y11ic1, -, .· th T-. hap d ofanc1 . 
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the whereabouts of their victim by conglomerations of little peUets of 
earth here and tllere; and knowing ones are wont to cautiously explore 
localities so indic:1tecl with lanterns at night or in tlie early morning, 
and there :find the worms partly or entirely outside their holes. Few of 
the many who have learned thus much of the animal in question barn 
ever thought of the important functions in the economy of nature per-
formed by the humble being. Even as far back as 1837, however, Mr. 
Darwin had appreciated the role that it plays and communicated to the 
Geological Society of London a special memoir "On the Formation of 
}fonld" by worms. Considerable skepticism was evoked respecting his 
conclusions, so insignificant did the means appear to the end, but the 
author published as his last contribution to science a special work on 
the su~ject, and has fortified and amplified · his early studies and con- · 
clusions. As Da·.nviu says, some observant '' farmers are aware that 
objects of all . kinds left on the surface of pasture land after a time 
disappear, or, as they say, work themselves downward." This disap-
pearance is of course due to no automatic process of the objects sinking 
down, but really to the cumulative effect of worms' castings. The 
doubt such a statement may excite will be dissipated by a kncnvledge 
of what a worm can do in a given period, and the multiplication of that 
amount by number and time. · 
Hensen, in experiments made on worms in confinement and fed on 
leaves, found that they eje~ted about eight grains of earth a day; but, 
according to Darwin, "a very much larger amount must be ejected by 
worms in their natural state, at the periods when ·they consume earth 
a~ food instead of leaves, and when they are making deep burrows." 
In. corroboration of this opinion, Darwin has tabulated the results of 
numerous observations on the "weight of the castings ~accumulated at 
the mouth of a single burrow." Before weighing, the castings were 
dried (excepting in one specified instance) by exposure during many 
days to the sun or before a hot :fire." These castings for each hole · 
"generally exceeded an ounce in weight after being dried, and some-
times nearly equaled a quarter of a pound. On the Nilgiri Mountains 
one casting even exceeded this latter weight. The largest castings in 
England were found on extremely poor pasture land; and these are 
generally larger than those on land producing a rich vegetation. It 
would appear that worms have to swallow a greater amount of earth 
on poor than on rich laml, in order to obtain· sufficient nutriment." (P. 
1G2.) In auotber place we are told that Hensen foun<l. that "there 
mu t exi t 133,000 living worms in a hectare of land, or· 5.'3,767 in an 
acre. 'This latter number of worms would · weigh 356 pounds, taking-
Ilenseu's standard of the weight of a single worm, namely, one gram. 
It , hould, llowcver, he noted, says Mr. Da,rwin, "that this calcuiation 
i founclc<l. on the numbers found iu a garden, and Hensen believes that 
worms ar twice as numerom; in gardens as in cornfields." On the 
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_ -other hand, recent observations demonstrate that worms may occur 
-even much greater ·numbers tl.Jan were found by Hensen. .An Engl' 
gentleman, e.g., found in Hertfordshire, "in his forest land, as many 
.100 to the cubic yard, and in a rich strip bordering vines not less 
180 animals in an equal area; i.e., from 484,000 to 871,000 to an ac!'l 
(Critic, N. Y., v. 2, p. 76, 1881.) 
A little calculation will convince the mo§lt skeptical that worms . 
the habits thus indicated and in the numbers known to occur must· 
time produce great effects~ Mr. Darwin has been observing their habi 
and doings for many years. "Near Maer Hall, in Staffordshire, qnitl 
lime had been spread, about the year 1827, thickly over a field of g 
pasture-land which had not since been plowed. Some square holes ve 
dug in this field in the beginning of October, 1837; and the sectio 
.showed a layer of turf formed by the matted roots of the grasi:;es, 
.an inch in thickness, beneath which, at a depth of 2½ inches (or 3 inc 
from the surface), a ·layer of the lime in powder or in small lumps co 
be distinctly seen running all round the vertical sides of the holes." (P 
J.30.) .A.gain, a quantity of broken chalk was spread on December~ 
1842, over part of a field near Darwin's house. "The chalk wa la· 
,on the land for the sake of observing at some future period to w 
depth it would become buried. At the end of November, 1871-that i 
.after an .interval of 29 years-a trench was dug across this part of 
. tield, and a line of white nodules could be traced at a depth of 7 in 
from the surface. The mold, therefore ( exclusive of the turf), had b 
thrown up at an average rate of .22 inch per year." (P. 130.) In n 
of such operations we can readily account for the burial of anci · 
-cities and towns, and a number of cases in point are cited in a , P c· 
~hapter on "the part which worms have played in the burial of a!lci · 
buildings." The subsidence of pavements, the burial of Roman ,-· 
.at .A.hinger, Chedworth, Brading, and elsewhere, the entombment 
the Roman towns of Silchester, Wroxeter, &c., are shown to be mai . 
.due to the action of worms. We can readily comprehend, ther fi 
how it is that the more ancient cities which once .flourished in A,' ir. 
the old r eats of civilization have been covered to uch a depth 
hav been entirely concealed, even without taking into c01d<l 
h accumulation of <lu ' t and other dirt. 
Analy of worm-ca t have been communicated to tlle R y l H 
t i ·u1tnral ictv, by r. ilb rt, with reference to the amount of ni 
1 · d. fi un<l that the dri d mold contained 35 r 
of ni tr g n which a co i 1 ra ly more than wa pre cut in tb 
-0f p, tur 1 land an1l tw r tbr time mor than in tllat of arabl l 
It m I .· · ri ·It ho - •r th, n hi ·hly m nur d kit bcn-O'ard 
· il nly g in from hat the worm brou h 
tr 11 ·hinn-. 
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ARTHROPODS. 
:MERdSTOMES, 
Trilobita. 
Ji<' ord (S. W.). Embryonic Forms of Trilobites from the P1imordial Rocks of Troy, N. ' 
Y. Am. Journ. Sc., (3,) v. 22, p. 250-259. · 
Walcott (C. D.). The Trilobite: New and Old Evidence relating to its Organizatio1t. 
Bull. MuB. Comp. Zool., v. 8, p. 191-230, with 6 pl. 
XiphoBura. 
J ousset de Bellesme. Observations snr les fonctions de l'appendicecaudaldes Limules. 
Ann. Scienc. Nat. (6), v. 2, Art. No. 7. (5 p.) , 
Lankester (E. Ray). Limulus an Arachnid. Quart. Journ. Mic. Sc., n. s., v. 21, pp. 
504-548, 609-649, pl. 28--29, Jul~ and Oct., 1881. 
Relations of the JJf erostomes. 
The Merostomes, i. e., the Horseshoe Crabs of the present epoch 
and their ancient relatives, as well as the Trilobites, h.ave been almost 
universally considered, until within the last few years, as true Crus-
t aceans. As long ago as 1829, however, an eminent French anato- _ 
mist-Straus Durkheim-maintained that Limulus belonged rather to 
the Arachnids, and was the type, in that class, of a peculiar order, 
which he named "Gnathopodes." The Arachnids, for him, were char-
acterized by the legs abutting on a common sternum, the p_resence of 
an internal cartilaginous sternum,.and the absence of antennre. Al-
phonse Milne-Edwards proposed to isolate the group as,an intermediate 
form between the Crustaceans and Arachnids. Claus and Packard 
considered the group to be one of primary importance within the Crus-
t aceans, the Horseshoe Orab and its allies representing a subclass in 
contrast with all the other representatives of the class. 
Prof. E. Ray Lankester has recently discussed the gross morphology 
and relationships of these most gigantic of articulates in the Quarterly 
J ournal of Microscopical Science, and presented quite a complete and 
well-digested analysis of their characters compared and contrasted with 
those of Arachnids an<l Crustaceans. .A detailed comparison is insti-
t uted between Limulus and Scorpio, segment for segment, and the 
results thereof are summarized in very ~onvenient form, in tables, for 
Limulus on one page, and Scorpio on the opposite, exhibiting in several 
<;olumns the characteristics of the segments from the first to the eight-
flenth, as to (1) the Tergites, (2) the Sternites, and (3) the Appendages. 
The differences betw~en the forms thus specially compared are great in 
·ome re, pects, although gener~11y less than those which would be appar-
ent on a compal'ison between Limulus and any true Crustacean. The 
hiatus inten·ening between the two is, however, to a considerable ex-
en t bridged ornr by theEurypteriuaof the Palreozoic epoch. Inasmuch 
a~ the clo 'C affinity of tlie Eurypterina to the Limulids is now univer-
-~ ll.r admitted, that whi ·h is rcle,·ant to the former is applicable to the 
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major group of which both are equa11y members. Professor Lanke..,r 
is therefore fully justified in the postulate that" there is not only age 
eral resemblance of the Eurypterine body to that of the Scorpion; b 
that in many of the most important points the Eurypterine body a 
appendages agree precisely with those of the Scorpfon, and not in 
merely general way .. The Eurypterina, in fact, confirm the validity 
the comparisons between Limulus and Scorpio. 
Finally, Professor Lapkester has summed up the points of agreeme~· 
of the Horseshoe Cr~b and Eurypterids with the Arachnids, and the~ 
differences from the Crustaceans, in the following terms: 
1. Limu1us and the Enrypterines (the one supplementing tlle oth 
agree precisely with the Scorpfon in the existence of eigllteen segmeur 
expressed in the structure of their bodies, and in the distrilmtion . 
these segments into three groups of six each, viz: a leg-bearing cepbal 
thoracic region; an anterior abdominal region, iu which each egme · 
carries lamellate appendages; and a posterior abdoruinal region dero: 
of appendages, ending with the anus and a postanal spine. :So Crn 
tacean presents this number an<l grouping of its constituent somite,. 
2. Limulns and the Eurypterines agree with the Scorpion preci ely · 
the position of the genital aperture beneath an opercular plate form 
by the coalescence of the seventh pair (in Eurypterines the actual . ixt 
pair of appendages). No Crustacean has the generatirn orifice o 
forward, and in none is there a genital operculum of the kind ha · 
such relations of position to the g~neral apertures. 
3. They agree with the Scorpion in the character and po ition of t 
mouth and upper lip. • 
4. They agree with.the Scorpion 1n posse iog a meta thoracic terui · 
in the po. 8e , ion of a :fl bro-cartilaginous entostemite, and in th' p1 · 
form and relations of that organ. No Orn tacean po e. · e · au e 
sternite or any structure resembling it. 
5. They agr e w·jth the Scorpion in the di po"ition of central ( in_ 
aucl lat ral (grouped) eye •::n the cephalothorax. .i:To Gru ·tac an h 
.an identical arran o-ement of ing'le and 0 Toup d eye . 
G. Limulu. · agr es with the corpiou in U1 form of the alim ·n 
canal audit· lateral outo-r wtll (liver) which are more tllan ou I 
Iu Uru. ·ta a i i , Y ry xceptional to find mor ~ than on I · 
.·n ·h <liY rti ·nla, thono-h a ·iuo'l pair may ca1TY mun •rou ·. e n 
bran ·h 1 ' , 
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9. It agrees with Scorpio in possessing vibratile spermatozoa. No 
Crustacea, except Cirrhipedia, are known to have vibratile spermatozoa. 
10. It agrees with Scorpio and Spiders in having a brain which (like 
that of that embryo Scorpion and Spider) supplies only eyes and integ-
ument with nerves, and not any appendage. In all Crustacea, except 
some Phyllopoda, such an archicerebrum does nou exist; , but even in 
young stages the brain is found to supply at least one pair of append-
ages, as well as the eyes. 
11. It agrees with Scorpio in the concentration of the origins of 
nerves supplying the anterior part of the abdomen, in the cephalothorax, 
in the form of a nervous collar, perforated by the pharynx. Such a 
nerve-collar has its parallel in Crustacea, among the brachyurous Deea. 
poda, which, however, are in other respects the Crustaceans whi~h least 
resemble Limulus. 
The points in which Limulus agrees with the Crustacea and differs 
from Arachnida are three onlY(, They are as follows: 
1. Limulus agrees with many Crustacea, and differs from Arachnida, 
in that its respiratory organs are adapted to an aquatic in place of an 
aerial medium. 
2. Limulus agrees with Crustacea, and differs from Arachnida, in that 
it possesses a pair of groups of eyes, in which the association of the 
individual eyes of each group is so close as to constitute a compound 
eye. 
3. Limnlus agrees with Crustacea ( excepttng some Isopoda i), and 
differs from Arachnida, in not possessing glandular croca (the Ma,lpi-
ghian tubules) growing out from the proctodamm. 
In conclusion, Professor Lankester referred the Merostomes unreserv· 
edly to the class of Arachnids, and divided that class into three sub· 
classes, or "grades," the first of which he calls Hmmatobranchia-a 
new name for the Merostomes-and the other tWio of which are desig-
nated Aerobranchia (Scorpionina, Pedipalpi, and Araneina) and Lipo-
branchia (Solifugre, Pseudoscorpionina, Opilionina, and Acarina). 
Among the Hrematobranchia he recognizes three "orders," viz :-Trilo-
bita, Eurypterina, and Xiphosura. 
Legs of Trilobites. 
The Trilobites have long been favorite objects for the collector of fos-
sils, occur in exuberant abundance in many rocks, are very often found 
in fine condition-so far at least as the dorsal portion is concerned, 
and have been ~e subjects of several thoughtful monographs. Neve·r- · 
theless, Professor Huxley, in 1877, gave e~_pression.to the current belief · 
respecting them when he wrote (Anat. :rnvert. An., p. 258) that "up to 
[that] time, no certain indications of the existence of appendages, nor 
even of any hard sternal body-wall, (had] been discovered, though a 
shield-shap'ed labrum, which lies in front of the mouth, has been pre~ 
ser.ved in some specimens." But in that same year, 1877, Mr. C. D. 
S. Mi . 100-28 
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Walcott completed the proof of the existence of true legs in Trilobit 
of the genera Oalymene and Om·aurus. Thus, too, the correctness of an 
observation made about six years before (in 1870) was confirmed, fo 
Mr. E. Billings, the palreontologist of Canada, then announced the dis-
cover.}· of traces of legs. The accuracy or relevancy of bis observations 
was genera.Uy denied, however, and certainly they needed confirmation. 
Mr. Walcott, continuing his studies, in 1881 published the results of · 
researches in a memoir on '' The Trilobite; new and old evidence relatin" 
to its organization." He has done his work well, and by mean 
numerous sections, longitudinal as well as transverse, has traced th 
course and structure of the appendages, and at least conclusively e tab-
Iished the existence of legs homologous with those of the King crab 
and Eurypterids. But he further claims that such appendage we 
repeated on each segment, and that in addition to the homologue of 
the five pairs of legs whose basal joints perform the office of mandur.a-
tion, there are "numerous thoracico-abdominal appendages." If th' 
statement is the true expression of the facts, it is evident that whil 
the relations of the Trilobites with the typical Merostomes are dab-
Iished, the type of structure is in the highest degree peculiar. ... 
remarkable would be the deviation from the standard that probabl. 
many may feel disposed to await further evidence and suspend opinio 
lest the observed facts may be susceptible of some other interpretation. 
That which will probably provoke most skepticism is the attribute t 
the pygidium of plural pairs of limbs similar to the others, and inde 
Mr. Walcott himself admits that as to the character of those api n · 
ages '' the evidence is not all that could be desired" (p. 204). On t 
other hand, it may be added that the well-known variability, accorc · 
to group a well as to individuals, of the number of segment Jll'CJl 
us to expect, or at least not to be unduly surprised at, some rem, · 
ble deviation from the typical mode of segmentatiou and appendi 
apparatus. We may, therefore, concede that the limb are exi n 
increa ed number, but must hold in abeyance confe sion of b li · 
their extension a ·nch, anJ unmodified, to the extreme end of 
pygidium. 
The fact being admitted, even ith re~ervation as to detail li 
fault can be found with Mr. Walcott's systematic conclusion . H 
ognize as constituent · of a peculiar "cla ," under the name P 
lopoda," the typical " e1·0 tomata" (of which he mak a ~111..ru.a~ 
with two ' order "-tlrn ril)ho nra and Eurypterida) and th 
it , vhich, at th ·· e tim , r pre cnt a '1mb-cla Palread 
' order Tril bita. H fi rmnlatc the re ult of hi compa 
n th trt1 -tur f the la tin bi diacrno ·i · of th 
il I 1 with imm rou tb r ic - bdominal a:1 p u 
m nu ( ·Ii n Y ·1, 1) · 11i unk wn " hil h 
i tin u· h 1 fumi lt cl with, h~rr 
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ing pointed legs with attached branchire; abdomen formed of anchylosed 
segments, 2(!)-28, bearing articulated appendagefl." 
The memoir of Mr. Walcott is illustrated by 6 plates, displaying sec-
tions and other details of structure. The author's discovP-ries certainly 
mark an epoch in the history of the Tribolites. 
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Kossmann (R.). Ueber den classificatorischen Werth der Mundorgane der Crustaceen~ 
Zool. Anz_., 4. Jahrg., pp. 544-548. .. 
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12, pp. 465-512. 
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Smith (S.J.). Preliminary Notice of the Crustacea dredged in 64 to 325 fathoms, oft 
the south coast of New England, by the United States Fish Commission in 1880. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. MUB., v. 3, pp. 413-452 . 
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Edwards(Alphonse Milne). Mission scientifique au Mexique et dans l'Amerique cen-
trale. Recherches zoologiques publiees sous la direction de H. Milne-Ed wards. 
5. partie t.1. :gtudes su,r les Xiphosures et les Crustacea podophthalmaires; par 
Alph.' Milne-Edwards. Paris,Impr.nationale, 1881. (4to., 372 pp., 61 pl.) 
Caribbean deep-sea fauna. 
Edwards (Alphonse Milne). Considerations generales sur la faune carcinologique des 
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Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. .Ann. Mag. of Nat. Hist., (5,) v. 7, pp. 312-317. 
--. Report of the results of Dredging in ohe Gulf of Mexico. Part I. :gtudes 
:preliminaires sur les Crustacea. Bull. Mus. Cornpar. Zool., v. 8, No. 1. 
3. SPECIAL GROUPS. 
Pycnogonida. 
Wilson (Edmund B.). Report on the Pycnogonida of New England and adjacent . 
waters. Report U. S~Fi8h Commission for 1878, pp. 463-506, 7pl. (15sp., of wbich2 
are new.) 
Copepoda. 
Grobben (C.). Die Entwickelungsgeschichte von Cetocldlus septentrionalis Goods . 
.Arbeit. Zool-Og. Instit. Wiett, v. 13, p. 243-282. 
Branchiopoda. 
Lankester (E. Ray). Observations and Reflections on the Appendages and on the 
Nervous Systems of Apus cancriformis. Quart, Journ. Mier, So., v. 21, pp. 343-3761 
1 pl 
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Delage (Yves). Contributions a l'etude de l'appareil oirou'la.toire des Crust 
Edriopl-lthalmes marina. Arch. Zool. Experiment., t. 9, pp. 1-144. 
E. Amphipoda. 
Ulianin (B.). Zur Entwickelungsgeschichte der A.mphipoden. 
v. 35, pp. 440-460. 
E. I8opoda. 
Harger (Oscar). Report on the Marine lsopoda of New England and adjacent wat 
Report U.S. Fi8h Commi88ion f01· 1878, pp. 297-462, 12 pl. 
Kossmann (R. ). Studien iiber 13opyriden. I. Gigantione Moebii und A.llgemeines ii -
die Mundwerkzeuge der Bopyriden. II. Bopyrina Virbii, Beitrage zur Kennt · 
der A.natomie und Metamorphose der Bopyriden. Zeit8chr.f. wi8s. Zool., v. 35, 
652-680. 
Miers (Edw. J.). Revision of the Idoteidre, a family of sessile-eyed Crustacea. Jor 
Linn. Soc. London, Zool., v. 10, pp. 1-88, pl. 1-3. 
Decapoda. 
Edwards (Alphonse Milne). Description de quelques Crustacea macroures prove 
des grandes profondeurs de la mer des Antilles. (Suite.) .Ann. Sciena. Sat., ( 
Zool., v.11. , (16 pp.) 
Packard (A.. S., jr.). On a Cray-fish (Cambarus primrevus) from the lower Te · 
beds of Western Wyoming. Bull. U.S. Geog,·. and Geolog. Surv. Territ., v. 6, 
391-397. 
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mens, which they insert in correspondingly small spiral skells. Other 
remarkable modifications are exemplified in various new genera, desig-
nated as Mixtopagitrus, Ostraconotus, Xylopagurus, &c. Again, the 
family of the Galatheidm, which was previously not known to be rep-
resented in American waters, furnished 41 species, representing a 
number of new genera, as well as the widely distributed old genera, 
Galathea and M11,nida, the latter of which was increased bythe addition of 
11 new species. Species of the family extend downward to the depth of 
2,000fathomsormore. Finally, thefamilyof Dromiidmisnowascertained 
to be characteristic of the deep and rich in species, and the family of 
Eryontidm is confirmed as an equally characteristic deep-sea type. Re-
duction or complete atrophy of the eyes was a common -attribute of 
the newly discovered species, but by no means universal. A species of 
Munida, on the contrary, was marked by an excessive development of , 
the eyes. They are thus analogous in this respect, as a whole, to the 
deep-sea fishes. 
Deep-sea Crustaceans near the New England coast. 
The deep equatorial seas are not singular. While such rich acces-
sions have been made to the class of Crustaceans from the deep Carib-
bean and Gulf seas, additions of no inconsiderable importance -have 
also accrued from the exploration of the ocean farther north. Under 
the auspices of the United States Fish Commission, in 1880, the 
steamer Fish Hawk made three dredging trips to the" Block Island 
soundings," off the eastern end of Long Island, between latitude 39° 
46' and 40° 06' N., and longitude 70° 22' and 71 ° 10' W. The depths 
explored varied from 64: to 500 fathoms. The Crustaceans obtained on 
these trips were studied by Prof. Sydney I. Smith. Professor Smith 
remarks that "the richness, in both species and individuals, of this 
Crustacean fauna would never have been suspected, and scarcely 
dreamed of, by one accustomed only to the meagre fauna of the shal-
lower waters of the south coast of New England. The larger part of 
the species secured from the great masses of material brought up in 
the trawl and dredge are Decapoda." There are comparatively few small 
species of Schizopo<la, Oumacea and Amphipoda, and further dredging 
will undoubtedly increase very greatly the number of species in those 
groups. Premising that the "enumeration is not complete even for the 
Decapoda," Professor Smith enumerates just 50 species, of which some 
are widely diffused, alt~ough 43 of them are for the first time recorded 
"as belonging to the New England fauna south of Cape Cod"; 14 are 
described as new, and 3 others are indicated as partially new, while one 
·new generic type was discovered-Hemfpagurus, with two · species-
belonging to the family Pagnridre, so much enlarged by Prof. A. Milne 
Ed ward . Thirty-two of the species were Decapoda; the others were 
Schizopoda (4), Cumacea (1), Stomatopoda (1), Amphipoda (7), and 
Isopoda (5). 
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Pa,rasitic Crustaceans. 
The extent to which fishes of various kinds are infesteti. with Oras 
tacean parasites is little known. .A. considerable proportion will yie 
parasites to the careful searcher. Mr . .A.. Valle has examined a lare 
number of _.Adriatic fishes, and found 69 species of entomostraca 
alone. Out of 670 fishes examined, a~ many as 250 had entom 
tracan parasites. .A. new species of the remarkable genus Philichth 
named P. Richiardi, was discovered in the canal of the preopercular bo 
of the sparoid fish known as Box saqJa.-(Bull. Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat. li 
pp. 55-81.) 
A fossil Tertiary Cray-.fislt. 
The fresh-water cray-fishes of the famiJy Astacidre and like 
mals are of new interest since the publication of Professor Huxley 
monograph on the cray-fish~ and in view of the peculiarities of th · 
distribution. The representatives of the family inhabiting the wat 
of the northern hemisphere are divided into genera variously distno-
uted. They resemble each other closely externally, but are distinguish 
especially by the number of the gills. The typical species con titn 
the genus Astacus, which is developed in the Old World, and al. o 
the Pacific slope of North .America, while the species of the ea te 
waters of North America belong to a pecular genus, named Oamhar 
These types are of considerable antiquity, and Professor Packard h 
discovered in the lower Tertiary shales of Western Wyomtng, whi 
are supposed to be of the Eocene age, remains which he refer to 
limited genus Cambarus, with the name Oam.barus primrer-us. 
species, in his own words, "is exceedingly interesting, from the f: 
that it represents a period in which heretofore no fossil cray-fi. h 
been found. The soft, fine, fossil, clayey shales of the Bear River T 
tiaries contain not only a good many herring-like fish, but also gen · 
skates. The presence of land plants, mingled with marine anim 
shows that the waters were fresh, but communicated with the sea. 
conditions were apparently those of a deep estuary into which 
water ·treams ran, and in these rivers lived the cray-fi h." 
It is claimed that "the di co very of an apparently fr h-
Oarnbarus in the Green River beds of Northern Wyoming, whi 
uppo. ed to be lower Eocene trata, fill up a break in the geol 
· ri 'hith rt xi ting between the Cr taceou and Pliocene cray-
and h w th t the d na ty of fre h-water cray-:fi b, now so pow 
v J l in th n · ted tate , bega~ it reign during the earlv 
l 
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1. FAUN.E. 
1. parti , con nant I fi 
Th"ridionid ( mm nc ment). P · 
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As-in. 
I'berell (1'. ). Stnd sUi Ragni Malesi e Papuau... III. Raghi de11; Austro-:Malesia. e 
del Capo York, osservati nel Museo Civico di Storia N11tntalo cli Genova. Arnt. 
Mus. Civ. Sto1·. lvat. 8enova, v, 17, pp, vii-xxvii; 1-720, 
NoTE.-l and II were published in Ann. Mus, Civ. St, Nat., v.10 and 13. 
Ausi1'dlia., 
Koch (L.). Die Arachniden. Australiens nach der :Natur beschrieben und abgebildet. 
Fortgesetzt von Graf E. Keyserling. 28. Lief. Niirnberg, Bauer & Raspe, 1881. 
(4to. M. 9.) 
2. SPECIAL GROUPS • 
.A.ca1·ina. 
Haller (G.). Vorlaufige Bemerkungen iiher da,s Geh5rorgan der IxodidAn. · Mit
1 
Ab-
bild. Zoolog. An-z., 4. Jahrg., pp. 165-167. 
--. Die Mundtheile und systematiscbe Stellung uer Milben. Zool. Anz., 4. 
Jabrg., pp. 380-386. 
Tardigmda. 
Jung(-). Ueber Tardigraden. Zeitsclw. J. d. ges. Naturwiss., v. 54, pp.190-192. 
--. Revivalof.'l'ardigrades after Desiccation. Journ. R. Microscop. Soc., (2,) v. 1, 
p. 5, Oct., p. 7:32. 
Abstract of preceding. 
.,:franeida. 
Karsch (F.). Eine neue Vogelspinne ans Siidafrica (Stromatopelma-n. g.-alica-
pillatum-n. sp.). Berlin. Entomolog. Zeitschr., v. 25, pp. 217~218. 
MacCook (H. C.). How Orb-Weaving Spiders make the Framework or Foundations of 
Webs. Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1881, pp. 430-435. 
Siruon (E.). Revision de la famille des Sparassidoo (Arachnides). Act, Soc. Linn. 
Bordeaux, v. 34, pp. 223-351, 1880. 
The r&lations of the Mites. 
The small animals known as Mites have been usually regarded as 
representatives of the class of Arachnids. Dr. G. Haller, however, has 
lately studied these forms with great care, and finds that they have not 
only three pairs of maxillre and a true labium, with palpi, but two pairs 
of abdominal, besides the cephalothoracic legs. He considers, there~ 
fore, that they do not belong to the Arachnids, and that- they are even 
more nearly allied to the Crustaceans, from w hiclt they chiefly differ 
in breathing through trachere instead of gills. On account of this 
peculiar combination of characters he proposes that they should form a 
class of Arthropods, collateral to the Crustaceans, Arachnids, and My-
riapods and Hexapod insects. 
Two remarkable Spiders. 
A most peculiar Spider, inhabiting the Island of Madagascar, bas 
been made known by the Rev. 0. P. Cambridge. The cephalothorax, 
in tead of b ing simply convex or little tube2.'cnlated, as usual, is extraor-
dinarily developed. It first (1) rises upward, like a long, attenuated 
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neck, and then (2) swelJs backwards, as well as forwards, into a hea 
like prominence, which (3) presents an anterior and downward surfa 
for the falces, near which are the largest eyes; (4) the falces 
elongated to correspond with the development of the cephalotho1'3.! 
and curved. In brief, when viewed from the side the cephalothol"'.u 
and falces combined forcibly remind one of an Ibis, or, still more: 1 
Balmniceps in a state of rest, with the head inclining backward, t 
cephalothornx representing the neck and head, and the falces the b 
. The mimic:ry, or rather resemblance, is even stronger in this instan 
than that of a horse's neck and head by the anterior portion of 
Sea-horse, or Bippocampus. The abdomen is higher than lonK, ana 
rises upward in a conic prominence. This spider is of rather small iz 
and has been described from a single immature male specimen. It 
been named Eriaucl}enus Workmanni. Mr. Cambridge has·provisiona . 
referred it to the family Theridiidae, and would put it "in a separa· 
group, near the genera Argyrodes, Latr., and Ariamnes, Thor.,·, b · 
thinks that "very probably the future discove.ry of other allied sped 
will necessitate the formation of a new family for them." (P. Z. ~ 
London, 1881, pp. 767-770, pl. 66, :fig. 2 a-f.) The aberration of the fo 
froni its nearest relatives, indeed, appears to be sufficient, involving 
it must corresponding structural modifications, to justify its dtifere 
tiation as a, family type without waiting for kindred species. One 
the prime objects of taxonomy should be to express in the system a 
nomenclature the facts of structure, without reference to the number 
species under which peculiarities are manifested. 
Another singular Spider, unlike an ordinary spider as a spider co 
well be, has been made known by Mr. Cambridge, under the na 
Ariamnes attenuata. It is an inhabitant of Brazil ("the Amazo 
If motionless on the ground it might be mistaken for a thorn or 
dirt-covered pin. The cephalothorax is oblong, and with the oculifi 
area elevated. into a slight conical eminence. The abdomen pr 
an extraordinary development, being subcylindrical, very long 
attenuated to an acute point, almost as much as the shaft of an or 
pin. The legs are v ry unequal in length, the first being loni:, 
the fourth, second, and third pairs successively shortened; the 
I air ar much the horte t. In fine, the animal looks at first igh 
mor like a.u el ngated orthopterous insect than a spider. A al 
intimat d, the g nu A.riamnes has been associated with Eriauche 
th m ar ifi ial family-Theridii<lre. 
ONYCHOPHORA. 
Ern. t (A. ) . m r mark on P dpa.tus Edward ii Blanch. Nature, v. 23, PP· 
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Foliotaf. u. 13 Abbild. im Text. Wien, Holzel, 1881. (8vo. -viii, 296 pp.) 
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Peculiar carboniferous Myriapods. 
In 1868, Messrs. Meek and Worthen described a peculiar spinig 
Myriapod, found in ironstone nodules, occurring in the Carbon· 
formation of Illinois, under the name Euphoberia major. They re 
it to the order of Myriapods, but the condition of their specime 
not enable them to satisfactorily elucidate its structure. Later, 
preserved specimens for that purpose were secured, and have 
studied by Mr. S. H. Scudder. Some noteworthy peculiarities of 
ure were disclosed, which contrast with those of living Myriapod 
the segments of the body "the dorsal plate occupies scarcely mo 
two-thirds of the circuit of the body, or even less," and is oppo~ 
a broad ventral plate; the dorsal plate is'' not perforated for fo 
repugnatoria, but, as means of defense, it is armed with two or 
huge spines upon either side"; the ventral plates "occupy the 
ventral surface," or may even extend pwards ; they are togeth 
in length to any part of the dorsal plate, the segments of 
being equal in length throughout. The legs, "instead of bein" i 
at the extreme posterior edge of the plate, are planted almo tin· 
center, are appreciably di tant from their opposites, and ar c 
tively laro-e; they also differ from those of modern types in h · 
econd joint a long as the others combined." The stigmata a 
and" ituated in the middle of each ventral plate." Between 
c viti are peculiar paired organs, '' situated one on either i 
1 ia line at the very front edge of every ventral plate," th 
fr. cud r to be " upports for branchire." On account of 
1hr ·h r t.er r th ir combination, Mr. Scudder i of the 01 i · 
th Juplwberi ·ace h uld e placed" in a group apart from th 
u di i · n r guiz for Ii ·ng fyriapod , and ha proJ 
I ~ li\·j i - rdi at ith the Dipl I oda and, ,. .. ,_., __ _ 
n. m 1 rchipolypoda. ( . J. S. (3), xxi, 1 2-1 . 
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The Blood of Insects. 
The characteristics of the blood of insects have been mvestigated by 
M. L. Fredericq, of Belgium, as manifested in the larva of Oryctes nasi-
cornis, a lamellicorn beetle. Blood drawn from the dorsal vessel by a 
glass cannula was a colorless fluid having nearly the same appearance 
as the lymph of mammals, but numerous colorless globules diffused 
through the fluid negatived complete transparency. Coagulation super-
vened immediately, and the fluid turned to a dark-brown color soon after 
exposure. This change was due to oxidation, and not at all to light. 
The coloration is not related to respiration. In reality the phenomenon 
of change is one ~f death, and may be compared to spontaneous coagula-
tion. There is no evidence of the existence of either hremoglobin or 
hremocyanin in the blood. 
Stigmata of Insects. 
The respiratory system of the hexapod insects has been examined 
by Dr. 0. Krancher as to a large number of species. The variation 
of the stigmata in structure as well as other characteristics proved to 
be very extensive, and consequently no positive generalizations could 
be formulated. The principal conclusion was that the variations were 
correlated with adaptation for various modes of life. The method of 
investigation adopted by the author is detailed in his memoir. ( J. R. 
M. S., I, 729, from Z. w. z., v. xxxv, pp. 505-574.) 
In this connection it may be added. that Dr. H. Hagen; in opposition 
t,o the views of Dr. Palmen, contends that the stigmatic cords are not 
rudimentary and closed tubes, but functionless open ones, and that they 
do not become completely developed during the larval stages. (Z. A., iv, 
404). 
Dr. 0. Krancher, in 1880 (Zool. Anz., v. 3, pp. 584-588), had grouped 
the modifications of the stigmata known to him into two primary groups 
and five secondary ones; those without lips having been referred to two 
categories, and those with lips to three. 
An I nsectarium. 
In the year 1881 the Zoological Society of London added to its rich 
exhibition a new feature in the shape of an insectarium. No previo.us 
attempt, at least on an extended i,cale, had been made to bring to-
gether a collection of living insects for popular instruction, and the 
novel addition therefore deserves some notice. The insectarium is 
bou ed in a building framed of iron and glass on three of its sides, while 
it back is brick; the structure, however, was not expressly erected for 
the use to which it has been put, and its interior arrangements need 
only be considered. The insects are imprisoned in special cases, the 
large t of which are 32 inches long and 24: wide, with a depth of 18. 
Tho e used for the principal specimens are formed @f zinc plates. 
The upper part of each is glazed on all four sides, the top being 
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formed of perforated zinc so as to admit the air. The food-plan 
object required for the suspension of the chrysalis, when thats 
of the insect is exhibited, is inserted into the case through a circ,. 
hole in the bottom; but the glass front also opens, so that ready a 
may be obtained to the interior. The cases are arranged all along 
sides of the interior of the building as well as on two tables in the 
dle. The contents of the several cases are indicated by labels and 
plemented by mounted specimens of the corresponding species in 
various stages of development. The most conspicuous of the exlu 
are the large Bombycidre, or silk-producing moths, which had been 
tained from their respective habitats in the chrysalis form; among t 
were the .American Samia cecropia and Samia Gloveri, and it was fo 
that the former selected the plum-tree and the latter the goo~eberry 
favorite food-plants. 
The Periodical Cicada, alias "Seventeen-year Locust." 
The well-known Cicada, which, from its periodical appearance 
been designated as ''The Seventeen-year Locust," is represented b 
form, which, according to entomologists, cannot be specifically differe .. 
ated from it, but which differs in habits, appearing at intervals of o 
thirteen years, and which has consequently been designated by Profi 
Riley as the Cicada tredecim. Certain broods of both of these fo 
coincided in their appearance in 1881: one of septemdecim had made 
last appearance in numbers in the year 1864, and one of tredecim in 1 
and the last simultaneous appearance of the two would therefore 
been in 1660. 
Alternate generation in the Gall Insects. 
In certain species of Cynipidre Dr. Adler has discovered that alt 
tion of generation takt!S place, and that the same species in tlle two 
may show such differences that the respective forms had been previ 
referred to two distinct genera. The discovery was made throu"'h 
ob ervation that Neuroterus laid eggs which gave birth to a form 
enting the genus Spatheogaster, such form being an agamic condi · 
The organs of generation are nevertheless reproduced in the 
off pring, and the egg are even developed generally in larger n 
ti' not •worthy, al o, that in the agamic form there is also a 
•ulu mini , but it is rudimentary: 19 peci repre entin 
g n ra--..,_ Tmn-oteru ·, IJryophanta, and Biorltiza-manifest, altern 
n r- i n ut four oth r , of the O'enu Aphilothrix, do not d , 
ll · · re ult are confirmatory of deduction b B 
-, mad in h nit d t te about t u J ar ago. 
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a small spiral tube, and traced it to a glandular body which he consid-
ered to have been pre.viously overlooked. A full description has been 
given, but it can be only stated here that Mr. Spaulding believes that 
these glands, on account of their size, position, and outlet, furnish the 
secretion whic'h changes the nectar into honey. As to their homologies, 
be suggests that they are the spinning glands of the larvre modified for 
the new function, and that in such cases they should be found more or 
less developed or aborted in other Hymenoptera. 
Aquatic Lepidopte.rous Larvm. 
The lmtterflies and especially their caterpillars are so associated in 
our minds with terrestrial vegetation, that few conceive of the existence 
of forms that spend their entire lanral condition in the water, and 
that are especially adapted for aquatic respiration. Yet M. C. l\1a-g.rice 
has indicated. that most of the prominent groups of the Lepidoptera 
have aquatic representatives. Members of the families Bombycidre 
and Sphingidre live during their caterpillar stage in the waters, but 
none are known to have tracheal gills. The larva of Paraponyx, a 
form of the family Pyralidre, however, has long been known to be pro-
vided with branchire as well as spiracles, and its pupa to live fo its 
cocoon among leaves under water. The structure of that type has been 
re-examined by M. Maurice so far as its respiratory functions are con-
cerned. The tracheal gills have delicate membranes subservient to an 
en<losmosis of oxygen and exosmosis of carbonic acid. The stigmata 
occur in the thoracic regions, but are not functional in the larva ana 
are closed by a delicate membrane. It is only when the animal is left 
exposed to the direct air-for instance, by the desiccation of the marsh 
in which it has lived-that functional activity for the spiracles super-
venes. (J. R. M. S. (2), I, 730, from Bull Sc. Dep. Nord., IV, 115-120.) 
The proboscis of the Lepidoptera. 
The proboscis of thQ Lepidoptera has been examined by M. Breiten-
bach, with a view to determine its origin and the homologies of its 
parts. Without at all indorsing his views, we submit an abstract of 
them. 
The proboscis is represented "in the early stages, for in the late 
larva it has been found already represented by two long, curv.,ed cords. 
But, further, the obvious connections of the group with the Trichoptera 
s~1ow that the biting mouth of the latter has produced the sucking 
tube of the former by modification of the labium, maxillre, and labrum, 
which were first all mrited in a tubular organ; the edges of the two 
niaxillre then became more closely approximated, and the share of the 
other two parts in the organ became unnecessary, and they were ex-
cluded from it. This metamorpho is, howe-;rer, was probably made in 
Yariou tage , each having some definite advantage to the insect as its 
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object: e.g., the exclusion of the labrum and labium from the o 
was a beneficial simplification, the great object being to bring the 
maxillro together; the latter organs were able to assume a 0 
development in consequence of the reduction of the former; th· 
velopment was further promoted by the abnormal method by 
food was obtained. The increase in the length of the tube wa ca 
by the depth which the nectaries of certain flowers exhibited, an 
which they excladed insects hurtful to them, while, at the same · 
this very depth allowed of the accumulation of a greater amollll 
honey." 
Among other subjects treated of by M. Breitenbach in this conn 
are the structure and functions of the so-called juice-borers, wkic 
discussed at considerable length.· (J. R. M. S., (2,) II, 35-37, 
Jen. Zeitschr. Nat., XV, 151-214, with 3 pl.) 
Devastations by Insects. 
Many millions of dollars are yearly lost to the farming commn 
through the devastations of insects, and thereby the labors of tu 
culturist are rendered more onerous than they w8uld otherwi ·e b 
not infrequently unremunerative. In order to avert as much 
ble the ravages of these in size insignificant but in number fi 
able enemies, it has been deemed the part of wisdom by ci 
governments to retain men skilled in the knowledge of insec 
investigaitions of their habits, to learn and teach the best m 
meeting their attacks. The general government and several 
have their special entomological bureaus, and each year rep 
published in which some branch of economical entomology i 
ered. From the great mass of information relative to the 
published in 1881 we select the following notes. 
The .Phylloxera.-The devastations of the justly-named Ph U 
vastatrix on the vineyards of various countries have attra 
attention. The losses in many countries haye been appallin · 
_Fr nee, for example, of the 2,200,000 hectares (about 5,600 
planted with vines nearly a quarter have been overrun and th 
pra tically destroyed, while as many more have been attacke 
V, 821). trenuousefforts have been made to preventt.lJe._prt:: .. u,..,,., ,_ 
in t ·by iffi r ntgovcrnment . Inltaly, Spain, Turkey,R um 
r ria, and the Cape of Good Hope the introdu tion of all Jh·i 
i · ntirely prohi it d; in rm any the re tri ·tion xtend onl 
plnu , ·whil in witz rl, n 1, u tria-Ilnngary and Portu l 
ti n uf ' Ii · g plant i p rmitt d if att t • ? c 1 ifi t 
1 , Jiti ( . ... . , .... , 21). rigidly i he 1 
tb, t. r of p t.t arriYing in , l Town 
1 r . · fi r fi , r that th I t mi lit b im1 
hj · · n lt •nm, cl b w r to u b 
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regulations, but" Dr. Maxime Cornn has lately submitted a report~ in 
which, whilP, confessing that Phylloxera vastatrix is confined to the 
grapevine and can flourish on no other plant, he yet recommends tl.Je 
following of the example set by Algeria, which is to forbid the intro-
duction of all vegetable products whatever, except those absolutely 
required for consumption" (Riley, A. N., XV, 239). n has been found 
that the American vines enjoy at ]east comparative immunity from the 
attacks of Phylloxera, and large consignments of roots have been im-
ported into France from the United States to replant the destroyed 
vineyards (A. N., XV, 322) • 
.Enemies of Rice.-The rice plant in the Southern United States has 
suffered in past years from the attacks of two insects, both beetles, the 
Ohalepus trachypygus and Lissorhop~rus simplex, and -a third insect has 
now been added to the list of its formidable enemies; but the newly-· 
discovered pest is the caterpillar of a Lepidopter-the Laphygma frugi-
perda. The last proved to be very destructiYe to rice plants in the 
summer of 1881 in .Georgia, and was identified by Professor Riley. It 
had been known before as a scourge to various grasses and grains, bnt 
not as a special enemy of the rice. In the East Indies a third order of 
insects-the Diptera-r-has contributed an additional a,nd very formid-
able pest to the rice cultivator. It is the newly-discovered Cecidomyia 
oryzm, of which no congener had previously been known to occur in 
India. · (Riley, A. N., XV, 148, 482, 751.) . 
.Enemies of Pastures.-Another insect, which has long been known, bnt 
had not been hostile to the industry of man, in 1881 assumed a new 
role, and attacked pastures in the Eastern States-especiqJly in parts 
of New York and New Jersey-" some fields as large as forty acres being 
ruined and others showing only dead spots of a rod or two square." 
The injurious larvre were supposed by the farmers to be '' army worms," 
but specimens were identified by Professor Riley as representatives of 
two distinct species, and both different from the true army worm. One 
of the destructive '' worms," and the more common, at least in some 
sections, was the larva of Crambus vulgivagellus, and the other that of 
Nephelodes violans. Professor Riley well remarks, that "the widespread 
appearance and injury" of the former species during the past year "fur-
nishes au excellent illustration of the fact that species which have never 
before been looked upon as injurious to agriculture may suddenly be-
come so." (A. N., XV, 574-577, etc.) 
.Enemies of Olover.-The American agriculturist may have to encounter 
still another enemy of his labors-a curculionicl beetle-the Phytonomus 
punctatus. It has been until recently unknown in the United States, but 
wa · detected in 1881 in Barrington, Yates County, New York, and speci-
men were sent thence to Professor Riley, with the statement that it 
had greatly injured the clover in that region. The insect in a common 
European species, but has not been known heretofore to <lo any serious 
harm to crop . Profes or Riley adds that it is worth? of remark that 
1 1. Mi . 100-2!) 
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this imported enemy of clover made its first appearance in the a 
county which, three years before, furnished him with" another E 
pean beetle affecting the same plant-the Hylesi'nus trifolii, or ''cl 
root-borer." (A. N., XV, 750-751, 012-9l4.) 
Insect Antidote.-With enemies so numerous and increasing the a. 
culturist must be on the alert, and to render his labor remuneratfre 
quires to have antidotes to their ravages at a minimum cost. The 
of species of Pyrethrum-P. roseum and P. cinerarimfolium-grou.nd 
powder, furnish one of the most effective insecticides. Tl.te Pyreth 
roseum "the only species of its genus,"' according to Dr. Rodde, "w · 
gives a good, effective insect powder, is no where cultivated, but e 
at an altitude of 6,000 to 8,000 feet," in Asia, the Caucasus, and .,ou 
ward. The P. cincrarimf olium is a Dalmatian species, of which littl 
known, but which is said to be cultivated in Dalmatia. In spite of 
jealousy of the natives of the countries where these plants grow, 
have been imported into the United States, and Professor Riley plan 
some in Washington, in the fall of 1880, which "came up quite well 
the spring, and will perhaps bloom the present year." It would 
th.at the Pyrethrum is quite an effective insecticide, and its acqui · 
and retail at a moderate cost will be doubtless a great boon to tl.Je 
culturist. For detailed information as to cultivation, manufactur , 
use of the plant we must refer to Professor Riley. (A. N., XV, 242, ~ 
572, 744-748, 817-819.) 
Oarnivorous Beetles partly herbivorous.-Even insects that are -
erally beneficial to the agriculturist by preying on his enemie , 
times turn round aud become destroyers of crops. Species of Carab" 
and Coccinellidro, e. g., have been found to change their usual 
orous habits for a herbivorous diet, according to Professor ForbeB, o 
Illinois State labo11atory. Representatives of 17 different pc i 
Uarabidro were examined, and 11 of them were seen to ba,·e in 
stomachs '' either the spores of different fungi, the pollen of flo 
or the seeds of gra ses and grains." The Coccinellidro were a.:cert · 
to be to even a still greater degree herbivorous, and one of the 
Afegilla rnacU,lata-'' wa proven to feed also upon the anthor and 
of gra e ," and, in fact, to almost rival in its herbivorous tendenci 
qua b-beetle (Epilaclina borealis), which had been suppo ed to b 
ti pal in th.e family for i~ herbivority. The lJ,fegilla had been b 
J £ r with etime injuring crop ., and a farmer of Sain Ini 
rt <1 to r fi r Riley con iderable injury done by th 
corn y , ting h 1 in tho blade , and pecjmen of blade t 
I> rfi r: l aIHl rid 11 d a c mpaui cl the b tl . ' 
· f~ r 11 w Y r i tbi ten l n y to f 
unmL , il t th , rrri ulturi t, itha 
h, i r u l r . th • in ·t · m r value 1 t m n. 
orth whil t Ille int, in C 
th 
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government, in order that he may al ways have a reserve of power with 
which to meet aspiring rebellion, so it is to the general advantage that 
carnivorous insects should abound in larger numbers than could :find 
sustenance in the ordinary surplus of insect reproduction. They will 
then be prepared to concentrate an overwhelming attack upon any group 
of insects which become suddenly superabundant. It is evidently im-
possible, however, that this reserve of predaceous species should ba 
maintained, unless they could be supported, at least in part, upon food; 
derived from other sources than the bodies of living animals." , (A. N.,, 
xv, 323-327.) 
Wings of Insects. 
The details of structure of the wings of insects and the contiguous·, 
parts, especially those of the family Libellulidre, have been iuvesti-· 
gated by Mr. R. von Leudenfeld. The monograph of the alar struct-· 
ures of the Dragon-flies is especially noteworthy. "Sixty-two separate · 
skeletal parts are named and described," and also ''16 muscles and 2 
ligaments." "A diaphragm of chitin separates the muscles for the wings 
from those for the legs; the exoskeleton is made up of thin chitinous 
plates. There are various methods of articulation, some of which are 
exactly comparable to those that are found in the vertebrata." 
The Libellulidre and'' N europtera planipennia" are considered by Mr. 
von Lendenfeld to be the lowest of typical insects, on account of the 
equality in size of the wings, while those '~ with one pair of wings appear 
to be the most highly organized and possess the largest brain." _ The 
rank of the other groups is song-ht to be determined by the relative 
development of the two pairs of wings. It is probable, however, that 
the logic employed, as well as the conclusions deduced, will be opposed 
by many entomologists. Probably more satisfactory are the author's 
observations of the mode of flight. , 
A method for instantaneously photographing insects' wings was de-
vised and is detailed by Mr. von Lendenfeld. "Two phases are to be 
distinguished in the movement of the wing-the movement from behind 
forwards, and from in front backwards. In both, however, there is an 
upwardly-acting force; with this there ·are associated other move~ 
ments, resulting in the course of the wing being a more or less compli, 
cated curve, the directions of which depend, of course, on the extent to 
which these other forces act." ( J. R. M. S. (2), II, 184-185, from Sitz, .. 
ungsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, LXXIII., 289-376, with 7 pl.) 
Relations of Devonian Insects to existing types. 
The fossil insects have. been for some years the special subjects of Mr .. 
Samuel H. Scudder's studies, and the conclusions which he has reachedi 
re pecting the relations of the Devonian forms to later ones have been, 
publi heel, and are as follows : 
(1) Th~ :inst:cts 4ave :prese:rv¢ their general type of wing structur(} 
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· unaltered from the earliest times to the present; (2) they were he 
pods; (3) they were all lower Heterometabola; ( 4) nearly all are ~ 
thetic types of a comparatively narrow range; (5) nearly all exhi 
marks of affinity to the carboniferous Palreodictyoptera, but (6) 
often manifest more complicated structure than most Palreodictyopt€ 
(7) they mostly bear little special relation to carboniferous forms ar 
have a distinct facies of their own; (8) they were "of great size. 
membranous wings, and were probably aquatic in early life"; (9) 
were precursors of existing forms, while others became extinct; ( 
they flourished under a remarkable variety of structure; (11) they -~ 
fered "remarkably from all other known types, ancient or modern a 
some of them appear to be even more complicated than their nea 
living allies"; (12) they show no more evidence of primitive type t 
the carboniferous insects; and (13) "while there are some forms whi 
to some degree bear out expectations based on the general derirn · 
hypothesis of structural development, there are quite as many whi 
are altogether unexpected, and cannot be explained by that theo • 
without invoking suppositions for which no facts can at pre ·en 
adduced." 
Some of these conclusions (4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) coincide quite well 
those derivable from the survey of other classes of the animal kingd 
e. g., fishes, so far a,s they are known, but the deductions probably o 
times rather represent the imperfection of the geological record 
the facts as they were, and several of the conclusions (e.g., 8 ll) 
perhaps rather too sweeping. But whatever may have been the fi 
the studies of Mr. Scudder have materially increased our knowl 
the palreozoic faunas, and his deduciions are especially intere tino-
comparison with other cla~ses of the organic kingdoms of natur · 
J. S. (3), XXI, 111-117.) 
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There 1s no ommatophore; the optic nerve is also not d,eveloped, and 
the lens and vitreous body are equally deficient. The eye of this form 
is therefore considered to represent an embryonic stage in development. 
In Haliotis the eyes are large and ( as in Patella) there is an open cup; 
the cells pass from one to the other. Pigment is only found around the 
orifice of the cup. Retractile ommatophores support the eyes; optic 
.nerves are developed of a remarkable character; each divaricates into 
two or three branches before entering the eye, and the latter expand and 
inclose the entire eye, coming into direct connection with the retinal cells. 
A lens of gelatinous substance is found and a vitreous body occupies a 
large part of the eye cup. The eyes are invested in loose connective 
tissue, and tb.ere is no sclerotic nor any other investing membranes. 
In Fissurella the eyes lie just below the epidermis and the corneal 
cells are separated from the epithelial by a delicate layer of connective 
tissue. The "retinal cells belong to two groups; they may be long and 
very delicate at their lower ends, or they may be broader and thicker 
and more closely granulated, and · the latter are moreover destitute ot 
pigment. These thicker basal cells are regarded by the author, not as 
supporting cells of the true retinal elements, but as those organs from 
which the lens and vitreous body are developed; the pigmented cells 
alone function as the end-organs of the optic nerve." 
In fine, the author's investigations have led him to conclude that.the 
eyes of mollusks begin their development by an invagination of the 
epidermis which is originally open to the exterior; as this becomes shut 
off, the retinal cells become developed out of the epidermal cells. The 
eyes of Patella present the simplest known condition. "In Nautilus the 
eye is likewise open to the exterior, and in the Hirudinea [leeches] we 
may find organs of a somewhat similar construction. In cases of this 
kind the use of the term retina should be avoided, and be replaced by 
that of rod-cells. The cells which appear to be the organs for the per-
ception of light are very characteristically developed in the ~ollusca; 
what is here seen almost in diagram is found more or less -distinctly in 
all other mollusk$. The so-called retina consists of a series of elon-
gated cells, the anterior J)ortion of which is filled up by dark pigment. 
This pigment is more or less marginal in position, so that there is in thQ 
center an unpigmented cylindrical canal which passes directly into the 
unpigmented part of the cell." (J. R. M. S., (2,) I, 724-725, from Z. W. z., 
XXXV, 461-478.) 
The Neomenire and Ohretodermre. 
One of the most h1teresting groups of Invertebrates is that rep.resented 
by the genera Ohretoderma, N eomrenia, and Proneomrenia. 
The representatives of this type have been associated with very 
diverse groups by various authors; by some with the worms, by most 
with the mollusks; and in the branch of mollusks, by some with the 
Nudibranchiates ; but by the majority of anatomists with the Chiton·s . 
.Although few in number and of rare occurrence, er rather only found by 
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careful search in the proper habitats, they have received consitlera 
attention within the last few years, and to Prof. A. A. W. Hubrech 
Leyden, we ~re indebted for an elaborate memoir on the group, publish 
in 1881. 
The most conspicuous feature of the group is "the presence of fi 
longitudinal nerve-trunks, united together into one in front of or abo-
the pharynx," and coalescing behind in whole or part (two of them) i: 
- a ganglionic swelling above the rectum. 
In au the genera of the group '' a heart, situated dorsally clo e 
the posterior extremity of the body, a median dorsal and a median VE 
tral blood-vessel, are the principal parts of the circulatory appara · 
The respiratory apparatus is variable. In Chretoderma and Neome · 
retractile brauchire are developed at the posterior extremity of the bod 
in Ohretoderma being paired and in Neomenia being tuft-like; in P 
neomenia special branchire are absent, and respiration is snppo ed 
be effected through the wall of the intestine and the foot, "and P · 
haps more especially in the rectum." 
There is a decided difference, it seems, in the relations of the sexe · 
the two primary groups of the class. The Chretodermidre, like 
Chitonids, have the sexes separate, while the Neomreniidre aremon 
cious or hermaphrodite. There is a direct communication betw 
the ovary and pericardium ( at least, in Ohretode.rma and Proneome · 
and the pericardium also communicates with the exterior by a Y e 
of ducts and passages. Such ducts, in part, at least, are con idered 
renal organs. "And so the Solenogastres exemplify a primitive ~ta 
in which the pericardium (body-cavity) receives the oviducts on theo 
hand, and on the other communicates with the exterior by means of 
nephridia." 
It is maintained by Dr. Hubrecht that the deviations in this typ 
rather manifestations of degradation or atrophy of parts than of in · 
iency and original non-development. The radula has been abort 
lost, and not failed. The condition of the nervous system is exp 
of a reduction of type and is not a primitive stage, and the in 
development of the intestine and liver is likewise to be looked n 
a result of reduction . 
.Americanized E'll,ropeam, Sltells. 
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Lancl shells of the palccozoic era. 
The geological history of the Pulmonates is a most remarkable one 
in more respects than one. So far as the evidence appeared until com-
paratively lately, with a limited spot in Nova Scotia unknown, the 
palreontologist might have felt justified in declaring that the order was 
"usher~d in" with the tertiary epoch. But as long ago as 1852, Lyell 
and Dawson indicated the existence of a minute pupa-like shell in the 
carboniferous period o'u the testimony of a specimen found in 1851 
within the hollow of an erect fossil tree at the "South Joggins," Nova 
icotia. Subsequently the form was named Pupa vetusta. In the same 
place were afterwards (in 1866) discovered specimens of another land 
shell, resembling the species of the existing helicoid genus Oonulus. 
In 1869, Prof. Frank H. Bradley made known two other terrestrial mol-
lusks in the carboniferous rocks occurring at Pelly's Fort, on the Ver-
million River, in Illinois, one a pupoid and the other a helicoid. In 
1880, Principal Dawson added a third species of land shell obtained 
from the J oggins, with the so-called Pupa vetusta, ,vhich he called Pupa 
Bigsbii. Still more, he described a shell from Devonian rocks of New 
Brunswick which he considered to be a new generic type and named 
Strophites grandceva. Finally, during the past year Mr. R.R. Whitfield 
has made known a coal meas1ue pupoid shell, which he has designated 
as a peculiar generic form, naming it .Anthracopupa Ohioensis. Seven 
Palreozoic Pulmonates have thus been made known, viz; Devonian: 
Strophites grandmva.-Carboniferous: .Dendropupa vetusta (N. S. ), 
Pupa f'] Bigsbii (N. S.), Pupa ['J Vermilionensis (Ill.), Strophilies gran-
dceva (N. B.), Anthracopupa Ohioensis (0.), Oonulus priscus (N. S.), and 
Dawsonella Meelcii (Ill.). 
So far as can be determined from the shells, and even the associations, 
all these mollusks, except, perhaps, the last (Dawsonella Meekiir), were 
true land Pulmonates, related to the existing Pupid::e and Helicid::e. 
That any of them belonged to the restricted genus Pupa is very doubt-
ful, and Owen has proposed the name Dendropupa for the earliest 
species made known. This is not the place, however, to discuss their 
intimate affinities. .As to the .Dawsonella, its helicoid relations are at 
ieast extremely dubious. It has considerable resemblance to a Heli-
cinid, and Mr. Whitfield "cannot but come to the conclusion that Daw-
soneila, was an operculated shell" and probably related to Helicinia. 
This genus, be it recalled, cannot be associated with the true Pulmonates, 
but i allied to the aquatic N e:r;itid::e, etc. None of the operculate terres-
trial mollu ks are, iu fact, at all related to the Pulmonates, properly so 
called, the Cyclostomidre being most nearly related to the marine Lit-
torinidre of the order Pectinibranchiata, and the Helicinid::e, as j,Ist 
remarked, of the Neritidre, and representing the order Rhipidoglossa. 
The Pulmonates then, it appear~, existed in the Devonian and Car. 
boniferous periods in forms little different from some now living, and 
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none are known from the rocks intervening between the last and · 
tertiary. Nevertheless, no reasonable mtturalist will doubt that 
did exist in that intervening period, and few now woulcl believe 
the devonian forms were not preceded by kindred types. The cfu 
bution of the order is therefore a striking exemplification of the "im 
fection of the geological record." (A. J. S., (3,) XX, 403-415; 
125-128.) 
Shells of Lake Tanganyika . 
.As a rule there is something in the appearance and texture ore · 
dermis of true fresh-water shells which enables the conchologist at on 
to recognize them as such, even though they be quite different from a 
forms he has previously known; but in a Central African lake-
Tanganyika-peculiar univalve shells have been discovered which 
remarkable for their unlikeness to any fresh-water forms before kno 
and conversely for their resemblance to marine shells. The mimic fo 
have been designated as follows: 
(1.) LIMNOTROCHUS (E. A. Smith, Amt. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v. 6, p. 425, 1880; P. z. 
London, 1881, 285). 
This is said to "have all the appearance of a Trochus when vi 
with the aperture from the eye. It is, however, more closely relat 
the Littorinidre, and exhibits the greatest affinity with the genn B 
nella." Two species have been discovered, one of which (L. Tho 
has an especial resemblance to an Echinella, while the other (L. Ki 
reminds one, by form as well as sculpture, of a Sol,arium. 
(2.) SYRNOLOPSIS (E. A. Smith, Ann. Mag. Nat. IIist. (5), v. 6, p. 42G, 1 
L., 1881, 288). 
This "curious form has all the appearance of a marine genu 
closely resembling Obeliscus or Syrnola." Mr. Smith believe 
temporarily be glassed with the Rissoidre." 
(3.) TIPIIOBIA (E. A. Smith, P. Z. S. L., 1880, 348 i 1881, 293). 
This form is thought by Mr. Smith to be "perhaps the mot re 
ble specie of fresh-water mollusca yet discovered." It remind 
a "Pyrula," but still more of a "Rapana," while it al o may 
mind th Glotella armigera of the United States. 
(4.) TANGANYICIA (Cro e , Jonrn. Conchol., (3,) t.21, p. 2f!l, 1 1). 
The p cie of this group somewhat resemble Naticids, bnt 
a1 pro ch th Ampullariid . 
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from Tanganyika, h~ving very much the appearanM of ii, marine form." 
What particular "marine form," if any, is meant is not sp@cified, but 
the :figure reminds one of a Planaxis. 
Two other sub-genera or genera complete the list of peculiar types 
discovered in the African lake. They are-
• 
PAHAMELANIA (E. A. Smith, P. Z. S. L., 1881, p. 558) 
NEOTHAUMA (E. A. Smith, P. Z. S. L., 1880, p. 349; 1881, p. 293). 
The former is a Melanoid; the latter a Vjviparine gastropod with the 
labrum "deeply emarginate" and reflected. 
The discovery in a single body of water of such an association of 
peculiar and limited types, and with such a facies is unexampled in the 
annals of conchology. In the opinion of Mr. Smith, three of these, es-
pecially the species of Limnotrochus and Syrnolopsis, "have all the 
appearance of being modified marine types; and such is probably the 
case," he adds, for, ''judging from the geology of the neighborhood, 
Tanganyika at some remote epoch has been an inland sea, the saltness 
of whose waters has almost entirely vanished, l~aving only a peculiar 
taste, which Cf.tn scarcely be described as brackish" (P. Z. S., 1881, 276-
277). Their presence involves one of the most difficult malacological 
problems, thinks Mr. Crosse (Journ. Conchol. (3), t. 21, p. 303); but 
while he retains Limnotrochus in the Littorindm, he is very doubtful 
whethQr the soft parts of SyrnQlopsis will confirm its reference to the 
same family with Syr.nola. 
It is very regrettable that the soft parts of the several genera discov-
ered should remain unknown. The opercula seemed to have been intact 
in some of the shells, and probably, 1merefore, the lingual ribbons could 
with proper care have been found. Their examination alone would have 
permitted a determination, at lea.st, approximative, of the mollusks, 
affinities. Until such examination the question of relationship must 
remain doubtful. It may be suggested, however, that the variations of 
the shells, considerable and remarkable as they are, are not incompati-
ble with their association with the Melaniids, for they can be derived 
from the same type. But whether the new genera are much modified 
Melanians, ( or Viviparids,) or related to marine forms, or representatives 
of even peculiar families, must remain unsettled till the lamentable 
neglect to search for and examine the odontophores at least is repaired. 
Meanwhile the most conservative course would be to associate them with 
doubt in the family of Melanians. The deductions of Mr. Smith as to 
the geological relations of the lake forms do not appear to be warranted. 
Lake Tanganyika has now contributed to conchology 32 species, rep-
resenting 10 genera; 20 species and 6 genera or sub-genera have not 
been detected elsewhere; 8 species are known to be also found in the 
Nile. 
As to tho Paramelanim, Dr. C. A. White, of Washington, has ex-
pre ed the opinion that there is a gern~ric identity between those species 
and the Pyrgulifera humerosa of Meek, described about five years 
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before (U. S. Geol. Surv. 40th Par., v. 4, p. 176, pl. 17, f. 19, 19 a) fro-
specimens obtained in the Laramie group, "which holds a transitio 
position between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic series" (Nature, v. 25, p 
101-102). Dr. White also was of the belief that the "Melania (Sermyla 
admirabilis" of Tanganyjka Lake is ,~evidently congeneric with"- t1 
"Goniobasis Oleburni," described by him from the same formation. Mr. 
Smith, however, thought that it was "decidedl3· unadvisable at pre·e1rt 
to locate the two forms in question in the same genus" (.Nature, v. 2.i 
p. 218). In view of the known facts of distribution coincident mu 
structural characteristics of the Melaniids and related forms, it seem· 
be premature, ·without direct comparison, to identify the extinct Ame · 
can and living African shells as congeners. 
The quasi-representative forms are probably not only not iso 
but simply mimotypes, and it is quite improbable that any of the Ame ·. 
can Melaniiform mollusks are necrotypes* of Africa. 
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Gigantic Cuttle-Fishes. 
The gigantic cuttle-fishe have been specially studied by Pro 
Verrill, and much light bas been thrown on the subject by his r·ese:arcnes. 
The large t of the la s appear to belong to the family of 0mm 
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phididre, and the genus appropriately named Arehiteuthis, i. e., chief of 
the cuttle-fishes. Two of those are recorded as having an extreme 
1ength of 52 feet. In one (A. princeps ?) the body from the base of the 
arms to the tip of the tail was 15 feet long. Another, still larger, was 
55 feet in extreme length, and its body was 20 feet long. It may be 
well to add that the large cuttle-fish lately exhibited in New York and 
through the country was very badly, indeed grotesquely, prepared by 
the taxidermist, and gave no idea of the real animal. 
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Retzius (Gust.). Das Gehororgan der Wirbelthiere. Morphologisch-histologische:: 
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Development of paired limbs. 
Several ·naturalists-,-e. g., Maclise, Humphrey-had long ago 
gested that the paired fins were morphologically parallel with 
median ones, but, on account of the crudity of their conception 
the insufficiency of the evidence adduced, they failed to convince th 
fellow-workers of the soundness of their conclusions. Later, Mr. F. 
Balfour was led to "the conclusion that the vertebrate limbs were re 
nants of two continuous lateral fins" by the study of their developm 
and soon after Mr. J. K. Thacher, of New Haven, and followinrr · 
Mr. St. George Mivart, reached the same results through anatomi 
studies. Objections having been raised against the soundness of th 
conclusions, the subject was re-examined in 1881 by Mr. Balfour 
reference to the development of the pectoral and ventral :fins in cylli' 
as well as their structure in the adult. .After paying due attention 
the observations and criticisms of several naturalists-especially D 
vidoff and Gegenbaur-he reiterates the opinion that "tho kel to 
both the paired and the unpaired :fins of Elasmobranchs and Lep' 
teus is in its development independent of the axial skeleton, .. 
admits that '' ftie phylogenetic mode of origin of the skeleton bo 
the paired and of the unpaired :fins, cannot, however, be made out i 
out further investigation." He a]_!)tly dissents (as tho recorder di 
1872) from Gegenbaur's view as to the archypterygium, and al . 
apparently with far less reason, from the "derivation of the fol 
which the paired :fins of the Vertebrata are supposed to be P ci · 
tions, from tp.e lateral folds of Am,phioxus." His rea ons for di n i 
latter instance have not been given. It may be added, in tbi 
tion, that the ancestors of the Myzonts probably had the lateral fin 
their absence in all the surviving members of the cla is doubtl 
to the elongation of the body. (P. Z. S., 1881, G56-G71, pl,. 57 
Hartwig (0 car). 
b Ji, Diana, 
4 pl. 
FISIIES IN GENEHAL, 
ANA.TOl\IY. 
Integumcnlary system. 
r d H ut k I t d r Fi ch . 3. Abtheil. (P i a · 
·id~, Trigli<l , Pl ctogna:thi.) Mor1>ho' g.Jcihrb., .7. 
Os cous system. 
Jal r lift. d. 1 r. f. 
or l olo . Jahrb. ·, i 
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Muscular system; 
Hartmann (R. ). Ueber die Brustflossenmuskeln einiger Fische. Sitzungs.ber. Ges. nat .. 
Fr. Rerlin, 1881, pp. 150-154. 
Nervous system. 
Cattie (J. Th.). Vergelijkend-anatomische en histologische Onderzoekingen van d& 
Epiphysis cerebri der Plagiostomi, Ganoidei en Teleostei. Leiden, S. C. van 
Does burgh, 1881. (8vo. 104 pp., 3 pl. M. 3.) 
--. Die Epiphyse der Plagiostomi, Ganoidei und Teleostei. Zool. Anz., 4. Jahrg., 
p. 604. 
Mayser (P.). Vergleichend-anatomische Studien iiber das Gehirn der Knochenfische 
mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Cyprinoiden. Zeitschr. J. wiss. Zool., v. 36, 
pp. 259-364. Mit 10 Taf. und 1 Holzschn. 
Eye. 
Zolinka (Carl.). Ueber die Nerven in der Cornea der Knochenfiscbe. Zool. Anz. 
4. Jahrg., pp. 338-339. 
Berger (E.). Beitrage zur Anatomie des Fischauges. Zool. Anz., 4. Jabrg., pp. 258-
262. 
Brass (A.). Die Accommodation des Auges der Knochenfische. Zeitsch1·. f. d. gea. 
Naturwiss., v. 53, pp. 901-903. 
Ear. 
Cisow (A.). Ear of Ganoids. Journ. R. Microscop. Soc., (2,) v.1, pp. 429-430. (Ab-
stract.) 
Accessm·y organs. 
Bell (H. Jeffrey). Eye-like Spots in Fishes. Pop. Sc. Re1,., n. s., v. 5, pp. 221-234, pl. 
6, July, 1881. 
Guerne (Jul. de). Les yeux accessoires des Poissons osseux. D'apres le Dr. Ussow. 
Bull. Scientif. dept. du Nord, 1880. Dec. '(publ. March, 1881), pp. 459-470, 1 pl. 
Krause (Ernst). Die augenahnlichen Organe der Fische. Kosm06, v. 9, pp. 433-438. 
Leydig (Franz). Die augenahnlichen Organe der Fische anatomisch untersucht. 
Bonn, E. Straub, 1881. (8vo, 100 pp., 10 pl. M. 131 50.) 
Si>lger (B. ). Zur Kenntniss der Verbreitung von Leuchtorganen bei Fischen. Arch. 
f. Mikrosk. Anat., v. 19, pp. 147-152. 
--. Ueber den feineren Bau der Seitenorgane der Fische. Bericlit. Sifa. Nat. Ges. 
Halle., 1880, pp.105-109. 
Taste. 
Jourdan (E.). Surles organes du goftt des Poissons o~seux. Compt. rend. A.cad. Sc., 
Paris, •t. 92, pp. 743-745. 
Gills. 
Riess (Albin). Der Bau der Kiemenblatter bei den Knochenfischen, Arch.f. Natur-
9esch., 47. Jahrg., v. 1, pp. 519-550, 3 pl. 
lllJmphatic system. 
Troia (Enrico F. ), Contribuzioni allo studio del sistema linfatico dei Teleostei. Ri-
cerche sul sistema linfatico dell' Uranoscopus scaber. A.ttiR. Istit. Veneto Sc., Lett. 
ed .A.rti, (5,) t. 6, pp. 404-418, 1 p1. 
--. Contriboziono allo studio del sistema. linfatico dei Teleostei. P. III. Ri-
cerche sul sistema. linfatico dei Pleuronettidi. .A.tti R. Isti~. V:en .• Sc., Let~. e_i!, )..rt, 
(O,) v. 7, :PP· 37-47; v. 8, pp. 49-56, 1 pl. 
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Genemtive system. 
MacLeod (.J.). Recherches sur l'appareil reproducteur des Poissous osseux. 
4cad. So. Be~gique, (3,) t. 1, pp. 500-505, 614-620. 
Ontogeny. 
Hoffmann (C. K.). Zur Oatogenie der Knochenfische. Nat1turk. Verkandel. K. 
Wet. Amsterdam, v. 21 (168 pp., mit 7 Taf.). 
FAUNAS. 
Europe. 
Day (Francis). The Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland; being a natural hi:- o 
such as are known to inhabit the seas a.nd fresh waters of the British 
including remarks on their economic uses and various modes of capture; 
an Introduction upon Fishes generally. Part II. London, \Villiams & .. :o 1: 
1881. (8vo. pp. 65-144, pl. 7-48; 12 sh.) 
Doderlein (P.). Manuale ittiologico del Mediterraneo. 
P. II. Sinossi metodica delle specie. Fasc. I. 
Palermo, 1881. (8vo. I, 67 pp.; II, 117 pp.) 
Moreau (Em.). Histoire naturelle des Poissons de la France. Paris, G. Ma· on, 1 
(8vo. 3 vols., viz, v. 1, 480 pp.; v. 2, ·576 pp.; v. 3,701 pp.; frcs. 60.) 
Klunzinger (C. B.). Die Fische in Wiirttemberg, faunistisch-biologisch he 
und die Fischeroiverhaltnisse daselbst. Jahreslljt. Ver. vaterli.ind . .:'.'aturk. 1fi 
temb., 37. Jahrg., pp. 172-304. 
Lilljeborg (W.). Sveriges och Norges }'iskar. 1. Haftet. Upsafa, W. Schultz. ( 
pp.1-208.) 
North America. 
Bean (Tarleton H.). Descriptions of some genera and species of Ala kan 
Proo. U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 2, pp. 353-359. 
--. Descriptions of [14] new Fishes from Alaska and Siberia. Proc. U. 
Mus., v. 3, pp. 144-159. 
Jordan (David S.) and Charles H. Gilbert. List of the Fishes of the Pacifi 
the United States, with a table showing the distribution of the speci 
U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 3, pp. 452-4l>8. 
-----. Notes on the Fishes of the Pacific Coast of the United Sta 
U. S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, pp. 29-70. 
South America. 
Steindachner (Franz). Beitrage zur Kenntni der Flus fisch.e iidameri 
B chreibung der neuen .Arten. Anzei.ger d. kais . .Akad. d. Wi88., 1 1, 
97-99. 
--. Icbthyologi che Bcitrago. (XI.) Neue .Art n. lbid., pp. 99-100. 
Pacific Ocean. 
iinth r (A.). Garr tt }'i che der lid H!!ft7 (pp. 217-256, 20 Taf.). H 
1 l. Journ. Mus. Godcffroy, H f 15. 
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.Amtliche BeriQhte iiber die Internationale Fischerei-Ausstellung zu Berlin 1880. · 
Berlin, P. Parey, 1881. (8vo.) viz: I. Fischzucht von M. von dem Borne, H. 
Haack, K. Michaelis. Im Anhange: die Angelfischerei, von M. von dem Borne. 
Mit• 39 Holzschn. (84 pp.) II. Seefischerei, von Dr. M. Lindemanl'l. Mit 162 
Holzschn. (244 pp.) 
Meyer (J.). Handbuch des Fischerei-Sports. Wien, Pest, Leipzig, Hartleben's Ver- · 
lag, 1881. (8vo. 272 pp. M. 5. 40.) 
United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries. Part VI. Report of the Commis-
sioner for 1878. (A. Inquiry into the decrease of food fishes. B. The propaga-
tion of food fishes in the waters of the United States.) Washington, Govt. Print-
ing Office, 1880. (8vo, liv and 988 pp.; published 1881.) 
Fish epidemic. 
Endlich (F. M.). An Analysis of Water destructive to Fish, in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, p. 124. 
Farlow (W. G.). Report on the contents of two bottles of Water from the Gulf of 
Mexico, forwa,rded by the Smithsonian Institution. P1·oc. U.S. Na.t. Mus., v. 4, 
p.234. 
Glazier (W. C. W.). On the destruction of Fish by polluted waters in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, pp.126, 127. ' 
Ingersoll (Ernest). On the Fish mortality in the Guif of Mexico. Proc. U.S. Nat. 
Mus., v. 4, pp. 74-80. 
Johnson (S. H.). Notes on the Mortality ~mong Fishes of the Gulf of Mexico. Proc. 
U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, p. 205. 
Moore (M.A.). Fish Mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, 
pp.125-126. 
Porter (Joseph V.). On the destruction of Fish by poisonous water in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 4, pp. 121-123. 
Fishes of Alaska. 
Fishes had been collected in Alaska and scientifically described long 
before any were made known from California, but while the fauna 
of the latter was in later years well studied, t,hat of Alaska remained 
comparatively neglected. But several collectors have gathered there 
within a few years past, and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, in 1880, visited the 
country to study the :fishes and :fisheries, and has, since his return, pub-
lished a number of articles respecting them, and compiled "~ prelimi-
nary catalogue of the :fishes of Alaskan and adjacent waters." (Proc. 
U.S . Nat. Mus., v. 4, pp. 239-272.) One hundred an<l. sixteen species are 
enumerated, all of which but seven are represented in the National 
:Mu um. The species are almost wholly shore fishes, or such as are 
found in comparatively shallow water, scarcely any deep-sea forms 
having been discovered. We need only add here that the Cod family 
· represented by 6 species, the Flounder family by 9, the Sculpins by 
21, the Chiridre by 8, and the Salmon family by 9. Two very interest-
ing genera have been added by Dr. Bean to the fauna which are at the 
ame time new to science, .Melletes, a kind of Sculpin, and Dcillia, a :fish 
related to the Mud ft hes, or Umbridre . 
. '.Ii·. lOD-30 
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Fish epidemics in tlie Gulf of Mexico. 
In different years, at considerable intervals, an unusual mortality 
occurred among the animals of the Gulf of Mexico around the penin 
of Florida, and fishes in large numbers and of many species could 
then found :floating, dead or dying, at the surface or stranded on· 
.shore. The years 1844 and 1854 are . especially remembered on ace 
of the fatality among the inhabitants of the Gulf. In the fall of 1 ·• 
there was also a notable epidemic. ( J eflerson, &c., in Proc. U. S. --
Mus., v. 1, pp. 244-246, 363, 364.) In the fall of 1880, likewise, occ 
a destructive epidemic. These epidemics ensue on the presence 
diffusion of bodies of discolored "poisoned water," which appear · · 
Jong patches or 'streaks,' sometimes 100 yards wide (and pro 
sometimes much wider), drifting lengthwise with the flow of · 
and which can be readily distinguished from the natural clear 
water of the Gulf. The sponges and other animals living near 
bottom seem to be among the first to suffer, and profitable . pon · 
grounds have been ruined by the poisoned stream. According t-0 r 
Ingersoll the epidemic of 1880 '' began suddenly, anil immedi 
followed the terrihle hurricane which is known as the 'Augu ~t ~ 
the fish and all other ocean life suddenly dying in hordes all along 
.southern (eastern) shore of Tampa Bay, in Egmont Keys, at it m · 
which was the most northern point, and thence southward a f: 
Shark River, in Whitewater Bay, on the coast. Thence fatal loo li · 
were to be found in the currents that set south ward through B 
Honda passage, through the Northwest Passage beyond Key W - • 
even out in the neighborhood of the far isolated Tortuga ." ~~o 
.-are these masses of deleterious water fatal in their course, for nu 
dishermen are compelled to cross it in going from their fi hing 
to their markets, and lose their cargoes on account of the 
Various attempts at explanation have been made of the phen 
The most popular seem to be a hypothe is that the dirty wa r 
to an overflow from the everglades or swamp of~, fre h water P 
by a docoction of noxiou'3 acids, &c., leached from the root whi 
been soaking for year in the pent-up flood " (P. N.1\1., fr: p. 7 ) or 
had been saturated with the dogwood ( Oornus jlorida ), e. pecial Y· 
ltI., iv, p. 122.) Another quite prevalent opinion attribute· th 
wat r to the erupti n of a ubmarine volcano or "eruption 
ga whi b may hav taken pJace through th bottom of th 
tr t hin fr m Tampa Bay to the Tortuga and b 
r h If f th Fl rida y . (Inger oll P. . f.: iv I 
if po i I th truth in a ca whi 
h in la r and apital th uit d 
rn n r 11 to l ri 1, coll 
c mpl f th n d w, t 
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Dr. Endlich, on analysis and comparison of the "poisoned water;' 
with normal Gulf water, found the constituents to be, respectively, as 
follows, the injurious being designated as A. and the normal as B: 
A 
Specific gravity.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. O:l4 
Solid constituents (total), per c~nt ......... '. . . . . 4. 0780 
Ferric compounds, per cent ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 1106 
Injurious organic matter .........•........... "· ratio =3 
B 
1.022 
4.1095 
0~0724 
ratio =2 
He could not find, "even by spectroscopic analysis, any mineral con-
stituents in the water A. which could noxiously affect the fish," but he 
came to the conclusion that ,, the death of fish was caused by the more 
or less parasitic algm, which are found in large quantities in water .A, 
but do not occur at all in water B." (P. U.S. N. M., iv, 124.) ., 
Professor Farlow, the eminent cryptogamist, to whom two bottles of 
the water were sent, found therein " a mass of amorphous slime, in 
which were numerous crystals, apparently of a fatty nature," as well 
as numerous and partially decomposed remains of small crustaceans and 
various plant tissues. it was his " opinion that the trouble is not 
caused by the presence of any vegetable substance, but that the pres-
ence of the latter is accidental. The slimy mass probably originated 
from a mass of eggs which, for some reason or anotl?-er, were killed near 
the surface, and the smaller crustaceans in t,he neighborhood here have 
been involved in the general mass of slime." (Op. cit., p. 234.) 
Practically the results of the investigat.ions so far have been nega-
tive. More data are required, the extent and course of the noxious 
currents should be ascertained, a rigorous co-ordination of all facts 
bearing on the question is requisite, and renewed chemical and micro-
scopical investigations must be made, as well as careful e:J.":amination of 
the dead and dying fishes, as to their gills, &c. The factors that have 
been assigned as causes of the disturbed waters, and the mortality 
among the :fishes, are scarcely likely to be the efficient ones. ~t is use-
les to speculate at this time what are. It is most desirable in the in-
terests of the :fisherman, as well as science, that the truth should be 
known . 
.A communication of Mr. S. H. Johnson, the collector of customs at 
Corpus Christi, Tex., is of interest in this connection, but fails to give · 
any olution to the question at issue. ".After very heavy rains and 
ov r:flowing of rivers, the inner bays on the Texas coast suffer a loss of 
from one-half to three-fourths of their salt-water fish, not including 
mullet, which live as well in fresh as salt water," and unusual cold 
weather is also quite fatal to fish in shallow waters . . The peTcentages 
given are, of course, only of value as crude esthpates based on superfi-
cial appearances. (Proc. U. S N. M., IV, 205 .) 
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ICHTHYOLOGY. 
The subjects of this ~'science" are separable under four classe: 
the Leptocardians, (2) the Myzonts or Marsipobranchiaties, (3) tht 
, lachians, Sharks, Rays, and Chimrerids, and (4) the true Fishes. 
CLASS OF LEPTOC.A.RDIANS, 
Hatschek (B.) Studien iiber Entwickelung des Amphioxus. Arbeit. Zool. Inst. 
v .. 4, p. 1- 88, 9 pl. 
Hoppe-Seyler (F.) Uber Amphioxusund Cephalopoden. Berichtigung. Zoo!. 
4. Jahrg., p. 185-187. 
Krukenberg (C. Fr. W.) Zur Kenntniss des chemischen Baues von Amphloxt15 
olatus und der Cephalopoden. Zool. nz., 4. Jahrg., p. 64-66, p. 263, 1881. 
Embryology of .Amphioxus. 
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early period; the blastopore appears to close from before backwards. 
The lower layer, which goes to form the emloderm, does not correspond 
to more than one-third of the blastula. This undergoes invagination; 
the fluid of the cleavage cavity becomes absorbed, and bilateral sym-
metry soon becomes well marked." . · 
In the "' third period' the primitive segments, the ner'Vous system, 
and the notochord begin to be apparent; the remnant of the blasto-
pore persists as an opening between the enteric cavity and the nerve-
tube, representing the typical neuro-enteric canal. Contemporaneously 
with the development of the nerve-tube, the mesoderm · develops the 
primitive segments; two lateral longitudinal folds arise in the dorsal 
portion of tbe endoderm; and represent the rudiments of the mesoderm. 
4 The cavities of the primitive segments are diverticula from the arch-
enteric cavity." 
In the fourth histological differentiation especially supervenes. "The 
muscles become apparent; the notochord undergoes histological differ-
entiation, and fibrous cords appear in the medullary tube. At the same 
time the larva alters greatly in form, .becomes elongated and compressed, 
and takes on generally a piscine. character. The increase in the num-
- ber of primitive segments goes on but slowly, but what are formed 
gradually fuse in the median central line. Each muscle-cell has at first 
only a single fibril, which is continuous throughout the length of the 
body." ' 
In the fifth period" those changes occur which enable the embryo to 
pass into the larva. A number of orifices are now formed-the mouth 
and the first gill-cleft, the orifice of the ciliated organ ( or left endodermal 
sac), the club-shaped gland, and the anus. The body meanwhile in-
creases in length, fresh segments being formed; a number of stro_ng 
motile flagella may be seen to be developed from the cells, and all the. 
tissues of the body are now formed of transparent protoplasm." 
The first four of these phases successively manifested correspond to " 
the first of '' two well-marked stages, the one embrymiic when it is ef-
fected at the cost of the nutrient material contained in the egg, and is 
very rapid. The fifth phase represents the second stage. At the close , 
of the first the mouth is developed, and the first gill-cleft. The larva 
now begins to feed itself; its cells contain transparent protoplasm, and 
the developmental processes are very much slower." (J. R. M. S., (2) II, 
174-176, from Arbeit. Zool. Inst. Univ. Wien, IV, 1-89, with n pl.) 
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CLASS OF MYZONTS, 
Scott (W. B. ). Beitrage zur Entwickelungsgeschichte der Petromyzonten. M .. 
log. Jahrb., v. 7, pp. 101-172, 5 pl. 
Embryology of the Lamprey. · 
.An important contribution, in the German language, to our kn 
edge of the development of the Petromyzontids is due to Mr. W. 
Scott, of Princeton,, New Jersey. In the laboratory of Professor Gee 
baur, at Heidelberg, he instituted new investigations on the famil. 
question, and has published the result in an elaborate memofr in Ge 
baur's Morphologisches Jahrbuch (v. 7. pp. 101-173, with 5 pl.). 
can only notice a few of the fruits of his studies. 
The gastrula is the result of a true invagination, (but it is not cez: 
as it is in Amphiox,us,) and the overgrowth of the smaller elem 
The notochord was found to be of endodermal origin as han 
known to be the case in the Leptoca.rdians, Selachians, true Fishes f 
dele ..Amphibians, Lacertilian Reptiles and Mammals. Eight pairs 
branchial clefts are developed, but the foremost speedily disap 
and it is added that there is no evidence of the existence of gill c 
anterior to the first pair of the lamprey in any primitive verteb 
The embryonic mouth develops into the mouth of the adult, whil 
the higher vertebrates, save the Teleost fishes, the medullary ~ 
arises from the growth together of two folds in thelamprey. The 
are appressed, and" the medullary tube forms an inwardly projec · 
knob, which, when it is separated off from the ectoderm, i at 
solid tube, and only becomes hollow by the outgrowth of i ce 
The sensory organ first developed is the auditory, and this ap 
just in front of the primitive vertebra (and not, as in the Selacbi 
some distance from it). The brain is notable in that for ome 
"there is no tendency to folding; when it does occur it appear 
due to the sudden increase in growth of the median portion. 
dimentary olfactory organ was found to be primitively ingle (an 
double, as described by Calberla). 
Some of the observations and inferences of Dr. Scott, e peciall · 
on the germinal layer, have been since controverted by J.P. --
(Archives de Biologie, t. 21, pp. 403-454, with 2 pl.), bot th 
noticed is one of sterling merit and noteworthy as the productio 
American naturalist. 
CLASS OF SELA.CHI.ANS. 
Ben 
ZOOLOGY. 
Herrmann (G.). Sur la Spermatogenese chez les Selaciens. Compt. rend. Acacl. Sc. 
Pari , t. 9:3, pp. 858-860. 
Marshan (A. Milnes). On the Head Cavities and Associated Nerves ofElasmobranchs. 
Quart. Journ. Mic. Sc., v. 21, pp. 72-97, 2 pl. 
.Anterior termination of notoohord in Selaohians. 
It had been generally supposed that the notochord in all fishes termi- . 
nated in front, back of the sella turcica, and this belief has been embodied 
in diagnoses of those animals as contrasted with the lowest of the verte-
brates-the Leptocardians. Recently, however, the eminent German 
embryologist, Professor Reichert, thought that he could trace the noto-
chord '' through the cranial floor in front of and below the hypophysis." 
Reichert's observation was made on the embryo of a dog-fish (Squalus 
acanthias). Dr. Rabl-Riickhard has re-examined the same species with 
reference to tbe mooted question, and confirms the old view in opposition 
to Profe sor Reichert. After an examination of several . specimens he 
formulated his conclusions as follows: 
1. "At no period of its development has the embryo of Acanthias a 
notochord with its apex projecting beyond that part of the base of the 
skull which subsequentlr becomes the dorsum sellre." 
2. " The bypophysis arises immediately in front of the apex of the 
notochorq in the basal portion of that deposit of connective tissue which 
is termed the middle cranial trabecula." 
3. "The summit of this rudiment (Reichert's processus sellre turcicre) 
does not pass into the later sella turcica, but becomes the adventitia of 
the ba ilar artery." 
It is added that" though it is certain that the notochord stops short 
of the bypophy is and lies behind (not beneath) it, this is not irrecon-
cilable with Reichert's other statement-that the chorda of young sharks 
at a certain period of development reaches to the frontal wall ( Stirn-
icand). The cephalic flexure shows us that such a state of things is 
quite po ible." 
Ob ervations were also made on the morphology and development of 
the hypophy is and pineal gland. The results of the lamented Balfour 
are confirmed. In contradiction of Fritsch, it is maintained that "the 
pineal gland is developed just as among the higher vertebrates." The 
source of error which have led to contrary assertions are explained. 
(J. R. M. S., I, 9-11, from Morph Jahrb., VI, 535-570, 2 pl.) 
FISHES PROPER. 
Ohond1·ostei. 
Parker (William Kitchen). On the Development of the Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio). 
Ta.tor l V, -, p, 71. 
Salensky (W. ). Sur le Developpement de la Sterlet. Arch. de Biologie, t. 2: pp. 233-
341, pl. 
Apodes. 
Brock( J.). U nter uch ungen ti.her die Gesc hlech tsorgane eini ger M uraenoiden. Mitt heil. 
Zool. tation Neapel, v. 2, pp. 415-494, 3 pl. 
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Hermes (0. ). Uber reife mannliche Geschlechtstbeile des Seeaals (Conger = 
und einige N otizen ii ber den mannli chen Flussaal ( Anguilla vnlgaris Flem. ). ~ 
Anz., 4. Jahrg., pp. 39-44. · 
Robin (Charles). Les Anguilles males comparees aux femelles. Compt. rend. 
Sc., Paris, t. 92, pp. 328-:383. 
We;yenbergh (H.). Morphologische Aanteekeningen over de Proest-Alen (Sym 
· chidre). Zool. Anz., 4. Jahrg. (31 p., I Tab.) 
--Uber den Kiemenapparat der Symbranchidre. Zool. Anz., 4. Jahrg. , pp. 40i 
Nematognathi. 
Bean ( Tar le ton H. ) . Description of a new species of Amiurus (A. ponderosus) fro 
Mississippi River. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., v. 2, pp. 286-290. 
Eventognathi. 
Cope (E. D.). A new genus of Catostomidre (Lipomyzon). 
p. 59. 
Hensen (V.). Nachtr~g zu meinen "Bemerkungen gegen die Copula te · 
(Lang)." Arch. f. Anat. u. Entwickelungsgesch., 1881, pp. 405-418, 1 pl. 
Nusbaum (Jos.). Uber das anatomiscbe Verhaltnis zwischen dem Gehoror"'an 
der Schwimmblase bei den Cyprinoiden. Zool. Anz., 4 Jahrg., pp. 552-556. 
AbdominaleB. 
Bendire (Chari.). NotesonSalmonidreoftheupperColumbia. Proc. U. S.~-a 
v. 3, pp. ·81-81. 
Haplomi. 
Lepori (Ces.) Osservazioni sall' uovo della Lebias calaritana. 
tis. Atti R. Accad. Linc. Transunti. 
Sternfeld (Alfr. ). Uber die Structur des Hechtzahns, insbesondere die de~ V 
tins. · Arch. mikroskop. Anat., v. 20, pp. 382-412, 2 pl. 
.Acanthoplerygii. 
Krukenburg (C. Fr. W.). Beitrage zur Anatomie und Pbysiologie von Lu, 
perialis. Graf Bela Haller, zur A natomie und Histologie; Das Auge, von E. 
Physiologisch-Chemische Untersuchungen von C. ]'. W. Krukenbarg. 
burg, Vergl. Pbysiolog. Studien Adria, 4. Abth., pp. 1-64. 
MacKay ( Charles L. ). A review of the genera and pecies of the family C r 
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Retinal vessels of fishes. 
Vessels in the r~tina of the eel have been described by W. K.rau.se as 
well as by W. Miiller, but on the other hand several competent anato-
mists have denied the existence of such vessels in fishes. Dr. G. Den-
issenko has, to some extent, reconciled the conflicting statements. In 
old eels that investigator was unable, like others, to find any vessels, 
·and in old carp, although vessels were found, they were very insignifi-
cant, and might easily be overlooked. In tlie young carp, however, 
"they occur not only in the innermost layers, ·but also in the outer 
granular eye." Dr. Denissenko was consequently led to believe, with 
Krause, that "with age these vessels usually disappear, in consequence 
of the growth of the eye forwards and sidewards and the simultaneous 
extension of the optic nerve. In this way the vessels become com-
pressed; their lumen is reduced and finally obliterated." They may 
thus be developed in the young and atrophied in the old. (J. R. M. S., 
I, 18, from Arch. Mikr., Anat., xviii, 468-480, with 4 fig.) . 
Development of the sturgeon. 
Prof. W. K. Parker has supplemented the important work of Sa-
lensky on the embryology of the sturgeon by a memoir "on the 
structure and development of the skull in ·sturgeons (Acip_enser ruthe-
nus and A. sturio)" in more advanced stages. It will be sufficient in this 
place to indicate that Professor Parker thinks that the cranial scutes of 
the head are only homologous to the bones of the true osseous fishes in · 
part ; that is, the teleost bones " can only correspond to the inner layer 
of the scute." But, in addition to others, "along the side of the skull 
in old individuals, plates of bone appear as splints or parostoses, that 
are manifestly the forerunners of the deeper plates that, in the higher 
ganoids and the telostei form the proper ectosteal bony centres of the 
more or less ossified cranial-box." 
The discovery by Salensky of teeth in the embryonic sturgeon is, of 
course, confirmed. Larval sturgeons, says Professor Parker, "are, in ~ 
appearance, miniature sharks. For a few weeks they have a similar 
mouth, and their lips and throat are beset with true teeth that are 
molted before calcification has fairly set in. Their first gills are very 
long and exposed, but not nearly so long, or for ,such a time uncovered, 
as in the embryos of sharks and skates." 
Oviposition of callichthyids. 
The fact that certain Callichthyids take care of their eggs and young, 
and are able to progress on land, has long been familiar through the 
oft-republished observations of Hancock on the so-called Hassars of 
Guiana. Recent experiments by M. Carbonnier, of Paris, (Oomptes Ren-_ 
dus Acad. Sc., December 6, 1880,) fnrnish additional details. The in-
diviuual experimented with were received at Paris from the Rio de la 
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Plata. When the female is preparing to deposit her eggs, she b . 
together the ventral fins so as to form a pouch which receirns them 
degrees, and wherein they are fertilized by the males. The eggs are tl 
deposited in a spot cleaned, by the mouth of the mother, of vegetal· 
Somewhere about two hundred and :fifty eggs are extruded and attac 
by a viscous coat which envelopes them. The young are de-rnloped 
able to swim in twelve or thirteen days, _ but they do not reach ma 
till two years after hatching. It is noteworthy that the fishes introd 
into France have accommodated _their oviposition to the reversed sea -
for, whereas in the Rio de la Plata they lay their eggs in October or --
vember, those born in France matuted their eggs in June. 
New observations on terrestrial progression of these :fishes ha-re 
been published by Mr. Joseph Manson, of Bahia, in '' Science" for 
cember 25, 1880. 
A new type of suckers. 
A. characteristic family of fishes for the North American fauna i~ 
of the suckers or Catostomidm. Two genera,, it is true, are repre en-
in Northeastern ~ .. sia; but all the other members of this family 
American, and help to impart the stamp of peculiarity to the 
fauna of the United States. Ten genera have been recognized by J 
dan in his revision of the family, and these are divided into three · 
families, Oato8tomin% Bubaliohthyinre, and Oyoleptinre. To the fir ~ 
these is now added, by Professor Cope; a peculiar genus, called · 
myzon, the species of which had been previously confounded with 
m,istes. They, however, exhibit a difl:erence, especially in dentition . . 
pharyngeal bones being very slender and flattened, and the teeth 
ute and numerous, as in the c~rp-8uckers. 
Two species are known, both from Klamath Lake, Oregon; 
luxatus and L. brevirostris. 
Peouli(l,r eye-like organs in pliysostome fishes. 
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likewise developed on the head, and even on the branchiostegal ra.ys. 
Nearly quarter of a century ago the illustrious German histologist 
Kolliker had suggested that these organs were " essentially nervous, 
and present the nearest resemblance to the electrical organs of fishes." 
But thi·s suggestion received no notice, and bas only recently been res-
urrected by Professor Bell. In 1865 Professor Leuckart publi:;;hed the 
results of a special examination, and expressed the belief that they 
were accessory eyes. In 1879 Professor Ussow examined the organs 
anew in seven distinct generic types, and urged that they belonged to 
two different categories, those of some fishes being accessory eyes, 
while those of others were special glandular organs. The two kinds, 
it was claimed, were never deveioped in the same fish. Finally, in 1881, 
Professor Leydig attacked the problem and made known the results of 
his examinations in a special work (illustrated by ten plates), of which 
an abstract has been given by Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell, from which, in 
the absence of the original, we derive the conclusions of the Bonn pro-
fessor. 
The peculiar organs of the fishes under consideration are referable, 
according to Leydig, to three categories: (1) "Eye-like organs," (2) 
H mother-of-pearl-like organs," and (3) "luminous orgarn;," but the last 
two are confined to the scopeli. 
The eye-like organs are" saccular in form and divisible into a bulb, 
a neck, and an orifice, and this orifice is always directed downward." 
They have "an investment of brown pigment, a layer with a metallic 
glitter, a gray iuner body, and a surrounding lymphatic space. The 
investment is derived from the general integument of the body, and the 
pigment granules are contained in the cells of the underlying connect-
ive tissue ; the metallic layer consists of iridescent plates, rods, or 
fibres. The gray inner body is divisible into two portions, the hinder 
and larger of which fills the sac, while the anterior and smaller occu-
pies the narrower neck. The striate appearance of this part" is ap-
parently due "to the presence of a framework of connective tissue, which 
sends rays into or forms a network in it; into this gray part there 
further proceeds a nerve, the ' fibers of which probably come into con-
nection with the contained cells." These organs were regarded by 
Ussow as having one or other of two functions, but according to Leydig 
there is no essential difference between them, and both mus·t have the 
same function-whatever that may be; 
The mother-of-pearl organs "have in all cases an outer brown invest-
ment, a metallic layer, a gelatinous internal body formed of connective 
tis ue; they are provided with nerves and blood-vessels, and are sur-
rounded by a lymphatic space. The metallic plates are regarded by 
U ow as special cells, but Leydig looks upon them as altogether simi-
lar to the minute iridescent, bodies found on the skin. The gelatinous 
portion is made up of delicate radiate cells, which give rise to a net-
work, and an intermediate soft ubstance "· 
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The so-called l 1minous organs present no 
structure from the preceding. 
Org~ns exhibiting the characteristics of these parts, it is urged. 
not be sensory, much less endowed with the function of sight. Th 
jections to their consideration as eyes are given in detail, and oft 
called lens it is said that "it does-not ·lie in the center, but at theed:: 
the mass which does duty as the vitreous body," and its histologyis 
antagonistic to an analogy with the lens, and, "greatest difficulty o 
th~ 'pupil,' the 'lens,' and the 'vitreous body' are not turned upw 
the light, but· so long as the fish is swimming they look downwards · 
the deep ; and in the case of Ohauliod'l{ts are developed also on the 
brane that lines the cavity of the mouth." 
What, then, are these organs t According to Leydig, the prob 
a tic bodies "bear the closest resemblance to the electric or p::: 
electric' organs of other fishes, and he brings many points t-0 stren 
his position." Different as the electric organs are in form as w 
position, in all they are richly supplied with nerves; they are surro 
by a layer of connective tissue, which gives rise toa number of "ah· 
chambers filled with a gelatinous substance. Now, on compari:on 
these of the eye-like spots of the fishes, it is found that in thi~ o 
in the other there is " a contained mass of gelatinous tissue," and .. 
same net-work of connective tissue," as well as "nerve fibre of 
much the same character." Still other points of resemblance 
duced, but" whether they really have the power of developin" 
tricityis a problem that cannot yet be solved." .A.s to theirpho pb 
cence, it is contended that " no definite phosphorescent organ lJ -
yet been examined which presented any other contents than f: 
oily matter." Conceding all the postulates claimed by Profe or ' 
however, in view of the snrroundings of the animals developin 
organs treated of, we can scarcely avoid the belief that they lJa\"e 
relation to illumination. In the words of Professor Bell, '· it 
mains possible that these creatures add to the feeble light of IYl'P..nt oct.-. 
depths by reflecting the light that fall on these eye-like organ 
their function as such may be a secondary development. 
The Pacific Coast salmon. 
,, 
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beak-like snout, and at least most of them die and never return to the 
sea. These five species enjo~ vernacular names, and are known as fol-
lows : 
(1.) Oncorhynchus chouicha or quinnat. - Chouicha, king salmon,. 
e'quinna, saw-kwey, Chinook salmon, Columbia River salmon, Sacra-
mento salmon,• tyee salmon, Monterey salmon, deep-water salmon, 
spring salmon, ek-ul-ba (" ekewan"), (fall run). · 
(2.) Oncorhynchus nerka.-J3lue-back.-Krasnaya ryba, Alaska, red-
fish, Idaho red-fish, sukkegh, Frazer's River salmon, roseal, oo-chooy-ha. 
(3.) Oncorhynchus kisutch.-Silver salmon.-Kisutch, winter salmon, 
hoopid, skowitz, coho, bielaya ryba, o-o-wun. 
(4.) Oncorhynchus keta.-Dog s~lmon.-Kayko, lekai, ktlawhy, qaa-
lock, fall salmon, o-le-a-rah. The males of all species in the fall are 
usually known a8 dog salmon, or fall salmon. . 
·(5.) Oncorhynchus gorbuscha.-Hump-back.-Gorbuscha, haddo,hone, 
holia, lost salmon, Puget Sound salmon, dog salmon (of Alaska.)* 
Of these species the quinnat is the one that is most generally known, 
and is the largest and finest of all, deserving the name of king salmon 
which bas been given to it in some places. This species occurs farther 
south than its congeners, and enters into the Ventura River, which is 
the southernmost stream of California not muddy and alkaline at its -
mouth. 
The 0. nerlca or blue-back is the most abundant species in Frazer's 
River, and is the famous red-fish of Idaho. 
The blind fishes and congeners. 
The well known and remarkable blind fish of the Mammoth Cave of 
Kentucky is the representative of a peculiar family, limited, so far as 
has been ascertained, to the Middle and Southern U niteci States, and 
known by the name of A.mblyopsids or Heteropygii. The forms are re-
lated, but distantly, to the cyprinodontids, and are distinguished by the 
position of the anus under the throat, the very small scales of the body 
and the scaleless head. Much interest attaches to the family for various 
reasons, and it has indeed been regarded as a keystone to the theory of 
evolution on the one hand, or specific creation on the other, Professor 
Agassiz having especially insisted upon the value oi the study of the 
type with reference to this question. Weare indebted to Mr. F. W. Put-
nam for a revision of the family, and for good descriptions of the genera 
and species. By him four species were recognized belonging to three 
genera, namely, (1 )° A.mblyopsis, with the large blind fish of the Mam-
moth Cave; (2) Typhlichthys, with a smaller blind fish inhabiting subter-
ranean streams of Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama, and coe:x:isting 
with the large blind fish in theMammothCave ; and(3) Ohologaster, with 
-If Observations on the Salmon of t he P acific by David S. Jordan and Charles H ~ 
Gilbert. (.A.m. Nat., v . 15, pp. 177-186.) · 
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two species-O. cornutus and 0. Agassizii, the formn occurring 
ditches in the-rice 'fields of South Carolina, while the latter is on 
known from a specimen found in a well in Lebanon, Tenn. A t · 
species of Ohologaster * has recently been added by Prof. S. A.. For 
and was discovered in a spring at the foot of a bluff in we te 
Union County in the southern part of Illinois. At first only ou 
specimen was obtained and a name was deferred till more informati 
should be obtained. Later, t seven more specime.ns were secured and t 
form has been named Ghologaster papillij'erus. The species is especiall 
noteworthy in that it lessens the gap between its own kind and the blin 
fish and answers one of the objections urged against the primitive co 
· mon parentage of all the species. 
Habits of fierasfer. 
In certain of the holothurians (known as sea-cucumbers, trepan11 
&c.), living at moderate depths, fishes may be found in the interior 
the body. These fishes are elongated and taper to the end of the t ; 
which is pointed. The name of fierasfer bas been given to the 
How they enter into the holotburians has been explained by P 
fessor Emery. When free in the water, the fish swims bead do 
wards with tail curved toward the back, by undulatory movemen 
of the anal fin. Coming to a holothurian lying at the bottom of 
water, it eagerly· seeks the posterior aperture. Sometimes it pen 
trates through this bead-foremost, but generally enters in a cbarac · 
istic manner. By its anal aperture the holotburian expels and uc 
in water. The fish, during the expulsion of the water, pushe it h 
into the orifice and curves its tail to one side, and then by a ra · 
recoil movement, introduces itself, tail-foremost, into the inte · 
canal, pushing farther and farther in with every suction of it 
voluntary host. From the intestine it penetrates into the po 
ary passageo, and thence, after their rupture, into the periv:i 
space. It remains, however, near the anus, and protrude · it 
when hunger impels,. in search of food. It is therefore neither 
para ite, since it doe ~ot fi eel on its ho t, nor a commen al a i 
not hare the food of its host, but simply a lodger or tenant at 
AMPHIBL\ 
kull. 
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saurus robustus). Part II. The Pelvis. Quart. Journ. Geolog. Soc. London, v. 
37, p. 266-270, 1 pl. 
Theriodon tia. 
Owen (Richard). On the order Theriodontia, with description of a new genus and 
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261-265, 1 pl. 
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winismus. Arch. f. Naturgesch., 47. Jahrg., v. 1, pp. 239-340. 
I. Abth. -U-ber Farben, iiber ihre u. der Zeichnung Anpassung, und iiber ihre 
Ursachl3n im Allgemeinen, unter Hinweis auf Biologisches und mit Bemer-
k ungen iiber die Stirumen der Eidechsen. 
II. Abth. Die Grundvarietaten der Mauereidechse. Mit 2 Taf. 
--Untersuchungen iiber den Bauder Mauereidechse. Mit 3 Taf. 
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Marsh (0. C.). Note on American Pterodactyls. Am. Journ. Sc., (3,) v. 21, PP· 
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A new order of extinct Jurassic reptiles. 
In 1879, Prof. 0 . . C. Marsh indicated a " new genus" of reptile n 
Omlurits, which he subsequently re-examined and considered to re 
sent a "new order," most nearly related to the Dinosaurian (A. J . 
(3), xxi, 339-340); or, a little later, a "suborder" probably o 
"order Dinosauria" (A. J. S. (3), xxi, 423); and later still, an•· o 
of the "subclass Dinosauria" (xxiii, 85). The new type i · re 
able for the hollowness of the vertebrm and the extreme Iightn 
those bones, '' the excavations in them being more exten i're th 
the skeleton of any known ,ertebrate. There wa , in fact, m 
slender framework of bone to define the form and inclosing ext 
cavities." The rib , too, of Omlurus are holJow, with weJl.defin 
to their large cavitie . The metatarsal were " very long and 
The genu i only known from various vertebrm repre en ting h 
ent r gi n of the body, rib , and metatar al bone . It i infe 
the e that th animal had '' a laro·e and powerful neck, a trunk 
rat iz and a very Ion()' 11 at tail," and it ha 
th p t ri r lim may h T b en larg r than th 
kn wn ar all from the Atl nto auru 
f Th nam 
American Pteroifactyl . 
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of a peculiar genus-the Derrnodactylus montanus. In the Cretaceous, 
the representatives of a group distinguished by its toothless jaws are 
abundant, and of such two species are described. In this paper two 
are described-"Pteranodon nanics," and "Nyctodacty~us gracilis." The 
large Pteranodon first described exhibited a noteworthy peculiarity of 
its skeleton. "To aid the powerful wings in flight, the pectoral arch 
is strengthened (1) by the anchylosis of several vertebrre; (2) by the 
rohust scapulre articulating on oppo~ite sides of the common neural 
spine of these vertebrm. This is virtually a repetition of the pelvic 
arch on a much larger sc:;i,le." This i-:;tructure was apparently not mani-
fested in Nyctodactylus (A. J. S. (3), xxi, 342-343.) 
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New England Ornithology. Revised and edited from tho manuscript of i 
A. Stearns, by Dr. Elliott Cones. Part I. Oscines.-Boston: Lee and .. h 
1 81. (Svo., title, 324 p. $2.50.) 
Weat Indies. 
Cory (Charles B.). L ist of t he Bird of Hayti, taken in different part 
b tween January 1 and March 12, 1 1. Bull. Nut t. Ornitbol. Club, Y-
151- 155. 
..d.sia. 
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Hartlaub (G. ). Beitrag zur Ornithologie der ostlichaquatorialen Gebiete Africa's. 
Abhandl. naturwiss. Ver. Bremen, v. 7, pp. 83-128. 
Polynesia. 
Finsch (G.). On the birds collected in Tongatabu, the Fiji Islands, Api (New He-
brides), and Tahiti. Reports Scient. Results Challenger, Zoo!., v. 2. Birds, pp. 
34-58. 
EXTINCT BIRDS, 
Marsh (0. C.). Discovery of a fossil bird in theJurassicof Wyoming (Laopteryxpris-
cus n. g. et sp.). Amer. Journ. Sc., (3,) v. 21, pp. 341-342. 
SPECIAL GROUPS. 
Ratita. 
Douglas (A.). Ostrich Farming in South Africa: being an account of its origin and 
rise, how to set abont it, etc. London, Cassell, 1881. (8vo. 258 p., 6 s.) 
Forbes (W. A.). On the Conformation of the Thoracic End of the Trachea in the 
" Ratite" :Birds. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, pp. 778-788. 
Carinata: S-Uganopodea. 
Ewart (J.C.). On the nostrils of the Cormora,nt (Phalacrocoraxcarbo). Journ. Linn. 
Soc., Zoo]., v. 15, p. 455-456. 
Carinata PygopodetJ. 
Dyboweki (Bened.). Beobachtungen iiber Mormonidre. Vorlaufige Mittheilung. 
Sitznngeber. Dorpat. Naturf. Ges., 1881, p. 159-175. 
Carittaue Grallat-Orea. 
Forbee (W. A.). Notee on the Anatomy and Systematic Position of the Jaca,nas (Par-
ridoo). Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, p. 639-047. 
Carinatre raptores. 
Shufeldt (R. W.) On the Ossicle of the Antibraehium as found in some of the North 
American Falconidre. Bull. Nutt. Oruithol. Club, v. 6, p. 197-203. 
--. OsteologyofSpeotytocuniculariavar. hypogooa. Bull. U.S. Geol. and Geogr. 
Surv. Terr., v. 6, pp. 87-117, 3 pl. 
Cones (Elliott). Probable occurrence of Sarcorhamphus papa in Arizona. Bun: Nutt. 
Orthithol. Club, v. 6, p. 248. 
--. The Claw on the Index Digit of the Cathartidre. Am. Naturaliet, v. 15, pp, 
906-908. 
Carinatm gallinre. 
Onsta1et (E. ). Monographie des Oiseaux de la Famille des Megapodiides. 2 p,, 
Ann. Sc. Nat., (6,) Zool., t. 10, art. 5, and t. 11, art. 2. 
Tegetmeier (W. B.). Pheasants: Their Natural History and Practical Management. 
2 edit., illustr. with full page engravings, dra.wn from life by T. W. Wood. Lon-
~on: H. Cox, 1881. ( fol. - 15, sh.) 
Carinatm Columbre. 
Lyell (J. C. ). Fancy Pigeons: containing full directions for their breeding and 
management, with descriptions of every known variety and all other information 
· of interest or use to Pigeon Fanciers. London, Bazaar Office, 1881. · (8 vo., 230 
pp.-18. 6d.) 
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Carinatre psittaci. 
Braun (M. ). Die. Entwickelung des Wellenpapageis (Melopittacus undulatns ~ 
II. Theil. .Arbeiten. Zool.-Zoot. Institµt Wiirzbur ~, v. 5, pp. 205-341, 5 pL 
Potts (H. H.). On the habits of the Kea or Mountain Parrot of New Zealand (--e 
notabilis). The Zoologist, v. 5, pp. 290-301. 
Reichenow (Ant.). ConspectusPsittacorum. Systematische Ubersichtaller ek 
ten Papageienarten. J our. for Ornithol. Cabanis, 28 . . Jahrg., pp. 22.5-289. 
Reichenow (Anton). Conspectus Psittacorum. Systematische Ubersicht aller 
'.kanntenPapageienarten. Journ. f. Ornithol., 29. Jahrg., pp. 1-49; pp. 113-, 
Carinatre C!fpselifornes. 
Eudes-Deslongchamps (Eugene.) Catalogue descriptif des 
mouches aujourd'hui connus. Revue d'apres les exemplaires du mus6e de C 
· I. Fasc. Paris, Savy, 1881., (8 vo., 493 pp., 5 pJ. Frcs. 15.) 
Carinatre zygodactyl!· 
Sclater (Ph. L. ). On the Generic Divisions of the ijucconidre, together wi h 
description of a new species of the Genus Nonnula. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lo 
1881, pp. 775-578. 
Carinatre passeres. 
Brandne~ (Otto). Der Harzer Kanarien-Vogel. Zweite Vollsta.ndig umgearb · 
Auflage der gekronten Preisschrift. Der Gesang des Harzer Hohlroller. L 
Gesangeskunde. II. Th. Zucht and Pflege. Stettin, 0. Brandner, 1881. ( 
M., 2-, II, M. 1, 50.) 
Brewster (Will.). On the Relationship of Helminthophaga leucobronchiali B 
~nd Helminthophaga Lawrencei Herrick; with some conjectures re pectin_ 
tain other North American Birds. Bull. Nutt. Ornithol. Club, v. 6, PP· 21 -- -
Brewster (Will.). Carnivorous propensities of the Crow Blackbird (Q•:,J ''-4"..._,...., 
purpmeus amens. Bull. Nutt. Ornithol. Club, v. 6, pp.180-181. 
Forbes (W. A.). Contributions to the Anatomy of Passerine Birds. Part 
some points in the Anatomy of the Genus Conopophaga and its Y · 
Position. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, pp: 435-438. 
Shufeldt (R. W. ). Osteology of Eremophila alpestris. Bull. U. S. Geolog. Geo'!r. 
Terr., v. 6, pp. 119-147, 1 pl. 
The coloring matter of feathers. 
Tb 
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Zoofuloin affords a spectrum ''with two absorption~bands which how-
ever are not those of Turacin." 
The attempts made "to extract blue, violet, and green pigments 
from feathers so colored Ii.ave as yet been unsuccessful; and these 
colors may therefore depend upon optical, and not chemical, causes." 
{Ibh,, ( 4,) v. 602-603.) 
Number of A mer-ican ·birds.* 
In 1859 was published a catalogue of the known North American birds 
north of Mexico, prepared by Professor S. P. Baird, which for many 
years afterward was the standard authority for the nomenclature and 
arrangement of the species. But the numerous additions that have 
been made from time to time, as well as the investigation8 upon the af-
finities of the ·forms, have necessitated a new arrangement. In 1873 a 
check list of the species was published by Dr. Elliott Cones, which incor-
porated the forms up to that time added to the fauna. Discovery still 
progressed, however, and during the past yoor a new catalogue of all 
the species was prepared by Mr. Robert Ridgway, and has been issued 
by the Smithsonian Institution, as a "Bulletin of the :United States Na-
tional Museum," and a comparison of it with that of 1858 is instructive 
tn its illustration of the tendencies of ornithologists at the two periods. 
The catalogue of 1859 bears the impress of the influence of Professor 
Agassiz and Bonaparte in the excessive differentiation of species. Since 
that period the comparison of birds obtained from the various portions of 
our wide domain has shown that nominal species concerning which there 
existed no doubt in the early period are connected by intermediate forms 
obtained from intervening · stations, and consequently a number of 
old species have been associated together as mere varieties or "sub-
species" of more comprehensive species. On the other hand, the same 
system of comparison has compelled ornithologists to recognize the fre-
quent exi tence of such differences between forms found at widely re-
mote regions as to warrant the introduction of the category of "sub-
species" or varieties which have received trinomial names. Thus we 
have many old species now combined together as forms of others but with 
varietal differentiations; in other words, the fact that while most of 'the 
individuals are separated into two or more types· of differentiation as 
distinct forms is indicated by their recognition as varieties, nevertheless 
intervening ·forms occur which forbid their rank as fully developed 
pecies. 
Comparing the catalogues of 1859 and 1881, the number of avowed 
species in the former is 738, and in the latter 764, but the actual num-
b r of name , that is, forms more or less distinct, including species and 
ub pecies, wa in the ~atalogue of 1859 764, but in 1881 924 are rec-
Ridrrwa,y (Robert). Nomenclature of North American Birds, chiefly conta.ined in 
lb· 1:nited tat s National Mu eum. Wahington, Government Printing-Office, 1881. 
{Bulletin of the United States National Museum, No. 21.) 
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ognized. While 1we have thus an increase of nominal specie 
only 26, the number ·of forms-species or subspecies-is 164 more t 
were known in 1859. But from the catalogue of 1859 42 names ha· 
been eliminated as synonymous with others, and 20 as extra-limi 
_ while there are given as new species in the catalogneof 1881127" 
cies, and in addition thereto 89 subspecies, or a total of 226. 395 
-the names of the 1859 catalogue are retained in nearly or quite • 
original form in the new catalogue ; 89 names are changed, and 
forms appear under different genera or sll.bgeuera, while 61 of the pe · 
of the old catalogue are degraded to the rank of races in the new. 
appendix of the new catalogue is especially valuable on account of· 
detailed information regarding changes that have been made. In 
appendix, under different categories, are enumerated : 
.A. " Species eliminated from the catalogue of 1859." (Syns. 42 ..... fu. 
tralimital 20=62.) 
B. " Species and races described or added to the North .Ame · 
fauna since 1859." (Sp. 127 + S. sp. 99 = 226.) 
C. "List of genera which have been added to the fauna since r· 
under which are names fhat have been changed since that time." -
n. g. + 108 changes = 134.) 
D. "Species included in the category which have not yet, accor 
to the records, been actually taken within the prescribed limits/ ( · 
E. "Species ( chiefly palrearctic) which occur only as straggle ~ . 
visitants in Eustern North .America, or which occur regularly only 
Greenland and adjacent portions of the continent." (39.) · 
F. "Palmarctic and oceanic species occurring only in Ala. ka and o 
parts of the Pacific coast." (24.) 
G. " Palmarctic species occurring both in Greenland and Al a. 
not recorded from any intermediate point of North America.;, ( .) 
H. " Tropical American species occurring only in southern po 
of the United States." 
I. "Supposed valid species, described by Audubon and Wil n 
have not been since met with, and of which no pecimen are lm 
exi t in colle ·tion ." ( 4.) 
J. '' List of untenable pecies and race of North American b. 
cribed ince 1 5 ." · (35.) 
. '' Li t of xotic pecie which have been attribnt d to .... T r 
i · • v ri u auth r , but apparently without uffici ut vi 
th ir arr n . ' (47.) 
arti 1 li ·t f fi r i u bird whi h ba,e b n intr u 
t, , , n th · w i h b, ve b en captur d ft 
n n m nt. ( . + .) 
. l<1 th· th 
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(2.) Passer montanus, the European tree sparrcw. 
(3.) Alauda ar·vensis, the sky lark of Europe; and 
( 4.) Coturnix commitnis, the European quail. 
Birds added to the American fauna in 1881 . 
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.Aestrelata ·gularis (Peale). Brewster: Critical notes on a Petrel new 
to North America. Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, 1881, p. m. From Mount 
Morris, Livingston County, New York. 
Putfinus kuhli-i borealis. Cory. Description of a new species of the fam-
ily Procellaridre. B. N. O. O., 1881, p. 84. From Chatham Island, Ca_pe 
Cod, Massachusetts. 
Fuligula rufina, Steph. Ridgway: On a duek new to the North Amer-
ican fauna. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Apr., 1881, p. 22-24:. From ·' Fulton 
Market, New York City." 
Fulica atra, Linn. Ridgw., I. c. From Greenland. 
Eury norhynchus pyqmmus (Linn.) Ridgw. Catal., 1881. Bull. U. S. N. 
JJI., No. 21, p. 85. From Arctic coast of Alaska. 
Oallipepla squamata pallida. Id. ibid., p. 72. From Rio San Pedro,. 
Arizona. 
Buteo brachyurus, Vieill. Ridgway: On a tropical American hawk 
to be added to the North American fauna. B. N. 0. O., 1881, p. 207. 
From Palatka, East Florida. 
B -uteo fuliginosus, Sclater. Ridgw., 1. c., p. 212. From Oyster Bay, 
Florida. (" Melanistic phase of B. brachyurus 1") 
Antrostomus vociferus arizona!. Brewster: Notes on some birds from 
Arizona and New Mexico, with a description of a supposed new Whip-
poor-will. B. N. O. 0.1881, p. 69. From Chiracahua Mountains, Arizona. 
Myiarchits Oooperi (Kaup.). Brewster: Additions to the avifauna 
of the United States. B. N. 0. O., 1881, p. 252. From Camp Lowell, 
Southern Arizona. 
Polioptila californica. Brewster : On the affinities of' certain Poliop-
tilre, with a description of a new species. B. N. O. 0., 1881, p. 103. 
From Riverside, San Bernardino Co., California='' 29. P. melanuraLawr." 
Ridw. catalog., 1880, Pr. U.S. N. M., 1880, p.168. (Nee Lawr.), 
The following species, included in Mr. Ridgway's list 1881, for the first 
time definitely ascertained to have been taken within the limits of 
United States: 
Parus mer-idianalis, Sel. Brewster, 1. c. From Chira.cahua Mount-
ains, Southern Arizona. 
Myiarchus Lawrencei (Gir.). Brewster, 1. c. From Santa Rita Mount-
ains, Southern Arizona. 
Characteristics of the Archmopterygidm. 
Prof. 0. C. Marsh embraced the opportunity, during a visjt to Europe 
in 1881, of examining the remains of the remarkable Jurassic Archmop-
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tcryx hitherto discovered-the feather which originally served a ti: 
basis for the name, and two carcasses. His examination resulted in t 
discovery of "several characters of importance not previously det 
mined," viz: (1) '' the presence of true teeth in position in the skull:· 
(2) "vertebrm biconcave;" (3) "a well ossified broad sternum;:- (~ 
'' three digits only in the man us;" (5) "pelvic bones separate;:: 
"the distal end of fibula in front of tibia;" and (7) "metatarsals ~e 
rate, or imperfectly united." These characteristirn. indicate, in the opini 
of Professor Marsh, that we have in Arclueopteryx "the most reptilian 
of birds." The brain-cast, ·' although comparatively small, was lik 
that of a bird, and not that of a Dinosaurian reptile. 
~propos of its relations, Professor Marsh found that the extremiri 
of the Dinosaurian reptile, Compsognathus, evinced "a striking similar-
ity" to those 0f Archmopteryx. " The three-clawed digits of the ma 
correspond closely with those of that genus, although the bones are 
different proportions. The bind feet also have the same structure · 
both. The Yertebrm however and the pelvic bones of Compsognat 
differ materially from those of .Archmopteryx, and the two form are 
.reality widely separated." Professor Marsh adds that "the neare ta 
proach to birds now known would s.eem to be in the very small Din 
saurs from the .American Jurassic. In some of these the separate bo 
of the skeleton cannot be distinguished with certainty from tho e 
Jurassic birds, if the skull is wanting, and even in this part the re 
blarn~e is striking." (.A. J. S. (3), XXI, 337-340.) 
An American J urs,ssic bird. 
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prove that the form indicated was a generalized bird. For a knowledge 
· of its peculiar characteristics and affinities we must await, the ex-
humation of other specimens (A. J. S. (3), xxi, 341-342). 
Shedding of the gizzard lining by birds. 
It has for some years (since 1869) been known that the horn-bills 
(Bucerotids) shed the epithelial lining of the gizzard, but it is only 
lately that the same peculiarity has been ooserved in very different 
birds. Mr. A. D. Bartlett, the superintendent of the Gardens of the 
Zoological Society, ascertained that a darter (Plotits anhinga) had 
"thrown up the lining of its stomach on three or four occasions,'' during 
the latter half of 1880. A casting was examined by Mr. W. A. Forbes, 
the prosector to the society, and was found to be "undoubtedly the 
shed 'epithelial' coat of the gizzard," and on microscopical examina-
. tion proved to be "quite identical in structure with that of the unshed 
epithelium of the stomach." Mr. Bartlett thinks that a similar habit 
will be found to occur in other birds, and suggests that the cormorants 
especial1y may manifest it. (P. Z. S., 1881, 247-248.) 
.A. claw on index digits of the turkey vultures. 
Dr. Shufeldt has called special attention to the development of a 
large claw on the index <ligit of the turkey vulture and related forms 
of the Cathartidrn. In a young California vulture or condor (Pseudo-
gryphus calijornianus) the claw was over a centimeter long. "It can 
be immediately brought into view and examined by simply parting the 
feathers that overlie the region of the first finger, whereupon it will , 
be found to be a strong curved claw-convex anteriorly, sharp, slightly 
grooved from above downward on its posterior aspect, covered by the 
same kind of horny integument, or thecrn, that shields the bony claws of 
the feet, and movable." When the horny sheath is removed, "it leaves 
an osseous claw, such as we find in the distal or ungual pojnts of the feet; 
this has a trauverse facet at its base. that articulates with a similarly· 
placed surface at the extremity of the index digit, rather toward its 
outer side." Numerous Old World vultures and other Falconidrn were 
re-examined with reference to the question, and no corresponding claw 
was found in any species. It was consequently suggested that its devel-
opment in Cathartidrn may be looked upon as a family characteristic. 
The claw has however been since found in true Falconidrn. 
Woodpeckers and moth cocoons.* 
Pr mi ing that one of the most interesting, as well as difficult prob-
lems in entomology is the relation which the cocoon sustains to the 
pupa, and the various way in which the cocoon offers protection to the 
pupa, r future imago, Mr. Webster has regarded the attack of the 
.,. Cecropiacocoonspunctured by the hairy Woodpecker. By F. M. Web1:1ter. Am. 
~at., v. 15, pp. 241,242. 
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hairy woodpecker on the cocoon of the large cecropia moth; in o 
tion to the belief that the cocoons offer protection against other na 
destructive agencies, such as mice and birds, it is remarked that :, 
is at, least one bird, the hairy woodpecker (Picus villosus Linn.), 4 
whose attack the staunch cocoon of the cecropia offers no protec-
whatever." Indeed, although, so far as Mr. Webster was able to 
serve, birds do not atta~k these cocoons at all until winter; they· 
seem to make it a regular source of subsistence, and where the '1" 
pecker abounds the cocoons are rarely left uninjured. We need 
remark, in this connection, that while the observations of Mr. We 
may be quite correct, his inference is scarely justifiable, at lea't to 
extent he would seem to push it. What dangers the cocoon may e 
because of its envelopment are unknown, but, doubtless, more tbano 
those noticed by Mr. Webs.ter. 
MAMMALS. 
GENERAL, 
Allen (Harrison). On the Temporal and Masseter Muscles of Mammals. 
Nat. Sc. Phila, 1880, pp. 385-396. 
Balfour (F. M. ). On the Evolution of the Placenta, and on the possibility of 
ing the characters of the Placenta in the Classification of the Mammali · 
Zool. Soc. London, 1881, pp. 210-212. 
Cope (E. D. ), On the Effect of Impacts and Strains on the Feet of Mammalia. 
Nat., v. 15, pp. 542-548. 
Ficatiuir (Jae. Pre. Adr.). .ftude anatomigue des glandes sudoripares. 
Gallot, 1881. ( 4 to, 85 p., 3 pl.) 
Focillon (A.) Esquisses des Animaux Mammiferes les plus rema.rquabl 
1881. (Svo, 212 p.) 
Hensel (Reinhold). Craniologische Studien. Mit 8 Tat. Nova .Acta Ac. Ca 
Carol., v. 42, pp. 127-195. 
Hurley (Thomas Henry). On the application of tli.e Laws of Evolution t 
rangement of the Vertebrata, and more particularly of the Mamm, li · 
Zool. Soc. London, 1880, pp. 649-662. 
Lucae (Joh. Chstn. Gst.). Zur Statik und Mechanik der Qaadrupeden (F 
mur). Frankfurt a. M., 1881. (4to., 24 p., 2 Taf.) 
Martin (H. Newell). A new method of studying the Mammalian He 
Biolog. Laborat. Johns Hopk. Univ., v. 2, p. 119-130, 1 pl. 
Meyer (E.) permatogenese bei den Saugethieren. Mem . .A.cad. Imp. ::0 • 
(7,) t. 27, no. 14. (15 pp., 2 pl.-M. 1 30.) 
Paladino (Giov.). Della cadacita del parenchima ovarico del rinno,· m 
della. ates o mere~ ripetizione d 1 proces o di primordiale produzion · 
Ta.poli, tk n, 1 1. ( vo., 73 pp.) 
Talm ( . ). D itrag zur Hi tog ne e d r weiblichen Bru tdrti 
Anat. v. ' , pp. 145-159. 
Foasil mammala. 
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Roger (O';to.). Liste der bisjetzt bekannten fossifon Saugethiere. (Fortsetzung.) 
Correanond. Bl. Zool. min. Ver. Regensbg., 35 J ahrg., 1881, viz: No. 3, pp. 27-34; 
No. 4, pp. 52-64; No. 35, pp. 414. No. 8, pp. 1,17-128. (S. Z. A,-Fortsetz. ibid., 
1879. No. 10. 
SP1i:Ol.A.L GROUPS. 
Monotremes. 
,ff 
Pritchard (Urb.). Cochlea of the Monotremata.. Philos. Trans. Royal Soc. London, 
v. 172, pp. 267-282, 1 pl. 
Marsupials. 
Cope (E. D.). Eocene Plagiaulacidre (Ptilodus medirevus, n. g. et sp.). Amer. Nat. 
v. 15, pp. 921-922. 
Edentates. 
Schmidt (Max). D~r .A.meisenfresser(Myrmecophagajubata.) Zoolog. Garten, 1881, 
pp. 225-230. 
Sor by (H. C.). On the Green Qolour of the Hair of Sloths. Journ. Linn. Soc. London, 
Zool., v. 15, pp. 337-341. 
CJiiropters. 
Dobson (G. E.). On the Structure of the Pharynx, Larynx and Hyoid Bones in the 
Epomophori; with remarks on its relation to the habits of these animals. Proc. 
Zool. Soc., London, 1881, pp. G85-G93. 
Robin (H. A.). Sur l'epoque de l'accouplement des Chauves-Souris. Bull. Soc. Philo-
ma.t. de Paris, 1881. 
--. Sur la J.Uorphologie des enveloppes foetales des Chiropteres. Compt. rend. 
Ac. Sc. Paris, t. 92, pp. 1354-1357. 
Rodents. 
Gayot (Eug. ). Lapins, lievres ~t leporides. 2. edit. Paris, libr. agricole de la Maison 
rustique, 1881. (8vo, 216 pp., avec 15 grav. Frc. 1, 25.) 
Gill (L. U.). Book of the Rabbit; giving the histor , variations, uses, points, selec-
tion, and other information bearing on the subject of fancy rabbits. London, 
Bazaar Office, 1881. (8vo, 448 pp. l~s. 6d.) 
Klein (E.). The Organ of Jacobson in the Rabbit. Quart. Journ. Microscop. Sc., v. 
21, pp. 549-570, 2 pl. 
--. A further contribution to thE\ Minute Anatomy of the organ of Jacobson in 
the guinea-pig. Quart. Journ. Microsc. Sc., v. 21, pp. 219-230, 2 pl. 
Parker (W. K.) . . Note on some Points in the Anatomy of the Coecum in the Rabbit 
(Lepus cuniculus) and the Hare (Lepus timidus). Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, 
pp. 624-626, 1 pl. 
Valentin (G.). Beitrage zur Kenntnis des Winterschlafs der Murmelthiere. 26 Ab-
theil. Moleschott, Untersuch zur Naturlehre d. Mensch., v. 12, pp. 466-472. 
Creodonts. 
Cope (E. D.). Notes on Creodonta. Amer. Nat., v. 15, pp. 1018-1020. . 
On the genera of Creodonta. Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., v. 19, pp. 76-82. 
Dinocerates. 
0 born (Henry F.). A Memoir on theLoxolophodonand Uintatherium. Accompanied 
by a. stratigraphical report on the Bridger beds in the Washakie Basin. Pub-
lished by the Museum of Geology and Arch.reology of the College of New Jersey, 
1881. (4to, 54 pp.) 
Toxodonts. 
Cope (E. D.). Note on the Structure of the Posterior Foot of Toxodon. Proc. Arner. 
Ph.l. Soc., v. rn, Pf· i02-403; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v. 8, pp. 389-390. 
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Proboscideans. 
Camerano (Lor.). Ein Beitrag zur .A.natomie des Loxodon africa.nns. ZooL A.nz 
Jahrg., p. 481-483. • 
Watson (Morrison). On the anatomy of the female organs of the Proboscidea. T 
Zool. Soc, London., v. 11, p. 111-130, 2 pl. -
Condylarth1'a. 
Cope (E. D.). A new type of Perissodactyla. .A.mer. ·Nat., v. 15, pp. 1017-101. 
Perissodactyles. 
Cope (E. D. ). The Systematfo Arrangement of the order Perissodactyla. 
Phil. Soc., v. 19, p. 377-401. 
--. On the' origin of the foo~ structures of the Ungulates. Am. Nat.,,. · 
269-273. 
Cornevin (Ch.). Nouveaux cas de didactylie chez le Cheval et interpretation d 
polydactylie .des Equides en general. , Lyon, · impr. Pitrat aine, 1881. ( ro. 
' pp., 3 pl.) 
Major (C. J. Forsyth). Beitrage zur Geschichte der fossilen Pferde. 2. Theil. (2c 
p. 17-184, 3 pl.). .A.bhandl. Schweizer Palaontolog. Ges., v. 7. 
Poliakoff. Supposed new species of Horse from Central Asia (Equus :Przcwal 
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Schlechter (Johann). Uber Bau und Form der Zahne bei dem Pferde und seine 
. fahren. Inaug. Diss. Leipzig, 1881, Wien, 1881. (8vo, 39 p.) 
Selous (F. C. ). On the South African Rhinoceroses. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon<lon •· 
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eight years spent in many different districts of the country. Proc. Zoo 
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Carnivores. 
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Sirenians. 
Lepsius (G. R.). Halitherium Schinzi, die fossile Sirene des Mainzer Beckens. Eine 
vergleichend-anatomische Studien. Mit. 10. Taf. Abhandl. des Mittelrhein. 
Geolog. Vereins, v. 1. 
Cetaceans. 
Flower (W. H.). Abstract of Lectures on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Zoology of' 
the Cetacea. Brit. Med. Journ. (Leet. I, p. 553-554; ~I, p. 632; III, p. 717·; IV, 
p. 760; V, p. 794-795; VI, p. 840; VII, p. t:l76; VIII, p. 962-963; IX,_P, 38-39.) 
Development of the ear-ossicles. 
As is generally known, the principal auditory ossicles of mammals are 
represented by external bones in the inferior vertebrates, but it seems 
to be yet a question what are the exact equivalents in several cases. The 
English anatomists-notably Huxley and Parker-have latter!y main-
tained that (1) the malleus is developed from the first branchial arch in 
connection wit,h Meckel's cartilage, while (2) the stapes and incus are de-
rived from the second or byoidean arch. This view has now been called 
into question by Prof. W. Salensky. That embryologist instituted re-
searches on the development of the ossicles in embryonic lambs and pigs 
ranging from 1.5 centimeters long upward,, and derived the following 
conclusions : 
A 1. '' The proximal segment, at an early period separated from the 
cartilage of the first visceral arch, becomes the rudimentary incus. (The 
second visceral, Rei chert's cartilage, here plays no part.)" 
A 2. " The distal moiety of the same cartilage gives rise to Meckel's 
cartilage (s. str.), together with the rudiment of the malleus." 
B 1. " The stapes is formed independently of the other auditory, os-
sicles.'' 
B 2. " It begins as an accumulation of cells around the mandibular 
artery." • 
B 3. "From its first appearance the stapes is a· perforate and not a 
solid plate, though wrongly taken for the latter by all embryologists." 
(J. R. M. S., I, 18-19, from Morph. Jahrb., VI, 415-432, with pl.) 
In line, Salensky adopts ·the old view propounded by Reichert, and 
which was also orjginally accepted by Huxley. 
New Jurassic Mammals. 
In the report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1880, a list of the 
Jurassic mammals; found up to 1880, was given and thirteen species 
were therein enumerated. During 1881, Professor Marsh added to the 
list four more, two of them representing distinct genera, viz : Alloclon 
laticeps and Docodon strigatus. Professor Marsh believed that the former 
should probably be placed in the Plagiaulacidre and that the latter was 
mo t nearly allied to Diplocynodon. The other species were named Oten-
acodon nanus and Dryolestes gracilis. As usual for Jurassic mammals, 
only lower jaws of the several species were found. All were obtained 
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from the upper Jurassic beds of Wyoming Territory. (A. J. S. (3), 
511-513). 
The Development of the Placenta and its Classificatory Value. 
Many, or rather most naturalists for the past two decades, ha-re 
tached a primary value to the modifications under which tlie placent 
manifested, for the cl~ssi:fication of mammals. This question was 
examined early in 1881 by Dr. F. M. Balfour. He considered that: 
fact that in marsupials both the yolk-sac and the allantois are conce 
in rendering the chorion vascular, makes it a priori probable that 
was the case in the primitive types of the placentalia; and this dednc · 
is supported by the fact that in the rodentia, insectivora, and cheirW 
this peculiarity of the fretal membranes is actually found." In the P · 
itive placentalia it is also probable that, from the discoidal allan 
region of the chorion simple fretal villi, like those of the pig, proj 
into uterine crypts; but it is not certain how far the umbilical re~ 
of the chorion, which was no doubt vascular, may have also been nll 
From such a primitive type of fretal membranes divergencies in ·rn · 
directions have given rise to the types of fretal membranes found a 
present day." 
Reference must be had to Professor Balfour's article for his new .. 
the further development of the placenta, the ways in which modifica · 
have arisen, and the significance of such modifications. It can 
be added in this place that hi& conclusions are as follows: (1} TI 
rodents, insectivores, and cheiropters exemplify the closest approa 
"the primitive type of plnicenta described above" and deJlarted I 
from what are called the "protoplacentalia "; (2) the lemuroid~. 
ungulates, and the edentates, or rather their ancestors, "mu~ b 
branched off from the primitive stock before the preceding ha 
come distinctly differentiated "; and (3) the primates " are to be de ·, 
t:rom a primitive lemurian type." But as to the edenta.te and 
gulates it is a question "how far these groups arose quite ind 
ently from the primitive stock, or whether they may ha Ye bad • 0 
common anceBtor." The carnivores were "certainly an off- h 
the primitive placental type which was quite independent·· o 
lemuroid , ungulate.,, and edentates, but at what ta"'e n 
determined. "No important light is thrown by th pla en a 
affiniti " of the probo cidean , cetacean , or ir niau bn 
tb nght that" the charact r of the placenta in th latt r "' n 
tb '\~i of th ir being related to the ungulata. Th r 
II d t add that it m ar el:v probabl that th cet-ace~ans 
rg fr m diffi r nt primitiv t ·k . 
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the marsupials. The wombats (Phascolomys) of .Australia, for example, 
have rodent-like incisor teeth, and have been generally ·regarded as rep-
resentatives of quite a peculiar family. Mr . ..A.. M. Forbes, after a special 
examination of the koala (Phascolarctas) and collaterally of other forms, 
came to a different conclusion, and has proposed to combine the wom-
bats, the koala, and the phalangers in one family, or at least group of 
families, of which the several types named may in the former case con-
stitute subfamilies. The common characters of the three forms com-
bined under the name Phalangistidm are a "diprotodont marsupialia, 
with clavicles, and not more than six incisors above the hallux present, 
the second and third digits of the pes smaller than the others, and more 
or less united together by integument; stomach not sacculated; coocum 
present; glans penis more or less bilobed; vaginoo provided with median 
culs-de-sac which ma,y unite." The phalangers (5 genera) constitute the 
subfamily (1) Phalangistivm; the koala the subfamily (2) Phascolarctinm, 
and (3) the wombats the subfamily (3) Phascolomyin(J3.1 (P. Z. S., 1881, 
180-195.) 
On the structure of the pharynx, larynx, and hyoid bones in the Epo-
mophori. 
"In all species of Chiroptera of which the structure of the pharynx 
and larynx has hitherto been described, and in all of those examined up 
to the present by fDr. Dobson], the form of these parts has been found 
remarkably simple, differing but slightly from that of the insectivora, 
all agreeing in possessing a short pharynx generally guarded by a short 
acutely-pointed epiglottis, which, in some genera (Harpyia, Vampyrus, 
e.g.), is almost obsolete, opening close behind the fauces, near to which 
also the posterior nares enter, and in the small size of the laryngeal 
cavity and feeble development of the vocal chords, the hyoid bone a,lso 
being slender and connected by a chain of simple cylindrical bones with 
the cranium. 
"In the Epomophori , howe,er, we find in the structure of all these parts 
a remarkable departure from the general type; the pharynx is long and 
very capacious, the aperture of the larynx far removed from the fauces; 
and opposite to it a canal leading from the narial chambers and extend-
ing along the back of the pharynx opens; the laryngeal cavity is spa-
cious, and its walls are ossified, and the vocal chords are well developed; 
the hyoid bone is quite unconnected, except by muscle, with the cranium; 
the ceratohyals and epihyals are cartilaginous and greatly expanded, 
entering into the formation of the walls of the pharynx, and, in the males 
of two species at least, supporting the orifices of the large posterior pair 
of air-sacs which extend beneath the integument of the sides of the neck." 
Dr. Dobson then proceeds to describe the structures exemplified in 
the Epomophorus fraqueti in detail, and finally considers the physiology 
of the modified parts in the following terms: 
"The remarkable form of the hyoid bones and great development of 
the isthmus faucium part of the pharynx, in which (though especially 
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pronounced in the males of certain species) all the species agree 
be understood when we consider the nature of the food of these a · 
"In the coUection of the British Museum ate specimens of E.gamb" 
from the banks of the Zambesi, with the note'' eating :figs" on the 
attached to them by the donor Dr. Kirk. That :figs constitute the 
of E. franqueti, macrocephalus, labiatus, and minor also I have p ~ 
by finding remains of these fruits in the alimentary canal of· 
species. 
'' The fig being a hollow receptacle containing numerous small 
is not easily detached from the branch for the purpose of mastica · 
and its outer rind is evidently too tough to be readily torn thron" 
the feeble teeth of the Eporrwplwri. The easiest method therefi 
getting at its soft juicy contents is by sucking them out through· 
aperture at the distal extremity of the fig. 
"Now the whole structure o~ the mouth and pharynx of these an· 
is admirably suited for this purpose. The peculiarly volumino 
are capable of completely encircling the fig, and their adherenc 
its smooth surface is evidently securely maintained by the oft 
which spring from their upper margins near the angles of the mo 
While thus encircled by the lips, the fruit is probably slowly ch 
by the feeble acutely pointed teeth, and pressed upwards again 
prominent palate-ridges so as to cause it to give up more freely i ~ ·u 
and soft contents which are drawn out by suction through the t · 
aperture . . 
"The construction of the parts above described is specially -ui 
the action of suction, accomplished probably by the alternate ac 
the buccal muscles and the lungs. The spacious pharynx, but o 
the nasal apertures by the constrictors of the pharynx, and fi 
mouth by the small valvular opening referred to, and hanng i 
supported behind by the expanded h;yoid bones, con titute a m 
feet exhauster; while the broad epiglottis, permanently folde<l o, · 
larynx in front o that its aperture i directed upward tow, 
spine, and the great size of the fibro-cartilaginou ma ..., r.xliffil<U:.: 
forwards from the arytenoid cartilage to the epiglotti 
guard the glotti , pr , ntin O' any part of the food, uch 
fig- eed , from b ing drawn into the air-pa ag . 
American Miocene rodent.• 
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oridrn were aU represented by species. Most of these families will be 
recognized as still existent, but two or three families are only repre-
sented by extinct forms, viz: ischyromyidre, mylagaulidre, and perhaps 
the liez.iscornys type. 
Use as a factor in the differentiation of ungulate animals. 
Professor Cope, following out the line of investigation inclicated ju 
this country by Mr. John A. Ryder and Professor Cope himself, see~s to 
show that the distinction between the odd an_d even toed types of ungu-
lates is due, in great part, to the effect of use of the toes in progression. 
He recalls that the principal specializations in the ungulates are as fol-
lows:* 
1. "The reduction of the number of toes to one in the P ,erissodactyla, 
(horse~, etc.), and two in the Artiodactyla (cloven feet). 
2. "The second hinge-joint in the tarsus of the ,Artiodactyla. 
3. "The trochlear ridges and keels of the various movable articula-
tions of the limbs," whethe;r looking downwards (5 categories) or look-
ing upwards (4 categories). 
It is insisted upon that the trochlear keels that look downwards are 
much the most prominent and important. The others, enumerated as 
looking forward, are weak and insignificant, or of a different character 
from the down-looking ones. '' The latter are all projections from the 
middles of the ends of the respective elements. The up-looking are 
generally projections of the edges of the bones. Such are the lateral . 
crests of the astragalus and the adjacent edges of the cuboid and uav-
icular bones, which cause the emargination of the astragulus in. the 
.Artiodactyla. The proximal ridges of the phalanges are very weak, and 
-the concavities in the extremity of the radius cannot be called trochlear, 
-as they are adaptations to the carpal bones." 
Professor Cope then comes to the following conclusions: 
1. '' The reduction in the number of toes is supposed to be due to the 
~longation of those which slightly exceeded the others in length, in con-
~equence of the greater number of strains and impacts received by 
-them in rapid progression, and the complementary loss of material 
~vailable for thB growth of the smaller ones." 
2. '' The binge between the :first and second series of tarsal bones in 
he Artioclactyla may be accounted for by reference to the habits which 
~re supposed to have caused the cloven-footed character. Obser,~ation 
10n an animal of this order moving in mud shows that there is a great 
train anteroposteriorily transverse to the long axis of the foot, which 
~ould readily cause a gradual loosening of an articulation." 
3. ''The trochlere. These promineuces, which form the tongues of the 
ngue and groove articulations, exhibit vartous degrees of develop-
ent in the different mammalia, and those of different parts of the 
• COPE (E. D.) On the effects of Impacts and Strains on the feet of Mammalia • 
• Nat., v. 15, pp. 542-548. 
S . .Mis. 109-32 
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skeleton coincide in their condition in any one type of ambula 
mammalia, a,nd so may well be considered together. This fact sug" 
strongly that they are all due to a common cause." 
Of the prominences in question, it is added that ,~ they are all im ~ 
feet in the rodentia and carnivora (except the leporidre), which are 
pecially cllaracterized by their great speed. Among ungulates 
are very imperfect in the prohoscidea. The orders mentioned all h 
elastic pads on the under side of their feet or toes. The same i· 
of tlle lowest types of both the artiodactyla and perissodactyla, ·· 
hippopotami and rhinoceroses. In the ruminantia the trochlere are t:.. 
developed, with one exception, and that is tlle distal metacarpal 
metatarsal keels of the came1idm. These animals confirm tbe P 
bility of the keels being the effect of long-con tinned shocks, for 
are- the only ruminants which have elastic pads on the inferior ide 
their digits." 
A. New type of itngulates. 
Through the investigations of Professor Cope there bas been di· 
ered, in the Wasatch Eocene of Wyoming, a new type of mammal, whi 
while related to the ordinary perissodactyles, or odd.toed ungulate · 
sents certain peculiarities which necessitate its differentiation from 
existing type. The newly discovered tspe approaches the pro 
deans, and differs from the perissodactyls in tlle fact that the a tra_ 
articulates with the navicular only, and by a universal comex urf: 
as in the carnivores. 
The new type realizes the prediction long before ventured a to h 
velopment of five good-sized toes on all the feet. "The cast of thcb 
case shows that the cerebral hemispheres were quite small and n 
smooth, and that the very large cerebellum and olfactory lo 
entirely uncovered by them. The bones of the two carpal ro'1 
nate with each other, and there is a, large third trochanter of tb fe 
The animal is supposed to have been partially plantigrade It wa 
regarded by Profe or Cope as a suborder of peri sodactyla and 
Condylarthra, and diagnosed by the " a tragalu convex in aH i 
di tally, only uniting with nancular bone, a third trochant r f 
l cently, however, it ha been elevated to ordinal di tinction. 
In addition to the typical genu , nam d Phenacudu , a nu 
form c val with it have also ince been a ociated with it 
b r of the ame group. 
ANTHROPOLOGY. 
BY Ons T. MASON. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The word progress as applied to any science may meari either addi-
tions to our knowledge, without inquiry into their value or relations, or 
it may imply improvement in the quality of material, the instrumentality 
of research, or in the significance of results . . Our account of the prog-
ress of anthropology during 1881 will embrace all the particulars above 
named. Not only have students gone on amassing materials and facts 
from old mines, but they have opened up new leads, as classes of phe-
nomena hitherto regarded desultory have shown themselves to be the 
results of fixed laws. 
As in former summaries, the materials are arranged according to a 
classification which has been adopted more for the convenience of special 
stud en ts than because it em bodies all the facts according to well defined 
bases of division. And yet the arrangement is not wholly unphilo-
sophical. Whatever the time, the place, the manner, or the condition, 
the human race had an origin upon our globe. For the discussion of 
such questions Haeckel uses the term ANTHR0P0G~NY. 
After this event, came long periods of struggle from the lowest sav-
agery up to the time when the peoples of the earth could record their 
own history. The record of these epochs is indicated only by a fow 
human remains, and the implements of activity. The study of these 
remains and their relation to time is called ARCH~0L0GY. 
The exclusion of the past leaves us the present and the future. As 
he stands before us now, man is an animal, epitomizing in his embryonic 
growth the history of all faunas, and exhibiting in his adult form those 
characteristics which engage the attention of the anatomist, the phys-
iologist, and the anthropometer. To this extensive study, the old 
anthropology, so brilliantly pursued by Paul Broca and his school, and 
so sadly neglected in America since the death of Jeffries Wyman, we 
:may apply the term ANTHR0P0-BIOL0GY, or the biology of man. 
Again, we :find this being endowed with a set of faculties called intel-
]ectual, allied in certain particulars to those of the lower animals, but 
o far transcending them as to form a separate branch of study, requir-
·ng totally diverse methods and machinery of observation, and enlisting 
an entirely different set of investigators. To all these studies we have 
,given the name of COMPARATIVE PSY0H0:(,0GY, or PHRENOLOGY. 
. ~9 
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Through causes now under investigation the human family bas beco 
differentiated anatomically, and these variations have been more or I 
fixed and intensified by social and national prejudices, until there ha-
arisen races of men. The description of mankind, race by race, may · 
called ETHNOGRAPHY. All discussions concerning race and thecam 
leading to race distinctions should be named ETHNOLOGY. 
-Among the characteristics of these diversities of man the most tren · 
ant, useful, and prominent is language. The investigations respec ·. 
·the origin and the diversity of languages we name GLOSSOLOGY, thou -
the terms LINGUISTICS and COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY, have 0 
claims to preeminence in the matter. 
Next to the speaking tongue comes the cunning band. Indeed, 
footprints of civilization during its toilsome march may be traced bet 
through handicraft in the various human occupations than in anyo 
· way. To this study Klemm gave the name Oulturgescliicltte, but 
title preferred here is COMPARATIVE TECHNOLOGY. 
For regulating the propagation of the species, the care of the yo · 
the division of labor, and for mntual protection there exist everyw 
(1) traditional or written ·codes, (2) manners and customs, and (3) in 
mentalities. For the investigation of these matters the term SocroLOG 
is used. 
All races of men have beliefs, practices, and organizations with 
ence to a world of spirits. To call the study of these things com 
tive religion would be misleading. For, in the first place, the wo 
plies action rather than study, and, in the second place, it is comm -
understood to refer only to the higher forms of worship. Variou~ 
have been suggested, as comparative mythology, spirito1ogy, pne 
ogy, philosophy, daimonology, &c. Although the term" daimono -
was used in the last summary, in order to call forth the opinio 
those competent to judge, the worcl PNEUM.ATOLOGY is here em 
with some reserve for the same purpo e. 
The human race, like all other groups of lfring being , i UITOU 
and transfused by the Jaws of the material environment. A th 
i the joint product of the breath of the gla s-blower and the mo · 
are the trib of men the re ult of their own inherent vitality a 
environm nt. The behavior of living being in the pre ence of 
ruonmentMr. firnrtha call dHexico1ogy,forwhichtbemor ...,,..,,ni:'rl~-
on, truct d and more euphoniou term Il.EXIOLOGY- will h r 
pl d. 
~-
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4. Comparative psychology or phrenology. 
5. Ethnology. 
6. Glossology. 
7. Comparative technology. 
8. Sociology. 
9. Daimonology or pneumatology. 
10. Hexiology. 
11. Instrumentalities · of research. 
It is well known to all students of nature that knowledge passes 
through three stages. The first is the observing and descriptive stage, 
in which the universe is explored for new materials and facts. The sec-
ond is the inductive and classifying stage in which facts and materials 
are arranged according to differing bases and general principles arrived 
at. The third is the deductive or predictive stage, the true· scientific 
step, in which the laws and the true nature of things are ascertained 
with such accuracy that new consequences may be deduced, and the 
recurrence of phenomena, under certain circumstances, may be pre-
dicted. A scheme of nomenclature is presented below merely as a sug-
gestion, in order to ascertain the opinion of anthropologists as to its 
merits. To represent the three stages mentioned above, the Greek 
words rpa.pr;, loroc;, and ',IUJJ.oe; are chosen to furnish the significant termi-
nation, agreeably to established analogy. As wili be seen, a difficulty 
occurs with psychology and phrenology, and with the terms denoting 
the spirit world together with the actions ancl apparatus growing out of 
it. These difficulties have been noticed under the appropriate head. 
As the genesis or orig-in of anything is essentially speculative, how-
ever necessary, the first term of our technical series does not admit of 
this tripartite di vision : 
Anthropogeny (undifferentiated.)* 
Observing and descriptive 
stage. 
(ypu.<prJ) 
Inductive and classifying 
stage. 
{1t.o,·o~) 
Deductive and predictive 
stage. 
. (voµor;) 
.A.nthropography ... __ .... Anthropology _ ••• _ •••• _. .A.nthroponomy. 
Archreo~raphy . . . . . . . . . . Arcbreology ___ . ___ •. __ .. Archreonomy. 
Biograpuy .... ___ .. __ ... Biology . ___ •... ____ . . . . . Bionomy . 
5 Psychography .. ~---· ---- 5 Psychology ______ ..••••. 5 Psychonomy. 
l Pbreuography. ··---· ..•. {Phrenology ______ ·----·. ~ Phrenonomy. 
Ethnography .••.•..... :. Ethnology-----··----·-· Ethnonomy. 
lossography...... .•.••. Glossology ____ ...•.. .... Glossonomy. 
Technography - . • . • • . . . . . Technology .••• _ •• • •• __ . 'l'echnonomy. 
ociography .. ___ ..... __ . Sociology .. __ •• _ ••••• _ _ _ Socfonomy. 
~ Pn~uruatography ......•. l Pn~umatology _ ·--- ·----· l Pn~umatonomy. Daunonograpby ••... .... Da1monology .••••. ·---·· Da1mononomy.· fythograpby. ·----- •... Mythology---·-·........ Mythonomy. He:x:iography ...••.. ____ . He:xiology ··--·· _____ ••• . Hexionomy. 
Inst.rumentalities of Resea:rch (undifferentiated). 
*~y ~ further applicn.tion ~f. t~e Gree~ word y eve~, this term might be used in a generic sense as the 
bemnnmf!; of a quatemary d1v1s1on, making the series-anthropo~eny, anthropography anthropology 
antbroponomy; thus ¢,ing four columns inst ad of three; tho :lirat of which would embrace the genesis 
c,ftho br.anchCij in which the question of origin could arise. 
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The multiplication of works on anthropology throughout the wo · 
makes it absolutely impossible to even name them within the liini -
this summary. It is designed to mention only works on .America, w ·-
by .Americans, and valuable republications in .America of foreign prod 
tions. In addition to this, the names of foreign journals, &c., contairu:: 
anthropologic bibliographies will be given among instrumentalitie . 
this manner the student will have the means of compassing the wh 
field of literature relating to the science. 
In order to render this summary more complete from year to year·· 
co-operation of all American anthropologists is earnestly soliciteJ. 
I.-.A.NTHROPOGENY. . 
The question of man's origin is separable into several subdivi ·io 
related among themselves, but quite distinct. .Among the titles qno· 
under anthropogeny will be noted some referring to the time of ma.n' 
advent and its connection with geology,'others dealing with thee, ~ 
tion of ma,n and bis relation to the animal kingdom. .A tllird gro 
discuss the origin and development of parts of his organism, a · 
brain, the soul, or the sexes. A fourth class is concerned with the 
ing of the que8tion upon the Adamic races of Genesis. Finally. 
Woodward, in his annual address before the Washington Philo op · 
Society, examines the modern conceptions of the mechanical nature 
life, and puts in a plea for the existence of a vital force. Tbe · u · 
is surrounded with so many difficulties that men of true scientific 
pirations have declined to spend much time speculating about it 
so much valuable material lay within their grasp untouched. 
II.-.A.RCH1EOLOG Y. 
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of wealth or leisure to expend much time ~nd money on private collec-
tions. The committee of arrangements of the American association 
last summer published a list of all such private museums in and around 
Cincinnati. The public enterprises for the exploration of American 
antiquities demand a more than passing notice. In Massachusetts, the 
Achreological Institute of America in Boston, the Peabody Museum in. 
Cambridge, and the Antiquarian Society of Worcester are doing most 
valua,ble service to archreology. The first named has secured the serv-
ices of Mr. A. F. Bandelier among the pueblos, and has publish,ed its 
first volume noticed in the bi.bliography of archrnology. The report of 
the Peabody Museum for 1881 has not yet appeared, but a reference to 
the names of the curator and his assistants will show that they have 
not been idle. 
No publications in arcbreology have been issu~d by the museum in 
New York or the societies of Philadelphia. The Smithsonian Institu-
tion bas published its annual report and Vol. XXII of Contributions, 
which includes the monographs of Jones, Habel, Rau, and Dall, pre-
viously issued in separate form. The Bureau of Ethnology, though de-
voted mainly to language, sociology. and mythology, has employed two 
explorers among western mounds, and under its auspices Col. James 
Stevenson, with a competent force, has been occupied in the pueblo 
country reaping a rich harvest of ancient and modern pottery and 
otller objects. The bureau bas also issueu. as a part of Vol. V, '' Obser-
vations on cup-shaped and other lapidarian sculptures in the Old 
World and in America," by Charles Rau . 
.Mention should also be ma.de of the Lorillard expedition to Mexico 
and Central America under lY.L Desire Uharnay, whose preliminary re-
ports have appeared in the pages of the North American Review. 
In the State of Ohio, the vV'estern Reser-ve and Northern Ohio His-
torical Society publishes tracts, and the Madisonville Literary and 
Scientific Society, associated with the Cincinnati Society of Natural 
History, reports the progress of explorations in the Madisonville Ceme-
tery. 
In tbe State Historical Society and in the Geological Survey volumes 
of Indiana, Wisconsin, and Minnesota occur, now and then, accounts of 
ancient remains. 
The papers on archrnology a,t the .American association will be found 
enumerated under Instrumentalities. Special volumes upon arcbreolog-y 
will be noticed under the names of .Abbott, Bransford, Evans, Geikie, 
Merrill, Nadaillac, Putnam, Hau, Reiss, an<l. Wheeler. 
III.-BIOLOGY OF MAN. 
It is much to be regretted that we have not on the western continent 
an institutioh for the study of man as a member of the animal kin r-. b 
dom. For this cause that portion of anthropology, which has been · 
pursued with such brilliancy in France, England, Germany, Russia, and 
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Italy, has almost languished among us. Exception must be mad 
favor of those surgeons who have, iu their medical college cour~ · 
troduced higher studies, and those geologists who sougllt to comp 
their investigations by including the highest member of the vertt:b 
branch. A further exception in favor of special laboratory work ho 
. be_made in favor of the cranial measurements prosecuted at the P 
body Museum, by Mr. Lucien Carr, and at the Army Medical 1[USt 
Washington, by Mr. Parker, under the direction of the late Dr. 0 
The \ast-named institution published the second volume of it e 
index-catalogue of medical literature, which includes many titles on 
biology of man. Dr. Billings and Dr. Fletcher continue the edi · 
of the Index Medicus, a monthly, devoted to the cataloguing of pe · 
cal medical literature. 
IV.-PSYCHOLOGY OR PHRENOLOGY. 
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tellection and mental growth aside from the medium of language! In 
all these studies there is real progress. No doubt introspection reveals 
to a trained tbjnker the -processes of thought; but the careful obser-
vation of many minds-animal, infantile, sava,ge, and civilized-in their 
processes, sequences, and aims will disclose results hitherto unexpected. 
V.-ETHNOLOGY. 
The great mass of our ethnologic literature is ethnographic. Little 
bas been attempted within a year towards developing a ratioual scheme 
of humanity on indisputable marks. Under the encouragement and 
patronage of anthropological associations trained observers bring us 
into intimate acquaintance with our brethren of every clime and grade. 
The bibliographic list attached to this paper includes descriptions of 
the peoples of the two Americas, tribes of the Eastern Uontinent1visited 
by Amerie.ans, and even ethn~ogic reprints which have been brought 
out by our American publishers. Prof. John Campbell, of Montreal, 
attempts on pllilo1ogic grounds to trace the relationshi?s of tlle Amer-
ican Indians. Major Powell's first annual report gives notice of a 
synonymy of all tribes ever known to have inhabited North Amerita, 
together with their priscan home, migrations, and linguistic affinities. 
VI.-GLOSSOLOGY. 
In glossology our country has much that is attractive and of perma-
nent value to offer. In_ the first place, grammars and dictionaries of all 
our tribes are in the course of preparation, not only by missionaries, 
both Catholic an<.l Protestant, but on a larger scale by the Bureau of 
Ethnology, and even by foreign societies. A.gain, tlrn meaning of the 
word language has come to be better understood through studies on 
America. The whole panorama of the growth of organized writing; 
or speech to the eye, may be witnessed by the pictographs and aerial 
pictures, called sign language. It may not be that we shall e-ver nnder-
stan<l. the May~ hieroglyphics; but the investigations of Mallery, 
Thomas, Holden, and others on the same line will exhibit to us the 
value of each form as parts of a continually improving series. 
VII.-COMP .A.R.A.'.I.'IVE TECHNOLOGY. 
Whether we originate or whe_ther we borrow the materials, imple-
ments, processes, and products of industry, the history of civilization 
cannot omit the arts, by whom~oever elaborated or practiced. The list 
of publications noticed is very meager, and does not at all represent 
the immense amount of literature which accumulates upon this subject. 
The new National Museum will be anthropological, and all tlle objects 
there will be arranged with reference to the evolution of.human industry 
hurried visit tlJrough our Patent Office, or, iudeed, the inspection of 
any old garret or farm yard will convince one of the rapidity with which 
the fertile genius of man adapts itself to changing environment. 
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Just here a word of caution may not go amiss. CoIJectors of objec 
for anthropological museums should be careful to .note with referenec 
to each specimen the source of the material, all the tools employed ~ 
its elaboration, the caste or sex t0 which its use is relegated, the time 
01" season of the manufacture, the craft processes and the ceremonie: 
observed, the variety and range of products in fineness, form and func-
tion. 
VIII.-SOCIOLOGY. 
The term "sociolo_gy" as a philologic hybrid js not entirely satisfac-
tory, but it conlu not now be easily displaced, nor is it indeed easy to 
substitute a better word. The summary of progress in anthropology 
each year exhibits a gratifying progress in sociology. The recognition 
of the oneness of all human phenomena gives value to the social structure 
of even the lowest tribes. '\Ve seem to })ear in the songs and dance: or 
tlle savage 1 ndians the echoes of our own priscan history. Our own Bu-
reau of Ethnology is not bellind in this matter. Major Powell I1as "Worked 
out the W,yandotte scheme, and has elaborated a series of chart b~ 
means of which the clan and the family organization of any people m0 ~ 
be exhibited. 
The inspection of the list of works wm show how these fa,estigation· 
have ramified into every department of society, including mrirriage and 
family life, tribal structure and functions, political institution , acqui-
sition, tenure, and cession of property, fashions, economics, stati ti 
education, disease, crime, and death. 
IX.-DAIMONOLOGY, OR PNEUMATOLOGY. 
It is ea~,ier to indicate what is included in tl1is cla"s than to fin 
name. As re.rrarlls any set of human activities we ba,e to inquir 
whom, with what, and how. It may be the making of a pot. I 
then soci t y i organjzed into those who make and tho e for whom 
make. A.rrain, the clay mu t be taken from a certain place at a 
time, and with appropriate ceremonies; the effoct depending qui 
much pon the method a. upon the material or the implement. Fur 
more, th >r arc certain tools u eful to the pott r ouly; an 1 fiu • 
fini. he pr dnct of hi art pa .. e , on to be tbeimpl ment of 
. ~ th w .. t r. ell r, the cook, or the caterer. 
if we <l , ir to . tml T tbe reU n'ion of the wor1'1 w 
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prehensib'Ie, for we should know what words they utter, what their own 
conceptions and motives were:, and on what general law their conduct 
is based. We should not be long in finding out that all we had seen 
bad reference to a supra-sensible world. The investigation which we 
are engaged in, therefore, is the study of human beliefs, of social organi-
zations, activities, instrumentalities, with reference to the supra-sensi-
ble, the so-called spirit world. · Inasmuch as we have borrowed a spe-
cific term from the theologians to stand for the whole study of man, 
we may be compelled to take the word pneumatology, meaning with 
them the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, for the science of the spirit. world. 
X.-HEXIOLOGY. 
Professor Mivart, in his monograph upon the cat, devotes a chapter to 
the hexicology (hexiology~) of the animal. '' Every living creature has 
also relations with other living creatures, which may tend to destroy it, 
or indirectly to aid it, and the various physical forces and conditions 
exercise their several influences upon it. The study of all these com-
plex relations to time, space, physical forces, other orga~isms, an~ to 
surrounding conditions general1y, constitutes the science of hexicology , 
(hexiology ~). The higher a plant or animal stands in its kingdom the 
greater will be the variety of influences bearing upon it and the greater 
will be the diversity of impressions made by any external agent. This 
being true, the relations of man to force and to matter in the three king-
domi::, of nature would be numerous and complicated. Indeed it is only 
within our own day that men hnive conceived the possibility of grappling 
with this subject at all; and even now treatises upon the subject are so 
scattered and so mixed up with economics and medicine that it is dis-
couraging to attempt a bibliography. . The defect is partly remedied by 
the fact that hexiology is intimately related to other divisions of the 
subject: to anthropogeny, since all investigations into the evolution of 
man from a lower form proceed upon the assumptiori. of the modifying 
and selecting function of environment; to anatomy and psychology, since 
climate, food, and natural enemies perfect or dwarf the bodies of men 
not less than their minds; to ethnology, since the races of men are almost 
nniver ally believed to be the product of surroundings; to language and 
technology, since words as well as implements have reference to what 
is at hand and not to something outside of experience; to art and enjoy-
ment, ince the sense of beauty· grows by what it feeds upon, preserves 
and reproduces that which has contributed to its indulgence; to society, 
ince tribal organization and government are well known to be the sport 
of geo!!raphy ; to religion, since the gods, the temples, the vestments, 
and the routine of worship are very much the creatures of the land 
where th y had their origin. 
XI.-INSTRU:MENTALITIES. 
The purp of thi section has been o frequently explained that no 
r petitio i needed. Museums, libraries, associations, congresses, jour-
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nals, improved implements and methods of observations, popular WO' 
and lectures, all are indispensable to the !l,nthropologist. Hence, a 
of the most important is appended. This becomes the more valuable 
this time. Since the numberless publications on anthropology ab 
cannot find a place in our list, the journals and separate works in w 
' their titles are given will be found under '' Instrumentalities." In 
manner nearly every issue of importance will be placed within the re2 
of American students. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ANTHROPOLOGY FOR 1881. 
J.-At."'i'THROPOGENY. 
BUCHANA.i.'f, S. H.-Date of the origin of the human race. Cumberland Presb. QIW 
Oct. 
BYRD, H. L.-Pre-adamite races of men. Independ. Pract., Balt., ,Jan. Separa· ·-
printed by Thomas and Evans. 
CARLISLE, A. N.-Man's place in nature. (xixth cent.) Appleton's Journal, Sep . 
CLEVENGER, S. V.-Origin and descent of the human brain. Am. Naturalist, J ·. 
pp. 513-317. 
DA wsoN, J. W.-The antiquity of man and the origin of species. Kansas City " 
Jan., 6 pp.; Feb., 5 pp. [From the Princeton Review.] 
DENTON, WILLIAM.-Is Darwin right 7 Or the origin of man. Wellesley, ~!ass., 1·· 
193 pp. l:!mo. 
DEWAR, A.-The materialistic origin ofiihe sexes. J. Sc., Lond., 1881, pp. 33-36. 
Ev Ai.'l"S, M. J.-The geologic evidence of the antiquity of man. Christian Month., F 
GEIGER, L.-Contributions to the history of the developmeut of the human race. f 
the German, by D. Asher. Boston, 1881. 8vo. 
HOWARD, H.-Man's two natures; man created by evolution; thinkinrr, ho 
duced·; nemology. Canada Med. Rec., Montreal, 188<J...1881, ix, 9i-10i. 
-- Some remarks on "Haeckel on the evolution of man," and on 
blood-poisoning. Canada Med. Rec., Montreal, 1880-81, ix. Intellect an 
tion. British Quart. Rev., Oct. 
LESLEY, J. P.-Man's origin and destiny. Boston: G. H. Ellis, 440 PP· ,o. 
LEWIS, T. L.-Indian traditions respecting their origin. Kansas City Re,·., 
LL.A.J.~AS, E.-Conforencias cientifico-religiosas sobre el origen delhombre. i.,; . .. ,,.,n,,nnr I 
t61. Barcel., 1881, iii, 2. 
MIVART, ST. G. -The soul and evolution. Am. Ca.th. Quart. Rev., July. 
NESBIT, Rev. E.-Antiquity of man. Its recent phase. Baptist Rev., Jan., 12 
PLEISTOCEXE MA...i.~, and his relation to the theory of development. TheL .......... -,~AJ .. --
Cosmos, May. 
SouTUALL, J. C.-1\.fan~s place in time. Methodist Quart. Rev., April. 
-- Pliocene man in America: a paper read before the Victoria Ins 'tn 
Britain. Lon<lon. Bvo. 30 pp. 
WILSos, J. D.-Pre-adamites. New Englande;r, May. 
Wooow P..D Jo 'EPU J.-1Ioderuphilo ophicconc ptionsoflifi : an nddr 
b<'foro the Philo ophical Society of'\Yashington, Dec. 3, 1 1. 
and tw •ilcr. 
·wmGHT, 1'm:oE1ucK .-The glacial ph uom 11a of ... yorth Ameri 
tion t tho 111 ·tion of mau antiquity iu tho vall y of the D 
1 l. 1~ pp. ·o. 
lI.-ARCIIE0L GY. 
d. '\The lcr'a U. 
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Chipped stone implements. Wheeler's U. 8. Geog. S?rv. W. of 100th Merid., 
vii, pp. 49-69, pl. 1-4, figs. 1-16. . · 
--- Historical sketcl, of the discovery of the palmolithic implements of the Tren-
ton gravels. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. June 19. xxi. 
--- a.nd F. W. PUT~AM.-Implements and weapons made of bone and wood. 
Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vi~, pp. 222-2:33, pl. xi, figs. 
100-114. 
--- Miscellaneous objects made of stone. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. W. of 100th 
Meritl., vii, pp. 190-217, figs. 61-99. 
--- Mortars and pestles. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. ,v. of 100 Merid., vii, PP. 
70-91, pl. 5, figs. 17-31. 
-- Musical instruments made of bone. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th 
Meritt, vii, pp. 234-23i;, figs. 115-120. 
-- Primitive Industry; or illustrations of the handwork in stone, bone, and clay, 
of the native races of the northern Atlantic seaboard of America. Salem, Mass., 
560 pp. 8vo. [Reviewed in Nature, Nov. 10.] 
--- Smoking pipes of s~one. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., 
vii, pp. 125 -, pl. vii-ix, fig. 43. 
--- Steatite cooking pots, plates, and food vessels. Wheeler's U.S. Geog. Surv. 
W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 93-116, pl. vi, figs. 32-38. 
AMEGHINO, !<'.-La antiguedad del hombre en el Plata. Paris, Masson. 25 plates, 
1881. Svo. 
BARBER, EDWIN A.-Pueblo pottery. Am. Naturalist, June. pp. 453-462. 
BINKLEY, 8. H.-A cloth robe from a mound-builder's tomb. Am. Antiquarian. iii, 
pp. 3:l5-3l8. 
-- Nest of flint relins. Am. Alitiquarian, iii, 144. 
BIRNIE, ROGERS, Jr.-Report on ruins visited. in New Mexico. · Wheeler's U.S. Geog. 
Surv. W. of 100th Morid., vii, pp. 346-350. 
BOOTH, HF.NnY.-N otes on some ancient remains in Arizona. Proc. Poughkeepsie Soc, 
Nat. Hist. No imprint. pp. 37-43. 
BRANSFORD, J. F.-Archreological retiearches in Nicaragua. No. 383, Smithsonian 
Contributions. Published by the Smithsonian Institution. 4to. 
BRINKLEY, C. H.-Ancient stone mounds-were they objurgatory burial heaps T . Am. 
Antiquarian. ii, pp. lt59-194. 
BUCKIXGHAM, HARRIOT.-Orcgon and prehistoric relics. Am. Antiquarian, iii, 135-
137. 
BuTum, J. D.-Wisconsin copper fin<ls and lake•cl.wellings. Am. Antiquarian, iii, 
141. 
CARR, LUCIEN.-Statement relating to finding an implement in th.e Trenton graveL 
Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. Jan. 19. xxi. 
CHARNEY,' DESIRE.-The ruins of Central America. North Am. Review: 
Part V. Resemblances and analogies between Teotihnacan and Tula. Jan. 
Part VI. The village of Comalcalco, in the State of 'l'obasco. Feb. 
Part VII. Tlie ruins of Palenque. May. 
Part VIII. The ruins of Palenque. June. 
Part IX. The probable age and origin of the monuments of Mexico and Central 
America. Oct. 
[Translated in Petermann's Mittheilungen.] 
CRAVERO, ALFREDO.-La piedra del sol. (Continuacion.) Anales del Mus. Nae. de 
Mexico. II. Parts iv and v, pp. 234-266, 291, 403-410. 
CoLLETI, JoIIN.-Mounds and stone graves of Shelby County, Ip.diana. Rep. State 
Geologist, 1881. 
-- Tbe mammoth and the mastodon. Remains in Indiana and Illinois. A 
Vincennes Mound. Indiana Geolog. Rep., 1879-1880. Indianapolis, C. Hollen-
beck, 1881, pp. 16-28. 
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COPE, EDWARD D.-Repori on the remains of population observed in Northwes-
New Mt·xico. Wheeler's Survey W. of 100th Merid .• vii, pp. 351-361. 
DE HAAS, WILLS.-The mound-builders: an inquiry into their supposed southern 
gin. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
EVANS, JOHN.-The ancient bronze implements, weapons, and ornaments of G· 
Britain and Ireland. With 540 illustrations. N. York: D. Appleton & Co. · 
pp. 8vo. 
FAIL YER, G. H.-Traces of the aborigines of Riley County, Kansas. Tr. Kansas i 
Sc., vii, p. 132. · 
Fo~TPERTUIS, A. E. DE.-Les anciennes civilisations americaines, le people 
monnds et ses monuments. (Drapeyron.) Revue de geogr., April, ff. 
GASS, J.-Indian burial grounds near the mouth of Rock River. Proc. Da,en 
Acad., ii. 
GASS, J. and R. J. FARQUHARSON.-Explomtion of a mound near Moline, Ill. 
Davenport Acad., ii. 
GErn:rn, J.-Prehistoric Europe: a geological i--kctch. Phila., 1881. 8m. 
GI{ATACAP, A.-Prehistoric man in Europe. Am. Antiquu.ri::i.n, iii, pp. ~0-~90; i, 
1-8. 
HALFORD, C. W.-Orit:ntal resemblances in New Mexico. Kansas City Re,., Fe 
3 pp. 
HARRISON, C. E.-Exploration of Mound No. 11, Coqk's Farm, Iowa. Proc. D 
port Acad., ii. 
HAYNES, HENRY W.-The argillite implements of the Delaware River, corupawd · 
the palreolitLic implements of Europe. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., xxi, J an. 
--- Comparison of the implements of the Trenton gravels with those of · · 
deposits iu Europe. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Jan. 19, 1881, xxi. 
--- Discovery of palreolithic fl.int implements in Upper Egypt. Reprin 
Mern. Am. Acad .. of Arts & Sc., x, Boston. 
HEXSIIAW, H. \.V.-Cliff-house and cave on Diamond CTeek, New Mexico. Wh 
U.S. Geog. Survey W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 370-371. 
HOFFMAN, W. J .-Antiquities of New Mexico and Arizona. Reprint from Proc. D 
port Acad. Nat. Sc., iii, 21 pp. 
--- An Indian theater: detailed description of Arikara semi-religion cer 
performed during the month of August and part of September of each year, 
Berthold, Dak. Reading (Pa.), Times & Despatch, Sept. 20. 
HOLBROOK, W. C.-Stone implements in the drift. Science, Nov. 19. 
HOWELL, G. R.-Was America known to the ancients! Potkr's Americ n 
July. 
HOWARTH, II. H.-The sudden extinction of the mammoth. 
July. 
LA...''WDON, F. W.-The Madisonville prehistoric cemetery: Antbropolo!'.!'ic l 
J. Cincinnati oc. Nat. Hi t., iv, October, Reprint. 
LOEF.FLER, C.-Rei e kizzen aus Peru: Die Ruinen von Tiahuanuco. Ao 
th il, xii, To. 2, pp. 378-3 0. 
LOEW, 0 · AR.-R port on tho ruins in i"ew Mexico. Wheeler' U ...... 
of 100th M rid., vii, pp. 337-343. 
MCADA1r, '\V.r.- a h ll in mounds. Am. AnUquarian, iv, pp. 61-o~. 
-- Tho ci nt pott ry makers. Am. Antiquarian, iii 1· 9-1 
-- Tho t n iru, rre and idol of th mound-build r . 
fr m th m uo 
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MEJ\'DOZA, G., and FELIPE S,(NCHEZ SoLis.-Ana,les de Cuauhtitln.n. Original, and 
translation of Chimalpopoca, in parallel columns. Anales d, Mus. Nae. de Mex., ii, 
pt. (i; appendix, pp. 41-56. 
--- Mitos de los Nahoas. (ADales d. Mus. Nae. de Mex., ii, pts. 4 & 5, pp. 271-
278, 315-322.) Translated by F. P. T. Mexico, 1881. 8vo. pp. 80, :;; pl. 
MERRILL, SELAH.-East of the Jordan: a record of travel and observation in the 
countries of Moab, Gilead, and Basban, during the years 18i5-lt,77. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1881. Ill. and map. 
METZ, CHARLES L.-The prehistoric monuments of Anderson Township, Hamilton 
County, Ohio. From the J. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., iv. 
Mrncnrn, J. B.-Easteru Bolivia and the Gran Chaco. Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc., London. 
No. 7, pp. 401-420, with chart. 
Mo'is11:, COLUMnus.-Dead cit,ies of New Mexico. Kansas City Rev., December, 2 pp, 
MORRISON, C. C.-Notice of the Pueblo Pintado, and of other ruirn; in the Chaco 
Canon. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Survey, "\V. of 100th Medd., vii, pp. 366<l69. 
MORSE, EDw ARDS S.-On the ancient J ap:1nese bronze bells. On ,-vorked shells in 
New England shell-heaps. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
--- Prehistoric Man in America. Kansas City Rev., June, Jnly, 1881, p. 90. 
MUDGE, B. F.-Mound-builders in Davis and Riley Counties. Kansas Acad. Sc. _ To-
pelrn, 1 Btll. 
NADAILLAC, MARQUIS DE.-Les premiers bommes et les temps prehistoriqnes. Paris: 
Masson, 1881. 2 vols., 12 pla.tes, 211 figures. 8vo. 
NEFF, PETER.-Look-ont mourn.ls in Ohio. Am. Antiquarian iii, ms. 
OROZCO Y BERRA MAXUEL.- Ccdice Mendozine: Ensayo de descrifacion geroglifica 
(Continuacion). Anales d. Mns. Nae. de Mex. ii, pt. 4 & 5. 
PALMER, EDWARD.-Utah Mounds. Proc. Davenport Acad., ii. 
PAnKER, J. D.-Hea,th's Discoveries in South America. Ka~sas City Eev., April. 
PEET, STEPHEN D.-ThQ emblematic mounds on the four lakes of Wisconsin.-Am . 
.Assoc., Cincinnati. 
--- Bnff~lo drives among the mound-builders. Trans. Wisconsin Acad. of Sc., 
Arts & Let., v. 
--- 'fhe military architecture of the emblematic mound-builders. Am. Anti-
quarian, iii, pp. 80-101. 
---. The prehistoric architecture of America. Trans. Wiscon~in Acad. of Sc. , Arts 
& Letters, v. 
PERKINS, GEORGE H.-Arcbreology of Vermont. Am. Naturalist, June, 13 pp. 
P1mmsTORIC ScIE~CE EN FETE.-The International Congress of Prehistoric Anthro- · 
pology ancl Archreology. Pop. Sc. Month., Feb. 
PmmISTOIUC VESSELS, so~rn. (Ln. Natnre.) Popular Sc. Month., May. 
PROUDFIT, S. V.-Eart,hworks on the Missouri River. Am. Antiquarian, iii, p. 139. 
--- Antiquities of the Missouri Bluffs. Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 271-280. 
PUTNAM, F. W.-Archreological explorations at Ma<l.isonville, Ohio. Harvard Univ., 
Bull. No. 19, June 1. (These Bulletins publish the titles of all anthropologkal 
works added to Peabody Museum Library.) 
--- Fourteenth annual report of the Peabody Museum of Archreology and Eth-
nology, iii, No. 1. Cambridge. 41 p;r. 
- · - Palaeolithic irpplements of the valley of the Delaware. Reprint from Proc. 
Boston oc. Nat. Hist., vol. xxi. A symposium by .A.b.bott, Haynes, Wright, Carr, 
Wadsworth, and Putnam. 
--- Iron implements and other articles obtained by contact with Europeans. 
Wbe ler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of i00th Merid., vii, pp. 272-276, pl. x::v, figs. 
133-134. 
--- Notes on the implements of stone, pottery, and other objects obtained in New 
Mex. an l Arizona. Wheeler's Survey W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 374-3~. 4 
beautifully colored lithographic plates. 
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Ornaments. Wheeler's :U, S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 251-· 
pl. xii, figs. 124-132. 
-- Perforated stones. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th :Merid., Yi~ 
135-189, pl. x, figs. 44-60. 
-- Pueblo pottery. Am. Art Rev., Feb. 
-.-- Remarks on the palreolithic implements of the Trenton gravels. 
Soc. Nat. Hist., Jan. 19, vol. xxi. 
--- Textile fabrics, basket works, etc. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Snrv. W. of 1 
Meriu.., vii, pp. 239-250, pl. xiv, figs. i21-123. 
QUICK, EDGAR R.-A prehistoric cup made from a human cranium. J. Cin. Soc .. · 
Hist., iii, 296. 
RAU, CHARLEs.-Aboriginal stone-drilling. Am. Naturalist, July, pp. !i36-542. 
--- Observations on cup-shaped and other lapidarian sculptures in the Ohl I\" 
and in America. (From Contributions to N. Am. Ethnology, v, W~hln,,. 
Govt. Printing Office, 102 pp. 4to, 60 figs.) 
REID H. A.-Pr~historic man in Lafayette County, Missouri. Kansas City Rev-.,.· · 
4 pp. 
REISS, \V. anil A. STUBEL.-The Necropolis of An con in Pern: a series of illn~tra · 
of the civilization and industry of the Empire of the Incas, being the re 
excavations made upon the spot. Part 5. Dodd and Mead, N. Y. 
SAVAGE, JosEPH.-Mounds in Southern Kansas. Tr. Ifonsas Acad. Sc. Topeka, •• 
SIMONDS, FREDERICK W.-The discovery of fron implements in an ancient m· 
North Carolina. Am. Naturalist, xv, 7-11. 
Sl\IUCKER, IsAAC.-Mound-builders' works, near Newark, Ohio. Am. Antiqn 
iii, pp. 261-270. . 
SOLDI, 1\1. E.-Ancient sculptures in America. Bul. Soc. d'anthrop. <le Pari 
200,1881. 
STODDARD, C. W.-Primeval California. Scribner's Mag., Oct. 
'l'u0:11'.IAS, CYRUS.-An attempt to reconcile the difference between :rnthoritie in 
ence to the Maya calendar and certain dates; also to determine the ag 0 
manuscript Troana. Arn. Natura.list, October. 
--- The manuscript Troana. Am. Assoc. Cin., Am. Natnralist, Ang., PP· · ~ 
'l'IIO::liPSO)T, A. H.-On a recent Indian find near Topeka, Ks. Kansas Acad . .. 
pelrn, 188L 
Tnow1mmGn:, S. H.-Exhibition of archreological specimens from Mi. nri. 
Assoc., Cincinnati. 
VLASTO, M.-Stone implements from Northern Brazil. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. 
1 -1, iv, p. 206. 
WADSWORTH, M. E.-On the lithological character of the implements in th 
gravels. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Jan. 19, xxi. 
WELCH, L. B., and J. M. RICHARD ON.-A de cription of prehi torio rcli 
WiJmin°ton, Ohio. Am. Antiquarian, iv, pp. 40-48. • 
WIIEELER, GEORGE ~!.-Vol. vii, Arcba:ology. R port upon U. S. Geo!!T 
v y w tofthe lOOtb m ri<lin.n. W:i Jiiugton: Gov rumcnt Priutin 
print 1 ,9, but i u din 1 1. Edit d uy Prof. Ii'. W. Putnam, i 
mi neut p in.Ii . J 
WmTTLE BY n RL~ .-I cribed tones, Licking County, O. W 
hio Ili t. 
of I le Royal . Enrrin r · 
Proc. Do on 
Ju n. Vt"'becle . . Geog. arv., 'i p. 531. 
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-- A ruined pueblo and an ancient burial-place in the valley of the Rio Chama. 
Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv., vii, p. 362-365. 
III.-BIOLOGY. 
ANATOMIST, The. Being a complete description of the anatomy of the human body. 
3 ed. N. Y., 1881. 16mo. 
BARTLEY, E. H.-A new craniometer. Pathologist. Brooklyn, i, 29. 
BASTIAN.-Mexicanischer Graberschadel. Verhandl. d. Berl. Gesellsch f. Anthrop., 
1881, p. 33. 
BENEDICT, MORiz.-Anatomical studies upon brains ~f criminals. A contribution to 
anthropology, medicine, jurisifrudence, and psychology. Trans. from the German 
by E. P. Fowler, N. Y. Wm. Wood & Co., 185 pp. Svo. . 
BOLTON, H. C.-The early practice of medicine bywomen. J. Sc., Lond., 1881,.3d s., 
iii, 57-70. (Also, separate reprint.) 
BoRDmR, A.-De l'anthropologiepathologique. Rev. scient., Paris; 1881. pp.180-184. 
Bossu, A.-Anthropologie. £tude des organes, fonctions, maladies de l'homme et de 
la femme, comprenant l'anatomie, la physiologie, l'hygiene, la pathologio, la 
th6rapeutique et notions de medecine legale. 2 vols. Par., 1881. Svo. 
BURNETT, SWAN M.-Color perception and color-blindness. From Arch. of Ophthal-
mology, x, No. 1, March. 
--Method of educating the color sense in children. Washington. 4 pp. 
BYRD, H. L.-Anatomical and physiological diff~rences between the Caucasian and 
African races. Ind~pendent Practitioner, June. 5 pp. 
CARR, LucmN.-Notes on the crania. of the New England Indians. Mem. Boston Soc 
Nat. Hist. 4to, pp. 10, pl. 2. 
-- Observations on the crania from Santa Barbara Islands, California. Wheeler's 
U.S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 277-292. 
CHUDZINSKI, M.-The encepbala of three Eskimo. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 
iv, p. 312, 1881. 
DESCRIPTIVE atlas of human anatomy. London, 1880; Phila. 
ENGELMANN, G. J.-The third stage of labor: an ethnological study. Am. J. Obst., 
N.~., 1881. xiv, pp. 303-322. 
EXNER, SIGMUND.-Untersuchungen ii.her die Localisation der Functionen in der 
Grossh:irnrinde des Menschen. Wien, 1881. [Nature, Jan. 5, 1882. Reviewed by 
David Ferrier. J 
EYES, The ethnology of. [Standard.] Living Age; June 11. 
FARQUHARSON, R. J .-Amulets and post-mortem trepanation. Am. Antiquarian, iii, 
pp. 330-331. 
FLINT, AusTIN.-Text-book on human physiology. 3. ed. N. Y. 8vo. 
FRIDOLIN, J.-Studien iiber das Wachsthum der Extremitaten beim Menschen nach 
der Gebust. Arch. f. Anat. Leipzig, 1881. pp. 79-88. 
HAGEN, FRITZ BESSEL.-Zur Kritik und Verbesserung der Winkelmessungen am 
Kopfe, mit besondere Riicksicht auf ihre Verwendung zu weiteren Schlussfolger-
ungen und auf ihre mathematische sichere Bestimmung durch Construction und 
Berechnung. Archiv f. Anthrop, xiii, pp. 269-316. [An indispensable review 
of craniometry.J 
HARRIS, R. P.-Foot-binding in C~a, etc. Tr. Coll. Phys. Phila. 3 s., v. pp. 1; 63. 
--The practice of obstetrics among the Chinese. N. Y., Wm. Wood & Co. 14. 
pp. 8vo. [Am. J. Obst., N. Y. xiv.] 
HARTMANN, R.-Handbuch der Anatomie des Menschen idr Studirende und Aertzte. 
Strassburg, 1881. 8vo. 
!LutTWELL, E. M.-The hindrances to anatomical study in the United States, &.c. 
Annual Anat. & Surg., Brooklyn. iii, pp. 209-225. 
S. Mi . 109-33 
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HESSE, W.-Bestimmungen des Gewichtes und Messungen der KorperLl.nge ' 
einem Kinde im ersten 'und zweiten.Leben-sjahre. Arch. f. Gynaek., Berl., r-
pp.150-152. . 
HILLIS, J. D.-Leprosy in British America. An account of West Indian lep . 
London. 8vo. · 
HOLBROOK, WATSON c :-Mound-builders' skeletons. Prehistoric hieroglyphs. 
implements of the drift. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
HOLGATE, F. H.-An instrument for measuring the lower extremities correctly. 
Rec., N. Y. xxi, p.164·. 
HYBRID marriages to sex in offspring and fecundity, The relations of. Phila. Report 
April 16. -
KESTEVEN, W. B.-An alleged diminution in the size of men's heads. Nature, N , 
3, 10, 17. 
LANGDON, F. W.-The temporal process of the malar bone in the ancient h 
crania from Madisonville, Ohio. Cincinnati. 
MANOUVRIER, L.-La craniologie; sa place parmi les sciences, son programme e· 
divisions. Rev. scientifique, 8 Oct., 1881. 
MARTIN, H. N.-The human body; account of its- structure and activities and·· 
conditions of its healthy working. N. Y., H. Holt, 1881. 12mo. 
McKIE, T. J.-The negro and some of his diseases, as observed in the vicinicy 
Woodlawn, S. C. Trans. S. C. Med. Assoc., Charleston. xxxi, pp. 85-90. 
McCLENAHA.N, H. M.-Medical knowledge of the North American Indians. 
Reporter, May. 
MORRIS, C.-Man and the vertebrates series. Pop. Sc. Month.,N. Y., 1880--SL 
pp. 783-797. 
PRENTISS, D. W.-Change in the color of the hair through the nse of pilocarp' 
Phila., Lippincott, 15 pp. 
RANNEY, A. L.:-Anatomical plates, arranged as a companion volume for "The 
tials of anatomy" and for all works npon descriptive anatomy. N. Y. 4 o. 
READ, H. N.-Ready method of measuring children's heads. Pathologist. Broo 
i, pp. 25-28. 
ROBERTS, JOHN B.-The compend of anatomy; for use in the dissecting room, 
preparation for examination. Phila., C. C. Roberts & Co. 191 pp. 
SCHMIDT, EMIL.-Ueber die Bestimmung der Schadelcapacitat. Archiv £ An 
xiii. Supp. pp. 53-79. 
SEVERANCE, M. S. and H. C. YARROW.-Notes upon human crania and skele 0 
lected by the expedition of 1872-74. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Survey w. of 
meridian, vii, pp. 391-397. 
SIMMONS, D. B.-The diseases of Japan. Med. Reo., N. Y. xix, pp. 90-9"2. 
Si.IYTHE, A. G.-Decrease in the size of the head. Med. Rec., N. Y. xx, p. i 
SOLA.VILLE, M. DE.-The duration of human life. Pop. Sc. Month., Nov. 
SPENCER, T. D.-The phenomena of death. Pop. Sc. Month. xix, pp. 394-
SPITZKA, EDWARD C., M. D. (New York.) Author of a series of pam bl 
nervous system. Preliminary considerations. Chapter I, The oen 
grey; Chapter II, The high r ganglia of the mid- and hind-brain. 
--Notes on the anatomy of the encephaJon, notably of the grea g 
York. 
TOLDT, C.-Ueber die chadelform der E kimo. 
pp.21-24. 
WIL ER, DURT G.- p rti r vision of medical nomenclature; wi b 
nee t th t of the brain. ci nee, J.:. Y., ii, pp. 12'2 · 133. 
n~.- YCBOLOGY, OR PIIP.E~~OLOGY, 
1 tic , olution in an. Pop. c. ontb. J 
on 11., U r h. 
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CLEVENGER, S. V.-Contributions to comparative psychology. Science, N. Y., ii, 
pp. 233; 342 . 
..TAMES JOSEPH F.-The reasoning faculty of animals. .A.m. Naturalist. pp. 604-615. 
MA.soi;, OTIS F.-The uncivilized mind in the presence of higher phases of civiliza-
tion. .A.m. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
PARI, .A.. G.-Possibilita. della psicologia scientifica. Udine, 1881. 8vo. 
PARVIN, T.-The interdependence of mind and body. Cincin. Lancet and Clinic, 
1880, n. s., v, pp. 521-530. 
PORTER, SAMUEL.-Is thought possible without languagef Case of a deaf mute. 
Princeton Review, January. 
PREYER, W.-Psychogenesis; the development of the human mind in the first years 
of life. [From the German.] .A.m. J. Obst., N. Y., 1881, xiv. pp.461-484. 
RmuNEs, G. J.-The intelligence of ants. (:rixth century, .A.ug.) Popul:u Sc. 
Month., .A.ug., Oct. Living .A.ge, July 16. , 
SPITZKA, E. C.-.A.n important contribution to the doctrine of localization. Science, 
. N. Y., ii, pp. 596-600. 
V ARIGNY, H. DE.-Cereural localization; or the new phrenology. Popular Sc. 
Month., March. 11 pp. 
Wnu.-The mental development of the infant of to-day. J. Psych. Med., London, · 
1881, n. s., vii, pp. 62-69. 
V.-ETHNOLOGY. 
BOYD, M. N.-Cbili: Sketches of Chili and the Chilians during the war, 1879-1880. 
London: .A.lien, 1881. 240 pp. 8vo. 
BRINTON, DANIEL G.-The probable nationality of the mound-l;milders. .A.m. Antiqua-
rian, iv, pp. 9-18. 
BRUNNER, D. B.-The Indians of Berks County, Pa., being a summary of all the 
fo.ngible records of the Aborigines of Berks County, and containing cuts and de-
scriptions of the varieties of relics found within the county. Written for the 
Society of Natural Sciences, Reading, Pa., by, etb., superintendent of the schools 
of the city of Reading, Pa. Reading, Pa., The "Spirit of Berks" Book and Job ' 
Printing Office, 1881. 
BuTTs, W. R.-Mission work in the forests of Guiana. (Athenreum, Nov. 19.) 
CAMPBELL, JOHN (Montreal).-.A.siatic tribes in North America. Reprint from Proc. 
Canadian Inst. 38 pp. Montreal ; no date. 
-- Culdee Colonies in the North and West, being a critique of M. Eugene Beau-
voiR' hypothesis of a Scot-Irish colony on the Lower St. Lawrence in the xth cen-
tury. Br. & For. Evangel. Rev., Lond., July. 
-- Origin of the Aborigines of Canada. A paper read before the Lit. & Hist. Soc. 
of Quebec. Quebec Morning Chronicle, 1881. Pamph., 33-xxxiv pp. 
CANNON, GEORGE Q.-Utah and its people. North Am. Rev., May. 
CARRINGTON, HENRY B.-The Dacotah tribes; their beliefs and our duty to them out-
lined. Salem, Mass. : Salem Press, 8vo. 
CORRA, E.-Les sauvages de la Terre de Feu, leur origine, leurs mamrs, et leur ao-
climatation. Paris, Bouzin, 1881. 16 pp. 16mo. 
DAIREAUX, :9MILE.-Buenos Ayres, la Pampa, la Patagonia, etudes, races, mreurs et 
paysages, industrie, finance et politique. 2. ed. xii, 391 and pp. et grav. Paris: 
Hachette at Cie. 
D'ALBERTIS, L. M.-New Guinea: What I ditl. and What I saw. Boston: Houghton, 
Mifllin & Co., 1881. 2 vols. Svo. 2d edition. 
DALL, WILLIAM H.-On the so-called Chukchi and Namollo peoples of Eastern Sibe-
ria. Am. Naturalist, Nov., pp. 857-868. 
iSl'.'overies in South America, Heath's. Kansas City Rev., Sept. 
DouGLABS,-The Eskimo race: Its origin, migrations, and characteristics. Good 
Company, March-April. 
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ENDLICH, F. M.-Demerara. Am. Naturalist, Dec., pp. 937-946. 
ELCHO, R.-Die IndianerCaliforniens. Westermann, Mon:i,tshefte, July. 
pp. 500-515. 
FISKE, JoHN.-Who are the Aryans f Atlantic Month., Feb. 
FOWLER, 0. S.-Hudson Bay Indians and Half-Breeds. Phrenological J. , Jan., 2 _ 
GATSCHET, A. S.-Tbe Massawomekes. Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 321-324. 
GILDER, W. H.-Among the Eskimo with Schwatka. Scribner's Mag., May. 
GRA VIER, GABRIEL.-~tude sur le sauvage du Bresil. Paris, Maisonneuve, 188 
pp. 8vo. (Extrait de la Revue des etudes juives.) 
GROUT) Rev. A.-Who are the Boers? Missiona,ry Herald, April. 
HOPPER, Captain C. L.-Report of the Cruise of the U.S. Revenue steamer Co 
in the Arctic Ocean, 71 pp. Washing ton. 
HOLUB, EMIL.-Seven years in South Africa: Travels, researches, and bunting 
ventures between the Diamond Fields and the Zambesi (1872-1879). Tr 
by Ellen E. Frew er. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Company, 1881. 2 ,ols. 
200 ill., and map. [Nature, May 12, 19; A.cad., Apr. 23.] 
INGERSOLL, ERNEST.-Personal recollections of the Utes. Good Company, 
April. 
KLUTSCHAK, H. W.-Die Eskimos von Hudson Bay. (Geogr. Rnndschan, iii,~-
pp. 417-424, chart; als Eski~o unter den Exkimos. Eine Schi1derung der E: 
nisse der Schwatka'schen Franklin Expedition. Wien: Hartlebfm, 1 ~'1 -
pp., 3 charts, 8vo. [Review in Athenreum, Sept. 3.] 
KOLWYK, A. S. van.-De Indianen Caraiben (Tijdschrift Aardrijksk. Genoo 
Amsterdam, 1881, No. 2, pp. 57-69. 
LA SELVE, E.-Le pays des negres; voyage fl, Haiti. Paris: Hachette, with 
1881, 376 pp. 18mo. 
LISTA, R.-La Tierra del Fuego y sus habitantes. Bol. Inst. Geogr., Argent., ii,: 
pp. 109-115. 
LODGE, H. C.-A short history of the English Colonies in America. New Yor · 
560 pp. 8vo. 
MANO, J. CH.-Etbnologie americaine. L'Exploration, 1881, xi, No. 2'2i, 913--'..l • 
MARCEL, G.-Australian aborigines. (La Nature.) Popular Sc. Month., P 
MARTIN, C.-EinEingeborner der InselEspiritu Santo. Jenaische Ztschr.f.~-
1881, pp. 66-69. 
MAYHEW, ATHOL.-In Albania with the Ghegs. Scribner's Monthly, Jan. 
MELINE, MARY M.-Stuclies among the North American Indians. Catholic 
May. 
MILLER, 0. D.-On the origin of the Egyptians and the Egyptian cfriliz3 ·on. 
Antiquarian, iv, pp. 1~31. 
MUNRO, \V. F.-The backwoods of Ontario and the prairies of the ·orth 
don, Simpkin, 1881, 128 pp, 8vo. 
NORDE •• SKJOLD, A. E.-The Voyage of t he Vega around Asia and Eu 
Historical Review of Previous J ouru ys along the north coast of th 
London: Mc Iillan, 2 vols. (Rev. : Acad., De . 24, p. 465; Athen. 
07; T ature, Dec. 22.) 
PETROFF', Iv.A:: .-Population and re onrc of Ala ka. A pr limina. 
C n u Bur au. 46th Cong., · d e ion, Ex. Doc. No. 40. 
P1Lr.u·o J. .-The Pueblo Indian . 1 au a City I v. pril. 
P1. "TO, ERPA.-How I cro ed ftica. from the Atlantic to th 
p 
Tr u lat 1 from the author' n1 n crip y lfr El · . 
L ,. • o. 1~ 1. p ill. 2 vol. R , •. in .. ·atur July i 
1I di fric : fr m the 1 ntic 1 the lnilin.n 0 
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PUTNAM, FREDERICK W.-The Southern Californians. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. 
W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 1-30. [Mr. Putnam also edits the vol.] 
RANKIN, M.-Twenty years among the Mexicans. Cincinnati, 1881. 233 pp. 12mo. 
RAWLINSON, GEORGE.-The origin of nations, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons . . 
1 vol. 8vo. 
RECLUS, Elise.-The Zulu Kaffirs. International Rev., June. 
REDHOUSE, J. W.-A theory of the chief human races of Europe and Asia. Tr. Roy. 
Soc. of Literature, Lond., xii, pt. ii. 
ROYCE, C. C.-An inquiry into the identity and history of the Shawnee Indians. -Am. 
Antiquarian, iii, pp, 177-189. • · 
SEELY, J. H.-The British Race. Education, March-April. 
ScHWATKA, F.-In the land of the midnight sun. Good Company, June. 
SHARPE, WM.-Cause of color among races. Boston: G. P. Putnam & Sons. 1 vol. 8vo. 
SHARPE, W.-~auses of color among races, and the evolution of physical beauty. 
New ed., N. Y., 1881. 16mo. 
STEVENSON, Mrs. TILLY.-Znfii and the Zunians. No imprint. 
THEBAUD, A. J.-Nativetribes of North America and the Catholic missions. x. The 
Hurons. Month., Jan. 
--- Native tribes of North America and the Catholic Missions. xi. Process of 
conversion among the Hurons, etc. Month., July. 
THOMPSON, G.-Notes on the Pueblos and their inhabitants. Wheeler's U.S. Geog. 
Survey W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 319-326. 
TYLOR, E. B.-The races of mankind. Popular Sc. Month., July. 
V ATTEMORE, H.-L' Amerique Septentrionale, et les Pea us Rouges, explorations, , &c. 
Paris: Hachette, 1881. 8vo, 224 pp. 
VERNE.AU, D. R.-The black races of Oceanica. Popular Sc. Month., April. 
Vrncnow, R.-Eskimos von Labrador. Verhandl. d. Berl. Gesellsch. f. Anthrop., 
Berlin, 1880. 1 pl. ' 
WALL.ACE, SUSAN E.-In the land of the Pueblos. The Pimos. Good Company, 
June. 
WIEN-Die Indianer in Argentinien. Verhandl. d. Berliner Anthrop. Gesellsch, 18811 
p.169. 
WRIGHT, J. H.-The Indo-European Family: Its subdivisions. New Englander, July. 
Vl.-GLOSSOLOGY. I • 
ABBADIE, ANTOINE.-Dictionnaire de la langue amarifina, Paris: Vieweg. (Reviewed 
in Academy, Oct. 8, 1881.) 
ADAM, L. and V. HENRY.-Arte y Vocabulario de la lingua chiquita, sacados de manu.:. 
scritos ineditos del siglo xviii. Paris: Maisonneuve. 
ADAM:, L.-Les classifications de la Lingu.istique. Rev. de Linguistique, July, 52 pp. 
ADAMS, F. G.-Phonetic representation of Indian languages. Tr. Kansas Acad. Sc., 
Topeka, 1881. 
A.VERY, JoHN.-Influence of the Aryans upon the aboriginal speech of India. Am. 
Antiquarian, iii, pp. 236-243. 
BARAGA, R. R. BISHOP.-A dictionary of the Otchipwe language, explained in Eng-
lish. Part ii. Ochipwe-English. Montreal: Beauchemin & Valois, 1881. A 
new edition by a missionary of the Oblates. 
BEAUCHAMP, W. M.-The Indian prayer book. Church Eclectic, August. 
BRINTON, DANIEL G.-Notes on the Codex Troano and Maya Chronology. Am. Na-
turalist, September, pp. 719-724. 
CilfPBELL, JoHN.-The key to the Hittite inscriptions, or their decipherment by 
means of the Mexican and Cypriote written characters. Proc. Soc. Bihl. Archreol., 
Lond., Dec. 
- The Davenport mound-builders' inscriptions read by means of the Hittite 
Syllabary. Tr. Davenport Acad., Iowa, 1881. 
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CRARENCY, M. DE.-Melanges sur la langue Basque; des couleurs symboliques 
siderees comme symboles des points de !'horizon chez les peuples du ~·orr 
Monde. Actes d. l. Soc. Philologique, tome viii. 
COLL UDO, ANTONIO DE CORUNA Y.-Zoque, the language of Chiapas, translated b. 
· J. Dacus. Tr. Acad. Sc., St. Louis, iv, i, 6 pp. 
CREVAUX, J., P. SAGOT et L. ADAM.-Grammaires et vocabulaires arrouaque, pia· 
et d'autres langues de la region des Guyanes. Paris: Maisonneuve. 
EELLS, M.-The Twana language of Washington Territory. Am. Antiquarian 
pp. 296-303. 
FISKE, JOHN.-What we learn from old Aryan words. Atlantic Month., April 
-- The theory of a common origin of all languages. Atlantic Month., :o . 
GATSCHET, ALBERT S.-Classification into seven linguistic stocks of western 
dialects contained in 40 vocabularies. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surrey W. 
Merid., vii, pp. 403-485. With copious notes. 
-'- Legends to illustrate the method of recording Indian languages. 1~ -
Rep. Bureau of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp. 583-587. 
-- Linguistic notes; The Taeansas; The Campos of Peru; Shoshoni · 
Southern California; Notes on the Iroquois; Names for mounds Mala 
Am. Antiquarian, iv, pp. 73-77; Wandot, the Paez language. Am. Antiq 
ill, pp. 249-253; Shawnee, numeral classifiers in Maya, the Sarakhole, 
Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 337-338. 
-- Phonetics of the Kayome language. Science, Sept. 17. 
-- Volk und Sprache der Timucua. Ztschr. d. Ethnol., Berlin, xiii, 189--:. 
HOFFMAN, W. J.-On the interpretation of pictographs by the application of 
signs. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
HOLDEN, EDWARD S.-Studies in Central American picture-writing. 
Bureau of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp. 205-245, :figs. 48-60. 
-- The hieroglpyhs of Central America. Scribner's Month., Dec. 
LUBBOCK, JOHN.-Observations on ants, bees, and wasps; Power of comm . 
something approaching language. Nature, Jan. 13, 1881. :3 pp. reported 
LANGUAGES of India, with map. (Miss. Herald.) Am. Antiquarian, iii, 130. 
MALLERY, GARRICK.-Sign language of the North American Indians com 
that of other peoples' and deaf mutes. 1st An. Rep. Bureau of Ethnol., -
Inst., pp. 263-552, :figs. 61-346. (100 copies extracted and reprinted in 
form with original pagination.) 
-- The gesture speech of man. Chairman's address before the su 
Anthropology, American Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug., 1 1. 
MCCURDY, JAMES F.-Aryo-Ternitic speech: A study in linguistic archreo 
dover, W. F. Draper. 176 pp. 8vo. 
-- Relations of the Aryan and Semitic languages. Bibliotheca 
pp. 
POWELL, J. W.-On the evolution of language, as exhibited in the ~rl.tiliza!:::= 
the grammatic processes, the differentiation of the parts of speech, 
gration of the sentence, from a study of the Indian language . 1 A 
reau of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp. 3-16. 
RIGGS, . L.-The Dakota language. Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 243-244. 
lIITII, Mrs. Eru~ ilE A.-Comparative differences in the Iroquoi 
Animal myths of the Iroquois.-Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
ocn::TY for the romotion of Christian Knowledae. London. The 
Pray r in jibwa ; al o in Cr e llabics; the Book of Common 
I '"· J. Hord n.) 
D LL, J. IlA.IlJO.:n.-Indian names of plac , ·c., in n on tberbo?Cf::SC~C~ 
n cticut, ith in rpr tation of ·ome of them. Hartford Bro 
J>p. 
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VII.-TECHNOLOGY, 
BRICKS and their historical interest. Van Nostrand's Engin. Mag., Jan. 
BURNS, E. S.-History of Chronology. No imprint. 
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CLARKE, C.-The mace and its use. Canadian Month., Aug. 
F. P. T.-Ensayo sobre los sfmbolos cronogra:ficos de los Mexicanos. Anales del' 
Museo Nacional de Mexico, ii, 323-402. 
Gun and its development, The. Army and Navy Jour., July 30. 
HALBERT, H. S.-Muscogee :fighting pits. Am. Antiquarian, iv, p. 64. . .. 
HALDEMAN, S. S.-Beads. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Mend., vn, pp. 
263-271, pl. xiii. 
HENDERSON, JOHN G.-Agriculture and agricultural implements of the ancient in-
habitants of the Mississippi Valley. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
-- Houses of the ancient inhabitants of the Mississippi Valley; was the ante·-
lope hunted by the Indians on the plains of Illinois T Ilex cassina, the black drink 
of the Southern Indians. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
M'GEE, W. J.-Inductive metrology. 8 pp. Reprint from Am. Antiquarian, iii, No. 
3, p. 194. _ 
MACLAGAN, General.-The Building Arts of India. Van Nostrand's Engin. Mag., 
Aug. 
MILLER, 0. D.-Symbolical geography of the ancients. Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 
307-319. 
·MORSE, E. S.-Review of AudsleyandBowes's Keramic Art of Japan. Publ. by Estes 
& Lauriat. Am. Art Rev. 
MORRIS, ALEXANDER.-The treaties of Canada with the Indians of Manitoba and the 
northwest Territories, including the negotiations on which they were based, and 
other information relating thereto. Toronto, Belfords, Clarke & Co., 1880. 1 
vol. 12mo. 375 pp. 
MORGAN, LEWIS H.-Houses and house life of the American aborigines. Washing-
ton: Government Printing Office. Vol. iv, Powell's Contributions to North 
American Ethnology. 
PEET, STEPHEN D.-The military architecture of the emblematic mound-builders. 
Am. Antiquarian. 
Prehistoric architecture, life and manners, a survival of. Builder. April 30. 
PUTNAM, F. W.-American pottery. (Am. Art. Rev.) Ks. City Rev., March. 
--Were ancient copper implements hammered or moulded into shape T Kansas 
City Rev., December. 1 p. 
--Pueblopottery. FromtheAm.ArtRev.,Feb., 1881. 4to. 4pp., lpl. 
REDDING, B. B.-California Indians and their food. The Californian, November. 
Tattooing. Scientific News, Oct. 
TnoMAS, CYRUS.-An attempt to reconcile the differences between authorities with 
reference to the Maya calendar and certain dates; also, to determine the age of 
the manuscript Troano. Am. Naturalist, October, pp. 767-772. 
T!BBALD, A. '!'.-Savage architecture. Builder, July 30, August 13. 
Tucx, EDW.ARD.-The art of founding in brass, copper, and bronze. Kansas City 
Rev., November, 6 pp.; December, 8 pp. 
1'YLoR, E. B.-Origin of the plow and wheel carriage. Pop. Sc. Month., Feb. 
Savage architecture. Builder, July 30. · 
S.aYCE. A. H.-Horticulture in the time of Merodach-Baladan. Am. Antiquarian, 
iii, 128. 
ScBUM.ACHER, P.aUL.-Themethodof manufacturing soapstone pots. Wheeler's U.S. 
Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 117-121, figs. 39-41. 
SIMONDS, F. W.-Farm implements in an ancient mine in North Carolina. Am. Nat-
uralist, Jan., 5 pp. 
S0LD1, :eMILE.-Les arts meconnus: Les cameos et les pierres gravees, l'art au moyen 
ige, l'art persan, l'art Khmer, les arts du Perou et du Mexique, l'art egyptien, les 
arts industriels, les musees du Trocadero. 1 v. gr. in 8vo. 530 pp., 400 gravures. 
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VIII.-S0CIOL0GY. 
ANDREWS~ W.-Punishment in the olden time. Svo. London. Athenamm.1 Jn.:: 
AVERY, JoHN.-Polyandry in India and Thibet. Am. Antiquarian, iv, pp. 48-53. 
B.A..."'IDELIER, A. F.-Historical introduction to studies among the Sedentary Ind::: 
of New Mexico. 2. Report on the. Ruins of Pecos. Papers of the Archreolo1r 
Institute of America. Boston: A. Williams & Co., 1 vol. Svo. 135 pp., 11 pia·0 
BuTiirn, JAMES D.-A Shakespeare among the Indians early in the history of ·· 
West. Am. Antiquarian, vol. iii, 101-104. 
CRAWFORD, T. P.-The dynasties of Berosus and of China compared with thox 
Genesis. No date or imprint. 
DALLY, E.-Causes of human degeneracy, Bull. Soc. d'Anthrop. de Paris, ir, 
1881. 
DWIGHT, H. O.-The family life of the Turks. Harper's Mag., March. 6 pp. 
DUGDALE, R. L.-Origin of crime in society. Atlantic Month., Oct., Dec. 
FISKE, JoHN.-Sociology and hero-worship. An evolutionist's reply to Dr. J 
.Atlantic Month., Jan. 
FISON, LORIMER, AND A. w. HOWITT.-Kamilaroi and Kurnai. Group-m . 
and relationship, and marriage by elopement, drawn chiefly from the ~ ~ 
the Australian aborigines. Also the Kurnai tribe, their customs in peace 
war. With an introduction by· Lewis H. Morgan, LL.D. Melbourne: Ro 
son; London: Macmillan. [Reviewed in Academy and Athenreum, April 9, b ... 
FLOWER, W. H.-Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the customs of barb 
and civilized nations. Nature Series, Macmillan, No. 26, Humboldt Library. 
FONTPERTUIS, A. DE.-Etudes sur I' Am6rique latine; le Mexique. J. des tcono · 
March. 
GEDDES, P.-Economics and statistics, viewed from the standpoint of the pre . 
sciences. Before section F, Brit. Assoc. Nature, Sept. 29, 1881, in full with 
HALE, HORATIO.-A lawgiver of the stone age. Am. Assoc., Cincinnati. 
HARSHA, W. J.-The Indian question in the United States. Catholic Presb. 
April. 
Indian question, Our. J. Mil. Service Inst., U.S., ii. 
Indian policy, What shall be ourf Army and Navy J., July 9. 
LETOURNEAU, C.-Sociology based upon ethnography. Translated by H. M. T 
8vo. Library of Con temp. Science. 
MITCHELL, ARTHUR.-The past in the present: What is civilliation f 
Harper & Bros., 1881. 1 vol. 8vo. 362 pp. 
MORSELLI, HENRY.-Suicide: an essay on comparative moral statistics. Inter.nai:k::~ 
Science Series. xx.xii, London: C. Kegan Paul & Co. Nature, Dec. 29. 
POWELL, J. W.-Wyandot Government. A short study of tribal socie Y· 
Rep. Bureau of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp. 59-o9. 
PIERCE, M. P.-The Indian problem. Stoddart's Rev., June. 
PEET, S. D.-The tribal condition of the American races a clue to the co 
society in prehistoric ages. Am. Antiquarian, iii, pp. 202-,217. 
RAWLINSON, G.-The pro pective civilization of Africa. Princeton Rev. 
RIGG , A. L.-Where hall our Indian brothers go to schoolf Jotll', of L:i1;e::~"':::. 
ept., Oct. 
-- Concerning g nt and phratrie . Am. Antiquarian, iv, pp. 63-6 · 
ROYCE, C. C.-Ce ions of land by Indian tribes to the United tot · ii' lustrs·tce 
th in tho tate of Indiana. 1st An. R p. Bureau Ethnol . 
.. 47-2 . fap. 
E, !. J.-... ·atnral thi.c . ...Torth Am.RT"., ept. 
II n.z C.-P nt, a p ct of tho Indian problem. ...·orth .Am. B v. J 
.-Trai in ' th Indi n . I ho · t Prot. ag. Jul 
I .- ripti • ciol ey, or group of sociologic 1 fi c 
·orth and outh m rican r c • -
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-· -- The development of political institutions: 
III. Political integration. Pop. Sc. Month., Jan. 
IV. Political differentiation. id. Feb. 
V. Political forms and forces. id. March. 
VI. Political heads, chiefs, &c. id. April. 
VII. ,Compound political heads. id. June. 
VIII. Consultative bodies. id. July. 
IX. Representative bodies. id. September. 
X. The militant type of society. id. October. 
XI. The industrial type of society. id. November. 
VOGT, CARL.-Lingering barbarism. Pop. Sc. Month., March. 
WARD, LESTER F.-Politico-social functions: A paper read before the Anthrop. Soc. 
· of Washington. Reprint from the Penn Monthly, May. 16 pp. 
WERLE, THEODORE.-Origin and history of life insurance. Pop. Sc. Month., Aug. 
YARROW, H. C.-Medical facts relating to the Zuni Indians of New Mexico. Rocky 
Mt. Med. Rev., Colorado Springs, 1880-81, i, pp. 192-194. 
--A further ~ontribution to the study of the mortuary customs of the North 
American Indians. 1st An. Rep. Bureau of Ethno1., Smithson. Inst., pp. 87-203. 
Figs.1-47, in wood and on stone. 
lX.-DAIM0NOLOGY OR PNEUMATOLOGY. 
ARGYLE, The Duke of.-The unity of nature. Contemp. Rev.: 
V. On the truthfulness of human knowledge, Jan. 
VI. On the moral character of man, considered in the light of the unity of 
nature, Feb. 
VII. On the moral character of man, considered in the light of the unity of 
nature, March. 
VIII. The origin of religion, April. 
IX. The origin of religion, considered in the light of the unity of nature, 
May. 
X. The origin of religion, considered in the light of the unity of nature, 
June. 
BASSETT, F. S.-Superstitions and legends of the sea. United Service Mag., May, , 
June, July, November. 
BEAUCHAMP, W. M.-Indian missions of the colonial period. New York. Church 
Eclectic, July. 
BIGELOW, H. R.-Curiosities of superstition. Maryland Med. J., October. 
BRINTON, DAl.~EL G.-The names of the Gods in the Kiche myths, Central America. 
Read before the Am. Phil. Soc., Nov. 4. Printed by McCalla & Stavely, Philad. 
Budhist birth stories. [Rev. in A then., June 18, 1881.] 
Cox, GEORGE W.-Introduction to the study of mythology and folk-lore. N. Y., 
Henry Holt & Co. 360 pp. 12mo. 
Cox, GEORGE.-lntroduction to mythology and folk-lore. Kegan Paul, French & Co. 
Rev. in Academy, Oct. 22, 1881. · 
Development of religion. Westminster Rev., July. 
DORMAN, RUSHTON M.-The origin of primitive superst it ions, and their development 
into the worship of spirit s and the doctrine of spiritual agency among the aborig-
ines of America. Philadelphia and London, J.B. Lippincott & Co. [Rev. in 
Academy, Nov. 5, 1881.] 
DORSEY, J. OWEN.-How the rabbit caught the sun in a trap; to illustrate the method 
of recording Indian languages. 1st An. Rep. Bureau of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., 
pp. 581-583. ' 
--The young chief and the thunders; an Omaha myth. Am. Antiquarian, iii, 
pp. 303-313. 
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DYER, T. F. T.-The will-o-wisp and folk-lore. (Gentleman's Mag.) Popular 
Month., May. 
FISKE, JOHN.-What is mythology? Atlantic Month., July. 
Folk-Lore.-A short review of the literature of. Athenreum, July 16, '81. 
GRINNELL, Dr. F.-The Sioux sun dance. Cincinnati Lancet, July. 
HEDGE, F. H.-The philosophy of fetishlsm. Unitarian Rev., March. 
HUBBARD, A. J. G.-Census of religions. XIXth Century, Jan. 14 pp. 
HYATT, F. E.-Lunar lore and portraiture. Pop. Sc. Month., Aug. 
KLETT, FRANCIS.-The cachina; a dance at the Pueblo of Zufia. Wheeler's U.S.~ 
Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 332-336. 
LEGGE, J AMEs.-The religions of China: Confucianism and Taoism described 
compared with Christianity. N. York, Charles Scribner's Sons. 12mo. 308 
MILLER, 0. D.-Solar symbolisms in the ancient religions, 2. Am. Antiquarian, iii, 
218-227. 
POWELL, J. W.-Sketch of the mythology of the North American Indi8Jl8, 1st 
Rep. Bureau Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp.19-56. 
RIGGS, S. R.-A dog's revenge, illustrating the method of recording Indian Ian~ 
1st An. Rep. Bureau of Ethnol. Washington, D. C. p. 587. 
SMITH, ERMINNIE C.-Myths of the Iroquois. Am. Antiquarian, iv, pp. 31-39. 
W., M. E.-Tree and serpent worship. Western, Jan., Feb. 2'.! pp. 
X.-HEXIOLOGY. 
BUCKLEY, S. B.-Climatic influences on mankind. Penn Month., Jan. 
XL-INSTRUMENTALITIES. 
AMERICAN Association for theAdvancement of Science. See Dall, De Haas, 
Henderson, Hoffman, Holbrook, Langdon, Mallery, Mason, McAdams, .Morse, P 
Smith, Thomas. 
AMERICAN Naturalist. Devoted to thenaturalsciencesin their widest sense. Mon 
[In addition to articles of the highest scientific value, there is & departmfll 
Anthropology for notes. J 
AMERICAN Oriental Society met in Boston, May 18, 1881. 
ANNALES de demographie internationale. Ed. by Dr. Arthur Chervin, and pub 
quarterly by G. Masson, Paris . 
.ANNUAL Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the In 
for the year 1880. Washington: Govt. Printing Office. ._ 
.ANTHROPOLOGICAL Bibliography. Revue d'Anthropologie. Jan., 1 2, !'~· L -
.ANTHROPOLOGICAL materials in the Anatomical Museum of the Royal Ill• 
Berlin. First part by Dr. G. Broesike. Archlv f. Anthrop., xiii, P • 
pp. i-viii, 1-87. 
ANA.LES del :Museo Naciona,l de Mexico. Torno ii, entrega. 4a-6a. 
~"TIQUARY (The). A magazine devoted to the study of the past. Londo 
Stock, 62 Paternoster Row. iii-v. 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL Society of Washington. .Abstract of Tran action 
ocicty, 1 1. 
ARCIL.£OLOGICAL Congr ss in Tillis. Vth se sion of the Ru ·an A:rcfuEOJ<>glLC3l 
gr , ptember, 1 1. Archiv f. Anthrop., .xiii pt. i,, pp. 5.:.. 
ct. 20.) 
Ancn OL GICA.L Io titnte of America. 2d .Annual R port. 
9 pp., pampb. 
ICA.L In titute of .America. .American eri 1. 
u lier. 
nthr polo · . Z it chrif 
n I r 1,· t b n G 
mm b 
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A.Rcmvio per l' anthropologia e la etnologia. Firenze. xii, 1880. Ed. Dr. Paolo-
Mantegazza. , 
BAIRD, SPENCER F.-Report of the Smithsoniitn Institution for 1880~ Separate pam-
phlet giving account of work done in 1880. 
BARBER, EDWIN A.-Notes in the Am. Antiquarian. iv, pp. 78-79. . 
BOEHMER, GEORGE H.-_Index to papers on anthropology J?Ublished by the Smithso-
nian Institution, 1847-1878. Reprint, 10 pp. Washington. 
BULLETINS de la Societe d' Anthropologie. 3d series commenced in 1878. 1 vol. a 
year, quarterly. 10 francs. G. Masson, Paris. 
BUTTERFIELD, C. W.-History of the Discovery of the Northwest in 1634; with a. 
sketch of the life of Jean Nicollet, the Discoverer. Cincin.: R. Clarke & Co. 
12mo. 
BA.YE, J. DE.-Compte rendu du Congres international d'anthropologie et d'archeolo-
gie prehistorique de Lisbonne. Tours. 8vo. 
CATALOGUE of Anthropological Literature. Archiv f. Anthrop., xiii, Supplement, pp .. 
1-143. (Most excellent, with short reviews of works.) 
I. Archreology and Prehistory, by J. H. Miiller, 1-32. 
II. Anatomie, by A. Ecker, 32-38. 
III. Ethnography and Travels, &c., by Dr. Frederick Ratzel, 38-122. 
IV. Zoology, by Dr. W. Branco, 123-end. 
CATALOGUE of American Anthropological Literature. Archiv fiir Anthrop., xiii, Sup--
plement, literature, pp. 108-114. (Prior to 1881.) 
CARTAILHAc, E.-Congres international d'anthropologie et d'archeologie prehisto-
riques. Rapport sur la session de Lisbonne. Toulouse, 1881. 
CHINESE Linguistic Study, The Progress of. Triibner's Literary Record, vol. i, Nos. 11 
and 12. 
CLARKE, ROBERT, & Co.-The scientific, literary, social, art, and public educational 
institutions and collections of Cincinnati and vicinity. Cincinnati, 33 pp. [Con-
tains the names of the largest private collections.] 
CONGRES et missions ethnographiques. Second session announced to be held at Ge-
neva, in April, 1882. American delegates, Prof. John T. Short, of Columbus, O.~ 
and Francis Parkman, of Boston, Mass. 
CONGRES des Americanistes at Madrid, Sept. 26, 1881. [Rev. in Academy, Oct. 29,. 
Nov. 5.] 
CONGRES international d'anthropologie et d'archeologie prehistoriques. Rapport sur· 
la session de Lisbonne, par E. Cartailhac. Toulouse, 1881. 8vo. 
CONGRES et missions ethnographiques, to be held in Geneva in 1882. 
The labors of the congress will l)e divided into seven sections: 
1. Ethnogeny: Origin and migration of races. 
2. Ethnology: Development of nations by environment, etc. 
3. Descriptive Ethnography: Description. and classification of peoples. 
4. Theoretic Ethnography: The development of nationalities. 
5. Ethic: Manners and customs of nations. 
6. Political Ethnography: Motives to national existence. 
7. Ethnodicy: Comparative legislation. International law. 
CONTINENTAL Literature in 1881. Athenreum, Dec., pp. 875-897. 
DEUTSCHE anthropologische Gesellschaft. General meeting at Regensburg, 8-10 Au-
gust, 1881. Stenographic Report, in Correspondenz Blatt, vol. xii, No. 9, Septem-
ber, pp. 65--164. 
DICTIONNAIRE des sciences anthropologiques. Part 1. A.-Am., Paris. 
DICTIONNAIRE des sciences anthropologiques; anatomie, craniologie, archeologie pre-
historique, ethnographie, demographie, langues, religions. Publie sous la direc-
tion de MM. Bertellon et al. Paris, 1881. 4to. Complete in 24 parts; price per part, 
1 fr. 25. 
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EVANS, RICHARD STUART,.-Translation from the Spanish of the account by the 
Ferrel of the voyage of Cabrillo along the west coast of North America in 
with introductory notes by H. W. Henshaw. Wheeler's U.S. Geogr. SnITc 
of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 293-314. 
FARR et al.-Report of the anthropometric committee. Rep. Brit. Assoc. Lo:: 
1880. xv, 120-159. 
FISCHER, G. J.-Historical and bibliographical notes on Hippocrates. Ann. 
Surg., Brooklyn. iii, 235; 283. . . 
FLOWER, Prof. W. H.-Adclress before the Department of Anthropology. Brit:isL 
ciation. [Reported in Nature, Sept. 8, 1881.] 
HERNANDEZ, MANUEL G.-Directions for the members of the fourth meeting · 
Congress of Americanists, at Madrid, Sept. 18-20, 1881. 
IN?EX Catalogue of the library of the Surgeon-General's Office, U. S. A. ii : 
leoz-Cholas. Washington: Government Printing Office. 4to. 990 pp. To 
tion, with abbreviations of titles to medical periodicals, containing the fo 
titles useful to anthropologists: Bibliography, Biography, Biology, Blnmet 
Brain, Broca, Burial, Cadaver, Camper, Cerebellum, Children. [Thia is the 
elabdrate feat of classifying titles known to this editor.] 
INDEX of gynecological and obstetric literature of all countries for the ye 
Tr. Am. Gynec. Soc., 1880. Boston, 1881. v, 391-470. 
I NDEX MEDicus.-A monthly classified record of the current medical literature 
world. Compiled under the supervision of Dr. John S. Billings, U.S. A., 
Robert Fletcher, M. R. C. S. Eng. iii. N. York: F. Leypoldt. N. York. 
INTERNATIONAL Congress of Prehistoric Anthropology and Archreology. Lisbo 
Sept., 1880. Account by Schaaffhausen. Archiv f. Anthrop., xiii, Sept., 1 -
JONES, JoHN P.-The Spanish Expedition to Missouri in 1719. Kansas City 
April. 6 pp. 
·-- Incidents of early travel in Missouri, id., May. 4 pp. 
KANSAS CITY Review of Science and Industry, Kansas City, Mo. 
Case. 
KR<EGER, A. E.-Kant's "Anthropology." J. SpeculativePhilos., Jann311(con : 
LANGDON, FRANK.-List of private collections in archmology and ethnology 
cinnat i and vicinity. Published by R. Clarke & Co. in a pamphlet, d 
Cincinnat i and its environs for the members of the .Am. Association. An., 
i.UBBOCK, JoHN.-Presidential address before the British Association at York. 
J . Science, Oct . 
-- The Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition of Man; 
Social Condition of Savages. New ed., ill. New York: D. Appleton & 
MA.SON, OTIS T. - Monthly not es on anthropology in the American Naturalli 
-- Progress of anthropology in .America during the year 1880. Am. • 
August, pp. 616-o25 . 
.Memon (B. Il.) ..InrepaT}'J)a pyccRo.tt reorpac1>l u, crarrrcrmrn n eraorpa~I• ea I8i 
Literature of Russian Geography, Statistics, and Ethnography for 1 ' . 
lished in the neutcrln [ esvestia J of the Imperial Russian Geographical ~ 
Petersburg, 1881. 
MITTHEILUNGEN der Anthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wien. Fr. Wi 
C. Langer, M. Much. Fr. Miiller , &o. Wien, 1880. ix. 
PEABODY .Museum, Fourteenth Annual Report of the Tm tee 
Cambridge, 1 1. 42 pp. 8vo. 
PETER I£-· s fitthcilung n ans JnstUB Perthe Geographiscller An 
[Publi ll with ach number valuable lists of antbropolo ·c I 
graphical lit ratar . J 
u.u:·o m C.- ata.logue of lingui tic manuscript in th 
f thnol ;y. l p. Bur nu of Ethnol., mi h onian 
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POWELL, J. W.-First Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of 
the Smithsonian Institution, 1879-'80. Washington: Government Printing Office. 
4to. xxxv-603 pp., 346 :figs. in wood and on stone. 
-- On the limitations to the use of some anthropologic data. 1st An. Rep. Bureau 
of Ethnol., Smithson. Inst., pp. 73-86. 
PUTNAM, F. W.-A course of lectures at the Peabody Museum of Archreology and Eth-
nology. Not published. 
RECLus, ~LISEE.-The :Barth and its Inhabitants. Edited by E. G. Rav~nstein. 
Published in 46 parts, :five volumes. N. York: D . .Appleton & Co. 
Qu.ATREFAGES, A. DE.-The Human Species. The International Scientific series. New 
York: D. Appleton & Co. 12mo. 498 pp. 
REVUE d'Anthropologie. Ed. Paul Topinard. Quarterly, 25 fra~cs. G. Masson, 
Paris. 
RITCH, W. G.-Inaugural address as president of the Hist. Soc. of New Mexico. Santa 
Fe, N. Mex. 
SEMITIC literature in 1880. Athenreum, 1881, Jan. to June, pp. 459,493,592. 
SCHMIDT, EMIL.-Mittheilungen aus der anthropologischen Literatur Amerikas. Ar-
chiv f. Anthrop., xiii, pt. iv, 485. 
SHIPP, B.A.RN.A.RD.-The history of Hernando de Soto and Florida, &c. Phila., Collins. 
8vo. 
SOCIETIES, Museums, and Collections. Archiv f. Anthrop., xiii, supplement, Cata-
logue of Literature, pp. 39-40. 
ST. MARTIN, M. Vivien.-Nouveau dictionnaire de geographie universelle. 16th fas-
cicule. Paris: Hachette et Cie. 1881. 
SC.ANDIN.AVI.AN Anthropological Literature. Archiv f. Anthrop., xiii, supp., 81-96. By 
Miss Juli a Mestorf. 
THWING, C. F.-The Peabody Museum of Archreology and Ethnology. Harper's Mag., 
Oct. 
TRANS.ACTIONS of the Wisconsin Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters. v. Madison, 
Wis. [Covers work for five years, and contains many communications on an-
thropology. J 
TYLOR, E. B.-Anthropology: An Introduction to the Study of Man and Civilization. 
N. York: D. Appleton & Co. 1 vol., 448 pp., 78 ill., 12mo. 
YARROW, Dr. H. C.-Anthropological notes. Rocky Mt. Med. Rev., June, July. 3 pp. 
-- Report on the operations of a special party for making ethnological researches 
in the vicinity of Santa Barbara, Cal., with a short historical account of the region 
explored. Wheeler's U. S. Geog. Surv. W. of 100th Merid., vii, pp. 32-4i. 
ZEITSCHRIFT fiir Ethnologie. Organ der Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, &c. 
R. Hartmann, R. Virchow, A. Voss. ;.ii, 1880. pp. 1-332. 

MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS RELATING TO ANTHROPOLOGY. 
ABORIGINAL WORKS .AT THE MOUTH OF THE KLIKIT.A.T 
RIVER, W .ASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
/ 
BY T. M. WHITCOMB. 
The works represented in the accompanying sketch consist of a stone 
wall 5 feet high, filled inside with earth, except the two squares within. 
These are 8 feet deep and 15 feet on each side, the whole work being about 
200 feet on either side. There. was formerly some kind of wooden struct-
ure on the stone wall, as the remains of cedar timbers occur at certain 
points on the top. The wooden work was evidently destroyed by fire, 
since all the cedar is charred. 
I 
0 Sprin9. 
None of the Indians in this country have any knowledge of the build-
ers or of its use. There is a tradition among them that it was finished 
a long time ago. Large quantities of arrow-heads are found in and 
about the works. The place is eminently adapted for defense, being 
100 feet above the river. The scarcity of aboriginal works of aperma-
nent character on the Pacific coast makes this an object of peculiar 
intere t to the archreologi t. 
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MOUNDS NE.AR EDW .ARDSVILLE, WYANDOTTE COlTh:IT 
KANS.AS. 
BY E. F. SERVISS, of Wyandotte City, KansaB, 
On the farm of William Kouns, on the Kansas Pacific Railroad, nem 
Edwardsville, Wyandotte County, Kansas, 14 miles west of this cicy-
there are four mounds that have never been explored. They are sim 
ated on the third terrace of the valley of the Kansas River, about Olli: 
half mile from it, near a small creek. There is a very large spring aborr 
200 yards northeast, and a smaller one about 300 yards northwest. o_ 
approaching the mounds from the east we find them extending in a 
straight line in a due westerly direction. They are about 6 feet fu 
height, 25 feet in diameter, about 50 feet from each other at the ba.s 
and of uniform size. They have been somewhat injured by culti"mtio., 
the ground having been plowed twice. The soil is a black loam. Be-
fore the clearing of the land the mounds were covered with a heavy 
growth of timber, principally oak, and the stumps now remaining would 
indicate great age, averaging from 3 to 4 feet in diameter. .A. larg: 
number of axes, celts, arrow-heads, and other implements have beei 
found in the immediate vicinity of the mounds. 
About two years ago I discovered on the farm of J. L. Stockton -
mile northwest of this city, remains of an aboriginal workshoponiJJacr 
It is located on a small stream, called Jersey Creek, and near a 1 
spring. It covers an area of about 2 acres. The soil is sandy, and -
the depth of 2 feet is a complete mixture of :flakes of flint, ashes, bon 
(both animal and human), fragments of ornamented pottery, broken 
unfinished stone implements of nearly every description. Thefragme -
of pottery are the most numerous; there are three kinds as to color· · 
black, brown, and red, composed of a mixture of clay, sand, and ponn 
shells. The variety of the combinations of lines and dots is inex.ha 
ble. I have never found two pieces alike. 
Jmlging from the degrees of curvature of the fragments, the ori · 
vessels were mostly globular; and would hold from one-half pin o 
quart. I found a ·rnry small vessel, containing powdered bone or · 
it was globular in shape, would hold about one gill, and was P 
ornamented. There are no depo its of :flint and other stone, 
for arrow-making, &c., in thi vicinity. The axe , celts, kin-d.riess~ 
and ball are all made of porphyry, and the arrow-heads of fl.in 
TIQUITIES OF MILLS COUBTY, row . 
BY ETH DEA1~, of Gl u:ood, Jou:a. 
/ / 
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Jn<lians, numerous traces of whom may still be seen, but tlie two pla(,es 
to which this article refers seem to have an earlier date. T,he sketch 
marked No. 1 is a point in the southeast corner•of the southwest quar-
ter section s, township 73 north, range 43 west of ,the fifth principal 
meridian and on the lands now owned and cultivated by Mr. 0. E. 
' .Allis. Topographically considered it is located on a spur of the bluffs 
Sketch No 1. 
which form the eastern boundary of the great Missouri flood plain, and 
is perhaps 50 feet above the level of the plain. The remains at present 
consist of a number of circular depressions on the southwestern slope, 
bnt near the summit of the aforesaid point of bluff. To the south 
about 400 feet there is at present a deep ravine, from which flows an 
excellent spring of water, while east and north the range of bluffs rise 
to a height of 250 feet above the plain. The depressions are from 20 to 
30 feet in diameter, of circular form, and at present are from 1½ to 2 feet 
d ep, but a the ground bas l>e~n in cultivation for a number of years, 
it i probable that they have been .filled up considerably. 
The ground on the ite and for ome distance around these hollows 
is str wn with mall chip of tone and fragments of pottery, together 
wit cca ional tool of variou kind , such as arrow-heads, knives, &c. 
Also a number of pieces of different-colored paints and occasional orna-
S. Mis. 109-34 
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ments have been found. The inhabitants seem to ba,9 understood -
,manufacture of pottery to some extent, as numerous fragments sh 
The cla.y for this they obtained in the bank near at hand. This v 
probably mixed with th~ lime of powdered clam-shells, and then mol ', 
inh i ~ u t Ii mo · u n 
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from the water, as the shells of the fresh-water clam are numerous, ancJ. 
were obtained from the Missouri River, which at that time probably 
flowed along the foot of the bluff, at their very door. 
The stone for tlleir implements seems to have been obtained in part · 
from some ledges near here, and perhaps some of it from a distance, as 
the finer and more perfect of their tools were made from a kind not found 
here, except in the form of pebbles or drift bowlders, all the native 
stone being a carboniferous limestone, with the exception of a very 
coarse ilint which is mefwith in some localities, and which was used for. 
the larger tools, but which apparently was not suitable for smaller im-
plements. Chalcedony seems to have been used by them to some extent, 
as were other kinds of stone of :which the writer does not know the 
name. Some of these fools show superior skill, and have been appar-
ently first chipped into shape and · then ground to a perfectly smooth 
surface. This is the case with some hatchets which have been found, 
also of a globular stone which the writer has in his collection, and which 
was probably used as a sling-shot or for a similar purpose. · 
Sketch No~ 2 shows the locat.ion of a peculiar mound, which is situated 
on the summit of one of the highest of the range of bluffs which borders 
the Missouri River flood plain. It is near the northwest .corner of the 
northwest quarter of the southeast quarter section 10, township 72 
north, range 43 west of the fifth principal meridian, and is about 5½ mile~ 
south and 2 miles east from No. 1. 
This bluff is nearly 300 feet above the lowlands, and overlooks the 
country for many miles in every direction. The mound in question was 
formed of the soil adjacent, and is at the present time about 8 feet in 
height above the original surface. The base of the mound is elliptical 
in form, being about 70 feet north and south, and 40 feet east and west. 
The earth from which this mound was made was appa;rently taken 
from a place 125 feet south, where a large depression exists, about 
35 feet square, and at present 5 feet deep. There is the stump of 
a burr-oak tree 16 inches in diameter standing near the northwest cor-
ner of' the pit, on the edge of the slope of the hank ; also another burr-
oak stump 14 inches in diameter near the southeast corner, which is also 
on the bank, but at the edge of the excavat.ion. This mound was par-
tially opened some twenty-five years ago, but without yielding anything 
of consequence. My note-book shows the following entry: "Opened 
mound with S. B. Proudfit, November 25, 1870, and dug a hole 6 feet 
long and 4 feet wide. At 7 feet from the surface came to a layer of 
ashes about one-half an inch thick, and below this a layer of stones. 
These tones were from 2 to 11 inche thick and would probably weigh 
from 20 to 30 pounds. They were evidently placed on what was the 
r.iginal urface of the ground, and the ashes and earth placed above 
th m. Th tones were probably brought from the Nebraska side of 
the Mi ouri River. About 4 miles directly we t the characteristic 
fo sil in the stones indicate thi . TJ.ere did not seem to have been any 
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action of fire on the stones, so far as we could discover, neither ~ 
-there any bones or implements found in th mound, although we 
down 3 feet below the layer of stone. There were a few chips of 
found on the ground around the base of the mound, and a large t 
implement which the writer thinks may have been used for a hoe, b 
belonged to a later tribe than the one which built the mound." {~ 
Fig. 1.) Two cemeteries are also found in the county, but no exa · 
tion has as yet been made. 
DESCRIPTION OF MOUNDS .AT SN.AKE DEN, NE.AR SALE . 
HENRY COUNTY, IOW .A. 
BY '\"\r. V. BANTA .AND JOHN GARRETSON, of Salem, Iowa. 
There are many unexplored mounds in Henry County, Iowa. 
group examined and here described are 3 miles west of Salem, in " 
tion 22, on land owned by Mr. Joel Jones, at a place known as theS 
Den. 
1. The first one in the group is 8 feet high, and 20 feet in diameter. 
was opened by the authors, but nothing of value was discovered wir · 
A burr-oak 26 inches in diameter was growing on the summit. The 1 
slopes gradually westward to Little Cedar Creek. 
2. Sixty feet from No. 1 occurs a burial mound nearly lenl with · 
surrounding surface and 20 feet across. It is covered with fiat 
(A large quantity of bones of all sizes were encountered, but none of 
were whole, and some appear to have been burned.) 
3. No. 3 is 60 feet from No. 2. It is 3 feet high. It wa n ~ 
thoroughly opened. In it was found one body, lying at length. ll 
flag-stones, the hea<l toward the north. The bones were badly d 
4. This mound is the usual distance from the la tmentione<l. I 
to avoid repetition, it is a remarkable fact that each of the mo 
this row is just 60 feet from the preceding. Thi mound w 
high and 20 feet in diameter. It wa but partially opened 
skeleton were found, badly decayed, Jying at leugth, the b 
north. 
5, The fifth mound in the erie i 5 feet high and 201i tin ,llli,L~ .... -, 
Tile top wa co-ver d with m tb, flat r k , arrarw d in h 
I (Tat d h xag n or ffin licl with ton t ed (T wi 
1 rd r. fi t h th top tha i n a 1 ,. l ith 
1 ·inga fulll ugth th had t w 
I i 3 fi• tin i, 
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previously to the visit of the authors. It is said to have contained' a 
stone vault, in which were disco,Tered human c_rania, &c. These were 
very badly decayed. A sandstone mortar and arrow-points were also 
found. The burial seems to have been in a sitting posture. 
9. The first eight mounds are in a right line, but No. 9 is 60 feet east 
of No. 8. It was 5 feet high, and yielded nothing upon exploration. 
MOUNDS IN RALLS COUNTY, MISSOURI. 
BY GEORGE L. HARDY AND FRED. B. SCHEETZ, of Monroe, M(). 
The only ancient remains in Ralls County, so far as known to the 
writers, are what are commonly called mounds. They are located on 
Salt River, a western tril>utary of the Mississippi, passing through 
townships 55 and 56, in ranges 5, G, and 7 west of the fifth prime me-
~~ . . 
The mounds are invariably found within less than a mile of a strea,m 
affording a permanent water supply. · They are always in the bottoms · 
or on the crests of bluffs and ridges, bordered either by the streams or 
the bottom lands, mostly by the latter. 
It is impossible to state what changes have taken place in the course 
of the streams since the erection of the mounds, but doubtless in 
some places they have been very great. The growth of timber is uni-
versally the same on the mounds a11d in the surrounding forests. 
Occasionally a single one is found, but they are almost invariably in 
groups, numbering from 3 to 10, and sometimes more. Commonly they 
follow the crest of the ridge, but when they occur in the bottoms or on 
a level bluff they are found in direct lines or in gentle curves, extend-
ing generally east and west. They exist in large numbers in almost 
eYery bottom and on nearly every bluff, on both sides of the· river, 
throughout the entire county, as well as on its branches near the main 
stream. 
The mounds are usually circular in ground plan, and rise above the 
pre ent level from 2 to 12 feet. They are composed either wholl,y of· 
earth, wholly of stone, or of the two combined. Where stone was used 
at all, the plan seems to have been first to pave the natural surface 
with flat stones in one or two thicknesses for a foundation. In one 
ca e the stones were thrown together indiscriminately. Peculiar con-
tructions will be more :fully noted in the descriptions given below of 
mound' examined by the pre ent writers. 
The tones were procured from the beds of the neighboring streams 
or from beneath the bluff''. Rarely can it be determined whence the 
earth wa taken, there being only one example where there was any 
indication of the removal of the earth in the vicinity. 
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Human remains are almost invariably met with, only one exceptir 
being noted. The bones are generally very much decayed, though e 
hone is found almost entire, except th-ose of the head. This seem'· 
have always rested on a stone, and to have been covered by one 
more, so that it is always found in a crushed condition. In statm-
the skeletons indicate a variation from 5 to G feet. No jaw-bone 
even a fragment of one has been found from which the teeth "\rel· 
missing, and of the scores of teeth recovered there has been but one 
decayed, a wisdom tooth still in place. The teeth invariably indicat 
mature or .ad ,·anced age. The human remains found in mounds con-
structed wholly of stone are generally much more decayed than tho. 
in mounds of mixed material. In rare instances stone implemen 
pipes, &c., are taken from the excavations, but these are more frequently 
picked up on· the surface at no great distance frow the remains. 
So far as known, no accounts have been published concerning th 
mounds, nor have any systematic examinations been made. 
As the stones used in their construction were of a kind useful to 
early settlers in walling up their wells, laying foundations, buil<line 
ch.imneys, &c., nearly aU such material has been removed, so that · 
is rare to find a mound that has not been disturbed to some exteut. 
Since all the bottom lands are now in cultivation, those in" uch l 
tions have been plowed down for many years. But wJiere they 
tolerably large and built principally of stone, as is generally the cas · 
they are still well defined. Those that are situated on timber I 
ham the same growth of trees upon them as in the surrounding for 
if they are composed wholly of earth. In some cases white-oak 2 
in diameter or more are found on the very summit as well a~ on 
slopes. 
In the southeast quarter section G, township 55, range 5, OITTl d 
Mr. J. Brashear, on the right bank of Salt River, is a row of m 
on the top of the blutt; which rises 1>recipitou ly and then ·lop 
to the interior. There are twelve of tliem, the three outhem on 
ing in a cultivated field, the others in the native wood . Tb r 
in di tance from 20 to 70 :vards and in size from 20 to 50 ii t in · 
et r, and in height from "2 to 5 or 6 fi et. Ex pt the outh on 
ar f mi:x<:d mat rial. That wa wboUy of ton , which 
r m v d b, ~ fr. Bra h ar m fi rty year ago wh n h 
hi· impr v m nt ' , Il £ uncl in it a in<rle human k I 
·iz . Th f, urth from th y u ~ a fe 
it h , • nt . I 
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greasy soot, which smutted one's hand like lamp smoke. This was 
found about 3 feet below the surface. Many such fragments b.ave been, 
and some can still be, found on the field before spoken of. There was 
no indication of any decayed substance anywhere to be detected, nor of 
any action of fire, except on some of the limestones, which had evi-
dently occurred before they were placed in the mound. The earth in 
this mound appears to have been taken from a portion of the field about 
160 yards distant. 
Southeast of the house of Mr. Robert M. Spalding, in the southeast 
quarter section 36, township 56, range 6, about 1 mile from the left bank 
of the river is a row of mounds, the western one of which was composed 
of stone of a peculiar color, only found in the vicinity on the right bank 
of the river at the distance of nearly 1 mile. 
On the southeast quarter section 35, township 56, range 6, we opened . 
a mound, one of several on the top of the ridge. On the south side of 
it the bed stone bad been formed into a shallow trough. On removing 
the flat stones which covered this, and which showed no action of fire, 
we found a bed of charcoal several inches thick, both animal and vege-
table, and the limestone which composed it was burned completely 
tllrough. Some fragments of a human femur were· found in a calcined 
state. There was no indication of fire elsewhere in the mound, but there 
were the partial remains of several skeletons, lying in two layers, with 
tone and earth between them. The implements marked with Mr. Spald-
ing's initials were found in bis vicinity, and are sent by him. 
On the west half of the southwest quarter section 4, township 55, range 
Gwest, owned by Mr. Utterback, arowofmounds,fourinnumber,isfound, 
commencing on the brow of the bluff and extending back in nearly a 
westerly direction, in a slight curve for about 250 yards, at irregular dis-
tances. The eastern one is much the largest. The others are all in a 
field which has been cultivated for thirty years. One was examined and 
opened. Fragments of human bones were found on the surface, thrown 
up by the plow. On the north and south sides single skeletons were 
found, laid at length east and west, and between the two a confused mass 
of bone , a though a number of bodies had been thrown together indis-
riminately. The diameter of this mound was about 30 feet, its height 
about 2½ feet above the general surface. It was composed of earth and 
tone. · 
On the northeast corner of section 8, township 55, range 6 west, 
wu u now by W. Keithley, a mound was opened by one of the present 
writers (G. L. II.) in 1853. It was on the brow of the bluff, about 50 feet 
in base diameter, and at the center 5 to 6 feet high, and made wholly of 
·t ne; near the middle lay a single skeleton, indicating a person 6 feet 
4 inche in height. It wa extended at full length, with head to the 
v .. t. A dry wall wa laid up around the remains 1½ feet high, and this 
· v- r d with large flat stone, on which the remainder were thrown in-
di ·criminately. 
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Near the northwest corner of section 18, township 55, range 6 west 
is an isolated conical bill, called the "Round Knob." Its crest is a nar-
row ridge about 150 yards long, on which are four mounds. The north-
ern one was much the largest, an<l. forty years ago portions of a <lry 
wall still were standing, 4 to 5 feet in height. Human remains were 
found in all these mounds. 
In section 24, northeast quarter, township 55, range 7, and on the oppo-
site side (the left) of the river, is a similar but smaller hill, called" Wil-
son's Knob." Its crest is about 120 feet long, completely co,ered with 
stone po the depth of several feet, the pile being about 20 feet wide. On 
examination, made recently, it was foun<l. to have been originally a row of 
burial-places, nine in number, circular iu form, each from 8 to 9 feet in 
diameter (inner measure), contiguous to each other. The remains of the 
walls still stand to the height of about 20 inches. Judging from appear-
ances, it would seem that each had been of a conical or dome-like form. 
They were composed wholly of stone, and the remains found in them 
were almost wholly decomposed. · 
On the top of an opposite ridge to the west is another row, four in 
number, similar to those just describe<l., except that the cists are square 
instead of circular, the sides being equal to the diameter of the former. 
In these alGo only small fragments of bones coul<l. be found. The e 
last have been examined within a few days. 
On the left bank of the river, about 1 mile below the "Round Kpob' 
above referred to, are what are known as "The Painted Rocks," a num-
ber of rough representations of the human :figure, about 20 inche in 
height. They are <l.rawn on the face of the bluff, which overhang 0 
as to afford almost complete protection from the weather. Thi bluff 
rises 180 to 200 feet above the bed of the stream, and these drawin 11 
are 60 or 70 feet below the top. At the foot of the bluff are larg ma e 
of fallen rock and earth, :filling up between the river and the hluff aml 
ri ing within 30 feet of the drawings. The central human figure i • 
omewhat larger than the oth r , wllo are represented as approachin" 
him in Indian :file. 
ingle mound was found on the northwest corner of the uthwe 
<J_nart r ction 12, town hip 55, range 7, on the point of a o d rr 
ridg n ar a mall north rn tributary of Salt Riv r. It cont in d tw 
k 1 t n ith tb h acl e t, th other we t. B neath one of th 
n dug n l fill d up with ton , on which flat tone ha l 
n whi ·h l, t th b dy had been placed. 
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MOUNDS IN THE SOUTHERN P .ART OF PIKE COUNTY, MIS-
SOURI. 
BY JOSEPH C. WATKINS, of A.shle1J, Mo. 
There are mounds in this section known as "Indian graves." The time 
of their construction antedates the settlement of this section by the 
whites. Some of the oldest citizens suppose that the mounds were the 
burial -places of the Sacs and Foxes, but they say the mounds appeared 
as old when they first came here, sixty years ago, as they do now. I have 
found no one who ever saw or heard of the construction of one of these 
mounds. There are no other indications of a former occupation of this 
region by the aborigines that I have ever seen. The mounds visited 
by me are located in the southern p~rt of Pik'< County, Missouri, as 
follows: · 
One mound on the land of L. :M. Wells, south west corner of the north-
west c1uarter section 34, township 52, range 3 west, about 1½ miles south-
west of Ashley; one on what is known as the "House Land," about the 
center of the southwest quarter section 28, township 52, range 3 west, 
about 2 miles west-southwest of .Ashley; one on the land of James Far-
quar, northwest corner of the northeast quarter of the northwest quar-
ter section 10, township 51, range 3 west; three on the land of E. G. 
Collins, near the southwest corner of section rn, and about 1 mile south-
east of New Hartford; two on the land of Benjamin Young, northwest 
corner of the northwest quarter section 24, township 51, range 3 west; 
three on the land of John Mot.ley", near the southeast corner of section 
24, township 51, rauge 3 west, and. near the junction.of the creeks North 
Cuivre and Indian, and nearest the post-office of Louisville, Lincoln 
County, Missouri; two on the Coperhaver farm (now occupied by Ntrnc 
Estis), about 2½ miles south of Louisville, Lincoln County, Missouri. 
All the mound.s in question are situated on high points of lan<l, form-
ing bluffs to the creeks Cuivre and Iudian. At the foot of the bluffs 
are good springs. Back from the bluffs the surface is undulating and 
tillable. 
Three of the mounds are isolate<l, six in groups of threes, and four in 
groups of two . .All_ the mounds are circular. They are composed of 
soil aud rock, some with the dirt and rock alternating, some of clay, 
with vault· of rock in the center. In the center of some there are rect-
angular rnult. coutaiuing remains and~ oil. The material was probably 
obtain d near by-the rock from the ravines and the soil from the banks 
of 'b , ame. Eight of the mounds have been partially explored-all of 
the Hin gronp, both of the Benjamin Young group, and Nos. 1 and 
2 of th Motl y group; al o one of the isolated mounds on L. M. Wells' 
Ian . 
n ..1.. • 1 of the C llins group the r mains of two skeletons were found, 
with. ·om fragments of pott ry. In o. 2 of same, in a rectangular 
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vault, 4 by 5 feet, were found the remains of eight skeletons, with a few 
pieces of pottery. In No. 3 of same, a vault mad~ of flat rocks, in the 
shape of a coffin, containing a few pieces of cranial bones, very much 
decayed. In No. 2 of the Young group nothing was found. In No. 1 
of same, a large vault, the dimensions of which we did not have time 
to determine, contained human remains, much decayed, among which 
were found three flint arrow-beads, a small vessel molde<l of clay and 
I burnt~ and a pipe carved out of steatite, having upon its front a figure-
head. In No. 1 of the Motley group bones were found, and among them 
a piece of pottery which shows some attempt at ornamentation, and a 
peculiar rock, oblate-ellipsoidal in form, with depressions (central) on its 
opposite sides. .A.round these depressions are 36 marks, arranged in 
groups of threes. All seem to have been d1minished in altitude by con-
tinued exposure to the elements. 
Trees were growing upon all the mounds, but some of them have been 
cleared. On the apex of No. 1 of the Motley group an oak tree had 
grown 22 inches in diameter, but was blown down, and now lies in the 
last stages of decay. Large oak and hickory trees have grown upon 
the other mounds. 
ANCIENT- ROCK INSCRIPTIONS IN JOHNSON COUNTY, 
.ARKANSAS. 
BY EDWARD GnEEN, of Clarksville, Ark. 
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On the walls of the larger chamqer curious characters have been cut 
into the rock to a <lepth varying from one-fourth to one-half inch, by 
some blunt instrument in the hands of an unskillful sculptor. 
Upon my last visit to this interesting spot, with the assistance of Mr. 
0. E. Robmson, of Clarksville, .A.rk., 1 succeeded in tracing these char-
acters on paper, which I afterward reduced to one-sixth the size of the 
originals, by means of the camera lucida, thus preserving their true 
outlines and proportions; a traced copy of which accompanies this ar-
ticle. 
2 
., 
°' 
. Q~ f 
'- Q e G) Q QQ g 
Fig. 1 represents hemispherical depressions or holes in the :floor of 
the cavern, near the left entrance and a few inches from the wall. They 
are arranged in an arc-shaped row, with concave side to the wall. 
Fig. 2 and the first character in Fig. 3, which occur above Fig. 1, on 
the wall, are incised circles, P-ach 7 inches in diameter, and have each 
a single ray pointing a.own ward and to the right. The other character 
of Fig. 3 consists of two concentric circles, the outer one measuring 5¼ 
inches in diameter, and the inner one 3 inches. 
,5 
+ 
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 occur to the right anu at about the same height as 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 measures from top to bottom 112 inches; Fig. 5, 7 inches, 
and Fig. 6, 23 inches. 
8 
Fig. 7 i a double character. The one on he left may represent the 
a. tl r of a tag, the other a bow. The whole figure from left to right 
a ur s 23~ inch . 
'irr. 8 i a ray d haracter with a circular body chi eled out to the 
·pth of the ray , viz, one-fourth inch. The body of this figure is 4¼ 
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inches in dfamder, and the length of its rays about 2½ inches. One or 
the rays connects with a similar but smaller figure. 
Fig 9 is also a double figure; the first character is like Fig. 8, but 
larger and has one ray less. The body of this figure measures 7¼ inches 
10 
.9 
in diameter, and the length of the rays from 2 to 3 inches. The second 
character represents some reptile, as th~ tortoise, and measures from 
bead to tip of tail 13 inches. The bodies of these figures, like Fig. 8, 
are cut to the depth of one-fourth to one-half inch. 
Fig. 10 is another douule object and might have been intended by the 
unskillful sculptor to represent a lizard with its prey or young. The 
smaller figure is reversed. The larger figure, from l1ead to tip of tail, 
measures 15 inches; the smaller one, 7 inches. 
To ·the right of the characters represente<l. in Fig. 10 are two charac-
11 
ter , Figs. 11 an<l. 12, which are somewhat confused, and were diffi u1 
t trac ·, a tlJ. y ar urround d by a multitude of indi tin t Jin ancl 
cut . Th culptor had pcrhap spoiled hi figure and tried to lit r-
1 i . 1 are m ll irregular d pr ion in the wall of the cav rn, to 
f th charact r r pre nt d by Fig. 14. 
j"{ 
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Figs. 15 and 16 occur still further to the right, and appear to be of a 
more recent period, a,11(]. cut with a better instrument or by a more 
skillful sculptor. 
In the rock floor of the smaller chamber is a round hole 19 inches in 
depth and 7½ inches in diameter at the top, and about 4 inches at the 
bottom; probably used for a mortar by the ancient cave-dwellers~ 
On the roof or dome there are several figures, as represented by Fig. 
17, that have been painted on the surface of the rock and are now faded 
to a pale gray. · 
I found no spiral figures of any kind here, which occur so frequently 
among inscriptions of this character in other localities. 
No stone implements of any kind, except a few .broken pieces of arrow-
heads, have been found in the vicinity of this cavern. 
The sculptured characters here described are undoubtedly of ancient 
origin, and the only ones that have been discovered in Jollnson County. 
However, I have been informed that similar inscriptions occur in New-
t-0n and Carroll Counties, of this State. 
MOUNDS AND OTHER REMAINS IN INDEPENDENCE COUN-
TY, ARKANSAS. 
BY A. JONES, M. D., of Caddo Gap, .i frk. 
In the fork of White and Beach Rivers, Independence County, Arkan-
sas, is a collection of mounds 2 or 3 miles each way in extent. They 
are 4 or 5 feet high, and laid out in rows in a semicircular form, about 
6 miles above Jackson. · 
There is another group south of Suspension Rock, half a mile south, 
laid out in the same way. 
On section 17, township 5 south, range 21 west, are two mounds 7 
or 8 feet high, sunken at the top. Near by are depressions whence the 
earth for the mounds was taken. These have never been explored. 
They are on a piece of upland that bas been cultivated and each had 
large t r ees growing on the summit. They stand about 2 miles from the 
Caddo R iver. There are two shell-beds near by, constructed of the com-
mon mu sel, in which the coarse clay and shell pottery is found. 
Four miles north of Amity, section 17, township 5 south, range 23 
we t, are several shell-heaps on a high and second bottom of the Caddo, 
entirely above overflow. 
nother mound is in the Caddo Cove, 2 miles west of Black Springs, 
on th old M:1jor Farr place, now owned by Dr. Gray. It is 5 feet high 
and ha be n explored. A depre ion 80 yards distant is the only spot 
in the vicinity whence the material of the tumulus could have been 
deriv cl. 
There are several shell-bea.ps on a high table-land bordering on the 
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Washita, in this county, 4 miles southwest of Cedar Glades, on the land 
of Robert Hansley. Fragments of pottery occ;mr about the heaps. 
The beds are 40 feet above high water, indicating that the shells mut 
have been carried to the spot. 
On the south fork of Washita, section 24, township 2 south, range 26 
west, near Mount Ida and at the upper ford of the creek, human remains, 
partly washed out, were discovered. The bodies were buried in a recum-
bent posture, the head to the west. The bones were too friable for pre-
servation, the teeth alone remain :firm. Forty years ago the ground was 
covered with a dense growth of cane. The bottom is a high one and 
above overflow. Mally human remains have been plowed up in the 
vicinity. The cemetery must be about 200 to 300 yar.ds long, and 75 
yar<ls wide. Near by, running east and west, are severals small mounds, 
in the largest of which a former owner, Mr. Powell, was buried. 
Three miles east of this point, in a bottom-land owned by Reuben 
McKenney, were plowed up the remains of a very large man. Pottery 
has also been found in the same vicinity. 
On section 9, township 4 south, range 24 west, is an outcrop of nova-
culite or flint of a very tough quality and of various colors. From 
this material large quantities of arrow-heads, &c., have been formed. 
The ancient artisans went down on the sonth side of the outcrop, which 
is a ledge 700 or 800 feet above the adjacent valley, and carried away 
immense quantities. The material is the same as tha.t of arrow-bead 
from Tennessee, Mississippi, and westward. 
There is on Capt. R. S. Burk's farm, section 17, township 5 south, 
range 23 west, evidence of an extensive workshop in arrow-heads and 
cutting implements. The arrow material was taken from the quarry 
above described, although ten miles away. The cutting instrument 
were of the hatchet kind and made from a species of iron ore. There i 
another atelier near my home, section 7, township 4 south, range 24 
west, Montgomery County, Arkansas. 
Mourns EAR TilE NATIONAL IIOME, :MILWAUKEE 
OU TY, WISCONSI . 
BY GEORGE W. BARBER, of the National Home, Wisco11sin. 
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from what was once a shallow pond or lake. The land occupied by the 
lake has been partially drained within a few years, an~ is now a 
meadow. The surface around the mounds is covered with soil from 12 
to 18 inches deep, and might have been used for cultivation. Willia11;1 
S. Trowbridge and other old settlers have saicf that there are, or were 
a few years ago, hiJlocks or marks of Indian cornfields in this vicinity, 
and that they have seen Indian corn growing, planted by the Indians. 
The land to the west bas been p~rtially drained. Th~re is no apparent 
arrangement of the materials. The center of tb.e mound is not di:ffer-
en t from other parts. The material was probably obtained around the 
mound, as the soil is deeper un<ler it than at its sides. All have been 
explored. I ha.-ve taken bones from two of them, and have been told 
that pottery and bones were found in the other two. I have one good 
skull from No. 2, and leg bones, -vertebrre, ribs, &c., from No. 1. No 
account of these mounds has ever been published, to my knowledge. · 
Nos. 3 and 4 have been entirely obliterated for purposes of cultivation. 
No. 2 has been dug into. No. 1 is fast being undermined to obtain 
gravel for the streets of Mihrnukee. For two years past I have 
watched with sad interest the destruction of this gra.11.d old monument 
of a decayed race, and secured the bones as they were exposed. It 
now presents a perpendicular section, running nearly through the cen-
ter, of which a photograph might easi1y be taken. A maple and a red-
oak tree grew upon the mound, each 18 faches in diameter. There are 
two red-oak stumps within two or three rods of No. 1, 3 feet across the 
borter, and·3½ feet across the longer diameter. Judging from the soil 
around them, these trees must have grown since the mound was built. 
I have counted the annual rings of growth of one, and found them to 
nnm ber 155. I assisted in taking out of No. 1 the fragments of three 
skull , and other bones of three skeletons. The skulls, vertebrre, and 
hip-bones of each skeleton were on about the same level, and in a 
space not more than 15 inches square. In one case the crown of the 
skull was downward, and the top on a level with the hip-bones. This 
po ition at first puzzled me, but I suppose that the body was buried in 
a sitting posture, and the superincumbent weight of the earth, as it 
settled and the flesh decayed, turned the top of the head downward by 
the side of the body, and it continued to descend until it reached the 
level of the hips. The faces, judging from the position of the legs, 
were toward the west. The bodies were not inclosed. One skull was 
quite well preserved, but the other bones were considerably decayed. 
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EXPLOR4TIONS IN MOUNDS IN WHITESIDES AND LA 
SALLE ·COUNTIES, ILLINOIS. 
BY J. D. MOODY, Mendota, Ill. 
The explorations noted· in Plan I, were made at different times in 
company with Dr. Everett, of Troy Grove, and Dr. Edwards, of Men-
dota, Ill. Those noted in Plan III, were made in corr.pany with Prof. 
Plan I. 
n Ill. Th "fin " n t 
ile di gi g for gra el. 
2 
in Plan II w 
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The location of Plan I is about 4 miles in a southeasterly direction 
from the village of Troy Grove, La Salle County, Illinois. It is about 
10 miles north of the village of Utica, on the Illinois River, near which 
was situated the great town of the Illini Indians, famous in the early 
history of Illinois. 
All of the mounds discovered were situated on the bluffs on the 
eastern side of Vermillion Creek, a small stream: flowing into the Illi-
nois River. 
No. 1 was a circular depression about 12 feet in diameter and 1 foot 
deep at the center. On trenching it we found eviden<1e of a long-con-
tinued fire-place in the baked clay, burned stones, and fragments of 
charcoal, evidently the site of an Indian's :fireside. · 
No. 2 was a mound 15 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, occupying a 
commanding position on a high bluff projecting out into the valley. 
The view from this point is a fine one, commanding the valley for miles 
in either direction. On opening the mound we made the following dis-
coveries: In the center and just under the sod we found a great quan-
tity of burnt bones, human and animal,-the latter those of dogs or 
> wolves. From a careful examination of the fragments of skulls, we- · 
determined the remains of nine individuals. There was no evidence of 
fire in the soil. They had been placed there in comparatively recent 
times after having been elsewhere cremated. Along with these bones: 
were found a few perfect arrow-points, numerous fragments, and a rude· 
stone pipe fashioned somewhat like a spool. 
On digging deeper, just below the original surface of the ground, was 
found a skeleton lying upon its back, with the feet toward the west. 
It was of an individual of average height and advanced in yean;;, as in-
dicated by the absorption of the alveoli' and the angle of the inferior 
maxillary. The arms were extended along the body. The frontal de-
velopment of the skull was of a low order, more so than is found in the, 
Indian, and yet not so much so as is usually ascribed to tbe mound-
buil<ler. This was the only burial in a horizontal position discovered 
in this locality. A very careful examination of the soil about the head 
and upper parts of the body failed to bring to light any relics what-
ernr. The burial was in a compact dry clay, and the bones in a crumb-
ling condition . 
.,_-ro. 3 was a burial place on the point of the same bluff just spoken of. 
Tothing but bones were found in it, the remains of several indh7 idua1R. 
One kull wa taken out in good condition, lacking the inferior maxil-
lary. The bone till pre erved quite a portion of the animal matter, 
and indicated a comparatively late burial, presumably Indian. 
-T • 4 wa a circular depres ion but a few feet in diameter, evidently, 
from the burnt tones, being a fire-place . 
..L ... o. 5 was a mound about 10 feet in diameter and 2¼ feet high. It 
had been op ned a short time before our visit and a few bones taken 
' .Mi. 109--35 
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out. From the description we received we could form no ide.a as to thA 
character of the interment. No implements of any kind were founo. 
No~ G, on a broad flat in the bend of the creek, is the remains of an 
Indian encampment; numerous fire-places just beneath the surface of 
the ground, broken fl.inti:;, &c., being found. 
No. 7 is a group of three mounds. Having been plowed over for 
years, they were nearly obliterated. The remains in mounds b and c 
were alike, each containing the bones of several individuals thrown in 
promiscuously. They were not burned, yet each mound contained great 
quantities of ashes and bits of charcoal. The bones crumbled on the 
slightest touch, and presented the appearance of .,having been leached. 
In mound a one skeleton in tolerable preservation was found. It bad 
been buried in a sitting posture. Near the head was found a large 
mussel-shell filled with what appeared to be paint. A little to one side 
and at bottom of excavation was an ash-pile with about one peck of 
charcoal in the center of it. Neither ornaments nor implements were 
found. This group was evidently Indian in origin. 
No. 8 is a mound 35 feet in diameter anJ 5 feet high. Though reg~ 
ular -in outline and occupying a commanding position, yet from our ex-
amination of its structure we considered its artificial origin as doubtful. 
No. 9' is a mound 12 feet in diameter. In it was found one skeleton 
very much deca.yed, and near the head a very rude earthern bowl, hold-
ing about one pint. 
No other mounds are found in the vicinity. Scattered over the bluffi 
and fields are found qua,ntities of broken pottery, arrow-point , flint 
chippings, stone axes, &c. A copper spear-point was also found in the 
vicinity. From my examination of them, I assign to them an origin 
and date, with possibly the exception of the horizontal buria 1 in No. 2 
as of the Illini Indians, and of about the beginning of the seventeenth 
century. 
Plan II is located 4 miles southwest of the city of La Salle, on 
Creek, a mall stream flowing into the Illinois River from the 
Ther were three grave two and a half feet d ep, on :1 grav 1 P int 
projecting ut from the ridge. No mound had b en er cted ov r th m. 
They w r cl e too- ther. They were di cov red by om la r 
while digging for grav 1. On of th m, po , in a littl uri ity. 
g th r up th b n and relic . n b dy wa cl p it d in 
gray , and in a r um nt p iti n. Th r Ii found · n ·i t f 
r, l impl rud pi ut fr m and t n a £ w h 11 b a rr 
. ' }l 111 ,nl h frc<TJil f a ,h lcling,wh nr n tru t cl. 
al n t ur un , n l r pr a man ittiu n bi· kn 
h, n l 01<1 ·<1 , ro · h l <l I n. h th a ·1·. 
cl f 1 r , nd ak 1. Th 
rl· cl ~ fi 
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ception of one side of one inferior maxillary. This was well preserved, 
and stained a deep green color. Not understanding the import of this, 
the laborers missed finding a copper implement of some kind. No other 
remains were found in the vicinity. 
..N 
-------- -------1 
' ~ : 
~T.Hrmer. l 
Plan II. 
Plan III is a singular group of mounds 3 miles from Spring Hill post-of-
fice, Whiteside County, Illinois. The bluffs along Rock .River are covered 
with mounds. This group, however, is on the alluvial bottom, about 30 
rods from the river. Though there may be others on the lowlands, yet 
the e are the only ones I found so situated. This group is in a semi-
circular form, in quite regular lines, as will be seen by a reference to 
the plan. They are on a plat of ground a little higher than the sur-
rounding level. They are surrounded on three sides by a slough, in 
earli r times probably communicating with the river, and this may have 
had ome influence in shaping the crescent form of the arrangement. 
owever, being on the ground, the impressfon cannot be resisted that 
th re wa some pecial design in the grouping. 
While mo t of the mounds were round and of varying size, some of 
hem were long and narrow. The figure in ide the circles indicate the 
dimensions of the larg~r ones in paces (2¼ feet to the pace). Their rel-
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at,ive sizes are preserved in the diagram. The ground is covered with 
timber. A stump standing on one of the mounds indicated an a.ge of 
over two hundred year3. The soil was a very hard, sandy clay. The 
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Plan III. 
space A of the diagram was inclosed and used as a hog-lot. None of 
the mounds were over three feet high. Nos. 1, 5, 4, and 7 were opened 
but nothing whatever was found. In No. 2 we found no bone , but 
two rude ve sels, holding about one quart each, made of clay and coar . 
sand molded on the inside of a grass basket and then burned, a en-
denced by the impres ion of the gras on the outside. No. 3 contain d 
the remain of everal individual , lying ide by side, but too badly d · 
cayed to b pre erved. No. 6 had been bored through year bef r £ r 
a w 11; quantities of broken bones were brought to the surface. ur 
ti e did n t allow of any further expl rati n . The regularity in th 
arrang m nt f th moun pre nt d aw ird appearance in th f r t. 
m f th m uud n th luffi op n d at am tim yi Ided th am 
r · ·nlt . wbit . ak tr , tbr e fi t in diem t r, wa grow-in«. 
ha b n found in th n ighboring moun 
I 
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ANTIQUITIES OF FOX RIVER VALLEY, LA SALLE COUNTY, 
ILLINOIS . . 
BY W. HECTOR GALE, of Wedron, Ill, 
Having recently had the pleasure of examining a portion of the Fox 
River Va11ey, about 8 miles from Ottowa, the capital of La Salle County, 
Illinois, the author gives below the results of his investigations. The 
valley abounds in picturesque scenery of rocky bluffs and wide, fertile 
:fields. The surface rocks are the Saint Peter's sandstone and Trenton 
limestone of the Lower Silurian. The drift in many places is 40 feet in 
thickness, consisting of a bluish clay, very hard, which, when under-
. mined, breaks into blocks with the regularity of stratified rocks. 
The Fox River passes along the eastern side of the valley in this 
locality, and is, in ordinary times, very shallow and rapid. The stream · 
has, in the remote past, covered the entire valley,about one-half a mile 
in width. The ground is eminently historical as being the region which 
was explored by those intrepid voyageurs, La Salle, Tonti, Marquette, and 
Joli~t, also the scene of the almost romantic extermination of the Illini 
Indians by the Iroquois. Within a radius of a few miles, and especially 
within this immediate locality, were enacted some of the most sanguin-
ary scenes of the Black Hawk war. 
But relics of a still older people are unmistakably visible here. It 
may be well to add that the course of the river here is from north to 
south. Perpendicular bluffs, of Saint Peter's sandstone, rise along the 
ea tern shore, which are washed by the waters of the Fox, even at I.ow 
water, while along the western side of the valley are sloping bluffs fmm 
20 to 60 feet above the river. My experience during the late war teaches 
me that, were an enemy expected from the south, this locality, on ac-
count of its natural advantages, would be fortified and made a very 
trong place. It would seem that this fact was not lost sight of by the 
prehi ·toric inh.abitants. On the west side of the valley, on a point of 
the bluff highest above the valley, I :find an earthwork commanding the 
nrrounding country, and facing toward the east and south. The bluffs 
are divided from those south by the Indian Creek, which enters the Fox 
a out one-quarter of a mile distant, coming from the west, and has cut 
out a valley from that direction. The general shape of the fortification 
may be een by an examination of Fig. 1. The large mound at the cor-
ner is highe t, 1-ising ome 5 feet above the natural ·surface of the ground. 
ome time ince, an excavation was made in the center of the mound, 
and a fi w bones foun<l, but they had perished to such a degree that it 
would be impo ib1e to de cribe any of its characteristics in an intelligi-
ble manner. On either ide of the mound r ferret! to is a smaller one, 
ab ut 2 f. et in advance of the main line, giving a passageway, gate, 01· 
ntrance on ither id , yet not 1 aving space entirely open and unpro-
t c cu. In J;he rear of the fort, • ig. 1, is a thick second growth of oak 
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and hickory. Immediately in front there are very few trees, but whether 
they have been removed by the builders of the earthwork, by a more 
modern race, or have never existed, I am unable to state. The valley, 
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axes rna<le of syenitic rock were found, and in one instance two /earthen 
vessels or j~rs of rude workmanship. Across the ' river, in an easterly 
direction from the fortification just described, is another fort, faciug in 
the same direGtion. This was surveyed by Col. D. F. Hitt, in 1877, and 
from this I take the drawing (see Fig. 2). The sand-rock is from 35 to 
40 feet perpendicular above the river, and on the eastern side of the 
bluff is a ravine 65 feet deep, nearly vertical. The earth wo_rk extends 
from the bluffs on the river side to the bluffs on the western side of the 
ravine. 
FIG.2. 
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In my examination I discovered a mound about 80 rods south of the 
fort which bore no evidence of ever having been disturbed, and, in com-
pany with ::\fr. J. I. Gibbs, of Vermont, and Thomas Belrose, of Wed-
ron, Ill., gentlemen interested in archreology, made an examiuation of it.s 
contents. About 2 feet from the surface we discovered charcoal in quite 
large quantities, and the skull, thigh bones, a fragment of the collar 
bone, and one joint of the vertebra of what had once been a member 
of the human family. Underneath was a number of granitic bowlder 
of quite large size, placed in a circular form, insi<le of which was found 
charcoal. Were I to give an opinion, I should sa.y that the fact of find-
ing but a small portion of the skeleton and charcoal in so large quan-
tity is conclusive evidence to me of cremation. The skull was very 
n..arrow, with a rapidly sloping forehead, extremely heavy under jaw, and 
large teeth. The skull retained its shape but a few moments, when it 
crumbled in pieces. It was, when discovered, lying with.the face nearly 
- downward, and the head to the east. 
MOUNDS IN HENRY AND STARK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS. 
BY T. M. SHALLENBERGER, of Cambridge, Ill. 
t: 
d 
I 
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In the corporation of Toulon, marked F, from a very low mound were 
taken two axes and some white flakes like enamel. Judging from the 
deposits, as well as from the mold, a body had been interred here .. 
In the northeast of 
Henry County, at a 
point marked G, are 
immense sand-hills 
and swamps.. The 
mound-builders evi-
-·-------- ---.--i' 
dently made this a HEN RY CO. 
rendezvous for game CAMBRIDGE: 
and fish, the sand- ! A m •a 
~banks abounding in EdwariUJ ftiYer. 
all kinds of relics. 
This is the Winne-
bago swamp, and 
scattered through it 
are many evidences of 
ancient inhabitants. Parl of KNOX CO. 
As mentioned above, 
Plat No. 2 is in en-
largement of, point A ________________ _ 
inPlatl. The mounds PLAT 
will be described in No. I. 
the order of the numbers in the :figure. 0. 
1. The mound was opened and a polished agate was found, about the 
PLAT No.2, I MILE SQUARE. size and_ shape of a hen's egg, but 
more pomted. Both this mound 
and No. 2 are still cove1ed with 
timber. 
3. Nothing but ashes was found 
in the bottom of this mound. 
4. At the botto:rp, the stump of 
a crab-apple tree was discovered., 
which had beep felled by a blunt-
edged tool. Another tree had 
grown on the surface of the mouud, 
and the roots completely sur-
rounded the ancient stump be-
neath. Another mound formerly 
located at this point has since 
been obliterated. 
5, 6, 7. Permi ion to open these could not be obta,ined. 
11 the mounds mentioned in this paper are about the same size, 30 
i t a ·r , and 22 fe thigh, and are built of material found on the spot. 
The la ·t named are on the land of Peter H. Nilson. 
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ANTIQUITIES OF KNOX COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
BY M. A. McCLELLAND, of Knoxville, lll. 
The drainage of the eastern and southern part of Knox County, Illi-
nois, is accomplished by numerous small streams navigable in the 
spring for canoes. Their general course is toward the southeast to empty 
into Spoon River, a tributary of the Illinois. In the no;rthwestern part 
of the county numerous other small streams have their rise, and, run-
ning to the west, finally empty into the Mississippi. The portage be-
tween the head waters of these streams is only a few miles in extent. 
The trails anciently followed by the aborigines have now entirely di · 
appeared, but along their former course, and upon the bluffs of the 
streams, are still found implements of war, amusement, and the cba e. 
The discoidal stone, stone hatchet, and arrow-points sent to the Nation-
al Museum were all found upon the north bluffs of Court Creek, prin-
cipally upon sections 13, 14, 15, 16, township 11 north, range 2 ea t, 
Knox County, Illinois. The stone axes, and arrow-points came al o 
from these sections, except the largest, which came from Haw Creek, 
section 3, township 10 north, range 2 east. 
To all the interrogatories contained in circular No. 316 I return a 
negative answer, except as to mounds and cemeteries. 
Moundsandexcavations.-No. l. One and a haJfmiles westofKnoxville, 
on section 30, township 11 north, range 2 east, Knox County, Illinoi , on 
the east side of a ravine running into Haw Creek, on a level piece of 
timber land belonging to Harvey Montgomery, e q., is a sing·le mound 
51 feet in diameter, a11d at the center about 3 feet above the general ur-
face. The trees upon this land are of two ages, viz, first, Jarge oak , lm, 
&c., 2 feet 8 inches in diameter, and a smaller growth, of black-jack 
and white oak, a h, hickory, &c., 6 to 8 inche in diameter. The mound 
i surrounded by six or even of these larger tree, , one on the ou~hw t 
edge of the mound, the other , we t, north, northea ·t, a t, and utb. 
ea t, at variable di tance , from 20 to 32 pace . Upon the mound th r 
are num "r u tr , of from to 6 inch , growing. Th re are r · Jarcr 
ar a of grou din thi ame timber, in whi h the lar er tree are v ry 
par ly catter d. Th moun<l i circular in £ rm, nd GO£ et · · · 
a cir ·ul r nd or x c. tion, about 40 f et a r , fr m whi ·h 
u t1 , mu ·h f th rth of which the moun i c mpo ed wa t· k n-
' rithiu G fi fit w 't rn ge th O'r and t d clio t 1 
th th , at r fro th a j c 
t] 
t< 
ll 
n 
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the general surface of the soil, and thence ran a trench 6 feet wide 
towards the west 10 feet. The composition of the mound from surface 
cluwn was as follows: thin layer of humus; then yellow clay and humus 
mixed, becoming more largely mixed with humus as it reached the level 
of the surrounding country, this layer being 2 feet 10 inches; then a 
ti- thin, light colored layer one-half an inch to an inch in thickness, which 
rn I suppose to be ashes of grass and leaves, as there was no sign of char-
·;y coal in any part of the layer; then a layer of a few inches thickness, 
rt similar to the surrounding soil; then a firm yellow clay, that had no 
appearance of having ever been disturbed. The ash layer was under-
~ m.ined to the extent of two feet ou each side. It was found to lie hori-
zontally and at about the level of the surrounding ground. Nothing 
else was found. · 
e No. 2, on the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter section 16, 
1. township 11 north, range 2 east, Knox County, Illinois, is 36 feet across, 
a.nd on the east side of a ravine that runs into Court Creek from the north. 
The land is lightly timbered. A quarter to a half a mile nearer Court 
Creek, however, there are some f:;i.ir-sized trees (2 feet). The ground 
immediately surrounding has hazel brush and scrub oaks, black-jack, 
&c. In height the mound is similar to No. 1. Its envelopes are similar, 
but the ash layer contains decided traces of charcoal. NoNling found · 
by a very positive excavation carried to the depth of 3½ feet below 
level of surrounding surface. In the fields around for a quarter of a 
rnile a great many arrow-points have been, found. The twenty-eight 
nearly or quite perfect oues sent in package to the N afamal J.\foseum 
were found within this area. 
To the north and a little to the east, about 100 rods, there is a very 
high point of land, from the summit of which an extensive view may 
be had of the surrounding country. This hill is an_d has been for thirty 
or forty years under cultivation, and upon it arrow-points in large num-
ber have been found. There are places on it where the ground is white 
with flakes and chips of the same material. as the arrow-points. The 
stone · hatchet of vVitterell's collection was found about 40 rods east 
of the top of the bill. Between this point and where the hatchet was 
found, the old trail running from Maquon, on Spoon River, to Hender, 
n Grove, on the head of Henderson Creek, was easily recognized thir~y 
year ago. Upon the eastern slope of this hill and upon both sides of 
the old trail, and upon the south slope, towards the mound, are found 
num rou d posit of small, mostly flat-faced stones. The stones are 
fi n d now but 2 or 3 inches beneath the surface. These are so placed 
th t their flat faces are on the same horizontal pla,ne, and cow·r a space 
of a foot or two, with intervals of a rod or two between them. Many 
f hem are reddi h, as if some ore of iron might enter into their com-
ition, which upon being heated had become changed to red. The 
ne pr ent other appearances of having been subjected to the in-
ences of fire. 
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Trails.-Tbirty years ago there were three distinct trails runnru · 
across the country. One ran from Maquon, on Spoon River, to Hender-
son .Grove; thence, in a northerly direction, to Galena, on the Mississippi 
• Another from the mouth of Court Creek, on Spoon River, to the sam1: 
points. A third trail ran from Maquon north to strike the trail from 
mouth of Court Creek to Henderson Grove. These two trails met in 
township 11 north, range 3 east. Along these routes all the specimen· 
sent you were found. :Maquon was an Indian settlement on Spoon 
River. Here, within the memory of our oldest settlers, they had a vil-
lage, and lived from year to y~ar. There is an old Indian cemetery at 
this point and another at the mouth of Court Creek. Near the south 
line of Knox County, half a mile west of Spoon River, there is a grou1J 
of three mounds, not yet examined, and half a mile further south in 
Fulton County, there is another group of three, none of which have been 
explored. 
DESCRIPTION OF A GROUP OF MOUNDS IN BUREAU 
COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
BY A. S. TIFFANY, of Davenport, Iowa. 
The group of eight mounds described below and represented in the 
accompanying plan is situated near Bureau, in Ilureau County, Illinoi , 
on the bottom lands of the Illinois River and Bureau Creek. 
The land on which they are located has been farmed about forty 
years, and the smaller moun<ls have been considerably reduced. ~ um-
bers 1 to 3 are situated on a natural swell, and the diameter can be de-
termined only approximately. These three were explored by the writer 
and Mr. Sale. 
Dimensions ana distance8 of the mounds. 
No. Diameter Height. Directions. Distance. 
- ------
Feet. Inchea. Feet.. 
1 50 30 W. 200 N. to To• 2 .•. 00 
2 50 30 W. 20° N. to o. 3 . .. 100 
3 50 30 W. 450 N . to o. 4 ... l:!0 
4 70 36 40.:>W. to;.: o. 5 ... ] ;) 
5 80 48 21;<->W.to 'o. 6 ... 2l0 
f; 70 42 s: 2:;0w. to 'o. 7 ... 240 7 00 66 2:;ow. to No. 8 ... 210 
8 0 48 
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corner. The exploration was extended 9 feet further, making the entire 
length of the opening 16 feet. The remains of two individuals w~re 
found with their heads toward the north. Under the head of them-
dividual lying upon the west side was discovered a porphyry crescent-
~u ...... , ..... ·otu, ... ,., •• ,, •• ,, • ., ... , .... ,.,.,., ,1, ....... w ... ,,.,.,u ,,., ...... . 
~INIJ.,lJ .41h<.,, \),,,.,,,. ,1,r, .... , . -.J~'\<J'J//,/; ,h,, ·,u.. .,,,.,.,,.. Wl1r,,,_ 
"'"VV _.,.,,_,. •IIHo.,,. ,t,,.,-~\/11,~ ,ho,,o, .. ,.,.,.,,.,_, 
-...u,..,,.., ,.u,, .. _,.., ...... ,,,, .... ,,., .. ~~\Jh ~E,,,, .... .1,11,u .... , I 
GROUP -.u,,,,,,. "'lhuu -1,,,,,,._ ~J.,,,,._~ :=:::::--~ ·1t 11•/'f dilJUft 
- .. -.. ..,........ - ... ., ... , ..... _1,.1 rt\\,:...$; ........ ,.i, .... 
'111111••• • ,11111'••••• 4'1v,,., -,,,.,,., • .. ,,,,
1!/~l'.111,,n ,.,_.,,...,...,, 
-0.hu,,,,-,, ,w,,,,,,, 11,,,, .. ,,, ~,.,,,,,u, ,u,,,,,,u,,,,, 
·ttJ,,.,,,.. , .. ,,_ .. , ....,,_, .. u ~,.,,,,,_ ,JI.I.,,., ,,,,,,w 
J,,,,,,. <l&/'1,w f\h1o. ,l,.,,.., ,,.,,,,, .. "'""'"" ,,,, • ....., ,,,,,,, 
-,,,.,,," .,,,, .,. ~,w,,, .... J11n,,. ,1,,..,", ,11,1,,,.. ,11,11,. """"' 
-,,t,.,,,"'",.,,.., ,nn,,,~ .,J,,,,_ -,1,,__, ,,,,, ... "''"" "11/11," i,1J1,,,.,..,. 
................ ,. ., ... ,~\\\){'% ,, .... """'" ~ ....... ,,,,. •• 
-.JJ,, .... ..,, .... _ --~~\IIJ?<~""· ' ~, ...... ~ .... ,.. , ...... 
~.:'.l~U~:~.:~···:;~,: :::~t~~~JJ;::·::::• ~:·:~·~,1/,~~/,:::M 
.... _,,, ...... . , ...... :%}'Ill~ ,,~,,,,_ ., ..... ,11.,, .... , 
~, .. , .. , ...,.,,_, ""'""" ..,1)1 )\\\,,,,..,_ ......... ,11,~ .. . 
,,,,~,., ..,,,,,,,. ~,,, .. ,,_ ,ul,, . .,,_.,, ,. \,,,,._ .• 
J,,,,, ,,r.,u• \\,,,.,, .\J111,.,,.,,,, 
OF' 
MOUNDS 
on BottomLands 
BUREAU CO. I LL, 
Scale. 
~ I I I I 'lt il>o tio a~ft. 
shaped implement of rare beauty. It is polished on both sides, and all 
it edges are nicely wrought. The perforation does not extend through 
the tone, being· only .55 inchs in depth, but sufficient for mounting. 
A. :flint knife was deposited with the same individual, about where the 
ri <Yht hand would naturalJy be. 
the northeast corner of this excavation, with some decomposed 
b ne of the other individual, a bone awl or neeule was recovered, about 
fi r inche in leugth, but a portion had been broken off. It was grace-
fn ly tap rin (J' and :finely pointed. 
fi w piece of pottery obtained were of the same character as that 
hich occur universally in this region. The crania were too fragile to 
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be saved. A. few unio shells and water-worn pebbles had been depo i-
ted in different parts of the mound. 
In mound No. 2 the skeleton of a youth, much decomposed, was au 
that rewarde,d ·our labor. 
In mound No. 3 no human remains or objects of interest occurred. 
The second group of mounds surveyed are situated on the bluff at 
Bureau, Bureau County, Illinois. The measurements are given in the 
' accompanying table: 
I . 
s~ 0 a:, 
.;:;o 
Diameter. Angle. 
a:,~ 
No. Height. c.l;.., §B 
~§~ 
R <.I+> 
- ---
Feet. Inches. Feet. 
1 18 18 S. 20° W. to No. 2. 18 
2 21 30 w.20° s ............ 33 
3 21 20 s. 4u0 . ...•••........ 120 
4 30 40 W.20°N .•••..•..... 50 
5 30 36 S.4o0 W .••••...•.. 130 
6 ~~. 18 s. 40° w ............ 250 7 30 s. 20° w .. .•.....••. 150 
8 36 36 S. 40° W" · ••........ 75 
9 24 30 s. 40° w ............ 39 
10 21 15 N. 20° W .•......... 30 
11 25· 12 s. 30° w ············ 24 12 2-l 24 w. 20° st ..•..•.•.. 66 
13 27 20 s ····•····•·······•• 49 14 30 24 .................. ....... . 30 
15 24 30 E. from No. 13 .•••.. 30 
16 25 20 S. 10° E .•.•........ , 45 
17 24 20 w. 20° s .. .......... 57 
18 27 30 s. 20° w ............ 30 
19 18 10 s. 20° w . .•...••.•.. 24 
20 24 27 S. 20° E .• ••.•••••... 27 
21 15 10 
~: :i~ ~- ::::::::::: 30 22 27 48 30 
23 24 15 S. 200 E§ ........•.. 24 
24 24 24 s . 10° w .. .......... 78 
25 20 24 S.10° E . ............ toNo.25 
*Explored; pebbles, cedar wood, decayed, and coal; one skull. 
tOak stump; 160 annular rings. t Oak stum:p; 450 annular rings. 
~ Large white.oak tree. 
:MOUNDS IN SPOON RIVER VALLEY. 
BY W. II. ADAM , of Peoria, Ill. 
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west, one to the south, and one to the northeast. With the bones were 
fragments of E:landstone burned red; at or near each skull, and :nearly 
on a line between the point of the shoulder and ear, was a water-worn 
FIG. 1, 
l> ble except in one instance, and in that it was an angular piece of 
flint. The pebble had not been acted upon by the fire, so that they 
lil evi ently have been placed there after the intense heat bad sub-
\ 
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al o a mall piece of galena was exhumed. There was a slight depres-
sion on the surface above the deposit. I made an opening 9 feet east 
of the center, in which was obtained a copper awl or needle 3½ inches 
long, and three-sixteenths of an inch square, thick in the middle, and 
sharp pointed at each end. This copper implement was inclosed in 
some material, which, under a microscope of low magnifying power, has 
tJ?.e appearance of being the bark of a ~ree. This tool lay with the points 
8outhwest and northeast. I also found a white-flint spear-point or lance-
head, 4 inches long and l½ inches wide, without notches at the base. 
We found the flint implement about 10 inches southwest of the copper. 
This was surrounded by the same red material as the first. We first 
made an opening 14 feet west of the center of this mound, and at a 
depth of 3 feet 8 inches we found one copper needle or awl, rounded and 
pointed; three copper beads one-quarter of an inch in diameter and 
three sixteenths of an inch in length; one piece of copper tubing or 
bead 1 inch in length ancl one-quarter of an inch in diameter; one piece 
of tubing or bead three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter and 1 inch in 
length; one piece 1-g- inches in length and one-quarter of an inch in 
diameter; arnl five other pieces very much like those described; also a 
small fragment of a tooth supposed to be human, and several small flint 
pebbles. 
There are traces of a breastwork or fort, commencing at the south- -
western part of this mound, about 6 to 12 inches in height. Commenc-
ing at the mound -it extends southwest 120 feet, thence south 67 feet, 
thence south-southeast 106 feet, thence to bluff of Spoon River 130 feet 
(the bluff i 40 feet high), from the mound to the bluff in a straight 
line southea t 186 feet. 
All the arrow points were finely :finished, and far superior to those 
found on the surface of the ground. This mound is 42 rods west of 
Spoon River. The bluffs here are composed of the usual yellow clay, 
and contain very little sand. On the northeast corner of the northwest 
quarter of the outhea t qua~ter section 5 are three common round 
mound , tanding in a triangular position to each other, with • 
the large t to the north, the next in size directly south (?f it, i 66ft. 
and tbe mallest to the east, somewhat like the following f:! • 
fi!!llre : - • 
n or n ar the outhwe"t corner of section 4, township 11 north of 
the a e line 5, ea t of the fourth principal meridian, are a series of 
·ommon round and long mound of more importance than any other yet 
di · v r d in thi part of Illinois. (See Fig. 2.) Commencing at a 
oiut n r the foot of a long bluff sloping to the south, and 40 rods 
north of th outh line of ection 4, and 10 rods ea t of the west line, 
re thr e common round mound . For convenience we have numbered 
th - · mrn ncing with th mo, t w terly. The clistanc~ is reckoned 
m cent r to cent r of round mound. , and from end to end of long 
und·. 
'. Ii . 109-36 
• 
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, From 1 to 2 is 39 feet from center to center, from 2 to 3 is 30 feet from 
center to center, {rom 3 to 4 is 50 feet from center to center. This last 
mound is 80 feet long, with a cross mound at the center 3:3 feet long, 2 
feet high, and 10 feet wide. The principal mound is 15 feet wide. 
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soutbwesttonortheast. lfo. 7is 75feet west-northwest of No. 6,andis1O4-
feet Jong, 2½ feet high, and 18 feet wide, with the greatest length from 
-south west to northeast. No. 8 is 100 feet from No. 7, and is 140 feet long, 
3 foet high, 20 feet wide. Fifty feet from the south end of this is a 
black oak tree, 3 feet in diameter, standi_ng in the middle of the mound. 
(In aceordance with the usual rule in this vicinity of computing sixteen 
.growths to the inch, measuring on one side of the center, this tree was 
r>early three 'hundred years old.) This mound is 100 feet west of the 
bluff of Spoon River. The bluff is 40 ,feet high at this place, and very 
precipitous. In company with Mr. W. J. Morris, I made a cross cut in 
this mound to the original soil. At every spadeful we woukI-bring up 
flint chips, au<l we found several pieces of trap-rock, some of them be-
ing polished on one side. Around the moand where the surface is bare 
great quantities of flint chips are picked up. We made a slight exam-
ination of Nos. 6 and 7, and found nothing, excepting traces of ashes 
and charcoal. On opening No. 3, at a depth of 2 f.eet, we found ashes; 
at 2½ feet, 6 to 8 inches of charcoal and ashes; at 3 feet, hard-packed 
~artb ; at 3 feet 3 inches, two skeletons, all the bones very much de-
-cayed, except the teeth, an<l these were not worn, showing the owners 
to ha.ve been not over thirty years of age. We opened Nos. 1 and 2, 
.and found nothing. A.ll the mounds appear to .have been built at the 
same time, by the same people. 
Spoon River at this point is 100 feet wide. We found no depressions 
wlJence the material of which these mounds are built was taken. 
BURIED I1'LINTS IN CASS COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
BY J. F. S~YDER, M. D., of Virgima,, Ill. 
Prof. Joseph Jones bas well said that" the fabrics of a people unlock 
-their social history; they speak a language which is silent, but yet more 
~loquent than the written page." 
To every thoughtful per ou there is a peculiar interest in the remains 
of nations that have fulfilled their destiny, and passe<l away; and this 
i 1 terest grows to fascination when studying the works of art, however 
r de, of people who have disappeared, and left no other legible records 
-0f their history and characteristics. 
The origin and language of the prehistoric occupants of this region 
a y remain forever unknown to w~, and their color and personal appear-
. , be only conjectur <l; but their implements, utensils, and ornaments, 
h. ·h have e cap d tlle ravages of time, wheu properly interpreted, 
r ·p •ople our ,bill and prairies with their ancient inhabitants, and tell 
·u language as plaiu a· th written 1mge, the story of their domestic 
ir. uit and arts of lif ; of th ir custom , super tition , .-1.nd habits of 
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stone, of grayish color streaked with white; a flinty formation occurring 
in all lead-bearing strata of Illinois, and identical with the cherty nodules 
and seams very common in the sub-carboniferous outcrops of the upper 
Mississippi and southwest Missouri. They had been buried new, show-
ing no marks of having been used, and their peculiar style of workman-
ship and similarity of design leave but little. doubt that they are the 
product of the same artisan. The exceptional one in the deposit is a 
well-proportioned and perfect spear point, nearly, 3 inches in length: 
neatly chipped from opaque, milk-white flint, strongly contrasting in 
material, shape, and finish with the others, and evidently manufactured 
by some other hand, perhaps in a different and remote workshop. 
Fourteen of the lot are of the laurel leaf or lanceolate pattern, pointed 
.at one end and rounded at the other, with edges equally curved from 
base to point, averaging three-eighths of an inch in thickness in the mid-: 
• I 
FIG, 1. 
dle and evenly chipped to a cutting edge all around. They are uniform 
in ·hape, but differ in size; the smallest measuring 2i inches in length 
by 1¼ inch in width at the center; and the largest one ir-; 6 inches long 
and nearly 2 inches wide. These fourteen are of a type quite common in 
a ll parts of the Mis ·issippi Valley, and are supposed to have been used 
a: knives or ordinary cutting tools. In our collection are six of these 
uppo ·eq. knives, taken a few years ago from a deposit of over four hun-
dred in West Virginia, and very similar in material pattern ·and di-
, ' 
men ions to the fourteen now before me. 
Fm.2. 
The remaining s venteen are baped alike, but also differ in size as 
~ fir. t d and are f tlJ am av rage thickue . They too are sharp 
mt . 1 at n n<l hnt in ontlin fr m ba e to point their sides are un-
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southern border of this county, 26 miles east of the Illinois River. Its 
location was on the brow of the hills overlooking Indian Creek to the 
south, and in a field cultivated for the last ten years, but which had 
been cleared from a dense growth of large forest trees. In this cache 
were thirty-five elegant implements entirely different in form, material, 
a.nd finish, from those before described. Their position in the ground 
was vertical and closely packed together, bnt otherwise without any 
peculiar arrangement. Axes and other objects made of copper, buried 
in the ground Jong ages ago by their rude owners, are now and then 
found, in many instances stm encased in shreds of coarsely w~ven fab-
rics in which they had been carefully wrapped; the preservation of the 
matting or cloth being due to the salts of the decomposing metal. It 
is probable that the articles in all minor deposits, as the two here de-
scribed, were also enveloped, when consigned to the safe keeping of the. 
earth, in bark cloth or dressed skins, which, in the absence of antiseptic. 
mineral oxides, have long since decayed without leaving a trace of their 
presence. 
The thirty-five beautiful flints of this Indian Creek deposit are the 
perfection of ancient stone-chipping art. In form they are of the broad, 
FIG. 4. 
r lilac-leaf pattern, pointed more or less obtusely at one end a.nd 
gularly emicircular at the other; the length but little exceeding the 
idth; care Iy more than three-eighth of an inch thick in the center; 
are moothly chipped to an eYen , harp edge all around. They 
ar a littl in ize and somewhat in proportion , in the greater number 
l ngth xce <linO' the br adth by scarcely a third, while in a few, 
1 r aching th lance late type, the length is twice that of the width~ 
mane t f th m i 3! incbe long by 2! inches broad at the 
· and be largt one m a ur 5 inch . in l ngth and 3¼ inches. 
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across the widest part. Six of them are made of mottled red and brown ,~ 
glossy jasper, and the remaining twenty-six of ordinary white flint b 
shading in texture from the compact translucent glassy, to the opaque tl 
milk-white varieties. In one of the neatest and most perfectly propor- ti 
tioned specimens the natural conchoidal fracture of the stone from which 1: 
it was struck gives one side its exact contour without aid of any chip- a 
ping. In several are embedded fragments of fossil crinoidal stems around -0 
which the siliceous atoms in solution or suspension first collected and t 
solidi_fied to form "the rock; and. in six there remain near the edge 11 
small patches of the buff, rind-like- calcareo-siliceous outer coating of 
the flint-nodules from which they were split, not entirely removed by 
the process of manufacturing. The rounded edge of each is smooth and 
wom, and ~he sides of some are gapped, testifying to long and hard 
usage before their interment, and indicating conclusively that the broad 
circular edge of the tool was the one chiefly used. There is no rea on 
to believe that these beautiful objects were used as weapons in any 
manner. Their pointed ends may have been inserted in handle of some 
description for convenience of manipulating them; but their ere cent 
~dges, so similar to the half-moon knives of modern curriers and other 
leather workers, forcibly suggest their use as, kiu-dres er . Th Y are 
too fragile to have been serviceable in the scraping work of canoe-mak-
ing, or in shaping any bard-wood. or bone instrument ; and could not 
have so well preserved their fine edge as hand-used. agricultural im-
plements, or clay-diggers for pottery making. Ilence, I conclud that 
they were the vade mecum of the squaws, and. their chie( r liance in all 
their work requiring the aid of mechanical appliance . 
INDIAN REMAI.l. IN OAS COUNTY, ILLINOI 
BY J. F. NYDER, M. D., of Virginia, Ill. 
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w·ooded glens and gorges; and the bottoms, gently declining from the 
bills for half their width, are smooth as lawns, and now converted into 
the finest farms in the State, then reaching a lower level as they near 
the rivers, become heavily timl:>ered and mterspersed with numerous 
lakes and sloughs. Nature was here lavish in its supplies of fish, game, 
and wild fruits, and every condition necessary for the subsist~nce and 
~ndurance of a large population was present. This beautiful and fer-
tile region, itis evident, was occupied by successive tribes from the ear-
liest times before our history began down to the peaceable-expulsion of 
the last of its dusky tenants, the Sacs and Foxes, during the adminis-
tration of General Jackson. In testimony of this fact we have the 
relics of their remains, arts, and methods of life, which time has b.een 
powerless to destroy, in great profusion and full- of fascinating inter-
€st. Of these silent records of a rapidly vanishing race the most im-
portant as well as the most legible are the earthen mounds which cover 
the bones and dust of their dead. They crown all the peaks and 
ridges of our bluffs, a few rising to considerable proportioRs, but the 
,greater number are mere swellings of the surface not readily recog-
nized as being of artificial origin. Every gradation of mound struct- · 
ure is here present, from the stately tumulus 30 feet in height to the 
broad, fl.at sepulchres so slightly elevated as to be scarcely noticed. 
It would be useless labor and waste of time to attempt to locate on 
a map the situation of each mound or group of mounds in Cass 
iCounty, and a tedious and unprofitable repetition to detail minutely 
the examination of each separate mound. For brevity of description 
taey can readily be grouped in two or three classes, and the descrip-
tion of one will an wer generally for all of its particular class. While 
in. all of them, so far explored, the inclosed bodies of the dead were 
<lepo ited on the surface of the ground, we :find in some the posi-
tion and arrangement of the remains to have been different from that 
found in others; from which we must infer that at times changes and 
innovation in mortuary cu toms were introduced, perhaps by different 
tri e who ucceeded each other iu occupancy of the country. 
f the first class of mouud , and by far the largest, and rio doubt the 
ltlo t ancient, but one ha yet been opened, and, unfortunately, no ,one 
ver ed or interested in ethnological study was present at the time· to 
collect and preserve the relics it disclosed, or make any record of them. ' 
T i mound, which I have before had occasion to mention,* formerly 
t o immediately upon the bank of the Illiuoi River, within the pres-
mt limitl f the city of Beard town, 6 miles below the mouth of the San-
g" n. Thi locality i , ]io-htly more elevated than the surrounding 
1i ·er b ttom on either ide, and wa anciently an i land surrounded 
o n id partly by th Illinoi, and ou the other by a slough through 
i ·h th rh'" r had on ·e pa ~ ed and yet di chargeq. its surplus water. 
, i~Jand u account fit· p ·uliarly farnrn.ble po ·itiop, bad been for 
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on removing the stones, it was f~und that this work of defense was not. 
a solid wal1 but a series of crypts or stone graves, constructed by plant-
ing broad~ flat stones perpendicularly in the sand and covering them 
with others of the same kind laid across them. These rude tombs were-
entirely empty. Not a bone or tooth remained; so great was the lapse .of' 
time since the bodies of the honored dead had been laid in these secure· 
vaults tbat not a vestige of them survived but blotches of dark dust 
npon the yellow sand. On either side of the primitive coffins, but not. 
contiguous to them, were traces of fire, a.nd with ashes and charcoal 
were noticed calcined bones, small cubes of galena, and broken flints. 
and pottery. The destruction of the great mound yielded many rare· 
and fine implements and ornaments of stone and shell, which no one· 
thought to preserve; and no one thought to observe whether they had 
been interred with the dead at the base of the tumulus or with those-
buried upon its surface. Among the many relics unearthed, one par-
ticularly fine axe of polished stone is remembered, having a groove cut 
around the middle and a cutting edge on each end; also three pestle-
shaped objects of beautifully polished porphyry 20 inches long1 2½ or 3, 
·inches in diameter, rounded at one end and pointed at the other. 
Seven miles east of Beardstown, np the Sangamon, and quite near it, 
at Mound Lake, is a conspicuous landmark known as '' the Mound;" .a. 
r idge-like elevation 40 feet high by 60 yards in width, and · 400 feet in 
length. This mound bas never been explored, an<l. may be of artificial 
origin; but I am strongly inclined to regard it a natural formation (like-
t he great Cahokia mound and other similar elevations in the American 
Bottom), merely an outlier of the loess or bluff formation left there in the-
primal erosion of' the river valley. It is situated in the edge of the tim-
r on the bank of a small lake, 3 miles from the bluffs, and in the midst 
of the finest fishing and hunting district, even in this day, to be found. "' 
in Illinois. Whether or not 'the Indians raised this mound is a question 
t b e determined by future investigation, but there is no doubt of their-
having u ed it as a place of resort and camping ground for a great 
I ngth of time. Although it bas been in cultivation for many years,. 
ace of camp-fires are yet seen all over it, and its surface and the ad-
j ining fi ld are ;yet littered with potsherds, flint chips, and decayed 
o e and teeth of wi Id animals. One of the very few entire pieces of 
1 o tery ever recovered in this county was plowed up with some human 
on this mound in the early history of its cultiYation. It was a.. 
lar earthen v el, 10 or 12 inches in diameter, marked externally 
al with the impr iou of the fabric in which it was moulded or 
tain d while drying. A imilar vessel, but smaller, was plowed up 
k ~n in a fl l<l a few mile ea t of thi place a few years later. At 
a out mid way th lak - ide ba e of the mound I discovered, some 
th r •mains of a kiln iu which the savages had burned their-
r. -. It wa an x ·ayation in it icle, almo t circular and 4 feet 
t r: an old-fa: liioo <l lime-kHn fo miniature, with walls burned 
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~s bard as a brick, and the bottom for the depth of a foot filled with 
.ashes, charcoal, and broken pottery. 
Nine miles farther east, up the Sangamon Vall~y and near the bluffs, 
is another large conical mound, 25 feet high, which has nernr been ex-
.amined even superficially. These three mounds, assuming the latter 
two to be the product of human agency, are all of the first class, and of 
;any class worthy the designation of mounds, found upon the riYer ter-
races or ,bottoms in the county. 
The next class of mounds comprise those next largest in magnitude, 
.and are more numerous than the first. They are invariably perched 
upon the peaks of the Sangamon bluffs, rarely exceeding 8 or 10 feet in 
height by 20 to 30 in diameter, and are more frequently met of much 
.smaller dimensions. This class of mounds differs from all the other 
in the peculiar disposition of the remains they inclose. Too few in num-
bers to constitute the sepulchers of a distinct tribe with an exclu ive 
burial custom, we must conclude that they cover the remains of a class 
-of individuals distinguished from the commonalty for ·superior ability 
or merit. The mode of inhurnation in mounds of this kind consisted in 
placing the body or bodies (for they contain from one -to six or eight 
.each) of the deceased upon the ground in a sitting or squaitting posture, 
with the face to the east, arnl inclosing them with a rudel.v-constructed 
-circular wall ofrough, undressed stones, ,vbich wa gradually contracted 
.at the top, and finally covered oYer with a single broad tone slab, o'\"'er 
all of which the earth was heaped. Though I ha.Ye carefully examined 
several of these mound , I have not yet succeeded. in ecurillo- from them 
-either an entire skull or earthen vessel, as their inclo, ed cafrns are in-
variably found to have fallen in an<l. crushed the hone aud accompany-
ing pottery into a confu ed mas . Nor have I di 'co-,ered in th m cop-
per implements or pipe of any de cription, or any object of carved 
· tone; but only a few flint and. uoue implem nt , auu broken pott ry 
without ornamentation and of very po r quality. Jmlgiug from Y r · 
indication, external and int rna1, I would c nclucl that th cla of 
ar-thwork un 1 r on. id r, tion w r v ry ol<l wer it not for tlle ·iu-
,·ular f ct tba iu n of th Ill a :£ w " ar a/TO tu d c,1 ' d l>on of a 
' J !'.', ' • in 1 rndividual r found with a £ w flint arr w [ oiut ' a m 11 
arth u up r ,a. au l u iron gun-harPl v r, much · rrod cl. 
r b Il X le . ' f U1 Ull l' iu thi C nnty l'C 
<> vi n.1.' ·on: rn ·t cl wi h little , r an 11, 
th ma: tb l I 
f h •y < 1' . >Jl 
b nl·1in 1 ·11 
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repo e is often rudely disturbed by the plow, and their ~uman r~ma~ns 
cattered over the fields with broker. pottery an~l occasionally fl.mt im-
plements, stone axes, bone awls, and other relics. In many mounds of 
thi. class the first step taken in the inhumation of the corpse or corpses 
apparently was to scoop out from the soil a shallow, dish-like excava-
tion in which the body or bodies-generally several together- were de-
posited, sitting up with limbs flexed upon the breast; they were then 
probably covered with bark or other perishable material, as no large-
tones are ever encountered in these graves, and then covered with 
earth. In some of them the bones of the dead, in extreme· stages of de-
cay, are in great confusion and were buried without definite arrange-
ment or system, somewhat as was observed by Mr. Jefferson in a mound 
which he describes in his ''Notes on Virginia," indicating that in those-
the Hkeletons of all members of the tribe who had died within a definite-
period of time had been collected froin the tree-scaffolds, or brought 
from the tribal bone-house, as was witnessed by Bartram, and laid to-
gether in bundles and ,: covered. with a great mount." The chalk-like· 
oftne s of the bones in this class of mounds ten(ls to confirm the first-
thought impression of high antiquity; but this fact alone cannot be re-
lied on a atisfactory proof of their age when we consider that the-
covering of earth, perhaps not of great thickness at first, has been 
washed down and thinned by rains, leaving the animal remains but 
lightly protected from the decomposing ~gencies of water and frost. 
In one instance unquestionable evidence of comparatively_ recent origin , 
was pre ented. In cutting down a road way through one of the Prairie-
Creek ridges, since known as "Indian Hill," in the southwestern part 
of the county, a broad, low mound was removed and the skeletons of 
everal individuals exposed. With the mingled mass of bones thrown 
out were found broken pottery, a few stone and bone implements, to-
gether with a quantity of glass beads and brass rings of European man-
ufacture. Resting in what remajned of the band of one of the female 
keletons was a beautiful pipe of polished serpentine in the perfect 
form of a squatting frog, of life size, but jnstead of the usual flat, carved 
ba e of the a-called '' mound pipes," it bad an aperture drilled to con-
nect with the bowl for the insertion of a cane or wooden stem. Some- 1 
time afterward, at the foot of this l'idge, the plow turned up a single-
~eleton from a mound so small as to have escaped previous notice;. 
a d o far advanced in decay were the bones that it was with difficulty 
I ucceeded in partially re taring, by the ajd of glue and plaster, the 
~un and ,facial bones. The only relics found with this individual, 
bi ·h I judged to have been a female, were a stone frog, probably un-
. ·b d, larger than the natural maximum size, without perforations 
of any kind, and a pipe, representing the head of a fox, both rudely 
t ut of oft, coar e, yellow and tone. 
I all the interment I have heretofore mentioned the bodies of the 
. o far a I could a certain, had been primarily placed upon the: 
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,surface of the ground, or in shallow saucer-like depressions, in a sit-
ting or doul>led-up posture; or the dry bones, after decomposition of 
the flesh, ·bad. been gathered in bundles and placed on the ground in 
1r>iles, and the earth heaped ove·r them in a conical mound of greater or 
less magnitude. But in some, judging from the better state of preser-
vation of the inclosed remains to be of most recent construction, a dif-
ferent arrangement is observed. The buried skeletons are found on tho 
;Surface of the ground, but laid at full length on their backs, and sur-
Tounded or inclosed with thin broad stones or sheets of bituminous 
tihale, stuck into the ground upright, and probably at the time of inter-
ment covered over with poles or bark before the earth was thrown on. 
This change in disposing of the corpse for burial was, in my opinion, a 
,consequent innovation of the first contact with Europeans; and we 
have convincing reasons for believing that the old practice of burying 
the dead above ground in mounds of earth or stone prevailed generally 
:among our Indians down to their acquaintance with the whites. Here, 
.as elsewhere, we occasion~lly find the remains of Indians extended full 
length in graves below the surface of the ground, unmarked by mound 
<>r monument of any kind. These comparatively modern graves, copied 
after those of the white intruders, are, like the mounds, inYariably on 
the high lands; and in many instances the crumbling chalk-like bones 
can only be identified as belonging to the red ;'ace by the implements , 
of stone or shell ornaments associated with them. 
Upon the open prairies of Cass County neither mounds nor graves of 
the pre-historic dead are ever found, and but few of their relic except· 
ing flint weapons of the chase. The Indians no doubt hunted the deer 
and buffalo and elk on our prairies, but neither Ih-·e<l. nor buried their 
dead tkere. Their m~mping-grounds and yjllages were in the groves 
.along the streams and near springs, and they located their cemeteries 
opon the adjacent blmts. 
The southern line of this count.ry in its entire length coincid . 
nearly with a mall tream, called Indian Cr el , which drain th prai-
ri s of a portion of Sangamon County, and, running almo t dir ctly 
w t, join the lllinoi ten mil below Beard town. Thi r k, too, 
wa the re rt of the hunter tribe , and along it bank ar till tra: 
-0f many of th ir amp and r li of their home life; and on th bills 
"' rl king its Yall y.are th low m und O'rav of their <l. 'd. n a 
high t rra 1 pin down t the wat r f thi little str am I di ' ' '\" 1 
om· tim o th l · ti n fan an •i ut ork,' hop for th m ufa ture 
f flint im11 m nt . Th r und £ r a n id r. bl .·pac a ' litt 
with ·hir and 11 dul f flint an l br k n , nd unfiui h d arr ' 
11 ·ar 1 in · an,l 'c t r d h r c n th r 
·Id •r. of grani 
ill r 1, • h · th 
li h . ·l 
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broken pottery, ashes, charcoal, and fragments of shells, bones, and 
antlers of deer and elk. Only a few of the Indian Creek mounds have 
been critically examined, but there is no reason for believing that they 
-<liffer in any essential characteristic with those of the Sangamon bluffs. 
The remains of Indian art found in this country differ but little from 
·imilar objects found in all parts of the Mississippi Valley. The race-
inhabiting this localit,y before us left no specimen of their work indica~-
ing any expression of genius, or any marked degree of skill or proficiency 
in the common arts of life. The pot-sherds seen in profusion about 
their old camps and mounds are composed in the main of clay and lime 
calcined muscle-shells), but a large proportion were molded from clay 
.alone, and apparently formed parts of small rude ill-shaped and poorly 
bnrned vases and cups. The best specimens are ornamented with im-
J>ressions of coarsely woven fabrics and bark of trees, curved lines, nobs, 
and indentations, and the marks of finger-nails. In no instance has 
t.bere been noticed the slightest attempt to produce upon any J>iece of 
JJotte.ry the representation of the human face or figure, or of any bird 
or animal. But few of their earthen vessels have survived to the pres-
~mt time; besides th~ two pots found unbroken, which I have before 
described, not half a dozen have been secured entire in the whole 
~ounty. 
l have not yet beard of an implement or ornament of copper having 
eeu found among the mourn.I remains of the county, and of hematite 
ouly the small celt before mentioned; two or three so-called" plummets," 
everal '' paint rocks" (or burnt pieces), and some rough !)locks of the 
ore, constitute all of the relics of this material so far known. Occasionally 
with t!l.e bones of the dead are noticed small cubes of galena; and in our 
collection is a ball of this ore, taken from a mound, weighing, a pound 
a.u<l two ounces, which probably did seryice, enveloped in raw hide, as 
some form of weapon. No lead, however, has here ever been discovered 
w itb any of the aboriginal remains. It is passing strange that the Illi-
oj • Indians, so well acquainted with lead ore as we know them to have 
eu, should have never gained the knowledge of ~ts fusibility and ready 
reduction to metal. Plates of mica are of comparatively common oc-
currence in our mounds, and in_ many instances are found to have been 
epo it.edupon the breast of the corpse. Inoneofthesmallridge mounds 
of the Sangamon bluffs a skeleton was uncovered having upon the de-
.. yed t mum ten plates of mica uniformly cut to the dimensions of 9 
· nche in length and 4 wide1 with the corners neatly rounded. This 
:min ral i not found in situ in Illinois, and of course must have been 
·mport d from a con iderab]y remote distance. 
f marine hells no entire pecimen of the couch, or Cassis, or Lycoty-
pUJ>: ba · been en in the old graves of our country; but small ornaments 
b ad made of the columella and broken pieces of large sea-shells 
ar qui e frequently found. In urcollection is a necklace comprising 178 
i · · · of conch h \11- eacb p rforated in the center and presenting all 
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stages of finish, from the rough angular sections two. or more inrbe 
square, to the round polished complete <lisc two or three lines iu thick-
ness and from half an inch to an inch in diameter-which a short time 
ago was turned out of a low mound by the plow, with the skull and cer-
vical vert.ebrre of a female skeleton. In another low mound on the bluffi 
the plow threw out, with a mass of chalky bones, a pint of small sea-
shells (Marginella apfoina), each pierced at the shoulder for the recep-
t~on of a string to suspend them about the neck or hair. These beauti-
ful little shells are often found in our mounds, and must have been in 
general use for personal adornment, or as a medium of exchange in the 
primitive system of commerce and trade. The valves of several specie 
of fresh-water mollusks, especially of the Unios and Anodontas, were 
utilized as spoons and knives, and usedfor digging in sandy soil. Rarely 
we meet with ornaments cut from them. The hypothesis that our rive:r 
mollusks constituted a part of the food-supply of the Illinois Indians i 
not sustained by the presence on our streams of shell heaps of any ex. 
tent. Fish and game were abundant enough for subsistence at all time 1 
and muscles were in this latitude evidently not cpnsidered a luxury. 
The long bones of the deer, turkey, &c., were here as elsewhere fa h-
ioned into awls, needles, fish-hooks, and punches, and made to do service 
as handles for stone-tools and domestic utensils. The only ornament of 
bone (if it was an ornament) the county has yet produced i a broad1 
flat rib from the carapace of a very large snapping turtle, perforat d 
at each end and ground smooth and poli bed all over. 
Of objects carved in stone but few, be ides the pecimen I bave pecif-
ically mentioned, have come to light in tlli county. Of pipe , a maU 
''mound" pipe from Beardstown and the frog (of erpertine) ar the only 
fine pecimen known. In our collection are the fox-head pip and ' v-
ral coar e, heavy affair~, without beauty or ymmetry, which w r un-
doubtedly u ed for smokino- tobacco; and pipe made of clay and l>uru 
are not unc mmon. Th e latt r o dect were perhap ruauufa ·tnr d 
aft r tll art of the kites had been 1 arn u, a th y are fa,·hiouecl in 
the _·a ·t hap f · 1,mnon Eno-li, h clay pipe. ; at any rat , th ir r Ill· 
lane t th i port d arti 1 i o triking a t plac th ir ·laim to 
bi"'h anti 1uit in rion. louut. .A. a rule th d, ·t arY, 1 in tone 
' fi . 1 . · tli .t n -ao- <l uiz n of hi r p;i n, exhi it, n h flagrant d 1 ·1 ~ ·Y 
f a t • r tal ·ut in i n, and u ·h I w 01 l r of kill in x ·uh 0 
tlu t w m 1 t · n -Ind th f w lab rat nd fin 1 ·-.fini . h l : im 11 
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prising spades and hoes are not uncommon in the rich' loamy terraces 
' h' of our rivers, but are generally inferior in size and work.mans 1p to 
those met with in that portion of Saint Clair and Madison counties 
known as the American Bottom. The spades are smaller and ruder, 
and the hoes are plain and without notches for fastening them to hand-
les. The broad horn stone disks, discovered some years ago buried in the 
sand a short distance above the large Beardstown mound, and which 
I ha e described in a previous paper,* are supposed by some archmol-
ogists to have been intended for agricultural tools, though never intro-
duced in general use. Of this however we have no positive evidence, 
and until our knowledge of this class of relics is increased, we must 
regard that.strange deposit as an unsolved mystery. 
Celts and grooved axes of granite and various augitic rocks, of all 
sizes and many patterns, have been, and still are, abundant here. The 
largest grooved ax in our collection weighs twelve and a half pounds; 
the smallest, one and a half ounces. Our largest celt, cut from a coarse-
grained diorite, weighs eleven pounds; and the smallest, obviously a 
child's toy, weighs scarcely half an ounce. Flint arrow and spear points, 
knives, scrapers, and hatchets of the usual forms have been collected in 
Cass County in great profusion. Hammer-stones, nut-stones, discoidal 
stones, perforated "talismans" or'' arrow straighteners" of ribbon-slate, 
of basalt, and of fossil wood; stone-balls, plain and grooved; in short, 
all Of the ordinary types Of rough and polishAd StODO implements in use 
by the pre-metal Indian tribes have been and still are often found about 
our streams and bluffs. 
The archmological remains of which I have so far briefly treated are not 
peculiar to this county or to any circumscribed locality, but are common 
in all those portions of Illinois and of almost all of the Western, Middle, 
and Southern States contiguous to water-courses, where the aborigines, 
with identical habits of life and by identical methods, obtained, with little 
effort, their food-supplies. An<l the comprehensive generalization which 
I have attempted of the antiquities obsen·ed here will, witb trifling 
variations and additions, apply equaUy well to those of other counties 
and States. · 
I have yet to mention, however, one object recently discovered in this 
. vicinity, of rare occurrence in the prehistoric remains of this State, be-
longing to a class so suggestive of' savage, ethnic characteristics as to 
incite intere t and thoughtful study. On the crest of one of the highest 
and mo ·t prominent points of the S<mgamon bluffs, jutting out from 
the range into the valley, a promontory, conspicuous for many miles in 
all direction ~ was ont~ of' the common oval swellings of the surface, 
ually known here a an "Indian grave," but so overgrown with 
bu h and weeds and tall gras a to have required clo ·e inspection to 
di -tingui h it from the natural contour of the hill. The owner of the 
land, having occa ion to build a pa ·ture-fence over this point, set a 
Smithsonian Annual Report for 1876, p. 438 et seq. 
'. 1i . . 1 0-37 
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laborer to digging holes for the fence-posts; but when the work ha 0 
progressed as far as the "grave," the spade barely penetrated the o. 
at its edge, when it came in contact with a stone, which proved, on .re- ~ 
moving the soil covering it, to be a rough, flat sandstone flag, nearly 
square, 3 inches thick and 18 or 20 inches broad. It was thrown aside 
and the fence completed. Some time afterwards, on learning that nch 
e 
a/ 
g 
a stone was found on this point, I concluded to explore the place with 
the hope of sectuing a skull or other relic of interest which it may have 
covered. Investigation soon convinced me that it h~d not formed any 
part of the covering of a gra-ve, but had been laid flat on the bare ground. 
Carefully removing the bushes and earth in which they grew, other 0 
similar stones were uncovered, forming together a rude floor or pave- ~ 
ment 12 feet in length by 8 in width, somewhat dish-shaped, the center 
being gradually depressed 10 inches below the edges. The stone first 
discovered had formed one of the corners of this curious structure. The 
long axis of the work coincided with the strike of the ridge, exactly 
north and south; and the flags of which it was made bad been carried 
up from an outcrop of carboniferous sandstone a mile and a half di tant 
and were rough and uncut, but fitted together with surprising accuracy. 
,. They were reddened and cracked, apparently by long continued beat 
and the interstices between them were compactly filled with fin 
ashes. Upon this pavement or "altar" was a mass of ashe , per· 
haps a foot thick in the middle, and a little more than filling to a 
level its basin-like concavity. On the surface ·of this ash-bed I col· 
lected fragments of charred bones. constituting part of three adult 
human skeletons, among which w~re considerable portions of three 
lower jaws, with teeth intact, large pieces of ix femurs and P Ivie 
bones, the occipital protuberances of three crania, some bodi of' r· 
tebrre, ancl many small pieces so burned as to be unrecognizabl · Tb 
.fire which consumed these three skeletons had been mother d 
fore it was exhausted, and while yet glowing, a. many large pi ce f 
charcoal were mingled with the bones, and th ~mp rincumbent arth in 
contact with the fire was reddened ancl partially baked. Int r per 
throughout the ma of a hes filling the ba in w re man m ll 
piece f bone and teeth c nvertcd into animal cllarcoal and bit fflint: 
p rhap weapon , hivere<l. and br ken by ti fi r e b •at f th I 
I al erv <l. many minute seal of burnt mica. and ~h 11 u £ nn 
n part f any pipe or oth r bj ct carY- cl in t n or f po t . Tb 
m nu lincl in thi w ir ", ri.fi •ial altar · f r tb wa ·bin 
· ting f . t rm f r nturie unnum r m ur 1 u Ii 
h, u ., ~ t hig - 2 in i m t r. Th ra k d an 1 fir -
' 1 r , quan ity f h r , 1, min 1 l thr uo-h-
·th 1 ~ "tn n f I in r cl in nn ti n ith 
in n i na i n f th f h y, 11 Y 1 w an 
l hi bl cl 
/ 
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of human bodies; or that the remains of a great number of individuals 
had at one time been consumed until, with the three last victims, ,the 
fire was suddenly extinguished by heaping over the seething mass the 
earth that was to keep the story for the coming of another race. We 
are warranted in b~lieving that all tribes of Indians inhabiting this 
great valley, from the remotest times, executed by burning certain cap-
tives taken in battle; but, we have no evidence that dish-shaped plat-
forms of stone were constructed especially for that purpose. The 
simpler method of securing the doomed wretch to a stake or tree and 
there slowly roasting him amidst the wild jeers and exultations of the 
captors is far more consonant with well-known Indian nature and 
usages. But for the absence of collateral testimony the hypothesis that 
so-called'' altars" of this class were made for the purpose of incinerating, 
at stated periods, the remains of the dead of the entire tribe, collected 
for such disposal from tree-scaffolds or bone-houses, would present many 
elements of plausibility. It is possible that a single tribe may have so 
cremated the skeletons of their deceased kinsmen before making their 
rnluntary or compulsory exodus from this locality; but observed facts 
fail to sustain the idea that such a mortuary custom prevailed here · 
generally at any time or amon1 any people. We have the authority of 
La Hon tan that the Indians of the Lower Mississippi "burnt their dead, · 
keeping the bodies until they had accumulated" sufficiently in num-
bers for the gr~nd· ceremony, which was performed in certain places 
remote from their villages. But Du Pratz, whose opportunities for 
observation and sources of-information were equal if not superior to his, 
po itivelyasserts that" none of the nations of Louisiana were acquainted 
with the custom of burning their dead." Had this custom been in vogue 
to any considerable extent or for any considerable period of time it is 
plain that cinerary altars would be numerous and sepulchral mounds 
excep t ional. In Cass County and the State of Illinois, so far as my 
knowledge extends, this strange monument is unique and without par-
allel among thousands of Indian mound-graves, a mystic expression, it 
ID.ay be, of religious fervor or superstitious frenzy. 
The intrinsic evidence of many prehistoric remains of this county 
n tains their claim to extreme antiquity, but no work or specimen of 
art of a former race bas yet been found here above the capacity or 
achievement of the typical North American Indian. And in studying 
the life, habits, and burial customs indicated by these relics, I can see 
110 necessity for ascribing them to the agency of a distinct or superior 
race, when they express so unmistakably the known status of Indian 
intellect. 
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ANTIQUITIES OF JACKSON COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
BY G. H. FRENCH, of Carbondale, Ill. 
a 
SI 
" d 
Among the many objects attesting that Southern Illinois is part of H 
a region once inhabited by a race of peop1e about -whom comparati-rely d 
little beyond conjecture is known, the various mounds and cairns form n 
a conspicuous part. The exploration of one of these structures wa 
the subject of two visits by Dr. E. B. Chapin, a resident of tbi place. 
and myself on the 3d of April and the . 3d of June, 1878. The mound 
is situated on the farm of E. M. Norbury, about 3 miles south of 
here, and is about 40 rods west from the Illinois Centra1 Rai1rcad, on 
a hill that· forms a spur from a comparatively level area of land back 
a little from a creek on the south, and just in the edge of a piece of 
second-growth oak timber. Situated as it was on the point of thi 
hill, it was difficult to judge at first of either its height above the nat-
ural ground or of its size; but subsequent examination showed that it 
was, in its highest part, about 3 feet above the original ground, and it 
appeared to be 25 or 30 feet in diameter. We found, however, that in-
side these limits was a series of stones t at seemed to have been placed 
around . the base of the mound to ho1d the dirt in position a it wa 
heaped up, and as the elements in time had removed the dirt from the 
higher parts and spread it around and beyond these stones they bad 
become partly or wholly covered up, while the extent of the tructur 
was increased. If this theory is correct, and tlle position of th con-
tents of the mound seemed to indicate that it is, the mound wa orirri-
nally oval or nearly oblong, and measured 12 by 15 feet in it' hort t 
and longest diameters. 
For 2 or 3 rods to the south and for 20 or more rods to the north and 
northwest, chips of flint were abundant, both mingled with th oil and 
on its top. The same ·oil and flint mixed with broken bit of P tt ry 
formed the general ub tance of the mound. The e eemed t indi ate 
that the imm diate Yicinity had been the ite of an Inuian rk h JI 
and perhap, c mping ground. In the time when thi ground "' 
cov r d with the primevc: 1 fore t tbe m 11 brancbe only a. fi w rod 
to the a t and we t would have affi rd d them wat r mo f th 
Y ar, if thi l cality ev r fi rm d a p rm nent pla of ab d ; whil tll 
r •k, fr m 5 to Or <l t th outh woulcl b th unfailing , 0 
b •nth h at. of umm r had lri <.l up th th rt. Y ra1 tb •r f: 
•m cl t 1 in to thi c having ,. n f, r th m a c ntr 1 I , iti · 
er th , -r • k th th u th n t 1i t b 
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a trail, but all other marks are now obliterated. Still further to the 
south, but whose exact position I did not learn, are several other mounds, 
which I think have been more or less explored. To the southeast, at a 
distance of 5 or 6 miles, js a structure known now as "Stone Fort," that 
is supposed to have been constructed by the Indians, and probably for 
defensive purposes. This is, or evidently has b~en, a wall across the 
neck of a projecting point of rocks, though it is now but_ a long pile of 
tone as though a wall had been demolished. Northwest from this · 
mound, some 12 or 15 miles west-of Carbondale; are other mounds, while 
north or northwest of these are others, as though forming a line with 
those that have been found within the vicinity of East Saint Louis and 
Alton. All these facts seem to bear more or less directly on the idea 
that at some time this locality had been a place of general work and 
resort. 
The central part of the mound had been more or less disturbed on 
top by having been a place where brush and other refuse bad been 
burned, and where hogs had lain and rooted, but it was claimed by Mr. 
Norbury, the owner of the place, that other than this it had not been 
disturbed. As intimated before, the mound was composed of the nat-
ural black surface soil of the place mingled with chips of flint and broken 
pieces of pottery, the latter red, the flint of a blue kind~ and in all shapes 
and sizes, but we found no arrow-heads or other implements of the same 
kind of stone. We found only one arrow-head, and that was of white 
flint, regular lanceolate shape and about 3 inches long. The pieces of . 
pottery were all small and of irregular shapes. The only implement 
found, other than the arrow-head, was a thong-gauge, about 3 inches 
long by about an inch and a half wide, with two gauge-holes and a slight 
depression on one side between the holes as though a place for the thumb 
when used. This was composed of either red stone or pottery; I am 
inclined to think the first, as it seemed to be too compact for pottery, or 
at lea t more so than the broken pieces found. 
In the northwest part of the mound was found a skeleton in a hori-
zontal position lying on the back with the bead towards the northeast, 
and about 3~ feet below the top of the mound. The bones were so de-
composed that it was with difficulty that a w bole one of any part of the 
keleton could be taken out without breaking and crumbling, though 
While in position the shape of the skull indicated that it corresponded 
~ith those taken from other mounds at Sand Ridge, this county, and 
other points in the vicinity . 
.... To other complete skeleton was found in the mound, though pieces of 
human bones representing nearly all parts of the skeleton were scattered 
tbrou "h different parts of the tructure, together with the bones of other 
nimals. Of the e we could recognize the lower maxillary of deer and 
he atla of a bear, but the rest were too much broken to be identified. 
~e i e ' the 'e there were a few land- hells, a species of helix, and a few 
broken alt-water shells, perhaps of some species of unio. The scattered 
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human bones were all of tliem more or less broken, the breaking seem-
ing to have been done when the bones were fresh. In one or two in-
stances only were we able to find the different pieces of the same bone 
In one case a femur was broken into three pieces, the head and two part 
of the sh~ft, and these were 2 or 3 feet apart. It may be stated hert 
also that these scattered human bones, the flints and broken pieces o 
pottery, togetlier with the shells and bones of animals, were all of them 
above the depth where the skeleton was found, as though they were 
mixed with the earth of which the mound was built. We could account 
for this· in the following manner: The chips of flint. shells, bones of an-
imals, and the scattered human bones were on the surface when the 
burial took place, and after the body had been placed in position the 
dirt on the surface that could be the most easily obtained was gathered 
up together with whatever was scattered over the surface. Of this the 
mound was built, and, from what we know of the habits of the Indians 
of the present, it takes but little imagination to form a picture of the 
squaws gathering up this material in their baskets and carrying it to 
the place where it was wanted. This would imply that the people who 
did the burying were cannibals, and the broken character of the scat-
tered human bones would in a measure substantiate that-view. 
A STONE FORT NEAR MAKA~DA, JACKSON COUNTY, ILL!. 
NOIS. 
BY G. H. FRENCH, of Carbondale, Ill. 
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ance arcbaeoloo-icallv. This pile of stone is about 280 feet long, and on 
an average 2 ;ods ~ide and in the middle is about 30 inches high. 
The distance from the fr~nt face of the bluff to the middle of the stone 
wall is about 300 feet. The lengths were obtained by pacing, and the 
width and depth by tape-line. The middle of this inclosed space is from 
15 to 20 feet higher than the edges, the slope being gradual. The whole 
space is covered with trees similar in size and appearance to those 
on the tops of the other bluffs. All around the bluff, from the front or 
south face to the east and west, the rocks are eit~er perpendicular or 
overhanging; but on both sides ba.cl~ of the line of piled stone the top 
may easil:r be reached, as the distance from the summit of the bluff 
on its southern face to the more nearly level ground below, decreases 
toward the north, being perhaps 50 feet .at the eastern and 25 feet at the 
western encl of the stone wall. This pile of stone across the neck of the 
bluff shows e,i<lence of having been a wall. To see if there were any 
signs of regularity in its structure, and upon what base it had been 
constructed, we took out a cross-section of the stone in one place where 
they seemed to have been thrown down, and partial sections in several 
other places. First, the materials are sandstone, the same as that of 
the bluffs. Many of them are fl.at, all irregular, jnst as would occur in 
breaking up that kind of stone. In size they vary from some smaller 
than a man's bead to those as large as one man can lift. They are built 
upon the ground and not upon the ledge of rocks, as the earth beneath 
• the pile is the same as that constituting the top of the bluff; save that 
here there is no vegetable mold. Most of the larger stones are placed 
where was the base of the wall, seemingly with but little regularity. 
At the ends, where the bill is a little steep, the flat stones at the bottom 
are set cm edge, and the next course so laid that its top surface would 
be nearly level, or sloping a little up the hill. This, of course, would 
make it easier to lay the succeeding stones. Where these stones came 
from is hard to tell. If there were only a few of them one might conclude 
that they were picked up from the surface of the inclosed a1 ea south of 
the wall and on the open space north of it. But there are not stone 
enough on the same area of the tops of the other bluffs to make such a 
pile. Part of them may have been obtained in that way and the rest 
1 
brought there from abov--., where this bluff is not very high. 
The question" why they were placed there!" seems to admit of but 
one an wer-they were a means of defense. The fact that it bas been · 
known as Stone Fort ever since the country was settled implies that 
nch has been the general opinion of the people acquainted with the 
plaee. It has been assumed, however, that it was the work of hunt-
rs for the purpose of a protection to their camp. I can hardly con-
ceive that a party of hunters, for a temporary camp, would go to the 
tr uble of gathering such a mass of stone as is represented in 280 feet 
long, 33 feet wiue, and, on an averag~, 1½ feet high. It may have been 
the location of an Indian encampment in some former years, and built 
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by them as a protection from their foes, and used very mu.ch as Starved 
Rock, on the Illinois River, was by the Illinois Indians. 
The question will occur, where did they obtain their water for domestic 
purposes 1 On the west side, just within the e:ud of the wall, there i a 
deep, narrow fissure in the rocks, down w hicb on~ man at a time might 
go; a~d it is only a few feet from the bottom of this fissure to the stream 
that comes down the rocks. Evidently there is always a little water 
here, and it is quite palatable, as we found by trial. This may ha,e 
been their mode of egress and ingress to the inclosure. 
We found very little remains of the former occupants. At one place 
beneath the stones, tvidently just south of what was the south side ot 
the wall, we found a broken arrow-bead of white fl.int, tbe on1y relic di.-
coverd in the inelosure. We dic.l not dig into the ground, either south or 
, north of the wall, not seeing any elevation that looked like a mound. I 
would add further, in relation to the bluff, that the fissure just spoken 
of, inside the western extremity of the wall, is the only place where it 
is possible to reach the top from any point south of the wall. 
That· it was a place of refuge from any body of men using fire-arm 
does not seem probable, for the following reason: In addition to the 
evidence which the broken arrow-head affords, the bluff io the south 
across the_ creek, is considerably higher than this one, aud is within 
range of a rifle, but would not be within arrow-shot. Thi , and the fact 
that there seems to be no tradition of the building of tlle wall, would 
lead us to conclude that it antedates tbe white settlement of tll1 renfon. 
It is not far from a number of Indian rnoun<ls to the north, or a littl 
west of north, that seem to form a nearly continuou line with other till 
farther north. One of these mounds I opened in 1878 . 
.ANCIENT REMAINS NEAR COBDEN, ILLINOIS. 
BY 1',. M. FARRELL, of Cobden, Ill. 
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pottery made of red clay, and fine gravel. The pieces were half an inch 
thick, or nearly so, and, judging from the curve, they may have been of 
considerable size. 
One morning in March, 1880, a party of us went to the bluffs known 
locally as Buffalo Gap, a deep triangular hollow, inclosed on two sides 
by immense ledges of stone, towering high above the tree-tops, and pro-
jecting far over the base, and forming sheltered nooks which bid defi-
ance to the storms of winter and the heat of summer. 
All along the base of these rocks the ground is strewn with flint 
chippings, bones, bits of pottery, arrow-heads, rocks, and rubbish. We 
made excavations in several places, and to various depths, varying from 
1 to 3 feet. 
The earth is dry and loose, and composed of considerable vegetable 
matter, and has the appearance of having been forming slowly for ages. 
All through this dust we found bits of pottery, arrow-heads, charred 
bones, charcoal, bones split lengthwise to extract the marrow, mussel-
shells, turtle-shells, deers' horns, bones and jaws of various kinds of 
mammals, a bunch of charred hay, a large limestone mol'tar, having a 
bowl nicely cut in the center, which was circular in form and 1 foot in 
diameter, and deep enough to hold aboitt a gallon. On a fire-bed 2 feet 
from the surface were the fragments of an earthen pot, probably a cook-
ing vessel, as it contained bones and a fragment of a .deer's upper jaw; 
also other material, which we were unable to determine. Near this pot 
were numerous spherical bodies, resembling spice in form, white, hollow, 
and too fragile to be preserved. 
The pottery has markings on the surface like the impression of grass, 
twine, and sometimes small sticks, showing- that the vessels were 
molded in some kind of woven sack or basket made of willows and 
twisted grass. Some of the fragments were smooth and thin, the coarser 
one ·one-half inch thick, and made of pounded mussel-shells, small 
gravel, and red clay. The shells which were found were probably 
brought up for that purpose, tlrn animal having been used for food. The 
arrow- heads are rude and very poor compared with the field specimens 
of which I will speak later. 
An old fort is near by, on top of a cliff, and cut off from the main land 
, by a wan of stone, which is now nearly flat, covering a base 20 feet wide 
and about 150 feet long. The fort is triangular, the wall making one 
ide and the perpendicular rocks below forming the other two sides. 
It had but one point of access from below, which is a path up a crevice 
in the rock, and could have been easily defended from above, This has. . 
the appearance of being very ancient . 
.... ~ear t he Illinois Central Railroad track, 5 miles north of Cobden, are 
other large bluff: , and underneath are numerous beds, which have afforded 
a gr at many relics. Several human skeletons have been unearthed, 
more or le· preserved, though usually badly decayed, but one skull 
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(female adult) was nearly perfect; forehead small, domestic faculties 
largely developed. The body of an infant was found near this one. 
Besides human skeletons, bones of a good many kinds, though mostly 
deers' horns and bones, bones split lengthwise, large numbers of mussel-
shells, . turtle-shells, broken pottery (some of which must have been 
large), a considerable amount of parched corn, and the impression in 
the earth of woven fabric, which is rare here. The arrow-heads are nu-
merous but.of a rude character. Several fine bone awls were found. 
This s~ems to be the richest locality yet discovered here. 
Near Makanda, 3 miles north of this place, is an old fortification, called 
Stone Fort, as it has once been defended by a stone wall, which is now 
nearly demolished. 
Field relics.-N ear all large springs implements of stone are found 
more numerous than at other places. They are of fine workmanship 
usually, and of various forms. The arrow-beads are of flint, of all colors. 
Shovels from 4 to 15 inches long have been found. Celts are of green-
stone, handsomely polished, from 3 inches to nearly a foot long. Green-
stone hatchets, having a groove for a handle, are found of various size ' 
and well made. I have two in my possession, weighing 1½ and 2½ pounds, 
respectively, though some found here will weigh probably 5 poun<ls. 
Workshops.-Three miles west of Cobden, near Kaolin Station, on the 
Saint Louis and Cairo Railroad, is the most extensive workshop I ha,e 
found. It covers several acres of ground, and car-loads of flint chip 
and bowlders are strewn everywhere. Four miles south of Cob<l u i 
another of less dimensions. Others of greater or less size are met with 
in various parts of the couutry, but no relics of much value are found 
with them. 
Aboriginal burial.-Seven miles west of Cobden, in Union County, 
Illinois, near Clear Creek, on the farm of Adam Smith, is an aboriginal 
cemetery. It is situated on a hillside facing the south. The grave 
are in a group, and were probably arranged according to some plun but 
the pot ha· been in cultivation fifty years, and the grave are a 'ly 
mutilated. Each grave contain a single indiYidual. The bodi w r 
stretched out at full length. Of the two that were examined one wa lying 
with the era ium to the we t; the other toward the nortli; th fa 
of the one tow" rd the rising un · tbe other facing tlle noon-da · .-un. 
' h" The remain · w re inclos d in arcophag-i made of thin lab of w it 
·and ton·,whichwere ro ablyquarri dfromal dgeaboutthr e-fourth 
of a mil• i ·t~ ut, in the bank f 1 ar Or ek. Tho bon w re (ex· pt 
tbete•th)n•arly<.1 c mp. cl. The grave w re carcelyafoot 
th• urf- · au m tly i:tur d by th pl w. 
h n un 1 · 7 il el , Jone r ugh, Ill., ha e afford d m ny 
1 r 1i · · iu ·1 liurr m r u, p d t w t r-v · 1 and t r 1 -
• n J> • r h · l · · lt · h .· h· t h t pip , ·k •l ·t u . n 
id 1 n • f · la ·tit·. h · m un l · hav i • 
• · T. Ti1 . f m a 11. wh ha · a flu · ll ·ti 
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ANTIQUITIES OF WAYNE COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
BY H. F. SIBLEY, of Fairfield, Ill. 
Wayne County is one of the larger counties of the State, located on 
the southern border of the prairie region. At least three-fourths of its 
surface was originally timbered land. The prairies are generally small. 
The principal streams are the Little Wabash and Elm Rivers and the .... 
Skillet Fork (a branch of the Wabash). The surface is generally roll-
ing and elevated from 50 to 125 feet above the stream beds. The 
Wabash and Skillet Fork bottom lands are generally rather low and 
flat, with the exception of some few ridges of high land, ordinarily lying 
parallel with the watercourse. On the ridges generally we find the 
ancient tumuli of the Mound Builders. One of the most prominent 
places of ancient resort in our ~ounty was a ridge in the Skillet Fork 
bottom, now known as Fleming's Ridge, in Arrington Township. (See 
map.) The ~idge commences at the river and runs almost due north to 
the prairie, and is from one-half mile to one mile wide. Near the 
south end of the ridge, about one-quarter to one-half mile from the 
river, is a group of mounds, seven or eight in number. Several farms 
have been opened up, and mounds are found all over the ridge. Two 
of them have been explored and the ordinary fragments of pottery, 
· shells, human remains, &c., were found, but all seem to have been 
disturbed. Just to the southwest of the ridge I have drawn a half-
moon-shaped figure for a pond, or rather where a pond had been, but 
which has been drained for the fish. It is now known by the name of 
the Horseshoe Pond from its peculiar shape. It was probably an artHi-
cial fish-pond built by the Mound Builders, as it fills up when the river 
is high, but can easily be shut up even during high water. Southeast 
of the ridge are two more mounds, about 100 feet long and 50 feet 
wide, and now G or 7 feet high. One of them was examined, and in it 
were found some flint arrow-heads (very rude), an immense number of 
turkey and wolf bones, together wit 11 deer-horns, &c., which seemed 
to have been thrown into fire, some of them being partially consumed. 
Human remains were also found., as well as 8ome broken bits of pot-
tery. There seemed to be no line of separation. 
In the southwest corner of Big Mound Township are three mounds 
in one group which have neYer been examined. Northwest and near 
to them are two more, of which one was examined, and in it were 
found rude arrow-heads, broken pottery, &c., but could not get a skele-
ton in any state of preservation at all, so as to determine how they 
were buried. 
On the east edge of the township, some 2 miles south of this place . 
(Fairfield), are two mounds, one of which was slightly examined, and 
fi un<l to be a burial mound. One mile farther south, almost right in 
he center of Little Mound Prairie, is a natural elevation, topped out by 
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the Mound Builders into a cemetery that can be seen for a Jong di · 
tance. It was the burial-place of hundreds who are interred in the 
stone cists, of which numbers have been examined. AxBs, arrow-point 
&c., used to be found in abundance in the Yicinity, but they are now 
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ference, and from 2½ to 3 feet high. In Leech Township,, on the west 
side of the river, is a group of six mounds, which have not been exam-
ined; neither has the one which is on the east of the river at the Iron 
Bridge, where the stage road crosses the stream. About one mile east and 
one mile south of the bridge are three mounds, standing as shown on the 
map, one of which was examined, and found to be a burial mound. 
About 100 yards southwest of these mounds is a pit 10 or 12 feet square 
and 7 or 8 feet deep, and within 6 or 8 feet of the river bank. ~ It has 
never been examined. One of the old men in the vicinity told me he 
had noticed it every year for a long time, and says it is not nearly so 
large as it used to be. Just below, at the month of the Pond Crl3ek (on 
the west side of the river), is a square inclosure, said to be 100 yards or 
more square, called the Old Fort, bnt I have not seen it. In Massillon 
Township is a group of seven .or more mounds, as shown on the map. 
It is a very high bluff, and has been a famous place for the ancient race. 
It is a good fishing and hunting locality, the river at that point con-
taining a shallow rapid or riffle, and just across the river on the east 
side is a low, flat, bottom land, stretching around for miles, and has been 
one of' the choice spots for game. 
In the northeastern part of the county are two mounds, which, from 
the description given, must be the largest in the county, being 60 or 80 
feet high and wide in proportion, but they have never been examined. 
Our mounds, as a rule, do not at all compare with those on tbe Ohio 
River, about 60 miles south of us. They are small and scattered, and are 
generally found in groups of from 3 to 20. I must not omit to mention 
that there are a number of mounds outside of Wayne County, situated 
on the bank of a river in Wbit,e County. I have never been to see them, 
but I . have been told that they number between thirty and forty, all 
in a row and following the trend of the·river. Throughout the county 
generally are found more or less of the stone implements, but they are 
much more plentiful near the streams and in the timbered lan<ls, and 
are scarce on the prairie. 
In the Smithsonian Report for 1876 (page 436) is cited a remark of 
Mes rs. Squier and Davis relating to the disks of black flint. There 
have been two deposits found in this ~ountry, one in the county south of 
u (White), and one in the county west (Jefferson). The first one con-
tained thirteen of them, of which I obtained eight, and the other con-
tained forty-six, of which I obtained several. Speaking of the disks, 
on page 440 (187G), it is said: "Thus far not one of them has been found 
i olatecl or bearing marks of use." This is a mistake, if mine are of the 
arne kind as those spoken of by them, as I have found three in this 
county, one at a time, and one of them not quite twice the size of a trade-
dollar. They are of the same stone and the same shape, &c., but none 
bear marks of use. In addition to tho e given above, fifteen more mounds 
have been found in Massillon Township. They are on the west side of' 
the river, about one inch (as measured on the map sent) from the north 
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line, on a high bluff, hardly a quarter of a mile from the river. They are 
. . 
s 
• 0 
. . 
somewhat in this shape, the large 
mound being in the center. 
The mounds in Barnhill Town hip. 
just east of Fairfield, are seven in num-
ber. They were explored two or three 
years a.go, butnothingbutcharcoalwas 
found in the bottom. I have inquired 
of the man living on the farm, but he 
&c. The mound in B.ig Mound Township 
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MOUNDS AND EARTHWORKS IN VANDENBURG COUNTY, 
INDIANA. 
BY FLOYD STINSON, M. D., of Evansville, Ind. 
On the 3d day of June, 1876, I visited Mathias Angel's farm, situated 
6 miles southeast of Evansville, where I found six mounds, four dis-
tinct cemeteries, three lines of earthworks, one large stone cist, and one 
altar. 
The first and most western mound is 15 feet high, 585 feet in circum-
, ference, truncated, and 100 feet across the top. The second mound, east-
northeast of this, is 8 feet high and 150 feet in circumference. This had 
been dug into by Charles Artes, who found in it some human bones, burnt 
earth, charcoal, and ashes. Near this mound I found a stone cist, which ' 
was 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, 4 feet deep, walled with slate. In this were 
found several skeletons. Nearly north of this is a third mound, which 
is 20 feet high, 402 feet in circumference, truncated, and 60 feet across 
the top. On the top of this mound, just below the surface, was burnt 
earth. Forty yards from this I found a remarkable altar. The roof, 
which was sand rock, was plowed off; the sides and ends were slate, 4 
inches thick; the floor the same as the roof rock. Inside it was 3 feet 
long, 2 feet wide, and 14 inches deep. The contents of this altar were 
first earth, then one-half peck of burnt and charred bones, charcoal, and 
ashes. Part of the bones were human, (the patella and head of the 
femur). Beneath this was burnt earth, and below that, earth. I have 
in my cabinet part of the contents of this altar. 
East-southeast from the second mound is a fourth mound, which is 
150 feet in circumference and 4 feet high. To the east of this is one of 
the most rem,,arkable mounds I ever beheld. It is 100 yards long, 100 
yards wide, and square; consequently it is 400 yards around. It is 45 
feet high to a plateau, the width of which is 185 feet. Then at the 
southeast corner, on the top, there is an additional mound, 15 feet high, 
which would make a mound 60 feet high. Then at the·west end there 
was an elevated platform 4 feet high, 150 yards long, 55 feet wide. I 
will designate this as the fifth mound. East and west of this great 
mound are burying-grounds. All of the graves in this section are 
walled with slate. East of this again is a sixth mound, which is 10 feet 
high, 30 yards in circumference. Around these six mounds is a line of 
earthwork, resting at either end on the river bank, and inside of this 
are two other short ones. The outer line js about 1 mile in length. 
The middle and inner lines are about 2½ feet high, and about every 40 
yard there are mound-like widenings on the outer edges. One-half 
mile northea t of these mounds is a mound 50 feet high and 164 yards 
in circumference. 
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EXPLORATION OF A MOUND NEAR BRACEVILLE, TRIDr· 
BULL COUNTY, OHIO. 
BY S. N. LUTHER, of Garrettsville, Ohio. 
Recently, in company with Mr. C. Baldwin, I explored an ancien 
_mound on the estate of the late Nathan Humphrey, esq., situated one-
third of a mile southeast from the center of Braceville, Trumbull County, 
Ohio. Miss E. B. Humphrey, who now has chargG of the estate, in-
formed me that the mound was formerly covered with a growth of heavy 
timber, which was cleared from H, by her father many years ago, and 
that grading and the process of cultivation have reduced it from not le ... 
than 10 feet in altitude to its present height of 4½ feet. It is situated 
on a terrace a few feet above the alluvial bottom of the Mahoning River. 
The length due east and west is 75 feet, and the breadth about G0fe t. 
It is elliptical in form, composed of the dark sandy loam which nr-
rounds it, and in several places bas been considerably disturbed by 
previous explore.rs and by the burrowio\ of woodchucks. We com-
menced by digging trenches from the east aud south ~ides toward the 
center, somewhat below the base of the mound. In the eastern portion 
we found the remarns of five bodies, a short distance from each oth r. 
Except the crania and fragments of the long bones, nothing could be 
saved, barely enough remaining to define the position in which they 
lay. Of the crania two were saved in fair condition. With two othe 
we were not so successful, though enough was preserved for everal 
measurements. Tl.le fifth was so frail that, no portion of it bade cap d 
decay. The bodies were usually buried with the head to the we t, tbou~h 
in one ca e thi order was rever -ed, tbe head lying to the ea t. ~T • 
the latter were a quantity of very brirr 1t-reu ocher, piece of P ttery, 
and at a hort distance a stone pipe of p culiar con truction. Iany 
bright fragments of stone, a few arrow-head , and flake of h rt" 
found in the proc of excavation. Throughout the nndi turb cl por i n 
of the ba , and about 1 foot fr m th ori"inal oil, a'"' ry hard lay r 
of arth wa li eov r d, 2 inch in tltickn . , b n ath whi h w r th 
k l t n . It i at d tbat ti r f, J· •l ,t 11 w r obtain d by r m \'· 
ing th upp r part, and that m ny r 1i · ha" l> n cnr d n t. 
p r on. who m a th X ( ti n ·i 1 ' I C 1111 t b lil 
uth uti · im~ rm, ti n f th ir o 
0 
2 
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inches; occipito-frontal arch, 14.45 inches; parietal diameter, 5.45 inches; 
horizontal circumference 20.25 inches; cephalic index, .7898. 
' . No. 3. Length, 7.07 inches; verticallleight (im;ide measure),5mches;: 
occipito-frontal arch, 13.30 inches; parietal diamet~r, 5.45 inches; hori-
zontal ~ircumference, 20.50 inches; cephalic index, .7708. 
No. 4. Length, 7 inches; parietal diameter, 5. 70 inches; cephalic index, . 
. 8143. 
Three-fourths of ·a mile west of Hiram, Portage County, I examined 
a stone structure to which my attention had been called several times. 
by persons who supposed it to be a place of burial. On Yiewing it, I 
found an annular pile of sandstone nearly 3 feet high, inclo~ing a space, 
10 feet in diameter, with an outer diameter of 25 feet, ma,king a wall 5, 
feet in width. When the center was excavated, ashes and charcoal. 
were found to the depth of 3 feet, the wall showing the action of much 
nre. The entire absence of bones and other kitchen refuse, with the 
elevated location, led to the inference that this was a signal station. 
It is one of the highest points on the Western Reserve, and commands. 
a view of over 30 miles to the east, and also a portion of the Cuyahoga 
River on the west. 
There is quite an jmportant cemetery in the extreme southeast part 
of Geauga County, 2 miles southe~t from the village of Parkman. 
The graves were mostly constructed of flat stones., placed on edge at 
the sides and ends. They are paved and covered with the same flag-
ging stones found at the Grand River, which is not distant. Over these 
were piled loose stones. The location is a side bill, with a descent to 
the east. In one place the graves extended several rods up the hill in 
a line, in such a manner that the foot of one grave made the head of 
the next, and were all covered by a continuous pile of loose stone. This 
burial-place has been almost entirely despoiled by the persistent ef-
forts of relic-seekers. I can learn of no implements of special interest 
that were found here. Those obtained consist of the .commoner forms 
of chert, with celts, grooved axes, &c. 
DE CRIPTION OF MOUNDS AND EARTHWORKS IN ASH 
LAND COUNTY, OHIO. 
BY H. B. ·'ASE, of Loudonrille, Ohio. 
The accompanying map locates nearly all tlle mounds and earthworks 
in Ashland County, Ohio. Each one is indicated by a letter, anQ oppo-
·te the ame letter in the text will be found a description of the work. 
A.-Thi quare inclosure with the gateway to the south west is situ-
a ed in cti n 36, Clear Ore k Township, on the line between the north-
wet and outhw . t quarter of the ection, upon land owned by John 
a d 1hum , Br_yte. It i. about 400 feet long by ~00 feet wiue, and has 
• '. }Ii ·. 109-38 
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a gateway at the southwest corner near a very strong spring. In r. 
Mr. Bryte commenced to clear his farm. The embankment at that tit: 
was from 3 to 4 feet high and 10 feet wide at the base. Both thee· 
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bankment and the area were covered with large oak trees. The place 
now goes by the name of Bryte's Fort. 
B.-Two mounds stand upon a high natural elevation (90 feet) covering 
about 5 acres at the base, and being about 60 by 90 feet on the top, 
which is nearly flat. Each is 25 feet in diameter and 4 or 5 feet high. 
They are situated on the northeast quarter section 35, Clear Creek Town-
ship. At least one of them was explored as early as 1844, by Thomas 
Sprott and brother, who found a number of human skeletons in a kind 
of stone cist, upon which was almost a peck of red Indian paint. The 
bones were replaced. 
C.-.A. circular inclosure containing 2 acres, more or less, is situated 
just north of the Atlantic and Great Western Railway, and within the 
city limits of Ashland. The farm was formerly owned by Henry Gamble. 
In 1812-'15 the first settlers found embankments from 3 to 4 feet high, . 
and from 8 to 10 feet wide at the base. A forest of oak, hickory, sugar, 
and ash grew upon and near this work. It overlooked the valley to the 
outh and east, and had a gateway at the southwest opening near a fine 
pring. The site has been plowed for more than fifty years; and scarcely 
a trace of it remained in 1878. 
D.-At this point is a circular inclosure located near the north line 
of the northeast quarter section o, M'ohican Township, one mile east of 
Jerome ville. 
E, F.-On the farm of Nicholas Glenn are a mound and an earthwork. 
Information might be obtained from John Glenn, jr., or from William 
Gondy, an old settler, both of whom live at Jeromeville, Obio. The 
works are about 2 miles southwest of Jeromeville. 
G.-The Mohican town called Johnstown was located here. In the 
year .· 1808-'10 it contained Delawares, Mohegans, Mohawks, Mingos, 
and a few Senecas and Wyandots. Captain Pipe, a Wolf Ipdian, ruled 
th village until he left it, in 1812. 
H.-1 hi large circular inclosure and burial mound are situated in 
\Yaync Oounty,ju t south of the road leading from Lake Fork to Blatch-
ey 'Yille~ and ju ·t east of the road leading from McZena to Blatchleys-
vil1e. These remains are upon a high, gradual elevation overlooking a 
,·a ~t range of prairie, northeast and southeast, as well as the valleys 
• tward. The circle is a little less than one-third of a mile in circum-
fer nee. At pre ent the embankments are from 1 to 2 feet in height. 
The area aml embankment are covered by the forest growth, which is 
11ot 1 r than GO or 70 year , the Indians having burned this region 
• rrnually until about 1812, for the purJ)ose of hunting. Years ago the 
r und wa op n d by unknown peri-on . In 1876 the author visited ii, 
~ncl ·oun<l that an animal had burrow cl into it and brought out a frag-
tn ·nt of ,·kn11, which i now in hi po e ion. Some time after, Mr. 
Thoma.- u. hn 11, f Daye \'ill , mad excavations in the mound and 
1i 1 ,1 only b n :, among which wa aw 11-prc erved skull. The mound 
· .Ci or 30 fe t in diam ter and 4 fi t in height. 
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I.-A small mound, 3 or 4 feet high and 15 feet in diameter, stauili 
npon a very high hill, perhaps the highest land in the county, and i 
composed of stone and clay. It was excavated some years ago by Dr 
Emerick and a Mr. Long, who are said to have found a skeleton in a 
kneeling or sitting posture, and a pipe, both near the center. The au 
· thor was unable to learn what had become of the pipe. Messrs. H.B. 
Care and J. Freshwater made another examination in 1876, but found 
nothing. There is a large spring at the foot of the hill, on the ea t 
side, but it is nearly half a mile from the spring to the mound on the 
hill. 
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found tough, tempered clay, some bits of charcoa,I, but no remains. This 
could not be regarded as an examrnation, being of so small a character. 
Further work on this mound might unearth interesting relics. 
N.-A lake is situated a ·short distance east of mound M, on t.he 
farm of D. Kick, .. Washington Township, Holmes County, Ohio. In 
draining this pond a cache of flint implements was discovered. Speci-
mens of these implements may he seen)n the Smithsonian collection. 
The remainder are in the author's possession. (See Smithsonian Report 
of1877, article by H. B. Case.) 
O, P.-There are mounds southeast of Odels' Lake, upon the summit 
orcrlooking the lake, on the farm of J. Cannon. They were excavated 
by Dr. Boden, of Big Prairie, Ohio, who bas in his possession some teeth, 
jaw-bones, and long bones taken from·them. He says that they should 
be further examined. ~the author has not visited the mounds. 
Q.-A mound stands on the summit of Dow's Hill, one mile northeast 
r 
of Loud om ille, just east of the Holmes County line. It was excavated 
about 1855 by Dr. Myers, of Fort Wayne, and D. Rust, who found a 
keJeton ucar the center, whose structure is of stone and earth. The 
top has since been leveled by the plow. In 1876, Mr. Lucien Rust 
made some excavations upon the site of the mound, and great numbers 
of stone were remo,·ed. At length a kind of pot or cist was unearthed, 
which was about 18 h1ches in diameter and 8 or 9 inches deep. It was 
forme<l. of stone, and the edge was covered by other stones which made 
a roof o-ver the pot. The removal of this roof or top showed that the 
ci t was filled with charcoal, apparently closed while glowing coals. 
About 4 feet below this charcoal de.posit human remains were found,, 
repo. ing horizontally. Near the left hand was a perforated stone hav-
iiw the figure of a bird, resembling slightly the pheasant, scratched upon 
it. ... part of a bone implement was also found. The bone, which is of 
firmer texture than tbe human bones, and is perhaps a part of the leg-
bone of a deer, l.J.ad been perfor:1ted, evidently with a stone drill. Lying 
aero · thi lower skeleton and some distance above it were the remains 
of another. But little of the mound has been excavated, and further ex-
amination hould be made. From the mound the view of the surround-
ing country is Yery fine. The mound proper has been obliterated for 
ome year ' , hut the site can be ob erved by a slight elevation and the 
'n-eat number of stones scattered about and upon it. There must have 
been a kind of hollow made in the Waverly shale which lies near the 
~nrface upon the underlying Waverly sandstone, of which the hill is 
·ompo d, becau e when one dig the same depth elsewhere on the hill 
he .-baly and tone i penetrated. The stone implement is in the pos-
·e ion t L. Ru t, Loudonvill ; the bones, bone implement, and char-
coal ar in th author·, cabinet. 
P.-Thi: monn<1, ,imilar to mound Q, i" ituatedjust north ofLoudon-
·ill : on th· .-nmmit of Bald Knob. For a long time it was supposed 
• .-1.i' ·itizf·n. of Lom1onYille to ltave been formed by counterfeiters in 
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former times. The author excavated it in 1877, and found it a nritalJ 
mound containing fragments of human bones and of charcoal. Bein. 
encased with large sandstones, and composed of stone and earth. it· 
very difficult to excavate. As there has been a central depre .·ion t 
a great many years, what remains the mound V contained of a peri. 
able character have probably heen destroyed by the collecting of water. 
This site also commands~ fine view ot the Black .Fork Valley. 
S.-The settlers of 1808-'09-'10 found here a village of Delawart 
the remnant of a '-Turtle" tribe. Their chief was a white mau, taken 
iu infancy-Capt. Silas Armstrong. They removed to Piqua, )Iiam· 
County, Ohio, in 1812, the site of the old burying-ground, 110w almo. 
entirely obliterated hy cultivation. It is located a few rods uorth 
of the Biack Fork, upon a gentle eminence, in the southwest part u! 
northeast quarter-section 18, Green Township. The southern portion 
of the site is still in woods, and the depressions that mark the grave 
are quite distinct. Henry Harkell and the author exhumed several o 
the skeletous in the summer of 1876. Jn some cases the remain w 
incloscd in a stone cist; in . others small, rounded drift-bowlder. we 
placed in order around the skeletons. The long bones were mo tly 
well preserved. No perfect skull was obtained, nor were ther any ton~ 
implements found in .the graves. At the foot of one a clam hell w 
found. The graves are from 2½ to 3 feet deep, and the remain. r P · 
horizontally. A few relics, such as stone axes, arrow-head , and a fe 
bits of copper, have been picked up iu the immediate vicinity. Th 
are in the hands of the author. On the opposite , ide of the tr am and 
some di 'tauce below, near the south line of southea, t quart r ,' ctt> 
18, Green 1'ownship, there are ancient fir plac s. They ar about 15 
inche helow the pre ent surface, and are formed of bowlderR r gularl 
laid. The earth i burned red. Great numb r of toue,· haY fall 11 
into th tr am during it incur._·iou upon thew t bank. 'om tbr 
or fotir of th . fir place~ ar y t plainly vi ible, but in a few Y r 
they will pt away by the curr nt. About half a mil •a:t f th ~ 
i. a 'mall ·ir ular arth work almo.·t ra~w<l. It · u-
r and ha l a gat wa · I kiu t tlir rin•r whi ·h · 
' . ituat d up n th n arly I vrl ott m la11d of th' l •au· 
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U.-Tbere is a stone mound, like mound R, situated on a lofty emi-
nence o-,erlooking the Black Fork Valley northwestward, a,nd eastward 
the -valley near Loudonville. The author has nevei~ seen the work, but 
it has been described to him as a small stone and earth mound such as 
are usually found on high points. . 
V.-A short distance northwest of mound w, on the farm of L. Os-
wald, southwest quarter section 18, in the woods, is a mound about 30 
feet in diameter and from 4 to 6 feet high. It was slightly opened at 
the.center by the owner of the lands, who found p~rt of a skn11. 
W.-This mound and earthwork are located upon the old Parr farm, 
now owned by C. Byers, in the northwest part of southwest quarter 
section 19, Green Township. The mound stands on the west side of 
the Black Fork, within 2 or 3 rods of the stream. It was quite large 
originally, perhaps 8 or 10 feet high and 35 to 50 feet in diameter. 
At present it is from 4 to 6 feet above the level of the bottom land and is 
spread over a considerable space. When the first settlers came, there 
was an earthwork running a little southwest from the mound for scnne 
20 rods, then back eastward to the riv'er. The place has been under 
cultivation .for forty or fifty years and the work is now obliterated. 
The mound was encased with a wall of sandstone bowlders as large as 
i man can lift. 
These stones must have been carried from the hill half a mile west, 
where they are found in place. The wall was carefully laid, as can be seen 
by excavations below the depth of the plow where the pile is stiHintact. 
The mound was examined in 1816 by some persons named Slater, who 
found in it bones, :fl.int implements, a pipe, and a copper wedge which 
they thought gold. Accordingly th~y took it to a silversmith at Woos-
ter, Ohio, who told them that it was' copper, and bought it from them 
for a trifle. In 1878 the mound was explored by J. Freshwater and the 
author. The center of the mound, where not disturbed by former ex-
cavations, resembles an altar or fire-place where the fire liad burned 
the earth to a brick-red. In the ashes and burnt earth were fragment 
of arrow-head broken by the heat. The fire had been kindled on the· 
mound when it was from 2½ to 3 feet high. No human remains were· 
<li . covered in this la t excavation. A few scrapers were found, which . 
arn in the cabinets of the above-named gentlernen. 
X .-On the ummit of a bill west of Perryville, and to the right of the· 
road leading to Newville, was a mound, now entirely obliterated. In 
1,- 16-'20 it wa opened by the Slaters, who found a pipe, human remains,. 
anu . ome other relic .. 
Y.- large oval earthwork on the ummit of tbe l'idge between the· 
vall '" f Black Fork and Clear }"'ork. It is 210 feet wide by 350 feet 
Jong. About the center of the inclosure was a large pile of. tone bowlders,. 
mo t f which have been removed to the level of tlrn ground. 'l'here is,. 
bow ·v r, a vi,'ible outline of the stone-work, which consisted of a pave<l 
·ircnlar. pace. No- ex avation ha been made in either the stone or clay 
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\\"Ork beyond 1 or 2 feet in depth; consequently the character of tbe 
mound is unknown. A forest, containing oak trees over 30 inche in 
diameter and other large trees, covers most of the wor:k, but a portion 
extends into a field and has been almost razed b~- the plow. 
Z.-On a high hill directly north of the junction of the Black Fork and 
the Clear Fork, and overlooking the same, is a st,one and earth mounti 
composed principally of large sandstones from the immediate vicinitr 
Some twenty or twenty-five years ago it was explored by unknown per-
sons. The author e:xamined it again in 1877, but discovered nothing. 
A similar mound is said to have been located upon the hill south of th 
Clear Fork. just below the junction of Pine Run. The stone were hauled 
away and the site plowed over. (See Za.) 
Zb.--This is the site of Old Delaware village of Hell Town. It wa: 
deserted about 1782, the time of the massacre of Anaden Hutten. Gra, · 
were visible uutil two years ago; the field is now cleared and plowed. 
In the author's cabinet are two iron scalping-knives and an iron toma-
hawk which were thrown up by the plow; also the brass mounting. 
of a gun, a gun-flint, a stone ax, and some arrow-heads. Dr. Jame 
Henderson, of Newville, Ohio, has in his possession several article ob-
tained from this site. The Indians formerly called their settlement Clear 
Town, and the stream Clear Fork; but learning tbe German word hell 
for clear or bright, they changed the name to Hell Town. 
Z c.-.A. rock shelter is located on the west side of Clear Fork, in th 
conglomerate sandstone of the Lower Carboniferous. It was explored 
in 1877 by L. Rust and the author, who found about 2 feet of a he !n· 
terming led with a few animal bones and coprolites. No human remarn.· 
were disclosed excepting a split oone, and even that is doubtful. The 
ashes continue deeper, and further examination might prove inter tinrr. 
E RTH ER Ou ,.TTY: • A " -WORKS NEAR JO.r ES' ST.A.TION, IN BUTL ... 
OHIO. 
BY J.P. MACLJ<aN, of lla1nillo11, Ohio. 
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Jones' Station. These papers were placed in my possession January 
26 1880. On the 27th of the month, in company with Mr. John W. 
Erwin, I started to locate the works. Although it had been nearly 
thirty-eight years since Mr. Erwin visited the spot and assisted in the 
survey, and made the original delineation, he recognized the spot and 
the plan of the works as preserved in the papers of James McBride. 
These works were located on the southeastern slope of one of the 
highest hills in the vicinity. The hill is a detached one and surrounded 
entirely by one of the richest valleys in the State. Between it and the 
uplands toward the north was originally a swamp. This swamp was 
drained at the expense of and under the direction of the State. Through 
it passes the Miami Canal. The hill is composed of a yellowish clay, 
having been formed during that period known as the glacial or drift. 
Its summit is about 225 feet higher than the city of Hamilton. 
The works are now entirely obliterated. There is not the slightest 
endence that they ever existed. We searched in vain. They occurred 
in both Fairfield and Union Townships, on section 15 of the former and 9 
of the latter. The township line passing through the works, if ~xtended 
southward, would terminate at the foot of Broadway, in Cincinnati. 
The work marked A is wholly in Fairfield Township, while the township 
line passes through the center of the smallest circle, marked B. The 
ame line passes on a fraction of the wall of the largest circle, C. On the 
summit of the hill, Fairfield Township, section 15, is a mound composed 
of yellow clay, about 5 feet high, from the top of which a commanding 
view of the surrounding country may be obtained. It probably belongs 
to that class of mounds known as signal stations. It would be impos-
sible to tell the original height of this tumulus. The plow for fifty-two 
successive years bas accomplished all this destruction. 
James McBride came to this county in the year 1808; and, as he 
early took an i.nterest in antiquities, it is probable he saw these workg 
before the forest trees had be.en cut away. He and John W. Erwinsur-
·rnye<l the works May 7, 1842. The fol1owing is a verbatim copy of Mr. 
_fcBride's description: 
·' Saturday May 7, 1842.-Went, in company with John W. Erwin, 
civil engineer, and James McBride, jr., to an ancient work in Butler 
County, Ohio, six miles southeast from the town of Hamilton, on the 
lands of James Beaty. The work is situated principally on section 
--o. !>, town 3, range 2, M. R., about 30 poles south of the N. W. cor-
ner of the section. On measuring the main part of the work it was 
found to be a true circle 3 ch. 5 links in diameter. The ground was 
cleared some 14 or 15 years ago, and bas been cultivated since that time, 
c n equently the height of the embankment has been much reduced. 
revious to cultivation the embankment was fully three feet high above 
he natural surface of the ground. Inside of the embankment was a 
ditch two feet <leep, making a perpenclicula,:r height of about 5 feet from 
he bottom of the ditch to the top of the bank. 
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"Three chains east of this work is another circular work 1 ch. 30 link1 
in diameter, and from this in a direction S. 150 W. three chains distantli 
another circular work of the same dimensions, viz, 1 ch. 30 links dialll-
eter, and also the same distance, viz; 3 ch. 00 links from the center 01 
main work. 
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muuicating with the sma1ler works to the S. E. Probably communica-
tions might haiVe existed throu'.ghout from one work to the other, though 
they cannot now be distinctly traced. 
"The embankments of these works are of a bright yellow clay, differ 
erent from that which appears on the surface of the surrounding ground, 
hence the form of the works can be distinctly seen and traced as far as· 
the eye can see them." 
MOUNDS IN BOYLE .A.ND MERCER COUNTIES, KENTUCKY. 
BY w. M. LINNEY, of Harrodsbm·g, Ky. 
In the counties of Boyle and Mercer, State of Kentucky, there are a 
number of mounds, graves, &c., which. were constructed by former in-
habitants of the country, and many aboriginai implements have been 
found. On the map of Boyle and Mercer Counties I have located all 
points of interest that I have been able to learn. They will be alluded 
to more particularly in the following notes by the letters that are con-
nected with_ them. The point of greatest interest (.A. on the map) is 
situated on the west bank of Salt River, in Mercer County, a little north 
ofits union with Boyle Coimty, on a farm owned by Dr. Thomas Hyle. 
The first notice given of this point is found in "Collins' History of Ken-
tucky," under the head of Mercer County. Speaking of ancient towns 
and fortifications, it says: "There are two of these, both on Salt River, 
about 4 miles above Harrodsburg, containing ditches and a mound 10 
or 12 feet high, filled with human bones and broken pieces of crockery-
ware. On one side of the mound a hickory tree, about 2 feet in diam-
eter, grew aud was blown .up by the roots, making a hole 3 or 4 feet 
deep. Its lower root drew up a large piece of crockery-ware which had 
been on some fire coals. The handle was attached to it, and human hair 
lay on the coals. This was probably a place of human sacrifice. The 
other ruins were about a mile and a half above this, both being on the 
west bank of Salt Rfrer. There is no mound near this, but only the 
remains dug out of ditches." 
The ground has been cleared, and the continual cultivation of the-
land has filled up the ditches and removed all traces of any lines that 
once existed. The mound has also been removed by the plow. From 
it have been taken, as cultivation yearly went on, the bones of a num-
ber of human skeletons, none of which were retained, few of them be-
ing in a good st~te of preservation; the skulls crushed to fragments and 
the soft ends of the bones, with few exceptions; gone entirely. I do not 
know that any relics have been taken from the mound proper, except 
ome shell bea<ls. The river bank here is on]y about 15 feet hjgb, and 
the slope back from the river is not more than 20. The mound stood 
200 yards from the stream. Between those points there must have been 
a vil1age of lrnts o{· , ·ome form of l1abit,atfon; for eve11 now, when the 
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ground is freshly plowed, there is a regular parallelogram, where the 
uniform lines of black earth, charcoal, and burnt bones show the former 
presence of' fires long continued at that point. Within this area ha·rn 
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been found a great number of specimens of broken crockery, plain a,Il(ll 
ornamented in crossed lines; grooved,axes of g:ceenstone; celts in green-
st-0ne, jasper, agate, hornstone, and limestone; pipes, arro'w and lance 
heads, cbisel:s, griuding stones, pestles, sinkers, flint flakes and cores,. 
ornaments in slates and other colored stones; bones of fish and many 
animals, horns of deer and elk, teeth of bears, &c. Some of these may 
have been thrown up by the plow and scattered over the space near the 
mound. From the number -of fragments of various stones, it seems that 
there was a workshop here, and so I have located one on the map. Tlie 
mound was built of earth taken f~·om the vicinity, and there were evi-
dently some .large stones in connection with it, but how they were placeQ 
is not known. B, C, D were within a mile of A, and were single graves~ 
They have all been opened, and each contained one skeleton, without 
implements or ornaments so far as known. In one, the body seemed to-
have been buried horizontally, on the right side, with the head to the 
·east; the position of the others is unknown. There seemed to havo-
been a stone cist erected on or near the surface of the ground; and 
then rocks appear to have been set on edge a,round it, until a space 10 
or 12 feet square was inclosed~ If ever covered with earth, time has 
removed it down to the rocks. B is on the farm of Dr. Thomas Hyle,. 
and C and D on that of Cornelius Terhune. E and F are points on 
Salt River, above and below A, where remains of pottery, &c., have 
been found; but their real character cannot be determined. Eis on the-
farm of John Ludwich, in Boyle County, and Fon that.of Mrs. Lewis. -
G is a grave on the farm of Thomas Kno1, but I have not seen it~ 
From description it is like B, C, and D. 
His only a point marked by great numbers of flint chippings and 
broken arrow-heads. 
I · represents a space on a farm owned by W. B. Cecil, wbere a great. 
many pipes, axes, &c., have been found. 
J is a mound of earth on the farm of the Misses Craig, about lg miles 
south of Danville, in Boyle County. It is some 5 feet -high and 50 feet 
in circumference. It has been opened, but I know of nothing obtained 
from it. 
K is located on the farm of John F. Yedger. It has been opened, and 
· is similar to B, C, D. 
Lis in Boyle County, on the land of Wyatt Hughes. It was d~stroyed 
by excavating a road-bed for a railroad; and seems to have been like--
B, C, an<l D. ' 
M is a small earthen mound on the southern bank of Rollmg Fork,. 
Boyle Oount,y. It has been razed by cultivation. Some bones, a grooved 
ax, and a few arrow-heads of bornstone were disclosed. 
N is said to be the site of two graves, and is just west of Harrodsburg. 
and "old Williams" place. From what I can learn the gra-ves are like 
B,O, D. 
0 is a single(~) grave with, stones set up around it. I have not ex-
amhrnd it, but from appeamuces it is like B, C, D. 
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P is an earthen mound, on the farm of J. A. Shuttleworth. It is{ 
feet high and 50 feet in .circumference, and was opened in 1807 or 1811 
and later. From an old man, who was a boy when it was first open€d, 
I learn that a number of bodies had been buried in it, and that an ax 
or two were found. On the night of the day on which it was opened 
occurred the earthquake of that year, and the whole neighborhood 
thought that the Indians had come after them for disturbing their bones, 
Q was one ·or two graves, now obliterated, on the farm of Achilla 
Davis. 
Risa point on the farm of Dr. Walter Davis, where some relics were 
found in digging the foundation of a house. A lot of bones were neai 
these relics. 
S is the site of three graves covered with stones placed on edge, and 
is on the farm of George Davis, sr. The two near each other have been 
opened, and a number of ·human remains were exhumed from each. 
They had, seemingly, been buried with their heads together and their feet 
radiating from this center. Plates of mica were found with the crushed 
skulls, as if they had been placed over their eyes. Only one implement 
1 
was obtained here. A bone had apparently been buried with one of the 
bodi~s, and, when discovered, 
it was lying upon the arm, at 
the elbow, and parallel to it. 
The third grave has uot yet 
been examined, but will prob-
a_bly be explo,red in the spring. 
~., ". 
·T is a group of four earthen 
mounds on the farm of Tboma-s 
Coleman. 'l'bey have all been 
excavateJ at some time. The 
last examination took place 
in July past, and yielded one 
skeleton and a copper bead 
almost <lestroyed by oxidiza-
tion. Their relative positions 
as to streams . and to each 
~~ other ·is shown in diagram T. 
~iJ1:& • ) \ (See also t,he accompanying 
':1'/1,1,"ft ) ' 
,_.._ ______ ____ __.1 plan.) 
U is the site of two mounds 8 feet higl.t, and 60 or 70 feet in cir~um-
ference, on land owned by Mr. Hugely, upon the bluff: of Dick's River. 
The mound ' seem to be composed of gravel, earth, and lime~tone. ev-
eral persons have examined them and pronounced them mound · Par-
. ' tial excavation have been made, but without succe s. Poplar tre 
(Liri~dendron) 2 feet in diameter are growing upon them. I am di po. 
t tlnuk that th mound · are the remaius of lime-kiln made in th fl 
·ttl m nt f th State; at any rate the' lime tone in them ha b n 
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V was a large pile of rocks, giving no evidence of ever having been 
covered with earth. It was opened and some skeletons were found, 
probably those of Indians killed in some attack on Harrodsburg. 
Wand X are similar to V. 
The above list includes an the points of much interest in these two 
counties. Nearly every spot mentioned has been examined, and the 
relics carried off or destroyed. The great majority of those relics, such as 
pipes, arrow and lance heads, grooved axes, and celts, have been 
plowed up isolated in fields all over the counties; but the larger num-
ber have been found on the farms contiguous to Salt River. No shell 
heaps have be~m noticed except at A, where the common mussel of Salt · 
River seems to have been used for some purpose other than ,pottery 
manufacture, perhaps as food. 
Nothing is known as to our ca,ves or cliff shelters having been used 
for dwellings. A cave east of Danville, on the fa.rm of Samuel _Stone, 
contained some human skeletons; but as the remains had been thrown 
down into a sink-hole without other opening, and as there were no im-
, plements, I suppose that the persons were Indians, or perhaps murdered 
whites of a comparatively recent date, and not mound-builders. The 
bones were in a good s.tate of preservation. -Now here in this part of the · 
State bas anything resembling · masonry been observed, to my knowl-
edge. · 
As far as I can learn, no carving, engraving, or sculpture has been 
discovered in those counties; but in t.he Deaf and Dumb Institution at 
Danville, Professor Dudley, principal, there is a ·carved image or rather 
bust of Aztec type, which was plowed up in Marion County, Ken-
tucky. Rock paintings and inscriptions are not found here. The dea~ 
are discovererl. both iu mounds and in isolated graves. Some contain 
one individual, others more. It is difficult to determine the position of 
the bodies when interred, as the pressure from above and the tree~ 
over them have forced them out of place. Some appear to have been 
buried in a sitting posture, some were stretched out, and others evi-
dently lying on their sides. They were laid, in most cases, toward the 
east, sometiU1.es toward the west, and again in every direction like 
spokes in a wheel. A few were plac~d in cists, others in earth only. 
Generally only a few of tlrn more solid bones were preserved. At one 
point in Boyle County some arrow-heads were turned up by the plow, 
but they were lost or thrown away. No large places are known where 
flint implements have been manufactured; · but chippings, evidently 
broken off by mechanical means, show that arrow-heads ha·ve been made 
in limited quantities. I am unable to lea,rn whether or not the pottery 
found at A. had been made on the grounds. The presence of many frag-
ments, the quantities of decaying mussel shells, the balls of sand car-
ried from the river, and the proximity to suit~ble clay all render it likely; 
yet there are no places, that I could see, which give any reliable evi-
dence of it::; manufacture. · 
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MOUNDS IN BARREN AND .ALLEN COUNTIES, KENTUCKY. 
BY R. B. Ev ANS. 
I. Mounds in Allen Oounty.-The figures in the text refer to the ac-
companying map. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are mounds on Barren River, 
and near the mouth of Routon's Creek. They are inclosed in one corner 
of a cultivated field, though covered thickly with· large trees. No. 5 
was explored about fifty years ago, and some stone implements and a 
silver pipe were found. The author does not know what became of 
them. About tw·o years ago he thoroughly examined No. 1, and dis-
covered many large bones, which, howerer, were much decayed. The 
vault was 10 feet deep from the top of the mound, and 8 feet in di~meter. 
It was round, and walled up with stones like a well. Every 2 feet was 
a1ayer of large flat rocke, and between these layers were human remains. 
· The bottom was made of stones laid edgewise, and, being keyed in with 
small stones, was consequently very tight. Old farme;rs in the neigh-
borhood say that Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 have never been excavated. No. 6 
is a cluster of graves which were formed of stones placed edgewise.-
Some of the graves are long and others short, the longest being 8 feet 
and the shortest 21 feet in extent. The author opened one and found 
some human bones in a very decayed state. 
II. JJiounds in Barren Oounty.-Nos. l, 2, and 3 are mounds on Barren 
River, at the mouth of Peter's Creek. ::B,rom No. 3, the largest, a great 
many human bones and several stone implements have been taken. The 
author bas one specimen of the latter. Nos. 1 and 2 are not so large, 
and have never been explored. They have been seen by Professor Put-
nam, of Cambridge. The mounds are bare of timber. No. 3 is r1ow 
used as a graveyard by J. F. Jewell, the owner of the land. · 
· III.' Ancient town and cemetery in Barren County, Kentuclcy.-The ac- ' 
companying diagram, Plan II, represents the location and details of an 
aboriginal town and burying-ground on the Barren River, in Barren 
County, Kentucky. The ~rk occupies a bluff 60 feet high. The six 
~en circular figures are lodge sites, partly raised on the outer rim and 
depressed in the center. In the center of each, a foot beneath the sur-
face, were found coals, the grain of the wood being easily distinguished 
as oak and poplar. The diameters of these rings average about 18 feet. 
The other figures represent mounds. These works are now in the virgin 
forest. One of the mounds was opened by the author, but a detailed 
account of the exploration will have to be deferred. 
S. Mis. 109-39 
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MOUNDS ON FLYNN'S CREEK, JACKSON COUNTY, TEN-
NESSEE. . 
BY JOSHUA HAITE, Sr., of Jackson County, Tenn. 
The valley in which these mounds are situated is on the east bank of 
Flynn's Creek, which empties' into the Cumberland River, and is 3 miles 
above the mouth of the creek and 1 mile south of the river. The valley 
is 4 miles west of Gainesboro', the county seat, and near the center of a 
section of country that abounds in mounds and graves. This valley 
which is full of these graves, contains near 100 ·acres, and is the site of 
the village called Flynn's Lick. There are five limestone spring~, one 
sulphur spring, and a salt spring. From the number of mounds of earth, 
stone, and shell, it is evident that it has been a large town and a place 
of note among the inhabitants of that day. A further reason is that 
the valley is easily approached from every direction. The valley 'is full 
of graves, placed as close as they can be in the ground. It has been 
in cultivation sixty-five years. Before it was cleared it was covered 
with a dense forest of trees, some of which are from 4 to 6 feet in diame-
ter. Even on the tops of these mounds trees were standing ( of the oak 
and poplar species) measuring 4 and 5 feet in diameter. At the time 
the valley was cleared it was not known that there were any graves -
there. 
_The graves are of all sizes, varying from 18 inches to 6 -feet in length 
and the usual size in width. The coffins · are made of slate-rock slabs 
(which now seems to be plentiful 4 miles up the creek, where there is a 
large quarry), and are generally neatly_polished. The bones and pot-
tery are now found from 18 to 20 inches below the surface of the ground. 
The coffins are construct~d in the following manner: They first placed 
f on the bottom of the grave one or two slabs of slate-work neatly polished 
I and jointed closely together in the middle when they had to use two 
of them; they next placed one at the head and one at the foot of the 
grave; then they set up one or two, as the case required, on edge 
on both sides, neatly fitted together in the middle and at the ends, which 
forms a box. They next took one or two pieces, as the size of the coffin 
demanded, neatly polished and jointed together fo the middle and at the 
ends, and placed them on for the lid, projecting on all sides from 2 to 4 
, inches. Occasionally wo find a grave where they have used limestone 
instead of slate rock. 
On the east side of the creek, about 100 yards from its bank, is the 
grand earthen mound, which is larger and higher than any of the others 
in the valley. All the graves as a general rule face this grand mound; 
but occasionally, owing to the rock in the ground, this rule h; varied and 
the direction changed, showing that closeness or compactness was their 
leading idea. · 
The mounds referred to in this valley and vicinity are composed both ' 
of earth- and stone, and are found on both sides of the creek~ The 
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largest- earthen mound, w bich I call the grand mound because all ! 
grayes are facing it, is about ninety feet in diameter, and at this tl 
about ~ feet high; but when first discovered by whites it was 5 or 6f1t; 
high. This mound has not yet been examined, but others in!~ 
.-rnlley, not so high but larger in diameter, have been looked into au 
were found to contain graves, pottery-ware, pipes and arrow-heads ma~ 
of dirt or cut out of rock. These are found in the graves in the moun: 
and in those around it. · · 
On a hill adjacent to the vall~y, about 2~0 feet high, are sixj~m · 
mounds constructed of rough limestone rock. These mounds are1ntu& 
ted about 300 yards east of the valley. They are about 20 feet ln 
diameter and 2½ or 3 feet high. Four of them have been examined, ana 
all of them were found to be full of human bones and pottery ware, bul 
not so close together as the others. The graves were constructed, or 
covered over with rock, differently from the others. The corpse seerui 
to have been put in first, and then rock slabs set up and placed together\ , 
at the top in the shape of tbe roof of a house. In this way was the 
place filled with graves all over a certain spot, and then rough stone 
piled on until the mound was formed. I have spoken of only six mound! ~ 
on this hill, of this kind; but there are many in this vicinity of this kind1 t 
but they have not been· examined. Near the center of the mound ex· 
ari1ined by me, in a grave, were found bones of a human being charre-<1 ~ 
perfectly black, around which were placed all the others. . 0 
On the west side of the creek is a bluff in which were found several 
holes, and on examination one of them was found to lead into a ca-ve 
which has been explored for about 100 yards. This cave contains sev-
eral apartments which are dry, and within this are found a great many 
human bones, some of which are still in a state of preservation . 
.A. female skeleton was taken from a grave found about 80 yards west 
of the mound that I have designated in this letter as the grand mound 
This skeleton was lying with the' face towards the mound, with a 
pipe in her right hand resting on her right thigh. With this skel-
eton I found in opening the grave an infant child lying with its fee 
against the thigh bones of its mother. When first opened this chili'· 
skull-bone and other bones were in perfect form, but as soon as the 
air came in contact with it it broke into. lime, or powder. This femal 
evidently died in childbirth, the feet of the fretn~ coming first. Thi-
female we are led to believe, from the pains taken in burying her, mu · - b 
have been of note amongst them for I found in disinterring this kelet 
that the remains were deposited :ip a wooden coffin and then thi ~ 
. ' was put mto one of neatly polished rock. A jug was found, with 
mouth d wn and the bottom upwards placed again t the skull· on 
The tone with a hole in the center ;hich is called a corn-muller 
fo"Ind about O yard from the grand 'mound. This was plowed n 
fund, among a larg number of human bone in ad cayed condi · 
u~on th t p fa mall mound in the valley. The pottery, of the ch 
a t r 8 nt, 1 found in all the graves and in a similar condition. 
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.ANTIQUITIES .AND ABORIGINES OF TEXAS. 
BY A. R. ROESSLER, of Washington, D. c. 
1
~ In my fre~uent walks, some ~ears since, ~long the be~ches o! the bays 
n and inlets of the Gulf of Mexrno, a few miles south of the Guadalupe 
River, I rarely faile~ to find a number of aboriginal relics-especially . 
m immediately after the ebb of a high tide. I have also found many about 
~ the bases of the sandy hillocks, or "dunes," which have been heaped up 
in by the winds in many places along the coast. I have occasio11ally found · 
farge flints; but these were probably used for harpoons. Some of these 
arrow-heads are very rudely wrought, while others, particularly a very 
1 
11 small ki_nd, are, of exquisite finish,_ with a point as sharp as a lance~, and 
~ thecuttmg ·edges finely and beautifully serrated. Most of the specimens 
~ &ollected by me had necks, or shanks, by which they were fitted into the 
le shaft; a few, however, were without this appendage, but were either 
grooved or beveled on both sides of the base of the tongue. The fl.int 
I pebbles, from which these arrow-heads were chipped, were probably ob-
tained from 30 to 40 miles inland, where they abound in several locaiities,. 
· All the Indian tribes of Texas, when it.was first colonized by .Americans, 
used metallic arrow-heads, which they had probably substituted for fl.int 
ones nearly a century before, or not long after the establishment of the 
missions and military posts of San "4-ntonio and La Bahia, where they 
doubtless obtained copper, brass, and iron, all of which metals they used 
for pointing their missiles. Fragments of earthen pottery are coexten-
sive with the flint relics. But they bear evidence that our aborigines 
were never much skilled in the ceramic art. 
The Indian dead usually receive very shallow sepulture. Often the 
Texas tribes do not bury their dead at all, but merely pile logs or stones 
upon their bodies, which are soon extricated and the flesh devoured by 
beasts of prey. The bones being thus left to the action of the elements, 
rapidly decay. Hence the osseous remains of the aborigines are rarely 
found far inland, but in various places along the coast the winds have , 
performed the rites of sepulture by blowing the sand upon the dead. 
A.t Igleside, in 1861, human bones were disinterred at two localities 
more than a hundred yar_ds apart, from a depth of 8 feet; and recently, 
- in October, 1877, others were discovered in a sand hill, or" dune," near 
what is locally known as the "False Live Oak," -in Refugio County. 
A.bout a month after the discovery I went to the spot and found that a 
large quantity of human bones, including several skulls, had been ex- · 
J)osed by the caving of the "dune;" but being much decayed, had 
)roken to pieces in falling, and quickly dissolved in the Gulf tide at the 
base of the '' dune." I saw for 40 feet along the face of the steep slope, 
from which the sand had slidden, a number of human bones and skulls 
}lrojecting at various angles. One skull, which was better preserved 
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than the rest, was of medium size ·and rema.rkably round. The others 
seemed of similar size and type. The teeth of all were well preserved, 
and did not exhibit any appearance of having been faulty during the 
lifetime of their owners. None of the bones seemed to bave belonged 
to persons above the average size, with the exception of one femur. 
Neither t1?-e vertebral nor pelvic bones, the ribs, the omoplates, nor the 
bones of the bands and feet were preserved. These human remaini 
were from 5 to 7½ feet beneath the surface of the ground, and 10 or 12 
feet above the level of the bay. 
After an interval of about sh weeks, I again visited the spot. .A.bout 
2 feet of the hill had caved away since my first visit; but the boned& 
posit was still unexhausted, for I found three more skulls and several 
limb bones, all of which broke into fragments in extracting them from 
the compact sand. 
I was disappointed in not finding stone arrow-heads in the caved 
sand. But my search for them was not thorough. There is no reason, 
however, to doubt that these are aboriginal remains. Their imperfect 
state of preservation in any kind of earth~ very conservative of organic 
· substances, alone warrants the conclusion that they are ancient, which 
i~ reinforced by an argument which I will here state. These remain 
are found at the southern extremity of a sand ridge about 2 miles long 
from north to south, and varying in height from 20 to 40 or 50 feet, and 
which was evidently formed while the gulf beat directly upon the shore 
of the mainland. But ever since the long, sandy islands extending par-
allel with our coast were heaped up by the action of the waves and cur-
rents of the sea, the only communication between the gulf and the in-
terior bays, or lagoons, has.been through a few narrow channels called 
"bayous." The conseque_nce is, that the sandy materials of which tha 
"dunes" are formed, instead of_ reaching the shore of the mainland a 
in former ages, are now deposited on the gulf side of the islands and 
"blown up by the east and southeast winds into hillocks similar to, but ( 
generally less elevated than, those which were formerly heaped by the 
same agency upon the mainland. 
Now, on the assumption that these human remains, in accordance 
with the universal custom of North American savages, were only in · 
terred to the depth of 2 feet at most, several feet of sand mu t sub e-
q uen tly have been blown- over them to account for the depth at which 
they were found, and the sand for this purpose must hav:e b·e n · tran · 
ported to the ,adjacent beach by the currents of the gulf. Hence I 
conclude that the r mains were deposited in the "dune" before the gulf 
was cut off from the mainland by the formation of the chain of i land 
uarri r above mentioned. The sand ridge containinO' the os eou relic 
ha. een pr ~erved fr m th wa ting effect of th wind:s by the thick t 
of <lw rf ak an weet bay with , hich it i ov rgrown. Some of th 
, l· , tit a t rn ba ar of uffi.ci nt girth to indicat an ag 
ther o k of the ame pecie a short di t n e ou b 
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of the "dunes" and very near the bay, are of much greater antiquity. 
All these tree~ must have grown up since the Gulf retreated behind 
Matagorda Island, whicb at this ,point is about 8 miles distant from the 
mainland. From all of which it follo~s as highly probable that the 
human remains, which I have described, were inhumed at a period 
when the broad waves of the sea resounded along the shore of the 
mainland, and before the sail of a ship had gleamed on the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
Both history and tradition preserve the names of several tribes of 
Texas Indians, which had become extinct or had been blended with 
other tribes before the State was first colonized by Anglo-Americans, 
at which period, A. D. 1821, the only tribes with which the settlers 
came in contact were the Comanches, Wacos, Tawacanies, Ionies, Keech-
ies, Li pans, Tonkaways, and Oarancaways. Of all these tribes the last 
named was the most remarkable. They inhabited the coast, and ranged -
from Galveston Island to the Rio Grande. The men were of tall stature, 
generally 6 feet high, and the bow of every warr~or was aslong as his body. 
These Indians navigated the bays and inlets in canoes, and subsisted, 
to a considerable extent, on fish. They were believed by niany of the 
early settlers to be cannibals; but it is probable that the only cannibal" 
ism to which they were addicted was that ·which was occasionally 
practised by the Tonka·ways, if not by all the tribes of Texas. This con-
sist€d in eating bits of an enemy's flesh at their war dances to inspire 
them with courage. A dance and feast of this kind I once witnessed at 
a settlement on the Colorado, where the Tonkaways were temporarily 
camped. A party of its braves on a war tramp slew a Comanche, and 
upon their return to their tribe brought with them a portion of the dried 
flesh of their slain foeman. This human "tasajo," after being boiled, 
was partaken of by the warriors of the tribe with cries and gestures of 
exultation. Their thievish and murderous propensities early involved 
them in war with the settlers of .Austin Colony, by whom they were re-
peatedly defeated with severe loss, in consequence of which, about the 
year 1825, they fled west of San Antonio River, whither tiley were pur-
1med by Austin at the bead of a strong party of his colonists. When 
he arrived at the Manahuila Creek, G miles east of Galliad-then called 
La Bahia-h~ was met by a Catholic priest of that place, who bore a 
proposition from the Carancaways, that if Austin would desist from 
hostilities they would never in future range east of the San Antonio. 
Austin agreed to this proposition and countermarcbecl his force. The-
Carancawa;ys, however, did not long keep their promise. A few years. 
afterwards several parties of them returned to the Colorado, their favor--
ite resort, and committed divers thefts and atrocious murders, for which 
they were again severe]y scourged by the colonists. 
Efforts were long made by the Catholic missionaries to christianize 
tLe e avages, and the mission of Refugio, 30 miles south of Galliad, 
wa , I believe, founded for that special r,urposc. But the Carancaways 
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were proof against all civilizing influences. .At length, about the year 
1843, forty or :fi.ft,y men, women, and children-the sole remnant of this 
tribe, which twenty-one ye~rs before numbered nearly a thousand souls-
emigrated to Mexico, and were permitted to settle in the interior of 
the State of Tamaulipas. At this time it is not improbable that the 
Carancaways are almost, if not quite, extinct. I am unable to ascertain 
whetheranyofthe other tribes mentioned before in this paper are also verg-
ing on extinction, but it is well known that they have all rapidly'diminished 
in numbers since they came in contact with civilization, and the con-
clusion is inevitable that in a score or two of years all the smaller tribes 
will become as extinct as the mammoth and the mastodon that preceded 
them. 
MOUNDS, WORKSHOPS, .AND STONE-HE.A.PS IN JEFFERSON 
COUNTY, .AL.AB.AM.A. 
BY WILLIAM GESNER, of Birmingham, Alabama. 
Three mounds are to be seen in township 17, range 1 west, of Jeffer-
son County, about 4 miles north of Birmingham, and west of the South 
and North .Alabama Jfailroad, in that portion of Jones Valley through 
which flows Village Creek from east to west. They are on the north 
side of the creek where it is forded, on the Birmingham and Huntsville 
wagon road, a-nd west of the machinery and buildings of the Birmingham 
Water Works Company about 1 mile. The largest of them is nearest 
to, and visible from, this road toward the west. The one, which is the 
most southerly of the group, appears to be about 30 feet high, conica~, 
and about 100 feet in diameter at its base; the others, distant from it 
and: from each other, about 300 yards, are not in a direct line with each 
other. The second one north has not one-third the dimension of the 
first, and the third is much smaller than the second. They are situated 
on the plain of one of the most fertile tracts of land in Jones Valley, 
which haR been cultivated for more than fifty years. 
Five Mile Creek, also flowing from east to west, through the hills, 
·from out of this Jones anticlinal Valley, along the base of low ridges 
of Millstone Grit, bordering the Warrior Coal Field on the southeast, 
being crossed at Boyles Gap, on the South and North Alabama .t.{ail-
road, places these mounds between two streams, abounding in :fish, and 
tributary to the Black Warrior River. Their immediate locality is 
unsurpa ed by any other region of the State for number, ize, clear· 
ne , and coolne of the prings, i suing from out both the ridge of 
Silurian quartzites, and beds of lime tone outcropping in the valley. 
They hav been injured to ome extent by bunters and farming opera-
ti n , articnlarl T the malle ton , but the large tone ha ak and 
th r tr of larg dim n ion on it growiug· without tbrivin . Ko 
] . ' d 
· P rah m. baYing b e made of any of th m their arrang m n an 
- . ' 
· u•p 1t1 u r main unkn wn. 
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Workshops.-In township 18, range 7 east, of TaHadega County, on 
the headwaters of Talladega Creek, at the eastern end of Cedar Ridge, 
a spur of the Rebecca Potsdam sandstone Mountain) in the old fields -
where the Montgomery Mining & Manufacturing Company's, Sulphur, 
Bluestone Copperas and Alum Works were situated, wagon loads of 
' ' . th quartz fragments, broken · arrow-heads, and spear-porn ts, cover e 
ground; but on a much larger scale appears to have been the manu-
factoryofthesetmplementsin township 19, range27 east, of Lee County, 
on the Columbus Georgia branch of the Western Railroad east of 
Yongesborough; for in the fields, on the southeastern side of a low 
ridge called Storees Mountain, many acres are covered with the broken 
quartz, in every variety of that mineral found in this hill, from trans-
parent rock crystal to jasper and chalcedony; among which occasional 
good implements occur. 
Stone-heaps.-In township 23, range 14 east, of Chilton County, on 
the middle prong of Yellowleaf Creek, about 3½ miles northeast of 
Jemison Station, on the South and North Alabama Railroad, there are 
three stone heaps. The first one is about 100 yards from and on the 
west bank, being about 20 feet in diameter, and from 4 to 5 feet high at 
the center, with a post oak and pine growing on it of ancient appear-
ance, and each of them about 8 inches in stump measurement. Two 
others nearly west of this, distant about 700 yards on the _eastern brow 
of the ridge, are about 100 yards apart ; one of them about 10 and the 
other 20 feet in diameter at the base and from 4 to 5 feet high at the 
center, which, though in the primitive forest, have no trees growing on 
them. Another, 1 mile east of these, on a more westerly ridge, in the 
same range and township, is about 50 feet in diameter at the base and. 
over 5 feet high at the center. In township 21, range 3 west, on the 
quartzite ridge east of Siluria (about 1 mile), on the South and North 
Alabama Railroad, occurs a smaller stone heap than any of those be-
fore mentioned, supposed to be the grave of an Indian warrior. 
ABORIGINAL SOAPSTONE QUARRY AND SHELL-HEAPS IN 
ALABAMA. 
BY CHARLES MOHR, of .MobUe, Alabama. 
In the course of a mineralogical trip through the region of metaimor-
phic rocks in this state, stopping at Dudleyville, Tallapoosa County, I • 
heard mach of an ancient soapstone quarry, worked by a race of which, 
according to the statements of the first settlers amongst the Creeks and 
.Inscogees, no tradition existed among these tribes. I was urgently 
pres ed, but could not go, to visit the quarry myS'elf, se> it is due to Dr. 
John ton, of Dudleyville, that I am enabled to make this contribution. 
'I' e gentleman writes: "I picked up the large fragments near excava-
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tions in the rock from the very place where the ancient stonecutter left 
his rude and unfini~hed work." .Allusion to these so-called soapstone ex-
cavations and pottery is made in the second biennial report on the Geol-
ogy of .Alabama, by Professor Tourney, 1858, and also in the first report 
of the Progresi of Geological Survey of Alabama, by Dr. E. Smith, 1874, 
pages, 86, 94, and 118. The rock from which this specimen has been 
quarried is rather a fibrous serpentine, intermixed partly with an asbes-
toid actinite than a soapstone. .A stone chisel has, according to the 
stat~ment of Dr. Johnston, been found in the soapstone quarries, and 
wasundouptedly an instrument used in cutting and dressing the vessels, 
and is of a porphyritic or dioritic rock for.eign to the geological forma-
tion in that section. · 
I found a peculiar tablet of indurated ferruginous clay, the straight 
lines along the margi~ of which would lead one to think that it was 
used for a tally, worn around the neck suspended by a string. It was 
found 'in an old field on the western shore of Mobile Bay, near Magnolia 
race course. · In this county two kinds of shell-banks or shell-mounds 
are met with. 
The first are situated in the low marshes of the delta of Mobile RiTer, 
first recognized as artificial accumulations of shells, and described as 
the gnathodon beds by Professor Tourney in his second biennial report 
on Geology of .Alabama, 1858. He mentions the same at the time of 
his visit extending over several acres of ground, and some with an ele-
vation of from 10 to 20 feet, presenting the shape of truncated coneE?, 
covered with a growth of native forest trees. Th.ese beds are almost 
entirely made of the shells of Gnathodon cuneatus, but in some quanti-
ties of stone of Oyrena carolinensis and the N eritina reclivata have served 
in a less degree to swell those accumulations; together with these, 
charcoal, ashes, and the bones of birds and animals are found. Relics 
of the handicraft of the builders of these shell-mounds are almost 
unknown. Professor Tourney speaks of an instrument cut from.the shell 
of the Pyrula ficus which he found 10 feet 1:>elow the surface, and of 
scarce fragments of pottery. These beds are, at this day, almost all 
levelled to the ground, and are rapidly disappearing, many having been 
appropriated as excellent sites for market gardens, and vast quantities 
of shells have been, and are still, removed for the construction of our 
shell-roads. The time is rapidly approaching when scarce any vestige 
. will be left of them, and it is therefore most to be wished that the little 
of what yet remains should be closely investigated, and a minute account 
be put upon permanent record. 
The other shell-banks are situated on the eastern and western shore 
of Mobile Bay, and along the coast of the Missis ·ippi sound to the mouth 
of the Pa cagoula. They are all above tide-water on dry land, contigu· 
t the exten ive oy ter bed ju these waters and compo ed exclu-
. l ' 81 v Y of th oyster. The mo t interesting and the mo t exten 'ive of 
th 
· • accumul tion made by the ancient Ostreapllagi i found on the 
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north side of the Bayou · Cock d'Indes near its mouth, a few miles dfo-
tant from Bayou La Batterie, in the extreme southern part of this 
oounty. But comparativeiy a small part of the large mound is left, and 
what remains serves as a beautiful site for a farm house, shaded by mag-
nificent live oaks of the growth perhaps of scores of decades, offering 
under their shade from an elevation of from 25 to 35 feet, a fine view 
of the snrroundin~ country, and the island-studded waters ot the Gulf . 
.A quarter of a century ago these banks furnished this city for years 
with lime for building, and are still much used for the construction of 
roadbeds; having, however, passed of late years into the hands of farm-
er3, the application of lime for agricultural purposes tends now; more 
than anything else, to their demolition and rapid disappearance. Con-
siderable quantities of remains of the industries of thes~ shell-bank 
builders have been found, mostly in the shape of ornamental pottery, as 
testified by a collection of these relics in the hands of Major Walthall. 
They consist of a pipe, bowls, handles of pots, mouthpieces of jars, rep-
resenting heads of birds ~nd animals, and human heads with a most 
characteristic and impressive cast of features, reminding me strongly of 
the faces of Mexican idols. Some of these are almost indentical with 
those mentioned by Mr. Putman, in his report on the Peab_ody Museum 
of Archreology and Ethnology, published in the June number of the 
.American Naturalist, and :figured under Nos. 7775-76, specimens repre- , 
sen ting female beads bearing the very same features and the same sty le 
of head-dresi. as No. 7778. They are all made of soft clay found on the 
bay shore, mixed with very small particles of burnt shell. What inter-
ested me mostly in looking over these remains is the occurrence of the 
same double concave, rounded, and polished disks, agreeing exactly 
with those of No. 7838 in the same paper. 
I learn that near Mount Vernon Arsenal, 30 miles distant from tp.is 
city, and about 3½ miles from the .Alabama River, are ancient burial 
grounds, and that the exploration of the same has, from time to time, 
been attempted by different persons, I do not know with what result. 
SILVER CROSSES FROM AN INDIAN GR.AVE-MOUND AT 
COOSA W ATTEE OLD TOWN, MURRAY COUNTY, GEORGIA. 
BY CHARLES C. JONES, JR., LL.D., Augusta, Ga. 
The two silver crosses, correct representations* of which are herewith. 
presented, were taken, in November, 1832, from a grave-mound at Ooosa-
wattee Old Town, in Murray County, Georgia. Indian relics were 
found associated with them. We incline to the opinion that they may 
properly be referred to the expedition of Hernando de Soto. 
If we interpret arjght the wanderings of the Adelantado ove:r the 
i4 These drawinga are half-size, ancl delineate both faces of each cross. 
/ 
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territory embraced within the geographical limits of the modern State 
of Georgia, his command halted for a while at the precise spot where 
the~e objects were obtained; and thence, moving down the valley of 
the Oostanaula, reached Chiaha, the site of the present town of Rome, 
where De Soto tarried during the month of June, 15407 to recruit his 
men and animals. 
FIG. A 1. 
In the Spanish narrative we are informed that before entering the 
village of Canasagua the strangers were met by twenty natives, each 
bearing a basket of mulberries. 
Now, this name Oanasagua lives to-day, and is borne by the Oonnas-
agua River, which, uniting with the Coosawattee, forms the Oostanaula. 
Coosawattee Old Town is located not far above the confluence of these 
stream . ·within the hi toric period i.t continued to be a favorite abode 
of the Cherokee Indian . 
In the neighboring county of Habersham, metallic objects of Euro-
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pean manufacture have been unearthed under such circumstances that 
we feel justified in attributing th em to the companions either of De 
oto or of Louis de Velasco. ' 
It is a well-e~tablished fact that twelve priests, eight clergymen of 
inferior rank, and four monks accompanied the Adelantado's army. 
We are assured that the conve~ion of the natives was one of the avowed 
FIG.A2. 
purposes of the expedition. These clerical gentlemen were supplied 
with crucifixes, crosses, and rosaries, which they employed abc;mt, and 
distributed during the course of, their religious labors. That. some ef-
fort was made to indoctrinate the aborigines in the mysteries of Christi-
anity, aDd to lead them to look upon the cross as a symbol of peace, we 
are distinctly advised. Witness the erection of large wooden crosses, 
and the teachings of the priests at Achese, at Casqui, in the province 
of Icasqui, and elgewhere. 
It appears by no means improbable that these crosses were presented 
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by the Spanish clergymen of the expedition to prominent Indi~ns-
reckoned as converts at the time-ancl that their fellows, in obedience 
to a custom long established and maintained even to the present moment, 
upon the death of the fortunate owners, buried them in the grave-mounds 
erected for their sepulture. 
FIG. B 1. 
We regret that we have no suitable references at hand which would 
enable us to determine, at least approximatively, the date of the manu-
facture of these crosses. The silver of which they are made is seem-
ingly quite pure, and each cross is about the thirtieth of an inch in 
thickness. · 
Some intrusive engraving appears on the face of one of these objects. 
Behold the delineation of the head and neck of a horse I Even the most 
~mperficial examination will convince any one that this figure was not 
made with the graver's tool which wrought the other ornamentations, but 
that it wa more rudely done, and in all likelihood with the sharp 
point of a flint flak . ' ' 
Why an owl hould have b en figured on the other face of thi cro , 
I know not. r thi a oman relic our wonder would not be excited. 
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We are at a loss to suggest a satisfactory interpretation of the _in-
scription appearing in the center of one of the faces of_ the cross which 
still retainsitsringforsuspension. Can it be arudetracm~ by the donor, 
on the spur of the moment, of the name of the Indian to ~horn the 
cross was presented, This inscription 'has an illiterate, unskillful, and 
hasty look about it. It is not a of a kind wit~ the rest of ~he engra_v-
ing, and was certainly added after the completion of the obJect. Wnt-
Frn .. B 2. 
ten from left to right, 1t runs as follows: IYNKICIDU. Read from right 
to left , we have UbICIKNYI. In either case, by a slight exercise of the 
imagination, we have a name with a traditional aboriginal ring about it. 
Manifestly these letters were not within the doubie circle when the 
cross passed from the shop of the silversmith, and we are persuaded 
that both a clumsy tool and an unskilled hand were employed'in their 
superscription. 
As we well know, the Florida tribes were wholly unacquainted with 
the horse prior to the advent of the European. To them, therefore, on 
its first appearance, this quadruped must have proved an object of 
special interest and wonder. These silver ornaments, too, were doubt-
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less held in high esteem, because, in beauty of material, symmetry of 
form, and excellency of manufacture, they far excelled all the products 
of aboriginal fabrica_tion. 
May we not suggest that the native, into whose ow11ership one of 
these crosses passed, endeavored with a fl.int flake to perpetuate his 
recollection of this animal which, in his esteem, was not less remark-
able than the pale-faced stranger or his shining gift, We cannot re-
sist the impression that this equinal delineation was the work of an 
Indian. 
THE GREAT MOUND ON THE ETOWAH RIVER, GEORGIA. 
BY CHARLES WHITTLESEY, of Cle1Jeland, Ohio. 
Not having seen a detailed description of this mound, I made a visit 
to it in behalf of the Western Reserve Historical Society in May, 1871. 
It stands upon the north bank of the Etowah, about2 miles below where 
it is crossed by the Chattanooga and .Atlanta Railway, near Cartersville. 
Its form, size, and elevation are singular and imposing. It occupies 
the easterly point or angle of a large and luxuriant river bottom, a part 
of which is subject to inun_dations. The soil is a deep, rich, black loam, 
covering several hundred acres, which has been cultivated in corn and 
cotton since the Cherokees left it about forty years since. 
I was compelled, by bad weather, to make the survey in haste. The 
bearings were taken with a prismatic compas~, the distances measured 
.Rich 
Lanils. 
FIG, 1. 
f 
tain d with a pocket lev 1. Th y are 
f futur t ba 
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the west, but has not been known to reach it. The body of the mound 
has an irregular figure, as shown in the plan. It is longest on the 
meridian, its diameter in that direction being about 270 feet. On the top 
is a nearly level area of about an acre, the average height of which is 50 
feet above the base. A broad ramp or graded way (1) winds upward 
from the plain, around· the south face of the mound, to the area on the , 
t.op. 
Like some of the pyramids of Egypt, it has two smaller ones as tenders: 
one on the south, 0; another to. the southeast, B; each about 100 feet 
distant, their bases nearly square, and of nearly equal dimensions. If 
ey were not in the shadow of the great mound they·would attract 
attention for their size and regularity. The ground at Bis 3 feet higher 
than at 0. All of them are truncated. The mound O is not a perfectly 
regular figure, but approaches a square, with orie side broken into three 
lines. Its height above base is 18 feet. The bearing of its western side 
is north 10° west, and the length on the ground 47 paces, having been 
somewhat spread out by plowing around the foot. On the east is a 
~ 
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I 
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I 
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FIG. 2. 
f 
ta1np, with a slope of one to two degrees which allows of ready ascent 
by per ons on foot. 
t e lopes of all the mounds are very steep and quite perfect in 
s. nn .. 109--40 ' 
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some places still standing at an angle of 450, Bis a regular truncated 
pyramid, with a square base about lOG feet on a side, two of the faces 
bearing 5° west of the meridian. Its elevation is 22 feet. There is no 
ramp, or place of ascent which is less steep than the general slopes. 
Towards the southeast corner of the surface of B is a .sunken place 
as though a vault had fallen in. 
The proprietor has mapaged to cultivate the summits of all the mounds, 
regarding the group in the light of a continual injury by the loss of 
several acres of ground. Most of the material of the mounds is the rich 
black mold of the bottom land, with occasional lumps of red clay. The 
soil on their sides and summits produces corn, cotton, grass, vines, and 
bushes in full luxuriance. The perimeter of the base of the great mound 
is 534 paces. As the ground bad been recently plowed and was soaked 
with a, deluge of rain, a pace will represent little more than 2 feet. I 
give the circumference provisionally at 370 yards. The area on the top 
is like the base, oblong north and south, but its figure is more regular. 
Its perimeter is 231 pac'3s. 
From the center of the pyramid O a line on the magnetic meridian 
passes a few feet'to the west of the center of the platform on the summit 
of A.. Its sides are nowhere washed or gullied by rains. Prior to the 
clearing of the land, large trees flourished on the top and on the slopes. 
I estimate its mass to contain 117,000 cubic yards, which is about four-
fifths of the Prussian earth monument on the field of Waterloo. 
At the base the ramp is 50 feet broad, growing narrower as yon aa-
·Cend. It curves to the right, and reaches the area on the top near ite 
.southwest corner. Twenty-five years since, before it was injured by 
-cultivation, visitors could easily ride to the summit on horseback along 
1the ramp. From this spot the view of the rich valley of the Etowah, 
towards the west, and of the picturesque hills which border it on either 
side, is one of surpassing beauty. . 
About 300 yards to the north rises the second terrar.e of the valley, 
composed of red clay and gravel. Near the foot of it are the remains of 
a ditch, inclosing this group of mounds in an arc of a circle, at a dis-
tance of about 200 yards. The western end rests on tbe river below 
the mounds, into which the high waters back up a considerable distance. 
It has been principally tilled up by cultivation. The owner of the 
premises says there was originally an embankment along the edge of 
the ditch on the side of the pyramids, but other old settlP-rs say there 
was none. If the last statement is correct, a part of the earth compos-
ing the mounds can be accounted for by the ditch. 
It length is about one-fourth of a mile, and it does not extend to the 
river above tlie moun<ls. Near the upper end are two oblong irreg,.1lar 
pi , 12 to 15 feet deep, from which a part of the earth of the ruound 
may ha.v be II tak en. The diameter of the pit varie from 150 to ~00 
fi t, aud the breadth from li0 to 70. Tue ditch i reput <l to have b en 
:w fe t wicle and 10 feet d ep. Two hundred yards to the northeast of 
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· are the remains of four low mounds within the di_tcb, near the large 
it._ Five hundred yards to the northwest, on the edge of the second 
rn ce, is a; mound which is yet 8 feet high, although it ~as been indus- . 
· ou ·ly plowed over more than thirty years. On the opposite side of 
e river, one-fourth of a mile below, and on the same side 2 miles 
low, are said to be small mounds. 
FIG. 3. 
0 the summit of a rocky hill, 2½ miles northwest, which overlooks 
the -alley of the Etowah towards Rome, and also the bill conutry on 
he utb, is an inclosure of loose unhewn stones, known as the·' Indian 
1'ort-" I t has now the appearance of a heavy stone fence which has 
fallen down. There are six openings or entrances, BBB, haviug a 
hr th of 10 to 60 feet, situated at irregular distances. It is an irregu-
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lar o-,al figure incloslng the rocky summit of the hill, the largest diam-
eter of which is 220 paces and the shorter 200. The elevation of the 
knob, at the center, is 50 feet above the terrace or bench, on which 
the lines of loose stones are lying. This interior space is principaliy 
cleared of loose stone, and shows bare ledges of lime rock, in horizontal 
layers. 
The hill is covered with an open growth of oaks. There is nothing 
in this structure suggestive of a fort, except its elevated position, which, 
however, is by no means inaccessible. The openings are too wide and 
too numerous to warrant the idea of a defensive work. It is more prob-
able that it was the scene of imposing public processions and displays, 
and was approached by crowds of persons from all sides through the 
openings. The rude wall or line of stones would · be the necessary re-
sult of clearing the ground of the blocks of limestone once scattered 
profusely over the .surface. 
Near where the rail way from Cartersville to Cedarville crosses Petit's 
Creek, at the base of the limestone bluff, about half a mile east of the 
"fort," is an artificial pile of small stones, which was once about 18 feet 
in height. It is now very much injured by persons in search of treasure 
and of relics, who have formed a crater ai the center nearly dovln to the 
ground, throwing. the stones over the sides. It must have been a regu-
lar cone, with smaller heaps attached around its base, which was irregu-
lar, and about 160 feet in circumference. This mound of stones does 
not differ from those raised by the red men over the remains of their 
dead chiefs except in size . 
.A few days before I was at the great mound, a rude stone effigy of a. 
female was plowed out near its base on the north side. It is quite gro-
tesque, resembling the uncouth carvings in wood of the Indians of 
the north. Its height is 14 inches, its weight 36 pounds, and the mate-
rial is the limestone of the region. 
Fw. 4. Fw. 5. 
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I have a photograph of it, viewed on three sides. On the hips and 
b?ek are colored zigzag lines of white and brown, intended for orna-
me11t. Some years since a male, prob-
ably the mate to it, w'as plowed out near 
the same place; also an earthen vase and 
other pottery, with flint disks. The first-
found image was lost or destroyed, and 
the other soon will be. In sty le and ar-
tistic execution they appear to be the 
work of the present red man. 
~fr. Tumlin, the owner of the premises, 
aml Mr. Sage, of Cartersville, who knew 
the country while the Cherokees were in 
possession of it, state that the summit of 1 
the great pyramid was a fqrti:fied village, 
urrounded by pickets of wood and a 
light embankment. This parapet is still i....z:,;..;=-
visible, but is, at least in part, owing to FIG. 6. 
furrows turned outwarq. in plowing, and, until recently, the stumps of 
the l)ickets were struck by the plow. ~ ear the southeast corner of the 
area, on the top, is a low mound. It is a third of a mile, at the nearest 
point, to where there is land of a height equal to the mound, and there-
fore it was a place easily defended. Although the Cherokees made use 
of it as a fort against the Creeks, they always denied having any knowl-
edge of the race or the persons by whom the mound was erected. The 
gentlemen above named questioned them repeatedly on this point, and 
always received the same answer. If it had been designed as a place of 
defense originall~r, a much less broad and gent e road to the summit 
would have been made. 
I was attracted to this mound and its surroundings as a type of the 
fiat-top pyramids, so common on the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, which 
have been by some archreologists attributed to tbe present race of red 
men. In Florida and in Alabama, the early English and Spanish trav-
elers found Indian caciques with their wigwams on the top of such 
m9unds, around which were the villages of their tribe. Instances are 
given where Indian towns occupied spaces surrounded by ancient-em-
bankments of earth, both with and without mounds. 
Mr. S. F. Haven, long distinguished in archreology as the secretary 
of the American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, Mass., in his article 
in tbe Smithsonian Contributions for 1855, vol. viii, has referred to an 
instance of an intrenched fort made by the Arickare<'s, in a bend of 
the Missouri River, above Council Bluffs. The-description of' this fort 
by Lewi and Clark does not give it the character of an earthwork with 
ditches for defense. It was a temporary breastwork of logs and earth 
and stone, hastily thrown up, such as are common in lnaian warfare, 
and in all warfare. 
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The Indian forts which were attacked by Cb amplain in northeastern 
New York in 1609 were constructed of pickets set in a low bank, strengtb-
ened b) interlacing branches and poles, secured by bark and withes.· 
During the French wars with the Iroquois, on the waters of Lake Ontario, 
they met with nothing more advanced than these light stockades. The 
pickets were set in the earth, and the bank raised against them from 
both sides, to give them a more firm support. In no case was the bank 
or ditch relied upon as a protection or as an obstacle to those without. 
They were of a profile too slight for this purpose. 
The northwestern Indians have been questioned in numerous instan-
ces as to the authors of the earthworks of the West. They universally 
deny having any knowledge or tradition of the persons who built them; 
a tradition which could not have been lost, or the art of making them. 
The relics which are found in the mounds, in connection with the first 
or oldest burials, although there are resemblances, differ from the relics 
of the red men in many particu]ars. If stone axes or mauls of the Indian 
type have been found in the mounds, they are rare. The last-named 
race were not miners of copper or copper-workers. In the implements 
of the two races there are resemblances, especially in those which are 
made of flint, but no greater than in those of the ancient races in Europe, 
where no connection is claimed. 
It cannot, however, be denied that continued investigations bring to 
light a strong similarity between the works of the ancient tribes of the 
South and the mound-builders. If the dividing line shall be broken 
down as to them, there is a wide difference between the northern tribes 
and the mound-builders. 
Col. C. C. Jones, of Atlanta, Ga., in his valuable work on the Southern 
Indians (1874), has given historical proof to show that the Spaniards 
were witnesses to the erection of such mounds. 
Most of the above descriptive matter is an abstract of my remarks at 
the Chicago meeting of the American Association, in August, 1871, 
before the appearance of the book of Colonel Jones. · The drawings 
used at the meeting have been reduced by photograph for this paper. 
I take pleasure in referring to his work (pages 137 to 143) for details 
not in my description, especially the artificial ponds DD, and the mound 
E inclosed by the moat. The cavities E E E of my sketch are the 
ponds P of Colonel Jones, but at the time of my visit were without water. 
There is but one ascent to the platform .A, which is represented at 1, ej, 
and is in very good condition. Fort Hill no doubt bad a relation to this 
group of mounds answering to the high places of worship which are 
common in Palestine. 
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1'"'EW RIVER MOUNDS, BERRIEN COUNTY, GEORGIA. 
BY WILLIAM J. TAYLOR, of Nashville, Ga. 
The mounds described in this paper, two in number, are situated on 
a dry sandy level of pine and oak land near the edge of a hummock 
which skirts the creek in the ninth district of Berrien County, G~orgia. 
They are about 300 yards from the creek and 100 yards from a branch 
emptying into the creek. This site is on lot numbered 275, and 6 
miles southwest from the town of Nashville. 
The mounds had been partially explored previomsly to our examina-
tion, but the following is an account of our results : 
Mound No. 1 was 30 fe~t wide and 4 feet high, and perfectly cir-
cular at the base. The earth composing it was obtained from a saucer-
ahaped excavation, now 8 feet across and 1 foot deep. At the bottom 
of this depression were found charred wood, ashes, and pieces of burnt 
pine wood, which appeared to have been placed there when the inter-
ment was made. 
Mound No. 2 resembled N o.1 in every respect. The growth on both 
mounds were wire-grass, sedge, bushes of the red oak and post oak. 
The early settlers and the Indians whom they encountered were alike 
ignorant of the origin of these relics of the past. ' 
ANCIENT CANALS IN FLORIDA. 
BY CHARLES J. KENWORTHY, of Jacksonville, Fla. 
In November and December, 1877, I indulged in a ,sail-boat cruise 
from Key West to Cedar Keys, and en route found and superficially ex-
amined an ancient canal in township 50 south, range 25 east. The 
accompanying drawing gives a sketch of the locality. 
Th e canal is at present 12 feet wide at the bottom, and about 40 at 
the top. The embankment on each side is about 4 feet higher than the 
original surface. Engineering skill was manifested in laying out the 
canal, for its first 600 feet are at right angles with the coast line, after 
hich it trends to the eastward. Those canals were not erected by our 
indolent Indians, and in my opinion they were made by another race. 
Three years ago I made a boat trip from Cedar Keys to Charlotte Har-
bor, on Lake Okeechobee. On my return I superficially examined a 
eanal a t Pine Island, Charlotte Harbor. 
Some of the largest mounds in the State have been constructed near 
the southwest end of the canal. In my opinion the mounds have been 
made since the canal was excavated. I was anxious to make an examj. 
nation t o determine the date of the mound-building as regards the canal, 
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but my companions would not sto:J?. I was assured, by a g_entlemau 
vho had resided on the island .for 24 years, that the canal extended 
aero s the island a distance of 3 miles, and that it could be traced in-
land (from the shore of the mainland) a distance of 14 miles. A canal 
imilar in character exists between the falls at the head of the Caloosa-
batcbee and Lake Okeechobee. .An old coaster informed me that he 
bad <liscerned an ancient canal on one of the Thousand Islands south 
of Cape Romano. Those excavations are evidently ve!Y old and not the 
work of Indians. They were not constructed for defensive purposes, 
but evidently for canals. 
In his examinations, Professor Wyman did not visit the large mounds 
of the State. The 'largest of those standing are to be found on Pine 
Island and Gasparilla Island, Charlotte Harbor, at Old Fort Centre, ~ 
Fish Eating Creek, on the plain b1:,tween New Fort Centre and Fort 
Thompson, and between Fort Myers and Cyprus Bay. The mound at 
Old Fort Centre is about 50 feet high. It was evidently used for burial 
purposes, anq. if an excavation was made many things might be collected. 
I used a stick, and with a few minutes' scratching I found bones every-
where. The largest and most interesting mound~ in the State have es-
caped notice and examination. From the immense number and large 
size of the shell heaps on the· southwest coast, this section must have 
been inhabited for a long period by a large population. The distribution 
oftbe shells in some of the heaps led me· to believe that the inhabitants 
were governed by some·law. In some ofthe heaps you will find a layer 
of conch shells_ several feet in thickness, and above or below a layer of 
oyster shells. The largest number of shell mounds are to be found on 
the Nelt River, a lagoon or river connecting Crystal and Henoosana 
Rivers. · 
In my wanderings I found a remarkable shell deposit on the shore of 
Orange Lake. I noticed an elevation on the fl.at near the shore of the 
lake, covering over an acre and about 6 feet high. I noticed on the 
nrface fragments of oyster shells. I obtain,ed a grubbing hoe and 
made an excavation about 2 feet deep, and found a bed of oyster shells. 
They differed from other shells I have examinM in other portions of the 
State. As far as examined, each shell had been broken at the end, as 
oJ·sters were opened some years ago. The present elevation of Orange 
Lake is 48 feet 8 inches above the ocean level. The nearest oyster bed ' 
i distant 43 miles. This immense heap of shells was not transported 
43 miles, but in my opinion were obtained from Orange Lake when it 
Was a bay or estuary of the sea. From my investigations I feel assured 
.. bat the oysters were collected and eaten when the State of Florida 
con i ted of a belt of high land extending from the Chattahoo~hee to a 
Point south of Sumterville, and before the balance of the State at-
tained its present elevation above the ocean. If my views are correct, 
lorida was inhabited a long time ago. If the shells referred to have 
ot presented the endeavors of man's work I might have referred the . 
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collection to other causes. Two years ago I made the acquaintance ot 
a very intelligent gentleman residing near Sumterville. Four years ago 
he was out deer hunting with dogs on the shore of Lake Charleossos-
r----tl"1=rmt"'i1T"7""~-rrr---,,------:- ------, skie. He was riding over an 
-~ elevated hum mock sur-
rounded by a large sun-grass 
swamp, and discovered traces 
of old cultivation. Looking 
about, he discovered a heap 
of ancient pottery, which, he-
assured me, amounted to 
several cart-loads. He dis-
mounted and examined a 
number of the vessels, and 
found that a hole had been 
made in the bottom of each 
to render it useless. .After 
examining a few of them he 
followed in pursuit of his 
dogs. It seems to me that 
this hummock must have 1 
been the resort of a tribe of 
Indians, and when attacked 
by enemies they rendered 
their most valuable utensils 
useless to the enemy. 
He had in the city, some 
months since, a large molar 
tooth weighing 9 poun~s. It 
was picked up near Sumter-
ville. On some of the tribu-
taries of Pease Creek huge 
bones are visible in the sand 
bars at low stages of water. 
Plan No. 1 is an accurate 
PLAN No. 2· sketch of the locality, show-
ing the peninsula, inlet, lagoon, islands, and canals. Plan No. 2, on a 
smaller scale, shows John's Pass and Marco Inlet. 
One mile and three-quarters south of Doctor' Pass is John's Pass, 
with thre inside channels connecting them. Three miles and a quarter 
south f Joh n's Pa s is Little Marco Inlet with an inside channel con· • 
. ' nectmg them. 
Th · land on th p uin ula traver ed by the canal is low, and poor 
pin 1 nd n t ov r 4 fe t above high-water mark. From a pa ing 
xaminati n f th mainland a t of the lagoon it pre ented the ap· 
ran · f 1 w pi land unfit :£ r ultivation. It i evident that no 
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large settlement ever existed in the neighborhood of the canal. Unless 
marked changes have occurred in the land by the opening of passes 
since the excavation was made, there is no apparent reason why so 
much labor was bestowed on the work. 
Along the Gulf shore, for a distance of 150 feet inland from high-
water mark, there exists a flat sand bank about 4 feet above the gen-
eral surface of the peninsula, and this deposit has apparently blocked 
up the Gulf end of the canal. The canal at the head of the Caloosa-
hatchee connects with the river and ends abruptly inland. 
The canal crossing Pine Island is less than 4 miles from its northern 
end, and there is no apparent object why the excavation was made. 
The width, depth, and• general appearance of all the canals are the 
same. 
MOUNDS IN ALACHUA COUNTY, F;LORIDA. 
BY JAMES BELL, of Gainesville, Fla. 
There are at least ··fifty mounds within. 20 miles of Gainesville, Flor-
ida. The accompanying sketch gives the location of six which have 
been examined, and of which the descriptions are given in this paper. 
FIG. 1. 
ound No. 1 w_as 7 feet high and 30 feet in diameter, and located in 
a cleared field which has been plowed over for the last twenty years.' 
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A . shaft was sun~ below the original surface. Openings were also made 
in the sides. But no relics whatever were found. 
Mound No. 2 is situated in the same :field 300 yards north of N o.1. 
It was at the time of its examination 10 feet high and about 95 feet in 
base diametP.r. Like Np. 1, it had been much plowed over. .A. ~haft was 
sunk in it below the base and extended laterally, but nothing· was found 
·.excepting a few fragments of charcoal and pottery. 
FIG. 2.-Mound No. 3-looking north (1 and 2=shafts: 4, 4=pottery. 
Mourid No. 3 is upon a hummock near its edge.· It measures 12 feet 
in height, ancl 105 by 70 feet in base diameter. Being situated on the 
slope of the hummock, the summit of which o-verlooks th_e mound, this 
work seems to have escaped observation. .A. family living only 30 yards 
distant were very much surprised to find it a burial mound. Two large 
trees were growing on the top at the ti~e of my visit, and the entire 
surface was covered with a dense growth of bushes and grape-vines. 
The accompanying sketch will convey a clear i<lea of its appearance . 
.A. shaft 6 feet in diameter was sunk to the original surface. After dig-
ging down about 10 inches broken pottery was e!countered in great 
1 quan'tities, but so much shattered that it was impossible to restore a 
single vessel. 
FIG. 3.-Mound No. 3-looking west. 
The fir t bones were found about 15 or 18 inches from the surface. 
This tratum extendecl over the mon11d for a space 30 feet in diameter. 
Th re appeared to be tbr e tiers of bone about a foot apart. The 
botli . had u t b n uried here· the boo cmed to have been thrown 
. . ' m prom1 cuou ly. 
B ing comp 11 d t a andon my work for a ea on, other per on dug 
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· hi mound and recovered some valuable pottery: One large basin ~ made in imitation of a duck with wings and bill exposed. 
]e urning the exploration, the surface was dug over for a space of 
fe t in diameter and 5 feet deep. Within that area not less than one 
- a n<l skeletons were exhumed and at least two wagon loads of pot~ 
sh rd . This pottery commenced about a foot from the surface and ex-
·emletl down to the first stratum of bones. 
ound No. 4 was only 4 feet high and 15 feet in base diameter. Upon 
uamination it was found to contain no re~ics. 
FIG. 4.-Mound No. 5---looking north (1, 2, 3::::;:shafts: 4, 4, 4=charcoal and ashes.) 
Mound No. 5 was 10 feet high and 32 feet in base diameter, and very 
metrically shaped. It was situated on a hummock about 50 yards · 
m the margin of the arm of Payne's Prairie. This was formerly a 
~e, but about twenty years ago the water disappeared through the 
· k. It remained dry for about three years, when it filled with water 
d bas remained a lake ever sinee. This mound was exa111ined ( see 
Fig. 4) and a stratum of ashes, charcoal, and charred bone3 encountered, 
3 feet from the surface. 
Mound No. 6 was about 8 feet high and 80 feet in base diameter. It 
~ ~ od in a cleared field which had been plowed over for a number of 
y . Nothing was discovered within it, although a ditch was cut 
through from one side to the other. · 
SHELL DEPOSITS AT THE MOUTH OF SHORT CREEK, WEST 
VIRGINIA. 
BY H. B. HUBBARD, of Wheeling, W. Va. 
hort Creek is a little stream that enters the Ohio River 9 miles above 
the city of Wheeling, and the shell deposit alluded to commences to 
h -w in the bank of the river some 50 yards above the month of this 
k and is exposed for over 100 feet up the river, when it is hidden 
fill for a road down to the water. The shells are those of the fresh-
r clam and are very fragile, splitting into fine scales on handling, 
th o-b an occasional one is found that is perfect. The shells are now 
co ·ere l with about 3 feet of silt, and formerly there were 3 or 4 feet of 
th ame loamy <lepo it over this, hut it was removed in grading for a 
ic road. A portion of this road, with much of the deposit of shells, 
fa len into the river by the caviug in of the bank. 
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While many of the usual indications which mark such deposits as 
artificial, such as the remains of fires, &c., are present, there are two 
peculiarities wort,hy of especial notice. One of which is a stratum of 
river bowlders which divides the deposit of shells, which is over 2 feet 
in thickness, into two very equal partsthroughitsentireexposure. These 
. bow lders were evidently selected with great care for uniformity m size 
and are about 3 inches in diameter, and are packed as closely as in a 
pavement. The remains of the fires show both above and below these 
bowlders, but none immediately upon them. The other peculiarity is the 
abundance of human bones found mixed with the shells, but these are 
probably of later origin, and, if so, show that the place has subsequently 
been used for a burial place. 
The large inound at Moundsville, W. Va., was opened in 1838 by Mr. 
Tomlinson, who, in opening, drove two shafts into it, one on the plane 
of the base to its center, the other from the top to the base. The hor-
izontal shaft was through a loamy clay as far as driven, which was some 
12 or 15 feet at the time I was there, and for 3 or 4 feet in from the sur-
face on the sides and top was marked witli fine dark lines which formed 
segments of circles springing from each other in successive rows, after 
the manner of whatissometimestermed the" shell-pattern." These lines 
were.from 12 to 16 inches from point to point of contact and 2½ to 3 
inches apart at their greatest vertical separation. These lines suggested 
the idea that the mound :1 had been faced with turf. In support of this 
hypothesis, it would be necessary to remember the high angle of eleva-
tion of the faces of the mound, the height of the mound and the material 
o{ which it is composed, and while the angle of inclination of the faces 
is no more than nature willingly tolerates under such circumstances, 
yet, unless the faces were protected, they would be much wasted and 
gullied by the rains before they would be protected by spontaneous veg-
,etation. The adaptation of the means to the end is apparent in the 
facility with which the material could be obtained and applied, and in 
the perfect protection which such a casing . would afford. 
ANTIQUITillS OF SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. 
BY REV. HORACE HAYDEN, of West Brownsville, Pa. 
In view of the fact that in the Sta~es of Ohio, Indiana, and espe-
cially Wi consin, ancient remains have been so carefully investigated, 
it mu t. appear strange that the many indlcia of a prehistoric race in 
the we tern part of Pennsylvania and in the State of West Virginia 
should be o little known. At the pre ent date these indic-ia have been 
larg ly d er a ed by vanclafo1m an<l by the action of the elemen · 
1\lany mound have been plowed down to the surface of the urround· 
ing gr und or leveled to make way for towns. Many of the remark-
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le culptured rocks have been used· for building purposes or are 
TIIJ<T below the surface of the Monongahela River, even at low tide, 
th .ri·rnr being higher now at all seasons by reason of the slack-water 
improvements than it was forty years ago. The second geological re-
port of Pennsylvania contains nothing on the subject of antiquities; 
Dr. Creigh, in his "History of Washington County," is entirely silent 
to the numerous mounds, &c., which are found in the county limits; 
nd the centennial volume of the "Resources of West Virginia," by 
Prof. M. F. Maury, ignores the many and· exceedingly interesting re-
ains in that State.· I shall here, however, give simply an account of 
e antiquities of Fayette County, Pennsylvania, and, iil another paper,. 
f those in parts of West Virginia. This account will necessarily be 
· ken largely from an unpublished work by Hon. James Veech and 
reeman Lewis, the latter an old and experienced surveyor of Browns-
rille, Pa. Remains of embankments or "old forts" are numerous in 
ayette County. The Indians known to us could give no satisfactory 
account of them. While the trees of the surrounding forests were chiefly 
oak, the growth upon and in the old forts was generally of large black. 
alnnt, wild cherry, and locust. Some indicate an age of three hun-
dred to five hundred years, and some stood around the decayed remains 
others. Judge Veech thinks they were originally composed of wood, -
their debris is generally a vegetable mold, no stone being used in 
their construction. Old pottery, made of clay and mussel-sh~lls, is al-
ays found among these ruins. The old forts were of various forms, 
uare, oblong, triangular, circular, and semi-circular. Their sites were 
generally well chosen in reference to defense and observation, and, what 
is a singular fact, they were very often, generally in Fayette County, 
located on the highest and ri~hest hills, and at a ·distance fr0m any spring 
or tream of water. 
One of these "old forts" was on the land of William Goe, near the 
Monongahela River, and just above the mouth of Little Redstone, 
where afterwards was a settlers' fort, called Cassell's or Castle Fort . 
.Another was situated at the mouth of Speers Run, where now stands 
the town of Belle Vernon. Two or three are found on a high ridge 
sonth wardly of Perryopolis, on the State road, and on land lately owned 
by John F. Martin. 
Another noted one is on the west bank of the Youghiogheny River, 
1tearly opposite the Brood ford, on land lately owned by James Collins. 
There are several on the high ridge of land leading from the Collins 
fort southwestwardly towards Plumsock, on lands of James Paull, John 
ir. .Au tin, John Bute, and others, a remarkable one being on land lately 
owned by James Gilchrist and the Byers, where some very large human 
bo es have been found. · 
There is one on the north side ofMountz Creek, above Irishman's Run . 
.A.. er large one, containing 6 or 8 acres, is on the summit of Laurel 
llil . here the mud pike crosses it, covered with a large growth of 
black walnut. 
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One especially noted as containing a great quantity of broken shells 
and pottery existed on the high land between Laurel run and the 
Youghiogheny River, on a tract formerly owned by Judge Young, and 
remains of the fort are to be seen. There are yet distinct traces of one 
on land of General Henry W. Beeson, formerly Colonel McClean's, about 
miles east of Uniontown. 
There was one northeast of New Geneva, at the locality known as the 
"Flint Hill," on land now owned by John Franks. 
Two miles northeast of New Geneva, on the road to Uniontown, and 
on land late of William Morris, now Nicholas B. Johnson, was one cele-
brated for its great abundance of mussel-shells. In the high ridge south-
wardly of the headwaters of Middle Run several existed, of which may 
be named one on the Bixler land, one on the high knob eastwardly of 
Clark Breading's, one on the Alexander Wilson tract, and one on the 
land of Dennis Riley, deceased, formerly Andrew C. Johnson's. Judge 
Veech also states that "a very noted 'old fort' and of most command-
ing location was at Brownsville, on the site of Fort Burd, but covering 
a much larger area. Even after Colonel Burd built his fort here, in 1759, 
it retained the name of the 'Old ~ort,' Redstone Old Fort, or Fort Red-
. stone." I am quite sure that Judge Veech is in error in locating this 
old fort on the site of Fort Burd. 
Of the antiquities immedhtiely around Brownsville no trace at pres-
ent remains. On the original draught of Fort Burd, made by Major 
Joseph S~ippen in 1759, and now in the possession of the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania, can be seen, immediately to the rear of Fort 
Burd, the old Indian Fort, which is now so entirely obliterated that 
very few remember where it was located. · The fullest description of 
this earthwork is found fo "Travels in America, performed in 1806, for 
the purpose of exploring the rivers Allegheny, Monongahela, Ohio, and 
Mississippi, &c., by Thomas Ashe, esq., London, 1808." In the fifth let-
ter of this work the author says: 
'' The neighborhood of Brownsville or Redstone abounds with 
monuments of Indian antiquity. They consist of fortified camps, bar-
rows for the dead, im.ages and utensils, military appointments, &c. A 
fortified camp (which is a fortification of a very complete nature, on 
whose ramparts timbers of 5 feet in diameter now grows) commands 
the town of Brownsville, which undoubtedly was once an Indian settle-
ment. This camp contains about 13 acres, inclosed in a circle, the ele-
vation of wltich is 7 feet above the adjoining ground. Within the circle 
a pentagon is accurately described, having its sides 4 feet high and its 
angles uniformly 3 feet from the circumference of the circle, thus leav-
ing an unbroken communication all round. Each ide of the pentagon 
has a postern opening into the passage between it and the circle, but 
tho circle it elf ha only one grand gateway, which directly faces the 
to~'Il. Exactly in the c nt r stands a mournl about 30 fi et high, 
hitherto con itlered a a r po itory for the d ad, 'and which any corr ct 
ob rv r can p re fr to bav b en lookout. I oofi that I xamineu 
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e remains of the former power of man with much care and venera-
· on. nor could I resist reproaching those writers whb have ignorantly 
rted 'We know of no such thing existing as an Indian monument 
' . fr pectability, for we would not honor with that name arrow-pomts, 
-one hatchets, stone pipes, half-shapen images, &c.' 
,, The one which I have opened might have been originally a parallelo-
m 60 feet l>y 20, and 30 feet high, whose upper surface and angles 
:ve been rounded by the long influence of time and accident; for we 
e not to conceive that the form of ancient works is exactly similar to 
- at which they first possessed. Such, indeed, as are built of stone and 
ve not been exposed to dilapidation do not experience any material 
change ; but all those monuments (and they are by far the most nnmer-
o ") which are composed of earth must have undergone consider-
able alteration and waste, and therefore afford a very scanty eYidence 
of their original dimensions, or (except where bones are found) of their 
pur1Jose. The bones in the barrows of this neighborhood were directed 
to eyery point, without regard to system or · order. This surprised me 
more as I am well convinced that in general most of the ancieut abo-
rici.nal nations and tribes had favorite positions for their dead, and 
e";"en favorite strata with which to cover them, as I shall have occasion 
to explain when on the spot where the primitive Indians resided. Per-
haps the irregularities in the barrows of this place may arise from th,e 
bones deposited in them, having been those of persons killed in b;tttle, 
ancl collected by the survfvors in order to be buried under one great 
mound. At the same time and place I found in my researches 
a few carved stone pipes and hatchets, flints for arrows, and pieces of _ 
earthenware. I cannot take upon me to say that the workmanship of 
my of these articles surpasses the efforts of some of the present race 
of Indians, but it certainly destroys an opinion which prevailed, that the 
inhabitants in the most remote times had the use of arms, utensils and 
instruments made of copper, iron, and steel." 
Josiah Priest, in his American Antiquities, 1833, p. 85, mentions this 
ancient fort, but he uses the language of Ashe without giving credit. 
J!r. James L. Bowman, who had frequently seen the outlines of the 
camp, notices it briefly in" Day's Historical Collections" and the'' Ameri-
can Pioneer." 
Curiously carved rocks are to be seen on many parts of the Monon-
gahela River. At the mouth of Ten-Mile Creek, 12 miles above.Browns-
@ , are the most interesting of tbese. Some of the rocks there bear 
the impress of a man's foot, a horse's foot, a hand, a head, a turkey, a 
fish birds, beasts, &c. 
On the farm of Mr. George. E. Hogg, near Dunlap's Creek Church, 5 
lllile east of Brownsville, there have been found a vast number of flat 
tones, soft and friable, which are full of small circular indentations of · 
tariou diameters, as if made by the attrition of some harder substance, 
tub ed between the hands. Possibly they were used to produce fire by 
tub ing pieces of cane in them rapidly between the palms of the hand. 
. fis. 109--41 
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ROCK-CARVINGS ON THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER. 
BY lt. G. GALBRAITH, of Bainbridge, Pa. 
Tbe rock referred fo in this paper was originally 71 feet in length 
and 10 feet in width. Seventeen feet on the west and 16 on the east 
remain undisturbed. The center, 38 feet in length, was blasted away 
many years ago, and the stone used in the construction of a shad-fish-
ery, by which many carvings were undoubtedly destroyed, traces of 
which I discovered upon fragments of rock lying scattered over the 
upper end of the island. The rock was evidently a continued mass of 
sculpturing, and hundreds of these may yet be traced with a little care. 
A large portion of the east end is becoming · detached from the main 
body, and will in the course of a few years topple over, face foremost, 
into the river. Many of the carvings, which are undoubtedly of a 
very remote date, are much defaced by the elements. , This statement 
relates more particularly to those on the north and east ends, which I 
impute to the changing in the course of the stream at this particular 
point. · The rock being located at the head of Grey Rock Falls, is sub-
· ect to much wear by swift water. For this reason, and the fact that the 
rock is composed of talcose slate, it is my impression that the carvings 
were originally deeply cut, which evidence can again be traced in the 
east and south end carvings, all of which are much deeper than those 
on any other portion of the rock. The large circular carving is the only 
one traceable by coin pass on the rocks, and faces "nine o'clock, sun-
rise." The tracings were all taken by actual measurements from dead-
lines made upon the rock, one perpendicular through the center of the 
carving and another across. The one from which the tracings were 
made is slightly enlarged to show it more plainly. ·The small island (a 
fishery) which it connects is pr:obably 80 feet long by 20 broad at it 
widest point. The large rock on the opposite side of the middle chan-
nel is about 150 yards distant, having several carvings upon it. I am 
unable to · say whether the spring and fall floods rise sufficiently high 
to cover the large projecting rocks below the smaU island so as to 
change the course of the stream at that point, but do not think so, as 
the fall of water is about 8 feet to the mile. Mr. French informed me 
howevei·, that the rock and island were accessible in very dry seasons 
so that it does not appear necessary that boats should have been brought 
into requisition by the . natives, or if so, only in case of high water 
while at work upon the rock. The outer rock can only be reachecl by 
boat. 
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CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY, NEW_ YORK. 
BY JAMES SHEWARD, of Dunkirk, N. Y. 
Chautauqua County has furnished many indications of a former oc-
cupancy; but, as yet, we have found nothing to establish its probable 
antiquity. 
I have some fragments of a piece of pottery, ajar or vase, found be-
neath the roots of a very old apple-tree in the town of Stockton. This 
tree grew in a valley, and was evidently quite old when it was blown 
down. The vase or jar was broken, but it was estimated, from t.lie 
pieces found, to be about two gallons capacity. The pieces indicate 
that it was made principally from pounded quartz. The surface was 
smooth and impervious to water. The depth at which it was found I 
have been unable to ascertain with any certainty. Thus far I can find no 
evidence of a secular increase in the valley; consequently there are no 
data for a calculation of the period when the jar was abandoned. The 
fragments and description were given to me by Mr. F. McCullough, of 
Delanti, this county. Within the village of Frewsbury, town of. Car-
roll, some years ago, a pine stump, which had been left standing for a 
long time, was pulled up, and under its roots were found two human 
skeletons. I saw some of the bones were parts of the skull, but was 
unable to determine whether the crania indicated round, flat, or oval-
sbaped heads. I could obtain no certain information as to the depth 
below the surface at which these bones were found, and none as to sec-
ular increase. The pine stump was very large and showed 580 cuticle 
layers or growths. The tree at the time it was felled was five hundred 
and eighty years old, and was probably1 cut down twenty years or 
more before the stump was pulled up. A period of six hundred years 
must have elapsed since that tree began to grow. How long those 
~keletons have been inhumed prior to the germination of the tree we 
cannot tell. At the first settlement of that section of our county the 
valley was a vast pine forest. Through this valley runs a creek or 
brook, tribµtary to the Conawauga, one of the tributaries of the Ohio. 
I have reason to think that a thorough exploration of this neighborhopd 
would give valuable information. · 
In the town of Sheridan, on the farm of Mr. N. Gould, have been 
found, at various times, numb'ers of human bones. These bones indi-
cated, by their number, size, and position, that the place where they . 
were found was either a cemetery or had been the scene of a battle 
where large numbers of all ages and sexes had been killed. The cra-
niological developments I know nothing about. In the vicinity of Mr. 
Gould's farm are yet to be found earthen fortifications, breastworks, 
and ditches. These fortifications are somewhat numerous and exten-
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sive, reaching over into the town of Perufret, where a bill, known now a 
Fort Hill, gives unequivocal testimony of the work of man. Between 
Fort Hill and Mr. Gould's farm is found a hill about 30 feet high, with 
a circumference at its base of about 90 paces. The top of this hill i' 
flat, oval in outline, and composed, as far as examined, of tlie material 
constituting the surface formatlon of the plain. The hill may possi-
bly have been formed by currents of water, but there is no bluff or 
bank near it. It stands about 3 miles inland from the lake, and wa 
originally covered with large forest trees in ' nowise difforing from the 
trees of the surrounding plain. Mr. Gould, over seventy years of age, 
say,s he well remembers the hill as it was in his childhood, and that it was 
so conspicuously above the surrounding trees as to be regarded as a 
landmark by ear1y navigators of Lake Erie. He describes one tree, 
which grew near the top of the hill, as being 4 feet in diameter. Care-
ful examination of the plain gave no depression in the surface to indi-
. cate that the earth which composes the hill was excavated there. I 
am inclined to the opinion that the hill is in reality a mound, and that 
it was in some way connected with the .other fortifications already men-
tioned. · In this connection I may mention that some years ago, in 
plowing a field OJ]. his . farm, Mr. Williams, of the town of Sheridan, 
turned up as much as two bushels of flint spalls or chips, and a number 
of arrow and spear heads. These were pretty much all together, and led 
Mr. Williams to suppose that Indians made their tools there. Some of 
these implements, in outline and material, very nearly, if not entirely, 
correspond to those found in Ohio, near what is called Flint Ridge. I 
believe that flint or chert is not to be found in this county. Whether 
· the crude stone was brought to the place where the flints were found, and 
was there worked into shape, cannot be settled as yet. Some fifty-odd 
years ago I saw a large :field in what is now the city of Zanesville, Ohio, 
plowed up for the first time. The whole field was dotted over with 
flakes, spalls, arrow and spear heads, stone hammers, and axes, indica 
tiye of a manufactory. Old and partly decayed stumps were overturned 
or pulled up and the spalls were found under them. From this field to 
· Flint Ridge there was nearly a continuous water communication. There 
are grounds for believing that the material was originally quarried at 
Flint Ridge, where numerous excavations, partially filled up, are to be 
found, and haying trees growing in them. Whether the persons or 
people who wrought in Sheridan were located there we do not know, 
neither can we safely say that the implements found were made by 
those who erected the fortifications. 
I have an amulet. which was plowed up on the farm of Mr. Prender· 
gast, in the town of Westfield, this county, and by him presented to me. 
It somewhat resembles Fig. 27 in Colonel Foster's work, "Prehistoric 
Race ," page 232, which he calls a totem. His totem was found in "i -
con. m; the amulet was found in Chautauqua County. I will give my 
r a ·ons for regarding these effigies as amulets in an article now pre-
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:Paring, entitled ".An Inquiry into the Origin and Antiquit;y of the Indian 
_:Race." I have never yet found an Indian drawing or signature of his 
toteni that could be at all compared to the outline of the amulet;- and 
as there are two holes neatly drilled and rimmed for the reception of a 
thong or cord, I am inclined to think that no Indian made it, and that 
it belonged to a people of superior taste and skill. He who made and 
J)Olished it was an expert workman, and could not have been a hunter 
<Jr a warrior of the Indian kind. I have a stone gouge of admirable con-
struction, which was plowed up in the town. of Sheridan and given to 
:rne by Mr. Griswold. Like the amulet, it must have been made by an 
~xpert. The stone is hard enough to carry quite a fine edge, and the 
tool gives evidence of having been much used on wood. It_is supposed 
that it was used for tapping the maple tree. I have some other imple-
ments found in this county, one in the shape of a celt, which, a Seneca 
.. Jndian told me, was used by his people for skinning animals. 
Chautauqua Lake lies within this county, and many relics have been 
found along its shores. At one place Long Point juts out into the lake, 
forming along,narrowneck of land, which used to befringed with bushes 
and covered with stately trees. On this point, near its outer extremity, 
there had been a canal and basin excavated. A party or a person 
could easily double the point in a canoe, part the bushes and paddle 
through the canal and into the basin, where they were perfectly hidden 
from view. I saw-the remains of this canal and basin about seventeen 
years ago; the outlines were then quite distinct. These works, how-
ever, are ·not proofs of a settled population . 
. The Iroquois knew all about our territory; indeed, they gave the name 
to the lake, 0ha-tau-quab, or "bag tied in the middle." In a written 
speech, prepared by Oorn-plan~er, Half-town, and Big tree, Seneca chiefs 
or sachems, and presented to President Washington, they ask their 
"father" if he is determined to crush them, and say, in case he is: "In 
this case one chief has said he would ask you to put him out of his pain. 
Another, who will not think of dying by the hand of his father or bis 
brother, has said he will retire to the 0hataughqua, eat of the fatal root, 
and sleep with his fathers in peace." This speech was answered by the 
President, and these chiefs replied as . follows: "Father, we see that you 
ought to have the camping-place from Lake Erie to Niagar·a, as it was 
marked down at Fort Stanwix, and we are willing it shall remain to be 
yours. .And if you desire to reserve a passage through the 0anawauga, 
and through the 0hataughquah (Lake), and land for a path from that to 
Lake Erie, take ·it where you like best. Our nation will rejoice to see it 
an open path for you and your children while the land and water remain, 
hut let us pass along the same and continue to take fish in those waters 
in common with you." 
There was, at an early day, a path or road from Lake Erie through 
the towns of Portland and Chautauqua to Chautauqua Lake, and thence 
to Pittsburgh, which the French and Indians traveled; but, except a, 
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rude camp and defenses, there was no settlement nearer than Logstown. 
Ohio. The Senecas . formed what was called the western door of th, 
Iroquois Long-house, and claimed our county as a part of their hunting. 
ground. I can find no satisfactory proof of the occupancy of this ter 
ritory by any tribe of Indians, unless it may have been the residence o: 
the ~ah Kwahs, a tribe said to have been driven out by the Iroquoi. 
and which bas wholly disappeared. It is claimed by some that thert 
was once a tribe called Alleghans occupying lands in or near this county, 
It appears to me that the Iroquois, admitted to be the most intelligent 
and powerful of all the tribes or confederacies, were never far enough 
advanced to construct the fortifications or to make the polished stone 
implements found in our county; and if they were not, was there any 
other people who were ever settled in this territory, 
Champlain, in 1609, gives us some idea of the barbarism of the Sene-
cas, against whom be made war. W assenaer, the Dutch historian, in 
1621-'2 represents the Indians as savages who could not have been of 
the "polished stone age." Cartier found them "insufferable"; so Cadil-
lac describes them. All we can gather from historical documents leads 
to the belief that the stone implements, the pottery, the fortifications, the 
skeletons found, and the large mound (if it be one) were the '\VOrk of a 
people existing anterior to the historic period and more advanced than 
the Knoshioni, or Powhatanic stocks. One argument grows out of the 
fact that all the. relics have been dug or plowed up. Stone axes, flint 
or chert arrow and spear heads have often been found on the surface or 
just below the surface of the land: while the pottery, gouge, amulet, &c., 
have been found at various depths. The two skeletons found at Frews-
bury under the pine stump lived and died long before the "League of 
the Long-house" was formed. Two feet, at least, of a secular increase 
has grown up since these two human beings were laid away. Oan we, in 
the absence of '' monuments of known age," ever ascertain the rate of 
that increase 1 The lofty old pine tree began its life more than six b~n-
dred years ago. - How long before that tree sprouted had these bodies 
been deposited there, And then, again, were these two dead ones 
members of the tribe or nation that raised the breastworks an<l made 
the implements we find at various depths below the surface of to-dayf · 
In my search after data upon or from which to estimate a secular in-
crease of land I have consulted many Indians and whites, but none 
are able to give any facts. Sa-gun-da-wie, or Big Nose, a member of 
the Seneca tribe, gave me an iron ax or hatchet, evidently one of the 
kind used by the Dutch or French to trade for furs. He told me it was 
plowed up on the Cattaraugus reservation from a depth of about 8 inche~. 
but he could not say whether the plow had ever before passed over the 
spot. The ax must have been lost or thrown away at least two hundred 
years ago; it may have been two hundred and :fifty years. If we -were 
sure that the implement was left on the surface two hundred year ' ago. 
the secular increase would have been at the rate of about 4 inches per 
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-century; if two hundred and fifty years,had passed, it would have been' 
at the rate of 3¼ inches per century, or nearly the same as that found by 
Dr. Horner at Heliopolis, in Egypt. If we assume an average secular 
increase in our valleys of 3 inches per century, the skeletons at Frew~-
bury are at least eight hundred years old; they must be at least six 
hundred years old. I am not without hope that closer and more pa-
tient observations will, in course of time give us some reliable data 
upon or from which we can estimate antiquities now seemingly beyond 
our reach. 
That Chautauqua County was once inhabited by a people more ad-
vanc.ed than were the Indians found in the neighborhood by the Fren9h 
and Dutch may, I think, be assumed. That there were human beings 
here eight hundred or even one thousand years ago seems probable. 
I think there are many reasons for the belief that the Indian race, or 
races, if ~you will, were the descendants of the Mound-Builders, notwith-
standing eminent ethnologists think to the contrary. 
I think our county would richly repay a thorough scientific explora-
tion. 
ANTIQUITIES OF ONONDAGA AND ADJOINING COUNTIES 
IN NEW ·YORK. 
BY W. M. BEAUCHAMP. 
The best accounts of the antiquities of this portion of New York are 
in Clark's History e>f Onondaga (1849). This work treats principally of 
E.lbridge and Pompey. General J. A. Clark, of Auburn, h_as published 
an ide~tification of Onondaga historical sites, which is also worthy of 
study. Recently the Skaneateles Democrat gave an account of the 
finding of a clay pipe there, with human face, 30 inches under ground, 
in low land; the Auburn papers, of the discovery of hunian skeletons 
in Fleming; and the Syracuse papers, of the disinterring of thirty pre~ 
historic skeletons in stone cists in East Syracuse, and of the finding 
of several skeletons (historic) in Onondaga Valley. 
The writer has also made extensive investigations in this section, 
correcting some errors, and gives, in the following notes, the results of · 
his labors and reading. The localities mentioned will be found on the 
accompanying chart. 
OSWEGO . COUNTY. 
At Fulton, on the east side of the Oswego River, were the remains 
of a European earthwork, constructed in the French war, and of a 
semicircular-aboriginal fort. Th~ other portions were remored in mak-
ing the canal. Here was a noted portage. Bone Hill,, now levele<l, 
on the west side of the river, contained large quantities of human bones, 
and about Lake Neawantha were many arrows. 
1. On the line dividing the towns of y olney and Sc'llroeppel was an 
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earthwork on a hill, now destroyed. A long wall, separating the hill 
from a. marsh on the east, still remains. Arrow-heads.of flint, ,en cache, 
have be~n plowed up. 
Oswego River. 
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2. The remains of a circular earthwork on Mr. J. T. Geer's farm, lot 
24, Granby, east of the railroad station, are in ,ery go0d preservation, 
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showing both gates. It yields nothing but small pieces of earthenware. 
The area inclosed is about an acre, and is upon a hill; Clark's estimates 
for this and the next are too high. 
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3. There was an earthwork, like the preceding, on lot 32, east of the 
State road, but it has been demolished by cultivation. It was on a large 
plain, and many fragments of pottery, celts, and_ clay pipes are found. 
I 
'-------·- ---------------- --------
.Earthwo,:.k. Oswego River; 
Gravel Bed. 
FIG. 4. 
4. There were villages about Phamix of historic and prehistoric 
dates. One of the most important was on a small island, where over 
. 1,500 flint implements have been collected; scrapers, flint and qua~tz 
arrows and knives, polished slate arrows, points, celts, gorgets, and bud 
totems abound. 
7. A village site and cemetery occur at Caughdenoy, on the Oneida. 
River. Arrows, gouges, and fine celts have been found. 
8. At Brewerton are several village sites on either side of the Oneida 
River, near the lake. A noted burial-place is on the north side. These 
villages were ·both historic and prehistoric, and here the walls of old 
Fort Brewerton are still in good preservation. Arrows, pipes, celts, 
gorgets, and bird totems are met with here, and between this site and 
Oaughdenoy two fine bayonet.shaped implements of slate were discov· 
ered. 
9. On the Oneida Lake, at Good Harbor, fine arrow-points, stone tubesr 
and gouges have been found, and there are other localities beyond. 
CAYUGA COUNTY. 
52, In Brutus is the site of an earthwork near the Seneca River, de-
crib d by quier. Fine gouges, with and ~ithout grooved backs, gor-
get , arrow , and celts occur. 
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53. Remains of an earth work, figured by Schoolcraft, are still to be 
seen on Fort Hill, Auburn. The pipes found here are peculiar. Two 
other sites have been identified in Auburn, and there were Cayuga 
settlements on Cayuga Lake, Salmon Creek, and Seneca River, .mos.tly 
of the historic period. A well-known site is on Frontenac Island. Skel-
etons were dug up in Fleming in 1878. West of Cross Lake are sites 
but partially examined, and yielding coarse implements. Early sites 
have been found in the southern part of the county. 
MADISON COUNTY. 
The Tuscarora village of Conaseraga was in this county, as well as 
some Oneida hamlets and villages. There is said to have been an earth-
work at Cazenovia, and there are burial~places near there. The most 
noted site is at Nichols Pond, on the Mile strip, which is claimed as the 
stockade attacked by Champlain in 1615. It i~a few miles northeast 
of Cazenovia, and presents strong points of agreement and disagreement 
with Champlain's picture. It is prehistoric and yields fine relics. 
There was a fishing village at Bridgeport, and other sites will be men-
tioned in connection with Pompey. 
ONONDAGA COUNTY. 
Town of Olay.-On lot 14, near the Seneca River, was a small village 
and bu.rial-place; and also on lot 16, at Oak Orchard, skeletons, tablets, 
arrows, pestles, celts, &c., have been found. A fine slate "bird-pipe" 
was picked up here in 1878; also slate arrows on lot 48, and a sand-
stone tube on lot 49. · A fine copper celt, weighing 2 pounds 14 ounces, 
was recently found on lot 22. · 
Town of Lysander.-Near Belgium, on lot 82, a fine banner-stone was 
discovered, and also a fine and curious copper celt in 1878. ' 
11. A village site exists at Cold Spring, lot 100. Human remains, celts:, 
banner-stones, flint and quartz arrows are most frequent here. A bird 
totem, uniqu~ in form and material, has also been found -on this spot. 
10. On lot 89 was an earthwork, inclosing about 2 acres, within two 
circular ditches. S_omething like a wall was between these. It was 
on high ground, and the relics are earthenware, celts, pipes, and slender 
arrows of flint. 
Two small hamlets were on lots 93 and· 94, with similar relics, but 
coarser arrows; and two others occur on lots 86 and 87 (15), near Float 
Bridge and Railroad· Bridge. 
16. At Baldwinsville are vestiges of three small hamlets en the north 
side of the river, one of some size. · The relics do not differ from those 
on neighboring sites. -
17. A village site of two acres, probably once stockaded, .occurs on 
high ground on lot 78. The arrows are slender and pottery fine. 
18. A village site of two acres is on lot 76, where fine drills, celts, 
arrows, &c., ar~ found, with banner-stones. 
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19. Here are three hamlets, with the ordinary relics, on lot 75, and 
there are others on lot 7 4. On this lot also was found a fine copper 
spear-head, and another was obtained on lot 64. 
20. A. village site remains on · lot 96, where arrow-heads, celts, and a 
little pottery are found. This is on the Seneca River, and smaller ones 
occur at Cross Lake. 
21. On lot 99 are two· or three hamlets, revealing arrow-beads, ham-
,mer-stones, pestles, gouges, and celts. On the same lot was recently 
found a fine and very sharp copper celt,. There are some smaller sites 
not mentioned here. 
·Town of Elbridge.-SmalI sites occur on the shore of Cross Lake, on 
lots 31, 32, and 33, with t4e ordinary relics. 
23. Lot 34 contains the remains of a large village and one or two 
smaller hamlets, where arrow-heads, pestles and mortars, celts, fine 
gouges, and a little pottery have been found. 
25. Lot 35 has similar remains on several sites, one historic. Stone 
pipes are found here in graves, and in a recent burial-place a fine human-
headed pipe was unearthed. West of Carpenter's Brook one of the rare 
pentagonal arrows was found by the writer. 
34. On a high hill on lot 70 was an earthwork, which Clark describes 
as rectangular, with two gateways, and inclosing. 4½ acres. It really 
was elliptical, and inclosed a smaller area. Pottery is abundant there 
yet. 
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35. A smaller one on a hill on lot 81 inclosed l¼ ac,res. It is described 
by Clark as having straight walls on three sides and a curved wall on 
the fourth. It was probably also elliptical but has been leveled. 
36. On lot 83 was a large Indian ~illage.' The writer has ascertained 
that Clark was mistaken in saying that hundreds of grooved axes were 
found there. None were found, and they are very rare in Onondaga 
County. 
7 
· II re wa a circular fort on lot 73, inclosing about an acre. 
( 
I 
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22. On lot 84 was a circular earthwork, with two gateways, and said 
by Clark to have included three acres, but his estimates prove almost 
always too high. Earthenware always occurs in earthworks or stock-
ades, and often river shells in the north part of the county. 
Town of Van Buren.-26. An Indian orchard was located on lot 18. 
27. Here was a small hamlet, on lot 16, with pQttery, arrow-heads, and 
a pick-shaped banner-stone. 
28. In the river, at lot 3, is a stone fish-weir in good preservation, with 
several bays, and formed of bow lders. Since the river has been dammed 
it has been generally 
some feet below the 
surface, but an· unu-
sual drought gave op-
portunity for full ex-
amination. There are 
others on the river, the 
Indians reserving the 
right to make them in 
their treaties. 
29. An Indian or-
chard and burial-place 
were located here, one 
of the few recent sites. 
On lot 4, west side 
of Dead Creek, was a 
hamlet. 
30. On lot 8, east 
side of the same creek, 
I 
Stone Fish Weir. 
was a hamlet of con- Frn. 6. 
siderable size, and there are fire-places on the opposite bank of the 
river. The Van Buren site yields celts, arrows, pestles, and pottery. 
31. On high land, on lot 6, there is a large village site which was 
stockaded. .Arrow-heads, celts, fine clay pipe&, pottery, and one copper 
bead have been recovered. Close by was found a fine copper spear-
head of large size. 
32. Lot 7 includes at le'ast four distinct village sites in Baldwinsville, 
south of the river, all of considerable size. On o·ne was found a pentag-
onal arrow-head; on another a clay face luted on pottery. Here are 
burial-places and a great variety of prehistoric relics, including some 
fine pipes. At one point glass beads have been found. 
33. A. stockade, inclosing two acres, stood on a low hill on lot 13, by 
a small stream, and having one gateway. The usual prehistoric.relics 
occur, with both stone and clay pipes. Near :Memphis, lot 37,. many fine 
articles have been found, as tubes, bird totems, slate knives, &c. Fur-
ther east, on the Seneca River, are occasional small sites. 
Town of' Geddes.-12. On lot ·9, west side of Onondaga outlet, are two 
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village sites, c:m which occur celts, banner-stones, pestles, arrow-heads. 
scrapers, drHls, stone pipes, plummets, gouges, together with a little pot-
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tery. Au other small hamlet was east of the present outlet, and a bu~ial-
place in a gravel-bank, now removed. In the woods a little north 18 a 
small mound. Fort af' 16,96. 
38. There is a village site on ····:::::::::··· 
the north side of Nine-Mile Creek, .• ·_:.::·.·.:::::."···· · ··,::.::\ ... ·.:::, .. 
with arrows and potte~·y, and 
there are others still further 
north, with fine relics. On one : ·. ·. 
of these, by the shore, the writer · ::· l~ .., .. 
: : o/}\\\' •• •• 
obtained a small cup-shaped :: ~,l-- :·: 
stone pendant of very rare occur-- : : ~: 
rence, the only one in the Smith- :: l ! :: 
sonian co1lection having come : ; _-_:-.:.:.:.:.:~ ~------- -__--__--__--__--_.-_.-~ ~ 
from California. : ;:::::_-_-_-_- , , ·. 
The site of the ancient Kan- 4 • l l ·' 
~\I~ :: 
eenda, a fishing village of A. D. .. ~,!\~ :i 
1700, was on the west bank of :~ 1u : : 
Onondaga Creek. Relics modern :·. i~11\ (,~ : ; 
but fine. ' ·:. ~,,,~ : ·· 
• •, ~~r~f-\~§§§§~ • •: 
t ~9. To7:°11n of Salina.-A scat- ·-:::...... . ... ·.··.·:.·· ermg v1 age stood on lots 61 
6
~, and 65. Pottery, banne/ ·:::::::::: :::·:::··· 
stone1--1, peRtl , and arrow-he~ds FIG. 8. 
ar fouut1, and other remains occur near Liverpool where was also 8 
village. Birll totems have al ·o been found in this t~wn. 
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The old French fort of 1696 stood on lot 106, but traces of it can now 
be found only by digging. An Indian village grew up about it, and 
there was a burial-ground farther south. In Syracuse there were also 
orchards and burial-places. 
Town of Onondaga.-Sir William Johnson built the Onondaga~ a 
stockade in 1756, which was burned in 1779. It stood on a plateau on 
Webster's Mile Square, and the inclined roadway 'by which it was 
reached from the creek yet remains. The writer recently examined and 
fully described this site. The several burial-places and other sites in 
this town are all modern, and yield European and Indian relics. Yet a 
stone plummet and a bird totem were found at the present reservation, 
the latter worn as an ornament by an Indian girl. 
40. Town of De Witt.-A burial-place was discovered in East Syra-
cuse, lot 42, in 1878, from which many skeletons were taken. They were 
inclosed in rude stone cists, which yielded also clay pipes, arrow-heads, 
and celts. Near Jamesville :fine stone pipes have been found. 
41. Town of La Fayette.-On lot 3, east side of the reservoir,_is the 
site of the large fort destroyed in 1696, during Frontenac's invasion. It 
was a stockade and earthwork, and the remains are both Indian and 
European. Several burial-places occur in this vicinity. 
42. On lot 13 was a large Indian orchard and a settlement, which was 
abandoned on the invasipn of 1779. 
The relics are both Indian and 
European. A burial-place has the 
graves in rows, and also scattered 
promiscuously. The bodies were 
inclosed in boxes of wood or bark. 
(Clark.) 
Town of Pompey.-This has many 
sites, nearly all historic, and fully 
described by Clark, but with some 
errors. 
43. At this point is a village site, 
which had circular lines of stone 
and relics of mixed origin. ( Clark.) 
44. A little south of the last named 
is a burial-place, and also lines of 
earthworks, with similar remains. 
(Clark.) 
45. On lot 19 was a vi1lage site / 
with four streets and mixed relics. 
(Clark.) FIG. 9. 
46. On lot 9 is Indian Hill, probably the Onondaga Castle of 1650. 
Clark describes the settlement as about a mile long, with a burial-place 
of 30 acres, but makes an overestimate again. He describes the earth-
work a.s elliptical. European relics are found there yet. It may extend 
slightly into lot 20. 
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47. East of lot 44 was an angular earthwork and stockade,.inclosing 
five acres, with a burial-place. (Clark.) The plan given by Clark would 
seem to be reversed by present indications. This is a prehistoric site 
and has yielded very fine · articles; among the rest, a clay pipe with 14 
human faces, and earthenware with faces luted on at the corners· 
On lot 68 there is a site of about 3 acres. 
48. The site on lot 69 is described by Clark as similar to No. 47, but 
it is on higher land and has some European relics. 
50. On lot 100 is a ditch with a stockade inclosing 8 acres, with raves 
Fort in Pampey. Lot 100. 
FIG. 10. 
within and without. The bodies were placed in rows, which face ~he 
east and west alternately. (Clark.) A historic site, judged by rellc · 
The post-holes and graves can yet be seen. 
49. On lot 99, and like the last ( Olark), graves are yet distinct. . 
On.Jot 98, touching the town line of Fabius, is another circular site 
on a hill-top, and of early date, though the writer discovered European 
articles mixed with the peculiar pottery. This is not mentioned by Clark. 
54. This was "Indian Fort." An earthwork on lot 33, inclosing ten 
apres, with a straight ditch across the point, the flanks being defended 
by steep banks of the ravine. Pottery and early Indian relics abound. 
but with some European articles. ( Olark.) Some have supposed this w_a 
occupied by the Onondagas just before they moved to Indian Hill. 
Through this town and on the Seneca and Oswego Rivers brass and iron 
arrow-heads are sometimes found, of European origin, occasionally pe:· 
forated, ancl of the same pattern as those found with the "Skeleton lil 
Armor" at Fall River. 
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Town of Manlius.-The deep spring on lot 79 was the eastern door of 
t he Onondagas, and shows signs of their occupancy. It was the start-
ing-point for surveys. There is a reputed earthwork in the west part of 
this town, but of doubtful character. 
GENER.AL REMARKS. 
Some banner-stones of striped slate have been found in Camillus, and 
one on Skaneateles Lake. Arrow and spear heads are occasionally 
found in all parts of the country. 
The settlements in Southeastern Onondaga show a large and general 
intercourse with the whites ; those in the northern part but very little, 
the only indications there being the Indian orchards, a few brass ket-
tles at Jack's Rifts, and a few glass beads at Baldwinsville. Many sites 
have no signs of vessels of any kind. Potstone vessels occur in several 
localities, but seldom-in connection with earthenware. Banner-stones, 
bird totems, and gorgets of striped slate occur in many places, some 
apparently recent. Catlinite is found at Phamix and Onondaga Lake. 
Polished slate arrows are found on all the rivers, but sparingly. Stone 
tubes are generally of striped slate, and of many forms, while pipes 
have their usual variety of form and material. Copper articles are not 
common, but a"re generally fine. Stone cups take many shapes, a hand-
some circular one of striped slate from Hannibal being the finest. 
Banner-stone and gorgets vary greatly in form and material. Plummets 
are often highly :finished, and some of the finest drills have been dis-
covered here. Arrows and spears are of all materials and finish. Sink-
ers and hammer-stones occur on most sites, and the latter exhibit a per-
plexing variety of forms. Many fine articles have been found on the 
great trail from the north crossing at Brewertown, and others near the 
,_ east and west trails. 
The Onondagas were partial to stockades, although they also had 
earthworks. None of the settlements seem very ancient, and the defens-
ive works may be placed in four groups: Earthworks along the Seneca 
and Oswego Rivers, east and north of Baldwinsville; simple stockades 
about Baldwinsville; earthworks in Elbridge; earthworks and stock-
ades combined in Pompey. The last two group~ have features in com-
mon, but the others are distinct; they seem of different periods. 
The pottery is of the ordinary Indian type, and some attempt has been 
made to compare sites by its styles of ornament. Celts are of both hard 
and soft stone, and pestles and mortars of common forms. Semi-cir-
cular slate knives are sometimes found, generally without a thickened 
back. 
There are no large burial-places known near the Seneca River, but 
the bodies found are in a sitting posture, and corn frequently occurs in 
graves. Horn implements are found on the southern sites, seldom on 
the northern; and there are marked differences in arrows, spears, and 
earthenware. 
S. Mis. 109--42 
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.A PERFORATED TABLET OF STONE FROM NEW YORK. 
BY WILLIAM w ALLACE TOOKER, Sag Harbor, N. Y. 
In every considerable collection of aboriginal antiquities can be seen 
those thin, perforated tablets of stone, commonly called gorgets, twine. 
twisters, pendants, or whatever else the theory or fancy of different 
writers or collectors have bestowed upon them.* 
These fanciful titles are mostly conjectures, for it is a recognized fact 
that no one yet knows the aboriginal use of these tablets with any de-
gree of certainty.t Those with one to five perforations are all given the 
same name or put into the same class, without regard to the fact that 
those with more than two perforations of a recognized form were used 
for a different purpose and should be classed differently. 
We do not call drills arrow-points, nor grooved axes celts, because 
they have the same kind of points or blades. 
So it ought to be with the different forms of these perforated tablets. 
To those with one perforation perhaps belong the name of pendant, hav-
ing been used for personal adornment, but as the greater number of 
those with two perforations bear no marks of having been worn sus-
pended by a string, may be called twine-twisters or anything else that 
theory :inay invent but cannot prove. As the writer of this brief article 
does not care at present to theorize in regard to the uses of the tablets 
with one or two perforations we will leave those out ()f the subject and 
proceed to explain the object of this essay. 
The tablets with four perforations similar to one already figured and 
described as a gorget by a well-known writer on this subject,t (who 
does not say whether the specimen bears any cord marks or not, prob-
ably not,) belong to another class, and were no doubt used for an entirely -
different purpose. 
It is one of' these tablets in my possession that I intend to describe 
and to prove, as I have already done to the satisfaction of all who have 
seen it, that it is neither a gorget, twine-twister, totem, or pendant, but 
something that I have never seen mentioned in any work bearing on 
the subject that has been accessible to me. 
That something is nothing more nor less than a puzzle, a plaything 
made to amuse some young savage, or perhaps an older one, as we know 
they are easily amused. 
This tablet, of which figures 1 and 2 show the obverse and reverse, is 
made of slate with the usual countersunk perforations common to all 
perforated tablets, andismarked onits edge with twenty-four tallyorrec-
ord marks. These have become nearly obliterated by time and weather. 
This tablet was found on Montauk Point, New York, and must have been 
* Jones. Antiquities of the Southern Indians. 
tRau. Smithsonian Contributions, No. 287, 1876, page 33. 
t Abbott. Primitive Industry, Fig. 361, 1881. 
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in use for a long time to have caused the wear near the perforations, 
consequently have been the cherished property of its aboriginal owner. 
One can easily see the marks of where the cords have worn slight 
grooves or abrasions between the different perforations. This is where 
it differs from all the tablets with two perforations only that have 
come under my observation, as they as a rule never bear any marks of 
cords.* 
This tablet, it will be noticed, bears on its upper margin a slight notch 
or groove, worn smooth as by the wearing of a cord. The abrasions on 
this tablet having been made by cords or sinews passing through the 
. F&, ·4 
various perforations, the question naturally arises how were the cords 
put on to have caused the wear in those particular places, and why 
were they put on in that way¥ If it was a gorget or a pendant, why 
the necessity of so much cord traveling through the different perfora-
tions, which evidently belonged to it when in use; why so many per-
forations, when one loop and one perforation would have answered¥ 
This I consider as a proof it was not a gorget, nor was it worn as an 
ornament. 
Let me proceed and illustrate as simply as I can how this tablet was 
used anu strung during the aboriginal era. Take a piece of cord thirty-
six inches long or thereabouts, tie the two ends together, place it on 
*Rau. Smithsonian Contributions, No. 287, 1876, page 33. 
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the tablet, beginning at the top, forming a slip noose through the two 
top perforations, then following the di:r;ection of the abrasions with the 
tied end, we find the cord placed on the stone as in Figs. 3 and 4, which 
shows it better than any description could give. One slight abrasion 
above the third bole on Fig. 3 bas not been covered by the cord; that 
place ]?.as been made no doubt by banging up the tablet when not in 
use or by reversing the cord. This was evidently the way the string 
was placed on the stone originally, for in no other way could those 
abraded places in the tablet have been made. 
The puzzle part of this tablet is to get the string off, with some one 
holding fast the knotted end, then to put it on again with the end still 
fast. 
The puzzle is solved by following the cords with the loop over the top 
down through the two lower perforations with plenty of slack; after 
getting through the perforations slip the loop over and clear around the 
tablet~ then the loop ·will be found separated from the two strands, then 
the cord can be drawn from the tablet quite easily. In putting the 
cord on again the process is reversed, and consequently more difficult. 
Fig. 5 represents an ivory heart-shape puzzle from China. The reader 
will see that the cord is put on in the same way, and that the perfora-
tions bear the same relation to each other as they do in the former illus-
trations. _ 
In offering the above to the scrutiny of those who have made these 
objects of stone almost their life study, I wish to say that I know I am 
invading their domain to assert that these tablets with four perforations 
are puzzles. But I think I have made out a good case in favor of this 
tablet of mine, and hope the subject may be investigated still further, 
and that others of the same form and number of perforations may be 
extant that will show the cord marks as perfectly as mine does, and thus 
corroborate my assertion that this tablet of stone is a puzzle. 
To the many contributions in regard to the problematic uses of these 
tablets I offer the above mite, trusting that it will solve partly the 
problem that has puzzled so many. 
ANTIQUITIES OF EAST WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT. 
By E. w. ELLSWORTH, of East Windsor, Conn. 
There are no remains of aboriginal structures in this vicinity. The 
indications of a former occupation by the aborigines are scattered relics 
foun<l. in the soil. These relics are to be found anywhere, but are not 
remarkably abundant in any one locality. The most promising places 
for search are dry sand knolls, in the vicinity of some river, brook, or 
large spring. 
The caving of the banks of the Connecticut River occasionally disclo-
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ses a place of interment. The graves are not in groups, nor arranged 
according to any plan-sometime'S in level loam soil, though sandy ele-
vations seem to have been preferred. 
Usually each grave contains the remains of one individual, thou~h, 
in some cases, those of several have been found near each other. No 
burial posture is distinctly indicated. Bones, soft, crumbling, and broken, 
are found. The graves are not more than 3 feet deep. No evidence of 
artificial preservation of bodies exists, though there is a hint of crema-
tion in the frequent occurrence of charcoal among the bones, which, 
however, are not plainly calcined. 
Spear and arrow heads have been found cached. I have in my pos-
session a find of fourteen flint arrow heads, averaging about two and 
a half inches in length, and most of them perfect. These heads were 
found at East Windsor Hill, on my father's farm, about 30 rods from 
( 
Connecticut River, in a sand knoll, about two feet under ground, asso-
ciated with a little charcoal and sooty sand. A fragment of a small 
and remarkably thin soapstone cup was found near them; nothing else. 
They came to light in consequence of the digging of a roadway through 
the knoll. . 
Another similar find was made this spring in this town (South Wind-
or), not far from the line of Connecticut Central Railroad, about mid-
way between South Windsor and East Windsor Hill stations, near a 
brook, in low ground. The cache was opened in plowing, though 
the plowman did not notice it. Some• boys afterward found flint 
pear heads among the furrows, and dug up the ground, and took out 
about one hundred heads, each between two and four inches in length, 
many whole, some broken. There was a scramble among the boys to 
procure them, and the collection was scattered beyond recovery before 
1t came to the notice of any person interested to preserve it entire. 
Arrow heads in unusual numbers are found on sand hills, brought to 
the surface by rains and winds; and in the same places it is common 
•o find flat and sharp angular chips of flint and quartz, such as are not 
,ound in our sand elsewhere. These are suggestive of the manufacture 
.,f arrow and spear points at those localities. 
Fragments of clay pottery are common; but there is nothing by 
hich places of manufacture can be located. 
Some items of value may be gleaned from the "Connecticut Histor-
cal Collections," published by John Warner Barber, New Haven and 
Hartford, 1836. For instance, ''ln the south part of the town" (East 
'Vindsor, now this town of South Windsor), "where Podunk River 
crosses the road to Hartford, was an Indian burying ground. A few 
mars since a number of skeletons were discovered, by digging from 
one to four feet. These skeletons were found lying on one side, knees 
drawn up to the breast, arms folded, with their heads to the south. A 
covering of bark seems to have bee.n laid over them, with some few re-
mains of blankets ; in one instance a small brass kettle and hatchet 
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were found in good preservation, the remains of a gun banel and lock, 
a number of glass bottles, one of which was found nearly half filled 
with some sort of liquid. These articles were probably obtained from 
th~ Dutch, either by present or by trade. There was also found a pair 
of shears, a pistol, lead pipes, strings of wampum, small brass rings, 
glass beads ; a female skeleton with a brass comb; the hair was in a 
state of preservation wherever it came in contact with the comb. Af. 
ter the Podunks had ·removed from these parts they were known to 
have brought a dead child from toward Norwich ·and interred it in 
this burying place." ~ 
The Podunk Indians were of peaceable disposition, and we have no 
records of serious feuds between them and the white settlers. They 
(the Indians) suffered much from forays of the Mohawks, who roamed 
across the wilderness from the northwest. 
Of scattered relics, quartz and flint arrow points are most frequently 
found here. These were probably in numerous instances lost by the 
Indians in hunting. Then we have stone axes, hoes, chisels, gouges, 
and pestles. A large proportion of the axes, hoes, chisels, gouges, and 
pestles are made of t:r:ap-rock, and many of them have had but very -. 
little artificial fashioning to adapt them to their uses. 
There are localities in this State, one of which in New Britain, I have 
particularly examined, where trap-rock, broken from the face of a cliff 
by the atmospheric vicissitudes of centuries, has accumulated in a slo-
ping pile at the foot of the cli!f. This debris consists of elongated and 
angular fragments, some of which, untouched as they are by art, would, 
if found in our fields to-day, be mistaken for genuine Indian relics. 
Kettles excavated from lumps of soapstone are sometimes found. These 
are usua11y broken and portions missing. They are of rude oval form, 
with a capacity of from one to three gallons; they have short, project-
ing handles or lugs at the ends, and are without ornamental carving, 
The sides and bottoms are from half an inch to an inch in thickness, 
and are sometimes externally sooted, indicating that they were used in 
cooking. 
Fragments of clay pottery are frequently found here, though it is rare 
to find a single piece large enough to show th~ size or shape of the ves-
sel from which it was broken. Occasionally a sufficient number of pieces 
of one utensil are obtainable to admit of a reconstruction. One which 
I have in my possession was put together with glue and brick-dust, and 
some gaps were supplied with the same composition. It is now sound . 
strong, and p~rfect in appearance, and, for exhibition purposes, as good 
as if it had never been broken. This pot is egg-shaped, about fourteen 
arnl a half inches high and eleven inches in diameter, with a contrac-
tion in the rim below the mouth. The sides are about three-eighths 
of a~ inch thick. Similar pottery is always rudely ornamented on the 
on~~ide ?Y dots or lines, smooth or serrated, which were impressed by 
1,omt ·d uupl ment when the clay was soft. Granules of quartz or mica 
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-were commonly mingled with the clay to prevent cracks in drying; and 
the ware was finished, without glaze, by burning in the same manner 
as modern bricks. In fact, it may be regarded as in substl;l,nce soft 
brick of poor quality. One of these pots, recently obtained by Dr. 
Wood, was found in the bank of Connecticut River, in Massachusetts.• 
It was much broken, and has been clumsily reconstructed, but is nearly 
entire. The bottom is quite sharply conical, and the neck has no con-
traction, but slopes inward quite uniformly to the brim. The figure is 
somewhat that of a gigantic beet. Now, if we bad given us a strap of 
leather, say 2 inches wide and 18 inches long, and were required to 
fasten it as a bail to this kettle, an obvious method would be to punch 
several small holes in the strap near its ends, and drill corresponding 
holes in the opposite sides of the neck and brim of the kettle and lace 
the strap thereto with a couple of strings. Whether this particular 
kettle ever had such a bail we cannot know, but there are the holes of 
suitable size and arrangement for the purpose. When I first saw them 
they struck me as an experimental attempt of the finder to sew or lace 
the broken parts together; but closer examination satisfied me that 
they had been drilled before the pot was baked, and while the clay was 
soft, with some tool like an arrow point. Subsequently I learned that 
the finder testified that the holes were in the sides of the neck when 
the kettle was found. There are no other drilled holes in the kettle 
besides these on opposite sides of the neck. 
Breaks in Indian pottery sometimes seem to follow li~es originally 
unsound, which gives a hint that the process of manufacture was not 
continuous, but that successive portions of the work were built up after 
previous ones had become firm by drying, from which there sometimes 
resulted an imperfect union between the wet clay and the dry. 
About the year 1840 students of the Theological Institute, then lo-
tated at East Windsor Hill, found on the bank of Connecticut River, at 
the west end of the institute grounds, a deposit of Indian relics. The 
place was a sandy knoll, above the highest water-mark of floods, and 
was traditionally known as '' Gun's Hill," and as the site of an Indian 
fort. The articles then.dug up consisted of fragments of large soapstone 
kettles, of the form previously described, axes, chisels, gouges, arrow-
points, and other relics of stone. Referring to the Smithsonian work: 
No. 287, by Dr. Rau,t there was an article identical with figure 210; the 
only specimen of its kfod that I have known to be found in this region. 
These relics were scattered among those who found them, and the sand 
hill has since been cut into by the river, beyond the place where they 
were found. I have, from that locality, a cup of soapstone that will 
hold about a pint; and an ancient musket bullet of large size. I have 
a copper chisel, like Fig. 226; length, 3 inches; width, 2; thickness, i; 
* West side, midway between Thompsonville and Springfield. 
t" The Archoological collection of the U. S. National Museum."-Smithsonian Contri-
butions, vol. xxii. 
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which was found by a laborer in the meadow directly west of my resi-
dence. I have not known of any similar relic found in this region. 
I have several times visited the locality where was found that re-
markable ancient implement of wood, which I described in the Smith-
sonian Report for 1876, p. 445. It lies so low that it is,,usually covered 
by the water of the river. I had a good view of it last September, but 
made no discoveries, and found nothing to modify the inferences set forth 
in the report. U ndou b-tedly the place was an ancient swamp, lower than 
the present average water level of Connecticut River. The soil was very 
wet with springs, some of them issuing from holes an inch in diameter. 
In seasons of low water many springs appear along the banks, most of 
which are ephemeral. The banks being previously filled with water, 
partly from the river and partly from the accumulations of rain, drain 
off in a low time. 
A great deal of fine quicksand was issuing from the springs above 
mentioned, and I found more of this minute sand in the clay tban I de-
tected when it wa~ in a frozen state. The natural color of the bed 
where untinged by vegetable material is very blue-quite different from 
the browns of the loam and sand now deposited by the river. The 
grooved log described in the report was unchanged. It inclines down-
ward, as it enters the bank near the low-water line, and lies very firmly 
in place. Prying upon it with a lever ten or twelve feet long did not 
change its set in the least. I was deterred from attempting to dig it 
out by the certainty that the hole would immediately fill with water. 
I visited the place again on the 18th of this month. The water was 
low, and appearances were not much changed. I traced the blue clay 
formation thirty or forty rods farther north than I had previously dis-
covered it, and found it there containing much less vegetable material. 
Walking about twenty rods south of where I found the mallet, and near 
the water's edge, on a gently sloping beach of loamy sand, I noticed 
a portion of a buried stone, about two inches in length and half an inch 
in width. The pecked and rubbed surface looked familiar, and on being 
taken out it proved to be a pestle of gneiss 11½ inches long and 2 inches 
in diameter. It is round and smooth, well made, and perfect, with the 
exception of a small piece broken from the handle end. 
SHELL HEAPS IN BARNSTABLE COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS. 
BY DANIEL WING, of South Yarmouth, Mass. 
On both banks of Bass River, which separate the towns of Yarmouth 
and Dennis, in Barnstable County, Massachusetts, are ancient shell 
heaps and stone hearths. They are particularly numerous in the vicinity 
of the Old Colony Railroad bridge and below the village of George-
town; in both cases upon the Yarmouth side of the river. They are 
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generally upon the brow of the river bank in a commanding position, 
though sometimes on lower ground. In diameter they vary from 4 or 
5 to 15 feet, and in depth from 2 or 3 inches to 2 or more feet. They 
consist principally of oyster, clam, and quahaug shells. Stone imple- . 
lllents have been found in the vicinity of shell heaps in great numbers, 
though not of many species. This I attribute to the fact that the In-
dians living hereabout used shells for many purposeR. The Pilgrims 
· on landing upon our shores found · in the wigwams· baskets formed by 
1 sewing together shells of the horseshoe crab. I have a collection of 
\ nearly a hundred spear and arrow points of stone, in about every form 
represented in Schoolcraft's large work on the Indian tribes of the United 
States. I have also a stone pestle, ax, hatchet, and a fragment of a 
\ stone mortar or kettle. .All up and down the peninsula of Cape Cod 
1 are to be found stone implements of the kinds mentioned above-though 
in. the attack upon the Pilgrims at N amskaket Creek, in 1620, the arrows 
u.sed by the Indians were tipped with brass, eagles' claws, and bits of 
horn. This last fact led some writers to suppose that the Indians could 
find no suitable material on the cape for constructing their imple-
nents. Though there are no outcropping ledges on the cape, yet there 
a.re many bowlders and fragments of rock which the Indians found suited 
to their purposes. I know of several ancient burial places, but they 
h.ave not been examined, or, if they have, I am not aware of the fact. 
A. SCULPTURED STONE FOUND IN ST. GEORGE, NEW BRUNS-
WICK. 
BY J. ALL~ JACK, of St. John, N. B. 
In the autumn of 1863 or winter of 1864, a remarkable sculptured 
stone, representing a human face and head in profile, was discovered in 
the neighborhood of St. George, a village in Charlotte County, in the 
province of New Brunswick, Canada. This curiosity was found by a 
man who was searching for stone for building purposes, and was lying 
aibout 100 feet from the shore of Lake Utopia, under a bluff of the same 
formation as the material on which the head is sculptured, which 
aibounds in the neighborhood. This bluff is situated three miles or more 
from St. George, an,d Lake Utopia empties into the Magaguadavic 
River, or, as it may be translated from Indian into English, the River of 
' Hills, which flows towards and pours through the village in the form of 
a beautiful waterfall. The stone, irrespective of the cutting, which is 
in relief, has a flat surface, and is of the uniform thickness of 2 inches. 
Its form is rounded elliptical, and it measures 21½ inches longitudinally 
and 18¼ inches across the shorter diameter. The stone is granulite, being 
distinguished from granite proper by the absence of mica. The sculp-
ture, shortly after it was discovered, attracted a good deal of attention, 
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and was examined by a number of persons p~ssessing respectable scien-
tific attainments. .A.s far as I am aware, however, neither its visible 
characteristics, nor its history, or its historical associations have ever 
been carefully studied by any conversant with American archrnology. 
This carved stone was found at the point marked a in the accompanying 
map. For myself, while undertaking to comment upon this interesting 
memento of a past age, I must at the outset acknowledge my want of 
qualifications for the purpose, and explain that my object is rather to 
suggest than to dogmatize, and to give such small assistance to the 
learned as is comprised in scraps of information which I have been able 
to obtain from various sources. 
A tolerable knowledge of the history of Charlotte County and of 
the province, and an imperfect memory and record of the contents of 
several letters received from various persons upon the principal subject, 
are all of some service in furthering my purpose. The letters which 
were written to assist me in preparing a paper upon the stone, subse-
quently read before the Natural History Society of New Brunswick, 
an association not now in existence, were unfortunately destroyed in 
the great fire of St. John. The paper itself wRS preserved, and em-
bodies at least a portion of the contents of the letter. Opinion, at the 
time of discovery, was somewhat divided, both in regard to the nation-
ality of the workman 
by whom the stone was 
carved and also in re-
spect to the object of 
th~ work. Three sug-
gestions, one ' of which 
is probably correct, 
were offered by differ-
ent parties with refer-
ence to. the workmen:· 
First, that he was a 
British colonist; sec-
ondly, that he was a 
Frenchman, and, third-
ly, that he was an In-
dian. The discussion 
of these several propo-
sitions naturally sug-
gests, if it does not nec-
essarily involve, in each 
case a consideration of 
the motives of the work-
man. I have little hesitation in dismissing, as highly improbable, the 
hypothesis that the artist was a British colonist. The appearance 
and position of the stone when discovered, to which I shall presently 
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more particularly refer, convince me that it was not carved for the pur. 
pose of deceiving scientific'investigators, as might be, and I believe has 
been, charged. For the same reasons I am led to form a strong opinion 
that the carving was executed long before the date of British occupa-
tion. Irrespective of these reasons, however, I would point to the carv. 
ing itself as an answer to the theory; and the argument here makes as 
strongly against the suggestion of French origin as it does against that 
of British. The features and expression of the face are not in any re-
spect European, neither is the shape of the head. Again the ellipti-
cal eye, appearing on a profile as it should only properly appear to the 
spectator in the full face, is a characteristic of Eastern, especially of 
.Egyptian, art. I have not the means at hand to verify the opinion, but, 
if my memory serves me rightly, this same peculiarity appears in de-
lineations of human faces among the ancient Mexican Indians, if not 
among other American tribes. The theory for which I contend is, 
that a European workman, either skilled or unskilled, would have pro-
duced something having a semblance to a European subject or work of 
art. The suggestion of French origin for the sculpture leads me to 
speak of the connection of the French with the history of this part 
of the province. 
The earliest record of the French occupation of Acadia is that of 
De Monts, who with a party of fellow-countrymen passed the winter of 
1604 on the island of St. Croix, situated on the river of the same name, 
forming the boundary between the province and the State of Maine, 
and distant about twenty-one miles from the village of St. George. I 
have never heard of there being any considerable number of French set-
tlers in the neighborhood of St. George, and cannot even say with cer-
tainty that there were any French families permanently settled there. 1 
L'Etang approaches to within 300 feet or so of Utopia, and La T8te Pas-
sage is distant about eight miles from the village, and the occurrence of 
these names may lead to the inference that there was a partial French 
occupation of the adjacent country. I have indeed heard of inscriptions 
on the rock at Black's Harbor, or its vicinity, on Bliss's Island, which are 
supposed to be in French, but have never met any one who had actu-
ally seen these jnscriptions. This island is nearly half way between 
Campobello or Deer Island and Utopia, from which it is about ten 
miles distant, and opposite the mouth of La Tete Passage. By no hy-
pothesis, however, am I able to connect this curiosity with any Euro-
pean custom.or idea, and consequently the remainder of my investiga-
tion will be devoted to the argument in favor of its Indian origin. 
If it is possible to derive approximately accurate information as to 
the age of the stone from its situation and condition when found, it 
would of course assist materially in discovering the nationality of the 
~orkman. I believe t.bat the .finder, who, as 1 have stated, was search-
mrr for stone for building purposes was attracted by the shape of the 
st0ne in question ; that it was lyin'g on the surface and covered with 
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y;noss, and that it was not until the removal of the moss that the true 
character of the object appeared. .An examination of its surface must, 
:r think, convince the observer that the stone has been subjected to the 
long-continued action of water, and from its situation it seems fairly 
certain that the water which has produced the wasted appearance was 
rain, and rain o~ly. .An expert might perhaps form a tolerably accu-
rate opinion as to the period which would be required for ordinary rain-
falls to effect such results as are here plainly visible. For myself, I 
besitate to speak of the precise period where the stone showed no 
marks of rain. I feel, however, that I am safe in expressing the belief 
that it would require a length of time commencing at a date before a 
:Frenchman is known to have set foot in the country to produce from 
the action of rain so worn a surface as this stone exhibits. If this 
proposition is correct, there can be no reasonable ground to doubt that 
the carving is the work of an Indian. I may refer, but solely for the 
purpose of expressing my dis belief in any such hypothesis, to the sug-
gestion that art, employed for the purpose of deceiving, and not any 
force of nature, has produced the worn appearance to which reference 
has been made. The mossy deposit, and the unfrequented locality in 
-which the curiosity was found, both aid in dispelling this idea; but even 
bad it been found in an often visited part, and without its mossy cov-
ering, I should have no hesitation in affirming that its worn appearance 
was not due to the hand of man. I may further urge that, had the object 
of the workman been solely to deceive, he would have scarcely selected 
a stone whereon to carve of a granite character, and especially a piece of 
granulite, one of the hardest of rocks to work, being not only h3'.rd in qual-
ity but of crystalli.ne structure, and ill-adapted for receiving a polish, at 
least under rough tools. Granting, however, that for the reason stated we 
are justified in assigning the origin' of the carving to the Indian period, 
there still remain many difficulties in the way of determining its object 
or meaning. There are at the present time several Indians in the 
neighborhood of St. George, but half a century ago there wer~ many 
more in that locality, and previous to the commencement of that period 
the vicinity of the canal, about one and one-half miles from the bluff 
mentioned before, was continuously a favorite camping ground for these 
people. The Magaguadavic Lakes abound in fish, even at the present 
day, and the surrounding woods, formerly well stocked w~th all kinds 
of game, would prove a great attraction to the savage hunters, and the 
proximity of the sea would also add to the attractions. The Magagua-
davic Indians speak the Milicete language, and are, I believe, members 
of that tribe, and are, of course, descended from the Algonquins. I speak 
with some hesitation of their being Milicetes, because I understand that 
the Passamaquods claim to be distinct from the Milicetes, and there 
may be some question whether Magaguadavic Indians were not a por-
tion of the former tribe. .A very obvious question presents itself to the 
mind of the investigator, which may here very properly be considered. 
What purpose would an Indian have ii+ view in producing this curious 
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work of art, In the paper which I read before the New Brunswick 
Society I was unable to give any tolerably satisfactory reply to this. 
At the present time I think that I can suggest an answer which 
may be correct, and which, at least, deserves some consideration. The 
members of that society were, if I mistake not, generally impressed with 
the force of the arguments brought forward .to support the suggestion 
that the sculptor was an Indian, and were inclined to guess that the 
carving was, in some indefinite way, connected with the funeral rites, 
or was in commemoration of a departed brave. No work published at 
that time afforded any solution of the difficulty. No relics of a similar 
character to this had been dug up at any Indian burial ground in New 
Brunswick, and although our Indians produce very well executed full 
relief figures of the beaver, the muskrat, and the otter, upon soapstone 
pipes, their skill apparently goes no further in this direction. I have 
indeed. seen rude sketches of human figures executed by these people, 
but have never seen or been informed of any likeness to a man being 
carved by th~m in stone. It was only by bringing pieces of informa-
tion together, and after the lapse of some years, that I was enabled to 
suggest an answer to an apparently almost unanswerable question. 
Upon one occasion, while in conversation with an old resident of St. 1 
George, he gave me an account of a somewhat singular monument 
which, many years before this period, stood on the summit of a high 
hill near the canal, and about one-half mile distant from the place 
where the carved stone was found. It consisted of a large oval or 
rounded stone, weighing, as my iuformant roughly estimates, seventy-
five hundred weight, lying on three vertical stone columns, from ten 
inches to one foot in height, and firmly sunk in the ground thus · · · 
(The above weight, I should imagine, is an over-estimate, but I give it 
as stated to me.) The site of this monument is marked b on the pre-
ceding map. My informant stated that the boys and other visitors 
were in the habit of throwing stones at the columns, and that eventually 
the monument was tumbled over, by the combined effort of a number 
of ship carpenters, and fell crashing into the valley. Some years after-
wards I read, for the first time, Francis Parkman's "Pioneers of France 
in the New World," when my attention was at once arrested, and the 
conversation with the gentleman from St. George brought to my mind, 
by a passage· which occurs on page 34:9, of that highly interesting 
work. 
Champlain, the writer states, had journeyed up the Ottawa River be-
yond Lake Coulange, and had reached an island in the neighborhood 
of the village of a chief named Tessonat, which, Mr. Parkman is of 
opinion, was on the Lower Lake des Allumettes. I quote what the his-
torian writes of what the French explorer sees : "Here, too, was a 
cemetery, which excited the wonder of Champlain, for the dead were 
better cared for than the living. Over each grave a flat tablet of 
wood was supported on posts, and at one end stood an upright tablet, 
carved with an intended representation of the features of the deceased." : 
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Now, it may be that there is no connection whatever between the Indian 
custom described by Champlain, as existing at the place described, and 
the :finding of the sculpture and the appearance of a large stone, sup-
ported on stone columns, at a place in New Brunswick. The points are 
certainly far apart, and while in the one' case there is clear evidence of 
the common custom, there is in the other barely sufficient evidence to 
justify the supposition that there may be a single instance of the adop-
tion of the custom. The Magaguadavic Indians indeed have a tradition 
that they were driven from some distant part of Canada to the seaboard, 
but if this were established as a fact, it would scarcely aid in the elucida-
tion of this matter. Two conjectures may be made, however, either of 
which if correct might account for the supposed existence of an Ottawa 
custom in New Brunswick. An Indian might have been captured, or 
might have been expelled by his brethren on the Lower Lake des Allu-
mettes, and been carried, or have found his way, to the maritime province. 
Or, a young Milicetes might have been carried away by the Ottawas, and 
have escaped to his old home. In the one case the prisoner would nat-
urally wish to secure for his burial place the monuments which had orna-
mented the graves of his fathers, and might have succeeded in securing 
1 the aid of his captors in the accomplishment of his object. In the other 
the escaped captive might well desire to adopt the arts of his former 
masters, and wish to take his last rest beneath a monument with his 
effigy at its head. The use of a large stone instead of a wooden tablet 
scarcely deserves comment, for the change of material would in no sense 
interfere with the object in view, but on the contrary would render the 
monument more deserving of the name. 
I think that a careful or even superficial examination of the carving 
must impress the observer with the idea that it is intended to repre-
sent the face of an Indian, and the head, although viewed only laterally, 
certainly presents many of the peculiarities of the North .American type. 
Of course the examiner is placed at a great disadvantage in having 
only a profile, and not a completely developed head, as for ethnological 
purposes craniology is chiefly available when an opportunity is given 
to measure the comparative breadth from the petrous portion of the 
right, to the petrous portion of the left temporal bone, or to measure 
from and to the parts of a carved head representing these portions. 
There is a portrait of a Magaguadavic Indian by Mr. C. Ward, of St. 
George, which is considered to present some points of resemblance to 
the head in discussion, which may be found in the Illustrated London 
News of the 5th of September, 1863, No. 1220. The fashion of wearing 
the hair as represented by the carving is perhaps somewhat calculated 
t.o puzzle the investigator, but there is scarcely anything sufficiently 
definite in the delineation to enable one to trace an analogy to either 
Indian or European fashions. It may be noticed that some have ex:. 
pressed an opinion that a wig was intended to be represented. 
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A SUPPOSED SPECIMEN OF ABORIGINAL ART, 
Discovered at Gondola Point, pari.sh of Rothesay, in Kings County, New Brunswick, 
and exhibited at the Provincial Exhibition held at the Mechanics' Institute, St. 
John, New Brunswick. (Autumn of A. D. 1851 n 
BY G. F. MATTHEW, 
Living in the neighborhood of the spot where this object was found, 
I undertook, at the request of J . .Allen Jack, esq., to make inquiry into 
the circumstances connected with its discovery. It had been found, 
I was told, on the farm of .Andrew Kilpatrick (now owned by David 
Kilpatrick), about half a mile from the Episcopal church, near Gondola 
Point. It was turned out from a depth of between three and four feet 
below the surface of the ground in digging a cellar on the farm referred 
to; and was intrusted to Mr. Harding to take to St. John and ex-
hibit at the provincial exhibition held at the Mechanics' Institute (in the 
year 1851 ~) 
In general outline the object, which is a rough-looking stone, is of an 
oval form, 2 feet , 
~ . n~ inches _long, 1 
-~- -~~ ~- ,~,1/0,. foot 3½ rnches 
...-: ~ · /4' :(i_ ..:. .,, broad, and 1 foot 
·~ - / ~!!? -- \ .....-: ~ d ~ ..r ~p_g,~~;::-:::_ 2¼ inches eep; ~ ~~ d 
~'-\C~ and as regar s 
"
4
,, '- most of its surface 
does not differ from 
an ordinary bowl-
der of Lower Carboniferous conglomerate, numbers of which lie 'scat-
tered around the neighboring fields. This conglomerate consists chiefly 
· of pieces of granite, and protogene in association with less numerous, 
but characteristic fragments of crystalline limestone of the upper series 
of the Laurentian area, the border of which lies about a mile to the 
southward .of the point where the bowlder was found. I am satisfied, 
therefore, that the bowlder was not brought from a distance, but belongs 
in the neighborhood where it was dug up. 
While, as regards most of its surface, this stone does not differ from 
an ordinarybowlder, there is an exception in the appearance of one end. 
This has been carved into the form of a human head, looking out, as it 
were, from the end of the stone. The features are aquiline, rudely carved, 
and somewhat irregular, as though chiseled by an unskilled hand. They 
present the appearance of having been worked out upon the surface of 
the stone by using certain hard protuberances as the basis for the more 
prominent features and graving the rest to correspond. The artist has 
apparently seized upon a rude semblance of the human face presented, 
and worked out the finer lineaments to correspond. 
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On examining the carved head carefully it was found t,hat the surface 
Uiad been coated with a dark-red pigment.• This coul~ hardly have 
,been on the stone when it was dug up, if, as I was assured, it came 
from a depth beneath the surface of three feet or more; and for the fol-
fowing reasons I suppose it to have been painted after it was exhumed. 
An examination of the bank or hillsiue where the relic was found 
'revealed the presence of "Drift," a deposit of the glacial and post- · 
' :glacial period, immediately below the surface loam, which is a foot thick. 
The point at which the stone was dug up is not more than about 
.sixty feet above the Kennebecasis River, and it would thus for a long 
·period have been below the sea-level in the time marked by the accu-
mulation of the Ledalelay of which (or of the bowlder clay) the deposit 
,-containing the stone lay consisted. If buried by natural causes in this 
deposit the age of the relic would be carried back to a very distant 
period-a period so distant that one may question whether it could 
have had its present appearance at .that time. -And it seems more rea-
sonable to suppose that if it possessed its present aspect when dug up, 
it must have been buried later than the Drift period, either by accident 
-or design. Thepaint with which the face is covered appears to have been 
' .a, subsequent embellishment, for long-continued exposure to th~ action 
,of the elements would have removed the oil or other substance which 
serves ·to give body to the color, and the paint would have remained as 
.a dry powder liable to be brushed off with the slightest touch. 
The mode of burial of this stone cannot now be verified, owing to the 
,cmmbling condition of the bank, and its actual age as a work of art 
must remain to a great extent a matter of conjecture. The nattirally 
rough features have been rechiseled, and (since the stone was dug up) 
,coated with· paint; so that in some respects the object is not in its pris-
tine condition, and its value as an object or specimen of aboriginal 
.art has been seriously marred by these changes. 
ANTIQUITIES OF NOV A SCOTIA . 
• BY REV. GEORGE PATTERSON, D. D., of New CHasgow, N. s. \ 
· No earthworks, properly speaking, exist in this region, but shell heaps 
-are to be found in various places. The shores of this county at vari-
··ous places give evide11ce of the former occupation of the country by 
the aborigines, particularly the shells, which are found in the soil as it 
·is tur11:ed up by the plow, and t4e stone implements which were formerly 
picked up in abundance, and are s.till sometimes found, though more 
rarely. The principal places are, Mid le River Point, Fraser's Point, 
both sides of the East River at its entrance into the harbor, Fisher's 
·Grant, and the Beaches, all in Pictou Harbor, and almost every island 
S. Mis. 109-43 
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and hea'1.land in Miegomish Harbor. In the neighboring counties on 
the northern shore of the province, the same thing is to be foundt 
particularly at Antigomish Harbor to the east, and at Tatamagouche 
to the west. 
There is scarcely anything in this province that can be called a, 
mound or earthwork, at all events like those found in the Western 
States. There was found some years ago, at Tatamagonche, a small 
heap. It was situated on the farm of the late Rev. Hugh Ross, next 
to A. Campbell's, which forms Campbell's Point, at the entrance of the 
harbor. It was opened and examined some fifty years ago by the late 
Dr. Thomas McCulloch, of Pictou, who found in it a large number of 
human bones, and various stone implements. He published no account 
of them, but I have learned that he came to the conclusion that it was a 
place where a large a number bad been buried, probably after a battle. 
The spot has long been plowed over, and the ground leveled. 
There was another found at Kempt, Yarmouth County, in the west-
eru part of the province. The spot where it was found was some fif. 
teen miles in. the interior, and some distance from the river. It wa 
opened by Dr. Joseph Bond, of Bear River, Digby County, N. S., aud 
from him I learned that it was about ten feet in length, five feet in 
width, and four feet in height. It has been represented to me as re-
sembling a large cradle hill. In this were found forty very beautifully 
executed stone-arrow or spear-heads, which are . now in the county mu-
seum at Yarmouth, established byL. E. Baker, esq., who has had them 
photographed. Dr. Bond supposed that it was an ancient bnrying-
pface, though ,he found no bones, for which he accounted by supposing-
that they had become so entirely decayed as to be no longer recogniza-
ble. But Dr. John W. Webster, of Yarmouth, informed me that from 
the material around he believed it had been the site of an old work· 
shop. This might be the case, and the mound might have been a cache-
of such implements. 
I have seen some thin layers of shell at points on the shores of our-
harbors, but I am told that there are some of considerable thickness at .) 
points in Miegomish Harbor. They are generally close by the shore,. 
and the sea, wearing away the soil, exposes them on the banks. t ut 
none in this part of the country have undergone a proper examina-
tion. 
There are in the museum of the Mechanics' Institute, St.John, N. B., two-
sculptures. The one is very rude, and will be found figured in Dawson' 
\Acadian Geology. The other is a medallion of about fifteen inches in 
ldiameter, containing a rather well-ex~cuted profile of a human bead~ 
\But I am not certain that this was found in the province. 
' The rocks on the north shore of the province are soft, and are being. 
worn away o rapidly that if there ha.d been any carving upon them it 
would long ere now have disappeared. In Yarmouth a stone has been 
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found on the shore with what looks like letters engraved on it, but , 
they have never been deciphered. The stone is in the possession of • 
John K. Ryerson, of Yarmouth. Dr. Gilpin, of Halifax, has discovered ! 
a rock in .Annapolis County with some engraving on it. In the history· 
of the county of Picton, published byme, on pages 29-31, will befoqndi 
an account of the only genuine prehistoric cemetery with which I have· 
met. I co-i;ild see no plan of arrangement in the graves. They would! 
be found at distances of from three to .five feet apart, and over a spaceof' 
about fifty feet square; lying to the west of a pit. I was not able to find 
any to the eastward, that is, farther away from the shore. The graves 
formed a layer of brown, velvety mold, two or three inches deep, and 
containing fragments of bones. The ground is gently sloping and fac-
ing s_outhwestwardly. In only one instance could I detect the posture 
of the body. This one was lying on its side, and doubled up. In other 
instances there were plainly a number ·together, and the bones were so 
decayed and seemingly so mixed, that I could not trace any order. I 
did not particularly observe, but I think the body lay north and south 
with the face to the west. The graves were shallow, not more than 
from nine to twelve inches deep. 
There was no evidence of desiccation. But there is .in the possession 
of Dr. Wm. Doherty, of Kingston, Kent County, N. B., a perfect 
mummy of an Indian head. The face retains its features, and the hair 
adheres as completely as in life. It was found on a part of a bank of 
the river Richibenclo. .Along with it was found a copper kettle, showing 
that the burial to,ok place aft.er the arrival of Europeans, and while they 
still retained the practice of burying the valuables of the deceased with 
him. The skin bas a bluish discoloration, probably from the copper. 
I am informed that up the St. John's River a large copper kettle was 
found with the remains of a body, which had been squeezed into it. 
There are no quarries. There is an island known in the Micmac lan-
guage as Pipestone Island, to which they may have resorted for mate-
rials for their pipes, but I have not be~n able to find the place. 
The only workshops that I have heard of in these maritime provinces 
is what is known as Bockman's Beach, Lunenburg County, N. S. It is 
a beach of sand and gravel, running east and west, perhaps 300 yards 
in length and connecting an island, known as Bockman's Island, with 
the main-land. On the north side the sea has heaped up the sand and 
gravel, but in the rear of this it is lower, and here, about midway be-
tween the shores, have been found large quantities of flakes and splin-
ters of stone and arrow-heads in various states of preparation. Many 
of these have been carried away by collectors, but the sea washes over· 
the spot, and after every storm more are exposed. 
A small circular heap, about 6 feet in diameter, and from 15 to 18 
inches high at the time of my visit, has been supposed by some to have 
been the seat of the ancient arrow-maker. But on close examination 
of the spot and from information received from those living in the 
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neighborhood, as to the changes effected upo'n the shore by the action of 
winds and the sea in storms, I could easily see that the sand around it 
had been swept away, leaving this spot a little above the head of the 
surrounding beach. In fact changes have b~en going on which render 
it impossible' to ascertain how the ground lay in those old days. But 
tb'e amount of splinters, hammered stones, &c., plainly shows what had 
been going on. These principally consist of agates and jaspers, which 
are not to be found in any rocks near, but are similar to those found at 
the present day in the trap rocks bordering on the Bay of Fundy, form-
ing the northern mountains of King and Annapolis Counties, distant, 
in a direct line across the country, nearly sixty miles. A few are of the 
dioritic rocks, which are found intrusive in the southern mountains of 
the same counties, and some are of quartz, su,ch. as is found in the 
metamorphic rocks in the immediate neighborhood. An examination of 
· these rocks shows the process which had been going on. Here is a stone 
. at which the old arrow-maker had been hammering, with the view of 
splitting it longitudinally, but the result was several cracks crosswise, 
and it was thrown a war. Here is a disk-like stone, around the edge of 
which he had been hammering, but, instead of splitting .through the 
center, it broke away in fragments to the side. And then there are 
flakes of all sizes and thickness. A few complete arrow-heads have 
been found, and a much larger number of imperfect ones. These are 
all small, from 1~ to 2 inches in length, but are very finely executed. 
Stones are also picked up which bear on their edges the evidence of 
having been used as hammers. A few stone chisels or axes have also 
been founu, but it is evident that the work carried on was mainly of 
forming arrow-heads, for which they brought from the Bay of Fundy 
the finer stones mentioned. Small pieces of copper are also found. They 
consist sometimes of small nuggets seemingly in their natural state, 
sometimes •they are flattened out by hammering, and they are also 
formed into small knives or piercers. 
There were portages, where they carried their canoes from one lake or 
stream to another, or across a headland. These were mere paths 
through the forests, and are now either grown up with wood or have 
been plowed up. 
I have some small copper knives and small specimens of copper, the 
latter from Lunenburg County. It has commonly been supposed that 
the Micmacs were entirely ignorant of the use of metals till the arrival 
of Europeans. These show that they had at least got to the lengt,11 of 
making use of the small specimens of native copper found in the trap 
rocks of the Bay of Fundy. I have also some bone spear-heads, a 
good deal decayed, from some cemetery· also a pipe from tb-e same place. 
I . ' ' t 1s made out of a very hard granitic rock, and Dr. Dawson, of McGill 
College,-Montreal, our highest authority on the geology of these regions, 
says that he knows no rock of the same kind nearer than Bay Ohaleur, 
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and furthermore he has since received a number of pipe-heads; resem• 
. ' ' bling it in shape, froin the Upper Ottawa. 
There is in the Provincial Museum at Halifax, a collection of various 
' . 
aboriginal antiquities. It contains, besides the usual stone axes and 
arrow-heads, some small pieces of copper, similar to those from Bock-
man 's Beach, and a flat pipe found in the interior of the province, re-
markable from the circumstance of its having been found so far eastt 
it bejng held that this is characteristic of the mound-builders or tribes. 
of the far West. There are also a few articles in the museum of the 
Mechanics' Institute of St. John,~- B. The most remarkable are the 
sculptured figure and medallion already referred to, and a small hammer 
with a short stick for a handle, remarkable for the manner in which it 
is fastened to the helve, being merely held by a band of burnt clay. 
Professor Jack, ·of the_University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N. 
B., is said to be the best authority in that province on this subject. 
In the collection of Judge Desbusay, of Lunenburg County, N. S., are 
also sm all pieces of copper from Bockman's Beach. Dr. Gray, of Ma-
hone Bay; in the same county, also bas a collection. 
THE ABORIGINES OF FLORIDA. 
BYS. T. WALKER. 
I n comparison with their number and size, the shell-heaps of Florida 
contain but few relics of the people who constructed them. Besides the · 
ashes of their fires, the refuse of their feasts, and the fragments of their 
utensils, we find but little to aid us in our researches into their civiliza-
tion or condition. The shell-heaps are so vast in size that it i~ only when 
the sea has swept away their slopes or when the lime burner has at-
tacked their sides that we get an insight into the mysteries of their in-
terior , and even then there is little to be obtained and but few uncertain 
d.ata given upon which to base a calculation. By far the greater mass 
of these heaps is composed of shells, bones of mammals and birds, ashes, 
charcoal , and thin l\3,yers of soil. Scattered throughout the _heap how-
ever t here are quantities of broken pottery and near the top, a few ob-
jects of stone, and numerous implements of bone or shell. · 
The accom pan yin g diagram represents a section of a shell~ heap at Cedar 
Keys, Fla., formed by cutting through the center of a mound to open a 
street. , This may be considered a fair representation of the interior of 
all shell-heaps with the exception of the unusually thick stratum of soil 
near the center of the mass. From this it will be seen that the pottery 
is pretty uniformly distributed throughout the heap from the bottom to 
the t op and is generally in small fragments, most probably pieces of pots 
and utensils accidentally broken during the ordinary culinary opera-
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_tions of their owners. I have neYer known a whole vessel to be found in 
a shell-heap. An examination of this pottery, then, ,it seems would give 
· us a pretty correct idea of the progress of 
SECTION OF SHELL-HEAP. the aborigines· in the art of pottery during 
Six inches of modern soil. 
(Later stage.) 
: Fine thin pottery beautifully orna-
. mented. Neatly-made implements of 
a period of time corresponding with that of 
the age of the shell-heaps. An inquiry 
therefore into this progress among the 
builders of the shell-heaps necessarily in-
volves a question of time, and is by far t,he 
most difficult part of the subject. 
I 
: 
i 
! 
I 
I 
! 
I 
bo.t1e, shell, etc. .Axes, atTow and 
spear heads of. stone; also stone-
beads and objects of stone us~d in 
games. 
Three feet. 
Two feet of soil containing a few 
fragments of pottery. 
(Middle stage.) 
~e~t~r po_ttery, rudely ornamented. 
Prurut1ve implements of bone and 
shell. 
Four feet. 
. 
I 
(Earlier stage.) 
Rude, heavy pottery, destitute of 
ornament. 
Three feet. 
. 
In the section of the shell-heap given in 
the illustration, it will be seen that a 
stratum of soil six inches in thickness has 
accumulated since the completion of the 
mound, and that a similar stratum nearly 
two feet in thickness occupies a position 
near the center of the mass, indicating a 
cessation in the growth of the heap, when 
it had reached a height of seven feet, for 
a period of time sufficient for the accunm-
lation of this two feet of soil on the sur-
face of the shell. After this the accumula-
tion of shell begins again, and when it had 
acquired a depth of three feet it ceased 
again and this time forever. 
Now, we know pretty well how long a 
period has elapsed since the aborigines 
,ceased to inhabit this region, and although 
it is possible that there has been no addi-
tion to this heap for seventy-five or one 
hundred years, we know positively that 
there has been none for the last fifty years . 
It requfres then at least :fifty years to ac-
cumulate.six inches of soil on a shell-heap, 
and consequently we may be justified in 
supposing a period of two hundred years 
to have ·been necessarv for the formation 
of the central stratum of soil in this mound. 
. l 
A comparison of the pottery immediately 
above and below this stratum of soil repre-
senting a period of t.wo hundred years 
ought to give us some idea of the rate of 
progression made in the arts. And a criti-
. cal comparison of the different styles of 
pottery with each other in different portions of the heap should give 
a rude id a of the age of the shell-heaps. The object of the present 
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paper is to present the reader with a description of the relics and pott~ry 
found in each stratum of the shell-heap, beginning at the foundation 
and ending at the top, and from a comparison of the variou styles 
which mark the march of progress and improvement, to hazard a con-
jecture as to the time which elapsed from the beginning of the shell-
heaps up to the advent of the European. 
In all the large shell-heaps examined hitherto I have invariably found 
pottery in the lowest stratum of shell, and, in many instance , in the 
soil beneath the foundations, which I regard as conclusive evideuee 
that the aborigines were acquaiutecl with the art of fabricating earth-
~nware pots long before they began these vast accumulations of shell. 
The art however was in its rudest state. The fragments are thick, 
heaYy, and coarse, the composing clay often ~ontaining a mixture of 
<loarse sand or small pebbles. The utensils were of large size and rudely 
fashioned, as shown by the curves of the fragments, and they were des-
titute of all attempt at ornament. The rims were plain, and were not 
thickened or re-enforced to increase their strength. This style is found 
generally for about three or four feet in height, and may be said to rep-
.sent the first stage. Above this a gradual change is perceptible, the 
two styles overlapping, so that it is difficult to say where one begins and 
the other ends. 
The second stage however as we ascend, soon becomes plainly 
marked. The walls of the utensils become thinner. The rims are 
turned outward and slightly thickened. Dots and straight -lines are 
<mt into the sides of the vessel by way of ornament, and the thickened. 
rims are sometimes ~, pinched" like pie-crust with the fingers. During 
this stage the savage artist first began to mold his wares in rush bas-
kets, which were subsequently burned away, leaving the vessel curi-
<msly checked as though it had been pressed while wet with coarse 
doth. The use of sand or gravel is totally abandoned during this 
stage, and the quality of the pottery is in every way improved. Im-
plements of shell and bone are sometimes found, but they are generally 
few in number and rude in manufacture. 
This brings us to a portion of the shell-heap corresponding in position 
with the two-feet stratum of soil shown in the diagram, and that stratum 
marks the transition period between the middle and modern styles of 
Indian pottery. Immediately below this layer of soil we find the curved 
line introduced in ornamental designs on the utensils, and a few frag-
ments of the rims of pots show that ears began to be attached to them 
for the convenience of suspension, and that the thickness of the ware 
was reduced by the employment of better materials. Immediately over 
the stratum of soil all the fragments show improvement on those below. 
New patterns are introduced, and we begin to find fragments of dishes, 
bowls, cups, as well as those of jars and pots, many of them of elegant 
design and of a superior quality of ware. Stone axes; arrow-heads, bone 
and shell implements are of frequent occurrence. 
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As we approach the top, marks of improvement are numerous. All 
the larger pots are furnished with numerous ears, through which strings 
might be run for suspension. Vessels are sometimes, furnished with 
handles, and all the finer wares are elaborately ornamented with zigzag· 
lines, curves, -dots, and, in rare cases, with figures of men and animals~ 
The finest wares are invariably found on or near the surface, and among· 
them we find the first attempt at coloring their work. 
We thus observe that from the testimony of the pottery the age of 
the shell-heaps· is divided into three distinct periods, which may be-
styled the ancient, the middle, and the modern, which are further 
divided by two periods of transition, the latter of which is marked 
by the stratum of soil representing a period of two hundred years. 
Assuming that the march of improvement ~as uniform, and seeing that 
a period of over two hundred years* was occupied in a transition from 
the middle period to the modern, I think we might be safe in attribut-
ing a period of at least two hundred years to each of the five eras men-
tioned above. This would give one thousand years for the age of the 
oldes~ shell-heaps. 
I might properly extend this time much beyond these figures, as: 
there are many shell-heaps which were abandoned fully as long as this 
upon which there is no accumulation of soil, or at best but little, so it 
would seem that I have adopted the smallest period of time necessary 
to a correct calculation, still these calculations may be far from the 
truth. There are so many possibilities to be encountered that the ques-
tion of age is lost among them. The growth of a shell-heap depended, 
of course, upon the number of people living in the vicinity, whether-
. their residence was continuous or occasional, the abundance or scarc-
ity of shell-fish, and many other accidents too numerous to mention .. 
Layers of soil in different portions of the same heap show that portions 
of the mass ceased to grow for long periods of time, while thick strata. 
of clean shell indicate the rapid and continuous growth of other portions. 
Future investigations may throw more light on this subject at present 
involved in doubt and mystery. · 
The key to the whole matter is a critical study of ancient pottery. That 
the aborigines of Florida reached the state of advancement in which they 
were found by the Europeans by slow and painful steps is evident to the 
most superficial observer. That they did advance is equally plain. Ac~ 
cording to the estimate of time made in this paper it was three hundred 
years before they thought of ornamenting moist clay with lines and 
dots, and five hundred years before they thought of making ears to pots. 
Dishes and bowls were not thought of for eight hundred years, and cups. 
with handles for nearly one thousand. Still they progressed, and who 
can say what point their civilization might have reached had the discov-
ery by Columbus been delayed.another thousand years! 
"I say." over two hundred years," because this transition began in the latter years 
of the IXUddle period ~nd continued in the earlier years of the modern period. 
m: 
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ABSTRACTS FROM ANTHROPOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCE~ 
Numerous correspondents of the Inst,itution, in writing upoo. variousi-
.lllatters, frequently- convey .,;aluable information. It is the aesign of 
-this chapter to put on record those statements of correspondents re-
specting archmology that are not sufficiently long to form a separate· 
article. 
BARKLEY, W. F., writes that about 15miles fromMountPleasant, Pa.,, 
are the remains of a burying ground, in which the dead are interred be--
neath piles of stone. 
CARRUTHERS, ARTHUR, writes that in the western part of Am--
herst Township, Lorain County, Ohio, on the farms of Joseph Rice;r 
David Shevarts, and others, are sandstone rocks rising about 1 foot above, 
the ground and from 6 to 5'() feet across the top. They belong to the; 
Waverly sandstone. The impressions of Indian moccasins, bears' tracks,, 
turkey tracks, and those of small birds are very plentiful. They do not. 
all run in the same direction, but cross and recro,ss one another. 
CoUEs, ELLIOTT, mentions a -cliff-house on Beaver Creek at itsjunc--
tion with the Rio Verde, 40 miles from Fort Whipple, Ariz. 
FERRY, 0. M., of Oneida, New York, mentions the opening of a, 
trench of buried Indians.· Part of the bodies were in wooden coffins,. 
plainly indicating recent burial. Some of the dead had been wrapped. 
in blankets, and a child's moccasin was ornamented with glass beads.-
Buttons and bricks also add their t~stimony to the fact that the ceme- . 
tery is not ancient. 
FLINT, EARL. Rock inscriptions extend all along the summits of' 
the Cordilleras, from Bolivia to Mexico. They are similar in character • 
.At Tel em bela, in Ecuador, is a sacrificial stone, similar to tba tin Mexico .. 
.A sculpture of a chief with a scepter in each hand, surmounted by a... 
condor, and standing on the prostrate form. of a( supplicant, was found. 
in Peru. This resembles very much the figure in the Palenque stone,.. 
but it is coarser. At Samiapata, near the top of the declivity, sculptured. 
in relief, is a figure of a tiger. A little higher up is a similar one, more, 
massive, from which a double series of rhombs lead from the sculpture .. 
to a kind of throne, supported; on four feet of a bird of prey, surrounded . 
. by a circular line of seats. These all join to form the body of the cross. 
The top is in shape a species of platform, on which are chiseled ,hemi-
spheric holes, one yard in diameter, communicating with one another by· 
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small canals. Sculptures of this class occur from Bolivia to Columbia, 
Lower down, at Samiapata, are nich'es cut in the rock, and buried near 
them are inscribed stones. Similar ones, and less elevated, where the 
·Cordilleras separate the territory of Chaco fromChiriquanes, occur in a 
real desert, and-being on a declivity, have escaped the alluvial burial of 
-the first. Inscribed on the stones found at Chaco and · Samiapata and 
those of the niches are the same persons, :figures and paintings as those 
-on the murals of Palenque. 
GRAHAM, N. B., writes that there is a mound four miles south of 
England's Point post-office, Cherokee County, North Carolina, on the 
farm of Jesse Raper. It is the only mound within ten miles, is circular 
in ground plan, 120 feet in base diameter, and 90 feet apex diameter. 
1t is composed of alternate layers of burnt clay, ashes, and soil. 
HARLAN, CALVIN S., describes a cave in a rocky hillside, four miles 
from Ellora, Baltimore County, Maryland, known as the Old Indian 
-Oave. It extends into the hill about 36 feet. Around the entrance are 
ashes and charcoal, which are also mingled with the earth about the 
floor; oyster shells, some of which show the action of fire, occur in the 
-debris. Arrow-heads are also reported to have been found. 
· About one and a half miles from Sweet Air, in the same county, are 
the remains of an old Indian trail, leading from the Rocks of Deer Creek, 
in Harford County, a seat of the Susquehannocks, to a settlement south 
-of Sweet Air post-office, at which spot arrow and sp·ear beads have 
been found, together with several axes. 
Other localities in the vicinity of Sweet Air have been mentioned 
-where chipped stone implements occur. 
HOMSHER, G. W., Fairfield, Indiana., writes to the Institution that he 
is preparing maps and sketches of the mounds, circles, implements, &c., 
,of Franklin County, in that State. 
KALES, J. W.,·sends the f~llowing report: Along the east shore of 
,Cayuga Lake, New York, occur many relics of aboriginal population · 
·On the beach are found multitudes of notched sinkers. On the points 
these relics are most numerous. Several burial places have been di · 
,covered; one of them is on a small island opposite the village of Union 
Springs. · The skeletons rest on a substratum of rock, about 2 feet be-
low the surface. A large number of skeletons were unearthed about 
one mile north of Union Springs and 200 feet from the lake. They were 
promiscuously buried in a pit under about 2 feet of fine black earth, 
those of men, women, and cbiluren being intermingled. The skeleton 
of males indicated men of large size and great skengtb. No relics oc-
curred in the pit. 
LUTITER, S . ..:T., writes to the Institution with reference to the former 
use of mangane:::.e as a uegraissant in the manufacture of Indian pottery, 
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in the vicinity of Nelson Ledges, Portage County, Ohio. These ledges 
11re outcrops of the conglomerate, and their ca vi ties had furnished shelter 
for the ancient people. In the talus and on the higher level are found 
areas of dark soil, rich in relics of various kinds, and among these only 
occur the lumps of manganese. This mineral crops out in places at 
Bainbridge, twenty miles away, and no nearer. Pottery fragments, 
.showing black spots of the manganese, and lumps having a polished 
urface, have been picked up. Mr. Luther also speaks of a great mortar 
which appears to have been used in crushing quartz. 
McLEAN, JOHN J., while transmitting a meteorological report from 
Sitka Castle, .Alaska, notes the '' fish-dance," performed in honor of the 
arrival of the shoals of herring. · "The herring are so plenaful that an 
Indian with his nail-studded thin board could catch a canoe full in an 
hour. The Sitka Indians built fires at the mouth of Indian River, and 
sang and danced their national airs every night for more than a week. 
I witnessed several of the dances at the arrival of the fish. None but 
the men participated, the women sitting around the fire and keeping 
up a shrill monotonous chorus. The dancing movement consisted in a 
step from one foot to the other and stamping to emphasize the music, 
the body more or less stooped, and the head jerked from one side to 
the other in rapid movement. The melodies were extremely simple, 
eontaining three or four notes. The time was now slow and stately, 
like a funeral dirge, again quick and lively. There were numerous 
pauses, each ushering a slight modification of the melody and time. On 
the whole the tune was not inharmonious, having a barbaric fitness to 
the people and the occasion. They seem to have au appreciation of 
the picturesque, for they had chosen one of the prettiest spots in the 
whole neighborhood for their festivities. The dark snow-capped mount-
ain. for a back-ground and the broad waters of the beautiful bay, lit 
up by the full moon. The subject of the songs was a description of 
hunting and fishing. Their costume consisted of blankets with tin tags, 
sewn on, jingling with each movement of the body, wigs made of oakum 
and eagles' feathers, and blackened faces striped with vermilion. The 
sports were kept up each night until a late hour. 
MA.CLE.AN, J.P.,- describes and figures in his letter of December 10th 
two circular inclosUTes in Sycamore Township, Hamilton County, Ohio. 
He also found on Blennerhasset Island numerous antiquities, among 
them~ shell heap, 100 feet long. He reports that Dr. G. 0. Hildreth, 
in sinking a cistern a little west of the Graded Way, Marietta, Ohio, 
~ame upon a cave containing human and animal bones. The cistern 
was commenced 15 feet below the plain, off a side hill. Six feet below 
the surface the diggers came upon a solid mass of concrete, composed 
ehiefly of quartz pebbles. Below this was a cavern one foot in h~ight, 
on the floor of which were the bones above mentioned. There was no 
outlet to the cave, and it i-s to be suppose
1
d that by the filling up of the 
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ravine the original opening was closed. In the Marietta Works• a line 
of embankments leads from the mound inclosed by a circle to tbe 
square containing 27 acres. ;Recently, in cutting down a portion of this 
embankment, near the fence, the workmen came upon a circle composed 
of sandstone pestles and round balls, arranged radially, the balls alter-
nating with the pestles. 
MoNTFORTH, W .A.RREN. There are located in the :vicinity of New 
Liberty, Owen County, Kentucky, a few mounds. There are a number 1 
of mounds in the "bottoms" along ·the Ohio River, and dn the hill-tops 
not fa,r from the Kentucky River. There are others in secluded spots . 
. One of them.about 50 feet in base diameter, and 15 feet high, is situated 
at the junction of two small streams, about a mile and a, half from the. 
Ohio River, in Gallatin County, surrounded on all sides by high hills. 
It has been cultivated a number of years and many relics have been 
found. 
NULL, J.A.MES W., sends the following account of mounds, &c., in 
the neighborhood of Reel-Foot Lake, in Western Tennessee, a body of 
water 20 miles long and from 2 to 5 miles wide, formed by the sinking 
of the earth during the earthquakes of 1811 and 1812. Near Thomp-
. . son's landing is a group of seven mounds within a space of 3 acres, 
circular in outline, 5 feet high, and 20 or 25 in diameter. Some were 
bare, others had large trees growing upon . them. A large tree up-
rooted revealed the structure of one to be a layer of soil over a heap of 
sand. One-fourth of a mile north is a group of ei.ght, very similar to 
/ the former in every respect. A few hundred yards further north is a 
group consisting of a central mound, about 3 feet high, kidney-shapedr 
100 feet long, and 40 to 50 feet wide, surrounded by a number of circular 
mounds 2 to 3 feet high. Several isolated mounds were discovered 
larger than those in groups. Dyer, Obion, and Lake Counties are aU 
said to be rich in aboriginal remains. 
P .A.LMER, Enw .A.RD, reports mounds and graves at Niles Ferry on 
the Tennessee River, at Chattanooga, and at points near Nashville. 
PEET, S. D., announces that he has been prosecuting the survey of 
the mounds of Wisconsin during the past year at his own expense. 
RICE, H. B., announces the discovery in South Florida of crania 
having a peculiar shape. '' They are without foreheads or depressions 
at the root of the nose. A number were buried, close together, inverted> 
and in pr?xim'ity to normal skylls erect in position, all partly decomposed. 
The era.ma do not exhibit evidences of flattening." 
RusnY, II. H., describes a cave near Silver City, N. Mex. 
""Anci~nt Monuments of the Mississippi Valley," by E.G. Squier and E. H. Dayjs : 
plat xxv1.- mitheonian Contributions, vol, i. 
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STOCKTON, J. _B., Toronto, Kans., reports that there are no ~ounds 
in that vicinity. A cave near the town is reported to have carvmgs on 
the walls. 
TA...NDY, w., of Dallas, Hancock County, Illinois, excavated a mound 
near that place, which had been the bmial place of warriors. All the 
I 
skeletons were those of adults; ten of the crania and a _vertebra ha~-
fog arrow-points sticking in them. There are about thirty mounds m 
the vicinity of Dallas, of which Mr. Tandy will make a map. 
WALKER, S. T., writing from Milton, Florida, makes the following men-
tion of antiquities: "I know of quite a large mound containing bones 
on the Withlecoochee River, seven miles north of Orystal River post-
offiee, from which hu~an bones have been taken; another is situated 28 
miles north of Milton, the most wonderful that I have seen: It is one 
hundred paces in circumference." 
H:e also states: "I ha-v-e sailed over five hundred miles, and located 
IDauy mounds, shell heaps, sites of ancient villages, cemeteries, &c. 
The most important discovery was that of an ancient canal leading from 
the head of Horseshoe Bayou into the fresh-water lakes of the interior. 
This canal is about 10 or 12 feet wide, and must have been originally 
from 6 to 15 feet deep. It is as straight as an arrow, excepting an obtuse 
angle in one place. Estimated length, on~ mile. Large pines grow on 
the embankments and cypresses, 2 reet in diametBr, in the bottom of the 
trench. The lakes, connected by th_is canal; are about 7 or 8 miles long, 
and are famous for the immense numbers of fish which thev contain. 
All along Four-Mile Point shell heaps abound, and low mou'n.ds, from 1 
to 2 feet high, are scattered through the woods for miles. These were 
undoubtedly built. for residence, each being large enough to accommo-
-da.te a single house, excepting a few which are large enough for half a 
<lozen. East and west of Four-Mile Point the signs of ancient occupa-
tion grow gradually less, especially toward the mouth of Choctawhatchie, 
where a single sand mound exists. West of this, at Indian Bayou, there 
fa a large domiciliary mound and several shell heaps. No more occur until 
East Pass is reached, where are several small heaps and a cemetery. The 
burials seem to have been made in separate graves, some being covered 
With a species of clay or coquina rock. At Camp Walton, or Brook's 
farm, on the mainland, at the head of the sound, were discovered fifteen 
la.rge shell heaps and a large domicile mound, 15 feet high, 135 feet 
wide, and 300 feet long, containing a layer of shells and some human 
remains, while all through the hammock there are dozens of small cir-
des of earth, &c. At Black Point, at the mouth of Garnier's Bayou, 
was found a large sand mound, 10 feet high, with a circular base about 
200 feet in diameter, and having a sloping roadway to the top. 
'' .Although no oysters now live in Chocta~hatchie Bay, they once ex-
isted there in vast numbers. The heaps are composed almost entirely 
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of this shell, and they were are as large as they ever grow in this lati-
tude. Scallops also were once numerous, but now are entirely extinct. 
The cabbage palm and the pelican have also vanished within the memory 
of old men." 
WIGGINS, JOHN B., announces the discovery of the mound wherethe-
Indians buried their dead after the battle between the Shawnes and 
the Nanticohes, at Nanticoke, Hanover Township, Luzerne County, Pa. 
WILLIAMSON, GEORGE, calls attention to works near Marksviller 
La. South of that place is an embankment extending from a bluff on 
an old channel of the Red or some other river, a distance of a mile or-
more. The embankment is from 8 to 12 feet . high and is flanked on 
the outside by a wide, deep ditch. In several places appear to have 
been sally!ports, and large old forest trees are growing on the bank. In-
, side the work are two large mounds, one of them covering several acres. 
In this vicinity are a great many mounds, some of them of great size. 
The remains are on the first high land on the bank of what was once a 
river channel, communicating with the Atchafalaya. 
WILTHEISS, C. J. incloses testimony of A. J. Templeton and Joseph 
Defrees with reference to finding two tablets in a gravel bank within 
the corporate limits of Piqua, Ohio, on the land of Wilson Morrow. 
One of these tablets was 15 feet from the surface, which was covered 
with 4 feet of loam. On the surface of the object were" characters " 
and in the center lead inserted. The second was found the next day in 
the loose gravel which had caved down. 
TUCKAHOE, OR INDIAN BREAD. 
RY PROF. J. HOWARD GORE. 
Among the many interesting topics relative to the American aborig· 
ines, few are more interesting than their means of obtaining subsistence;. 
principally because of its importance as a, factor in solving the problem 
of the primitive population. Procuring food, and waging war, occu-
pying the Indian's whole attention, developed his ingenuity by exercis-
ing it, and the degree of skill employed in these pursuits determines. 
the relati"rn status of different tribes. Nearly eYery writer upon the-
customs of the Indians has made this the subject of special considera-
tion, and as the early settlers in different parts of America were fre-
quently compelled to resort to the use of .Indian foods, on account of' 
failure in their first crops, our historians ha,ve dwelt largely upon the 
food products of the Indians. In regard to the character of the game 
and the means of obtainirrg it, there is but little doubt, but in the case 
of vegetable foods, much that has been written is of no value, since only 
the common names of ·the plants and roots were given, on account of 
the ignorance of the writers on botanical subjects; and, in addition to 
this, many mistakes have occurred by the change or corruption of the 
names by which these plants were formerly known. Those who were 
sufficiently skilled in the identification or the naming of the plants which 
came under their observations have given us important data for compar-
ing the flora of the country at different periods. Unfortunately, many of 
the scientific pioneers were so enthusiastic in the discovery of new species 
that insufficient care was observed in naming plants already described,. 
so that our botanical synonymy has become tangled, and in some cases. 
the specific is not a check for the common name, which, varying in differ-
ent places and at different times, causes plants to possess impossible 
properties, that have been ascribed to others once bearing the same com-
mon name, and the complicated synonymy some~imes fails to point out 
the exact inconsistency. An example of the condition of affairs just 
mentioned is the subject of this paper. 
In 1875, while in charge of the museum of Richmond College, Virginia,, 
some specimens of Tuckahoe were received, which elicited considerable 
interest concerning its production and the methods by which it was 
obtained, since the c}onor said that it was once an article of great es-
teem among the Indians as food. Many questions were asked of · the 
students who came from the locality from wpence the specimens were 
sent, and some correspondence was resorted to in hopes of obtaining 
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iinformation upon the topics referred to. The very little knowledge 
-thus procured, together with the curious shape of the substance, its 
'traditional use and mysterious propagation, at once suggested that it 
·be made the subject of a careful exainination. But, as library facilities 
·were not then available, nor could a definite plan of procedure be deter-
mined upon, the investigation was deferr~d until the beginning of the 
·past year. In order to ascertain all that is now known on this subject, 
,circulars of inquiry were sent, through the Smithsonian Institution, to 
-every cryptogamic botanist throughout the United States, asking for in-
formation upon its botanical nature, also to curators of natural-history 
·museums, and a set of queries for publication sent to at least one news-
-paper in every town along the Atlantic coast from New Jersey to 
-Florida, in the Mississippi Valley and in California, with a request that 
·all the readers who were able would favor me with.answers to the q_ues-
tions asked. By these means a large number of specimens were ob-
tained, all of which were identical in their general appearance, showing 
'that wherever it is now found, the same substai;ice bears the same name. 
'Its geographical distribution was also accurately ascertained, and much 
·valuable information relative t(i) the character of its growth and the at-
tending conditions. In the mean time the literature of the subject re-
·~eived especial attention ; ~he various libraries of this city were thor-
,oughly examined, as well as those of Boston and Harvard. The differ-
--ent theories concerning its use and production, the analyses obtained, 
·with a very elaborate one made especially for me, and the record of 
-0bserved facts, when brought together, gave a medley with so many 
·~ontradictory elements· that it seemed impossible to either reconcile the 
,differences or deduce any satisfactory conclusions therefrom. 
The disagreement in the analyses could be accounted for by supposing 
-that either some were wrong, or that the specimens when examined 
·were in different stages of development. But when all (see future part 
•-Of this article) negatived tradition, as well as the statement made by 
bistorians and botanists, that Tuckahoe was nutritious, the outlook 
-was far from cheery. 
The only solution then apparent was the supposition that the sub-
stance called Tuckahoe by these writers was not the same as the tuber 
now lmown by that name. This surmise receives confirmation from a 
·~omparison of the following quotations: "Lycoperdon solidum, a very 
large tuber of the ground, outside rough, white within. The Indians 
use it for making bread, commonly called Tuckahoe" (Clayton, "Flora 
Virginica,"p.176). By referring to tbe analysis it will be seen that a sub-
stance with less than one per cent. of nutritive properties could not 
be used with any success as food, while the description given exactly 
uit the tuber now called by the same name. So there is some reason 
in thinking that the property belonging to one root known as Tuckahoe 
iJla been a cribed to all roots having that common name. In Fries' 
H Sy tema 11ycologicum," vol. 2, p. 242, we read: "Pachyma cocos, oblong, 
\\' 
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with a hard scaly bark with a brown and woody appearance; elliptical 
iu shape and about the size of a man's head, exactly resembling_ a 
cocoa nut· bark thick and :fibrous, in general appearance like a pine 
root. Within, the substance is almost white and flesh-like, with an 
oclor like a mushroom. When they attain their growth, the color is 
white, and they are considered by the natives as possessing medicinal 
properties. They are found in Ca.rolina, especially among the pine for-
ests." Almost the identical description is given by Von Schweinitz, in 
11 Synopsis Fungorum," p. 56; also in Walter's "Flora Carolina," p. 256. 
In order to be able to positively assert that there were more than one 
root known as Tuckahoe, we must find at least one other w ho~e proper-
ties and general appearance will coincide with or take the place of those 
already given. A search for this was made among the earliest histories 
of the eastern parts of .America. The first promise of success was 'de-
rived from Smith's" History of Virginia," p. 87, where itjs written: ''The 
chief root they have for food is called Tockawhoughe. It grows like a 
flag in marshes. In one day a savage will gather sufficient for a week. 
These roots are much of the greatness and taste of potatoes. They used 
to coV'er a great many with ouk leaves and ferns and then cover all with 
earth in the manner of a coal pit; over it aud on each side they continue 
a great fire 24: hours before they dare eat it. Raw, it is no better than 
poison, and being roasted, unless it be tender and heat abated, or sliced 
and dried in the sun, mixed with sorrel and meal it will prickle the 
throat extremely, and yet in summer they use this ordinarily for bread.'. 
The account given by Smith is confirmed by Beverly, ·'' History of Vir-
ginia," J). 153: '' Out of the ground they (the Indians) dig earth nuts, wild 
onions, and a tuberous root they call Tuckahoe, which, while crude, is 
of a very hot and virulent quality. But they can so manage it, as in 
case of necessity to make bread of it. It grows like a flag in the miry 
ma.rshes , having roots of the magnitude and taste of Irish potatoes." 
Also, in Campbell's "History of Virginia," p. 75: "Of the spontaneous 
productions of the soil, the principal article of sustenance was the tuck----
1 
ahoe root, of which one man could gather enough in a day to supply 
him with bread for a week. The Tockawhoughe, as it is called by 
Srnith, was in the summer the principal article of diet among the natives. 
I 
I~ grows in marshes li~e ~ flag, and resembles somewhat the potato in 
size and flavor. Raw, 1t 1s no better than poison, so that the I-ndians 
Were accustomed to roast and eat it mixed with sorrel and corn meal. 
~here is another root found in Virginia called Tuckahoe and confounded 
With the flag-like root described above, and erroneously supposed by 
ltlany to grow without stem or leaf. It appears to be of the convolvulus j lJ:cies,_ and is entirely unlike ~he root eaten by the Jamestown settlers." 
It 1s evident from the precedmg extracts that at least two dissimilar 
toots were referred to, so that the supposition that more than one tuber 
~as known as _T~ck~boe may now be called a conclusion. The ques-
tion then remammg 1s: What was this flag-like root? The Kooyah or 
S. Mis. 109--44 ' 
I 
1· 
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Tobacco root ( Valeriana ediilis), resembles in several particulars th 
root described by Smith and Beverly, especially in having its poison-
ous properties removed by prolonged cooking in the ground. ( et 
Fremont's '' First and Second Expeditions," pp.135 and 160; also Agri-
cultural Report for 1870 p. 409.) But as this species of Valeriana h 
not found so far southeast as Virginia, this surmise will have to be aban. 
doned and another answer sought. I am indebted to Prof. J. Hammond 
Trumbull for a reference which assisted in the solution of the problem. 
In Kalm's "Travels," vol. 1, p. 388, we read: "Tawl~o and Tawking was 
the Indian name of another plant, the root of which they eat; some of 
them call it Tuckah, but most of the Swedes knew it by the name of 
Tawko. It grows hi moist grounds and swamps. This is the Arum 
virginicum, or Virginia Wake Ro bin." .And again: "Tawkee is another 
plant, so called by the Indians who ate it. Some of them called itTawkin 
and others Tackoim; the Swedes called it always by the name of Taw-
kee; this was the Orontium aquaticum" (Golden Club). - - - "Tawho, 
Tawhim, some call it Tucah. It grows in moist swamps, roots as large 
.as a man's thigh. When fresh, are pungent an<l considered poisonou, 
They were cooked in pits. It is the Arum virginiciim, or Virginia Wake 
Robin, same as the Tuckahoe of North Carolina" (vol. 1, p. 389). Thi 
description agrees with that given by Smith and Beverly, and as itwa, 
written by a botanist with sufficient knowledge of the habits of the In-
dians to speak with accuracy, we feel perfectly safe in accepting hk · 
statement, and conclude that Tuckahoe, if not applied exclusively to the 
. Arum virginicum, at least included it, and its, reputed nutritive proper-
ties were obtained from A. virginicum, or a similar root, as may also be 
seen from this quotation from Rafinesque's "Medical Flora,"vol. 2,p. 270: 
,, - - - all esculent roots were called Tuckahoe, such as Apios and pota-
toes. Tuckhaus is a solid white mass, with wrinkles and gemmules out· 
side; several species seen (3) rugosus, lev-iitsculus, and albidu,s. T. rug· 
osus reaches 40 pounds weight. Fungose, when fresh, hard, brittle like 
starch when dry, tasteless, inodorous, and esculent, eaten by Indian 
i~ many ways." In order to substantiate this theory, we will appeal to 
language as the final arbiter. We are again pleased to acknowledge 
our indebtedness to the distinguished ethnologist, Professor TrumbulL 
who gave us access to his notes. He says: "Tuckahoe, Tawkee [Dela· 
ware, ptucqui, mass, petulcqui; Cree,pittilcwow: round globular.] This 
name, varied by the dialects of the several tribes, belonged to all esculen· 
bulbous roots used by the Indians, among wpich are these: Oronti1~1 
aquaticum, Golden Club, and Pentandriavirginica, Virginia WakeRobrn. 
The word Tuckahoe is generic, and was given to several species, which 
ha~ misled the botanists and tangled the synonymy. The word i no· 
derived from the Indian word for 'bread' but the word for loaf or cake 
derived from ptucqui or ptuclcqueu, and signifies that which is made roun 
or rounded." This conclusion was reached before appealing to Dr. Trum 
bull, and it is a source of great satisfaction to have it indorsed by sue 
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indisputable authority. In the future, then, when we,read of the nutri-
tive properties, of Tuckahoe, and that it affords the chief article of sus. 
tenance for the Indians, we shall know that nothing more definite was 
referred to than an edible reot. 
For the substance now qutte familiar as Tuckahoe we will adopt the 
name Pachyma cocos Fr., and proceed with a discussion of its man:! in-
teresting features, giving, first, 
'rHE SYNONYMS: 
Pachyma cocos, Fries, vol. 2, p. 242, in 1822. 
solidum, Oken, p. 93, in 1825. 
pinetorum, Horaninow, pp. 2-23, in 1856. 
coniferarum, Horaninow. 
Lycoperdon solidum, Clayton, p. 176, in_ 1762. 
sclerocium, Nuttall, p. 200, in 1820. 
cervinum, Walter, p. 262, in 1788. 
Sclerocium cocos, Schweinitz, p. 56, in 1823. 
giganteum, MacBride, 1817. 
Tuckhaus rugosus, Rafinesque, vol. 2, p. 255, in 1830. 
MacBride stated that Tuckahoe was thought by some to be the root 
uf the E ·rythrina herbacea, or Oonvolvolus pancluratus (Trans. Lin, Soc., 
J'une 8, 1817), but this supposition is so far from a semblance to truth 
that these names should not be included in the synonymy. The other 
names refer to the same substance beyond a doubt, as shown in the case 
of several by the quotations already made and also by the derivations 
of the names. 
The generic designation Pachyma is from r.axu~-thick-referring to the 
thick skin; cocos from cocoe's-a cocoa nut, which it resembles. P. solidum 
is evidently given on account of its solid nature, which distinguishes it 
from other species of Pachyma. P. pinetormn is from pinus-a pine-
1 
around whose root it was fouml, as stated by Fries, in the extract already 
give11:; and also von Schweinitz, Am. Phil. Trans. for 1823, p. 264: '' I have 
found it among the pines of Carolina." Oonijerarum is from conifer-cone-
bearing-as the pine and fir, as first mentioned. Other botanists, think-
ing that it was similar to the mushroom in the character of its growth, 
gave to it the same generic name-Lycoperdon-differentiating it from 
other species by the characteristic which appeared to them the most 
striking, as L. solidu-m, L. cervinum, from cervinus-like a stag's horn-
a shape which· Tuckahoe sometimes assumes. · 
The first analysis made of it was by Torrey in 1819, which is sum-
marized as follows: In an elaborate analysis ot· this fungus it was found 
that no gluten enters into its composition, but that it consists almost en-
tirely of a peculiar vegetable principle, which he calls sclerotin ( Silliman's 
Journal, v. 2, p. 369). This confirmed the view held by Macilride, 
that it belonged to the genus Sclerotium of Persoon, and, considering 
it an unnamed species, he was pleased to call it S. giganteum. Nuttall, 
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a year later, thinking that it belonged to the genus Lycoperdon, and 
recognizing its predominating constituent as determined by Torrey 
called it L. sclerocium. Schweinitz also considered it as belonging t~ 
the Sclerocium of Persoon, but specialized it by cocos, by reason of its 
external appearance and shape. The appellation of Rafinesque was 
altogether fanciful-Tuclchaiis, from the common name Tuckahoe, and 
rugo·sus from its roughened exterior. So it happened that the synonymy 
has become so extensive-Not knowing the character of the formation, 
the manner of reproduction, nor its chemical constituents, each writer, 
forming a theory of his own, gave it a name in accordance therewith. 
By general consent we have adopted the name of Fries-Pachyrna cocos-
which will be equally applicable should we be compelled to alter our 
views upon any or all of its salient features. 
The next point to be observed is some of its ascribed 
A.ffinities.-It is quite reasonable to suppose that wherever the req-
uisite conditions for the growth or formation of P. cocos exist similar 
structures may be found, with the same or different names. The 
synonyms just given were all applied to the species found in America, 
the common name of which is the- same in all localities, with various 
secondary appellations, as" Indian Bread,"'' Indian Head," and '' Indian 
Loaf." That there is at least one similar tuber in China is shown by 
Smith, in "Materia Medica of China," p. 166, "Pachyma cocos" (Fuhling). 
This fungal growth, which is both food and medicine for the omnivorous 
Chinese, is met with in the form of large tubers, having a corrugated, 
blackish-brown skin, and consisting internally of a hard starchy sub-
stance, of a white color, but sometimes tinged with pale or brown, es-
pecially towarch; the mitside. The tuber is somP-times perforated by 
an irregular channel, lined with a red membrane marking its attach-
ment to some root. They are met with on the sites of old fir plantar 
faons, or actually connected with living trees. .A similar stu,ff is found 
in Japan and South Carolina, where it is called Indian bread. It is 
ground up, mixed with rice-flour, and made into small cakes, which 
are hawked about all hot in the early morning. They are set down as 
good in febrile and dyspeptic-complaints." In Cleyer's and Hanbury's 
"Materia Medica" like statements are made. It is known in China by a 
variety of names, as: Fubling, Pu-fuhling, Pefolim, and Pu-foohling. In 
Bnrmah it is called Tsein aphotaroup. From Dr. Barbeck, of Phila-
delphia, I have the following information: "Pachyma tuber regiuim 
Fries (diameter varying from 3 to 5 inches, surface rough and strobic-
ulate) is found in the Moluccas, growing in the ground like onr Tucka· 
hoe. It is called by the natives Ubi Radja, Culat-Batu, or Ulta-Batu, 
and furnishes a favorite remedy for diarrhea fever and other diseases. 
. ' ' From this Pacbyma a mushroom (Agaricus tuber reg·ium Fr.) is de,el-
o~e~, which is edible, though rather poor. Also in China there is a 
similar Sclerotium (size of a child's hea<l, surface shriveled, color yel-
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Jowish, in and out sicle), known as Hoelen or Foelem. It grows in sandy 
soil, in the province of Tcheucu, and is generally esteemed for its medic-
inal properties." In this country there seems to have been found a plant 
q nite like P. conos, as indicated by the following extract: "Picquotaine, a 
bighly nutritions plant growing in North America and used by the In-
dians as food. It belongs to one of the species of the genus Psoralea, 
and is temporarily placed by Lamarc Picquot, who first introduced it 
into France, under the spedes eseulenta, of Prnsch. In the proportion 
of one-half or one-third parts farina, makes excellent bread with wheat 
:flour" (Booth & l\forfit's "Encyclopredia of Chemistry," p. 832.) These 
authors considered Picquotaine identical with Tuckahoe, since the above 
sketch is referred to under the word Tuckahoe. That they are different 
can be seen by the analysis of Picquotaine,. which is: Nitrogenous matter, 
4.09; mi~eral substance, ,1.61; starch, 81.80; water, 12.50 (Payen, in 
Comptes Rendus, for 1848, p. 826). 
By comparing this with the analysis of P. cocos, it will be seen that 
it contains six times as much nitrogenous matter as P. cocos, while the 
sta.rch in the former is equal in quantity to the pectine in the latter. 
So the claim for identity is groundless, and there is but little indication 
ofaffinity. 
The next topic occupying our attention is its 
Habitat.-By means of the set of queries sent to various parts of 
tbe United States, asking, among other questions, about the prevalence 
in each locality where it is found, the geographical distribution was 
accura.tely determined. The States only will be given, without men-
tioning the county. It has been fouJ?.d in several places in Delaware 
as far north as Kent County, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylv-ania, 
Virginia, North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi, 
Ransas, Arkansas, Texas, and Florida. The character of the soil in 
-which it is universally found is a light loam, free from prevalent moist-
ure., and in fields that have not been farmed for several years, especially 
those from which the timber has been cleared within fifty years past 
:Not a single specimen has been found in very old fields, nor · in wood 
lands. This however might be from the fact that timber land is not dug 
up nor plowed-the way P. cocos is al ways found. Even if it were nu-
tritious, this accidental manner of finding it-by no weans frequent in 
J)lowing several acres-would render it of very little and uncertain 
service as food. The above i:equisites for its production being so fre-
quently coexisting, there would appear no natural limit to the extent of 
1?. cocos, unless we suppose that a cold climate and a prolonged froz.en 
1 
condition of the ground would prevent its formation. This is quite 
likely, as it is not found north of Delaware. 
Chemical composition.-In order to fully determine whether. P. cocos 
~onld possibly be used as an article of food, it was necessary to have a 
()areful analysis made of its substance, especially since the analyses 
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previously consulted were so different as to attach uncertainty to a!L 
Several specimens for examination were placed in the hands of Profes or 
Colyer, chemist-in-chief of the Agricultural Department, with the result 
indicated by the following report, prepared by Dr. Henry B. Parsons, 
assistant chemist, with the concurrence of Professor Colyer: 
"The first careful chemical examination of Tuckahoe was made by 
Prof. John Torrey, in 1819 (New York Medical Repository, vol. 1, p. 37), 
He found the fungus to consist almost 'entirely of a hitherto undescribed 
substance, not starch, which had the property of forming a jelly when 
heated with water and allowed to cool. To this substance he assigned 
the name 'scletotin.' The later researches of Bracconnot on the jelly-
forming constituents of fruits and tubers were published in 1824, and 
led to the adoption of the term 'pectous substances' (Ann. Chim. Phys. 
vol.' xxviii, p. 173). In 1827 Torrey republished his original article with 
additions, and demonstrated that the substance he had named sclerotin 
was identical with the pectic acid of Bracconnot (Med. & Phys. Jour., 
vi, p. 484). In this conclusion he was certainly correct, as this gelatin-
ous substance deports itself exactly like pectic acid, as described in the 
standard text-books on proximate analysis (Prescott's Prox. Orig. Anal., 
p. 166). I~ .1875 an analysis was made at the Bussey Institute. In this 
- ~he gelatinous substance is spoken of as pectose; in most respects the 
analysis there made agr~es very closely with the one here reported. 
Trifling differences are to be ascribed to the examination of different 
samples. 
Moisture at 110° C .••.••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••. 
.Ash .............••••..••..••••. . ............•...••..••.•...••.. 
Albuminoids : 
D t nt University 
epar"~e 1 Bossey In· of Vir• 
of A..,ricu . stitute. . . ture. g1ma. 
12. 97 
.24 
114,57 
• 24 
10. 70 
3.lil 
Soluble in alcohol, not in water............................. ·. 2
5
8
1 
l. 79 
Soluble in water, not in alcohol . ..••• .•• . .. ••••••. •••••.. ... 5 1. 38 ,7& 
Carbohydrates: 
~~:~~:~i-~~-s-~~~~~~-c-~~~~~~J~-~~.~-~t.~~::::::::::. :::::::::: 1 : ~g l19. 88 73. 73 ?5.~ 
Fat£°>ectic acid, by differ~n,ce .. · .- . . .... 1. •••••••••••• ·;.......... 78. 43 5 . 34 .•••.•...... f substance soluble m gasoline............................. , 35 O 3. 76 
~i~~~di8~~i:i : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : .. ~: : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ......... ~: :: . . ...... ~: ~. . 3. 6l 
(The other two analyses appended for comparison were not known t~ 
Dr. !'arsons until after he had finished his. The one made at the Um 
versity of Virginia was under Professor Mallett's supervision, and can 
be seen in London Chemical News, No. 8S2, p. 168.) 
The mo t notable peculiarities of this substance are, the entire absence 
of starch ("No fungus has yet been found to contain true starch. -
Sach's "Botany," p. 241), the comparatively small amounts extracted by 
solvents, the gelatinous character of the cellulose, and the very small 
amount of albuminous substance. Nothing else yet analyzed has been 
reported to contain o large a proportion of pectinous matter. In ordi· 
nary fruit , uch a are commonly used for making jellies, these pectin 
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bodies seldom amount to ten percent. According to Sach's Botafiy, '' the 
origin of colloidal pectin is still unknown." Its nutritive value·seems also 
to be entirely undecided. The older writers considered the pectin bodies -
of no value as foods, while later authors seem inclined to give them a 
value_ approximately that of starch. It seems certain that a diet of 
Tuckahoe (P. cocos) alone would not sustain life, because of the lack of 
sufficient nitrogenous materials to repair the waste in-the animal tissues; 
still, it might prove a valuable adjunct to highly nitrogenous foods. 
Various medicinal properties have been ascribed to P. cocos, such as, 
an antidote to mineral poisons; for poultices on the ulcers that follow 
yellow fever; diarrhea; cancers; and, the most startling of all-the state 
ment made in Robb's "Botanical Hand-Book''-that it is aphrodisiac. 
ltis easy to understand bow'these properties could be ascribed to Tucka-
hoe-a representative name for all round or tuberous esculent roots-
and now when P. cocos is the only root bearing the name of Tuckahoe it 
retains the traditional virtues of a large part of the Indian materia 
medica. From the large number of correspondents upon this subject, 
not one has been found who ever knew of any use to which it has been 
put. So we may safely conclude that P. cocos possesses no practical 
value; but it is unsurpassed in interest from a botanical standpoint, 
especially since so little is known concerning its 
Growth or formation.-To those not familiar with the general appear-
ance of P. cocos a description might be acceptable. .As already stated, 
the outside is rougu, dark brown in color, in many places considerably 
wrinkled, looking like the bark of a hickory tree just at the surface of 
the ground. Upon cutting this bark there will be seen a grain almost 
as distinct as that in the bark of the oak or hickory, and a woody ap-
pearance in other respects. There is not noticeable any membranous 
division between this bark and the substance within, neither does the 
one merge into the other, but there is a marked distinetion between 
them. Within we find a compact white mass, without any apparent 
structure, either vascular or granular. When first taken from the 
ground it is quite moist, and gives away under pressure; but this moist. 
ure is doubtless absorbed from the ground and is not inherent. When 
dry, this white substance cracks from within and becomes very hard. 
At all times it is absolutely tasteless, and insoluble in water. Even 
after a careful and extensive study of the subject, there is still some 
doubt as to its formation. From a critical inspection of its structure, 
and an examination of many specimens at different stages of develop-
ment, together with the confirmatory evidence of numerous correspond-
ents, the following conclusion was reached. At some season of the yewt 
spores are given off and transmitted by insects, water, or other natural 
means, and are attached to the roots of other trees suitable for its pro-
<:iuction. This doubtless occurs while the tree is in a living condition. 
These spores have the property of converting the woody fiber of the 
Fm.1. FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3. 
FIGS. 1 and 2.-A root with growth of Tuckahoe around it. 
Fm. 3-A mass of Tuckahoe. 
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root into their own sub~tauce·, which forms underneath the bark. It may 
~lso, by stimulating the. flow of sap to this point, receive accretions by 
assimilating the sap, a,nd .the periodic giving-off of spores may contimfo 
to excite the deposition of sap at this point. It gra.dn~lly grows iu this 1 
I))anner, appropriating the bark of the root for its own covering until it 
becomes too large, during which process it forms a bark of its own, as 
already described. 
Every link of the above theory. is indisputable except the production 
and transmission of spores. About this there is a slrndow of <l.ou bt-a 
shadow only-because the microscope revea,1s a mycelium, and spore. 
Specimens in all stages of development are in my possession, from the 
root, with only a film of the s1~bstance between the bark and the woody 
part of the root up, to pieces of G inches in diameter. In the srna1lest 
the original bark surrounds the whole, and continues to do so until it 
attains a thickness of an inch or more. In the largest specimeu·s will be 
found the root sti11 passing clear through the substance of the Pachyma, 
or scars at both ends marking its previous attachment. The root within 
the Pachyma is always smaller than that just without. 
From this fact, as wen as the total disappearance of the root in some 
pieces, we are safe in saying that the wood of the root· bas been con-
verted into the substance of the Pachyma. By way of confirmation, 
extracts from a few letters will be given : ' 
"At the clo$._e of the past winter, having occasion to build a new gar-
den, in land that had never been cleared, we dug and plowed np several 
pieces of it, some in advanced state of growth, while other.s had just 
commenced growing. .Several small pines had died on this spot four or 
five years ago. This growth had taken place from the roots of · these 
pines, as was evident from some having jw.;;;t commenced growing, the 
pine root extending ~hrough and ~eaching out at each side. - - - Others 
were developed to considerable size, showing no appearance of any root 
in them or any bark of the pine on the outside, as was the case with 
the smaller ones. - - - I think ,the whole root for 2 inches or more is 
changed into this substance, from the fact that some of the roots ex, 
tended entirely through it, some of them being small inside and larger 
outside."-( Jonathan Stewart, Barnesville, Ga., June 21, 1880.) 
"In almost every case I have observed they have been plainly at-
tached to a root of another growth. I have no doubt they have been,-at 
~ome time, in every case. This root is usually about one-half or three-
quarters of an inch in diameter outside the tuber, frequently la1·ger; 
~ometimes runs directly through the center of it, sometimes nearer orre 
~ide than the other. This root is always free from bark inside the tuber, 
and is often diminished to a slender stick or single fiber, and is some-
times imperceptible, having the appearance of being eaten away more 
or less, or entirely, in the process of formation."-(Edwd. Bull, Wood-
bridge, N. C., April 21, 1880.) · 
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"The Tuckahoe of which this is a part was at least 20 inches in length; 
the dead root which you see in this ran quite through its whole lengtl!i 
and about whic4_it was formed. The specimen was in a growing con-
dition when found, the growth proceeding towards either end of the root 
betw,een the bark and heart, showing there was something in the root 
favorable to its development. The specimen proves that it has no top 
growth."-(Thos. E. Baker, Fountain Hill, Ark., March 29, 1881.) I 
In order to determine its botanical character, a searching microscopical 
examination was necessary; this was prosecuted by Prof. W.H. Seaman, 
of Howard University, and Prof. Thomas Taylor, microscopist, Agri-
cultural Department. Professor Seaman ·reports as follows.: 
"On F~bruary 25, 1881, I received a large fresh Tuckahoe from North 
Carolina. The interior was soft, white, and crumbly; specific granty 
nearly that of wa.te.r. Boiling made it more mealy; the iodine test 
gave no r~action. The body of the fungus is composed of short, irreg-1 
nlarly-jointed threads of mycelium, somewhat tuberculated, w~ich sw~ll 
considerably on heating with water. The fungus is covered with a skm 
or cortical layer much resembling the bark of a young pine tree, be-
neath which is a dense Ia.yer of dark-colored mycelinm composed of finer 
threads, from which at the proper season I should expect to find spores 
developed." 
The appended report of Professor Taylor gives a detailed description 
of rpany interesting experiments which I had the pleasure of witnes, · 
ing. It is my desire to express my satisfaction with the examination 
made by him-doubtless the most · searching and satisfactory ever at-
tempted. 
·" In my early experiments made some years ago, with Tuckahoe, I 
was successful only in finding a few very minute spore-like bodies. In 
these experiments the microscope only was employed, and the Tuckahoe 
was used in its natural condition. In some recent experiments the 
difficulties encountered · by reason of the opacity of the Tuckahoe, I 
called in the aid of chemical solvents with very gratifying results. In 
consequence of the success attending this line of investigation, I made 
the following experiments: 
. "First I placed a portion of the crust on a glass plate, pouring ot"er 
and combining with it a few drops of strong sulphuric acid, which changed 
it into a pulpy mass. Quickly and before total destruction of the or· 
ganic matter could take place I examined the mass under the micro· 
scope with a power of 75 diameters and found present a mass of dark· 
b ' . rown mycelium. I have repeated these experiments many times, usmg 
different pieces of Tuckahoe, with the same results. 
" In the second experiment I placed a section of Tuckahoe, includin 11 
th brown cru t , in a glass vessel containing strong nitric acid. After 
tlrn lap: e of forty- eight hours I found thai the larger portion of the 
FIG. 4. 
FIG. 5. 
FIGS. 4 and 5.-1\iicroscopic vie'%S of sections of Tuckahoe. 
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specimen was changed to a transparent jelly. A portion of the trans-
parent crust was examined under powers varying from 25 to 250 diam. 
eters. In each case I found in it large quantities of mycelium of a dark-
brown color, branched, transparent, and in long fibers or cells, varying 
from the .002 to the .020 of an inch in diameter. \ 
'' I next subjected a section of Tuckahoe :to the action of a, strong solu- \ 
tion of cyanide of potassium for a period of 48 hours. The substance \ 
of the Tuckahoe became quite transparent and pasty, color light-amber. 
On subjecting a portion of this paste to the microscope in the usual 
way, under a glass cover, masses of myceliµm were discovered. 
"\Vith a "Beck" inch-and-a,-half and No. A eye-piece I can clearlyde-
:fiue in nearly every portion mycelium stretching in masses over the 
whole field. in view. 
'' In the crust of the Tuckahoe, under the acid treatment, the mycelium 
is of a transparent amber-color, while in the white portions the mycelium 
is whitish and translucent. In the fourth experiment I cut very thin 
sections of moistened Tuckahoe, and mounted them in the usual way, 
dry, and in glycerine. When examined under the microscope a few 
threads of mycelium were v.isible, but only at points of rupture. Tuck-
ahoe, whether dry or in watery solution, is opaque, and for this reason, 
and partly because of the exceeding fineness of the mycelium, the latter 
is not disco-vered in quantity by the simple use of the microscope. 
"The application of balsam or other mounting fluid has very little 
effect in rendering its structure transparent, but my experiments hase 
shown that strong alkalies and mineral acids, especially the nitric acid, 
will render it perfectly transparent and so soft that with slight pressure 
the pulp is reduced to a thinner condition than can be obtained by the 
use of any section-cutter. 
"Specimens ·reduced by means of cyanide of potassium may be mounted 
with a solution of gum-arabic and glycerine. Specimens prepared with 
acids may be mounted in glycerine temporarily. · 
'· Having succeeded in demonstrating by the methods described that 
mycelium is present in large quantities in Tuckahoe, I have come to the 
conclusion that although Tuckahoe may not itself be a fungus in the 
strict sense of the word, it is probable that it is caused by the mycelium 
of a fungu·s acting on the roots of trees on which Tuckahoe is found. 
"The outer surface is a bark-like crust w bich appears to consist oflarge 
cellulose cells, and between this outer crust and the inner white sub-
stance is a thin and dark layer about an eighth of an inch in thickness 
of amber-colored pectic acid, cob-webbed through with masses of dark-
brown mycelium." 
Bibliography of Tuckahoe. 
One of the interesting features of every subject is a knowledge of 
what ha been written upon that subject the preliminary step being 
the acqainta-nce with books and authors from which such knowledge 
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can be obtained. The following list is perhaps far from complete, but 
it embraces all the works which treat of Pachyma cocos under its own 
name, or one of synony~s, that were found among the ma,ny hundreds 
that were examined: 
Agricultural Report for 1859, 1870, and 
1871. 
Berkeley, l\I. J. Transactions Linmean 
Society. Lon<lon: 1817. 
Berkeley, M. J. American Journal Arts 
and Sciences. 1859. 
Beverly, Robert. The History and Pres-
ent Btate of Virginia. London, 1722. 
Dooth & Morfit. Encyclopmdia of Chem-
istry. Philadelphia, 1863. 
Bulletin Bussey Institution for 1874-'76. 
Campbell, J. W. Historyof'Virg-iniafrom 
its Discovery till the year 1781. Phila-
delphia, 1781. 
Chemical News. Loudon, 1876. 
Claytol!,. Flora Virginica. Lugduni Ba-
tavorum (Lyons), 1762. 
Clcyer, Andreas. Specimen Medicinre 
Simicre. Frankforti (Frankfort), 1682. 
Currey & Hanbury. Transactions of Lin-
nrean Society, Vol. XXII. 
Ellet, Stephen. A Sketch of the Botany 
of South CarolinaandGeorgia. Charles-
ton, 1821-'24. 
Fries, Elias. Elenchus Fungnrum. Gry-
phire (Greifensee), 1828. 
Pries, Elias. Systema Mycologicum Sis-
tens Fungorum. Loud.on, lS~i. 
Fltickiger & Hanbury. Pharrnaeograpbia. 
Gardener's Chronicle. London, 1848. 
Banbury. Materia Medica of China.. 
Bobbs, E. C. Botanical Hand-book. Bos-
ton, 1876. 
Jab res bu ch d~r Chemie. 1876. 
Johnson, C. \V. !!'armers' and Planters' 
Encyclopcedia of Rura,l Affairs. Pllil-
adelphia, 1857. 
Ralm. Travels. Translated by Foster. 
London, 1772. 
l\facBride. Ameriban Monthly Magazine, 
vol. 1. 
MacBride. New York Philosophical So-
ciety Tram,actions. New York, 1817. 
National Dispcnsatory, 1st ed. 
New York Medical and Physical Journal, 
Vol. VI, No. 4. 
Nuttall, Thorna,s. Systematic and Physio-
logical Botany. Cambridge, 18:!0. 
Oken. Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte, 
2ter Theil: Botanik. 2ter Al>theil, lte 
Halfte, 1815. 
Payen. Comptes Renclus, 1848. 
Pen,oou, C. H. Synopsis :M:etho<lica Fun-
gorum. Gottingen, 1801. 
Rafinesque. Medical Flora of North 
America. Philadelphia, ltl30. 
Sch weinitz, L. D. Synopsis Fungorum 
Carolinre Superioris. Leipzig, lf22. 
Schweiuitz, L. D. Transactions Amf'ri-
ca.u Philosophical Society. Philadel-
phia, 1832. 
Silliman's Journal, vol. 2 and vol. 27. 
Smith, F. P. Materia Maclica and Nat-
tural History of China. Loudon, ltiil. 
Smith, John. History of Virginia. Rich-
mond, 1819. 
Southern Planter. Richmo1..,d, 1847. 
Tatarinov. Catalogus Medicamentorum 
Sinesiurn. 1850. 
Treasury of Botany. London, 1876. 
Torrey, John. Transa.ctions Natural His-
tory Society. New York, 1819. 
Torrey, John. New York Medical Repos-
itory, vol. 1. New York, 1821. 1 
··walter, Thomas. Flora Carolina. Lon-
don, 1788. 

HISTORY OF THE SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGES. 
By GEORGE H. BOEHMER. 
I 
INTRODUCTORY SKETCH OF EARLY EFFORTS IN INTERNATIONAL 
EXCHANGE. 
Before giving an account of the system of literary and scientific ex-
changes, organized and first carried into effect by the Smithsonian In-
stitution i.n 1850, it may be appropriate, for indicating more clearly its 
11recise character and importance, to briefly notice previous attempts 
fo a similar direction. One of the earliest of such undertakings is thus 
set forth in a history of the Royal Library of France: 
"In 1694 the Royal Library of France exchanged its duplicate vol-
umes for new books printed in foreign countries. This· kind of trade, 
a,uthorized by the special order of the King (Louis XIV) and continue..d 
for several years, could not fail to supply the library with a very CQn-
siderable accession of valuable books, especially from England and 
Germany. In 1697_ one hundred and forty-nine Chinese hooks were 
received, in return for which the King gave a selection from all his 
engravings." (Essai historique sur la Bibliotheque du BoL) , 
In our own country the American Philosophical Society, founded at 
Philadelphia in 17 43, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
founded at Boston in 1780, commenced about the beginning of tile present 
century a system of international exchange of their proceeu.ings and 
transactions with those of foreign scientific societies. 
In 1832 M. Lichtenthaler, director of the Royal Library of Munich · 
(Bavaria), in a letter dated Janua,ry22 of that year, addressed to M. Alex-
andre Vattemare, of Paris, referring to a conversation previously held 
between them, recalls tile large mun ber of duplicates in the Munich 
Library, and asks: "Would it not be 11ossible, with your connections at 
Paris, to interest the Bureau of Fine Arts in adoptiug an exchange with 
our library1'' This letter appears to have given Mr. Vattemare the im-
1mlse to enter upon the execution of a farnrite project-the establish-
ment of a system of library exchanges. Ile secured the approval of 
bis plans, and in a measure promise of co-operation on the part of the 
King of Prussia (letter of Count Charles Briehl, (ljrector-general of the 
museum) and of the King of Denmark (letter of the scientist, Mr. Hank). 
At the court of St. Petersburg he was introduced by a lette.r of King 
Frederick William IV, of Prussia, to his sister, the Empress of Russia. 
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• 
In 1883 he went to Vienna and addressed the Count Maurice of Die-
trichstein, director general of the Imperial Museum, who replied, on 
tlle Gtl?- of December, 1833, by letter, that the preparation of a catalogue 
of duplicates in the library would require more time than be conldju t 
then devote to the subject; but that, nevertheless, l\ir. Vattemaremitht 
<lepend on his m~sistance, and he further expressed Lis belief that 
through Mr. Vattemare's intervention, the library would ue greatly 
benefited . 
• He had now received favorable consideration from a number of sov-
ereigns aml governments which were waiting for France to take the 
initiative. - Knowing that in laying bis propositions before bis govern-
ment he must be prepared to support them in a.n incontrovertible man-
ner by facts, and possessing now official evidence of the fayorable re-
ception accorded them abroad, Mr. Vattemare returned to Paris in 
November, 1835. 
In his first petition to the two Chambers he set forth the fact that I 
'· all the large establishments founded by the munificence of govern-
ments in the interest of science and arts, namely, museums, collections, 
galleries, and libraries, possessed, besides the treasures they displayed, 
many others, which by reason of their abundance were condemue<l to 
be useless. The duplicates which formed this precious waste, tlie sa-
vant saw with regret, buried in the dust of forgetfulness"; and" there 
was not one large city in Europe which did not possess a considerable 
number of such duplicates. The library at Munich had 200,000; Jena, 
12,000; St. Petersburg, 54,000; Vienna, more than 30,000, which in-
eludes a large number of these 'incurables,' which were hidden away 
in store-rooms. At Vienna25,000 duplicates were encumbering the en-
tomological section of the Brazill an museum. Any attempt at enumera-
tion would be imperfect, for everywhere tllere would be discovered, in 
addition to those collectjons of books intended for study or exhibited 
us curiosities to the public, hidden collections, unknown libraries and 
museums, treasures lost to science and the worlcl," &c. 
The report on this petition was made to both Chambers in March, 
1836. The proposition was favorably received. Two years, however, 
elapsed without any action being taken, the government being en-
grossed by political events. 
Mr. Vattemare, 1.)ecoming impatient at the delay, resolved to go to 
England for the purpose of propagandism. He laid his project before 
the Marquis of Landsdowne in Mav 1838 and succeeded in establishing 
'" ' an exchange with the British Museum. 
After his return to Paris, l\1r. Vattemare addressed. a second petition 
to the Cham beni on February 2 183D in which he stated an important 
' ' fact. Ile said: "For two years the system of exchanges of duplicates 
has been in operation to some extent. Austria, Prussia, and England 
hay outaineu important results, and the greater number of the dnpli-
cat ' at Vienna, Bel'lin, and Munich, of whose existence mention was 
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made in my first petition, have enriched other libraries, and are lost 
tons." 
Upon this the Chambers seemed desirous of taking more effective 
measures, but the administration remaining inactive, matters remained 
at the same point as in 1836. 
At the suggestion of one of the deputies that it would be desirable 
also to make an arrangement for exchanges with the United States, 
Mr. Vattemare resolved to visit America. 'He left Havre October 20, 
1839, and arrived at New York November 29, 1839. After taking some 
preliminary steps in New York he left for Louisiana. On the way he 
aroused the interest of the Societe Royale Patriotique de la Havane in 
the project of establishing exchanges. 
On the 26th of March, 1840, the legislature of Louisiana voted $3,000 1 
for the collection of material for exchanges. 
Mr. Vattemare then went to Albany, N. Y., where be arrived two 
days before the adjourning of the State legislature. He had a memoir 
presented to the senate, which body approved the plan and voted an 
annua1 appropriation for the purpose of exchanges. 
W~erever Mr. Vattemare went his views were indorsed. On reaching 
Washington the session of Congress was nearing its end, and impor-
tant measures were being considered. Many influential men assured 
Mr. Vattemare-that the moment was not a propitious one for his cause, 
but he persevered in his efforts, wllich were finally crowned by success. 
On June 5, 1840, in the Senate of the United States, Mr. Preston, 
chairman of the Committee on the Library, presented a favorable re-
port on Mr. Vattemare's memorial, setting forth: "There are now in 
the possession of Congress many hundred volumes of public documents, 
some of which might well be distributed among friendly governments; 
and, for a like return, and at a very small expense, permanent provis-
ion might be made to supply them in future. As in this department of 
publication we probably exceed most foreign nations, the exchange 
would be .equalized by receiving in return national works of science or 
art, which the more ample .powers of other governments-enable them to 
execute. Besides this not inconsiderable means of profitable exchange, 
Congress also has, occasionally, the disposition of duplicate books in 
the Library." 
The committee's report conclnded by recommending the passage of a 
joint resolution, authorizing such exchanges of duplicate volumes in the 
Congressional Library, and also of a limited number of public documents. 
The report also published several of the testimonials from distinguished 
persons presented by ~Ir. Vattemare, abstracts of whi~h are here given. 
[From bis excellency Alexandre de Mordwino:ff, St. Petersburg.] 
"I have the honor to inform you that His Majesty the Emperor, hav-
ing been made acquainted with your proposition respecting the estab-
lishment of a system of general exchange of duplicates has perfectly 
S. 1\1is. 109-45 ' ' 
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a~proved your idea; and you are requested, sir, to present a prospectus 
clearly setting· forth your plan for effecting that object." 
[From M. Guizot, minister of pnbl!c instrnction of France, December 31, 1835.] 
"I have examined with much attention the plan which you have sub-
mitted to me. The considerations adduced by you in support of this 
plan a~pear to me to be of such a natu~e as to entitle them to attention ; 
and I ardently desire that it may be possible for me to put it into exe-
cution." 
[:From M. de Lamartine, member of the Chamber of Depnties of France, April 10, 
1836.] 
, "You:r plan for a general exchange of duplicates between all libraries 
is excellent. It would aid us in completing our collections which are 
already so rich; but it would also have another and happier effect; it 
would introduce into .France all the ideas of Europe,. and would spread 
through Europe all the ideas of France. Thus, by means of simple ex-
changes, this diffusion of information..:..the object of so mauy of our care.s 
and labors-will be effected." 
[From M. Eugene de Monglave, of the Historical Institute of France, March 12, 1836.] 
" Your idea, dear sir, is a grand and generous one, which ought to 
succeed, and which every studious man should encourage by all means 
in his power. The Chamber of Deputies bas offered you its aid, and you 
will doubtless also receive that of the Chamber of Peers." 
[From the Due de Broglie, minister of foreign affairs of France, June 12, 1835, l 
'' The minjster of foreign affairs has read, with great interest, the let-
ter which M. Vattemare has done him the honor to address to him, re-
specting the establishment of a system of exchanges between the differ-
ent libraries of Europe possessi11g several copies of the same works. 
The usefulness of the labors undertaken by M. Vattemare, with the 
view of facilitating such cxcllanges, seems to be unquestionable; and 
the minister of foreign affairs will embrace the earliest occasion to speak 
to his colleague, the minister of public Instruction, upon the plans 
formed by M. Vattemare." 
[Extract from the speech of tho Marquis de Laplace in tho Chamber of Peera of 
France, March 30, 1836.] 
"I believe it to be the duty of our government to encourage and to 
protect such an enterprise, and that it becomes ]'ranee to take the lead 
in a measure which may produce such desirable results. Such publicity 
will draw out invaluable works which are not sufficiently appreciated 
. ' . by their owners, from the dust of oblivion and from their obscure re-
treat · How many manuscripts thus buried and lost to the world may 
her tored to light, and shall we not congratulate ourselves for having 
made private int rest contribute to so great a w.ork !" 
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[From Gulian C. Verplanck,..New York, December 3, 1839.J, 
"The high and numerous attestations given to your plan of literary 
and scientific exchanges by the most eminent scholars and public'lllen of 
Europe, and the eloquent manner in which several of them have stated 
its philanthropic objects and beneficial results, leave ·me little to say on 
those heads. - - - I admire.the zeal and devotion with which you 
have applied yourE!elf to the execution of this unpret.ending but bene-
ficial plan," - I 
[From Washington Irving, Albany, N. Y., May 7, 1840.] 
"I regret extremely that engagements which require my departure 
for New York will prevent my having the pleasure of attending at the 
meeting to be held this evening for the consideration of your plan for a 
system of exchanges between governments and learned institutions, 
throughout the civilized world, of duplicate specimens in natural history 
and productions in literature. . It is a noble and magnanimous scheme, 
worthy of the civilization of the age, and the advantages of which are 
so obvious and striking that they must strike every intelligent mind at 
a single glance." 
[From Joel R. Poinsett, Secretary of War, Washington, December 18, 1839.] 
"I regard the subject of your memorial as highly interesting, useful, 
and important, and it will command my warm support." 
In accordance with the recommendation of Mr. Preston's committee, 
the following a~t was passed by Congress July 20, 1840 (Vol. V, Statutes 
at Large, p. 509): -
Joint Resolution for the exchange of books and public documents for foreign publi-
cations. 
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of R epresentatii,es of the United 
States of America in Congress a.(Jsembled, That the Libra.ria,n, under the 
supervision of the Committee on the Library, be authorized to exchange 
such duplicates as may be in the Library for other books or works. _ 
Second. That he be authorized in the same way to exchange docu-
ments. 
Third. That hereafter fifty additional copies of the documents printed 
by order of either House be_ printed and bound for the purpose of ex-
change in foreign countries. . 
\ 
Mr. Vattemare also visited Canada in 1841, and his mission was 
equally successfu1 there. In the summer of 1841 he returned to France 
and immediately presented a third petition to the Chambers, referring 
to bis success in America. The report of the Count of Montesquiou to 
the Chamber of Peers was sent back to the ministry of foreign affairs 
and public instruction, but no more was heard from it. 
Now, however, Mr. Vattemare commenced the distribution of the ob-
jects intrusted to him for exchange. Some had their destination as, 
signed them, but the distribution of the greater number was left to Mr. 
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Vatte~are's discretion. He transmitted the legislative documents to 
the chambers, elementary books of education, &c., to the ministers of 
public instruction, &c. 
The cities of Boston, New York, Baltimore, and Washington had pre-
sented certain works and documents to the city of Paris. On December 
21, 1842, it was resolved to address a letter of thanks to the former cities 
and to send them books in exchange for those received from them. 
J.\'lr. Vattemare received from the chambers, departments, and those 
scientific institutions which had been included in his first distribution 
a great number of 'important work~.- He also made an appeal to sa-
vans, authors, and artists, from whom he receive<l some contributions. 
The sen dings to the United States had been gradua11y growing larger 
from the year 1842, and on the 1st of January, 1846, 6,000 volumes had 
passed between France and the United States. The following year 
, their number reached 8,000. 
Mr. Vattemare concluded to personally deliver a large amount of ex-
changes, and he started on May 10, 1847, with sixty-one boxes. 
The custom-house charges at New York being very heavy, he ad-
dressed the Secretary of the Treasury, explaining to him that the ex· 
changes from the United States were allowed free entry in France, and 
in reply the same privilege was granted for the French exchanges. 
On his second visit to the United States Mr. Vattemare was equally 
successful; he forwarded in the course of the year 1848, forty-eight cases 
to France. 
On the 26th of June of the same year Congress charged the Library 
Committee with the nomination of an agent to conduct the operations 
pf the exchanges between France and the United States. The comm_it-
tee unanimously designated Mr. Vattemare, who entered upon his dut1~s 
July 25, 1848. It was also resolved that everything transmitted by this 
agent should be admitted in this country free of duty. 
The French Government failing to gi~e further support to the service 
of international exchanges, notwithstanding the renewed efforts of Mr. 
Vattemare, its operations ceased at his death, in 1864 . 
.Another movement in our country to effect a system of exchanges 
(chiefly· directed, however, to natural history specimens) was made by 
the "National Institution" organized at Washington, D. C., in l\1ay 
1840. Early in 1841 the institution addressed a circular to the principal 
scientific institutions of Europe, soliciting their correspondence. A let· 
ter to the corresponding secretary from Dr. H. G. Brown, professor in 
the University of Heidelberg, Germany, proposed,." if acceptable to you 
I offer an exchange of the petrifactions of ;your country for those of 
Germany and the neighboring countries." In Sept.ember, 1841, the 
United States consul at Lima, Peru, offered to the institution his valu-
able entomological collections. Almost simultaneously M. Dufresnoy 
of the Royal School of mines at Paris wrote that be had delivered to l\Ir. 
D. B. Ward n (formerly consul of the United States at Paris) a box of 
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specimens of mineralogy for deposit in the cabinet of the National In-
stitution at Washington, expressing the hope that such transmissions 
may become frequent. _ 
In December, 1841, Dr: E. Foremaln, of Baltimore, proposed to the 
intStitution a plan for obtaining conchological specimens from all parts 
of the country by a system· of exchange. In pursuance of a resolution 
of the institution adopted December 13, 1841, a committee appointed 
to propoise a plan of exchanges reported February 14, 1842, first, "that 
a system of exchapges is of very great importance in the accomplish-
ment of one of the primary objects for which the National Institution 
has been declared t.o be formed, viz, the esta~lishment of a national 
museum of natural history," &c.; and second, "that in exchanges of all 
kinds the natural productions of our country shall first and always have a 
decided preference. This method, while it recommends itself to us and 
our interests, is calculated to extend benefits and encouragement to the 
societies and naturalists of our country, who will thus have a central 
depository, from which they may enlarge and vary their own collections; 
and thus also in due time the duplicares of the exploring expedition 
may with the grearest advantage be.diffused throughout the land, there-
by fulfilling in the amplest manner the intentions of those who formed 
that noble project, and justify the liberality of the government which 
support~d it." 
And the committee recommended: 
"1. That a syst,em of exchanges be entered upon without delay. 
"2. That the curator and assistants be directed, for this purpose, to 
separate all duplicates, except those from the exploring expedition; and 
that they select and label such specimens as are to be sent to individu-
als or societies. 
"3. That the first step taken be to discharge the obligations of ex-
change already incurred by the institution. 
"4. That a committee be appointed, to whom the curator shall submit 
all sets of specimens thus set aside for a_ny given exchanges, who shall 
decide upon the equivalency before said specime~s shall be boxed up 
aud sent off. 
"3. That in all cases of difficulty which may arise, reference must be 
made to the president or vice-president of the institution for decision, 
who will, if they conceive ·it necessary, submit the question to the in-
stitution. 
"6. That a book be kept by the curator, subject at all times to the 
inspection of the committ-ee, in which must be noted the contents of each 
box or package, lists of the articles for which they are the equivalents, 
the name and the place of the society or individual to whom one set is · 
to be sent, and from whom the other has been received." 
In July, 1842,,the institution adopted the name "National Institute." 
It will thus be seen that the efforts of the National Institute towards 
the establishment of a system of exchanges were mainly intended to 
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enrich its cabinet of natural history, although the exchange of book 
was not excluded. In this way its museum obtained many valuable ad, 
ditions durin_g the succeeding years, but the :financial condition of the 
institute prevented a vigorous execution of the system. Notwithstand-
ing several appeals to Congress for aid, of which the last one was made 
on December 16, 1845, nothing was done toward giving the desired re-
lief, and on the 25th of November, 1846, the following "notice to the 
members of the National Institute" was published, which will give a 
fair msight into its condition: 
"A reference to the last 'memorial to Congress,' which was present.ed 
to the Senate by the Hon. Lewis Cass and to the House of Representa-
tives by the venerable John Quincy Adams, will afford the members 
some idea of the present condition of the National Institute. Notwith-
standing that renewed appeal, Congress has again omitted to grant re-
lief. _ More thtm a thousand boxes, barrels, trunks, &c., em bracing col 
lections of value and rarity in literature, in the arts, and in natural bis· 
tory, rem·ain on hand unopened, the liberal contributions of members at 
home and abroad, of governments, of learned and ~cientific societies and 
institutions, of foreign conn tries and of our own, and of munificent friends 
and patrons in every part of the world. The worth, extent, and Amer-
ican interests of these collections may be understood, though imperfectly, 
by a perusal of the four bulletins which are now before the public. For 
the preservation, reception, and display of these the institute has neither , 
funds nor a suitable depository. The usual meetings of the membersha-rn 
been su~pended for a_ considerable period. Hence the regular proceed-
ings have been interrupted, and hence the present volume (which bas 
been published by the subscription of a few members and others, a sub-
scription so limited as to have rendered it indispensably necessary to 
abridge the publication within the narrowest possible compass), instead 
of presenting in the usual form the proceedings of the institute, gives a 
, mere and meager abstract of a voluminous and valuable correspondence, 
and an imperfect account of donations and contributions to its library 
and ca bin et." 
And thus with the year 1846 virtually ceased the activity of the Na-
tional Institute in that direction. 
From this sketch it will be seen that the system introduced by tbe 
two early scientific institutions of our country had in view mainly the 
interchange of their own transactions for those of foreign societies, for 
their own benefit and the extension of their own reputation, and that the 
sy~tem introduced in France had in view mainly the interchange amonO' 
public libraries of their superfluous duplicates and of government pub-
lications. The Smithsonian In~titution, starting out with the samt 
system, at a very early date in its history inaugurated the original en· 
terprise of furthering the mutual interchange of scientific tran.:action: 
aud publications throughout the world, without refereuce to any direc· 
benefit to itself by reason of such exchanges. 
SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGES. 
Among the definite lines of- policy adopted by the Institution at the 
commencement of its operations was that of a diffusion of its publications, 
resulting in a system of exchaug·e not limited to the distribution of unused 
duplicate volumes accumulated in libraries, but comprehendi~g a full 
interchange of the intellectual products of the two hemispheres. 
In the original "programme of organization" presented to the Board 
of Regents by Prof. Joseph Henry, December 8, 1847, this object was 
set forth, and in the explanations and illustrations of the programme 
the consideration was urged that the publication of a series of volumes 
of original memoirs would afford the Smthsonian Institution the most 
ready means of entering into friendly relations and correspondence with 
all the learned societies in the world and of enriching 'its library with 
their current transactions and proceedings. · 
A committee of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences appointed 
to consider the plan proposed for the org-anization of the Smithsonian 
Institution reported, December 7, 1847, on this feature, that "it can 
scarcely be doubted that an important impulse would be given by the 
Smithsonian Institution in this way to the cultivation of scientific pur-
suits, while the extensive and widely ramified system of distribution and 
exchange, by which the · publications are to be distributed throughout 
the Unjte<l States and the world, would insure them a circulation which 
works of science could scarcely attain in any other way." 
The first volume of the Smithsonian "Contributions to Knowledge," a 
memoir on the ancient monumen~s of the Mississippi Valley (by Messrs. 
Squier & Davis), was published in 360 quarto pages in 1848, and during 
the following year was di:stributed to learned societies in the following 
countries: 
No. of societies. 
In Middle and South America: 
Cuba, Havana.-··-·· ______________ . 1· 
Chili, Santiago-· ...... ______ .... __ 2 
New Grenada, Bogota, ________ ·---·· 1 
Venezuela, Caracas···-··----··____ 1 
Brazil, Rio Janeiro ··---· ____ ·--·-· 1 
In Africa: 
Egypt, Cairo .. __ •.. _. _ •••••• · •• _ •• ; 1 
In Asia: 
China, Hong-Kong.-··· ...... ·---·· 1 
India, Allahabad, Bombay, Ceylon, 
and Madras .... _.--·· ______ ·---·· 5 
Java, Batavia ..... ________________ 1 
Philippine Islands, Manila.________ 1 
In Europe: 
Austria ...... ____ ·- •••••. ____ ··---· 9 
\ 
No. of societies. 
In Ea rope-Continued: 
Belgium.····-·--·· ____________ --·· 6 
Denmark ________ -···· ________ ·----· 3 
France··---·---··--· ____ ·-·----·-- 25 Germany ____ ---- ____ .... __________ _ 28 
Great Britain and Ireland ___ .. ____ . 41 
Greece •••• ··-- ---· •••••••• ____ ____ 1 
Holland--··_·----··--··-·----·____ 6 
Italy·-·•·• •••••• ---~--·····-····-- 16 Norway ____________ • __________ :___ 2 
Portugal ______ •••• __________ ··--,-- 1 
Russia. ______ ··-··-··-·-----·---·- 6 
Spain ______ -····· ______ . ______ ·--· 3 
Sweden·-···-··--··---···----·---· 5 
Switzerland ____ ·-·-··.--·--·______ 7 
'rurkey ____ ---· •••• ··-· ••••.... ·-·· 1 
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In addition, the volume was liberally distributed to distinguished 
savans interested in its subject, and to numerous institutio·ns through-
out our own country. 
At the commencement of its system of excb.1,nges, the Institution was 
much trammeled by the great delays and considerable expenses attend-
ant on custom-house requirements, but by earnest efforts and proper 
representation to Congress, the United States Government adopted the 
enlightened policy of admitting through our custom-houses, duty free, 
all scientific publications from foreign countries addressed to the Smith-
sonian Institution, whether for its own use or as presents to learned 
societies and individuals in any part of our country. 
The efforts of the Institution were then directed to the procurement 
from foreign governments of a reciprocal liberality on their part. The 
following extract from the Secretary's report for 1851 will sufficiently 
indicate the steps first taken : 
"The promotion of knowledge is much retarded by the difficulties ex-
perienced in the way of a free intercourse between scientific and literary 
societies in different parts of the world. In carrying . on the exchange 
of the Smithsonian volumes, it was necessary to. appoint a umnber of 
agents. Some of these are American consuls, and other responsible 
individuals, who have undertaken in most cases to transact the busi-
ness free of all charge, and in others for but little more than the actual 
expense incurred. These agencies being established, other exchanges 
could be carried on through them, and our means of conveyance, at the 
slight additional expense owing to the small increase of weight; aml 
we have accordingly offered the privileges of sending aud receiv~g 
small packages through our agency to institutions of learning, and m 
some cases to individuals who chose to avail themselves of it; the offer 
has been accepted by a number of institutions, and the result cannot 
fail to prove highly beneficial, by promoting a more rt·ady communica-
tion between the literature and science of this country aud the world 
abroad. 
-' As a part of the same system, application was made through Sir 
Henry Bulwer, the British minister at Washington, for a remission of 
duties on packages intern.led for Great Britain, and we are informed that 
a permanent arrangement will probably be made through the agency of 
the Royal Society for the free passage through the English custom-houses 
of all packages from this Institution. 
•' The Smithsonian exchanges are under the special charge of Professor 
Baird, who has been unwearied in his exertions to collect proper ma-
terials, and to reduce the ,-v l.10le to such order as will combine security 
with rapidity of transmh;sion. 
"The system of exchanges here described has no connect.ion witb 
!hat established between national governments by Mr. Vattemare. It 
18 merely an extension of one which has been in operation, on a small 
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scale, :for nearly, half a century, between the American Philosophical 
Society and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences on this side 
of the Atlantic; and the several scientific societies on the other." 
Early in 1852 Professor Henry addressed a commnnication to the 
vice:president of tl}.e Royal Society of London, Col. Echvard Sabine, 
with a view of obtaining the influence and co-operation of ·that distiu-
guished body in the promotion of an unrestrained s_pientific interchange 
between the two great English countries. 
This communication recehred a very prompt and favorable conside:ra.-
tion from that society, and the following official response was placed by 
Professor Henry before the Board of Regents at its meeting, M~y 1, 
1852: 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY: 
Royal Society's Apartments, 
Somerset House, London, March 19, 1852. 
MY DEAR Sm: I duly communicated to the Earl of Rosse, president 
of the Royal S9ciety, your letter to me .on the subjects of the int~r-
change of scientific publications between the United States and this 
country, and the admission into England, duty 'free, of scientific books , 
and memoirs presented to institutions or to individuals here, either 
by or through the Smithsonian Institution. I accompanied this com-
munication by a letter addressed to the president, which you will re.ad 
in the inclosed printed minutes of the council of the Royal Soiiety of 
January 15, 1852. The subject has since been brought by the Earl of 
Rosse under the consideration of Her Majesty's Government, who have 
shown, as might be expected, much readiness to meet in the same spfdt 
the liberal example which has been set by the United States, in ex-
empting from duty scientific books sent as presents from this country 
to the Smithsonian Institution, and through that Institution to other 
institutions and to individuals cultivating science in the United States. 
The move which has been suggested by our board of customs for a<lmit-
ting, duty free, scientific publications designed for this country, and. 
which we hope will receive the approval of the treasury, is, that a list 
should be furnished by the Royal Society of the names of all institu- , 
tions and individuals to whom such works may be expected to be ad-
dressed, when the custom-house officers will have directions to pass 
without duty all su.ch publications having the names of such institutions 
or persons inscribed either on the cover or on the title-page, which are sent 
to this country in packages directed to the Royal Soc1ety, the list t-0 be 
amended or extended from time to time. The Royal Society will gladly 
take charge of, and distribute under these regulations, the books which 
the Smithsonian Institution may send for institutions and individuals 
in this _country, receiving them from the agent in London appointed by 
the Smithsonian Institution; and I shall be o151iged by your furnishing 
me, at your earliest convenience, with a list, as com1~lete as you may 
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be able to make it, of the names of the institutions and persons to wh 
books or memoirs are likely to be sent. 
The Rosal Society will also gladly receive and forward to their nl · 
mate destination (where such assistance may _be useful) packages co . 
taining publications of a similar description, designed for institutio 
and individuals on the continent of Europe; such packages bein 
directed to the Royal Society, and stated on the outside of the case . 
package to be from tlie Smithsonian Institution. The customs duties will 
in such cases, be either altogether remitted or returned on re-exporta-
tion. 
If it be a convenience to the cultivators of science in the United 
States, that publications presented to them by institutions or indhidn-
als on the continent of Europe, or elsewhere, should be addressed to 
the Royal Society as a channel of communication, the same facilities wir 
- be given by the board of customs, and the Royal Society will, wit!: 
pleasure, make the required arrangements. It will be necessary in 
such cases, that packages arriving from the continent of Europe o 
elsewhere should be marked on the outside, "for the Smithson.fat 
Institution, " and the foreign secretary of the Royal Society should be 
apprised of their being sent. Expenses of freight would of course be 
defrayed by the agent of the Smithsonian Institution. 
I am, my dear sir, with great respect and regard, very sincerely yours. 
EDWARD S.A.IlINE, 
Vice-President and Treasurer of the Royal Society. 
This, though an important concession, was still attended with consid-
erable delay, and on farther solicitation the rule was so relaxed that aTI 
duties were remitted on books, not foreign reprints of British copyright 
Colonel Sabine's views on the subject were laid before the British 
Association in his address as president of that body, on occasion of their 
annual meeting in 1852, as follows: 
'' Another subject which has occupied the attention of the parlio-
, me.ntary committee in the last year is one to which their attention W:15 
· req nested by the council of the association, with a view of carrying into 
effect the desire of the general committee for a more cheap and rapi 
international communication of scientific publications. The credit of 
the first move towards the accomplishment of this desirable object i! 
due to the Government of the United States, by whom an a,rrangemeir 
was macle for the admission, duty free, of all scientific books addres~ 
as presents from foreign countries to all institutions and individual: 
cultivating science in that country, such books being sent through 
Smithsonian Institution, by whom tlrnir distribution to tlleir respecfo 
destinations was undertaken. This arrangement was notified to oti! 
government through the British minister at Washington, and a simil · 
~ri vilege was at the same time requested for the admission, duty fr 
mto England, of books sent as presents from the United States to pub 
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institutions and individuals cultivating science in this country, under 
such regulations as might appear most fitting. This proposition gave 
rise to communications between the president of the Royal Society and 
the chairman of the parliamentary committee on the one part, and the 
treasury and the principal commissioner of customs on the other; the 
result of which has been the concession of the privilege of admission, 
duty free, into England, of sci~nti:fic books from all countries, designed 
as presents to institutions and individuals named in lists to be prepared 
from time to time by the Royal Society, after communication with other 
scientific societies recognized by charter-under the regulation, how-
ever, that the books are to be imported in cases, addressed to and pass-
ing through the Royal Society. This arrangement has come into oper-
ation; and it may be interesting to notice, as giving some idea of its 
extensive bearing, that the first arrival from the United States, which 
has taken place under these regulations, consists of packages weighing ~ 
in all not less than three tons. 
'' There is another branch of the same subject which is more difficult 
to arrange, viz, the international communication by post of scientific 
pamphlets and papers at reduced rates of postage. The parliamentary 
committee have, directed th,eir attention to this part of the subject aJ.so; 
and I earnestly hope that their exertions will be successful." 
In his annual report for 1852 Professor Henry states: 
"The whole number of articles received during 1852 is 4,744, which· 
is more than three times that of all the previous years. The publications 
received in many cases consist of entire sets of transactions, the earlier 
volumes of which are out o_f print ·and cannot be purchased. They are 
of use in carrying on the various investigations of the Institution, and 
of value to the country as works of reference. 
"The principal object, however, of the distribution of the Smithsonian 
volumes is not to procure a large library in exchange, but to diffuse 
among men a knowledge of the new truths discovered by the agency of 
the Smithsonian fund. The worth and importance of the Institution is 
not to be estimated by what it accumulates within the walls of its build-
ing, but by what it sends forth to the world. Its great mission. is to · 
facilitate the use of implements of research, and to diffuse the knowl-
edge which this use may develop. The Smithsonian publications are 
sent to some institutions abroad, and to the greater majority of those 
at home, without any return except, in some cases, that of co-operation 
in meteorological and other observations. 
"In carrying out this pl:ln the Institution is much indebted to the 
liberal course adopted by the Government of Great Britain and the 
ready co-operation of the Royal Society of London. All packages in-
tended for Great Britain, for some parts of the Continent, and the East 
Indi~s, are direct\d to _the Royal Society, and on the certificate of its 
president are, by a special order of the government, admitted duty free, 
and without the delay and risk of inspection. The packages are after~ 
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wards distributed by the agent of the Institution or by those of th 
. ' society. 
"'rh· 1s system of exchanges does not stop here. The Royal Socierr 
has adopted the same plan with reference to Great Britain and all oth~ 
parts of the world ; and the Smithsonian Institution, in· turn, becom 
an agent in receiving and distributing all packages which the society 
desires to send to this country. A general system of international com-
munication, first started by this Institution for the distribution of iIB 
own publications, has thus been established which will tend to render 
the results of the labors of each country in the line of literature and 
science common to all, and to produce a community of interest and of 
relations of the highest importance to the advancement of knowledge 
and of kindly feeling among men." 
So rapidly and generally was the beneficent work of the Smithsonian 
Institution recognized and appreciated abroad, that in his report for the 
year 1854 the secretary-Professor Henry-announced: "There is no 
port to which the Smithsonian parcels are shipped where duties are 
charged on them, a certified invoice of contents by the secretary bein(f 
sufficient to pass them through the custom-house free of duty. On the 
other hand, all packages addressed to the Institution arriving at the 
ports of the United States, are admitted, without detention, duty free. 
This system of exchange is therefore the most extensive and efficient 
which has ever been established in any country." And in the following 
year, 1855, the secretary remarked in continuation of the subject: ''The 
Smithsonian agency is not confined to the transmission of works from 
the United Stares, but is extended to those from Canada, South aud 
Central America, and in its foreign relations embraces every part of the 
civilized world. It is a ground of just congratulations to the Regents 
that the Institution, by means of this part of the plan of its organization 
is able to do so much towards the advance of knowledge." 
The system of international exchange ofliterary and scientific prodno-
tions thus established, natur~lly developed into two distinct branche : 
The foreign exchange, or the distribution abroad of publications by 
the Smithsonian and by other American institutions. 
_ The domestic exchange, or the distribution within the United States 
of publications by foreign establishments. 
To this might be added, as a third branch, the introduction in 186~ 
of a separate system of government exchange. 
I. FOREIGN EXCHANGES. 
The Smithsonian Institution, in undertaking to extend the system 
of international exchange of literary and scientific publication , com-
municated it purpose to the chief learned societies throughout the 
· uutr ·, with a proffer of its serYices to the end in view. The princi-
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pal bodies responding to its invitation were tbe Amer~can Acad_emy 
of Arts and Sciences, Boston-; the .Boston Natural History Somety, 
tbe Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, the United States Coast 
survey, the Naval Observatory at Washington, and a few others. The 
J1 on. Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, at the instance of the 
Institution (seconded by the authors), embraced the opportunity of 
presenting to about one hundred and fifty establishments in- Europe 
(selected from the Smithsonian list) copies of Schoolcraft's History of 
the Indian tribes. In this case the Institution requested the recipients 
to return a special acknowledgment to the Commissioner of the In-
dian Bureau. Numerous documents of scientific interest published by 
C<mgress were, through the personal liberality of members in distrib-
uting their copies, received from the Senate document room for trans-
mission abroad. The Senate also assigned to the Institution three 
hundred copies of Foster and Whitney's report on the copper lands of 
Lake Superior; one hundred copies of Owen's report on the geology of 
Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota; and one hundred copies of Stans-
bury's report on the exploration of Utah, for foreign distribution. 
In the Smithsonian report for 1854, the secretary states : "During 
tbe past year the number of societies availing themselves of the facili-
ties thus offered has largely increased, including among others nearly 
all the State agricultural societies of America publishing transactions. 
This result has been produced by a circular which was issued by the 
Institution early in the spring of last year, to make known more gen-
e.rally the sy8te.m of exchange. Copious returns are being constantly 
received for the societies, and an intercourse is thus established which 
cannot fail to produce important results, both in an intellectual and 
moral point of view." 
As an indication of some of the incidental benefits conferred by this 
extensive system of exchange, a few special tral}Smissions may be · 
cited. 
In 1867, at the suggestion of Hon. John Bigelow, late American 
minister to France, a request was made by the Institution that some of 
tbe principal publishers of school·bOoks in this country would furnish 
copies of their elementary text-books, in order that these might,be pre-
sented to Professor E. Laboulaye, of the College of France, for exam-
ination, with a view to the application of some of their peculiar feat. 
U.res to the purposes of instruction in his ·own country. The character 
of this distinguished professor, and his known admiration of American 
h1stitutions, secured for this request the prompt and liberal response 
of several publishers, a list of whom, with the number of works con· 
tributed, is as follows : 
ll · Volumes. 
arper & Brothers, New York .••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.. 62 
.\. S. Barnes & Co., New York .••••••••••• ·--- •••••••••.•••.•••••• ·-·· •••••••••• 26 
Oakley & Mason, New York •.••••••••• _ ••••••• _ ••••••.. _ •• _ •••••..••••••••• _.. . 10 
C. Scribner, New York ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•.••••••.•. __ 3 
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H. Cowperthwaite & Co., Philadelphia. .•.••.•..••••••••••••.•.••••............. 1 
U. Hunt & Son, Philadelphia ..••..••••........••.•..•••••........•............. 11 
E. C. & J. Biddle, Philadelphia ••.•••..•••• -··· ••••.... -········· ............ ~ 
A. S. Davis & Co., Boston .•••••.••••. ____ .................................... .. 
Sargent, Wilson & Hinckle, Cincinnati ____ ~--· ........................... .... .. 
Professor Laboulaye, in acknowledging the receipt of these 174 vo~ 
umes, says:. "These books form the admiration of all who take an interest 
in education, and I hope that France will profit by this example. We 
have excellent things at home by which you in turn might profit, but 
we have seen nothing comparable to your readers, your object les ons 
your graphics, and your geographical series." 
The Institution in like manner frequently received applications fro 
foreign governments and societies for official publications of the State", 
of general government, relative to certain branches of political economy, 
statistics, education, &c. During the year 1868 a request of this kind 
was received from the Belgian Government for all the publications of 
the States in regard to public schools. 
In answer to a circular asking for these documents, a large and valua-
ble collection was received, for which the thanks of the Institution were 
returned to the following persons: A. Rogers, second auditor of Virginia; 
T. Jordan, secretary of state, Pennsylvania; S. C. Jackson, assitant 
secretary board of education, Massachusetts; J. A. Morris, school com-
missioner, Ohio; N. Bateman, superintendent of education, Illinois; C. 
J. Hoadley, state librarian, Connecticut; F. Rodman, secretary of state., 
Missouri; R. A. Barker, secretary of state, Kansas; Ed. Wright, seer& 
tary of state, Iowa; C. W. Wright, secretary of state, Delaware; J.E. 
Tenney, secretary of state, Michigan, and the secretary of state, Wis-
consin. 
Another application of a similar character was received from the Gov-
ernment of Norway ·for the publications of the United States relatiYe to 
military affairs, which, on being referred to the heads of departments 
and bureaus, secured a large number of the desired publications. Ao-
knowledgments for these favors were made to General E. D. Town end 
Adjutant-General; General A. A .. Humphreys, Chief Engineer, United 
States Army; Surgeon-General Barnes; Paymaster-General Brice; Gen-
eral Dyer, Chief of Ordnance; Commodore Jenkins, Chief of Bureau of 
Ordnance and Hydrography, Navy Department; General Myer, Chief 
Signal Officer. 
For official co-operation with the Institution in its plans for the pro-
motion of knowledge, and important assistance rendered, besides the 
foregoing, may be mentioned Hon. William R. Seward, Secretary 0: 
State; Hon. Hugh McCullough, Secretary of the Treasury; Hon. Hora 
Capron, Commissioner of Agriculture; General Meigs, Quarterma ter-
Gener~l; Mr. Spofford, Librarian of Congress; Professor J. H. C. Coffin. 
-up~nntendent of the Nautical Almanac, and Commodore Sand , of th 
JS a.tional Observatory. 
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Most valuable assistance in connection with foreign exchanges was 
also rendered by E. J. Davison, Argentine consul; Jose I. Sanchez, con- _ 
sul of Venezuela; B. Blanco, consul-genera.I of Guatemala; L. H. J. 
V'Aguir, consul-general of Brazil; R. C. Burlage, consul-general of Neth-
erlands ; Hon. E. J uteirez, minister from Costa Rica; the American 
Board of Commissioners· of Foreign Missions; Real Sociedad Econom-
ica, Havana; Board of Foreign Missions, New York; A~erican Col-
onization Society, Washington; Society of Geography and Statistics, 
]Uexico; University of Chili; Bataviaasche Genootschap van Kuusten 
en Wetenschappen, Java; and the Institute of History, Geography, and 
Ethnology, of Rio Janeiro. 
It was not alone from societies or public bodies that works ,vP.re received 
by the Institution for gratuitous distribution at home and abroad among 
libraries or establishments of learning where they might obtain appre-
ciation. Copies of works produced hy private enterprise were not infre.. 
quently sent to the Institution by individuals who could not afford the 
additional expense attendant upon their desired transmission to distant 
and scattered points. 
In most cases the list of distribution was made out by the parties 
sending the copies, but sometimes the selection of recipients was left 
to the Institut~on. 
Among the articles distributed in this way was the narrative of an 
€XI_)loration to l\fosardo, the capital of the western Mandigoes, through 
the country east of Liberia, by Benjamin Anderson, a young man of pure 
11egro blood. The narrative was printed without correction from the 
original manuscript, at the expense of Mr. H. M. Schieffolin, of New 
York, and nearly the whole of the edition was presented to the Institu-
tion for distribution. 
LIBERALITY OF TR.A.NSPORT.A.TION COMP .A.NIES. 
The rapid extension of the Smithsonian exchanges soon became a 
heavy tax upon the resources of the Institution; and the conduct of its 
principal function (" the increase of knowledge among men" by the pro-
motion of original research and discovery) was threatened with being 
crippled and overridden by the demands of a service really held as in-
cidental and subordinate thereto. With a view to diminish, if possible, 
the expenses involved, the Institution, in 1855, addressed several of the 
leading transatlantic steamship companies, unfolding its methods, and 
asking, in consideration of the great public benefit of the system, the 
favor of reduced rates of freight upon this particular service. 
With a liberality and public spirit which cannot be too highly .admired, 
the companies addressed agreed to carry the freights of the Smithsonian 
Institution not merely at an abatement, but without charge; and thus 
generously enabled the Institution to maintain the growing magnitude 
of the operations, when otherwise the system must have broken down " 
by its own weight. 
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At a meeting of the Board of Regents, on the 8th of March, 1856, i· 
was-
R:esol1.,ed, That the Secretary, on the part of the Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, return thanks to the United States Mail Steamshi~ 
Company, M. 0. Roberts, president; Pacific M.ail Steamship Company, 
vV. H. Aspinwall, president; South American Mail Steamship Company, 
Juan Matteson, president; Mexican Gulf Steamsliip Company, Harri. J 
& Morgan, agents; and the Panama Railroad Company, David Hoarl-
ley, president, for their liberality and generous offices in reiation to the 
transportatiop_ without charge of articles connected with the operations 
of the Institution. 
In the Secretary's report for 1867, he says: '' The system has now at-
tained a great development and increases measurably every year. The 
expenses hitherto have been principally borne by the Institution, but 
their amount has now become so great as seriously to interfere with 
other operations. The expenses of the Smithsonian exchange.s 
would be considerably greater than they are, but for the liberality of 
various transportation companies in carrying packages free of cost.11 
The line of sailing vessels between New York and the west coast of 
South America, belonging to Mr. Bartlett, 110 Wall street, also engaged 
to carry all the Chilian exchanges free of charge. 
In the course of the year 1858, Hon. R. Schleiden, the minister from 
Bremen, offered his service in trying to procure for the Smithsonian 
Institution the advantage of free or reduced freight on exchanges for 
the. port of Bremen. His success is announced in the following let~ 
Bremen Legation, Washington, January 25, 1859. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: Agreebly to your verbal request, I have proposed to the presi-
dent and directors of the North German Lloyd of Bremen to manliest 
their interest in the cause of science by facilitating literary intercour e 
between the United States and Germany, by means of their steamers 
plying between Bremen and New York. 
It affords me great pleasure now to inform you that, according to a 
letter of the president of the Lloyd, dated the 5th instant, and just re-
ceived, the said Bremen Steamship Company have resolved, henceforth 
and until further notice, to forward by their steamers all the package 
of books and specimens of natural history which the Smithsonian Insti-
tution may be pleased to send to Germany, or which may be sent from 
Germany to the Smithsonian Institution, free of charges between Kew 
York and Bremerhaven. 
I beg leave to add that Messrs Gelpcke, Keutgen, and Reichelt, 
Broadway, New York, are the agents of the North German Lloyd at that 
P:ace, and that the next Bremen steamer sa.iling for Europe will lea·n 
N w York on the 19th of February next. 
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I avail myself of this occasion to offer you renewed assurances of my 
bfgh consideration. 
R. SCHLEIDEN, . 
Minister Resident <;>f Bremen. 
The following resolution was adopted by the Board of Regents, Feb-
ruary 15, 1859 : 
Resolved, That the thanks of this board be returned to his e~cellency 
R. Schleiden, minister resident of Bremen, for his intervention with the 
"North German Lloyd of Bremen," to- facilitate and advance the cause 
of science by transporting, free of charge, &c., packages of books and 
spe£imens of natural history from Germany to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and from the Institution to Germany, and the like thanks to the 
pl'esident and directors of the North German Lloyd of Bremen for their 
generous liberality in the instance above referred to. 
On the 16th of February, 1860, Professor Henry addressed a letter to 
Mr. Edward Cunard, of the steamship line running between New York 
a11d Liverpool, asking similar favors, in reply to which the following let-
ter was received, which was·laid before the Board of Regents at their 
meeting on March 17, 1860: 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
·Ne'! York, February 25, 1860. 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institutio'IJ,.: 
DEAR Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
16th instant, and, in reply, I beg to inform you that I shall have much 
pleasure in conveying in our steamers from New York to · Liverpool, 
e-very fortnight, one or more cases from the Smithsonian Institution to 
tlie extent of half a ton or 20 cubic feet measurement. The cases to be 
addressed to your agent in Liverpool, or to his care. The arrangement 
of free cases is intended only to apply to those shipped by you from 
tliis side of the water. 
Your obedient servant, 
E. CUNARD. 
At a meeting of the Regents, held April 7, 1860, it was-
Resolved, That the thanks of the Board of Regents are hereby giveu 
t o the various companies and individuals who have generously aided in 
a dvancing the objects of the Smithsonian Institution and the promotion 
of science, by the facilities they have afforded in the transportation of 
b ooks, specimens, &c., free -of charge. 
In the next year, 1861, in response to an application by Professor 
lienry, another concession of free freight was granted by the Hamburg 
--American Packet Company, in the following communication: 
S. Mis. 109-46 
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Prof. J. HENRY, 
Hamburg American Packet Company, 
New York, October 21, 1861. 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution: 
DEAR Sm: In reply to your favor of October 18, w£ beg to state th 
we shall be most happy to accommodate the Smithsonian Instituti 
in furthering the wishes you expres~, and take on freight, free of char~ 
any packages which you desire to ship, be they specimens of natural Im 
tory, books, or other articles desired to be forwarded to Germany or th 
continent of Europe, irrespective of bulk. 
Very respectfully, yoim 
KuNHARDT & Co. 
At a meeting of the Board of Regents held May 1, 1862, it was-
Resolved, That the thanks of the Board of Regents be presented to the 
Hamburg American Packet Oompa,ny for their liberal co-operation in 
assisting to advance the objects of this institution. 
Without detailing the successive acquiescence of different compani 
it is sufficient to mention that the following great transportation lin 
now grant free freight to the Smithsonian packages: 
Anchor Steamship Company (Henderson & Bros., agents),NewYork. 
Atlas Steamship Company (Pim, Forwood & Co., agents),NewYork. 
Bland (Thomas), New York. 
Cameron (R. W. & Co.), New York. 
Compagnie Generale Transatlantique (L. De Bebian, agent), Ne 
York. 
Cunard Royal Mail Steamship line (Vernon Brown & Co., agents 
NewYork., 1 
Dallett, Boulton & Co., New York. 
Denison (Thomas), New York. 
Hamburg American Packet Company (Kunhardt & Co., agents), Ne,. 
Work. 
Netherlands American Steam Navigation Company (H. Cazea 
.aigent), New York. 
North German Lloyd Steamship Company ( agents, Oelrichs & 
New York; Schumacher & Co., Baltimore). 
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, New York. 
Red Star Line (Peter Wright & Sons, agents), New York. 
White Cross Line (Funch, Edye & Co., agents), New York. 
FOREIGN AGENCIES, 
In the special work of foreign distribution of memoirs and packao 
sent abroad, the establishment of various agencies in the principal c 
tals, of course, became necessary. The same agencies were also e 
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ployed as centers for the collection of publications designed to~ be sent 
to the Institution. In the Smithsonian report for 1878 it was announced 
that-
,, Of late years in certain countries these labors have been materially 
lightened by a portion of the exchange being undertaken by some learned 
society, or by the goverDIDent. These, being constituted Smithsonian 
agents in their respective countries, receive whatever may be sent them 
for distribution, collect the returns and transmit them, thus giving to the 
Institution tbe benefit of an intelligent superintendence of the work. 
The first of these organizations was that established some years ago by 
the University of Christiania, Norway, and by Holland in the p~tronage 
of the Scientific Bureau at Harlem under the efficient supervision of Dr. 
E. H. Von Baumhauer. During the past year a similar organization 
has been effected for Belgium, and it is hoped that their number will 
continue to increase. Even now, without any formal arrangement to 
that effect, the Academies of Science of Stuckholm, of Copenh_agen, of 
Madrid, and of Milan, discharge the services of agents of the Institution 
for their respective countries." 
Present List of Foreign Oenwrs of Distribution. 
Argentine Republic.-Museo Publico, Buenos Ayres. 
Austria-Hungary.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsic. 
Bavaria.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsic. 
Belgium.-Commission Belge des :8changes Inrernationanx, Brussels. 
Brazil. - Commission of :Dirernational Exchange, Rio Janeiro. 
British Guiana.-0bservatory, Georgetown. 
Canada.-McGill College, Montreal '; Geological Survey of Canada, 
Ottawa. 
Cape Oolonies.-William Wesley, London, England. 
Chili.-U niversidad, Santiago. 
Ckina.-United States consul-general, Shanghai. 
Costa Rica.-U ni versidad, San Jose. 
Denmark.-K. D. Videnskabernes Selskab, Copenhagen. 
Dutch Guiana.-Koloniaale Bibliotheek, Surinam. 
East Indies.-William Wesley, London, England. 
Ecuador.-0bservatorio, Quito. 
Egypt.-Institut .Egyptien, Cairo. 
Finland.-F. A. Brockhaus, Leipsic, Germany. 
France.-Commission Fran9aise des .Echanges Internationaux, Paris. 
Germany.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsic. 
Great Britain.-William Wesley, London. 
Greece.-Bibliotheque N ationale, Athens. 
Guatemala.-Sociedad Econoi:nica de Amigos del Pais, Guatemala. 
Hayti.-Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures, Port-au-Prince. 
Iceland.-lsiands Stiptisbokasafn, Reykjavik. 
ltaly.-Bibliot€ca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome, 
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J apan.-Minister of Foreign .Affairs, Tokio. 
Liberia.-Liberia, College, Monrovia. 
Mexico.-Museo N acional, Mexico. 
Netherlands.-Bureau Scienti.fique Neerlandais, Harlem. 
Netherlandsah India.-Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, 
Batavia, Java. 
New Oaledonia.-Gordon and Gotch, London, England. 
New Soutli Wales.-Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney. 
N e_w Zealand.-Colonial Museum, Wellington. 
Norway.-K. N. Frederiks Universitet, Christiania. 
Philippine Islands.-Royal Economical Society, Manila. 
Polynesia.-Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society, Honolulu. 
Portugal.-Escola Polytechnica, Lisbon. 
Prussia.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsic. 
Queensland . ..:_Government Meteorological Observatory, Brisbane. 
Russia.-Commission Russe des Echanges Internationaux, St. Peters-
burg.-( Imperial Public Library.) 
.Saxony.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsic. 
St. Helena.-William Wesley, London, England. 
South A1istralia.-Astron.omical Observatory, Adelaide. 
Spain.-Real Academia de Ciencias, Madrid. 
Strait Settlements.-William Wesley, London, England. 
Sweden.-K. S . .V etenskaps Akademien, Stockholm. 
Switzerland.---Eidgenossensche Bundes Canzley, Berne. 
Tasmania.-Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobarton. 
Trinidad.-Scienti.fic Association, Port of Spain. 
Turk's !sland.-Public Library, Grand Turk. . 
United States of Oolombia.-Central Office of E~changes, National 
Library, Bogota. 
VenezueZa.-University, Caracas. 
Victoria.-Public Library, Melbourne. 
Wiirtemberg.-Ii}r. Felix Fltigel, Leipsic . 
.AMOUNT .A.ND ~OST OF EXCHANGES. 
The tabular statement subjoined of the yearly amount of matter sent 
abroad by the Institution froin the commencement of its operations to 
the end of the last year, 1881, will show the progress, extent, and con-
dition of its foreign exchanges. It may be stated in brief that during 
the first ten years of the system (closing with 1860) the total weight 0 
matter sent abroad amounted to 145,979 pounds, the cost of the same 
to the Institution being $22,989.29; the weight sent during the secon 
decade ( closing with 1870) was 221,713 pounds, at a cost of $32,398.8-!. 
and that the weight sent during the third decade (closing with 1880) w- · 
570,571 pounds, at a cost of $78,453.01. 
T otwHhstanding the remarkable liberality with which the exertion 
of the Institution have been aided by the great transportation comp·· 
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:oies at home antl abroad, the co.operation of learned societies, and the 
remission of duties and custom.house expenses by all nations, the act. 
ual cost of these international exchanges to the Smithsonian fund has 
reached for the last fl ve or six years to fully one.f0ur_th of its entire in· 
come. 
Cost of exchanges t" the Institution. 
1848-1850 .•••••••••. ·-·· -·-· 
1851 .••••• ···--· .••••• ·-· •• 
1852 ..•••••••••• ---· ··-- --·· 
1853 .••••• ·-·-·· ··-- ---· ----
1854--- ·---·· ·----· ·-- ·--· 
1855 •••••• ·--· ·--· .......... . 
1856 .••• ·-·- --·-·· ·-···· •••• 
1857 ..••. -- ..•....•. ---· --· 
1858 .••••• ·--- ·--· ·---· --·· 
1859 •.•••• ·-·-·· --- ·-" ·--
1860 .................... -·---
1861 ..•• ···-·· ·······-·· --·· 
1862 ..•• ·---·- ••.•••• --·· --· 
1863 ••••••••••••• -·· -·· --· 
18'4 ...... ·-· -·. ·--·· ·-·--· 
1867 .••• ··- .••••.•••••..• · •• 
1868 ..•• -· ••• - .....•...••• ·•. 
1869. --.••••••••••••. -- •.... 
1870 .•• - •• ----· ·----- ·-·--· 
1871 •••• -----·· ---··· ·----- •• 
1872 •••••••• ···- ······--·--· 
1873 ...•.•...... ··--·· -----· 
1874. · •••• ·----· • .•••••••••• 
1875 •••••..••••••• ·-- ..• --·· 
1876 ___ ____ •••••••••••• . ••• 
· 1877 ··-· --· •••• --· --·- •••• 
1878 •••••••••• --·· •••••••.•. 
1879 •••• ·--- -·· -·- .••.•••• 
1880 .. ..•........... •.......• 
1881 •••• ~- ••••• ,. ·- •.•• _ •••. 
$3,.701 93 
4,870 72 
4,860 94 
4,165 62 
4,201 50 
5,870 32 
6,251 74 
5,589 89 
6,748 80 
10,199 10 
9,790 73 
10,250 41 
9,554 47 
9,996 05 
*7,467 <.84 
1865 ...• ···--· •••• -----··-
1866 ......•.. _ .•..••...••.•. 
$1,603 00 
2,010·49 
2,178 33 
2,807 38 
2,738 65 
1,930 78 
1,517 54 
2,500 24 
1,326 90 
2,027 94 
2,348 04 
1,499 47 
2,724 88 
1,735 31 
3,779 61 
2,807 76 
2,252 60 Total •.•..••••.•...... $141,308 98 
Shipments of foreign-exchanges.-No. of bous from 1850 to 1881. 
--------11--1-- --1---1--1--1--l--1--·1-------..--
Africa . • : •••.•••.•• _.............. 1 .••..•..••••.••..••..••..••.•••..••..••..••...•..••••••• 
America: 
British America ........................................................................... . 
Central America an4 .... .... . ... .... .... .... .••. .... ..•. .... .... .... . .. . ..• . ••......... 
West Indies. . 
Mexico . . . • . • . . • . . . • • • . • • . • . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . .• . . ••. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . .•...........•. _ ... 
ti\t:::~~;;:::::::: :::: :::: J ::~: ::.~: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::i: :::i 
l!:lll'ope: 
BelgilllD •••.•• ..•.•••. 1 1 · 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 ' 2 1 
Denmark (including 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Iceland). 
France...... . . . . .. ... 6 6 5 6 5 4 8 4 6 10 10 4 13 9 8 10 9 
Germany (including J.O 11 13 12 11 12 '2:l 11 21 17 12 18 24 17 17 24 20 
Austria.Hungary). 
Great :Brita.in ..••..••. 12 11 11 11 8 5 9 10 17 25 22 6 · 16 14 13 9 11 
Greece ·-· ••.•• : • • . . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . · 1~le;~<i;::::::::::: ~ ~ ; ; i i i ·1 .T '.T ·1 ·1 ·-r ·1 ·1 ·1 ... 4 
Norway . . • • • . . • • . • . • . . • • . . • • • . 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 J. 1 1 1 . f 
Russia . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . 1 1 1 3 2 1 5 -2 1 5 2 8 6 4 2 - 4 3 
Spain and Portugal . . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Sweden . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 · y 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 l 1 
Switlerland . . • • . . . . • . . 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 4 2 a 3 3 t~t'ii~i~:::::~::: :i ::~: :::: ::;: ::i: ::~: ::~: ::~: :::: :i~: ::~: :;~: :;~: ::i :i~: :i~:::ii 
- ~~~~uuw~~~~~rn~~~~ 
I 
. i!The apparent reduction of e:xpenee for the last ·year (1881) is due to an appropria-
tion of $3,000 allowed by Congress in aid of the government exchanges. It thus ap· 
:pears that the average expense of the international .exchanges for the last six years 
bas exceeded $10,000 per annum. 
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Shipments of foreign exchanges-No. of boxes from 1850 to 1881-Continued. 
~ cx5 g cl ..... c-i Cl) t! .d fQ ~ cxi ~10 ,4 I <O <O t-- t-- t-- t-- t- t- &i t- t- ao ao Tot.. 00 00 00 00 00 CXJ 00 00 00 00 00 ao oo ~ .-; .-; .-; r-1 .-; .... .... .... .-; .-; .-; .-; .-1 .-1 
- - - - - - - - -
- - .--
,_ 
~ 
Africa ..•••••••••.••.•••..••. ...... 
----
.. -- .. 
...... 
. --· 
3 2 2 
---- ----
2 
-··· 
. .... 1 ..... l! 
America.: 
l3ritish America .•••••... ..... ....... ...... ...... ...... 
---· 
...... 9 3 2 5 4 2 1 10 I 
Central America. and ..... ....... ....... 
---- ---· 
...... 2 2 1 8 9 2 14 4 6 {J 
West Indies. 
Mexico ..••.••••••••••••• 
----· 
....... ..... 
.. -·· 
....... . .... ..... ........ 7 3 5 4 5 6 9 41 
South America, .•••••.•.. 
--- . ----
....... 
----
----
. ...... 8 5 21 20 25 16 20 13 28 lfN 
Asia .....•.•.......•••••••.•. 43 
. --· 
5 1 3 11 4 3 4 9 S; 
Austr~lasia, ••••.•••••••...... 4 
----
2 2 ....... 11 ..... 49 33 20 14 26 23 ]ii 
Europe: 
:Belgium ...••.....••.•... 2 2 2 2 2 4 7 5 10 7 6 8 6 9 8 100 
Denmark (including Ioe· 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 5 5 6 14 8 6 8.l 
land). 
42 26 France .••.••••••••••••••• 7 14 7 11 6 8 18 11 24 23 32 40 36 42a 
Germany (including Aus· 38 26 35 37 28 40 59 36 39 62 95 77 77 54 80 1, 00l 
tria-Hungary). 
52 52 54 Great Britain •••••••••.•• 24 2'.J 16 20 23 27 36 30 43 64 71 58 
Greece .•••••••••••••••.. 1 ....... 1 2 1 1 1 7 2 3 1 2 2! 
Italy ..••••••••••••••••.. 5 5 3 8 8 5 10 i) 8 11 20 10 13 5 46 214 
N etherln.nds .••••••.••... 8 4 4 4 1 4 10 5 4 7 13 8 8 11 14 14' 
ii~!~!::::::::::::::::::: 1 2 1 2 2 3 8 3 2 8 9 6 4 4 9 
78 
6 6 4 8 4 6 10 7 9 13 16 9 10 12 37 203 
Spain an<YPortugal •••••. 1 1 2 2 2 2 10 
----
10 10 24 10 B 10 10 117 
Sweden ......•..••••••••. 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 10 13 9 8 8 10 10 112 
Switzerland .•.•••••.••.•. 2 4 3 5 2 4 6 5 6 13 6 .14 8 7 8 127 
1 Poly;~!te!_:::::: ::,~::: :::::: 
...... 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 15 .... 
1 ...... .... 3 .... 4 
Rest of the world ............. 15 14 26 15 23 20 
---- ·--· 
.... ..... .... 
... 
····· 
2(jg 
........ ...... 
- - - - - - - -
- - - -
- -
-
113 104 112 121 108 179 196 149 208 323 406 309 311 268 407 4, 339 
ShipmentB of f <>reign exchanges-whole quantity from 1850 to 1881. 
Year. Number Bulk in Weightin Year. Number 
Bulk in Weigbt in 
of boxes. cubic feet. pounds. of boxes. eubicfeet. pounds, 
1850 ••••••••••••• -- . 40 200 6,900 1867 .•. ···-·· ----·· 113 975 
22,523 
1851 •••.••••••••.••. 40 240 7,920 1868. ·---·· •• •••••• 104 l, 057 
31,171 
1852 ••••••••.. ---··· 46 263 9,885 1869 .•••••. -···--·· 112 1,033 
23,376 
1853 .••••••••••.••.• 48 ,392 12,200 1870 .•••••• ·····--· 121 1,189 
31,BEl 
1854 .••••.••••••.•.. 38- 365 9,791 1871. •.•••••. •••••• 108 772 
28, 9~ 
1855 ••••••••. ····-·· 33 358 10,481 1872 .••••••.• ····-· 179 954 
26,SJi 
1856 •••.••••••.•••.• 70 586 18,271 1873 •••••••.. ·---·· 196 1,476 
44,231 
1857 •••••.•••••••.•. 40 384 14,:l48 1874 .•••••••. ·--··· 149 933 
'J:7, 9'). 
1858 •••••• ·- .•• , •••. ' 56 672 22,674 1875 .•••••••.•••••• 208 1,503 
45,3 
1859 •• •••••· ·--·· .•. 82 1,054 29,480 1876 .•••••. ·- •••••• 323 
2,261 80,'iiili 
1!!60 •••.•••••••••••• 61 767 20,029 1877 .•••••••..••••• 406 3,276 
117,00. 
1861 ••••••••.• ·- .••. 73 625 16,958 1878 .•••.••.. · ••• -·. 309 2,160 
69,2'. 
18tl2 ................ 114 1,006 28,836 1879 .•••.•••• -· .••. 311 2,177 
69,9'i" 
1863 ••••••••••••.••. 61 447 10,286 1880 .•••••...•.••.. 268 1,976 
60,a, 
1864 .•••••...•...•.. 63 546 20,500 1881..-•••..•...••. 407 2,800 
100,,· 
1865 •••••••••••.•••. 77 I 557 18,630 ---- I.05-1. 9 1866 .••..• • : •••. ... 83 571 18,050 Tot:i.l .••••• ····--·. 4. 339 33,575 
-
~ 
IL-DOMESTIC EXCH.A.NGES. 
The system of domestic exchanges embraces not only the distribution 
of Smithsonian and other American contributions to knowledge through-
out our country, but that of the publications received from foreigt 
~untries as well, intended for societies and individuals here. B~ t~i: j 
liberal courtesy of many well-established houses in the book busrnes: I 
in differ~nt parts of the country, these domestic transmissions were 
footed with a very satisfactory dispatch and fidelity. The gentlemen t 
whom the Institution was mainly indebted in 1851 and the immediately 
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\ 
following years for this valuable service were Messrs. J.P. Jewett & 
Co., of Boston; George P. Putnam, of New York; Lippincott, Grambo 
& Co., of Philadelphia; John Russell, of Charleston; and H. W. 
Derby, of Cincinnati. To these names should be added in 1852 and 
following years those of Messrs. Jewett, Proctor, and Worthington, of 
Cleveland; Dr. George Engelmann, an<:I. John Halsall, of Saint Louis; 
and B. M. Norman, of New Orleans. 
As an incidental but striking illustration of the interest awakened 
in the international exchange at that early day may be mentioned, 
among the numerous literary gifts to the Institution, _a rare and curious 
collection of manuscripts of very varied character, suffieiently described 
in the following letter of presentation: 
"A venue Lodge, Brixton Hills, near London, 
"October 28, 1852. 
"Prof. JOSEPH HENRY: 
"SIR : I have the pleasure of offering for your acceptance for the use 
of the Smithsonian Institution a collection of documents formed for 
the purpose of illustrating the-history of prices between the.years 1650 
and 1750. ·The collection, regarded as a collection, is, I believe, unique 
in its kind, although many manuscripts of the same description are to 
be found dispersed amongst the vast stores of the British Museum and 
other libraries in this country. It consists of about seven thousand 
original papers bound in fifty-four volumes, including bills, accounts, 
and inventories respecting commercial and domestic articles of nearly 
every description. .,, 
"It will afford me great pleasure if the allocation of these papers at 
Washington prove of use at any time to the literary inquiries of your 
great nation. Without incurring the imputation of falling into the ordi-=- , 
nary error made by collectors in attaching a fictitious value to relics 
which have necessarily required the expenditure of consid~rable time 
and exertion to bring together, it may, perhaps, be allowed me to 
entertain a hope that these fragments of an earlier age, now con-
fided to your care., may be hereafter regarded of importance in the 
list of materials which will some day assist in producing a history 
of social progress. 
"Mr. Henry Stevens, F. S. A., the agent to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion in England, has kindly undertaken to forward the collection to ' 
you on an early opportunity. 
"I feel sure you will excuse the liberty I am taking in, addressing you 
on this subject; and I have the honor to be, sir, 
"Your obedient, faithful servant, 
''J. 0. HALLIWELL." -
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The history and, condition of domestic exchanges, from their com. 
mencement to the present time, are exhibited in the following tables: 
Received for the Smithsonian library. For other institntio in the United Stat.ea. 
Year. 
Volumes. Parts ancl Maps and Total. Addresses. Packagea. pamphlets. engravings. 
1846 to 1850 .•••••••••••••••. 470 624 4 1,098 ............... ............ 
1851. .•.......•.••.•••••••••. 549 618 1,167 ............... 
············ 
1852 ........••••.•••• •••••••• 1,481 2,106 1,740 5,336 !}6 6.1i 
1853 .....•.••••••.••••••.•••. l,'440 901 125 2,556 160 1,05'2 
1854 .....•••.••••••.••.•••••. 926 1,468 434 2,828 149 981 
1855. ··•••• •••••• •••••• ••••• • 1,037 1,707 26 2,770 219 1,«5 
1856 ...••••..•••••••••• ··---· 1,356 1,834 140 3,330 18!} 1,245 
1857 ...••••.••••••••••. •••••• 555 1,067 138 1,760 193 1,273 
1858 ..•••...••••••••••• ··-··· 733 1,695 122 9,540 243 1, 5S 
1859 ....... ···••• •••••• •••••• 1,022 2,540 40 3,602 293 1, 9:13 
1860 ..•••.. •..••••••••••••••• 1,271 4,180 220 5,671 335 1,908 
1861 821 1,945 120 2,886 274 1, (06 
1862 .......••.••• . ••••••••••• 1,611 3,369 55 5,035 273 2, lll 
1863 ....•...• · •••••••••••••••• 910 3,479 200 4,589 273 1, 52'2 
18fi4 ..... •• .•••.••••••••••••• 823 2,754 109 3,686 299 2,482 
1865 ........... . ............. 767 3,256 183 4,206 345 2, 368 
1866 . . .......... . ••• : •••••••• 1,243 4,509 121 5,873 329 2,703 
1867 ...•..... •••••• •••••••••• 1,557 3,946 328 5,831 347 971 
1868 ............••.• •··•••••• 1,770 3.005 134 :5, 509 436 
2,394 
1869 . ...•...••.•• •••••• •••••• 1,234 4,089 232 5,555 501 4,130 
1870 ....•.......•••• ·- •••.••. 1,113 3,890 179 5,182 567 3,705 
1871. ...•••.••••••••••••••••• 936 3,579 82 4,597 573 8, Q5! 
1872 . ...• · •...••.•.••..••••••. 1,262 4,502 198 5,962 587 4,635 
1873 ....... ...• •.• • ••••.••••• 889 4,354 ,54 5,697 6S9 4,782 
1874 .... • .••••••••••••••••••• 863 4, 51!1 162 5,546 750 4,326 
1875 ....•.•.•• .-•• --~--- ·-···· 1,120 5,813 114 7,047 610 
4,661 
1876 . ................. . ---··· 1,017 6,193 375 7,585 644 4,853 
1877. ·•·•·· .••••••••••••••••• 1,889 6,511 820 8,726 766 
4,962 
1878 .. : .•..••.••.•••••••••••• 1,263 7,392 74 8,729 662 5,292 
]879. ···•·•·•·••· •••••••••••· 1,949 8,071 183 10,203 785 
6,971 
1880. ·•·••• •••••• •••••• •••••· 1,143 7,275 152 8,570 
945 6,587 
1881. ··•··••••••••••••••••••• 1,867 9,904 188 11,959 
1,054 8,433 
-Tota.I. 
·. ·············-
33,877 99,787 6,966 165,631 l 13,286 94,765 
Distribution of domestic exchanges, showing number of packages received far societies, fo., in 
the United States and British America f1·om 1~2-181;1. 
ALABAMA. Little Roek : 39 
Mobile: Governor of the State ..... --· · Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 2 Barten Academy.... . • . • . .... 1 Educating t he University of Mobile._ •• _ ..... 1 1 
Montgomery: Blind .....•.. 2 
State Library ..••••..••••.••.. 22 Literary Institution .... - -. --·· 1 
Talladega : • State Geologist .•• -- •... -• --·· 1 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 2 Institute ......... -- .... 340 
Tuscaloosa : Library .••••.....•••••• 22 
Alabama University ..•••.•••• 11 University ...• --· -· .•.. 
Geological Survey .........•.. 5 
Hospital for the Insane .•.•..•. 2 CALIFORNIA, 
ARIZONA. 
Berkeley: . . . . 5 University of Califorma ... ----
Prescott: Marysville : 1 Territorial Library .•••••.•.... 6 Marysville Library .. - •... - - --· 
Oakland: 2 ARKANSAS. Health Office ........... · · · · · · 
Fayetteville: Institution for the Deaf and 
Industrial University .. · .....•. 1 Dumb ...................... ~ Holl11 Grove : University of California ....... 
J, Literary Institute ........•. __ . 6 Sacramento: 
udsonia: Agricultural and Horticultural 
Judson University ...••....•.. 1 Society ..................... 
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Distribu,tion of domestic e.xchanges, /p.-Continued. 
&oramento-Continued. 
California Institution ..••.•••• 
Free Library .............• ---· 
Geological Survey of California. 
Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, 
and Blind .•••............••. 
Medical Society of Ca,lifornia. .. 
State Agxicultural Society ..•.• 
Lib,rary ..••...••••..•••• 
Jhn Francisco: 
Academy of Sciences .•..•..... 
Agricultural Society ....•. •.•. 
and Horticultural 
Society .••••••• 
Bibliotheque de la Ligne •••••• 
Board of Health ....•••.•••••. 
California Historical Society .•. 
Corporation of the city •••••••. 
G~ological Society ..•••.•••••. 
· Survey .••••.•••••• 
Governor of State ..••••••••••. 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Library of San Francisco .••••. 
Lick Observatory .•••••..••••. 
Mayor of the city ..•••....••.. 
Mechanics' Institute .•.••.•••• 
Mercantile Library Association. 
Microscopical Society .•• .;, .••.• 
Mnnicipali ty . _. _ .•..••••.••.• 
Observatory ....•.•••••••• ·-~· 
Odd Fellows' Library ......... . 
Office of James Lick Institute. 
:Pharmaceutical Association .•. 
Society for Protection of Ani· 
mals ..........•.••••..••• _. 
St. Ignatius College ..••••.•••. 
State Horticultural Society ••.• 
Santa Clara : · 
S~ta ~ara, C9llege .•••••.•••. 
Umvers1ty of the Pacific .•.••. 
8tookt<m: 
Society of Natural History •••• 
State Lunatic Hospital. •••...• 
COLORADO. 
Central City : 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
16 
17 
1,295 
1 
2 . 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
28 
3 
4 
1 
7 
"I 
2 
13 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
12 
Hartforil-Continned. 
Hospital for the _Insane ..•....• 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ..••...•.•.•.••••••••• 
Murphy Philosophical Associa-
tion .••....•.••.•••••...•••. 
Physical Society ..••••.•••.•.. 
Re-treat for the Insane .••..•.. 
Society of Natural History .•.. 
Science •••• 
Physical Science ... 
State Agricultural Society ..•.• 
Library ...••.•••..•.•••. 
Theological Institute •.••.••.•. 
Trinity College .•••...••...•.. 
Watkinson and Connecticut 
Historical Society . ...•.....• 
Watkinson Library of Refer-
ence ...•............•.•••••• 
Young Men's Christian-Associa-
tion ...•••. _ ••• 
Institute •••••••. 
Litchfield : . 
Retreat for the Insane .••••••• 
Springfi.elcl Institute .•••.••••. 
Middletown: , 
Connectic:nt State Hospital for 
the Insane ...•....••...•.•.. 
Wesleyan University .•••.••••. 
N(JU) Britain: 
State- Normal School. .••••.•.. 
New Haven: 
2 
4 
l 
1 
7 
2 
1 
1 
9 
4 , 
1 
16 
1 
2 
8 
29 
1 
1 
3 
13 
1 
American Journal of Arts and 
Sciences.... . . . • • . 1, 158 
Oriental Society.... 511 
Connecticut Academy of Sci-
ences . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1, 197 
Mercantile Library...... . • • • . . 1 
New Haven Museum.......... 1 
Peabody Museum ....•..••• -.. 1 
Sheffield Scientific School...... 18 
State Board of Agriculture.... 12 
Yale College.. . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . '415 
Museum.......... • 1 
Observatory...... 3 
Young Men's lpstitute.... •••. 2 
Miners and Mechanics'Institnte 
Col<Wado Springs : 
3 NtW London : 
El :t?a~o County Library A.sso-
c1at1on .•••.....••.••••.•••. 
Denver: 
Agricultural Society .••••• ·--· 
Governor of Colorado ..••..•.. 
State Library ....•..•••.. .., .••. 
Territorial Library •••••...• _ .. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Bridgep<n-t : 
Bridgeport Library and Reading 
Room . • . • . . . • • • . . • • _. ~ •.••• 
Hartford: 
American Philologioal Associa-
tion ............. . 
Philosophical Society 
Board of Agriculture ......... . 
Hartford Society of Science ... . 
Historical Society of Connecti-
cut ........................ . 
1 
1 
4 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
12 
4 
20 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ......••... _ •....••..•.. 
Norwich: 
Otis Library .•.••.••••• , ••..••• 
Waterbury: 
Bronson Library ..•••••••••... 
DELAWARE, 
Dover: 
State Library·---· •••...••••.. 
Newark: 
Delaware College ..•••...••••. 
Wilmington: 
Agricultural Society .•.•..•••• 
Wilmington Institute ........• , 
DISTRICT -OF COLUMBIA.. 
G.£orgetown: 
Georgetown ·College ......... . 
Observatory of Georgetown Col-
lege ............ _. ..........• 
1 
1 
l 
3 
1 
3 
2 
234 
I 8 
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Distribution of domestic ezohanges, fo.-Continued. 
Hillsdale: 
Pioneer Sunday School. ..• ···-
Washington: 
1 
Agricultural Department...... 1, 695 
American Annals of the Deaf 
and Dumb........ 2 
MedicalAssociation. 195 
Museum... 23 
Anthropological Society....... 5 
Belgian Legation...... . • • • •• . 5 
Board of Health .••••••••. ·--- 8 
Botanic Garden ...•••..••••••• · 2 
Bureau of Ethnology.......... 3 
Census Bureau ...•.. ···--·.... 100 
Chinese Legation ...••. _ • • . • •. 15 
Coast Survey ..•••...•.••.•••• 1,585 
Columbia Hospital for Women. 1 
University......... 22 
Commissioners of the District. 1 
Construction and Repair Bu· 
reau, United States Navy .. . 
Clinico Pathological Society .. . 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Corcoran Art Gallery _ •.•. _ .•. 
Corporation of the city._ ...••• 
Corps of Topographical Engi· 
ne~rs •.•••..•• ~............. 1 
Cosmos Club ••••••.. _ ••. _ •••• 1 
Education, .Bureau of .•. __ .••. 102 
EngineerBureau, UnitedStates 
Army ...................... 106 
Entomological Commission.... 6 
Geographical Surveys ...•. _... 14 
Ge?log~cal Surveys of the Ter· 
ntones..................... 600 
German Reading and Chess 
Club ............. . 
Relief Association .. . 
Governor of the District . _ ••.. 
Government Hospital for the 
Insane .•.•.. _ .•••...•••.••• 
Howard University .•••.. _ ...• 
Hydrographic Office ..•.••..•• 
Index Medicus .••••...••••.... 
Indian Bureau .•.••..•.•.. _ ..• 
Commissioners .•. _ ...• 
Interior Department .•••..•.•. 
Land Office ... __ .. _ •.•••.•..•. 
Library of Congress .•••....... 
Light.House Board .••••...••• 
Marine Hospital ..•..... ,, •..•. 
Medical Society of the District 
of Columbia ..••••.••....••• 
Medicine and Surgery, Bureau 
of 
Mint, Bureau of .•.•...... ···-
National Academy of Sciences. 
Deaf-Mute College. __ 
Institute ...••....... 
Museum ...•••..••••. · 
Nautical Almanao ...••....••. 
Naval Observatory ...••..•.... 
~avigation, Bureau of. ....•.. 
Oavy Department ...... ·----· 
1 
28 
2 
7 
4 
126 
3 
24 
14 
90 
83 
619 
8 
4 
10 
3 
16 
942 
20 
39 
36 
119 
1,898 
68 
52 
rdnanceBureau, United States 
Army 122 Odd Fen"o";~; Lib;~;y · · · · · · · · · 1 
Patent Office .. _ ..... : : : : : : ~:: 3, 391 
Washington-Continued. 
Paymaster Department, United 
States Navy................ l 
Pharmaceutical Association... 4 
Philosophical Society . . . . . . . . . 33 
President of tLe United St:1tes. 15 
Provost-Marshal General ..... . 
Public Schools ............... . 
Quartermaster-General's0ffi.ce. 2 
Revenue Department . . . . . . . . . 2 
Signal Office, United States 
Army ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 
Spencerian Business College .. 1 
State Department . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:2 
Statistics, Bureau of.......... 186 
Surgeon.General's Office, U.S.A. 2,072 
Hospital.... 10 
,Swedish and Norwegian Lega-
tion ..••............ -. . . . . . . 5 
Survey of North· American 
Lakes...................... 3 
Territorial Legation . . • . . . .... 1 
Topographical Bureau........ 3 
Treasury Department......... 5-t 
Trigonometrical Survey - . . ..•• 2 
U. S. Agricultural Society..... l 
and Mexican Boundary 
Survey................ 3 
Fish Commission . . . . .... 14 
Naval Expedition to 
Chili.................. 31 
Wai· Department·-~-····-···· 103 
Washington Sentinel.... . . . . . . 1 
FLORIDA, 
Jacksonvill1: 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ...•.....••............. 
Saint Augustine: 
Historical Society of Florida .. 
Tallahassee : 
Academy of Tallahassee .•. -.. 
Public Library ..•....... -... · 
GEORGIA, 
At.hens: 
Hospital for the Insane ...•.• · 
State Agricultural College .••• 
University of Athens ..•.....•. 
Atlanta: 
Agricultural Department and 
State Agricultural Society . -
City Library .. -.....•..... -·· · 
Medical College ....• - . -.• ·. · -
and Surgical Journal. 
University ................. · · 
Augusta: 
Horticultural Society ..•••• - . · 
Medical College ..••. - ....••• · 
Cave S_p,·ing : 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ............ -··· ..... . 
Macon: . 
Public Library and Histoncal 
Society ..•••••...•....•...•. 
Milledgeville : 
Hospital for the Insane - .. - . - . 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
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Distribution of d<>mestice.xcltanges, /c.-Continued. 
.Milledgeville-Continued. 
Oglethorpe University ••...... 
State Library········-······· 
University ..•••..........••.. 
Oxford ; 
Emory College ..•••...• :. ...••• 
.Pennfield: 
Mercer University." .•...••••. 
Savannah: 
ChathamAcademy ..••.. ·-···· 
Historical Society .••••..••••• 
ID.AHO. 
Boise -City: 
Territorial Agricultural Society 
ILLU{OIS. 
.Abingd<>n: 
Abingdon College ...•...•••••. 
Aurora: · 
Literary and Historical Society 
Blwmington: 
Illinois Museum ofN atural His-
tory ......... . ..•.•.. 
, . . Natural History Society 
L1 brary ........ _ .....•.•.•..• 
Wesley~n University ••.•.••••. 
Catbondale: 
Southern Illinois Normal Uni· 
versity .• · ................... . 
Champaign: 
Industrial University·-··.--·· 
Chieago: . 
Academy of Sciences .......••• 
.American Electrical Society .•. 
Astronomical Observatory ....• 
Society ..... ···-
Board of Trade ............ ' .. . 
Botanic Garden .........•.•••• 
Chicago Historical Society •••• 
Medical J ourn.al ..•... 
Times ..•••.. 
Free Library ...... ·.•• ..•..... 
Historical Association ....... . 
Illinois Stav,ts Zeitung ....... . 
Insane.Asylum ....... ~.~ ..•... 
Mayor of the city ............ . 
Mechanics' Institute-.......•.. 
Museum of Natural History ... 
National Live Stock Journal .. 
Observatory ..............•... 
Public Library .........•..... 
School Library ......... . 
Rush Medical College ...•..... 
Society of Nat,ural History •.•• 
State Microscopical Society ... 
Theological Seminary ..•...•.. 
University ... . .........•.•... 
Young Men's Association Li· 
brary - .................. - .• -• 
Elg'in,: 
Hospital for tbe Insane ...•... 
North Illinois Hospi.taL .••.•.. 
Eoanston: 
Northwestern University .•.•.. 
Galesburg: 
Academy of Music ........... . 
Knox .College ................ . 
Lombm'd University ........•. 
29 
19 
4 
1 
1 
1 
36 . 
Jacksonville: 
Illinois College .•............. 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ..•....•...•......•... 
State Hospital for the Insane .. 
Institution for the Bli,nd. 
Lebanon: 
McKendrick College ..••...... 
Monmouth: ' 
Monmouth College ...•..•••... 
Warren County Library ...•... 
Moro: 
American Pomological Society. 
3 Mercantile Library Association Normal: 
i 
1 
Illinois Museum of Natural His-
tory ...•.................• -. 
State Laboratory of Natural 
History ....•...•..... 
Natural History Society 
"The Schoolmaster" ...••.••.. 
Ottawa: 
16 Ottawa Academy of Natural 
2 Sciences .••.•..•.••.......•• 
1 Pe<>ria: 
1 Mercantile Library Association 
Rantone: ' 
Literary Society .............. . 
15 Rock Island: 
2 
1,191 
1 
3 
9 
13 
-~ 
2 
11 
5 
4 
1 
1 
6 
27 
4 
1 
7 
63 
30 
1 
2 
3 
1 
8 
6, 
Augustan.a College .•.......... '
Public Library .••••........... 
Springfield: 
Academy of Music •........... 
Geological Survey ........... . 
Library Association_ .......... . 
St. Joseph's College .......... . 
State Agricultural College ... . 
Board of Agriculture ...• 
Library ............•... 
University .........•.... 
P-andalia: , 
Historica.l and Archreological 
Society ..•••••••............ 
Westfield: 
W est:field College :-........... . 
Wh~aton: 
Wheaton College ............ . 
INDIANA. 
Bloomington : 
Indiana University .•.......... 
.Crawfordsville: 
Wabash College •••••......... 
Fort Wayne: 
Concordia College ••••........ 
· Greencastle: 
Asbury University .••••....... 
Hanover: · 
Hanover College •••••••....... 
bulianapoliB: , 
3 Academy of Sciences· .•........ 
1 Bureau of Statistics and Geo}. 
10 
1 
1 
13 
ogy .......•..•..• -•••... ·-. 
Geological Society· .........•.. 
Survey of Indiana .. 
Horticultural Society .••...... 
Hospital for the Insane, ...... ~ 
Indiana Historical Society •• ~. 
2 
4 
11 
9 
I 
1 
1 
1 
8 
8 
10 
1 . 
19 
2 
6 
8 
5 
2 
1 
2 
8 
1 
1 
14 
4 
23 
1 
4 
1 
1 
8 -
1 
2 
9 
1 
10 
2 
1 
74 
3 
3 
23 
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Distribution of domestwexchanges, g-c.-Continued. 
Indianapolis-Continued. 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Educating the 
Blind .....•.• 
McIntire Institution for Deaf 
Mutes ...• - ..•.•........••. ~ 
Owen Cabinets •.•.........•.• 
Public Library·---· •••..•.•... 
Lafayette: 
Pardee University .•••...•• · ••. 
Meran: 
Union Christian College .•.. _. 
New Albany: 
Society of Natural History .••. 
Theological Seminary .••.•••.. 
N-0tre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame .•.... 
Richmond: 
Richmond Scientific Association 
Sq_i_nt Mainard: 
St. Mainard College·--·· ..•. 
Perre Haute: 
State Normal School..-- ..... . 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Armstrong: 
· Armstrong Academy __ •....... 
IOWA. 
· Ames: '· 
Iowa Agricultural College .... 
Burlington: · 
Burlington University ....... . 
Iowa Historical and Genealogi-
cal Institute .•••• _____ ..... . 
Council Bluffs : 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb .... _. __ .••. __ •....... 
Davenport: 
· Academy of Natural Sciences. .. 
Griswold College ..•.......... 
Decorah: 
Norwegian Lutheran College.... 
De,s Moines: 
Analyst ...••................. 
Department of Public Instruc-
tion ......... _ .. _. _ ........ . 
Geological Survey .•.......... 
Governor of Iowa ............ . 
Iowa School J ourna.l .......•.. 
State Horticultural Society . . . 
Library ............... . 
of Iowa ................ . 
Dub-uque: 
Iowa, Institute of Science and 
Art ........ - .... -- ..... -- --
Fairfield: 
Je~e~on College Libra,ry ASS(>-
c1at1on .••••. -· ......•...... 
Grinnell: 
Grinnell University .......... . 
Iowa College ............ . 
I'l'ldependence: · .. · 
Ind
.Hospital for the Insane ..••... 
ianola: 
impson Centennial Colle~ •.. 
10 
18 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
9 
2 
242 
2 
16 
1 
Iowa City: 
Geological Survey ........... . 
Grand Lodge oflowa ..•...... 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Iowa Weather Service ....... . 
Laboratory of Physical Sciences 
State Historical Society ...... . 
of Iowa ( see also Des 
Moines) .............. . 
University ............. . 
Keokuk: 
Library Association ......... . 
· Mount Pleasant: 
Hospital fpr the Insane ...... . 
Wesleyan University ........ . 
Mount Vernon: 
Cornell College .......... -... . 
Oscaloosa: 
Oscaloosa College ..••.•....... 
.KANSAS. 
Baldwin City : 
. Baker University ..... . , .. 4 •••• 
Lawrence: 
Academy of Sciences ..••.••••. 
Kansas Historfoal Society --· .. 
University of Kansas .•..•••. -
Leavenworth: 
College of Pharmacy .......• -· 
Kansas Academy of Music .••• 
Mercantile Library Association. 
State Academy of Sciences .. _.. 
Young Men's Clll'istian .A.ssocia,-
tion .•••••...• - -•..•• - • · -• • • · 
Lecompton: 
State Library~··········· ···-· 
Olathe: 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
OssauJatoniie: 
Hospital for the Insane ...... .. 
Topeka: 
Academy of Sciences-.- .. -- ••• · 
Kansas Historical Society .... · 
Natural .E:l;istory Society 
State Library ...• , ... -·---·--
Washburn College .•.••..••••• 
Wyandott: 
Library Association ... - - . · --- · 
: KENTUCKY. 
20 Ashland: . __ , 
1 Agricultural and Mecham= 
2 CoJlege •••.•••• ' •.•... ·· .... · 
197 Cambridge: 
16 College.·---·· ••••.. ·······--
Columbia: 
Christian College ...••• - --· · · • 
9 Danville: 
Center College ....... -..... · · · 
Institution for the Deaf and 
1 Dumb .•....•........••.•••• 
Theological Seminary .••• ~-··· 
1 Farndale: 
1 . Kentucky Military Institute ... 
Frankfort: 
1 Geological Survey of Kentucky· 
Public Library ........... -- · · 
l State Library ........ · · · • · · · · · 
9 
2 
1 
17 
2 
2 
9 
519 
2 
2 
4 
1 
3 
5 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 
5 
2 
2 
19 
28 
4 
13 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
126 
1 
19 
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Distribution of domutio exchanges, 9·c.-Continued. 
Frankf01·t-Continued. 
Third Kentucky Hospitalforthe 
Insane · ............•...••••• 
Hobbs: . 
State Hospital for the Insane •• 
Hopkinsville: · 
Second Kentucky Hospital for 
the Insane .........••....•.•. 
Western Lunatic A.sylum .•••.• 
Lebanon: · 
St. Mary's College ............ . 
Lexington: 
Eastern Lunatic Asylum ...•.. 
First Kentucky Hospital for the 
Insane .....•..•...•.•...•.. 
Kentucky University ......•••• 
State Agricultural Society .... 
Tr1,nsylvania Medical College .. · 
University ..... . 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion .•.... ·----· .••••..•..•. 
Wll,isville: 
College of Pharmacy .•••...... 
Corporation of the city .•..•.. 
Grand Lodge of Kentucky ..•. 
Historical Society of Kentucky. 
Louisville and Richmond Med-
ical Journal ......••...••• ~. 
)fayor of the city ............ . 
Medical Department, University 
o f Louisville .•..•••••••...•. 
Public Library ............... . 
University of Louisville ....... . 
Ru,ssellville: 
Bethel College ..........•.••.. 
Logan Female College .••• ___ • 
Shelbyville : · 
Observatory of Shelby College . 
Shelby Qollege .........•••••.• 
LOUISIANA. 
Baton Rouge: 
Academy ......••.. 7 •••••••••• 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Sfote Library ........•••.••.•. 
University .••........... 
Clinton: · 
Louisiana Insane Asylum ••.•. 
Grand Coteau: 
St. Charles College ........••. 
Jackson: 
InsaneAsylum ........ ·-·· ..•• 
New Orleans: . 
Athenee Louisiannaise ••.•.••• 
City Library .........•...••••. 
Corporation ...........•...•.. 
Insane Asylum .....••••....... 
~ceul? of Na~ural Histoty ... 
, ayor of the city .........••.. 
Mechanics' Society Library ... 
Medical 'Department, Univer-
sity of Louisiana •..•.••.... 
Municipality ........ _ ....... . 
New Orleans Academy of Sci-
ences.-.................•.... 
New Orleans Deutsche Zei tung. 
State Library .. _ ............. . 
University of Louisiana .•..... 
' 
MAINE. 
1 Augusta: 
Board of Agriculture .•••..••.. 
Commissioner of Fisheries ..•.• 
E'.i~torical Society of Maine •••. 1 
1 
4 
1 . 
7 
Hospital for the Insane •••. ___ _ 
State Library ...•....•.••. ·-·· 
Natural History and Geological 
Society .......•.....• __ --··. 
State Lunatic Hospital. ••• ---
Calais: 
High School and Academy _ •• 
Bangor: · . 
3 Commissioner of Fisheries.·--· 
5 •Mechanics' Association ••...•.• 
l Brunswick: 
1 Bowdoin College .•••••••••.•.. 
3 Histmical Socioty •••••.•. __ ... 
1 
Colby: 
Colby University .••••••••..•.• 
College ..•••.. ---· ..•••...••.. 
1 Dartmouth : 
1 Dartmouth College .•.•.... ~ •.. 
1 Hebron: 
8 Hebron Academy •.•. :: ...•.... 
Houlton: 
6 Forest Club •.•••.•••••••.•••• 
5 _f;ewiston: 
Androscoggin and Natural His-
1 
11 
15 
1 
2 
tory Society ......... _ .••.•• , 
' Manufacturers and Mechanics' 
Association ••• _ •••••••.•.... 
Norway: 
High School and Academy • _ .• 
Orono: 
Maine State College of Agricul-
1 ture •......•••...•.•..•.•••. 
1 . Portland: 
A:theneum and Public Library. 
City Registrar ... _ ........•••. 
Commissioner of Fisheries ..•. 
1 
2 
21 
9 
2 
1 
3 
· 4 
1 
1 
Legislature of Maine .....•... ~ 
Maine Agricultural Society~. : . 
Historical Society .. _ .. . 
Journal of Education .. . 
Mayor 6f the city ......... __ .. 
Portland Society of Natural His-
tory .. _ •..... __ ..•••.... _ .•. 
Saco: 
York Institute .• _ .........•.•. 
Waterville : 
Colby University ............. . 
Waterville College ..••.....•.. 
MARYLAND. 
1 Annapolis : 
2 St. John's College ........•... 
7 State Library ..... _ ...• _ ..... 
1 United States Naval Academy.' 
United States Naval Observa-
1 
1 
778 
1 
49 
10 
tory ........ _ ....... _ .... ~ .. 
Baltimore: 
Academy of Sciences ... _ ..... . 
American Journal of Chemis-
try ....... _ . __ .. _ .... __ . _ .. . 
American Journal of Dental 
Science ...•................. 
1 
6 
2 
4 
15 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
78 
22 
9 
2 
26 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 I 
1 
3 
1 
1 -
2 
1 
3 
248 
2 
10 
15 
, 3 
20 
23 
7 
18 
1 
3 
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Distribution of ~stic tp;ch.a11.ges,, ~c.-Continued. 
Baltimore-Continued. 
American J ourna.l of Mathe-
matics .. ___ .. _____ . ____ ... _ 
Baltimore City College. __ . ___ _ 
Deutsche Zeitnng .. _ 
College of Pharmacy .•...•• _ •. 
·corporation of the city . _. _ .. _ 
Historical Society of Mary land. 
Johns Hopkins University . . .• 
Maryland Asylum for the In-
sane ..••.... ____ _ 
Institute __________ _ 
Mayor of the city_ ...••. _____ _ 
MercantileLibrary ....••.. ___ _ 
Loyola College . _ ... _ . _ •••. __ . 
Mount Hope Institution_ . • .... 
Municipality ....•. __________ _ 
Newton University ...•....... 
Odd Fellows' Library_ ......•. 
Paul'~ ~yceum and LibraryAs-
sociat10n . _ . _____ .. ____ .... _ 
Peabody Institute _. ___ .•. ___ _ 
St. Mary's College ........ ___ _ 
State .Agricultural Society ---· 
Library ... _ . _ . _____ . _. __ 
Normal School ______ .••• 
Superintendent Public Instruc-tion ______ ... ___ . ____ . ___ ••. 
University of Maryland .. _ ..•. 
Young Men's Christian Associ-
ation _____ . ___ . __ . _ •• ____ •. _ 
Fredfffick City : 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ____ ....•• ___________ _ 
Hyatts11ille: 
State Agricultural College .•.• 
Rockville: 
Rockville Academy--···· _____ _ 
Saint James: -
College of Saint James _____ .. 
Woodstock: 
Woodstock College ________ .... 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Amhtffst: 
11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
74 
63 
4 
4 
6 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 
83 
1 
1 
12 
1 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
Astronomical Observ8,tory •. _. 1 
Geological Survey of Massa-
chusetts_. _. _____ . __ . ____ . _ _ 4 
Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege ....•••..•••... _ . __ .• __ • 17 
Andover: 
Theological Seminary_________ 1 
Boston: 
Agric~ltural Society __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 
American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences .. ________ ,3,180 
Board for Foreign 
Missions . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 
Christian Examiner_ 21 
Gynecological Soci-
ety .. - - -. _ . __ • __ . • 20 
Naturalist._________ 5 
Soc~al _ Science Asso-
ciat10n f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 28 
Statistica Associa-
tion. _______ . _ ____ 189 
Unitarian Associn,-
tion... __ . ___ -I _ _ _ _ _ 29 
Boston-Continued. 
Appalachian Mountain Club .. Art Museum. ________________ _ 
Association for Improving tho 
Condition of the Poor .. _ .•.. 
Atlantic Monthly. ___ .... ___ .. 
Board of Education ... --- ____ _ 
Boston Art Club. _____ -----· .. 
Atheneum ______ ...... . 
Journal of Medicine .. . 
Journal of Natural His-
tory _ ... __ . . __ ..... . 
College_._ ... _-~ - ·-, .. . 
Medical and Surgical A&-
sociation ___ ... --···· 
1 
1 
7 
5 
29 
1 
Medical and Surgical 
Journal' -------······ 70 
Observatory - . _. _.... .. 1 
Scientific Society . _. -. . 1 
Society of Natural His-
tory _______ . ___ .. . . • . 4,212 
University ...• --·· .... 1 
Bowditch Library------------ 80 
Bureau of Statistics and Labor. 2 
City Library .... -- ---... -. -. . 3 
Commissioners of Insurance... 1 
Commonwealth oCMassachlY 
sett:, . __ - - - . - - - -.. -- --- -----
Corporation of the city .. ---.. 
Christian Register Association. 
Day School for Deafancl Dumb. 
De:partment of Public In,struc--
t1on __________ -----------··· 
Directors of public institutions. 
Geological Survey---------··· 
Good Health Journal .... --··· 
Hospital for the Insane ...... -
House of Correction . - ---. -- •. 
Inspectors of State prisons---· 
Library of Boston Hospital . - . 
Lyceum of Natural History .. -
Massachusetts Asylum for the 
Blind .. _ - - ... - - . - --- - ----·· 
Massachusetts College of Phar-
macy-------------------- -· 
6 
1 
23 
1 
1 
1 
12 
7 
5 
1 
1 
12 
2 
2 
Massachusetts Historical Soci-
ety - . - - . - . - ... - - - . - . --- ... - . 109 
Massachusetts Horticultnml So-
ciety ____ - - - - . - - -- - ---- ---- -
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. ____ ... ___ . - -. - . 17 
Massachusetts Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals . : - _ - . -- - - -- -- - - - - --· · - 2 
Massachusetts State Board of 
Agriculture ___ ._. ____ ._ •.•. - 47 
Massachusetts State Board of 
Charities .. __ . _. __ . ____ - - . - . 28 
Massachusetts State Board of Health _____ . _____ ._._. ___ .. 41 
Massachusetts State Library.. 197 
Massachusetts Teacher. _ - -•.. - 1 
Mayor of the city . - - - - - . - - ---
McLean Hospital for the In-
sane ____ .• ___ ... - - - - .. - - .. -
Medica,l Gazette _ . _ . - - - - - - - - --
Society ..•. ---- -----· 
Mercantile Library .• ~ ........ - - -
' 
1 
3 
1 
5 
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Distribution of domestic exchanges, g-c.-Continued. 
..Boston-Continued. 
Microscopical Society ••••.••.. 
Municipality ............•.•. -
New England Historical and 
Genealogical Society ...•.... 
North American Review .••••. 
Ornithological Club ...•...... : 
Perkins' Institute for the Blind. 
Philosophical Society .....•••. 
Prison Discipline Association .. 
Public Library ........•..•••• 
Sanitary Commis&ion .....•••• 
Institute ..••....•••• 
Science Observer .......... ~ .. 
Society for the Development of 
Mineral Resources .........• 
Worcester County Horticultu-
ral Society ...•...••..•.•... 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ........................ . 
Brookline: 
Public Library .••••••••• --···. 
Cambridge: 
American Association for the · 
Advancement of Science •••• 
Astronomical Journal .••.•••.. 
Atheneum ...••...•••....•.... 
Botanical Garden .•••••.••••.. 
Museum ..•......... 
Cloverdon Observatory •••••..• 
Dane Library ...••..•..•..••.. 
Entomological Club "Psyche". 
Harvard College ..••.•••.•.••. 
Observatory .• 
Natural History So-
. ciety ..••.......•.• 
Herbarium of Harvard College. 
Institution for the Blind ..•••. 
Law School Library ....•..••• 
Lawrence Scientific School ...• 
. Museum of Comparative Zo-
ology .................••..•. 
National Acadetny of Sciences .. 
Nau ti cal Almanac .........•.. 
Nuttall Ornithological Club ... 
Peabody Museum ..•.......... 
Philosophical Society ..•..• : •. 
Theological School Library ...• 
College Hill: 
Tuft's College .....•...•...•.• 
Concord: 
Public Library ..••...•..•.... 
Dorchester : 
State Board of Health ....... . 
Haverhill: 
Public Library ..•.•........... 
Glottceste,·: 
Sawyer Free Library ......... . 
Hingham: 
Public Library ..•••.•....•••. 
Jamaica Plai1t: 
Bussey Institution .........•••. 
Lancaster: 
Town Library ...••........••• 
Lawrence: 
Public Library .••••....•••••.• 
!&wester: 
Public Free Library .•.••.•••. 
1 
1 
58 
39 
1 
18 
1 
19 
433 
2 
'· 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
391 
143 
1 
8 
1 
1 
3 
24 
889 
736 
Lowell: 
Mechanics' Association .•. ~ .... 
Lynn: 
Public Library .............. . 
Society of Natural History ... . 
MancheBter : 
Lit~rary and Philosophical So-
ciety ..•.......•............ 
Nantucket: 
Atheneum ..•......•..•....... 
Newburypot·t: 
Public Library ..•.•.. -- •..•.. 
Newton Cente1·: 
Theological Institution ...... . 
Northarnpton: 
Clarke Institution for Deaf 
Mutes .............•..•..... 
Public Library ...•..•••••.••. 
State Lunatic .Asylum .••.••••• 
Pittsfield : 
Library Association ...••.•.••• 
Quincy: 
Public Library ....•..••••.... 
Saleni: 
American Association for the 
Advancement of 
Science ...•••••.• 
Naturalist ..•.••••• 
Oriental Society ..•.•...•••... 
Atheneum .........••.••.•••.•. 
Essex Institute .......•..••.•. 
North Church an~ Society ...•. 
Peabody Academy ...••••..... 
PenekeBe Island: 
Anderson School. •.•.•...•.••• 
1 Somerville : 
12 McLean Asylum for the Insane. 
2 South Hadley : 
1 Mount Holyoke Female Semi-
2 nary.--···· ............... . 
1,024 
32 
3 
2 
42 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
117 
l 
1 
4 
Springfield : 
City Library Association ..... . 
Taunton: · 
Public Library .............. . 
State Lunatic Hospital. ...... . 
Watertown: . 
Free Public Library ...••...... 
WelleBley: 
Wellesley College ............. . 
Williamatotvn: 
Astronomicu,l Observatory .... . 
Williams College ......... _ ... . 
, Woburn: 
Public Library ........ ~ ..... . 
Worce8ter: 
American Antiquarian Society. 
Catholic College ...........••• 
Free Institute of Industry •••• 
Public Library ..........••••. 
Society of Natural History ..•. 
State Hospital for the Insane .• 
Technological Institution ..•.• 
Worcester Academy ........•.. 
MICHIGAN. 
Adrian: 
Adrian College ..•••.••••••••• 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
7 
1 
7 
1 
1 
459 
51 
7 
1 
1,135 
2 
942 
7 
3 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
9 
1 
1 
1 
258 
1 
1 
4 
1 
7 
6 
1 
1 
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DiBtributio~-oJ domeatf.c exchanges, /o.-Continued . 
.Ann .Arbor: 
Detroit Observatory ......... . 
Geological Survey of Michigan. 
Her barium of the University .. 
Observatory ...... ______ ...••. 
Society of Agriculture ..•..... 
University of Michigan ....••. 
Coldwater: 
Michigan Library Association . 
Detroit: , 
Geological Survey of Michigan. 
Historical Society of Michigan.. 
House of Correction .... ___ • __ • 
Museum .........•.....••• ___ _ 
Peninsula and In dependent 
Medical Journal ........••.. 
Pnblic Libra.ry ......•..• : ....• 
St. Philipp's College ... . ...•.• 
State Agricultural Society ..•• _ 
Survey of the North American 
Lakes ,. •..•...•..... _ ••.• _ •• 
FUnt: 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ...••..•.•...•.••...•• 
HillBdale: · 
Hillsdale College ... ____ .• _ ••. 
Kalamazoo: 
Asylum for the Insane ..••.••••. 
College .........•.••.•••••.••• 
Geological Survey ...• . • _ .••••. 
LanBing: 
Agricultural Co liege .• _ •••.••• 
Geological Survey .. _ ••..• _. ..... 
State Agricultural Society .•.•• 
Board of Health .•••..•• 
' Library ..•...........•.. 
Marquette: 
Geological Survey •..•.•.••••• 
Olivet: 
Olivet College ., ..... _ ..... · ...• 
Port Huron: 
L:i,dies' Library Association ... 
MINNESOTA.. 
Duluth: 
Free Public LibraTy .......... . 
Scandinavian Library ..... _ .. . 
Faribault: 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ______ ............ ___ . 
Minneapolis: 
Geological Survey ...... __ ... . 
Minnesota Academy of Sciences 
University of Minnesota ..... . 
Bed Wing: 
Hamlin University .•.......... 
San A""thony, 
University of Minnesota ..... . 
Saint Paul: 
Academy of Natural Rciences .. 
Chamber of Commerce ...•.. ~. 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ............ ______ ... . 
MJ..nnesota Historical Society .. 
Library As ociation. _________ _ 
Northwe tern Medical and Sur-
gical Journal State Libr · ···- ------ ·---
ary ....... ------ ----
4 · 
13 
1 
192 
1 
45 
Saint Peter : 
Institution for the Insane ..... 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Clinton: 
Mississippi College ........... . 
Dale-1.-ille : 
26 Cooper Institut~ ............. . Jackson: 
2 
- 4 
1 
1 
Hospital for the Insane .... ----
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ..................... . 
State Historical Society. ; .... . 
Library ............... ... 
Lunatic Asylum ........ . ! Natchez: 
1 Public Library ..•••..•....... Oxford: 250 Uni~ersity of Mississippi..---· 
1 
MISSOURI. 
Columbia: 
3 Agricultural College .. ·-.-·--~:· 
Geological Survey of M1ssour1. 
1 State Library ............ --·· 
University of Missouri .•...... 
4 Fulton: 
1 Institution for the Deaf and · 
·3 Dumb . . . . . . . . • . . .. --.. • · -· · 
State Lunatic Asylum ....... . 
3 GlaBgow: 
16 Morrison Observatory •.•.. --·· 
71 Jefferson: 
68 Governor of Missouri ..••.. ---· 
17 Historical Society ........ --·· 
State Board of Agriculture .... 
1 Library .•••••...•.. --· · 
Kansas City : 
1 Kansas Review ...... - . -- . - · ---
Western Review ...... -... --· · 
1 Yo~n~ Men's Christian Ass<>-
cuat1on ••••.....••..• -.. • --· 
~iberty: 
William Jewell College Library 
1 Rolla: , 
1 Ge0logical Survey of Missouri. 
School of Mines .••••.. ---- · • -· 
· Saint Louis : 
2 Academy of Sciences .••• -.. --· 
Botanical Garden ..... -. - -----
3 Catholic Institute for Deaf and 
65 Dumb ........••... -.. -· · ----
4 College of Pharmacy ... --·--·· 
County Hospital for the Insane. 
1 Corporation ..... -----------.--
Deutsches In.stitut zur Befol'-
5 derung der Wh1senschaften, 
Kunst und Gewerbe ---- --- -
6 Geological Survey of Missouri. 
7 Governor of the State . . - . - -·· -
Humboldt Medical College. ---
1 Institution for the Deaf and 
109 Dumb ................ ------
1 Law Library ...... - ---- -- ----
Mayor of the City .... -- - -- -.··· 
1 Medical Archives of St. Loms. -
4 Mercantile Library ...... - ... . 
1 
3 
21 
2 
2 
11 
1 
81 
1 
~ 
3 
7 
4 
4 
14 
20 
14 
1 
1 
3 
4 
15 
2 
~487 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
20 
b'2 
3 
1 
4 
1 
9 
1 
12 
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Disltvibution of domestic exchanges, Jc.-Continued • 
Saint Louis-Continued. 
Missouri Dental Journal .••••. 
Historical Society .... 
Peabody Academy ........•... 
Polytechnic Department of the 
University .............•••• · 
Public Library ... __ .•.......• 
School Library ..•..... 
St. Louis Medical and Surgical 
Journal •... _ .............. _ 
St. Vincent Hospital for the 
Insane ... _ ................ . 
State Bureau of Geology and 
Mines .......•.......... --•. 
Washington University ...... . 
Westlicbe Post · .. ___ ......... . 
WOJ'rensburg: 
Staie Normal School ..•••.•.•. 
MONTANA. 
Helena: 
Historical Society . _ .••....... 
NEBRASKA. 
Lincoln: 
State Library ... _ .. ·_ ......... . 
U Iii versi ty of Nebraska ...... . 
Omaha: 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Nebraska Historical Society .. . 
State Library .. __ ... _. __ •. _ .. . 
Territorial Library .... _ ..... . 
Peru: 
State Normal School ..• _ ..... . 
NEVADA. 
Carson City: 
State Library .... _ •.. _. _ .. _ .• 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Concord: 
Department of Agriculture ... . 
Natnral History Society ...... . 
New Hampshire Historical So-
ciety .... _ ................. . 
New Hampshire State Lunatic Asylum ______________ .••••• 
State Agricultural Society ___ _ 
Library . _ .• _ - . ____ . ___ . 
Prison_ .. _ . ____ . --.. --.. 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
1l:uter ~on. ____ ..•.•.............. 
l::r Phillips Exeter Academy: ..... 
.qanover: 
Dartmouth College . _. _ •...•.• 
:1r Observatory ... _._ ....•..••... 
~anchester: 
C"t L'b 'h 1 y 1 rary .. __ •...•........ 
~ortsmouth: 
.A.theneum .•.....•...•........ 
NEW JERSEY. 
.lsurlington: 
1:::r Burlington College _. _ ....... . 
-Q.Oboken: 
Stevens Institute of Technol-
ogy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . ..... 
S. Mis. 109-47 
7 
3 
3 
.Mount Holly: 
Lyceum of History and Natural 
Sciences . _ . _ ... _ .. -..... -••• 
Newar"!y: 
Histbrical Society of Now J er-
1 sey ...•...•......••.....•••• 
3 New B1·unswick: 
20 Geological Survey of New Jer-
11 
1 
1 
53. 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
10 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
53 
15 
4 
21 
2 
1 
1 
, 117 
11 
8 
1 
1 
58 
sey. --~ •.......... ~ - .. - . - - •. -
Natural mstory Society ... ____ I 
Rutgers Scientific School. .. - .• 
Newton: 
Newton Library Association ... 
Princeton: · 
Agricultural Society ........ - -
College of New Jersey ___ . ___ _ 
'Green School of Science .... - .. 
Halstead Observatory ....•... 
Horticultural Society ........ . 
Observatory .............•.•.. 
Pharmaceutical Society ...•• - . 
'Theological Seminary_ .......• 
Rahway: 
Library Association .. · •........ 
Salem: · 
Salem Academy._ ..... _ ... -~ .• 
Trenton: 
Geological Survey . _. _ ..... _·_. 
State Library .. __ ..... ___ . ___ . 
Lunatic Asylum ..... -... 
NEW MEXICO. 
Santa Fe: 
Historical Society of New 
Mexico ...............•..... 
Territorial Library ...•..... - .. 
NEW YORK. 
Albany: 
Adirondack Survey Office. ___ _ 
Albany Library ...... _____ ... . 
Institute ........ _ .... . 
Bureau of Military Statistics._ 
Commissioners State Park .... . 
Dudley Observatory __ ....... . 
Governor of the State ..... ___ _ 
Homreopathic Society .... , . _ .• 
Inspector of Penitentiaries .. _. 
State Prisons ..••. 
New York State Agricultural So-
ciety _. _ _ .. _ . 
Cabinet of Nat-
ural History. 
Literary Society 
Medical Society 
Museum of Nat-
ural History_ 
Regents ofN. Y. University .. . 
Secretary of State ........... . 
State Board of Charities __ .•.. 
Library .......... _____ _ 
Normal School. ..... --~-
Superintendent of Insurance _. 
Yo1;1ng Men's Chriatian,Associa-
't1on .. ____ ........ __ ..... _ .• 
Alfred Centre: 
Ooservatory .. ___ ... _ ... ; . ___ _ 
1 
16 
88 
1 
8 
1 
1 
174 
3 
2' 
1 
iO 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
19 
8 
3 
3 
18 
1 
22!> 
9 
2 
450 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1529 
102 . 
1 
35 
22 
110 
4 
1 
888 
1 
3 
1 
3 
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Distributwn of cfome3tio Cllchangcs, fc.-Continued. 
Annandale: 
St. Stephen's College ..•...•••. 
Auburn: · 
Agricultural and Mechanical 
College ...... _ ..... ___ . __ . __ 
Hospital for theCriminal Insane 
Theological Seminary .•....... 
Bath: 
Library Association. __ •...• __ . 
Blackwell's Island: 
New York Lunatic Asylum •... 
Binghamton: . 
Institution for the Blind .. _._. 
Brooklyn: 
Baker Collegiate Institute .•..• 
Brooklyn Library ............ . 
Collegiate and Polytechnic In-
stitute .•.......•... . ....... 
Entomological Society ....... . 
King's County Medical Society. 
Long Island Historical Society. 
Mayor of the city ...•....•.... 
Mercantile Library Association 
Sta:tistical Society of Brooklyn 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ...•••...••. ------ ------
. Buffalo: 
Buffalo Historical Society .•... 
Medical Association .. . 
Practical School ..... . 
Society of Natural Sci-
ences ... _ ...•....•.. 
Grosvenor Library ..........•. 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ..•................... 
Medical and Surgical Journal .. 
North American Entomologist. 
Observatory ..............••.. 
Society of Natural History ..... 
Young Men's Christian Assocfa-
tion .. _ ..... _ . _ .. _. _ •.... __ _ 
Young Men's Library .. ______ .. 
·Canandaigua: 
Brigham Hall's Hospital ...•.• 
Canton: · 
St. Lawrence University ...•.. 
Clinton: 
Hamilton College . _ .......... . 
Litchfield Observatory of Ham-
ilton College .•......... _. ~ •. 
Corning: 
Corning Library ...... ______ .. 
Cornwall: 
Cornwall Library ....... _____ _ 
Elmira: 
Elmira Academy of Sciences ... 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ...... ____________ •.••.. 
Flatbush: 
King's County Hospital for the 
Insane .......•......... _ ... 
FlWJhing: 
F 
Sanford Ha.TI Asylum .•.. _____ _ 
ordham: 
G 
t. John's College ...••. _ .....• 
cneva: 
Hobart College ___ • __ .• __ . _ ••• 
1 
G()l)ernor's Island: 
Military Service Institution. __ 
Hamilton: 
Madison University .......... . 
1 H(Wnellsvill.e: 
3 Library Association •.••....•.. 
1 Hudson: 
Observatory .•.•....•••....... 
1 Ithaca: 
Cornell University .......... .. 
12 Jamestown: 
1 Microscopical Society ..... ... . 
Le Roy: 
1 Ingham University .......... . 
5 · Lima: 
Genesee College ............. . 
1 · Wesleyan. Seminary ..••..•.... 
4 Newburgh: 
2 ; Theological Seminary Associa-
21 tion, Reform Church ....... . 
3 New York: 
6 Agricultural Intelligencer .... . 
2 American Agriculturist ....... . 
Bible Society .... -·-
1 Bureau of Mines •.. -
17 
1 
4 
463 
2 
1 
7 
1 
2 
2. 
2 
1 
2 
1 
l 
1 
4 
l 
4 
1. 
1 
1 
Chemical Society ... . 
Chemist ........... .. 
Christian Commission 
Druggists' Circula~ .. 
Episcopal Theological 
Seminary......... 1 
Ethnological Society. 11 
Geographical Society li 
Institute....... ..... lSt 
of Architects •· 
Journal of Chemistry· 
Microscopy 
Mining ... 
Obstetrics. 
Medical Eclectic ~ 
view .... -····· --
Medical Journal. --· · 
Microscopical Society 
Museum of Natural 
History .........•. 
Missionary Society· -· 
Naturalist .. --·· · ---~ 
Public Health AJi,a<r 
ciation ...... ······ 
Society of Civil En-
gineers .. - -... -· · · · 
Anthropological Institute of 
New York ............ ----·· 
Apprentices' Libru.ry ...... ---· 
Astor Library .. -... --·· --- --· -
Austrian Consul .. - --- --·· --·· 
Bavarian Consul.. - --- --·· ···· 
Board of Education ...... ---· -
Bloomingdale Asylum for the 
Insane ... - .. -- - - - - · --· - ---· 
Chamber of Commerce. --. ---· 
Christian Inquirer office. - --·· -
College of Pharmacy. - . - -- - --· 
Physicians and Sur-
geons ..... . . - - -- -
the City of New York 
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-zvew York-Continued. 
- Columbia College ............ . 
Commissioners, Central Park .. 
Cooper Union ............ ·--·. 
Courrier des ~tats·Unis ...... . 
Dermatological Society ... ·- .. 
:&clectic Medical College ..... . 
Engineering and Mining Jour-
. nal. _ • _ •................. _ .. 
Farmer and Mechanic ........ . 
Farmers' and Mechanics' Intel-
ligencer ...................• 
General Society of Moohanics 
and Tradesmen ....... ···-·· 
Gynecological Society ....... __ 
Herbarium of Columbia College 
Historical Society ...••... ·- --
Homceopathic Sun ......... __ . 
Institution for the Blind ... _ •. 
Deaf and 
Dumb •... 
Instruction of 
Deaf and Dumb 
Insurance.Department •••. __ _ 
International Review--·- ____ . 
Lenox Library ....•...•... ·-·-
Journal of Psychological Medi-
cine ..........•.•..•...•••.. 
Liberal Christian .•••...•.• _ •. 
Library J~mrnal .......... ___ _ 
Manufacturer and Builder ..• ·-
Mayor of the city ..••....••••. 
Mechanics' Institute ..••.. : .•. 
Medical College ..•••......•.• 
Gazette ...•.......... 
Library and Journal 
Association .••• ·-·· 
Record ...••..•••.. ·-. 
Recorder ............• 
Society ............ ·-. 
Mercantile Library Association 
Merchants and Clerks' Library 
Association ...•.•........•.• 
Meteorological Observatory ... 
Metropolitan Boa.rd of Health. 
Museum of Art .'. 
Mexican Consul .•••.. ·-·· ·-· 
Municipality ..............•.• 
NationalBoardofUnderwriters 
Natural History Society ......• 
New York Academy of Sciences. 
Medicine 
Belletristisches J our· 
nal .............. . 
City Lunatic Asy 1nm 
Dental Journal . ·- .. 
HandelsZeitung •... 
Herald ....•........ 
Hungarian Society .. 
Journal of Pharmacy 
Lyceum of Natural 
History ...••....• 
Medical Journal .... 
Medico· Historical So· 
ciety .........• _ •. 
Society Library ..... 
of Libraries. 
Staats Zeitung ..•.•. 
42 
2 
9 
1 
1 
1 
100 
4 
1 
1 
2 
4 
67 
1 
4 
3 
3 
7 
2 
10 
New York-Continued. 
New York Statistical Society .. . 
Times ............. . 
Tribune .........•.. 
Norton's Library Gaizette ..... . 
Numismatic and Archreological 
Society .........•••••...•... 
'Philosophical Society ....... ·-
Prison Association ...••....•. ~ 
Public Health Association ....• 
School Society ..•...•.. 
Sanitarian .................. . 
School of Mines ..•••.....•... 
Scientific American ....•.. -· •• 
Scottish American Journal .... 
Society for the Protection of 
Animals .•...............••• 
State Commissioners of Public 
Charities ...•.••...........• 
Swedenborg Society .......... · 
Swedish.Norwegian Consulate. 
The Nation ........•.••• ·····-
Torrey Botanical Club ..•..... 
Uniao Scienti:fico Brazileiro ... 
U:µion Theological Seminary .. 
University of New York ..... . 
United States Sanitary Commis· 
7 sion ...••................•.• 
8 Van Nostrand's Magazine ..... 
1 Young Men's Christian Associa· 
65 tjon ............. , ..•....... 
9 Young Men's Christian Associa-
1 tion, German ..•........••.• 
l Poughkeepsie: 
4 Public Library .......... : •... 
Hudson River Insane Asylum .. 
1 Society of N atnral Sciences ... . 
2 Vassar Female College ....... . 
2 Rochester : 
1 Theological Seminary· .•...•••• 
65 University ................••. 
Randall's Island: 
:h · House of Refuge •••.••.....•• _. 
5i Schenectady: 
16 Union College •.•....•.....•.• 
34 Sing Sing : · · 
1 State Lunatic Asylum · •....... 
1 Prison ..•••............. 
1 Syra&Use : 
1 Public Library .......•..•..•. 
1041 University .............•..... 
56 Troy: 
1 
3 
5 
2 
1 
2 
4 
950 
4 
3 
5 
1 
1 
Female Seminary ..........•.. 
Marshall Infirmary .......... . 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti· 
tute .........•...........•.. --.. 
Young Men's Christian .A.ssocia~ 
tiou .. . t •••••.•.•..•.•••••.• 
Utica: 
American J onrnal of Insanity_ 
State Lunatic Asylum ...•• ···-
Wa,·d's Island: 
Emigrant's Refuge and Hospi-
tal ....•...••...... _ .•.••••• 
West Point: 
Observatory ...•.. ···-·· .••••• 
President, Committee of Engi-
neers .•••..••••..•••••.••••• 
1 
12 
:3 
4 
13 
1 
6 
1 
1 
79 
128 
7 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
75 
128 
4 
1 
1 
5 
1 
12 
24 
2 
9 
1 
15 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
1 
35 
15 
2 
1 
1 
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Distribution of doniestic exchanges, jc.-Continned. 
West Point-Continued. 
UnitedStatesMil.itary Academy 
Willard: 
Willard Asylum for the Insane. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina .. 
Davidson College: 
Library ..••.....•.....••.•••• 
Lenoi1·: 
, Davenpox;t Female College .... 
Raleigh: . 
Hospital for the Inf!ape ...... . 
Institution for the I>eaf and 
Dumb ....•....•.....•...... 
State Library ..............•.. 
Trinity College: 
Geological SchooL ........... -
Trinity College ..•.•.........• 
Warrenton: 
Fei:µale College ....•......•... 
OHIO. 
Ashtabula: 
Anthropological Society ..... . 
Athens: 
University ..•••••..•......... 
Cincinnati : 
Academy of Medicine ........• 
American Freemason ........ . 
Medical College ..•.• 
Journal ___ _ 
Astronomical Society ...•...•• 
Cincinnati Lancet ...•........ 
Quarterly J ourna.1 of 
&cience. _ ..... - .. 
College of Pharmacy .•.... - - •. 
Dental Register ......•••...•. -
Geological Society ........... . 
Historical and Philosophical 
Society ..• _ •••.•• _ ••...•.... 
Mayor of the city .........• - .. 
Mechanics' Institute ......... . 
}i.iedical College of Ohio ...... . 
Mercantile Library .......... . 
/ Municipality ..........•...... 
Mussey Medical Library ...••.. 
N atfenal N ormaL ..•.......... 
Observatory .... ______ ....•••. 
Public Library .............. . 
Society of Natural History ... ·. 
University of Cincinnati ..... . 
Volksblatt ..•................ 
Volkszeitung ................ . 
Wes tern Academy of Sciences. 
Young Men's Mercantile Li-
brary ..................... - .. 
Zoological Society ...•........ 
Cleveland: 
Academy of Natural Sciences .. 
Case Library ................ . 
Kirtlan<l Society .........•.... 
Observatory ............. _. _ .. 
Public Scbool Library ........ . 
University ......... _ ........ . 
Carthage: 
Longview Hospital for the In-
sane ......................• 
29 
2 
7 
1 
1 
5 
3 
23 
1 
1 
1 
8 
9 
1 
1 
9 
2 
5 
1 
6 
1 
18 
1 
21 
6 
7 
3 
42 
1 
1 
1 
404 
34 
43 
10 . 
1 
1 
2 
s 
1 
10 
1 
7 
2 
1 
1 
5 
Columb1ts: 
Bureau of Statistics . . . .. . .... 4 
Central Lunatic Asylum . . . . . . l 
Geoloo-ical Survey of Ohio ... . 4~ 
Hortigultural Society. . . . . . . . . l j 
Hospital for the Ins.ane, ....... 4 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 3 
Ohio Lunatic Asylum......... 1 
State Agricultural Society..... 9'2 
Board of Agriculture .... 1, 207 
Library ...... ...... .... 96 
University.............. 1 
Dayton: 
Hospital for the.Insane ....... . 
Public Library .............. . 
Delaware: 
Ohio Wesleyan University.... 12 
Fremont: 
Burchard Library .......... -·· 
Gambier: 
Kenyon College ........... -.. · 5G 
Granville: 
Dennison University ......... . 
Hiram: 
Hiram College ..... - .. ---- -· · · 
Hudson: 
. Western Reserve College...... 19 
Observatory - 1 
Lebanon: 
Mechanics' Institute ...... ···· 
Marietta: 
Marietta College ... -... -· · · · · · 
New Athens: 
Franklin College .... -.. --- · -· · 
Newburg: . 
Northern Ohio Lunatic Asylum. 
N01·th Bend: .. 
HorticulturalSociety of Ohio .. 
Oberlin: 
Oberlin College .. - - --.. -· · ·• · · 
Oxford: 
Miami University ....... ······ 
Painesville : . 
Lake Erie Female Semma.ry · · 
Mill Creek: 
Lunatic Asylum ... -•.. · -- · · ·· 
Springfield: 
Public Library .... - •. --· · · · ·· 
Tiffin: . 
Heidelberg College ... - · · · ···· 
Theological College of the Ger-
man Reform Church .... --·· 
~b~a: . 
Central Ohio Scientific Associa-
tion .............. - - - · · · · · ·· 
Urbana University .... -- · - · · · · 
Westerville : 
Otterbein University .. -······· 
Wooster: 
Wooster University ...••.. -··· 
Yellow Springs: 
Antioch College ... - . - -- . · • • · · 
OREGON, 
Forestville: 
Pacific University .. - - -.. - - · · · 
Oregon City : 
University of Oregon ..... -··· 
14 
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fortl~: :· . 
l,1brary Assoc1at10n .......... . 
IIospital for the Insane .. _ ... . 
salern: 
Institution fur the Deaf and 
Dumb .................... - -
St~te Library ................ . 
Willamette Observatory _____ _ 
University._ .. __ .• 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Allegheny: 
Allegheny Observatory .•. __ .. 
Society of Natural Sciences ... 
Western State Penitentiary __ _ 
Theological Seminary. 
Bethlehem : • 
Lehigh Universit·Y-------·----
Packer University ... _ ... __ ... 
Carlisle: · 
Carlisle Society of Literature .. 
Dickinson College _ ~. _ ... _. _ .. 
Chtster: . 
Crozer Theological Seminary .. 
Dixmont: 
Western Hospital for the In-
sane. _ . __ ...... _ .... __ ..... . 
Danville: 
Northern Hospital for the In-
sane .. _ . _. _ .. _ ..•. ___ .. ___ . 
Easton : 
American Institute of Mining 
Engineers ... _ ..... ____ . __ .. 
Lafayette College ...... _____ ._ 
Northwestern University _____ _ 
Pardee Science School . __ . _ .. _ 
Frankford : 
Friends' Asylum for the Insane. 
German town : 
Germantown Literary Associa-
tion .. ___ .... ____ . , ___ •. _ . __ . 
Gettysburg : 
Pennsylvania College .••...... 
Theological Seminary. __ .. _. _ • 
Harrisburg : 
Adjutant-General._ •••• ___ -- .. 
Harrisburg Academy _________ _ 
Medical Society of the State .. 
Second Geological Survey of 
Pennsylvania._. ______ .. ---· 
State Agricultural Society . _ .. 
Library. _____ . -- ---- --·· 
y,. Lunatic Hospital ... __ ... 
.qaverf ord : 
~ Haverford College-···-- _____ _ 
-0..eUyville: 
,._ Woodbury Retreat·-···- _____ _ 
~isburq: 
l,. University----···--·· ••••••.. 
~ansfield : 
u- State Normal Schoc:>l ____ .•.••• 
~eadville : 
, ,. Theological Seminary .•••••••. 
..qed,ia: 
Delaware County Institute of 
,. Science . ___ •• ____ . __ . __ . __ .. 
,,ew Wilrnington : 
W e.!tminster College •••• _. _. _ 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
61 
2 
1 
1 
3 
6 
6 
12 
1 
1 
4 
52 
14 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
10 
16 
3 
59 
13 
2 
1 
9 
1 
1 
15 
1 
Philadelphia: 
Academy of Fine Arts.... . . . . . 1 
Natural Sciences .. 4,576 
Agricultural Society. of Penn-
sylvania ______ ----.. .... .... 1 
American Entomological Soci. 
ety .. :. .. ... . ..... 296 
Institute of Archi· 
te.cts . . . _ .• _ . . . . . . 3 
J omnal of Conchol-
ogy -. - - - - - - . --•. -
Journal of Dental 
Sciences ......... . 
Journal of Medical 
Sciences .. _ ... _ ..• 
Na turn.list ......... . 
49 
1 
7 
25 
Pharmaceutical Soci-
ety._._ .. _ .. _. . . . . 423 
Philosophical Society 2, 7G3 
Apprentices' Library._........ 1 
Asylum for the Im:ia.ne ---· ...• 2 
Athenenm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 
Board of Health ..•••. --·----· 4 
Inspectors of County 
Prisons .•.. _ •.•.... 
Public Charities .•... 
Education ..• 
Publica.tions •..•....• 
Trade ..••..... - .•. - . 
Central High School. ..•••...• 
School Observa-
tory ..•••.•••• 
College of Pharmacy .•.•..•.•• 
Physicians ____ ·-·-. 
Commissioners :Fairmount Park 
Corporation of the city ...•. _ .. 
Curator of Birds, Philadelphia Museum .. ____ .••••• _______ _ 
Dental Cosmos ..••••.••. __ ~. --
Enquirer .••••• _______ _ 
Laboratory ..•••... _ .•• 
Times . __ ••.....•...••• 
Eastern State Penitentiary--·· 
Entomological Society of Phila-
delphia. .... _ ....••... _. ___ • 
Evening Bulletin .•••••.•••••. 
Franklin Institute .•••• ~ ..•••• 
Journal ·--·--· ••.•••. 
Friends' Bookstore .. ___ ..••• _. 
· InsaneAsylum ••••... 
Geological Society .. _ .... _ . __ _ 
Survey of Pennsyl· 
vania. __ ••..••• _. 
German Society .. --· ...•••. _ .•. 
Girard College .••••• ··----~ •.•• 
Historical Society of Pennsyl. 
1 
2 
22 
1 
8 
260 
8 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
11 
1 
3 ' 
6 
2 
10 
1 
559 
9 
1 
r 
3 
24 
1 
11 
vania . __ ••. _ •• _ •••••••• __ • 154 
House of Refuge .• ____ ··-····-
J efferson Medical College . __ • _ 
Library Association of Friends. 
Library Company . _. __ .. ___ •• 
of Pennsylvania Hos. 
5 
5. 
2 
102 
pital ..•••.. _.. . . . . . 112 
Magnetic and Meteorological 
Observatory.---·· •••••• ---· 
Mayor of the city . __ •...••••.. 
Medj.cal and Chirurgical J our. 
2 
7 
nal ..•.•••••••• 13 
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Philadelphia-Continued. 
Medical and Surgical Reporter 
Review. 
Society of Pennsylva-
nia.··--···-··.··-· 
Times ··-··· .•••••.•. 
Mercantile Library .••••• ·-··. 
Mexican Commission ••••.•••• 
Municipality·-·-·· •••••• ·--·. 
Naturalists' Leisure Hour ••••. 
Naval Review .•••...••••...•• 
North .American Medico-Chi-
rurgical Review ..•••••••••. 
Numismatic and Antiquarian 
Society ..••••. 
and Archreolog-
ical Society ... 
Observatory ••••••••••••...... 
• of Girard College. 
- Office of Gray'sAtlas ..•••.•••• 
Penn Monthly··-··· .••••••••• 
Penn's Hospital. •••••....••... 
Pennsylvania Horticultural So-
ciety .•..••••. 
Hospital for the 
Insane •••••••• 
Institute for the 
Blind ...•.•••. 
Institute for the 
DeafandDumb 
Pennsylvania Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals 
Philadelphia Hospital .....•.• 
Journal of Medi-
cine ••••••••.•. 
Philadelphia Society for Pro-
moting Agriculture ••••••••. 
Polytechnic Bulletin ..• ~ •••••• 
College •••••• ··-· 
Review •••••••••• 
Public Schools ..••••..•••••••• 
Royal Bavarian Consulate.·· --
Social Science Association .•••• 
Society for Alleviating the Mi.s-
eries of Public Prisons ..... . 
Society for the Protection of 
Animals .••••••••••••...•••• 
Stacey Stone.Dressing Machine 
Company ..•.•..••••• ··-···. 
State Lunatic Asylum .•••• ---· 
University of Pennsylvania ... 
United States Mint ••••••.•••• 
Wainer Free Institute •••• ·-·· 
Zoo ogical Garden •.•••. ··-··· 
Pittsburgh: 
Society .••••• ···-·· 
Day School for Deaf and Dumb. 
German Library ••• ~ .•••• : •• _. 
Mercantile Library···-······· 
National Iron and Steel Pub-
lishing Company ...•.••••... 
Western Pennsylvania Hospital 
for the Insane .••••. 
Sharon : Penitentiary .... ···-· 
Observatory .•••• 
So1,tk Bethlehem: • · •• • •• · • • • •• 
Lehigh University .•••••.•• __ . 
Strathmore: 
4 Strathmore College .......... . 
5 ifYashington: 
4 
116 
8 
2 
2 
1 
1 
17 
6 
8 
8 
27 
1 
1 
1 
23 
7 
126 
13 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
• 1 
6 
1 
2 
6 
69 
1 
1 
23 
2 
208 
2 
89 
1 
1 
2 
3. 
3 
1 
1 
8 
Western College ........••.•.. 
West Grove: 
East Pennsylvania Experi-
mental Farm .••••....•..... 
RHODE ISLA.ND. 
Newport: 
Mecha,nics' I,,ibrary ...••...... 
Redwood Library ..•••••. ; .... 
Society of Science .••••....... 
Providence: 
American Naturalist ••••••.... 
Atheneum ..•••.••••...••..... 
Brown University ., •••....... 
Butler Hospital for the In.sane. 
City Re~istraT's Office ....... . 
Normal i:school. •••••••.•••.•.• 
Public Library .••••...•...... 
Registrar-General for Rhode 
Island .•••••.••••..•. ; .....• 
Rhode Island Historical Society 
Secretary of State .......... -.. 
Society for the Encouragement 
of Domestic Industries ..... . 
State Library .••••....... --- . 
Woonsocket: 
Harris Institute Library ..•... 
SOUTH CAROLINA, 
Cedar Springs : 
Institute for the Deaf and Dumb 
Charleston: 
Charleston Journal of Medicine 
MedicalJoUIJlaJ.and 
Review ........ . 
Museum of Natural 
History ..••.... · 
Observatory ..•. -. · 
College of Charleston ...• -··;· 
Elliott Society of Natural His-
tory .•••••• ···-·········-··· 
Library Society.-·····-.-······ 
Literary and Philosophical So-
ciety ..•••••.••••...•... ···• 
Medical School of South Caro-
lina ....••..•..... - . -· · · · • • · 
Public Library·········:-··· · 
South Carolina College Libr~ 
Historical Soci-
ety ...•.. ···: 
Medical A.ssoc1-
ation ..•• -··· 
Society Library ·······---~-·-
State Medical College •.. - - · -· · 
University of Charleston .. - - • • 
Columbia: 
South Carolina College. --- --• · 
State Library ........... ······ 
Luna.tic Asylum --·· :··· 
University - Geological 
Rooms .......••. ---
Theologica.l Seminary - • - -.- - •. 
University of South Carolma. .. 
Due West: 
Erskine College ...••......•••• 
I 
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(}retnville: 
Furman University ......••••. 
J,af,ngton : 
Theological Seminary- ••.•••• 
TENNESSEE. 
Columbia: 
Atheneum ..•••...••••••...•.. 
Jackson College ......••.••••• 
Hiawassee: 
Hiawassee College ...• -·· ••.• 
Jackson: 
Southern Baptist University .•. 
KtUY.CVille: 
Cumberland University .•••••• 
East Tennessee University ••.. 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Tennessee Philomathesian So-
ciety •••••..••••••.•••.••••. 
ubanon: 
C-q.mberland University .. ~---· 
Marysville: 
Marysville College .•....•....• 
South West Theological Sem-
inary .•••••...•....•... ~ ...• 
Memphis: 
Christian Brothers College .••• 
Nashmlle: 
Geological Survey ••••••...•• : 
Historical Society of Tennessee. 
Hospital for the Insane .••.•••• 
Institution for the Blind •••••• 
State Library ..•••.. ____ .••••• 
University ...•.....•.•.•..••• 
Vanderbilt University- •••••••• 
TEXAS. 
Austin: 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb .......••.....•••..••• 
Public Library .••.•...•.. __ _ 
State Library .......•......••. 
Lunatic Asylum •••• ___ _ 
University of Texas ...•...•••• 
Bmham: 
Geological Survey .•.••....... 
Okapel Bill: 
Soule University ...•..••.•..•• 
Independence : 
Bailor University ..••......•.• 
UTAH. 
Salt Lake City: 
TeITitorial Library ........•.. 
university of the Deseret-...•• 
VERMON1'. 
lJarnet: 
Historical and Antiquarian So-
ciety .•••.•.•.......•..••.•• 
Brattleboro': 
State Lunatic Asylum •.......• 
Burlington: 
City clerk ...•.....•..•...••.. 
Fletcher Free Public Library .. 
University of Vermont .... __ __ 
Castleton: 
Orleans County Society of Nat-
ural Sciences .........•...•• 
Derby: 
1 Society of N atnral Sciences .... 
Montpelier: 
1 Historical and Antiquarian So· 
ciety ............ . 
Society ...•......... . 
State Cabinet of Natural His· 
1 tory ...•.....••.....•.. 
1 Library ••••.........•.. 
.Rutland: 
,t Pharmaceutical Association ... 
St. Johnsbury: 
1 Atheneum ...••....• --·· ...••. 
1 VIRGINIA. 
7 Blacksburg : 
5 Agricultural and Mechanical 
College._ ....••........••••• 
2 Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia .•.•.•.. 
11 Emory: 
Emory and Henry College .••• 
1 Hampden.Sydney: 
Hampden-Sydney College ..... 
1 Hampton: 
1 
Hampton College ...••........ 
Normal Institute •••• 
Union Theological Seminary- .. 
11 Lexington: . · 
5 School of Civil Engineers ..... 
9 Virginia Military Institute . _ .. 
2 Washington and Lee Univer-
29 sity ...• .•.•.... _. __ .••. _ .••. 
15 Lynchburg: 
1 Medical Society of Virginia ... 
Young Men's Christian Associa· 
tion ...••.•.•...••.•...•••.. 
New Market: 
Polytechnic Institute ..••.••.• 
2 Richmond: 
1 • Medical Society .•••.••.••••••• 
Z7 Richmond College ........••.. 
1 Medical College .... 
5 Southern Fertilizing Company. 
3 
64 
State Library .•........••..... 
University ............••.••.• 
Virginia Historical Society .... 
Young Menls Christian Associa· 
tion .• _ ••....•....•••.•••••. 
1 Salem: 
3 
3 
4 
Roanoke College ••.• -· ••...••. 
Staunton: 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb ................•..... 
Western Insane Hospital ...•.. 
Williamsburg : 
Eastern Lunatic Asylum ..... . 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
Olympia: 
lO Territorial Library .......... . 
&attle: 
1 
1 
66 
Territorial Library _ ......... . 
Steilacoom : 
Insane Asylum .............. . 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Charleston : 
30'J Sta,te Libmry ...••..••...... · .. 
1 
7 
9 
1 
89 
1 
1 
1 
105 
1 
6 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
4 
10 
2 
1 
1 
43 
1 
20 
1 
1 
3 
7 
19, 
16·; 
1· 
3 . 
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Flemington: 
West Virginia College ....... . 
Romney: . 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb .................. ~ .. . 
West Virginia Hospital for the 
Insane ..........••.. _______ _ 
Shepherdstown : 
Shepherd's College ..•••... _ ... 
Wheeling: 
Natural History Society ..• _ ... 
WISCONSIN; 
Appleton: 
Lawrence University. ____ .. •• 
Beloit: 
Beloit College .. _ •... _ . ... ___ . 
Geological Survey of Wisconsin 
Delavan: 
Institution for Deaf and Dumb. 
Du1uth: 
Scandinavian Library ..••.••.• 
Galesville: 
Galesville University ..••.••.• 
Inman ville: 
· Scandinavian Society . ••..•••• 
Janesville: 
Institution for Educating the 
Blind . _ . __ .. _ .•....•• ·: . • _ .. 
University .. __ .... __ ....•• _ . _ 
Madison: 
Academy of Sciences ... _ • __ •.. 
Agriculture Department .. _ •... 
College of Arts_ ............. . 
Educational Society .•..• : . _ •.• 
Office of Emigration .. __ .. ___ _ 
Geological Survey .. __ .... ___ _ 
Hospital for the Insane ...•... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
8 
3 
3 
5 
11 
47 
2 
304 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
Madison-Continued. 
' Natural History Society ...... . 
Observatory ................ .. 
/ Skandinaviske Presse Forening 
Society for Eq_ucating the Blind 
State Agricultural Society .... . 
Historical Society ...... . 
Liorary. :· . ............. . 
Superintendent of Public In-
struction ...... e •••••••••••• 
University of Wisconsin ..... . 
Washburn Observatory ...... . 
Young Men's ChristianAssocia· 
tion ... - ........... - . · -· · · · · 
Milwaukee: 
Catholic Seminary ........... . 
German Natural History Society 
Milwaukee Seebote ......... . . 
Milwaukee University ....... . 
Naturhistorischer Verein ..... . 
Public Library ............ ·; .• 
Skandinaviske Presse Forenmg 
Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion ...•....•............. · · 
Neeah: · . 
Scandinavian Literary Associa-
tion ...•.. _. ............ - ···· 
Wisconsin Scandinavian Libra-
ry ...... ···-·· ······ ········ 
Pine Lake: · . 
Wisconsin Scandinavian Socie· 
ty ......................... . 
Racine: -
College Library ............. · · 
WYOMING. 
Cheyenne: 
Territorial Library ....... · •• · 
4 
1 
6 
2 
615 
146 
60 
1 
17 
12 
1 
2 
1 
3 
95 
1 
2 
1· 
19 
3 
RECAPITULATION. 
Alabama .........••....•...... ~. 
Arizona .. _ ..•••..••..........•.. 
Arkansas ....... ~ •.... - ....... - .. 
California .....•. ---··· ....•. ---· 
Colorado ... _ ... _ ........ _ . .. - . - .. 
Connecticut ...•• ___ ...•.•.. - - •.. 
Delaware ... _ .... ___ ......... - - .. 
District of Columbia . ... ' ... ·----· 
Florida .. _ .............. - .. - .. -.. 
r:~{~i~. : = : : : : : : : : : : : : : : =: : : : : = : : 
Illinois .....•.. ·----· ____ ---- .•.. 
Indiana . . .. __ .. . ... . ... . ....... . 
Indian Territory . .....•••........ 
Iowa ________ .............•...... 
Kansas ... ___ •. . ........•. - •.. -- . 
t~~~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : =:: : = :: 
Maine . ...... _ .. . ............. - .. 
Mary land ................ _ ..... . 
Massachusetts ... ___ ........ _. __ . 
: {~ ~~~t~::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : =::: tL~~l!~-i. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
·--· ......... ----- --·- ----
44 
6 
416 
1,487 
15 
3,461 
9 
15,518 
10 
116 
3 
1,634 
182 
3 
1,101 
101 
239 
896 
473 
369 
15,423 
742 
215 
45 
2,908 
3 
Nebraska ....... - . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 
Nevada ................ · · · · · · · · · · 237 New Hampshire ............ . ... . 
New Jersey._ .. _ ...... "'... . . . . . . 40~ 
New Mexico .........•... · - · · · · · · 0 0 New York ................•...... 9, 7 
N o~th Carolina . - ...... - . · · · · · -· · 2 2i~ Ohio ............................ ' 11 
Oregon .... :··· ............ ······ 10-634 
Pennsylvama .......... _ .... ······ ' 20 Rhode Island ........ -··········· 54 South Carolina ..... -...• - • · · - - · · 105 Tennessee ...... - .... . ... · · · · · · -· 104 Texas .... - ...... · · · · · · · 6 
ii:~r:: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::: ~; 
Washin_gt~n .................. ···· 8 West Vrrg1ma ......•.•...• ······ 39 :;;si~i~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: l , 3 
Individuals United St ates ..... ~ 
S · t' ' } 23 505 oc~e _ies · · - · British America. ' Individuals . . 
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94, 765 
[I 
" f 
III . ....:..GoVERNMENT EXCHANGES . 
..Although Congress, by act July 20, 1840, auth01:ize.d the printing 
and binding of fifty copies of all volumes published by the two Houses, 
which volumes were to ba reserved for the purpose of exchange with 
foreign powers, yet from the omission to provide for the extra print-
ing, or from other cause, this liberal arrangement failed to go into 
operation. 
An act of March 4, 1846, directed the Librarian of Congress to pro-
cure a complete series of reports of the United States courts and of the 
laws of the United ·States, and transmit them to the minister of justice 
of France, in exchange for works of French law presented to the United 
States Supreme Court. 
By act of June 26, 1848, the Joint Committee on the Library was au-
thorized to appoint agents for exchange of books and public documents. 
A.11 books transmitted through these agents of exchange, for use of the 
United States, for any single State, or for the Academy at West Point, 
or the National Institute, to be admitted free. 
A resolution of June 30, 1848, ordered that the Joint Committee on 
the Library be furnished with twenty-five copies of the Revolutionary 
Archives, twenty-five copies of Little & Brown's edition of the Laws of 
, the United 'States, seven copies of the Exploring Expedition then pub-
lished, and an equal number of subsequent publications on the same 
subject, for the purpose of international exchange. 
A joint resolution of March 2, 1849, directed that.two copies of certain 
volumes of the :Exploring Expedition be sent to the Government of Rus-
sia, in lieu of those which were lost at sea on their passage to that coun-
try. The Secretary of State was also directed to present a copy of the 
Exploring Expedition, as soon as completed, to the Government·· of 
Ecuador. 
By the act of August 31, 1852, the act of 1848 regulating exchanges 
was repealed. · 
· In 1852 the Smithsonian Institution urged that Congress should mak~ 
some systematic and permanent arrangement for distributing complete 
series of its works to European libraries, to at least thirty of which they 
might be judiciously supplied. It was also suggested that particular 
works of scientific interest, as reports of patents, coast-survey opera-
tions, government explorations in geography and geology, and other~ 
of a similar character, might be assigned in larger numbers of froin one 
hundred to three hundred, as had already been done in some instances 
by the Senate. These might be distributed by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion at moderate cost to the government, and direct returns or exchanges 
obtained for the Library of Congress, if desired. The distribution of 
Congressional documents in the United States could also be advanta-
geously modified. The copies given to the State Department for do-
mestic distribution were ·sent only to colleges or'lyceums, not to regular , 
public libraries, even of the largest class. The rule in force with the 
745 
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Smithsonian Institution might well be applied in this case, of making 
as equable a distribution as possible throughout the country sup-
plying all larger public libraries, and giving to smaller ones only ~here 
a large district would otherwise be destitute. It had always been 
matt~r of complaint with men pursuing special objects of research tha 
public documents relating to their investigations were frequently iruw-
cessible. In order to remedy this, some department could be direc~ 
to keep full lists of all persons prominently engaged in the various 
branches of science, and to supply the names on such list regullll'!y 
with extra copies of documents to be furnished by Congress. 
By act of August 18, 1856, the Secretary- of State was authorized to 
pnrchase one hundred copies each of Audubon's Birds of America and 
, Quadrupeds of North America, for exchange with foreign governments 
for valuable works. 
The matter of government exchanges received, however, no further 
definite action until 1867, when the following act was passed: 
A RESOLUTION to provide for the exchange of certain public documents. 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Sta:teB 
in Congress assembled, That fifty copies of all documents. herea~~rprint, 
ed by order of either House of Congress, and fifty copies addit~onal of 
all documents printed in. excess of the usual number, together with fifty 
copies of each publication issued by any department or bureau of the 
government, be placed at the disposal of the Joint Comm~ttee on ~be 
Library, who shall exchange the same, through the agency of the. SID1th-
sonian Institution, for such works published in foreign co~ntries, ~nd 
especially by foreign governments as may be deemed by saul commitee 
an equivalent; said works to be deposited in the Library of Congress, 
Approved March 2, 1867. 
A primary object of this movement was to secure as regularly and 
economically as possible all reports and other documents relative to tho 
legislation, jurisprudence, statistics, internal economy, technology, &c., 
of all nations, so a~ to place the material at the command of the com-
mittees and members of Congress, heads of bureaus, &c. 
No appropriation was made for meeting the necessary expenses, which 
could not conveniently be borne by the Smithsonian fund. But as a 
year would necessarily elapse before any documents would be ready for 
distribution, the following circular was issued by the Institution, with a 
view of ascertaining what governments would ent& into the proposed 
arrangement: 
CffiUOLAR RELATIVE TO EXCHANGES OF GOVERNMENT nooUMENTS. 
Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, U. S. A., May 16, 1867. 
A law has just been passed by the Congress of the United States au-
thorizing the exchange, under direction of the Smithsonian Institution. 
of a. certain number of all United States official documents for the co 
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responding publications of other governments throughout the world, the 
returns to be placed in the national library at W ~shington. The works 
to be distributed under this law will consist of.reports and proceedings 
of Congress,· messages of the President, annu~l reports and occasional 
JJnblications _of departments and bureaus, &c., the whole relating to the 
legislation, jurisprudence, foreign relations, commerce, statistics, arts, . 
manufactures, agriculture, geography, hydrography, &c., of the United 
States, and including everything of whatever nature published either 
by direct order of Congress or by any of the departments of the gov-
ernment. The series will embrace a large number of volumes each ye.ar, 
the most of which are bound. 
The object of the law~.above mentioned is to procure for the use of the 
Congress of the United States a co)llp1ete series of the publications of 
other governments, to include the documents of special bureaus or 
departments, as well as the general publications, of whatever nature, 
printed at the public expense, and also embracing all such works as are 
published by booksellers with the aid of grants or subscriptions from 
governments. The law is not retrospective, although it may cover some 
of the publications of the'last session of Congress. 
Some time will necessarily elapse before the first transmission can oo 
made, but in order to organize a plan of exchange, to be presented for 
consideration to the Library Committee and the Librarian of Congress, 
I beg leave to ask your advice as to the best method of accomplishing r 
the objects above stated. It is important to, ascertain what govern-
ments are willing to enter into the proposed exchange, and whether any 
one bureau or branch of government OF public library in each country 
will undertake to collect all the national publications, as above men-
tioned, and transmit them to Washington, or whether separate arrange-
ments must be made with more than one office. The former plan is con-
sidered preferable, as diminishing the labor involved, and may possibly 
be adopted by enactment, as has been done by the United States. 
Whatever method be most feasible, you will confer a favor by giving us 
such information on these and other points as may serve for our guid-
ance in further action. 
Information is also desired as to the titles and character of the regu-
lar official publications of each country, and their average number and 
extent in each year, as well as the names of the different bureaus and 
officers from which they emanate. 
The Smithsonian Institution, in behalf of the Library of Congress, is 
prepared to promise, if-necessary, the delivery of the above~mentionect. 
publications free of charge for freight. It will also name a;n agent in 
each country who will receive parcels or boxes containmg the exchanges 
re~urned, and transmit them to Washington. 
Besides the exchange·of complete series of national publications, the 
laiw of Congress above stated authorizes the distribution of works on 
special subjects to the different bureaus having them in charge, as 
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finance, statistics, patents, agriculture, &c., provided that copies of 
_ their publications be given in return. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, . 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, June 4, 1867. 
Hon. WILLIAM. H. SEW ARD, 
Secretary of State: 
Sm: I have the honor to send, herewith, copies of a printed circular 
relative to an international exchange of public documents, for the bene-
fit~of the Congressional Library, with the request that you will trans-
mit the same to all the diplomatic representatives of the United States 
in foreign countries, and, if favorable, to foreign ministers accredited to 
the United States. 
Yours, respectfully, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, June 18, 1867. 
PrQf. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary to the. Smithsonian, Institution: 
Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th in-
stant, in'closing copies of a printed circular relative to the international 
exchange of public documents for the benefit of the , Congressional 
Library, and to inform you in reply that your request in regard to the 
distribution of the circulars has been complied with, they having been 
transmitted to foreign ministers here and to our ministers abroad. 
Most truly yours, 
WILLIAM H. SEW.A.RD, 
The honorable Secretary of State having thus courteously undertaken 
the official distribution of the Smithsonian circular to the representa-
tives of foreign governments, formal recognitions were received from 
these powers, a majority of whom signified their approval and accept-
ance of the proffer. The following is a list of governments which 
responded favorably to the proposed international exchange of official 
documents: 
Argentine Republic. 
Baden. 
Belgium. 
Chili. 
Colombia (United States of). 
Costa Rica. 
Denmark. 
Finland. 
ranee. 
Great Britain. 
. Hamburg. 
Netherlands. 
Norway. 
Spain. 
Sweden. 
Switzerland. 
Victoria. 
W urtemberg. 
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These all embraced the opportunity offered of procuring the national 
publications of the United Stat,es, and proffered complete series of their 
0 -wn in return. Some of them, indeed, sent at once large packages of 
their works without awaiting. further action on the part of our govern-
rocnt. Among them one large box of books from the government of 
Victoria, Australia, was received, and its contents deposited in the 
Library of Uo~gress. 
Of the communications- on this subject received either directly or 
through the Department o~ State, the greater number are herewith 
subjoined. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department, of State, Washington, July 19, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH_ HENRY, 
Secreta,ry of the Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: Herewith I in close an extract of a dispatch of the 1st instant, 
from George N. Yeaman, esq., minister resident at Copenhagen, which 
relates to the exchange of public documents with . the Government of 
Denmark, as proposed in your circular of the 16th of May last. 
No. 77.] 
Hon. WM. H. SEW.A.RP, 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. BEW.A.RD. 
[Inclosiire.] 
Legation of the U nite.d States, 
Coponhagen, July 1, 1867. 
Secretary of State, Washington: 
Sm: I have further to acknowled_ge the receipt of your circular dis-
patch of the 13th June, touching the subje_ct of Professor Henry's cir-
cular, in relation to the exchange of official ,documents with foreign 
countries, and to state .that Mr. Vedel, the director-general of the min-
istry_ of foreign affairs, with whom I have conversed upon the ~ubject, 
and with whom I left a copy of Professor Henry's circular, has expressed 
himself gratifie~ with the proposal, and suggests that for the present 
' anything of interest he may have for the United States shall be left 
with me for shipment, and that United States documents might also be 
addressed to me for the Danish Government. 
If ot4,er arrangements are deemed more convenient, hereafter they will 
be made. 
'* * * * 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEORGE H. YE.A.MAN. 
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[The Argentine Legation to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Argentine Legation in the United States, 
10 University :lllace, New York, August 17, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH .HENRY, Esq., 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington: 
Sm: Upon my return from Washington I found a note from the Secretary 
of State inclosing your memorandum relating to an exchange of official 
documents of the United States for those of other countries. In fulftll. 
ment of the desires of the honorable Secretary and of those who direct 
that Institution I will hasten to communicate to my government the 
contents of those documents. 
* * • • 
Hoping soon to have the pleasure of presenting my respects in person 
to you in that city, 
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. MITRE y VEDIA, 
Charge d' Aff ait'e,s. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, August 23, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, &c., &c., Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: I inclose herewith, for your information, a copy of a note of the 
19th instant, from the minister of Spain, in regard to the conclusion ar-
rived at by Her Majesty's Government for the interchange of official pub-
lications between that government and the United States. 
I am sir your obedient servant, 
' ' ' WILLIAM H. SEW ARD, 
[Inclosure. -Translation.] 
No. 27.] Legation of Spain at Washington, 
Washington, August 19, 1867, 
Hon. SECRETARY OF STATE of the United States, &c., &c., &c.: 
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary-of 
Her Catholic Majesty, commumcates to the honorable Secretary of 
State that, having submitted to the Government of Her Majesty the ad· 
vantage of establishing a mutual interchange of official publications be· 
tween Spain and the United States with reference to the bases set out 
in the printed memorandum of P~of. Joseph Henry, Secretary of-.the 
Smithsonian Institution, has now received an answer on that point. 
The Government of Her Catholic Majesty accepts with much pleasure 
the prop~sal for an exchange of documents, and is ready to deliver to 
the legation of the United States at Madrid, or to the agency that may 
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be designated, all the ' official publications , of i~portance that may be 
brought put in Sp·ain. 
The undersigned avails of this opportunity to renew to the honorable 
:Mr. Seward the assurance of his most distinguished consideration. 
FACUNDO Go NI. 
[The U. S. Legation at Switzerland to the Smithsonian Institution. J 
Berne, September 21, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
~ecretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington : 
BIR: Uuder'instructions from Mr. Seward, transmitting to me your 
circular relative to an international exchange of national publications, 
!have communicated with "the proper authority"-that is, the chief of 
the department of the interior-designated by the)ligh federal council 
as its agent" to arrange th~ mode of proceeding in the execution of the 
plan." 
As the result of our conferenC'es I am authorized to \say to you that 
the high federal council accepts with great pleasure the proposition 
for the exchange of national publications. 
It is desired to. know whether you prefer to receive these publications 
as made and at the time of issue, or whether, ~t the end of each year, 
all the publications made during the year shall be delivered together in 
one or more packages. 
It is preferred by the federal council that the publications shall be , 
received and delivered at Berne by an agent of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. I suggest that this legation be designated as such agent to re-
cei ve and deliver such exchanges, which arrangement would be more 
acceptable to the Swiss Government than the agency of any private 
party. -
The number and bulk of the federal publications will be small in com-
parison with ours, and the question was propounded :whether the prop-
ositions also embraced necessarily the publications of each canton, as 
that would be somewhat difficult. I presume that, while such publi-
cations -would be acceptable to you, it was not contemplated to include 
those of the cantonal governments. 
For every reason I advise you to receive the publications of each year 
(Rt, masse, in lieu of receiving them in detachments. 
The Swiss publications will be delivered packed ready for transpor-
tation. 1 
I can only add that I stand ready to act in the premises as you may 
desire. 
'7'ery respectfully, your o'bedient servant, 
. Gl1JO. H.A.RRINGTON. 
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[The Sta.te Department to the Smithsonian Institution. J 
Department of State, Was~ington, October 2, 1867. 
_JOSEPH HENRY, Esq., 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
SIR: With reference to a memorandum from you which was com-
municated to Mr. A. Marzel on the 14th of June last, proposing an ex-
change of official publications of the United States for . those of the 
Netherlands, I have now the honor to inclose a translation of a note of 
the 30th ultimo from Mr. A. Marzel, signifying a disposition on the part 
of the Netherlands Government to adopt the reciprocal arrangement 
proposed by you. • · 
• 
I am, sir, your very obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEW ARD. 
[Inclosure-Translation.] 
Legation of the Netherlands, September 30, 1867. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEW ARD, &c., &c., &ic.: 
SIR: Referring to my dispatch of the 15th of June last, in relation 
to an exchange of official documents between the United States and 
other countries, I now have the honor to inform you that the Govern-
ment of the Nether lands is disposed to accede to the wish of the Sec-
. retary of the Smithsonian Institution in reference to the said exchange. 
Th~ different departments of the public administration having been 
, consulted on the subject, they have unanimously applauded the idea 
suggested by Prof. Joseph Henry. 
All that is needed now is an agent of the United States, appointed 
for the purpose, to be put in communication with the competent Neth-
erlands authorities to carry out the proposed exchange in a regular 
manner. 
I take the occasion to offer the assurance of my distinguished con-
. sideration. 
A. MARZEL, 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, October 24, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington: 
Srn: With reference to the correspondence which has taken place 
between us heretofore on the subject, I have the honor to inclose a 
copy of a, communication of the 22 instant from Francis Clare Ford, esq. 
the charge d'a:ffaires ad interim of Great ritain, in relation to the pro-
posed exchange of the official publications of the two countries. 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
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[lnclosure.] 
Washington, October 22, 1867. 
Sm: With reference to your note of the 13th of June, addressed to 
the late Sir Frederick Bruce, inclosing a memorandum of Prof. 
Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, relative to 
an exchange of United States official documents for those of other 
countries, I ha·rn the honor to inform you that, . the subject having 
been duly brought to the notice of my government, I have been in-
structed by Lord Stanley, Her Majesty's principal secretary of state 
for foreign affairs, to communicate to you the suggestions which have 
been made by the lords commissioners of Her Majesty's treasury in 
regard to the manner in which the proposed exchange should be car-
ried out. 
-The lords commissioner ofHer Majesty's treasuryreadilyacknowledge 
the advantages of an exchange of copies of official documents between 
Her Majesty's Government and that of the United States, and a,re quite 
ready to give efl:'ect to the act of Congress referred to in the memoran-
dum of Professor Henry, which was inclosed in your note of June 13. 
They suggest that the list of official doc1Jments prepared by the comp-
troller of the stationery office (a copy of which is herein inclosed) 
should be transmitted to you for the information of the Government of 
the United States, with an intimation that they will be prepared to 
give directions that a copy of the books therein enumerated, or any 
other official documents which may be named, shall be delivered to the 
agent of the United States, and that Her Majesty's minister at Wash-
ington be requested to obtain from the Government of the United States 
a list of corresponding official publications. 
The lords comJnissioners of Her Majesty's treasury have, however, 
ascertained from the British admiralty that copies of the charts and 
publications of that department are already sent, annually, to the sec-
retary of the United States Coast Survey and the Bureau of Navigation, 
and selections to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
I have the.honor to be, with the highest consideration, 
sir, your most obedient, humble servant, 
. FRANCIS CL.A.RE FORD. 
[The Government of Colombia to the U. S. Legation.] 
[Translation.] 
Department of the Interior and Foreign Relations, 
Bogota, November 7, 1867. 
To Hon. General PETER J. SULLIY.A.f, 
Minister Resident of the United States of America, &c.: 
Sm : In due time I had the honor of receiving your excellency's very 
attentive communication inclosing a l~tter from Mr. Joseph Henry, of 
S. Mis. 109-48 
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the Smithsonian Institution, dated the 16th of May last, in which he 
solicits, on the most liberal conditions, the exchange of the official (his-
tory) productions of this country for those of the United States of 
America. 
The Government of Colombia, which sincerely desires to promote the 
interests of its countrymen, heartily adopts the plan of exchange which 
Mr. Henry of the Smithsonian Institution proposes through his excel-
lency, and accepts it with greater satisfaction inasmuch as the official 
productions of the American Government, as Republican and enlight-
ened, will be a worthy · example for the citizens of Colombia, a country 
that is making every effort in its power to establish a free and just gov-
ernmnt. 
The national librarian has been ordered by this department to make 
a detailed report as to the best manner of carrying into effect this ex-
change. As soon as it is received in this office, I will forward it to his 
excellency that he may transmit it to Mr. Henry as he requests. 
And thus have the honor to offer to his excellency the assurance of 
my high and distinguished consideration. 
CARLOS MARTIN, 
rTho Royal Library of Wiirtemberg to the Smithsonian_ Institution.] 
Stuttgart, November 11, 1867. 
Mr. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution: 
DEAR Sm : In regard to the proposed exchange of government pub-
lications, we have the honor to submit the following answer to your 
communication. 
Having inquired of all the bureaus issuing official publications, we are 
enabled to say that our government will readily enter into the proposed 
arrangement. 
The Royal Public Library will undertake the collection and transmis-
sion of all the publications of our national institutions, thinking that 
arrangement would be more agreeable to both parties. 
* * ·* * * '*' • 
We are well aware that the publications of our government, ordinary 
and extraordinary, will not bear comparison either in size or value with 
those of the Government of the United States; but since the offer of ex-
change proceeds from them we are glad to show our estimation of it by 
accepting it readily. 
With regard to transmission, we think that a mutual delivery a 
Leipzig free of charge would be consistent with the ordinary terms 0 
intercourse between the public libraries of Europe and America. 
• • • * * '*' • 
Very respectfully, your obedient servan 
STAELIN, 
. Head Librarian of the Royal P'llblic Library. 
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[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of'-State, Washington, November 14, 1867. 
prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary af_ the Smithsonian Institution: 
SIR : Herewith I inclose for your information a transcript of a com-
rounication of the 21st ultimo, from the United States minister at Brus-
sels, relative to an exchange of public documents with the Government of 
Belgium. 
No. 464.] 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
[Incloaure No. l.] 
Legation of the United States, 
Brussels, October 21, 1867. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEW .ARD, 
Secretary of State, &c., &c., &c. : 
Sm-: With reference to your circular dispatch of 13th June relative to 
an exchange of public documents with this government, I have the 
honor herewith to inclose in translation copy of a communication from 
Mr. Rogier expressing the concurrence of the government in the prop-
osition, and inclosing a first list of documen~s which it is proposed to 
forward by the end of the year, to be followed by others semi-annually. 
I also inclose copy of my reply accepting the arrangement proposed. 
The documents to be sent in exchange on our side can be forwarded, 
I presume, through the Belgian legation at Washington. 
M:r. SANFORD, 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, 
, Your most obedient servant, 
H. S. SANFORD. 
[Inclosur, No. 2.-Translation.] 
Brussels, October 17, 1867. 
Minister, &c., &c., &c., Brussels: 
MR. MINISTER: I have communicated to the minister of the interior 
the contents of the letter yon were pleased to address me on the 5th of 
July last, respecting the proposal of an exchange of documents between 
our two go-vernments. , 
My colleague is quite ready, Mr. Minister, to offer the Government of 
the United States of America a copy of the various official publications 
brought to light by the cares of his department. He has moreover, in 
accordance with the desire I had expressed to him, communicated the 
proposal in question to the other ministerial departments. The minister 
of finance has already declared ·that he is quite willing to give his adhe~ · 
sion thereto. I am persuaded that a similar statement will be made by ' 
Iny colleagues of the war, justice, and public works d~partments. , 
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The best method to ~dopt with the view to secure the regular and 
collective dispatc~ing of Belgian publications would be, seemingly, to 
collect them at the "science and letters division" of the ministry of the 
interior, so as to form the object of yearly or half yearly communication 
· to the legation of the United States at Brussels, through the medium 
of my department. 
I join to my letter, Mr. Minister, a provisional list of documents that 
could be placed at the disposal of the Government of the United States. 
The departments of foreign affairs will add a few publications enumer-
ated at the end of this list. Should you have no objection, Mr. Minister, 
to make to the disposition intended to be taken, a first supply of works 
might be prepared before the end of the year. 
The letter of the Minister of the Interior concludes as follows: 
".As far as public instruction is concerned the exchange proposed b~ 
already been made the object of a direct communication from Mr. Sanf?rd, 
dated May 27 last. Mr. Sanford was informed, in reply, that the Umted 
Stat~s must be in possession of the laws, decrees, and other_ doc'?Ilents 
relatmg to that service; that, in fact, the department of the mterior ~s 
transmitted two copies of them to the legation at the time of ~err 
publication with request to be so kind as to forward one to the Umted 
States Government. The documents alluded to are the triennial reports 
in the three degrees of instruction. They contain everything ~onnected 
with public teaching in our country. Mr. Sanford has been informedJ 
besides, that, if he wished for it, another collection of these documents, 
as complete as possible, would be forwarded to him." 
The only thing requisite in this respect would therefore be to act m 
conformity with precedents. 
Please to receive, Mr. Minister, the assurance of my most distin-
guished consideration. 
For the minister-Mr. RoGIER, 
The Secretary-General, Baron LAMBERMONT.. 
[Inclosure No. 3.] 
Legation of the United States, Brussels, October 19, 1867. 
His Excellency Monsieur Ro.GIER, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, &c., &o., &o.: 
MR. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 
excellency's letter, under date of 17th instant, relative to the proposition 
made in my communic~tion of the 5th of July last, for an exchange of 
public documents. 
I thank you, Mr. Minister, for the interest you have been pleased to 
manifest on this subject, and I shall have great satisfaction in receiving 
and transmitting to my government the documents as proposed in your 
letter, and at such times as will be most convenient to your excellency\; 
department. 
. rrhe document referred to in the letter of his excellency the min-
ister of the interior were specially designed for the Bureau of Educa-
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don at Washington. The triennial reports on public instruction period-
ically sent to this legation by your coUeague of the department of the 
interior have been duly transmitted to my government, and duplicates 
of these copies will not, therefore, be needed. 
Thanking you again, Mr. Minister, for your courteous and liberal re-
sponse to the suggestion of exchange of public documents, 
I pray your exceUency to receive the renewed assurance of my high-
est consideration. 
H. S. SANFORD. 
Department of State, Washington, December 11, 1867. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
SIR : Referring to your circular of the 16th of May last, in regard to 
the proposed exchange of a certain number of all official documents of 
the United States for the corresponding publications of foreign govern-
ments, I inclose for your information the translation of a note upon the 
subject which Mr. Berthemy, the French minister here, has addressed 
to the Department. · · 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEW.A.RD. 
[Inclosure.-Translation.] 
Legation of France to the United States, 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEW.A.RD: 
Washington, November 15, 1867. 
Mr. SECRET.A.RY OF ST.A.TE: In conformity with the wish you did me 
the honor to express to·me in your letter of 13th of June last, I hastened 
to transmit to the imperial government, in commending it to attention, 
a circular from Prof. J. Henry of the Smithsonian Institution concerning 
an exchange of documents of official character, edited in the United 
States,-for publications of a similar kind printed by order, and with the 
concurrence of foreign governments. 
In reply to the communication which was addressed to him on this _ 
subject by the minister for foreign affairs, the minister of agriculture, 
commerce, and public works has made known to the Marquis de Mon-
stier that he could give of what pertains to his department his assent 
to the project for exchange, and could dispose of publications relating 
to general statistics of France, and to special statistics of railroads, as 
well as of reports made on the labors of engineers of mines, of annals of 
commerce with foreign countries and some analogous documents. 
The minister for foreign affairs has charged me to bring this com-
munication to your knowledge, and to add that the French administra-
tion would take the measures necessary to effect the exchange in ques· 
tion, either through the medium of the legation of the United States at 
Paris or through my intervention, as soon as it be known what are the 
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documents which the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institntion is author-
ized to send to France. 
Accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance, of my high consideration. 
BERTHEMY, 
[The State Dep·artment to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Wahington, January 21, 1868. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: For your information, I inclose herewith a transcript of a dis-
patch of the 19th ultimo, from the United States minister at Copenha-
gen, relative to the proposed exchange of public documents between the 
United States and European governments. 
No. 122.] 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEW .A.RD, 
[Inclosure.] 
Legation of the United States, 
Copenhagen, December 19, 1867. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEW.A.RD, 
Secrf3tary of State : 
Sm : Recurring to the circular of the Department and to that of Pro-
fessor Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution, touching an. exchange of 
documents, books, and publications with European governments, I have 
now to add that Count Friss, in a note to me of the 17th of this month, 
informs me that the Danish Government has charged the "Royal Library 
of Copenhagen" with the execution of the arrangement on the part of 
this government, and he suggests that the Smithsonian Institution select 
an agent in this city to carry the interchange into effect by receiving 
and forwarding the books, &c. For the Department and the Smithso-
nian Institution I have expressed satisfaction with this arrangement, 
and I. cannot now think of a better local agent here than Mr. L. A, 
Heckoher, the United States vice-consul, who, I have no doubt, would 
act, and who is an intelligent, prompt, and careful busjness man. I 
have already forwarded one valuable scientific work to Professor Henry 
in the care of Mr. Bille, charge d'a:ffaires. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servan~ 
GEORGE H. YE·.A.MAN, 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
. Department of State, Washington, February 7, 1868. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington : 
~m : I have the honor to inclose, for your information, a copy in trans-
lation of a note of the 23d ultimo addressed to this Department by Mr 
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13ille, charge d'affaires of Denmark, and a copy of a note of the 25th ul-
tiJUO from '.Baron de Wetterstedt, the Swedish and Norwegian minister, 
both referring to your proposed exchange of official documents between 
the Governments of Denmark and Sweden and Norway and the Govern-
Dlent of the United States. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEWARD. 
[Inclosure No 1.-Translation.] 
Legation of Denmark, Washington, January 23, 1868. 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
Secretary of State: 
Sm: The Royal Government has charged me to communicate to you 
that it is happy to give its adhesion to the exchange of official documents 
which during last year was proposed to it by the Government of the 1 
United States, and of which the Smithsonian Institution at Washington 
would serve as intermediary according to the organization planned in 
the letter of Mr. Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, dated 
May 16, 1867. 
I have the honor to add that the Grand Royal Library of Copenh_agen 
is in charge, from this time, · of all matters connected with such inter-
change, and that the different branches of the Danish arnninistration 
will place subject to the direction of the library the publications they 
may wish to offer to the Government of the United States. 
In consequence, and referring to the letter above mentioned from Mr. 
Henry, I venture to ask you, Mr. Secretary of State, to please inform 
me who is the agent of the Smithsonian Institution who will, at Copen-
hagen, be in charge of the packages intended for exchange with Den-
mark. 
Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my highest 
consideration. 
F. BILLE. 
[Inclosure No. 2.-Translation.] 
Legation of Sweden and Norway, . 
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD, 
S~cretary of State: 
Washington, January 25, 1868. 
I 
Sm: Referring to my note of 19th June last year, in reply to yours 
of 13th same month, concerning a proposed exchange of official docu~ 
ments, I have the honor to inclose copy of an official letter, received 
from the Norwegian department of the interior, under date 19th ultimo, 
in which the acceptation by Norway of the offer of exchange is made 
known, and to request you kindly to bring the contents of the letter to 
the notice of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
I have the honor to be, with high consideration, 
· Sir, your obedient servant, 
N. W.· DE WETTERSTEDT. 
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[Translation of an official letter from the Royal Norwegian Department of the Inte-
rior to His Swedish a nd Norwegian Majesty's minister at Washington, dated Chris-
tianarl)ecember 19, 1867.] 
Under date June 18, last year, you forwarded to this department 
trans~ript of a note from the State Department at Washington, and a 
printed copy of a memorandum containing a proposition to establish a 
system of exchange of printed official documents, &c., between the 
United States of America and other countries, under the direction, on 
the American side, of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington. 
In reply, the department will not fail to notify you, that the propo- ' 
sition is readily accepted from the Norwegian side, and that proper 
measures have been taken to the end that the exchange may take place 
from here in connection with the-literary transmissions from the Univer-
sity of Christiana under the direction of the secretary of the university. 
You are requested to bring the above to the knowledge of the proper 
authority at Washington, and also to co-operate to the end that the 
Smithsonian Institution may, in conformity with the offer made in the 
memorandum, appoint an agent here in Christiana, by whom the Nor-
wegian documents may be received for further transmission to Wash-
ington. · 
BRETTEVILLE. 
N. BoNNEVIE. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, February 8, 1868. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm : I have the honor to inclose to yon a copy of a communication 
received by Alvin P. Hovey, esq., minister resident at Lima, Peru, from 
the minister for foreign affairs of that Republic in reply to Mr. Hovey's 
note informing him of your proposition for an exchange of public docu-
ments. 
I shall be pleased to receive such suggestions as you may deem it 
proper to make, so as to enable me to reply to Mr. Hovey on the subject. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. SEW.A.RD. 
[Inolosure No. 1.-Translation.] 
No. 58.] Foreign Office, Lima, December 30, ~867. 
His Excellency the MINISTER OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES: 
The esteemed note of your excellency, No. 54, was received at this 
office, inclosing a proposition from the Smithsonian Institution of W ash-
ington, sent to your excellency by the Department of State proposing 
a.n exchange of the official documents of that Republic for those of this. 
I must mention to your excellency that the note referred to would 
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have been long ago answered, but it was received just previous to your- \ 
excellency's departure for , Chili. 
I also desire to thank the Government of the United States through 
your excellency for the kind offer made to the Government of Peru. 
The Government of Peru accepts with pleasure the proposition of 
your excellency's, government, and I have the honor to inclose a copy 
of the decree issued by the President of Peru in relation to the matter. 
The govemm~nt proposes to organize the exchange in the following 
manner: 
1. In the foreign office of Peru will be collected the different publi-
cations and documents requisite for the exchange. 
2. To insure, regularity in the exchange, the Government of Peru 
will send its publications to its consul in New York; and the Institution 
will send those it may desire to remit to the consul of the United States 
at Callao By these two officers the documents will be forwarded to 
their destination. 
3. It is deemed convenient that the exchange sh9uld commence from 
the beginning of the present year, 1868; but if the Institution thinks 
proper, any publications issued before that date will readily be ex-
changed. .,, 
4. 'With respect to the nature of the publications to be exchanged, 
I beg to call your excellency's attention to the inclosed list. If the 
Institution approves, the Peruvian Government will send the works 
contained in the first series, and afterward will continue sending each 
year, a copy of the works contained in the second series, receiving in 
exchange the corresponding publications issued in the United Stat.es. 
I heg that your excellency will transmit to the Institution these bases, 
and communicate the reply to this department, so that if the reply be 
favorable, the Peruvian · Government may immediately commence its 
part in this arrangement. ' 
I beg to assure your excellency of my most distinguished consideration. 
I. A. BARRENECHE.A.. 
[Inclosnre No. 2.-Translation.] 
Lima; December 27, 1867. 
Having seen the note of his excellency the minister of the United 
States of .America, and the adjoined circular of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution of Washington, proposing an exchange of the official documents 
of Peru for thos-e of the United States, the proposal is accepted in all of 
its terms. · 
Let the corresponding orders be given. 
To be registered, communicated, and published. 
Copy. 
Rubric of His Excellency the President. 
I. FEDERICO ELMORE, 
Chief Cl(J.rk. 
I. A. BARRENECHE.A.. 
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[The U. S. Legation at China to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Legation of the United States, Peking, April 17, 1868. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm : A circular from you, dated May 16, 1867, respecting the ber 
method of carrying out the provisions of the law of Oongress authoriz. 
ing the exchange of United States official documents for those of other 
countries, was received through the Department of State last year. It 
was only recently, however, that I found a convenient opportunity of 
ascertaining the views of the Chinese officials upon the proposal. The 
inclosed correspondence exhibits their views, but in addition to the 
statements made in my letter, the purposes, advantages, and results of 
the exchange were personally explained to Tung Sinn, the most learned 
and literary member of the foreign office, whose name is perhap 
already known to you for his version into Chinese of Longfellow's Psalm 
of Life. He entered into the plan with entire readiness, but stated that 
its adoption rested with another department of government from the 
one he belonged to, and might not therefore immediately be accepted. 
The Chinese Government has from time to time published or aided 
works of value, but it issues nothing like our reports of departments, 
nor has it any official organ for making k1;10wn its operations, decrees 
or appointments. The Red Book, or quarterly official list of incumbents 
in the civil and military service, and the Peking Gazette, are both al· 
lowed to be published under its sanction by private persons, who never 
add anything to the papers furnished them, but the Oalendar is, so far 
as I know, the only authorized publicationjssued by any branch of the 
government. The three last Emperors have not equaled their prede-
cessors in their .patronage of letters, and if an exchange of a suitable se· 
lection of the books printed by order of Oongress can, by and by, be made 
for some of the statistical and political works of former monarchs, the 
result would no doubt be mublally advantageous. 
The United Learning College, of which mention is made in the cor-
respondence, if it succeeds in carrying out the designs of its founders 
will, in a few years, educate natives who will be able to turn the iufor. 
mation given in our books to good account. At present, I do not think 
that there are a score of Chinese in the whole country who are able to 
fully understand them, but it is even more probable that there is no 
half that number of persons in the United States (not including Chinese 
who could intelligenlly consult the works which this government migh 
send t.o you in exchange. It is perhaps best then not t.o press the sub-
ject at present. 
I am, sir, with esteem, 
Very respectfully your obedient servan 
S. WELLS WILLIAMS, 
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[The Indian Surv~y Office to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
No. 131.] Geological Survey Office, 
, Calcutta, October 26, 1868. 
Professor HENRY, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution, Washington: 
DEAR Sm: In the last packet of books received by me from the Smith-
sonian Instituti~nl found a printed notice proposing to establish, through 
the agency 9f the Smithsonian Institution, a system of exchange of the 
various public documents printed and issued under the sanction of the 
Government of the United States, for similar do()uments issued by other 
governments. 
I at once submitted this proposal to the secretary to the Government 
of India, expressing a hope that the proposition might be favorably re-
ceived. And I am now instructed to inform you that the Government 
of India will be happy at once to enter upon a system of reciprocal ex-
change of their publjc documents with the Government of the United 
States, through your Institution. 
I have further the pleasure to inclose to you a list of such reports and 
other documents as are at the present available. It is possible also that 
some of. the former numbers of those which have appeared in series can 
be obtained. 
As soon as I shali have the pleasure of hearing from you, whether 
such a series will be acceptable, the books can be packed and forwarded 
to the Smithsonian Institution, as you may desire. Books for Calcutta 
should be forwarded direct by ship (the quickest way), or sent to London, 
to the care of the Secretary of State for India, India Office. 
All parcels should be addre~sed to the Secretary to Government of 
India, Home Department, Calcutta. 
I trust that both this country and the United States may long con- _ 
tinue to reap the important advantages which must result from a free 
interchange of such documents relating to either country. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant. 
THOMAS OLDHAM, 
Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India. 
[The Government of Colombia to the State Department. J 
Bogota, November-, 1869, 
His Excellency the SECRETARY OF STATE 
of the United States of America: 
The Colombian Government considers the exchange of their respect-
ive literary and scientific productions as an effective mean.s of develop-
ing the civilization and wealth of nations, of drawing their mutual re- , 
lations closer, and of rendering the same more· fraternal . 
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Desiring to contribute to thB attainment of an object which for this 
country, is so important, the Government of tb:e Union issued the decree 
of the 23d of January, 1868, "which establishes, in the national library, 
a central bureau for the exchange of the-national publications for tho 
of other American countries." "--
That your government may become acquainted with the provisions 
of said decree, the undersigned secretary of the interior and of foreign 
relations has the honor to send your excellency a copy of the same. 
And as the executive power of the Union does not doubt that the pro-
ject contained in this decree will be accepted by your excellency's gov-
ernment, it has ordered the box containing the first collection of Colom-
bian public~tions, intended for your country, to be sent to the national 
administrator of :finance at Santa Marta, to be held by him at the dispo-
. sal of your government, or of its librarian. A list of these publications 
is given in the annexed note, addressed by the national lihrarian to the 
librarian of the United States of America. 
The undersigned begs your excellency to obtain from the most excel-
lent President of your Republic the adoption of this project, and the 
- making of the necessary arrangements, that it may be carried out; and 
is happy to present· you the assurances of the very distinguished con-
sideration with which he has the honor to be, 
Your excellency's obedient servant, 
ANTO. M. PRADILLO, 
[Inclosure.-Translation. 1 
DECREE ESTABLISHING, IN THE NATIONAL LIBRARY, A. CENTRAL OFFICE FOR THE 
EXCHANGE OF THE NATIONAL PUBLICATIONS WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER COUN-
TRIES OF A.MERICA.. 
The President of the United States of Colombia, considering-
lst. That the literary and scientific works of the nation are very little 
known and circulated outside of the country, on account of the lack of 
relations established for this purpo'3e; 
2d. That the republics of the United States of America, Bolivia, autl 
Chili have already initiated the establishm~nt of such relations wit? 
the Colombian Union, and that it is not doubtful that the other Amen· 
can nations will gladly welcome the organization of exchanges of pub-
lications which may make us better known to each other; and 
3d. That no means can more efficaciously contribute to the cause of 
enlightenment, and towards the fraternity of the nations of America 
than the establishment of a literary and scientific correspondence amon 
the different peoples, which would be the result of such excbanges-
DEOREE. 
Article 1. There is established in the national library, under char~ 
of the librarian, a central office for the exchange of official publications 
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a,nd of such literary and scientific works as the national government, 
the governments of ·the states of the Unio~, and private individuals, 
authors or publishers, may designate to be sent to other American coun-
tries, in exchange for their publications. 
Art. 2. The national librarian shall enter, directly, into such nego-
tiations or correspondence with the librarians of the other countries of 
America as may be necessary _ to establish the regular exchanges and 
literary relations which are the object of the present decree. 
Art. 3. The national administration of finance in the state of Panama,. 
and the Colombian Consuls-generals and private individuals in the na-
tions of 4merica, shall assist the national librarian in carrying out the 
projected exchanges, acting as intermediate agents, and promoting and 
facilitating said exchanges so far as it may be in their power to do so. 
The librarian may ·communicate directly, for the purposes indicated, 
with the consuls of Colombia, and with the administrator -of national 
finance in Panama, and for the greater security of his letters to other 
countries, he may send them, if he shall think proper~ through the depart-
ment of the interior and of foreign relations. , 
Art. 4. There shall be placed at the disposal of the librarian twenty-
ft ve copies of each of th_e official publications of the country which shall 
hereafter appear, for the objects of this decree, and twenty-five copies 
of those now in the archives or in the national library, in order that 
he may remit the same, together with the invitation which he shall ad-
dress to each one of the libraries of America, to establish exchanges. 
Art. 5. The librarian shall propose to the executive the purchaa.e 
of such non-official publications .as he may deem suitable to be sent in 
exchange. If the executive shall think that the publications proposed 
ought to be purchased for said purpose, he shall issue an order to that 
effect, and the cost of the same shall be paid from the national contin-
gent fund for "sundry expenses" of the department of the interior. 
Art. 6. There shall be addressed by the department of the interior 
and of foreign relations, to the governments of America, a circular 
giving notice of the provisions of this.decree, and calling their attention 
to the importance of their adopting the proper means to carry out the 
beneficent plan of establishing and systematizing our literary and 
scientific relations. 
Art. 7. There shall likewise be addressed, by the same department, 
a circular/to the ,governments of the Colombian states, urging them to 
aid in the execution of the provisions of this decree by all the means in 
their power. ' 
A.rt. 8. The national librarian may extend the provisions of this 
decree to some of the libraries and establishments for the publication 
and sale of books in Europe. 
A.rt. 9. All 'works which may be sent to this office in exchange for 
national publications s~all be preserved in their respective places µa . 
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accordance with the prescriptions of the executive decree of the 21Bt 
instant, providing for the proper'' arrangement of the national library. 
Given at Bogota, January 23, 1868. 
CARLOS MARTIN, 
SANTOS .A.COST.A., 
President. 
Secretary of the Interior and of Foreign Relations. 
[The National Library of Colombia to the Smithsonian Institu~ion.] 
[Translation.] 
United States of Colombia, National Library, 
Central Office of Exchanges, 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Bogota, November 17, 1869. 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington: 
In the month of November, 1867, the Hon. General Sullivan, who was 
then minister resident of the Union near our government, communicated 
to the latter the law passed by Congress authorizing the exchange of 
official publications for those of other countries·, under the ·direction of 
the Smithsonian Institution. The Government of Colombia accepted, 
and furnished to the minister all the data which he had thought proper 
to ask, at the same time conferring on me the honor of designating me for 
the management of everything relating to the subject. 
Subseque:dtly, the national executive drew up the decree of the 23d 
of January, 1868, "establishing in the national library a central office 
of exchanges of the national publications for those of the other countries 
of America;" an authenticated copy of which decree I have the honor 
of herewith transmitting. 
Authorized, therefore, as well by the commission received from the 
government on the occasion named, as by the decree which I in close, I take 
the liberty of addressing myself to you, now that the central bureau of 
exchanges is beginning to operate with all desirable regularity, having 
overcome the embarrassments and impediments incident to every office 
recently created, and which have hitherto delayed the official invitatio~ 
which I have now the honor of submitting to you. 
It is quite time that populations should be brought into c"ontact, and 
that, for their mutual advancement they should come to know one 
' L 
another by the initiation of literary relations. But, that this end migh· 
be satisfied and not remain a simple project, it was necessary that in· 
troductory measures should be taken by the government, giving at th 
same time greater security to the exchanges and encouraging prh-a .. 
~dividuals to furnish their productions under the guarantee thu p 
VIded that they will be duly forwarded. 
The noble object of the Smithsonian Institution absolves me from t 
necessity of troubling you with considerations relating to the utility an 
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convenience of the proposed exchanges, but inasmuch as an under~ 
standing should exist between us Tespecting the manner of verifying 
tbem, I submit to your consideration the proposition that the Govern-
Jll-Ont of Colombia should place the packages intended for remittance 
by the library in the port of Santa 'Marta, where they will be delivered 
by the administrator of the national property to the person whom you 
may be pleased to designate, and that the same national functionary 
sball receive at that port those -which you may be so good as to send us. 
Desiring that, until this be possible, there should be a general basis for 
tbe exchange of publications, it seems to me equitable that this office 
should deliver and receive in our own sea-ports. 
As a first remittance, I have the honor of dispatching a case contain-
ing 204 volumes, pamphlets, collections, &c., as will be found detailed. 
in the annexed catalogue. Of some of these publications it has not been 
possible, for the moment, to send complete collections, but I have taken 
a note of the numbers or deliveries which are wanting, in order that 
they may be sent in subsequent remittances. 
This case is directed to Santa Marta, to the care of the administrator 
of the national property. He will keep it in his own custody until you 
sb.all be pleased to give instructions respecting the person to whom it 
shall be delivered. For the next, I shall be guided by the directions 
-which you may think proper to communicate to me, but in the present 
instance it seemed more convenient that you should directly instruct 
the admini_strator ( administrador de hacienda nacional) as to the disposal 
of the case m question, with a view, to save the time which would be lost 
by an exchange of notes. 
It remains to be mentioned that a case, ~ith like contents, is remitted, 
at the same date with the above, for the national library at Washing-
ton; so that the one in question is expressly destined for the Institution 
over which you preside as Secretary. 
I am led to hope that the remittances will promptly be augmented, 
both in number and importance; but the honor will still inure to me· of 
having exchanged with you the first notes on the inception of these 
literary relations, an honor which I prize the more highly from its af-
fording me the occasion of expressing the respect and high consideration 
with which I am 
Your very obedient servant, 
OTAVA, , I 
Librarian, and pii;ector of Exchanges. 
In October, 1874, four cases of documents were sent to the Govern-
ment of Ontario, Toronto; and in November, 1874, five cases to the 
Parliamentary Library, Ottawa; five cases to the Government of Japan, 
and four cases to the Bibliothek des Deutschen Reichstag, Berlin. 
A number of boxes were also shipped to the agents of the Institution 
in Europe, to be held by them for further mstructions. 
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A large quantity of these public documents having accumulated ar 
the Institution, it became necessary to provide 'for their distribution t 
without further delay, and accordingly the Institution issued, in 1 75 l 
the following circular: · . · < 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, October 1, 1875. 
The Congress of the United States has authorized the exchange, under 
the direction of the Joint Library Committee of Congress, through the 
Smithsonian Institution, of a certain number of all United States of-
ficial documents for the corresponding publications of other govern-
ments throughout the world, the returns to be placed in the national 
library at Washington. The works to be distributed consist of report' 
and proceedings of Congress, messages of the President, annual reports 
and occasional publications of departments and bureaus, &c., the whole 
relating to the legislation, jurisprudence, foreign relations, commerce, 
statistics, arts, manufactures, agriculture, geography, hydrograpby, &c., 
of the United States, and including everything, of whatever nature, 
published either by direct order of Congress or· by any of the depart-
ments of the government. The series embraces a large number of vol-
umes each year, the most of which are bound. 
The ... exchange expected from each government is a complete series of 
its publications, to include the documents of special bureaus or depart-
ments as well as the general publications, of whatever nature, printed 
at the public expense, and also embradng all such works as are pub-
lished by booksellers with the aid of grants or subscriptions from go,-
' ernments. 
The Smithsonfan Institution, in behalf of the Joint Library Com-
mittee of Congress, is prepared to deliver the publications ~f the. 
United States, free of charge for freight, to any person in the city of 
Washington or in New York who may be designated by the govern-
ments which enter into the arrangement. 
The books intended for the United States are to be delivered to 
either of the Smithsonian agents, viz : 
London.-William Wesley, 28 Essex street, Strand. 
Paris.-G. Bossange, 16 Rue du 4 Septembre. 
Leipsic.-Dr. Felix Fliigel, 12 Sidonien strasse. 
St. Petersburg.-L. Watkins & Co., 10 Admiralty Plaoo . 
.Amsterdam.-F. Miiller, Heerengracht. 
Milan.-U. Hoepli, 591 Galeria Cristoforia. 
Rarlem.-Bureau Scientifique Central Neerlandais. 
Ohristiania.-Kongelige N orske Fredericks U niversitetet. 
Stockholm.-Kongeliga Svenska Vetenskaps Akademien. 
Oopenhagen-Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. 
For all other countries packages may be delivered to the Uni 
States ministers. An invoice for each transmission should be sent b. 
mail to the Institution. 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institutun.. 
I 
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This circular was sent with the following letter to the foreign minis-
ters in Washington representing the following countries: Argentine 
:Republic, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Chili, Denmark, France, 
Germa,n Empire, Great Britain, Guatemala, Hawaii, Hayti, Italy, Japan, 
Mexico, Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, Russia, Salvador, Spain, Sweden, 
Norway, Turkey, United States of Colombia, Venezuela: 
· Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D. C., October 30, 1875. 
SIR: I have the honor, accompanying this, to transmit a circular re-
lative to the exchange of the documents published by the United 
States with those of other nations, and to request you to state to whom 
the boxes now ready for transmission, intended for your government, 
shall be delivered. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
In accordance with' the instructions received by the Institution, in· 
response to the foregoing letter, the following distribution of documents 
was made: 
.Argentine Republic.-Six cases, sent to G. Videla Dorna, Albemarle 
Hotel, New York. 
Belgi1.tm -Six cases, sent to Peter Wright & Sons, Philadelphia 
Brazil.-=-Six cases, sent to vice-consul, 52 South Gay street, Baltimore. 
Chili.-Six cases, sent to 1\1.ufioz & Espriella, 52 Pine street, New York. 
France.-Six cases, sent to consul-general of France, New York. · 
Mexico.-Six cases, sent to Juan N. Navarro, consul-general of Mex-
ico, New York. 
Portugal.-Six cases, sent to consul-general of P9rtugal, New York. 
Sweden.-Six cases, sent to consulate, 18 Exchange Place, New York. 
Turkey.-Six cases, sent to legation, Washington, D. C. 
During the year 1876, 120 boxes of documents were forwarded, the 
following being a list of the distribution: 
Places sent to. 
;:~tr~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_._._-_-_-_-_:::::::: 
() uenos Ayres .. _. ______ , ___ .. ___ _ d~~~da ______ . ___ . ____ . ________ . 
I ~l~i~~~l~\\\~::~;1;;;;::::: 
~ewSouth Wales __________ ·---
ew Zealand ____ , . _________ .. __ . 
~~~iai_-.-_-.-.-.-.::::::::::: :::: :: 
S. Mis. 109-49 
L 
Boxes. Places sent to. 
1 Prussia. ____ .. ____ . ______ .. ___ . 
1 Qneens1and ______ -~---- _______ _ 
7 Saxony ____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ . __________ . 
i ~~~tl:~-~ ~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 5 South Australia _______________ , 
3 Sweden . _. ______ . ________ . ____ _ 
6 Switzerland ________ -----· ____ _ 
1 Tasmania. ______ ·--------------
1 Turkey ______ -----· .•.••. ·-----
1 Venezuela,-----··-·-----·------7 · Victoria •••••• __ • _ •• __ . _______ _ 
7 
5 Total . _ ••••. ____ . __ . __ . ___ ~ 
1 
Boxes. 
5 
7 
5 
7 
5 
7 
7 
7 
7 
1 
6 
7 
120 
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[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, D. C., May 29, 18iG. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, &c., &c., &c.: ' 
SIR : I herewith inclose a copy of a note, dated the 22d instant, which 
has been received from Sir Ed ward Thornton, the British minister at 1 
thi8 capital, respecting the interchange of official documents between 
this country and Great Britain, wherein, referring to certain circular 
on this subject received by him from you in November last, he inquire· 
whether the Smithsonian Institution is acting in behalf of the Govern-
ment of the United States in this matter. 
I am, sir, yo·1r obedient servant, 
HAMILTON FISH. 
[Inclosure.-Sir E. Thornton to Mr. Fish.] 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, &c., &c.: 
Washington, May 22, 1876. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose copies of two circulars which I re-
ceived in November last from Professor Henry, Secretary of the Smith-
sonian Institution, relative to the exchange of official documents between 
the Governments of the United States and of Her Majesty. I forwarded 
copies of the circulars to Lord Derby, but as it does not appear that any 
formal arrangement has "yet been made between the two gov~rnments 
for the general exchange of official documents, his lordship has directed 
me to inquire whether the Smithsonian Institution is acting on behalf 
of the Government of the United States. I shall have much pleasure 
in conferring with you upon this subject during my next visit to the State 
Department with a view to ascertain more precisely what would be the 
' British official documents which the United States Government would 
desire to receive in exchange for those of this country. 
I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, 
Sir, your obedient servant, 
Enw ARD THORNT0-', 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the St.ate Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, June 2, 1876. 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, 
Secretary of State: 
DEAR Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your le· 
ter of the 29th ultimo," and the accompanying letter from Sir Edwa · 
Thornton, relative to tlle question whether the Smithsonian Instituti 
i acting in bt•ha.If of the Government of the United States as age· 
in the exchange of public documents between the government of th·· 
conutr. and that of Great Britain. 
A · ,. r >ply to thi que tion I beg leave to refer you to the acts of Co 
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gress approved by the President of the United States, March 2, 1867 
(Stat., vol.-xiv, p. 573); July 25, 18G8 (Stat., vol. xv, p. 260); sec. 3796 
Rev. Sta.t. · . 
.as to the question what official documents the United States Gov-
ernment desires to receive from Great Britain, I would say that as the 
United States Government intends to send a full set of everything that 
is printed at the government expense, a similar return would be ex-
. pected of all doc.uments published by the British Government. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your .obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary of Smithsoniq,n Institution. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, March 23, 1877. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, 
Washington, D. O., &c., &c., &c. : 
Sm: I inclose herewith, for your information; a copy of a dispatch of 
the 7th instant, No. 138, from Mr. Pierrepont, the minister for the United 
States at London, relating to the subject of international exchange of 
public documents. 
No.138.] 
Ron. ff.A.MILTON FISH, 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
F. W. SEW.A.RD~ , 
[Inclosure.] 
Assistant Secretary. 
Legation of the United States, 
London, March 7, 1877. , · 
Secretary of State, ·&o., &c., &c., Washington, D. 0.: 
Sm: I received sometime since from Professor Henry, of the Smith-
onian Institution, a letter in relation to the international exchange of 
documents between the United States and Great Britain, and inclosing 
a circular upon the subject. 
l was not able conveniently to bring the matter t.o the attention of 
Lord Derby until the 20th of October last, when I sent to him a copy pf 
Dr. Henry's letter and circular, and requested. him to refer the subject 
to the proper authorities. · 
He acknowledged the receipt of my communication on the 31st of 
October, but it was not until the 1st instant that I received from his 
lordship a definite answer to Dr·. ·Henry's proposal, .a copy of whicb 
answer I herewith inclose, and ask that you will do me the favor to 
Communicate it to Dr. Henry. · 
I have the honor to be, 
With great respect, your obedient servant, 
EDWARDS PIERREPONT. 
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( [Inclosure.] 
[Lord Derby to Mr. Pierrepont;] 
Foreign Office, March 1, 1877 . 
. Hon. EDWARDS PIERREPONT, &c., &c., &c.: A 
Sm: With reference to my letter of 31st of October last, I have the i 
honor to acquaint you that the proposal of the Smithsonian Institution E 
for an interchange of documents between the United . States and thi I~ 
country has been considered by the lords of Her Majesty's treasury, \ 
and that they have informed me that they do not think it expedient l 
to agree to an unlimited and indiscriminate exchange of pape~s, the l 
greater part of ~hich would be only of local and temporary interest. i 
.Arrangements have been made for the purchase for Her Majesty's \ 
government of the Congressional documents issued from year to year, 
which appear to include all that is required for the use of this depart-
ment. 
I have accordingly the . honor to 'request that you will be so good as 
to inform Professor Henry that Her Majesty is grateful for the offer 
made by the Smithsonian Institution, but are not prepared to enter 
into an arrangement for the unlimited interchange of documents sug-r 
gested 'in his letter to you of the 21st of July last. . . 
· I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, 
Sir, .your most obedient, humble servant, 
DERBY. 
[Legation of Austria-Hungary to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Saratoga, July 31, 1878. 
Professor S. F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: · 
Sm: In compli~nce with the wishes expressed by the imperial and royal 
minister of finances, I have the honor to transmit you herewith for the 
library of ~he Smithsonian Institution a complete file of the publication, 
concerning various pr~jects ~flaw, presented by the .Au_stro-Hu~garian(, 
Government to the delegations of the Austro-Hungarian Empire dur· 
ing the session December 3, 1877-June 7, 1878, as well as of all the 
resolutions adopted by the said delegations a,nd sanctioned hereafter 
by His Imperial and· Ro:);al .Apostolic Majesty. 
Receive, sir, the assurances of my very distinguished consideration 
TAVEREZ, 
Oha7:g6 d'Affaires of Austria-Hungary. 
Arrangements effected with most of the governments interested i 
the Y tem of exchanges have resulted in instructions to their respecti 
r pr entative~ in Washington to facilitate such operations official!~ 
arnl accordingly their everal consuls at New York and Baltimore IlL 
a · a for w rdin g agents. 
f . ~,~,3 
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Shipping a.gents of government exchange. 
Countries. 
,Argentine Repul,)lic ..••. 
Bavaria .......•.•..•.•. 
Belgium ............•••. 
Brazil ..•....•• ~ •...•.•. 
[
. Buenos Ayres ..••••••••. 
Canada ...••..•••••••.. 
Chili .......•••.•••••.•. 
Cuba ........•......•.•. 
Denmark ••••.••••.•••• 
Ecuador ..•....• _ .•..... 
France . - - - - - - -- - - - • -- •. 
Germany-- --~-- ••• , ••... 
\ Great Britain .••••...•.. 
Greece . . • • • • . . • ___ • _ ••. 
Guatemala .•••••....•.. 
Hayti . .....•••.••••.•.. 
Italy • __ •• ___ •• : ....•••. 
Japan ....•...........•• 
Mexico .........•••.•••. 
Netherlands ..........•. 
' New South Wales ...... . 
, New Zealand •....••••.. 
Norway ........•••.••.. 
Portugal ....••..•.•.... 
Prussia ..•.••....•...... 
Quee:nsland ..•.•. . 
1 
•••••• 
Rnss1a •.• _ • • . . •••••.... 
Saxony ..••••..•.. ; ••••. 
South Australia ....•••.. 
Spain ....••.••......... 
Sweden . • • . • • . ......•.. 
Switzerland .•.....•••.. 
Tasmania .•..•.....•••• 
Turkey ..•...•.•.•...... 
Venezuela ••••..•.•.•••. 
Victoria .•••••••...••••• 
Wiirtemberg ........••. 
Agents. 
Consul-General Carlos Carranza, New .York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
White Cross Line and Red Star Line, New York. 
Consul Charles Mackall, Baltimore. 
Carlos Carranza, consul-general, New York. 
Baltimore and Ohio Express Company. 
Consul-General C. de Castro, New York. 
Consul-General Hipolito de Uriarte, Npw York. 
Consul-General Henrick Braem, New 'York. 
Consul Francis Spies, New York. · 
Compa,gnie _Generale Transatlantique, New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
Do. . 
Consul-General D. W. Botassi, New York. 
Consul Jacob Baez, New York. 
Atlas Steamship Company, New York. 
Consul-General M. Raffo, New York. 
Consul-General Samro Takaki, New York. 
Consul-General Juan N. Navarro, New York. 
Consul-General R. C. Burlage, New York. 
•R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Consul-General Christian Bors, New York. 
Consul-General Gustav Amsink, New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
Do. 
Hamburg American Packet Company, New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. , 
Consul-General Hipolito de Uriarte, New York. 
Consul-General Christian Brers, New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
. Do. 
Turkish legation, Washington, D. C. 
Consul-General G. de Garmendia, New York. 
R. W. Camer~n & Co., New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 
Govern'f!/tents in exchange with the -p-nited States Government. · 
n . 
r-f 
Governments. 
,e Ar gentine Republic ..•.. 
•r Bavaria __ • _ •••••••...•• 
Belgium._. _ •....• _ .•• __ 
Brazil .••• _ •..• __ ...•••. 
Buenos Ayres ..••••.•. ~. 
Canada . . . . • . • ••••••••. 
Chili . - - • ~ •.••• - - .. - • - •. 
Denmark ..••••.•.••.•. 
:E'rance ..••••.....•..•.. 
Germany .•.•.... _ •••.•. 
Great Britain ....••.•••• 
i:;t -: : : ·_ : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
ltaly .. _. _ ..••••.••• _ .• _ 
Establishments. designafod for the reception of the United 
States Government publications. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Buenos Ayres. 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Munich. 
Bibliotheque Royale, Brussels. 
Commission of International Exchange, Rio Janeiro. 
Government of Buenos Ayres, Buenos Ayres. 
Parliamentary Library, Ottawa. 
Legislative Library, Toronto. , 
Museo Nacional, Santiago. 
Kongelige Bibliotheket, Copenhagen. 
Government, Paris. 
Reichstags Bibliothek, Berlin. 
Brithih Museum, London. 
Bibliotbeque Nationale. 
Secretaire des relations exterieures, Port-au-Prince. 
Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome. 
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Governments in exchange with the · United States Government-Continued. 
Governments. Establishments designated for the reception of the United States Government publications. 
Japan .•.••...•••..••••. 
Mexico ........•••••••••• Netherlands ___________ _ 
New South Wales ..••••. 
New Zealand . _ ........ . 
Norway ........ ~--· .••. 
Portugal ...••......•... 
Minister of foreign affairs, Tokio. 
GoverII.II).ent, Mexico. · 
Library of the States.General, the Hague. 
Parliamentary Library, Sydney. 
Parliamentary Library, Wellington. 
Foreign office, Christiania. 
Government, Lisbon. 
Prussia ..••.....•••..... 
Queensland .......... __ 
Russia ..••......••••... 
Saxony .•..• ~ ...••.••••. 
South Australia ........ . 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Berlin. 
Government, Brisbane. 
Commission des Echanges Internationanx, St. Petersburg. 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Dresden. 
Government, Adelaide. 
Spain ..•••. ______ .•.•.. 
Sweden •....••....••••• 
Government, Madrid. 
Switzerland ........... . 
Tasmania .............. . 
Government, Stockholm. 
Eidgenossensche Buudes Canzley, Berne. 
Parliamentary Library, Hobarton. 
Government, Constantinople. Turkey . . • • • . . •••••.••• 
Venezuela .•••••.•.... __ 
Victoria ...•.•••••... •. . 
Wlirtembel,'g _ ..•...•••.. 
University Library, Caracas. 
Public Library, Melbourne. " 
Konigliche Bibliothek, Stuttgart. 
Transmissions of Government exchanges. 
Country. Box A (1). Box B (2). BoxC (3). BoxD (4). 
Argentine Republic .- ......... Nov.18,1875 Nov.18,1875 Nov.18.1875 Nov.18,1875 
Bavaria--·----- ··-··· ·---··--· .A.ug.16, 1878 Aug, 16, 1878 Aug.16, 1878 .Aug, 16, 1878 
i:~~tf~::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~;:i~:mg ~~;:inm :~;:i~:m~ :g;:t~:m; 
Buenos.A.yres ...... -- ......... Nov.21,1876 Nov.21,1876 Nov.21,1876 Nov.21,1876 
Canada (Ottawa) ............ . . Nov. 5,1874 Nov. 5,1874 Nov. 5,1874 Nov. 5,1874 
Canada (1.'oronto) . ............ Oct. 10, 1874 Oct. 10, 1874 Oct. 10, 1874 Oct. 10, 1874 
Chili - ......................... June 18, 1875 June 18, 1875 Jan. 31, 1875 Ja,n. 31, 1875 
Denmark ... .......... ... ·····- M.ar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 M.ar. 20, 1879 
England ........ -• . • . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 11, 1876 Sept. 11, 1876 Sept, 11, 1876 Se-pt. 11, 1876 
France ........ ................ Nov. 11, 1875 Nov. 11, 1875 Nov. 11, 1875 Nov, 11, 1875 
Second set ................ July 3, 1879 July 3, 1879 July 3, 1879 ,Tuly 3, 1879 
~:~!~~:::::::::::::::::::::: i~~- 2~: ::~i i~~- 2t-m~ g~:: 1g: rn+i g~f: 1i: tm 
I~ri!~·d·.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-_·.-.-:::::::::: ~~1!. i!: mi i~r 1t mi t~iz. rt: t:Jt t!1!. i!: m: 
Italy . • • . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 
JM.aepxia·nco··--·-·.·_· __ ·_·-.. ··.• .. ·.··.·.·.• . ··.·_·_·_·_ Nov. 2, 1874 Nov. 2, 1874 Nov. 2, 1874 Nov. 2, 1874 Dec. 1, 1875 Dec. 1, 1875 Dec. l, 1875 D ec. 1, 1875 
N ew South Wales ............. July 30, 1876 July 30,1876 Jul,v ·30, 1876 July 30, 1876 
New Zealand . .................. .. do .......... do .......... do . ..... ... .. do ... . - · · 
Norway -........•..•. '......... June lfl, 1873 June 18, 1873 Dec. 11, 1876 Dec. 11, 1876 
Pportu!?al ...................... Nov. 11, 1875 Nov.11, 1875 Nov. 11, 1875 Nov. 11, 1875 
ru,is1a . .. . .....•............. Aug. 7, 1876 Aug. 7, 1876 Aug. 7, 1876 Aug. 7, 1876 
Quee!lsland ................... June O, 1876 June 9, 1876 June 9, 1876 June 9, 1876 
Rusf<ia ........................ Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 
SSaxo
1
nyd. · ·· ••. - ..•••......•.... Aug. 28, 1876 A.ug. 28, 1876 Aug. 28, 1876 
cot an - . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • Dec. 26, 1876 Dec. 26, 1876 Dec. 26, 1876 
SSou~h Australia. .. ...... ....... July 3, 1876 July 3, 1876 July 3, 1876 
p::i,m -· · · -- . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . Dec. 9, 1876 Dec. 9, 1876 Dec. 9, 1876 
~w~~leni'.·a.··············--··· Nov.11,1875 Nov.11,1875 Nov.11,1875 
T WI zer _an • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 31, 1876 Oct. 31, 1876 Oct. 31, 1876 
1
,aRy:ama. ...... - .............. July 15, 1876 July 15, 1876 July 15, 1875 
ur ey · ••· ··--~· ............. Nov. 0, 1 75 Nov. 9 1875 Nov. 9 1875 
~~~ez~ela · .....•............. July 24, 1876 July 24; 1876 July 24; 1876 
wt.it;a·i;····················· June 9,1876 June 0,1876 June 9,1876 
m erg ...••..•.......... Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 
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Transmissions of Government exchanges-Continued. 
Country. BoxF(6). Box G (7). BoxH (8). Box 1(9). BoxK (10). 
_A..rgentiµe Republic ..••• -••.... No:. 18, 1875 Dec. 12, 1877 Dec. 12, 1877 Dec. 12, 1877 Jan. 12, 1878 
:Ba.varia ...................... . Aug.16, 1878 Aug. 16, 1878 Aug. 16, 1878 Aug. 16, 1878 Aug. 16, 1878 
:Belgium. . .. . • • . .. .. • . . • .. . .. . . Nov. 20, 1875 Oct. 31, 1876 Mar. -20,, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 Jan. 12, 187 8 
Brazil. .................... .. .. Nov. 17, 1875 .... do ........... do ............ do . ... . - .... do : · ·· · - · 
:BuenosA.vres ................. Nov.21,1876 Nov.21,1876 Dec.12,1877 Dec. 12,1877 ... do ...... . 
Canada (Ottawa) ....••..•..... Dec. 13, 1875 Oct., 1876 Apr. 28, 1877 Oct. 31, 1817 .... do .... - .. 
8~m~~.<:~~~~~.t-~>. ::::::::::::: n~:0 i;is1ii : :: :~~: :::::: -M~~020:is11· :::j~: :::::: : .. -~~. ···_··· 
Denmark .................. ..• . Mar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 Mar. 20, 1879 
England ......... .............. Sept. 11, 1876 Oct. 15, 1876 Sept. 22, 1877 Sept. 22, 1877 J:m. 12, 1878 
France . . ..................... Nov. 11, 1875 Mar. 20, 1877 Mar. 20, 1877 Oct. 5, 1877 .... do ..... .. 
Second set ... ..•..•••..... July 3, 18i9 July 3, 1879 July 3, 1879 July 3, 1879 July 3, 1879 
Ge.rmany ................... a •• Aug. 7, 1876 Oct. 15, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 Sept.12, 1877 Jan. 12, 1878 
Greece ........................ Oct. 10, 1877 Oct. 10, 1877 Oct. 10, 1877 Oct. 10, 1877 .... do ...... . 
Hayti. .......... .:-.......... :. July·24,1876 Oct. 31,1877 Oct. 31,1877 Oct. 31,1879 .... clo .. _ .... , 
Holland ....................... Dec. 14, 1875 Oct. 15, 1876 .... do ........... do...... . do ...... . 
Italy ....... ................ a •• Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 F eb. 23, 1881 
Japan ......................... Nov. 9, 1875 Oct. 24, 1876 Oct. 24, 1877 Sept.13, 1877 Jan. 12, 1878 
Mexico ........................ Dec. 1, 1875 Oct. 15, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 .... do ...... . 
New South Wales ............. July, 1876 Oct. 9, 1876 Nov. 9, 1877 Oct. 17, 1877 .... do ...... . 
New Zealand .................. .. . do ........... do ........... do .......... . do . . . . . . . ... do .. .. - . · 
Norway ....................... Dec. 11, 1876 Dec. 11, 1876 Oct. 31, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 ... . do ...... . 
Portugal ... .................... Nov. 11, 1875 Oct. 15, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 .... do .......... do - -.... . 
Prussia ........................ Aug. 7, 1876 ... do ........... do ....... Sept.12, 1877 .... do ...... . 
Queensland . . .................. June 9, 1876 Oct. 9, 1876 Nov, 9, 1877 Oct. 17, 1877 ... do .. - - . - -
Russia ................. : ...... Nov. 2,1881 Nov. 2,1881 Nov. 2,1881 Nov. 2,1881 Nov. 2,1881 
Saxony .... .................... Aug. 28, 1876 Oct. 15, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 Sept.12, 1877 .Jan. 12, 1878 
Scotland ........... ........... Dec., 1876 Dec. 20, 1876 Sept. 22, 1877 .... do ......... . do ..•.•.. 
Sou~h Australia ......... ..... .July 3, 1876 Oct. 9, 1876 Nov. 9, 1877 Oct. 17, 1877 ... . clo ...•... 
Spam ......................... Dec. 9, 1876 Dec. 9, 18i6 Nov. 16, 1877 Nov. 16, 1877 ... do ...... . 
Sw~den . ...................... Nov. 11, 1875 Dec. 20, 1876 Oct. 31, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 ... . clo ..• .. •. 
Switzerland ............... .... Oct., 1876 Oct. 15, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 Sept.17, 1877 .... do ...... -
Tasmania ..................... July, 1876 Oct. 9, 1876 Nov. 9, 1877 Oct. 17, 1877 .... do ....•.. 
Turkey ....................... Nov. 9, 1875 Nov. 21, 1876 Mar. 20, 1877 Scpt.13, 1877 .... do ...... . 
!~nez~ela ..................... .July 24, 1876 Oct. 31, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 Oct. 31, 1877 ... . do ... 0 .. . 
nctona ....................... June 9, 1876 Oct. 9, 1876 Nov. 9, 18";"7 Oct. 17, 1877 .... do ...... . 
-Wiirtembcrg .................. Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 Jan. 28, 1879 
Transmissions of Government exchanges-Continued. 
Country. Box L (11). Box M (12). Box N (13). Box O (14). Ilox P (15). 
Argentine Republic ..••••••••. Oct. 4, 1878 Oct. 11, 1879 July 30, 1880 Apr. 13, 1881 Oct. 28, 1E81 
Bavaria .....•.••....•...•••••. Oct. 2:3, 1878 .... do ........... <lo ...•... Apr. 9, lf:l81 .... do .••••.• 
~~;~t~::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~t 2~:i~~~ ::J~ ::::::: ::J~ ::::::: 1~~: 1um ::J~ :::·:::: 
~uenos .Ayres ................. Oct. 4, 1878 .... do ..•.•...... do ....... Apr. 13, 1881 .... do ..... . . 
anada (Ottawa) .............. Oct. 5, 1878 .... do ....... .... do ....... Apr. 9, 1881 ... do ..•.•.. 1~r:~~~;;;~\o\:::::::::::: :~}\~;~~~~ ::J~ ::::::: ::J~ ::::::: :~~t13:~~~~: ::J~ ::::~:: 
Fngland ....................... Oct. 5, 1878 Feb. 6, 1880 .... do ....... Apr. 9, 1881 .... do ....•.. 
ranee.~ .......................... do ..... . . Oct. 11, 1879 .... do . : .•. ..... do ........... do ...... . 
G Second set ................. ,July 3, 1879 ... do ........... do ...•... Apr. 13, 1881 . .. do ..••... 
Germany ...................... O,ct. 23, 1878 .... do .•••••..... do ...•••. Apr. 9, 1881 ... ,do ...... . 
iee~e .o ...................... Oct, 5, 1878 .... do ........... do ..•.... Apr. 13, 1881 .... clo ...... . 
f~D~~a:::::::::::::::::::::::: gg;.· ~:mi ·ol°ia:is1ii :::j~::::::: :::j~ ::::::: ::::i~ ::::::: , · 
/aly .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. • . . . . ... . . . Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Feb. 23, 1881 Apr. 9, 1881 .... do ...... . 
apa:n .... ................•.... Oct. 5, 1878 Oct. 11, 1879 July 30, 1880 Apr. 13, 1881 ... do ..•.... 
~e.n~o .............. ... ....... Oct. 4,1878 Oct. 13,1879 .... do ........... do ........... do . ..... . 1 I~tE:r\)::)::: :;,:: :~ii~~ :~l~\;~~: ~di ::ii\ ::J :::;:: ::J ::::::: 
russ1a. ••• •• . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • •. Oct. 23, 1878 Oct. 13, 1879 ..• : do . . • . . . . Apr. 9, 1881 . ... do ...... . 
Quee~sland ................... Oct. 4,1878 .... do ........... do ... : ....... do ........... do ...... . 
Russia . . • • . • . . . .. . .. • • . . • . .. .. Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 Nov. 2, 1881 N oY. 2, 1881 
~axony - . - . - .................. ., Oct. 23, 1878 Oct. 13, 1879 July 30, 1880 Apr. 9. 1881 Oct. 28, lt281 
~~f:1tu~t;~i{~::::::::::::::: 8~t, ~: mi ·o~i:. iB~ is1ii .ii~;: . 2: isiii . .ip;: · 9; is81 · o~t: · 2S: iss1 
Siam ........ ................. Oct. 1, 1878 Sept.19, 1879 July 30, 1880 .... d6 ........... do ..... . . 
S ~den ....................... Oct. 5, 1878 Oct. 13, 1879 .... do ..••••. . ... do .......... . do . ..... . 
iwitzerl_and ................... Oct. 23, 1878 .... do ........... do . ••. . . . Apr. 9, 1881 do 
l~£:Ca::::::::::::::::::::: §!t 2tmt ::J~ ::::::: ::J~ ::::::: ::J~ ::::::: ~~J~ !~~~~~~ , 
W"rt na ... .................. Oct. 4, 1878 ... . do : .......... do ....... Apr. 13 1881 do 
u emberg ............. ..... Jan. 28,1879 Oct. 11,1879 .••. do ....... Apr. 9:1881 ::::do·.:::::: 
SUPPLEMENT.A.RY NOTICE OF PROCEEDINGS CONSEQUENT UPON THE 
PARIS CONVENTION OF 1875. 
The Smithsoni~n institution, which has thns for the third of a cen-
tury undertaken, as one of its fields of activity, a system of free inter-
national exchanges of the scientific and literary productions of all COllll· 
trif'~, has now achieved a magnitude of operations beyond which it find~ 
a further extension impossible with its present limited resources. It 
has been seen that for the last six years the average cost of its exchange 
system has slightly exceeded $10,000 per annum, or one-fourth of it: 
entire income. The growing disposition among various government 
within this period, to support a system of mutual exchange, inspired 
the hope that our own government would lend its aid in co-operating 
with so beneficent an enterprise, and in thus establishing our own ex-
changes upon a truly national basis. With this view various effort 
have ·been made by this Institution; first, to obtain government aid in 
defraying the expenses incurred in the distribution of government pub-
lications; and secondly, to secure the recognition of the reallynational 
service of the Smithsonian exchanges generally, and to induce Congre 
to relieve the Institution of its now over-grown burden; so that its fund 
might be applied to other pressing demands for '' the increase and dilfo-
sion of knowledge among men." 
An account of the international congress of Paris, and of the concm-
rence of various governments in its recommendations, is here subjoined, 
together with the principal portion of the Smithsonian correspondence 
with the State Department, in relation. to the subject of international 
exchanges. 
During the months of August and September, 1875, an international 
congress of geographical sciences was held at Paris, consisting of several 
hundred delegates from all parts of the globe, and representing the 
following national governments : Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Chill. 
Dominican Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Hungary! Norway, Portu-
gal, Roumania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Swiss Confederation, Turkey,and 
the United States of America. A prominent result of this conference 
was a unanimous resolution to enlist the co-operation of the respectife 
governments ther:e represented in securing the free interchange of official 
and other publications, in accordance with the following: 
PROPOSED PLAN FOR THE INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIO-·S 
TO BE SU.BMITTED TO TllE CONTRACTING POWERS. 
The undersigned delegates propose to request their respective govern-
ments to organize in each country a central bureau whose duty it hal! 
he to co~lect uch cartographic geooTaphic and other publication' ~ 
may be 1 ·ued at the expense dr tbt state 'and to distribute the aim 
am.on th various nation which adopt th~ present programme. 
Th ,·e ureau , which shall correspond directly with each otb r, ha 
7i6 
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serve to transmit the international scientific commµnications of learned 
societies. · 
They shall ser,e as the intermediate a~ents for. the procuren:ientt on 
the best possible terms, of books, maps, mstruments, &c.,, publlshe~ or· 
IIlanufactured in each country, .and desired by any of the contractmg 
countries. · , . . . · . 
Each countrv shall transmit at least one copy of its nat10nal pubhca-
tions to the other contracting countries. 
In order to accomplish this project, tlle Baron de Vatteville, who was 
charged by bis colleagues with the formation, at Paris, of a central 
comruission of exchanges, convoked a meeting of those signers ot· the 
convention of August 12, 1875, who reside at raris, at the ministry of 
public instruction. 
The commission thus formed, desirous of securing the exchange of 
publications apd official documeiits relating to tl;le sciences which tend 
to promote a knowledge of the globe, such as, :first, astronomy, geodesy, 
cartography, geography, topography, geology, mineralogy, botany, an-
thropology, hygiene, zoology, entomology, explorations and travels, his-
tory, ~rchffiology,. linguistics, numismatics, &c.; and, secondly, statisti-
cal information of all kinds, has prepared, discussed, and adopted the 
regulations mentioned below, w}lich its members will submit to their 
respective governments for approval. 
Section !.-General arrangements . 
.Article l. Each high contracting party shall designate in its country 
a bureau as the center for international excnanges, and shall communi-
cate its exact title and address to .the other governments. 
Art. 2. Each bureau shall prepare a bibliography of the official works 
published within late years and which they are inclined to exchang.e. 
It shall transmit at least one copy of this list to the foreign bureaus, and 
shall engage to notify these same bureaus o'f all new official publications 
as they may appear. · 
A.rt. 3. 'l'he bureau of each country. may (subject to the ratification of 
its g·o,ernment) make use of the opportunity to include in the list of pro-
posed exchanges such publications as are not, strictly speaking, comprised 
in the category of the sciences above mentioned. · 
Section IL-Exchanges between governments and departrnents. 
Art. 4. All official <locuments, that is to say~ publications issued at the 
expense of the state, shall be exchanged gratuitously. With regard to 
these each high contracting party engages to transmit to the foreign 
bureaus at least one copy of each of its publications, excepting, howeTer, 
those which relate to the national defense. · 
Art. 5. If any country shall desire for any purpose to receive more 
than one copy of the official publications of any other country, 'the num-
ber thereof shall be fixed by a .previous arrangement through means of 
the bm:eaus of exchange, on the basis of an equitable reciprocity. 
' . ~ . 
Section III.-Exchanges between governments and learned societies. 
· · .A.1:t. 6. If any scientific society or in~titution, whether receiving a 
subs:dY from the state or_ not, shall ~esire to- receive directly official 
publications from any foreign country, it shall address the bureau of its 
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country, which shall serve as agent for obtaining the most favorable 
conditions . 
.A.rt. 7 . .Any modifications of these conditions of the exchanges agreed 
upon by two countries, relative to the suppression of a document or the 
transmission of additional copies, must pass through the bureaus of the 
countiries interested. 
Section IV.-Exchanges between learnea societies. 
Art. 8. The bureau will serve as intermediary between scientific 
societies, whether subsidized or not, which may desire to make ex-
changes between themselves, by giving all the information at their di· 
posal. It will also act officially in regard to authors, publishers, or 
manufacturers of instruments, whose publications or productions may 
be desired by either a state or a foreign scientific society, in order to 
procure the advantage of the greatest possible reductions in favor of 
the applicants. 
Art. 9. The bureau is not to take any part in the exchanges between 
clubs or associations which do not have a well-defined scientific or liter-
ary character, nor in exchanges between manufacturers, publishers, or 
authors. · 
Section V.-Transmissiom1 and payment of carria.ge. 
This section remains to be prepared in accordance with the reply which 
shall be received from the postal union, in reference to the request for 
free transport which has been addressed to the same on behalf ?f the 
commission by the Baron de Vatteville. This is also the case with re-
gard to the protocol, the terms of which can only be determined upon by 
the different governments in pursuance of a previous arrangement. 
Done at Paris, January 29, 1876, council chamber of the ministry of 
public instruction, &c., division of science and letters, first burea_u 
under the authority of the minister of public instruction, by the as lS· 
tant secretary and director of the bureau of sciences and letters. 
BARON DE V .A.TTEVILLE, 
President of the Commission for International Exchanges. 
On the 25th of April, 1876, the Hon. Hamilton Fish, Secretary of 
State, communicated to the Hon. Benjamin H. Bristow, the Secretary of 
the Treasury, the "proposed plan of international exchange" promul· 
gated by the Paris commission January 25, 1876. 
Copies of these communications were transmitted by the honorable 
Secretary of the Treasury to Professor Henry, the President of the .T· -
tional -4cademy of Sciences and Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu· 
tion, with the following letter: 
Treasury Department, May ~' ;s76. 
Prof. JOSEPH HENRY, LL.D., 
President National Academy of Sciences: 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith for the consideration o. 
tbe National Academy of Sciences a copy of' a letter of the 25th ultim 
from the honorable the Secretary of State inclosing a copy of a co · 
. . ' mumcat10n dated Paris, the 15th of March 1876 addressed to that 
' ' partment Y Dr. W. E. John, ton in relation to the establi hment f 
bureau of international exchange' of works of science, together ""i-
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copies of a letter of February 23, 1876, from Baron de Vattff,ille, presi-
dent of the Commission of International Exch~nges at Paris, and a plan 
a.dopted by the commission, which it is proposed to submit to the con-
tracting powers. 
The department would be pleased to he favored with the views of 
the Academy of Sciences upon this subject, and any recommendations 
it may see fit to make. • 
I have the honor to be, .sir, your obedient servant, 
B. H. BRISTOW, 
Secretary. 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C., May 4, 1876. 
Hon. B. H. BRISTOW, 
Secretary of Treasiiry: . 
Sm: Your letter of the 2d instant, relative to the establishment of 
an international bureau for the exchange of works of science, &c., with 
the accompanying documents, has been received, and in behalf of the 
National Academy of Sciences, and also of this Institution, I respect-
fully submit the following as an answer. . 
From the earliest period of the establishment of scientific societies in 
America, it has been customary to exchange their publications for those 
of similar institutions in all parts of the world. 
About thirty years ago, as stated by Dr. Johnston, Alex. Vattemare 
attempted to establish a system of international liteTary and scientific 
exchange between France and the United States, and succeeded in in-
teresting in his project several of the States of the Union. The enter-
prise, however, was an individual one, and fell into disusA principally 
on account of want of adequate means for carrying it ori. 
In 1846 the Smithsonian Institution was organized by the bequest of 
an English gentleman for the '' increase and diffusion of knowledge 
among men." To realize the ideas of the founder it was resolved by the 
directors of the establishment to institute various scientific investiga-
tions, and to send a copy of the published results of these to each of the 
principal libraries of the world. To carry out this idea it was necessary 
to appoint paid agents in varfous parts of the Old World through whom 
the publications of the Institution might be distributed, and those of 
foreign institutions received in return. This system was soon after-
wards extended so as to include the publications of all the learned so-
cieties of the United States, Canada, and South America, with tbose of 
the Old World. This has now been successfully carried on for: upwards 
of a quarter of a century, arnl has been so enlarged as to embrace the in-
stitutions of almost every part of the civilfaed world, as exhibited in the 
following table.~ · 
The expense of this system of exchange, which has enriched all the 
* This table is omitted, as not here important. 
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principal libra,ries of the United States and of foreign nations, has been 
borne entirely by the S~ithsonian Institution, and now amounts to 
nearly seven thousand dollars annually. This expense, however, would 
be .much greater were it not for the generous co-operation of variou 
American, British, French, and German steamship companies, which 
carry the packages without charge for transportation. As a further 
extension of the system, Congtess has directed that fifty copies of each 
of its annual publications be given to the Institution for exchange with 
foreign governments. 
In view of the foregoing statements, I d<:> not think it in the least de-
gree probable that the Government of the United f3tates would think 
it advisable at present to establish a special bureau for co-operating in 
the plan proposed by the congress of geographical sciences. 
· I may say, however, in behalf of the Smithsonian Institution, that it 
will cheerfully co-operate with the system proposed as soon as it ha 
succeeded in establishing its organization, and also that if, at any time, 
the Government of the United States chooses to assume the expense of 
a purely national establishment, the Institution would devote the money 
it now expends in this direction to other objects connected with the 
"increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." 
I have the honor to be, yours, respectfully, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
President National Academy and Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
[The Portuguese commissioners to the president of. the Belgian commission.] 
Lisbon, March 1, 1877. 
Sm: The agreement signed. August 12, 1875, by yourself and the 
• Portuguese commissioners on the occasion of the geographical congre 
at Paris, is without doubt the most valuable result of that scientific 
and truly international ;reunion which has contributed in so efficaciou 
a manner in drawing closer the intellectual relations already establi ·hed 
between the nations they represented. 
The scientific literary an<l. art exehanges organized, in a sure and 
permaneut manner, in aiding unquestionably in the rapid and thorourrh 
diffusion of science, ought to create indissoluble bonds of union between 
the different groups of the ·human family-bonds which cannot fail to 
be most profitable to the great cause of civilization. 
True to its agreement; and convinced of the immense advantage 
which must spring up for all nations from the realization of so generou 
a thought, the Portuguese GovernmeRt has appointed a commi..., ion 
ll~ovi ionally charged with the organization of the service of scientifi 
literary, and art exchanges on such a basis which should not sen ibly 
tl \~iat from that which we have the honor to communicate to o 
her •with, au<l. which has been accepted by the commissioners re,idin 
at Pari ·, ~no con ·titute an international committee. 
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Our commission, however, compof?ed of the undersigned, and provided 
-with the necessary power by a decree of the ministry of foreign affairs, 
and of which inclosed you will find the translation, held that it shoutd 
:first address itself to the signers of the agreement of August 12, for the 
purpose of informing them of its organization and of requesting them 
to furnish the necessary information which it needs for a proper dis-
<lharge of the duties with which it is intrusted. 
It is with a view to the accomplishment of this, for us so honorable, 
mission, that we beg you, sir, to communicate to us the ideas and reso-
lutions of your government' on this point; also, what steps should be 
taken to establish promptly and surely the service of scientific, literary, 
and art exchanges between Portugal and Belgium, on a permanent, offi-
cial, and as extensive a basis as possible. 
It is also our duty to inform you that the Portuguese Government has 
instructed its representatives abroad · to communicate to the govern-
ments to which they are accredited the establishment of our commis-
sion of international exchanges, and also the names of the members of 
which it is composed. · 
Accept, sir, the assurance of our most distinguished consideration. 
MARQUIS DE SOUZA. HOLSTEIN. 
JOSE JULIO RODRIGUEZ. 
[ Circular of the Belgian commission to the learned societies of Belgium.] 
. We have had the honor of ex_plaining to you in a former circular, 
which was addressed to you in 1873, that by royal decree of May 17, 
1871, a commission was appointed .charged with the organization of a 
system of exchange between Belgium and foreign countries, of either 
writings in every branch of intellectual activity or. reproductions of 
the principal monmp.ents, or the most valuable objects in connection 
with the graphic or plastic arts. The commission has been divided in 
three sections; the second, representing the interests of literature, 
bibliography, and numismatics, has inaugurated its labors by the pub-
lication of a catalogue in which is contained a statement of all periodic 
publicat.ions issued in Belgium by learned societies, the departments, 
associations, and private individuals. In the preparation of this list 
our section made use of the documents transmitted by you in answer 
to the above-named circular. This list appeared in the course of the 
year 187 4 under the title of'' Introduction to the bibliography of Belgium: 
1 
Brussels. Henry Manceaux." At the instance of our section the gov-
ernment has also accorded its patronage to the same publisher for a 
bibliography of Belgium. After having taken other steps with a view 
to the completion of its organization; our section has now finally been 
placed in the position of commencing active operations. We have been 
able, consequently, upon the agreement signed by the delegates of 
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twenty-two nations at the geographical congress at Paris in 1875, to 
enter into relations with several committees already established abroad. 
The time has arrived for us to ask you that you will indicate precisely 
what you are able to place at our disposal from among the publication 
issued by your society since its foundation, be it from the stock on hand 
or from future continuations of series, informing us of the number of 
copies still at your disposal, as also their price. 
It is understood that the publications now issuing as well as the fol-
lowing numbers are to be furnished at the subscription price. In regard 
to those1 of previous years we trust that, ·in consideration of the fact 
that it woulcl increase the number of subscribers for your publications 
you will settle upon a moderate price, so that we may be able to accept 
of it . 
.At some future time when we shall have received from foreign coun-
tries catalogues of works we may procure from them we shall have the 
honor of communicating it to you so that you may indicate which of 
the works would be desirable for you. In the majority of cases we sball 
make return in kind of what you have furnished us; but the amount 
for those you will have asked of us and we furnished will be deducted 
and your account will be settled every year. 
What we expect of your courtesy at present is the indication of the 
material for exchange which we may procure from youi; society. 
Accept, &c., &c. 
L. AL VIN, President: 
CHAS. RUELENS, Secretary. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department, 1 
Smithsonian Institution, June 3, 1878. 
Hon . . WM. M. EVARTS, 
Secretary of State: 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
May 15, inclosing a communication from W. E. Johnston, M. D., in ref-
erence to the subject of international exchanges between the United 
States and France. 
In reply I beg to inform you that tllis Institution has been for a num-
ber of years charged by Congress with the duties of exchanging its offi-
cial publications and those of the various departments of the United 
States Government for similar publications of foreign government 
France among the number. 
This Institution has also for a still longer period maintained a much 
more comprehensive and extended system of communication between 
l arned societies and specialists of the New World and those of the Old 
receiving serial and other publications from South and Central Amer-
ica the "\Ve t Indies, and the Briti:sh provinces of North America a 
wdl a· tho e of the United States, and transmitting them through it 
ag ·ut. abroad. These, in turn, receiving any parcels from the countrie 
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represented by them for transmission t9 any portion of America, like-
~ise through the Smithsonian Institution. 
A special element in the Smithsonian system of internatio~al ex-
changes consists in the employment of a number of agents in dif(erent 
portions of Europe, a list of whom is herewith in closed. It will be seen 
that the agent of France is Mr. Gustav Bossange, the well-known book-
seller, of Paris. 
It will be entirely agreeable to the Smithsonian Institution to adopt 
any plan of communication between the United States and France that 
ruay be considered an improvement upon the present, although it couhl 
not now undertake to assu_me any responsibility beyond that of taking 
charge of official publications interchanged between the two govern-
ments, and of any parcels addressed to scientific individuals and insti-
tutions. 
If the Department of State should think proper to instruct the Ameri-
can minister at Paris to serve as agent in these transactions it will oo 
an improvement upon the present system which we shall be happy to see 
carried into effect. · 
I am, very respectfully and truly, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
l The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, August 28, 1878. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, Esq., 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Iristitution, Washington, D. 0.: 
Sm: Referring to your letter of the 3rd of June last to this department 
in relation to the international exchange of works of science, a copy of 
which was transmitted to our minister at Paris, and by him communi-
cated to Dr. Johnston, the American delegate to the congress for pro-
moting the organization of a more extensive system of such exchanges, 
I have the honor to inclose herewith, for your consideration. a partial 
report just received by this department from Dr. Johnston· as to the 
proceedings of the congress in relation to the subject-matter of this cor-
respondence. · 
I am, sir, your ·obedient servant, 
F. w. SEWARD, 
Acting Secretary . 
. [Inclosure.] 
· His Excellency WM. M. Ev ARTS, 
Secretary of State : 
Paris, August 5, 1878. 
SIR: In reply to your excellency's letter of June 10, addressed to the 
American minister a,t Paris, an<l that of Mr. Baird, Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, of June 3, accompanying, both relating to the 
proposed official organization of a system of international exchanges of 
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~ork~ of science,. I have the honor, at. _the request of Mr. Hitt, charrr( 
d affa1res, to ag~m a~dres~ you on the subject, and to lay before yon 
some other cons1derat10ns m regard to this scheme. 
· A_ll the governments which are represented by diplomatic agents at 
~amh with the exception of England and Germany, which still hold out 
m ~rder to first see the working of the scheme, have given in their ad-
hes10n and agreed to the creation, within the bureaus of their respective 
foreign' secretaries, of an agency, with a special employe, charged with 
the duty of international exchanges of works of science. 
It is hoped that an arrangement may be made in regard to the trans-
portation of these exchanges which will reduce the expenses to a mere 
trifle. 
Will the Smithsonian Institution, which is already organized for tbi 
kind _of work, and which has been making exchanges with a certain 
number of foreign governments for a good many years, assume to do 
this work, on the more enlarged and more official scale which is now 
proposed, and enter, as the occasion presents, into direct communication 
with the different foreign bureaus; or: will it demand to do this ~or~ 
through the foreign legations of the United States; or, fi.nall~, w1ll it 
prefer, if the State Department will do this work, to abandon 1t to the 
State Department entirelyf · . . · .. 
The foreign bureaus would much prefer, for the sake of s1mphmty ~nd 
uniformity in the service, that the work should be done in t~e Umted 
States exactly as it is done here-that is to say by a spcmal b?reau 
established_ within the State Department. The American legat1~n at 
Paris would also prefer that .the exchange should be made by direct 
communication through the bureau, rather than through its agency, and 
it is probable that the other European legations, where exchanges are 
to be made, would also prefer the direct communication. . 
Nevertheless, as regards the Smithsonian Institution, the relations ?f 
t~is Institution to the government1 and its supe~ior facilit_ies for thi kmd of work, are so well known that in the var10us meetmgs of the 
congress no objection was ever raised to its assimilation with the pur· 
posed official bureaus of the different governments. 
As I have already had the honor of informing your excellency, the 
last meeting of the congress was composed, exclusively, with the excep-
tion of myself, of oHicial personages, some thirty in number, mo tly 
members of the diplomatic corps; and I desire to know of your excel-
lency whether it would not be more appropriate for one of the memb~ 
of the American legation to assume hereafter the <luty of representmg 
the United States in this congress. In view of the fact, however, that 
there may not be more than one or two more meetings of the congre · 
I have been requested by the legation to continue to fill the duty of the 
deleg·ate to the end. 
I have the -.honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
w. E. JOHNSTON, M. D. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, September 17, 18,.. · 
Hon. WM. M. EVARTS, 
Secretary of State: 
. Sm_: I have the lionor to acknowledge the receipt of a communic · 
tion from the State Department, dated August 28, inclo ing a lett 
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from Dr. W. E. Johnston, of the 5th of August, in reference to the par-
ticipation of the Smith;onian Institution in the system of international 
€Xchanges. -
In reply to. the suggestions of the letter referred to, I beg leave to 
say that the Smithsonian Institution has bel•n engaged for nearly thirty 
-years in the development of its present system of international ex-
changes, prosecuted almost entirely at the expense of the Smithsonian 
fund; that it has thoroughly met the needs and wishes of the scientific 
men of both countries, and that unless there is some assurance that the. 
-work can be carried on with equal efficiency under some new arrange-
ment it would be considered inexpedient by the Board of Re.gents to 
made any change. If, however, the Government of the United States 
-will undertake the entire expense of the work and its management on 
a scale that will meet all the requirements,' it is very probable that the 
assent of the Board of Regents can be had to the proposition to trans-
fer it to a new organiza.tion, and thus be enabled to devote funds thus 
released in some other direction. 
This, of course, according to the letter of Dr. Johnston, would involve~ 
the assumption of the labor at least by the State Department, and the 
securing of the necessary appropriations from Congress for the purpose. 
If I am informed by the State Department of its readiness to under-
take the expense and responsibility attendant upon the assumption of 
the system of international exchanges in question, I will take pleasure 
in referring the matter to the Board of Regents for its action. 
/ 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
, I 
[The State Dep:utment to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
, -
Department of State, Washington, September 26, 1878, 
Prof. SPENCER F. B.A.IRD, · 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
SIR: I have received and carefully considered your letter of the 17th 
instant, in reply to the letter of this Department of .August 28th ultimo, 
in relation to _the international system of exchanges of s'cientific publi-
cations proposed by a conference at Paris, in which the United States is 
represented by Dr. W. E. Johnston. 
I quite agree with the opinion expressed through you by the Board 
of Regents, t,hat it is inexpedient to make any present change in th -;;, 
admirable and efficient system of literary exchanges with foreign coun-
tries inaugurated by the Smithsonian Institution nearly t_!tirty years ago, 
and since then developed to its present proportions. 
The letter of Dr. Johnston, of August 51 of which a copy was sent to-
you with the Department's letter of 28th ultimo, states that '' the reJ.a-
S. Mis. 109-50 . / 
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tions of the Smithsonian Institution to this government, and its superior 
facilities for conducting exchanges of the kind proposed, are so well 
known, that, in the various meetings of the congress, no objection ha: 
been raised to its assimilation with the proposed official bureaus of the 
different governments." It is believed that there is no obstacle to effect-
ing such an assimilation substantially on the basis of the suggestions 
contained in your letter of June 3, 1878. 
, The United States minister at Paris has therefore been directed to 
convey, through Dr. Johnston, to the international conference the opin-
ion of this government, that, so far as its special d_omestic bureau of ex-
change is concerned, it is preferable to leave the work with. the Smith-
sonian Institution rather than to replace it by the organization of anew 
bureau ad hoc in the Department of State, but that no objection is seen 
to entering into a common arrangement of international exchange, pro-
vided that the operations of the Institution be assimilated with those of 
- the foreign bureaus so as to enable it to act as though it were, for the 
s_pecial purpose in view, a bureau of the foreign department of this go,-
. ernment. 
As you make no categorical answer to the inquiry contained in Dr. 
Johnston's letter of the 5th ultimo, as to whether the Smithsonian In-
stitution will consent "to assume to do this work on the more enlarged 
1 
and more official scale which is now proposed, and enter, as the occasion 
presents, into direct communication with the different foreign bureau · 
or will it demand to do this work through the foreign legations of the 
United States," it is inferred that any practical arrangement sanctioned 
by the conference will meet the approval of the Board of Regent· 
Mr. Noyes will, therefore, be instructed to advise Dr. Johnston in that 
sense, aml leave the details of assimilation to the deliberation of the ( 
conference, inclining, however, if there be no impediment to such _a 
course, to favor the designation of the ·legations of the United States m 
foreign countries as the channels of communication between the several 
foreign bureaus and the Institution, as apparently contemplated in your 
letter of the 3d of June last. Any special consideration which you may 
be disposed to advance on this point will nevertheless receive prompt 
attention. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant. 
WM. M. EVARTS. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Depar-tment of State, Washington, October 30, 18,..8. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
ecretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
_S~n.: I tran mit to you herewith a copy of a note received from t 
mm1. t r of Portugal in this country, giving information of the action 
the rtugn e Government with reference to exchanges of publicatio · 
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with foreign governments. The department will communicate to the 
minister the substance of any statement which may be received from 
you in relation to the subject. • 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
F. W. SEWARD, 
Assistant Secretary. 
[Inclosure No. 1.-Tra~slation.] 
- Note from Viscount Das Nogueiras. , 
Legation of· Portugal, 
Washington, 19th of October, 1878. 
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to inform you that for the purpose 
of organizing, upon the basis of the geographical congress of Paris in 
1875, the service of scientific, literary, and artistic exchanges between 
Portugal and the foreign nations, and to the end of profiting by the offers 
already made by different countries of commencing to send to Lisbon 
several collections of inestimable value, the government of His Most 
Faithful Majesty has named, in order to provisionally constitute a Por-
tuguese committee of exchanges, the Marquis of Souza Holstein, -peer 
of the kingdom, vice inspector of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, ·mem -
ber of the Royal Academy of Sciences, member of the central permanent 
committee of geography, and Jose Julio Rodrigues, professor to the 
polytechnic school, chief of the photographic section of the general direc-
tion of geodetic works, member of the Royal Academy of Sciences, sec-
retary of the permanent central committee of geography. 
In making the communication to you, I hope, Mr. Minister, that the 
persons composing the Portuguese committee will be officially recognized 
in their relations with the committees of the United States. 
I profit by this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my high 
consideration, · 
VISCOUNT -DAS NOGU:EIRAS. 
[Inclosure No. 2.-Translation.] 
Declaration of the Portuguese Government relative to the establishment 
of a provisional commission of international exchanges. 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, November 21, 1876. 
In consideration that it is of the greatest importance to organize with-
out delay the service of scientific, literary, and art exchanges between 
Portugal and foreign countries, although it be only provisionally and 
until such definite action may b~ taken as the importance of the subject 
demands, in conformity with the basis laid down at Paris at the congress 
of 1875, and in accordance with the negotiations entered upon· 
- ' In consideration that it is important not to delay the work com:QJ.enced 
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by His Majesty's Government for the purpose of securing for the Portu-
guese publiG establishments numerous and valuable elements for study: 
In consideration that it becomes indtspensable to profit by the ofter' 
made by several foreign countries which desire to send to Portugal col-
lections of incontestible value: · 
His Majesty the King decrees, through the ministry of foreign affairs 
that the Marquis of Souza Holstein, senator, &c., &c., and Jose Julio 
Rodrigues, professor at the polytechnic school of Lisbon, &c., &c., be 
provisionally charged with the organization of the above-named sen-ice 
of scientific, literary, and art exchanges between Portugal and foreign 
countries, authorizing them to make requisition to the above ministry 
;for what they may need for the perfect accomplishment of the mission 
which His Majesty has deigned to confide to their zeal and patriotism. 
Given at the Palace October 28, 1876. 
J .A.AO D' A:NDRATE CORVO, 
Countersigned. 
· Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
JORGE CESAR DE FIGANIERE. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, November 7, 1878. 
Hon. vVII..LIAM M. Ev ARTS, 
Secretary of State: 
Sm: In acknowledging the receipt of your communication of Sep-
tember 26, concerning the system of international exchanges to be con-
ducted under government auspices by the various nations of the world 
I beg to renew the assurance that the Smithsonian Institution will be 
pleased to enter into any relations of the kind in question that may be 
authorized by its Board of Regents. The precise form of co-operation 
on the part of' the Institution will probably be deemed by the board a 
immaterial, provided the result is likely to add to the renown of l\Ir. 
Smithson, the founder of the establishment. 
Whether the parcels that may be on hand for the rest of the world 
shall be delivered to the foreign legations here, or forwarded through 
the American legations abroad, is a matter of no special moment. 
Whatever practicable system may be adopted by the international con-
vention will be duly considered and doubtless adopted by the board. 
I have also the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter of October 
30, inclosing a communication from the legation of Portugal, designatin" 
a commission in Lisbon to receive and·take charge of any future tran.::-
mi ions to that country from the United States. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
SPENCER F. B AIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian I nstitution. 
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[The State Department to tbe Smithsonian Institution.] 
· Department ~f State, Washington, November 14, 1878. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Ircstitution : 
Sm : Youx· letter of the 7t.h instant, in relation to the contemplated 
assimilation of the Smithsonian Institution's system of international 
exchanges with the international bureau which it is proposed to estab-
lish in accord'ance with the conclusions of the Paris congress, has been 
_received. 1 
It is a source of gratification to this government to learn the readi- , 
ness of the Smithsonian Institution t.P enter into any practicable ar-
rangement which may be made in furtherance of an extended interna-
tional scheme of exchanges. 
The details, however, of the proposed arrangement, so far as the other 
countries are concerned, are but imperfectly kn.own at present, although 
it is believed that the plan is such that the Smithsonian Institution, in 
merging its exchange system therein, would not only increase its sphere 
of operations, but be relieved to a great extent of the trouble and ex-
pense involved in transmitting foreign exchanges to this country. At 
any rate, knowing the great benefits which have accrued and are accru-
ing to scientific effort in all parts of the world through the well-ordered 
exertions of the Smithsonian, this department would not favor any ar-
rangement which might tend to curtail in any way the comprehensive 
results now attained. 
An instruction has been to-day sent to the United States minister at, 
Paris, requesting him to obtain, if possible, precise information · as to 
the working details of the proposed international arrangement, in order 
that the question whether the Smithsonian plan of exchanges can be 
thereto assimilated may be understandingly considered. Mr. N o~~es 
has been especially directed to ascertain what facilities of exchange, if-
any, it is proposed to accord to private scientific organizations and in-
dividuals, whether in the countries adhering to the proposed plan or 
in countries outside of its scope. If a practicable basis can be found 
for the assimilation of the operations of the Smithsonian bureau of ex-
changes with those of the international bureau, it is conceived that ,it 
should secure to the former full freedom of action for so ' much of' its 
present plan of work as may not be emboc1ied in the contemplated 
scheme. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. M. EVARTS. 
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[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
' I 
Department of State, Washington, January 10, 1879. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution : 
SIR: Referring to my letter of the 14th of November last, addressed 
to you, in relation to tbe contemplated assimilation of the Smithsonian 
system of international exchanges with the plan proposed by the inter-
national congress at Paris, I have now the pleasure to transmit here-
with copy of a recent dispatch from the U nit6d States minister at Paris, 
inclosing a communication from Dr. William E. Johnston in answer to 
the specific inquiries of the department. 
It appears from Dr. Johnston's report that · no essential change has 
been made in the plan proposed two years ago for the organization of 
the international bureau and the conduct of the business of reciprocal 
exchange. The,~ printed·documents" referred to were received with a 
letter from Dr. Johnston, dated March 15, 1876, and, being sent to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, were, by that officer, referred to your prede-
ce'ssor, Dr. Henry, whose reply, under date of May 4, 1876, has formed 
the basis of the subsequent proceedings and instructions of this depart-
ment in the matter. For your convenience, however, I transmit here-
wi.th the duplicate copy of' the ''projet de reglement"received from Dr. 
Johnston. 
You are already aware of the desire of this department to secure to 
the Smithsonian Institution, in event of its admission to the proposed 
international system, the fullest liberty of action and the utmost en-
hancement of its utility, without entailing any additional burden on its 
resources. It is thought that this can be accomplished without diffi· 
culty. 
To that end, 1 will, however, thank you to make a careful review of 
the whole subject; in the light of Dr. Johnston's last report, with a view 
to determine the precise status of the Smithsonian as an international 
bureau under the projected plan. I would suggest that a detailed mem-
orandum setting set forth the bases on which your co-operation could be 
effected, on the plan of the circular of the ministry of public instruc· 
tion and the fine arts which accompanied Dr. Johnston's letter of March 
15, 1876, would be very serviceable for submission to the Paris con-
gress. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. M. EVARTS, 
[In closure No. 1. J 
Legation of the United States, Paris, December 13, 1878. 
Hon. WM. M. Ev .A.R'.l'S, 
Secretary of State: 
IR: Refer:ring to your di patch No.107, of November 14, 1878, I ba_ve 
!h honor to mclose_herewith a copy of a communication from Dr. Will-
1 m · John ton (with two documents annexed), which discusses and 
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2,nswers so fully the questions contained in your dispatch that I will 
only add that I approve the remarks and conclusions of the writer, · 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
.. EDWARD F. NOYES. 
[Inclosure No. 2. J 
Paris, December 9, 1878. 
Ris Excellency General NOYES, 
Minister of the United States, Paris: 
DEAR SIR: In reply to your demand for information in regard to the 
J)roceedings of the conference for organizing a system of international 
exchanges of works of science, I have the honor to send J·ou herewith 
inclosed two copies of the plan drawn up by the conference, and one 
copy, the only one in my possession for the moment of the plan of or-
ganization of the French bureau for carrying out the French part of the 
scheme. . 
I beg leave, however, to recall through you, to the memory of the 
State Department, that I have already nearly two years ago furnished 
copies of these documents to that department . . 
I take this occasion to state that no alterations or amendments were 
made in the subsequent meetings of the conference to the printed docu-
ments herein sent. They will be found to cover most of the questions 
which you desired answered. 
But in reply to 'the question of the honorable Secretary of State as to 
how the exchanges are to be made, I would state that in the discussions 
of the conference it was assumed as a matter of course that they should 
be made directly from bureau to bure~u without passing through the 
respective legations, and that in all probability the postal service could 
be obtained gratis.· 
These points had not been otherwise determined at the last meeting, 
and I am not able to state at this moment whether any arrangemt>nt 
has yet been made about free transportation or not. This question will 
undQubtedly come under consideration at the next meeting of the con-
ference, and I will take the earliest occasion thereafter to inform you of 
the proceedings of the conference' on 'the subject. · 
The great exhibition of this year, and the unusual activity in local 
and national affairs of the new minister of public instruction and fine 
arts (at whose office and under whose auspices the conference was held), 
have prevented any meeting of the conference for nearly a year. It will 
not, however, be long before another meeting is called. 
If the honorable Secretary of State of the United States, or the hon-
orable director of the Smithsoniaff Institution, which has so large an 
experience in the matter of international exchanges, desire to introduce 
any modifications into the printed plan herewith sent, or add any new 
features thereto, I will only be too happy to propose these modifications 
or amendments at the next meeting of the conference, and can guaran-
tee in advance a favorable hearing. 
I may add finally that at the last sitting of the conference the only 
governments which hesitated to give in their adhesion were those of 
England and Germany. The delegates of these governments demanded 
time to see the operation of the scheme; but it is expected that they will 
finally adhere. 
l have tbe honor to be, with the highest sentiments of esteem, your 
most obedient servant, · 
WM. E. JOHNSTON, M. D., . 
IJelegate for the United JStates. 
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[The Belgian Commission to the Smithsoltlan Institution.] 
Brussels, January 24, 1879. 
DI-RECTORS OF THE S1'1UTHSONIAN lNSTITUTIO~: 
GENTLEMEN: On the 25th of May, 1878, we had the honor to forward 
to you a considerable number of Belgian publications in exchange for 
those which you had sent to us some time previously. 
We hoped by this sending to establish a system ot regular trans-
missions of our respective intellectual productions between your Insti-
tution a~d our exchange commission. · 
We sent you at the same time the papers relative to the organization 
of our exchange system, a list of our periodical publications, and the 
Bibliography of Belgium, begging you to indicate what works you de-
sired. Finally, we informed you of our own desiderata. 
* «= • • • • :j(: 
'JV e therefore earnestly entreat yon, gentlemen, to consider the mat-
ters treated of in our note. An agreement upon a regular system of 
exchange would be of great ad yantage to science and to the progress 
of which your Institution is a powerful promoter. 
Accept the assurance of my highest consideration. 
L. ALVIN, President. 
C. RuELENS, Secretary. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, February 5, 1879. 
Hon. WILLIAM M. EVARTS, 
Secretary of State : 
SIR: I have the ,honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 10th of January in reference to the participation, by the Smithson-
ian Institution and the State Department, in the proposed system of 
international exchanges, suggested and in a measure established by the 
international congress of Paris, together with inclosnres from the Amer-
ican minister at Paris, and a memorandum of proposed regulations and 
conditions. 
Apologizing for the necessary delay in my reply, I beg to say that the 
direct exchange between the Smithsonian Institution and the French 
bureau has commenced by the receipt of one box of scientific publica-
tions from Paris, and the transmission of several boxes by the Smith-
sonian Institution. 
The schedules of the contents of the one box already received, and of 
another not yet to hand, have been forwarded by the Baron de Vat .. e-
ville, w~o is in charge of the Paris agency; and it is probable that the 
work will be continued now without any serious impediment. 
T~e S~ith onian In titution is now making up a large sending for 
ari , which will fill fifteen or twenty boxes, and be tran mitted in ac-
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corclance with t.he proposed plan. This,' as I understand it, is to be as 
follows: The Smithso;1ian Institution, in continuation of its arrange-
ment with the Library of Uongress, will forward at least once a year to 
the agency in Paris a complete set of the publications of the United 
States Government,.provisions having been made to that end by law of 
Congress directing the Public Printer to reserve fifty sets for interna-
tional exchange of all works printed by the government office, whether 
by direct order of Congress or by the departments. This, of course, does 
not include any confidential papers for the State or other departments, 
but does embrace their general circulars, reports, &c., prepared.for their 
own use. 
Secondly, the Smithsonian Institu~ion will receive from the various 
societies of the United States publishing transactions, and from men in-
terested in research, and maintaining relations with corrPspondents 
abroad, whatever they may wish to forward to France. All the parcels 
for any one address will be concentrated in one or more bundles, each 
bearing the address of the proper party, and indorsed as sent by the 
Smithsonian Institution. The parcels will then be inclosed in the nec-
essary number of boxes and addressed to the bureau of the French 
agency, and forwarded from New York by suitable vessel; steamer, if 
the amount is ·small; sailing-vessel, if large. A bill of lading will, of 
course, be sent to the agency, together with a detailed invoice of the 
several addresses. 
The Smithsonian Institution will deliver its . boxes at the seaport free 
of charge ; after that, the expense of transmission to Paris will be borne 
by the French bureau. 
In return, it is expected that the French bureau will, in the first 
place, charge itself with the gathering together and transmission of all 
the public documents of France, and that it will receive all parc~ls 
delivered to it by societies, institutions, and individuals in France for 
transmission to correspondents in America. 
It. is to be understood that, as heretofore, the Smithsonian Institution 
Will include in its transmissions all the publications of the various de-
partments of the United States- Government and those of American 
countries outside of the United States, such as Canada, Mexico, Chili, 
&c. It will also be willing to receive from the Paris agency corre-
spomling parcels for Canada and other portions of America. 
I beg to inclose also certain rules which have lately been put in force 
by the Smithsonian Institution in connection with its system of inter-
national exchanges, in which certain restrictions are indicated, which 
lnay properly be followed by the French bureau. The principal of these 
consists in the refusal to receive any parcels that are in any way duti-
able, such as books purchased for the use of private individuals, as 
well as scientific and philosophical apparatus, &c. It is also proposed 
to place a restriction upon the transmission of objects of natural history 
which are extremely bulky, and the interchange of which is in most 
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cases a. matter of pecuniary profit and not for the,advancement of sci-
ence. Special exceptions will always be made in regard to application 
for the transmission of articles of the kind sent to any of the lea<ling 
public museums of the country. 
It will, of course, be understood by the Department, as previou ly 
explained, that the exchange of government publications is directly in 
the interest of the Library of Congress, and that all the works received 
by the Smithsonian Institution itself are placed on deposit in the same 
establishment. 
If, as suggested by the .American minister to France, it becomes pos-
sible to send packages of international exchanges free by post, it will 
greatly relieve the labor and responsibility of the work, permitting the 
_ sendings to be made with much greater frequency. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the French Commission.] 
Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington City, February 8, 1879. 
Baron R. DE V .A.TTEVILLE, . 
Oommisvioner des .Echanges Internationaux, Paris, France: 
DEAR Sm: In addressing you in regard to the subject of the inter-
national exchange between the Smithsonian Institution and the bureau 
under your direction, I write at much length, even at the risk of repeat-
ing the substance of previous letters, being desirous of making complete 
and satisfactory arrangements for the future prosecution of this import-
ant work. 
As you are doubtless aware, the Smithsonian Institution has for many 
years been engaged in the development of a system of international ex-
change, which is now very extensive and complete, and so far has been 
conducted entirely at its expense, and not by appropriations of the 
United States Government. The actual outlay amounts to more than 
$10,000 a year, or to more than one-fourth of the entire Smithsonian 
income. 
This exchange consists of two divisions: 
The one embracing exclusively the publications of the United State 
Government, to be exchanged for corresponding publications of other 
governments. 
The other consisting of the works of the various learned and scientific 
societies and of scientific men. 
The system of government exchanges was initiated by the Smithson-
ian Institution in 1867, at which time the inclosed circular was i ued 
by my predeces or. It was intended to embrace everything printed at 
the expense of the United States Government, with the guarantee that 
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11othing whatever should qe omitted, however trivial and apparently un-
iroportant. These publications were to be sent to such governments 
only as would agree to make an equally' exhaustive return, the trans-
.Illissions to be made respectively at times most convenient to the con-
tracting parties, on the part of the United States about once a year. 
I The Smithsonian Institution agreed to deliver its boxes, free of ex-
[ pense, at New York, or any other convenient point of shipment in the 
United States, the remaining charges to be met by the recipient. The 
returns in like manner to be delivered at a seaport in Europe; the 
remaining expenses to be paid here. 
Various delays occurred, and it was not until 1873 that the first trans-
mission could be made . 
.A.t present thirty:two sets of forty-eight,reserved for the purpose, are 
disposed of to as many governments; sixteen sets remaining on hand, 
each occupying eleven boxes, of about 300 pounds. .As France has re-
ceived the first eleven boxes of the series, the continuation will consist 
of the twelfth and succeeding numbers. 
What we especially desire now from France in return for this sending 
is not merely the special publications of some of the scientific bureaus, 
but a series of everything published by the state, as complete as th:_at 
which we send, to include the records of the legislation of the republic, 
its reports upon education, statistics, commerce, navigation, topogi'aph-
ical and geological explorations, &c. 
Can we look forward to this through your instrumentality! We do 
not expect that the series can commence as far back as that which we 
have sent, and are quite willing to have it begin with the present year, 
or perhaps with 1878. 
Will it not be expedient to secure in France some provision like that 
Inade by the United States Government, and which alone will accom-
plish the desired object, namely, that of directing the Public Printer to 
reserve a certain number of copies of every official document for the 
purpose of international exchange, 
The second division of our system of exchanges is that relating par-
ticularly to learned societies and men of science; it also includes trans-
missions of separate bureaus of the United States Government to their 
correspondents. The publications of the fatter class are all embraced 1 
in the full series of the govermental ex~hanges included in the first 
division and are consequently duplicates, very usefµl, however, for bu-
reaus, public libraries, scientific societies, &c. 
I beg to inclose the rules lately adopted for the guidance of corre-
spondents of the Smithsonian Institution. These, you will see, exclude 
objects of natural history except when especially authorized. There is 
at present an immense amount of interchange of plants, minerals, and 
other objects of natural history between amateurs, which is of no special 
advantage to science. We therefore propose to exclude natural history 
objects, excepting in the interest of some special scie:g.tific research. 
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It is to be noted in this connection that the Smithsonian Instituti< 
discharges its function of intermediary of exchange, not merely betwe.e 
the institutions of the United States, but also of all America; and th 
it is the established agent of exchange for the societies of Cana<la, · 
well as of Mexico, of Chili, and other Central and South American Stat 
This policy it is entirely willing to continue, and you can, therefore, witl-
out hesitation, send any parcel that may com·e to your agency addressoc 
to any portion of .Ameriea, the further transmission and final delivery v1 
which we promise wjthin such time as may be practicable. 
I now beg leave to make some suggestions for the more thorough ae-
oomplishment of the object which we both have so .much at heart. 
In the first place, I would ask that all boxes be addressed "Smith-
sonian Institution, Washington, care of the Collector of Customs, Ne 
• York,'' and that two regular bills of lading of the shipment from Ham 
or other seaport of France to New York be sent to the Smithsonian Jn. 
stitution simultaneously with or before the transmission. In this way 
we shall have no difficulty in looking after the box or boxes and in se-
·curing their arrival in Washington at the earliest possible moment. 
Of course, if you have an agency in New York, we shall be pleased to 
be placed in communication with it. But such agency is not necessary 
if you will send duplicate bills of shipment, as suggested. 
If it is more convenient to you to have all the charges from Paris to 
WJI,spington paid here, and in the same way to receive the boxes from 
Washington and pay the expenses in Paris, it will be equally agreeable 
to us. 
May we not ~ssume-which I trust is the case-that your bureau will 
receive, without any restriction whatever, everything sent by the Smith· 
sonian Institution intended for public bureaus, learned societies, libra· 
ries, and men of thew hole of France and its dependencies in Algeria, and 
that it will see to the further transmission of these packages from Paris· 
Should this trust be accepted, we will notify the consignee of eacli 
sending that a package has been forwarded through you, and instruct 
him or it to apply to you for the same. 
Of course, we accept an equally exhaustive mission on our part. If 
· authorized, we will send a circular to each of our correspondent in 
France, instructing them to send all parcels to you instead of to M. 
Bossange, our present agent, who has recently failed in business. 
I greatly regret to state that the collection of books advised by yon 
under date of July 22 has not yet come into our possession. I ha, 
written to M. Bossange, asking him for information on the subject. Is 
it certain that it was sent to that agent~ 
The invoice of the 27th of September has been duly received, but a l 
the works enumerated were not founcL I beg to send herewith a li 
of what is still wanting. 
If I under tand aright, t.he rules of the international bureau contem-
plat th placing of package intended for a particular country in the 
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1J_ands of the resid~nt minister of that aountry; · or, in ?ther words, that 
tb.e parcels from the Smithso11ian Institution for your country are to be 
tu.rned over to the minister of France in Washington, and tho~e for 
the United States to the American minister in Patis. 
It is quite immaterial to us which method is preferred, althQugh, as a 
IDatter of business, we think the transmission can be made more direct 
hY ourselves to New York, and by you to Havre. Please advise us on 
tbis head. 
• 
Trusting that the length of this _ communication will'be justified by 
tbe desire to put on a proper basis so important a transaction as that of 
the international exchange of the whole of America with the Republic of 
Franc.e, · 
I have the · honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
[The State Depautment to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, February 8, 1879. 
Professor SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: I inclose herewith for your information a copy of a letter ad-
dressed to this department by the principal librarian of the British Mu-
seum, conveying the thanks of its trustees for the present in continua-
tion of former donations of certain public documents of the Government 
of the United States, which were received through the Smithsonian In-
stitution. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
F. w. SEWARD, 
.Assistant Secretary . . _ 
r Inclosure.] 
British Museum, J annary 25, 1879. 
1he SECRETARY OF STATE, 
Government of the United States: 
Sm: I am directed by the trustees of the British Museum to acknowf-
~dge the receipt through the Smithsonian Institution of the present 
-which the Government of the United States has been so good as to make 
to them, in continuation of former donations, of the series of the reports 
of the committees of the United States Senate, 1877-'78, Wasbingto:q., 
1878, 8vo., together with a collection of reports and other State papers, 
referring to the administration of the Government in the United States, 
during the years 1877-'78. , 
I am requested that you will be pleased to cause the expression of the 
best thanks of the trustees of the British Museum to be conveyed to the 
Government of the United States for this present, which constitutes an 
addition of much interest to the national library of this country. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient, humble servant, 
EDWARD A. Bo NJ:~, 
Principal Librarian. 
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[The S~thsonian Institution t,0 the Belgian Commission.] 
Monsieur L. AL VIN, 
Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington City, March 13, 1879. 
President of Belgian Commission of 
International Exchanges, Brussels, Belgium: 
Sm: I have to apologize for the temporary cessation of the corre-
spondence between yourselfand the Smithsonian Institution in referenet 
,, to the proposed system of international exchange. 
The death, in May last, of my lamented predecessor, Professor Joseph 
Henry, has caused an interruption in the business of the Institution, from 
which it has only recently recovered; but I trust that the matters referred 
to will hereafter be prosecuted with due dispatch and accuracy. 
The Smithsonian Institution, as already explained jio your honorabfu 
commission, has now in charge two distinct departments of international 
exchanges. The first is that carried on in behalf of the Government of 
the United States for the benefit of the national library at Washington. 
For .this purpose the official printer is instructed to reserve fifty set of 
the publications, not only of the Congress of the United States, but al-o 
of the several bureaus of the government, and to sencl forty-eight of 
these to the Smithsonian Institution, the other two being delivered to 
the national library. One complete series is sent to each government 
agreeing to make an equally complete and exhaustive return. Under 
this arrangement there is absolutely no print issued, however small and 
insignificant, or however costly to the goyernment, that is not inclnded 
in the series ; and a like return is expected, even though the aggregate 
amount be very much less. 
The second division is that prosecuted in behalf of learned societie" 
the various bureaus of the government, and the scientific and literary 
men of ,America. This embraces all publications of learned societie , 
scientific periodicals, monographs, and other works, but does not inclu~e 
specimens of natural history or of the fine arts, unless permis ion 
especially obtained. .An accompanying pamphlet will fully explain the 
conditions under which this second division is prosecuted. 
These two forms of international exchange have hitherto been con· 
ducted entirel:v at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution. It baE 
it~ own agents .. in Europe, several of whom receive a salary. It ha pai 
the expenses of the delivery, as also that of the return of parcel en-
through the same agent to institutions and persons in .America, in"'ol'r-
ing of late years a cost of about $10 000 annually to the Smithson fun 
T~is expense has become very oner~us, and the proposition to divide · 
with foreign bureas of exchange has been received with the grea e 
satisfaction. For many years Mr. Fredrick Muller, of .Amsterdam: b 
been the Smithsonian agent for Belgium and the Netherland , but 
exchange bureau of Haarlem has now taken the matter out ofhi char-= 
so far as Rolland is concerned; and we hail with great satisfaction t 
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prospect of a cordial a~1d efficient relation of a similar chara~ter with 
your own bureau, by which the services of Mr. Miiller for B~lgmm may 
in the future be dispensed with. 
By a careful perusal of the rules herewith sent, you will observe that 
the Institution does not contemplate a miscellaneous exchange of nnas-
sjgned or unaddressed books, but simply undertakes to maintain direct 
and intelligent relations between the different bodies and to deliver such 
parcels as bear an inscription of destination by the senders. In some 
instances it receives a number of copies of particular works unaddressed 
which it forwards at its own discretion to parties who appear to be suit-
able recipients. It is willing to transmit all such surpius copies intended 
f6r Belgium to your department for subsequent assignment. You can 
a lso in like manner send several copies. of particular works for the same 
purpose; but we would profer that all other matter be specifically and 
formally addressed. 
Your failure to receive an invoice of our previous sending is of less 
consequence, as a specific destination had been given the several pack-
ages. We did not propose to send a list of the cori-tents of the packages, , 
as these came to us already addressed. There will, however, be a list of 
the addresses ·themselves, and we shall forward a catalogue of the offi-
tial publications contained in our transmissions to the Government of 
Belgium. . ... 
We have already sent you a copy of the list of Belgian institutions re-
ferred to in your letter of March 18, 1878, and shall be pleased to have 
any suggestions for its iq:iprovement. 
Iu reply to your letter of the 29th of May, I beg to state that we are 
not yet in receipt of the box which you advised as sent to us on that 
date, and that unless we are informed of the route by which it was for-
warded, and especially as to the port of departure and also the vessel 
on which it comes and its address in the United States, it will be im-
possible for us to obtain it. · 
Hereafter all bo:xes intended for this Institution should be addressed, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, care of the Collector of Customs, New 
Yorlc, and duplicate bills of lading sent~ one to the collector and one to 
the Smithsonian Institution. In this way there will be no delay and 
the boxes will reach us after the s4,ortest possible time. We shall also 
thus be able to pay the expenses of freight from your shipping point in 
Europe to Washington. We will in return deliver our packages in 
New York free of expense and have them shipped to Belgium. Should 
you have any particular channel of oommunication which you prefer, 
please advise us; otherwise we shall forward by Antwerp steamers 
from New York. 
We will, with pleasure, act in behalf of the Belgian Geographical So-
ciety and the Royal Society of Botany, and endeavor to secure sirnh ex-
changes as they may respectively desire. 
As the Smithsonian Institution is already in possession of quite a full , 
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series of transactions of Belgian scientific institutions, it will hardly be 
necessary for you to make any special effort to send this class of matter 
excepting in response to applications for desiderata. 
The library of the Smithsonian Institution, constituting as it does a 
portion of the National Library of the U uited States in Washington, 
we have the satisfaction of knowing that by the combination of the re-
sults of the exchanges with learneq. societies and with foreign go,-
ernments, we shall, in time, have under one roof, to a very important 
degree, that ideal public establishment referred to in your pamphlet, 
where the principal periodical and monographic works in science and 
literature are to be found. 
I regret to say that the introduction to the bibliography of Belgium 
for the years 1875 to 1878 is not in our possession. If it reached us it 
has been mislaid, and we should be glad to have another copy. 
Should the Numismatic Society of Belgium send its publication to 
· the American Journal of Numismatics, in Philadelphia, through us, we 
would see that the desired return is made. 
Referring to your letter of the 24th of January, 1879, I beg to renew 
the statement that the box of Belgian publications, mentioned as sent 
on the 25th of l\'lay, 1878, has not yet come to hand. 
· In the present communication you will find, I trust, the information 
previously asked for; and I hope that with the explanations herein 
made that the mutual relations of the Smithsonian Institution and of 
the Belgian Exchange Commission will be put on a satisfactory basis, 
and that hereafter there will be no interruption to a continued easy in-
tercourse. 
If we have not heretofore formally expressed ourselves to this effect, 
we now beg to state that you are at liberty to address parcels through 
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington to the Government of the 
United States; and to learned societies, and to men in any part of 
America. We will charge ourselves with the prompt delivery of such 
packa.ges addressed to Canada, Mexico, Chili, Cuba, Brazil, &c. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smitltsonian Institution. 
[The Brazilian Commission to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
CENTRAL BRAZILIAN COMMISSION OF INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES, 
Office of the Secretary of State for Imperial Affairs, 
Rio de Janeiro, May 16, 1880. 
To bis excellency Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
ILLUSTRIOUS Sm: Mr. Xavier Charmes attache of the mini try o 
public in truction and fine arts of France, ~nd chief of the departmen 
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of international exchanges, having sent me, on the 20th of .April last, at 
IllY request, the list of correspondents appointed by the various govern-
roents to take charge of international exchanges, gives me the informa-
tion that you are the correspondent designated by your government for 
the above-mentioned servfoe in your country, and I presume he has also 
informed you that the government of his Majesty the Emperor, my 
august sovereign, has founded (established) in the capital of Rio de 
Janeiro a central commission of international exchanges, naming me its 
president, and as associates, .A.backarel J eronymo Bandeira de Mello, 
chief of section of the general directory of statistics, and Guilherme 
Candido Bellegarde, chief of section of the central directory of the 
r ministry of agriculture, commerce, and public works, as stated in the 
articles printed in the accompanying pamphlet, of w];lich I have the 
honor of sending you three copies. 
It remains, then, to inform you that the central Brazilian commission 
of international exchanges has been in operation since the 20th day of 
_ :Xovember last, and transacts its business in the third directory of the 
office of the secretary of state of imperial affairs, aud that it will shortly 
send you the first ¥emittance of our official publications, hoping that 
in return there will also be sent to it the official publication of your 
country. 
) 
lt 
I wish to congratulate you on account of the happy resolution taken 
by our respective governments, in the interest of the sciences and of the 
de,elopment and progress of civilization, to establish as a permanent 
institution the service of international exchanges, and I (very) especially 
congratulate myself on the opportunity thus afforded of opening rela-
tions with a gentleman so distinguished and illustrious as yourself. 
Accept, eminent sir, the assurance of my highest esteem and consid-
{:ration. ' 
The president of the commission, 
Dr. J. J. DE COMPOS DA COST.A. DE MEDEIROS y ALBUQUERQUE. 
[ Inclosure.] 
Pl\0VISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF TI:IE CENTRAL COMMISSION OF 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES ESTABLISHED THIS D~Y • 
. A.rt-icle I. The central commission of international exchanges shall be 
lllstalled in one of the rooms of the third department of the office of -
the secretary of the empire, and transact its business on such days and 
at such hours as will not interfere with the ordinary business of the 
office of the secr:etary. 
Art. II. The commission is charged-
.I. To correspond with similar institutions established in other countries, 
"11th respect to all matters within its competency. 
2. To collect and transmit all information, scientific, literary, or con-
~erning the arts, which may be solicited- of them. 
3. To have made, on behalf of the commissioners of other countries, 
the necessary examinations in the libraries, archives, book-stores and 
'()the1· public and private establishments of the empire. ' 
S. Mis.109-51 
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4. To _co!lect together the documents intended. for exchanges, and pe . 
form this m the way that shall be most beneficial to the empire. 
_5. _To receive and distribute those which may be sent by foreign com-
m1ss10ns. C 
6. To give all possible aid to scientific missions, both Brazilian and 
foreign. 
7. To solicit from any authority or public department whatsoe,er 
everything that may be necessary for the fulfillment of the charge in-
trusted to it. 
8. To appoint representatives (agents) in the provinces and give them 
the necessary instructions . 
.Art. III. The commission shall send to the minister and secretarr 
of state of imperial affairs, before the 31st day of March of each year, a 
detailed report of the work accomplished and exchanges made during 
the preceding year, suggesting the changes it deems it advisable to 
make in the present instructions . 
.Art. IV. The materials necessary for carrying on (expediting) the 
business of the commission shall be furnished by the office of the secre-
tary of state of imperial affairs. 
· Palace of Rio de Janeiro, November 13, 1879. 
FRAN0IS00 MARIA SoDIA PEREIRA, 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, June 17, 1880. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Bmithsonian Institution: 
SIR: I have the pleasure to inclose herein a copy of '' regulation ° 
the Russian commission for the international exchange of works 0 
science and art," and a copy of a not.e from the charge d'affaires ad i: · 
terim of Russia, relating thereto, and to say that the department ~ 
be happy to communicate to the legation the purport of any observations 
which you may see proper to make in reference to the intelligence hereby 
conveyed. 
I am, sir, yaur obedient ser,an 
JOHN HAY 
.Acting Secretar]J. 
[Inclosu1·e No. 1.-Trauslation.J 
Legation of Russia in the United States, 
Washington, May 19, 31, 1 
His Excellency WILLIAM M. EVARTS, 
Secretary of State, &c., &c: 
Mr. SE0RE'.l'ARY OF STATE: The geographical congress which ~et 
Paris in 1875 having recognized the necessity of organizing, in a umt~ 
man!H·':r, in ~he various countries, the system of exchanging ~he m_no 
adm1mstrat1ve, literary, or scientific publications of international mr __ 
e t, a re ol_ution of th~ council of the empire, adopted Ap~ ~O 2~ 1 
and ~nctioned by H1s Majesty the Emperor, made provision for 
. tabh hment of a Russian commission of international exchange. T 
11n1 rial mini try now informs me that this commission has ju t 
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appointed under the presidency o~ Privy Councilor Bytchow, and is 
composed of delegates from the various branches of _the governmen~ of 
tb-e empire. It will be governed by special regulations, a copy of which 
I ba,Te the honor herewith to transmit. 
I lJave been instructed to bring the foregoing to the notice of tbe-
F€deral Government, and to infor~ your e~cellen_cy that it wil_l ~e the·. 
duty of this commission to enter mto relat10nR with the comnuss10n of 
the ~ame kind existing in the United States, as regards all those mat-
ters which form the object of its mission. 
Communications intended for the RusRian commission should be ad-
dressed as follows: To the President of the Russian Commission of In-
ternational Exchange, Imperial Public Library, St. Petersburg. 
I avail myself of this occasion to beg you, · Mr: Secretary of State, to 
b € pleased to accept the assurance of my highest consideration and 
m ost profound respect. 
G. WILLAMOV. 
[Inclositre No. 2.-Translation.] 
R:EGULA.TIONS OF THE RUSSIAN COMMISSION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF 
WORKS OF SCIENCE AND ART. 
The duties of the Hussian commission shall be as follows: 
1. It shall colleet for the governments and learned institutions of 
foreign countries the publications intended for them, either as a gift or 
b y way of exchange, and shall have charge of the shipment of such 
p ublications. 
2. It shall send to the official and learned institutions of the empire of 
E ussia the publications which.are intended for them, either gratuitously 
o r by way of exchange by foreign governments or ins ti tu tions. Packages 
n mst be addressed to this commission. 
3. It shall transmit to foreign commissions for the governments and 
l earned institutions of foreign countries any information that may be 
a sked of it and that it may be able to supply. 
4. It shall furnish to the official or learned institutions of such foreign 
c ountries as may request it through their respective commissions infor-
~ation concerning the documents in the Russian archives and concern-
:ing the conditions on which a copy thereof will be furnished to them. 
5. It shall have charge of the exchange of duplicates. . 
6. On the recommendation of foreign commissions it shall facilitate 
t he accomplishment of their mission to scientific men visiting Russia, 
f ~rnishing them, to this effect, with information, letters of recommenda-
t ion, &c. 
The Russian commission shall use its influence to the same end with 
foreign commissions in behalf of Russian scientists. 
7. It shall act as a medium with foreign commissions for the obtain-
~en_t of_ such information as may be required by the official and learned 
1nst1tut10ns of Russia. 
. 8. It shall publish annuallJ' a catalogue of the official publications 
1ssued by the various departments of the government, the statistical 
committees, and the learned institutions and societies. 
Within. the limits of this programme the Russian commission will 
ent~r into correspondence with foreign commissions of the same charac-
ter. 
The commission shall present an annual report of its proceedings to 
the minister of public instruction. 
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[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, October 23, 1880. 
Hon. WILLIAM M. Ev ARTS, 
Secretary of State: 
Sm: A geographical congress of nations, with delegates from the 
principal governments of the world, was held at Paris in the summer 
of 1875, and among the representatives was one from the United States 
of America. 
One of the results of the deliberations of the congress was a recom, 
mendation of the adoption of a uniform system of exchanging the lite-
rary and scientific publications of all nations. This recommendation 
was reported to your predecessor in office, the Hon. Hamilton Fish, who 
requested that the Smithsonian Institution would act as the interme-
diary of the United States in carrying into effect the proposed system 
as embodied in the recommendation of the Paris congress, as above 
referred to. 
Under date of January 10, 1879, the Smithsonian Institution received 
the following communication from the Department of State in reference 
to the proposed international exchange system: 
"You are already aware of the desire of this department to secure to 
the Smithsonian Institution the fullest liberty of action and the utmost 
enhancement of its utility without entailing any additional burden on 
its resources." 
You are of course informed that a number of other governments rep· 
resented at the congress of Paris have seconded the recommendation 
in question, and have already adopted special means, by establishing 
bureaus of international exchange, to carry its provisions into effect. 
Among these governments are France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, 
Russia, and Italy. 
Recognizing the enlightened action of the Paris congress in recom· 
mending a system of interchange of scientific and literary thought be-
tween the different peoples of the world, and acting in accordance wi~ 
the expresse<l wish of the Department of State, the Smithsonian Insti· 
tution at once set about the inauguration of the proposed system on 
behalf of the Government of the United States. 
It was originally presumed· that by interlacing with the regular estab-
lished systems of exchanges of the Institution so successfully conducted 
for more than a quarter of a century, the international system could be 
carried on at a very little outlay in addition to that required for the 
Smithsonian system. But this presumption did not prove to be a fact. 
the Institution finding, after two years' trial, that the expense attendan 
upon the execution of the request of the Department of State is far 
greater than was anticipated. 
The Smithsonian Institution is therefore compelled to ask that an ap· 
propriation of 7,000 be requested of Congress by the Department of 
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state, for the purpose of carrying into effect the recommendation of 
the Paris congress on a scale in keeping with the high position of the 
-United States among civilized nations and commensurate with the rep-
utation of the government for enlightened liberality in connection with 
the cause of general education. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
r 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, October 30, 1880. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution; 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 23d instant, in relation to the expense of the work of conducting 
the exchange of the literary and scientific publications of all nations, 
1 recommended by the international geographical congress held at Paris 
in the summer of 1875, which work, at the instanqe of this department, 
1 the Smithsonian Institution undertook to carry on ~on behalf of the 
United States. You state, furthermore, that it was originally presumed 
that exchanges in question could be carried on in connection with the 
system already established, but that practically the additional work 
has been found to greatly increase the expense of conducting the ex-
t changes, and that, therefore, the Smithsonian Institution is comp~lled 
to ask that an appropriation of $7,000 be requested of Congress to de-
, fray the expenses of the exchanges recommended by the Paris congress, 
1 and undertaken on behalf of the United States by the-Smithsonian In-
stitution at the instance of this department. 
r 
In reply I have to say that, fully appreciating the importance of main-
taining and extending this system of literary and scientific exchanges _ 
Which has been so happily inaugurated, it will afford me much pleasure 
to ask the proper committees of Congress to favorably consider your 
request for an appropriation of $7,000 for the purpose indicated in your 
letter. . . 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. M. EVARTS. 
[State Department to the Senate Committee on Appropriations. J 
Department of State, Washington, January 31, 1881. 
Hon. HENRY G. DAVIS, , 
Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, Senate: 
)· 
>f Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the informati~n and 
consideration of your committee, a copy of a letter dated the 23d of 
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October last, from Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smi· 
sonian Institution, to this department, in relation to the expenses w 
have been imposed upon that institution by its having undertaken 
the instance of my predecessor, the Hon. Hamilton Fish, to c 
out on behalf of this government the system of exchanging the lite 
and scientifip publications of all nations which was adopted at an in 
national conference held at Paris in the summer of 1875, at which t 
country was represented. 
It now appears from the statements made in Professor Baird' le· 
that the expense of carrying out the exchanges in question is far grea 
than was anticipated, whereby an undue burden has been impo 
upon the resources of the Smithsonian Institution; and Profe 
Baird therefore asks that an appropriation of $7,000 may be madd 
the purpose of carrying out the recommendations of the Paris con 
of 1875. 
I may add that it is understood by this department that the u 
changes of literary and scientific publications in question are now cm 
ried on at the expense of the several governments which were parti 
to the congress of 1875, except in the case of this government, whi 
has imposed this important and useful work upon the Smithsonian I 
stitution. 
In view, therefore, of the reasons set forth by Professor Baird in 
communication transmitted herewith, and in view of the great beneti 
which the government, institutions of learning, public libraries, andm 
of science are receiving from the system of the exchange of liter·. 
and scientific publications inaugurated by the congress of 1875 at P 
I beg to recommend that the appropriation asked for, as above in 
cated, may be made. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient ser,ar. 
WM. M. Ev.rnr. 
[The State Department to the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Department of State, Washington, December 27, 1 L 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution: 
Sm: Referring to the reply of this department, of the 30th of Octo 
last, to your letter.of the 23d of that month, in relation to the exch· · 
of government and scientific publications with foreign countrie , 
referring also to the letter of this department to the Senate Commi 
on Appropriations, dated the 31st of January last, on the same ub· 
I now beg to request you to furnish this department with your vi~ 
relation to this matter, in form of a memorandum, to serve a the 
of a c.,mmuuication to Congress urging the appropriation of an amo 
sufficient to defray the expen es of international exchange , and o 
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0 rganizing the work that it shall be done by the Smithsonian Institution, 
b-i.1t under the Department of State, and with its official co-oper~tion. 
']:his arrangement seems to be desirable in order that the American 
bureau of exchanges may be on the same footing as those in Europe, 
-w nere this business iR conducted under the supervision of the foreign 
officers of the various countries which have entered into the interna.-
ti<mal agreement in relation to exchanges. 
I may add that, owing to the want of sufficient funds to enable the 
Smithsonian Institution to carry out fully the system of exchanges, a 
large amount of labor and expense., has been imposed upon this depart-
ment in sending to various countries of Europe the publications of this 
government. The calls upon this department to perform services of this 
c1iaracter are growing more and more numerous and more and more 
burdensome continually. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant. 
J. C. BANCROFT DA VIS, 
Acting S..ecretary. 
[The Smithsonian Institution to the State Department.] 
Smithsonian Institution, March 12, 1882. 
Eon. F. T. FRELINGHUYSEN, 
Secretary of :State : 
SIR: The letter from the Department of State of December 27 last, in 
reference to the future prosecution by the Smithsonian Institution of its 
system of international exchanges under the direction of the State De-
J)artment, was duly received, but the reply has been deferred until a 
statement of all the circumstances connected with the initiation and 
-0arrying on of this work to the present time could be prepared. This 
statement I now have the honor to submit for your consideration. 
The statement in question is prefaced by an account of the attempts 
made prior to 1850 in the direction of a system of exchange, both in the 
United States and elsewhere, and it also presents points of the histpry 
of the concerted effort toward an international system started in Europe 
in 1875, and now in operation with fair prospects of success. 
From the document referred to it will also be seen that the Smith-
sonian Institution has for many years carried on, single-handed and 
alone, so far as outside pecuniary aid is concerned, the most extensive 
system of exchange ever attempted. Originating in the transmission of · 
the publications of the Institution, the Smithsonian exchange next in-
cluded the publications of various lea.med societies of the United States; 
subsequently the exchanges of the government bureaus in Washington, 
and finally the international exchanges between the Congress of the 
United States and foreign governments. The cost 1to the Smithsonian 
fund of the maintenance of this system now amounts to about $10,000 a 
!ear, an expenditure the Institution is entirely unable to continue, and 
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it becomes necessary, therefore, that operations in this department should 
hereafter be more confined to the immediate interests of the Institution, 
unless Congress shall vouchsafe its assistance. 
Aid in connection with the exchange system is requested on the fo\. 
lowing grounds : 
(1.) The expenses of the exchanges by the Smithsonian Institution of 
its own publications should in equity be paid by the U nitecl States Go,. 
ernment, for the reason that the proceeds of these exchanges (now form-
ing a library of about J 00,000 volumes) are all deposited in the Con-
gressional Library as soon as received. 
(2.) The system enables the several departments and bureaus of the 
government to obtain valuable materials for their respective librarie0 
by exchange of their publications for those of corresponding depart-
ments and bureaus of other go--vernments, and which publications can 
be obtained only through exchange. 
(3.) The work of the Institution for the benefit of other establishment' 
in this country is national in its character, tending greatly to advance 
general science and popular education. 
Your predecessor in office, realizing this drain upon the resources of 
the Smithsonian, requested Congress for an appropriation of $7,000, 
which was the estimated cost of the work at the time; an allowance, 
however, of only $l3,000 was granted. The money was placed in charge 
of the Interior Department, this disposition of it being made presuma~ly 
at the instance of the Department of State and as an indication of it 
preference to be relieved from further responsibility in the matter; and 
for this reason the Smithsonian Institution made direct application to 
Congress for an appropriation of $5,000 for the coming fiscal year. This 
estimate, though entirely below the sum requisite for carrying on the 
work, was submitted as more likely to be allowed than a larger amount. 
I trust that if the Department of State is willing to contitme its effort 
in connection with the exchanges, it will ask for at least $10,000 for the 
service. If it is desirable that the Smithsonian should also take charge 
of the government and other exchanges now passing through the State 
Department, a still larger sum ;will be required. 
It will be entirely agreeable to the Smithsonian Institution to prose-
cute the exchange system under the general direction of the Depart· 
ment of State, and thereby secure the services of consuls or foreign 
ministers of the United States in those countries where national bureau· 
of exchange have not yet been established. 
Commending the subject to your early and careful consideration, 
I have the honor to be, &c .. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution. 
A~ th~ amount (83,000) appropriated by Congress in assistance of the 
In tltution for the last year (1881) had been placed under the direction 
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of the Interior Department, the subject of the desired extension of 
government aid was naturally referred t? the honor~ble_ Secretary of 
the Interior for his opinion. The followmg comnmmcat10n expresses 
his entire approval of the project: 
[Mr. Kirkwood to Mr. Frelinghuysen.] 
Department of the Interior, Washington, March 27, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the rec~ipt of your communi-
cation of the 24th instant touching the establishment of a bureau of 
international exchanges under the supervision of the Department of 
State, "the work of the bureau to be concentrated in the hands of the 
Smithsonian Institution, as the delegated agency of said department," 
and in reply to say that this department bas long felt the need of some 
improved method of conducting international exchanges, by which the 
more certain and speedy delivery of packages transmitted may be se-
cured. The chief difficulties encountered under the present system re-
sult, in the first place, from the very limited number of dispatch agencies 
employed by the Department of State, restricting transmission of docu-
ments, &c., received from other departments and offices to the three 
cities, London, Paris, and Hamburg; and, secondly, from the delay 
which often attends the dispatch of packages· through the Smithsonian 
Institution, many months frequently elapsing between the delivery of a 
package to the Institution and its reception abroad. In addition, the 
present system involves the trouble of keeping accounts, and of the 
presentation and payment of bills for transportation, whether packages 
are transm.itted by the Department of State or by the Smithsonian Insti-
tution. 
It is understood that under the new system proposed by you these 
difficulties will be avoided; that not only will it unify our system of 
international exchanges, and "assimilate it with that of other countries," 
but also that greater dispatch and certainty of delivery will be attained. 
It is furthermore presumed that the appropriation to be made for this 
purpose will be adequate to meet the ~ecessities of all the departments 
and offices of the government, so that they will be relieved of all ex-
pense in the matter of transportation. 
In view of the fact that the proposed arrangement seems to involve 
these advantages, I regard it as entitled to the approval of this depart-
ment. 
I have the honor to b~, &c., 
S. J. KIRKWOOD. 
[ Report of the Secretary of State to the President.] 
To the PRESIDli:NT : 
The Secretary of State has the honor to lay before the President 
with a view to its transmission to Congress, a letter from the Secretar; 
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of the Smithsonian Institution concerning the working of the presen• 
system of exchanges carried on by that Institution, and the practica-
bility of the suggestion which has been made, that the scope of the 
Smithsonian Institution's bureau be enlarged so as to form an inter. 
national bureau of governmental and scientific exchanges, under the 
supervision of the Department of State. 
The Secretary of State has little to add to the very clear exposition 
made by Professor Baird of the rapid growth of the operations of the 
exchange bureau of the Smithsonian, and to his statements of the 
utility of still further extending them • . He has been for some time con-
vinced that an arrangement like that proposed would not only bring 
the system of diplomatic and literary exchanges of this country into 
harmonious relations with the like international exchange bureaus in 
other countries, but would greatly enlarge the beneficial results obtained 
under the present system of private enterprise, besides relieving the 
several executive departments of the labor and expense of effecting their 
own foreign exchanges, · by concentrating the work in one properly 
equipped an~ competent bureau. His opinions in this regard are shared 
by other members of the government, as will be seen on perusal of the 
annexed letter from the Secretary of the Interior in response to an in· 
quiry lately addressed to him. Should the President decide to recom-
mend the latter to the consideration of Congress, the Secretary of State 
has the honor to advise that an appropriation of $10,000 be asked for 
the coming fiscal year, in order that the proposed plan may have a fair 
chance to demonstrate its necessity and its benefits. It is probable 
that the scattered expenses under the present system of separate ex-
changes aggregate a larger amount than that which he suggests as the 
limit of a serviceable appropriation. 
Respectfully submitted. 
FRED'K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, 
Department of State, Washington, April 11, 1882. 
[RecommendaUon by the President to Congress.] 
To the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES : 
I transmit herewith, with commendation to the attention of Congre ", 
a report of the Secretary of State and its accompanying papers concern· 
ing the proposed establishment of an International Bureau of Exchange~ 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR, 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, 
Washington, April 14, 1882. 
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